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INDEX.
" Abstain from all appearance of evil." Kemarks

life and conversation entitled, 36.5.

Ackworth School Centennary. Remarks on the de-

parture from the principles of Friends manifested i

the, 3.

Africa. Truth disregarded in the desire of the natives

of, to please, 101.

First impression of natives of, of civilized life,

&c., 106.

Keliauce of Dr. Livingstone on Providence for

protection among the savages of, 132.

On public feeling in the Transvaal respecting
the natives of, 134.

Account of mound cultivation in, 135.

Account of earth sponges in, 182.

Notice of pitfalls for game in, 294.

On artificial bee hives made in, 303.

Notice of the atrocities of the slave trade in, 339.
On the terror caused by whites to natives of, 343.
Notice by Dr. Livingstone of barter with natives

of, 354.

Agents for " The Friend." List of, 406.

Agriculture. Rapid method of harvesting grain in

California, &c., 12.

On the causes and character of ropy milk, 54.

On the waste of our natural resources through
the soil, 65.

Agricultural fairs. Remarks on the evil tendencies of,

214.

Alcohol. Opinion of Dr. Richardson on the pernicious
character of, 202.

Alexander Edward E. Observations on the character
and death of, 306.

Allegheny and Cattaraugus Reservations, New York.
Brief account of, 270.

Alligators. On the food of, 293.

Almsgiving. On the danger of acting from selfish

motives in, 45.

Anchor to the soul." Incident entitled "An, 335.
Anecdote of Archbishop Usher, 53.

Frederick William of Prussia, 53.

William Henry Harrison, 66.

Vice President Wilson, 85.

Prof Faraday, 92.

Richard Jordan, 134.

Dr. Samuel Johnson, 228.

Chrvsostom, 230.

Chief Justice Marshall, 267.

Oberlin, 292.
_

Anger. On the avoidance of, 102.

Ants. On the evidences of intelligent communication
among, 311.

Apastolical succession. Remarks on the error of the
doctrine of, 207. 287.

Appeal to Friends for partly worn clothing, 182. 320.

Army worm. Notice of the appearance and habits of

the, 366.

Ascension. Six months in. Extracts from and com-
ments, 50. 59. 66. 73. 82. 91.

Assyria. Some account of the ancient history of, 90.

Astronomical notes. Rose colored spot on planet Jupi-
ter, 215.

Atonement. On the doctrine of the, 222. 226.

Andland John. Account of the convincement and re-

ligious character of, 238. 242. 253. 266.

Austria. Notice of the violation of religious liberty in,

231.

Australia. Notice of eflSjrts to check the destruction of

timber in, 319.

Auricular confession. Remarks on the errors and
dangers of, 343.

Avalanche. Account of a ride on a, 393.

Avon. New York, and its surroundings. Brief sketch
of, 354.

Babylon. Notice of a newlv discovered inscription of
Cyrus the Great in^ 210.

Notice of recently obtained documents from, 231.

Babylonia. Some account of the ancient history of, 90.

Bank of England note. Strange history connected
with a, 187.

Baptism. Account of former superstitious practices
respecting water, 131.

of Christ. On the necessity of, 217.
Baptismal regeneration. Incident entitled, 140.

Be faithful. Extract from John Churchman entitled,

138.

Be truthful. Extract entitled, 319.

Be true. Extract entitled, 178.

Beckoning. African modes of, 92.
Bee. On making a queen, 311.
Bees. Notice of a providential escape from death by,

207.

Beef Method of curing, by injecting brine, 175.
Belgium. Notice of the agitation in, respecting educa-

tion and Roman Catholicism, 117.
Bell Deborah. Account of the early religious experi-

ence of, 290.

Bermuda, Brief description of, 406.
Settle Samuel. Notice of the character and death of, 286,

Baptists. Statistics of, in America, 231.
Barclay John. Experience of, on endeavoring to under-

stand the things of God by the intellectual faculties,

and comments, 327.

Bible Association of Friends in America. Circular of,

70. 77.

Bird. Notice of memory in a, 55.

A, too innocent to be killed, 263.

Birds. Experiments showing the song of certain, ac-

quired by imitation, 55.

Notice of affection in, 263.

Blacksnake Governor, an Indian. Notice of the death
of, 108.

Blasting. Triangular instead of circular holes rec

mended in 65.

Boa constrictor.^ Notice of death caused by, 127.
Book Notices, &c. Letters of John Wilbur to George

Crosfield, 136.
" The Western Friend," 143.

"A witness for the Truth of God against all

Schisms and Divisions in Christian Societies,''

by EUwood Haworth, 161.

Tracts for children, 160.
" An Address of the Representatives of the Re

ligious Society of Friends for Pennsylvania
&c., to their fellow citizens on the use of in-

toxicating drinks," 168.
" Camps in the Caribbees," 169.

The Paper World, 192.

Vicks' Floral Guide for 1880, 192,
" Reminiscences of Levi Coffin," 200.
The Practical American, 240.

Specimen verses of the Bible in 215 languages,
265.

Memoirs of Daniel Wheeler (American reprint,)

255.

Report of the Bible Association of Friends in

America, 256.

The Oriental and Biblical Journal, 280.
Roberts' Miscellany, 280.

On the Cultivation of the Senses, 312.

Life and Labors of Elihu Burritt, 312.

Review of the Ohio Minutes, bv Cvrus W. H
vey, 359.

Town Geology, by Charles Kingsley, 360.

Borax deposit of Nevada. Account of the discovery
of, 6.

Boys. Advice to, on self-control, 79.

On the danger of allowing, to roam freely at

night, 10.

Affecting anecdote of two Edinburgh street, 85.

Brahmin and the microscope." Incident entitled " The,
316.

Brief spiritual observations by William Law, 84. 91.

Brief spiritual observations by Isaac Penington, 174.

179. 187. 196.

Bromine employed to disinfect stables in Prussia, 14.

Brown Rebecca. Part of a religious communication of

Wm. Evans at the grave of, 381.

Bunyan John. Notice of mistakes respecting the doc-

trines of Friends contained in .1 recent biographical

sketch of, 349.

Burling Catharine. Account of some of the expres-

sions of, in her last sickness, 362.

Burnyeat Jonathan. Account of the religious experi-

ence and labors of, .as a child, 281.

Business. On the folly of cheating in, 115.

On the advantage of learning a trade, 166.

On carrying Christian principles into, 181.

Remarks on, entitled " Don't cut the strings,"

189.

Illustrations of immorality in, 276.

On honesty in, 390.

Butter. Method of preserving, in tin, adopted in Copen-
hagen, 14.

Notice of, one thousand years old, 263.

Buttered tea. On the use and preparation of, in Tibet,

335.

Bryant. William Cullen. Sketch of the life and char-
acter of, 43. 52. 60. 69. 77.

Calmness in danger. Incident illustrating the value
. of, 241.

of Job Scott, founded on faith in a Divine open-
ing, 252.

Camden County, New Jersey. A sketch of the early
history of, 225. 233.

Camm John. Account of the convincement and
ligious labors of, 229. 238. 253. 261.

Anne. Account of the life and religious labors
of, 277. 285. 292.

Thomas. Account of, 301. 305.

Carib baskets. Notice of, 254.

Carribbee islands. Notes of a naturalist in the, 1

178. 186. 195. 254.

Cassava bread. On the preparation of, 140.
" Cast a line for yourself." Incident entitled, 76.
Cat. Instance of sagacity in a, 136.

Cathedral at Cologne. Notice of the near completion
of, 126.

Cattle in Natal. Notice of the fondness of, for bones,
111.

Cave-men. Notice of the discovery of remains of, in
France, 79.

Ceylon. Notice of a collection of rags offered in idol

worship. 111.

Character. True excellence of, a result of growth as

well as of grace, 316.

The formation of, a gradual and painstaking work,
342.

Charity. On the duty of all to give according to their
means, 239.

Charleston, S. C. Historical sketch of Friends' meet-
ing-house property in, 289. 299.

Chicago. Notice of a school for criminals in, 14.

Child. The prayer of a, answered, 36.

Instance of a tender conscience in a, 174.

Children. " Smart," not usually long lived, 6.

Notice of the charity of giving the city, a few
days in the country, 20. 405»

On the religious training of, 35. 99.

Instances of early religious dedication in, 281.
China. Account of birds tamed as pets in, 302.

On the efforts now made in, to diminish the prac-
tice of binding the feet of women, 318.

Notes on the production of while wax in, 335.

On the course of Great Britain in forcing opium
upon, 402.

Chinese in First-day schools in Boston. Notice of, i

Methodists. Notice of a congregation of, in

Oakland, Cal., 37.

Statistics of the value of, as laborers, in Cali-

fornia, 68.

Notice of the ingenuity of, in horticulture, 175.

proverb. A, 223.

students in American schools. Notice- of, 237.

children. Notice of a religious periodical pub-
lished for, 239.

Notice of the unresisting character of the, 245.

convert. Remark of a, on the inconsistency of

professing Christians, 287.

Ceremony used by, in invitations to guests, 343.

Chip that could talk." Incident entitled " The, 204.

Chloral hydrate. On the dangers attending the use of,

21.

Chlorine supposed to be a compound body, 79.

Christ. On the outward and inward offices of, 2.

Extr.act entitled How to attract people to, 124.

On the doctrine of the light of, in every man,
146.

On the difference between the light of, and con-

science, 210.

On the death and sufferings of, 235.

No deed done for, shall be forgotten, 335.

On the unity which should exist among the fol-

lowers of, 349.

On praying in the name of, 351.

Christian simplicity of life. On the duty of, and neces-

sity for, 133.

Christian. Illustrations of the life of the, 326.

Christians. How to become, 190.

Remarks on consistent, 380.
" Christmas." Observations on and dissuasive to the

observance of, 149.

Church. On the duty of individual members of the,

56.

Remarks on the prosperity of the, 126.
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Church. On the danger to the world from the de-

generacy of the, 142.

The need of the, is the Holy Spirit, 163.

Practical godliness indispensably necessary to

the, 327.

Churchman George. Letter of, 411,

Churchman John. E.xtract from, on faithfulness to

impressions of duty, 138.

Cinerary urn found in Egypt. Description of a, 362.

Cleopatra's needles. Short description of, 380.

Clouds on the Christian's pathway. On the value of,

177.

Coal mine. Account of a burning, in Schuylkill Co.,

Pa., 37.

Cockchafer plague in Schleswig-Holstein. Notice of

the, 46.

Coin. Value of an ancient, in establishing the location

of Pandosia, 279.

Cole Josiah. Account of the triumphant death of, 318.

Communion. The views of Friends respecting the, 51.

On the blessedness of an unremitted seeking for

Divine, 166.

Conversation. On the duty of ordering our, aright, 10.

Comments on the above, 26.

Effect of, upon character, 12.

Kemarks on, entitled " When not to talk," 170.

On complaining of Providence in our, 174.

Sound sense more valuable than polished diction

in, 183.

Computation of time. Account of the introduction of

the present method of the, 378.

Conversion, Description of the process of, 398.

Corea. Brief account of the people of, and the recent

voyages of E. Oppert to, 357. 361. 369.

Cornish George. IS'otice of the death of, 332.

Cotton worm. Paris Green successfully used to destroy

the, 329.

Country. Incident connected with sending poor city

children to the, for a visit, 379.

Cowitch. On the use of the beans of, as food in Africa,

359.

Cress. Account of the cultivation of, near Biloxi, 203.

Cresson Sarah. Brief notice of religious engagements
of, 195. 202.

Cross of Christ. Encouragement under trials incident

to bearing the, 334.

Advice to keep under the, 391.

Culture. On firmly withstanding the error of giving

intellectual, the first place, 102.

Cuttle-lish. A man attacked by a, in the Scarborough
Aquarium, 104.

Damascus. On the present condition of, 338.

Dancing. Kemarks of Adam Clark on the wickedness
of, 282.

Death. On being always prepared for, 210.

Deaths.—Warner Atkinson, 56 ; Sarah H. Aaronson,
152 ; William B. Alexander, 360 ; Joseph H. Brooks,

48; Rachel Ballinger, 160; Joseph Barton, 232;
Lydia H. Ballinger, 272 ; Rachel Bowersock, 280

;

Elizabeth Bunting, 312; Daniel Boulton,312; Sarah
Coates, 112 ; Ann-Cameron, 328; James H. Cresson,

392 : Abram Dillingham, 16 ; Ella R. Driver, 32
;

Annie S. Dilks, 208; Francis DeCou, 280; Frances
M. Drinker, 344; Elizabeth L. Evens, 80; Ezra
Evans, 184; Hannah Elfreth, 288; Jane P. Edge,
336 ; Beulah Emhree, 360 ; Jacob W. Fry, 80

;

Rebecca W. Fry, 80 ; Sarah Folwell, 256 ; Elizabeth
Gillingham, 96; George M. Glover, 224; Rebeccca
B. Hoge, 8; Isaac S. Heston, 24; Abi Heald, 120;
Mary S. Hobson, 160 ; C. Allen Hamblin, 176 ; Han-
nah Hoffman, 216 ; Mary Ann F. HoUoway, 328

;

Earle Hallock, 344; William S. Harry, 384 ; Philip
Johnson, 48; Anna M. Jones, 280; Hannah Kite,

288; Joseph King, 408 ; Margaret P. Knowles, 416;
Susanna McCollin, 16 ; Rebecca McCoUin, 18 1 ; Sarah
E. Masters, 264; Mary Madara, 272; William C.
Malone, 296 ; Mordecai Morlan, 368 ; Eliza A
Morlan, 368 ; Daniel Nichols, 40; William F. Ne
bold, 176

; Charlotte Newhold, 192 ; William Norris,
272; Mary E. Pirn, 104; Jane Parry, 128; S. Roselma
Paist, 216 ; Tilman Patterson, 272 ; Elizabeth Peck-
ham, 328 ; Thomas Penrose, 376 ; Ruth Sharpless,

24; Sinclair Smith, 64; Solomon L. Saunders, 80;
Lvdia Saunders, 80 ; Samuel Shaw, 120 ; Hannah G.
Smith, 192 ; Daniel Swift, 248 ; Joseph N. Swift, 256

;

Rebecca Scattergood, 256 ; Mary C. Satterthwaite, 280
Daniel Satterthwaite, 280 ; Lydia Smith, 288 ; Elisha
Stubbs, 384 ; Daniel Tucker, 288; Hannah Tu
320 ; Mary H. Thompson, 344; Edward Thorn, 352;
Ellen S. Vail, 200 ; William C. Williams, 32

;
Clayton

N.Wills, 40 ; Horatio C. Wood, 128 ; Henry D. War-
rington, 128 ; Rachel S. Warren, 264 ; George G
Williams, 264; Mary Whitall, 264; Charles Wil-

INDEX.
Haras, 272; Sarah Worth, 368; Anna N. Watson,
376; Walker Moore, 408.

Debt. Remarks on keeping out of, 364.

Defender." Account of the preservation of James
Kennedy, entitled "Our, 109.

Dewsbury William. Experience of, of the voice of

Christ, 179.

Account of the triumphant death of, 318.

Dickinson James. Account of the early call of, to the

ministry, 291.

Diamond. Notice of the explosion of a, apparently

from the heat of the sun, 38.

Diamonds. On the value of the production of, in S.

Africa, 399.

Dictionary. Notice of the preparation of a new Eng-
lish, 174.

Discontented spirit. Anecdote of the change through
grace of a man of a, 110.

Dishonest flour dealers. Notice of a method of punish-

ing, 19.
" Do something for somebody." Incident entitled, 125,

Dog. Anecdote of the sagacity of a sheep, 68.

Remarkable attachment of a, to a cat, 71.

Dress. Advice of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to its

members in reference to plainness of, 2.

Notice of reasons assigned by the National Bap
list for plainness of, 13.

A word to mothers on restraining the love of, in

their children while young, 22.

The plain, of Friends, a result of obedience to

• duty, 29.

The testimony to plainness of, enjoined upon all

Christiana, 31.

A few serious reflections on, 53.

Remarks on plainness of, from the Herald
Truth, 117. _

Disregard of plainness of, in different sects, an
evidence of declension, 131.

Testimony of John Conran to the necessity of

simplicity of, 167.

Observations of Thomas Evans on Friends' testi-

monies to plainness of, &c., 177.

A plea for the plain, 178.

Incident attending the adoption of a plain, by ::

Methodist, 182.

Drowned. On methods of discovering the bodies of the,

287.
_ _

Dynamite. Notice of the clandestine trade in, 388.

Earth-eating. Notice of the practice of, in Zanzibar
127.

Notice of the practice of, in Japan, 383.

Editorial.—Comments on a recent separation in Spring
River Quarterly Meeting of Friends, Kansas "

Notice of the publication by H. Balkwill of unsound
views in reference to baptism, and her recall to Eng-
land, 7 ; Remarks on the commencement of a new
volume, 7 ; Remarks on prayer, 15 ; Observation
the report of the deputation appointed by London
Yearly Meeting, to visit the Western Yearly Meeting,

23 ; Remarks on the testimony of Friends to plain

ness of dress, 31 ; Reply to a communication on tlie

subject of prayer, 38 ; On some proceedings connected
with a recent .separation in Canada Yearly Meeting,
47 ; On the duty of individual members of the church,

55 ; Remarks on traditional Quakers, 63 ; On the duty
of offering praise for blessings received, 72 ; Notice

of the proceedings of Ohio Yearly Meeting, 79 ; Re-
marks on the excitements attending " revival" meet-
ings, 87; Comments on the "Memoir of Jo.seph

Henderson," 88 ; Remarks on the expression " only

believe," 95 ; On an habitual living under the power
of the grace of God, 95 ; Notice of the proceedings of

North Carolina Yearly Meeting, 111 ; Notice of pro-

ceedings in " devotional meetings" held in North
Carolina, 119. 175 ; On the clo.sing of the U. S. mails
for lottery purposes, 136 ; Notice of the reprint of

the Letters of John Wilbur to George Crosfield, 136;
Notice'of "The Western Friend," 143; Notice of

recent Quarterly Meeting held at Haddonfield, N. J.,

151 ; Remarks on a pamphlet by Ellwood Haworth,
in reference to schisms and divisions in Christian

societies, 151; Notice of an appeal on behalf of The
Tract Repository, 152 ; Remarks on a proposition to

establish an "American Friends' Missionary Board,"
159 ; Notice of the proceedings of Iowa Yearly Meet-
ing (smaller body), 159 ; On the importance of mak-
ing an individual annual examination of pecuniary
affairs, 159 ; Notice of a series of small tracts for chil-

dren, lately issued, 160; Notice of a " revival" meet-

ing lately held in Kansas, and comments, 167 ; Notict

of an Address to our fellow citizens on the use of in

toxicating drinks, lately issued by the Meeting foi

Sufferings, 168 ; Notice of proceedings of Indiana

Yearly Meeting, 176 ; Remarks on the numerical de-
crease of Friends in certain sections, 183; Comments
on an editorial in The British Friend, respecting re-

cent innovations, 191 ; Notice of Kansas Yearly
Meeting (smaller body), 192 ; Notice of The Paper
World, 192 ; Notice of Vick's Floral Guide, for 1880,

192 ; Comments on words of encouragement received
by the conductors of " The Friend," 199 ; Reflections

on a visit to a neighborhood formerly settled by
Friends, 200 ; Notice of " Reminiscences of Levi
Coffin," 200 ; Remarks on the reported probability of

increased immorality and irreligion in Europe, 208
;

Remarks on imputative righteousness, with reference

to a criticism in the Episcopal Recorder, 215 ; Notice
of a pamphlet on the question whether civilization

comes from natural or supernatural causes, 216 ; Re-
marks on the number of recent removals of Friends
by death, 224 ; Remarks in reference to the account
of Anne Sears, 224 ; Notice of Report of the Seamen's
and Landsmen's Aid Society, 224 ; Encouragement to

faithfulness, 231 ; On cherishing a religious concern
for each other's welfare and happiness, 240 ; Notice
of the gratuitous distribution of a number of copies

of " The Friend," 240. 288 ; Reque.st respecting com-
munications intended for insertion in " The Friend,"
&c., 240 ; Notice of the Practical American, 240

;

Remarks on departures from the practices and prin-

ciples of Friends, 247 ; Remarks on evidences of a
change of feeling in some quarters respecting inno-

vations upon the doctrines and practices of Friends,

2-55; Ob.-;ervations on the Memoir of Hannah Marsh,
255 ; Notice of a specimen translation of verses of the

Holy Scriptures in foreign languages, 255 ; Notice of

a decree of U. S. Court, in reference to the will of

Sarah Zane, 255 ; Notice of a reprint of the Memoirs
of Daniel Wheeler, 255 ; Notice of the Report of the

Bible Association of Friends in America, 256 ; Ob-
servations on the cares of this world, and the danger
that they may choke the Seed of Life in the heart,

263 ; The absence of true faith a cause of much of the

evil in the world, 271 ; Remarks on evidences that

the spiritual views held by Friends are still imme-
diately taught to individuals, 279 ; Remarks on
Herod Agrippa, 279; Notice of the Oriental and
Biblical Journal, 280 ; Notice of Roberts' Miscellany,

280 ; Remarks on the partaking of the bread and
wine by the late Clerk of Canada Yearly Meeting,
287 ; Notice of the proceedings of Philadelphia Year-
ly Meeting, 295. 303 ; Observations on the pursuit of

worldly business, 311 ; Remarks to contributors to

this Journal, 312; Notice of a work on the cultivation

of the senses, 312 ; Notice of the " Life and Labors of

Elihu Burritt," 312 ; On the responsibility of those

who are favored with religious advantages, 320; Re-
marks on the inability of man to know the things of

God by the intellectual faculties, 327 ; Remarks on
need for and prayers for rain, 335 ; Remarks on the

lowering of the standard of the ministry, resulting

from Bible schools, mission meetings, &c., 343 ; Re-
marks on the recent election of several members of

the Society of Friends to the English Parliament,

344 ; On praying in the name of Christ, 351 ; Remarks
on the state of our religious Society without the limits

of Philadelphia and Ohio Yearly Meetings, 352
;

Notice of the opening of Friends' meeting-houses in

Indiana to "noted gospel-singers," 352 ; Notice of the

proceedings of the Pennsylvania Society for the Pro-
tection of Children from Cruelty, 352 ; Notice of a

review by Cyrus W. Harvey, of the doctrinil un-

soundness contained in the minutes of the Binns'

Yearly Meeting of Ohio, 359; Remarks on the publi-

cation of small tracts by concerned Friends in Eng-
land, advocating the ancientdoctrines and testimonies

of the Society, 360 ; Notice of " Town Geology, by
Charles Kingsley," 360; Notice of the proceedings
of London Yearly Meeting, 367. 375 ; Notice of the

proceedings and need of Friends' Freedmen's asso-

ciation, 376 ; Statement in reference to William
Wetherald, 376 ; Notice of the proceedings of New
York Yearly Meeting, 383 ; On poverty of spirit,

383 ; Notice of a charity entitled, " The children's

country week," 384 ; Remarks on some statements by
S. Pumphrey, 391 ; Notice of the U. S. School for

Indian children at Carlisle, Pa., 392 ; On the neces-

sity^for and blessing attending earnest efforts in work-
ing out our salvation, 400 ; On some of the causes

which have led to the recent separations in the So-

ciety of Friends, 407 ; Remarks on the unsettling and
injurious effects of speculations in religion, 415 ; Ob-
servations of a person convinced of the principles of

Friends and recently received into membership, upon
our religious Society, and comments, 416.

Education. Remarks on the value of, as a means of

mental and spiritual improvement, 1.58.



Education in Philadelpbia Yearly Meeting. Eemarks
on, 397.

Electric lamp. Notice of Edison's, 191.

light. Notice of the advantages of the, 231.

Notice of the stimulating eifect of, upon vege-

tation, 335.

Elephant. Notice of the appearance of an, in court, 6.

Punishment inflicted by an, 94.

Instance of the docility of an, 104,

Eleventh commandment." Anecdote entitled, '' The,
53.

EUicott Joseph, the surveyor. Notice of, 252.

Emlen James. Letters of [continued from vol. Lil. p.

412], 3. 18. 28.

Sarah. Expressions of, in the last Yearly Meet-
ing she attended, 228.

England. Notice of a movement in, called the salvation

army, 13.

Eemarks of C. H. Spurgeon on expecting that

formal prayers will be answered during the
present crisis in, 45.

Account of the introduction of several garden
vegetables into, 220.

Eemarks on the disestablishment of the Church
of, 414.

Episcopalian prayer book. Eemarks on the doctrinal

unsoundness of portions of the, 168.

causes of dissent from the Church of England,
158.

bishop. Auricular confession strongly con-

demned by a, 343.

Epistle of the National Half Years' Meeting in Ireland

to Friends, 137.

Evans Charles. Letter of, 123.

Evans Thomas. Extract from a letter of, on the death
of S. L. Wood, 52.

Observations of, on the value of Friends' testi-

monies to plainness of speech, behavior, and
apparel, 177.

Evans William. Extract from, on the necessity of

being willing to endure the reduction of self,

165.

On the only way in which the strength of the

church can be restored, 203.

Evil thoughts. The Lord who showeth man his, will

help him to overcome them, 403.

Evolution. The theory of, discredited by Prof. Tyndall
and other scientists, 123.

Exaggerations in conversation. On, 164.

Extravagant preparations at the table for entertaining

companies at religious gatherings discountenanced,

103.

Faith. True, not at man's command, 95.

A living, the constant object of the enemy's at

tacks, 222.

and salvation. The ground of, 309.
" Faithful to the end." Extract entitled, and com

ments, 175.

"Faithful watchmen." Essay entitled, 267.

Fall of man. A few thoughts on the, 412.

Farrington Abraham. Account of the convincement
of, 190.

Fashion. On th&deformities of the human body caused

by, 398.

Feet-washing. Notice of the performance of, as

ligious ceremony, by German Baptists, ;

Notice of the performance of, by the Emperor
and Empress of Austria, 351.

Figs. Notes on, 215.

Fiji islands. Statisticsof religious professors in the, 319.

Fictitious reading. On the serious evils of public

libaries in supplying, 124.

Fire. Method of lighting a, by compression of air, in

Tibet, 366.

First-day school teacher. Experience of a Friend who
had been a, 211.

First day of the week. Notice of resolutions of the New
Jersey Methodist Conference against the dis-

regard of, 5.

Notice of the action of the Executive Committee
of the Penna. Agricultural Society towards the

observance of the, 86.

Notice of a petition to Parliament to close drink-

ing houses on the, 103.

Notice of an increasing disregard of the, in Eng-
land and the United States, 207.

First false step. On not taking the, 355.

Fish. Notice of houses for freezing, for the New York
market, 46.

Young, entrapped by a water-spider, 71.

On the flights of the flying, 135.

Method of capturing by poisoning in British

Guiana, 146.

INDEX.
Fisher Samuel E. Extract from the diary of, 330.

Fishes. Observations on the longevity of, 327.

Flattery rewarded. Anecdote of Frederick William of

Prussia entitled, 53.

Fletcher John. Notice of a remarkable incident in the

ministry of, 41.

Floating gardens of Cashmere. Description of the, 374.

Florence. Notes of a recent visit to, 297. 306.

Fog. A blind man a leader in a, 302.
" Forgive us our trespasses." Incident on the necessity

of forgiving other.s, entitled, 46.

Forgiveness of enemies individually. Eemarks on, 358.

Fox George. Eemarks of Thos. Carlyle on, 114.

Extracts from, on the necessity of repentance, 127
Account by, of the meeting at Firbank Chapel,

229. ^

Testimony of, concerning Francis Howgill, 321.

Extract from, on keeping inward to the Lord,
and comments, 387.

Fox Maria. Advice of, to young persons on religious

exercises, 134.

France. Notice of anti-clerical agitation in, 143.

Notice of a movement for the higher and unsec-

tarian education of women in, 262.

Free Methodists. Notice of the rise and character of

the, 70.

Freedmen. Notice of the exodus of, from the Southern
States to Kansas, 28.

Three, made the heirs of their former master in

North Carolina, 72.

Appeal on behalf of schools for the, 110.

Account of refugees, in Kansas, and appeals on
behalf of, 198. 218.271.

on the Sea Islands, S.C. Notice of the improved
condition of, 329.

Account of the prosperous condition of, in Beau-
fort Co., S. C, 350.

Friend " List of Agents for " The, 30.

Friend. Experience of a, who was drafted in the late

war, 201.

Experience of a, on the emptiness of the " ordi-

nances," 134.

Friends. Eeligious communications addressed to, 11.

42. 58. 67. 139. 145. 147. 148. 170. 205. 211.

236. 245. 349. 381.

On the state of the Society of, 35. 203. 253. 255.

274. 287. 324. 340. 352. 407.

A word of encouragement to 11.

Address of Daniel Wheeler to, on the eve of his

departure to the South Sea islands, 4.

in England. Observations on the innovations

among, 274.

Extracts from the " Testimony of Spring Elver
Quarterly Meeting," Kansas, against depar-

tures from the doctrines and practices of, 13.

On the doctrine of, respecting immediate revela-

tion, 17. 25. 33. 41.

Encouragement to, to maintain their testimony

to plainness of dre.ss in their children, 22.

Eemarks on the dangers attending the keeping
of public houses by, 27.

The doctrines and testimonies of the early, a

blessing to the world, 27.

The plain dress of, a Divine requisition. Ee-
marks on, 29.

On the religious training of the children of, 35

The views of, respecting the communion, 51.

The meetings for discipline of, to be held under
the same authority as those for worship, 58.

Eemonstrance against members of the Society of,

putting; on " mourning" attire, 61.

Address to the junior members of the Society of,

67.

Some ancient advices to, 84.

Eemarks of Sarah [L.] Grubb on the lowering
of the ancient standard of, 86.

On the necessity of the proper training of the

children of, in the principles and testimonies

of the Society, 99.

On the benefit to civil liberty resulting from the

firmness of the early, 106.

Dying advice of Charles Marshall to, 116.

On the permanent value of the writings of the

earlv, as monuments of Quakerism, 125.

Epistle to, in Ireland, 137.

The doctrine of the light of Christ in man, a

fundamental doctrine of, 145.

A warning to, respecting those who are setting

at naught the principles of, 156.

Objections of, to days set apart for thanksgiving,

Testimonies respecting the ultimate prevalence
of the principles of, 161. 172.

A plea for the plain dre.ss of, 178.

Friends. Testimony of one not a, to the excellence

of silent worship, 180.

Eemarks on the numerical decrease of, in certain

sections, 183.

Notice of the first protest of, against slavery, 189.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting of. Brief notes

respecting, 194. 202.

Testimony of John Smith in 1764, respecting

degeneracy among, 212.

On the doctrine of, respecting the atonement,
222. 226.

An address to the youth of the Society of, 236.

Account of the circumstance which led to the

knowledge of, in France, 236. 258.

Concern of Eichard Shackleton for the youth
among, 242.

On evidences that the spiritual views as held by,

are still immediately taught to individuals,

279.

Historical sketch of the property belonging to,

in Charleston, S. C, 289. 299.

Observations of an American envoy on the dress

of, and comments, 291.

The doctrine of, in regard to faith and salvation,

309.

On the true ground of ministry among,_ 3.37.

Comments on the above, and the lowering of the

standard of ministry by Bible schools, &c.,

among, 343.

Letter of S. [L.] Grubb on innovations upon the

doctrines of, in England, 341.
!

On the doctrines of, respecting the offices and'
divinity of Christ, 349.

On the doctrines of, respecting the Holy Scrip-

tures, 349.

On the testimony of, to the use of the plain lan-

guage, 355.

Eemarks on properly supporting the testimony
of, to silent meetings, 355.

Defense of the early, from the charge of using

abusive language, 378.

On the duty of prayer on account of the present

condition of the Society of, 381.

On the testimony of, to the plain language,
'

On innovations in practices resulting from doc-

trinal diflTerences among, 407.

Friend,ship in the family. On, 229.

FVogs. Notice of the raising of, to supply the markets
95.

Froude J. A. Eemarks on the ignorance of, respecting

the doctrines of Friends, 349.

Frost-bitten traveller in Eussia. Account by a, 3

Funeral. Eemarks on the plain, of the late Judg«
Packer, 44.

Notice of an efTort to diminish extravagance at

214.

Geese used as guards in China, 335.

Genesee valley. Notes on the settlement of the, by th:

whites, 273.

Germany. Observations on the low moral and religiou

condition of, 14.

Germs as the causes of disease. Notice of observation

on, 14.

Geyser well in McKeanCo., Penna. Account of, '

Ghost stories. Comments on, 404.

Girls and their mothers. Advice to, .371.

Glass. Account of two pieces of antique, 158.

Glass-making. On the antiquity of, 95.

God. On the hidden wisdom of, 300.

Gough John B. Eemark of, on lessening our influent

for good, 38.

Incident related by, of gratitude, 378.

Gospel. The, is a ministration of the spirit and pow«

of the Lord Jesus, 327.

Gout. Eemarks on, 383.

Grain. Observations on the origin of rust on, 71.

Granite. Observations on the poor " fire-resistiof

powers of, 351.

Gratitude. Instance of, 378.

Grellet Stephen. Testimony of, respecting the princ

pies of Friends, 161.

Eemarks of, on the exercise of the ministry, IJ

Notice by of the order of the king of Spain ij

specting hat honor, 219.

Grey. On the last hours of Lady Jane, 389.

Grubb Sarah [L.] On the lowering of the ai

standard of Friends, 86.

Testimonies of, respecting degeneracy amo[
Friends, 172.

Notice of the early visitations of Divine gn)
to, 281.

Guiana British. Notes of journeys made in, 139.

154. 162.



addonfield Quarterly Meetingof Friends. Brief notes

respecting, 194.

[acker Jeremiah. Notice of tlie cliaracter and deatli

of, 28.

Marianna. Some memoranda concerning tlie

character and early death of, 372.

Has preaching lost its power?" Essay entitled, 74.

Have we the appearance of Christians?" Extract

entitled, 61.

[awks. The neighborhood of the general post-ofBce

building at Washington, D. C, frequented by a pair

of sparrow, 46.

fawaiian surf-bathing. Account of, 103.

lazing. Notice of the prohibition of, in Princeton

College, 22.

[asty words. Illustration of the sorrow often resulting

from, 78.

lat honor. Notice of S. Grellet's faithful testimony

against, 219.

leavenly discipline. Remarks on, 142.

lealth. On the dangers to the, of " smart" children, 6.

Keslriction of food recommended for loss of ap-

petite, 6.

On the danger to, from sewer gases, 6.

Remarks on the dangers to, of all narcotics and
intoxicants, 21.

Remedy recommended for cold feet, 71.

On some of the causes and effects of skin diseases,

85. 87.

Hot lemonade as a remedy for colds, 87.

Means to be employed in recovering fainting

persons, 95.

On the eflect of tobacco upon the, 115.

On the value of hot water as an application for

sprains, 118.

On the danger of swallowing shot in game, 119.

On the internal use of water for the sick, &c.,

246. 251.

On the danger to, from arsenical green colors in

household use, 247.

Remarks on sleeplessness, 254.

On "taking cold," 263.

On the advantage to, of mental exercise in old

age, 370.

On the protection of the oriental costume to, in

hot climates, 374.

On the danger to, from polluted water or milk,

374. 390.

On the detection of sewer gas in buildings, 375.

On the danger to, from damp cellars, 399.

Precautions against taking cold, 399.

Henderson Joseph. A brief memoir of the late, 81. 89.

Comments on the above, 88.

Herring. Calculations showing the vast numbers of, in

the sea, 86.

Hid in a napkin. Remarks on improving our oppor-
tunities, entitled, 365.

Hillman Sarah. Letter of 338.

Hoe-handle medicine. Extract entitled, 326.

Holy Scriptures. Advice of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing to its members upon reading the, 11.

On illustrations of passages in the, observed in

oriental travel, 34. 102. 183.

Notice of the sanction by Roman Catholics of the

printing and distribution of the, in Mexico, 37.

Notice of the preparation of a revised edition of,

in Germany, 70.

Account of the manuscripts of the New Testa-
ment, 133.

The assistance of the Holy Spirit necessary,

rightly to understand the, 170.

Incident showing the ignorance of the, in France,
182.

Remarks on the reading of, in meetings for wor-
ship, by those professing to be Friends, 247.

Terms used in the, not always understood by
children. Remarks on, 254.

Illustrations of, from Malagasy customs, 265.

275. 284.

On some of the beauties of the, 334.

in an hotel. Incident in connection with a copy
of the, 347.

Statistics of the number of languages in which
it is now printed, 366.

Account of the eager desire for the, by natives of
India, 377. 385.

Remarks on the voluminous works of certain

terpreters of the, 381.

None righJy understand the, but by the help of

the Holy Spirit, 389.

Holy living. Incident and remarks on the convincing
force of, 220.

Home. Observations on the blessedness of reaching
heaven as an, 101.

INDEX.

Home. On the temper which renders, happy, 301.

Extract entitled " a perfect home," 302.

Honest thinking. On, 373.

Honey-bee. Interesting incidents in reference to the

mathematical accuracy of the cells of the, 206.

Hosmer William H. C, the poet. Brief notice of, 355.

Howgill Francis. Prophetic declaration of, respecting

Friends, and comments, 161.

Tender advice of, to the newly convinced, 316.

Account of the convincement and labors of, in

the gospel, 317. 321.

Humility the surest path to exaltation, 354.

Hunt Nathan. Brief notice of the services of, as a

minister of the gospel, 202.

Huss John. Account of the martyrdom of, 269.

" I am strong in Him." Account of a dying child,

entitled, 254.
" I like to help people." Incident entitled, 77.
" I will not let thee go unless thou bless me." Incident

recorded by an aged Friend, entitled^ and remarks,

347.

Idol. Notice of the recent death of an, in Siam, 286.

I'm afraid to die rich. Incident entitled, 100.

Immorality. The need of etTorts to check, on the part

of every familv, 94.

Incidents and reflections. Essays entitled, 121. 129. 148.

Independent Catholic Church. Account of the, 197.

India. Testimony of a native Hindu to the spread of

Christian principles in, 5.

Accotint of the convincement of a Bnahmin in,

of Christianity, 46.

Notice of the building of a place of worship by
former thieves in, 62.

On the substantial character of the Christian

natives of, 103.

Account of material advantages following British

rule in, 209.

Remarks of a Brahmin on Hinduism in, 228.

Notice of snow two hundred feet deep in, 231.

Natives of, refuse to carry on business under the

shade of a sacred tree, 319.

Account of a Christian Brahmin in, 358.

Account of the eager reception of the Bible in

parts of, 377. 385.

Indians. Notice of an effort to carry the case of the

Ponca, to the U. S. Supreme Court, 26.

Extracts from the Tenth Annual Report of As-
ciated Executive Committee of Friends in

reference to the progress of, &c., 57.

Account of the origin of the recent war with the

Ute, 83.

Description of the pantomime language of the,

116.

of British Guiana. Notes on the, 146.

Extract from a report of Secretary of the In
terior on the humane treatment of the, 165.

on the Allegheny Reservation, N. Y. Letter of

Ebeuezer Worth to, 203.

Memorial to Congress, signed by 13,000 names,
on fulfilling treaties with the, 235.

Notes on the Seneca, of the Genesee valley, 2'

250. 258. 266. 273. 282.

Account of the rellgiotis character of two, 244,

Instance of the honesty of, 261.

Brief account of the Seneca, in New York, by an
Indian girl, 270.

Ideas of honesty in. Anecdote illustrating, 275,

Criticism by, on the habits of the whites, 278.

On the recent unjust removal of the Ponca, from
their reservation, 348.

Account of the first teaming done by Sioux, 363
Individual responsibility. On, 220.

luKdel. An, rebuked, 27.

Testimony of a converted, 394.
Infidels. Notice of the remarkable fulfilment of pro-

phecy upon, 41.

Notice of proceedings of a recent convention of,

• 54.

Infidelity. Vital Christianity the effectual check to, 132.

On knocking out, 382.

Intemperance. Prohibition the remedy for, 29.

Notice of the provisions of the civil damage act

of Massachusetts respecting, 30.

Moderate drinking leads to, 35.

Remarks on the appetite for strong drink, and
on resisting it, 45.

Anecdote of the enforcement of Scripture pre-

cepts against, 61.

Anecdote of the refusal of General Harrison to

partake of wine, 66.

Accoimt of the career often drinking men, 95
Statistics of the decrease of, by prohibition (

the First day of the week, 103.

Intemperance Incidents and reflections in reference

to, 149.

Testimony of a traveller on the non-necessity of

the use of wine as a drink, 158.
" Proud of his work." Incident entitled, 105.

Opinion of Dr. Richardson on the evils produced
by alcohol, 202.

Notice of steps to proliibit the sale of spirituous

liquors in Grangemouth, Scotland, 268.

On the wretchedness caused by, 282.

Notice of the results of, upon the natives of South
Africa, 293.

The beneficial results of prohibition in Potter

Co., Pa., 316.

The licensing of saloons abrogated by the votes

of women in Keithsburg, III., 330.

Remarks on, by a ' brand plucked from the fire,'

346.

Advice of the late Presbyterian General Assem-
bly against, 374.

Recent testimony of a General Conference of

Methodists against, 382.

On the dangers of grog-shops to the public wel-

fare, 405.

Noble refusal of an Irish boy to violate a pledge
against, 414.

Ireson. The true story of Skipper, 390.

Irish woman. Instance of generosity and humility in

a poor, 382.

Irreverent art. On the danger of encouraging idolatry

by means of, 355.

Italy. Notice of the increase of Protestant places of

worship in, 351.

Janes. On the faithful attention of Bishop, to his work,
284.

Japan. Account of life and adventure in [continued
from vol. LU. p. 409], 1. 9. 18.

Notice of a memorial to the Government for more
liberal provisions for foreigners to travel in, 22.

Notice of proceedings of native naturalists in, 79.

Account of the downfall of Buddhism in, 86.

Notice of the separation of the government of,

from idolatry, 126.

Advice of the Mikado of, to his ministers on
economy of living, 223.

Jew. Account of .Jndah-Beu Isaac-Ben Abraham, a
converted, 123.

The, as a citizen in the time of Christ, 333.

Jews. Notice of the call of a general convention of
representatives of, 37.

The present number of, believed to be the same
as in the days of David, 94.

The place of wailing of the, at Jerusalem, 108.

Jones Ann, of Stockport, Eng. Prophetic testimonies

of, respecting the continued and future spread of the

principles of Friends, 161.

Jordan Richard. Brief notice of religious engagements
of, 195. 202. 336.

Judson Adoniram. Account of the spiritual awaken-
ing of, 110.

Justification. On the viewsofFriendsin reference to, 215.

Kansas. Notice of the exodus of freedmen to, from
Southern States, 28.

Statement and appeal in behalf of colored refu-

gees to, 198. 218. 271
Khorassan. Notice of the advance of the desert sands

in, 79.

Kindness. Anecdote of disinterested, 99.

Remarks on the duty of showing, 223.

Knight Giles. Certificate of Byberry Meeting concern-

ing, 277.
" Knocking away the props." Extract entitled, 171.

Lake. Notice of the discovery of an underground, in

Algeria, 47.

Lakes. Notice of the movement of rocks to the shores

of, in shallow, 38.

Theory offered to account for the above men-
tioned movement, 75. 130.

Lamp black. Notice of the manufacture of, in Penn-
.sylvania from natural gas, 247.

Language. Remarks of I. Penington on the use of the

plain, 207.

On the testimony of Friends to the use of the

plain, 353. '386.

Lark. Notice of the weight of air set in motion by the

warbling of the, 46.

Law William. Brief spiritual observations by, 84. 91.

Lawyer's opinion. A sound, 167.

Lay Benjamin. The certificate of Friends in England
for, 135.

Lead pencils. Account of the method of making, 118.



Letter of Isaac Penington, 2.

Charles Evans, 123.
" The Quakers of Congenies" to Edward Fox,

258.

Helen Balkwill and comments, 7.

George III., 92.

Hannah Williams. Extract from, 97.

Samual Bownas, 105.

Job Scott, 164.

Henry Stanley Newman and comments, 191.

Mary Sheppard. Extract from a, 230.

Thomas Evans, 244.

Joseph Elkinton, 244.

Thomas Wistar, 244.

of a member of " the larger body" in New Eng-
land. Extract from, 253.

Sarah [Lvnes] Grubb, 268.

Soren Olsen, 313.

Sarah Hillman, 338.

Sarah [L.] Grnbb and comments, 311.

Geo. Churchman, 411.

Letters of James Emlen (continued from vol. Lii. p.

412) 3. 18. 28.

Hannah Marsh, 298.

Job Scott, 363. 370.

Ebenezer Worth. Extracts from and comments
'continued from vol. lii. p. 410 1 4. 10. 20. 26.

35. 42. 51. 58. 67. 74. 82. 99. 109. 113. 122.

130. 138. 147. 153. 165. 171. 177. 185. 199. 203.

213. 219. 226. 234. 244.

a recently deceased young woman. Extracts
from and comments, 345.

Lidbetter Sarah. Account of the early dedication and
religious character of, 281.

Life that can sutfer. Remarks on a, 221.

Life. Remarks on cheerfully bearing the burdens of,

306.

Incident illustrating the silent power of a holy,

44.

Life saving service established by boys in New York.
Account of, 102.

Light of Christ and conscience. On the difference be-

tween the, 210.

On the necessity of bringing our deeds to the,

for judgment, 350.

Faithfulness to, leads to maintaining the doc-

trines and testimonies of Friends, 405.

Liquor selling. Notice of resolutions of the New Jer-

sey Methodist Conference against, 5.

Lightning. Notice of the destructive effects of, in a
dwelling, 343.

Observations on protecting houses from, 366.

Lion's mouth. Removal of a bone from a, 279.

Lightfoot Susanna. Notice of the religious character
of, when young in years, 290.

Locusts. Notice of the periodical reappearance of, in

Ohio, and reflections thereon, 346.

Notice of the wholesale destruction of, in Hun-
gary, 71.

Loe Thomas. Account of the triumphant death of, 319.

London. Statistics showing the neglect of attending
places of worship in, 86.

fog. Description of a, 381.

Lottery. Remarks on a recent, 107.

On the evils of the, 136.

Love of money. Remarks on the, 398.

Luther Martin. The will of, 213.

Marriages.—Joseph Williams to Mary Eliza Hoyle,
40; T. Francis Warrington to Josephine L.Smith,
64 ; George M. Warner to Elizabeth B. Wistar, 72

;

William B. Cooper to Phebe E. H. Mendenhall, 112
;

Henry Marshall to Jane H. Harvey, 112 ; Abram
Stratton to Hannah D. Brantingham, 112 ; Zaccheus
Test to Mary B. Young, 120 ; Gilbert Cope to Anna
Garrett, 248 ; Reece L. Thomas to Martha C. Shoe-
maker, 272 ; George J. Scattergood to Caroline Cope,
320; Benjamin H. Lightfoot to Lvdia Koll, 336;
Isaac N. Vail to Mary M. Cope, 376; Charles P.
Hall to Melissa Cope, 376.

Madagascar. Illustrations of the rise of superstition

among professed converts to Christianity from
incidents among the natives of, 260.

Illustrations of Scripture from customs of the
natives of, 265. 275. 284.

Notice of the physical features, &c., of, 310. 314.

322.

Manner. On the reality of, 339.

Marriage. Advice to a young woman on lier, 227.

Married without shoes. Incident entitled, 3.

Marsh Hannah. Memoir of, by her daughter, P. Pitt,

249. 257. 269. 274. 283. 291. 298. 306. 315. 323.
331.

Comments on the above, 255.

INDEX.
Marsh John Fincli. Observations on the character and

death of, 331.

Meeting houses. Hints on the proper heating of, 85.

Memory. Observations on the, as affected by tempera-
ment, &c., 95.

How to train the, 330.

Mennonite view of baptism, 311.

Mennonites. Statistics of, in America, 231.

Extract from the discipline of the, 326. 399.

Mental exercise in old age. On the advantage to health

of, 370.

Meteoric dust. On the origin of, and amount falling

yearly on the earth, 47.

Observations on, 311.

Methodists. The larger proportion of children leav-

ing the, attributed to an increase of wealth
among, 5.

Description of the " evangelical movement" pre-

ceding the rise of, 30.

Notice of comments by, on political outrages in

the S. States, 30.

Statistics of the number of, in the United States,

Advices to their members contained in an Address
from General Conference of, 359.

Recent testimony of a General Conference of,

against intemperance, dancing, &c., 382.

Malagans of Russia. Brief notice of the, 319.

Man. The scent of, frightful to wild beasts, 319.

Mangaia. On the character of the natives of, 98.

Marocco. Notice of animal sacrifices in, 98.

Meeting at Firbank Chapel and its results. The, 229.

238. 242. 253. 261. 266. 277. 285. 292. 301. 305. 317.

321.

Miasma of the Lee Chiang Valley. Notice of the, 359.

Milk. On the causes and character of ropy, 54.

Polluted, a subtle cause of disease, 374.

Mine. Account of the great heat in a Nevada silver,

239.

Mining. Incident showing the perils of, in Nevada, 14.

Ministers. Account of the selection of, by lot by Men-
nonites, 131.

Advices of Friends to, 262.

Ministry. True, the fruit of immediate revelation

through the Spirit, 17. 25. 33. 41.

A want of qualification for the exercise of the,

notunfrequently experienced by those entrust-

ed with a gift in the, 65.

Remarks on, entitled 'Has preaching lost its

power?"- 74.

Advice to one engaged in the, 105.

On true and false warmth in, 115.

Rea.sons assigned by Mennonites for the non-
payment of, 117.

Religious exercises of Thomas Story and others

preparatory to travelling abroad in the work
of the, 129.

of Richard Jordan. Incident in the, 134.

On the qualification and reward of true, 139.

Remarks on the exercise of gospel, 147.

On the nature of gospel, 197.

Remarks of a Friend in the, on praying with the

sick, 205.

Experience of a Friend of the preparation for

the, 211.

Testimony of an Episcopalian against an hire-

ling, 214.

Incident relating to John Crook, and remarks
on exercising a care over the, 267.

Remarks of John Churchman on the, proper

qualification for the, 274.

On the true ground of gospel, 337.

Observations of Job Scott on gospel, 396.

On the source of true, 403.

Missionary movementsofBuddhists and Mohammedans.
Notices of, 70.

Missionary whip." Extract entitled " A, and com-
ments, 366.

Missions. Statistics in reference to, 214.

Mohammedan college in Cairo. Notice of a celebrated.

Money. Remarks on the responsibility of those who
acquire and of those who bestow, 45.

Moon blindness. Instance of, 254.

Mosleraism. On the condition of women under, 107.

Mothers. Remarks on the great influence of, in the

nation, 45.

Mother's victory." Incident entitled " A tired, 131.

Moustache. Observations on the, 245.

Music. Observations on, as a supposed aid to devetion,

243.
.

Mosquitoes. An infusion of quassia recommended as

a protection against, 366.

Nan, the newsboy. Account of Kfe-saving service et

tablished by, 102.

Narcotics and intoxicants. On the dangers to healt;

from all, 21.

Natural History.—A fly-catching rat, 5 ; On the useful

ness of birds and bats as insect destroyers,

benevolent magpie, 14 ; Intelligence of a fish hawk
23; The camel, 34; The corn-beetle of Russia, 46
The cockchafer plague in Schleswig-Holstein, 46
Sparrow-hawks, 46 ; The lark, 46 ; The snowy owl, 46
The death-watch, 47 ; The book worm, 47 ; Experi
ments on the songs of birds, 55 ; The cockatoo, 55
The chickadee, 62; The downy woodpecker,
The American gold-finch, 63 ; Sea-turtles, 66 ; Honey
making ants, 71 ; Intelligence of ants, 78 ;

" Elephant
ants of Burmah, 79 ; The herring, 86 ;

" Widt
awakes" or Tropical swallows, 91 ; A pet monkej
103 ; The docility of the elephant, 104 ; The mon
goose. Ill ; The chameleon, 111; A young gorilh

118; Apparent instance of intelligence in starlingi

127 ; Iguanas, 139 ; Portuguese man of war, 150
Animal poisons, 151 ; A tame leopard, 151 ; Th
perai, 154; Conger eels, 1.54 ; Sting-rays, 154 ; Jagu
154 ; Puma, 155 ; Wild cattle, 162 ; Socialty betwee
ants and wasps, 163; Humming birds, 169

;
Crabi

178; Sagacity of ant-s. 191; Soufri^re bird, 186;
'

American Monkeys, 195; The honey bee, 206 ; En^
lish sparrows. 215

;
The orang, 215; The wasp, 247

The " little" fox, 252 ; African alligators, 254 ; Th
octopus, 278 ; The mahsir, 279 ; The aye-aye, 28
Compound sea animals, 294; Ants, 311 ; Spiders an.

scorpions of Madagascar, 314 ; The army worm, 366
The English sparrow, 379; On the
animals, 407 ; Penguins, 411.

Nature. 'The beauty of, as compared with artificla

gardening, 223.

Naturalist. On the enjoyments of a, 175.

Negro exodus to Kansas. Account of the, 28.

Appeal on behalf of sufferers in the, 102.

Niagara Falls dry for a day. Account of, 395.
" No payment for love." Incident entitled, 156.

North Brnwnlow. Account of the conversion of, 93.

North-east pa.ssage to Japan. Account of Prof. Nor
denskjold voyage by the, 221.

Notes of travel'in Europe, 297. 306.

Novel writer. Remorse of a, 350.

Ocean. Description of the bottom of the Atlantic, 23
OLsen Soren. Brief account of, 313. 324.

Opium. Notice of a recent debate in the English Par
lament in reference to forcing, upon the Chinese, 405

Ostrich. Notice of the artificial raising of the, at th.

Cape of Good Hope, 38. 135. 415
Ordeal. Account of the langena, in Madagascar, 314.
" Our country right or wrong." Remarks on the wrong

fulness of the maxim, 143.

Outward and inward." Essay entitled " The, 205.

"Outwardness in religion—the kingdom within." Es
say entitled, 145.

Oysters. Notice of the business of planting and ship
ping, in Virginia, 359.

Palestine. ' Notice of the progress in building, &c.
recently made in, 366.

Paper makers. Wasps the first, 247.

Paper. Common grass proposed as material for thf

manufacture of, 191.

for bank checks. Method of preparing, to pre-

vent fraudulent alterations in, 399.

On the great variety of the uses of, 406.

Paper bricks. Notice of the manufacture of, 215.

Paper collars. Statistics in reference to the manufac-
ture of, 215.

Parnell James. Account of the early religious convic
tions and call to the ministry of, 291.

Parents. Anecdotes on the duty of children to obej

their, and comments, 228.

On the duty of, to command their childrei

wisely, 364.

Pay John Williams." Remarks on the necessity o
being ju.st in our dealings entitled, 99.

Peace of mind not dependent on outward circumstancea
342.

Peabody fund in training of teachers in the Southert
States. Notice of the useful result of, 125.

Peach stone." Extract entitled " The, 194.

Pele." Bidding defiance to, 227.

Pemberton James. Brief notice of, in old age, 278.
Penington Isaac. Letters of, 2. (Continued from vol

LII. p. 411.)

Brief spiritual observations extracted from thi

writings of, 174 179. 187. 196.

On unreserved obedience by, and comments, 189
Remarks of, on (he useofthe plain language, 207



Ellington Isaac. On true faith, 222.

Encouragement by, to those who are bearing the

cross of Christ, 334.

Mary. Account by, oflier building at Araersham,

irseverance. A lesson taught by Prof. Faraday on,

92.

irjury punished by an instantaneous judgment. Ac-

count of, 37.

inn William. Incidents relating to, as a member of

Falls Monthly Meeting, Pa., 125.

Advice of, to his brethren in the ministry, 338.

snna. Society for Protection of Children from Cruelty.

Notice of the proceedings of, 3-52.

jiladelphia. Observations made on, in 1804, by Kobt.

Sutclift; 278.

liladelphia Home for Incurables. Statement and ap-

peal on behalf of, 381.

lotographs. Notice of instantaneous, 118.

Lesley Mary. Prophetic declaration of, respecting

Friends, 161.

ants.—The candle-nut tree. 111 ; The India tele-

graph plant, 126 ; Fossil forests of the Yellow-

stone region, 127 ;
Water-with, 162 ;

Brazil

nuts, 162 ; The Traveller's tree, 322 ; The lace-

leaf plant, 322 ; The Lotus, 343 ;
The cedar of

Lebanon, 383 ; The prickly pear, 390.

Olvservations on the effect of sunlight and climate

of northern summers upon, 415.

jlished shafts. Essay entitled, 340.

3litical excitement. Advice against, 406.

apnlar amusements. Remarks of Jonathan Dymond
on, 186.

Bultices. On the method of preparing, 118.

otatoes. Dipping in boiling water practised to pro-

mote the sprouting of, 319.

oetry.—Original.—To the memory of Charles Evans,

12 ; Autumn, 76 ; Indian Summer, 124 ; Safe at

Home, 196 ; The Willow, 268 ; A Legend of the trail

ing arbutus, 276 ; Under the shadow, 380 ; Lines by

Mary M. Miller, 388.

oetry.—Selected.—The agony in the garden, 28
;

Autumn, 92 ; Abide with us, 108 ; Autumn song, 132

;

Autumn leaves, 140 ; Another year, 172 ; Alone with

Jesus, 245; All's well, 323; Birds, 4; Banishment
of unbelief, 221; Bidding the sun "good night" in

Lapland, 236 ; The Brown House, 284 ; Blessed be

Thy Name forever, 380 ;
" Come yeyourselves apart,"

&c., 12; "Cast thy burden upon the Lord," 164;
A child's question, 188; A chapter on Flax, 188;
Courage, Faint Heart, 245 ; The " Constellation"

war ship, .356 ; Do we well to mourn ? 4 ; Dreaming
at fourscore, 36 ; Days of my youth, &c., 108 ; De-
TOtion, 276; A Dream of Summer, 340; Examine
thyself, 92 ; Echo, 124 ; At Evening, 245 ; The Even-
ing rainbow, 404 ; Evening, 413 ; A Fresh air song,

21 ; A flower not for the children, 100; Fifty years

ago, 172 ; In the Field, 332 ; The free-will offering,

228 ; Faith, 372 ;
Grasses, 28 ; Growing old, 68 ; God

is in heaven, 124; God's Providence House, 132;
Gratefulnes.s, 140 ; God our strength, 228 ; The Gate,

404; Harmony, 21; "He knoweth the way that I

take," 76 ; Hazel blos.soms, 116 ; Hidden Life, 148
;

Have faith in God, 228 ; Heaven, 236 ; The Happy
House, 252 ; Harvest Hymn, 356. 388 ; Heaven, 332

;

Humility, 332; Hymn to the season.s, 348; Hea-
venly Treasures, 404; The inward Judge, 4 ; In the
nest, 180 ; Immanuel's Land, 204; The Indian boy,

413; The Lowest Place, 308; Little Streams, 323;
Let it pass, 221 ; Lend a helping hand, 252 ; Let your
light so shine, 212; Land and sea, 212; Little by
Little, 276 ; A little while, 36 ; Learn a little every-

day, 52; The lily of the valley, 52; Lines, 84. 148
292. 340 ; The loved and lost, 92 ; Little brown hands
132; Life, 388 ; Lines by .loseph Kite, 164 ; My bird,

44; Morning, 68; Marah and Elim, 84; Mv guide,

140 ; Mv birds, 221 ; My work, 236 ; The Messenger of

love, 356; The New Year, 1880, 196 ; Nature's wor-
ship, 252; The Nightingale, 323 ; The only portion,

52; Only, 108; One little act, 204; Occupations of a

retired gentleman, 260
; O, why should the spirit of

mortal be prond, 300 ; A parable, 21 ; Papa is com
ing home, 28 ; Progress, 212; Quietness and trust,

372 ; Resignation, 100 ; Retrospect, 228 ; Rock of

Ages, 292 ; A Royal service, 348 ; Snow-Flakes at

the South, 292 ; The Spring—the morning of Life,

308 ; At school, 316
; To a sky-lark, 316 ; Sleep,

340 ; Sowing, 348 ; Summer, 372 ; Seeds, 12 ; Sun-
set, 12 ;

" Spiritual Railway," 44 ; In the sunshine,
108 ; Some little folks, 116 ; Somebody's mother, 164

;

Stanzas, 18^; Silence under trials, 188 ; Sudden death
221 ; The Sower, 245 ; Similarity of thought, 260 ; A
Star, 308 ; Sowing time, 276 ; Sonnet to the Supreme
Being, 284; The soul's interview at eventide

INDEX.

Thoughts on silent meetings, 84 ; The two weavers,

100; Thanksgiving, 157; trust, 204; Things nn.seen,

236 ; Trust, 260 ; Three words of strength, 292 ; The
Thrush's nest, 404; Under the shadow of the Al-

mighty, 60; The use of tears, 116; Under the um-
brella, 140 ; Vanitas vanitatuni, 21 ; A visit to Cow-
per's grave, 148; The Valley of silence, 172; "What!
are you stepping westward," 44 ; Whai the sparrow

chirps, 60 ; A word of comfort, 180 ;
What Carlyle

wrote, 316; The wheat and the tares, 323; "Who
shall roll away the stone?" 340; Wait, 364; The
winds, 396 ; The young pilgrim's hymn, 4.

Portugal. Notice of recent religious persecution in, 22.

Post office. Notice of sending animals through the, in

Germany, 14.

A righteous decision in reference to sending ob-

scene publications through the, 22.

On the inconvenience of too minute regulations

in the, 108.

Police Gazettes refused in the Canada, as im-

moral publications, 158.

List of on mailable matter collected in the New
York, 194.

Poultry. Account of the rearing of, at Hondan, 14.

Power of Goil. Advice of Jas. Baynes to young men
to wait for the, 50.

Preserving (luid for .anatomical specimens, &c., 207.

Pride. Remarks on, 394.

ProAmity. EHect of the printed admonition "Friend,

don't swear," in a shop, 350.

effectually reproved by a little girl, 27. 163. 403.

rebuked, 29. 212. 350.

Providence. On the necessity of working, wliile also

trusting in, 36.

Reliance of Jas. Kennedy upon, among despera-

does in California, 109.

Reliance of Dr. Livingstone upon, among savages

in Africa, 132.

On trusting in, 151.

On the protective care of, over those who truly

believe, 202.

The belief in a superintending, one of the strong

consolations and helps of the Christian

Providential deliverance. A, 11. 41.

preservation of a " Quaker's" house during the

bombardment of Copenhagen, 100.

deliverance from shipwreck, 141.

Providentially relieved. A poor couple, 54.

Providential relief of inhabitants of New Foundland
by a recent ice-floe carrying seals, 333.

Prayer of a child answered. The, 36.

Prayer. Observations on the necessity of a Divine
qualification to offer acceptable, 15. 38.

Observations of Isaac Penington concerning, 196.

of an Indian woman remarkably answered, 244.

On the preciousness of silent mental, 301.

On the spring of true, 379.

Prayer-cylinder of Tibet. Observations on the, 334.

Prryers to the Virgin Mary. A homely illustration of

the folly of, 301.

Prayers for the dead. Reasons assigned by a person

.advocating, 117.

Praying with the sick. Remarks on, 205.

Presbyterians. Notice of a protest ag.tinst an organ in

a place of worship by, 126.

Notice of a proposed general council of, from
different countries, 182.

Psalms of David. Observations on the, 75.

Preserving meat by cassava juice. Notice of, 327,

Providence. On the protecting care of, over those who
truly believe, 202.

Pulse. Notice of an instrument to measure the force

of the human, 191.

Pyramids. On the building of the, 395.

Quicksall Ann. Brief notice of, as a minister of the

gospel, 203.

Quipu. Account of the use of the, by the Peruvians,

Rafiling, &c., discountenanced by.^the Free Church of

Scotland, 14.

Railroad. Notice of attempts to construct a, over a

sink hole, 23.

Raising cabbages. Essay entitled, 412.

Reading. Remarks on, entitled " A serpent among the

books," 44.

On the serious evils of fictitious, 124.

the reports of crimes in the newspapers. On the

great injury done by, 317.

Red sea. Notice of a proposed expedition to search for

Egyptian remains in the, 95.

Religion. But one true, 101.

The way of, pointed out, 189.

Religion and godliness. On, 193.

A deception most pernicious in, 223.

Advice to a child on the paramoinit excellence

of, 268.

Characteristic reply of a worldly-minded man, in

reference' to the reward of, 842.

On the power of individual example in, 390.

On despising shame in, 395.

On the necessity of pressing towards perfection

in, 411.

Religious items, &c., 5. 13. 22. .30. 37. 45. 54. 62. 70. 86.

94. 103. 117. 126. 131. 143. 158. 167.. 182. 207. 214.

231. 239. 286. 311. 319. 326. 343. 350. 359. 366. 374.

390. 399. 414.

Religious itinerancy. Notice of, 62.

excitement. Remarks on, 334.

meetings. Notice of legal decisions respecting

the disturb.ance of, 54.

Religion and science. Remarks of Jolin Tyndall upon
123.

Remorse. Instance of, 171.

Repudiation in Illinois. The recent break in the Sny
levee attributed to, 405.

Rescue." Extract entitled " The, 68.

Rescue of five boys from imminent death, 387.

Reynolds Richard. Advice of, to a young person,

against conforming to the world, 3-56.

Riches. Incident showing the snare, of, to the soul,

223.

Ritualists. Notice of the designs of, in England, 30.

Notice of the progress of among Episcopalians,

239.

Protest against, from natives of Ceylon, 319.

Roberts Rebekah. Brief notice of the services of, as a
minister of the gospel, 203.

Robinson Abigail. A paper by, on the oneness of the

Divine Being, 69.

Rocks." Observations on " travelling, 38. 75. 130.

Rom.an Catholicism. INotice of idolatrous practices

encouraged by, 5. 126.

The doctrine of the priesthood of, not scriptural.

37.

Notice of a contest with, respecting education in

New South Wales, 126.

Judicial decisions that the power of, cannot ex-

tend to private rights, 143.

Notice of prayers to saints enjoined by, 167.

Notice of the opposition of, to public schools,

182.

Account of the Independent Catholic Church, a
protest against, 197.

The priestcraft of, at the present day destructive

to individual liberty, 311.

On the danger of introducing into this country

the idolatrous practices of, by mean.s of the
" fine arts," 355.

Roman law. The kinds of custody recognized by, 124.

Rome. Notice of a struggle over a dying Protestant

convert in, 126.

Notice of the great change in public sentiment

in, towards the Pope, 143.

Description of an ancient tomb lately discovered

in, 397.

Observations on the feeling in, against Protestant

places of worship, 414.

Russia. Notice of the destruction caused by the corn-

beetle in, 46.

Increase of religious toleration in, 143.

Notice of the imprisonment of "Old Believers"

in, 319.

Saffron. Notice of the cultivation of, in Cashmere, 351.

Salt tax in England. Incident in reference to the aboli-

tion of, 113.

Salvation and faith. On the ground of, 309.

Salvation. Observations on the necessity of co-opera-

ting with Divine grace in the work of, 412.

Sanctification. Jacob Schoonerhoven's experience in,

166.

must precede justification. Observations of I.

Penington on, 197.

Sand-fields and shell-heaps in New Jersey. Notice of

the discovery of aboriginal relics in, 62.

Sands David, remarkably led to succor a man tempted
to destroy himself, 41.

Samaria. Reported discovery at, of a record of the

crucifixion of our Saviour, 311.

Satcher John and Mary Loftis. Incidents relating to

the marriage of, in 1701, 125.

Scientific notes, &c., 5. 14. 23. .37. 46. 54. 62. 71. 78. 86.

94. 103. 110. 118. 126. 135. 150. 175. 182. 191. 207.

215. 231. 239. 247. 254. 262. 278. 287. 294. 302. 311.

319. 327. 335. 343. 351. 359. 366. 374. 383. 390. 399.

406. 415.



School. Notice of " the silent hour" set apart for wor-

ship in the Mt. Holyoke, 30.

for colored children. Notice of the diiicontinu-

ance of a separate, for in Allegheny city, Pa.,

414.

Schools. Instance of the result of edncation in Roman
Catholic, 103.

Movement in France for the establishment of

State, for girls, 262.

Scott Job. Remark of, on the transaction of the dis-

cipline, 158.

A loving salutation and e.fhortation by, 212.

Remarkable instance of the death of a wicked

man recorded by, 248.

On the necessity of the entire subjection of self,

223.

Calmness in danger of, through faith in a Divine

opening, 2.52.

Remarks of, on human activity in religious

things, 2-55.

Expreasionsof concern of, for his daily walk, 295

Remarks of, on the brotherhood of the Lord's

sheep though outwardly separated, 332.

Letter of, to one under Divine visitation, 370.

On the spring of true prayer, 379.

On the wisdom of submitting unreservedly t(

the Divine will, 399. 414.

Seals carried by an ice-floe off" St. John.s, Newfound
land. Notice of the recent providential capture of,

Sea islands of S. Carolina. Notice of the present con-

dition of, 329.

shore. Observations on natural history at the,

415.

Sears Anne. Brief memoir of, 218.

Self. On the blessedness of witnessing, to be made of

no reputation, 142.

gratulation. Remarks on, 301.

Self-judging leads to charity towards others, 228.

Senecas and the valley of the Genesee. The, 243. 250.

258. 266. 273. 282.

Sermon." Extract entitled " A strange funeral, 3.

A good, depends on the savor of life attending it,

247.

Shackleton Richard. Religious concern of, for the aged

and the vouth among Friends, 242.
" She died'free." Incident entitled, 116.

Shell beds of Clatsop Beach, Oregon. Notice of the dis-

covery of human bones in, 5.

Shell heaps of New Jersey. Notice of the discovery of

aboriginal relics in, 62.

Shetland. On the occupations of the women in, 182.

Shewen William. On the sum and substance of the

Christian religion, 4.

On the way to the kingdom, 19.

On the blessedness of witnessing the second com-

ing of Christ, 54.

Testimony of, that those that do not hear and

obey the voice of the true Shepherd are not

His sheep, 61.

On the right worship of God, 69.

On having fellowship with the spirits of the just,

92.

On the blessedness of realizing the presence of

the Lord, 126.

On knowing self to be of no reputation, 142

The blessedness of knowing the name of the Lord

exalted, 167.

On the promises to those who wait on the Lord.

367.

Shepherd's voice, and the hindrances to our hearing it." Extract

entitled "The, 347.

Shipwrecli averted by oiling water, 71.

Shoemaker Isaac. Account of the dying
Shoemaker's wax used in illuBtr

" Sliort measure." Incident in

titled, 358.
" Signal lights." Incident entitled,

- • - • "• ' -n thep^eciouB-

I N D E X.

Slag of blast furnaces. On the utilization of, 307.
^

Slave trade in Afiica. Notice of the pre.^ont atrocities of the, .:

Slavery. Account of the first protest of Friends against, ISO.

Observations on the abolition of, 2-35.

The downfall of, in the United States foreseen, 12o.

Smith Samuel. Teatimoay of. iu regard to his ivligious belief,

Sold himself Extract entitled, 397.

Sparrow. On the easy taming of the English, 379.

Spiders' webs. Notice of ba»3 of, in Polynesia, lU.
Stanton B.miel. Accouat by, of the e,arly

'

the qualification and call of a minister of thi

gospel, 139.

Insunce of the death of a, from its own bite. 383.

>. On the preparation of, as a lubricant, 319

Spenco'8 metal Notice of the composition and qualities of. 399.

Spices. The odor of. reogriized after the lapse ofcenturies, 327.

Steamboat. Notice of the flrat, in Cashmere. 341.

Steel. Observations on the durability of, 319.

Suffering. Messengers of often our surest friends, 230.

Summary of Events.—7. 15. 23, 31. 40. 48. 86. 64. 72- 80. 88. 96,

104. 112. 120. 12S. 136. 144. 152 160 168. 178. 134. 192. 2)0. 208. 216.

224. 232. 240. 248. 256. 264. 272. 280. 288. 296. 304. 312. 320. 328,

356. 3t4. 352. 360. 368. 376. 334. 392. 400 408. 416.

Summer pencillings. Communications entitled, 10. 19. 27. 35.

Sun. The heat of, observed to cause she splitting of rocks, 351.

Sunset as obs-rved from Vlt. Hamilton, Cal. Description of a, 26

Suppression of vice. -Motice of the roceedings of the society for, 231

Sutcliff Robert. Notes of. on the weather of 1805 in Phila , 259.

Extract from, in reference to the Emperor of Haiti, 2d9.

Observations made by, iu Phila. in 1804, 278.

Tampan of Africa. Notice of the effects of a bite of a, 335.

Tapioca. Notes on the preparation

Teachings of the Spirit. Es
Tear bottle. Description of

Telephones used with advantage in hospitals, 119.

r entitled, 148.

231.
.101.Temptations. Remarks on resistin^

Tender pleading against indulging in worldly

"Testimony of Spring Ri Quarterly Meeting," Kansas. Extracts

I young \

Silk woiin. Notice of an East Indian living upon different oaks, 14

Silver ore. On the method ot selling, at Leadville, Col., 151

.

Bin. Incident and remarks on the danger of yielding to, 36.

On disregarding the convictions fur, 316.

Illustration of the effects of secret, 339.

Sinai. Observations on travelling in the desert of, 34.

Silk twist. Notice of readiness of black, to ignite spontaneously, 366,

Skin. Extracts from a report in reference to diseases of

On the importance of attention to the, in maintaining health, 87

Testii

Thimbles slid to have been Kno
Theatres. Remarks on the infl

p,94

. the 1

ridence of

War the extremity of evil, 102.

Remarks on the receut Zulu, of England, 122.

A few questions and answers relative to, 156.

Experience of a Friend who was drafted in the late, 201.

Brief description of, 2'.^7.

Remark of a Shah of Persia on, 231.

the reverse of good-will to man, 235.

Account of the restitution by a Friend of property taken b;

236. 258.

Account ol the non-resistance of Chinese in 1857, 245.

armaments in Europe. Remarks on the burdens of. 268. 27

in Uriqualand. Account of the evils leadini; to the recent, '29

Observations on the safety of peace principles as opposed to, 35-

Reflections on the observance of tlie 4tli of 7th mo., 389.

Was the clock wrong ? locideut entitle i, 214.

Waste substances. On the utilization of, -262.

Water, On the internal use of, for the sick, and on thirst. 216. 2S
Weather. Notes on the, from the diary of Beuj. Hornor, 157.

]

Notes on the, of the past winter, 259.

Notes on the, from SutclitTs Travels, 259.
" Well preserved" man. Remarks on reference to the expressio

306. 340.
j

Wesleyan church. Notice of the diminution of the number of men
hers of, in Eugland, 94.

Westtown Bo irding School. Remark of Samnel Bettle, Sr., on mai;

taining a religious concern for the welfare of, and
398.

On the religious exercise necessary for the proper
of. 411.

ntitled, 161.
" Essay entitled, 188.

" What o'clock is it V Extract entitled, 3S1
Wheeler Daniel. Extract from an address of, to Friends, 01

of his departure to the South Sea Islands, 4.

Remarks of. on the necessity of continual watchfulness

prayer, 126.

White Joseph. Triumphant death bed of. 406.

Whitehead George. On the early convincement and religious c

" Whither are we going." Essay entitled, 3.

Whirlwinds in Guiana. Account of, 175.

Wicissa River. Notice of the springs forming the, 351.

Wife. On the derivation of the word, 319.

Wild beasts. Curious superstitions of savage nations connected \

the killing of, 70.

Wilkins Sarah. Brief notice of, as a minister of the gospel, 203.

W. Richard

places of wor-

On th'e hardening and hurtful iufluences of, 154.

Rennrks of .lonathan Dymond on the sophistry used in

tenuation of, 186.

CoNimiudation of the, by professed

a low state of religion, 311.

The representations of the, disgusting to the Christian, 311.

Thoughts of the heart. On the necessity of prayer to keep the, pure,

191.

Thoughts on the unity of the Divine Being, 69.

Time. Remarks on wasted, 237.

•' Thy kingdom come." The practical fulfllment of the petition, con-

sists in our giving up our heart to the Saviour, 42.

Tobacco. Remarks on cigarette smoking, 113.

Incident showing the inexpediency of using, 33.

William Bray's apprehension of duty to abandon the use of, 148.

Observation that the u-*ers of, do not recommend it to boys, 188.

Is the raising of, a blessing to the community ? 308.

Toovey Rebecca, a child of nine years. Account of the religious

character of '281.

Tract distribution. SUtistics in reference to, 214. 390.

in Florida.
""

Notice of; 277

and readers. Remarks for, 397

Tract Repository." Statement and appeal on behalf of "The, 150.

: feeling in the, respecting native Africans,

" Train up a child in tlie way he should go." Observations on a

German family entitled. 34.

Tricks. On discreditable little, 132.

Trust in God. On the comfort of a, 196.

Truth. Remarks of John Wilson when a boy on telling the, 45.

Triumphant beath-beds.—The crown follows the cross, 318._

Tunnel. Account of th

Qolhard, 295.

Type setting machii

Unity. Remarks of Job Scott on true,

Uusuccepsful people. Remarks - '""

Upham Thomas C. Testimony
of Friends, 27.

Extracts from the writings of, 3-26. 333. 3J2.

ruction and completion of the St

NoUce of the use of, 231.

the soundness of the doctrines

367. 372. 382,

Victoria. Instance of freedom from bigotry in Queen, 13.

Volcano of Kilauea. Account of a receut visit to, 217.

Vulgar. On what is, 396.

"Wait on the Lord." Extract on
titled, 318.

Waiting on the Lord. On the blessedi

this life, 350,

individual 'responsibility

less of, amid the agitations of

On blessed promi

Britain

ion of urging prayers by the clergy in Great

rt- fine weather, during the Zulu, 13.

impatibility of, with the Christian religion, 19. 133

Engaging in, rrfused by a WesleyaH preacher on the ground

of inconsistency, 22.

Providential preservation of a " Quaker's" house during the

bombardment of Copenhagen, 100.

1 left by 1

Wil«on Thomas. Brief sketch of the life and religious labors o^ •

Withv George. Extract from the farewell address of; to Friend

N. America, 261.

Witnessing the truth. Incident entitled, 114.

Wrath disaimed. Incident entitled, 86.

Women as blacksmiths in England. Account of, 11.

under Moslemism. On the condition of, 107.

Wood set on fire by a steam pipe. Account of, 71.

supposed to be 4O00 years old. Notice of, 333.

Worth Ebenezer. Extract from the diary and letters of, (contin

from vol. Lil p. 410) 4. 10. '20. 26. 36. 42. 51. 68. 67. 74. 82

109. 113. 122. 130. 13S. 147. 153. 165. 171. 177. 185. 199.

213. 219. 226. 234. 244.

Notice of the exercise and covenant of, during the late

war. 138.

Anecdote of the meekness of, 213.

Worth Samuel. Notice of the death and funeral of, 130.

Worship. On behavior at places of, 62.

Silence of ministers of the gospel in

experience. 65.

On true, 69. 196.

Testimony of one not a Friend, to sil

Advices of Friends respecting deport

On the reasonableness of silent, 340

On silence in the meetings for, 355.

Remarks of Job Scott on the enjoyment of the Divine pre*
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Life and Adventure in Japan.

BY E. WARREN CLARK.
(CoDtiniied from page 409, vol. UI.)

Kioto is the " sacred city" of Japan. Until

ifew years ai;o it was considerod the spiritual

lapital, where his Mj^storiousness the Mikado
•esided, whose aajjust person was solemnly
relied from even the gaze of his own subjects.

Che idea of a foreigner from the outside world

iver gaining admittance to the sacred city

srould have horrified the good Japanese of

rhe olden time ; nevertheless, wonderful things

ire happening in our da}% and chan^ios have

some to pass which would have paralyzed the

indent court; so that I really vvent to Kioto
ind sojourned among its most sacred temples

18 comfortably as though I were rusticating

)n the beautiful banks of the Hudson.
The trip was a long one, req'ilring several

Sfeeks. I went to the port of Ko-be by sea

—

I distance of 430 miles, and returne i to Tokio

)y the whole lengh of the Tokaido, on the

)verland route. The most interesting and
listorical portions of Japan were visited on

,he way, th lugh I cannot do more than men-
,lon them here.

Kobe Is very picturesquely situated between
.he mountains and the sea, and some of the

"oreigQ houses are very handsome. The town
8 merely the port and commercial outlet of

3zaka, and is connected with the latter city

by a new railroad.

We took the 11.30 train for Ozaka, reaching
the spacious depot on the suburbs of the city

in just one hour. The cars are more elegant
a.nd comfortable than those on the Yokohama
Railroad, and the locomotives are larger ; both
roads were built by English engineers, and
the cars are small, in the English style. The
Japanese conductors evince pardonable pride
in the novel dignity placed upon them In

Eollecting tickets and conveying passengers.
They are very polite and competent however.
Ozaka Is the second city In size in the Jap-

anese Empire. It contains a population of
Dver 500.000, and is more compactly built than
Tokio. The streets are narrow and very
crowded, but comparatively clean. 8o many
large canals intersect the city that it might
be called the Venice of Japan. Our hotel was
conveniently located on one of those canals,
and we made excursions from this point in

every direction, exploring the sights of the
great city. The shops were the finest I had

seen, and were stocked with a great variety

of goods; for Ozaka is the commercial centre

of the country.

The three points of interest which we first

visited were the Imperial mint, the great

castle, and the pagoda; from the latter a fine

general view of the city may be obtained.

The imperial mint was more extensive than
the United States mint at Philadelphia, and
quite as well conducted in every respect. We
were politely shown throughout the whole
establishment, and witnessed the money-mak-
ng process on a scale we had never seen be-

fore. The mint is a granite building, and
stands on the margin of the river ; close be-

side it is a sulphuric acid manufactory, with
a solitary brick chimney 150 feet In height.

We first passed through the rooms for melt-
f gold and silver; here were small furnaces

containing red-hot crucibles. The melted
metal is poured into moulds, and cools in the

form of long bars several inches thick. These
bars are rolled In another room between heavy
c^dinders moved by machinery. It appeared
strange to see the workmen forcing these

bars between the rollers, as If they were only
sticks of wood. They come out flat and bow-
shaped, and are dark and discolored ; the fric-

'on of tbe heavy rolling also makes them
quite hot. Without thinking of this, and not

noticing that the workmen had their hand<
protected by thick gloves, I attempted to pick
up one of the bars from a freshly rolled cart-

ful as we passed by. I dropped it quicker
than I picked It up, somewhat to the amuse-
ment of those standing near, and concluded
that money was sometimes a hot thing to

handle I

The machines in the various rooms were
very complicated and delicate: some wore for

punching the gold, silver, and copper coins,

from the flat strips of these metals. Others
were for rounding them off nicely, and turn
ing up the edges; and finally the coins were
placed in piles, and run through grooves to

the stamping machines, which closed upon
each one of them with a "bite," impressing
the "dragon" and the value upon one side,

and the "rising sun" and imperial crest upon
the other.

We watched for some time the continuous
streams of gold and silver pieces which rattled

from the mouths of the various machines: at

one point it would be a silver shower of dol-

lars or fifty sen pieces : at another it would be

a golden rain of five, ten, or twenty yen coins,

bright and shining as the sun stamped upon
them.
The new pennies, which had recently been

put in circiilation to replace the old tempo
cash, were being produced at a rate that would
have made the little boys' eyes dance ; they
fiew out of the hopper like chaff from a win-
nowing machine, and looked so bright that

one would think them something more than
copper.

The most beautiful instruments were those

In the weighing-room, and the finest machine
here was constructed by the Japanese. Each
gold coin must bo weighed to see that it is of
the exact weight required by the standard.
In the weighing-room there are six tables of
apparatus, brass levers, armatures, and scale-

pans, all enclosed in glass cases, and all moved
by delicate band adjustments, connectingthem
with the samo power that moves the ponder-
ous machines in the other rooms. The gold
coins are pushed forward one by one, by
feeders, to the delicate sjale-pan, which acts
automatically and almost with intelligence.

If the coin is too heavy, it drops to one side
;

f it is a little too light, It turus off to another
30X ; but if It is just right, it goes straight

ahead to a kind of contribution-box, which Is

usually better supplied than those for mis-

sionary purposes.

After visiting the mint, I was very much
terested in inspecting the acid works. My

companions could see nothing very poetical

n leaden chambers and suffocating sulphur
furnaces, oven though they admired the big

chimney, which is said to be the highest in

Asia; and, in this ehlmneyless country it is

at least a consolation to know that the Japs
have one chimney that even beats the aver-

age! I told them the consumption of sul-

phuric acid was the true standard of a nation's

commercial prosperity, for it is used in all tho
processes of manufacture ; and the acid works,
with all their sulphurous fumes and furnaces,

were a more reliable Index of Japan's com-
mercial condition than the glittering showers
of gold through which we had just passed in

the mint.

There is a river flowing from the vicinity

of Kioto and Lake Biwa which empties into

the bay at Ozaka. It is customary to go up
the river by night, rather than jolt all the

way to Kioto in a jinrikisha. The canals of

the city connect with the river, and as our
hotel was located near the main canal we de-

termined to take a moonlight trip to Kioto.
The night had fairly set in as we reached

the low but picturesque craft, which I have
styled a gondola ; it was waiting in the stream
for us, and having transferred ourselves and
baggage to the cabin-like place which had
been prepared for us, the boat moved up tho
river. There was plenty of space inside,

though the cabin roof was scarcely four feet

high
; and stretching ourselves on the floor, to

make up In length what wo lacked in height,

wo looked out of the windows at the curious

sights by the way. The evening was warm
and pleasant, and thousands of people had
gathered on the river in boats, to enjoy tho

cool breeze, in preference to promenading tho

narrow and sultry streets of the city. The
surface of the water for a mile or more was
covered with small crafts of every.description.

Some had old folks, smoking their pipes and
taking their ease ; others had family groups
sipping their tea together; others again had
numbers of merry young people who were
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evidently out for a frolic, and enlivened the

air with laughter, music, and talk. Each

boat carried two or three lanterns, aod sonie

were decked with whole strings of light, with

various colors. So numerous were the gay

crafts that it looked like a moving constella-

tion as they passed backwards and forwards.

Now and then the small skiff of a fruit-seller

would be seen darting in and out between the

large boats, and the tempting array of melons

and peaches, illuminated by a paper lantern,

would be offered to the various occupants,

who were already enjoying their tea and other

refreshments. A few fireworks were let off

on the river bank by the juveniles, and these

combined with the reflection of the hundreds

of lights on the water gave a brilliant effect

to the scene.

But the sight on our own craft was by no

means the least interesting part of the enter-

tainment, for scarcely were we co^nfortably

settled, than the boat began moving up stream

at a wonderfully rapid rate; and the mode of

its propulsion was among the most novel and

characteristic things we had seen in Japan.

Eight men armed with stout poles, twelve or

sixteen feet long, would start together at the

bow of the boat, each with hi.s pole braced

against his shoulder ;
and then, with a yell,

they would plunge their poles against the

shallow river bed, and rush together towards

the stern, making the boat fairly jump on its

course. On both sides of the boat the raised

gunwale of stout timber was cut with broad

notches to fit the feet of the men, and, as they

kept step with each other, their nimble mo-

tions from one end of the boat to the other

bad all the effect of a machine.
(To be continued.)

Letter of Isaac Penlngton.

(Concluded from page 411, vol. UI.)

Consider, I pray thee, if what thou

be not contrary to the Scriptures? Was the

work laid by the Father upon the manhood,

or upon the Son, who, in the life and by the

life, was "mighty to save?" Who took up

the manhood f Was it not the Son ? '• Lo ! I

come," saith He, "a bodi/ hast thou prepared

me." And was it not lie, that laid down his

glory, and made himself of no reputation, but

came in the form of a servant (took upon

Him man's nature)—did not He do the work
in man's nature? Did not the eternal Spirit

sanctify the body in the womb? Did not the

eternal Power act in Him all along? Yea,

did not the eternal Spirit offjr the body to

God as a sacrifice? For the manhood would

fain have avoided the cup ("Father, if it be

possible, let this cup pass from me !"), but the

Spirit taught Him to be subject to the will of

the Father herein. So that his giving up to

death was rather to be attributed lo his eter

nal Spirit than to his manhood ;
for that was

the chief in the work, and not merely assistant

to Him. And doth not Christ confess as

much to his Father, when Ho saith, " I have

glorified thee on the earth, I have finished

the work which thou gavest me to do ;
and

now, O Father! glorify thou me with thy

own self, with the glory which I had with

thee before the world was." Though wc are

willing to honor the manhood of Christ, with

the honor which the Father hath honored it

with; yet we cannot honor it in the first

place, and attribute redemption to it in the

first place, making the Spirit and life of God
but supporting, assisting, and carrying on

therein. For "God was in Christ;" and it

was his power, life, and virtue did all in Him,

as it is a measure of the same life which doth

all in us ; in which measure we partake of

his death, and not only so, but also of his life

and i-esurrection. For He is "the resurrec-

tion and the life," (which we cannot deny)

and if by his death we be reconciled to God,
" much more shall we be saved by his life."

And if righteousness be revealed in us, im
puted to us, and we partake of it, as we come
into his death ; much more shall we partake

of it, as we come into his life.

It is precious indeed to hear of Christ with-

out ; but it is more precious to feel Him with

in; where the wisdom of our S'lloraon, his

love, his riches, his treasures of life, and th

glory of his kingdom, and order of his family,

and food of his children and of his servants,

are witnessed and revealed on his holy raoun

tain ;
where He makes the feast of fat things

to his, where the bread and wine of the king-

dom is eaten and drunk abundantly, and the

streams of the river of his own pleasures water

his garden and refresh his heritage.

I have looked over aU the scriptures quoted

by thee, and find not one of them proving the

thiug thou assertest; that is, attributing re-

demption properly to the manhood, and con-

sequently improperly, in the second place,

only as an assistant, to the Spirit and life of

the Godhead. But if thou wouldst rightly

distinguish, it were more proper to make the

Word (or Life, which was in the beginning)

the agent, which did all; and that body which
the Father prepared and sanctified, the form

of a servant or garment, in and through which

the life, being clothed with it, did act. Now,
the Jews did disdain Christ, as a man, in that

his low appearance; therefore is the glory

still given to "the man Christ Jesus;" but

not to take the honor from the Son, who was
God, and who saved by bis Godhead, by the

life, virtue, and power thereof " I, even I,

am the Lord," saith Jehovah, "and beside me
there is no Saviour. ' The Word eternal,

which made all, redeeraeth all that are re-

deemed: that body of flesh was that wherein

He appeared. And so what He did in it was
attributed to his manhood (and the man Ch
Jesus did all that is attributed to Him in the

Scriptures), but not in the first place:—thus

I speak for thy sake, and sometimes, upon

necessity, to help to scatter the darkness

which is seated in men's minds in this par

ticular, which is very gross ; many men hav-

ing heaped unto themselves dark mountains,

from their own imaginings and conceivings,

upon which they stumble; and so reading

the Scriptures out of the pure life wherein

they were written, they gather not the true

food, but food of their own imagining and in-

venting therefrom ;
and so their table becomes

their snare.

And whereas thou chargest us with making
Christ only a pattern, not a Saviour ;—indeed,

it is not so in God's sight; for we own Christ

to be a Saviour : but we lay the main stress

upon the life, which took upon it the mi
hood. And that life, wherever it appears,

of a saving nature, and doth save : the least

measure of it is of the nature of the rock, and

He proves a rock to them that feel Him, and

whose minds are staid upon Him. Yet none,

in the measure of this life, can deny the ap

pearance of the fulness of life in that body of

flesh, and what He did therein towards the

redemption and salvation of mankind

O pure, spotless Lamb of God ! how pre-

cious was thy sacrifice in the eye of the Fa-

ther! how acceptable a ransom for all man-
kind! For in the free, full, and universal

love of the Father, " He tasted death for every
f*^

man." I. P.

Additional Advices.

Plainness.—We are called with a high and
holy calling, to show forth in conduct andp.
conversation, the purity which the gospel dis-

pensation demands, and no desire for change,

or any professed increase of light and know-
ledge, can warrant our forsaking that path oi

self-denial and simplicity, into which the Lord *

gathered our forefathers, and still leads those

among us who are faithful to his call. Those
testimonies are a hedge about us, and a dis

regard of them, will lay our members more
open to the inroads of temptation, and tend

to destroy the useful influence which the So-

ciety has had in the world. We w^ould affec

tionately beseech parents and children, tc

come more entirely under " the cross of oui

Lord Jesus Christ, by whom," said the Apos
tie, " I am crucified unto the world, and the

world unto me." Then they would be en

abled to "glorify God in their body, and ft

their spirit which are his."

For our dear young Friends we feel mud
sympathy, and a strong desire that nothing

may lead them away from the footsteps o

Christ's companions ; but that they maj' sub

mit cheerfully to the gentle intimations anc

restraints of his Divine Spirit in their owr

hearts, who, as they resign all into his hand
11 make his yoke easy and his burthei

light, and give them that peace which passetl

all understanding, and which no earthly thin'

can give or take away.—1859.

We are sensible of the proneness of th

human heart to rest in an outside professio

of religion, and we would not give an unJii

prominence to those of our testimonies whie

render us peculiar in language, dress an

manners, but we believe that they havethei

origin in the same scriptural and spiritua

views of vital Christianitj' from which ou

doctrines spring; that their consistent mair

tenance has had an important influence i'

keeping us together as a people, and in pr(

moting the spread of our principles in M
world at large. The three are closely coi|

nected with each other, and the abandonmer
of one, weakens our hands for the maint^

nance of the others. We would theicfoi

aftectionatel}' impress upon our beloved fellov

members, the faithful support of them all, :

parts of that consistent system of faith ar

practice which the great Head of the churc

has laid upon us, seeking to Him for gra(

and strength to bear them in singleness

heart for his name and Truth's sake. Paren

and others, who have the care of chilclio

having come under the yoke of Christ thci

selves, will find it their religious duty to kt i

them to plainness of dress and simplicit}

manners; accustoming them to the rei;ii

attendance of all our religious meetings, i

structing them in the truths recorded in iii

Holy Scriptures, and watching for saitat

opportunities to turn their attention to t

still small voice of their Saviour, and the r

cessit}^ of obeying its monitions, in order

experience a change of heart, and inculcati i

the duty of their endeavoring to draw ne

with loving hearts to their Father in Heave
—1872.
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Married Without Shoes.— About twenty
ears ago a smart young fellow named John-

on, in the wilds of the Cheat Mountains, in

Vest Virginia, made up his mind to be mar-

led.

But you have not a penny," remonstrated

lis friends.
" I have two hands. A man was given two

ands, one to scratch for himself, the other

or his wife," he said.

On the day of the wedding Johnson ap-

eared in a whole coat and trousers, but bare-

ooted.

This is hardly decent," said the clergy-

nan " I will lend j^ou a pair of shoes."

"JSTo," said Johnson. "When I can buy
hoes 1 will wear them—not before."

And he stood up to be married without any
bought of his feet.

The same sturdy directness showed itself in

is future course. What ho had not money
o pay for he did without. He hired himself

farmer for a year's work. With the

noney he saved he bought a couple of acres

:if timberland and a pair of sheep, built him-

lelf a hut, and went to work on his ground.

[
His sheep increased; as time flew by he

i)0ught more ; then he sold off the cheaper
cindrt and invested in Southdown and French
ilerino. His neighbors tried bj^ turns raising

battle, horses, or gave their attention to ex-

[)erimental farming.
Johnson, having once found out that sheep-

raising in his district brought a handsome
ijrofit, stuck to it. Ho had that shrewdness
n seeing the best way, and that dogged per-

sistence in following it, which are the ele-

pnents of success.

,
Stock buyers from the Eastern market

^ound that Johnson's fleeces were the finest

and his mutton the sweetest on the Cheat.

He never allowed their reputation to fail

—

the end of which course is that the man who
married barefooted is now worth a large pro
perty.

The story is an absolutely true one.

—

Selected.

A Strange Funeral Sermon.—The deceased

had long been renowned throughout that part

of the country for his wickedness. His
tellectual abilities were of no mean order

; his

property was considerable, and he had be-

longed to a highly respectable family—ad-

vantages which he used most assiduously in

the service of his master. By the practice of

every kind of dissipation he had achieved an
evil notoriety, and gloried in being considered

the most fascinating and dangerous roue in

the country. This being so, his associates re-

solved upon giving him a funeral worthy of

his reputation.

As one means of insuring this, they invited

one of the most eminent Presbyterian minis-

ters in the region to deliver the funeral dis-

course. To the surprise of many, after some
little hesitation, he consented. On the day
andatthe hour appointed the [meeting-house]
was crowded to overflowing by an assembly
composed of the relatives, friends, and com-
panions of the deceased, together with a

mixed multitude drawn from far and near by
curiosity to hear what such a minister could
find to say of such a man.

Punctual to the moment the service began.
The announcement of the text fell like a clap

of thunder upon the assembly. It was from
Lukcxvi. 23: "And in hell he lifted up his

eyes, being in torment." The sermon was a

most pungent and powerful exhibition of the

character, course, and end of a wicked man.
It held the assembly spell-bound to the very

last word; but there was in it not a single

direct allusion to the person whose obsequies

they had come there to celebrate.

In silence and in deep solemnity the con

a;regation dispersed after the sermon was
finished. Some were indignant, but the at-

tempt to excite odium against the preacher

was a failure. It was generally thought that

what ho had done he was governed by a

sense of duty. He was said to have stated

afterward that when he was invited to preach

on that occasion he had determined to decline,

but, in answer to prayer, received a message,
which he believed to be from Crod, " Go and
preach the preaching that I bid thee."

—

Pres-

byterian.

For " The Friend."

Whither arc we going ?

The question which forms the caption to

this article was forcibly brought to mind on

receiving 7th month's number of the British

Friend containing a lengthy account of Ac
worth School Centennary. I was deeply

pained to find in the conduct of the proceed-

ngs on that occasion, such a grievous depar-

ture from the ancient practices of our Society

it appears as one of the noticeable features,

that singing of a so-called sacred and profane

character was indulged in, not only by the

scholars but by the elder Friends present.

It is sad to think that an Institution which
no doubt had its origin in the ordering of D
vine Truth, should now furnish an example
of setting at naught one of our testimonies—
that against vocal music. The tendency of

this and other departures is to lead to an en-

tire abandonment of our well known and long

cherished testimony against the adoption of

the spirit and customs of the people of the

world.

But what can we expect la this day of de-

generacy, when many of our would-be Friends

on both sides of the Atlantic, holding the

highest positions in Society, have introduced

into their houses and families musical instru-

ments and singing, thus educating their chil-

dren and those under their care, in the vain

manners and frivolities so prevalent in the

presentday. And now we findin the very coun-

try whence emanated the valiant worthies of

olden time, those deeply tried ones, who had
to suffer and sacrifice so much in defence of

precious principles and testimonies, many of

our members endeavoring to trample them
under foot. Is the cross of Christ too heavy
for these to bear ? Has the good, old, safe

way become too strait and narrow ? Will

they permit themselves and those around
them to be allured into the broad way that

leadeth down to the chambers of death,

whither so many go to seek worldly ease and
enjoyment?

I fear many in this day are stifling the still

small voice, which ever has and ever will

speak clearly and intelligibly to the inward
ear of the soul, the blessed words of warning
and instruction, " this is the way, walk ye in

it." Oh that we may return to the good "old

paths," and there find true rest and safety.

Let those who are still endeavoring to be

faithful in the maintenance of our distinguish

ing views, lift up their voices boldly against

these weakening hurtful tendencies : these

will often have to weep as it were bet

the porch and the altar, uttering the language
of the prophet, " Spare thy people, O Lord,
and give not thine heritage to reproach."

Surely our Society in many parts of the
world presents a humiliating and deplorable
spectacle, and well may we exclaim, " how
have the mighty fallen !" J. Bell.

San Jos^, California, 7tli mo. 23d, 1879.

For "The Friend."

Letters of James Emlen.
(Cuutinued from page 412, vol. ui.)

"2d mo. 1857. The importance of watch-
fulness as thou observes of thyself, has also

felt to me as particularly needful and impres-

sive—the place of watching is the place of

waiting and hoping, and is therefore an evi-

dence to those thus engaged, that they are

in Him who is 'the way;' and what can wo
ask more than to feel that ' we through the
spirit wait,' a condition as needful as to re-

ceive what wo wait for, and as much blessed

to those who maintain it with patience; but
I find much to learn and much to combat
with in preserving the mind in this condition

;

so much listlessness, wandering thoughts, vain

curiosity, and temptations of various kinds,

though not perhaps gross, yet such as an art-

ful enemy knows are adapted to our weak-
ness, and available to his designs, comparable
to the ' little foxes' that spoil the precious

vine."
" 9th rao. 1865. We hear that our dear

friend Henry Cope is deceased, and to be

buried to-day. Ho expressed in the Yearly
Meeting some apprehension that he should
not attend another, and I dare say thou re-

members in the Select Meeting how earnest

he was in recommending unaftected simplicity

in all our conduct and intercourse one with

another; so consistent it seemed with his

own character. I hope the loss of such dear

friends will be in some degree compensated
by an increase of devotion on the part of those

who are left; do we not find such events bring

an increase of concern upon the church, that

we who are left may be enabled to fill up the

breach ?

* * * " The circumstance alluded to

must have been very confirming to thy mind.

But how often do we find that the manna of

to-day does not serve to live upon to-morrow.

We think in times of favor that we will not

yield to discouragement again, and yet we
may very soon find all dependence upon the

past seems to be removed, and we left to feel

that of ourselves we can indeed do nothing;

at such times it may be good to remember
that the seed sown in weakness will be raised

in power, as we abide with it all the ap-

pointed time, endeavoring to keep low with

the lowly seed, and exercised to have a con-

science void of off'once toward God and toward
man.
"That we cannot be happy without some

evidence that the dear Master is with us,

must be because we do love Him and his

appearance, though it may be sometimes as

with the reproofs of instruction. We love

the light, and I have no doubt many of us

greatly desire to walk in it, and to have our

deeds judged and our hearts searched by it.

Such we trust will not be permitted to be

carried very wide apart in their pilgrimage

journey."

The luxury of luxuries is that of doing good.
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For "The Friend."

A Stirring Tender Appeal.

"And now, whilst ray heart is bearing to

wards the isles afar off, the same constraining

love which wrought the willingness to leave

all for raj' gracious Lord's salie and his gos-

pel's, extends its binding influence to all raj'

dear brethren and sisters, of everj' age and of

every class, wherever situated, and however
circumstanced; desiring in tender and affec-

tionate solicitude, that they may be found

steadfastly following the footsteps of those

honored and worthy predecessors in the same
religious profession with ourselves, who have
long since r( sted from their labors, and whose
memorial is on high; who bore the burden
and heat of a daj' of deep suffering, in the

faithful discharge of their dutj', for the sup-

port of those principles in their original purity

and brightness, which have been transmitted

to ns. If any should feel sensible of having
fallen short in this important work, let me in

tenderest love encourage such to be willing

to humble themselves under the mighty hand
of God, even to the state of little children

;

and to turn inward to the pure, unflattering

witness, which cannot deceive nor be deceived

to be willing to enttr into a diligent and heart

felt search, and patientlj" and impartially ex
limine how far those indispensable conditions

are submitted to on their ])art, without which
none can be followers of the meek and lowly

Jesus. Where is that self denial' and the

daily cross He first enjoined ? Are.,we deny-
ing ourselves those gratifications of time and
pense, which cherish and keep alive in ns the

evil propensities of fallen nature, that sepa-

rate man from his Maker, and like the little

foxes which ^poil the tender vines, designed
in richest m airej' to bud, blossom, and 'bring

forth fruit, lastingly to remain to the praise

and glory of the great Husbandman ? With
out faithfulness, there will be no fruitfulness

It is not giving up or forsaking this or that

little thing, to part with which is little or no
sacrifice or privation, that will suffice; a fxdl

surrender of the whole will in all things, mu
be made to Him, whose sovereign right it

to rule and reign in our hearts. Let none
plead for disobedience in these little things,

on the ground of their being such ; for if such

they really are, they are the more ea-ily dis-

pensed with, and not worth retaining; and a

tenacity in wishing to preserve them, as-

.suredlj' indicates, that they have more place

in our affections than perhaps we are aware
of: ' He that loveth father or mother more
than me, is not worthj' of me; and ho that

loveth son or daughter moro than me, is not

worthy of me ; and he that taketh not his

cross, and foUoweth after me, is not worthy
of me.' "

—

Daniel Wheder, just before leaving

England for the Islands of the South Sea.

It is a precious thing, for everj' particular

"to know the ri£;ht arm of the Lord, which
brings salvation," and to witness "a sitting

down at his right hand," where the sheep
stand, where the rivers of pleasures run softly,

and to drink of the same, which refresheth

the whole city of God. To feel this arm of

the Lord, and to know it revealed, and to

come to a sitting down at his right hand, is

the end, sum and substance of the Christian

religion; such know salvation for walls and
bulwarks, and are as Mount Zion, which can-

not bo moved.— IF. Shewen.

Selected.

THE YOUNG PILGRIM'S HYMN.
" My Father, Thou art the guide of my youth."—

Jer. iii. 4.

Gracious Lord, do Thou uphold us

By Thy mighty Spirit'.s power

;

Let thy loving arm enfold us.

Keep us safe from hour to hour.

In Thy presence humbly bending.

We would seek Thy grace divine:

Hear Thy children's cry ascending.

Keep us Lord forever thine.

Onward through life's journey lead us,

Waters from the Rock command

;

With the Bread of heaven feed us

Till we reach the promised land.

With a price Thy love has won us,

Make our foes their grasp resign,

Set Thy seal anew upon ns.

We are safe if we are Thine.

From the tempter's snare appalling

Be thyself our constant guard.

Oh I preserve our feet from falling,

Guided by thy holy word.*
Ah, Lord Jesus! by thy passion,

By thy blood poured forth like wine,

By the might of thy salvation.

Hold us fast for we are Thine.

What tho' clouds should early gather,

Darkly o'er our summer skies;

Thou wilt aid us, oh, our Father !

Thou wilt for our help arise.

Till by Thee conducted ever.

We may hear Thy voice divine
Whisper, e'er we reach the river, .

" Fear thou not, for thou art mine !"

^_^^^ M. A. S. M.
Selected.

"DO WE WELL TO MOURN?"
Yes, grieve ! it can be no offence to Him
Who made us sensitive our loss to know <

The hand that takes the cup filled to the brim.
May well with trembling make it overflow.

Who sends us sorrow ineans it should be felt
;

Who gave us tears would surely h.ave them shed;

And metal that the " furnace" doth not melt,

May yet be hardened all the more instead.

Where love abounded, will the grief abound.
To check our grief is but to chide our love

;

With withered leaves the more bestrewed the ground
The fuller that the rose hath bloomed above !

Yes, grieve ! 'tis nature's—that is, God's—behest.

If what is nature called is will divine

:

Who fain would grieve not cannot know how blest

It is to sorrow and yet not repine.

S. H.

BIRDS.
BY C. W. THOMPSON.

Ye birds that fly through the fields of air,

What lessons of wisdom and truth ye bear:

Ye would teach us our souls from earth to rise,

Ye would bid us its grovelling scenes despise.

Ye would tell us that all its pursuits are vain,

That pleasure is toil,—ambition is pain.

That its bliss is touched with a poisoning leaven,

Ye would teach us to fix our aim on Heaven.

Beautiful birds of the azure wing,
Bright creatures that come with the voice of Spring ;

'

We see you arrayed in the hues of the morn.
Yet ye dream not of pride, and ye wist not of scorn !

Though rainbow splendor around you glows,

Ye vaunt not the beauty which nature bestows
;

Oh ! what a lesson for glory are ye.

How ye preach of the grace of humility.

Swift birds that skim o'er the stormy deep,

Who steadily onward your journey keep.

Who neither for rest nor slumber stay,

But press still forward, by night or day,

—

And in your unvarying course yet fly

Beneath the clear and the clouded sky
;

Oh ! may we without delay, like you,
The path of duty and right pursue.

[* " The Word was made flesh and dwelt among us."
' That was the true Light which lighteth every man
that Cometh into the world."]

Sweet birds that breathe the spirit of song,

And surround Heaven's gate in melodious throng.

Who rise with the earliest beams of d.ay.

Your morning tribute of thanks to pay.

You remind us that we alike should raise

The voice of devotion and song of praise
;

There's something about you that points on high.

Ye beautiful tenants of earth and sky.

Selected.

THE INWARD JUDGE.
The following is translated from the "Institutes o

Manu," by John G. Whittieb.
" The soul itself its awful witness is

;

Say not in evil doing, ' No one sees,'

And so oflfend the conscious soul within,

Whose ear can hear the silences of sin.

Ere they find voice, whose eyes unsleeping see

The secret motions of iniquity

;

Nor in thy folly say, ' I am alone.'

For, seated in thy heart as on a throne.

The ancient Judge and Witness liveth still.

To note thy act and thoughts ; and as thy ill

Or good goes from thee, far beyond thy reach.

The solemn Doomsman's seal is set on each."

" For The Friend

Extracts from tlie Diarj' antl letters of Ebenczer Worth
(Continned from page -110, vol. Lll.j

I went the next morning to the Counc
House. They wore late in gathering; m
mind continued to be much favored. I stai

most of the forenoon in Johnson Jamison's
The interpreter went down to Little Valley
the evening before, and did not get back i"r

time for me to speak to them that day. I fel

somewhat disappointed and a. little discour

aged. I queried with some offbcm if I conl
have a chance to spoak to tb^aifhe next daj
I spent a part of the time in t-fa«"Council house
where my mind seemed clothed with a con

cern to do what was required of me, and :

concern for the improvement of the Indian
in the Christian religion, and 1 hope my spiri

was profitablj' exercised in secret prayer fo

them. Oh ! may a kind and merciful Maste:
hear my prayers and accept the feeble efforti

to do what i have thought required of me
may it glorifj' his great and excellent nam
who is forever worthy. I went back to Walte
Thorp's and staid that night, feeling prett;

comfortable ; and returned to the Counci
House next morning. I felt weakness ant

fears, when the time came (that) they wer
prepared to hear me, I was informed. I com
menced to speak ; in a short time there cam
in some young white men; it seemed as if ali

was taken from me ; I felt tried, and desistecj

I went to them and requested them to withi

draw until I was done speaking; withou
hesitation, and in a becoming manner (they
did 80. I felt much closed up. After appeal
ing in supplication, I spoke some more t

them on the subject of religion, and requester

them not to suffer themselves to be prejudice,

against the Christian religion, and repeatC'

the passage where our Saviour saj-s :
" Whose

ever therefore shall be ashamed of me and c

my words in this adulterous and sinful gen
eration ; of him also shall the Son of man b

ashamed, when he comcth in the glory of hi

Father with the holy angels." Mark viii.3E

After starting home I felt distressed that

was not able to do more
;
perhaps it was at

improper spirit, in part, that caused those dif

tressed feelings, as I think I did not feel an;

condemnation. It is enough that the servan
does the will of his allwise and merciful Mat
ter. Oh ! that proud aspiring self may b
laid low, and that all that is within ma
glorify the Lord, and that the strength c

mind and body be spent in that good work'
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he next week, perhaps the 6th of 2d month,
went up to Cold Spring where the Indians

Mere) holding their new year's meeting. 1

:quef-ted an opportunity to speak to them
;hen assembled, which the managers con-

anted to. When they got together and the

ppoTtunity offered for me, a number of white

eople came to the council house. I became
iscouraged, and concluded to wait until the

ext day. As I leturncd home that evening,

h I the distress I was in— it seemed as if

lerc was almost an insupportable weight
pon roe. I then thought I would not flinch

•om performing my duty through fear of

lan, if I could have another opportunity. I

:ent the next day, three white men came,

nd I feared I was going to have another

rial. I felt a strong wif-h these men might
withdraw, they all did except one, whose
iresence did not daunt me much

;
there was

|uite a large collection of Indian women and

, good many men ; I was favored with an

pen satisfactory time; my interpreter seemed
18 though he was favored to feel some interest

n what he interpreted, and I thought got

[long well; Gov. Blacksnake expressed his

mtistaction with what I said. I left them
luly thankful that 1 had been favored to feel

uch a strong interest in their spiritual wel-

are, and language to express my feelings.

3d mo. 12th. I had a very satisfactory op-

ortunity with Johii Spencer and his wife
;

Iso with Benjamin Williams' wife and her

rotlier. Margaret once appeared to be a fine

'bristian wi<?wia», but is now quite intern-

erate. I hopetbis.day (she) was favored to

eel in a degree Sensible of her situation,

ienjamin was from home.
13tb. Visited Samuel Patterson and wife

-a fi.mily for whom I have felt much in-

srested.

[The foregoing appears to be the last entry

nade by our friend in his diary whilst resid-

ng at Tunessassa. He returned to his pleasant
lome, near the Brandywine, in Chester Co.,

boitly atterwards, and resumed his former
iccupation of farming. There has not been
bund among his papers any memorandums of

lis exercises and engagements until 1857
vhen they appear to have been resumed.]

Religious Items, &c.

The New Jersey Methodist Conference
assed resolutions against the efforts now
sed to set aside the laws of the State in re-

ard to the observance of the First day of
he week, in which they say, they regard
uch efforts whether made by " our native
itizens or those of foreign birth, as a direct

ttack upon the verj' principles from which
ave sprung the present greatness and pros-

erity of the nation." They protest also

gainst the tendency of Corporations to do
aeir ordinary business, such as the running
f freight and passenger trains on that day.
•n behalf of the temperance cause they say.

Liquor-selling is an immoral business;"
Legislators who vote at the bidding of the
quor-trafHc, and refuse to hear the voice of
oe moral and religious public, are virtually

1 league with the liquor-dealers, and equally
'itb them deserve the scorn of good men and
'omen;" and "the voters who send such
len to the legislature are responsible. It is

me for men to vote as they pray, and vote
)r good men only, and men pledged on the
de of temperance." Tbey remind their

3aders, that the renting of property for the

purpose of liquor selling, and the signing of

applications for license are violations of the

Methodist Discipline. In reference to the

camp-meeting grounds gotten up for the pur-

pose of private speculation but with the name
of Methodist attached, yet not under the con-

trol of the New Jersey or any other Confer-

ance, they disclaim any responsibility, finan-

cially or otherwise, and state that "fishing,

hunting, boating, croquet, financiering and
money-making is no part ot the object of a

Methodist Camp-meeting."
The Children.—A wiiter in the Chrisilan

Stnndard tieats of the causes which lead in

these days a larger proportion of the children

of Methodists to Ifove the denomination of

their parents, thart was formerly the* case.

He says that in early times most Methodists

were poor, and were necessarily closely allied

in all associate efforts to ])tomote the exten-

sion of their system. Hence the children

were brought into close contact with their

various meetings, and lived as it were in the

atmosphere of Methodism. It naturally re-

sulted from this, that as they grew up they

united with the Society to which they had
become attached.

Reman Catholicism.— The Christian Advocate

while admitting that many Roman Catholics

are devout Christians, who look through a

ceremonies and material representations, t

Divine realities, and worship God in spiri

and truth, yet argues that the genius and
tendencies of the system are idolatrous.

It draws this conclusion from the introd

tion into their places of worship of images of

Christ; the Virgin Mary and various saints,

to wtich acts of worship-are performed
;
and

from the invocations addressed to Mary and
the saints. " '

In illustration of the homage rendered to

the Virgin Mary, it quotes an inscription on

a church building at Kome—"Let us come to

the throne of the Virgin Mary, that we may
find grace to help in time of need." Pope
Pius IX. erected a pillar in commemoration
of the dogma of the Immaculate Concejition,

on which the prophets are represented as

casting their crowns before the Virgin and
saying, "Thou art worthy: for thou wast
slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy
blood." In a child's paper, approved by eight

Catholic prelates, are the following sentences—"The musical voices of the happy children

singing hymns to the blessed Mother floated

on the breeze, and up to the mother's throne

in heaven. * * Our most gracious Queen
beard the prayers of her sweet little subjects,

and restored her [a child's] beloved mother.

Little children, ever pray to the blessed Virgin,

and always serve and honor her. Solemnly
consecrate yourselves to the service of the

blessed Virgin . . the refuge of sinners."

The Scripture records represent Mary as a

good woman, and highly favored of the Lord,
ho was enabled to use the impressive lan-

guage, "My Spirit hath rejoiced in God my
Saviour;" but to ofl'er worship to her, or to

any other creature, is offensive in the Divine
sight, for God alone is the true object of wor-

ship, and besides Him there is no Saviour.

Christ's Rule in British India.—The Indian
Daily News gives in full a lecture delivered

by a native Hindoo, to an audience largely

made up of natives, in which, though he is

not himself a Christian, he says, " that Chris-

tian ideas and Christian institutions are taking

root on all sides in India." And then he adds

the remarkable declaration, " Christ rules in

British India— and not the British Govern-

ment."'

Natural HLstory, Science, &c.

Shell Beds of Clatsop Beach, Oregon.—The
coast of the Pacific ocian, some distance be-

low the mouth of the Columbia and above,

even to the colder latitudes, show, in its shell

mounds or beds, evidences of a dense popu-
lation that must have long ago lived and
thrived on the bounteous sea-food that the

ocean provides. Up the little streams and
inlets may these beds also bo found, but not
of the immense proportions found on this

ocean beach. "
"^^ '

--

Recently, while swimming at the sea-sido

house at Clatsop, my a.ttention was drawn to

the material with which the roads were being
macadamized ; shells of oyster and clam pre-

dominated, but the rather frequent sight of
human bones and sculls excited my curiosity.

Following the wagons, I found my way to

the pits from which this dump was taken.

The excavation showed a depth from five to

six feet of this debris, and the original dirt

strata had not yet been reached.

I stood by the wall of this seemingly un-

limited bed, and with a stick dug into the
bank, finding shells of various kind, some of

which are not now found on this coast, all

bearing evidences of having been used for

food, sometimes calcined ; also the bones and
vertebrPEf of fi-sh^ bones of birds, deer, and
other animals, anQ among them the bones of
the human body, sometimes the tiny rib of a

little child, and sometimes the arm bones or,

the shoulder blade of an adult ; sculls, too,

•were not infrequent. The torrible suspicion

of cannibalism suggested itself 'to my mind.
These remains were scattered indiscrimin-

ately, just as one might imagine the garbage
of a house might be thrown day by day and
so accumulate in a heap, while earth and
stones were mixed with the bones. Of the

length of this bed I have no knowledge, and
can only iin»gine the age. It was in shore

half a mile and must have, in ancient times,

been the beach proper.

Ages have passed since these wild people
encamped by the booming waves, for immense
old firs, five and six feet in diameter, are

growing over the prostrate giant trees that

preceded them. I saw no implements of any
sort nor did I hear of any being found in these

beds, though they might be easily overlooked,

as no one had ever before exhibited any in-

terest or curiositj' in the matter.— II. B.

Clarke in The American Antiquarian. [_
Fly-catching Rat.— In the show window of a

trunk store in Hartford, Conn., an interesting

sight may be witnessed every evening in an
old gray rat catching flies upon the inner sur-

face of the glass. He trots around among the

satchels and travelling bags, and wherever he

sees a flj"^ upon the glass or the goods he goes
after it with a nimbleness and dexterity which
secure uniform success. His operations, says

the Hartford Post, are often continued while

several persons are watching him from the

sidewalk, of whose presence and attention he
seems quite oblivious. In the opposite window
are spread several sheets of sticky fly paper,

where few or many of the insects are strug-

gling, who would apparently bo easy prey
for the voracious and venerable rat, yet he

appears to understand that the sticky paper
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is suspicious, and avoids it, attending strictly

to business in his own department.
The Borax Mines of Nevada.—In Esmeraldo

Co., Nevada, tome four years ago, a young
man was prospecting for gold and silver mines.

While thus engaged, traversing mountains,
canons, and valiej's on horsebacli, be saw, in

a valley known as Teel's Marsh, what ap-

peared to be a vast bed of white sand, resem-
bling dry seafoam. The appearance was so

novel and singular that he dismounted and
descended to prospect the object. Upon ar-

riving at the place, he found it to be the bed
of a dry lagoon, with the appearance of having
been drj' for centuries. Walking cautiously

over the place, he found the surface to be sott

and clayey, and often sunk ankle deep. After
an examination of the curious clayey deposit,

he put several handfuls into his pockets,
mounted his horse, and returned across the
mountains to his home in Columbus, There,
he handed the contents of his pockets to an
assayer, who, after analysis, pronounced it

the richest sample of borax he had ever seen.

This fact at once created great excitement,
and no little expense attended the necessary
claiming, &c., on the part of the discoverer.

It soon proved to be an enormous lagoon or
deposit of crude borax, two and-a-half miles
wide, and five or six in length. The result

is, that in the course of three or four years,

the discoverer has perfected an immense es-

tablishment, and is producing an enormous
quantity of a chemically pure article of borax.
An Eiq)h'int in Court.—It is not often that

an elephant is brought into court to give evi-

dence in his own favor, even in these days of
justice to dumb animals. But this was done
in an action yesterday against the proprietor
of the Alexandra Palace. The action was
brought on the ground that an elephant bo-

longing to the defendants had frightened the
plaintitt"8 pony ard occasioned a dangerous
accident. It seemed that the elephant came
out suddenly from an enclosure, and the pony,
liot being accustomed to elephiints, ran away.
About tills there was no dispute. The only
question at issue was carelessness

; and the
elephant, who stood but 4 feet 6 inches high,

showed himself to be such a peaceful, tracta-

ble animal when he came into court that it

was clear no blame attached to him. After
this nothing remained but to compromise the
case ; and at the suggestion of Baron Pollock
the elephant's apology was accepted, and the
plaintiff was compensated for the damage he
had sustained by his owner.

—

Pall Mall Ga-
zette.

Smart Chihlren.—A parent speaking of the
health of his children, says, in the Journal
of Health, '^ Two things were in their favor,

they were born of healthy parents, and hadn't
much sense ; of which latter I have al waj-s felt

particularly glad, in view of the fact, that the
" smarter" a child is, the brighter its intellect,

the more certain it is to die early of brain
disease ; if not, the chances are that the in-

tellect will wane early."

"My own personal observation bears me
out in the saying, that persons of moderate
mental calibre, of medium capacities, are most
likely to live long, live healthfully, live hap-
pily and live successfully, whether as to mak-
ing a comfortable living, or having a solid

influence in society."

Loss of Appetite.—The trae plan, especially

with children, when the appetite is observed
not to bo 80 good as usual, is to restrict thom

to less than they are really inclined to. By
thus diminishing the labor of the stomach, it

has a chance to rest and recover its energy.
A grand rule would this be for persons of all

ages, but it takes a man of force of character
to do this; the pampered, the selfindulgent,

the undecided, feeble-minded folk are alto-

gether inadequate to such a feat of moral
courage.

—

Id.

Sewers vs. Health.—The, London Medical
Times advises those looking for a residence :

—

"Take no rooms in the neighborhood of a
principal sewer, because it is an established
fact that greater mortality and more sickness
exist on the line of great sewers than in any
other place, and this is caused by the danger-
ous air escaping from the air-holes and other
crevices." "These gases in a concentrated form
produce instantaneous death. In a statistical

table compiled by Chief Engineer Conrad, in

Holland, it is shown that the mortality in

one thousand inhabitants is thirty-five, and
that twenty out of this numbcrdicof diseases
which have their origin solely by inhaling
impure air and the use of impure water."

Insect Destroyers.—" I never supposed that
bats were of much importance in the economy
of nature," said I, carelessly.

" Indeed they are of great importance," re-

plied Percival ;
" not only beetles are eaten

by them, but great numbers of moths. As I

said before the bats are actively at work at
night; in the day-time multitudes of birds and
quadrupeds and predatory insects are destroy-
ing the insect pests. The birds are especially
active in this work, and apparently in order
that it may be more thoroughly done, dif-

ferent races of the feathered tribes have been
created, each with its own particular sphere.
The black birds, thrushes and larks devour the
insects which infest the grass crops and other
vegetations near the ground; the creepers,
titmice and others eat the insects which are
found on the limbs and bark of trees both in

the larval and perfect forms ; the wood-peckers
destroy the borers in the wood of trees; while
the warblers, cuckoos and orioles capture the
insects and caterpillars in the foliage. The
fly-catchers are busy through the day; and
the night-hawks and whip-poor-wills in the
night capture the fljing insects near the earth

;

while the swallows are on the wing from day-
light«until dark, securing those insects that
have escaped their other enemies.

—

Scribner.
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Several weeks have elapsed since we learned
that a separation had taken place in Spring
River Quarterly Meeting, Kansas. Before
noticing the occurrence in our columns we
desired fuller information as to the causes that
led to it, and the circumstances attending it,

than were then in our possession. We have
now received a printed " Testimony," issued

by the Friends who took part in the move-
ment, and have been permitted to examine
several letters written by ditferent Friends in

Kansas which refer to the event, and throw
some light on the motives which led to the
taking of such a serious and responsible step.

From these it is evident, that the fundamen-
tal cause of this disruption is the departure
from the principles and practices of the So-

ciety, which has been gradually spreading in

our limits. The effect of such departure i

necessarily to destroy the bond which unite
together the members of the body. For thos
who are convinced of the truth of our doc
trines, and believe it part of the mission o
our branch of the Church to spread them

'

the world so as thereby to promote the growtl
of the Kedeemer's kingdom amongst mec
cannot receive as fellow- laborers those whoS'
teaching tends to overthrow what they regan
as among the fundamental truths of the Gos
pel. In this respect how can "two wall
together unless they are agreed?" thougl
they may maintain feelings of friendship to

wards those who differ from them, and ma"
earnestly desire that their eyes may be openei
to see the truth.

We have no hope that the progress of thes
distressing divisions within our borders wil

be stayed, unless there be a return to firs

principles; and the Lord by his omnipoten
power again move on the hearts of the peo
pie, enabling them to see the spiritual natur
of true religion, causing them to feel thei

need of being freed from the dominion of sin

taking up the cross of Christ, and leadinj

them to that patient indwelling with hi

Spirit, in which strength is given to bear th
refining judgments of the Lord, and to faith

fully follow their holy Leader in the forsab
ingofall unrighteousness.

We have seen much of the evils that flo^

from separations in our own and other re

ligious societies,—the loss of strength in th
church, the cultivation of a spirit of fault

I

finding, the turning of the people's attentio

from the work of grace in their own hearts t

the doings of others, the destruction of th

harmony of neighborhoods, and the stun:

bling effect on the young and inexperiencec
Believing that the responsibility for thes
evils lies in the first place on the heads c

those who depart from those doctrines a b(

lief in which Robert Barclay saj'sis the groun
of our being joined together as one people, w
view with sorrow and anxious concern th
imany obvious departures from our ancien;

standard, now so conspicuously observabh

I

And we sincerely desire the encouragemen
of all our members in holding fast to the prii

ciples and practices of Friends, and, wher
there is need for it, in contending earnest]

for the faith once delivered to the saints. O
the maintenance of those principles and prac

tices, depends, we believe, our existence as

Society of Friends. If we depart from then
the crown will be taken from our heads, an
given to others whom the Lord will raise u

to proclaim the truths of his everlasting Gof
pel.

We also believe there is need for great cat

tion, that those who are brought into diflB

eulties through their honest efforts to mail
tain the truth, should guard well their ow
spirits, and not rashly take important step:

impelled thereto in any measure by persons
feeling, overheated zeal, or any secondary c

improper motive. "The wrath of man worket
not the righteousness of God," and it is " H
works alone that praise Him." If we "aif

knowledge God in all our ways," and mov;
only under his direction, we may hope for

blessing to rest upon our efforts in his caus
which we cannot expect to be bestowed upo.
labors that spring from a lower source.

As to the motives which operated in tl

present case, we will permit those concornc
to speak for themselves. A loiter dated 7t
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lO. 9th, from one of these, who has been es-

!eraed as a solid, settled Friend, saj-s :
—"We

ave given up all hopes of the majority of

le Ministers, and many appointed Elders,

ad many others, ever returning to primitive

rinciples, or in other words, our distinguish-

ig views as a Society, and which is becoming

lOre and more apparent in many particulars
;

ad under a solemn and saddening sense of

16 presence of these things in many meet-

igfi hereaway, the members of our Monthly
[eeting held a conference to deliberate on

36 tried condition of Society, and whilst

aitiugfor Divine guidance, it appeared plain

) us that we would have to either drift into

le current into which Society was running,

r we must come out of the confusion, and

scordingly last Seventh-day was a week there

ere two Quarterly Meetings held, both claim-

ig to be Friends."

A letter from another Friend after referring

) some things of an unsatisfactory character

I the Quarterly Meeting for bu-^inees, says;

-"Friends were advised to bear all patiently,

'hich was done, and when they read the

losing minute, a Friend stood up and enumer-

ted some of the difficulties that had arisen

1 the Society, inviting all who wished to en-

eavor to faithfully maintain all our doctrines

od practices to remain in the bouse." Those
'ho remained in accordance with this invi-

ition, appointed a clerk, and proceeded to

ansact busines-i as a Quarterly Meeting.

A letter from a third Friend, who was pre-

3nt, though not a member of that Quarterly

[eeting, and who did not meet with those

'ho thus remained after the close of the first

leeting, corroborates this information, and
tatea that one of those active in this move-
lent gave as a reason for the method pur-

ued, that "they desired to avoid any real or

pparent strife or confusion in the roeeting,"

nd he adds, " the whole affair was managed
ery quietly, without words of bitterness or

isturbanco."

The printed "Testimony" before referred

0, gives no information as to the proceedin
bove related, but speaks of the departures
nd innovations which led to those proceed
igs. We propose iu our next number to

Tint such portions of this as seem necessary
give our readers a full understanding of

he case.

i The Christian Worker of 7th inst. contains
he following letter from Helen Balkwill, of

Ingland, who has been paying a religious

isit in America, with the permission of her
iends at home.
"I wish to inform Friends in America

hrough your columns, that I have recently
fresh investigated the Holy Scriptures on
he meaning of the outward rites of baptism
nd the Lord's supper, and that the conelu
ion I have arrived at is, that if regarded
imply as memorial, and not in any sense
acramental, they are intended to hold a use
al place in the outward Church until this

ispensation is closed by the personal coming
f the Lord Jesus according to prophecj'. I

not wish to slight the convictions of th

arncst Christians who two centuries ago led

ur forefathers out of the danger and error
fa reliance upon these for salvation, nor the
onvictions of the great body of Friends who
till consider its disuse the best remedy for
buse, but I wish to make public ray own
lersonal conviction that a middle course is

possible and right, and my belief that Jesus

intended his words, ' This do in remembrance
of me,' to be applied not only to those then

with him at the table, but to the Christian

churches established through their instrumen-

tality everywhere. "Water baptism I regard

as also intended to be the lasting and ordi-

nary mode of introduction into the outward
Church, as conversion introduces into the

true and invisible church, (though having

nothing of a saving character in it.)

Having communicated these views, as in

duty bound to my friends in England, it is

their wish that I should close my work in

America as speedily as possible and return

home. To their authority I cheerfully sub

rait, desiring to remain a member of a church

hich 1 am bound by innumerable ties,

and trusting that among Friends I may still

be permitted, huwever feebly, to proclaim the

unsearchable riches of Christ in free and full

salvation.

Through your columns I desire to say

farewell to all my dear friends in America in

the love of Jesus, and to assure them that th

same love exists between myself and those

Friends across the ocean who have felt that

heir responsible position and duty to the So

ciety demanded a recall which it has pained

them to issue.

"In Christian love, Helen Balkwill.
Adrian, Michigan, Seventh mo. 30, 1879."

It is a satisfaction that Friends in England
have recalled one, who by her own admis
sion, is not prepared fully to unite with th«

Society in the views it has always held as to

the fulfilment of all riles by the coming of

Christ, and the inutility of their continued

observance in the Christian Church. W
repeet the honesty and openness which marl

her letter; but it is plainly improper for such

to be commissioned for service as represent-

Dg the Society of Friends.

W^e believe there is need of much greater

care in many places than is now exercised a

to granting certificates for religious labor to

persons who are not fully settled in the doc

trines of Friends. The visits of such travel

lers often cause much distress and exercise ol

mind to true Friends, who see that tares are

raixed with the seed they are sowing.

The commencement of a new volume seems

a suitable time to call the attention of our

subscribers, and of others interested in oui

Journal, to the good that may bo accom
plished by increasing its circulation.

We believe the weekly visits to our farailie-

of a sheet, which revives in our memory the

various doctrines and testimonies of the So
ciety of Friends, presenting them in different

points of view, as the minds of the different

writers are impressed with a concern for thei

maintenance and extension; and which fur

nishes illustrations of the practical working
of those principles, or rather of the blessed

results of obedience to the Divine Will, which
is the foundation of all religion ; are of value

in confirming the faith of its readers in the

verity of those spiritual views which were
taught to mankind by our Saviour and his

apostles, and were opened to the minds of the

early merabers of this Society by the Holy
Spirit, which our Saviour told his disciples

should bring all things to their remembrance.
And we think the reading of such accounts

and statements of doctrine is often blest by
stimulating the reader to greater earnestness

and faithfulness in the pursuit of the one thing
needful. While there is no substitute for the

work of the Holy Spirit immediately operating
on the heart of man, through which alone wo
come to partake of the salvation which is by
Christ, yet the pure mind may, through the

Divine blessing, be stirred up by secondary
cans, and the earnest Christian will thank-

fully avail himself of such helps to spiritual

progress as are within his reach.

We believe some of our members may be
nstrumental in doing good, by encouraging
or assistin^r some who are not novv subscribers

to " The Friend," in introducing our paper
uto their families.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Pennsylvania Railroad pro-

pose transferring their main passenger depot in this

city, from West Philadelphia to Fifteenth and Market
streets, by constructing a new bridge across the Schuyl-
kill, and an elevated railroad from it to the new depot,

along Filbert St. The company has purchased a large

number of properties along the route, and when tiie

purchases are completed, there will be sufficient area
for a roadway of nine tracks. The grade of the road to

be 17 feet higher than the street grade. The entire

space between Sixteenth and Merrick, and Market and
Filbert street, is to be devoted to terminal purposes,

and upon it will be constructed an immense passenger
and freight depot. The landing for passengers will be
upon the second floor, while the freight cais will be
lowered by a hydraulic apparatus to the street line, the

cars also being shifted by transfer table, if desirable.

The cost of the contemplated improvements is estimated

to be above $2,000,000.

The Free Sanitarium at Point Airy, is on the southern

end of Windmill Island, in the Delaware river, oppo-
site Philadelphia. Tickets are given to the deserving

poor, who desire to visit it. Mothers and their sick

children are allowed entire freedom to wander about
the island, and are supplied with a substantial meal at

noon. To those requiring medical treatment, care and
attention are gratuitously given. The daily average
attendance is about 450. The Sanitarium is supported
entirely by voluntary subscription.

Dr. Charles M. Cressen has recently devised an im-
proved megascope, an instrument for examining and
comparing documents where alterations or forgery is

suspected, which promises to be very efBcient. This
instrument, the Philadelphia Record says, has been suc-

cessfully used in the examination of altered documents,
and altered and counterfeited bank notes. In legal con-

tests, where the merits of a case depend upon the gen-

uineness of a particular signature, or that of an entire

written document, the megascope, though dumb, is

capable of giving strong evidence, and more reliable

than the most consummate expert that ever took the

stand. Placing the genuine and spurious documents
side by side in the instrument, after placing the screen

before the eyes of the jury, both documents are thrown
upon it, so that the jury may decide for themselves

which is the real, and which the fraudulent. The elo-

quence or ingenuity of counsel cannot disturb its story.

During the first half of 1879, the income of the direct

cable across the Atlantic was $438,530, and the net

profit $335,705.

A bill reducing the rate of interest in the State of

New York from 7 to 6 per cent, passed the Legislature

last winter, has recently received the Governor's signa-

ture, and takes effect 1st mo. 1st, 1880.

One hundred and two natives of Sheffield, comprising
twenty-two families and twenty single men, recently

landed in New York ; they represent an entire manu-
factory of fine cutlery in Sheffield, and are expecting to

engage in this business in a Connecticut workshop.

Sheffield ranks first in the manufacture of fine knives

and razors ; the assigned reason for the excellent work
of that town, is the skill of the workers gained by long

experience, and by the habit of transmitting from father

to son the small secrets of the trade.

Sergeant Finney, of the Signal Service Corps, who
left Washington about the 1st of 6th month to investi-

gate the terribly destructive tornadoes which occurred

in Kansas, Nebraska and Missouri, on the 29th and
30th of 5th mo., reports there was a general storm area

in Northern Kansas, southeastern Nebraska and north-

western Missouri, and that he discovered traces of

eleven distinct tornadoes, all originating in one storm

area.
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The deaths in New York city, from 6th mo. 14th to relief. The military had been called out, as it was

8th mo. 2nd, numbered 5,034, of which 2,841 were chil- feared the town might be sacked.

dren under five years.

There were 391 deaths in Philadelphia during the

past week. Of these 100 were from cholera infantum
;

consumption 44 ; convulsions 16; debility 11; scarlet

fever 7 ;
inflammation of the brain 14 ; of the lungs 10 ;

stomach and bowels 12; old age 12 ; and paralysis 9.

Eeports from Memphis indicate an increase of yellow

fever. The number of cases daily reported number

about twenty—the disease has been declared epidemic.

The Secretary of War has ordered 500 army tents to be

forwarded for use of fever refugees in camp.

Markets, Ac—Government Bonds, 6's, 1881, 104|
;

- , , ..

5's, 102J; 4i per cents, registered, 105|; do. coupon, I jjenry A. Knowles, lo., f4.20, vols. 53 and 54; from

106i; 4's, 1907, 102. Samuel Woolman, N. J., *2 10, vol. 53 ; from Rebecca

Cotton, ll.V a llf cts. per pound. W. Smith, City, $2, vol. 53, and Ambrose Smith, for

Petroleum—Crude 5^ cts., and refined 6 J cts. per
|
copy to Md., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Isaac Sharpless, Pa.,

gallon, in barrels. Lins'eed oil, 64 a 65 cts. for Calcutta, $2.10, vol. 53, and for Amy C. Hoopes, S2.10, vol. 53
;

and 62 a 63 cls-for American. Lard oil, 45 cts. Sperm,
' from Esther H. Mendenhall, Pa., $2.10, vol. 63 ;

from

KECEIPTS.
Received from Sarah Greene, R. I., $2.10, vol. 53, and

for Eliza G. Sheffield, Conn., #2.10, vol. 53 ;
for Isabel]

Keightly, Canada, $2.25, vol. 53 ; from Margaret Light-

foot, City, $2, vol. 53, and for James M. Price, City, $2,

and Jacob Parvin and John S. Pearson, Pa., $2.10 each,

vol. 53 ; from George Wright, City, $2, vol. 53 ;
from

Robert Knowles, Agent, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 53, and for

James R. Boss, Benjamin Knowles, David Peckham,

Lorenzo Rockwell, and Hubert Rockwell, N. Y., and

David F. Knowles, Vt., $2.10 each, vol. 53, and for

crude, 75 cts. ; bleached winter, 92 a 95 cts. per gallon.

Flour.—Minnesota extra, $5.25 a $5.87 J ; Penna. do.,

$4.87 1 a $5.25 ; western do. do., $5.50 a $5.80; patent,

$5.75 a $7.25.

Grain.—The market for wheat devoid of animation,

but prices rather firmer—red and amber quoted at $1.07

a $1.07.^. Corn, 46 a 49 cts. Oats, 36 a 37J cts.

Hay and Straw.—Prime timothy, 70 a 80 cts. per

100 pounds ; mixed, 65 a 75 cts. ; straw, 65 a 75 cts. per

100 pounds.

Beef cattle, 3.} cts. for common, and 5 J cts. perpou

Sarah L. Mickle, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Alfred

King, Agent, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Gilbert

Weaver, William R. Hazard, Persis E. Hallock, Mary

A. Simkin, and Nicholas D. Tripp, $2 10 each, vol. 53

from Anna W. Hooten, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; from

Samuel P. Leed.s, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Samuel F.

Troth, City, $2, vol. 53 ; from George Brinton, Pa.,

$2.10, vol. 53; from Isaac Child, lo., $2.10, vol. 53;

from George G. Williams, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 53, and for

Asenath A. Cooper, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Dr. Samuel

Whitall, N. Y. City, ^2.10, vol. 53, and for Frances S

for extra. Cows, $25 to $35 per head, as to quality. Culbertson, Neb., $2.10, vol. 53 ;
from Jacob Edge, Pa.,

Sheep, 3J a 5 cts. per pound. Lambs, 4 a 6^ cts. per
! $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Charles B. Sheppard, Pa., $2.10,

pound. Hogs, 5 a 5J cts., as to condition.
|
vol. 53 ; from Dr. Isaac Huestis, Agent, O., $2 10, vol.

Foreign.—At a recent meeting in London, John i 53, and for Fleming Crew, David Smith, Ann Smith,

Bright severely criticised the conduct of the British Amy John, Henry Crew, Joseph Doudna, Jesse Hiatf,

Governmentinlndia, particularizing a recent act which Abel W. Bye, Thomas E. Vanlaw, Harmon Rhode.s,

put the control of the press in that country in the hands
j
Jane Sears, Hannah Ann Vanlaw, and Eliza Branson,

of the Government ; a general disarming act, whose $2 10 each, vol. 53 ; from Joseph SValton, N. J., $2.10,

hardship was felt in those parts of the land where wild I vol. 53, and for Seth Warrington, and Mary Ann
destructive to human life ; and an income or Haines, $2.10 each, vol. 53 ; from Ann W. Comfort,

'

ch., per Woolston Comfort, $2.10, vol. 53

;

fhoselicense tax which reaches to the laborer or artizar

income may not be over four shillings per week.

A recent overflow of the river Mersey, has caused

much damage to the c-ops in Lancashire and Cheshire.

Some loss of life is also reported.

Three thousand miners of Silverdale in North Staf-

fordshire, have struck against an increase of hours of

labor or a reduction of 10 per cent, in wages.

A despatch to the Times, from Calcutta, dated on the

10th, reports that the cholera is still raging among the

troops and natives of Candahar, and is spreading towards

Herat. The Rumpa disaffection is spreading. The in-

surgents are badly armed but conduct guerilla war-

fare.

Information is received from South Africa, that a

number of Zulu chiefs have surrendered ; but the re-

ports relative to the prospects of immediate peace

conflicting.

Official reports state that the grain in the south of

France has been harvested in excellent condition, and

that in the north and west a good average crop may be

expected.

A fire is reported to have occurred on the 7th, at

Chatinois, near Strasburg, by which half the town was

destroyed, and 2,000 peasants are rendered homeless.

The damage will reach 1,000,000 marks.

In the town of Seragevo, on the 8th inst., a fire origin-

ating from the explosion of some spirits, destroyed 288

houses, 358 shops, and 48 warehouses. Tlie loss to

private property is estimated at 1,000,000 florins.

The St. Petersburg journals are full of terrible details

connected with the fire at Irkutsk, which seems to have

had an undoubted revolutionary origin. Three days

before the outbreak, threatening notices were affixed to

the Government House and several private dwellings.

Those notices declared that the city must give a con-

tribution of 500,000 silver roubles to the " Social Revo-

lutionary Committee," otherwise it would be destroyed

by fire. Both authorities and people exercised the

utmost watchfulness, but in vain. The fire broke out

simultaneously in six different places, and the town

soon resemblad a sea of flame. Four suburbs, with

more than 250 houses, were reduced to ashes.

The Standard's Paris correspondent states, that a St.

Petersburg letter shows an enormous increase in the

number of Nihilists in Russia

King Menelek, who rules over the southern portion

of Abyssinia, has sent a letter to the Anti-Slavery So

ciety, announcing that he has abolished the slave-trade

throughout his dominions.

A telegram from Para, Brazil, dated the 21st ult

states that 14,000 distressed inhabitants of Para had

revolted in consequence of stoppage of supplies for their

^ _ from

Cliaries^f. Lukens, Pa., $2.10,' vol. 53; from Edward

Bailey, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from James Forsythe, Pa.,

$2.10, vol. 53 ; from Mary Kaighn, for Ann Kaighn,

Amos Evens, and Joseph K. Evens, N. J., $2.10 each,

vol. 53 ; from James G. McColliu, City, $2, vol. 53, and

for AnnaG. McCoUin, City, $2, and Ann Garrett, Pa.,

$2.10, vol. 53; from William Matlack, N. J., $2.10, vol.

53 ; from Dorcas B. Robin.son, R. I., $2.10, vol. 53

;

from Lettice Evans, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; from Deborah

Satterthwaite, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Levi B. Stokes,

Gtn., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Sarah P. Johnson, .t2.10,

vol. 53 ; from Margaret P. Warner, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53

;

from Ellis Winner, O., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Dr. George

Thomas, Pa., $2.10, to No. 24, vol. 54, and for J. Pres-

ton Thomas, $2.10, to No. 23, vol. 54, and Charles T.

Thomas, Pa., and Jonah Ogelsby, W. Philada., $2.10

each, vol. 53 ; William J. Evans, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53,

and for Martha Evens and Sarah Haines, #2.10 each

vol. 53 ; from Joseph B. Cooper, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53
;

from Sarah S. Kenyon, R I., *2.10, vol. 53 ;
from Ann

Burgess, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from Nancy B. Buffinton,

Mass., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Zebedee Nicholson, N. J.,

$2 10, vol. 53 ; from Anna Thomas, N. J., *2.10, vol.

53,' and for Howard A. Mickle, N. J., and William

Berry, Gin., $2.10 each, vol, 53; from Beulah Garrigues

Pa., *2.10, vol. 53 ; from Daniel Smith, O., $2 10, vol

53
;'

from Jacob V. Edge, Pa., for Joseph Harrison

$2.10, vol. 53 ; for Rebecca S. Troth, N. J., $2.10 vol.

53 • from Ezra Engle, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ;
from Charles

Stokes, Agent, N. J., for Henry W. Wills, George

Haines, Joshua S. Wills, Joseph H. Haines, Martha

Allen, Joseph Evans, and George Lippincott, '2.10

each, vol. 53 ; for Charles Lippincott, N. J., $2.10,

vol. 53.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Committee on Instruction of Westtown Boardin

School meet in Philadelphia on the 23d of 8th montl

at 10 A. M.

TOUGHKENAMON BOARDING SCHOOL.
The 13th year opens Ninth month 9th, 1879.

H. M. Cope, Principal.

FRIEND.S' SELECT SCHOOLS. VOI

These schools, under the care of the three Monthl;J_^^

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on Second

day. Ninth mo. 8th, 1879.

ited number of children will now be admi'tei

to these schools, not members of our religious Societjfii^

whose parents may desire to have them educated fre

from the unnecessary but fashionable accomplish

ments, too common in many schools at this day.

The attention of Friends residing in the city and it

neighborhood is particularly invited to them. Th

terms are moderate, and Friends belonging to Phila

delphia Yearly Meeting, sending children to thes

schools, (also members), who may find the charge

burdensome, can be fully relieved.

The principal schools will open for the next tertr

under the care of John H. Dillingham and Margare

Lightfoot, as Principals, both successful leachers c

many years' experience. With these Friends in charge;

assisted by a complete corps of teachers, it is though

these schools may safely be recommended as affordin;|

opportunities for obtaiuing a liberal education in use

ful branches of study, and in the Latin, Greek an.

French languages. Facilities for illustration are ai

forded by a°valuable collection of philosophical am
chemical apparatus, minerals, and Auzoux's models c iiy

parts of the human system, &c.

Believing that advantage would arise from it

creased facilities for the instruction of the smalle

girls, arrangements have been completed for the oper _

ing with the fall term, of a primary department in th ''-

building on Seventh St., in which sp>cial attentio. '*

n\l be given to those children whose studies are of a

lementary character. The Primary Schools in Cherr

;t. and at Sixth and Noble Sts., will be continue

nder their former efficient management.
Further information may be obtained upon applies

tion to tbe Treasurer of the Committee,

James Smedlet, No. 415 Market St.

k

WESTIOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Passmon

^aving resigned their positions as Superintendent an

Matron of Westtown Boarding School, Friends wh

may feel drawn to engage in the important and respon

sible duties of superintending this Institution, are re

quested to communicate with either of the undersigned

The present Superintendents desire to be released i

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa.

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, H.tddon field, N. J.

Etmittances received after Fourth-day morning, will not

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

MOORESTOWN ACADEMY
Will re-open 9th month 1st, 1879, under the care of

Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends, New Jersey, for

pupils of both sexes.

Edward Forsythe, Principal.

Anna Woolman, U;^j^„tg_
Mary C. Stokes, J

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hall, M.D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of

Managers.

Died, 7th mo. 22d, 1879, Rebecca B., wife

John C. Hoge, in the 62d year of her age, a member
Flushing Monthly and Particular Meeting, Belmor

county, Ohio. For several years previous to her deal

she was afflicted with paralysis. The disease, thoug

slow in its progress, gradually deprived her of physic!

strength, until she became entirely helpless and speecl

less; but she appeared to retain her mental facultii

until the last. Whilst able to converse, she often ej

pressed a feeling of thankfulness for blessings conferre

upon her, manifesting Christian patience and resigns

tion under this proving dispensation ; and we ha\

cause to believe that, through the mercy of Go(

Christ Jesus, she is safely landed where " all tears ai

wiped away from all eyes." And we feel assured thi

by this affliction meted out to our departed friend

very solemn and impressive warning has been extende

to her family and friends on this wise, " Work whilst

is day, for behold the night cometh wherein no m
can work." And again, " Whether ye eat or drink,

what.soever ye do, do all to the glory of God." Ma
the call thus given, fasten upon our hearts as a nail

a sure place.

WILLlXRirHrpTLErPRINTE^^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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life anti Adventure in Japan.

BY E. WARREN CLARK.
(Continued from page 2.)

We spent a week in Kioto, at a beautiful

immer resort on tiie iiillside overlooking the

ty ; wo visited all tlio points of interest, and

ijoyod our stay exceedingly.

Kioto, above all other places in Japan, is

|ie city of temples, and to mention half of

lem would be out of the question. Most of

lem are large, and their grounds are laid out

a a magnificent scale; many have noted his-

»rical associations.
' The ancient palace of the Mikado, which
as plways given the chief saoredne-s to the

Ity, is located within a large enclosure near

le upper end of Kioto; the grounds are in

le form of a parallelogram, and contain a

umber of building-i with peculiarly-shaped

wfa. No other buildings in the empire are

Howed to have this style of roof, except the

irines and temples of the Shinto sect. The
jkado was worshipped as the Tenno, or Son

t" Heaven ; his head must therefore be pro-

moted by a Shinto roof, and his very residence

,3eame sacred. No paint was ever used about

'le royal dwellings, but the wood work was
i:' fine grain, and kept clean and polished

pmetimes the ends of the rafters were tipped

th white, but this was the only color per-

litted, and gave a pretty checkered effect

hen used on the dark beams of the gateway
ad roofs.

Behind the palace proper is a large square

arden or purk also enclosed by walls, con-

lining spacious dwellings ; here his mysteri-

asness might retire if he chose, and live a

eaceful prisoner, after giving up his duties

state to his successor.

All the interest connected with Kioto, as

sing the royal residence of the Tenno, has of

)urse departed since the removal of the Mi-
ado's person and his capital to Tokio.

Kioto contains nearl}' 300,000 inhabitants;

s streets are laid out at right angles, and are

i regular as those of Philadelphia.

Of the hundreds of temples visited, I will

ily mention that of " Kiyo-Midzu," or clear-

ater. This temple is spleudidl}^ situated

;

was built about A. d. 798, and is considered

aiong the most sacred spots in this neighbor-

ood. It is approached by long slopes of

one steps. At the entrance of the temple is

a pagoda, and along the edge of the buildings

are high balconies or stages which overlook

the slope. The priests and people were at

worship while vve were there, and the beating

of drums made a continuous din. The high

stages are partially protected by projecting

rails, as they overlook a depth varying from
100 to 200 feet.

Within recent times it was customary for

eccentric individuals, who did not want to go
to war, to come and throw themselves off this

precipice, preferring to die before the temple
of their deity, rather than be killed in battle.

Descending by a winding path from the

stages, we came to the waterfall of the " Clear-

water," which is divided into three streams

by stone troughs projecting from the edge.

Underneath is a small shrine in the rock, and
hither pilgrims come to worship, and bathe

in the sacred waters.

We took a bath there ourselves, but it was
with difficulty that either of us could stand

more than a few seconds under one of those

solid streams of very cold water, which fell

upon one like a liquid hammer. And yet,

soon after coining out, we saw three men
stand for eight or ten minutes, each with his

head bowed forward towards the shrine, and
the stream of water falling upon his neck and
back, while he devoutly counted his beads, a

string of which he held between his hands,

and repeated prayers either for his own puri-

fication or for the healing of some sick friend.

Sometimes persons will stand underneath this

fall for a long time, as a kind of penance for

sin; and even in winter persons will kneel

there, praying for sick relatives, till they are

almost benumbed. The priests pretend that

cures have been wrought through the efficacy

of these waters.

Our last evening in Kioto was passed in

watching the merry scenes along the shallow
river-flats, where the people congregate in

large numbers to spend the warm summer
evenings. The river-bed is mostly a dry
gravelly waste, with streamlets flowing here

and there through narrow channels. A fresh

breeze may always be found here during the

sultry evenings, and numbers of small plat-

forms or stout tables are placed in the shallow
portions of the river, upon which the people

sit and enjoy themselves. The tables are con-

nected with innumerable restaurants which
line the river bank, and busy waiters bring

fish, soups, tea, and saki down the sloping

walks to the guests.

A few years ago, in journeying along the

highways of Japan, the traveller would see at

the entrance of every village and near the

cross-roads, a wooden edict-board hanging
where every passer-by might read it, up.on

which was written in largo characters, " The
evil sect called Christian is strictly prohibit-

ed." This law No. 3 was suspended by the

side of other laws against stealing, murder,
and insurrection, and, like them, was formerly
punishable with imprisonment and even death.

Why should the Japanese consider Chris-
tianity a criminal offence, worthy of punish-
ment, when we believe it to be a blessing, and
seo in it the highest joy, love, and salvation?
The answer is simply this:

In the sixteenth century, when Europeans
first came to Japan, the Jesuit missionaries
accompanied the traders, and succeeded in

converting the southern provinces to the Ro-
man Catholic faith. So succosst'ul were they,
that a little later they entered into a con-
spiracy with some of the disaffeotod daimios,
and attempted to overthrovv the government
of the Tycoon, and make Christianity the
state religion. The conspiracy was discovered,
and hundreds of Jesuits and R)raan Catholic
priests were banished from the country; a
terrible persecution of the native converts
also followed, in which tens of thousands per-

ished by fire, sword, and crucifixion.

Christianity, so-called, was swept from the
land ; its very name was written in blood, an i

chibiren were taught to trample upon the
cross. The edict-boird which I have men-
tioned was written at that time, and placarded
throughout the empire. Foreigners were ex-

polled, and " the foreign religion" prohibited.

The Japanese of later days looked back upon
that bloody chapter in his country's history,

and leirnoJ to associate the " Yosu followers"

with ideas of intrigue, rebellion, and things
worthy of contempt. He held Christianity

accountable for the evil actions of the men
who professed it; and he regarded the edict-

board which daily met his eye as a righteous
barrier against the dangerous sect.

Three centuries rolled away, when at last

Commodore Perry's ships appeared and again
opened Japan to foreign intercourse. As in

former years, the missionary accompanied the

merchant and trader; but this time the light

of the pure Gospel of peace began to break
upon the darkened pagan empire. American
missionaries settle! at Nagasaki, and after-

wards at Yokohama and other ports; they did

not bring the altars, candles, and crucifixes of

the Jesuits, bul proclaimed the simple story

of the Scriptures.

Great prejudices had to be overcome, how-
ever; the name of Jesus had long been mis-

understood, and the ominous edict-board still

prohibited the "evil sect." Little progress

was made at first, for the people wore afraid,

or openly opposed to the new doctrines. Even
as lato as the year 1872, Japanese who at-

tended ray Bible-class in Shidz-u-o-ka said

they were astonished to find Christianity such

a good thing, and so pure and exalted in its

teachings, for they had been taught from
childhood that it was evil and corrupt. They
were so glad, they said, to learn that it was
the true religion, of peace and charity, rather

than evil.

Long and patient labor was required before

this popular prejudice could be even partially

removed. In the progress of events, however,

the odious law against Christianity was taken
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down from the public highways, bj' order of

the government, never again to be replaced.

So great was the feeling of thankfulness

and Christian exultation at this result, among
foreign missionaries and others, that I ob-

taine'd possession of the original edict board

which had so long hung up in my own Pro-

vince of Suruga, and sent it home as a trophy

and relic, to show friends in America the last

vestige of religious persecution.

This weather-beaten board travelled eight

thousand miles, by itself, and is perhaps the

only one which ever left the country. After

it had gone the local governor who had given

it to mo tried to get it back again
;
but I re-

plied that Japan bad no further use for the

law, and that I had sent it to America for safe

preservation !

In glancing over a letter written when about

commencing my bible-classes in Tokio, and

when unusual difficulties appeared in the way,

I find this statement concerning my students

:

"I confess that when the feeling floods upon

me, that these are souls for whom Christ died,

and mine is the privilege to make the fact

known unto them, it breaks through all bounds

of mere expediency, and forces me to speak

the truth at all risks. * * There is a solem-

nity beyond expression, in the attempt to

bring before these young men the words of

eternal life."

(To be concluded.)

*"*
" For Tlie Friend,

Summer Pencillings,

The Name and Power of the Eternal.—The
Psalmist wrote, "In the nume of our God we
will set up our banners." Would that we
could all more do this! Would that we could

rally to this Power as tho Christian's strong-

hold! What a bulwark of saving help and

strength should wo find it! In "The Song of

Solomon" it is recorded, " Thy Name is as

ointment poured forth," &c. Tho poet, on

the name or power of Jesus, has beautifully

written :

—

" It makes the wounded spirit whole,

And calms the troubled breast

;

'Ti3 manna to the hungry soul,

And to the weary rest."

Our Conversation.—In musing today on the

subject of conversation, I was reminded of tho

words of the Most High through the Psalmist:

" To him thatordereth his conversation aright

will I show the salvation of God ;" and like-

wise dwelt upon the language of tho apostle

Paul on tho same subject: "Only let your

conversation bo as it becometh the gospel of

Christ ;" with also the query of the apostle

Peter :
" Seeing then that all these things shall

be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye

to be in all hol^^ conversation and godliness,"

&c. Methought that with such and many
more Scripture precepts of similar import

written for our learning, we ought to give

more earnest heed to this important subject,

lest we miss of the blessing promised to him
" who orderoth his conversation aright," and

that, through unfaithfulness, this talent of

great influence become a less important aux-

fliary than it should to tho praise of Him,

who having bestowed the blessing, is looking

for fruits thereof to his own praise and glory.

Sadly true is it that conversation is too

luch resorted to to palliate dulness, or to

we are, and whom it is our highest privilege

to love and serve. As a Christian poet has

conveyed, it

" Too often proves an implement of play,

A toy to sport with, and pass time away.

Collect at evening what the day brought forth.

Compress the sum into its solid worth.

And if it weigh the importance of a fly,

The scales are false, or algebra a lie.

Sacred interpreter of human thought,

How few respect or use thee as they ought

!

But all shall give account o( every xvrong,

Who dare dishonor or defile the tongue."

But it is a cheering truth that there arc,

otwithstanding, "veteran warriors in the

Christian field," who endeavor to honor th

Master by the watchful and guarded use of

tho lip and tongue, and on all occasions " to

show out of a good conversation their works

with the meekness of wisdom." These oft

commune of their King and his kingdom ;
and

' Daily derive increa.sing light and force

From such communion in their pleasant course.'

Can it he, that the things which so superla

tively belong to our journey through life's

flitting valley, with the brighter scenes be-

yond, can by any bo ignored or deemed of

little value?

" Is it incredible, or can it seem
A dream to any, e.ii;cept those that dream.

That man should love his Maker, and that fire,

Warming his heart, should at his lips transpire?"

On this subject is there not cause for ap-

prehension that the ways and usages of a

world that lielh in wickedness, has had too

much of a countervailing influence, and that

those " whose highest praise is that they live

n vain," have so leavened the tone of general

conversation, that it is hard "to build our

altar confident and bold" on the side of Truth,

and thence to with.stand the popular current.

Hard to escape from custom's idiot sway.

To serve the Sovereign we were born to obey."

The injunction, " Be not conformed to this

Id;" applies to tho government of tho

tongue, no loss than to other things. And it

wilfbe well for those who take undue liberty

herein, and yet desire to be found walking in

tho straight and narrow way, to see to it, that

they balk not the testimonies of Truth in this

particular, nor lower the tone of conversation

suit tho ]ircvailing taste of the times or the

company they are in. Because, as is written,

"By thy words thou shall be justified, and bj'

thy icords thou shalt bo condemned." And,
" Out of tho abundance of the heart the mouth

speakcth."

Almost invariably boys who have been

allowed to roam free at night have come to

moral shipwreck and social destruction. Men
and boys, women and girls, whatever may
have been their culture, feel that there is

something in the streets at night different

from that which is in the day—somethinij

that excites apprehension, or creates alarm

or gives license. It is unnatural that a child

should want to go off to play in the dark with

other children. Sometimes, for quiet, parerrts

will allow their children to go "round tht

corner" to play with some other children

Sometimes this is allowed through mere care

lessness. We never knew it to fail to end

disastrously. We have in oar mind one or

i-hich weak mothers
pass away tho tedious hour, than either to two striking cases

promote our own instruction and edification,
j

have pleaded for this liberty for their eh

to exalt the kingdom of the Redeemer, or to dren, and are now reaping the bitter fruits.—

adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour, whose G. F. Deems in The Church Union.

" For TUe Frii

Extracts from the Diary and letters of Ebenezer Won
(Continued from page 5.)

[The last number concluded the memora
dum, kept by our dear friend, of his exorcis

and trials whilst a resident among tho Indi

at or near Tunessas.sa. It is proposed to ac

to these accpunts a few extracts from son

letters written during that period of absen

from his relatives and religious associates.]

To Samuel Cope* *

Tunessassa, 7th mo. 29th, 184-5.

Dear Friend,— I received thy acceptab

letter. The account which thou gave of o

last Yearly Meeting was to me interestin

I think I may say I have at times been e

abled to sympathize with Friends in tht

trials. I believe the present state of thin

must be very trying to the living, baptizi

members. I trust there are yet in our i

ligious Society a number of this descriptio

who have been baptized by the Holy Hea
and are living members of His Church. The
no doubt often go on their way mourning (

account of the inroads made by the enen

upon the precious unity which once, in a i

markable manner, distinguished our high

favored Siciety. May the restless aspirii

spirit of man be laid low, and all as a peoj

be prostrated at tho footstool of our Divi

Master, and there patiently wait for his dire

tion and strength to stand firm in support

the precious doctrines and testimonies i

which our forefathers so deeply suffered,
'

weight and importance of which, it is to

feared, has been but little felt, or but little

garded by a number in our day. May t

ppings and siftings that we may have

pass through, through the blessing of o

Divine Master, have a humbling and purifyi

effect upon those that remain, and awak
them to a sense of the necessity of buildi

on that foundation that cannot be shake

and, dear friend, while I feel for Society

(also) feel the necessity, as an individual,

examining how it is with me. I have be

made sensible of many short-comings, and

times been much tried with a spirit of relu

ance to submit to the will of our kind ai

merciful Master, who, I feel bound in grs

tude to acknowledge, has in his unmerit

mercy followed me to this day. How CO

fortable the feeling when our hearts can adc

the language, "Thy will be done on earth,

it is done in Heaven ;" this is often the brea*

ing desire of the true Christian. I have bfcl

comforted at times in talking with someM

the natives on the subject of religion, andr

hearing tho expressions of some of them h

their death beds. I do not know but tha I

gave thee in a former letter some account 1

an Indian woman who died a year ago on t a

reservation. I called at the house where

lived after she was prettj' much confine

bed; in conversation with her she said,

had been a great sinner, and that there i

a great debt resting against her, wbici

think she said, she did not feel (or was
able) to pay. Thus her mind and body \i

sinking together, and that she did not ;

able to pray. I told her that it was not

cossary at all times, that prayer shouldi

spoken aloud, that the Great Spirit know
thoughts and the desires of our heart,

* A valued minister, member of the same Mom
Meeting as E. W. ; also a member of the Indian C-

luittee.
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lat prayer eould be oflfored up to Him with-

iit using the voice. I felt much for the poor

'Oman; I thought it right to hold out the

mguage of encouragement to her, at the

ime time I felt it a serious matter for mo to

so without really feeling it. I spoke of

le great offering our blessed Saviour made
f himself, and the mercy and lovingkindiiess

four Heavenly Father, set forth in the par-

ble of the Prodigal Son. 1 sometime after-

'ard inquired for her, when they told me she

'as more comfortable. I believed He who
imo not to call the righteous but sinners to

spentance, removed the great buiden she

omplained of, and administered comfort and
onsolation to her much exercised spirit. Be-

)re she died she expressed resignation to the

'ill of the Lord, and seemed quite happy,
'here was a young man died some lime ago,

ear to where I board ; his disease was con-

iimption ; he lingered for some time ; in the

,tter part of his sickness he appeared very
)ber, and I thought much exercised in mind
he morning he lay a corpse I called at the

ouse and was told he had talked to his father

nd mother and two sisters, the day before

ud told them he was willing to die, that ht

:iouglit he was going to the Great Spirit

;

ave them advice to bo good, and told them
aey did not know how soon they might die,

t was really comforting to me to hear what
e had expressed. At times these poor peo
le leel very near to me, and I feel a dosir«

)r their present and future happiness as well

8 my own.- * * * In regard to my leav

ig—it has felt t(5 me to be a subject my own
nil and natural inclination ought to have but

ttle to do in deciding upon. I think I may
ay it is my desire that it may be in his time,

ifho is forever worthy to have the disposing

f us as He sees meet. * * *

In sincere love I remain thy friend,

Ebenezer Worth.
(To be continued.)

A Providential Deliverance.—Canon Flcm-

ng. Vicar of St. Michael's, Chester-square, in

, contribution to The Day of Days, tells the

bllowing striking anecdote, which was told

o him by an old man who showed to him
he lock of hair referred to: "1 was a little

ihild of four years old, with long curly locks,

vhich in sun or rain or wind hung down my
iheeks. One day my father went into the

voods to cut up a log, and I went with him. I

vas standing a little way behind him, or

•ather at his side, watching the strokes of

ihe heavy axe as it went up and came down
ipon the wood, sending splinters off with
jvery stroke in all directions. A large splinter

'ell at my feet, and I eagerly stooped to pick

t up. In doing so I stumbled forward, and
n a moment my curly head lay upon the log.

[ had fallen forward just at the moment the

ixe was descending with all its force. It was
too late to stay the blow. Down it came. I

screamed, and ray father feel to the ground
in terror. In the blindness which the sudden
horror caused, ho thought he had killed his

own son. We soon recovered—I from my
fright, and he froni his terror. He caught
me in his arms—then looked at me from head
to foot, to find out the deadly wound which
he was sure he must have inflicted. Not a

drop of blood—not a scar to be seen. Ho fell

on his knees on the grass and gave thanks to

God. Having done this, he took up

He turned to the log, and there was a single

curl of his boy's hair, cut clean through, and
lying upon the wood. What an escape ! It

was as if an angel of mercy had turned aside

the edge at the moment it was descending on

my head. With renewed thanks to God he

took up the curl and carried mo homo in his

arms. That lock of hair ho kept all his re-

maining life as a memorial of God's care and
love. That lock he left to mo on his death

bed. It always rebukes unbelief and dispels

alarm. It bids mo trust Him for ever. I

have had many tokens of Fatherly love io

my life, but somehow this speaks most to my
heart. It used to speak to my father's heart

:

it still speaks to mine!''

For " The Friend."

A Word of Encouragement.

A correspondent from New York State do-

sires the insertion in " The Friend" of the

following passages, she says, "As an encour-

agement to some to whom it may seem that

the Lord had almost forgotten us amid sepa

rations and the many things which have
crept in little by little ; but if wo put our trust

in the L )rd, and continue in earnest pra^'er,

I believe there will bo those raised up who
will uphold the Truth in its ancient purity."

Joelii. 17-18. " Letthepriests, theministers

of the Lord, weep between the porch and th

altar, and lot them say. Spare thy people, O
Lord, and give not thine heritage to reproach,

that the heathen should rule over them :

wherefore should thoy sjiy among the people,

Where is their God. Then will the Lord be

jealous for his land, and pity his people."

James v. 16. " The effectual fervent prayer

of a righteous man availeth much."

Women as Blacksmiths.—A correspondent

of the Pall Mall Gazette, writing from Kowley
Regis, a Lancashire village, thus describes

one of the strange sights of that strange dis-

trict :

" I came here to inquire for myself how
much it would cost to deliver one hundred
tons of coal a month by the Rowley Collier}'

Company at two or three given localities

within a distance of ten miles; and, having
satisfied myself on that point, much to my
pleasure 1 continued ray walk from the coal

pit up through the fields to Rowley Old
Churoh. I came to a place called Bell End,
which is apparently a new part of the old

village. Through a small window I observed
female head bobbing up and down ;

soon I

heard the sound of a hammer; and, never
having seen any rivet ranking done bj"^ human
hands, I threaded my way through some brick

passages until I came to the little smithy
where 'Alice' was at work.

" This was the name by which her father

called her, whom I met on ray way, and to

whora I am indebted for tho following re-

markable piece of knowledge. Alice, I may
say, was a young wife engaged in blowing
bellows, heating pieces of iron in a ' gloed'

forge, and producing rivets from an anvil at

the" rate of 3000 a day. For this manual labor

Alice— her father proceeded to tell me in her

presence—gets from the warehouse Is. fd.,

out of which she has to pay for wear and tear

of tools Id., carriage Id., and a like sum for

gleeds, a kind of small coke made expressly

for nail and rivet forges. Oa Monday she

does her washing, on Saturday her clean

days in tho week, and her gross earnings
th"reforo, amount to 4s. 3d. for forging 12,-

000 rivets. I have said nothing of rent

which Alice would pay, and which might
amount to one shilling a week. She was a

seduto young woman, well spoken, with very
fair hair, and a low, sweet voice. John Price
(Alice's father) then, at my request, took me
to see his neighbors, Edward and Phyllis

Tromans, who lived and worked at making
nails close by. Phyllis is a handsome woman,
with beautiful whita teeth and abundance ot

flesh, which Rubens might have painted, it is

so plentiful and rosy. This woman was forg-

ing large nails, and the manner in which she

made nails with a p'>int, and a head an inch

and a half in circumference, fly off a piece of

hot iron was marvelous to behold. She worked
from 8 o'clock in the morning until 9 at night,

and in four days will forge fifty-four pounds
weight of stout nails, for which she will re-

ceive the wondrous price of 3s. 8i., out of

which she has to pay fivepence for gleeds and
twopence for tools. Hor husband works 'as

hard as ever he can drive,' from 6 o'clock in

the morning until 11 at night; and his week's

wages amount to 12s., from which tenponce

for gleeds and fourpenco for tools will have

to be deducted—to say nothing of root. Ed-

ward Tromans was only 43 years old, but

looked much nearer 70. Two other young
women were hammering away at rivets in

company with Phyllis; and never as long as

I live shall I forget that little black smithy.

1 once travelled many miles to see ' Vulcan's

Forge,' by Velasquez; but there was in that

famous picture no figure equal to that of Phyllis

Tromans, and I shall remember Phyllis to

tho day of my death. That such a woman
should be slaving in soot—blowing bellows,

now with her left, and then wielding a ham-
mer with her right hand—forging clout nails

for twelve hours a day, in order to earn less

than 40 pence in a week, is a phenomenon
that 1 would never have believed as being

possible in England if I had not seen it."

Additional Advices.

Holy Scriptures.—We believe a blessing has

often attended the frequent as.sembling of

families, and reading a portion of the Scrip-

tures of Truth, with minds hutnbly turned to

tho Lord, to receive such instruction as He
may see meet to impart. Many, who are

now far advanced in years, can recur to such

opportunities in their childhood, as seasons

of heart-tendering visitation, in which their

understandings were Divinely enlightened,

and desires raised after tho saving knowledge

of the Truth.
The benefit we derive will depend very

much on the state of mind in which we per-

form the duty.

A cold, cavilling, or criticising spirit; a

disposition to comprehend the truths of sal-

vation by the unassisted intellectual powers,

or by recourse to commentators, who often

darken counsel by words without right knowl-

edge ; will mar the benefit we might receive;

while a state of humble, childlike dependence

on the teaching of the Holy Spirit, which

gave the Scriptures forth, and only can rightly

open and apply them, will receive the bless-

ing, and know them to be made "profitable

for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for

instruction in righteousness, that the man of

God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished

and found a few hairs on its glittering edge, ing up, so that she only works at rivets four' unto all good works."—1863
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Effect of Conversation upon Character.

So closely are thought :ind speech con-

nected, that many believe that we can only

think in words. Without doubt we generall}'

do think in words. Try the experiment;

select a subject, and you will fiod that your
meditations about it will take the form of

talking to yourself That is the surest way
of becoming wise or foolish—by talking to

yourself The mind grows by feeding on its

own expressions. But a more powerful reac-

tion upon the mind is from the words we utter

aloud or write to others. To form clearly

and fully any idea, the best expedient is to

try to tell it fully and clearly to others. * *

But what is true of ideas is also true of the

desires and passions they develop through
expression. If anger is suddenly kindled in

your soul, and you check the hasty word in

which it was about to flash, the sentiment
itself will be likely either to die out or sub-

side into a judicious opinion of the person or

action which occasioned it. Backbite your
best friend in malicious thoughtlessness, and
you will soon come to hate him. Speak much
in self-commendation, and though what you
say may all be true, you will become proud
and conceited. Let the habit of using exag-

gerated expressions be indulged, and you will

find that what you thought to be no stronger

than spiders' webs, will be strong enough to

trouble you if any one is disposed to weave
them into charges of deceit and falsehood.

Eepeat other people's doubts about religion,

or form the habit of asking smart questions

about things 3-ou youiself believe, and your
mind will become twisted into an interroga

tion-mark, leaving not enough intellectual

substance for the smallest period of definite

conviction upon any great subject. Indeed,

the attempt to get rid of anything bad in the

heart bj' opening the mouth for it to fly away
in speech, is like opening the stove-draught

to let the fire go out. The wise man says of

a person who tries such an experiment: " The
beginningof the words of his mouth is foolish-

ness ; and the end of his talk is mischievous
madness." And the apostle James says, "So
is the tongue among our members, that it

defileth the whole body, and selteth on fire

the course of nature; and is set on fire of

hell."

The same mighty potency for effect upon
ourselves, is lodged in our good conversation.

]f j'ou feel hatred and vindictiveness rising

within you against a neighbor, stop and think

of something good ho has said or done, at

some time, and then take the first opportunity

to tell some body else about it. Point out

the gold you have found in him, though it be

but a speck, and say nothing of the great piles

of dirt you had to work through to get it.

The fragrance of such kind words will act like

a disinfectant all through your own mind.
Take the first lull in the mean gossip of the

oflice or the back parlor, to tell some true

story, to illustrate some noble sentiment, or

to speak of something, the evident purpose of

which is pure, and you will feel the moral
lift of it; your own character will grow con-

sciously a shade whiter. Get into the habit

of telling other people what you believe, not
what you don't believe

;
give others a taste of

the water which j^ou draw from the wells you
find in the desert of human ignorance, don't

throw the hot and dry sands of doubt into

their faces; sound with the hammer of your
talk right over the beams of your solid con-

victions, and you will find that your own faith

will become sure and refreshing.

"What a dignity and what a responsibility

our Lord puts upon the tongue !
" But I say

unto you that for every idle word that men
shall speak, they shall give account thereof

in the day of judgment. For by thy words
thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou
shalt be condemned." * * * *

— Christian Weekly.

For " The Friend."

[The following affectionate tribute to the

memory of our late valued friend, Charles

Evans, is from the pen of one who was much
attached to him during life. The fulness of

expression in the 4th and 5th verses, may
possibly be interpreted to mean, that in the

writer's opinion, from youth to old age, there

was no imperfection visible in his Christian

walk. We do not suppose that such was the

author's meaning; but rather, that while she

knew her much loved and honored friend to

be possessed of like passions and infirmities

with the rest of mankind, yet the main bent

of his heart was to serve the Lord and pro-

mote his glorious cause in the earth.

There are few things that more sweetly
impress the mind, than to see the change
which takes place in men of strong convic-

tions and great force of character, who have
been called in the strength of their days into

active labor, and been engaged as it were in

fighting the Lord's battles, when the shades
of evening descend upon them, and the time
draws near for entering the unseen world.

Then there often appears a sweetness and
mellowness of spirit about them like that of

the ripened fruit, ready to drop from the

bough and be gathered into the Heavonlj'

Garner. Some who were intimate with Dr.

Evans can bear testimony to such a change
in his case.

—

Ed.]
Original.

TO THE MEMORY OF CHARLES EVANS.
We mourn in Israel for a strong one gone,

A soldier of the crosi,

Taken from conflict with his armor on,

Gathered from pain and loss.

No more that voice in thrilling tones of power,

Shall guide to purer day

—

Nor in the sittings of the council hour
Show forth the surer way.

No more that pen so long and ably borne
Will trace the Miister's thoiiglit,

The ancient Faith upholding in the form
Our early fathers taught.

From youtli to .age in meek and reverent fear

The Christian's path he trod,

Counting no treasure of this life too dear
To ofi'er to his God.

Proclaiming ever to a gazing world
The re.ison for our hope

;

Keeping the banner on the wall unfurled
;

Bearing its standard up.

And now, O Friend, beyond the morning star,

The crown of Life 'is thine.

Where the blest homes of the immortals are

Glowing with light Divine.

Again earth's spring hath wakened up her throng
To music, life, and cheer

;

It is but discord to the glorious song
That breaks upon thine ear.

Thine eye hath opened on a fairer spring.

Where sorrows haunt no breast.

Where all of care is a forgotten thing

In God's eternal rest.

And though we mourn thy faithful spirit gone
From works on earth away.

The bright example shineth on and on,

Unto life's perfect day.

And He who guided with unerring Hand
Beyond Time's farthest shore,

Still waits to lead into the Promisi

His children evermore.
6th mo. 1879. D. S. P,

Land,

Selected.

" Come ye yourselves apart into a desert place an
rest awhile."

Gladly we catch the tender sound
Which bids us come and rest awhile.

Come, breathe with me the desert air

!

Come, breathe to God the secret prayer !

We come ! we come ! the harassed soul

Longs to escape this " war of words,"

The clouds of care which round us roll.

And rest with thee, thou Lord of lords!

And once again the bark reiit,

Ere we the quiet h.aven quit.

Selected,

SEEDS.
We are sowing, daily sowing,

Countless seeds of good or ill,

Scattered on the level lowland.

Soft with heaven's gracious rain;

Seeds that rest upon the surface

Of the dry unyielding plain
;

Seeds that fall amid the stillness

Of the lonely mountain glen
;

Seeds cast out in crowded places,

Trodden under foot of men
;

Seeds by idle hearts forgotten,

Flung at random on the air
;

Seeds by faithful souls remembered,
Sown in tears and love and prayer

;

Seeds that lie unchanged, unquickened-
Lifeless, on the teeming mould ;

Seeds that live and grow and flourish

When the sower's hand is cold.

By a whisper sow we blessings,

By a breath we scatter strife
;

In our words and looks and actions

Lie the seeds of death and life.

Thou who knowest all our weakness,

Leave us not to sow alone
;

Bid Thine angels guard the furrows

Where the precious grain is sown,
Till the flelds are ripe for glory.

Filled with mellow ripened ears

—

Filled with fruit of life eternal

From the seeds we sow in tears.

Check the froward thoughts and
[

Stay the hasty, heedless hands,

Lest the germs of sin and sorrow
Mar our fair and pleasant lands.

Father, help each weak endeavor,
Make each faithful eflbrt blest.

Till thy harvest shall be garnered
And we enter into rest. —Heavenly Dawn.

Selected

SUNSET.
Like a gleam of the sunset slow melting in heaven,

Like a star that is lost when the daylight is riven
;

Like a glad gleam of slumber that wakens to bliss ;-

They passed to the land of the holy from this.

The pilgrimage shall no more be trod,

A rest remains for the people of God.

Fifty Years Ago and Now.—It is harve

time in Santa Clara Valley. Looking ov
it from a hill-top to-day, seeing the reapei

the self-binders, the clippers, and the stea

threshers at work, I thought of the impro^
ments in agriculture within fifty years. Mat
now living can remember when all the gra
was cut with cradles, bound by hand, cart

to the barn, and there threshed with flails ai

winnowed either by hand or with very ru

fanning mills. It was many weeks, oft

months, from the time the grain was cut un
it was ready for the mill or market. But t

day one of my neighbors is hauling barley
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I depot that was standing in the field only

iterday. He had it clipped. The clipper

!8 over about twenty acres a day, takes off

1 heads only of the grain which it spouts as

goes a'ong into a Ireader wagon driven

3e beside it. As soon as one wagon is full

econd one takes its place, and the first one

Iriven to the stack or setting in the field,

unloaded and ready to the relief of the

ler when it is full. In this way from three

five hundred centals of grain will be stacked

a day. And as soon as enough stacks are

idy, the separator, driven by a steam en-

le, goes to work. It thi-e.-hes from five

ndred to a thousand sacks a day. And^s
3 farmer hires both the clipper and the

resher, paying the former by the acre and

3 latter by the cental, as soon as a wagon
,d is threshed he can begin to take his crop

market. Hence this fact, just referred to,

grain going to market the day after it was
nding in the field is not unusual. A man,

10 has a hundred acres of grain may have

ill cut, threshed, sold and delivered within

veek.— The Nat. Farmer.

dractsfrom the " Testimony of Spring River

Quarterly Meeting," referred to in the editorial

of last number,

' All scattering and disunity which has ever

iturbed the peace of the Society of Friends,

8 arisen because its members have abandon

its principlis. The embracing of its princi

!8, by real convincement, brought into unitj^

e rejecting of which, has alwaj'S brought

iritua! if notoutward separation; forasthose

10 embrace its principles by convincement,

sre thereby united in fellowship with the

dy ; so now and always, those who reject its

in^Mples have separated themselves, no dif-

ence how much they profess otherwise. Our
visions and troubles today, arise from the

me cause, for there has been rejecting of

most all of those doctrines, either practically

by profession, by those who are to day re-

ined in outward union and in good standing

th the body. Those who are thus nnder-

ining our ancient faith and practice, fellow-

ip each other, though all do not agree in

aching these departures and innovations.

enumerating these things we do not say

at all who are in outward fellowship are

unity; but we do desire to press it upon
riends that the condition of the Society is

ch that the holding of any or all of these

isound views and practices makes no differ-

ice in the standing of ministers or members.
)me teach against the doctrine of the Light
Christ. Very many profess in word to

ilieve it, and then persist in teaching doc
ines of conversion which practically set it

ide. Many more ignore it entirely, while

lose who do teach it as early Friends taught
are accused of unsoundness by many.
These innovators teach an instantaneous

inversion by imputative righteousness.

They teach an instantaneous sanctification

They teach carnal and material views of

e resurrection.

They teach carnal and outward views of

le advent of Christ.

They teach against the spiritualitj' of the

ord's Supper by den}ring there being any
liritual thing of which to partake,

They place an undue stress on the letter of

le Holy Scriptures.

Thej' encourage congregational singing.

They sing from books.

They call for the singing of certain hymns.

Instead of that spiritual discernment by

which in the spirit of prophecy the true sense

of the condition of a meeting or of individuals

received, they violate the doctrine of the

ministry ; and in practical unbelief in the

guidance of the Holy Spirit, they call upon

meetings for all in certain conditions to arise

or hold up hands.

They call convicted persons to separate

seats, as if doubtingGod's power to accomplish

his own work.
They produce confusion in meetings by

many singing, praying or preaching at the

same time.

They appoint meetings for prescribed pur-

poses, as prayer, or consecration : Meetings

contrary to our principles of the ministry and

worship.
That Friends may consider how steady has

been the advance of these departures, we now
especially recall that of the ministry. Early

Friends believed that it was required of them

to bear testimony against all sorts of music

And the history of the Society of Friends

like that of the planting of the Christian

Church, is without an example where, in any

regular meeting there was ever any formal or

congregational singing ; but some years ago

a few individuals'professed to believe they

were called to sing in Friends' meetings.

While most Friends felt that there was little

f any true life in it. yet as it could be excused

on the plea that it was an exercise of a spirit-

ual gift like pr.«iying or preaching, it was

tolerated ;
soon, more than one joined in the

singing until it became fully congregational

n character, in violation of the apostolic

command that 'They speak one at a time.'

Then the testimony was further lowered by

taking their books and joining in the singing,

according to the custom of those who profess

no guidance of the Holy Spirit. Then the

ministers engaged, gave away our principles

so as to lead in the singing ; and now, finally,

as the complete abandonment of our doctrine

of the ministry, we find ministers actually

calling for the singing of such hynins as they

desire to have siuig. All this has been the

growth of years. Many of us have earnestly

labored to arrest these, with the other depar-

tures and innovations. Friends, who have

so labored, have been persistently followed by

relentless detraction.

Spring Elver Quarterly Meeting has taken

no steps to arrest, or to remedy these things.

Those who do them are kept in full standing.

Those who sustain them, have the full control

of the organization of the Society everywhere.

When we view this matter seriously, we have

no hope of any reformation. We know that

the spirit of intolerance is such, that every

earnest efibrt to bear a testimony agaiiist the

spread of these things, brings contention

our meetings, and disgrace upon the name of

Christ. The precious gifts given to convinced

Friends, for the work of restoring our once

favored Society to its first principles and

practices, cannot be recognized by the body,

or be exercised, without strife. In sorrow,

because of the necessity thus forced upon us,

not in the spirit of separation, for those have

separated who have gone from the principles

of Friends ; but in order to consistently, and the

ticc, we have fdt that the time has fully

come, for all convinced Friends to act apart

from these things."

They fail to maintain our testimony for more effectually, bear our testimony against

ainness of speech.
I those disastrous departures in faith and prac

Religiou.s Items, &c.

Plainness of Dress.—The National Baptist

gives nine reasons for dressing plainly on the

First day of the week, most of which are

equally applicable to the other six days.

Among these reasons are the saving of time
and expense that would be effected, and the

avoidance of some temptations to evil.

Queen Victoria's Freedom from Bigotry.—
It is stated that a short time ago some bigot-

ed officials dismissed from the royal house-

hold a domestic whose behavior the Queen
had observed with approbation. The Queen
missed her from her accustomed place, and
on learning that the girl's attendance at a

Baptist meetinghouse had led to her removal,

she immediately commanded her restoration

to her former position.

A Seasonable Rebuke.—Thos. W. Mossman
writes to the Nonconformist :

"The same paper which brings the news
that the Archbishop of Canterbury desires

that the bishops would urge upon the clergy ;

the dutj- of praying for a cessation of the pre-

sent most distressingand unfavorable weather
for agriculturists, contains also the following

piece of information from the seat of war in

South Africa

:

Last week General Newdigate took two
battalions, with cavalry and artillery, and
made a reconnoiseance, clearing the country

burning fourteen kraals. No largo force

was seen, but several isolated Zulu's were
shot. On our side there was no loss.'

—

Daily

Telegraph.
" i should like to ask if people in general,

in the least realize what the above short

paragraph implies. Well, it implies this

—

that several hundred English soldiers have
gone into the country of a poor, ignorant,

heathen people who had never done them, or

us, the slightest wrong or injury of any kind,

and in a single day burned down fourteen

of their villages, and murdered—yes, murder-

ed is the only proper expression—as many
natives as they were able to shoot down with

their rifles.

"Is it possible that anyone can be insane

enough to imagine that when such stupen-

dous and gigantic crimes as this are committed
in the name of England, and with the sanc-

tion and by the authority of the present

British Government, the God of peace and
love, the God who made the black man as

well as the white, will hear our prayers for

fine weather or anything else?"

The Salvation Army is the title popularly

given to a religious movement among the low-

er classes of English society, which baa now
been in operation some fourteen years. The
leader in the enterprise, William Booth, states

that in 1865 he became so impressed with the

deplorable condition ofsome of the inhabitants

of the east end of London, that he felt im-

pelled to make some efforts for their religious

welfare. A statement signed by the mayors
and other officers of many towns in Eng-
land, says of those engaged in this labor,

" We feel bound to state that we know from

our own personal observation that they have

not labored in vain in our town, but that they

have succeeded, not only in gathering to-

gether congregations of such as never pre-

viously attended religious services, but in
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effecting a marked and indisputable change
in the lives of many of the worst characters

in the town."
Religious State of Germany.—Bishop Sow-

man, of Germany, reported: "I found the

religious and moral state little better than in

Catholic Italy. Protestant pastors in Berlin

often wait a half hour and go home without
preaching, nobody going to hear them."

A Training School for Criminals.—If any
one wishes to be convinced that fools abound
this year, let him walk up the alley from
Clark Street, between Washington and Madi-
son, and look in at the pool-rooms, where
from five hundred to one thousand men and
boys, in ages from sixty down to sixteen, sit

on benches fanning i\nd sweating, as they
await the result of base ball games, walking
matches, running races, &e., upon which they

have staked their halves and quarters. Glanc-

ing at the eager, restless faces of these men
under the strain of uncertainty, and breath-

ing in and throwing oif the mingled fumes of

tobacco and bad whisky, it is easy to cast

their horoscope. From this list of idle men
and boys will bo made up the paupers and
criminals of future years. It robs a man of

honest purposes and gives him a loathing of

labor. It introduces him to a train of thought
that unmans him for every responsible duty
of life. It is hardly within the mind to con-

ceiveevils which will not naturally and easily

and necessarily follow in the wake of this

worse than idle assemblage.

—

Chicago Inter-

Ocean.

The ministers of the Free Church of Scot-

land have been enjoined by the General As
sembly to discountenance raffles or bazaar lot

teries, and other similar methods of raising

money for religions purposes.

Natural History, Science, &c.

A Benevolent Magpie.—A correspondent of

Chambers' Journal writing from the north of

England relates the following anecdote
"About three months ago I brought a tame

magpie with me out of Staffordshire to my
residence here, and shortly after its arrival,

it flew on to the window-sill of my sitting-

room, seemingly frightened ; and on looking

out of the window for the cause of its sudden
appearance, I found several wild magpies on

some trees opposite the window chattering

away very loudly to the tame one, which I

found they must have previously assailed, as

it was strutting about on the sill, and chatter-

ing back to them in defiance. A short time

after this occurrence, Mag flew to the window
and knocked on it with its bill, which it in-

variably does when wanting food. The win-

dow was opened and some pieces of bread put

out, one of- which Mag immediately picked

up and flew with it into the tree referred to,

and gave it to one of the several wild magpies
which were there

;
and this performance Mag

repeated several times till it had fed tbe whole
lot of them. And many times during tbe

heavy storm we had at the beginning of the

year, Mag fed these wild magpies, who no

doubt would have often been sorely pinched

fur food but for the charity of mj^ bird."

A Peril of Nevada Mining.—At the Julia

mine last Wednesday, a powerful stream of

hot water was struck in the cross-cut on the

two thousand level. The Burleigh drill was
set to drill a hole in the face of the crosscut

at a point about two feet from the bottom.

When the drill had advanced about two feet

to the rock there occurred a tremendous
burst of hot water from the hole. The stream
of water was equal to twenty-four miners'

nches, and it was scalding hot. It was
spouted to the distance of several feet diago-

nally across the drift, spreading as it flew till

all the open space was filled with the scalding

spray and steam.
The steam also filled the end of the cross

cut where stood the man who had been run-

ning the drill. He was held a close prisoner,

as he could not pass out through the jets of

boiling water, and even in his prison was in

danger of being suffocated and cooked by the

steam and heal. He would probably not have
escaped alive but for the drill. He opened
the exhaust valv6 and allowed the whole bead
of compressed air to rush out in a full and
steady stream, and this not only furnished

him pure air to breathe, but also cooled and
protected his head and the whole upper part

of his body.
His fellow-workmen were soon aware of

his perilous position—for the roar and rush
of the water could be heard at a great dis-

tance—but they could no more pass in to

where he was than he could pass out. Finally

the men went out and procured some heavy
gum boots reaching to the hips, and large

and heavy gum coats. Guarded by these,

one of tbe men dashed in through the steam
and scalding spray, carrying to the prisoner

a like outfit. Shielded by their beav}' gum
clothing the pair rushed forth and waded out

along the drift. As it was, tbe miner had his

legs prett}' badly scalded.— Virginia {Nevada)
Enterprise, 7th mo. 26th.

Poultry rearing around Soudan.—In the
neighborhood of Houdan, whence large sup-

plier of eggs and poultry are sent up to the

markets of Paris, the branch of industry has

now reached such dimensions that the sales

average 8,000,000 francs a year. The main
l)oint aimed at is to keep only a particular

breed of fowls which develop early, so that

they are saleable when three months old.

Hatching and rearing are carried on arti-

ficially, and consequently the production gies

on all the year round without reference to

weather or seasons. Two persons suffice to

look after 10,000 eggs distributed among a

number of hatching apparatus, the fuel re-

quired for heating these costing from 3 to 4
francs a day. The chicks thus hatched are

found to bo more lively and stronger than
those from eggs incubated by hens. Food is

given liberally, the maxim being adopted,

that to turn the food into flesh, and the flesh

into money as soon as possible is the most
profitable plan in the long run. Milk, butler-

milk, barley and oatmeal and a little rice refuse

forms tbe principal diet. The difference be-

tween these birds and such as have been

obliged to cater for themselves is very marked

;

the former have a fine white skin and abun-

dant juicy flesh, while the latter present more
hone than meat.

—

London Country Gentleman's

Magazine.
To clear stables of flies.—Small dishes of

chloride of lime placed immediately und«

the ceiling or roof are said to be efiicacious.

Sulphur in Milk.—A certain quantity of

sulphuric acid is always present in milk, the

amount of which varies greatly, depending
on the proportion of sulphates in the water
drunk by the cows.

Butter Packing.—The system of packing

tins, has come into general use among the ex-

port merchants of Copenhagen, and the trade
done in butters thus put up has enormously
increased of late. They mostly find their

way to China, Brazil, Java, Spain and Green-
land; and the plan of packing them adopted
by the Copenhagen firms secures them sc

effectually from tfie influence of air and heat

during long sea voj'agos, that samples which
have travelled from Denmark to China and
back have repeatedly been found perfecllj

fresh and well-flavored. The tins are mad«
in various sizes, to contain from 1 to 28 lbs

of butter each, and the larger sizes are care

fullj^ lined with well seasoned wood that hai

been saturated with brine.

Disinfection of Stables.—The Prussian Gov
ornment has ordered that where influenzi

breaks out among horses in military stables

after removing the animals, pans of san
holding bottles containing 250 grammes c

bromine arc to be placed about the stables i

tbeproportion of onepanand bottleforeach 1

cubic metres of capacitj^ All openings beiuj

closed, the bottles are to be quickly upset, s

that their contents run into the pans of sane

and the operator, making his escape as quickl

as possible, closes the door carefully behin
him. The stable is to remain closed 24 hour
The vapor of the bromine is supposed to di

slroy the infection.

Indian Silkworms.—The Italian consul £

Calculi a has forwarded a number of eocoot

of an Indian silk-worm known as " Yussur
which breeds in the forests of India, and wliic

will feed on 18 species of trees, the oak amon
them, instead of being confined to the mu
berry. Experiments are about to be mad
Italy and France to determine the feasibi

of introducing their cultivation.

A Foe to Wheat.—St. Petersburg advic
announce the re-appearance of a small be

which has more than once spread devastatic

in the grain fields of Southern Eussia.

The Kliiten Poisoning Case.—Some montl
ago at Kloten, in Switzerland, many persoi

were made ill, anil five died from eating

meat of animals that had died of malignant d

ease. The butchers who supplied the mc
have recently been condemned to four and
half years' imprisonment with hard labor

Animals by Post.—Among the animals se

through the German mail are birds, fis

oysters, crab.s, dogs, monkej's, tortoises, croc

diles, snakes, bears, opossums and marie
The number of losses i,s extremely small, a

mostly due to defective packing. In respe

to small birds, such as canaries, it is reco

mended that their solid food be in the sha
of a stift', soft paste, well moistened, a
squeezed into a small-mouthed vessel ; wh
the water pan should always contain a pie

of soft sponge which will retain enough wat
to j'ield a little under pressure of the hire

bill. The mail service in Germany seems
include what we consider " express" busine

Disease germs in Diphtheria.— The ge
causes of diphtheria are verj' minute org?

isms, being loo small to be seen except by f

aid of a very good miscroseope,

We have just taken a small piece of di{

Iheritic membrane from the throat ofa patit

suffering with the disease, and placing
under the microscope, with a little muf
from the same source, the germs referred

are distinctly visible in great number, all i-

lively swimming about, making the wh
butterforsoa transport in hermetically sealed micro-scopic field alive with motion. Just'
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ey existed in the throat of the patient a

(V moments ago, vigorou.sly at work iusinua-

3g tliemselvos inio the mucous membrane,
ying their way in between the cbIIb, even

tting into their interior and depriving tliem

the power to peiform their functions, clog-

ng the blood ve-iseis, causing irritation of

membrane, and as a consequence the pour-

g out of fibrous matter which forms false

embrano.— /. H. Kellogg, M. D.
[Professor Leidy in a paper published in

fii. Journal Med. Sciences, 1st mo. 1879, p.

, has shown that what had been regarded
parasitic germs causing influenzas, hay

?er8, catarrh, &o., were really not such, but

"incomplete or deformed ciliated epi-

elial cells—modified by the condition of the

tarrhal affection," a result rather than a

use of disease. The same may be true of

diphtheritic exudation.]

THE FRIEND.
EIGIITH MONTH 23, 1879.

K. case was recently brought to our notice,

;
which a woman Kriend who was waiting

1 a sick neighbor then drawing near to tha
iites of death, was requested to offer vocal

•ayer for her. The request was repeated

le following day, when the last struggle of
tpiring nature had overtaken the dying wo-
an. In neither instance was any ability felt

I respond to the desires of the sick woman
her friends (who were not members of our

ligious Society), and to utter any words ad
•essed as a petition to the Almighty. All

lat Ihe Friend covld do was to feel an exor-

se of spirit for the sufferer, and to address
' her such expressions as presented to the
ind for her comfort and help.

The disappointment felt by the bereaved
rally, that their wish for vocal prayer was
)t granted, awakened some searching of

sart in the Friend, as to whether she "was
ring in that state of watchful communion
ith her He"avenly Father, in which the still

nail voice of our Redeemer can be heard in

le soul, and every intimation ofduty beper-
ived and heeded. Such scrutiny of our
Ives is often needed, as without it we some-
mes slide almost imperceptibly into a care-

ss and lukewarm condition.

The whole occurrence has awakened a train
' thought as to the danger and delusion of
lat dependence on others in effecting the
•eat work of salvation, which a system of
iman priesthood tends to produce, and to

hich the human mind is prone to resort.

he language of the prophet Fzekiel is ap-
icable in a spiritual sense—" Though JSToah,

aniel and Job were in the land, as I live,

ith the Lord God, they shall deliver neither
•n nor daughter ; they shall deliver but their

vn souls by their righteousness." To every
dividual the exhortation of the apostle comes
)mo with solemn force, "Work out your
on salvation, with fear and trembling."
his work must be wrought between the soul
id its Creator, and no human being can do
for another. lience it is, that when the
lemn realities of an eternal existence are
essed home to the mind, and persons be-

ime truly aroused to the need of preparation
r that kingdom into which nothing that is

ipure or unholy can ever enter; the burn-
ed, penitent soul is led into secret commu-

nion with its God ; it desires to be alone, un- by lightning at Parker's Landuig, Pa., on the 14tli inst.

disturbed by others, and to pour forth its l^*'''"''^«l '"'^s *100,000.

prayers and tears to Him who seeth the roall,. ^^V^'^^i'"'^ te« "f "'
Tfi''

Sv^^'^S^omng co^n-
' •',.. /. , 1 ^ , I

ties ni iNebraska, indicate that the corn crop will be the
condition of the heart, whose ears are everifi„est ever known in the Stale, that oats will average
open to the sincere, plaintive cry "God be GO bushels to the acre, and wheat 1(5 to 20 bushels,

merciful to me a sinner," and who only can
|

General Miles telegraphs from Fort Peck, under date

say to the troubled soul, " Be of good cheer, h*" 1"'' '»s'-. il>*' '^ detachment of the Fifth Infantry

thy sins are forgiven thee.

It requires great caution at such solemn,
heart searching seasons, not to interfere un-
bidden, lest we divert the attention of the
suppliant from the inward exercise of spirit,

and fervent and patient waiting on the Lord,
which are a safe abiding-place. How awful

had captured 57 Indians, with 100 ponies, from the
Rosebud agency, who were on the way to join Sitting

The ([uarterly rei>ort of the State Board of Agricul-
ture, just published, states that the total area in all farm
crops, in the State of Kansas, aggregates 7,757,000 acres,

an increase of 1,2SO,000 acres over the previous year.
The area in corn is 2,925,000 acres, and in winter wheat
1,297,500 acres. The dairy products are estimated at

t is to be instrumental in settling any into a 1,059,240 pounds of cheese and 14,506,491 pounds of

est short of the true rest ; and thus DUttinir butter. The .n.ssessed valnatiou of property in the State
-. .. . , . ... ,.1. . ^ :^ 'Bl^ AX naa r---- '^ " -'•

in peril their everlasting salvation ! The late

Dr. Evans once spoke of a case which oc-

curred in his medical practice. One of his

patients was attacked with incurable disease,

and she was evidently nearing the borders of
the grave. She was a woman whose course
of life had never given to her physician the
impression that she was living under the re-

straints of the cross of Christ; and feeling
concerned for her eternal welfare, he spoke to

her about her situation. She replied, in sub-
stance, that her minister had visited, and
[probably] prayed with her, and that she was
not troubled about her own condition. Our
impression is, that her anxious physician could
see little if any sign of the change of heart
required by the religion of Christ, and that he
was made to mourn over the self deception
nourished by depending on others who were
only blind leaders of the blind.

Wo well remember in early life the effect

produced on ourselves by reading some of the
juvenile religious books of that day, which
constantly introduced some clergyman, min-
ister or teacher as a prominent agent in effect-

ing a change of feeling, and bringing peace
and a sense of acceptance to thoseWho, on a
bed of death, were struggling with a convic-
tion of their own want of preparation for
eternity. We came to regard such as almost
necessary helps at such a time

; and it required
the observations and experience of riper years
to implant the conviction that our dependence
must be placed on the Lord alone, and that
human aid is of no worth unless it is extended
under the Divine command and guidance; and
then the praise belongs to Ilim from whom
cometh all that is gootl.

While we desire to be on our guard against
priestcraft, even in its most refined forms, j^et

we wish also to bear in remembrance, that
religious exercise for the good of others is one
of the marks of the Christian

; and that he is

often called to earnest and fervent labor in

stirring up the pure mind by way of remem-
brance, in awakening those that sleep, and
turning their attention to the Spirit of Christ,
which is able to redeem them from all iniquity,

purify them, and make, them zealous of good
works.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—-Yellow fever continues epidemic

at Memphis—the number of cases reported daily aver-
age about twenty. The disease has also appeared at
Mayersville, Miss., and this is the only place in the
South, outside of Memphis, where it is now known to
exist.

A severe storm has prevailed on the lakes for the
p.ast few days, and on the 18th inst., 62 vessels were re-

ported storm-bound at Port-au-Place, and 72 craft de-
layed between Buffalo and Detroit.

It is stated that 80,000 barrels of oil were destroyed

S145,000,000. Fully 50,000 peopl^.Jiaye come into
the State during the past year.

An excursion train which left Philadelphia for At-
lantic City on the afternoon of the 14th, on the narrow-
gauge road, collided with a freight train at Clemeoton,
ahout ten miles from Camden. Five persons were
killed by the collision.

The Lumberman's Gazette estimates that we have now
about 90,000 miles of railroads in this country, and the
annual consumption of ties and sleepers is near 40,-

000,000, or thirty years growth of 75,000 acres. In con-
sequence of this enormous consumption of timber, the
right kind of wood for the purpose is becoming more
and more scarce every year ; and railway managers are
turning their thoughts towards some substitute. Many
of the European governaiant railways, notably those of
Belgium, have decided to lay iron ties in future. The
German railway management have advised the same,
and some of the English railways are trying them on a
large scale. A wrought iron cross tie, patented in the
United States, and for which patents are now pending
in Europe, is claimed to meet all the requirements of
simplicity, cheapness, strength, united with elasticity,

ease of construction and of laying in tr.acks, and to be a
practical solution of the question.

The President of the board of emigration in New
York informs that emigrants at the rate of 3,000 per
week are arriving at that port. A noteworthy feature

is the large proportion of Germans and Russians,, who
push toward-i the West. He states the arrivals this

season are of a superior class.

The number of deaths in this city, for the week end-
ing at noon on the 16th, was 346. Of this number 142
were adults and 204 children—186 being under one
year of age.

Markets, <fec.—Government Bonds, 6's, 1881. 104J

;

5's, 1881, 1021; 4J's 1891, registered, 104|; do. do.,

coupon, 106; 4's, 101 1.

Cotton, llf a llj cts. per pound.
Petroleum—Crude 5 cts., in barrels ; refined 6} cts.

in barrels, and 8^ cts. per gallon, in cases. Linseed oil,

63 a 64 cts. for Calcutta, and 61 a 62 cts. for American.
Lard oil, 44 a 45 cts. Sperm, crude, 75 cts. ; refined,

92 a 95 cts. per gallon.

Flour.—Extra family, $5 a $5.75; patent and other
high grades, *5.75 a $7. Rye Hour, *3.12.i a $3.25.

Grain.—Wheat is firm and there is a fair demand.
Red and amber, $1.06J a *1.07. Rye, 59 cts. for old,

and 54 a 55 cts. for new. Corn, 46 a 49 cts. Oats, old

white, 36 a 38 cts., new, 33 a 35 cts.

Seeds.—Cloverseed, 6 a 7} cts. per pound. Timothy,
$1.80 a $1.85 per bushel.

Hay and Straw.—Prime timothy, 70 a 80 cts. per
lOU pounds ; mixed, GO a 70 cts. ; straw, 60 a 70 cts. per

100 pounds.
Beef cattle—Extra, 5 V a 5} cts.

;
good, 5 a 5} cts.

;

common, 3V a 4i cts. Hogs, 5-V a 5|cts. per lb. Sheep,
3i a 5 cts. per lb., as to quality. Lambs, 4J a 6J cts.

A rain storm which began in this section on the

evening of the 15th inst., continued with but little in-

termission for three days. At places on the Atlantic

coast it was attended with high wind, and considerable

damage is reported. At Philadelphia 5.89 inches of

rain fell.

Foreign.—The British Parliament was prorogued
on the 15th inst. The Queen's speech on the occasion,

briefly refers to the important matters which have con-
cerned the country, and declares her present cordial

relations with other Powers.
Severe storms are reported from various quarters,

causing much damage to crops and interruption to rail-

way traSic. "A viaduct at Llanddiilas, Wales, has

been washed away, also some of the bridges. Birken-
head is flooded. There have been thirty hours con-

tinuous rain at Chester. In Derbyshire, the Trent and
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Derwent rivers have overflowed their banks. All the

low-lying lands are flooded. Wheat is gradually rotting,

and any crops left standing will not pay for cutting.

A conference of delegates, representing two hundred
thousand miners, was held in Manchester on the 13th

inst. The President pointed out that there was some
opening for miners in the United States, as during the

recent depression in the mining industry in Penn-
sylvania and elsewhere, a number of men sought other

employment. A resolution was unanimously passed in

favor of emigration to the United States.

Gladstone, speaking at the opening of the Art Exhi-
bition at Chester, on the 12th, said that when America
learned to trust entirely to her own splendid natural

resources, the great genius of her people and their mar-
vellous proficiency in the adaptation of labor-saving

appliance.'!, in which she was at the head of the world,

.she would be a formidable competitor with the English
manufacturer.
The Registrar General of London announces that two

fatal cases of cholera occurred in that city last week.
A despatch to the Times, from Calcutta, says that

afl^airs in the Rumpan district of the Madras Presidency,

growing out of the levying of a tax on palm trees, are

so serious that the Duke of Buckingham has decided to

proceed in per.son to the scene of the disturbances.

A Paris despatch to the Standard states that the re-

port of Senator Pelleton on the petitions for and against

the Fery Educational bill, shows that six are in favor

of and thirty-six against the bill.

The Panama canal scheme, of De Lesseps, has failed

for the present, as the issue of eight hundred thousand
shares has not been covered. He says he might convene
a meeting of the subscribers, and start the company
with them, but he prefers, being certain of success, to

wait until more light has been thrown on the value of

the attacks which have been directed against the scheme
at the last moment. He will shortly go to America,
and on his return he will set the company on its feet.

A French dollar, equivalent in value to the dollar of

the United States, is now being issued from the mint ii

Paris. It is intended for circulation in Cochin China.
Rms'a.—The Oolos announces that on the niglit of

the 16th, the police seized several carts conveying boxes
of gunpowder, grenades and other explosives, to a small
chandler's shop in St. Petersburg. A large store of ex-

plosives was also found in the shop, and its proprietor

was arrested. It has not yet been ascertained where
the powder was obtained, or how it was to be employed.
The wheat crop on the lower Danube has been

harvested, and the yield is good. Prices will, however,
be stiffened by the failure of the maize crop.

Turkey.—The Porte has at last appointed plenipo-

tentiaries to negotiate on the question relative to the

Greek frontier.

In some quarters it is believed that a political crisis

is imminent in Turkey, owing to the growing discon-

tent with the mismanjigement of the affairs of the em-
pire.

Denmark.—Danish newspapers state that a terrific

thunder storm occurred in that kingdom on the 4th

inst. Over one hundred farm houses were destroyed,

and fifty persons were killed. The damage to the crops

is incalculable.

Havana.—One hundred deaths from yellow fever are

reported for last week, being an increase of seven over
the previous week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee on Instruction of Westtown Boarding

School meet in Philadelphia on the 23d of 8tli month,
at 10 A.M.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Passmore,

having resigned their positions as Superintendent and
Matron of Westtown Boarding School, Friends who
may feel drawn to engage in the important and respon-
sible duties of superintending this Institution, are re-

quested to communicate with either of the undersigned.
The present Superintendents desire to be released in

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.
John S. Comfort, Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa.
Charles .J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Elizabeth R. Evan.s, 322 Union St. "

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddon field, N. J.

TOUGHKENAMON BOARDING SCHOOL.
The 13th year opens Ninth month 9th, 1879.

H. M. Cope, Principal.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Martha Sankey, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53

;

from John W. Hilyard, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; from
Daniel J. Morrell, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from Royal
Woodward, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 53; fronj Richard Ash-
bridge, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Lindlev Bedell, City,

$2, vol.53; from Elizabeth Marriott, N.Y., $2.10, vol.

53; from Mary B.Wills, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; from
Benjamin W. Passmore, Westtown, $4, vol. 53, 2 copie.s

and for Charles Potts, Watson W. Dewees, C. Canby
Balderston, Thomas K. Brown, Edwin Thorp, James
Davis, Richard W. Hutton, Ann Sharpless, Anne Bal-

derston and Sarah W. Passmore, W'esttown, $2 each,

and Amanda Gallimore, O., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Eliza
"rewer, Canada, $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 53 ; for William

. Tatum, John E. Sheppard, and Sarah B. Upton,
N. J., James McLaughlin and Daniel Peckham, N. Y.,

Robert Burton, Pa., and David Heston, Fkfd., through
Joseph Walton, $2.10 each, vol. 53; from Jacob W.
Fry, City, $2, vol. 53, and for Susanna R. Leeds, N. J.,

»2.10, vol. 53 ; from Sabina Hancock, Pa., $2.10, vol.

53; from Newell Hoxie, Mass., J2.10, vol. 53, and for

Joseph Wing, $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Thomas Twining,
N. Y., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Isaac P. Wilbur, Mass.
$2.10, vol. 53, and for Mary Ann Sla le and Eunice
Gidley, Mass., and Mary A. Gardner, R I., $2.10 each,

vol. 53; from Samuel Shaw, Agent, O., $2 10, vol. 53,

and for James Heald, Joseph Taylor, Mifflin Cadwal-
ader, Levi Boulton, Nathan M. Blackburn, Hannah
Blackburn, Jonathan Blackburn, Benjamin Harrison,

Barak Ashton, Job Huesstis, and Sarali W. Gilbert, O.,

$2.10 each, vol. 53, and for Francis Bartley, Mich.,

$2.10, to No. 22, vol. 54 ; from Sarah McDonald, 111.,

$2.10, vol. 53 ; from Levi I. Hoopes, Pa., $2.10 vol. 53

;

from Hannah H. Dilks, Ind., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from James
N. Gregory, Cal., per John Bell, Agent, $2.10, vol. 53

;

from Elhanan Zook, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 , from Uriah

53; from William H. Brown, Tioga, S2.10, vol. 5

from Ruth A. Crandall, R. I., S2.10, vol. 53 ;
from Ru

P. .Johnson, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Richard C. Sh<
maker. Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from Caleb Hoopes, P
$2.10, vol. 53, and for Benjamin P. Hoopes, $2.10, v

53 ; from George Abbott, Jr., City, $2, and for Dr.

B. Lippincott, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Sarah Hoop
Pa., $2.10, vol. 53, and for John Hoopes, $2.10, vol. 5

from Sarah B. DeCou, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Lvc
Mitchell, R. I., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Jacob Roberts, P
$2.10, vol. 53; from C. I. Haye.s, O., $2.10, vol

from Rebecca W. Burr, City, $2, vol. 53 ; from Sar
E. Evans, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Seneca E. Malor
City, $2, vol. 53 ; from Lewis Passmore, Pa., $2.10, v
53; from Isaac Roberts, Pa., *2.10, vol. 53; from Bi

becca Kay, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Philip Cart.

Md., $2.10, vol. 53; from Joshua Tavlor, Mich., $4.S

vols. 52 and 53 ; from Sarah C. Gaskell, N. J., $:

vol. 53 ; from Samuel M. Wickersham, Pa., $2.10, v.

53 ; from Charles L. Willits N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; fr<

Benjamin Bowerman, Mich., $2.10, vol. 53; from Phe
L. Wain, City, $2.10, vol. 53 ; from E. S. Deats, N,

$2.10, vol. 53; from William Hill, Me., $2.10, vol.

Rtmitlances received after Fourth-day morning, will \

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

MOORESTOWN ACADEMY
Will re-open 9th month 1st, 1879, under the care

Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends, New Jersey,

pupils of both sexes.

Teachers : Edward Forsythe, Principal
Anna Woolman,
Mary C.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three Monti

Meetings of Friends in thi.s city, will re-open on Secoi

Borton, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; for Charles W. Warring-
ton, City, $2, vol. 53 ; from James England, Del., $2.10,

ivol. 53; from Stephen M. Brinton, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53;jday, Nfnth mo. 8th, 1879,

from Rebecca Wistar, N. J., $2.10, vol. .53
; from Samuel A limited number of childreu will now be adn

i Allen, City, $2, vol. 53; from John W. Biddle, City, 'to these schools, not members of our religious Soi

$2, vol. 53, and for William Biddle, Samuel Biddle, I whose parents may desire to have them educated f

George Jones, Sarah F. Jones, Samuel Mason, Sarah from the unnecessary but fashionable accorapl'

j

Mason, and Samuel M. Bines, $2 each, vol. 53, and mentg, too common in many schools at this dav.
Jonas Edge Kansas $2.10, vol. 53 ;

from Joshua H. 'phe attention of Friends residing in the city and
I

Ballinger, N. J., $2 10, vol. 53 ; from Dr. William H. I " -
- ^ -

I Walker, lo., $6.30, vols. 51, 52 and 53; from Johi
Worth and Marshall Fell, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 53

im Smith, City, $2, vol. 53. and for Morris

;ighborhood is particularly invited to them
i
terms are moderate, and Friends belonging to Ph
delphia Yearly Meeting, sending children to th

the cha

The principal schools will open for the next te

under the care of John H. Dillingham and Margt

from Ephraim omun, uiiy, qsi, vol. Oi3. ana lor morns i
,• , / , „- ,u, "\ „.i,„ „~„„

S. Cope and Elizabeth Hughes Pa., and Sinclair Smith, lf.'^°°'«'
('^'^o membe s), who may

O., $2 10 each, vol. 53 ;
from .lordon Ballard, O., ^i.^^'^l^^T^':^!:^^^ .iflllfnltt

vol. 53, and for Cornelius Douglass and John Carey,

$2 10 each, vol. 53, and Andrew J. Mellinger, Neb., ,,.,„ t^-.,,,- p, ,-
$1.05, to No. 27, vol.53; for Jesse Haines and Sarah Lightfoot, as Principals, both successful teachers

E. Haines, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 53; for Elizabeth D.ma"yyears' experience. With these Friends in cha

Meredith and Sallie T. Hoopes, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 53; assisted by a complete corps of teachers, it is thoi

from Eliza M. Thomas, Jr., Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from these schools may safely be recommended as aS'ord

Samuel Nicholson, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; from Susanna opportunities for obtaining a liberal education in

F. Sharpless, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from. John Trimble, 'ful branches of study, and iu the Latin, Greek
Agent, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Rebecca Larkin, ; French languages. Facilities for illustration are

Caleb E.Thomas, John Hill, Harvey Thomas, Caleb forded by a valuable collection of philosophical

Webster, and Nathan Pennell, $2.10 each, vol. 53 ; 'chemical apparatus, minerals, and Auzoux'a mode' ..-----. ...
^^

would arise from
creased facilities for the instruction of the sn

53; from John D. Harrison, Pa f2.10, vol. 53; from|girIs, arrangements have been completed for the or
William Windle Pa., $2 10, vol. 53; from Isaac Peck-

!;„ „ith the fall term, of a primary department ia
ham Canada $2.10 to No 2/, vol 53; from Thomas building on Seventh St., in which special attenl
M. Harvey, Agent, Pa., $2.10, vol. o3 and iov Zebedee

;„ 1,^" i^^,, ^ those children whose studies aret^
Haines, Clarkson Moore, Nathan Cook, Horatio G. ,f ^ The Primary Schools in Ch.
Cooper, Jane Ann Passmore, Ihomas H. Whitson, "=

. J - . ....... J ... .

weDster, ana ivainan j-enneii, *z.iu eacn, vol. Od
; chemical apparatus, minerals, i

from John Bishop, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Lucy
j

parts of the human system, &e
A. Pancoast, City, »2, and Mary J. Bowen, Md., $2.10, Believing that advantage
vol. 53; from Daniel Satterthwaite, N. J., $2.10, vol. 'creased facilities for the inst

William Wickersham, Samuel Hoopes, Lewis Forsythe,

and Morris Linton, Pa., $2.10 each, and Hannah Kite,

City, $2, vol. 53 ; from Anna Pickering, City, $2, vol.

53 ; from Susan J. Yerkcs, Fkfd., $2.10, vol. 53 ; for

Elizabeth Mendenhall, O., »2 10, vol. 53; from Joel
Wilson, Agent, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Ruth A.
Harned and Isaac C. Stokes, $2.10 each, vol. 53 ; from
David J. Scott, Pa , $2.10, vol. 53, and for Ann Scott,

$2.10, vol. 53 ; from Ann Lovett, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53
;

from Hannah M. Stokes, Pa., and Samuel W. Maris,

Md., per Edward Maris, M. D., $2.10 each, vol. 53;
from Phebe C. Parker, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from W

St. and at Sixth and Noble Sts., will be contin

under their former eflicient management
Further information may be obtained upon appl

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Smedi-ey, No. 415 Market

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpl

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. Hall, J

Applications for the Admission of Patients m
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai

I Managers.

:

iam Kite, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 53; for Robert Parker,

City, $2.10, vol. 53; from Stephen M.Trimble, Pa., I "T T"" " ~~:
; ZT~7

$2.10, vol. 53, and for John WetheriU and Samuel ,
Died, in A\ est Falmouth Mass., on the ,th d.-.

Trimble, M. D., $2.10 each, vol. 53; from Elizabeth S.''l'e , th mo. 18,9 Abram Dillingham, a memb^

Thomas, S. Emlen Sharpless, John For.svthe, William j

^a';'l*'",ch Monthly Meeting, aged bb years, 10 mor

P. Townsend, Thomas Thorp, MarvN. Griffith, Charles anu 3 days ....
S. Carter, Eusebius H. Townsend," Sarah C. Passmore, I „ . at her residence in this city,

Sarah Yarnall, and Sarah Pennell, Pa., and for An;

and 3 d _, .

, at her residence in this city, 7tli mo. 16tb, If
Susanna McCoLLrN, in the 80th year of her a

J. Ihling, Mass., $2.10 each, vol. 53; from James
Bromley, City, $2, and for EUen Bromley, $2.10, vol. .'^e^P""'

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of P
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Gospel Ministry— Revelation.

[The following rornarks on theHc important
bjects were written more than thirt3' years

;o, and form part of a letter addressed to a

inister of the Episcopal denomination who
18 since been placed bj' his brethren in the

ition of Bishop. They grew out of a con-

rsation between him and the writer of the

tter, and have recently been forwarded for

sertion in "The Friend." As they exhibit

e views held by our Society on matters of

tal moment, we reprint the letter with some
ndensation.

—

Ed.]

espected Friend

:

The views expressed by thee at the time
our late interesting conversation in rela-

)n to the calling and exercise of the Gos-
il Ministry, and the doctrine of Immediate
ivine Revelation, or the direct manifestation

the Will of God to man in this day con-

rning his individual duty, independent of

e Holy Scriptures, produced some very
rious consideration, and not a little concern
I my mind, viewing as I do the immense
iporlance of the faith, that true Christianity

the same in this day that it was in the days
the apostles and primitive believers; and
at there should be no more encouragement
ven for holding to tho form but denying the

(wer now, than there was in the apostles'

lies. And thy ex))osition of this momentous
bject, resting with so much weight on ray

ind, I trust will be a sufBcient apology for

little intrusion upon thy attention in this

ay, however altogether unexpected by me,
as a resort to pen and paper, when I con-

irsed with tht-e on the subject.

First, then I would say, that the calling

id exercise of the gospel ministry, as plainly

t forth by our blessed Lord and by the
angelists and apostles, stands in and rests

entirely on the promises of immediate
velation, that I conceive no man can sepa-
te it from them; because Christ the Lord
18 joined them together; for a contirmation
which, see the following passages from that
cred volume, which thou holds as the only
le of faith and practice; and which we ac-

lowledge was written by inspiration of God,
id is therefore without exception the best
itward rule of faith in the world.
On the first occasion of Christ's sending out
e twelve apostles to "preach the kingdom

of heaven," He gave them instructions and
made gracious promises unto them. See Matt.

X. 18, 19, 20; Mark xiii. 11; Luke xxi. 14,

15
; a summary of which is as followeth :

—

"Ye shall be brought before kings and rulers

for my sake, for a testimony against them
and the Gentiles; [but] take no thought be-

forehand what ye shall speak, neither do ye
premeditate, for it shall be given you in that

same hour what ye shall speak, for it is not

ye that speak, but the spirit of my Father
that spoaketh in you; fori will give you a
mouth and wisdom which your adversaries

shall not be able to gainsay or resist."

They were to be brought before the rulers,

by the Lord's permission or direction, to bear

testimony against the sins of the rulers in

Israel as well as against the sins of the Gen-
tiles; which if done by the Spirit of God as

here recommended is true Gospel ministry;
because it is included in his commission, viz:

"Ye shall bear witness to me in Jerusalem
and in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto
the uttermost parts of the earth." And this

promise that was previously made to them
with some other of the like purport were re-

ferred to, brought forward and recognized in

his last commission to his ministers at a time
immediately preceding his as33nsion, with
the command that they should loait for this

qualification, to wit, the Gift of the Holy
Ghost; and with a further confirmation, "for
ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost not
many days hence," being commanded not to

go forth but to tarry at Jerusalem, until they
were endued with it—with power from on
high, before they attempted to exercise this

high and holy calling.

Then how consistent his previous saying to

his ministers, that when they should be pre-

pared to go forth, " He that receiveth whom-
soever I send receiveth me, and he that re-

ceiveth me receiveth Him that sent me."
Without such endowment He doth never send
forth ministers: so neither can it be said that

they who receive his messengers, receive Him
unless their hearts are also endowed with his

Spirit; or to use his own words in his pro-

mise of sending the Comforter that should
abide with them forever, even the Spirit of

Truth, that should dwell with them and be

in them. At that day, He s.tys, (that is when
these gifts are received) ye shall know, that

I am in my Father and ye in me and I in you
—John xvi. 16. 17, 20. His disciples are his

church, therefore these words unto his dis-

ciples are his words unto his church and people

to the end of the world ; and good and gracious

words and promises they are, and believing,

we thankfully receive them as such. They
are " the Comforter shall abide with you for-

ever, for He dwelleth with you and shall be

in you. and I will be in you." And as saith

the apostle, Rom. viii. 9, " If any man have
not the Spirit of Christ bo is none of his."

And again He says, 2J Cor. xiii. 5, " Know
ye not your own selves, how that Jesus Christ

is in you except ye bo reprobates." This He
saith to one, and this He saith to all without
limitation of time or place. Then truly he
that receiveth such messengers, thus indeed,
receiveth Christ as himself declared.

Christ, in speaking of himself as the Shep-
herd of the sheep, saith, John x. 4—^"Anri
when He puttoth forth his own sheep, lie
goeth before them, and the sheep follow Him,
for they know his voice," &c. This portion of
the doctrineof Christ contains a full and clear
testimony to the truth of the immediate com-
munication of the Good Shepherd's will to

his flock, whereby it is evident that all vvho
are truly the sheep of Christ, (in whatever
country or age of the world) may hear his

voice and distinguish it from the voice of the
stranger, agreeably to another testimony,
"Howbeit, when He the Spirit of Truth "is

come He will guide you into all truth ;" John
xvi. 13. He will show you things to como.
The living ministers even in this unbeliev-

ing day, can and do most thankfully, set their

seals to this truth, "He will guide you into
all truth ;" having, under a sense of their
necessity been made to know that "without
Christ, (their only helper) they can do noth-
ing," that will enlarge his kingdom, or bring
true peace to their own souls.

AgreeabI}' to the foregoing, we find that
the apostles and early ministers were led and
guided by the Holy Ghost ; not only as to
what doctrine they should preach wherever
they went, but also where to go and preach,
and where not to go; for the Scriptures, had
they all been [then] written, could not be
their guide or pi-ivate director in such cases:
and as Christ had a fitness of purpose where
and when to send his messengers, and power
to perform it, He guided and instructed them
by the immediate intimation of his Spirit.

See Acts xvi. 9, as well as many other pas-

sages. And his ministers in this day, have
as much need of Divine counsel, when called

to the same work, as they had in those early
times; and if they had endured that sancti-

fying power which gives clearness of vision,

and believe in his power, and are careful to

wait for this promise of the Father, and to

trust in its wisdom and guidance, so they will

bo instructed when to go and what message
to deliver: for God is the same that He was
in the beginning; and Christ Jesus the Lord
hath not changed, either in purpose, disposi-

tion or authority ; neither has He taken from
men the perceptions or capacities with which
He blessed them in any former time : but the
regenerated man endued with the same Chris-

tian faith, hath the same qualification to re-

ceive the Divine counsel now as in former
times, as it regards any will or purpose, on
the part of God or his Son Jesus Christ. So
that if any who are called to the ministry are

wanting in the counsel of God, so far as to

desert their cause, the fault is not on his part,

but on their own part. And to evince that

the guidance of the Spirit is a practical prin-
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ciple, I would mention here that Paul was
called of the Spirit to go over into Macedonia

to preach, which call he obeyed ;
but he with

Timotheus at another time was forbidden of

the Spirit to preach the word in Asia; and

afterwards they essayed to go into Bithynia,

but the Spirit suffered them not, &o.. Acts.

xvi. 6, 7, 9. And so we might refer to Philip's

being guided bj' the Spirit to preach to the

eunuch, together with many other instances

which are recorded in the New Testament,

of such guidance. And who will presume to

say that the apostles and ministers of Christ

in those times wore not always so guided in

their travels and ministry ?

Thus we see that not only the promises

and doctrine of Christ were believed by his

faithful messengers, but practised in the obedi-

ence of faith, to the honor of Him that pro-

mised and to the good of his cause. And
very far was it from a rare thing in those

days, for the ministers when preaching or

prophesying, to appeal to the authority of

the Holy Ghost, as in Acts xx. 23—"Save
that theHoly Ghost witnesseth in every city,

saying that bonds and afflictions abide me,"
(Paul.) And many passages might be brought,

evincing the gift of the Holy Ghost unto those

who ministered the word of God, or preached
Christ ; as said the same apostle, as a general

thing, "My speech and my preaching was not

in the enticing words which man's wisdom
teacheth, but in words which the Holy Ghost
teacheth," 1st Cor. ii. 13. And the Apostle
Petergivcscredence to them that had preached

the gospel unto the churches with the Holy
Ghost sent down fi-om Heaven, 1st Peter, i.

12. And as the same apostle witnessed at the

house of Cornelius.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Letter!! of James Emieii.

CContloned from page 3.)

" 12th month, 1857. * * * I believe we
both know very well that if any good is done
it is not of ourselves, for can we not in truth

adopt the languai^e of the apostle, that, 'in

me, (that is, in my flesh) dwelleth no good
thing:' happy then for those who have such

an abiding faith in Jesus, as to look above
themselves, and even over all discouraging

things that present themselves to our view,

unto Him who is ' mightier than the noise of

many waters. * * As faith and faithfulness

is maintained, a quiet example will be as a
little leaven, which will have its influence at

the right time and in the right place. 'He
makelh use of things that are not to bring to

naught things that are.' Oh I think I have
seen the mischief that a want of proper atten-

tion to the government of the tongue has done
and is doing even amongst us. It is very im-
portant for Friends to set an example to the
world around us of opposing wrong things,

and supporting right things with a right spirit

—with the renewed spirit—for it needs wait-

ing for and being renewed even from day to

day—a truth which the world and too many
among ourselves are slow to learn and too im
patient to practise (myself amongst the num-
ber) as it ought to bo. The same power that
raised up and built the church must sustain

it ; the example of Uzzah was for a warning
to the church, we must suppose for all ages.

We have no reason to doubt his sincerity in

wishing to save the ark from danger, but the

commandment for such occasion was broken,

and the penalty must be paid as a warning to

all. A very few words spoken in right au-

thority, that is, in the right spirit and at the

right time, will often avail much, when many
words without this do but darken counsel.

All the endless countless contention in the

political world arises from this very mistake
—defending and opposing in a hasty unsub-

dued spirit which genders strife and thwarts
the good that is aimed at. * * * Do we
not find the power of true religion on the

mind, as it is submitted to, works in us a very
humble opinion of ourselves, and of our gifts,

while at the same time we very properly en-

tertain a high regard for the gifts of others,

especially such as we know to be in advance
of ourselves in age and experience, and in

faithfulness. * * * How happy are they
who know where to flee in the day of trouble.
' Cast thy burden upon the Lord, and he will

sustain thee'—how true it is."

Life and Adveaturc in Japan.

BY E. WARREN CLARK.
(Concluded from page 10.)

Light and shadow blend together in the

missionary's experience, but still his duty is

to "preach the word." I once saw this illus-

trated on a long trip with Mr. Ballagh, in our
first attempt to aseond Fujiyama. We were
passing through a village near Oyana moun-
tain, where a dread deity is said to reside.

Here we encountered a procession of people
dragging a huge cart with long ropes. Upon
the cart was a pagoda shaped tower, deco-

rated with flags and streamers, in which were
dancing men wearing hideous masks of foxes,

demons, and ghosts. Drums were loudly
beaten, and the people shouted to drive away
the evil spirits.

As the people caught sight of the two for-

eigners the procession halted and the drums
ceased, for we were groat curiosities in this

out of the way region, and even the dancing
foxes looked slyly at us.

Mr. Ballagh was always ready to seize an
opportunity for sounding the gospel trumpet,
so, jumping upon a low balcony, he asked the
people in a pleasant way what this all meant.
They said it was the day set apart to pro-

pitiate the evil deity of the mountain, who
sent all the woes and suffering upon the peo-

ple, and little foxes to destroy their rice crops.

This deity sometimes assumed the form ot^ a

great serpent, and naught could bo expected
from it but evil.

The missionary listened to their explana-
tions, and t4ien raising his voice said : "There
is a serpent that brought evil into the world,
and suffering upon the human race; but he
does not live in yonder mountain, nor can his

cruel power be broken by noisy processions

or the beating of drums." Then with great
skill Mr. Ballagh told the story of the serpent
in the Garden of Eden, and the temptation
and fall of man, closing with the solemn ques
tion, "Is there no deliverance or salvation

from the power of this evil one?"
The people could not answer. Then he

explained to them with great tenderness the
wonderful plan of redemption ; saying, that
God had given a promise in Eden, which was
fulfilled in Jesus Christ, and that now, all who
believed on Him might be saved.

Immediately there was a division in the
multitude; some were deeply moved, and
wished to hear more, but the others beat their

drums and called upon the people to take ho
of their ropes and drag the cart and dancii

foxes. The priests pulled the people awi
from the preacher, and the noisy but dimi
ished procession went on its way, draggii

with difficulty the heavy cart. A few i

mained and listened to the word with incres

ing interest, until I reminded Mr. Ballagh
the lateness of the hour, and wc continu

the journey.

The Chinese literature has been studied

a classic for many centuries in Japan ; b

only the Samourai, or two sworded men, we
permitted to become scholars, also the pries

The common people could only read the si

pier forms of pure Japanese, which langua
remained quite undeveloped. In publishi

the Scriptures, therefore, to the people, a di

eulty aiises from the lack of a suitable h
guage, which maybe equallj-well understo
by all. If the missionaries translate the Bil

with the frequent use of Chinese characte

it places it entirely beyond the use of t

masses; though its literary merit is elevat

in the eye of the Samourai, so that it clai

scholarly respect. If it is translated in t

purely Japanese dialect, it becomes sim
and apparently childish, and has little me
with the higher class ; in fact, it is impossi

to properly express spiritual truth in a 1

guage so immature, and so filled with eri;

mythological terms as the pure Japanese.

The translators are forced, therefore,

strike a balance between the literary or clas

language, and this simple but insuflicient J
anese vernacular. This is accomplished
using as few Chinese terms as possible, a

then explaining them in the margin so tl

common people may understand.
Shortly after returning from the trip

Kioto, I was called upon to bury my faith

servant Sam Patch.
It was somewhat remarkable that he d

exactly three years from the day I first

gaged him, and that my contract with
Japanese Government expired about the sa

date.

Though an associate of humble capaci

Sam was faithful in his own little sphere, s

he was the only individual who remained
interruptedly with me during my sojourn

the country. He had been unwell befor

started on the Kioto trip, and I sent birr

the Tokio hospital, where he had good es

But ho was imprudent in leaving the hospi

too soon, so as to have my house in good or
on my return.

I sent him back to the hospital, and visi

him one evening, and took to him the

news that he must shortly die ; for his dise

—the " kaki," a kind of dropsy peculiar

the Japanese, was approaching his he
rhe poor fellow was never very brave,

he cried a little ; for he thought he was ,

ting better. I tried to comfort him with
Christian hope, and then bade him good nij

The next day he was dead, and when I ci

to the house where he had been removed hi

was already placed in the Japanese cofiin

To give some idea of the Japanese mod
treating the dead, I will briefly state 1

Sam's remains were disposed of:

Immediately after death, and before

body became rigid, he was placed in the

dinary square coflin , with head bowed
knees doubled up and crossed in front, c

ing him to occupy a space so email as w<
appear incredible. VVhen I first went i
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e room it was nearly midnight, and I had
dickering candlo in my hand. Seeing a box

ircely three feet square in the corner of the

om, I was told that it contained all that

mainod of poor Sam. Eaising the lid, 1

incod in and saw what appeared a shape-

is bundle, with band or foot projecting here

d there; and this was the comfortless man-
r in which the Japanese usually bury their

ad.

Sam's face, when raised, was calm and
,tural, and in his hand was a Testament
bich I had given him the j"ear before, and
liich his wife had placed there to be buried

Ith him, though whether at his request or

it I do not know.
The little funeral occurred the following

y. At the conclusion of the service, the

larse, which is a temple-shaped cart, five feet

gh, backed up to the door, and the sides and
of being taken off, the square box was
ished inside. The hearse was then put to-

ther again by piecemeal, and two old men
ew it off, amid the sobs of some and the

liles of others.

Arriving at the temple, I stopped the hearse

the main gate, and hurried forward to see

the grave had been dug as I directed. Fum-
ing my way through the compact rows of

icient monuments and head stones, in the

ithering darkness, I stumbled on the freshly

rned earth, and found the deep square hole

•epared as had been promised.

Coming back I met Mr. Arthur who found
at the grave-yard was so cold and damp that

would bo imprudent in his state of health
I remain longer. So I thanked him and his

)od and amiable wife, and advised them to

iturn, saying that it was too chillj' for them,
id I would bury poor Sam alone. (My good
lend Mr. Arthur died of consumption only
year or two after this.)

Bidding them good night, I turned toward
iB temple, and was surprised to find it illu

ipated, and to hear a Buddhist service going
1 within. Stepping up to the porch and en
ring, I found a tastefully decorated apart
ent with mats and polished floors, and
ilemn-looking labyrinths beyond the dark
le of pillars. Two finely robed priests sat

Don a raised dais before the altar, intoning
leir prayers in a rapid and measured way,
hich struck me as being a funeral dirge
ley took no notice of mo as I stood in the
ladow of the hall, looking on. The altar

as a beautiful object, ablaze with tapers and
lining with the gilt idols and golden leaves
i" the lotus lilies. Incense was burning before
in a bronze brazier, and the pleasant fra-

rance slowly filled the temple. But what
itracted my attention was the white covered
luare box, placed directly in front of the
tar, with a tall stick or tablet standing
lainst it, having a name written upon it in

hinese, which 1 could not understand. Of
>urse I knew that this box contained a dead
arson, but who it was I did not at the mo-
lent imagine.
I was simply awaiting the removal of my
svn box from the hearse, and certainly in-

inded no heathen rites to supplement the
hristian service already held. But getting
ispicious, finally I stole by the priests and
ent silently up to the altar.

There, sure enough, was my box, with Sam's
ody in it, for it had the same bunch of flowers
ad bamboo reed upon ic, which had been
laced on the lid. My first impulse was to

stop the service; for, without my knowing it,

they had brought the body in, while I was in

the grave-yard, and had commenced their

heathen rites as usual. As I afterwards

learned, the sinjo, or present of money, which
I had previously given the priests, made them
polite and particularly anxious to do the thing

up well.

I knew that Sara would not have highly

indorsed this service himself, neither was it

exactly compatible with the doctrines of the

Testament within the coffin which stood be-

fore the heathen altar. Nevertheless, there

was a novel interest in the scene, and as the

service was soon completed, the chief priest

bowed, and led the way to the cemetery, still

repeating strange sounds, and wearing his

silken robes. The bearers followed with the

square box, which was safely lowered into

the grave. The cemetery was lit up by the

glare of the torches and lanterns
;
and as the

priest retired 1 leaned upon a gravestone, and
waited to see the grave properly filled.

My engagement with the Japanese Govern
ment was twice renewed at shorter intervals

of several months, but as I did not feel that

my life-work was to be in Japan, I made pre

parations toward the spring of the year to

start homeward.
On March 7th I met many of the students

of the Kaisei Gakko, at a farewell gathering

held in Dr. Veeder's house, as my own house

was now in disorder with packing-boxes and
trunks, and we all spent a pleasant evening
together.

At the close I made the students a little

speech, expressing my sorrow at parting, and
giving them encouragement and hope for th

future.

They all seemed to feel deeply in reference

to my departure, and also manifested no little

awe at the formidable journey before mo.

One student, who was a most regular attend

ant upon my Bible-classes, but who formerly

opposed Christianity, said to me, "Sir, we
shall never meet again in this world, but 1

trust we shall meet in heaven." He th

asked me to write my name and his own in a

Bible and hymn-book which I had given him.

Another student said, "Sir, you have taught
us great and beautiful things, both in science

and in religion; and we are very thankful

and will never forget your kindness." Others

said, "We wish you a happy time in you
long voyage, and we know not whore we may
ever see you, but we hope somewhere."

Such expressions as thfese were heart-warm
ing, and showed that the Japanese students

were still as kindly affectionate and grateful

as I had ever found them during nearly four

years' intercourse and instruction.

hich, as they live and abide, the blessed ex-

perience of the finishing of it shall be added
to their faith.— W. Shewen.

" For The Friend."

Summer Pcncillings.

IF((r.—How true it is that war is the ex-

tremity of evil! and that a resort to the arbi-

trament of the sword to settle national dis-

putes, is both extremely impolitic and highly

unchristian. Truisms like these must more
and mare permeate and leaven the public

mind, in proportion as the gospel of the king-

dom of Christ is allowed full place in the

hearts and consciences of men. How long

nation will be permitted to lift up sword
against nation, or to go on learning to war
and fight, is only known to the Great Arbiter,

whose belovei incarnate Son is declared to bo

the Prince of Peace; and of the increase of

whose government and peace there shall be

no end.

That man should fight and destroy his fel-

low man, though permitted under a less per-

fect dispensation, yet then but at the express

command and going forth of the Eternal, la

one of those outrageous horrors which belong

riot to these new covenant days; when in-

stead of retaliation for injiiries, love is to be

the Christian's badge and armor ;
because as

Christ our Lawgiver has said, " Vengeance,

is mine, I will repay, saith the Lord."

Oh ! how fiend-like is the strife and madness
upon the field of battle! How wickedness

reigns! How cursing and bitterness, malice

and death cry aloud and prevail

!

" To rush into a fixed eternal state,

Out of the very tiames of rage and hate,

Or send another shivering to the bar,

With all the guilt of such unnatural war,

Whatever use may urge, or honor plead,

On reason's verdict is a madman's deed."

When will the benign principles of the gos-

pel of Jesus be suffered to leaven all hearts,

so that instead of this blasting scourge of war
being resorted to, nations no less than indi-

viduals, the whole like its parts, shall have

recourse to the more civilized, as well as more
expedient and righteous course of submitting

to pacific arbitration the grievance, whatever

it be, and thus now and forever banish a scene

so calculated to glut not only the carrion-

loving birds of the air, with mangled human
flesh, but Satan and his angels, with fields of

horrid wickedness and death's eternal reign.

The light, to which our minds have been

turned, was the watch-tower of the righteous

in all ages, and is the same to the righteous

in this age ; and all people upon the face of

the earth, and all pretended watchmen in

Christendom, who watch not in this tower,

watch in vain, and see nothing that profits.

This is the word of truth to all people.

This light is the one everlasting way that

leads unto Him that fits and prepares to enter

the kingdom of heaven, gives free access to

God, and the throne of his grace, and presents

unto Him without spot or wrinkle. Many
are witnesses of the beginning of this blessed

work, and have received that faith, whereby
they believe the accomplishment of it; in

Dishonest Flour-dealers.—Colonel Meadows
Taylor, in relating his Bast Indian experi-

ences, tells of being beset by pilgrims and
travellers crying out against the flour-sellers,

who not only gave their customers short

weight, but adulterated the flour with sand.

He determined to punish the cheats, and told,

he says, " some reliable men of my escort to

go quietly into the bazaars, and each buy
flour at a separate shop, being careful to note

whose shop it was. The flour was brought to

mo. I tested every sample, and found it full

of sand as I passed it under my teeth. I then

desired all the persons named in my list to be

sent to me, with their baskets of flour, their

weights and their scales. Shortly afterwards

they arrived, evidently suspecting nothing,

and were placed in a row on the grass before

my tent. ' Now, said I gravely, ' each one of

you is to weigh out a leer [two pounds] of

flour ;' which was done.
' Is it for the pilgrims ?' asked one.

'No,' said I, quietly, though I had much
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diflSculty to keep my countenance, ' You must
eat it yourselves.'

'They saw that I was in earnest, and offered

to pay any floe I imposed.
' Not BO,' I returned ;

' you have made many
eat your tlour ; why should you object to eat

it, yourselves.'
" Thej' were horribly frightened ; and amid

the screams of laughter and jeers of the by-

standers, some of them actually began to eat,

sputtering out the half-moistened flour, which
could be heard crunching between their teeth.

At last some of them flung themselves on

their faces, abjectly beseeching pardon ; and
so, with a severe admonition they were let

off. No more was heard of the bad flour."

—

Chambers' Journal.

" For The Friend "

Extracts from the Diary and letters of Ebenezer Worth.

CContinaed from page 11.)

Tiinessassa, 11th mo. 14th, .

To Samuel Cope.

For some time past thou hast often been

brought to m}' recollection, which has afforded

me pleasant feelings, accompanied by desires

for thy encouragement to bear patiently thy
trials, and persevere in a faithful discharge of

the duties vehich thy Divine Master may
please to require of thee. Dear friend, if our

spiritual eye is kept single, and we are truly

given up to serve the Lord, I firmly believe

there will not be any trials, afflictions or pri-

vations permitted to come upon us, but what
we shall be enabled to bear, and through the

blessing of an allwiso Providence, may in the

end work together for our good ; neither ser-

vices required, but that wo shall, in his lime

and strength, be enabled to perform. There
is therefore no cause for discouragement, but

on the contrary cause for great encourage-

ment to those who are willing to take the

Master's blessed yoke upon them, and to be

taught of Him; j'ea, to wait in silence and in

patience to hear the voice of the Great Shop
herd. How consolingly Ho condescends at

times to speak to such, and stretches his Di-

vine Arm about them, causing them to feel

the warming influence of his love. There is

another great blessing that is at limes be-

stowed upon us, poor unworthy creatures,

that I feel willing to mention, and have reason

to be very thankful that I have at times been

favored to feel, and desire (although very un-

worthy), that I may continue to feel it, that

is, a sense of our own poverty, weakness and
entire insufficiency to do any good thing of

ourselves. Oh! how humbling, how profit-

able, yea, and may I not say, at times, how
comforting it is to feel this, especially when
we do not feci condemnation, and know the

Lord to be our strength. Oh ! were we but
enough concerned to dig deep and lay our
foundation upon thut Blessed JRock which
cannot be shaken, (this was the foundation, 1

believe, our early Friends built on), then, fruit-

less would be the efforts of the enemy to divide

and scatter in our much tried, yet highly
favored Society. Although at the present I

cannot attend meetings with my friends, yet
I am glad that there is a society of people
with whom I can saj' I feel entire unity, and
with whom 1 hope again ere very long to

mingle* and enjoy the privilege of Society.

In regard to the time when it would be

* He was received into membership with the Society
of Frien(l.«, at his own request, when about 21 years of

right for me to leave I can only say, that in

the spring (last), when I thought my mind
was favored, I (felt) it would not be reqiired

of me to remain here a great while. When
I thought of staying beyond a certain time
which 1 have not been able to measure, there

seemed to be darkness. I have sometimes
thought it might be next spring. I desire to

be resigned, submitting all to a kind and mer-
ciful Master. If thou art able to feel anything
in regard to it, please mention it in thy letter,

as I wish thee to write as soon as thou feels

liberty so to do.

In sincere love I remain thy friend,

Ebenezer Worth.
(To be continued.)

The Children's Week.

[In former years we have called attention

to this excellent charity, by which some of

the poor children of our large cities have been

treated to a week or two of residence in the

pure air of the country. The following article

in reference to the same subject, was con-

tributed to the Public Ledger by an active

worker in ihis benevolent enterprise. It is a

fitting introduction to "A Fresh-Air Song,"
describing a somewhat similar movement in

England.]
To every friend of children who has helped

us this summer and, indeed, to all who wish
our work success, we should like to report

progress to the present time. So far we num-
ber 391 children and 29 adults, the latter

mostly with infants. The nominal week has
averaged, for boarders, 8 ; for invited guests,

14 days. Some of the latter still remain,
which will make the final average for visitors

longer. Wo have received §982.75, of which
wo have expended, for board, travelling ex-

penses and incidentals, S639. Hospitality,

true family hospitality, has been tendered
heartily. Money has been given without
personal begging. But we are obliged to add
that applications pour in more profusely than
all. We wish the friend who has just sent us

a remembrance all the way from Bar Harbor,
Maine, could see with his own eyes, and add
to his own sea breezes, the invigoration he

has given to at least six of his little fellow

citizens in Philadelphia. And, on the other

hand, wo wish that those friends whose at-

tention has not j'et been called to this need,

could read a page or two from our book of

applications. Some of these, of course, are

from mothers, whose sufficiently sturdy off-

spring would simply' tike a little fun, but there

are still many, far too raanj' for us to satisfy

until our society is more widely known, whom
we yet feel that we must attend to, if wo are

to sleep o'nights in our own airy beds. There
is, for instance, the woman who goes out

washing, whose little Rhody has to be alono

all day, and "seems to be going down some-
how—just pining like in the closenes'^, and
nothing will bring her out of it." And the

woman who makes "gents' pants" at S3 per

dozen pairs, who can't afford to leave now,
but thinks work is going to be slack soon,

and then a week's change might " stiffen her

up for the winter." And the cadaverous cigar

maker, who would gladly take care of the

house and the other children, if only hia wife

could get away for a week with the wizened
baby, who sits on his knee and looks at j'ou

solemnly, while its very small pink claws
close over your finger, and who "don't some-
how seem to be able to learn to walk." And

there is the woman of 15, whose "pap"
minus quantity, by reason of the corner taver
and who has never found time to go to schoc

on account of helping to support the fami'

by "gumming the shields into gents' nee
ties," and taking care of the four children.

" And how old are the children, Polly ?"

" Mostly three, ma'am."
And now they have discovered that, if s

is to be mainstay for this winter, they h;

better do without her for this week, an

her "toned up a little." And there is tl

young girl who works in i

has a hemorrliage now and then, but thin

"if she had a chance to give up and be

for a week, she could get up her strength f

the fall business."

And, added to these, we have some cai

which do not go off very easily, and whi
we now offer for special consideration. Ite

several uncouth little girls, whose hair is i

soft and curly, and who sometimes forget a

say "Hey?" when spoken to suddenly, t

who would go back with brighter ej-es, a

even prettier manners, for a week in a betl

home. Item, a few very human boys, ^

need no eye to hand them forbidden fruit,

pecially if unri|)e, and yet who do so mu
need a little change of air. Item, a worn
with an epileptic son, not repulsive or troub

some, whose doctor says she must take h

to the country. But how, doctor? Item
woman with three children, all too young
leave with "him." Item, a colored worn
good worker, but run down. For all st;

cases we prefer private hospitality. Faili

in this, we can secure a weeks' board at

for children, and §2.50 to S3 for a mother a

babe, or others requiring u little more att

tion. There will still be some weeks of Aug
and September weather when the atmosph
of a city homestead which consists of

room will be somewhat musty and " mugg
and when, if the family be large, there \

not be oxygen enough to go round,

after the schools re-open there will be woi

with and without small children, who wo
gladly sew or work a little for the sake of

rest and change. One we have, just oiif

the doctor's hands, whose recovery, proba
whose life, depends on her getting, at f

time, fresh air and wholesome food.

Thus far we have spoken chiefly of k

need of relief from discomfort; but

positive side of our work, the actual ex I

aration and happiness it produces, wb
brings the immediate reward. Children

not carry their cares with them. Set a ci

of pleasure before them, they beam ove i|

without a thought of past privation. A
f

i^

tleman, reporting his guest for this year, el

marked: "Life seemed almost too full

her, the fields, the flowering weeds, the gi

sky, excited her to constant wonder ; all

old playthings that our own boy, about
age, had thrown aside as done with, seei

to grow alive again ; she
something all the time."

And although in j'ouug minds the sens

past trouble fades, the sense of past pleai

lasts, to reflect a little sunshine over the a

days. We have just heard of a pretty, ge
little girl who spent a week by invitation

summer in our neighborhood. Both bei

ther and mother were drunkards, and
home was purgatory. She died this spt

and to her Sunday-school teacher, who
with her near the last, she talked of "

ager
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i 16 when she lived in the country." She
n d, " It is the only happy week I remember
(all my life." She is dead ; but I think that

jpitality was not wasted. Who can say
w often some little incident of that memora-
I time has come back to remind her that

! is not all violence and meanness? And
w often the thought that she was reinvited
• this summer has tided her over some
iment of childish despair? Such an event
such a life was not a trifle ; it was the un-

sn, but far larger part of the blessing which

y good man or woman may confer on al-

»8t any child whom they merely invite to a

!ek of fresh air in the country.

E. S. T.

A FRESH AIR SONG.
: hours of sunshine ! six bright hours of gladness !

5ix hours of joy'mongst grass, and flowers, and trees;

: hours' esrape from want, and woe, and sadness

;

5ix hours of butterflies, and birds, and bees!

at'a all they pray for; all, these tiny creatures,

stunted and squalid, ask of you, 's one day,

let God's breezes fan their wee, wan features,

)ne day from their dark homes to get away,

e day to leave the fretid court and alley,

To breathe pure air, to hear the wild bird's song
;

e day to track the brook adown the valley
;

)ne day !—Oh ! say, my brothers, is't too long ?

y I ere you answer, go and seek the places

tVhere huddled closely these poor children live
;

1 them to you, and gaze into their faces,

Sefore you make your mind up not to give.

3ak to the saddest ; talk of lambs and clover,

)f poppies, cowslips—watch their eyes the while,
id as the country's treasures you run over,

rhe weariest look shall quicken with a smile.

[e shyest lips shall whisper the petition

—

J'
Oh ! let us see again the grass and trees I"

hilst tiny urchins, guessing at your mission,

^hall gather 'round and chorus :
" Oh, do, please !'

ir is it this one day alone brings pleasure,

rhink of the weeks of hope that come before

;

id then the after-hours ofjoys past measure.
Which follow when that outing brief is o'er,

me, shall they ask in vain ? Can yon deny them
rhis day's oasis in their desert year?
all not your willing mite assist to buy them
rhis mitigation of a life so drear ?

)0Ut your answer we've no doubt whatever
;

Of course the little ones must have their day !

id Heaven will bless you for your kind endeavor,
lo do them good in such a welcome way

!

The London Truth.

Selected.

VANITAS VANITATUM.
What is it to be wise ?

Tis but to know how little can be known.

—

Pope.

A poor, poor fellow, a very good fellow.

Went maundering by the sea.

Looking at times to the .starry heaven,
At times to the wild waves free

;

And said to himself, wise-looking,
" I'd know the eternal plan

;

I'd solve the riddle of fortune,

The meaning of God and man."

And a voice came out of the darkness,

Out, perchance, from his soul

—

" Thou fool ! wouldst ladle the ocean
Into the rim of a bowl

!

Wouldst make thine eye the circle

Of all that the worlds contain.

Or gather the stars in a chalice

No bigger than thy brain ?"

Out of the dark came brightness.

And a second voice replied

—

" Forgive me, oh, forgive me,
My arrogance and pride !

Wisdom is born of folly.

And folly from wisdom grows

;

And he is the wisest of men
Who knows how little he knows."—Belgravia.

A PARABLE.
Quoth a little brown seed, " I do not know
Why it is I must struggle and grow

;

When the earth is so warm, and dark, and still,

I would never leave it, had I my will.

But something urges me still away
;

I must strive and struggle ; I cannot stay;

Though what awaits me above up there,

I do not know, and I do not care."

But ah I when the seed to blossom grew.
Rocked by the zephyrs and fed by the dew.
And gently unfolded to light and sun
Its delicate flowers, one by one

—

It softly sang to each laughing breeze,

"Surely no blossoms were ever like these!

This glory of sunshine is life indeed
I could never have dreamed of, when but a seed."

And what are we, in this life of ours,

But seeds of God's future-blooming flowers ?

Shall we murmur and grieve that we do not know
For what He would have us struggle and grow?

Nay ! we will patiently work His will

'Mid earth's mysterious gloom, until

Beneath His sunshine, and in His land
Our souls shall blossom—and understand.

From " Faith and Works."

HARMONY.
I bade the day-break bring to me
Its own sweet song of ecstacy :

An answer came from leafy trees,

And waking birds and wandering bees,

And wavelets on the water's brim

—

The matin hymn—the matin hymn !

I asked the noon for music then.

It echoed forth the hum of men
;

The sounds of labor on the wind,
The loud voice-eloquence of mind;
The heart—the soul's sublime pulsations.

The song—the shout—the shock of nations.

I hastened from the restless throng,

To soothe me with the evening song

;

The darkening heaven was vocal still,

I heard the music of the rill—
The homeward bee—the vesper bell^
The cicadae—and philomel.

Thou Omnipresent Harmony

!

Shades, streams and stars are full of thee
;

On every wing—in every sound
Thine all-pervading power is found

;

Some chord to touch—some tale to tell-
Deep,—deep, within the spirit's cell.

For " The Friend."

Narcotics and Intoxicants.

In a thoughtful article on this subject, pub-
lished in last month's number of The Con-
tempomry Hevieic, Dr. B. W. Richardson refers

to a former paper in 1868 on the properties

of Chloral Hydrate. Ho says:

—

In this Chloral Hydrate we were found
to possess an agent very soluble and man-

the practice of healing and the art of medi-
cine."

That which occasioned this uneasiness in

the mind of Dr. Kichardson was a case which
occurred within a year of the introduction of
Chloral into medical use, in which a man who
had been before accustomed to the use of
alcohol, formed the habit of taking Chloral
three or four times in the twenty-four hours,
and thus induced the same craving desire for

it, that possesses the devotee of spirituous
liquors. The effect on the system was very
deleterious, producing not only disturbance
of the functions of the brain and nerves, but
symptoms analogous to jaundice and scurvy.
To this new form of disease the name of
Chloralism has been given, and it has con-
tinued to spread to a moderate extent among
the middle classes of the eoinmunitj', along
with the undue use of the medicine which has
produced it.

The history of Chloralism is of interest as
showing how easily a simple scientific dis-

covery may be misapplied, when its misap-
plication ministers to some luxurious desire

or morbid inclination of mankind.
There are many substances and all of a

poisonous character, which have come into
use for the purpose of making the mind ob-
livious, or in other words for securing repose
and rest. In extent of use the different forms
of alcohol and tobacco stand first in the list.

Among civilized people, next to these come
opium, absinthe, chloral hydrate, chlorodj^ne,

ether and chloroform. The other substances
are local in theirrangeofemployment. Hiiach-
ish is an Eastern luxury; amanitine a Kam-
schatkaian luxury ; arsenic a Styrian luxury;
red-thorn apple a luxury of the Indians of the
Andes, under the influence of which they
enter into communion, as they believe, with
the spirits of their departed dead.

These substances are very various in their
action on the system in their early stages,

yet there are some points of common resem-
blance. One is they all destroy life when we
let them have full play. Another property
common to them all, and in which lies one of
their most potent powers for evil is this

:

That the repetition of their use produces a
craving or desire for them. This is so marked
a property, that the most painful of lessons

connected with the first use is soon forgotten
in the after sense of desire. It matters little

what the substance is, the craving for it will

continue when it has made an abiding im-
pression on the system. This is the case
with alcohol, tobacco, opium, chloral, hasch-
ish, absinthe and arsenic. These substances
are very unlike to the senses, sensibilities and
methods of taking them

;
yet a craving may

ageable, which, introduced into the body of be established for any of them. The devotee
man or other animal, quickly caused the to (

deepest possible sleep, a sleep prolonged for

many hours, and which could be brought so

near to the sleep of death that an animal in

it might pass for dead and still recover. In
this substance we found that we had an agent
which was actually decomposed within the
blood and which in its decomposition yielded
the product chloroform, which caused the
sleep; a product which distilled over, as it

were, from the blood into the nervous struc-

ture and gave rise to the deep narcotism."
" Yet, now that ten years have passed away,

and 1 have lived to see the influence on man-
kind, I almost regret that I took any part
whatever in the introduction of the agent into

one will lungh at the devotee to another;
each one will consider the other almost in-

sane, and yet each will follow his own course.

Such cravings m.ty be established for almost
any substance, even those quite outside the
natural wants of a healthy life. Dr. Huxham
had in his practice a patient whose life was
endangered through a habit of swallowing
Bicarbonate of Ammonia

; Sir Humphrey
Davy found himself in danger of becoming a
slave to the inhalation of nitrous-oxide gas;
a scientific friend of Dr. Eichardson, in experi-
menting on chloroform gradually became so
devoted to its use, that his health broke down,
and it was only by most earnest effort that
he freed himself from it after a struggle with
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the old desire that lasted four years ; and simi-

lar cravings have been acquired for valerian,

turpentine and even assafoetida.

The nature of this craving is not more

singular than Its intensity when once it has

been acquired. It is an indefinable desire. It

is neither thirst, nor hunger, nor pleasure,

nor reasonable want. It is rather like a wish

to be relieved for the moment of some inde

scribable sense of pain or discomfort. The
action of the intoxicating 8ubst;tnces involves

in its evils structural parts of the animal

body; the craving increases as the animal

powers decline, and the tendency to death is

quickened, in its course. Their tendency is

not only towards permature physical death,

but also toward permature mental death.

After a careful review of the whole subject,

and with a knowledge of the argument some-

times urged, that these deadly agents are

necessities, instinctively selected and chosen

to meet human wants, Dr. Eiehardson thus

enunciates the conclusion at which he bad

arrived :
—

"To my mind, and I wish to be as open to

conviction on this point as any one can be, I

fail to discover a single opening for the use

of these lethal agents in the service of man-
kind, save in the most exceptional conditions

of disease, and then only under skilled and

thoughtful supervision, from hands that know
the danger of infusing a false movement and

life into so exquisite an organism as a living,

breathing, pulsating, impressionable human
form." J-

For -'Tho Friend."

A word to mothers respecting the m;»nner

of dressing the dear children committed to

their care. "In the morning sow thy seed."

Those mothers who are concerned rightly so

to do, will stand acquitted. "Let her alone,

she has done what she could."

8th mo. 1879.

Thomas Shillitoe, in a visit paid to the

Women's Yearly Meeting (Philadelphia),
"

1829, "mentioned his exercise on account of

the manner in which mothers dress their

children in younger life; though to appear-

ance tolerably consistent themselves, yet, hy

their conduct in these matters, prove they

were not abiding under the power of the cross

in themselves."

Sarah Cresson " believed the time was com-

ing that tho Babylonish garment would be

searched out: that though some might say

these were little things, j'et they were an out-

ward and visible sign of inward want."
Hannah Williams says: " A great deal rests

on parents while their children are young and

growing up,to waich, guard, help and explain,

restrain and tenderly entreat, and not giveout.

Few children could be so stubborn as not to

yield, and in after years thank heartily their

parents for this wholesome care; though it

was hard to them awhile, yet the yoke vvould

become easy." This she testified from living

experience. Speaking of her mother's firm-

ness, she says :
" Her care of me when j'oung

is sealed in my heart, where I have a testi-

mony to bear to tho good effect of early re-

ligious care: my desire was strong to be like

those of my age, in dress, &c., to which sh

yielded not, but endeavored to strengthen my
mind against the remarks of those who lightl}'

esteemed these things." She also expressed

her fear, that "some parents like too well to

see something a little smart and tasty, and

so give away their strength, that when the

childrL'n grow older and exceed bounds, they

can do nothing."

Religious Items, &c.

Bishop Campbell of Philadelphia, of the

African Methodist Episcopal Society, has gone

to England as a fraternal delegate to the

British Wesleyan Conference. He is the first

representative ever sent to tbat conference by

the colored Methodists.

Methodism in Sweden.—The statistics fur-

nished to a recent Conference show the num-
ber of members to be 5,536.

At an Episcopal place of worship in Mon-
trose, Scotland, a few weeks ago, the incum-

bent gave out a hymn and announced, that

as he" had forgotten bis manuscript, there

would be no sermon that forenoon.

Since Rome became the capital of united

Italy, twelve Protestant places of worship

have been built in that city, of which three

are Episcopal and two Methodist. The Bap-

tists and Presbyterians have one each. Bibles

are now openly sold in the streets of the prin-

cipal cities of Italy.

It is stated there are now in Japan 43

Protestant church organizations, with 1500

members; 2000 scholars attend the First-day

schools.
I

Some of the missionaries of the Society for

the Propagation of the Gospel are meeting

with great success in British Guiana. The
Hindu coolies last fall, of their own accord,

held a public meeting to discuss the question

as to which was the true religion. With but

one dissenting voice, the assembly voted to

accept the Christian religion. They then sent

for a teacher, and one was given. The coolies

say that they will build a place of worship

and support it themselves. There is also a

similar movement among the 20,000 Hindus
in Trinidad.

In the synopsis of the Wesleyan Annual
Report concerning persecution in Portugal,

the following passage occurs :
" Mr. Moreton

and two members of his congregation were, a

short while ago, followed from their place of

worship by a rude and ragged mob, who
pelted them with mud, and hooted and threat-

ened them with personal injury. The mob
was composed of ruffians, bare-footed women,
and some decently dressed men, who were
their leaders. The cries were, 'Long live the

Holy Father, Leo XIII I Long live the Im-

maculate Conception ! Long live the religion

of the State! Death to the Propaganda!' by

which they meant the Mission.

There has been so much rain in Great

Britain that the bishops have ordered the

clergy to offer prayers for' fair weather. At
a meeting in Wales tho rector opened his book

accidentally or inadvertently at the " Prayer

for Rain," and before he discovered his mis-

take, had gone with great earnestness through

the long petition for "rain on the inherit-

ance," and through the accompanying mani-

festo of the great evils attendant upon " dry-

ness" in the land. He did not see his error

until he had finished his sonorous utterance

In the evening he tried to mend matters by
a very emphatic reading of the right prayer.

The president and facultj' of Princeton

College have notified the parents or guardians

of every member of the Sophomore class, that

any student found guilty of hazing will be at

once and irrevocably expelled. This measure,

f
t is thought by the authorities, will have thai

eftect of substantially quelling what has be-L

come one of the greatest sources of foolislj!!-

annoyance to the Freshman class upon entiT ;

ng college. No modification of this orilci|

vill be made under any circumstances, nor in,

favor of any single scholar.

A Righteous Decision.—President Hay s.

after careful consideration of the subject, has;

decided that he would not interfere in the case

of D. M. Bennett, who had been sentenced to

mprisonment in the New York Penitentiary

for sending obscene matter through the maiUi H

The effort made by his friends to obtain hi(

release is said to be one of the most extraor

dinary in the annals of petitions for pardons, si

rhe Attorney-General received petitions front

all parts of the country, signed by nearly ont

hundred and fifty thousand people. It is d'

cult to account for this zeal in a bad cause

unless it be due to the influence of the infldo

party, who last summer manifested so mucl

sympathy with the advocates of free distriba

tion of corrupt literature.

At a meeting of "The Evangelical Alliance

in Yeddo, Japan, a memorial was drawn
to the Japanese Imperial Government, askin,

for more liberal provisions in the subject o

passports authorizing foreigners to travel

Japan. The subject of hotel accommodatioi

was also discussed. It was stated that

[some cases the antipathy to foreigners was 8

marked that the natives refused to provid

iccommodation on the most trivial and Aims

reasons. Several missionaries had been

fused a shelter on the plea that the proprietoi

were not at home, and their underlings woul

not take the responsibilit}' of admitting fo

eigners. The experience of another evat

elical worker was, that in some cases he ha

been refused lodgings because, as he was tol(

the native guests at that place refused to

main if ijinsan (foreigners) were allowed t

stay. A third stated that some of the nativ

hotel-keepers, by their exorbitant bills, ev

dently intended to keep Europeans awai

hile others were bold enough to inform th

travellers that, being foreigners,' they wet

nuisances, and could not be tolerated insid

their houses. It is but fair to state, howeve
that although the previous testimonies wer
n every case, the result of experience, thei

were other workers present who acknow
dged that, although they had traveled o

and far, they had, as a rule, experienced kin

and civil treatment at the hands of the Jaj

anese.

In the time of John Wesley, one of h

preachers, named John Nelson, was pressc

into the army; but he adhered firmly to ll

gospel of peace, and refused to fight. I

was taken before a court-martial, by a file

musketeers with their bayonets fixed. Wht
questioned by the court. Nelson answerec
" I shall not fight ; for I cannot bow my km
before the Lord to pray for man, and get i

and kill him when I have done ; I know G<

both hears me pray and sees me act; and

should expect the lot of a hypocrite if n

actions were to contradict my prayers."-

London Herald of Peace.

Keep your conscience tender—tender as t

eye that closes its lid against an atom of du

or as the sensitive plant which shrinks ai

shuts its leaves not morel}' at the rude tou

of a finger, but at the breath of a moth.
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Natural History, Science, &c.

A Hawk that Could Reason.—K pliysician,

ing at Cambridge, Md., seods to ttio Youth's

mpanion this graphic description of tlie

a! robbery of a fish-liawli bj' a bald-headed

3;le : "I had just left the dinner-table, to

ilk across the l:i\vn with mj' children, when
7 attention was attracted by furious screams

the upper air. A dark shadow flitted

:088 the grounds. Looking up, I saw a

b hawk flj'ing low in a straight line, and
rsued at a hundred yards distance by a

Id-hcaded eagle. The hawk was moving
surely, so much so that I was, struck by
3 little dread of capture which his flight

hibited, and the fear that bis startling cries

tokened. The intentions of the eagle were
)n seen. A few strokes of his powerful
ngs brought him close to the hawk. The
earning fisherman relinquished his prey,

lich quivered and gleamed in the sunliglit

e a disc of silver as it clove the air in its

jcent toward the earth. It was a small

1, apparently a perch. We were a little

prised that the rapacious bandit should
5'e devoted his powers to the capture of

j

place, and a1

)h small game. The fish had not fallen settling und

y feet beloro the eagle, by a peculiar dip

,her than by the use of bis wings sank be-

V it, and turning almost upon hii back
tehed and bore it away. He flew in an
posite direction to that the hawk was going.

e hawk seemed satisfied to have escaped
Ih the loss of his property, and kept the
3n tenor of his way. But our attention was
ain arrested by renewed screams. Look-
; at the hawk, we noticed that he was a
mged bird as to conduct. Visiblj' agitated,

was urging his flight with surprising energy,
glance at the robber revealed the cause of

) change. The eagle had turned, and again
a in pursuit. The hawk seemed almost
ntic in his struggles to escape. A torrent of
es, screams, maledictions and imprecations
iired from his throat. He vainly beat the air,

ing now higher, now lower, now straight
ward. The eagle came down upon him in

ifter flight, causing us to wonder as to the
ise of the pursuit. In a few moments he
ne almost in contact with his fleeing victim,

th outstretched talons, and poising himself
3ve the hawk as if to tear him in pieces, he
;ered a Loud, shrill scream. Instantly we
.V, leaving the claws of the hawk, a second
b, much larger than the first. The eagle
1 not see it until it had fallen a hundred
t. Desisting at once from his threatened
ack, and half closing bis wings, he plunged
iftly downward below the fish, turned on his

3k, and clutching it, bore it off in triumph.
le hawk, with a wail of vexation and re

itment, sullenly continued bis flight. The
it suggests a curious speculation. Did the
wk part designedly with the smaller fish?

so, it exhibited an intelligence which we
ve been accustomed to observe only in

ings of a much higher order."

Benicia's Bottomless Pit.—As the construc-
n train that runs between Fairfield and
nicia was engaged in hauling gravel for

Hast on the road, it met with a narrow es-

16 from being engulfed in the bowels of the
i'th, with all the train hands on board. A
brt distance out of Benicia, and beyond
•vcrnment Point, is apiece of tulo land that,
len the road was being built, seemed almost
;po8sible to make solid. Thousands and
Jusands of yards of dirt were thrown upon

it, and yet in a short time, even through the

night, it appeared as if some unseen power
was underneath the ground, who would open

a vast trap door, and out of sight the whole
amount of earth would go. At last it appeared

as if human energies and skill had success-

fully combatted with and overcome the un-

seen power. The road was ballasted and
track finally laid, and the railroad authori-

ties were secretly smiling at the thought of

having their road in good working order by
the course of September. A few final touches

were required on the road in the shape of

gravel and earth, so the construction train,

under the supervision of Engineer Sankey, of

South Vallejo, was brought into requisition,

and had been running back and forth between
the two stations meantime with apparent
safet}'. Saturday, upon approaching the place

which is known as the " bottomless pit," the

engineer noticed the earth having a depressed

appearance, but ho was so far advanced that

it was impossible for bim to stop, and having
on a powerful head of steam, he opened the

valve and went rushing over the dangerous
at the same time felt the ground

the train. In a moment, al-

most, they were over the morass, and upon
checking the engine, the men on the train

looked back, and for a distance of over 300
feet they saw the ground, the ties and the

track in one vast body sink down into the
bottomless pit to a distance of 50 feet. It

was indeed a miraculous escape, and no doubt
the men offered up a silent prayer that the

ground had not descended beneath them when
the train was over the sink hole. By this

catastrophe operations will have to be sus-

pended on the road for the time being, if

not entirely. It is almost a foregone conclu-

sion that that portion of the road can never
be made safe to travel over. Without doubt
the company will start in and endeavor to

obtain the right of way around the hills out
of the town of Bridgeport, as that will be the

only safe route that can be found. That was
the way desired in the first place by the rail-

road company, but at that time it appeared
almost impossible to secure the right to build

the road that way. The bottomle-s pit has

been of more expense to the company in en-

deavoring to fill it in with earth than th9 re-

mainder of the road between that part and
Fairfield.— Valego Chronicle.
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In the account of the proceedings of London
Yearly Meeting published in "The Friend"
of Gth mo. 28th last, there was printed a

notice of the report of the dejjutation ap-

pointed by that body the previous year to

visit both branches of the Western Yearly'

Meeting. This notice was extracted from
The British Friend. In it, the following para-

graph occurs:—'Whatever individuiil differ-

ence of opinion there might have been, the

deputation could not ascertain that there was
any difference of view in doctrine between those
Friends who retired and the recognized prin

ciples of the body. It seemed more to be due
to misgiving and mistrust of certain practices

which had been used by individuals in revival

and mission meetings, and which they be-

lieved the Yearly Meeting practically recog-

nized."

Wo learn through different channels, that
the members of the Smaller Body in Western
Yearly Meeting feel that injustice is done
them by this Report, in not properly sotting

forth the governing motive which influenced

them to withdraw from communion with their

fellow members. While it is true thai there

is no "difference of view in doctrine between
those Friends who retired and the recognized

principles of the body"—that is, of the Society

of Friends,— as those principles have been
held from its beginning by all its faithful

members; yet a belief that those principles

were largely departed from by the meetings
with which they were associated was the very
ground which those Friends put forth as justi-

fying a step which would have been without
excuse on any other plea.

In their official declaration, "A testimony
for the Truth," ])ublished for the information

of Friends everywhere, they clt-arlj' set this

forth, and enumerate several doctrines incon-

sistent with those believed by true Friends,

which were preached in their meetings.

A letter written by one of the members of

the Smaller Body, says, " This deputation
was carefully informed that the separation

took place on account of meetings in authority

admitting unsound doctrines to be preached,

and many of our former practices to bo laid

down ; that those Friends who believed it

right to uphold the true doctrines and prac-

tices of Friends could not do it and remain with

what they {the deputation) called the body of

Friends. This deputation was pleaded with

by some of our Friends, to give the matter a
careful examination, but the reply was (in

substance) ' We can do nothing but tenderly

ask you to come back to the body of Friends

you have left.'
"

Another communication, written by one
who was at the Yearly Meeting, says,—"When
one of a few Friends who obtained an inter-

view with the deputation, undertook to un-

fold to them the unsound doctrines and prac-

tices held by the leaders in the larger bod}', ha

was at once stopped; they did not want to
.

hear a word from him about it."

The deputation probably felt that to enter

on such an investigation as they were asked
to undertake would be going beyond the com-
mission with which they were entrusted, and
they therefore avoided doing it. Yet with-

out a thorough knovvledge of the causes which
led to the separation in the Western Yearly
Meeting, we do not see how an effectual

remedy could be applied. Nor are we sur-

prised that the Friends visited should feel but

little inclination to accept the counsel of those

who declined to enter into an examination of

the reasons which seemed to them to justify

the course they had taken.

SUMMAR-if OF EVENTS.
United States.—An earthquake sliock was felt on

the morning of the 2'2d inst., at Loekport and Niagara,

N. Y., and several adjacent points in Canada.
Dr. C. F. McDonald, Superintendent of the Money

Order System P. O. Department, has been appointed a

special commissioner, on behalf of tlie Uniied States,

for the purpose of visiting Europe to confer with the

postal administrations of England and Germany in re-

gard to modifications in existing conventions for tlie

exchange of money orders between those countries and^
the United States, with a view to greater efficiency and
economy in this service.

The annual circular of the Director of the Mint,
shows that the dollar is the monetary unit of eight coun-

tries. The gold dollar of the British possessions of

North America, of Liberia and of the Sandwich Islands,

is of the same value as our dollar. The bullion value
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of the silver dollar of the United States, is nearly ten

cents less than that of the silver dollar of the South
American countries.

There are about 40,000 postmasters in the United
States, and about 10,000 mail routes. The railway
postal service covers nearly 70,000 miles, 20,000 by
steamboats, and about 180,000 miles by stage or post
riders.

According to the report of Commissioner Morrel to

the Paris Exposition, the total amount of steel and iron
produced annually, is, of iron 13,807,725 tons, and of
steel 2,770,524 tons. Of the iron, 45.63 per cent, is pro-
duced by Great Britain ; 16.67 by the United States

;

13.16 by Germany ; 10.24 by France ; 4 per cent, by
Belgium ; Austria and Hungary each about 3 per cent.,

and all other countries about 4 per cent. About 40 per
cent of the whole amount of steel is produced by En-
gland ; United States 261 per cent. ; Germany 131 per
cent. ; France 10 per cent. ; all other countries about

7f per cent.

The annual production of silver is estimated at f 80,-
000,000 in value; more than half of which comes from
our mines..

The debt of the United State.s, less cash in the
Treasury, amounts to $2,027,100,365.
The oil wells in Pennsylvania pour out about 50,000

barrels daily.

The flouring-mill industry in the United States em-
ploys 90,000 hands in 25,000 mill.s, producing yearly
about 50,000,000 barrels of flour, of which 4,000,000 are
exported.

Tlie annual product of Bessemer steel, in 1878, was
1,874,278 tons, worth at the place of manufacture, about
$100,000,000. The greatest number of the.se establish-
ments are in Great Britain—next to this the U. States.

After which Belgium, Germany, France and Sweden.
Regular voyages across the Atlantic were commenced

in 1838, when the Sirius and Great Western made their
first trips.

The proprietor of the Pullman car reports, that paper
wheels have run 400,000 miles without repairing ; the
average running power of a wheel is from 55,000 to

60,000 miles.

The number of cases of yellow fever reported in
Memphis the past week was 148. Total deaths to the
23d inst., 177. One death has occurred in New Or-
leans, one patient has recovered ; and it is said there is

now no case of the disease in that city.

The mortality in Philadelphia the past week was 294
—being 52 less than the previous week. Of the whole
number 140 were adults and 154 children—105 being
under one year of age.

Markets, <6c.—U. S. sixes, 1881. 104.V ; 5's, 102} ; 4i's,

registered, 104|; do. coupon, 105|; 4'*s, 1907, 101}.
'

Cotton.—Middlings, 12 a 12} cts. per lb. for uplands
and New Orleans.

Petroleum—Crude, in barrels, 5 cts. ; refined 6} cts.

for export, and 8 cts. for home use.

Flour.—Medium, $5 ; choice, $.5.50 ; and fancy, ?5.75;
patent, $6 a $7. Rye flour, $3.25. Bran, $13.12J a
$13.25 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat in good demand and prices firmer.

Penna. and southern red, «1.07 a $1.09; amber, $1.08J
a $1.09 ; white, $1.09 a $1,091. Corn, 47 a 49 cts. Oats,

34 a 36 cts. for new white, and 37 a 38 cts. for old.

Hay and Straw.—Prime timothy, 65 a 75 cts. per

100 pounds ; mixed, 55 a 65 cts. ; straw, 60 a 70 cts. per

100 pounds.
The supply of fruit and produce is said to be greater

than for several years past. On the 21st, over thirty

vessels arrived laden with watermelons, which sold at

from $1.50 to $10 per hundred. Over 10,000 baskets

of cantelopes came in the same day—they sell from 10

to 30 cts. per basket. The supply of peaches is un-

limited, and sell for what they will bring—the best not

selling for more than 75 cts. per basket. Tomatoes can

be bought for 10 cents per basket.

Foreign.—The debt of Great Britain is given at

£777,781,596 ; France, £907,584,280 ; Germany, general

debt, £2,544,083 ; railroad debt £13,862,056. The con-

solidated annuities of England, known as "consols,"

pay 3 per cent, per annum.
The corner-stone of the new Eddystone Lighthouse

was put in place, with due ceremony, by the Duke of

Edinburg, on the 19th inst. The lighthouse is one of

the first importance, and is to take the place of one so

J
well and truly built by Smeaton that it has outlasted

the foundation on which it was constructed, but which
is being gradually undermined.

Albert Pell, and Clare Sewell Bead, members of the

n appointed to enquire into the agricultural

in England, are to sail for America on the

26th inst. The object of their visit is said to be, to en-

quire as to the amount of live stock and meat which

the United States and Canada can export during the

next four years, and the cost at which animal food can

be produced on the American continent.

Heavy rains continue in England. The floods in

Oxfordshire are said to be the highest ever known in

summer.
The Manchester Oaardian, in an article reviewing

the general position of the cotton manufacturing in-

dustry, says: " The winter will be one of the most severe
experienced for some time p.ast, and the position of the

operatives will be considerably aggravated if they have
to suflTer another reduction. Some of the manufacturers
state that the only alternative of closing the factories

will be another reduction of ten per cent in the wages
of the operatives."

The steamer Faraday, engaged in laying the new
cable, when last spoken on the 19th, was grappling for

the cable, which it had been necessary to cut in a storm.
The President of the Alpine Club, writing in refer-

ence to the recent accident resulting in the death of
Dr. William O. Mosely, Jr., of Boston, says the doctor
in attempting to vault over a projecting rock, stumbled
and fell into the snow beneath, down which he slipped
on his back, the surface being frozen. His body was
found 2000 feet below where the accident happened.
A despatch from Brussels announces that cholera has

appeared at Ostend and in Western Flanders.
The Austro-Hungarian wheat crop of the present

year is said to be 9,000,000 metric centals less than last

year, but owing to accumulated stock, only 2,000,000
centals will have to be imported.
The spring harvests in South Persia, and some dis-

tricts in Asiatic Turkey, have been severely afFected by
the drought. In Mesopotamia the price of wheat has
risen to three times its usual rate.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Jacob P. Jones, City, $2, vol. 53;
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for Emma Williams, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from Esther
H. and Phebe Jane Griffen, N. Y., $2.10 each, vol. 53;
for George Wood, N. J., #2.10, vol. 53 ; from William
J. Jenks, City, $2, vol. 53 ; from Thomas Woolman,
City, $2, vol. 53 ; from Joseph Nicholson, N. J., $2.10,

vol. 53; for Thomas A. Bell, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from
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Webb, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Caleb Wood, City, $2,
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Isaac Hall, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from Edward Comfort,
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from William C. Ivins and Mary De Cou, N. J., $2.
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Remittances received after Fourth-day morning, wilt

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

MOORESTOWN ACADEMY
Will re-open 9th month 1st, 1879, under the cat

Chester Monthly Meeting of Friends, New Jersey

pupils of both sexes.

Teachers : Edward Forsythe, Princips

Anna Woolman
Mary C

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Passnrl

having resigned their positions as Superintendent

Matron of Westtown Boarding School, Friends

may feel drawn to engage in the important and res

sible duties of superintending this Institution, ar

quested to communicate with either of the undersi-

The present Superintendents desire to be reload.

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.
]

John S. Comfort, Fallsington, Bucks Co., ]|

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelph
Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. .1.

Died, at the residence of her son, John Shan
near Chester, Delaware Co., Pa., the 17th of 1st

1878, Ruth Sharpless, in the 9Sth year of her a

member and elder of Chester Monthly and Prepat
Meeting.

, on the 12th of 8th month, 1879, at his resl

near Pineville, Bucks Co., Pa., Isaac S. Heston,^'*
66 years, a member of Buckingham Monthly Me
of Friends.
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Gospel Ministry— Revelatioa.
(CoDtiDUi'd from page 18.)

Now, as Christ promised tiiut lie would bo

th his ministers whom he sends forth, even
to the end of the world, and that the Holy
lost should abide with them forever; and
at his ministers should bear witness unto
Ti, even unto the uttermost parts of the

rth, which h:i8 yet scarcely been fully ae-

mplished; it is no more than confiding in

e truth and faithfulness of his own declara-

in to believe that this promise, or these

omises of the Father, through his Son Jesus
irist, were meant to be received by his holy
d faithful messengers from that day down
the end of the world ; and that nothing
the part of the Almightj' has ever been

ne or ordained to shorten its e.^tent as to

no or place ; or to prevent the perpetuation
such promises ; and of Christ, the Saviour
•m sin, being present witli his believing
jssengers", and with his people and in them,
d going before them, and following them
he did the Israelites. And so now, after

the outward favors that have been received,

ither son nor daughter can be saved with-

t Christ the Emmanuel, by his light and life,

irit and power, whereby only the heart of
in can be regenerated, and sanctified, and
livored from the power of the oppressor,

3t by bringing them through judgment to

jentance; and then by blotting out his

mer sins, through the sacrifice of his own
iy ; and subsequently by his light in the
art, making him know to refuse the evil

d to choose the good, and to show him the
r)d path wherein be ought to go in order to

d eternal life, giving unto him the life and
ickening power of the Spirit, causing him
be created anew in Christ Jesus, and to be
rn of the incorrupiible seed and Word of
d that lives and abides forever; so that the
age of God (in which he was first created
i from which he fell) may as^ain be restored,
jl he raised to the glory of his first condi-
n. to the honor of God and praise of Jesus
Irist, who came into the world for this pur-
se.

Chis great work is alluded to by the apostle
len he says, "If when we were enemies we
re reconciled to God by the death of his

1, much more, being reconciled, shall we be
ed by his life." Ilom. v. 10. It is not man
• any mere created thing that can recon-

cile a sinner unto God ; nor is there any power
short of the Lord from Heaven a quickening
Spirit, that can save man, (although recon-

ciled) from falling into as forlorn a condition

as that from which he had been redeemed and
delivered. In the acGomplishment of man's
salvation, it is evident that the apostle as fully

accredited the life of Christ as he did the

death of Christ—that is, the sanctifying of

man's heart and affections bj' the life of Christ,

which is the light of Christ and Spirit of

Christ; and thereby keeping him from thus
falling through his whole life; as groat and
necessary a work as the conciliatory offering.

It is true that fallen man would naturally

have a great desire to be save 1 by something
that has been done, or might be done for hira

without him, so that he might bo spared the

pain and trouble—the conflicts and sore trials

and fiery baptisms, so necessary for the pur-

gation of his heart from his sinful nature.

But these are terms on which he cannot be

availed of the blessed Paschal sacrifice. Such
a disposition, it is to bo feared often strongly

inclines men when made sensible of their in-

firmities, to believe and to trust exclusively

is that most memorable sacrifice which a
merciful God has provided for them, rather
than to be at the pains and cost as well as

disturbance of the work of the Saviour within
them, whereby the deadly disease can only
be healed through the removal of the cause
of it.

If a man is so sick in body as to feel the
necessity of a physician, yet how much choice
would he have in being healed without taking
internally such powerful medicine as would
be absolutely requisite for removing the deep-
rooted cause, on account of the long process
and pain and trouble it would give him, how
much rather be healed by something without
him, which would give him no uneasiness.

Of this disposition the enemy is ever ready to

take the advantage, and to avail himself of it,

in order to prevent the work of the other part
of the covenant from being consummated in

man. This two fold definition of the covenant
is instructively prefigured by the process in

jes' time. One half of the blood of the
slain beast was commanded to be sprinkled
on the altar, and one half upon the people,
'early corroborating and reconciling the doc-

trine of the whole Bible, in relation to that
which has been done for man without him

;

and that which is done for hira, or to be done
for him within him; and both accredited to

the account of man's salvation
; but not the

one to the exclusion of the other.

And it is believed that there is sufiicient

idence in the Scriptures of Truth to induce
a full acknowledgment that Christ's sufferings

upon the cross were not only for the remission
of men's sins, but to procure for them the in-

ward and spiritual means of being drawn unto
God, and of sanctification and spiritual guid-

ce unto life everlasting. If I bo lifted up,

said Christ, I will draw all men, &c.

Well now, my friend, if Christ in spirit, the
Comforter, shall be with his ministers, and in

them, to tjhe end of time, how is it then the}'

can have no immediate intercourse with Him
or instructions from Him, touching their ser-
vices, place of destination, and the doctrines
of the Gospel; these being things of the utmost
consequence to them, seeing, as Peter said,
" That no prophecy of the Scriptures is of any
private interpretation"—that is, when a min-
ister of Christ, in the course of his religious

travels, in visiting the churches, ai:coriingto
tho ancient practice, comes into an assembly
of entire strangers, it is not the Scriptures
then that will give hira an understanding of
the state and condition of th it people; nor
will any human premeditation, rightly in-

struct him of what he shall say, for this is

forbidden him of his Lord ; and to enquire of
man would be distrusting tho proraise of his

Saviour, viz: "The Holy Ghost shall teach
you in that same hour what yo shall say;"
and therefore it would be reproachful and dis-

pleasing to Him. And however much the

ministers in our Society travel into parts

where they are entire strangers, I never knew
a credible minister among us, to seek for in-

formation in relation to the state of a meeting
previous to attending it; yet as they trus„

wholl}' to the promise, " I will be to you mouth
and wisdom," they are often greatly favored

to speak to the condition of those present to

the great consolation and refreshment of tho

living members.
But thou takos the ground, my friend, that

a profession of immediate revelation is not to

be accredited, unless it be confirmed by mir-

acles, notwithstanding the assurance in holy
writ of its Christian characteristic, and tho

many testimonials recorded of its perpetua-

tion through the coming ages, but none of its

termination.. But he that believeth hath the

witness in himself, whilst he that believeth

not hath not the witness. And just so it is

with men touching any of the essentials of

Christianity: he that stifles the witness, or

has already stifled it believeth not. And it

may be remembered that with the manifesta-

tion of all that mighty display of miracles,

wrought by our Saviour, that the high Jewish
professors would not believe on him, without

a sign from Heaven, nor would the same peo-

ple give credence to Peter and John, although
notable miracles were wrought by them ; and
tho reason is obvious, that themselves had
not the witness for the Truth in them, having
stifled it; and therefore [they] would not be-

lieve because they were j-et infidels to Chris-

tianity, like some in our day, who will neither

believe in primitive or modern Christianity

in any form. And there are others, although
professors of Christianity, who will not be-

lieve it now to be essentially the same as it

was in the days of the early Christians, but

must needs exclude the greater essentials, the

very life and power of it.

(To be contimied.)
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" For The Friend "

Extracts from the Diary and letters of Elipiiezer Worth
(Continued from page 20.)

Tiinessassa, lltli rao. 9tli, 1848.

To Samuel Cope.

Dear Friend,—I received thy acceptable
letter of the 23d of last month. The informa-
tion of the otter made by to the Com-
mittee was very agreeable newH.* I hope
ihese Friends may prove to be suitable ones,

If they are called to the work b}^ their Divine
Master, and keep their eye single unto Him,
having their whole dependence upon Him,
there can be no doubt but that He will qualify

them for the service which He may see meet
to require of thera. There is a great respon-
sibility resting upon persons who are sent
here by our Society; they are closely watched
by the Indians and surrounding whites. The
variety of trials that are to be met with in

this plac3 has caused me to think of the words
of our blessed baviour, " Bo ye wise as ser-

pents and harmless as doves." I could not
tell thee how poor, weak and unworthy I have
felt myself, which I trust has had some good
effect to humblo me. Notwithstanding ray
unwortbiness 1 am sometimes much comforted
with a sweet S'nse of the lovingkindness of
ray Divine Master: Oh I how worthy He is to
lie loved and obeyed. I have felt ray mind of
late drawn to converse with the Indians (may
I not call them my brothers and sisters, for

they at times feel very near to me,) on the
subject of religion. I desire to be preserved
from sajnng too much. When I have thought
that the time may be drawing near when I

might leave them, oh I how I have felt for

their spiritual welfare, and the necessity of
myself living near to Him who is the life and
the Light of the world. May we all draw near
to Him in the day of his mercy, that we may
be preserved as it were under his blessed wing,
from the snares and temptations of the evil

one. 1 have been teaching school in our new
school-house the last three or four weeks ; it

is a little over a quarter of a mile from where
I board. 1 favored the location of the house,
thinking the school might at some time be
taught by a female member of our Society.
If there should a man and his wife come out
and take the farm, hnd a single female with
them, I have thought much good might be
effected by taking a few of the Indian girls

into the family and teaching them the dif
ferent kinds of business belonging to house-
keeping. The females labor under much
greater inconvenience in getting such knowl-
edge than the men do in getting a knowledge
of agriculture. Some of them have requested
rae to assist thom in getting suitable places
in white families to put their daughters to get
such knowledge ; also a knowledge of the En-
glish language. Such a place as I would be
willing to recommend vvould be hard to find

in a country like this. I mention this to thee,

thinking if any of thy fiiends should feel

therasolvcs called to aid in instructing these
poor people, it might serve as a little encour-
agement; but before engaging in the labor, it

is of gre<vt importance that we should feel

satisfied that our Divine Master has called us.

I think if I should be spared to live, 1 should
be likely to feel for those who may come to

take ray place. The Indians, 1 think, are
ranch better supplied with provisions than
they were a year ago—their crops have been

* To come out and take charge of the Indians.

pretty good. They have effected but little

as yet in getting the whites removed from
the reservation. * * * When it shall please

our great and good Master to release me from
this place, how glad I shall be to be with you,
(in thus meeting) which I hope is not far dis-

tant ; and oh! that I maybe kept humble,
patient and faithful to the end. I believe the

Indians are generally well, excepting lung
diseases. My own health is pretty good.

In sincere love I remain thy friend,

Ebenezer Worth.
(To be continued.)

" For The Friend."

Sunset from *Mount Hamilton, California.

Some, if not all of those who have had the
opportunity of witnessing sunset from the
highest points of Mount Hamilton, will not
soon forget the gorgeous spectacle. In that
wild romantic region, upon which the Al-
mighty has placed the signet of his majestj'

and power, withdi'awn from the busy world
below, we can contemplate the strange and
varied scenoiy around us with feelings of ad-

iration and delight, and bow in reverent
adoration before the Supreme Ruler of the
Universe for these stU]iendous evidences of
Divine handiwork, whilst our souls may be
attuned to the harmony of surrounding na-

ture. Here at an elevation of 4,500 feet above
the level of the sea, we watch with quickened
senses the great globe of fire slowly descend-

towards the broad Pacific, and see the
wondrous blaze of glory reflecting its rays on
the vast waste of waters. The restless waves
of the inighty ocean flash and sparkle in the
brilliant colors of the dazzling sunlight!-^
Gradually it recedes behind the western ho-
rizon, leaving in its wake a heavenly glow
that imparts the most exquisite tints to sky,
and sea, and mountain, until the deepening
shades of even obscure the glory of its depar-
ture ! Then the world becomes cold and cheer-
ess, wrapt in the sombre drapery of twilight,
leaving a void partly relieved by a lingering,

'neffaceable recollection of a scene that has
filled the mind with a marvellous display of
the greatness of the Creator, thus revealed to

i in earthly grandeur. J. Bei,l..

San Jose, California, 8th month, 1879.

For " The Friend."

While fully concurring in the general tenor
of the remarks on " Conversation," which ap-
peared in "The Friend" of 8th mo. 23d, I

feel disposed to remind the authoi-, as well as
othei-s, that the term conversation is never
used in the Bible in the sense of talk, dialogue,
or oi"al communication of anj' kind. We do
not read there of one person conversing with
another, or of a conversation being held upon
y topic. This usage is comparatively raod-

Q. In its original signification conversa-
tion referred to conduct, course of life, intei'-

course with our fellow men. This is shown
by its etymolog}-, and by the usage of the

ier writei's. Accordioglj', if we examine
the Hebrew and Greek texts of the Scriptures,

we shall find that the vvoi'ds representing con-
vei-sation, both in the Old and New Testa-
ments, (with one exception) have a similar
raeaning—way of life, conduct, behavior, in-

tercourse. For example, in the text " To
him that ordereth his conversation aright,"

. ; the words " ordereth his conversation"

The site of the great Lick Observatory.

are rendered in the margin "disposeth hi

waj'," which is a more literal translation, an
at this period a much moi-e intelligible one.
Ample authority might be adduced in sup

port of the above statements, but it is nc
thought desirable to encumber the pages c

" The Friend" with the references whie
would be necessai-y. P.

A Shameful Story.—Kv. Tibbies, the heroi
editor of Omaha, who foiced justice, in tb

shape of Judge Dundy, a few months ago, 1

take off her bandage and deal fairly wit
Standing Bear, is now in the Eastern State'

and has inaugurated an effort to raise monei
to en'ible the Poncas to carry up an appeal i

the United States Supi'eme Court to obtai
possession of their homes.
Here are one or two facts which we subm

to any of our readers who ai-e inclined to he
in this matter. The Poncas owned the lat

since the settlement of the country by tl

whites. Tbe}^ had been confirmed in the
ownership by three separate treaties. Thi
had never been at war with the Governmen
never had once violated a treaty. They we
civilized; had farms, trades, good schoo
churches, which they built and supported,
few sharp dealers in Washington wanted tl

property. They fii-st tried to persuade t

Poncas to remove to the Indian Territoi
Failing in that, they induced ten chiefs to

and inspect the land to which thej' wish
them to emigrate. The men went and fou

that the Indians already there were dyi
like sheep. They refused to lead the tr

there. The Commissioners then refused
give them money or interpreters to go ho
unless they would yield. The chiefs persist
and started off penniless to walk home, a c

tance of 1,200 miles. When they read
home the Commissioners were before th
and had the tribe ready to start. When tl

heard the account brought by theirchiefs tl

refused to go. The troops were called in

compel them, and the whole tribe were lit

ally driven from their homes, which w
theirs by every law of God or man
malariotis district. There wore 715 of the
200 died in a year. The Ring took possess
of all their stock and cattle, sold it by auct
sold the houses, and, it is asserted, kept
money. Besides this the3' applied for

got an appi'opriation of §2,500 for the jo
removing the Indians.

Standing Beai-, with about thirty oth
came back to their farms, saying that •

could but die in any case and they wishe
die in their old homes. They were arres

and would have been returned to the In
Territoi-y but that tlie whites of Omaha ir »
fered, cai-ried the case into court, where Ji tt

Dundy discharged the Indians, declarmg
no case had ever been brought before hi

such gross injustice, or calling so much ft

sympathy. It is now proposed to cari-j

whole affair into the Supreme Court
decide whether an Indian has any hu
rights which a white man is bound to res

This is a move in the right direction,

the red man under the protection of th

and give him the ballot, and the probk
solved, and there will be an tnJ of such w
sale rascally outrages as this of the Pcl»n
has been.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

What is morally wrong will never be p
cally right. %k-.
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For " The Friend "

Ihe pnare that lies in tlie way of those of

r meinhers who, from apprehended noccs

y or from choice, engage in the business of

eping public houses at sea-side and moun-
n resorts, may not be seen by them at firut.

le business itself is allowable and proper,

d when entered upon by Friends loving the

inciples of the Society they belong to, and

ving a regard for its reputation, they doubt-

is have no other thought than to conduct it

nsistently with those principles of self-

nial which mark their more private homos.

The temptations peculiar to such a life, do

t, I apprehend, assail all at once, nor at first

ry strongly; but by constant intercourse

th those whoso views of life's duties and

ivileges may be perhaps very different from

sir own, and with but little time for i-otire-

mt and waiting upon the Lord for a re

wal of strength from day to day, an assimi-

,ion unconsciously goes on which prepares

3 mind to yield after a time to arguments
• indulgence, whioh would at an earlier and

)re healthy peciod have been easily repelled.

IBS, very serious indeed, and it may be irre-

rable, is thus experienced b}' both parents

d children—a weakness ensues which makes
iady headway against the better and more
rious feelings of the heart, and finally, au-

ority gives way altogether before the daily

3reasing demands of a household unused to

3traint ; the result is (if " the light" bo not

terly put out) troubled consciences to indi-

luals, reproach to Society, and sadness of

art to fathers and mothers, whose joy is to

s their children walking in wisdom's ways.

Every kind of business, or rather the busi-

ss man of every calling, is besot with temp-

tions more or less potent, the j'ielding to

bich brings trouble; but I have viewed the

blicity of the business under consideration

peculiarly involving the good name of the

dole Society, and have been deeply pained

witness and to hear of the amusements al-

wed at some houses where Friends are the

oprietors. The damage done to parents, to

lildren, and to Society by such indulgences,

nnot be estimated by dollars and cents
;

ey make a wound in the best-life and to the

sll-being of all these, which it will be d""
It to heal, and if healed will be likely ever

ter to leave its mark.
Viewed from a businessstand-point, I think

is a mistake for a Friend to conclude that

his house is governed consistently with his

ofession, it will grow unpopular. Of all

asses visiting such places, the respectable is

e only one a Friend desires to cater for, and
ese I am sure are always (with some excep
jns) more attracted by the order, quiet,

eanliness, good food and nice service usually

und at the Friends' house, than by the fash

nable amusements of other places. Another
ass, who will bo decided in their choice of a

a-side or mountain home, by the presence

a ball-room and kindred appliances, the

i-iend cannot look to for patronage—he will

rcgo his profits rather than bis principles.

! Where Friends allow their houses to be

lade the scenes of " hops," " musical enter

ments," &c. ; or for money deal out danger
18 beverages to their guests, they certainly

sregard the Christian Advicesof ourSociety,
id place themselves in the position of of-

nders. I hope nothing more will be needful

an to admonish in love those who have thus
elded to the urgent demands mado upon

them without due consideration, and have let

the fear that if they resist, the success of

their enterprise will be blasted; and whose
yielding evidences rather a lack of strength

than a willing infraction of our rules.

What I have said on this matter, I have

said in love and with feelings of tender regard

for the interests of all concerned ;
but the

business alluded to seems to have become an

established one among us, involving respon-

sibilities differing somewhat from those we
have been accustomed to, and about which

trouble is growing for both individuals and
meetings, and will continue to grow, unless

the Lord in his watchful goodness so turn the

hearts of the children to the parents, and the

hearts of the parents to the children, that

there shall be a united rallying to that stand-

ard of holiness which our blessed Saviour en-

joins upon all his followers to press after with-

out compromise. " Put me in remembrance,"
saith the Lord. Samuel Bmlen.

Germantown, 8th mo. 24th, 1879.

" For The Friend."

Summer PciiPillings.

The Society of Friends.—The doctrines and
testimonies of the Society of Friends, brought
forth amid a large share of intolerance, hatred

and persecution, have nevertheless been of

ucalculable advantage to Christendom. Such
L subjugating religion; one that preached death

to a great part of what the sectarians of that

day had been educated in and so highly es-

teemed, is represented as giving mortal offence

to every Christian Society then existing. But
the early Friends, endued with power from
on high, were enabled unflinchingly to stand

their ground, to contend earnestly for the

faith, and with Christian boldness to preach
the gospel of the grace of Grod with memora-
ble success. To call people off from external

ordinances, and from dependence upon the

mere letter of Scripture into the profession of

something deeper, more inward, spiritual, and
living, even to Christ through the reception

of, and obedience to his Light and Spirit

manifested in the heart, seems to have been

the design of the Great Head of the church in

raising up such a people.

How sad is the reflection, that any should

think this Society has accomplished its mis-

sion, or that the light which basso emanated
from it in earlier and more palmy days can
now, without loss, be hid under the bushel or

bed, instead of being set, or continued on the

candlestick, so that all may see the light ! As
such sentiments continue to have prevalence,

as the Society loses its distinguishing testi-

monies and principles, which will be likely to

go hand in hand and stand or fall together,

the decay of Quakerism may be looked for.

Wounded in the house of its friends, or in

other words, set aside by our members, the

salutary influence hitherto exerted will likely

be much impaired. But we do not believe

the Heavenly Shepherd designs nor will per-

mit this Society to be wholly laid waste. All

power is his. He can as from the stones of

the street raise up children unto Abraham.
He can bring in from the highwaysand hedges,

until his table be furnished with guests. He
can afresh anoint Nehemiahs, and Davids,

and Deborahs—prophets and prophetesses

—

for the work; can restore judges as at the

first and counsellors as at the beginning. Yea,
at his bidding, "Saviours shall come up on

Mount Zion to judge the mount of Esau ; and

the kingdom shall be the Lord's." Thus Ho
who " is set for the fall and rising asrain of
many in Israel, and for a sign which shall be
spoken against;" whoso "kingdom is an ever-

lasting kingdom, and his dominion from gene-
ration to generation," may again cause his

name and glorious power to be exalted even
through us, his unfaithful and backsliding

people. For this—for the return of such
beatitude—we would exclaim—however iu

distant prospect

—

" Fly swiftly round, ye wheels of time.

And bring the promised day."

Numerous testimonies have been borne to

the efficacy and vitality of these principles by
spiritually-minded writers of other religious

professions. Two of these, in conclusion, we
cite. An elderly man, " a minister of the Es-

tablishment" in England, said: " I believe if

it had not been for the Society of Friends the

Church would have been in popery long since.

I believe that the fact of a society maintain-
ing the principles of the uselossness and un-

desirability of all form in the worship of the
Almighty, has prevented us from going to

lengths to which we might otherwise have
gone ; and I further believe that the day is

coming when our altars and our crosse-", and
our robes and our surplices, and much more of

our paraphernalia, will go to Babylon whence
they came." He added, turni ng to one of our
metpbers:—"I can easily see the way from
us to you, but I cannot see the way that some
of you are finding from you to us." From
the pen of the gifted Thomas C. Uphain, we
have the following:—"I have carefully studied

the Bible in the original languages. I have
visited the Holy Land—the places memora-
ble in Scripture history, and the earthly life

of Christ; and what is more important, I

have had many years' experience. The con-

clusion of the whole matter with me is an
abiding conviction that Christianity is true, and
that tiie Society of Friends have produced the

highest and best statement of Spiritual Chris-

tianity yet made. Their spiritual view of

Christ, their doctrine of universal saving grace

and light, are yet in advance of the age ; and
of the views entertained by any other denomi-
nation on this important subject. I am an
old man, and could not. at this time in life

change my denomination, either with profit

to myself or the cause; but I entertain the

same views tha,t were taught by the early

Friends."

An army officer, on returning home from
camp life, went to visit a relative, and, like

some who imitate their associates, he indulged

in profane language. A little girl walked out

with him to his horse, and as he was talking

to her in great glee she gently said, " I don't

like to hear my cousin swear." He replied,

" I know, my dear, it is wrong." In the same
mild tone she rejoined, "Well, then, if you
know that it is wrong, why do you do it?" 'The

captain confessed to a friend, on relating the

story, that he never felt a reproof so much as'

the one given by that little girl.

A Stirring Question.—In infidel lectureronce

gave opportunity for any one in the audience

to ask questions. A plain woman rose and
said, "Sir, allow me to ask, what has your

belief done for you ? My belief has saved my
husband from a drunkard's grave, and made
me a happy woman. What has your belief

done for you ?"
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For "Thu Friend."

Letters of James Emlcii.

(Concluded from p^ge IS.)

Date omitted.—" 1 ttiink our Friends in the

West need the caution hold forth by Sarah

Grub in relation to her own people, 'She saw

the change in some from that deep indwelling

with the seed, Christ, by which only any can

be living branches of the true vine,' &c., &c.

I am very sure we all, as a people, need the

caution, but in new countries it is so natural

for the social feelings to predominate, that

there is dangerof talking away one's strength.

May we all exhibit the right leaven in this

respect, and never be ashamed to be as Mary,

sitting quietly at the feet of the dear Master.

It becomes the reverence that is due to his

name and power, that when it is felt, espe-

ciallj', we should be willing to keep silence

before Him, and thus let the people renew

their strength ; and thus, too, many are silent

preachers of the Gospel, by their example

kindling the spark of devotion in the minds

of beholders."

Exti-act from a letter dated 10th rao. 1866 :

"On Sixth-day last was interred at West

Chester, Friends' burying-ground, our dear

friend James Emlen, after which a large and

solemn meeting was held in their meeting-

house at West Chester, in accordance with a

desire expressed by him during his illness,

that ' if the cause of Truth could be promoted

thereby, he would be willing a meeting should

be held.' Divers living testimonies wer

borne. * * * He was one that was enabled

to live a consistent life, a life of uprightness

and self denial, the life of a truly pious and

devoted Christian, and he went down to the

grave in peace ;
having ' no desire to be raised

up, unless he could serve his Master belter.'

"On the day previous to his funeral was
buried Jeremiah Hacker, another member of

the Westtown Committee— a useful and up

right and humble member of Society—a mem-
ber of Orange St. Meeting, Philadelphia. He
died with a short sickness: being a man who
appeared well, his sudden removal was a great

shock to many, cspeciallj^ to those of his own
particular meeting. At their Fourth-day

meeting previous to his funeral, William

Evans and Joseph Elkinton, Jr., made a very

feeling allusion to his sudden departure, which

brought a solemn feeling over the meeting."

Died, at West Chester, Fa., on the 23rd of

10th month, 1866, JamesEmlen, in theseventy-

fifih year of his age, a member and elder of

Birmingham Monthly Meeting. To this dear

Friend we believe might be applied the words
addressed by our adorable Eedeemer to Na-
tbanael, " Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom
is no guile." His circumspect walk and con-

sistent example, were well calculated to com-

mend the religion he professed to those around
him ; while the scrupulous care and assiduity

with which he performed his duties in civil

society, gave evidence of his desire to serve

his generation according to the will of God.

In his last illness, he said, "Never in m}'

whole life have I felt more unworthy of the

goodness and compassion of my Heavenly
Father, but never have they been more abun-

dantly bestowed." " Mark the perfect man,

and behold the upright, for the end of that

man is peace."

—

The Friend.

But whoso hearkeneth unto me shall dwell

safely, and shall be quiet from fear of evil.

—

Selected.

GR.VSSES.

If God so clothe the grass of the field."

Just a bank of flowering grasses,

Lightly swaying to and fro,

As the summer south-wind passes

In the noon-tide glow.

In their diverse beauty fashioned.

Turning often to the sky.

Whence a glare of light impassioned

Answers to their sigh.

Gaily greeting each wayfarer,

Shyly bending to the breeze.

Surely earth's great Burden-bearer

Careth much for these

!

Ah ! the quaintly flowering

As again we pass them by.

Lie in brown and drooping
Gathered hut to die !

Is there mnrmur of complaining,

For their day, so quickly past ?

Do they mourn its fleetness,—claiming

It should ever last?

Such a wealth of sweetness granted

As had never graced their bloom,

Fills the air, till we are haunted

By the rich perfume.

In their fragrant stillness lying.

Where so late they counselled " faith,"

They, in very act of dying,

Whisper, " love in death !"

—Sunday 3Iagazin

PAPA IS COMING HOME.
Five little noses against the pane,

Five pairs of eyes peering down the lane,

Trying to see through the mist and rain,

If papa is coming home.

The clock on the mantel has just struck four.

Which tells they've to wait one half hour more.

Before the train, with its rattle and roar.

Will bring their p.apa home.

Five little faces, clean and sweet,

Dimpled fingers and dancing feet.

Well-brushed jackets, and aprons neat,

For papa is coming home.

Over the track with its light so bright.

The long train glides in its rapid flight,

And five little children are happy to-night,

For papa is coming home.

The whistle sounds, the gate's aswing.

Footsteps clatter and voices ring,

Ked lips kiss and white arms cling,

For papa has come home.

Selected.

"THE AGONY IN THE GARDEN."
He knelt—the Saviour knelt and prayed,

When but His father's eye

Looked through the lonely garden's .shade.

On that dread agony !

The Lord of all above, beneath,

Was bow'd with sorrow unto death.

The sun set in a fearful hour,

The skies might well grow dim.

When this mortality had power
So to o'ershadow Him !

When He who gave man's breath must know
The very depth of human woe.

He knew them all—the doubt, the strife,

The faint perplexing dread,

The mists that hang o'er parting life,

All darken'd round his head !

And the Deliverer knelt to pray

—

Yet pass'd it not, that cup away.

It passed not—though the stormy waves
Had sunk beneath his tread

;

It passed not—though to Him the grave

Had yielded up its dead.

But there was sent Him from on high

A gift of strength,— for man to die.*

And was His mortal hour beset

With anguish and dismay?
How may we meet our confiiet yet

In the dark and narrow way ?

How, but thro' Him, that path who trod?

Save, or we perish, Son of God.

Heaven, strengthening him.'

unto Him from
I xxii. 43.

For •' The Friend.*'

The Negro Exodns.

The Christian Advocate, of New York, pub-

lishes a letter received from John P. St. John
the Governor of Kansas, dated the 30ih

the 7th mo., which was written in replj' tc

one from the editor of that paper requesting

information on this subject. Some extract!

from these are subjoined, as coming from s

responsible source.

'AVithout any previous notice or intima

tion the flow of the tide of colored refuge

from the South first struck Kahsas at Wyan
dotte City about the month of April last, sine

which time from six to seven thousand, whi

were entirely destitute of food or the means t

buy it, have found shelter in our State. Thes
poor people, breadless, penniless, and almos

naked as they landed in this, to them, the pre

mised land, presented an appearance pitiable i

the extreme. Humanity, as well as the hone

and good name of Kansas, demanded ths

this unfortunate class should not be turns

away or permitted to suffer for want of she

ter or food. Something had to be done, an
done promptly. We had no precedent to ai

or guide us in the work. Our State officer

together with a number of prominent privat

citizens, at once organized, and in the cours

of few weeks incorporated under our Sta'

laws, the 'Freedraan's Relief Association i

Kansas,' with head-quarters at this place, tl

object of which was to systematize the work c

receiving as well as disbursing funds donate

for the relief of destitute refugees.

"The Association up to the present tia

has received about S7,500, all of which h;

been expended, except about §70 balance,

in the treasury. Of thissum received, Kans:

has contributed more than her full quota. Tl

Association has extended temporary aid

the way of food, clothing, shelter, transpor

(tion, and securing employment and homes
'about 5,000 refugees, who, excepting abo

150 still in the barracks at this place, (erect

by the Association to furnish temporarj' sh

ter,) are now self-supporting, and no long

require or receive aid. In this good work tl

Association hasbeen greatly aided by auxilia

societies and philanthropic men and wom
in various parts of the State.

" Of the 150 now at the barracks about fif

are sick and disabled, all depending solefia

upon the Association until able to work
employment can be secured for them. T
refugees, as a rule, are not only industriojts;

and faithful laborers, but are of peaceab

well-disposed, sober, and moral habits, a

are not paupers ; but will not only make th

own living by honest labor, but will add
the material wealth of any country, if ih

are only given a reasonably fair opportun

to do so.

"The question is frequently asked, 'Is t

exodus likely to continue for any length

time?' To which I reply, that I am forc|t6

to the conclusion, after having engaged in

extensive correspondence during the past t

or three months with both black and wh-fc

people of the South, and talked with hundn
of the refugees touching this question, tl
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e exodus has just fairly begun. While the

aruntine regulations will slop those desir-

5 to come from the Gulf States, just as soon

the restrictions are removed the movement
11 be renewed with grcaily increased nura

rs.

" All the refugees unite in substantially the

me story of cruelty, outrage, and wrong in

3ted upon them for years jiast by the whites;

ey say they have waited from year to year
• the past ten years, hoping that th

)uld bo a better condition of things ; but

eir wailing has all been in vain, and instead

matters getting better, they have grown
ireo all the time.

"To illustrate the manner in which these

or people have been treated, I give below

3 prices which they have been compelled to

y for the common necessaries of life as I

d them in an account, now in my possession,

idered by S. D. Currio & Co., of Edwards
mding. Miss., in January, 1877, against a

ored man named \Vm. Lewis, which he has

id : Coarse brown sugar, 12 J cents per pound
;

)W grade of molasses, $1.50 per gallon; bacon

cents per pound ; soda, 25 cents per jjound

lis, (common,) 10 cents per pound ; tlour, 7

its ))er pound; rice, 12i cents per pound;
ico, 12J cents per yard ; cottonade, 40 cents

ryard. While in the same bill he is charged
) rent for a work mule for one season, and
ler things at equally exorbitant rates, in a

I amounUng in the aggregate to $104.28,

'And it cannot be said in justification of

;h outrageous prices that the merchants in

5 South run any unusual risk in selling on
idit, for, under the laws of the cotton States,

) merchant has a lien upon all the interest

share that the negro has in all the crop he

>ducc8 to secure the payment of his claim."

For "The Frieud."

line upon line.

'How about it ? Will not the dis-

clive dress of Friends have pa'^scd away in

y 3'ears to come ? And how is it that there

1 80 few that adopt it?" Such were ques-

ns put to me by a bright talented young
,n, a member of our Society, as I passed a
;le group after the close of one of our Fir.-^t-

f' meetings. I inferred that they had the
)jeot of a plain dress before them. As it

I. not seem a suitable time to go much into

I only replied that I supposed it was for

nt of faithfulness, that more bearing the
me of Friends did not make the appearance.
Chat the primitive Christians were led into

iat simplicity of dress, and manner of liv-

;, is a truth which cannot be gainsaid,

ually true is it, that our early Friends
re, in obedience to Him who raised them
to be a people, required to leave off and
sake the vain fashions and customs of the
rid, so that their garb soon became dis-

etive, and known as the dress of a Friend,
d it is remarkable that faithful Friends
m that day to this, have felt it required of
m to assume this diess, and that they could
ke no progress in their Christian journey
;hout obedience to the cross in this particu-

. There are many now living who have had
I same experience

; some of whon\ were for

ime under the mistaken apprehension that

!y could be as good Christians and dress as
s people at large ; but found no progress
lid be made, and that "obedience is better
in sacrifice." It is true there are many
.V passing themselves off, even for minis-

ters and leaders of the people, who set at

naught this testimony; but it is remarkable
that mtiny of these have forsaken some of

the leading doctrines of Friends, and so have
lost their rjght to the name. By their teach-

ings and example, many of our beloved young
people have been misled, as well as older

ones, of limited religious experience. But
I am not prepared to believe that the pre
cious principles and testimonies that we as

a people were raised up by the Head of the

Church to uphold before the world, are to be

frittered away by the libertine spirit that has

been let loose ; but that, being in accordance
with the teachings and example of our blessed

Kedecmer, they will, like the " stone cut out
of the mountain without hands," prevail over
all opposition.

I could compile a good-sized volume of tes

timony from the writings of Friends, both of

ancient and recent date, going to show that

they felt it as much a divine requiring to con-

form to the simple plain dress of the Friend, as

any other duty required ; but will only make
a few short extracts.

John Barclay says: "The subject of dress

has very frequently come under my serious

consideration, and as I have kept quiet and
calm, singly desirous to know and do what-
ever might bo required, the matter has opened
more and more clearly before my view. That
dress from which my foiefathers have with-

out good reason and from improper motives
departed, to that dress I must return."

Daniel Wheeler "once recounted to a Friend
in lively terms, the trial it was to him to put
on a different hat from that which he had
been accustomed to wear. It was hard to

appear as a fool before men ; he thought if

his natural life had been accepted as a sub-

stitute, he would gladly have laid it down
;

but this was not the thing required. He dili-

gently examined his heart, and believed he
clearly saw bis Master's will in the requisi-

tion ; and that it was a discipline designed to

bring him into a slate of childlike obedience
and dependence. In great distress he cried

unto the Lord for help, and a passage of

Scripture was powerfully applied to his mind
;

' Whosoever shall confess me before men, him
will I confess also before my Father which is

in heaven.' His resolution was immediately
taken; he put on the hat, and with his mind
staid upon the Lord he set out to join his

friends at meeting. His difHcultios vanished.
Sweet peace was his covering," &c.

Sophia Hume says : "For though religion

stands not simply in clothes, yet true religion

stands in that which sets bounds and limits

to the mind with respect to clothes as well as
other things. When it pleased the Lord to

vi.sit my soul and to appear to me in his glory,

the view discovered to me my own unworthi-
ness, and caused me not only to despise and
abhor myself, but my splendid apparel also.

True Christianity which I began to be ac-

quainted with, set a bound to my desires, and
directed me to plainness before I had any in-

tention of joining the Society of the people
called Quakers."

Should any who read this wish to be more
fully informed as to the grounds of our testi-

ony on this subject, I would refer them to
the writings of Joseph Pike, in second volume
of Friends' Library. He enters pretty fully

nto it, giving sound Scriptural arguments to

prove his assertions.

And let not any suppose that because so

many have slidden aside from our principles,

that hence these principles are wrong. These
stood the test of half a century of bitter and
grievous persecution, and are they to be set

aside in this day of outward ease, though even
a multitude are not willing to submit to the
cross ; for it has been declared by one emi-
nently favored in the visions of light to see,

and endowed with gospel auihority to declare
it, that ' All this that causes so much stum-
bling and perplexity, and produces such a
sensation, will fade away, and the authors of
it will go back to the world and the beggarly
elements, * * their building on the sand
will crumble to pieces, and they themselves
will wither, wither, wither. And ye faithful

ones, to whom the principles of truth are yet
precious; who love the pure cause, and are
often bowed down in spirit Qn its behalf, you
have no cause to fear; for though you be left

as the gleaning grapes of the vintage, yet
shall you be planted on a verj' fruitful hill ; not
one of self exaltation, but a hill above the level

of thespiritofthis world; and you shallspread
abroad, and increase, and flourish ; for this
Society was planted "a noble vine; wholly
a right seed;" and it is not the will of the
Almighty that this people should over ceaso
to be u people.' " H.

8th mo. 1879.

A Word in Season.— Kilstein, a pious Ger-
man minister, once heard a laboring man use
the most awful curses and imprecations in a
fit of passion, without reproving him for it.

This so troubled him that he could scarcely
sleep the following night. In the morning he
arose early, and soon saw the man coming
along, and addressed him as follows:
"My friend, it is you I am waiting to see."
" You are mistaken," replied the man ;

" you.
have never seen me before."

" Yes, I saw you yesterday," said Kilstein,

while returning from your work, and heard
you praying."
"What! heard me pray?" said the man.

" I am sure that you are mistaken, for I never
prayed in my life."

"And yet," calmly but earnestly replied
the minister, "if God had heard your prayer,
you would not be here, but in hell ; fur I
heard you beseechin-j God that he might
strike you with blindness and condemn you
to hell-fire."

The man turned pale, and tremblingly said :

"Dear sir, do you call this prayer? Yes, it

is true ; I did this very thing."

"Now, my friend," continued Kilstein,'
' as you acknowledge it, it is my duty to be-
seech you to seek with the same earnestness
the salvation of your soul as j'ou have hitherto
its damnation, and I will pray to God that he
will have mercy upon you."
From this time the man regularly attended

upon the ministry of Kilstein, and ere long
was brought in humble repentance to Christ
as a believer.

" A word in season, how good it is !" " Bo
instant in season and out of season

; rebuke,
reprove, exhort with all long-suffering and
patience."

—

The Lever.

A Test for Idiocy.—In an article in the
Nineteenth Century, Sir Wilfred Lawson, the
eminent temperance advocate, after narrating
the vain attempts to " regulate" the traffic in

alcoholic brain-poison, which cannot be regu-
lated, because it is in itself an irregularity,
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concludes with this incident, which occurred

at a temperance meeting in one of the northern

counties of England.
" Three excellent clei'gymen spoke. They

harped on the elastic and indefinite word
' moderation,' condemning intemperance, but

setting up Timothy as their model man, mor-
ally and constitutionallj', lauding and magni-
fying sobrietj' by commending the temperate
consumption of alcohol. When they bad con-

cluded an elderly farmer arose and said :
' I've

heard that kind of talk for the last forty

years, and I can't see that people are a bit

more sober now than when it commenced. It

reminds me of what I once saw take place at

a reireat for imbeciles. It is the custom there,

after the patients have been in residence for a

certain time, to put them to a kind of lest to

see whether they are fit to leave the asylum
or not. They are taken to a trough full of

water with a small pipe continually running
into it and supplying it. They are given a

ladle and told to empty it. Those who have
not regained their senses keep ladling away,
while the water flows in as fast as they ladle

it out, but them as isn't idiots stop the tap.'
"

Religious Items, &c.

The Civil Damage Bill.—The Legislature of

Massachusetts has passed a bill which provides

that in cases of injury to person or property
by an intoxicated person, and caused by his

intoxication, a right of action for redress shall

be lawful against those who sold the liquor

which caused the intoxication, and also against

the owner of the building in which the liquor

was purchased, if such owner leased his build-

ing for the sale of intoxicating drinks, or

knowingly permitted it to be used for such
purpose. The passage of the bill was severely
contested.

The Silent Hour.— Among the excellent

features planned bj^Mary Lyon, in the routine

of daily life at the celebrated Mt. Holyoke
Seminary, was the setting apart of half an
hour, morning and evening, for the "silent

hour." This each young lady was to spend
alone with God. In a family of three hun-
dred, she must be absolutely alone.

The Moravian General Synod meets once in

ten years, and always at Herrnhut, Germany.
The session opened 5th mo. 26th, and closed

7th mo. 3rd. The number of delegates en-

titled to sit and vote was filtj'-four. Since the

last Synod thirteen of the seventeen bishops
have died, and five have been consecrated.

The Synod chose by lot three new bishops.

The Evangelical movement of Inst century in

the English Church, in which Wesley, Whit-
field, Toplady, Romaine and others partici-

pated, is thus described by Wm. B. Gladstone.
" It was a strong, systematic, outspoken, and
determined reaction against the prevailing
standards both of life and preaching. It aimed
at bringing back, on a large scale, and by an
aggressive movement, the Cross, and all that

the Cross essentially implies, both into the
teaching of the clergy, and into the lives as

well of the clergy as of the laity. The preach
ing of the Gospel became afterwards a cant
phrase ;

but that the preaching of the Gospel
a hundred j-ears ago had disappeared, not by
denial, but by lapse, from the majority of
Anglican pulpits, is, I fear, in largo measure,
an historic truth. To bring it back again was
the aim and work of the Evangelical reformers.
Whether they preached Christ in the best

manner may bo another question ; but of this

there is now, and c:in be, little question that

they preached Christ; they preached Christ

largely and fervently where, as a rtfle, He
was but little and but coldly preached before.

And who is there that will not say from his

heart, ' I therein do rejoice, yea, and will re-

joice."

The final decision of the German Govern-
ment OD the religious questions at issue with
the Vatican has been communicated to the

latter. It is that all of the exiled clergy who
ask permission will be allowed to return to

Germany; the May laws will be tacitly sus-

pended, provided the clergy obey the common
law

; and all fresh nominations ai'e to be sub-

mitted to the G-overnment. The Pope is

satisfied with these terms.
The Bishop of Manchester has been preach-

ing on intemperance in England. He said that
on last Christma-i-Day he saw what shocked

the brethren, he says, participated in " the
ceremony of feet-washing," which it is the
custom of this congregation to observe twice
a year. It seems to be going out of use, as

but three of the old men, and none of the
women, participated.

Chinese at First-day Schools.— The Congre-
gationalist publishes an account of a school at
Boston, commenced about three j^ears ago by
Harriet Carter. She began with tvvo scholars,

visile i the laundries vvhere the Chinese are
employed, and was every where kindly re^

ceived. The school now numbers forty, and
the kindness and sympathy extended to these

people, who mingle so little in social inter-

course with other-i, appears to be fully appre-
ciated. They come to the place where the

school is held, sometimes an hour before it is

opened, and study faithfully. " No present,''

says the account, "is too beautiful to bring

him very much, for between the Cathedral jto their teacher, no sacrifice too great foi

and his residence, a distance of two miles, heithem to make for her comfort." One China-
saw twelve drunken men, and it was early in man who went from Boston to Cleveland,

the day. • there organized a school among his own peo-

The English Methodists have built fifty-one iple. He wrote back to H.Carter: "I lovf

chapels in London since 1861, with sittings

for sixty thousand persons.

Methodist Fraternity.—There seems at the
present time some jar to the fraternal rela-

tions established in 1874, between the North-
ern and Southern branches of the Methodist
Church. The papers and ofiicers of the one
denounce with severity the murders and out-

rages committed in some parts of the Southern
States on political grounds; and of which

tudy Holy Bible, because the words an
more useful, and has made me happy."

LIST OF AGENTS.

We append herewith a list of Agents t

whom applications may be made, and whi

are authorized to receive payment for " Thi

Friend."
PENNSYLVANIA.

John Trimble, Concordville, Delaware Co
several of their ministers have been victims. ^Joseph Scattergood, West Chester.

These denunciations-are not palatable to some i
Thomas M. Harvey, West Grove, Chester C(

of the Southern Methodists, who feel them- George Sharpless, London Grove, Chester C(

selves in measure compromised by the dis- 1 Benjamin Gilbert, Yohoghany, Westmon
orders in their section of country. One of land Co.
these, in an organ of their Society published lEeuben Battin, Shunk P. O., Sullivan Co,

at Nashville, speaks of lying and baseless re-j nkw jERSEt.
ports against their church and people being , Charles Stokes, Medford, Burlington Co.
liberally used by their Northern allies for Joel Wilson, Rah way.
theirdefamation. "To this the Northern Metho-! William Carpenter, Salem,
dist organ replies, that in this community, new york.
where it is published, church members do not [Robert Knowles, Smyrna, Chenango Co.
join in mobs or mask themselves to murder 1 Alfred King, Aurora, Cayuga Co.

others at night, or countenance such crimes, i Joshua Haight, Somerset, Niagara Co.
or fail to help the authorities and public senli

ment against them ; and it says, that in speak-
ing against these things, " We never intended
to speak against our brethren in the M. E.
Church South."

Effect of Ritualism.—One of the English
Ritualists says:—"We are teaching men to

believe that God is to be worshipped under
the form of Bread, and they are learning the
lesson from us which they have refused to Dr. Isaac Huestis, Chester Hill, Morgan Co
learn from the Roman teachers who have been

}

Parker Hall, Harrisville, Harrison Co.

among us for the last three hundred years. 1 Jehu L. Kite, Damascoville.
We are teaching men to endure willingly the 1 William H. Blackburn, Bast Oarmel, Colur
pain of confession, which is an intense trial to biana Co.

.

the reserved Anglo-Saxon nature, and to be- Edmund Fowler, Bartlett, Washington Co.
lieve that a man's 'I absolve thee,' is the voice Samuel Shaw, New Waterford, Columbiana

C

of God. How many English Protestants have
j

Indiana.
Roman priests brought to confession, com- James Woody, Thorntown, Boone Co.

MASSACHUSETTS
William B. Oliver, Lynn.

OHIO.

George Blackburn, Salem, Columbiana Co.

Daniel Williams, Flushing, Belmont Co.

Asa Garretson, Barnesville, Belmont Co
Joshua Brantingham,Winona, Columbiana C
Gilbert McGrew, Smithfield, Jefferson Co
James R. Kite, Pennsville, Morgan Co.

pared with the Anglican clergy? Could they
have overcome the English dislike to mum-
mery as we are overcoming it ? On anj' hy-
pothesis, we are doing their work."

Feet Washing is still practised among the
ordinances as a religious ceremony by the
German Baptists. A correspondent to the
Month'y Itinerant, a paper published in the
interest of the United Brethren church, at

Harrisburg, gives an account of a communion
meeting held at Mt. Joy, Pa. ; and a few of

IOWA.
Joseph Hall, Springdale, Cedar Co.
Nathan Warrington, Coal Creek, Keokuk C
Richard Mott, Viola, Linn Co.

CALIFORNIA.
John Bell, San Jose, Santa Clara Co.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Joseph Armfield, South Place Hotel, Fii

bury, E. C. London.
Richard Hall, Waverton, Wigton, Cumbfii^

land, England.
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THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 6,

The te_8timony to plainness and simplicity

our dress and appearance, and to the avoid-

g of those constant changes in attire ex-

bited by the fashionable world, wiiich is

sld up to view b}' a correspondent in another
irt of our columns, is one that has often

len preached by members of the Society of

fiends; but which does not belong to them
xlunively, being equally binding on all true

iristiansof whateverdenoraination. Thead-
ceson this subject of the apostles of old; and
6 testimony of the Spirit of truth in the heart

its faithful fiiUowers in these days ; are not

rected to our littK) branch of the Church
one, but speak with equal force to all those

ho are endeavoring to walk in the Light of

e Lord Jesus as He shines in the hearts of

en, and vvlio by their conduct are saying to

e world, "Come and have fellowshi):) with

, for truly our fellowship is with the Father
id with his Son, Jesus Christ." Hence we
id that persons of all religious persuasions,

they are redeemed from the spirit of the

arid and brought more fully into the Divine
immunion, lose their relish for ornaments
id fashionable attire, and are led into a de-

ee of simplicity and plainness appropriate
those whose thoughts are more centred on
e enjoyments of Heaven than the gayeties
earth.

It was so with the early Methodists, many
whom were a zealous, self-denying people

;

id so full was their conviction of this Cbris-

in dut}', that strong recommendations in re-

ird to it were embodied in their discipline.

bis testimony is still upheld in a good do-

ee by the Mennonites and German Bapiiats,

ho are regarded as more religiously-minded
loplo than the average of their neighbors,
ideed so naturally does plainness flow from
elding ourselves up to the government of
hrist, that where an individual is becoming
ore fashionable in his clothing, we feel al
ost certain that it has been preceded by a

fusal to submit to the cross of Corist, and
consequent decline in godliness.

While the watchful, tender-spirited Chris-

in will not follow the constant changes of
shion, and will not feel himself at liberty' to

litate every new device of the tailor, yet he
not restricted from adopting such changes
are real improvements, whose utility is

own by their adaptation to the proper pur-

>8es for which clothing is worn ; and where
6 motive is, not " to be in the fashion," but
answer the requirements of comfort, cheap-
!ss and sound reason. Thus it is seen that
nong sober, religious people agr^dual change
kes place in the form and material of their

lathing, as new inventions and industries

ling within their reach what at a former
[iriod was not available ; and as experience
imonstrates its superior comfort or pro-

ietyr The wide-spread use of cotton gar-

enls, which were almost unknown at the

me of the rise of our Society, is one illustra-

an of this. Yet throughout this slow pro-

ss of change, such people never lose the

laracteristic marks of being the followers of

im who wore the seamless garment, and
hose disciples are not to be conformed to

e ways of those who follow their own de-

ees. Thus it is, that the consistent mem-

bers of the Society of Friends have always correapondent writing to a newspaper of that time says :

knfiwn n« smr.h Iw their annRarance us " I crossed the North River yesterday in the steamboatbeen known as such by their appearance as

well as conduct, although a plain Friend of

this day, and one of 200 years ago would
probably present several points of difference.

Some who admit the duty of simplicity,

object to the wearing of that which is peculiar

in its shape. Yet this very peculiarity is in

some degree a testimonj' to religion—because

it arose from the Christian duty of refusing

to change with the ever-varying requirements

of fashion ; and in most cases it denotes that

the wearer is one who belongs to a religious

Suciel}-,—and is therefore bound to exompliiy
in life and conversation the fruits of the re-

ligion of Christ.

W"e believe this subject is correctly treated

in the minute on the state of Society adopted
by our last Yearly Meeting, which saj'S, when
speaking of the effect of -'being brought under
the government of the spirit of Christ in our
own hearts," and of being " concerned to walk
in obedience to the light of Christ :"

" We would be religiously restrained from,

following the ever-changing fashions of the

world in the form of our apparel, and in its

adoiming; and we would find the testimony
of I'ruth in our own hearts in this matter to

be in accordance with the precepts of prophets
and apostles of former ages. This was the

experience of the early members of this So-

ciety. In adhering to this testimony they
soon became distinguished by the simplicity

and peculiarity of their attire, as well as of

their manners; and their very appearance
indicated that they were membu-s of a So-

ciety who professed to be the followers of a

crucified Saviour. Wm. Penn says of them,
' It was not very easy to our primitive Friends
to make them-ielves sights and spectacles, and
the scorn and derision of the world, which
they easily foresavv must be the consequence
of so unfashionable a conversation in it.' We
believe the same holy watchfulness and sub-

mission to the cross of Christ, which is the

restraining power of his Spirit in the heart,

which made them a peculiar people, will pro-

duce similar results in these days, and that if

we are truly in earnest in hungering and
thirsting after righteousness, wo will not be

ashamed nor afraid to make that confession

before men, which manj^ have felt to be in-

volved in pulling on the apparel of a con-

sistent Friend."

SUMMAR'X OF EVENTS.
United States.—Ttie report from the United States

Signal Service Office in Philadelphia, gives the highest

temperature for 8th month at 93 deg., lowest 55 deg.

:

average 72.7 deg.,—which is about one half degree be-

low the average of the past six years. The total rain-

fall was 7.13 inches, which is unusually large. Pre-

vailing direction of wind south-west. Number of clear

days lt>. Rain fell on 12 days.

The present population of Philadelphia Almshouse
is 3,168, a decrease of 54 over last year.

In 1877 the anthracite coal regions of Pennsylvania
yielded 21,000,000 tons, in 1878 the demand was cui

tailed to 17,000,000 ; it is expected that nearly 30,000,

000 tons will be required this year. The full averag
weekly produotion is estimated at 500,000, and has

reached on one occasion 655,000 tons.

At a recent meeting of the operatives of the Schuyl-
kill coal region, the list of prices for line and city

trade, shows a decline of 20 cents per ton on lump,
broken, and steamboat coal; 25 cents on egg and chest-

|nut; and 35 cents on stove. The local market is well

]

stocked at this time, the supply at the Richmond
wharves aggregating nearly 75,000 tons.

I

In 1810 arrangements were made with Robert Fulton

j

to construct steam ferry boats, and on the 2d of 7th mo,

1812, one named the Jersey was put in operation. A

th my family in my carriage, without alighting there-

from, in 14 minutes, with an immense crowd of pas-
sengers. On both shores were thousands of people
viewing the pleasing object. I cannot express to you
how much the public mind appeared to be gratified at

finding so large and .so safe a machine going so well."

This " large machine" was 80 feet long, and 30 feet

wide. A year later the York was put on with the

Jersey. They were supposed to run every half hour,
from sunrise to sunset, but frequently an hour was con-
sumed in making the trip.

It is estimated there are in the United States over
400,000 railway cars, also 16,000 engines. These en-
gines and cars in travelling over the roads, lose annu-
ally between four and five million of nuts. These will

weigh over 1,500,000 lbs., and their cost is between
*30,000 and $40,000, and this loss is continued from
year to year, in addition to that of nuts thrown into the

scrap heap with their bolts worthless, from the use of

the jam nut, also the liability to accident from loose

nuts.

The steamer Glenfinlas, which arrived at New York
on the 28th ult., from Shanghai, made the passage from
Amoy, where she touched, in 51 day.s, ILJ hours, the
shortest on record.

A late number of the British Medical Journal relates

a curious case. A lady was listening at the telephone
for an expected message during a storm. A loud clap

of thunder occurred, and the effect on the listening ear

was complete numbness and deafnes.^, accompanied by
a sensation of giddiness and nausea and ringing in the

ears. The effect, except the deifness, passed otf in a
few moments. The hearing was not restored until after

the lapse of two weeks. The public i ion ofthis inci-

dent may be of service, in view of the large and increas-

ing use of the telephone, and physicians who make the
hearing their specialty, may find it well to turn their

attention to the uses and effects of the instrument.

Three prominent silk manufiictureis of Macclesfield,

England, have been visiting the .silk mills of Paterson,

N. J., it is said with a view to building mills in that

city, and bringing English operatives to work in them.
The yellow fever cases reported in Memphis on the

31st ult. was 20, against 3S on the previous djy. Seven-
teen cases have occurred in New Orleans since its first

appearance 7th mo. 27th. Seven of these recovered,

six died, and four are under treatment.

Seven hundred and forty-five emigrants arrived at

New York on the 3lst, making a weekly total of 3224,
chiefly English, Scotch and Uermans.

Markets, &c.—Government Bonds, sixes, 1881, 104J
;

5's, 102.V ; 4i per cents, registered, 104J ; do. coupon,

105.^ ; 4 per cents, 101|.

Cotton, 12J a 13 cts. per lb. for uplands and New
Orleans.

Petroleum—Crude, 5 cts. ; refined, 6 a 6J^ cts. per
gallon. Linseed oil, Calcutta, 63 cts. ; American, 61
cts. Lard oil, 445 els. Sperm, crude, 75 cts. ; bleached
winter, 92 a 95 cts. per gallon.

Flour.—Superfine, $4.75 a $5.50; patent and other

high grades, .io.75 a $7.25.

Grain.—Red and amber wheat, S1.09 a $1.10. Corn,
45 a 46 cts. Oats, 31 a 32 cts. for mixed, and 32 a 34
cts. for white.

Hay and Straw.—Prime timothy, 65 a 75 cts. per
100 pounds ; mixed, 55 a 65 cts. ; straw, 60 a 70 cts.

Beef cattle have been dull, but prices were unchanged.
Extra, 5J a 6 cts., and common, 3 a 4 cts. Hogs, b\ a
5g- cts. per pound. Sheep, 3| a 4| cts. as to quality.

The public debt statement, just issued, shows a de-

crease for the Eighth month of $3,527,395.93.

The steamship Mosel, which arrived at New York on
the 30th, brought $100,000 in gold bars.

The mortality in Philadelphia the last week was 314
—161 adults and 153 children, 94 being under one year

of age.

FoREros.— A number of farmers from northern
Yorkshire and Durham, recently left Liverpool on the

steamer Helvetia for New York. They are of various

classes, ranging from the small farmer upwards. Several

of them have capital of from £500 to £600 each, while

others have entered into partnership.

The cotton spinners of Oldham have declared them-
selves in favor of a scheme for sy.stematic emigration,

if reductions in wages continue to be made.
The London Economist of the 12th ult., says, that the

exports of produce from the United Kingdom have
fallen in value £69,000,000 (sterling) since 1872. The
largest decrease is £26,000,000 in the exports to the

United States, the next largest is £12,.500,000 in exports

to Germany. The particular mark which characterizes

the present state of matters, is generality. Almost all
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classes are feeling the effect of the existing commercial I
RECEIPTS.

depression. Eeceived from Josluia B. Wilkins, N. J., $2.10, vol.

The Standard's Paris despatch says: Some French, 53; from Daniel Packer, N. J., #2.10, vol. -53; from

Catholics and royalists, who are frightened by the' Alfred and Eliza Embree, Pa., S2.10 each, vol. 53; from

Ferry bill, have determined to emigrate to the island of, Mary Thistlethwaite, N. Y., S2.10, vol. 53 ;
from Walker

Papua, where they will found a Catholic colony, under, Moore, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from Benjamin Hayes, Pa.,

the direction of the Marqiii.^ de Roys. $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Abel J. Hopkins, Del., $2.10, vol.

The report of the progress of the French savings, I 53; from Elizabeth D. Antram, Kansas, *2.10, vol.53;

show what a wonderfully thrifty as well as wealthy I from Jacob Barrett, Lewis Johnson, and Elijah Ha-

country, France is. The deposits for seventeen years' worth, O., per Jordan Ballard, $2.10 each, vol. 53;

preceding the war, showed a marked increase in the from Rebecca E. Bacon, City, $2, vol. 53
;
from Josiah

material prosperity of the country, the annual progres-i L. Haine.», City, $2, vol. 53, and for Amy Middleton

sion being about f 6,000,000. After the war the de-' and Elma Haines, N. J., $2.10 each, vol.53; from Henry
posits fell suddenly from $144,000,000 to $10.3,000,000 Briggs, O., $2.10, vol.53; from Gilbert McGrew, Agent,

372. In 1874 successful efforts were made to pro-| O., 1-2.10, vol. 53, and for John Hoyle, $2.10, vol. 53 ;
from Samuel

Hams, Jonathan T. Scofield, Elizabeth Wilson, Eliza*

beth Bailey, John Bundy, and Barclay Smith, $2.1(

each, vol. .53; from Charles Bell, N. J., $2.10, vol. ,53;

from Mark Ballinger, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ;
from Charlei

M. Cooper, N. J., »2.10, vol. 53 ; from George L. Smed-

ley, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from George B. Allen, Pa.

$2.10, vol. 53; from Richard J. Allen, City, $2, vol. -53 I

from Parker Hall, Agent, O., for David Thomas, S2.10

to No. 42, vol. .53, and for Ezra Embree, Kans., $2.10

vol. .53 ; from Joseph L. Bailey, Pa., *2 10, vol. 53, ant;

for Joseph Bailey, #4.20, 2 copies, vol. 53, and Comlj
B. Shoemaker, Samuel A. Bacon, and Joseph Whitacre,

$2.10 each, vol. 53 ; for Rowland J. Dutton, N. J., $2.10

vol. 53 ; from Philena Y. Smedley, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53

lith, Del., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from John

pagate the system of savings banks, and the deposits rose from Benjamin Hoopfes, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from As!

to $202,000,000 in 1878. No deposit is allowed to ex- 1 ton Richardson, Del., $2.10, vol. 53 ;
from Lydia T.

ceed $200; when this sum is exceeded, the sayings 1 King, Pa., $2, vol. 53, and for Joseph E. Mickle,

bank purchase rentes, which it delivers to the depositor.! and Thomas Evans, $2 each, vol. 53; from John M.

The reason for this is, the Government pays a higher, and Amos Roberts, N. J., #2.10 each, vol. 53; from

interest than the ordinary rate of the sayings banks. Sarah Satterthwaite, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from William

Then, again, it remembers the inconvenience caused in I
Bettles, 111., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Joshua Haight, Agent,

1848 by a run on those banks, and which was repeated. N. Y., $2.10, vol. 53, and for David Haight, Levi H.

in a lesser degree in 1870 and 71. Atwater, William Breckon and Humphrey S. Haight,

The rimes correspondent reports that the Govern-, $2.10 each, vol. 53 ; from Jeremiah Foster, R. I., $2.10,

ment has declared itself ready t'l appoint special com- vol. 53 ; from Mary M. Applegate, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53

;

missioners to act in concert with American commis- from John H. Ballingerj^ N. J., $2.10, vol. .53; from

sioneis for negotiating a treaty of commerce between Jacob L. Evens, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53, aiid for Lyd
France and the United States

Prussia has eighteen prisons for tramps and vagrants.

In 1847 there were 4,600 commitments to these institu-

tions, but the number has increased every year, and for

1878 was 9,000. Of these were 8,000 men, and 1,000

women. They cost the country $650,000, but earned

while in durance $275,000. Many of the arrests were
of capable artisans, who were really desirous of finding

work. The increase is attributed to business depression.

A St. Petersburg newspaper gives the following sta-

tistics respecting the emigration of Russian and Poles

to America, from 1820 till 1877 : During the first forty

years of that period, the total was 3,000; during the suc-

ceeding decade 5,000. In 1871, 1,800; in 1872, 1,500

;

in 1873, 1,000 ; in 1874, 700 ; in 1875, 30 ; in 1876, none;

in 1877, 45.

An unusual scene for Europe—that of the sun not

setting, but shining through the whole night—is to be

witnesserl from the summit of Mount Aavax, in Finland,

near Torneo, at 66 deg. northern latitude. Every year,

on the 26th of 6th month, a multitude of people of dif-

ferent nations visit the mountain to witness the interest-

ing spectac'e. The Government of Finland is now
erecting on Mount Aavax, a hotel for the accommoda-
tion of travellers.

WANTED
A young woman Friend as teacher in a small family

school in the country. Application may be made to

Richard J. Allen, 119 Arch St., Philada.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED
PERSONS.

Teachers will be wanted for these schools, to open

10th month 6th. Application may be made to

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

Thomas Elkinton, 9 N Front St.

Charles C. Cresson, 1132 Girard St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Passmore

having resigned their positions as Superintendent and
Matron of Westtown Boarding School, Friends who
may feel drawn to engage in the important and respon-

sible duties of superintending this Institution, are re-

quested to communicate with either of the undersigned

The present Superintendents desire to be released in

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa.

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddon field, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frank/ord, {Twenty-ihird Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. Hall, M.D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients m.ay be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of

Managers.

s, N.j;, $2,10,l<^'*y'N'nlt

T. Moorman, lo., S2.10, to No. 13, vol. 54, and for Johr

M. Mendenhall, 111., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Samuel Mor
ris. Pa., $2.10, to No. 27, vol. 54 ; from Joseph Scatter

good. Agent, Pa., for Ann Pratt, George E. Pii

Rachel Phillips, Gilbert Cope, John Cope, and JosepI

P. Eldridge, $2.10 each, vol. 53.

BtmiUances received after Fourlh-day morning, will no

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three Monthl;

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on Second
launders, $2.10, vol. 53; from Richard Biizby, N. J
$2.10, vol. 53; from Joseph H. Brooks, N. J., $2,10,, - ,. ., ,

, „ ,.,, .,, „ i,„ „j ,-,>„,

vol. 53 ; from Joseph N. Taylor, Ind., $2.10, iol. 53 ; I

^ limited number of children will now be adm. tec

from Edward Whitacre, Pa., $2 10, vol. 53; from i^V'^^se schools, not members of our religious Society

Francis Taber, Mas.s., $2.10, vol. 53, and for William R. '

"'^ose parents may desire to have them educated fre

Taber, $2.10, vol.53; from Richard Mott, Agent, lo., f^ni the unnecessary but fashijuable accomplish

$2.10, vol. 53, and for Eli Hodgin, Thomas Hoyle, ments, too common iu many schools at this day.

Joseph Embree, and Joseph Battey, $2.10 each, yol.53
; ]

The attention of Friends residing in the city and if

from William Balderston, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from neighborhood is particularly invited to them. Th
George Sharpless, Agent, Pa., 60 cents, to No. 52, vol.|terms are moderate, and Friends belonging to Phil

53, and for Morris Cope, Isaac Good, Margaret Maule, delphia Yearly Meeting, sending children to the*

Maria Pusey, Robert W. Lewis, Mary Ann Chambers, 'schools, (also members), who may fiad the charge

Joshua Sharpless and J. Borton Hayes, $2.10 each, burdensome, can be fully relieved,

vol. 53 ; from Martha R. Comfort, N. J., S2.10, vol.
|

The principal schools will open for the next tern

5?; from William Webster, Pa., $2. 10, to No. 11, vol. under the care of John H. Dillingham and Margan
54, and Owen Y. Webster, $2.10, vol. 53; from Birtram Lightfoot, as Principals, both successful leachers i

Kaighn, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; from Susanna Doau, Pa., I many years' experience. With these Friends iu charg
$2,10, vol. 53; from Joshua Brantingham, Agent, O., '^^gj^jg^ by a complete corps of teachers, it is thougl
for Christiana Kirk, Uriah Price, Joshua Coppock, '^^gg^ ^^^^^^^^ may safely be recommended as affordin
JosephStratton.Josiah Cameron, Joshua Gilbert, Ellen

opportunities for obtaining a liberal education in us
Stratton, Lewis B. Walker, Birton Dean, George L.f j''^ ^ p study, and in the Latin, Greek a.
Brantmghara, Cyrus Brantingham and Aired Bran ing-

Un-^ua-res. Facilities for illustration are.
ham, $2.10 each, vo. 53, for .Vnna M. Edgerton, $2.b0,

J^ "^"Y' "'"o"''o'=;-
r i i „ i,- i „,

vol. 52, and for Charles W.Satterthwaite,V2.10; to No: ^'J^ded by a valuable collection of philosophical ar

19, vol. 54; from Mary B. Buffinton, Mas.., $2.10, vol. !
chemical apparatus, minerals and Auz jux s mjdels

53 ; from S. H. Headley, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from John ' pa^ts of the human system, &c.

R.Tatum. Del., $2.10, vol. 53; from Jason Hibbs, lo., Believing that advantage would arise from

$6.30, toNo. 52, vol. 53; from Mirv J. Cresson, Pa.,|crea3ed facilities for the instruction of the small

$2.10, vol. 53; from Richard P. Gibbons, Del., $2.10, 'girls, arrangements have been completed for the ope

vol. 53; from Elihu B. Stanley, lo., $2.10, vol. 53, and ing with the fall term, of a primary depirtment in tl

for Allen John, $2.10, vol. 53; from Joseph Barton, building on Seventh St., in which special atteutic

N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; from Samuel W. Stanley, lo., will be given to those children whose studies are of

$2.10, vol. 53, and for Micajah Emmons, Benjamin V. elementary character. The Primary Schools iu Cher

Stanley, Thomas E. Stanley, and Thomas D. Yocura, St. and at Sixth and Noble Su., will be contiuu

f2.10 e.ach, vol. 53; from Joseph Hall, Agent, lo., for under their former efficient management.
Isaac Walker, Abraham Cowgill, Samuel S. Cowgill,

|
Further information may be obtained upon appllc

Simon O. McGrew, and Nathan Satterthwaite, $2.10 Hqu to the Treasurer of the Committee,
each, vol. 53; from Abner Eldridge, lo., $2 10, vol. .53, i James Smkdley, No. 415 Market St.

and for Alexander L. McGrew, $2.10, vol. 53, and M.
A. Fritchman, $2.10, to No. 19, vol. 54; from Daniel -,

—

—

„ , , ^, . r

Williams, Agent O., for Mary A. Mitchell, Mary Ann I Died, in Chesterfield, Ohio, Seventh

HoUoway, John C. Hoge, Sarah Purviance, Stephen
Hobson, Maria Walker, Mary J. French, Branson

1879, William C. Williams, in the 70th year of

_^^^^^ ^ „...^.,.,^„. „. ^ age, a member of Chesterfield Monthly Meetin<

well, Joseph Bailey, Mary Chandler, Wi'lliam L^ . . , ,
. .,

ton, Asa Branson, Jacob Hollow.ay, Juliann H. Branson, !

[The following notice ha,s been received from a _
and Joseph H. Branson, $2.10 each, vol. 53; for Ann tant subscriber, and a contributor to our columns. 1

H. Bacon, N. J. #2.10, vol. 53; from Rebecca S. deceased, we believe, w:i.s not a member of the Sock

Conard, Sen., Pa., $2.10, vol. 53, and for George T. of Friends, but she appears to have been one of

Satterthwaite, $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Mary Ann Baldwin, general assembly and church of the hrst born, wf

Pa., $2.10, vol53; from Finley Hutlon, W. Philada., na">es .are written in Heaven.—Ed.J

$2.10, vol. 53, and for Mary H. Fritchman, O., $2.10, I^'fD'^' ^an Leandro^ California, on the 10th of i

vol. 53; from Mary B. Clement, N. J., per Samuel P. month, 18/9, Ella R Dsiver, only remaining dau-

Leeds, $2.10, vol. 53; from Elijah Kester, Md., $2.10, ter of Thomas and Helen Driver, aged 18 years an.

vol. 53; from John H. Dillingham, City, $2, vol. 53; d^ys- This dear youth was led through the differ

from Jesse H. Garrett, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53^ from Thomas stages of con^mption of which she died, to experiei

Wilbur, N. Y., $2, vol 53; for John W. Buzby, N. J.,
I

to her great joy, in an unusnal degree, the mig

$2.10, vol. 53; from Benjamin Sheppard, N. J., $2.10, Power ot Divine gr.ice to save to the uttermost an.

yol.53; for Elizabeth Balderston, Md., $2.10, vol. 53 ;,
transport her affections from all that is ^irthlv i,

from Job Bacon, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; for Elnathan those that are heavenly ;
so that she, with Paul, desi

Roberts, N. J., $2.10, vol 53; from Asa Garretson, to depart and be with Christ, which no doubt is to

Agent, O., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Rachel Green, Lydia
,

" far better ;
leayi ig her frienas in the blessed as-

H?Bailey, Jesse Bailey, Jesse K.Livezey, John Thomas- 'aice of her acceptance into tl.ose mansions of bl

son, Joseph Doudna, Joseph W. Doudna, Rebecca through^ Jesus Chnst our Lord^and^ly^avjour.

W. Bundy, Aaron Frame Ann Eliza Wilson, George WILLIA\rH7'"piLE, PRINTERr"
Tatum, Francis Davis, Esther bears, William Stanton, „ . .,. , . q, „,
John S. Davis, RobeA Plummer, Dr. Ephraim Wil-

'

^o. 422 Walnut Street.

^'
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Gospel Miaistry—Revelation.
(Continued from page 25.)

.gain, thou claimest no authority for preach-

the gospel by moans of a call thereto from
1; hence friend T liovv wilt thou man-
1 to escape the censure placed upon some
merly who professed to be ministers of the

•d, and to speak in his name, where He
lared that he had never sent them? It is

faith that there can be do true Gospel
lister, e.Kcept those who are called of God :

is it not as the apostle said that no mun
eth this honor unto himself, but he that
ailed of God as was Aaron. Heb. v. 4. For
were called all the ministers of Christ in

[y times ; nor does it appear that there can
saints except they are called to be such.

n. i. 1, 6, 7 ; 1st Cor. i. 1, 2, &c., throagh-
the whole Bible. But alas thou hast at-

iptod a way for escape from reprehension,
doing not a little injustice to thy only rule

aith and practice ; for when I referred thee

,he call of the Saviour and to his promises
his ministers, that he would be to them
nth and wisdom, and that ho would give
,hera the Spirit of Truth that should guide
m into all Truth, thy reply was, that thosj
mises were made to the aposiles, and ended
h the apostles! Thus attempting to maim
strike off from the Holy Scriptures with
own hands a great part of thtfir principal

1 efficient excellencies; not only as to the
ing and true anointing of a Gospel min-
T, but also as relates to the blessed means
minted of the Lord to enable all men to be
ristians

;
for as without Him and his immo-

le help by his 8pirit we can do nothing:
vs said one of his apostles, '• The anointing
ich ye have received ofHim abideth in you,
I ye need not that anj- man teach you but
'this same anointing teacheth you of all

Sgs," &c. Ist John ii.27.

j

do not recollect that any were called upon
lany rightful authority in Scripture times
)rove their profession of immediate Reve-
on, or gifts of the Spirit, by the working
miracles; but I do recollect what the test

i in the days of the ancient prophets, viz :

heir prophecies were proved to be true, by
fulfilment of what they foretold, they
uld be accounted true prophets. And so
h us in the present time; for it is not a
inge thing for ministers, in the exercise of

their gifts, in the " true light" to see and to

speak of hidden things and things to come
which preaching stands subject to the same
test as above alluded to, as I presume it did

in the early Christian Church; but as then,

so in the church under our name, there are

different gifts by the same Spirit; some are

led more to exhortation, and some to doctrine,

and others to the states and conditions of

those present. But all must be communicated
in love and meekness and in the savor of life;

and the hearers are authorized to j ndge agree-

ably to the usage of the primitive times, " Lot
the prophets (or ministers) speak two or

three, and let the others judge."—Ist Cor.

xiv. 29.

Thus far my friend have I briefly noticed

tho calling and spiritual qualifications of a
Gospel minister; which subject was the main
topic of our conversation ; but I would take
the liberty of subjoining a few considerations

on tho subject of the internal manifestations

of the light of Christ, or the Spirit of G )d

upon the hearts of all men, showing unto thom
the evil of their ways, and inviting and draw-

them unto God and to acts of righteous-

I
;—often called the Grace of God, repre-

sented as a principle, because it teacheth men
the denial of ungodliness and worldly lusts,

od to live in a righteous and godly manner.
This light and spirit, then, is a Heavenly gift

distinct from man's natural conscience, for

the natural conscience may become an evil

one, through a wrong tradition, or through
an abuse of it, for it is susc-jptiblo of being
icted upon by evil as well as good, even by
the many voices in the world; and all these

may be included in two classes, the evil and
the good.

And I pi'esume that it is believed by all

good men, that there is an evil spirit, and that
thi.s evil spirit can act immediately upon the
conscience or mind of man, by way of tempt-
ing or leading him to evil, and enticing him
to disregard the law of God, and that for the
purpose of destroying him. And it is also as

ationally and as fully believed, inasmuch as

God who made him, gave him all the percep-
tions which at tho first he possessed, that He
can act immediately by his own spirit, on the

conscience or mind of man, by way of leading
him to "good, in order to save him. And it

will also be admitted that God's power is

greater than the power of the Devil, and that
his love is very great toward man. Who,
then, that has the least understanding of his

attributes, will believe Him to have given up
and abandoned all internal and immediate
visitations and government of the heart of his

creature man, into tho possession and hands
of his enemy? For, if the enemy have the

sole undisturbed possession of his heart, he
can easily entice him to evil, even to disbelieve

the Scriptures, and to disbelieve in God, as

well as in all the means that God has provided
for his deliverance from his enemy's hands.

And when this enemy is in man's heart, it is

full of darkness, because ho is the prince of
darkness, and therefore he cannot see whither
he goeth, nor what he doeth. But when God
is in his heart, he is full of light, because God
is light, and in Him is no darkness at all : so
that now, having this light in him, ho seeth
things as they are, whether in him. or around
him in the world. But if God come not in,

through men's resistance, by taking sides with
the enemj', then the enemy's victory would
be easily obtained, and th;it mm, if he coa-
tinuo to resist his M. iker, cannot bo saved!
And if the enemy can so far succeed, through

his own suggestions and through the sugges-
tions of men of influence, as to make men
wholly to disbelieve and disregard tho witness
f)r God in their hearts, he will effdctually suc-

ceed in establishing his rule and reign in tho
heart of man, where the sceptre of God ought
to prevail, and He to have the dominion there.

These arguments are not only c )rroborated

by a vast amount of Scripture testitnony, but
by tho experience of good men. And there
is probably not a rational man, but will ac-

knowledge, if he speak the truth, that ho has
been reproved for sin by something within
him; and this, beyond all Christian disputa-

tion is the Spirit of God, which tho Saviour
has told us does reprove the world of sin.

—

What a grievous thing it is—what an incal-

culable evil in the world, for the leaders of the
people to try to persuade them that this Re-
prover is but a mere natural conscience, or
light of nature, or the result of tradition; the
effect of which is to dishonor and dispirago
the gift of God ; for inasmuch as it is a mani-
festation of God's displeasure against evil and
the author of it, it is the same that will,

through the obedience of faith, teach them of
all which is good, and what is their duty to

do, and will give thom strength to do it, and
to become the children of God, by receiving

him who is the Light and Saviour of the

world, " the Way, the Truth and the Life" for

to as many as receive him, as such, to them
He gave power to become the children of

God.
(To be coDcUided.)

Dominio H. was one of the old-time circuit

riders, whose rough exterior and somewhat
non society ways, often obscured his real

goodness of heart. One day ho was caught
in a shower in Illinois, and going to a rude
cabin near by, he knocked at the door. A
sharplooking old dame answered his sum-
mons. He asked for shelter. "I don't know
you," she replied, suspiciously. "Remember
the Scriptures," said the dominie, "

' Be not

forgetful to entertain strangers, for thereby
some have entertained angels unawares.'

"

"You needn't say that," quickly returned the

other ;
" no angel would come down here with

a big quid of tobacco in his mouth !" She
shut tho door in his face, leaving the good
man to tho mercy of the rain and his own re-

flections.
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Travelling in the Desert of Sinai.

A dragoman, a waiter, a cook, sixteen

Bodawin and sixteen camels loaded with bag-

gage, chicken and turkey coops, water-barrels,

tents, bedding, all sorts of provisions, and a

cooking apparatus, form the caravan for four

passengers. The journey lasts thirty days

from Suez to Gaza or Hebron, via Sinai and
Nakhl, and costs each passenger a little over

two pounds (SIO) per daj'. Some go only to

Mount Sinai and back again to Suez, which
takes three weeks. Others take the route to

Akabah, Petra, and the Dead Sea, which is

more interesting, but requires from fortj' to

forty-five days, and an extra backsheesh of

ten pounds per person for permission of the

Bedawin to pass through Petra. We could

not take this route because of war among the

Bedawin tribes, and thus missed the pleasure

of seeing the Gulf of Akabah, the wonderful

rock-hewncityof Petra, and ascending Mount
Hor, where Aaron died.

The camel is an awkward, ugly, unclean,

stupid, and ill-tempered animal, and looks like

personified misery and discontent. But it is

truly " the ship of the desert," and admirably
adapted for its use on the boundless ocean of

sand from the Nile to the Euphrates. It has

needed no repair since the days of Abraham,
and could not be improved by anj' invention

in navigation. No horse or donkey would
answer the purpose. The camel has the repu-

tation of pa'ient endurance and passive sub-

mission, which some, however, denj', or regard

as mere stupidity. It carries the heaviest

burdens on its single or double hump, which

dashing horse. The Bible mentions the camel

only incidentally, though in a way that im-

plies its great usefulness; while the horse is

described with glowing colors and honored

with eloquent eulogy (Job xxxix. 19-25.)

The programme of travel is the same for

thirty or forty days. Before sunrise the

camels begin to growl and the Bedawin to

quarrel about the baggage. We get up ;
offer

our prayers, eat our breakfast, consisting of

coffee, bread and butter, and omelette or boiled

eggs, while the tents are taken down, and the

camels loaded amid much noise and clamor
;

we take a morning walk or at once mount
our beast. At noon we stop for lunch and
enjoy an hour's rest, lying under the shadow
of a rock or the 'umbrella, or like Elijah under
a juniper bush, or a tree of shittim-wood—of

which the ark was built. If there is no
natural shelter within reach, the dragoman
spreads a small tent to protect us against the

scorching heat. Then another ride of two or

three hours till in the distance we see the

white tenls which have been erected by the

Bedawin in charge of the baggage camels, two
for the four passengers, one for the dragoman
and cook. It is a delightful sight, after a

weary ride of seven or eight hours over a dis-

tance of twenty-five miles of sand and rock.

Then begins the enjoyable part of the day.

We throw ourselves down upon the iron bed-

stead, for it is the only place where we can
stretch our limbs and rest our backs. In about
half an hour the bell rings for dinner, and it

tastes as good as on any table d'hote in Europe.
Hunger is the best cook. We get soup, two

murings and ingratitude of the Israelites, an^

the greatness, the paiience and endurance c

Moses. Many objections of modern skeptic

against the truthfulness of the Peniateuc
are at once removed by a knowledge of th

geography and the mode of life among th

present Arabs. The frequent Scripture all

sions to the refreshing fountains of the Deser
the palm-tree, the shadow of a rock, themai
na, receive new force. No man can encam
at 'Ayiin-Musa, Wady Ghurundel, and Wad
Tai3nbeh, without reading with tx peculis

sensation even the simple words, "And the

came to Elim, where were twelve wells (

water and threescore and ten palm-trees; an

they encamped there by the waters." E
XV. 27.

And what is Christian life, after all, bat
repetition on a higher key of the story i

Israel : a deliverance from the bondage of si

and death, and a passage through the desei

and over the Jordan to our heavenly homei
rest and peace.

—

Sch'iff's Through Bible Land

is its natural pack-saddle. Its very name courses of meat, eggs, potatoes, rice and beans,

means burden bearer. Itcan travel five (some nuts, and an ever-welcome orange for dessert,

say nine or even fifteen) days in scorching with a cup of tea. But the bread becomes
beat without water, and resort to its inside stale, the water insipid, the orange dry, and
tank or cistern, which, at the sacrifice of its thochiekens and eggs give out as we approach

own life, has saved the life of many a travel- Ithe end of the journey. After dinner we fill

ler. It lives on barley, dry beans, and chop- up our journal, stud}' the map, read the Bible

ped straw while in camp, and on the prickly jand guidebook, and then go to bed. The
thistles and thorns of the wilderness, which, iBedawin with ihecamels lie a few yardsfrom
much to the annoyance of the rider, it snatches

I

us encamped on the ground around a fire and

from the wayside and leisurely chews as a I watch our tenls. They smoke and chat and
positive luxury. It supplies its master with 'quarrel till all fall asleep under the bright

milk, fuel, sandals, and garments; and having 'stars.

done its duty, it leaves its bleached skeleton A journey through the wilderness is no

in the arid waste as a landmark to future pleasure trip. It costs more for discomforts

travellers. With peculiar gurgling growls orithan we pay for comforts in civilized lands,

sighs of protest, unlike the sounds of any The romance of camp-life among the wild

other animal, the camel goes down on itslBedawin lies in anticipation and reminiscence,

knees in four distinct motions, till it lies on rather than actual experience. The intense

its belly; growling it receives its burden ;
I heat, the vile insects, the growling of camels,

growling it gets up by several jerks, first on ithe barbarous habits of the Arabs, the occa-

the hind-legs, then on the front-legs, so that sional sand-storms, and the many inevitable

the rider is violently pitched forward and inconveniences, take away the rainbow color

then as violently jerked backward, and must
hold fast to the saddle or be thrown down on
the sand. ' Once started, the beast moves
with long strides on its soft, spongy feet,

steadily and noiselessly forward as under a

painful sense of duty, but without the least

interest in the rider. A primitive wooden

from the poetry'. The journey is a weariness

to the flesh from beginning to end, and ought
not to bo attempted except by persons of

vigorous constitution.

And yet it impresses itself more dee])ly on
the memory than most parts of an Eastern
journey. It is instructive to the geologist,

frame serves as a saddle, and the mattress or|the botanist, the archajilogist, and the Bibl

pillow on which wo sleep at night is thrown jcal student. It is a great satisfaction to pass

over the route of the Israelites on their wayover it as a seat. The swinging motion higl

in the air is disagreeable and makes us a little

seasick, but we gradually get used to it. To
break t-he monotony and the fatigue we change
our position, now riding as on horseback, now
crossing the legs like the Arabs, now sitting

on one side and then on the other. I parted

to the land of promise, and to ascend the

mount from which God made his greatest

revelation before the coming of Christ. It

brings the early Bible history nearer and
makes it clearer to us. It imparts a life and re

ality to the books of Exodus, Leviticus, Num
th the " Djemel" at Gaza not without a cer-bers, and Deuteronomy, which they never

tain admiration and respect, and j'ct I was j had before. It enables us to understand and
glad to exchange it for the noble, spirited, and appreciate the trials and sufferings, the mur-

For "The Friend'

,
" Train up a child in the way he shonid go."

I was interested and instructed by the cq

versation of an honest old German, now :

the 75th year of bis age, who came to tb

country about 50 years ago. He spoke of
business difiiculties, and the little profit I

was able to draw from his employment, owii
to sharp competition, and the unscrupulo
use of poor material and inferior workma:
ship in others with whom he had to compel
But the good old man dwelt with much sat

faction on the honest and worthy charact
of his children; who were making a rcput

ble living, and would not see him suffer f

want, if the time should ever come in whii

he needed their assistance.

This good character of his offspring was
result that might be expected from the cai

ful and prudent training they received wh'

young. At that critical period of their livi

he had exercised a vigilant oversight. Th
were not permitted to remain out in the eve

ings later than 9 o'clock, and were expect
to report how the time had been spent, d

ing their absence from the home circle.

One incident he related which exemplifi

the good effect of his wife's assistance in tra

ing up the children in the way they shot

go. She had sent one of the boys, when
little child, to a grocery store on an errai

and on his return she observed that he ha(

lump of sugar. To the question, as to hi

it came into his possession, he replied tl

the woman at the grocery store gave
hiro. She took the boy with her and at or

went to the store, and "learned that the su|

had not been given him, but that he h ~

taken it without askfng, and then told a "

about it. For this double crime ho
severly chastised ; and the lesson thus tauj

hira was effectually learned, and he was ne'

known again to transgress the rules of h
esty.

On another occasion, one of their boys, w
was working in a jeweller's establishmt

was asked by a neighboring woman to br

her from the shop a little rouge to polish

article of jewelry belonging to her. 1

mother heard the request, and at once <

phatically forbid her son from bringing a
thing from the shop for any body.
Now that these boys have become mid(

aged men, they continue to walk in the p
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honesty in which thoy were brought up. I

mpatbised with the old man in his honest
joicing over the character of his children

;

id thought his experience might convey en-

lurageraent to others on whom similar re-

oneibilities in the care of the young are now
sting. J.

" For Tlio Friend "

tracts from the Diary and letters of Ebwiczcr Worth.

(ContiDaed from page 26.)

Tunessassa, 2(1 mo. .

'o Robert Scottin*

Dear Friend,— It is with, a degree of plea-

ire that I feel disposed to make an attempt
answer thy acceptable letter. I have often

ought of thee since thou left Tunessassa,

d when on my visit to Chester county last

nter, I thought there was no person, ex-

pting ray near relations, that I felt a much
ronger desire to see. After I left thee at

)S. Battey's and returned to Tunessissa, I

times felt lonesome and thought if I had
obert to consult and spend my evenings
'th, it would afford mo much satisfaction

;

the same time I think I could not have
3sired thee to have been out of thy ])ropcr

ace on my account. Dear friend, I think I

ftve at times been favored to feel it a very
nportant thing to know our proper places,

d to be in them; it is there we can serve

ir Divine Master most acceptably, and ox-

3rience the precious reward of peace, which
ihope has been thy experience since thy re

pn to tbj' friends, and may be the happy
Spcrienee of us all. We have had a trying

jme, part of this last summer, contending with
aat distressing evil, intemperance. There
[ere a number that made some use of ardent
;)irit8 who bad been previously, for anything
know, entirely temperate. * * * I some-
mes felt an inclination to put the law in

jrce against such as sold the article to the
ndians, but when I felt more composed, and
ly mind more favored, it did not feel as if it

ras required of me, but rather to look unto
[im who had power to preserve from this

readful evil, and to labor with those who
lade use of ardent spirits. I also talked with
hose who retailed the article, of the sinful-

ess of the business in which they were en-

aged. Our trouble in regard to intemper-
nce I think has in a degree abated ; may the

raise be to Him who in his mercy continues
3 look down with pity on his poor, helpless,

ependent creature, man. * * * Moses
'ierce's wife (of Cornplanter's reservation)

^as buried on First day the 10th, the disease

ras supposed to be consumption ; she ap-
eared to make a good end. I understood
he said she felt ready and willing to die, and
jnged to be with her Divine Master. It has
een said that Charles Obail was prejudiced

gainst education on account of Henry's turn-

ng out so badly and making such poor use of

is [school learning.] In conversation with
!harles a few days ago, he expressed himself,

8 it was interpreted to me, in this way, " he
ras willing their children should be educated
that they might grow up to be useful ;" he

Iso said that he thought their religion and
ustoms would soon bo done away, and that
le hoped their children might be good Chris
ians. He has shown quite an interest in the
upport of the school, and when I have been

* An esteemed minister of the Society of Friends,
'ho, with his friend Jos. Elkinton, had resided some
irae among the Indians at and near Tunessassa.

there, he has frequently come and sat awhile
in the school. E. Pierce is the teacher, he

seems to take quite an interest in the school,

and in the subject of education amongst the

Indians generally. I understand he spoke in

one of their largo meetings at Cold Spring on
that subject; he keeps pretty good order in

bis school, and the children appear to be im-

proving. The school at Cold Spring has been
better attended. The Indians in this neigh-

borhood are not making as much improvement
as I could desire. Owen Blacksnake told me
to day he wanted to keep near to the white
people in the way of improvement. The In-

dians generally are getting along pretty com-
fortably as to provisions. 1 have sometimes
thought the improvement on the upper end
of the reservation exceeded that on any other.
* * * visited this reservation with a

minute from his Monthly Meeting, expressing

a concern he felt to aid in the improvement
of the condition of the natives. * * * j

think Monthly Meetings should weigh such
subjects well before they move much more in

them. * * * *

In sincere love I remain thy friend,

Ebenezer Worth.
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

I am tired of hearing so much said about
progression and higher life, putting the Scrip-

tures before the Spirit, and long prayers in-

structing the Lord what to do. Now, if we
as a church are wiser and better than early

Friends, or even our forefathers, where are

the fruits ? I am now over eighty years of age,

and can well remember that fifty and sixty

years ago Friends took their children to meet-
ing in the middle of the week. That was
before this new-fangled notion got among us

that every converted person will make it

manifest by a public confession, by singing or

prayer; and before wo encouraged the young
folks to say in our meetings " they love

Jesus." Now what shall we say to these

things? It won't do to get discouraged, for

that won't bring peace. 1 try to bear all this

and more, for i love to go to meeting, and
believe divine worship to be the most solemn
act our minds can be engaged in.

Joseph Cook.

Moderate Drinking.—I wish to relate one
little incident to illustrate my point. At a

meeting in a large town in Pennsylvania,

at the close of a lecture, a gentleman rose and
was announced as Judge So-and-so—Judge of

the Quarter Sessions. He said :
" Ladies and

gentlemen, before the audience is dismissed

I wish to say a few words in defence of my-
self and the class I represent. Now it is very

hard to have it publici}' stated that I set a

bad example. Now 1 am a moderate drinker
;

everybody knows me. I take it at home, 1

take it abroad. I am a moderate drinker—

a

respectable moderate drinker. Whoever saw
me the worse for drink ? If young men fol-

lowed my example they would be as I am,
respectable and respected. 1 challenge the

country to say whether my example is a bad
one. Let young men follow my example
and they will be as 1 am." A man in the

audience cried out, " Give it to him, old man,
give it to him. Put a header on him." Some
one said, "Put the man out," and a gentle-

man said, " No, let the man remain : he is the

only son of the Judge—his only son tried to

follow his example, and there is the result.

He is so drunk that he would disturb a re-

spectable meeting." And 1 toll you, every
man from the beginning who has become a
drunkard has become so by trying to be a
odcrate drinkerand failing.

—

John B. Gough.

For "The Friend."

Summer Peiifillings.

The Rdigious Training of Children.—There
is scarcely a truth more real and selfevident
than that parents and teachers

" Are bound to cast the minds of youth
Betimes into the mould of heavenly truth.

That taught of God they may indeed be wise,

Nor, ignoranlly wandering, miss the skies."

The Society of Friends has ever considered
it a primary duty in parents to direct the
minds of their children to the saving grace of
the Lord Jesus within them, as their infalli-

ble instructor and guide into all truth. This,

they are assured will, as given way to, oflfec-

tually preserve from the false allurements and
contaminating influences that are in the world,
teach them all things as it is duly heeded,

and lead into the straight and narrow way
unto everlasting life. And it is in pro])ortion

as parents themselves come to believe in, and
to rely upon the light, spirit and power of

Christ Jesus revealed in the heaii as the

primary rule of Aiith and practice, that they
can bo instrumental in directing their precious

and very responsible charge thereto, as to a
Treacher not to be set in a corner ; as our
Emmanuel, God toith us ; as the Word nigh in

the heart; as the light of life; as "the true

Light, which lighteth every man thatcometh
into the world."

To have this fundamental doctrine truly

recognized, seems to be the onl3r waj' to keep
things in due subordination or in their right

places. TheHoly Scriptures themselves, help-

ful, invaluable, ^nd precious beyond all price

as they unquestionably are, are regarded, as

their own records teach, as of secondary au-

thority, and as directing to Christ of whom
they so abundantly testify; " that the man of

God may be perfect" through coming to Him,
yea, thoroughly furnished for every good word
and work. Ttie exercise of the ministry too,

designed to be promotive of the same end,

should aim to direct people to the Saviour and
Bishop of their souls, that, through His day-
spring and anointing power from on high,

they may be led out of darkness into his mar-
vellous light, and from the dominion of Satan
to that of God.

Is it not after this manner that parents

should endeavor to train up their children in

the fear of the Lord, which is the beginning

of wisdom ; and in his new covenant of light

and life unto usefulness in the occupancy of

the talents committed? As fathers and mo-
thers are themselves thus engaged to hallow

the Lord in their own hearts, and to have
them dedicated in love and allegiance to Him,
they will proportionally experience the in-

dispensable need to

"exert a prudent care,

To feed their children's minds with proper fare."

They will not onlj- seek after and to teach

with a better wisdom than their own; not

only watch over and restrain, as short-coming

Eli failed to do ; not only by a consistent godly

life and conversation seek to win them to the

truth as it is in Jesus; but they will oft be

engaged lovingly to commit the entrusted

lambs, with earnest pleading hearts, to that
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tender Shepherd's caro whose heritage chil-

dren are : and who, under a less perlect cov-

enant, commanded to teach the children to

observe to do his law, saying: " For it is not
a vain thing for j'ou ; because it is your life," &c.

It is in this way only, we apprehend, that
the responsible duties inseparable from the
parental relation can be duly discharged
And oh I that such might seek often to get to

the watch-towers, there to " hearken dil

gently with much heed" for the still sinal

voice Of the Lord omnipotent, concerning the
religious training of their dear children. Then
might we hope that the hearts of the fathers
would be more turned to the children, and
the hearts of the children to their lathers;
and, with the l)lessing of heaven, the joj'ful

promise be fulfiled :
" That our sons may be

as plants grown up in their youth ; that our
daughters may be as corner-stones, polished
after the similitude of a palace."

A Child's Prayer Answered.—In 1842, I

knew a poor family, the mother of whom
taught her boy of about five years old to pra3'.

At one time they were out of food and knew
not where to get any, as there wore no near
neighbors, and the child found his mother
weeping, over their situation, fearing they
would starve. With the utmost simplicity
and confidence he said :

" Why no, mother,
wo will not starve. I have been praying to

the Lord to send us food, and I know He
will. Now don't cry, mother, we'll get food
somehow, for the Lord will send it." The
little boy was more confident than his mother
that the Lord would help them, and sure
ODOugb, the next day some friends living 14
miles away, who knew nothing of their

i

sent distress, made thom a visit with a largo
wagon load of substantial provisions which
thoy gave them, as they knew they were
rather poor, and those things might not come
amiss. I knew that boy and some of his rel;

lives quite well, and in 1874, was told by his

uncle, that ho grevv up to bo a good and
worthy Christian man, and at one time was
at the head of a school in a western State. His
sisters, of whom there were several, were all

well married and settled in life. Why should
not such a child's prayer be answered as well
as the prayer of older persons? Jt is the
Omnipotent God who appointed prayer as a
means of grace, who observes the needy, trnsl-

ing ones who call on Him for help, through
the merits of his Son our Saviour, and prayers
are being answered in thousands of instances
every day, of which the world hears or cares
nothing.

—

B. M. Genung in Chris. Standard.

The Banger of Yielding to Sin.—When Cap-
tai n Cook went on his survej' round the world,
there was attached to the expedition, in the
capacity of naturalist, a learned Swede named
Solander; and when a party from the ships
landed in Patagonia, Dr. Solandor accom-
panied them. It was in the depth of winter,
and a cold south wind, accompanied with
driving snow, surprised the explorers at a
distance from their encampment. Dr. Solan-
dor called the party round him. " 1 have had
some experience of this," said ho, "in my
own country, and you have had none; attend
to my advice, for upon it depends your lives.

We must resolutely set our faces to get back
to the encampment ; we must do this without
stopping, for the danger lies iu falling asleep.

I warn you that tho men, as their blood grows

cold, will ask to be allowed to rest ; do not
permit them for one moment: urge them,
urge them wi^h blows, urge them with the

bayonet if necessary. The wish to stop is

the first symptom of the blood refusing to

circulate ; to yield to it is death."
The party moved on. Tho wind blew, and

the snow fell, and the frost cut them through
and through ; but stout English hearts held

on still. There was no prayer for rest ; there
was no wish to stop, or, if there was, it was
suppressed and kept under by a firm strong
will, until at last, to the surprise of all, the
Swedish doctor himself asked for a halt; only
for five minutes, he said, and they would all

get on so much better after it. Tho lieutenant
in command of the party paused a moment,
but be recollected the doctor's own earnest
admonitions. "No," said he; 'urge him on,

drive him on, beat him if necessar}'; do not
let him stop for one moment, or he dies."

The doctor expostulated ; but tho men had
their orders, and acted upon them. He storm-
ed, but British discipline was far beyond the
reach of his anger. Swedish temper is some-
what of tho shortest, and the doctor, grasp
ing his polo, laid about him stouti}', beating
this man, p-ishing at another, kicking a thli'd.

Still the men drove him on, till at last, his

blood being got into circulation by his own
exertions and the energy of his friends, he
awoke to a sense of his danger, and lived to

thank his companions for the rough but salu-

tary remedy, and to confess that ho owed his

'ifo to tho steadiness of British discipline and
he hearty thwacks of British oak. How
aptly illustrative is this of tho insidiousness
of sin, and of tho need of the soul to be kept
'ive to its terrible danger!

—

Newland.

DREAMING AT FOURSCORE.
She^its in the gathering twilight

In her well-worn rocking-chair,
With the snow of life's long winter

In the meshes of her hair.

She dreams of the little children
Who left her long ago.

And listens for their footsteps

With the longing, mothers know.

She hears them coming, coming !

And her heart is all elate

At the patter of little footsteps

Down by the garden gate.

The clatter of children's voices
Comes merrily to her ears,

And she cries in her quivering treble,
" You are late my little dears !"

And then, they are hero beside her
As she had them long ago

—

Susie, and Ben, and Mary,
And Ruthie, and little Joe.

And her heart throbs high with rapture
As each fond kiss is given,

And the night is filled with mnsic.
Sweet as her dreams of lieaven.

Such wonderful things they tell her !

A nest in the apple-tree;
And the robin gave them a scolding
VoT climbing up to see !

A wee white lamb in the pasture^
A wild rose on the hill

—

And such a great ripe strawberry
As Joe found by the mill

!

She listens to all their prattle.

Her heart abrim with rest.

She's queen in a little kingdom.
Each child a royal guest.

Queen ? 'Tis an empty title

!

More than a queen is she

;

Mother of young immortals,
Who gather at her knee.

She brings their welcome supper.

And they sit down at her feet

Tired, and hungry, and happy.
And she laughs to see them eat.

Then she smooths the yellow tangles.

With a mother's patient hand,
While she tells some wonderful story

Of the children's fairy-land.

Then a quiet comes about her,

Solemn, and still, and deep,
,And she says in her dreamy fancies,

" The children are fast asleep."

Yes, fast asleep, poor mother.
In their beds so low and green

;

Daisies and clover blossom
Each face and the sky between.

Christian Union.

Selected

A LITTLE WHILE.
What is this that He saith ?

" It is but a little while,"

And trouble and pain and death
Shall vanish before His smile.

" A little while," and the load
Shall drop at the pilgrim's feet,

Where the steep and thorny road
Doth merge in the golden street.

But what is this that He saith ?

" A little while," and the day
Of the servant that laboreth

Shall be done forever and aye.

O the truth that is yet untold

!

O the songs that are yet unsung

!

O the sufferings manifold,

And the sorrows that have no tongue

!

O the helpless hands held out,

And the wayward feet that stray

In the desolate p.aths of doubt,

And the sinner's downward way !

For a silence soon will fall

On the lips that burn for speech.

And the needy and poor that call,

Will forever be out of reach.

' For the work that ye must do.

Before the coming of death.

There remaineth, O faithful few,

But a little while. He saith."

Providence and Potatoes.— It is a ble

thing to trust in tho good providence of Go
but those who trust the most implicitly ah
work the most faithfully. God giveth tl ;;

increase; but Paul must not leave off plan k-

ing, nor ApoUos watering, on that accoun
they can do all this, and then have pleni

left to trust in God for.

Tho man who trusts in God to do what tl

Lord has told him to do hiriiself, will find th

there is some misunderstanding about matte
somewhere. Faith and works should over

j \

together, and he who does his best is qr

trustful as he who is less faithful over tl tij

few things committed to him.
It is related that the celebrated Wch

preacher— Christmas Evans, was once d:

cussing the potato question with his thrift

diligent wife, and perhaps in a playful, b
still in a characteristic waj', said to her:

Catharine you never mind the potato© js

put your trust in Providence and all will

well."
'1 tell j-ou what we'll do, Christmas," i ].

plied Catharine; "you go and sit down
the top of Moelly Gest, waiting for Proi
dence, and I'll go and hoe the potatoes; ai

wo shall see to which of us Providence w
come first I"

Noah, Abraham, Moses, Gideon, Davi
Elisha, Daniel, Paul, Peter, Matthew, Jamt
John, and others whom the Lord chose, hone
cd, and blessed, were very busy, active me
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1 were, in most instances, called to the
rk of God when busily engaged in soculai

•suits;—keeping sheep, threshing wheat
wing the fields, guiding the State, receiv

taxes, catching fish, mending nets, and
h like active and useful occupations. From
midst of these labors they were called to

ver nations, lead armies, utter prophecies,

i save men.
Ve should have to look long befcu-e wo
Id find an elegant "gentleman of leisure"

the staff of the Captain of our Salvation
il, to be sure, was an educated man, but

was also a tent-maker, and was full of rest

energy, persecuting the saints even to

mge cities, when the Lord called him to

work.
'ray much, but work with all your might
ust in the Lord and do good; so shalt

;i dwell in the land, and verily thou shalt

3d."— The Church Union.

Religious Items, &c.

Ionian Catholic idea of human priesthood.—
the recent consecration of a Roman Catho-
Bishop at Hartford, Connecticut, a sermon
preached by one of the bishops, which

ed that the clergy were superior to the
pie Christians, and were workers of mira-

,
feeding thousands with celestial food ;

—

, the priest occujjies a middle place be-

en God and man. This is quite at variance
1 the language of the Apostle Peter, who
3 to the members of the church " scattered
lugh Pontus, Galalia, Cappadocia, Asia
Bithynia," " Ye also as lively stones, are

t up a spiritual house, a holy priesthood,

iffer up spiritual sacridces, acceptable to

by Jesus Christ." Again he addresses
n as " a chosen generation, a royal priest-

!," &c. In the Christian church there is

jriest to mediate between God and man
the Saviour himself, whom Paul describes

'a merciful and faithful high priest in

gs pertaining to God, to make reconcilia-

tbr the sins of the people."

•wish Convention.—A convention of repro-

ati ve Jews from various parts of the world
) meet shortly in Paris, to consider the
rests of their race. Committees are to re-

, on different subjects—one, on the schools,

agencies for the care of their youth in

iStinc; another, on the promotion of He-
V literature ; others, on the condition of
r people in Hussia, Turkey, Morocco and
la.

he Christian Advocate remarks respecting
convention:—"Thus this people retain
rdistinctexistenco through all these weary
irations, without having any land which
• can call their own."
n Instantaneous Judgment.—The Primitive
stian publishes the following incident fur-

ed by one of its correspondents—B. C.
maw

—

be following was related to me by a very
man, an eye witness to the scene, whose
city 1 have no reason to doubt

:

In the year 1822 at Amherst Court House,
the case of Eains against Mitchell, for

lid wages, was tried, and a fellow by the
e of Jordan llhodes was one of the wit-

es. Mitchell was a carpenter, and Rains
done some work for him in a subordinate
.city, for which ho could get no pay. Suit

g brought, Mitchell hired Rhodes, who
a clever but unprincipled character, to

ir that he had witnessed the payment of

the money. Barely had the last word escaped
his lips when he fell unconscious to the floor

the application of restoratives, revived him
but ho could never speak a word; to tho day
of his death he was dumb, and, in writing,
acknowledged the calamity as a judgment
sent upon him for his presumptuous and in

famous act of perjury."

Bibte in Mexico.—It is reported from Mexico
that tho Catholic Church authorities have
sanctioned tho printing and distribution ir

that country of tho New Testament in Spanish
A Mexico correspondent of The Methodist
writing of this, says it is looked upon as ont
of the most remarkable things that has oc
curred in that country for years, ami that it

will no doubt open the way to get tho Bible
without notes into tho hands of tho people
There seems to bo no essential difference be-

tween this translation and the one used by
Protestants. There are entire chapters with-
out a single note; and on many of the pas
sages especially relied upon by Rome to up-

hold her teachings, there are only a few brief
words. Some persons say that the funds
raised by the sale of the books go to build a
convent in London.

Chinese Methodists.—On the 3rd of 8th mo
a new chapel was opened at Oakland, Cali-

fornia, by the Methodist Episcopal Chinese
located there. Tho congregation had been
ncreasing in size till it became necessary to
build a larger place for worship. Some as
sistanco was rendered by Americans, but more
than one half of the expense was paid by the
Chinese themselves. Several of their native
preachers were present on the occasion.

^''
Natural History, Science, &c.

A Burning Coal Vein.— A fire in a col
liery is by no means an uncommon occur
ence in this or any other coal region; but
n most cases the flames are soon drowned
out, the water removed, and mining con-
tinued as before. It is only on rare occa-
sions that the flames make such headway (be-

fore being discovered) that they cannot be
extinguished in a few weeks by tho introduc
tion of water and steam. One of the most
nteresting and extensive fires ever known in

this country has been raging in a colliery in

Schuylkill county for nearly forty-five years.
Thousands of dollars have been spent in vain
endeavors to extinguish the fire, but at last

the idea was abandoned, and since tho begin-
ning of the war nothing has been done to
subdue tho conflagration, which rages with-
out interruption. Tho history of this mino is

very interesting, and, strange to say, although
hundreds of travellers visit the coal fields of
this and adjoining counties every year, hardly
any of them hear of this groat curiosity. The
vein that is burning is called the "Jugular,"
and tho surface crop was first worked in 1833
by Lewis E. Dougherty, at a place called
Coal Castle, one and a half miles west of what
s now known as Mount Laffee. The coal

takenoutwasofexcellentquality and tho mine
very productive. Where a drift is worked
above water level it is the custom to keep 'a

huge grate filled with burning coal just inside
the mouth, to keep the water in the gutters
from freezing. Such a grate was in operation
n the upper drift of Dougherty's mine in the
winter of 18-35. One Saturday night the
grate was filled with an unusually large quan-
ty of coal, and tho miners went to their

honies. On tho following Monday morning.

when the mino was visited, it was found to
be filled with flames. It is supposed that the
fire in the grate became communicated to the
timbers, and, moving along tho upper drift,

was, by means of an air-hole, carried into the
lower drift. At any rate, the coal in both
drifts was on fire when the men came to work,
and two of the miners recklessly wont in to
save their tools and never returned. Efforts
were made to extinguish the fire, but after
working with that object in view for several
weeks, Dougherty at last gave up all hopes,
and abandoning tho place, opened another
colliery about half a mi le west of it. During
the winter of 1856-57, John McGinnis, a well-

known resident of Pottsville, heard of the
large body of coal that lay near tho abandoned
mine, and concluded that some of it could bo
got out without reaching the fire. With that
in view he put in a slope on tho east side of
the vein and below the water level. Tho
work, however, progressed slowly, and owing
to the heavy masses of rock encountered was
very expensive. He was finally rewarded by
striking the "Jugular" vein at a point where
there was a deposit of coal so thick that two
or three miners could keep tho breaker going,
and, although it was worked for months, they
never succeeded in getting through it. Tho
coal proved to be first-class, and four hundred
yards of gangwaj' had been driven when the
miners began to complain of excessive heat,

and then McGinnis knew they were approach-
ing tho fire in the mine Dougherty had aban-
doned. This was about a year after the slope

had been started, and McGinnis saw that it

would bo necessary to open an air-hole. This
work began at once, but after driving twenty
or thirty yards the heat became so intense
that the workmen were almost suffocated, and
many of them refused to continue. By pay-
ing double wages, however, a number of men
were found willing to work in tho air-hole :

but some idea of the intense heat may be had
when it is stated that tho men worked per-

fectly naked, and were relieved every ton
minutes. After the air-hole had been opened
about fifty yards the heat became unbearable,
and the men fainted when exposed to it a
minute or two. Seeing that it was impossi-
ble to complete the air-hole, work in it was
given up, and at a fortunate time, for it was
afterwards discovered that if the hole had
been carried up a few yards further, it would
have struck the water on the upper level and
drowned every one in the mine. About this

time tho miners noticed that when a shot was
fired, and tho coal came rolling down in huge
masses, it was so warm that it could not be
comfortably handled. Every day the miners
expected to see tho firo break out, and at last,

on coming to work one morning they found
the gangway filled with smoke and flames.

As this was expected to happen sooner or
later, preparations had been made to ex-
tinguish tho fire, and the mine was soon filled

with water. This treatment had the desired
elfect, and when the water was pumped out
work was resumed. From this time forward
it was almost a continual fight with fire, and
no less than eight times was the colliery filled

with water and pumped dry again. The
nth time the colliery was filled with water,

the machinery got out of order and the pump
refused to work. As McGinnis had sunk all

his capital and could not raise enough money
to purchase nevv machinery, the mine was
abandoned in tho winter of 1859. The fire
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continued to burn until the barriers between

tlie mine were consumed and the timbers in

McGinnis' mine gradually rotted away, and

finally the slope caved in. From that time

until now the fire has continued without in-

terruption, and the coal has been consumed
for a half mile in every direction. The ground

has caved in in many places, leaving great

chasms that vary from fifty to one hundred

feet in depth. Travel over the burnt district

is exceedingly dangerous to any one not fa-

miliar with the country, for in many places

great holes are only covered by a shell of

burned earth three or four feet thick. M'

Ginnis states that even as familiar as he is

with the locality, he came very near losing

his life there a few years ago by falling through

the crust. He was crossing a portion of the

burnt field when he felt the earth giving way
under his' feet, and on starting to run for

firmer ground he sunk up to his armpits in

dry ashes and burned earth. Fortunately- he

managed, with the assistance of a friend, to

extricate himself and reach solid ground with-

out injury. Inhabitants of the region never

attempt to cross over the burning vein at

night. The oidy external evidence of the

great conflagration that is going on under-

neath the ground at that point, is the total

absence of vegetable life. Stones on the sur-

face of the ground are so hot that they can-

not be held, and snow is melted as fast as it

falls. During rainy weather the surround-

ing country is enveloped in dense clouds of

fog that rise from the overheated earth. The
fire has now burned across the top rock and

into a dirt vein of soft coal, where it may lust

for many years.

—

Pottsville Miners' Journal.

Travelling Rocks.—A strange scone, for ex-

ample, which came within my observation

last year, completely puzzled me at the time

and has done so over since. I was in Nova
Scotia in the fall, when one day mj' Indian

told me that in a lake close by all the rocks

were moving out of the water, a circumstance

which 1 thought not a little strange. How-
ever, I went to look at the unheard-of spec-

tacle, and, sure enough, there were the rocks

apparently all moving out of the water on to

dry land. The lake is of considerable extent,

but shallow and full of great masses of rock.

Many of these masses appear to have travelled

right out of the lake, and are now high and
dry, some fifteen yards above the margin of

the water. They have plowed deep and regu

larly defined channels for themselves. Yoi

may see them of all sizes, from blocks of, saj',

roughly speaking, six or eight feet in diamo
ter, down to stones which a man could lift.

Moreover, you find them in various stages of

progress, some a hundred yards or more from

shore, and apparently* just beginning to move;
others half-way to their destination, and others

again, as I have eaid, high and dry above the

water. In all cases there is a distinct groove

or furrow which the rock has clearly ploughed

for itself. 1 noticed one particularly good
specimen, an enormous block which lay some
yards above high-water mark. The earth

and stones were heaped up in front of it to a

lieight of three or lour feet. There was a

deep furrow, the exact breadth of the block,

leadingdown directlyfrom itinto the lake,and

extending till it was hidden from my sight by

the depth of the water. Loose stones and peb-

bles were piled up on each side of this groove

in a regular, clearly defined line. I thought

at first that I'rom some cause or other the

smaller stones, pebbles and sand had been

dragged down from above, and consequently

had piled themselves up in front of all the

large rooks too heavy to be removed, and had

left'a vacant space or furrow behind the rocks.

But if that had been the case the drift of mov-

ing material would of course have joined to-

gether again in the space of a few yards be-

hind the fixed rocks. On the contrary, these

grooves or furrows remained the same width

throughout their entire length, and have, I

think, undoubtedly been caused by the rock

forcing its way up through the loose shingle

and stones which compose the bed of the lake.

What power has set these rocks in motion it

is difiicult to decide. The action of ice is the

only thing that might explain it; but how ice

could exert itself in that special manner, and

why, if ice is the cause of it, it does not mani-

fest that tendency in every lake in every part

of the world, I do not pretend to comprehend.

My attention having been once directed to

this, I noticed it in various other lakes. Un-

fortunately my Indian only mentioned it to

me a day or two before I left the woods. I

had no time, therefore, to make any investi-

gation into the subject. Possibly some of

my readers raaj' be able to account for this,

to me, extraordinary phenomenon. — Lord
Dunraven in Nineteenth Century.

The Academy of the Natural Sciences.—At a

recent meeting of the Academy of Natural

Sciences, Dr. Leidy called attention to a

broken rose diamond set in a sleeve button.

While the wearer was recently sitting in the

sun, the diamond exploded with sufficient

force to drive one fragment into his hand and

another into his forehead. On examination

the explosion was thought to be due to the

expansion of a volatile liquid contained in a

cavity on one of the cleavage planes ofthe stone

The artificial culture of ostriches has be

come an important industry at the Cape of

Good Hope, the value of the annual yield of

feathers being estimated at 82,500,000. It has

been suggested that the business might profita-

bly be introduced into the United States, and

n response to the question, "Could ostriches

bo raised in the United States?" the Secretary

of the Smithsonian Institute says there is not

much doubt that the whole western slope of

the Pacific south of San Francisco, as also

portions of Arizona, and probably even Texas,

would serve for the cultivation of the ostrich.

THE FRIEND.
NINTH MONTH 13, 1879.

The other day I had an attack of neuralgia

in the face; it was as if fingers of fire were
feeling for every nerve, and it was so agoniz-

ing at times that I grasped the side of my
face with clenched hands and cried out. A
gentleman said to me, " Would you take a

table-spoonful of brandy if you knew it would
relieve you of that pain ?"' I was not long in

saying, " No." You may call that extra fanati-

cism, but I would not take a spoonful of brandy

to save my life. If I were to take a glass of

brandy to ease me of pain, it would injure my
influence for good ;

and a man who willingly

does that which will injure his influence for

good among his fellow-men, I hold, commits

a sin.

—

J. B. Gough.

'Well, madame," said John Newton to one

who was complaining of the imperfections of

others, "if there were a perfect Church on

earth, it would cease being so the moment
you and I entered it." And that remark still

ifias a pertinent application for those who, we
fear, will not apply it.

We have received the following commur
cation, referring to the case of the Friend wl

felt restrained from complj'ing with the i

quest to offer vocal prayer by the bedside of

sick woman, as mentioned on page 15 of o

journal.
' For The Friend.

On page 485 of the Journal of George P(

8 the following incident:
" We visited Friends and were visited 1

them at Cossel ; where, amongst others, car

a woman and brought her daughter for r

how well she was, patting me in niii

that when I was there before, she had broug

her to me, much troubled with the king's e;

and had then desired me to pray for her ; wh\

I did, and she mended upon it
;
praised be t

Lord."
I write this for the eye of the person w

was the subject of last week's Eiitorial

"The Friend." And though not wishing

call forth unfelt expression, to be instant

season and pray without ceasing are scripti

injunctions, and the prayer of the rightec

avails much.
William Penn wrote of George Fox tl

" the most awful, living, reverent frame I e

felt or beheld was his, in prayer." Let us

deavor to be equal to all the occasions of li

if we are not 'tis our fault, and not His, •' w

would have his sons and servants like h

self"
" On some fond brea-st the parting soul relies.

Some pious drops the closing eye requires."

8th mo. 24th, 1879.

On this we desire to remark, that wl

George Fox and all true Friends have e

believed in the efficac3' of that prayer wh
proceeds from the prompting-* of the Spiri

the heart, they have borne uniform testim'

against all vocal expression in the form

prayer which did not originate from t

source. Eobort Barclay does not hesitat<

stigmatize such offerings as " will-worsb

and "idolatry." The appropriateness of

last term will be more obvious if we cons

the meaning of the word, which is literall

the worship of images. When we altemp

offer pra3'er without the heart being rigl

influenced thereto, we do not really vvor^

the Father, who can be worshipped onl

spirit and in truth.

In the case referred to,- George Fox no dt

felt the Divine requirement to offer prayei

the restoration to health of the sick gir

he would not have ventured unbidden tc

proach the King Immortal, of whose niij

he had such an " awful, living, reverent" 8

as William Penn expresses. This is evidei

bj- another passage in his journal, wher
relates that in a meeting at Mansfield, or

the professors came to him and desired i

he would pray, "but," he says, "I coukj

pray in man's will."

John Richardson says that when he w
the Bermudas, at the house of Judge Sta.i

the judge sent a message desiring he wi

come and pray for him, before he went ai

To which John replied, " Tell the judge, a

if he will suffer us to come into bis room i

sit down and wait upon the Lord, as our i

ncr is in such a case as this, if it pleas I
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d to movo ns by his Holy Spirit to pray,

may; but if not, let not the judge take it

38, lor wo are willing to be at the Lord's

ig in all things." This deeply experi-

id minister did not presume to utter words

lout a sense of the Divine requiring ;
but

16 waited on the Lord, the same good

t that raised desires for his soul's welfare

e mind of the judge, enabled his servant

itercede on his behalf. For ho says, "The
was pleased in his love and by his

hty power to break in upon us, and also

1 my mouth in his gift of graoo and of

plication, in which gift, ardent and fervent

is went up to the Lord of heaven and

ih that He would send health and salva-

j.
to the judg.>, and also to all hia family,

! to all people far and near, that all ovory

ire might repent and come to the know-
re of the truih and be saved. The judge

ft aloud, and a mighty visitation it was to

[family."

naac Penington wrote a letter to one who
not understand why it was that he did not

Porm to the practice of other piofessors of

gion in his day, of offering prayer in his

ily at stated times. In this, he says:

lie Lord hath shown mo that prayer is his

to the child which He begets; and that it

ids not in the will or time or understand-

or affectionate part of the creature, but in

own begetting, which Ho first breathes

D, and then it breathes again towards Him;
that He worketh this at his own pleasure,

no time can bo set Him when He shall

ithe, or when He shall not breathe; and
b when Ho breathes, then is the time of

i'er."

I^e do not suppose that our correspondent
erstands the Scripture injunction—"Pray
lout ceasing"—to justify the offering of

I'ds without Divine life and authority ac-

ipanying, for such words are not true

yer; nor would he have considered it the

Y of Jeremiah to approach the Almighty
jti petitions for a rooellious people, aitor

siving the express command, " Pray not
1 for this people, neither lift up cry nor
per for them, neither make intercession

ue : for I will not hear thee." Jer. vii. 16.

ho c^chortation of the Apostle Peter

—

Itch unto prayer," throws some light on
I's advice to " pray without ceasing ;" and
on in connection with the beloved John's
snion that, " if we ask anything according
dis will. He heareth us;" we believe it

'lies, that wo should live in that watchful
e of mind in which our attention is turned
;the Light of Christ inwardly revealed
h desires to know the Divine will, and to

iive strength from the Lord to obey it

e we shall be instructed what to pray for

shall become fruitful in the field of offering
'his text has been sometimes misapplied
as to sanction formal petitions at stated

es, such as regularly saying ^'Graca" at

1e, and vocal prayer (so called) on all oc-

ons of a family gathering for reading the
lipturos and waiting on the Lord. Such
formances are often seen to be exceedingly
and lifeless by those whose ears are in

isure anointed to try words as the mouth
,eth meat. We well remember the instruo-

i conveyed on this subject by the remarks
m aged Friend, who had for many years
n enlisted in tho Lord's service. In a

;e meeting for discipline, whore the queries

. their answers wore being considered,

some younger men bad urged the need of

family prayer in strong language, and without

calling attention to the indispensable requisite,

that the mind should on every occasion be fresh-

ly anointed for tho service. The aged Friend

rose and related his own oxperienco when a

lad of fifteen years of age. He was at that

time in a tender, watchful condition
;
and when

he was conscious at any time of having missed

his way, ho was accustomed to retire in secret,

and pray to his Heavenly Father for forgive-

ess and the restoration of peace of mind.

These prayers were alwaj-s the silent breath-

n'gs of his soul to God, and were heard and

answered by Him who seoth in secret, and who
know the sincerity and fervency of his heart.

On one such occasion, the thought presented,
•' Why do I not pray aloud, as they do in

meeting?" Ho had never felt this to bo re-

quired of him, but thought he would now
comply with the suggestion. But on attempt-

ing to utter words,Which were not called for

by tho Lord, the spirit of prayer left him, and

ail became dry and lifeless. As he mused in

wonder on tho change of feeling, the instruc-

tion was sealed on his youthful mind, that,

though vocal prayer might be called for under

some circumstances, especially in meetings

for the sake of those who wero present, yet

words wero not necessary for intercourse be-

tween the soul and its Creator,

Robert Barclay in treating on this subject

says, that prayer is twofold, inward and out

loard. "Inward prayer is that secret turn

ing of the mind toward God whereby being

secretly touched and awakened by tho light

of Christ in tho conscience, and so bowed
down under the sense of its iniquities, un
worthiness and misery, it looks up to God
and joining with tho secret shinings of the

seed of God, it breathes towards Him, and is

constantly breathing forth soma s 3cret desires

and aspirations towards Him. It is in this

sense that wo are so frequently in Scripture

commanded to pray continually, which can

not be understood of outward prayer, because

it wer

NOTICE.
Agents and other Friends, sending us the
me of New Subscribers, are particularly re-

quested to mention this fact in their commu-
nications, with full mailing directions.

Subscribers removing and requesting a
change of their Post Office address, will please

mention their old as well as their new loca-

tion.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—An order for fifty two-liorae cars,

for use in South London, England, was recently com-
pleted by a New York firm. They are now building
for the same market a number of one-horse cars, which
will be known in London as coupfo. American cars
are preferred in England for their superior strength and
lightness.

The great majority of the sugar and molasses hogs-
lieads which are emptied of their contents in this city,

says the Boston Commercial, find their way back to the
West Indies. The hogsheads are purchased from the
refiners by an enterprising firm who take them apart,

clean the staves, and bundle them into shooks, and ex-
port them, together with their heads, to Cuba. This
firm liave one yard in South Boston, in which they thus
prepare 2000 hogsheads per week for export.

The consumption of wood in the United States is

enormous. Railway sleepers alone require 150,000
acres of the best timber every year. 'The annual ex-
penditure for railway buildings, repairs, and cars, is

$38,-500,000. The locomotives in the United States con-

sume $56,000,000 worth of the article. Wood industry
amounts to $500,000,000, in which there are 40,000
artisans.

Fifty-two vessels belonging to, or bound to or from
American ports, were wrecked during the last month.
The value of the vessels, exclusive of cargoes, is esti-

mated at $685,000.
The steamship Labrador, which arrived at New York

on the 3d inst. from Europe, brought $1,000,000 in gold
bars, and $300,000 in 20 franc gold pieces.

The total receipts of the Patent Office, during the
year ending 7th mo. 30th, were $703,146, and the ex-
penditures $548,641.
Eight horses were sent from Chester county, Pa., to

England last week. These animals were selected with
special reference to size and style, speed being a minor
consideration—none are less than sixteen hands high.

The receipts of wheat for the last month at this port,

were 4,577,000 bushels—nearly double the amount re-

ceived during the same month last year. The receipts

• u] iu ^ u ij i,„ i„ of all grains at the four principal Atlantic ports, for the
possible that men should be always

, ^^^^^ f„ji„g ^^e 26th ult., were 7,201,818 bushels ; and
upon their knees, expressing words of prayer

; the receipts since the first of the year are 153,933,064
and this would hinder them from the exercise ! bushels.

of those duties no le-s positively commanded. At the recent election in San Francisco, the Working

Outward prayer is, when as the spirit, being' "<^"
.^'PPf'',^"

l'^;?,?
f'?'''<^d

their candidates^

,, ., ' e- A .-„, I
Sheritt, Auditor, District Attorney, Tax Collector, Pub-

thus ,n the exercise of inward retirement, and
,

jj^ Administrator and Surveyor,
feeling tho breathing of the Spirit of God to xhe number of deaths from yellow fever, during the

arise powerfully in the soul, receives strength last week in Memphis, was 43, making a total to this

and liberty by a superadded motion and influ-jtime of 272. Three new cases were reported in New
enceof theSpirit to bring forth eitheraudiblejO'''''/'"^°"''!?,'^'.'^\"'.'- .. ,, , ,., ' ijxi^-.i . u The mortality in this city the past week, was 34.5, an
sighs, groans, or words, and that either in pub- .„^^^.^^^ „f g^ ^^^^ j,,, p,,^;^,,, ^^^k, and 37 over the
lie assemblies, or in private, or at meat, &c. game period last year.

He adds that "such as are diligent and Markets, de.—Government Bonds, sixes, 1881, 104|;

watchful in their minds, and much retired in 5's 102i ; 4J per cents, 104|; 4's, 1907, lOlJ.

the exercise of this inward prayer, are more ,
Cotton.-Sales of middlings at 12| a 13 cts. per lb.

11 ^ . „ 1 .1 p.u t for uplands and New Orleans,
capable to bo frequent in the use of the out- i Pet,-oleum-Crude, 5 cts. in bbls., and refined. 7 a 7J
ward, because this holy influence doth more 'cts. per gallon. Linseed oil, 63 cts. for Calcutta, and
cinstantly attend them." And he further , 61 cts. for American. Lard oil, 46 a 46J cts. Crude

gives this caution, which it would be well for sperm, 75 cts. ; bleached winter, 92 a 95 cts. per gallon,

all of us to lay to heart " Wo question notL/,'--Minne^^^^^^

but many, through neglect of this inward 1^3.25 pg^joJ,
watchfulness and retirednoss of mind, niissj Grain.—Wheat in fair demand—Penna. and southern

many precious opportunities to pray, and red and amber, $1.10 a *1.11 ; white, $1.11 a $1.11^.

thereby are guilty in the sight of God, yet Rye, 53 a 54 cts. Com, 45 a 48 cts. Oats, 33 a 34 cts.

would they sin if they should set about the '^^^^'^'''/"'J
36

'=V?''^''''!'<^-, „„ „ ,

.-1 .u c ^ c <: iu -a '< Hay and Straw.—Prime timothy, 70 a 80 cts. per
act until they first felt the influence. ^oo pounds; mixed, 60a 70 cts.; straw, 70 a 80 cts. per

100 pounds.

AGENT APPOINTED. B.ef cattle.—The market was inactive, and prices

Since publishing the names of Agents for were lower-Extra, 5J a 5| cts.
;
medium, 4 a 4i cts.

;

II rni CT - in -
I ,. „„!,!, -„ . A 11 „ common, 3 a 3j cts. Cows, saO a .r3-3 per head. Calves,"The Friend ui last week s issue, Allen ,, ^4 /j Sheep, 3J a 4 cts. per pound

Furnas, of Danville, Hendricks Co., Ind., has^^g to quality. Lambs, 4^ a 5| cts. per pound,
been added to tho list. I Foreign.-The British trade returns for the seven
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months ending 7th mo. 31st, show the declared value of
British and Irish produce exported to the United States

during that period, was £6,748,296, equal to $33,741,-
480. For the corresponding period of 1874, the total

was £11,678,098, showing a decrease of more than 40
per cent.

A paper recently published in Germany showing the
diflerent rates of velocity of railway trains, states the

swiftest runs are in England, the highest of which aver-

age 50 niiles an hour. In Belgium, some trains average
nearly 42 miles. The express from Paris to Bordeaux,
averages 39| miles. The Austrian express speed is from
40 to 48 miles. On the Moscow and St. Petersburg
line, one travels at nearly 27 miles per hour ; the same
speed is observed in Switzerland on some of the lines,

but on others one must be content with a slower pace^
there are no through trains in Switzerland.

The Vienna Free Press states, there were in Europe
at the close of 1877, 58,446 post-offices, with 223,517
persons employed ; this making an average of one
postal establisliment for every 6,134 inhabitants. These
post-offices are most thickly planted in Switzerland,

next, Great Britain and Ireland. In Russia there is

one post-office to every 5,768, and in Turkey one to

every 1,106 square miles. There were 5,682,000,000
letters, papers, &c., sent by post in Europe during the

vear. In Great Britain and Ireland the total was 1,483,-

"075,000, or at the rate of 34.7 letters, and 9.4 news-
papers for each inhabitant. In Switzerland, each in-

habitant on an average sent 23.7 letters, 18.8 papers in

the year; Germany, 16.8. letters, 10.1 papers ; Holland,
16.8 letters, 7.0 papers; Belgium, 14.1 letters and 14.6

papers ; France, J2.7 letters, 5.6 pipers ; Denmark, 12.5

letters, 12.3 papers; Russia, 1.2 letters, 0.9 papers;
Turkey, 0.2 letters, 0.1 paper.

From the Maritime Statistics of the Kingdom of
Norway, it appears that in 1878 the mercantile fleet of
that country, the second largest in the world, numbered
8.064, of 1,493,041 tons burden. Of these 4,777 vessels

belonged to the cities and the larger shipping and fish-

ing places, while 3,287 were owned by country districts.

The explanation of this i^, that in Norway ship-buildiag
is the most common if not the only form of money in-

vestment. Instead of putting their money in banks,
the inhabitants of a village or parish, put together their

savings and build or buy a ship. Though there is

money enough in Norway, all the Norwegian railways
have been built by loans raised in foreign markets, for

a Norwegian peasant considers it below his dignity to

own railway shares, while his reputation is increased by
being owner of shares in ships.

At the recent meeting of the Suez Canal Company,
some important statistics of its working were given. It

appears the receipts of the company, and the tonnage
of ships passing through the canal, showed in 1878, for

the first time since its opening, a threatening diminu-
tion. Five-i5ixth3 of the whole tonnage is British.

The diminution of traffic is unequally distributed :

English has fallen off 2} per cent. ; German nearly 45
per cent. ; Danish 53 ; and Egyptian 47 per cent. The
trade under the French, Spanish, Portuguese and
American flags has slightly increased.

The national debt of the Russian empire, bearing in-

terest, is becoming enormous. To Holland it owes
84,507,000 fl. ; to England £113,760,000, and to France
565,231,000 F. In the Seventh month, the sum of its

paper money, not bearing interest, amounted to 716,-

512,125 roubles, to which must be added 415,650,000
paper roubles created during the war.

Arrangements for the expedition into Central Asia
to investigate the practicability of diverting the Amu
Daria, and causing it to flow into the Caspian Sea, have
been completed. The expedition has been divided into
three detachments, of which two will be sent to Kras-
novodsk and Khiva, and the third will examine the
river and delta. The latter h.as started, the departure
of the others has been postponed in consequence of the
disturbed condition of the Turcoman Steppes.
A telegram from Professor Nordenskjold, the Swedish

arctic explorer, dated on the 3rd inst. at Yokohama,
says: " All are well. The Viga is in excellent condi-
tion. Have had no sickness."

General Grant and family sailed from Yokohama on
the 3rd inst. for San Francisco.
The return of the customs of Japan for Fifth month,

give the value of merchandise imported into the coun-
try at $2,506,000; exports amounted to $2,097,000.
Imports of specie $518,000 ; exports «1,91 1,3.57. The
export duties for the month were $117,419.

Information from Afghanistan states, the British Em-
bassy has been attacked by several Afghan regiments.
The Ameer writes that he was completely surprised
and that he is entirely beseiged. After the buildings
of the Embassy had been fired, the survivors sallied

out and fought till all were killed. The circumstance
has caused much excitement throughout India.

The mails from Callao bring confirmation of the re-

ports that the United States and Brazil have united in

active mediation between the South American countries

now at war. It is said the entire press of Chili has
pronounced against any intervention.
The official return for 7th month, gives the total

deaths from small-pox in Lima at 400, and in Callao
for the same month, 199. The deaths are largely in

cases of un vaccinated children.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Nathaniel Barton, N. .1., $2.10, vol

53; from William B. Cooper, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53, and
for Lydia Cooper, $2.10, vol. 53; from William H.
Blackburn, Agent, O., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Wilson
Hall, Pearson Hall, Charles P. Hall, Israel Cope, J. and
W. Tullis, and Abel H. Blackburn, $2.10 each, vol. 53;
from Mary H. Pennell, W. Philada., $2.10, vol. 53

;

from Charles Jones, Gtn., S2.10, vol. 53, and for Jane
S. Comfort, $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Sarah Ann Cox, N. J.,

S2.10, vol. 53 ; from Allen Furnas, Agent, Ind., $2.10,
vol. 53, and for John Bales, William T. Had ley, Wil-
liam C. Stanley, Joel W. Hodson, Eva Williamson,
John Newman, and Jonathan Newman, $2 10 each,
vol. 53 ; from William B. Oliver, Agent Mas^., *2.10,
vol. 53, and for Valentine Meader, S2.10, vol. 53 ; from
Thomas Perry, R. I., for Elizabeth Perry, George
Foster, John W. Foster, J. Barclay Foster, George C.

Foster, and Mary F. Collins, R. I., and A. L. Larcambal,
Mich., $2.10 each, vol. 53, and for Charles Perry, $2 10,
to No. 11, vol. 54; from Isaiah M. Haworth, O., per
Jordan Ballard, $2.10, vol. 53; from Eliza J. Barton,
City, $2, vol. 53 ; from Charles L. Warner, Pa., $2.10,
vol. 53, and for Thomas R. Warner, and Anna A.
Warner, $2.10 each, vol. 53 ; from Edward Michener,
Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Henry NichoLs, Vt., $2.10, to

No. 18, vol. 53; from George D. Smith, O., $2.10, vol.

53 ; from Ezra Barker, Ind., $1.43, to No. 52, vol. 53;
from William Bishop, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; from
Thomas C. Hogue, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Hannah
Gibbons, Jane Gibbons, and Anne Pim, $2.10 each, vol.

53 ; from David Darnell, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from
Eliza Stock, O., $2.10, vol. 53; from Henry R. and
Lydia Post, L. I., $2.10 each, vol. 53 ; from Joseph E.
Hoopes, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from Job Hinshaw, Ind.,

$2.10) vol. 53 ; from James Dennis, R. I., $2.10, vol. 53;
from Mary B. Young, lo., $2.10, vol. 53; from John
Tyler, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from John M. Stratton, O.,

$2 10, vol. 53 ; from Samuel F. Balderston, City, $2,
vol. 53 ; from E. W. South, M. D., N. J., $2.10, vol. 53

;

from Seneca Lincoln, Mass., $2.10, vol. 53; from Joseph
Burge.s3, O., $4.20, to No. 52, vol. 52 ; from Richard
Hall, Agent, England, 10s. 5d., vol. 53, and for Sarah
Pearson, Susan Williams, Robert Biglands, Josiah
Thomp.son, William Wighain, Alfred Smith, Thomas
Williamson, William Walker, George M. Goundry,
Joseph Hall, John Little, John H. Walker, Richard
B. Brockbank, Martin Lidbetter, and Josiah Hall, 10s.

5d. each, vol. 53, and for Sarah S. Moss and Thomas
Jackson, 10s. 6d. each, to No. 31, vol. 54; from Anna
R. Fiske, Mass., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Job Windle, Ind.,

$2.10, vol. 53; from Isaac Craft, Fkfd., $2.10, vol. 53;
from Sarah Ann Matlack, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 53, and for

Joseph Matlack, City, $2, vol. 53; from Jacob Maule,
O., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Israel Sidwell, Esther F.
Fogg,"Joseph P. Lupton, and William B. Half, $2.10
each, vol. 53; from John Aikins, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53,
and for Levi Aikins, $2.10, vol. 53; from Rachel
McClain, Pa., $2.10, to No. 13, vol. 54 ; from Asenath
Raley, O., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Martha B. Taylor, Pa.,

$2.10, vol. 53; from Deborah Hopkins, City, $2.10, vol.

53; from Deborah Woolman, City, $2, vol. 53; from
Samuel Chadbourne, N. Y., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from George
Blackburn, Agent, O., for Barzillai French, Mordecai
Morlan, Richard B. Fawcett, Daniel Boultou, Aaron
Stratton, Sarah L. Stanley, Phebe Ellyson, Robert
Miller, and Sarah England, $2.10 each, vol. 53 ; from
Guliann Hoyle, O., $2.10, vol. 53; from Esther L.
Jackson, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from William Carpenter,
Agent, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Achsah Reeve,
Lelitia Reeve, Ann D. Sinnickson, Richard M. Acton,
and Josiah Wistar, $2.10 each, vol. 53, and for William
C. Reeve, $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 54 ; from Charles Stokes,
Agent, N. J., for Thomas Wilkins, Benjamin J. Wil-
kins, Levi Troth, Mary R. Ely, and Esther S. Prickett,

$2.10 each, vol. 53; from Josiah Holmes, Jr., Mass.,

$2.10, vol. 53 ; from Sarah T. Warrington, N. J., $2 10,

vol. 63; from Trueman Forsythe, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53.

RtmiUances received after Fourth-day morning, will not

appear in the Receipts until thefollowing week.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORE'
PERSONS.

Teachers will be wanted for these schools, to oj

10th month 6th. Application may be made to

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

Thomas Elkinton, 9 N Front St.

Charles C. Cressou, 1132 Girard i

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Passmo

having resigned their positions as Superintendent
Matron of Westtown IJoarding School, Friends
may feel drawn to engage in the important and respt

sible duties of superintending this Institution, are

quested to communicate with either of the undersign

The present Superintendents desire to be released

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.
John S. Comfort, Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.
"

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, nnder the care of the three Monti

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on Secoi

day, Ninth mo. 8th, 1879.

A limited number of children will now be adiniM

to these schools, not members of our religious Socie

whose parents may desire to have them educated f

from the unnecessary but fashionable accompli^

ments, too common in many schools at this day.

The attention of Friends residing in the city and
neighborhood is particularly invited to them. T
terms are moderate, and Friends belonging to Phi:

delphia Yearly Meeting, sending children to thi

schools, (also members), who may find the chari

burdensome, can be fully relieved.

The principal schools will open for the next tet

under the care of John H. Dillingham and Marga
Lightfoot, as Principals, both successful teachers

many years' experience. With these Friends in char

assisted by a complete corps of teachers, it is thouj

these schools may safely be recommended as atfordi

opportunities for obtaining a liberal education in u

fnl branches of study, and in the Latin, Greek i

French languages. Facilities for illustration are

forded by a valuable collection of philosophical £

chemical apparatus, minerals, and Auzoux's model;

parts of the human system, &c.

Believing that advantage would arise from

creased facilities for the instruction of the smal

girls, arrangements have been completed for the op

ing with the fall term, of a primary department in

building on Seventh St., in which spacial atteat

will be given to those children whose studies are of

elementary character. The Primary Schools in Clie

St. and at Sixth and Noble Sts., will be contin

nnder their former efficient management.
Further information may be obtained upon appl

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Smedlet, No. 415 Market St

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadclph

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma}

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Concord, Ohio,
the 20th of 8th month, 1879, Joseph WILl,tAM^
Flushing, Ohio, to Mary Eliza Hoyle, of Marl
Ferry, Ohio.

Died, the 18th of Tenth month, 1878, in Bridf
Vermont, Daniel Nichols, in the 79th year of
age, a member of Peru Monthly Meeting of Erie

-—
-, at Cape May, N. J., Eighth month 20th, 1

Clayton N. Wills, in the 4bth year of his ag
member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Ph
delphia for the Western District.

WILUAM ~H?TpiLErPBrNT¥R,'"
"~

No. 422 Walnnt Street.
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Gospel Ministry—Revelation.
(Concliid^'d from page 33.)

the immediate knowledge or revelation of

will and law of God in the heart of man,
s, by the prophet Jeremiah, chap. xxxi.

se 33, 34, called a Law and a Covenant,
fter those days saith the Lord I will put
law in their inward parts, and write it in

ir hearts, and will be their God and they
,11 be my people—for they shall all know
," &o. And the apostle, Rora. ii. 15, speak-

of the Gentiles, who he says, "show the

rk of the law written in their hearts, their

[Sciences also bearin'^ witness," &c. And
lin, chap. vii. verse 22, " for I delight in the

of God after the inward man." Further,
m. viii. 2, " For the Law of the spirit of life

Christ Jesus hath made me free from the
of sin and death."

8 not the law which Jeremiah spoke of,

same law that delivered Paul from the
of sin and death and set him free? Again
ot the law prophesied of by Jeremiah and
roborated by the apostle's testimony, as
nessed by himself, the same inward law
God and work of his Holy Spirit in the
irt of man, called the baptism of the Holy
ost, that which alone can operate to the
eting of the new birth in man, without
ich the Saviour declared that no man can
the Kingdom of Heaven ?

Lnd is not tliis the one Spirit which the
stie said the true believers should bo bap-
id by, into one body, and should be made
irink of the one Spirit? And is not this

same one Spirit which the Saviour prom-
i his Church and people, that He should
de them into all truth, and that He should
ch them all things? Is not this the same
rit which the Saviour spoke of when He
i, " If ye then being evil know how to give
d gifts unto your children, how much more
II your Heavenly Father give of the Holy
rit to them that ask Him." And is not this

one Spirit which the Saviour spoke of
en He said, " If any man thirst let him
ne unto me and drink," speaking not only
man's partaking, but also of his prepara-
Q thereby to impart; when he subjoined,
)r he that believoth on me, out of his belly
ill flow rivers of living water." And this,
8 the Evangelist, "spake He of the Spirit
ich they that believe on Him should re-

ceive." A blessed faith this! And is not this

the same thing which the apostle spoke of

when he said, " The Graceof God that bringeth

S'llvation hath appeared to all men, teaching
us, that denying ungodliness and the world's
lusts, we should live sob>.'rly, righteously and
godlj' in this present world." Or that which
he referred to when he said, " God who com-
manded the light to shine out of darkness,
hath shined in our hearts to give the light of

the knowledge of the glory of God in the face

of Jesus Christ." And did not the Evangelist
John mean the same thing when he said of

Christ, " In Him was life and the life was the

light of men." And again, "That was the
true light that lighteth every man thatcometh
into the world." And He was by another
apostle called, " The L ird from Heaven, a
quickening spirit." In this capacity it truly

was that He followed the Israelites; and in

the same capacity of a quickening spirit it

was that Ho promised his Church that He
would be with them to the end of the world.
And is not the life of Christ spoken of by the
apostle, Eom. v. 10, as saving, identical with
his quickening spirit? And again, is it not
the same which he saith hath shined in our
hearts, giving unto us the light of the know-
ledge of the glory of God in the face (or ap-
pearance) of Jesus Christ? And was it not
the same which the Saviour breathed on his

disciples and said, receive ye the Holy Ghost?
And was it not the effectual working of the
same spirit which the apostle alluded to in

his Epistle to Titus, iii. 5, "Not by works of

righteousness which we have done but accord-
ing to his mercy He saved us by the washing
of regeneration and renewing of the Holy
Ghost?"
And now in conclusion I would ask, whether

men's hearts can be changed from evil to good
—can be purged from their sinful and corrupt
nature, sanctified and regenerated, without
the light or spirit of Christ and of God, mani-
fested, working and operating inwardly in

their hearts? If any man think so, \V\a faith
is at variance from the faith of all those apos-

tolic writers, to whose authority I appeal for

the correctness of my own, as well as for the
faith of the Society of Friends, clearly defined

by Barclay, Penn, and others.

Thy friend, John Wilbur.

P. S. As a testimony to the continuance
of Divine Revelation, I would relate the cir-

cumstance of ten infidels, in or near West-
chester Co., N. Y., who practised clubbing to-

gether to strengthen one another in Atheism.
To one of their meetings, Daniel Haviland, a

minister of our Society, with whom I was well

acquainted, was constrained to go, and to

warn them to repent of their wickedness, as-

suring them " that there verily is a God who
judgeth in the earth." And by his mission

was led to tell them that if they did not re-

pent they would be made such an example of

God's displeasure, as that scarce an individual

of them should be permitted to die a natural
death. But this message was not proved to

be true, by any miracle wrought at the time,

but by its subsequent fulfilment upon every
one of them to the letter. See Cunningham
on Revelation.

Again, David Sands, a minister whom I well

knew, during his travels in Ireland, on a cer-

tain day felt a stop in his mind, and a strong
impulse to hold a meeting that evening in a
barn, near the place where he was, and it

proved providential, for a certain man had
selected that night for the execution of a pre-

meditated purpose to take his own life ; and
soon after the meeting convened, he was for

that end passing near the said barn, and see-

ing a light was led to step in, and very soon
after, David Sands rose and declared that his

mind was remarkably impressed with a belief

that there was an individual present who was
umier a temptation to take his own life, and
had now left his home for the purpose; and
expressed the conviction, that he then had
the instruments of death about him, but told

him, if he would resist the temptation now,
that Satan would never be suffered to tempt
him any more.

After the meeting closed, a person came to

David Sands and acknowledged the truth of
his testimony, and that he was the man; and
then on his way for the execution of his fatal

design. And the account states that he was
never so tempted afterwards, and was inex-

pressibly thankful for the interposition of a
Divine Providence for his escape. See David
Sands' Journal of travels in England and Ire-

land.

John Fletcher, a minister of the Church of

England, entered the pulpit at his own place

of worship at Madely, intending to preach a

sermon which he had prepared. But his mind
became confused—he could neither recollect

his text nor any part of his discourse. In his

distress and perplexity, he knew not what to

do, and thought he should bo obliged to leave

the place, without addressing the congrega-
tion at all. Becoming somewhat composed,
his mind was turned to the account in the 3il

chapter of Daniel, of the three worthies who
were cast into the fiery furnace. On this sub-

ject he commenced speaking, and received
singular enlargement of heart and extraor-

dinary assistance from his Divine Master.
Believing there must be some peculiar cause
for his being thus led and aided ; he desired,

if any of his congi-egation met with anything
particular, they would acquaint him with it.

During the ensuing week he received the

following information : A female of the name
of K , the wife of a butcher in the neigh-

borhood, was under deep and serious convic-

tions. Her husband was exceedingly enraged
at her becoming religious, and uttered many
vindictive threats what he would do to her if

she did not cease going to hear John Fletcher,

or to any meeting for worship whatever. On
her telling him she could not in conscience
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refrain from going, he swore dreadfully, tbiat

if she went any more, he would cut her throat

as soon as she came home. This drove her

to look to her Heavenly Father for help, and
to cry unto him that he would be with her in

the trying hour. Being favored with some
confidence in her Almighty helper, she con-

cluded to continue faithful in the performance
of her duty. The next meeting day, after

many struggles against the suggestions of
Satan, and with the fears of her own heart,

she came down stairs prepared to go to the
place of worship. Her husband enquired if

she was going thither; and on her replying
in the affirmative, said, " I shall not as I in-

tended cut your throat, but I will heat the
oven and throw you into it, the moment you
return home." This threat he enforced with
many a bitter oath ; but she was not to be

deterred by the fear of personal violence; she
went on her way with her heart humbled in

prayer, endeavoring to seek strength from the
only sure fountain. It was the day already
described ; and as J. Fletcher was speaking
of the Hebrews whom Nebuchadnezzar cast

into the fiery furnace, she felt every word ap-

plied to her heart, and as if all belonged to

her. Strengthened and animated she felt the
love of God flowing into her soul, and a will-

ingness wrought in her to lay down her life

for his sake. She hastened home, nothing
doubting, but that some way would be opened
for her deliverance, as had been for the three
children ; or that if burned to death that her
immortal spirit would be gathered in mercy
into eternal rest. On opening the door of
her dwelling she found her husband's wrath
abated, and he under a fresh visitation of di-

vine love which had awakened in him a con-
corn for the salvation of his soul. John
Fletcher concludes his account of this occur-

rence with these words: " I now know why
my sermon was taken from me, namely, that
God might thus magnify his mercy."

" For The Friend "

Extracts from the Diary and letters of Ebenezer Worth.

(Ooatinned from page 35.)

Tunessassa, 2d mo. 12th, 1849.

To Joseph Elkinton.

Dear Friend,— I have thought it a little

strange that I have not (heard) from the Com-
mittee since your meeting in the I'Zth month;
at the same time I do not feel disposed to cen-

sure anj' one on that account. I know I have
neglected writing to the Committee in the
proper time, and have been afraid my last did
not get to the city in time for your last meet-
ing. My excuse for it is, that I have felt so
weak and discouraged that it seemed as if I

could not write. The cause of these feelings

is best known to Him who knoweth all things,

and who I hope will forgive, if it has been
caused by evil acts, or omissions of duty. The
thought of leaving this place, even to visit m}'
friends, without Divine permission, has felt

to me to be a serious matter. I have lately

passed through some close trials and exer-
cises, after which I have been favored to ex-
perience a good degree of peace, quietness and
composure of mind accompanied with love to
my Divine Master; now under these feelings

I have tried to weigh the subject, and think
it right for me to inform thee, my dear friend,

and others of the Committee, that I feel liberty

to return home in the Fourth month and at-

tend the Yearly Meeting. As to my return-
ing to this place I must now leave it, with a

desire that I may be rightly directed and
obedient to what mj Divine Master is pleased

to require. * * * Thou hast probably been
informed that there is a party among the
Senecas that are trying to establish what they
call a republican government, and do away
the oSice of chiefs—that party has sent on
a delegation to Washington. The chiefs

have also sent (a delegation). On Sixth-day
evening last, there were a number of white
men who live up Cold-spring creek (supposed
to be from seventeen to twenty) came to the
council-house where the Indians had been
holding their new years' meeting, or dance
They had all left except a few who staid to

watch the house; thpy had been informed
these white men were coming on to injure
them or their property. I understood the
most of the Indians were in the bushes near
the house when they came; not finding the
Indians, they commenced to break the w
dows and doors, and attempted to set fire to

the house. When the Indians saw them de
stroying their property they went to them
It is said the whites were armed with clubs
and abused the Indians. Thomas Jacob was
so badly hurt that his recovery is thought to

be doubtful. The chiefs have sent to Lod'
for their attorney to advise and assist them
in enforcing the law against these men. The
schools have been rather better attended this

winter than they were in the fall.

I remain in sincere love thy friend,

Ebenezer Worth.

Tunessassa, 9th mo. 13th, 1849,

Dear friend Joseph Elkinton,— I have once
more, in unmerited mercy, been favored to

reach Tunessassa in good health, after passing
through some trials. Before we got to Au-
burn, N. Y., I felt unwell. Passinsj along, I

saw in large letters upon a wall, "Beware of
Pickpockets." The man who sat on the seat
with me, said he thought there had been two
attempts made to take his pocket book in

Albany, while he was waiting an opportunity
to buy his tickets. I felt for mine, and to

my surprise found it was gone. I had a little

money of my own in my purse. When I got
to Rochester my pain was such that I did not
know whether I would be able to go any
further. I thought I had strong symptoms
of dysentery. Perhaps thou can form as cor-

rect an idea of my feelings by supposing thy-
self similarly circumstanced as by any descrip-

tion I can give thee ; sick,—far from home,
amongst strangers, and having but a dollar

and a half in money. The agent told me when
I got out of the car, they would stop two or
three minutes; when I came to get in again,
he said they had heard from the west that an
accident had happened on the railroad, and
that they would probably be detained there
some time. I got a cup of warm coffee, and
took some medicine I had with me, and put
on my overcoat in order to keep myself warm.
After seating myself, was brought to think
seriously of mj^ situation. The pain gradually
abated, and before I got to Buffalo I got
pretty well. The accident alluded to thou
hast no doubt heard of; a collision of the
eastern and western trains. After the pain
had pretty much left me, and I looked back
on the gloomy prospects which but a few
hours before had been presented to me in re-

lation to my health and circumstances, also

the sufferings of these passengers in those
cars alluded to, I felt more thankful and

more comfortable in thinking how much
was favored, than if nothing had happene
Samuel Gary was very kind and let me ha
a little money.

(To be continned.)

For " The Frieni

" Thy Kingdom Come."

The practical fulfilment of the petitio

'•Thy kingdom come," so oft perhaps taki -

into the lips, can alone consist in givi

hearts wholly to the Saviour, or in letting hi

come into them to rule and to reign, and
set up his kingdom there; whose undoubti
right it is, having bought us with the price

his own cruel suffei'ings, and ignominioi
death upon the cross. The adoption o
an appeal bears upon its face the Christia
living desire for the overthrow of all our Ms
ter's enemies, and for the establishment
that kingdom within us which is not only i

everlasting kingdom, but is represented
consist even here in righteousness, and peae
and joy in the Holy Ghost. The prophet
declaration, "The Lord is our king," seen

also of like import with that of the aposti
" Know ye not that your body is the temp
of the Holy Ghost, which is in you, which
have of God, and ye are not your own ?" i

No doubt one of the great stumbling bloci

to a practical belief in, and a full reception
this kingdom of the dear Son and sent of Go
which is to be set up within man, lies in »
unanointed e3^es and unhumbled, unhallowf
hearts overlooking the simplicity and littl

ness of it; which is declared, by its Divi;

Original himself, to be like "the least of i

seeds ;" " like leaven which a woman took at

hid in three measures of meal," &c. A kii

dom that "cometh not with observation"
with outward show; "Neither," as the sa^

authority adds, "shall they say, Lo here I {

lo there ! for, behold, the kingdom of God
loithin you." Oh I the danger there is of ovi s

lookingthesecond manifestation of Bmmanii
in his spiritual appearance, as the Jews ov(

looked and rejected Him in his outward coi s

ing, even unto betrayal and crucifixion.

The true Christian recognizes Christ as 1

Masterand Lord, to whom allegiance is pro7
by, and is in proportion to, his obedieni

Thus it is written, "One is your master, evf.n

Christ;" and, "His servants ye are whom
obey ;" and again, "He became the author
ternal salvation to all them that obey hilt,

Such entire, willing, whole-hearted obed
—the fruit of unfeigned repentance, and
faith which works by love to the purifying

the heart

—

little by little purges from thee loi

leaven, casts down imaginations with evep
high thing that exalteth itself against t

knowledge of God, works out all hosti'

bellious thoughts, and so gradually transfori

by the renewing of the mind, and brings it k
childlike dependence and conformity' to I

will, which is our sanctification.

This reception of the Saviour as our B
manuel, in his second coming or spiritual i

pearance in the temple of the heart, cone ».

tutes the preciousness and excellency of t

now covenant dispensation of light and li

wherein all are to be taught of God. A c(

enant having the promise of the Anointi
for our leader, and the Lamb to be our lig

covenant in which all shall know the Lo
through a manifestation of his Spirit be!

given to every man to pi'ofit withal. A oi

enant established upon better promises; tl
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iketh better things than that of Abel ; and
ch has Jesus for its mediator,

otwithstanding the intercession, " Thy
'dom come," has been enunciated nearly

iteen hundred years, so slow has mankind
1 in recognizing or acknowledging it in

way of its coming—in the authority and
er of the Comforter or the Holy Ghost

—

; too few practically demonstrate by their

s and conversation, and " closer walk with
1," that they are true subjects of a living,

leeing, ever-hallowed Father in heaven,

ig baptized with his baptism, and resolved

lumility and contrition of soul, come what
7, to follow him whithersoever he may be

ised to load. But ills to this strong-bold

bedience to Christ our Lawgiver, that our
ntion should be primarily directed. It is

he truth as it is in Jesus that wo must in-

dually come. It is a heart subjected to the

of God, and taught by the monitions of

Spirit of life and power within us that we
xporience, if we ever become living

iches in a Living Vine unto a union with
time and in eternity,

an exceeding mercy, that where the

rt is sincerely given up to serve the Lord
ife and glory, so far from being " an aus-

man," or " a God afar off," He proves
elf on the contrary, to be a loving, tender,

faithful High Priest, compassionately
;hed with the feeling of our infirmities

;

), having ascended on high, "received
r men;" yea, "[that the Lord God might

ill among them." Moreover, that ihey

fht " be strengthened with might by his

in the inner man; that Christ might
ill in their hearts by faith ; that they bein

ted and grounded in love, might be able

comprehend with all saints, what is the

idth, and length, and depth, and height
to know the love of Christ, which passeth

iwledge ;" and even that they " might be

id with all the fulness of God."
)b I may none of ua lightly esteem our h

that is of God, and strengthened availingi}'

to plead "Thy kingdom come;" and thus

knowing Jesus to sup with us, and we to hold

eot communion with Him, wo shall more
d more become engrafted into Him, the

Living Vine, and hereby prepared for that

eternal, incorruptible inheritance of peace and
joy where the Lamb shall lead unto living

fountains of water, and God shall wipe away
all tears from the eyes.

" For The Friend."

William CuUeii Bryant.

From an interesting series, entitled " Amer
can Authors," by Prof David J. Hill, of

Lewisburg University, we propose extracting

some account of Wm. Cullen Bryant, hoping
it may prove interesting to the readers of
" The Friend," especially the younger po
tion.

" For nearly a century," says the author of

his life, " he saw 'the flood of years' poured
from the exhaustless urn of time by the

mighty Hand, and watched the eddying move-
ments of men and nations as they swept on

in their courses, or sank forever beneath the

tide."
" William Cullen Bryant was born on the

3d of JMovember, 1794, at Cummington, Mass.

He sprang from that vigorous and Godfearing
Anglo-American race that has subdued the

rugged soil of New England, and furnished

the leaders of our intellectual life in larger

proportion than any other. The first Bryant
is said to have crossed the ocean in ' The
Mayflower;' but the tradition is not authen-

ticated by documentary proof. One Stephen
Bryant is known to have settled at Plymouth,
Mass., before 1640, where he married, and
was afterward a town oflScer. This was pro-

bably the ' Mayflower' colonist, and the first

American ancestor of the poet.
" The great-grandson of Stephen Bryant

inherited from his father the name of Peter
and the profession of medicine. Having es

ing,or turn away from Him that 8peake°h jtablished himself in practice, in 1792 he mar

n heaven. May none forsake their own ried Sarah Snell, a descendant of John Alden
the secretary of Miles Standish ; and removed
to Cummington, where her father resided

under whose roof their seven children were
born, William Cullen being the second."

The poet alludes to his mother in his poem,
"A Lifetime," written when the scenes of

childhood were recollections of a remote past.

He pictures himself standing by the knee of

rcies by forgetting the covenant, perhaps
Barlier days entered into, with the Lord of

laoth, so as to make any graven image or

5ness which he hath forbidden, or any
jue with the old inhabitants of the land,

y we in no wise neglect or refuse to seek

interest in that kingdom which is promised
11 who reverently ask that it may come

;

ng engaged at the same time to submit
ir hearts to the transforming power and
ss of Jesus, which can alone lead safely

3 it. " Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God,""

fch the apostle, "whereby ye are sealed

;o the day of redemption." It is only by
heed to the visitations and convictions

this Spirit, or to the reproofs of instruction

lich are the way of life, that any can grow
in good liking before Him, or bring forth

it to his praise. The sun may shine, the

)und be often watered, servants and hand-
dens may industriously labor, j^et if the

leyard of the heart be not, in the first place,

ilded to the Heavenly Dresser so as to be-

ne like the prepared ground in the parable.

his mother, and
' Reading of ancient peoples

And realms beyond the sea
;

Of the cruel king of Egypt
Who made God's people slaves,

And perished with all his army.
Drowned in the Red-sea waves

;

Of Deborah, who mustered
Her brethren long oppressed.

And routed the heathen army.
And gave her people rest

;

And the sadder, gentler story,

—

How Christ, the crucified.

With a prayer for those who slew him,
Forgave them as he died."

" The career of young Bryant seemed to

have been fixed for him in the selection of his

3 good seed of the kingdom may in vain bo
j

name. His father loved his profession and his

ked to for increase. boy, and thought to honor both by devoting
On the contrary, as this little seed of the his son to medicine. Four years before the
jgdom is permitted to grow up unto do-

]
poet's birth, a great medical authority at Ed-

nion within us, as the door of the heart is inburgh had died. Dr. Bryant had read and
ened to Him that knocketh thereat, we admired his able lectures on the healing art,

all be enabled to increase in the increase and had learned to venerate the amiable

qualities of his personal character, he there,

fore called his son after the Edinburgh pro-

fessor, William Cullen.
" There was little promise of a long life in

the frail child, but even reason to fear that it

was needless to select a profession for him.

His body was small, and seemed to lack

vitality; while his head, and especially the

cerebral regions, showed an abnormally rapid

development. The parents became alarmed;
but the good doctor adopted a course of treat-

ment, which, at least, has the merit of having
proved effectual. Not far from the house was
a deep spring of cold water, and into this the

protesting infant was immersed at an early

hour every morning by Dr. Bryant's students.

The philosophy of this hydropathic treatment
probably is, that all the vitality of the child

was aroused in his struggles to prevent the

process

!

The Bryant homestead, owned at the day
of his death by the poet, is situated in the

grand hill-country of Western Massachusetts.
The summits of the hills are still covered with
dark, waving forests, and gray rocks gleam
out here and there from their shadowed sides.

Along the slopes well-tilled farm-lands stretch

away to the rushing streams that have cut

down deep into the narrow valleys between
the hills.

' Thou wilt find nothing here
Of all that pained thee in the haunts of men,
And made thee loathe thy life.'

"From these hills and woods and streams

the poet drank in that deep, pure love of Na-
ture that breathes through his noblest lines.

Here springs beneath the brown trailingskirts

of Autumn 'The Fringed Gentian,'

—

' Blossom bright with autumn dew.
And colored with the heaven's own blue.

That openest when the quiet light

Succeeds the keen and frosty night.'

Here too,

' When beechen buds begin to swell.

And woods the bluebird's warble know,
The yellow violet's modest bell

Peeps from the last year's leaves below.'

Here, not many rods from the homestead,
flows 'The Rivulet,' whose ' warbling waters
often drew' his 'little feet, when life was
new,'

—

'This little rill, that from the springs
Of yonder grove its current brings,

Plays on the slope a while, and then
Goes prattling into groves again.'

Beyond a meadow to the south of the old

house is the ' Entrance to a Wood,' over which
the poet's eye read the inscription,

—

' Stranger, if thou hast learned a truth which needs
No school of long experience,—that the world
Is full of guilt and misery,—and hast seen

Enough of all its sorrows, crimes, and cares

To tire thee of it, enter this wild wood.
And view the haunts of Nature.'

'• To these healing scenes of childhood the
poetthroughout hislife made frequent pilgrim-

ages. Wearied with the strifes of men, and
worn with the distractions of a toilsome pro-

fession, a return to these haunts of innocence
was like turning back the hand on the dial-

plate of life. Nature, like a fond mother,
ever seemed to wait his coming, and to give

him new heart for the struggles of the world.

His joy is almost rapturous as he sings,

—

'I stand upon my native hills again.

Broad, round, and green, that in the summer sky.

With garniture of waving grass and grain.

Orchards, and beechen forests, basking lie;

While deep the sunless fens are scooped between.

Where brawl o'er shallow beds the streams unseen.'
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" There seem to have been domestic reasons

for the child's love of outdoor life and the con
eolations of Nature's freedom. His mothei-'i

fiather, Ebenezer Snell, retained many of th*

fcterner Puritjn qualities, and was a rigid dis

ciplinarian. Ho inherited a magisterial se

verit}' from his good ancestors who burned
witches, and whipped culprits, and carried

his notions of government into the household,

and was a terror to the entire family. Erj'ant

has given an interesting picture of the posi

tion of children generally in the days of his

childhood, and has drawn his illustrations

from his own home. It will be best appre
ciated in his own language:—
"'The boys of the generation to which ]

belonged—that is to say, who were born ir

the last years of the last century or the earliest

of this—were brought up under a system of

discipline which put a far greater distance

between parents and their children than now
exists. The parents seemed to think this

necessary in order to secure obedience. They
were believers in the old maxim, that fam
iarily breeds contempt. My own parents
lived in the house with my grandfather and
grandmother on the mother's side. My grand
father was a disciplinarian of the stricter

sort; and I can hardly find words to express
the awe in which I stood of him,—an awe so

great as almost to prevent any thing like af
feclion on my part, although ho was in the

main kind, and certainly never thought of

being severe beyond what was necessary to

maintain a proper degree of order in the
family.

" ' The other boys in that part of the coun
try, my school-mates and playfellows, were
educated on the same system. Yet there
were at that time some indications that this

very severe discipline was beginning to relax.

With my father and mother I was on much
easier terms than with my grandfather. If

a favor was to be asked of my grandfather, it

was asked with fear and trembling; the re-

quest was postponed to the last moment, and
then made with hesitation and blushes and a

confused utterance.
" ' One of the means of keeping the boys of

that generation in order was a little bundle
of birchen rods, bound together by a small

cord, and generally suspended on a nail against
the wall in the kitchen. This was esteemed
as much a part of the necessary furniture as

the crane that hung in the kitchen fire^ilace,

or the shovel and tongs. It sometimes hap-
pened that the boy suffered a fate similar to

that of the eagle in the fable, wounded by an
arrow fledged with a feather from his own
wing; in other words, the boy was made to

gather the twigs intended for his own casti-

gation.'

"

(To be continued.)

A Serpent among the Books.— One day a
gentleman in India went into his library and
took down a book from the shelves. As he
did so, he felt a slight pain in his finger, like

the prick of a"" pin. He thought that a pin

had been stuck by some careless person in the

cover of the book. But soon his finger began
to swell, then his arm, then his whole body,
and in a few days he died. It was not a pin
among the books, but a small and deadly ser-

pent. There are many serpents among the
books now-a days; they nestle in the foliage

of some of our most fascinating literature
;

they coil around the flowers whose perfume

intoxicates the senses. People read, and are

charmed by the plot of the story, by the skill

with which the characters are sculptured or

grouped, by the gorgeousness of the word
painting, and hardly feel the pin prick of the

evil that is insinuated. But it stings and
poisons. When the record of ruined souls if

made up, on what multitudes will be inscribed
" Poisoned by serpents among the books I"

Selected.

MY BIRD.*

BY EMILY C. JUDSON.

Ere last year's moon had left the sky,

A birdling sought my Indian nest,

And folded, O, so lovingly !

Her tiny wings upon my breast.

From morn till evening's purple tinge

In winsome helplessness she lies
;

Two rose leaves, with a silken fringe,

Shut softly on her starry eyes.

There's not in Ind a lovelier bird
;

Broad earth owns not a happier nest

;

O God, thou hast a fountain stirred,

Whose waters never more shall rest

!

This beautiful, mysterious thing,

This seeming visitant from heaven,
This bird with the immortal wing,

To me—to me, thy hand has given.

The pulse first caught its tiny stroke,

The blood its crimson hue, from mine

;

This life, which I have dared invoke,

Henceforth is parallel with thine.

A silent awe is in ray room;
I tremble with delicious fear

;

The future, with its light and gloom,
Time and eternity are here.

Doubts— hopes in eager tumult rise;

Hear, O my God! one earnest prayer:
Room for my bird in Paradise,

And give her angel-plumage there!

" SPIRITUAL RAILWAY."

LINES WRITTEN BY AN INDIAN CHIEF.

The line to heaven by Christ was made,
On heavenly ties the rails are laid

;

From earth to heaven the line extends.

To life eternal where it ends.

Repentance is the station then,

Where passengers are taken in,

No fee for them is there to pay,

For Jesus is himself the way.

The Bible then is engineer;!
It points the w.ay to heaven so clear

;

Through tunnels dark and dreary here.

It does the way to glory steer.

God's Love the fire, His Truth the steam,

Which drives the engine and the train
;

All you who would to glory ride,

Must come to Christ, in Him abide.

In first, and second, and third class,

Repentance, faith and holiness,

You must the way to glory gain,

Or you with Christ can never reign.

Come then poor sinners, now's the time,

At any place along the line;

If you repent and turn from sin,

The train will stop and take you in.

Written from Maulmain, India, on the birth of a
daughter.

[t It would have been a better simile to have com-
pared the Bible to a sign-post whose finger points

heavenward. That which " steers" " the way to glory"

is the Spirit of Christ, whose place and office no subor-

'inate agency can supply.

The poem was sent to us by a western correspondent
ho met with it while visiting in the Indian Territory.

-Ed.]

Selected

'WHAT ! YOU ARE STEPPING WESTWARD;
A salutation addressed to the poet Wordsworth an

!

lis sister, while on their " Tour through Scotland."

" What ! you are stepping westward ?" Yea,
j

'Twould be a wildish destiny

If we, who thus together roam
In a strange land, and far from home,
Were in this place the guests of chance

;

Yet who would stop, or fear to advance,

Though home or shelter he had none,

With such a sky to lead him on ?

The dewy ground was dark and cold.

Behind all gloomy to behold,

And stepping westward seem'd to be
A kind of heavenly destiny

;

I liked the greeting, 'twas a sound
Of something without pace or bound,

And seem'd to give me spiritual right .

To travel through that region bright.

The voice was soft ; and she who spake
Was walking by her native Lake;
The salutation was to me
The very sound of courtesy;

Its power was felt, and while my eye

W^as fixed upon the glowing sky.

The echo of the voice enwrought
A human sweetness with the thought
Of travelling through the world that lay

Before me in my endless way.
Wordsu-orih,

An example is set by the plainness and sii

plicity of the funeral of Judge Packer th

ought to be generally followed. There h'

been a growing tendency to pomp and circut

stance in the observance of funeral rites th

is productive of no good. Had it not be*

for the expressed wish of the family, wl.

knew 80 well what would best have plea9

the unostentatious and simple-minded mi

whom they all loved, the house would prob

bly have been filled with flowers. The
would have been every conceivable combir

tion that the ingenuity of the florist cod

have suggested, until the solemn occasi«
.

would have seemed more like a flower shC

than a funeral.

The Logic of a Holy Life.—Some years a;

a young man, who gave clear evidence tb

he was truly a subject of the regenerati

grace of God, was a^ked what had led to t,

change in him, as he had been wild a

thoughtless. Was it any sermon or book tb

had impressed him ? He proudly answer*

"No!" "What was it, then ? Did any o

speak to you specially on the subject of

ligion ?" The same response was given.

Will you, then, state what first led you
think of your soul's eternal welfare?" T! *

reply was :

I live in the same boarding-house ande
at the same table with J. Y."

Well, did he ever talk to you about yo
soul ?"

No, never till I sought an interview wi
him," was the reply. "But," be continue

there was a sweetness in his. disposition

heavenlj'-mindedness, a holy aroma about 1

hole life and demeanor, that made one f<

that he had a source of comfort and peace a

happiness to which I was a stranger. Tht
was a daily beautj' in his life that made i

ugly. I became more and more dissatisfi

with myself every time I saw him ; a

though, as I said, he never spoke to me on t

subject of personal religion till I myselfsoug
the interview, yet his whole life was a ci

Btant sermon to me."
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For "The Friend."

My money is my own, and I expect to

nd it as I please,"—this ia not the feoling

the language of the true, humble follower

the Lord Jesus—of the man who having

n redeemed from self and self's bondage,

lizes in the light of the blessed gospel that

is no longer his own, but is bought with a

ae ; but it is the feeling and language of

iision, and alarms the godly when they

r it uttered by men responsible for their

wardship. It has its origin in that spirit

elfishness which would appropriate to itself

d's every gift, raising self to an eminence

t forgets or disdains to recognize the

mptings of the great and good Giver in

use of what He has bestowed ;
and so

tie is the spirit of delusion, that even alms-

ing may proceed from the desire to gratify

', and yet pass for righteousness. Where
"reigns along with vat;ue desires to do good
,h a superfluity of means, attempts will

)n be made to satisfy divine justice with

Dg ; to return to God a " quid pro quo" for

) received, forgetting Peter's rebuke in

i viii. 20, to such as think the gift of God
be purchased with money.
I the spending of money either on our-

es or on others, the motive only will be

arded by the great Judge ;
and the motive

[ partake of the condition of the heart.

—

Luke xxi. 3. With the pure in heart self

estrained when spending on self, and for-

ten when spending on others.—See Matt.

38, 39.

Then money becomes the chief object of a
thoughts, it becomes also the root of

jh evil to him : his judgment regarding its

3 value and uses is apt to grow sadly per-

ted; and whichever way his mind tends,

3ther towards saving or spending, self soon

imes the first place in his consideration

—

virtueof economy degenerates into penuri-

ness, and of giving into much un- wisdom;
»ne time determined to be rich, and at an-

er thinking to purchase favor with God
has been neglected, the poor deceived

Her is hastened forward with an ever
elerating speed towards an eternity that

for him no comfortable assurance what-

[appy is that steward entrusted with more
n enough, who can so far realize the keep-

power of the most High as to escape those

ires which so peculiarily beset the pathway
he rich—being equally redeemed from that

it which would yet drive on adding house
lOUse, and that which thinks to purchase
don, favor and final salvation with money,
here is none other name under heaven
in among men, whereby we must be saved,"

' the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,"
by their spirits ye shall knovv" who are

iim and who are not, but think " to climb
some other way."

'elUngthe Truth.—When John Wilson was
oy, he was remarkable for his strict ad-

ence to the truth. At school his teacher

Bribed him as one who never told a lie.

following incident is related by a friend

lis boyhood—Dr. Fairbairn :

I remember in one of the intervals of our
ool-day, a band of us started up the burn
fishing and other diversions. Seduced by
summer sunlight (oh, how bright it was
hose days!) we heeded not the lapse of

e till the school-hour had passed. Then'

came a conference to determine what we
should say for ourselves, and various pro-

posals, savoring, I fear, of diplomacy, were
made. But the discussion was cut short by
John Wilson saying, in a tone unusually ener-

getic for him, 'I tell you what—we will tell

the truth I' and the truth he told—aye, and
continued to tell it till his dying day."

—

Life

of John Wilson.

The Appetite for Strong Drink.—A gentle-

man had got so far in drinking that ho was
known to drink a quart of brandy a day. He
was a fine business man, and yet he was ruin-

ing himself in the estimation of those who
knew him well. One day, when in the house,

he said, "Wife, come and sit on ray knee."

She sat there, and then she said, " If my hus-

band didn't drink, I would be the happiest

woman in Canada." " Well, my dear," he

replied, "I married you to make you happy,

and I ought to, and if that will make you
happy, I will never drink another drop as

long as I live." Now, that man cut it off

square, and kept his word for eight years,

without any belief in Christianity. Walking
down the street with him, a little while ago,

he said, "Do you see that red-fronted drink-

ing saloon ? Well, I have been afraid of that

for many years, and so I used to go down a

street and go around it, but since I have got

the grace of God in my heart, I go right by
that saloon, and if I have the slightest desire

I breathe an ejaculatory prayer, ' Lord, keep
me for Christ's sake,' and I go by it safe."

When a man abstains from drink, and has

an appetite which he controls in his own
strength, ho does it at daily risk, but when
he puts forth all the energy God has given

him, and trusts God for the result, he is safe.

The appetite for intoxicating drinks—what
is it? What is that appetite? As near as I

can define it, it is a mysterious something pro-

duced in certain systems by the use of intoxi-

cating liquors, that will respond to the first

drop of alcohol when it touches it. You can-

not make a moderate drinker out of a drunkard.
I don't care how many times he may join the

Church. It has been tried over and over
again. Total abstinence is necessary to save

a man from drunkenness.

A gentleman said to me in New York, "I was
a sad drunkard : I became a Christian. Well,

I believed and boasted that the love of Jesus

had taken away all appetite for the drink.

Three weeks ago there was the Communion
Service in Dr. Tyng's. I smelt the drink and
wanted it. My fingers began to tingle. There
was an itching, burning, dry sensation in my
throat. I wanted it. I tried to pray. I

tried to think that I had come there to show
forth the 'Lord's death till He come.' It

was no use. I gripped the seat. I ground
my teeth. I sat in perfect agony. The wine
approached me. I shuddered from head to

foot. If I had taken it in my hand there

would not have been a drop of it left. I know
it, and I have been fighting that appetite for

three weeks with all the power I had to fight

anything."

—

John B. Gough.

What an Injlnence.— There are at least

three millions of mothers in the United States.

These mothers, aside from older children,

have, it is supposed, between two and three

hundred thousand infants in their charge.

No influence, at present, can reach these

infant minds but that of a mother. These

minds may bo moulded at the will or disore-

lion of these mothers. If the army of mothers
should combine to accomplish any given ob-

ject, what may they not do? If-every mo-
ther should imitate the example of Hannah
of old, and consecrate her infant to the service

of the Lord, what could withstand such a
moral influence ? And yet from those infants

are to come our rulers, our judges, our minis-

ters, and all the influence, either for good
or evil, which is to sway the destinies of the

nation I

—

Selected.

Religious Items, &c.

The Present Crisis in England.—C. H. Spur-
goon, after speaking of the needless foreign

wars, the commercial distress and the unusual
and hurtful amount of rain under which
England has been suffering, thus refers to

the public prayers for the Divine blessing

which were desired to be offered. " I desire to

speak about prayers in the way of warning,
lest men should place an unwise confidence

in the formality of reading a form of praj'er

in the churches, or uttering extempore form-

alities in meeting-houses. Few men believe

more thoroughly in the power of real prayer

than I do, and 1 have tested and proved it in

many remarkable ways so fully that I can
have no doubts as to its etficacy, but heartily

magnify the name of our prayer-hearing God.

But still we must use our understandings, lest

wo be deceived, and come to expect what we
shall not receive.

"I would call to your recollection the fact

that, under certain circumstances, God does

not answer prayer. Our text says, ' I will go
and return to my place, till they acknowledge

their offence ;' and, if this bo the case, there

will be no answering of prayer till repentance

is manifested. Sometimes the heavens are

brass, even to good men, and their cries rever-

berate and come back into their own ears, not

without a blessing to themselves, but still

without any visible reply as to the people for

whom their intercessions were offered.

"David, doubtless, prayed earnestly that

he might escape from the chastisement of his

sin when he numbered the people, but it could

not be removed. He had the choice of three

evils, but one of the three was inevitable.

When God has come to this pass with a peo-

ple, that He must and will smite them, prayer

is their only resource, and even that may fail

to avert the threatened stroke. A child may
have so transgressed that his father may feel

bound to punish him, and then he will not

spare the rod because of his crying. I pray

God that the rain may cease, but if it should

be continued it will not be because the Lord
cannot help us, or has ceased to ansvver prayer.

Hero is the secret of it all, and with trembling

do 1 quote the words: 'Behold, the Lord's

hand is not shortened, that it cannot save
;

neither his ear heavy, that it cannot hear;

but your iniquities have separated between

you and your God, and your sins have hid his

face from you, that ho will not hear. For
your hands are defiled with blood.' (Is. lix.

1,3.)
"Eemember, too, that not only may God

withdraw Himself in anger, but it may be

his determination to punish a people out of a

far-seeing design for their good. Perhaps, as

a nation, we have had too much prosperity.

Ease and plenty have begotten pride and

luxury, and these may have weakened the
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spirit of the nation. It may have become
absolutely necessary for this favored nation,

if it is to be still the stronghold of liberty and

the fortress of gospel truth, that it should

again endure those northern blasts of adver-

sity which have aforetime strengthened it at

heart. It will not be the first time that our

laud has suffered for her good."

A crowded meeting ofEoman Catholics has

been held in Paris (the Duke of Eochefoucatd
presiding) to protest against the substitution

of lay for ecclesiastical teachers in the muni-

cipal elementary schools of Paris.

An interesting account comes from India

of the convineement of a Brahman of the

fourth or highest order. Gungahir is a native

of Bhilwara, in the North-west Province. He
married at an early age a woman to whom he

was passionately attached. His wife died and
left him inconsolable. He abandoned the

world and became a wandering devotee or

fakir, and resolved to reach the highest posi-

tion in this order. The process of acquiring

the title of fakir, is a very singular one:— 1.

For the first four months he abstained from
salt. 2. For five months, in the native city

of Poona, he endured the trial of swing in the

smoke. 3. For the next six months he was
concealed in a cave dug in the earth. He did

not see the light of day, but sat in meditation,

only emerging from his retreat at midnight
to receive the food left for him. 4. The next
six months he passed in communion with the

river god (Gunga.) From 12 o'clock to 4

o'clock each night he stood in the Ganges,
waist deep in water, to wash away his sins,

and imitated the wakefulness of Brahm. 5.

He next practised sitting in the presence of

the dead every niijht for a }'ear on the banks
of the Ganges. The next rites—such as paint-

ing the body with ashes of the dead, remain-

ing silent, &o.—were duly observed, and there-

upon Gungahir received the coveted title of

Swami. Thereafter he was worshipped as a

deity. In the course of his wanderings he

became possessed of a copy of the New Testa-

ment. He read and studied it diligently for

eight months, and emerging from the jungle

he sought out J. M. Douglas, a missionary.

He told him that he was convinced of the

truth of Christ's claims and the efficacy of

prayer.

"Forgive us our Trespasses."— The story

is told of a certain nobleman of Alexandria,

who complained bitterly to the bishop of that

city of his enemies. While in the midst of

his tale the bell sounded for prayers and
bishop and nobleman dropped to their knees,

the former leading in the Lord's prayer and
the latter leaving for the time his story un-

told. When the bishop came to the petition,
" Forgive us our trespasses," he stopped sud
denly, leaving the other to go on alone. The
nobleman attempted to continue, but, startled

by the sound of his own unaccompanied voice,

and recalled by his companion's silence to the

significance of the petition, stammered, ceased

praying, and rose from his knees, a hopeless

man—until he afterward found hope in a bet-

ter disposition toward his neighbor. It is an

easy thing to say " Forgive us our trespasses"

by rote; it is difficult, sometimes, to say it

understandingly. If we stop at this petition,

when wo are repeating the Lord's prayer,

until we have taken in the idea of it, how
many of us will go on !

—

Christian Union.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Freezing Fish.—To equalize the supply of

ne fish, several varieties of which ^re apt to

be over abundant in summer and scarce in

winter, the fish-dealers of New York have
erected three large refrigerating houses where-

in many tons of frozen fish are stored. When
there is a greater supply of fish in the market
than is likely to be sold during the day the

wholesale fish-dealers select the best and re-

move them before daylight from the vessels

to the freezing-houses, where each fish is

cleaned and prepared for the refrigerator.

The walls of the rooms are coated with zinc,

a second or inner wall of the same metal sepa-

rating each apartment. The spaces between
the subdivisions are filled with ground ice and
rock-salt, a mill being used for grinding the

mixture together. In the hot weather it re-

quires over 3000 pounds of ice and 14 bushels

of salt daily to keep the freezing houses in

proper order. The selected fish having been
cleaned, are placed in freezing pans covered
with ground ice and salt. When frozen stiff

they are taken to the apartment of the special

owner and there laid away in the cold till

wanted.
The Corn-beetle in Russia.

of the districts attacked, sallied out to wa;
war against the invaders. Their operatioii

were in most cases conducted by shakit

down the insects from the trees on whir
they had settled, into sheets outstretched t

"ow, and then destroying them. A small r

ward of one-half penny per pound was oflfer

n most districts for the "catch," and some
the children made considerable suras in tt

manner. For instance, on one farm ne
Lutzenberg, no less than 130 tons of the i

sects were collected, all of which were pa
for at the above-mentioned rate. The visit

tion is not regarded as an altogether nnmixi
evil, for the bodies of the slain enemj'-, form
rich manure, and when dried upon malt kil

are said to supply a most excellent food f

poultry.

Sparrow Hawks.—For a number of mont
a pair of sparrow-hawks have adopted as th(

hunting ground, the populous Corinthian ca
tals of the east front of the general post offi

building in Washington, decidedly the busis

and noisiest spot in the city. These bin

ordinarily considered our wildest, as they a

undoubtedl}' one of our most beautiful ai

graceful species, have evidently learned th

The insect is of the uproar below has no dangers for the

and that the human forms around and benes

them are after other pre)'. In truth, very fi

persons seem to notice them. They will swo
after the sknrrying sparrows within a fi

a deop-grey color, and bears a pair of gossa-

mer-like, delicate rose wings under its horny
wing-cases. It spends the autumn and winter
in a larva state in the earth, acquiring wings
towards the end of the Fifth month, when its ifeet of a constant stream of foot-passen

career of destruction commences. First itat- and rattling vehicles, and between the ston

tacks the steppe grasses, now just about to of well-filled rooms of the department bui

bloom, then the young rye on whose sweet |ing and the private offices opposite. Vei

milky grains it feeds till they become hard and often the smaller birds take shelter in t

dry, and then attacks the young wheat in its crevices of the marble foliage which crow
turn. This year the beetles have appeared in ]the columns, and the hawks follow them,

such prodigious swarms, from the centre of is curious to watch the chase as it winds fro

the Government of Charkow to the borders of one refusre to another, now a-wing and m
the Black Sea and the Sea of Azof, that im-^afoot, wile encountering wile, the keen p

ise quantities of cereals, especially wheat, |sistence of hunger and sport overcoming t

are either destroyed or threatened with de- hasty expedients of terror. And all the ti

struction. Their career of destruction lasts the drama of a larger life goes on side by si

about a month, but the mischief effected is so i with it, unnoting.

—

Atlantic Monthly.

great, that the Eussian Government has in-
j

Song of the Lark.—Above our heads, aim

vested the Minister of the Interior with full invisible, poises a lark, singing his "profi

powers to carry out the destruction of the in-
1
strains of unpremeditated art." The tune

sect by any means he may see fit to employ. 'speck is half a mile above us, yet everj' w
With thisviewextraordinarymeetingsof agri-land trill falls clear and sweetly on the e

culturists were called, large money premiums
I

The little vocal chords within his thro

voted, prizes offered for the invention of catch-
1 which constitute his lyre, are scareelj' a th

g or killing appliances, and last, an order jof an inch in length
;
yet their vibration (

was issued compelling every inhabitant of the the air with melody. On every side for h

infested districts whatever his rank or calling, 'a mile his song is heard, and thus he fill

to pay to the authorities a tribute of beetles, sphere of air a mile in diameter with mas

in kind, under pain of heavy penalties. A Music, and indeed all sound, is the effect p

pamphlet was issued gratuitously on the nature duced upon our oars by vibrations or trera

and habits of the insects; and records are of a certain frequency. Hence every parti

kept of the numbers of them destroyed. Alto-

gether many millions of roubles have been

expended in South Eussia in the attempted
extirpation of the post.

African Live Stock.—For some time past

250 or 300 truck loads of sheep and oxen have
been sent up every week from Marseilles to

Paris. The great majority of these come from
Africa.

The Colorado Potato Beetle has been officially

announced as found among the potato crops

in Europe, near Eudolstadt.

The Cockchafer Plague in Snhleswig-Hoistein.

—The annual visitation of these destructive

insects appears to have been on a large scale

the present year. About the 20th of 5th

month they appeared in countless numbers.

All the school-children and many of the adults

of air in the mile-wide sphere is pulsatin

unison with the lark's small vocal chords,

cubic foot of air at this time of year weij

about four hundred grains, and the num
of cubic feet which are taking up the

amount to tens of thousands of millions,

we weigh that air the result is even more
tounding, for we find our full-throated war!

has set quivering nearly two millions of t(—Sunday Magazine.
The Snowy Owl.—The snowy owl is a c

moD winter visitant, near Chicago. It

quents the haunts of rabbits and various m
hers of the grouse tribe. On the border

Lake Ontario, in the great wooded marsl

these birds find thousands of rabbits roam
at night time in the frozen tracts. The ir

ner in which these owls are captured is o
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ie interest. During the day tliey take to

open lots adjoining ttio marshes, but in

night ravage the woods. They are seldom
iwn to leave the small area selected for

;r depredations, unless driven away. In

day area they have but three or four

jes on which they alight, and when they

disturbed are sure to fly to one or other

,hese places, often moving in a circuit for

rs. A high stake being placed in the cen-

of the open lot, and a small sleel trap

jed thereon, they will speedily take to the

:e in preference to other resorts, and are

sequently caught. No bait is placed on

trap, the bird being caught by making
lie use of the peculiarity of their habits.

v. H. Ballon.

[eteorlc Dust has been found in the snows
candinavia and Finland, or those lying in

Arctic circle, hundreds of miles from any
lan habitation. Iron dust has been gath-

! in ice-holes in Greenland ; and in matter
3d from the bottom of deep oceans, mag-
B particles have been detected which must
5 been deposited there recently, and must
s come from the air, and originally from
depths of space.

eteoric matter is constantly foiling upon
earth, and it awakens a strong feeling of

rest. Humboldt says; "Accustomed to

w non-telluric bodies solely by measure-
t, by calculation, and by the inferences of

reason, it is with a sense of wonder that

touch, weigh, and submit to chemical
lysis metallic and earthy masses apper-

ing to the world without."

>f the system of meteors which come
lin the range of the earth's orbit, there

t be millions which do not cross her track
)Qe that docs. Yet from calculations based
he number of shooting-stars observed on
sar evening, it is estimated that the earth
lunters as many as 400,000,000 in a single

he Death- W(xtch and the Book-Worm.—
curious little insect called the death-watch
kind of beetle. Its larvae are extremely
ial to old furniture, in which they per-

te numerous round holes. In the larvae

J, they resemble small, white, soft worms,
I six short minute feet. The bead is

linatcd by two strong catting pincers,

» which these little insects scrape the
d into the finest sawdust. Other species

ae genus feed on flour, bread, wafers and
|r substances, in which they form grooves
B.llerics. The sound called the death-tick
ade by the insect striking its mandibles
» the wood. The number of distinct

jjes is generally from seven to eleven, and
le insect be in a situation where it can be
ihed, it will be observed to nod its head
I
makes each stroke, the whole being done

(
great force and quickness. The sound

|tly resembles a moderate tapping on a
) with the finger-nails; and, indeed, in

louses, where these insects are numerous.
may be induced to make their noises at
time, by tapping on a table, the wood of
}h contains them.
ae little insect called the hook-worm, be-

3 to the same genus as the death-watch,
in some cases it will bore through books
as much ease as the death-watch bores

ugh furniture. Kirby and Spence men-
an instance, where, in a public library but
! frequented, twenty-seven folio volumes
) perforated in a straight line by the same

insect, in such a manner that, on passing a
cord through the round hole made by it, these

twenty-seven volumes could bo raised at once.
—Leisure Hour.
An Underground, Lake.—The TIemcen Courier

(Algeria) describes a wonderful discovery re-

cently made at the picturesque cascades of
that place. Some miners had blasted an
enormous rock near the cascades, and, on re-

moval of the debris, found it had covered a

large opening into a cave, the floor of which
was covered with water. Constructing a
rude raft, and providing thomselve with can-

dles, the workmen sailed along this under-
ground river, which, at a distance of 60 metres
was found to emerge into a large lake of

limpid water. The roof of the cavern was
very high at>d covered with stalactites, the
brilliant colors of which sparkled under the
light of the candles. Continuing their course,

the workmen had at certain places to navi-

gate their craft between the stalactites, which
meeting stalagmites from the bed of the lake,

formed enormous columns, which looked as

if they had been made expressly to sustain

the enormous arches. They thus reached the
extremity of the lake, where they noticed a
large channel extending toward the south,

into which water quietly made its way. This
is supposed to be a wide fissure which has
baffl.jd exploration hitherto at Sebdon, and
which connects thecascades with that locality,

and thus with the mysterious sources of the
Taina. It is possible that here they have
found an immense natural basin, supplied by
powerful sources, and sending a part of its

waters toward the lake, while the rest goes
to Sebdon. The workmen estimated the dis-

tance underground traversed by them at three
kilometres, and the breadth of the lake at

two. They brought out with them a quantity
of fish, which swarmed around the raft, and
which were found to be blind.

THE FRIEND.
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Some of our readers will probably remem-
ber that several articles appeared in our
columns some months ago relative to a sepa-

ration that occurred in Norwich Monthly
Meeting, Canada. The last of these contained
a statement of the proceedings of a committee
of the Yearly Meeting appointed to consider
the subject; and was furnished by Thomas
Clark, who was a member of that committee.
This statement has been said by some Canada
Friends to be inaccurate, and a communica-
tion was forwarded to us soon after, making
the corrections that were thought needful.

Thiscommunication reached Philadelphia dur-

ing a prolonged absence of the person to whom
it was addressed. After his return it seemed
out of season, and was laid aside, through a
desire to avoid all unnecessary controversy,

and it was thought that possibly some further

action might be taken at the next Canada
Yearly Meeting on this subject. That meet-
ing has now passed, and the Friends of Nor-
wich, who were disowned in such a wholesale
manner, still remain in their isolated position.

As we are anxious that the records contained
on our pages should be an accurate account
of what we undertake to publish, we believe

it right, though at this late date, to insert a
few words from a letter received from one of

the members of the Yearly Meeting's Com-
mittee.

The communication of Thomas Clark was
so worded as to convey the impression that
the Yearly Meeting's Committee were united
in their approval of the report to the Yearly
Meeting. The letter referred to says: "He
[Thomas Clark] is certainly mistaken in say-
ing that no objection was made to his being
directed to sign [the report]. He cannot
denj' that seven or eight objected to it, and
that one Friend was trying to make some re-

marks when the Committee arose."

The proceedings in Canada appear to us to

be marked with a measure of the same parti-

san spirit which was manifested years ago iu

New England, and which would not brook
the public bearing of a testimony for the truth
which John Wilbur and other Friends be-

lieved was called for at their hands. Like
causes produce like effects, and history repeats
itself

In Now England, an attempt was made to

compel a Monthly Meeting to disown one of
its members whom it believed to bo innocent
of any breach of discipline. When the Month-
ly Meeting declined to be coerced into taking
such a step, the Quarterly Meeting endeavored
to take away its rights and attach its mem-
bers to another meeting. This was one of
the prominent steps in causinga breach which
has not yet been healed.

In Canada, Norwich Monthly'- Meeting de-

clined to receive an application for member-
ship from a person who was engaged in teach-

ing music. In the discussions that accom-
panied the consideration of this subject, so

heated a feeling was produced, thai the mem-
bers favoring the reception of the application
organized a separate Monthly Meeting in a
manner which all the accounts that have
reached us show to have been clearly at vari-

ance with good order.

In both cases, we do not believe such things
would have been done, if a heated and partisan

spirit had not existed, which was determined
to accomplish its object, even if that required

a disregard of the rights of members and
meetings, and a deadly blow at the harmonj'
and good feeling which should prevail among
those belonging to the same household of faith.

One cannot but mourn that there did not
exist that coolness of temper, calmness of
wisdom, self-restraint of spirit, and unity in

doctrine, which would have enabled superior

meetings to interpose effectually for the heal-

ing of these difficulties. We emphasize unity

in doctrine, because, where there is any con-
siderable variance from the doctrines of Chris-

tianity, as held by our Society from its begin-

ning, we do not believe it possible for the
harmony and efficiency of the church to be
long maintained. Yet we are satisfied that
even where a belief in the same doctrines

exists in a meeting, there may arise disputes

and dissensions which require the labor of

the spiritually-minded to remove—even of

those who are clothed with the meek, restor-

ing love of the Gospel, and who bear in mind
their own weakness, remembering the caution

of the apostle, " Considering thyself, lest thou
also be tempted."
We greatly desire to see more and more

developed in our beloved Society, a dispo-

sition to rally to first principles ; a willingness

in the individual members to live in a humble,
selfdenying obedience to the revelations of

the light of Christ in their hearts; and an in-
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creasing degree of that love which flows from

a fellowship "with the Father and with His
Son, Jesus Christ." It was a precious testi-

mony borne to our people in former days,

that from whatever part of the world Friends

came, they all spake the same language in a
spiritual sense.

SUMM.A.R\ OF EVENTS.
United States.—At a recent experiment with the

electric light on the tower of the Grand Union Hotel
at Saratoga, an open parabolic reflector, but no lenses

being used, the light was turned towards a spot in Ball-

Bton Spa, seven and a half miles distant, where by pre-

vious arrangement, a number of persons were present

to witness the experiment; so. powerful was the light,

and so accurate the focusing, that the designated spot

was instantly illuminated, and fine print could be easily

read. This is the longest distance at which illumina-

tion of equal degree has been accomplished.

The exports of wheat during the fiscal year ending
6th mo. 30th, 1879, were 122,3.53,936 bushels, valued at

$130,701,079, and of flour 5,629,714 barrels, valued at

$29,507,71 3. The total value of cotton exported in the

same time was 8162,304,250. The exports of provisions,

exclusive of fish and of tallow, were $119,967,763, and
of other breadstufls than wheat and flour $48,346,265.

Nine regular Trans-Atlantic steamers sailed on the

13th inst. from New York, and the agents say there has
never been such a demand for freight room. Over
3.50,000 bushels of grain, 4,600 barrels, and 19,000 sacks

of flour, 3,800 bales of cotton, 40 bales of domestics, 125

southern red and amber, $1.12; white, $1.13. Kye,

new, 53 a 54 cts. ; old, 60 a 61 cts. Corn, 47 a 50 cts.

Oats, 33 a 34 cts. for white, and 30 a 32 cts. for mixed,

Seeds.—Cloverseed, 7 a 71 cts. per pound. Flaxseed,

$1.35 a $1.40, and Timothy," $2.10 a $2.20 per bushel.

Hay and Straw.—Prime timothy, 80 a 90 cts. per

100 pounds ; mixed, 65 a 75 cts. ; straw, 70 a 80 cts. per

100 pounds.
Beef cattle, extra, 5J a 5 J cts.

;
good, 4J a 5\ cts., and

common, 3 a 31^ cts. Cows, $28 a $50 per head. Hogs,

5} a 5| cts. per lb. Sheep, 3t a 5 cts., as to quality.

Lambs, 4J cts. for medium, and 6 cts. for extra.

Foreign.—London.—The Times in a leading edi-

torial article says ;
" Nothing is known to confirm the

rumors of a general uprising in Afghanistan. We are

justified in believing that the condition of the country
has become no worse since the first outbreak." The
correspondent of the Daily News, at Lahore, reports

that the mutineers are advancing on Jellalabad and
Cabul, and that the Mohmunds are threatening General
Roberts at All Kheyl, who has telegraphed for four

more regiments.

A recent official return of the national debt of Great
Britain puts the exact figures on the first of 4th month
last at £778,078,840.
An explosion has occurred in the colliery pit of the

Creeve Coal and Iron Company, at Leycett. Five per-

sons are already known to have been killed.

All the directors of the West of England and South
Wales District Bank, except one, have been committed
for trial, for publishing false balance sheets.

A great tenants' rights meeting was held in Mallow,
Ireland, on the 13th, at which 20,000 people were
present. Resolutions were passed calling the attention

bullocks, 100 tons and 1,600 quarters of fresh beef and jof the Government to the distressed condition of Ire-

500 carcasses sheep, constituted prominent features of

the exports.

A line of seven steamers, having an aggregate ton-

nage of 13,567 tons, is about to be established by mer-
chants of Norfolk, Va., to run between Norfolk and
Liverpool at intervals often days.

Preparations are being made in San Francisco to

give General Grant a grand reception. The City of

Tokio, on which he is crossing the ocean, is to be met
outside the heads by a squadron of yachts and steamers,

salutes fired, and the city decorated.

The St. Louis School Board, in resolving to employ
none but colored teachers in the colored schools here-

after, have provided for fifty-six of these teachers. The
attendance is said to have increased, and colored parents

are taking greater interest in the schools. A change in

the study and grading of these schools has been advo-

cated in order to make it better adapted to the shorter

school time of these children.

The National Board of Health, comparing the yellow
fever epidemic of this with last year, finds that last

week there were cases reported in only three cities and
towns, as against fifteen last year. There were two
ca-ses and no deaths in New Orleans last week ; in 1878,

1,.528 cases and 530 deaths. In Memphis there were
145 cases and 44 deaths ; corresponding week of last

year 687 deaths.

The total tonnage of anthracite coal for the year up
to the 6th inst., is 17,123,125 tons, an increase over
previous year of 6,601,043 tons. Of bituminous for the

year 2,372,568 tons. The total tonnage of all kinds of

coal for the coal year, is 19,49.5,843 tons, to same date

last year 12,738,727 tons.

The exports from Philadelphia for the 8th month
amounted to $-5,101,627. Of this total about one-sixth

was exported in American ve.ssels, and our chief

customers were Great Britain, which took nearly $2,-

000,000; France, $1,173,000 ; Belgium, $916,000 ; and
Portugal $350,000.
The total amount of gold received at New York from

Europe during last week, was $8,800,000. Of this

amount $6,600,000 was deposited in the United States

assay office for recoinage. The amount of gold coin

paid to bankers by the assay office was $4,558,000.

There were 543 deaths in New York city during the
past week. In Philadelphia, 232.

Markets, &C.—U. S. sixes, 1881. 104^ ; do. do. 5's,

102| ; 4| per cents, 104 J ; 4 per cents, 102.

Trade in most departments has been quite active

during the past week, and prices of several of the lead-

ing articles were higher.

Cotton sold in lots at 12| a 13 cts. per lb. for up-
lands and New Orleans.

Petroleum—Crude, in bbls., 5 cts. refined, 6| a 7i cts.

per gallon.

Flour.—Minnesota extra, f5 for medium and $5.75
for fancy ; Ohio, $5.25 a $6.60; patent, 4^0 a $7. Rye
flour, $3.30 a $3.40. Bran, $13.25 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat was in good demand—Penna. and] Johnson, Ind., $2.10, vol.

land, and suggesting the establishment of a system of:

State relief and a general abatement of rents.

A correspondent writes to the Times that King Mtesa,

'

ruling near Victoria Nyanzi, Africa, has abolished

slavery throughout his dominions. At least half a

million of slaves were to be liberated on the 13th inst.

A detailed annual statement relative to the French
harvest, says it has been very good in four departments,

I

good in seven, fair in twenty-four, poor in forty, andj
bad in fifteen. This year's aggregate crop will be ninety

million hectolitres, against ninety-five million last year.

This will necessitate the importation of five or six mil-

lion hectolitres.

RECEIPTS.
Keceived from Josiah W. Cloud, N. J., $2.10, vol.

53; from Henry W. Robsrl.s, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53;'

from Mary D. Maris, Del., $2.10, vol.53; from Edward:
Thorn, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Jno. M. Saunders,

!

N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Samuel B. Smith, O., $2.10,

1

vol. .53; from Mary Ann Spencer, Del., $2.10, vol. 53,'

and for Elizabeth Stapler, Del., and William C. Malone,!
City, $2.10 each, vol. 53; from Levi Varuey, Canada,'

$2, vol. 53, and for William Valentine and Sarah
Lavens, $2 each, vol. 53 ; from Mary W. Corbit, Del.,

'

$2.10, vol. 53 ; from Frances S. Williams, City, $2, vol.

53 ; from John Wilson, lo., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Mahlon
Moon, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Charles Moon and
William H. Moon, Pa., and William Tatnall, Del.,|

*2.10, vol. 53 ; for Jonathan Cox, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53

;

from Samuel Williams, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53, and fori

Caleb Darnell, $2.10, vol. 53 ; from William C. Taber,

Mass., $2.10, vol. -53 ; from Elisha Roberts, N. J., $2.10,

'

vol. 53, and for David Roberts, Jr., $2.10, vol.53; from:

James R. Kite, Agent, O., for Thomas Llewelyn, David I

Masters, Richard Penrose, Aaron Dewees, Joseph I

Masters, Jason Penrose, Jesse Dewees, William Harmer, i

Samuel King, Mary Wilson, William Picket, Robert
Milhous, and Samuel Fawcett, $2.10 e.ich, vol. 53

;

from Samuel Morris, Olney, Philada., $2.10, vol. 53
;

from David Evans, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Richard
H. Reeve, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Nathaniel B.

Brown, City, *2, vol. 53, and for Melicent Brown, $2,

vol. 53 ; from Reuben Battin, Agent, Pa., $2.10, to No.
10, vol. 54, and for Jesse McCarty, #2.10, to No. 12,

vol. 54, and for Joseph McCarty, John P. McCirly,
Job McCartv, Abel McCarty, Theodore Hess, Charles

F. Hess, John S. Brown, and George Schill, $2.10 each,

vol. 53; from Samuel Hulme, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from
Samuel E. Woolman, Pa., *2.10, vol. 53 ; from Oliver

Miller, O., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Jonathan G. Williams,

N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; for Lucy Cope, Enos Smedley,
and Norris J. Scott, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 53, and for

Samuel S. Jones, Gtn., $2.10, to No. 36, vol. 53 ; from
Lydia Koll, O., $2.10, vol. 53; from Robert Knowles,
Agent, N. Y., for Joseph Collins, $2.10, vol. 53, and
for Sarah T. Boss, 25 cts., to No. 5, vol. 53 ; from Ben-
jamin Sharpless, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from Martha S.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORE
PERSONS.

j

Teachers will be wanted for these schools, to op
j

10th month 6th. Application may be made to

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St. [

Thomas Elkinton, 9 N Front St.
(

Charles C. Cresson, 1132 Girard Si

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL,
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G.

having resigned their positions as Superintendent a

Matron of Westtown Boarding School, Friends w
may feel drawn to engage in the important and respc

sible duties of superintending this Institution, are

quested to communicate with either of the undersigni

The present Superintendents desire to be released

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Fall.sington, Bucks Co., Pa
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia
Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three Monti

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open on Secoi

day, Ninth mo. 8th, 1879.

A limited number of children will now be admiH
to these schools, not members of our religious Socie

whose parents may desire to have them educated fi

from the unnecessary but fashionable accomplii

ments, too common in many schools at this day.

The attention of Friends residing in the city and
neighborhood is particularly invited to them. 1

terms are moderate, and Friends belonging to Phii

delphia Yearly Meeting, sending children to tb

schools, (also members), who may find the char;

burdensome, can be fally relieved.

The principal schools will open for the next ten

under the care of John H. Dilliugham and Marga
Lightfoot, as Principals, both successful teachers:

many years' experience. With these Friends in chat

assisted by a complete corps of teachers, it is thou

these schools may safely be recommended as afford

opportunities for obtaining a liberal education in i

ful branches of study, and in the Latin, Greek i

French languages. Facilities for illustration are

forded by a valuable collection of philosophical i

chemical apparatus, minerals, and Auzoux's model

parts of the human system, &c.

Believing that advantage would arise from

creased facilities for the instruction of the sma
girls, arrangements have been completed for the o[

ing with the fall term, of a primary department in

building on Seventh St., in which sp-icial atteal

will be given to those children whose studies are ol

elementary character. The Primary Schools in Chi

St. and at Sixth and Noble Sts., will be coutia

under their former efficient management.
Further information may be obtained upon appl

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Smedley, No. 415 Market S

Died, at his residence, near Monrovia, Mor^
Indiana, on the 19th of First month, 1879,

Johnson, a member and elder of West Union Mod
Meeting, in the 75th year of his age.

, on the 5th instant, at Camden, N. J., .

H. Brooks, in the 71st year of his age. Bein;

sensible of the tendering influences of Divine 1

was religiously inclined from very early life. H(
tended the meetings of Friends from a child, and jo

our Society on the ground of convincement a-

twenty-one years ago. Having received the knowl(

of the truth as it is in Jesus Christ, in the love (

he was, we believe, in good degree favored to ex)

ence preservation therein to the end of his race,

was often concerned to extend to others, in a pr:

way, the word of loving exhortation and affectio

counsel. He was an example of Christian patience

resignation to the Divine will, during an illnei

eighteen months' duration ; Siiying to a Friend j

days before his decease, that it had been a " comfori

time to him," and now that it has pleased our Heav
Father to remove him hence, we are consoled it

belief that our loss is his gain for ever.

^WLLIAM^HTPlLlErTRINfER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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From " The British Friend.'

ff Review of Reported Proceeding of London
pearly Meeting in its considerntion of the re-

port of the Deputation to visit Western Yearly

Meeting.

it is with sorrow that we notice in The
lish Friend of 6th mo. 2, that in the report

the Friends who were appointed to visit

istern Yearly Meeting, as well as in their

larks while said report was under eon-

sration, that statements were made which
calculated to mislead the readers of that

irnal as well as those who heard the re-

rks in the Yearly Meeting, and we believe

t every candid Friend would be willing to

e such facts in the case as will enable

m to form a correct and impartial judg-

it of our position.

Hrst, we may say that on receiving informa-

1 about one year ago, of the appointment
this committee we were glad that one
irly Meeting appeared willing to hear and
lerstand our ease. How fully those antici-

loDS were realized let the reader judge,

a what seems to be a synopsis of the re-

t it is stated that "in the afternoon they
It into their meeting." We have no knowl-
e that they intimated any desire to attend

of the sittings of our Yearly Meeting,
sy asked an interview with the Friends
retired ; such an interview was granted

ihey requested, and as the meeting or in-

;iew was at their request it was considered

mder their control. They had ample and
nterrupted opportunity for labor as they
hed. They pressed earnestly the interest

1 love of their Yearly Meeting, and their

ire that we would re-unite with the other

y. They reminded us of the weakening
[ desolating effects of separations. They
lid also have us to understand that they
•e aware of the causes which had led to our
rse of action. In this they followed closely

information given in London Yearly Meet
last year, as reported in The British Friend,

ieh we could not admit to be true.

J'ear the close of their remarks one of them
)rmed us that they should expect to hear

y little, if any thing, in reply. As they
ie a move to conclude their interview, one
end asked of them the privilege to speak
3w words. They assented, and he spoke

y briefly, showing his desire that those
had as we believed made serious infrac-

tion on those principles and testimonies which
have ever distinguished our Society, should

return thereto; that thereby the broken bonds
of union and Christian fellowship might be

restored. Thus it seemed our interview was
to be ended, with no opportunity for correc-

tion.

At this moment as they were rising to take

their leave, a Friend arose and stated that it

was quite evident judging from their remarks,

that they were hiboring under misapprehen-
sion as to our position and the causes which
had led thereto ; and asked if they would be

willing to meet with us either collectively, or

with a few who might be set apart for that

purpose. To this they assented, and after the

meeting requested that the interview might
be with a few individuals.

The report states " the meeting then ap-

pointed a committee to have further confer-

ence with the deputation." No such com-
mittee was appointed by our Yearly Meeting,
nor was any official notice taken in any way
of their visit or labor amongst us. Subse-

quently a short statement was drawn up by a
few individuals (of which the following is a

copy) and being approved of by a number of

Friends to whom it was road, four Friends
were requested to present it to those to whom
it was addressed, and give such further ex-

planation and information as might seem
right to convey to them a proper understand-
ing of the case.

Soon after the close of our Yearly Meeting
an interview was sought and obtained. The
document was read to them and then given

into their possession, and to each was pre-

sented a copy of a "Testimony for Truth,"

issued by our Meeting for Sufferings, and also

a Testimony of a conference issued some time

previous.

The following ia a copy of the statement
alluded to :

—

To Joseph Bevan Braithwaite, Eichard Little-

boy, George Tatham, and J. J. Dymond.
Dear Friends,—Judging from the remarks
you made during the interview which we
granted you on the 14th last., we are con-

vinced that you do not rightly understand the

causes which led to the unhappy relation now
existing between the two Yearly Meetings,

and that we have the additional evidence

that your information relative to these sub-

jects is not altogether correct, because the

reasons given were not the facts in the case,

as is shown by statements in public print,

purporting to have been made in London
Yearly Meeting by persons from this country

occupying positions that would seem to en-

title them to respect and confidence.

Therefore we cannot silently admit them
to be true, nor scarcely approximating to the

true cause which led us publicly to testify

against those who compose the other organi-

zation ; but we do certify that the real causes

have been in progress for several years past,

some of which are briefly set forth in a testi-

mony issued by our Meeting for Sufferings
last spring, to which we now refer you.
The departures there mentioned do involve

some of the dearest fundamental doctrines of
the Society, and they were persistently and
continually pressed upon us and our children,

not so much, as was intimated by you, from
persons in the "zeal of immature experience,"
as they were by those in the very highest
position in society, thus giving more authority
to that which was felt to bo fast destroying
the confidence and regard of large numbers
of our children, not only in the doctrines of

the Society, but in the reality of the Christian
religion. Hence we felt drawn in brotherly
kindness to thus correct your raisapproheu-

sion."

After the reading of this statement and a
friendly presentation of some points, an at-

tempt was made b}' one of our number to

state in a brief and plain way what had come
under his own observation relative to the case

before us, giving someof th'e real causes which
had led to our present situation. He had
spoken but verj' little when one of the depu-
tation laid his hand upon his shoulder and
requested him to stop. We were astonished.

Could it be possible after having prohibited,

even before we asked it, any opportunity for

correction at a meeting of their own appoint-

ment, that now, at an interview at our re-

quest and for that especial purpose, we should
be again refused the opportunity of speaking
freely as we had accorded to them. Such
seemed to be the case. They seemed desirous

to hear nothing of the kind, saying they could

not go behind the instruction of their Yearlj--

Meeting.
It is stated further, " whatever individual

difference of opinion there might have been,

the deputation could not ascertain that there

was any difference of view in doctrine between
these Friends who retired and the recognized

principles of the body.

"It seemed more to be due to misgiving

and mistrust of certain practices which had
been used by individuals in revival and mis-

sion meetings, and which they believed the

Yearly Meeting practically recognized."

This appears to bo the only sentence in the

report which indicates the cause of the sepa-

ration.

We may not clearly understand what was
intended to be conveyed by it. If by "cer-
tain practices" they mean those practices

which involve a violation of the "recognized
principles of the body" (which they give us

credit of holding to) then we accept the term
;

and if by "individuals" they mean men and
women who occupy the highest positions in

society, who are appointed and reappointed,

or liberated again and again for service, when
it is well known that their service includes

the practices alluded to, then we accept the

word individuals, and do believe that the

Yearly Meeting practically recognized them
and their services ; and, further, if with " re-
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vival and mission meetings," they will include

other meetings and exclude very few, we ac-

cept the whole sentence.

We believe that if those Friends had been

willing to hear, there would have been dis-

closed to them the fact that there are many
differences of view with regard to important

doctrines, and we are at a loss to perceive

how, without investigation, they could say,

as G. Tatham remarked, "There was no point

of doctrinal difference, but simply uneasiness

at certain action taken."

R. Littleboy seems to indicate that one
cause of our trouble is on account of the con-

duct of those recently united with us, and
their inability to "enter into the ways of our
organization, and rapresent our Society so

fully as Friends who have been born and edu-

cated in our midst." It seems very strange

to us that this sentiment should be so per-

sistently pressed, after the inl'ormation with
which thoy wore furnished. We cannot ac-

cept it, for we believe their conduct is mainly
consistent with the teaching which caused
them to unite in membership.
The report states, "opportunity being de-

sired for visiting the families of the seced

it seemed as though it might be granted, but

finally it was not." We should not at all

have felt at liberty to allude to this subject

had it not been thus published. Such request
was made on the occasion of the presentation
of the document above copied.

We were aware Ihat the confidence of our
Friends towards the deputation was already
greati}' impaired, on account of their course
at the public interview a few days previous,

and they informing us that the object of theii

visit was to encourage us to re-unite with the

other body, we did not believe that such visit

was likely to result in any benefit, and so we
felt easy to advise them.
We are not willing to surrender important

principles and testimonies as a matter of ex-

pediency, but we would rejoice if all would
return to a support and maintenance of them,
that thereby the severed bonds of Christian
brotherhood might be re-united.

We desire no controversy but believed that
correction was. duo, and we trust we enter
tain nothing but a spirit of love, and desin
for the spread of the Redeemer's Kingdom.

Eleazer Bales,
Robert W. Hodson,
John W. Furnace,
Albert Maxwell.

fore our eyes, and our peace with Him was
precious to us, which wo, through obedience to

the grace of God in our hearts, enjoyed.

a Memoir of J. Baynes, Piety Promoted.

-From

The Power of God.—A little before Joseph
Baynes was seized with the increased illness

from which he died, a concern came upon
him to advise young men and women to wait
for the power of God, which would work a
change in their hearts, and make them new crea-

tures ; otherwise, said he, they will have a
form of godliness, without the power; and
such live in an unregenerato state ; who pro-

duce the fruits of nature, but not of grace.
Mark, said he, grace teaches to deny ungodli-

ness, and the world's lusts; to live soberly,

&c. But alas! too many of our youth, for

want of taking the grace for their teacher, go
into a false and undue liberty in their words
and apparel, making that of no conscience to

them, that the potcer of Truth made conscience
to us. For by that power we were made will-

ing to put off all superfluity in eating, drink-
ing, and wearing apparel. Our words were
few and savory, for the Lord's dread was be-

" For The Friend."

Six Moutlis in Ascension.

This is the title of a sprightly and instruc

tive little volume written by the wife of David
Gill, who accompanied her husband on a trip

from England to this barren volcanic rock,

whither he went to take astronomical obser-

vations of the planet Mars, with the view of

determining the distance of the sun.

The principle on which the sun's distance
is found, is the same as tiiat by which a sur-

veyor calculates the distance of a tree which
is visible but inaccessible. He measures the
length of a line on solid ground, and with his

compass or theodolite takes the angular posi

tion of the tree from both ends of his line.

The measurements thus made enable him to
determine the distance of the tree.

Our author (woman-like) makes use of knit-

ling needles to illustrate the method pursued
by astronomers, and she uses her feminine
instruments with considerable skill. She re-

fers to a remarkable meteor seen in 1866,
which to an observer at Aberdeen seemed to

burst near a certain star in the south. An
observer at Newcastle saw the same meteor
burst to the north of him, and apparently
near another star. She imagines an astrono-
mer, with a map of England before him, plac-

ing one end of a knitting needle on the town
of Aberdeen, and pointing the other end of it

in the proper direction and altitude. vSimilarly

he takes another knitting needle, places one
end of it in Newcastle, and turns the other in

the direction as seen from that town. The
point where the needles cross each other must
be the place of the bursting of the meteor,
which in this case was found to be 40 miles
verticallj'- over the town of Dundee.

In the fall of 1877, the planet Mars ap-
proached unusually near to the earth, and it

was to avail himself of this favorable oppor-
tunity of observing its position, that David
Gill planned the expedition to Ascension. He
proposed to observe the planet in the evening
soon after it arose, and again towards morn-
ing shortly before its setting. The rotation

of the earth between the time of the two ob-

servations would carry him 6,000 or 7,000
miles, and give him the same advantage that
would be found in observations made at the
same moment by observers stationed at the
same distance from each other on the earth's
surface.

The calculation of the distance of Mars from
the earth, would enable him, by a well known
astronomical law discovered by Kepler, to
deduce that of the sun.

Through the aid of the Astronomical So-
ciety and other interested parties, the expe-
dition was well provided with the delicate

instruments necessary for taking accurate
observations. Of these one of the most im-
portant was a splendid Heliometer loaned by
Lord Lindsay. This valuable instrument met
with a sad mishap, which our author thus
describes

:

" Before starting, very particular attention
was required in regard to the Heliometer

—

the keystone on which the whole structure of is past is not to come."
the work rested. And here begins the story

|

As none of the outward-bound English m
of its adventures and mischances. ships touched Ascension, D. Gill and his w

" The instrument had never been used in so were under the necessity of taking passage

low a latitude as Ascension, and it was nec^

sary to test it carefully, in order to ascerta

whether it would perform its functions w-
under the untried circumstances.

"Considerable interest in the expeditl
having been shown by members of the Roj
Astronomical Society, it was thought best

erect the instrument in their rooms at Bi

lington House, where the necessary trii

could be made, and that the instrument mig
afterwards be exhibited and explained at o

of the evening meetings. The Heliomet
was duly erected, and all had been broug
nearly into the same condition of affairs

would be required at Ascension. David w
applying a level to an inclined piece of wo
cut to the angle of the latitude of Ascensic
and was directing the workmen to give a fit

motion to the screw bj^ which the inclinati

of the axis is changed, when slip! the scr*

gave out, the overhanging weight of t

Heliometer and its counterpoises tore t

lower end of the cradle from his hand, at

tilting upwards, the polar axis, counterpoi

weights and Heliometer-iube, in all sevei

cwt., came down crash, from a height of 7

8 feet, upon the floor.

"Imagine the astronomer's feelings

saw the Heliometer of all his hopes lig

upon its delicate eye-end ; that eye-end driv

through the floor and slowly torn off, as t

whole mass graduallj' turned round, smashi
and crushing the more delicate rods, ban
and other attachments to the tube, and fina'.

squashing one of the copper caps which pi

tect the ends of the slides from dust.
" As the whole thing laj' there on the floi

within ten days of the time when it must
packed for shipment, it seemed impossil

that it could be restored fit for use. Thei
parent ruin of so manj- hopes and plans

paralyzing, and for some minutes David
quite incapable of examining the amount
damage done. By-and by, however, ai

came to look into details, matters did

prove to be so desperate as they had at fi

sight appeared. 'The tearing ani smashi
and crushing of the eye-end, handles, &c., b

had the happy effect of breaking the fall; a

on removing the head, he was delighted

find that the object-glass, the slide, the seal

and in fact all the really vital parts of t

Heliometer proper were intact, and worki
as smoothly and beautifully as ever.

The life was still there, and the shatter

limbs were at once placed under the care

able surgeons, who in six days made th

hole as before. But what a time of strair

was, and how tired we were before we startc

Yet all the while we never ceased to congn
ate ourselves on the misfortune having tak

place when and where it did.

" The cause of it was simply that the e

vating screw was too short, and the inst

ment being called a ' Universal Equatorij

that is, adapted to all latitudes, this deficien

could not have been anticipated. Had it i

been for this trial in Burlington House, in

probability, a like accident would have hi

pened at Ascension, the result of which woi

simply have meant the utter failure of the

pedition.
" It was only at the last moment that

were ready ; but we were ready. The evil tl
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Helena, and there waiting for a return

imer from the Cape of Good Hope, to

vey them to their destination.

)uriDg a week's sojourn at this place they
ted Longwood, the residence of Napoleon
ing his imprisonment on tlie island, and
tomb, of which she says: " It is a lovely

t that the great general chose for his last

ing-place, close by the clear spring thai

1 so often to refresh him after his walk
n Longwood, over a mile distant. We
od the place under charge of a French
:eant, and almost over-trim in its exquisite

tness. A plain iron railing encloses a plot

nossy grass, shaded by cypress, willow and
er sombre trees, and an inner rail, round
ich climb bright geraniums, protects the

ab itself An ancient looking, leafless wil-

r hangs over it, but this is not the original

low as I had fondly hoped. That has been

blessly hacked to pieces long since byrelic-

iters, and this lineal descendant, though
ter protected, already looks tattered and
orn, and will, no doubt, soon die the death

its predecessor. With a view to this fate

a 3'ounger willow has been planted

36 by to take the place of honor when the

sent tree falls."

For "The Friend."

7he following dialogue between that once
'nent Friend, Thomas Story, and a Roman
;bolic, in Ireland, written by himself, ap-

ired to the writer calculated to inform such
are looking outwardi}', as to what is the

e and right reception of Christ,

ifter a somewhat lengthy dispute concern-

; the outward body and blood, the Catholic
)n said, " That Christ told the people that

;ept ye eat the flesh and drink the blood of

I Son of man, ye have no life in you ; there

St then be some way of eating and drink-

; to make good that saying, which is also

•y plain in its own nature, the flesh and
od in a proper sense." To this Thomas
d, that Christ did say so, and the people

pk Him to mean properly, and without a
|Ure as ye now do, looking upon the impos-
'ility as it really is in the sense they and
lU take it; but when they were all ofl'ended

4 gone. Ho turned to his disciples and ex-

iined it to them, for they st/emed not rightly

understand Him, saying, will ye also leave

}; to you it is given to understand the mys-
'ies, but to them (the world) in parables,

hat then was the parable or raysteiy ? It is

B Spirit that quickens, the flesh prodtetb
thing; and thus it is in your bibles as well

ours. Thomas further added, that if there

•e the bread were really substantiated after

e words were said, and were the true body
d blood of Christ, and if they eat and drank
B same flesh and blood, which then they
held, it would profit them nothing. Then
d he, 'tis true the flesh and blood by itself,

thout the spiril, does not profit, but when
) eat the flesh and blood together we eat

e Spirit also, and that quickens as we eat it.

lis was a deep fetch, and the last shift,

lich Thomasanswered thus, viz: "Thiscan-
t be Christ's meaning, for here he does not
ly distinguish, but divide between the flesh

d Spirit; it is the Spirit that quickens.
Jre is the whole work of quickening as-

hed to the Spirit, and the same that quick-

3 also continues life in him who is quick-

ed; for from the Spirit came flesh, blood,

bread, wine, and the whole universe, and all

that in it is, and are all continued by the same
spirit, the substance of all things; but the

flesh profiteth nothing. Here it is set apart
from the Spirit in the same sentence, and
profiteth nothing to be eaten ; and for the

further interpretation of this, observe the

words of Christ to Satan, 'Man shall not live

by bread alone; but by every word that pro-

ceedoth out of the mouth of God ;' the words
which proceed out of the mouth of God are
Spirit and Life, as said the Lord Christ, who
is that Word, 'My words they are Spirit, and
they arc Life ;' which Word the apostles knew
by experience to make them alive and pro-

serve them ; and appears secondly by the an-

swer of Peter at the same time : whither shall

we go? Thou hast the words of Eternal Liie.

So that this quickening is not by this so gross
and carnal eating and drinking here imagined,
but by receiving of the Spirit through the

words of Christ, abstracted and apart from
that holy body, and all other corporeity or

body; and for the further understanding of

sayings of this nature, observe that where the

disciples were showing Him the temple at

Jerusalem, and the beauty of it. He said to

them, 'Destroy this temple, and I will raise

it up in three days.' The temple at Jerusalem
was the object of their eyes and subject of

their discourse, which gave them just occa-

sion, as men, to suppose He meant that temple
which they said was forty and six years in

building, and could He raise it in three days?
They admired at his saying; but yet in the

sequel of things, they understood afterward,

though not at the time, that He spoke of the

temple of his body. Again, in like manner,
where He saith, ' 1 am the Vine, ye are the

branches,' &c. This may well explain that

other saying, 'I will drink no more of the

fruit of this vine, until I drink it new with

you in my Father's kingdom,' which can mean
no other than as his coming in the flesh con-

secrated the way, and was previous to the

coming of the Spirit, so his drinking new
wine in the kingdom of God, must intend that

community of spirit intended in the words of

the apostle afterwards concerning the whole
church, ' We have all been made to drink into

that one Spirit.' Christ's terms are, that we
give up ourselves wholly, body, soul and
spirit, that He may dwell in us as in the saints

of old. S. Cbadbourne.

" For The Friend "

Extracts from the Diary and Letters of Ebenezer Wortli.

CGontinaed from page 42.)

To Joseph Elkinton.

Tunessassa, 11th mo. 3d, •.

Dear Friend,— * * * Tfjg appearance
of things amongst us at the present is truly

humbling. O ! was there more of that living

concern in our members to dig deep and lay

their foundation upon that blessed immovable
Eock, and a patient humble abiding there, in

place of the dividing and scattering which
has of latter years happened to us, there

would be a drawing of others towards the

precious doctrines and testimonies which our
dear predecessors were remarkably favored

in holding forth to the world, and supported
in suffering for, and which I believe, will

ever be held precious by the living members
amongst us. May such, in this trying season,

labor to get into the quiet, and there wait

upon God for wisdom to direct, and for a re-

newal of their spiritual strength. Although

it is trying at times, and humbling, to experi-
ence a sense of our own great weakness and
inabilit}'^ of ourselves to think a good thought
or to do an act that would promote the glory
of our Heavenly Father, it has been my ex-
perience at times, and has been very profit-

able to me to know it; how comforting at
such a time to feel that his grace is suflScient

for us.

Our friend, Robert Scotton, has no doubt
given thee an account of their visit to the
natives

; for my own part I can nay their com-
pany was pleasant to me, but have feared
they wore in too much of a hurry—their own
feelings can tell them best.

The chiefs have held councils at diff'erent

times in order to unite in making an eff'ort to

get the whites moved off the Reservation.
They hold one some time ago, in which they
came to the conclusion to have the most of the
families removed. Benjamin Williams hai, I

think, five families living in houses of his

about Cold Spring, and opposed the chiefs

strongly. The chiefs that are most opposed
t(j the whites living on the Reservation have
been so trifled with by the judges and officers

of the county, who appear to favor whites
continuing on the Reservation, that they ap-

pear a good deal discouraged. They held a
council on Sixth-day last, on the subject of

removing the whit*, and came to the con-
clusion to let them remain six months longer,

and then have them removed ; some of the
chiefs were much tried with the conclusion,

and I was exceedingly tried when I heard of

it ; I have always opposed their living on the

Reservation.

At present I have but one school in opera-

tion, the one at Cold Spring, which is small,

from 9 to 13 scholars. There are a few on
this side of the river, that meet at Moses
Snow's, where I call in the evening on my
way from school, and give them lessons. *

* * I continue to feel a deep interest in the

welfare of our poor red brethren, for there

are times when they feel like brethren to me.
There are such floods of obstruction thrown

in the way of their improvement, by the

whites, as to make it at times very discour-

aging, yet 1 am sometimes comforted in be-

lieving there is a power that can overrule the

designs of the wicked one, and that we do not

serve a hard Master. If we do what He re-

quires of us, we shall be clear, and our reward
sure. It feels to me at times, it is enough to

know we have done our blessed Master's will

;

the riches and honors of this world are mere
bubbles compared with it; 01 the peace, the

quietness of mind, and perfect enjoyment
which it affords.

I feel comforted in believing the labors of

Friends in this place have not been lost; some
of the older ones have spoken to me of the

benefit that it has been to them to take the

advice that Friends gave them a long time

ago.

In sincere love I remain thy friend,

Ebenezer Woeth.

There appears to be no record of the time

when E. Worth formally relinquished his in-

teresting charge at Tunessassa, other than a

minute of the Indian Committee of I2tli mo.

20th, ISiD, which is fls follows, viz: "Our
esteemed friend, Bbenezer Worth, who has

for several years been residing near the Alle-

gheny Reservation, and usefully engaged in

promoting the concern of the Yearly Meeting
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and of this Committee for the gradual civili-

zation and improvement of the Indians, be-

lieving that the time has come for his release

from this service, and desiring that the minute
granted him by Bradford Monthly Meeting,
in the 4th month, 1843, may be returned, the
committee think it right to state on his be-

half, that they believe he has been rightly

engaged in this concern, and that his labors

have been very acceptable and satisfactory

to us."

Solomon and Susan Lukens remained at

Tunessassa in charge of the Indian concern
until the autumn of 1852, when they were
succeeded by John and Susanna L. Wood, of
West Chester, Pa. In the fall of 1853, Susanna
L. Wood was removed by death from the
effects of typhoid fever, which was prevailing
among the Indians ; in reference to which our
friend E. W. writes to his friend Jos. Elkin-

ton, whose wife had also had the fever at
Tunessassa, where she had gone to assist J.

and 8. L. Wood.
12th mo. 26tli, 1853.

I received thy acceptable letter of the 23d,
on Seventh-day evening, and was truly glad
to hear that Mary was favored again to return
to her family and friends so much restored to
health. I esteem it a great favor, and hope it

will not soon be forgotteri by an}' of us; con-
sidering her age and delicate constitution, I

thought her's a doubtful case. It is a .source of
great consolation and encouragemeot to feel

that ourDi vine Master is omnipresent and can
administer to all oar wants, and with Him al

things are possible. * * * Susan Wood':
example has left a sweet savor behind her,

which will do more to preserve her memory
than all the marble that could be placed to
her grave. I hope her being so soon removed
from the field of Christian labor, will not serve
as any discouragement to others whom the
Master may be pleased to call to that service:

but on the contrary, ought not that evidence
which was felt of her Divine Master's pres-
ence with her at that solemn period, to com-
fort and support her, serve as an encourage-
ment to others to go forth and serve Him in

the place allotted to them.* I have felt much
for J , also for the Indians, but do not feel

as if the time had come for me to go to Tunes
sassa. I hope when the right time comes (if

it should be required of me) I may be favored
to see it clearly and feel willing to go. * * *

In love I remain thy friend,

Ebenezer VVorth.

(To be continned.)

The luxury of luxuries is that of doing good.

* Of this dear friend and her interment, our late
valued friend Thos. Evans, of Philadelphia, thus writes
to Joseph Elkinton, who was at Tunessa.ssa in attend-
ance upon his sick wife : * * " The affecting event
of dear Susan Wood's death, has made a deep impres-
sion on many of our minds, and cast a shade over the
prospects for the future. * * We had previously
lieard of the solemn event, and though it greatly sur-
prised me, yet a stillness spread over my mind, and all

anxiety and questioning seemed taken away, and a
quiet submission raised to .Divine ordering, not at all

doubting but it is in mercy and wisdom that she is called
away from this scene of trial and suffering ; and we may
humbly hope is entered into the joy of her Lord. The
funeral was a time of unusual solemnity; I think 1

never witnessed an occasion *hen the covering over the
company was more so,—both at the house and ground.
Samuel Settle remarked afterward, that his feelings
were peculiar; almost joyous

; such was thesenseof the
liappy state of the disembodied spirit, and that he could
iKudly help expressing it."

Selected.

THE ONLY PORTION.
" Whom have I in heaven but Thee ? and there i

none upon earth that I desire besides Thee!"—Psalr
Ixxiii. 25.

Lord of earth I thy bounteous hand
Well this glorious frame has planned

;

Woods that wave, and hills that tower,

Ocean "rolling in his power,

—

All that strikes the gaze unsought,
All that charms the lonely thought;

—

Friendship—gem, transcending price.

Love—a flower of Pas-adise.

Yet, amid this scene so fair.

Should 1 cease Tliy smile to share,

What were all its joys to me ?

" Whom have I in heaven but Thee ?"

Lord of heaven ! beyond my sight,

Rolls a world of purer light,

—

There, in love's unclouded reign,

Parted hands shall join again
;

Martyrs there, and prophets high,
Blaze, a glorious company,

—

While immortal music rings

From unnumbered seraph strings.

O, that scene is passing fair

—

Yet, shouldst Thou be absent there,

What were all its joys to me ?

" Whom have I in heaven but Thee ?"

Lord of earth and heaven ! my breast

Seeks in Thee its only rest:

I was lost—thy accents mild,

Homeward lured thy wandering child
;

I wa.s blind—thy healing ray,

Charmed the long eclipse away,

—

Source of every joy 1 know,
Solace of my every woe

;

Yet should once Thy smile divine
Cease upon my soul to shine,

What were heaven or earth to me?—
" Whom have I in heaven but Thee ?"

—Songs in the Night.

LEARN A LITTLE EVERY DAY.
Little rills make wider streamlets,

Streamlets swell the river's flow
;

Rivers join the mountain billows.

Onward, onward, as thy go !

Life is made of smallest fragments,
Shade and sunshine, work and play

;

So may we, with greatest profit.

Learn a little every day.

Tiny seeds make plenteous harvests,

Drops of rain compose the showers
;

Seconds make the flying minutes,
And the minutes make the hours!

Let us hasten, then, and catch them,
As they pass us on their way

;

And with honest, true endeavor,
Learn a little every day.

Let us while we read or study,
Cull a flower from every page

;

Here a line, and there a sentence,

'Gainst the lonely time of age !

At our work or by the wayside.
While we ponder, while we play,

Let us thus by constant eflbrt

Learn a tittle every day.

THE LILY OF THE VALLEY.
I thank my God, 1 feel that not alone
On nlountain peaks His blessed sunshine glows,

And dews drop sweetness ;—even here, for down
In meads, a lily grows.

I am His work, who made the evening star,

Wherefore I lift to Him my flow'rets bright;

—

They die to-morrow, but to-day they are
Beautiful in His sight.

I look upon the hills, and sometimes dream
How they rejoice in morning's earliest light.

And how, serene, and strong, and still they seem
To guard us all the night.

'Tis said the heights are cold ; it might be so ;

—

That winds are keener there, and winters drear ;—
I know not how it is ; 1 only know
My God has placed me here.

Here in this little nook of earth ;—my own ;

—

And sent a sunbeam,—mine,—to cheer my heart,

He bids me bloom, perhaps for Him alone :

—

Is there a better part ?

I bloom,—stars shine;—we bloom and shine for Him
|

We give our best, grand world and humble flowe

The light through ages never growing dim ;—

-

The fragrance of an hour

!

So then He smiles, and takes with equal love
Our various gifts, nor knows or great or small;

But in His infiniteness sits above,
And comprehends us all.

'* For The Friend."

William CuUen Bryant.

(Continued from page -il.)

"How soon young Bryant began to writ

verses there is no means of knowing. He
said to have made a metrical paraphrase
the first chapter of the Book of Job when
his tenth year. His first literary labors wei
more profitable than those of most youD
writers ; for his paraphrase brought him nin

pence from his rigid but well-meaning gran
father. This performance was followed t

numerous efforts; among them an ode on a

eclipse of the sun, and an elegy on the deal

of a cousin.

"Although this precocity is unusual, it

by no means unparalleled. Pope wrote smoot
verses at twelve, and Cowley at ten. Thoug
Chatterton died a mere boy, his verses d

ceived some of the crowned heads of liter

tare. Tasso began writing at nine; and
book of poems has recently been printed, con
posed entirely by two little childreo.

" Bryant himself, in later years, did not r

gard this early gift of versification as at a

remarkable or promising. Speaking of Fit
Greene Halleck, he says, 'I do not find th

Halleck began to write verses prematurel
Poetry, with most men, is one of the sins

their j-outb, and a great deal of it is writt«

before the authors can be justly said to ha,\

reached j-ears of discretion.'

"During his early years he was much i

terested in botany, of which his father w;
particularly fond. Together they rambU
over the fields in pursuit of rare flowers, an
lyzing and preserving them with scientif

enthusiasm.
" When Bryant had reached his sixteeni

year, he was found to possess enough kno\
ledge of Latin and Greek to admit him to tl

sophomore class in college. Accordingly, :

the autumn of 1810, he was sent to Willian

College, at Williamstown, Mass. At this i

stitution be seems to have manifested litt

that attracted attention, or foreshadowed
distinguished career. He was known by b
professors and classmates as a ready and i

dustriousstudent, especially fond of the class

languages and the best literature.
" While still a youth in college or at hora

he composed the first sketch of the one poe
by which he is best knov^n, and doubtle
always will be,— ' Thanatopsis.' ' It was :

Cummington, while wandering in the p»
meval forests, over the floor of which we;
scattered the gigantic trunks of fallen tree

mouldering for long years, and suggesting i

indefinitely remote antiquity, and where siler

rivulets crept along through the carpet
dead leaves, the spoil of thousands of sun
raers, that the poem was composed. Tl
young poet had read the poems of Ivirl

White, which, edited by Southey, were pu
lished about that time, and a small volume
Southey's poems; and some lines of those a.
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3 had kindled his imagination, which,

g forth over iho face of the globe, sought

-ing under one broad and comprehensive
• the doHtinies of the human race in the

ent life, and the perpetual rising and pass

iway of generation after generation who
nourished by the fruits of the soil, and

a resting-place in its bosom.'

rhe first draught of the poem lay among
poet's papers for nearly five years before

as brought to light. At length, one day,

the author had left home, his father dis-

red the poem, and said to a lady who was

of poetry that he had found some of

iam's verses. The lady read them, and,

30 looked up from the paper, burst into

3, moved by the sad pathos of mortality

ictured in the lad's solemn lines."

36 poem was sent to R. H. Dana, one of

editors of the North American Review,

was so surprised at the genius displayed

;, that he seriously questioned its being

composition of an American. It was
ished in 1817, when its author was 23

•s old.

Perhaps there is not in the history of

ature a better illustration of the slow

ution of a poeni. As published in the

iview," the blank verse is introduced by
following stanzas, which may be quoted

!, as they are omitted from later editions

16 poem :

—

' Not that from life and all its woes
Tlie hand of death shall set me free

;

Not that this head shall then repose

In the low vale most peacefully.

Ah 1 when I touch Time's farthest brink,

A kinder solace must attend :

It chills my very soul to think

On that dread hour when life must end.

In vain the flattering verse may breathe

Of ease from pain, and rest from strife

:

There is a sacred dread of death
' Inwoven with the strings of life.

This bitter cnp at first was given
When angry Justice frowned severe

;

And 'tis the eternal doom of Heaven,

I

That man must view the grave with fear.'

The remainder of the poem consists of

7-uine lines, instead of eighty-one as in

final version. The beautiful conclusion

Inning, ' So live, tliat when thy summons
68,' was added later. Hardly a sentence

ains unaltered. Crude forms of expres-

have been elaborated. Puerile concep-

9 have been expunged. Noble images
been introduced. The flow of the verses

been rendered more musical. Instead of

' Take the wings

3f morning, and the Borean desert pierce

;

> lose thyself in the continuous woods
That veil Oregan, where he hears no sound
3ave his own dashings,'

—

low have,

—

' Take the wings
3f morning

;
pierce the Barcan wilderness

;

3r lose thyself in the* continuous woods
Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound
3ave his own dashings.'

—

ead of
' Thousands more

Will share thy destiny. The tittering world
Dance to the grave. The busy brood of care

Plod on, and each one chases as before

His favorite phantom,'

—

low read,
—

*

' All that breathe
Win share thy destiny. The gay will laugh
When thou art gone ; the solemn brood of can
Plod on, and each one as before will chase
His favorite phantom.'

'Though art has heightened the colorin; ,ldi.n:

and smoothed the metre, the immortal part

of the poem belongs to its earliest as well as

to its latest form. It is safe to say that noth

ng equal to it had previously been written

on this side of the Atlantic."

Having studied law, and been admitted to

the bar in 1815, he began the practice of his

profession at Plainfield, Massachusetts. " It

during his residence in this place that he

wrote the lines 'To a Waterfowl,'—the best

known of his earlier poems after ' Thana-

topsis.' 'Like the other productions of its

author,' says a friend of Bryant's, ' its concep-

tion was natural. One evening he saw a wild-

duck flying across a sky of marvellous beauty,

and a picture of the Divine Providence was
evealed to him. Souihey's poem " Ebb-Tide"

suggested the form of the stanza ; and his

genius wrought the elevated and tranquilizing

verses, which were published in The North

American Review.'
" In 1817, having found Plainfield too small

an arena for his ambition, he removed to Great

Harrington, a picturesque village situated

among the noble hills of Berkshire, in the

beautiful valley of the Housatonic."

While at Great Barrington, Bryant met
and loved Fanny Pairchild, a person of good
family and possessed of many womanly graces.

"Though diffident in the expression of his

love, it was not misplaced. For more than

forty years the happy pair journeyed on to

gether, mutually helpful and trustful. The

poet has embalmed the memory of his wife'i

purity, devotion, and piety, in 'The Future
Life' and 'The Life that Is;' and finally la

mented her loss in the touching revery dated

October, 1866.
" It was in this same year (1821) that

Bryant was invited to deliver a poem before

the Phi Beta Kappa Society of Harvard Col-

lege at the commencement anniversary.

"Thej'oung lawyer appeared at Cambridge,
in response to the invitation, with 'The Ages,'

one of the longest and most elaborate poems
that he ever wrote; 'the best poem of the

kind,' says Richard H. Stoddard, ' that was
ever recited before a college society, either in

this country or in England,—grave, stately,

thoughtful, presenting, in animated, pictur-

esque stanzas, a compact summary of the his-

tory of mankind.' It has the honor of stand-

ing first in the complete editions of the poet's

works, as the fittest prelude to all the poems
of his life."

(To be continued.)

The Eleventh Commandment.—At the annual

exhibition of the grammar schools of Boston,

Edward Everett closed an admirable speech

with the following anecdote:
"The celebrated Archbishop Usher was, in

his early days, wrecked on the coast of Ire-

land, at a place where his person and charac-

ter were alike unknowp. Stripped of every-

thing, he wandered to the house of the digni-

tary of the church, in search of shelter and
relief, craving assistance as a brother clergy

man. This dignitary struck with his squalid

appearance after the wreck, distrustt^d his

tale and doubted his character, and said that,

so far from being a clergyman, he did not be

lieve he could tell how many commandments
there were. " I can at once satisfy you," said

the Archbishop, "that I am not the ignorant

impostor you take me for. There are eleven

commandments." This answer confirmed the

tary in is suspicion, and he replied

Indeed there are but ten com-with a snee
mandments in my Bible ; tell mo the eleventh

and I will relieve you." "Here it is," said

the Archbishop; "A new commandment I

jive unto you, that you love one another."

A Few Serious Reflections.

The apostle advises (1 Tim. ii. 9), that

women adorn themselves in modest apparel,

"any of our members in the present day
seem to think that they may follow the

fashions of the world in their dress. It must
be admitted that simplicity in attire is required

of every true and watchful Christian believer.

Though no marked singularity may be laid

upon us, yet when our hearts and minds are

redeemed from the love of the world, and its

pirit, our outward appearance will not fail to

show that we desire to be the self-denying fol-

lowers of a crucified Redeemer, " who pleased

not Himself."

May those who are in any way engaged in

teaching, pause to consider what will proba-

bly bo tbe effect on the minds of their scholars,

if they are wearing the outward ornaments
of gold, feathers, flowers, lace, beads, &c., in-

stead of a becoming propriety and neatness,

and the ornament of " the hidden man of the

heart," which is "a meek and quiet spirit,

which is in the sight of God of great price."

And in visiting their cottages, may not the

poor be led to observe that the cost of some
of these superfluities might have ministered

to their necessities. But above all, how can

any bo ])re])ared to speak to others in a meet-

ing for the worship of God, until they have
yielded to His transforming power? He re-

quires the whole burnt sacrifice—a forsaking

of all for Christ's sake. Our Lord's words
to Peter were, " When thou art converted,

strengthen thy brethren."

The good and pious Leigh Richmond ad-

vises one of his daughters to study and ob-

serve great simplicity and plainness in dress.

May we all beware that we do not drift more
nto the world. The disciples of Christ are

leparate from the world, and how striking is

his prayer for them, "I pray not that thou

shouldest take them out of the world, but

that thou should'st keep them from the evil."

— The British Friend.

Flattery Rewarded. — Frederick William,

father of Frederick the Great of Prussia,

painted—or fancied he painted—but his works
were more daubs. Such, however, was not

the language of his courtiers when descanting

on tbe merits of the royal Apelles.

On one occasion his majesty favored them
with a sight of a new specimen.
" Suppose," said the king, " that some great

painter—Rubens or Raphael, for instance

—

had painted this picture, do you think it would
fetch a considerable price?"

-" Sire," replied the Baron de Polnitz, who
passed for the most practiced and most obse-

quious of his majesty's courtiers, " I assure

you that a connoisseur could not offer less for

such a picture than twenty-five thousand

florins."

"Well, then, baron," cried the gratified

monarch, "you shall receive a proof of my
munificence. Take the picture for five thou-

sand florins, which you shall pay me in ready

money ; ami as I wish to render you a service,

you have my permission to sell it again."

"Ah, sire!" returned the baron, who was
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fairly caught in his own snare, "I can never

consent to take advantage of your majesty

generosity."

"No reply," said the king; "I knovr that

I make you a handsomo present, by vrhieh

you will gain fifteen thousand florins or more
But your zeal for mj' interest has been proved,

and I owe you some recompense. Your love

for the arts and your attachment to myself

entitle you to a mark of my esteem."

It is a very blessed state to be found true

waiters for, and witnesses of, the "second
coming of Christ, which is without sin unto
salvation ;" for true happiness doth not con-

sist in having seen one of the days of the Son
of man; or in being witnesses of his first

appearance, wherein he convinceth and re-

proveth for sin; but in waiting for and wit-

nessing his second coming to cleanse, s;ive, and
redeem from sin : herein is the joy of God's
salvation felt and enjoyed.

Christ's appearance is first to convince of

sin ; and this is a ministration of condemna-
tion' which is glorious in its time ; but there

is a ministration which exceeds in glory,

which all are to wait for, witness, and not sit

down short of This is the mark of the high
calling, the high and heavenly state which
they are called to, even to know the second
coming of Christ without sin unto salvation,

and a being presented to the Father without
spot or wrinkle. This to possess and enjoy,

is the end, sum and substance of all the dis-

pensations of God toward mankind ever since

the fall. This is the end of all good words
and writings, and the end of Christ's first and
second appearance.

All men have sinned and come short of the
glory of God, therefore must know the minis-

tration of judgment, and condemnation ful-

filled in and upon them, before thi^y can know
the glory that is in it, and before they come
to know the second ministration, which ex-

ceeds in glory.

This is the high and heavenly state that

some were in when they could say, "truly
our fellowship is with the Father and with
the Son." This to witness is the feast of fat

things prophesied of, and the broad rivers and
streams which make glad the city of God,
beyond what all the dainties of the earth can
aiford. This is the soul's delight, rest and
happiness, praises to God forever.— Wdliam
Shewen.

cuse enough to slay at home. But " that poo
couple" were staring her in the face wherever
she went, and answering her unseen but felt

call, she started out to see tliem. On reach-
ing the house the knock at the door was an-

swered by the poor woman herself, who on
opening it, with expressions of gratitude,
threw herself on the floor, and poured out her
thanks to God for sending a timely deliverer.

A look at the room revealed the greatest
povert}^ A few hard crusts of bread were all

they had to relieve hunger, a few bits of coal
were just d3nng out in the fire place, and a
handful more was being husbanded for the
needs of a coming cold night. Want, gaunt
want was seen everywhere. The husband,
breathing out his prayer to God, had started
out to find relief; and the echo of the woman's
uncomplaining crying and praj'ing still lin-

gered within the room when the deliverer
enti^red.

What a scene to behold I The needy one
on her knees, thanking God, who had heard
and answered her, although dow.i at the feet

of a human helper, looking beyond all sur-
roundings into the very face of God, and
thanking Him who hears the needy when
they cry. The help was at hand ; for faith had
triumphed, and fire and food were quickly
furnished. Who will say that prayer was
not answered ? The Lord heard. Hence the
burdened mind, the uneasiness and the resolve
of one of his own dear children, who for the
unrest of the morning was more than com-
pensated by the thanksgivings and benedic-
tions which were poured out before noon.

—

./. Y. M., in Presbyterian.

Religious Items, &c.

Bisiurbing Religious Meetings.—The Chris-
tian Advocate contains a notice of several de-
cisions under the laws of different States pro-
hibiting the disturbance of religious meetings.
In a case in Alabama, not long since, several
persons were arrested for riding furiously near
a meeiing-house during worship, and using
profane language. They afterward entered the
house, and one of them laid down on a rickety
bench that made a noise every time he moved.
They were acquitted, on the ground that there
was nothing «w7/Mnn theirconduct. In a later
case, in the same State, the defendant, after
the service, but before the congregation had
gone away, obtained leave to speak, and said :

" I rise neither to preach, pray, or sing, but
I want to talk to the Church. I have medi-
tated, thought, and prayed to know what I
ought to do. I demand my letter. I cannot
live in the Church with liars, thieves, rogues,
and murderers." Held guilty, not on account
of his sentiments, but for such an expression
of them.

In Indiana the plaintiff, a minor, attending
a camp race ing, persisted, against the rules
of assembly, in sitting among the women.
Some of the brethren removed him and de-
tained him in a tent for half an hour. He
sued his captor for false imprisonment, but
the court held the action would not lie, he
having known of the rule and disobej'ed it,

and that the authorities had a right to enforce
observance to their rules.

In an early case in New York (Wall vs. Lee,
34 N.Y., 141,) the defendant, a Catholic priest,

sermon upon a dance
vicinit}^ of the church.

" not to go out of While the collection was being laken the
light have had ex- plaintiff rose in his pew and demanded an

explanation, and the minister's source of
formation. The defendant told him to
down or go out, but he refused, and the i

fendant, with others, undertook to put h
out. He sued them for assault and battel
and it was held that the disturbance need i

be wilful, and that the priest had a right
preserve order. The court also held that
though the benediction might have been p
nonnced, yet the collection was a part of 1

religious exercises.

In Texas it has been held that cracki
and eating pecan nuts during service is a Ci,

turbanee of a religious meeting. The ind
gence cost the defendants S25 each.

Infidel Movement.—The so called "Libera
of this country have called a convention
Cincinnati to consider the formation of a n
political party to further their objects. Tt
wish to remove from the laws of the coun
every recognition of God or religion, to all

no teaching in the public schools of si

matters, to abolish all regulations which m;
a distinction between the First-day of
week and other days, and to rescind the le;

lation which prohibits the transmission oi

decent matter through the mails. Their or,

advertises a number of infidel tracts, wt
they appear to be zealously circulating

Whatever temporary success may apf
to attend these efforts, we have no fears
the cause of true religion will ever be suff
to fall by its omnipotent Author ; but sad
clothes the mind in reflecting on the deh
condition of many of these people.

That Poor Couple.—One day during the
spring of 1879, a lady member of my church
awoke in the morning with her thoughts
dwelling upon a poor couple who lived intbo
suburbs of our citj'. Do what she would these
people were ever before her mind. While
dressing and after dressing

; at breakfast and
after breakfast; alone in thought, or in con-
versation with her husband; moving about
the house, or seated at her sewing; all the
while the thought of these poor people would
intrude itself It was now a long time since

she had seen them, and she knew of no urgent
reason for her making au early call upon
them. She might well have excused herself

from so doing, for she was suffering from a
cold which had confined her to her home for

the greater part of two weeks. Besides, it

was one of those blustering March days, so! had commented
trying both to sick and well, and with an in-| recently held in th
junction from her husbaU''

the house" that day, she i

Natural History, Science, &c.

Ropy and Coagulated Milk.—At the L
ware Co. Institute of Science an artick
this RubjecU was read. In very hot wea
this condition of the milk is soraetir

served very soon after milking. It is thoi
to be caused by excessive heal and unsuit
food, under the influence of which the i

tions are altered in character. L, B. Arc
President of the American Dairymen's A
elation says: "I have found a small fee

cornmeal in a heated term to produce all

effects you describe, when the milk woul
normal without the meal. The milk
thus affected is but little changed and
delicate infants would be inconvenienceL
it. The greatest change is in the tot£

albuminoids. They become largely' incr
and the per cent, of albumen is' relati

much increased, and that of casein diminis
In the place of part of the fat glycerint
pears, and for part of the sugar, glucose,
other change in the composition has
discovered, but a change in the tendenci
curdle while sweet is increased in a ma
degree. Such milk is apt to coagulate s

taneously without becoming at all acid,

coagulating agency in cream produced
an elevated temperature of the blood ie

unfi-equently so great as to answer
place of rennet in converting milk into
and cheese of good quality, by the inflo

of cream alone. Milk and gastric juice \

minutely studied have many points in
raon both in structure, function and mo
development, each being corapcsed of
fluid abounding in animal cells, develf
alike in ultimate follicles by a process of

j

ding and shedding. The remedy for

and self-coagulating milk consists in

Hating the amount of heat-producing
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cooling the cows by shade and plenty of

i water."

he American Naturalist qaotes from Daines
rington, some interesting information con-

ling the ti-aching of birds to sing. The
lys :

" I have educated nestling linnetn

er the three best singing larks—the sky-

woodlark, and titlark— every one of

, instead of the linnet's song, adhered
rely to that of their respectire instructors,

nnet, which had been educated by a lit-

,
was kept for throe months with common

ets in full song; but it adhered to the

Irk melody, borrowing no passage from
' inets. It appears, therefore, that birds

e their songs as infants acquire a lan-

^8—by instruction rather than by instinct

id that those of the same species sing

for the same reason that children of one
onality speak alike, namely, that their

ructors have a common tongue.

n English mechanical journal favors drill-

triangular holes for blastings, instead of

uiar ones as by the ordinary method. To
t this the boring bar or jumper is partly

ed on each side of its cutting aliernaiely.

difficulty is found in boring the holes to

shape, and they are found to be more
tive than round holes, the corners form-

points at which the fracture of the ma-
Eil operated on appears to commence, the

of fracture usually forming a prolonga-
of the triangle.

temory in a Bird.—When I returned from
Pacific about two years ago, I brought
Iphur crested Cockatoo (^Cacatua gnlerita)

In Australia. Soon after my arrival in

ijland I had occasion to cut his wing, and
Ii destroyed all his former friendly feelings

iards me. On ray removal from Black-
th to Dublin, I placed him for a few weeks
'he Zoological Society's Garden, Regent's
k. Being in London in May I brought
. with me on my return to this city. I

it to the Gardens for him mj^self, and was
rested and somewhat pleased to find on
aking to him, that he had apparently for-

ten me. On my way, in a cab, to the hotel

3re I was staying, he was very friendly;

on my arrival there, as soon as I took off

hat, it was evident that he recognized me,
his old manner at once returned. On ar-

il here he appeared to remember my chil-

Q, and resumed his former friendliness to-

'ds them, but he still regards me as his

my.— .5. J. Wliitmer in Nature,
"he Waste of Natural Resources.—Our soils

resent the waste of an enormous period of
e, during which the decay of the rocks
slowly built them up, including the sub-

. It is not too much to say, that to form
no anew would require a longer time than
elapsed since our oldest civilizations began
ixist. In most regions they represent the
ite of great thicknesses of strata mingled
h the remains of an inconceivable succes-
i of organic generations. This commingled
3te of organic forms and rocks makes the
of the land possible; the soil is the common
srvoir whence life comes, and to which it

irns by death. There is no doubt that
course of civilization has led, and is still

ling to a steady and increasing waste of this

sious heritage. Old lands, such as Persia,

iopotamia, Greece, parts of Italy, &c., have
their production steadily lowered by

waning fertility of their once rich soils.

erica is using, or rather misusing, in a year,

the treasures that a thousand years have

been preparing. Parts of Europe, it is true,

hold their fertility, or even gain something in

richness; but it is at a great cost, and often

at the expense of the resources of other lands,

through importation of manures, or the use

of manures made of the foreign soil products.

Year by yeai-, however, a vast amount of this

store of possible life contained in our soils

slips from our grasp into the depths of the

sea. It has been suggested that we may re-

cover it thence by means of marine animals
and plants used as fertilizers ; but though we
may thus regain a part of the waste, the

depths of the sea will permanently claim the

largest share of the materials taken from our

soil. The rapidity and destructiveness of

this process can be appreciated only by those

who have carefully watched its operations.

Except under cultivation our soils hardly

waste at all. Until man seizes on them thoy

constantly gain in depth and fertility. From
the forest clad region the streams send water
with liitle trace of sediment in it; from the

cultivated valleys come waters j-ellow with a

mass of wasted soil. Whoever will follow this

subject in the fields of Europe and America
will be convinced that a progressive lowering
of fertility in the soils of the earth has at-

tended, and must attend, the continued ad-

vance of man.
A similar waste attends the use of the more

limited stores of metallic wealth of the earth.

Of the readily attainable stock of coal, iron,

&c., we have probably at this outset of our
career consumed at least the one-hundredth
part, and in the time to come we may not

unreasonably conjecture that each century
will demand even as much of this limited

store. So that in metals, as in soils, man
finds himself with a limited store, from which
tn supply a demand of which he cannot see

the bounds.

—

N. S. Shaler in Atlantic Monthly.

The apostle Paul freely confessed that he
had no sufficiency in himself to think a good
thought.

THE FRIEND.
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The ultimate object of all church organiza-

tions is the promotion of the Redeemer's king-

dom in the hearts of those belonging to them,
and of the world at largo. If wo I'etain this

truth in remembrance, and conform our ac-

tions thereto, it will raise us above mere party
spirit in our labors for the welfare of the re-

ligious Society of which we are members.
Ill all our movernenis and efforts, this test will

be practically applied—" Is this step taken to

promote the honor of God, to spread his truth

among men, and to perform that which the

allwise Leader of his people appoints as my
duty?"
Those members of the Society of Friends

who really believe that iis principles are noth-

ing less than Primitive Christianity revived
;

that they are the doctrines tau^^ht to the

world by our blessed Saviour and his apostles

1800 years ago ; and that the Holy Spirit

teach es the same unchangeable truihs to those

who reverentl3' regard its instructions in these

days ; these Friends from conviction feel that

in bringing these blessed truths to the notice

of others, and pressing upon them the duty

of faithful compliance with the self denying,
cross-bearing life they require, they are ac-

tuated by a higher motive than blind attach-

ment to any outward organization ; they
believe that they are promoting the best in-

terests of the human race, and encouraging
their fellow men to walk in that path which
leads to everlasting blessedness.

But when those principles which we regard
with veneration not only as true, but as of

momentous importance to the eternal in-

terests of mankind are slighted by others, or

even rejected and contemned, how easy it is

for poor human nature to allow a false zeal

to be kindled, and to enter on their defence
in a measure of that spirit vrhich would regard
opposers as personal assailants! The com-
bative disposition natural to man is some-
times allowed to have sway, and we contend
earnestly, as we think, for the faith, but not
in that meekness of wisdom which belongs to

the anointed servants of the Lord. We have
no doubt that the Lord does often require of
his servants to bear clear and decided testi-

mony to those glorious truths which He has
been pleased to open to their understandings;

that his command] to them is to cry aloud
and spare not; that at times even sharp re-

buke becomes a duty; and that our Great
Captain does arm his faithful soldiers with
keen weapons to be used in his cause; but
these weapons, says the apostle, " are not

carnal," they come from the Heavenly trea-

surj', and are to be used in the fear and the

power of their Divine Giver.

It is of the utmost importance to individuals

and to churches, to experience that heavenly
communion and fellowship with the Lord
which is the' mark of the Christian. There
can be no true growth or preservation with-

out thus partaking of the water of life. A
body of people may retain the form of sound
doctrine, ani may even be zealous in its de-

fence ; but if the love of God waxes cold among
them, if their affections become set on other

things, and they depart from that close walk-

ing with the Spirit of Christ in their hearts,

which is the safe dwelling-place of the Chris-

tian, their vitality as a religious body is gone,

and they have ceased to be as a light to the

world—their works no longer bring glory to

God.
It is a serious thing to live. We may shut

our eyes to the responsibilities that rest upon
us, but we cannot avoid them. We believe

that many in this day of unsettlement are

deepl}- tried with the perplexing things that

surround them. Our de-ire for all such is,

that they may not lose their confidence in

Hi m who is the Lea Jer of his people, but that

abiding under the shadow of the Almighty,

—

under the precious influence of his Spirit,

—

they may patiently wait and quietly hope for

his salvation, moving only as He directs and
opens the way. In his own time He will

make their way plain before them. To such

the prophetic promise is applicable :
" Who

is among you that feareth the Lord, that

obeyeth the voice of his servant, that walketh

in darkness and hath no light? Let hini

trust in the name of the Lord and stay upon
his God."

In proportion as the members of any church

or bodj' of religious professors become living

members of the true Vine, and continually

partake of Divine nourishment from the Foun-

tain of life, will that church experience the

fulfilment of the prophecy, " In that day shall
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the Lord of Hosts be for a crown of glory,

and for a diadem of beauty, unto the i-esidae

of his people, and for a Spirit of judgment to

him that sitteth in judgment, and for strength

to them that turn the battle to the gate."

The feeblest and most hidden member of the

flock may in this wa}' contribute to adorn

and beautify our beloved Society; and it is

only in this way that the talents and energies

of the strongest and ablest can be made effec-

tive.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The annual statement of the Board

of Revision of Philadelphia, makes the value of Real

and Personal estate of the city, subject to taxation,

$536,667,834. The Commissioners have fixed the rate

of tax for 1880, at 2 per cent., which is slightly lower

than that for tlie present year.

President Hayes, in a recent speech at Detroit, quoted

two of Dr. Franklin's homely proverbs, as applicable

both to communities and individuals—"Never live be-

yond your means," and " Pay as you go." He repro-

bated the practice of creating public debts, as a great

and growing evil, the tendency of which is to lead to

dishonorand repudiation; and advocated theextinguish-

ment of the national debt in 33 years.

The annual exportation of animals, oxen and bulls

from the United Stales to Great Britain, has increased

in value from $60,000, iu 1875, to nearly $6,000,000 in

1878.
Ex-president Grant arrived at San Francisco on the

evening of the 20th inst., and was received with many
demonstrations of welcome.

A few weeks ago a wealthy man residing near Zanes-

ville, Ohio, died and was buried in a suit of his own
clothing. Some important papers belonging to his

estate were missing and could not be found, although

known to exist. After several weeks of ineffectual

search in other places, the grave was opened, and the

lost papers with others of value were found in a side

pocket of his coat.

Information has been received of Indian troubles in

New Mexico, caused by the predatory attacks of a small

band of Indians, who are said to have killed some
herders and run off with part of their stock. It is not

supposed that the outbreak will be difficult to quell.

About 2,000 Massachusetts women have registered

their names for voting at school elections. The num-
ber is smaller than tlie advocates of female suffrage had

expected. Boston is the only city where the female

vote will be large enough to have any effect on the re-

sult of the election.

A company has been organized for the construction

of a new railroad to Atlantic City, to use the West
Jersey Railroad as far as Newfield. The principal ob-

ject appears to be to accommodate the manufacturing

establishments now without railroad facilities. The
stock has all been subscribed.

Markets, &c.—Government bonds, sixes, 1881, 105;

fives, 102J; 4J's, 1891, 105; 4'3, 1907, 101}.

Cotton.—Sales of middlings are reported at 12 a 12|

cts. per lb.

Petroleum.—Crude cts. in barrels; standard white

Flour.—Pennsylvania family at $5.25 to $5.75 ; 01
Illinois and St. Louis at $.5.60 to $6.25

;
patent and

high grades at $6.25 to $7.75. Rye flour, $3.80 to $4.

Grain.—Wheat, $1.23 to $1.25. Rye, 65 cts. Corn,

58 cts. Oats, 33 to 36 cts.

Foreign.—The attention of the English has been

drawn to the loss of strength incurred by the British

Empire by emigration to the United States and otlit

countries not under British control. It is thought di

sirable to direct the attention of tho.se intending to

emigrate to Au-itralia, Canada, New Zealand and other

countries belonging to the British Crown.

Cetewayo, the fugitive Zulu king, has been captured

by a party of cavalry. After liis defeat at Ulendi, he

fled with his wives and some companions, and the royal

cattle. The rumor that these herds were being driven

to the junction of the White and Black Umvolaski gave
the British their first clue to his hiding place. They
started in pursuit of him on the 13th of 8th month. On
the morning of the 15th they arrived at the' kraal where
he had spent the night. His followers left him one by

one. His Prime Minister, two of his sons and three of

his brothers surrendered, with 650 head of his cattle.

Almost every day arms and caltle were surrendered to

the English. It is said that toward the end of his flight

Cetewayo had no more than two or three followers who
remained faithful to him. He was captured on the 28th

of 8th month. He is to be sent as a prisoner to Cape-

town, and be detained there to await directions from

England.
The rebellion in Tonquin is reported to be crushed.

In accordance with a barbarous custom, orders had been

issued at Pekin for the mutilation of three sons and a

grandson of Yakoob Khan, because they were impli-

cated, "although innocently," in the Kashgar rebellion.

Late advices from Afghanistan not only confirm the

lling of the British residents at Herat by the mutin-

13 regiments of the Ameer, but indicate that there

may be further disturbances. Great preparations are

being made by the rebels, and the advancing British

troops may meet with serious resistance at Cabul.

At a meeting on the land question held at Tipperary,

Ireland, 18,000 persons are said to have been present.

Resolutions were passed calling for abatement of rents,

nd the establishment of a peasant-proprietary system.

The Emperor of Germany on a recent visit to Stras-

burg was very coldly received by many of the inhabi-

tants.

A recent publication of the Signal Service gives an

account of the great hurricane which swept over the

Island of Reunion in the Indian Ocean in 3rd month
last. The captain of the port, a trained meteorologist,

forseeing the approach of this storm, urged the ships in

port, 24 in number, to put to sea. They followed his

directions, and all escaped but three, whose crews how-
ever were saved. On reaching the island, a storm-w.ave

from the ocean rolled in on the land and thirty-five

persons perished.

Africa seems to be on the eve of great changes. The
different exploring expeditions, which have latterly

made known so much of its before-hidden interior are

likely to be followed by important movements of a com-
mercial and political character. The English are gradu-

ally extending their sway from the Cape of Good Hope
northward, till now a very large extent of country is

subject to the British Crown. Unless their future policy

should be governed by different principles from the past,

we may look for an almost indetinite expansion of their

South African empire. At Zanzibar on the east coast,

they are about making the first survey of a road from
that point to the great lakes of inner Africa. If this

should enable them to open a legitimate traffic with

those regions and check the abominable slave trade

ed on by the Arabs of Zanzibar, it will be a great

blessing to that country. France proposes to connect

her Algiers provinces with her possessions in Senegal

by a line of railway across the De.sert of Sahara to Tim-
buctoo, and thence to St. Louis on the coast. A com-
mission has been formed under the presidency of the

Minister of Public Works to examine the feasibility of

the plan. They are encouraged to hope for success by
the report of an unofficial exploring party which went
Soudi from Algiers with a large caravan, and found

more fertility and population than they expected.

The Russian advanced column of the expedition into

Central Asia has been defeated by the Turcomans, and
compelled to retreat.

The Spanish government ha.s received a memoria
from the Cuban slaveholders asking for a prompt solu

tion of the slavery question. The memorial states that

unless steps are speedily taken by the authorities, the

planters must themselves set the slaves free to prevent

their property from being burned.

EVENING SCHOOLS FOR ADULT COLORED
PERSONS.

Teachers will be wanted for these schools, to open
10th month 6th. Application may be made to

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

Ephraim Smith, 1110 Pine St.

Thomas Elkinton, 9 N Front St.

Charles C. Cresson, 1132 Girard St.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Pa.ssmore,

having resigned their positions as Superintendent and
Matron of Westtowo Boarding School, Friends who
may feel drawn to engage in the important and respon-

sible duties of superintending this Institution, are re-

quested to communicate with either of the undersigned.

The present Superintendents desire to be released in

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa.

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddon field, N. J.

r,J>

od. :

RECEIPTS.
Received from Beulah E. Sharpless, Pa., S2, vo

from Samuel Betts, City, $2. vol. 53 ;
from Ha

Flanagan, City, $2, vol. 53 ; from Walker Moore,

$2.10, vol. 53; from Nathan Warrington, Agent

for George W. Mott, Evan Smith, Jonathan Bi
|

John Hoge, Lemuel Brackin, Elwood Spencer '

Edgerton, and Thomas Blackburn, $2.10 each

and for Albert Emmons and Jesse R. Garwood,
each, vols. 52 and 53 ; from Joseph D. Satterth- fO.

and Isaac De Cou, N. J., *2.10 each, vol. 53

,

Abner Potter, Jr., R. I., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Asc

Edgerton, lo., f 2.10, vol. 53 ; from Joseph Hall, A
lo., for Israel Heald, John Oliphant, James Fr
Thomas Leech, Aaron Roberts, Thomas Pen
Joseph Armstrong, Lindley Heald, Thomas H
John Hirst, John Thomas and Sarah Ann Atkii

$2.10 each, vol. 53, and for Ellen M. Whipple, $
to No. 19, vol. 52 ; from Henry Wood, N. J. $2.10,

53 ; from Mary E. Branson, City, $2, vol. 53
;

Jonathan Friedland, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from I

erick Maerkt, O., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from William Th.

Willis, Kans., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Sarah Cham
Del., per Thomas M. Harvey, Agent, $2.10, vol.

from James R. Cooper, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53, anc

Charles Cooper, Lettice Thompson, and Thorns

Hoopes, $2.10 each, vol. 53 ; from George Haines,

and James W. Haines, N. J., $2.10 each, vol. 53

;

Elizabeth H. Eddv, Mass., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Ch
Ballinger, N. J., $2.J0, vol. 53 ; from Huldah H.
will. City, *2, vol. 53 ; from Charles De Cou, f

$2.10, vol. 53; from Dr. George Martin, Pa., *2.10,

53 ; from Thomas F. Scattergood, Pa., $2.10, vol

and for Sarah S. Scattergood, $2.10, vol. 5.3, and i

M. Woodward, $4.20, vols. 52 and 53 ;
from Georj

Wood and Earl Hallock, N. Y., per John C. M:

$2.10 each, vol. 53 ; from Joshua Brantingham, A|

O., for Mary Coppock, Nathan Whinery, Benjani'

Coppock, and Joseph Winder, $2.10 each, vol. 53

Anna M. Warrington, Pa., *2.10, vol. 53, and for C
H. Warrington, $2.10, vol. 53, and T. Franci: '

rington, $2.10, to No. 9, vol. 54 ; from Lloyd Balder

Md., $2.10, vol. 53, and for William Balderston, I

?2.10, vol. 53; from Joseph Rhoads, Pa., $2.10, vo

and for Price Z. Supplee, *2.10, vol. 53 ; from Ge
Buzbv, N. J., -2.10, vol. 53; from Hannah Burro
Oity,'$2, vol. 53 ; from James Smedley, City, >2,

53, and for Edward G. Smedley, Pa., $2.10, vol.

from James F. Reid, and James E. Maloney, Pa., 3

each, vol. 53 ; from Mary A. Parker, Pa., $2.10, vol

from Thomas Satterth waite. Pa., $2.10, vol. 53

Thoma-s Sharpless, City, $2, vol. 53; for Enooi

Zelley, N. J., *2.10, vol. 53 ; from Miriam French

*2.10, vol. 53 ; from Joseph Cowgill, O., $2.10, vol

and for David Wallace, $2.10, vol. 53 ; from El<

Comfort, Mich., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Francis De
N. J., $2.10, to No. 14, vol. 54.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee who have charge of this institui

meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-day, Tenth month
at 10 A. M..

The Committee on Admissions meet on the same
at 9 A. M., and the Committee on Instruction at

p. M.
The Visiting Committee meet at the school on SeC'

day evening, 9th mo. 29th. For the accommodatic

this committee, conveyances will be in waiting at Si

Road Station on the arrival of trains which leave i

adelphia at 2.30 and 4.40 P. M.

THE CORPORATION OF HAVERFORD CC
LEGE.

A Stated Annual Meeting of " The Corporat

Haverford College" will be held at the Commi
room of Arch St. Meeting-house, Philadelphia,

Third-day, Tenth month 14th, 1879, at 3 o'clock p
Edward Bettle, Jr., Secreiar

Died, suddenly, at his home in Iowa, First i

1879, Warner Atkinson, in the 80th year of

a member of Hickory Grove Monthly and Pa
Meeting of Friends. ' This dear Friend was of

ble and quiet disposition
;
yet much attached to

doctrines held by our religious Society, and concei

that they might be maintained on the ancient foui

tion. By example and precept he bore a testiiu

avagar
of the

was a tender father and loving companion, and is tli

fore much mi.ssed by relatives and friends. They 1

the consoling belief that, as he was faithful over a
things, he has been made ruler over many.

against extravagance in furniture or apparel, or any
proper use of the means committed to oui
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For " The Friend "

Indians under the Care of Friends,

knowing the general interest felt by our

lers in the Indians of this country, it

desirable to record in our columns the

loined table showing the condition of the

bs placed by President Grant under the

of raonibers of our Society, and the pro-

is made in civilization. It is taken from
Tenth Annual Report of the Associated

cutive Committee of Friends on Indian

lirs. From the same source we extract the

itional information explaining the motives

cb induced the Committee to resign all

lial connection with the Indians under the

I of the United States government.—Bos.]

''hilst the last report was being printed,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs removed
lion H. Newlin from charge of the Agency
[ndiansin Kansas, so that there remained
four Agencies under our supervision, viz :

Cheyenne and Arapahoe, the Osage, the

and Fox, and the Quapaw Agencies.

pon inquiry it was found that Agent
vlin, with some other Agents nominated
leligioun Bodies, had been removed wholly
political reasons. The Secretary of the

irior assured ua that in removing Agent
irlio, it escaped his recollection that ho

one of the Agents named by us, or it

Id not have been done without consulta-

with us. The management of the Agency
ilahlon H. Newlin had been efficient and
sessful.

his, and other explanations, made by the

lartment, gave the Committee hope that

could still be useful to the Indians in co-

rating with the Department. Bat in the

irth Month last, an insubordinate clerk

. returned by the Department to service

the Sac and Fox Agency, which was in

Jrge of Agent Levi Woodard, who declined
eceive him as an employee, believing him
rious to the best welfare of the Agency.
ir the same time. Agent H. W. Jones was
oved from the Quapaw Agency, without
38 assigned in the request for his successor,

it is believed, largely because he had dis-

sed an employee for gross and notorious
morality, who after removal, was sent back
.'Uhe Agency by the Commissioner, at a
her salary, to fill another position. This
i in contravention of the express assurance

ilthe Commissioner that Agents named by

us should have the appointment of their own
employees, with our approval. Members of

a sub-committee had seen the Commissioner
about these points, without being able to ob-

tain any relief He sustained his appointees,

and seemed strongly prepossessed against the

Agents.
At the meeting of the Associated Committee

held in New York, a Committee was ap-

pointed to call upon the Commissioner and
endeavor to secure a faithful conformity to

the written agreement with President Hayes
as to the dismissal of Agents, and also with

the Commissioner's own assurance that our

Agents could control the appointment of their

own emplo}'ees, except clerks. Otherwise our
Agents could not be held responsible for the

condition of the Indians at the Agencies.

This Committee had an interview with the

Commissioner. He gave us to understand

that be would do as he pleased about em-
ployees, notwithstanding his former assur-

ance, and distinctlj' stated that he believed

Certain infamous charges against our people

made by the before mentioned employee at

the Quapaw Agency.
Under the authority given by the Associated

Committee, the sub-committee, after careful

deliberation, and taking into consideration

the whole course of the Indian Office during

the period of nearly two years it has been

under its present management, believed that

no other course was left open but to resign

the charge committed to us by the Govern-
ment.
Repeated interviews with the President had

shown that he was not prepared to oblige the

Department tocarrj'out the agreement made
with us ; therefore the Committee called upon
President Hayes, Fifth Month 20th, 1879, and
respectfully informed him that we could no
longer be respoasible for Agencies under the

official control of Commissioner Hayt, and
that we now resigned the charge committed
to the Society represented by us. The Presi-

dent expressed his regret, and asked that the

resignation be in writing.

It remains to be added, that in addition to

the testimony before the Associated Commit-
tee at its last meeting, affidavits have been
furnished to show that our Agents wore clear

of the charges made against two of them, and
that the management of the Quapaw and
Modoc school has been not only irreproacha-

ble, but excellent, while the character of the

party making most of these charges has been

amplj' proved to be one of the worst, although

the trusted witness of the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs.

The Citizen Pottawatomies have an interest-

ing history. Gradually moved westward from
Ohio, a part of the tribe accepted school edu-

cation, became farmers, and were made citi-

zens ; their large funds in the Government
hands were divided among them, and the

usual result followed. They quickly lost their

farms, squandered most of the money and

with the residue, bought land in the Terri-

tory, asking permission to go thither and bo
Indians again. They are farmers, and able to

support themselves. They have had a school

opened at Government expense, the books
and appliances boing supplied by Friends.

Among the Cheyennes are about 600 North-
ern Cheyennes, broughtdown from Dakota in

1877, and 300 brought in 1878. The history

of the desperate attempt of the Dull Knife
Band of these Northern Cheyenees to return

to their native country, is one of the saddest

in Indian Annals. The Agent did his dut}'.

The Indian Department was to blame only so

far as that more abundant medicines and
rations should have been supplied. The first

wrong began in 1874. A military force ex-

plored the Black Hills region. Gold was
found. A militaiy order was issued against

intruders upon the lands. The order was
disregarded. The Indian Department sought
to buy the lands. Congress would not give

enough money. The Indians retaliated upon
white intruders. The array came in, and
after bloodshed, a treaty was made. Part of

the Northern Cheyennes agreed to go South.

Part always hesitated. Reaching the Terri-

tory, they sickened, as is always the case.

Dull Knife's Band numbering about 300 men,
women and children, decided to return. They
were followed by a military force and attacked.

They retaliated by killing forty white settlers.

One part reached the Sioux; the rest were
taken prisoners, but refused to return to the

Indian Territory. An effort was made by
the officer in command to reduce them to sub-

mission by cold and starvation, and in des-

perate efforts to escape, they were nearly all

killed; the last group of them having been

surrounded, and while huddled together in a

hollow space to which they fled for safety,

shot. God looks down and holds the Nation
responsible for the greed of its citizens, and
the blood of the natives which cries from the

ground.
The Little Chief Band seemed for a time

determined to run off North also, but have

been pacified by a trip to Washington. With
the above exception the affairs of the Agency
have been mOst prosperous.

The Boarding School at the Agency has

had 150 pupils. None of the pupils have ad-

vanced beyond the first four rules in arith-

metic. But they have done admirably in

work, which is more important. The boys

have planted 145 acres in maize, sorghum
and vegetables. The product of the garden

of 20 acres, goes to the school. The boys

have two thirds of the corn, the remainder

goes to the Government for teams and i'mple-

ments furnished. The girls do all kinds of

housework. The scholars have a large herd

of stock cattle owned and cared for by them-

selves.

The interest of the Indians in farming is

increasing; 175 locations have been chosen,

and from 2 to 100 acres ploughed. Forty of
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these have been fenced, and are cultivated.

The Indians put up 400 tons of hay, which
was sold chiefly to the Goveruraent; and

have cut 895 cords of wood, receiving for

both, §2178.84. They have made repeated

trips 10 Wichita to bring thence the Agency
supplies, for which the Government pays them
in wagons and harness. "Little Eobe's" Band
carry a tri-weekly U. S. Mail from the Agency
to the western line of the Indian Territory,

on the route for Fort Elliott, Texas, a dis-

tance of 165 miles. They have six stations

for relays of horses, and receive S135 per

month for the service; the mail runs with

entire regularity, and is satisfactory to the

Government.
Tho Indian police here and at the Osage

Agency does admirably. The Cheyenne In-

dians tried a member of the tribe on a charge

of murder, the Agent acting as magistrate.

After careful examination, the defendant wa-*

acquitted, tho Agent concurring.

In looking back over nine years of public

service, no instance of intentional fraud by

any of the Agents nominated by Friends, ap-

pears to have'occurred. Charges of this kind,

when investigated, have not been sustained.

The Indians under our supervision have made
much progress in many ways. The statistics

appended are referred to for illustration.

The Progress of Civilization among the Indian

Tribes in the West under the Care of Friends.

The following table contains the condensed
statistics of the Indian tribes, committed by
President Grant to the care of tho Society of

Friends, and covers the period from 1868 to

1878 (both inclusive.) The materials for the

table have been collected from various sources,

and carefully compared and corrected.

Years. 1868. 1878.

Population, .... 16,16.5 16,100

Children in school, . . . 1-14

Average attendance,

Boarding School.';, ... 3

Day Schools, ... 1

Number who can read, . . 1,151

Acres cultivated by Indians, . 3,946 20,419

Bushels of corn raised by Indians, 62,825 479,29

Potatoes,
" "

. 2,560 14,68'

Tons of hay cut by Indi.ins, . . 1,360 6,661

Horses owned by Indians, . . 28,557 20,67:

Cattle " "
. . 1,092 14,84

Hogs " "
. . 1,473 18,788

Houses occupied by Indians, . 475 1,385

Births, 32:

Deaths 28'

no doubt saw them doing from the right

standard. " When in your meetings get into

a religious exercise and lively concern for

God's glory, and your soul's peace and pros-

perity." (1724). SpeakingonceatNewgarden,
he showed that those who meddled with our

discipline in the will, nature, spirit, and wis-

dom of man only, could do but little service
;

and that our discipline, as also our worship

and ministry, ought to be performed in the

wisdom and power of God, through the grace and

spirit of Christ. " Wherefore, dear Frieuds,"

he further says, " keep close to the Spirit, power,

light, and divine life of Christ Jesus, in your
Monthly and Quarterly Meetings for the gov-

evrnment of the Church, as well as in your
[Q.eetings for the worship of God."

From " The British Friend."

Too great a distinction may be drawn be

tweeu these meetings [for discipline] and
those " for worship." We as Friends mak
no essential distinction here, since we teach

that wo are ever to be depending upon the

Lord, and that there is no time or place

which his presence may not be known. Me
ings for business, then, were not intended to

differ in spirit from those for the worship of

God—worship maj' be known everywhere,
and therefore also in these ; nay, more or less,

it should be (as above shown), if they are to

be good and profitable times. Like the meet-

ings for worship they are held for God's glory,

and for the spread cf truth. It would be a

grave error to think that, as worship has
taken place in the first meeting, it is not need-

ed in the second. Yet, by the different frame
in which some appear, it would seem as though
such an idea was insensibly entertained.

Thomas Chalkley had a deep concern that

church meetings should not degenerate, as he

For "Tlie Friend.'

In the piece published in the 4lh number
of "The Friend," with tho heading "Line
upon Line," the portion which follows the

reference to the journal of Joseph Pike was
not intended to be marked as a quotation, as

though he had written it with reference to

his day ; but was meant toapplj' to the preseut

times, and the quotation therein coutaiued

was in reference to those peculiar trials which
our Society is now passing through. How
encouraging and strong the language, "It is

not the will of the Almighty that this people

should ever cease to be a people." In connec-

tion with this I am inclined to copy a portion

of the remarks of James Ussher, as mentioned
in the preface to Sewel's history :

" Look ye
bo not found in the outward court, but

worshipper in the temple before the altar
;

for Christ will measure all those that profess

his name, and call themselves his people ; and
the outward worshippers he will leave out, to

bo trodden down by the Gentiles. The out

ward court is the formal Christian, whose re

ligion lies in performing the outside duties of

Christianity without having an inward life

and power of faith and love, uniting them to

Christ ; and those God will leave to be trodden

down and swept away by the Gentiles. But
the worshippers within the temple and before

the altar, are those who do indeed worship

God in Spirit and in truth ; whose souls are

made his temples, and he is honored and
adored in the most inward thoughts of their

hearts; and they sacrifice their lusts and vile

affections, yea, and their own wills to Him
and these God will hide in the hollow of hi;

hand, and under the shadow of his wings."

So says the eminently gifted and pious Us-
sher; and may it not be queried, what other

hope can we have for the renovation and resto-

ration of the backslidden Protestant churches,

than that Almight.y goodness will, when the

sot time to favor Zion is come, " take unto
Himself his great power and reign." The
declaration is very positive that " The knowl-
edge of the Lord shall cover the earth as the

waters do the sea;" but let us remember the

reply to those who said " Lord, wilt thou at

this time restore again the kingdom to Israel?"

"It is not for you to know the times or the

seasons which the Father hath put in his own
power." Rather let us strive to be " worship-

pers within the temple and before the altar,"

and to be of those " whose souls are made his

temples, and He is honored and adored in the

most inward thoughts of their hearts," and
thereby bo accounted worthy to partake of

the glory which shall follow.

9th month, 1879.

" For The Frien

Extracts from the Diary and letters of Ebenezer ffi ^;,

(Oontinned from page 52.)

Although E. W. officially relinquished

oversight of the Indians in the autumE !

1849, he continued to feel a deep interos

both their spiritiial and temporal welf
He was appointed a mteber of the Commi
for the civilization- and improvement of

Indians, by the Yearly Meeting in 1850,

as a member of this committee he frequet

visited the Allegheny Heservaiion. Dai &'

such visits he not unfrequentl}' communic£
his views to his friend Joseph Elkinton,

letter. From some of these it is proposec

offer a few extracts :

6th nib. oth, ISf

Thou hast reason to think strange of

not writing sooner. I was mercifuHy favc

to get here in safety, and comforted in hi

ingthe Indians bad met with but a small

in their stock, and were suffering but li

themselves from the scarcity and high p
of provisions. * * * On the 17th I

informed Jos. Pierce and Moses Yellowblan

were sick at Moses Snow's, one of the nea
Indian houses to this place. I went to

them towards evening; Rachel (Whiti-

went with me; before I went in I made
quiry in relation to the disease : they thou

it was something like inflammation of

lungs. Yellowblanket, they said, was bro

out with something like measels or chid
pox. Joseph had not spoken for twelve ho
and did not appear sensible of what was p
ing around him. Having hoard of the si

pox being down the river, and that these

men had been down with lumber, Ifeltaf

the disease was small pox. I went iu but

not go near Yellowblanket; Rachel ^^

nearer to him, looked at his face, and said

thought it might be measels or chicken-|

but not small pox. Before I went in I

deavoreJ to feel after the propriety' ol

doing. Thought of how I was exposing

self; from my feelings I was afraid to omi

I felt concerned on account of the childre

the school as well as myself. Thinkin
would be a serious matter if the small

should spread among the Indians, and kt

ing that a number had been exposed,

thought best to send to Randolph for

Parsons to come and see them. We sen

the 18th, he got there on the 19th
;

Yellowblanket was a strongly marked
of small pox, and that the other also hac

that he had congestion of the brain, and
he thought he would die

;
gave directions

Yellowblanket was to be treated, that he

getting along pretty well. Several Ind

who lived near, having seen the doctor c

ing came within a few hundred yards of

house to hear what ho called the disc

We told them of their danger, advisee

who were not needed to take care of the

to keep away from tho house, and those I

attended on them not to go out amo
f

others to expose them ; that those who
been exposed had better be vaccinated ui

and tho children and others who had not

vaccinated, should be vaccinated soon to

vent the disease from spreading. I protr«

to bring victuals for the sick and thoso k

attended on them ; they were to leav

at a certain place, about 150 yards froirji

house, where I took victuals, and they wil

come and take it away. They appear

,1
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1 deal alarmed; I also felt distressed,

ee families who lived near, moved a quar-
,0 half a mile up the river that evening.
next morning when I went down with

e (food), 1 saw smoke rising from the
iney where the sick people were, called

no one answered or came in sight; went
n near the river and saw an Indian on
t's Island; inquired if he knew where
as Snow was? he said he had gone off up
i-iver; I was also informed that Yellow-
ket's wife had provided wood and water,
for the night, and with his consent had
the evening before. I was much dis-

ied and tried with such conduct. I fol-

id after Moses and met him and some
told them it would never do to run

nd leave those sick men to die for want of
er care; that Moses and Yellowblanket's
had been sufficiently exposed to take the
,se if they would take it at all; that thoy
I not run away from it, that they were
exposing othei's. Yellowblanket's wife
rued before I got back, and Moses also
home; they did not afterwards desert
I. I felt much for poor Moses and the
an. Jos. Pierce died ; Moses and Jane
3d him ; we had a coffin made of pine
ds, carried it near to the house and opened
ave. It was a pretty serious time for a
days. I did not know what my own
Dight be or how much it might spread
Dg the Indians. Yellowblanket had been
inated, and his case was a light one.
e has not been anj^ new case, and I hope
not be. I have felt a. secret hope it might
rork together for our good. James and
Watt's house was burned down on the
and all they had in it consumed. In

tion to their beds and bedding, their best
ng clothes, &c., they lost some corn and

toes
; James said there was S8 in money
Some of the Indians say they will

t them, as provisions are very high.
Grouse told me they were going to

3 on to Onondaga for some assistance
them (the VYatt family are Onondagas.)

Id them I approved of what they pro-
d doing. They wished to know if we
d be willing to give something. I lold!
I I would write to the Committee on the

J

jct, and encouraged them to do all thoyj
1 to help themselves; to get in logs and

j

them sawed and put themselves up a
frame house, not to spend their time and
sy in building shanties. James ai first

ed cast down and discouraged, but ho
lince become more encouraged, and said

|

ould try to get some logs to the mill as
as they got done planting. I think the
ms will assist them in cutting and get-

i

the logs to the mill. Perhaps it would
>e improper for me to say, I do not know

|

way the committee or individuals could
t them better than to pay the expense of
ng a few thousand feet of lumber and
ng them some nails. This might encour-
them to persevere in putting up a good

house, and serve as an example to
rs. I do not like this thing of begging
ake up every little loss, or in any way to
urage habits of idleness, but where per-;
have met with pretty heavy losses, a
assistance may serve as an encourage-

t to them. * * The sickness, assisting
in the school, and helping on the farm,
prevented me from getting out much

agst the Indians. I have embraced op-

portunities when presented of encouraging
them to attend to their business, and get in

as much seed as they could. They say they
have got in about as much as usual. I think
there is an improvement in some ; they are as
friendly and willing to hear advice as I have
seen them for a long time. * * *

Sincerely thy friend,

Ebenezer Worth.
(To be continued.)

" For The Friend,"

Six Months in Ascen.sion.
(Ci^Qtinued from page 51.)

The first view of Ascension is thus described

:

" A few scattered buildings lay among red-

dish-brown cinders near the shore—a sugar-
loaf hill of the same color rose up behind and
bounded the view. We looked about in a
sort of hopeless way for ' Green Mountain,'
but it was nowhere to be seen, and we set it

down as a fable—a more myth. 'Nothing
green,' we said, 'exists, or eould exiKt hero.'

Stones, stones, everywhere stones, that have
been tried in the fire and are now heaped
about in dire confusion, or beaten into dust
which we see dancing in pillars before the
wind. Dust, sunshine, and cinders, and low
yellow houses frizzling in it all!

" Is that Ascension ?

" Well, not quite
;
its coast presented a live-

lier scene, though one that we would gladly
have dispensed with. A black perpendicular
wall of rock jutted out into the bay, and on
either side of it a stretch of white glistening
sand swept to north and south. It is on this

rock that the 'Tartar Stairs" are cut, and
here we must land. But how? For this morn-
ing beautiful waves are dashing and crashing
and splashing against the landing-place, or
rushing past it in sportive fury to break into

feathery foam on the pretty beach, which
looks like a dainty white ribbon trampled
under foot of these mad sea-monsters.

" ' The rollers are in !' ' What lovely waves !'

' What a hideous place I' were the ejaculatory
remarks wo heard drop from the laddies lean-

ing over the ship's side. My heart grew
heavy. But seeing H.M.SS. Cygnet and In-

dustry in the harbor, I took courage, knowing
that we should at least find refuge on board
one of these vessels, and that we should not
have to be carried on to Madeira,—a misfor-

tune which has more than once happened to

passengers roller-stayed at Ascension.
" There were besides several little heaving

boats in the bay, and one could not but wonder
at their audacity in playing so unconcernedly
with the mighty giants that tossed them
about, each in turn, as one after one rushed
headlong to the shoi-e. While watching this

scene, we saw a gig put off from the Cygnet,
and pull towards us. 'An offer of hospitality,'

we thought, as we recognised the blue-jacket-

ed oarsmen and their commander, whose ac-

quaintance we had made at St. Helena.
" ' Can we land ?' was our greeting to Capt.

Hamraick, as he came on board. ' Well, the
flags denoting "Double-rollers and Danger-
ous" are up on the pier-head, but the sea is

going down, and I have permission for you to

try it, ifyou don't mind wet feet.' We didn't

;

so it was decided that I and the heavy bag-
gage should be sent on shore at once, while
the chronometers and more precious goods !

should wait for quieter times on board the
Industry, where the captain, in the kindest
manner, had prepared his cabin for us in an-
ticipation of our not being able to land.

" I don't know how the heavy baggage
liked it, but I certainly wished myself [with
the] chronometers more than once, when I
saw, rising up behind us, a long wall of throat-
oning water, and before us, the steep, dark
rock, wet with spray. This feeling increased
when we were within a few yards of the shore,
and I found that we must get out of the strong
trustworthy-looking gig, manned by its stout
crew of English sailors, and trust ourselves to
a little rickety cockle-shell, which was at that
moment being baled out by two ebony-colored
boatmen. I thought, just then, they looked
fiendish, and that I could sco the baleful eye
of a shark, certain of his prey, gleaming
triumphantly through the green waves. But
since then I have come to the conclusion that
our boatmen were verj' benign, gentle-faced
Africans, and my shark—a jelly-fish I

"
' You may trust yourself with every con-

fidence to these men,' Capt. Hammick said to
mo; 'they understand the rollers better than
anybody else; thoy will not take you into
danger, only you must be careful not to at-

tempt landing until they give you the word.'
" For some minutes we kept dodging about,

and once or twice were close under the steps;

but we got no sign to stir, and wore again
and again driven back.

" At last, there came suddenly a perfectly
calm moment, immediately after an unusually
heavy roller had tossed our little boat over its

head, and we wore again sculled under the
rock in the twinkling of an aja. A rope was
let down from above; David at once laid hold
of it, and at the word ' Now !' he jumped from
the boat. I instantly followed his example,
and thus gained a slippery fooling on Ascen-
sion, with a somewhat palpitating heart and
eyes smarting with salt spray."

To these rollers frequent references are
made, and our author copies the following
account of them given by another observer :

" One of the most interesting phenomena
that the island affords is that of the rollers,

in other words a heavy swell, producing a
high surf on the leeward shore of the island,

occurring without any apparent cause. All

is tranquil in the distance, the sea breeze
scarcely ruffles the surface of the water, when
a high swelling wave is suddenly observed
rolling towards the island. At first it appears
to move slowly forward, till at length it

breaks on the outer roofs. The swell then
increases, wave urges on wave until it reaches
the beach, where it bursts with tremendous
fury. The rollers now set in and augment in

violence until they attain a terrific and awful
grandeur, affording a magnificent sight to the

spectator, and one which I have witnessed

with mingled emotions of terror and delight

—

a towering sea rolls forward on the island like

a vast ridge of waters, threatening, as it were,

to envelope it, pile on pile succeeds with re-

sistless force, until, meeting with the rushing
offset from the shore beneath, they rise like

a wall and are dashed with impetuous fury
on the long line of the coast, pi-oducing a
stunning noise. Amid the tranquillity which
prevails around, it is a matter of speculatioa

to account for this commotion of the waters,

as great as if the most awful tempest or the
wildest hurricane had swept tho bosom of the

deep. It occurs in situations whore no such
swell would be expected, in sheltered bays,

and where the wind never reaches the shore.

The strong and well-built jetty of the town
has once been washed away by the rollers.
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which sometimes make a complete breach

over it, although it is twenty feet above high

watei'-marli."
(To be continued.)

A Pennsylvania Geyser.—The Kane Geyser

Well is located in McKean County, Pa., four

miles southeast of the "Summit Summer Re-

sort," at Kane, Pa. This well was drilled for

petroleum in the spring of 1878 to a total

depth of 2000 feet. No oil was found in pay-

ing quantities, and the well was abandoned,

since which time it has been throwing periodi-

eally—ten to fifteen minutes—a column of

water and gas to a height varj-ing from 100

to 150 feet. Charles A. Ashbuiner, assistant

in charge of the survey of McKean County

for the geological survey, has made study of

the " Geyser Well," and has furnished the

following facts : During the operations of

drilling, a number of fresh " water veins" were

encountered down to a depth of 364 feet. All

of this water was shut off by a cast-iron eas-

ing 5| inches in diameter, which was inserted

in the six-inch hole to the requisite depth.

Thus the hole was kept free from water dur-

ing the after drilling. At a depth of 1415

feet a very heavy "gas vein" was struck.

After the well was deserted from failure to

find oil, the iron casing was withdrawn from

the hole and the fresh water permitted to flow

in on top of the gas. Here the conflict be-

tween nature's elements commenced, which

has made this well one of the most interest-

ing natural phenomena in Pennsj-lvania. The
water flows into the well on top of the gus

until the pressure of the confined gas becomes

greater than the weight of the superincum-

bent water, when an expulsion takes place

and a column of water and gas is thrown out

of the well: This occurs at present every

thirteen minutes, and the spouting continues

one and a half minutes. On the evening of

July 31st, A. W.Sheafer measured twocolumns
which went to a height respectively 120 and

128 feet. Last Saturday night C. A. Ash-

burner measured four columns in succession

and the water was thrown to the following

heights : 108, 132 and 138 feet. During the

time that the columns are thrown out of the

well the gas is thoroughly mixed up with the

water and is readily ignited. The sight after

nightfall is grand beyond description. The
antagonistic elements of water and fire ai-e so

promiscuously blended that each seems to be

lighting for the mastery. At one moment
the flame is almost entirely extinguished only

to burst forth at the next instant with

creased energy and greater brilliancy. In

winter the columns become encased in ice and

form a huge translucent chimney.— Public

Ledger,

Source of True Unity.—9ih mo. 1st, 1775.

This evening my heart was filled with the love

of God, under the influence whereof ardent

desires were begotten in my soul, that the

little handful of Friends hereaway might draw
nearer and nearer, and bow in holy awfulness

and reverential fear before the great Shepherd
of Israel ; undoubtedly believing, that were
this enough the case, we should witness in a

much greater degree, the unity of the Sf

'

in the bond of peace; which would cement
us together in that divine harmony, wherein
we should become as an army with banners,

and as a royal diadem in the hand of our God.
—7. Scott.

WHAT THE SPAEROW CHIRPS.

I am only a little sparrow,

A bird of low degree
;

My life i.s of little value,

But the dear Lord careth for me.

He gave me a coat of feathers

It is very plain, I know,
With never a .speck of crimson.

For it was not made for show.

But it keeps me warm in winter,

And it shields me from the rain;

"Were it bordered with gold or purple.

Perhaps it would make me vain.

By and by when the spring-time cometh,

I will build me a little nest,

With many a chirp of pleasure,

In the spot I like the best.

And He will give me wisdom
To build it of leaves most brown

;

AVarra and soft it must be for my birdies.

And so I will line it with down.

I have no barn or storehouse,

I neither sow nor reap;

God gives me a sparrow's portion.

But never a seed to keep.

If my meal is sometimes scanty.

Close picking makes it sweet

;

I have always enough to feed me.

And " life is more than meat."

I know there are many sparrows.

All over the world we are found,

But our Heavenly Father knoweth

When one of us falls to the ground.

Though small, we are never forgotten
;

Though weak, we are never afraid

;

For we know that the dear Lord keepeth

The life of the creatures He made.

I fjy through the thickest forests,

I light on many a spray
;

I have no chart nor compass.

But I never lose my way.

And I fold my wings at twilight,

Wherever I happen to be;

For the Father is always watching.

And no harm will come to me.

I am only a little sparrow,

A bird of low degree
;

But I know the Father loves me.

Have you less faith than me ?

Missionary Echo.

Selected.

UNDER THE SHADOW OF THE ALMIGHTY
Under the shadow of his wings

;

Oh sweetest rest

!

Thou can.st not find, my soul, an hiding-place

So safe as in thy Father's arms of grace
;

He calls them blest

Who find the joy his promise brings.

There is no other resting place.

My soul, so dear
;

The shadow of his wings is great and wide.

And yet so near it draws thee to his side,

So very near,

'Tis like a glimpse of his loved face.

Under the shadow of his wings

;

Oh who may stay ?

They who find rest within his secret place.

They who find joy but in his own rich grace,

And only they.

May know the joy the shadow brings.

For jov, not born of earthly thing,?,

rills all the place
;

Come near, my soul, come closer, closer still.

See I thou art shielded now from every ill,

—

Rest in God's grace.

Under the shadow of his wings.

If you imitate not the life of Christ, you
cannot be saved by his death.— Wm. Penn.

" For The Frienc

William fullen Bryant.

(Continued from page 53.)

In 1832, he published a volume of

poems, which were favorably received

Great Britain, where Br3-ant has since b(

regarded by high authorities as the sweet

of American singers, though not so wid
read as several of his countrj-men. " Othei

said a critic of that day, " have sung the be

ties of creation, and the greatness of God
;

no one ever observed external things m
closely, or transferred his impressions to pa

in more vivid colors."

A large part of the life of the poet's ti

was spent in the daily routine of edito

duties, and as a traveller in every part of

globe. But " the most beautiful part of

life is that quiet home-enjoyment of bO'

and nature that opened a perennial fount

of youth in his mind and heart. A few ho

in the office of The Post each day bron

him in contact with the business of his
]

fession ; but his cares were easily laid af

when he took his departure from the seen

labor.
" In 1845, before his second European t(

Bryant purchased an estate I j'ing along He
stead Harbor, on Long Island, far eno

from the metropolis to be a secluded cour

residence, yet not so far as to make acces

his business difficult. The building upo
was an old-time square structure, bull

1787 by a plain Quaker, and contained U
old-lashioned rooms. In 1846, alter his see

return from Europe, Bryant remodelled

house to suit his own tastes, adding latt

to the porches for clambering vines,

building bay-windowsfor the sake of the 1:

scape. Outbuildings of a picturesque f

and grouping were erected, and choice si

and fruit trees were planted in the grou

The hamlet near by he named ' Eoslyn.'

the estate itself he called ' Cedarmere,'

by this name it is now known.
" His library was choice, though largi

a private collection. It embraced stam
authorities in every branch of general kn
edge, and was especially rich in work
itheology and economic science. In p
literature, particularly poetry, it was ei

more complete. The ancient classics ir

best editions stood on the shelves, witl

masterpieces of French, German, Spa
and Italian letters. In all these languj

Bryant read much, and some of his trail

tions show how well.

"Elegance, however, never took the jk

of comfort in the poet's household,

large, well-ventilated rooms, and the

grates, are suggestive of the same regar ti

hygienic laws in the household economy ii

was displayed in his own personal dresfir

habits.

"After the marriage of his daught<|

Parke Godwin, his family consisted ol
wife and his daughter Julia, who contii

to brighten his home during his entirtii

time.
" Although he also had a New York K

dence, and finally came into possession c tk

homestead at Cumminglon, the rural r(

«

at Roslyn was for the remainder of hi 1

his favorite home ; and there he spent lO

of the time, except during the monti
winter. These were passed in the city. C l»!

mere, however, will always be knov
_

Bryant's home. There he found the r jw
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nt, and fellowship with Nature, that were

chief pleasures ; there he kept tl*e most

uabie of his books ;
there ho continued to

ite his poems to the last years of life.

' The coming of spring, when he might

ve the crowded city and visit the country-

e, was always a glad season for him. His

at its return finds expression more than

!0, but especially in these lines to his

ighter, entitled ' An Invitation to the

antry :'

—

.Iready, close by oiir summer dwelling,

The Easter sparrow repeats her song :

. merry warbler, she chides the blossoms,

—

The idle blossoms that sleep so long.

'he bluebird chants from the elm's long branches

A hymn to welcome the bud-ling year

;

'he south wind wanders from field to forest,

And softly whispers, " The Spring is here
!"

ome, daughter mine, from the gloomy city.

Before those lays from the elm have ceased

:

he violet breathes by our door as sweetly

As in the air of her native East.

here is no glory in star or blossom

Till looked upon by a loving eye;

here is no fragrance in April breezes

Till breathed with joy as they wander by.

ome, Julia dear; for the sprouting willows,

The opening flowers, and the gleaming brooks,

.nd hollows, green in the sun, are waiting

Their dower of beauty from thy glad looks.'

.'he winter of 1858 was passed in Italy;

I while there Bryant suffered a severe trial

the protracted illness of his wife, whose
was threatened by a low fever. Her

il restoration to health was celebrated in

fong of gladness and triumph, dated at

jtellamare, 5th mo. 1858, under the title

;he Life That Is:"—

hou who so long hast pressed thi couch of pain,

!h, welcome, welcome back to life's free breath,

—

life's free breath and day's sweet light again,

'rom the chill shadows of the gate of death !

thou hadst reached the twilight found between

he world of spirits and this grosser sphere

:

^ily by thee the things of earth were seen,

l.nd faintly fell earth's voices on thine ear.

I now how gladly we behold, at last,

'he wonted smile returning to thy brow!

i very wind's low whisper, breathing past

a the light leaves, is music to thee now.

Ice wert thou given me : once in thy fair prime,

i'resh from the fields of youth, when first we met,

4 all the blossoms of that hopeful time
|)lustered and glowed where'er thy steps were set.

id now, in thy ripe autumn, once again

riven back to fervent prayers and yearnings strong,

l)m the drear realm of sickness and of pain,

I\^here we had watched and feared and trembled long.

\w may we keep thee from the balmy air

».nd radiant walks of heaven a little space,

iiere He who went before thee to prepare
['or his meek followers shall assign thy place."

Barlj' in the summer Bryant and his family
mod through the cities of Northern Italy to

Igland, and in the 8th mouth returned to

iiir home at Eoslyn, after an absence of

[>re than a year. The letters written to

\:e Post during this period were collected in

[olume, and published in the following year
!der the title of "Letters from Spain and
per countries."

j'ln the summer of 1866 the great shadow
Bryant's life fell upon him. His devoted

;fe, whose benign presence had for forty-

years illuminated his home, who^e pru-

[DCe bad laid the foundation of his fortune,

[1080 piety had filled him with spiritual as-

pirations, whose companionship had cheered

him in foreign lands, was called to ' the radiant

walks of heaven.' The bereaved poet could

not think of her as absent; and when the

calm, sweet sunshine fell upon the grassy

mound where she was laid, he wrote,

—

' May we not think that near us thou dost stand

With loving ministrations? for we know
Thy heart was never happy when thy hand
Was forced its tasks of mercy to forego.

Mayst thou not prompt with every coming day
The generous aim and act, and gently win

Our restless, wandering thoughts to turn away
From every treacherous path that ends in sin ?'

" But the bright illusion could not satisfy

his longing. A better faith drew his thoughts

and desires to a higher sphere ; and a little

later he wrote the sweet sad verses, in tho

poem called 'A Lifetime,'

—

' And well I know that a brightness

From his life has passed away.

And a smile from the green earth's beauty.

And a glory from the day.

But I behold above him.
In the far blue depths of air,

Dim battlements shining faintly.

And a throng of faces there
;

See over crystal barrier

The airy figures bend
Like those who are watching and waiting

The coming of a friend.

And one there is among them,

With a star upon her brow.
In her life a lovely woman,
A sinless seraph now.

I know the sweet calm features.

The peerless smile 1 know
;

And I stretch my arms with transport

From where I stand below.

And the quick tears drown my eyelids
;

But the airy figures fade.

And the sinning battlements darken,

And blend with the evening shade.

I am gazing into the twilight,

Where the dim-seen meadows lie ;

And the wind of night is swaying
The trees with a heavy sigh.'

"Though crushed in spirit by the heavy
blow, the venerable man indulged in no bitter

misanthropj' or childish lamentations. With
a brave and resolute heart he strove to live

the strong, manly life that he 'has held up to

the world as an ideal in the last paragraph of

'Thanatopsis,'

—

' Sustained and soothed by an unfaltering trust.'
"

(To be continued.)

"It is Written."— It is said the late Bishop

Doane, of New Jersey, was strongly opposed

to total abstinence, and his side-board was
loaded with brandy, wine, &c. On one occa-

sion, Perkins, of the Sons of Temperance,

dined with the bishop, who, pouring out a

glass of wine, desired him to drink with him.

"Can't do it, bishop. ' Wine is a mocker.' "

"Take a glass of brandy, then."
" Can't do it, bishop. ' Strong drink is

raging.'
"

By this time the bishop, becoming some-

what excited, remarked to Perkins, " You '11

pass the decanter to the gentleman next to

you!"
" No, bishop, I can't do that. ' Woe unto

him that putieth the bottle to his neighbor's

lips.'
"

"I wish I could mind God as my little dog
minds me," said a little boy, looking thought-

fully at his shaggy friend ;
he always looks so

pleased to mind, and I don't.

From " Tlie London Friend."

Going into Mourning.

(To the Editor of The Friend.)

Dear Friend,—Tho Society of Friends was,
I believe, the first religious body to enter its

protest against the practice of "wearing
finery" for the dead. It has been observed
with regret by those who still act up to the
belief of our early members that now, when
the public are beginning to see more and more
the uselessness and inconsistency of wearing
mourning, our own Society is gradually falling
into the very thing which the early Friends
condemned as being not only unnecessary, but
at variance with all right feelings at a time
of death.

" He mourns the dead
Who lives as they desire ;"

and the buying of new wearing apparel is not
the best way ofshowing respect for a deceased
relative or friend, but is too often the means
of turning the thoughts of those who mourn
from the right direction.

Some may think I have expressed myself
too strongly; but, while respecting the opin-
ions of those who differ, I have simply put the
case before my fellow-readers as it appears
to me. I sincerely hope that our Society will
take up this question in earnest.

Henry A. Dell.

Have we the appearance of Christians?—

I

asked a man who, when I last met him, ten
years ago, was alive in religion, how he was
getting along* Said he, in surprise, "Do you
not see? I ar^^lting along about as I look."
His. face had a bloated, sensual expression,
that he well knew a Christian's does not have.
Has your face the spiritual, healthy, fresh ap-
pearance of one whose appetites and passions
are governed by reason and the word of God ?

Is your dress modest, your bearing humble,
your aspect serious, your conversation chaste
and kind ? Or does the show of your coun-
tenance witness against 5'ou ? Does it tell of
ate hours, of sensual indulgence? Does your
brejxth stink with tobacco, and are you seen
in jiiJblic places, smoking and joking, and en-

tering Mth evident zest into the enjoyment
of worldly "iSle^su res ? Does your conversa-
tion spontaneously rnp off into discussions

about horses, politics, andthe popular amuse-
ments of the day ? Are you conformed to the
world in your dress, and do you seek display ?

If your general appearance and life is of the

latter kind, we will inquire no farther. It is

not necessary. If you were ever converted,

you are evidently backslidden from God.

—

B. T. .Roberts.

It is a blessed thing for a man to know
within himself, and from a living experience

to be able to say, as one of old did, "The Lord
is my Shepherd, I shall not want." Such are

witnesses of the truth of those sayings of Christ

Jesus, " My sheeji hear my voice, and I know
them, and they follow me, and 1 give unto
them eternal life ; and they shall never perish,

neither shall any man pluck them out of my
Father's hand." It is as this voice is heard,

obeyed and followed, that a leading out of

that state, where the wants are, is witnessed,

into the green pastures, where the true and

safe feeding is; where the lying down in the

valley is ;
where none can make afraid ; where

the bread is sure and the water never fails.

And this I testify, all that do not hear and
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obey this heavenly voice of the true Shepherd,
are goats and swine, and not sheep ; let them
profess what they will, they feed upon husks,

and are wandering in the dry places, and
upon the barren mountains where the wants
are; and the green pastures of life and salva-

tion they are strangers to.— William Shewen.

Rfligious Items, &c.

Religious Itineracy.—In a recent number of

the Christian Standard [Methodist] the editor

states his intention, in company with a few
others, to start on a religious journey round
the world, setting out early in the summer of

next year. He clearly states the governing
motive for the trip to be a belief that he is

" called of the Lord" to undertake it, and that

it does not originate from any desire to travel

or to enjoy the pleasures of sight-seeing.

While acknowledging that he has no means
at command to defray his own travelling ex-

penses, he says: "Our business is to make
what preparations wo can, and be ready at

the proper time to start on our journey, leav-

ing the question of ' scrip and purse' to be

provided for by Him at whose bidding we
deem it our duty to go."

He proposes to spend some three months
in England, Ireland and Scotland, then pio-

ceed to Home and thence to India, where three

more months will be required. Six weeks are

to be allotted to Australia ; and the homeward
route will bo via California, Salt Lake City,

&c. The whole tour will probably occupy
about one year. As to a plan of operations,

he states, " we must frankly answer we have
none except the general one, to go where,

when and as the Lord may direct, and his

people may open our way."
Behavior at times of worships.—The Primi-

tive Christian (German Baptist) condemns the

practice of those who tinJ themselves early

at places for worship, entering into general

conversation. It says " if they feel the spirit

of devotion and worship already kindled in

their hearts, they will not be likely to want
to talk about worldly things. And if they do

not feci the spirit of worship, they should

labor to feel it, and to converse about worldly

subjects is by no means a good way to ob-

tain it.

" All Christians should seek to cultivate the

spirit of secret devotion, and of holy medita-

tion and musing. Then in the stillness of

their hearts they may worship God greatly

to their edification."

A correspondent in the same paper asks

whether any feel called upon to be thankful

to the Lord " for the privilege of smoking the

poisonous weed," when they put a cigar in

their mouths. The tenor of his remarks evi-

dently indicates that he regards the use of
tobacco as one of the things that no blessing

rests upon.
The Primitive Christian says: "Where are

we drifting," is the question now being dis-

cussed among the Friend-J. Of late there is

being manifested among them a great loose-

ness as to order and discipline, and as a result

they are drifting away from their long cher-

ished and very commendable principles of

plainness. If this disposition is encouraged
and continued, they will soon lose their iden-

tity as a people.

A Christian place of worship has lately

been built on a hill near Jabra, India, by
Dative Christian masons, carpenters, and other
artisans, and these workmen were originally

thieves by profession. In consequence of

having become Christians, they have not only
forsaken their evil ways, but learned their

various trades.

the usual "finds," but not one arrowhe;
less than a half-mile away in another sa

field they were numerous. In the field cb

acterized by the absence of arrowheads
gathered on an area of 900 square feet, fil

six broken spear heads of large size and
workmanship; ten of them were the poin
ends and forty-two the stemmed, thirty-f

were of one mineral. No perfect spear he
were found among the broken ones. Om
the most prolific spots in New Jersey is Sp'

wood, ten miles from Old Bridge, and
near Freehold, Monmouth Co. More tl

400 perfect implements have been collec

from an area of about an acre. Along
head waters of the Manosgrav River are tt

sites or camping grounds of the Dela^.^

Indians, all on the border of the extern

forest region known as the "Southern Pint

they are not more than two miles apart.

Implements are frequently found en mo
Most of these caches are rude looking fla

Natural History, Science, &c.

Sand-Fields and Shell-Heaps.—The aborigi-

nal relics found in Monmouth and Middlesex
counties in New Jersey, the scene of my ex-

plorations for the past two years, are most
abundant in the places locally known as "blown
sand-fields." Most of these fields have been
under cultivation but are now, for the greater

part, entirely abandoned. These spots are

peculiar and invariably attract the observer's

eye, being totally different in appearance from
the surrounding surface ; the sand or top soil

having been blown away leaves a bare, barren
spot nearly destitute of vegetation, strewn
with broken pebbles, generally' of small size,

many showing the former action of fire, and
frequently in regular piles or heaps. Amid
these heaps or in their immediate vicinity, but one instance that came under my ob
the soil frequently presents a carbonized ap- tion is a marked exception. These were
pearance, much darker in color than that ad- earthed at 18 inches from the surface,

jacent to it. when made acquainted with the fact, n

Scattered over these areas are found the vari- than two years after, I found there 64 oft
ous kinds of implements, chippings and frag- in perfect condition, averaging 5 inchei

nients frequently interspersed with clam and length by 3 in breadth, well executed,

oystershells, when the locality is upon astream evidently completed; there were origin

flowing into the coast bays or inlets. These i
many more.

sites of aboriginal villages or camping grounds There are many shell-heaps of aborig

are numerous in the two counties mentioned origin along our coast, but few of thera

and, having explored more than forty of ward the seeker with anything except a
them where the " finds" were most abundant, 'chippings, and in many even they are w
scattered over areas of from one to six bun- ing. The shell heap near Kej-port, descr

dred acres, I have made a large coWeciion,, by Pvof. Raii, SinUhsonian Eeport, 1864, p.

and many interesting observations. Nearly is an exception, and is the only one in

all the chipped and polished stone implements vicinity, as far as I am aware, that ca
known to archaeologists of this section are called a genuine Kjbkkeumodding; the
found in these sand fiields ; also, some of shell joritj' having been made by the Indiani

and many made of the whorl of the Pynila, casting away the valves of the shell fish .•

but those implements and ornaments of copper, stringing or otherwise preparing them toe S
found in other parts of the Uniied States, are back to their more permanent habitatio'i"

rare here, though occasionally found, while as the interior ; for our State was traverse(jb

far as I am aware, those of bone are entirely
|

well-defined trails leading from the Dela iii

wanting. Fragmentsofpotteiy,8omeof which to oyster producing inlets of the Shrewst^^
show profuse ornamentation, are ver}' numer- Squam and other streams. One of these h>p

ous and indicate, in some instances, vessels of near Tuckerton known as the "Hummtk
a large size, as much as twelve inches in di-jhas its base upon the Salt Meadows, a M
ameter. The chipped implements are, for the mile from the firm land, and is very cons

greater part, made of Jasper and a Basaltic ous as it can be seen from out at sea; i

stone, neither of which are found i"n situ any- 'solid mass of clam shells (Venus Mercenc

where in this part of the State. It may be of 11 feet high, 25 feet long and an avt

interest to note here that I have in my cabinet' width of 6 feet; upon the top are gro
a lozenge-shaped stone of Catlinite (red Pipe- 'several red cedars six inches in diamete
stone), neatly perforated, found near the vil-, whole shells could bo found and butafei
lage of Englishtown in Monmouth county, 'tiro valves; they all showing the marl

1100 miles from its quarry-

!

having been opened with a rude instrut

In comparing the specimens gathered from This has been opened several times, and
different places great differences are to be of shells carted away, but not a chippir

noted ; a finely made arrowhead as hard and fragment of pottery has been seen, thou
sharp as when it left its maker's hand, will

j is of undoubted aboriginal origin, and bo

be found lying upon the surface in company i the main land opposite and a half m
'

with a rude one of the consistency of chalk, 'ground axes, cells, and other implements ja^

one that needs to be handled with the greatestbeen found.

—

0. F. Woolley in The Anu a
care for its preservation, literally a de(sa,yeA\ Antiquarian
.stone. Again, some places will furnish the Chickadee, Downy Woodpecker and GoloW
majority of its arrowheads and spear points —A part of the interest that attaches t It

of a particular pattern. Generally the simple Chickadee, the most noted and famil"

stemmed variety is the most common, though
in one sand field the predominating stylo of

arrow points is bifurcated base, barbed and
beautifully serrated.

Near Old Bridge, Middlesex Co., along the

line of the Old Camden & Amboy K. R, near

the South River, is one field strewn with frag-

our winter birds, is proof that song i no

necessary to make the voice of a bird

ble. All his notes are pleasant, and th|e

a great variety of them, but they are not'

sured or continuous. Their principal c

is derived from their association witljtl

cheerful habits and sylvan habitats ojtlii

raents and flakes and a fair representation of bird, his lively motions and interesting «y
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call note, from which he derives his name,

le of the most animated sounds that can

magincd. Chickadee dee-dee is sure to be

red, at irregular intervals of two or three

utes, by each individual of any small

tered flock that may be assembled near

windows.
hickadeesdo not forage in compact flocks,

the sparrows and other granivorons birds,

ise food, consisting of the seeds of grasses

other herbs, is distributed profusely over

38t every open field. The food of ChLck-

is being almost wholly of insects and their

3 and chrysalids, which are lodged upon

wood and bark of trees, is not abun

t in any place and can be obtained only

liligent search. Chickadees are therefore

o-ed to scatter like woodpeckers, because

r food is scattered. We very rarely see

e than two or three of them on a tree at

same time. Their dispersion, however, is

the result of any concerted arrangement
ng the birds. They naturally pursue that

'se that is attended with the most suc-

et, though never associated in large com-
es, they do not like to be alone. While
T\n theirsearch for insects, they frequently

r the cry of chickadee, as boys will halloo,

n a party of them are scattered over a

rtleberry pasture. This cry, if heard, is

lediately answered by other birds of the

teredflock. Thesecallsand responses servo

lotify them of each other's presence. If

e should be no answer, the bird immedi-
jr flies to another tree, and repeats his

till he hears a reply and is assured of the

•uess of his comrades. Woodpeckers are

h less noisy. They do not need so many
is of greeting and assurance, because their

uent hammering upon the trees answers
Hilar purpose. Nature bestows on birds

other animals only just such an amount
iDguage as their wants and circumstances
ire.

is seldom we hear the notes of the Chick-
'' any where near the woods without dis-

iring the Downy Woodpecker somewhere
he vicinity, distinguishing him by his

tkled plumage, his scarlet crown, and his

len and rapid movements. In the loneiy

[on of winter, birds of similar habits have
ral inclination to associate for mutual

ection ; they are cheered by hearing the

of others around them. But there

IS to be a sort of afiinity between the small

dpeckers, the Creepers and the Chicka-
, They do not join company, but they
I within hearing of one another from a

ible feeling, of which they probably have
less than the gregarious species,

singular habit of the Downy Woodpecker,
one with which all are famili.ir, is that

;h has gained him tha name of " Sap-
er." lie bores little round holes just

ugh the bark of the tree, usually an apple
not penetrating into the wood of the

ch. These holes form a complete circle

id the branch of the tree, about half an
apart. Our farmers were formerly very

lus of these little Sap-suckers, considering
[• practice injurious to the health of the
i. A long series of observations has proved
armlessness.

be gregarious habits of certain species of
s, and the more solitary habits of others
the necessary consequence of their dif-

at waj's of feeding. The insect-eaters

among land birds are seldom associated in

flocks; but they are fond of company, and do

not like to be alone. The granivorous birds

on the other hand with a few exceptions are

gregarious. Such are the English Sparrows
and our Snow-buntings ; and it is remarkable
that the Bob-o-links, which feed on insects

during their breeding season at the North,

are never seen in flocks till the autumn, when
they are changed into Kice-birds, and feed

exclusively on seeds.

It is not every species of seed-eaters that

assemble in compact flocks. The American
Gold-finch, or Thistle-bird, and nearly all the

Finches are examples. In grass fields that

have not been gleaned, a lav^e flock of Bunt-
ings would find ample materials for any sin-

gle repast. But Gold-finches must scatter,

because the hemp, thistles and other com-
pound plants that aff'ord them subsistence are

distributed unequally, and seldom cover a
whole field.

The Gold-finch stays as late as he can ob-

tain a good supply of food. His song is very

melodious. Tney have a singular habit of

singing as it were in concert. This takes
place only in the spring, before the birds have
built their nests—probably before they have
mated. While chattering together upon a

tree, where a company of them have assem-
bled, as soon as they perceive the approach
of a new comer, especially if it be a female,

they raise a simultaneous shout of song.

The cries of all birds, as well as of other
animals, serve undoubtedly a definite purpose
in their economy. There is a purpose in all

their notes and cries. Birds in general utter

very similar cries when they are captured
;

and it is remarkable that courageous animals
make a louder noiso, when they are seized,

than those of a timid species. There is no
quadruped more courageous than the hog in

its wild state. The instinct of this animal
causes the whole herd to run to the protection

of any one of its species when it is in danger,
and the instinct of self preservation causes

the victim, when captured, to yell and make
the loudest outcries. Birds in general are

more resolute in defending any of their num
her, when attacked, than quadrupeds, and are

consequently more vociferous when they fall

into the clutches of a foe.— W. Flagg in Atlan-

tic Monthly.

Thomas Story's Visit to Boston Common, in

1699.— Che next day, accompanied by some
Friends, we went to Boston: near which, on

a green, we observed a pair of gallows; and,

being told that was the place where several

of our Friends had suffered death for the

Truth, and had been there thrown into a

hole, we rode a little out of the way to see it;

which was a kind of pit near the.gallows, and
full of water, but two posts at. each end,

which had been set there by means of Edward
Shippen of Philadelphia, a reputable Friend,

formerly of Boston ; who would have erected

some more lasting monument there, with
leave of the magistrates, but they were not
willing; since it would too frequently and
long bring to remembrance that great error

of their ancestors, which could not now be

repaired ; so that he had only leave to put
down those posts, to keep the place in re-

membrance, till something further might be

done, at a time when it might be less ob-

noxious.

While wo sat on horseback by the pit, we

were drawn into right silence, by the awful,
yet life-giving presence of the Lord; which
there graciously and unexpectedly visited us
together and tendered us; which so raised

our minds, though in deep humility before
the Lord, over that evil spirit which murdered
our friends, (yet too much alive in Boston),
that, for my own part, the inhabitants were
no more than as the dust in the streets as we
rode through among them. And though they
gazed upon us with looks denoting the old
Apollj^on yet alive in them

;
yet we could see

them as far below that Divine Truth we faced
them in, as the earth is the heavens; remem-
bering that where Truth hath suff'ered. Truth
will triumph in all the faithful, and will arise

one day in glory, to the utter condemnation,
shame and confusion of all bis enemies.
But though I, for one, rode into the town,

in this inward and holy triumph; yet, in a
short time, I felt myself so inwardly weak
and cast down, that I was as the dirt under
the foet of all ; so that I could not look even
their children in the face for a time. But
being raised again by the Truth into my for-

mer condition, I then perceived that the state

of triumph I had been in, represented to me
the state of glory which the Lord Jesus and
his saints, with those our Friends and others,

are now in ; and that low state represented
the condition of the Seed of life in that peo-
ple, still suffering under all.— T. Story.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 4, 1879.

Samuel Bovynas relates that when he was
a young man, he was accustomed to attend
meetings fur worship, but derived little benefit;

therefrom, except being kept out of bad com-
pany. He says, "One First day being at

meeting, a young woman named Anne Wilson
was there and preached. She was very zeal-

ous, and I fixing my eye upon her, she, with
a great zeal, pointed her finger at me, utter-

ing these words with much power: 'A tra-

ditional Quaker, thou comest to meeting as

thou went from it the last time, and goest
from it as thou came to it, but art no better

for thy coming ; what wilt thou do in the end.'

This was so suited to my condition, that, like

Saul, I was smitten to the ground, but turn-

ing my thoughts inward, in secret I cried,

'Lord, what shall I do to help it?' And a
voice as it were spoke in my heart, saying,
' Look unto me, and I will help thee.'

"

Alas! how many among us in this day, are

like Samuel Bownas, only tracUtiotml Quakers.

Some of us live moral, reputable lives, attend
our meetings, are even interested in the con-

cerns of our religious Society, and listen with
satisfaction to the lively preaching of the

Gospel by qualified instruments; but we are

not brought under deep religious concern for

our own salvation, we know not what it is to

wrestle earnestly with the Lord for his bless-

ing, as if our very lives were at stake, we feel

little of that spiritual travail for the souls of

our fellow-mortals, of which our Holy Ee-
deemer has set us such a glorious example,
and we are not sufflcienlly in the practice of

bringing ourselves often during every day in

feeling into the Divine presence, and there

having all within us bushed into holy rever-

ence before Him who is the Author of our
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existence, and who alone can prepare us for

the enjoyment of Heavenly pleasures.

Each succeeding day finds those no better

than they wei-e before, and apparently not

much worse, excepting that they are becom-

ing more and more settled in a state of ease

and securitj^ having the form of godliness

but destitute of the vital power. Oh that

the language migbt be sounded with awaken-
ing force in the heart of every one of this

class, "What wilt thou do in the end?" and
that like Samuel Bownas, the}' might be

"smitten to the ground," and made to cry in

earnestness and sincerity, "Lord, what shall

I do to help it ?"

He who raises in the heart of the repentant

sinner the imploring cry, " God be merciful to

me a sinner," is ever ready to listen to the

petition which He has inspired. As these

continue in this humble, fervent, and wres-

tling condition, the gracious language will be

extended to them, as it was to S. Bownas,
"Look unto me, and I will help thee."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—One of the Vice-Presidents of the

Pennsylvania Kailroad recently stated, thirty years ago

7,000,000 tons per year, was considered the maximum
capacity of a double track railway between Philadelphia

and Pittsburg. In 1878 the tonnage of the Pennsylvania

Railroad was 11,000,000, and the extent of its capacity

is not considered reached. The cost of moving one ton

per mile a few years since was one cent, which is now
reduced to half-a-cent. The most important element in

causing the reduction of expenses has been steel rails,

which are now furnished at two-thirds the cost of iron

rails thirty years ago.

The United States Corps of Engineers have recently

accomplished the sounding of the Niagara River, the

result of which gives the depth of the river, at the point

nearest the foot of the falls, which was also quite near

shore, to be 83 feet—the next cast of the le.ad gave lOO-

feet, deepening to 192 feet at the inclined railway. The
average depth to the swift drift, where the river sud-

denly narrows, with a velocity too great to be measured,

was 153 feet. Under the lower bridge, where the

whirlpool rapids .set in, the computed depth is 210 feet.

A statement collected from the reports of U. States

consuls, on the- condition of labor in the countries of

Europe, is to the effect that " More misery results from

strikes, drinking, socialism and communism in England

and Germany, than from all other causes, hard times

included. The French working men and women,
though obtaining less wages, are more prosperous than

the working people of Great Britain. This is owing to

the greater frugality and providence of the former, as

compared with the strikes, drinking habits, and conse-

quent recklessness of the latter. In the United States

the business of an agitator should find no fiivor. It

might be forgiven if the peasant of southern Germany,
whose daily wages are less than twenty-five cents of our

money, should think their lot a hard one; but it
'

piiiful commentary on human nature, that any one of

all these United States should be suffering from the

specious pleas and unsound logic, of those who hope to

ride into political power by deceiving the people into

imagining themselves oppressed."

The number of immigrants who arrived at New York
during the twelve months ending 8th mo. 31st, was

108,507, against 75,035 for corresponding period last

year.

One hundred and fifty colored emigrants from Nash
ville, arrived it St. Louis recently, on their way t(

Kansa-s. They stated they were able to pay their way,

and take up land on reaching their destination.

The report of the last cotton crop shows that 4,451,368

bales were received at Southern ports, 439,842 bales

were shipped overland to Northern mills, and 184,945

bales were consumed in the South ; 3,465,937 bales were

exported, of which 2,052,555 went to England, 422,948

to France, and 938,904 elsewhere on the continent.

The heavie-st producer of cotton was Louisiana, which
raised more than one-fifth of the crop. The average

weight of a bale was nearly 474 pounds.

The bullion product of the United States, for the half

vear ending 6th mo. 30th, is given at 134,778,800. Of
this total the value of gold was $15,000,000; silver,

$17,000,000 ; lead, $2,778,800.

The recent flow of the precious metals toward the

United States is the more remarkable in view of the

fact that during every year since 1861, there has been

i of exports of specie from the United States,

over the imports into the United States. So late as the

year 1875, there was an excess of exports of specie

amounting to $71,200,000.

A fire in Deadwood, Dakota Territory, on the 26th

ult., destroyed about 175 buildings, mostly stores, and
rendered two thousand people homeless. The loss is

estimated at $1,500,000.

The immigration into Eastern Oregon and Washing-
ton Territory, has been larger this season than at any
time since the original settlement of the country. One
effect of this, is the increased development of the agri-

cultural resources of the country. It has been estimated

that 80,000 tons of wheat will be shipped this year from

these sections through Walla Walla alone. Another
result of the settlement of the country is the impetus

given to railroad enterprise ; the State Legislature has

offered inducements to Eastern capitalists to build

roads.

The total number of deaths from yellow fever in

Memphis to the 27th ult., is given as 382.

The deaths in this city the past week were 253. Of
these 177 were natives of the United States ; 147 adults,

and 106 children, 61 being under one year of age.

3Iarkels, &C.—U. S. sixes, 1881. 105J-; do. 5's, 103J

;

4J per cents, 1891, 105| ; 4's, registered, 101| ; do.

coupon, 102J.
Cotton.—Sales of middlings were reported at 11 a llj-

cts. per lb.

Petroleum.—Crude 6 cts. in barrels ; and refined GJ
i. for export, and 7J a 7i cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour continues in demand. Minnesota extra, #5.75

a $6.25 ; Penna., $5.50 a $6.25 ; Patent and other high

grades, $6.25 a $6.75. Rye flour, $4.12J a $4.25. Corn
meal, $2.75 a ;f 2.80.

Grain.—Wheat unsettled, but prices higher : red,

$1.28 a |;1.29, and amber, $1.29 a S1.30. Rye, 74 a 75

s. Corn, 58 a 59 cts. Oats, mixed, 33 a 35 cts., and
bite, 35 a 38 cts.

Seeds.—Flaxseed, $1.35 a $1.40; Timothy, $2.60 a

$2.70 per bushel.

Hay and Straw.—Prime timothy, 85 a 90 cts. per

100 pounds ; mixed, 65 a 75 cts. ; straw, 85 cts. a $1.00.

Beef cattle were dull and prices favored buyers.

Extra, 5} cts.
;
good, 4 J a 5 cts., and common, 3 a 4 cts.

per pound. Hogs, extra, 6 cts.
;
good, 5V cts.; common,

5i cts. per pound. Sheep, 3J a 4J cts,, as to quality.

Lambs, 4 a 5^ cts.

FoRBiGN.—In London on the 27th ult., U. S. bonds

were quoted at 106^ for the 5's, 108J for the 4Vs, and
1045 for the 4's.

The Agricultural Returns for Great Britain, issued

a few days ago, show that the acreage of wheat for 1879

was 10 per cent, less than the previous year ; the acre-

age of oats was also less ; while that of barley and
potatoes had considerably increased.

The oflicial report of the keeper of Mining Records

for 1878, shows a decrease in the production of coal of

1,955,876 tons. In 1878, 17,229,781 tons of iron ore

were smelted, against 18,250,110 tons in 1877. The
decline in prices was even greater. The total value of

coal produced in 1878, was $232,063,765 ; and of pig

iron from ores of the United Kingdom alone, $80,

785,000.

The losses from fire in Russia during the 8th month
is stated to be 20,000,000 rubles.

Late advices by mail from the west coast of Africa,

say that Henry M. Stanley and his companions had
arrived at Sierra Leone from Zanzibar, in the steamer

,\lbion.

The International Exhibition at Sydney, New South

Wales, is spoken of as a success. Great Britain has 800

industrial exhibits, and 513 of fine arts; Germany has

691 entries; Austria, 170; France has 3-50 industrial

exhibits and 168 of fine arts; Belgium 236 industrial,

50 of paintings ; America 150 indu.strial exhibits.

Some idea of the magnitude of the business of raising

sweet-scented flowers, may be gathered from the fact

that Europe and British India alone consume about

150,000 gallons of handkerchief perfume yearly; the

English revenue from French Eau de Cologne is $40,000

annually, and the total revenue of England from other

imported perfum^ is estimated at $200,000 each year.

The London Journal of Horticulture gives the value of

an acreof j.^smine plants at $1250; an acre of rose trees

*375; orange trees, $2.50; violets, $800; geranium
plants, $4000 ; an acre of lavender will yield a value

of $1500.
A private telegram from Havana states that three

slaveholders, owners of 400, 1200, and 800 slaves re-

spectively, have emancipated them, and contracted with

them for their services for five years, iind that other

slaveholders intend following their example.

lish Government has decided to send five huU'

troops to Cuba forthwith. Several Deputies art

solved to move in the Cortes the immediate abol

of slavery, without indemnity to the slave-owners.

A person writing from the province of San F
Brazil, states that severe frosts occurred there in

nonth, which had so seriously damaged the c

trees, as to reduce the crop for 1880 one half.

RECEIPTS. ft

Received from Joshua L. Harmer, N. J., $2.10, |.-

53 ; from Mary W. Eicon, N. J., S2.10, vol. -53

;

M. M. Child, Del., S2.10, vol. 53; from Thomas
O., S2.10, vol. 53; from Samuel J. Eves, N. J., $
vol. 53; from Thomas Emmons, lo., S2.10, vol.

from Henry Newton, England, 10 shillings, vol.

from Ezra Stokes, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Ric

Mott, Agent, lo., for William Pierpont, Boberi

Hampton, Stephen Hodgin, John E. Hodgin, Ret

Askew, and Joseph Patterson, $2.10 each, vol. 53
;

Jacob Reeder, lo., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Richard Ha
Clayton Haines, and Isaac H. Stokes, N. J., $2.10

vol. 53 ; from Alice P. Roberts, Pa., $2.10, vol

from Margaret Robinson, Gtn., $2.10, vol. 53

;

John B. Comfort, N. J., $4.20, to No. 52, vol. 53

for Nathan Carslake, $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Willi.-

Buzby, N. J., f2.10, vol. 53; from James W
Agent, Ind., $2.10, vol. 53, and for Israel Hall, *

vol. 53 ; from Hiram Rees, Tex.a3, $1.0-5, to No. 33

53 ; from Benjamin EUyson, lo., $2.10, vol. 53
;

Josiah Stratton, lo., $2.10, vol. 53; from Georc

Penrose, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53; from T. Chalkley Pa
Pa., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from William Hicks, City, «2

53 ; from Peunell L. Webster, Pa., $2.10, vol. 53,

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee who have charge of this institi

meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-day, Tenth montl

at 10 A. M.
The Committee on Admissions meet on the sami

at 9 A. M., and the Committee on Instruction at

p. jr.

The Visiting Committee meet at the school on Se

day evening, 9th mo. 29th. For the accommodat
this committee, conveyances will be in waiting at I

Road Station on the arrival of trains which leave

adelphia at 2.30 and 4.40 p. m.

THE CORPORATION OF HAVERFOKD (

LEGE.
A Stated Annual Meeting of " The Corporat

Haverford College" will be held at the Corart

room of Arch St. Meeting-house, Philadelphi

Third-day, Tenth month 14th, 1879. at 3 o'clock

Edward Bettle, Jr., Secret

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Pass

having resigned their positions as Superintendec

Matron of Westtown Boarding School, Friends |n

may feel drawn to eng.age in the important and n
sibie duties of superintending this Institution, ;

quested to communicate with either of the unders

The present Superintendents desire to be relea

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Fallsington, Bucks Co.,

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelp

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

.FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSA>
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Pltiladi

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hali
Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the B
Managers.

Married, .at Friends' meeting, West Cheste

Ninth mo. 18th, 1879, T. Francis WarrincI
e L. Smith.

Died, at his residence, near Barnesville, Clo

the 15th of Ninth month, Sinclair SMrrn, 4

49th year of his age, a member of Stillwater \»
and Particular Meeting.

^WirLIAM^HT'SLETPRINTERr
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Silent Meetings. Ministerial Offerings.

In the subject of silent meetings, Robert
clay writes: "God causes the inward life

more to abound, when his children as-

ble themselves diligently together lo wait
n Him; so that, as iron sharpeneth iron,

seeing of the faces of one another, when
1 are inwardly gathered unto the Life,

)th occasion for the Life secretly to rise,

to pass from vessel to vessel. And as

ly candles lighted, and put in one phice,

greatly augment the light, and make it

•e to shine forth ; so, when many are gath-

1 together into the same Life, there is

e of the glory of God, and his power ap-
•8 to the refreshment of each individual

;

that ho partakes not only of the Light
Life raised in himself, but in all the rest.

. therefore Christ hath particularly pro-

)d a blessing to such as assemble in his

e, seeing Ho will be in the mid^t of them."
again, in the language of R. B., '' When
,me into the silent assemblies of God's
)le, I felt rt secret power among them, which
ihed my heart ; and as I gave way unto it,

und the evil weakening in me, and the

i raised up ; and so I became knit and
led unto them, hungering more and more
jr the increase of this power and life, where-
l might feel myself perfectly redeemed."
1 recorded of Daniel Wheeler, that " The
e meeting which he attended in the early

of his religious course, that of Hands-
th Woodhouse, was usually held in silence;

he has often been known to refer to some
hose solemn seasons, as times of peculiar
'uction to his mind; in which the power
he Lord was sensibly felt, and his Truth
aled." And again D. W. testifies: " It is

spensablo, in order to the performance of
spiritual worship, to wait in reverential

ce for the renewal of that strength, which
ghty through God to the casting down
jinations, and every high thing that ex-

Lh itself against the knowledge of God,—

•

le " bringing into captivity every thought
le obedience of Christ," even to the obedi-
of the Spirit of Truth in our hearts,

out which none can worship Ood in Spirit

in Truth." Stephen Grellet in his mo-
rs sots forth : "I continued diligently to

nd meetings, which were held in silence,

y few persons assembled there, and I had

no communication with them at all for some
time. I have frequently considered since, that

it was a favor that my lot was cast in a place

where I had no outward dependence to lean

upon. In religious meetings, as well as out
of them, my single concern w is to feel after the

'influences of the Holj- Spirit in my own
heart.' " Another anonymous writer on this

subject says: " Our meetings were primarily
meetings for worship—of which silence was
the most fitting basis—in which each soul

present might enjoy communic)n with its

Creator, and receive from his hand the sup-

plies which He was pleased to impart—wait-

ing till the Holy Spirit constrained to vocal

utterance."

John Griffith, who, as a writer, is so full

and dear in relation to ministry, declares :

" It became indisputably clear to my under-
standing, that it is impossible to administer,
in a feeling, effectual manner, to people's

several states, unless we are ba])tized there-

nto. Well adapted words, aRd sound doc-

trine, as to the external appearance, may,
without much diflieulty be attained; seeing
we have the Holy Scriptures, and many other
good books containing the principles of Truth,
and the Christian experience of the Ijord's

people; yet all this, delivered with the tongue
of men or angels, will prove an empty fruitless

sound without the power and demonstration
of the Spirit of Christ, who enables his upright-
hearted ministers to search all things, yea,

the hidden mystery of iniquity, as well as the
deep things of God, even as he led his prophet
Ezekiel to look through the hole in the wall,

that the most secret abomination may be
brought to light and testified against." Bear-
ng on the same subject are the following
testimonies: — "It is very important that
ministers should be strengthened to refuse

the demand of the itching ears for words,
when nothing is committed to them to deliver,

and equally so, that they deliver fiiithfully

what is given them, even though it may be
disagreeable truths, to those to whom it is ad-

ised." " Friends in general are fearful of
having much said, unless it bo under a good
deal of religious feeling, lest it should be more
n the form than in the power of the Lord."
' With regard to the nature of the religious

discourses In our meetings, I would observe
that even a powerful and living address,

whether longer or shorter, requires a listen-

and teachable spirit, on the part of the
hearers, to be of any profit."

Until a comparatively recent period it has
not been an unusual thing for ministers in

our Society to have their mouths closed for a
longer or shorter period. Thus Job Scott
writes: " The eleven first meetings I was at,

after 1 left this city (Philadelphia), I was
hut up in profound silence, except a few
porJs at the close of the first. Trying was
this dispensation

; but in it I learned much
patience. I thought I knew before what it was
to suffer and want, and also something of true

patience, but I find we have much to learn,

even after we think we have learned much."
And again :

" Wiiat will come next is beyond
my shortsighted ken; for I thought my
eleven days' captivity, mentioned in a former
letter, was near the utmost I had to expect.

But, alas! I was not many days liberated
from that till I was plunged again, so as not
to be able to open my mouth, in a meeting
for worship, from the 9th of 11th month till

yesterday the 30th [of tho same], being quite

shut up in fifteen public meetings and divers
meetings for church affairs." Ho adds, "I
suppose I am a wonder to many, but my
tongue clove to the roof of my mouth. I

could no more utter words with peace'iix these
meetings than I can at other times keep
silence with peace." It is stated that Sarah
Harrison, throughout her visit to America,
fVIt a great care not to minister to itching
ears, but would rather travel on in silence and
sorrow, than speak unless under the clear re-

quiring of duty." We have the statement,
that Nicholas Wain, while in England, was
for a long time under a silent, suffering tra-

vail of spirit, and for perhaps months, did not
open his mouth in the ministry. Richard
Jordan thus wrote to his wife from Falmouth,
Great Britain, in 1802 :

—" I arrived here yes-

terday, after having attended sundry exercis-

ing meetings, some in course, and some ap-

pointed ; but in most of them I have had to

wade through wholly in silence. * * This is

sometimes mortifying to the creature, especi-

II3' in appointed meetings; but alas! what
can we do; when He who hath the keys of

David is pleased to shut, who can dare at-

tempt to open ? This would not bo minister-

ing in the ability which He only giveth ;" and,

ho subjoins, "I fully believe that attempts of

this sort, is the reason of so much lifeless min-
istry prevailing in the world (even amongst
us as well as other people), which I believe,

seldom (rightly) either opens the understand-
ng or convinces the judgment. * * It is

only by the breath of life from God, that man
becomes a living soul, and it is only by the

renewing of it in our souls that wo aro en-

abled to offer acceptable offerings unto him."

Joseph Whitall, in early life a student of law
and afterwards a worthy and valuable minis,

tor (for an account of him, see Book of Me-
morials, 1879 edition, pp. 286, 296) was quite

infrequent in his religious communications:
so much so that the late Samuel Bettle, of

Philadelphia, once said familiarly to him, that
" if he would let him know when ho was going
to preach, he would ride down to Wooabury
to hear him." Our late beloved friend, Wil-
liam Evans, under date of Ninth month 8th,

1846, writes: "I have passed most of our meet-

ings for months in silence; and not unfre-

quently without much evidence of the stir-

rings of Divine life, and the mantle of sorrow
and mourning has been the covering of my
spirit." And again, Eleventh mo. 7th, 18.53:

" For many days I have been shut up, and all
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:ibility to preach the gospel has been with-

drawn, as though 1 should never again be

callcl into the work. I have been almcst

destitute ofany sense of the quickening power;

and 1 navv that no former openings or favors

would give the least ability or authority to

put forth a hand in this solemn and weightj"^

work." Lastly, in the recently published
" Letters and Memoranda of Mary M. Shop-

pard" is the note, that her cousin, John Miller,

who was an acknowledged minister of the

meeting to which she belonged, "spoke to us

to-day, after perhaps two years' silence."

These humiliating experiences of the gifted

and the good might be greatly multiplied
;

but enough has been given to show that ser-

vants and handmaidens have, in pure depend-
ence for the exercise of their gifts, not unfre-

quently been brought to the acknowledgment
of David: "All my springs are in Thee."
That at times the Beloved of their souls, for

the trial of their faith, basso withdrawn him-
self, so become to them as " a spring shut up,

a fountain sealed," that like the spouse in the

canticles, they had oft to mourn his absence,

and to wait "until the day break and the

shadows flee away," before He returned unto
them, whose " name" ever was and is to all

his faithful ones, as "ointment poured forth."

' For The Friend."

Six Moullis in Ascension.

(CuQtiuitcd from page 60.)

Ascension was discovered by Juan <ie Nova,
a Portuguese navigator in 1501, and was so
called because it was first sighted on Ascen-
sion Day. It is one of the ])eak8 of a siib-

inarine volcanic ridge which separates the
northern and southern basins of the Atlantic,

and is situated 8° S. of the equator, and about
midway between the coasts of Africa and
South America. It is one of the most isolated

islands in the world, and has no land neare
than St. Helena, which lies 800 miles to the
south-east.

It is doubtless the apex of a groat volcan
upheaval, though there is no record of recent
disturbance on it. Its general form i

angle, each side of which is about seven miles
in length. Round the shores are black and
rugged streams of basaltic lava, many of which
can be traced to points of eruption at the base
of Green Mountain—a great mass of trachyte
2,870 feet high, near the centre of the island

—or to numerous little red-colored hills that
seem to bo piles of cinders. Everything is of
volcanic origin except the accumulations of
coral and shell sand in the small bays.

"Portuguese and French alike passed tho
untempting isle. No nation coveted its bar-

ren shores, until the British lion stretched
out a paw in 1815 and gathered it into his

heap of treasures. Napoleon had then been
sent to St. Helena, and we dared not leave
such a vantage point 0])en to the enemy; so
the British flag was planted on yet another
spot of the globe, and Ascension became, to

all intents and purposes, a man of war guard-
ing Napoleon at St. Helena. Though" there
is now no Napoleon to guard, we still keep
possession of Ascension, for no other reason,
that I can see, than that wo do not wish any-
body else to have it."

" The government of Ascension is unique.
No other land in the world is ruled by the
same laws, and my husband and I are the
only civilians that have ever been subject to

them. When David decided on this island as

the most favorable spot on which to observe

the Opposition of Mars, the first step was to

obtain permission from the Lords of the Ad-
miralty to go there. This permission was
readily granted, through the kind interven-

tion of the Astronomer Royal ; and not only

that, but, what was of immense importance
to me, tho accommodation usually accorded

to a married offluer was provided for us. Our
official letter also contained the promise of

assistance in erecting the Observatory, a blue-

jacket for night-watch, and a gracious per-

mission to buy meat. VVithout this letter, we
could no more have landed on Ascension than
we could have boarded a line-of-batile ship."

" Indeed, in the Naval Gazette, tho popula
tion of A.scension will be found under the
heading 'Crew of the Flora Tender;' and
service here does not mean halfpay to the
naval oflicer, but counts for active service

afloat. Ascension acquired the name of the
'Flora Tender,' I believo, at the time that
H.M.S. Flora was anchored there, and when
the island of course provided her supplies.

Now the Flora is stationed at the Cape for

better anchorage, but her ' Tender' still stands
firm in mid Atlantic, and never drags her an-
chors as tho Flora once did alongside of her.

" It was late in life for us to go to sea, but
we very soon dropped into sailor-like ways,
and by-and-by we adopted oven the language|take a long time to acquire this weight,
of Jack. A kitchen was not a kitchen here, the full-grown ones are said to be a hund

hearts, we stewed the fin, and it made a p
table if not a pretty dish.

" Verily, all one's pro-conceived ideas of
relative values of things were here turned
side down. Water carefully measured
treasured, potatoes 4(1. per lb., occasion:

cabbages from St. Helena knocked down
auction at Is. 6d. each, milk pricele

turtle soup for nothing. It was very diffi

to comprehend at first, and I suffered m
from aliornate feelings of stinginess and pr
gality before being able to master this i

domestic economy; but after tho first feeli

of bewilderment were over, the novelty
delightful."

These turtles are kept in " two largo 8t(

built enclosures, into which the sea fli

freely through narrow sluices. Here I

more than a hundred huge creatures, look
like monsters of a bygone age. At first s

those dark masses, just showing above w£
might bo mistaken for slimy, seaweed-cove
rocks, till one of them slowly moves— pif

a finny foot on the top of the ' black thi

next to it, and rears aloft an ungainly hi

showing a breast of leathery, shrivelled

speckled and streaked with amotley of yelt
green, brown and red. Those we saw wlci;

certainlj' of ample size, each animal

'

from five to six hundred weisrht; but

but a ' galley ;' the pantry became a ' locker ;'

our floors and'tables were no longer scrubbed,
but ' swabbed out ;' and dinner had not to be
cooked but to be got ' underweigh.' "

One gallon of water a day for all ptirposes

was all that was allowed, and this scarcity,

years olc

"I do not know how this conclusion sr

arrived at, for the young turtle are seldoD

ever, seen from tho time that they make tl m
wa_y into the water, straight from the
until they return again to land, at full gro'

our author says, " was at first very difficult and maturity, to deposit their eggs; but t

to take into account in household expendi
ture; and my surprise was great when, on

I

the first morning I sent some linen to be
washed, 'Sam,' our handsome Kroomun, re-

turned to say that I had forgotten to send the Tno females are captured when they com
water. This was trulj' an extra thought to lay their eggs on the little sandy beaches t

the housewife; and in many ways the first

are certainly slow-moving, slow-living, si

growing animals."
" One of the many curious facts connet
th the turtle is, that no males are over

days of housekeeping on Ascension
rather bewildering. But by-and-by light a

peared through the wood, and I found that
once started on tho proper routine, the road
was not so rough after all.

" By careful management and a plentiful

use of salt-water whenever it was practicable,

we could eke out our scant allowance of fresh

water to a sufficiency ; and this novel poverty
enabled mo to make two valuable discoveries
in culinary art, vin., that fish and potatoes are
bettor when boiled in salt water than in fresh.

We soon got accustomed to tinned milk and
vegetables; and when the rollers disappeared,
wo found ourselves by no means dependent
on tho scanty meat rations, for the fish here
was as good and plentiful as it had been at
St. Helena. And then there was tho turtle!

"A turtle was killed once a week, and our
share of tho booty generally provided us with
sufficient to make a turtle-steak pie, besides a
slice of fin for soup. The steaks were excel-
lent, stowed or baked, but they could not
stand tho ordeal of a gridiron. Cooked over
the fire, the meat became hard and juiceless,

almost as bad as an Ascension beefsteak.
With the fin, and taking care not to omit the
'calipash,' and 'calipee' wo made delicious
soup, when we could spare water for it; but
some weeks we had to pay the price of a little

extra extravagance in the precious fluid, by
ng deprived of our soup. Then, with sad

hero and there into tho rocky coaa
Ascension. At North-east Bay, Soutb-v
Bay, Dead Man's Beach, &c., there are i

stationed during tho turtle season, from Chi
mas to midsummer, to watch for the unw ai

turtle as she scrambles up, about a hund
yards above high-water mark, to deposit
eggs. Here she digs three or four nests

herself, one after the other, eight to ten

across by about two feet deep. In those
laj'S often three hundred eggs in a seas

forty or fifty in each ; and leaving them to

cubate in the hot sand, a two months' proc
she makes for the water again."

(To be continued.)

General Harrison and Total Abstinenc

When General Harrison was running for

Presidency, he stopped at tho old Washing
House in Chester for dinner. After dir

was served, it was noticed that the Gen^
pledged his toast in water, and one of
gentlemen from New York in offering anol

said, "General, will you not fiivor me by dr
ing a glass of wine." Tho General refuse'

a very gentlemanly manner. Again ho
urged to join in a glass of wine. This
too much. He rose from tho table, his

form erect, and in the most dignified man
replied :

" Gentlemen, I have refused twic
partake of the wine-cup. That should b

been sufficient. Though you press tho
to my lips, not a drop shall pass the porl
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ade a resolve when I started in life that I

lid avoid strong drinlc, and I have never

£en it. I am one of a class of seventeen

ng men who graduated, and the other

een fill drunkards' graves—all through
pernicious habit of wine drinking. I owe
my health, hapjjiness and prosperity to

; resolution. Will you urge me now ?"

—

istian Statesman.

" For The Friond "

ids from Ihe Diary and letters of Ebenczer Worth.

CGODtinaed from page 59.)

Tunessassa, 12tli mo. 24th, 1855.

'ear friend Joseph Elkinton,—Thou hast

ion to think it strange that I have not

tten more frequently; it has not been

sed by ariy change of feeling towards thee.
' I have felt some hesitation in writing,

:Dg cautious of expressing anything in re-

i to my remaining here for a time or

(ing. I desire to know what is right in

i
matter, and be enabled to do it, not hav-

la will of my own in it. I think it neces-

r to attend to the right time for returning,

>oll as leaving home. It is safest and best

lubmit this to Him, whose right it is to

pt us in all our movements. * * * j

B been out some amongst the Indians, but

quite so much as I wished to be. The
ans have been kind, and the time for the

t part, pleasantly spent: my way seems

j

made easy, and I have cause to be thank-

)rit. I know of no particular cause for dis-

•agcmcnt, except the careless, idle habits

are indulging in ; I have spoken freely

lem on the subject, and they seemed to

pt it as an act of kindness. 1 think the

for farther labor amongst the Indians is

shut against " Friends." I would be glad

ear of your getting some suitable Friend

ame out and assist in carrying out the con-

of our Yearly Meeting. * * * That
may be preserved from doing any thing

would bring reproach upon the Society,

bstruct or close up the waj' of carrying

this religious concern, is my sincere de-

and that our lives and conversation may
>r'of the sweet and precious spirit of the

It Head of the Church.
Thy friend,

Ebenezee Worth.

nder date of 2d mo. 4th, 1857, our friend

te as follows, viz :
" I think I feel a liberty

ote down some little account of the deal-

of a kind and merciful Providence with

a poor unworthy sinner. Oh ! that these

rs may always be remembered with feel-

of gratitude to the Giver of all good."

)q the) 10th of 7th mo. 1856, I left home
ccompany J. VV. on a (religious) visit to

mds at Tunessassa and the Indians resid-

on the Allegheny and Cornplanter's reser-

on. Brother P took me to West
ster ; on my way as we rode along, he

led to be in a kind, favored frame of mind.

V. and I got to Tunessassa on the 12lh

i) visited one family in the afternoon.

Visited a number of Indians. 14th.

t up the river as f:\r as Tuneannguant,
ted some on the upper end of the reserva-

; staid at Great Valley that night. 15th.

it up the river to Horseshoe Bend, at-

led a council, and called to see some In-

is on our way. 16th. This morning had a

fbrtable and I think favored opportunity
1 James Jacobs and two young men by
name of Killbuck : then travelled down

towards Tunessassa, called at John Snider's,

had an opportunity with his sick daughter,

N. E.'s wife ; made two other calls and got

to Tunessassa that night. 17th. Fifth-day.

Sat meeting with the family and some Indian

children, and in the afternoon visited some
Indians in the neighborhood of Cold Spring.

I think the opportunities were favored ones.

Returned to Tunessassa about sunset, and
after supper received a telegraph requesting

mo to return home on account of the indi'M-

position of brother Paschal; left about half

past one, and took the morning train at Little

Valley for home. I experienced a good deal

of anxiety in the forepart of the night, after-

wards became more calm and easy. 18th.

Got to Philadelphia about half past 11 that

night ; was met by J. E., Jr., who informed
mo my brother was more comfortable ;

very
pleasant news to me; staiii in Philadelphia

over night. 19ih. Was met by brother J
at West Chester, who brought me homo. I

was glad to find Paschal much improved ; ho

continued to grow better (until) the 27th,

(became) able to walk some in his room.
(The disease) began to have the appearance
of erysipelas. On the 1st of 8th mo. he was
quite drowsy, rational when awake. On the

2d less drow83', and I think enjoyed the com-
pany of the family—father and mother, his

brothers and sister being with him. To me
it, was a favored time, not soon to be forgotten,

for which I felt thankful. I think he was
much favored on his sick bed; at one time he

expressed there was none but the Great Phy-
sician could help him. At another, his only
hope was in Heaven ; that he had parsed

through a hard struggle, but then felt pretty

comfortable. He died the evening of the 4th
of 8th month, 1856, about which time there

was a solemn, quiet, comfortable feeling in

his room.

(1857,) 2d mo. 17th. I have often thought
of my deceased brother (since he has been

taken from us). When I have looked at the

seat where he used to sit in our meetings left

vacant, it has been productive of solemn feel-

ings. It ought to serve as a warning to my-
self and others to endeavor to be prepared for

the change. I have been favored the past

winter with many sweet and precious seasons,

often in the night when lying on my bed.

These unmerited favors ought to be cause for

love, gratitude and humility. Oh I my short-

comings, may there be an improvement in

time to come. May I remember, if I should

be spared to read this, the great favors that

have in unmerited merc}^ been bestowed upon
me. Ma)' the solemn enquiry be made, how
is it with thee, oh! my soul! art thou living

a life of obedience to thy Divine Master, or

art thou living as thou lists in the world, and
thy situation comparable to the unfruitful

fig tree? Oh it is a solemn thing to trifle

with the mercies of a kind and merciful

Creator.

19th. 5Lh of the week. We had a solid re-

freshing meeting. I think it may bo num-
bered among the unmerited favors, and might
serve as encouragement in our low or dis-

couraged seasons.

2d mo. 25th. Went with H. R. to West
Chester, attended their Monthly Meeting. I

was comforted in being enabled to feel my
mind gathered to that which was a comfort
and support. I feel glad I was there, and
much reason to be thankful for the favors of

the day.

2d mo. 26th. Our Preparative Meeting held
to da}' ; a pretty comfortable meeting

; a mer-
ciful continuation of unmerited favor and
cause for gratitude—may I not bo like the
unfruitful fig tree.

3d mo. 2d. Visited a member on account
of a difference between him and another.

Although very unworthy, I think I was
favored with help to labor. May the praise

bo to Him who is the strength of his people.

3d mo. 4th. Got liberty of the Monthly
Meeting to accompany Samuel Cope on a visit

to the members and attiMiders of Robeson
Monthly Meeting. * * * Returned homo
(from the family visits) on the 9tli, with
peaceful, comfortable feelings,

19Lh. Went to Philadelphia to attend the

meeting of the Indian Committee ;
attended

the meeting for worship held in the Arch St.

meeting-house — a comfortable one to me.

Great are the favors and long-sufferings of a
kind and merciful Providence to mo, a poor
unworthy creature.

(To be continueJ.)

For "The Friend

To the Junior Members of the Society of Friends.

I suppose there are not a few of the younger
members of this Yearly Meeting, who are sin-

cerely attached to the doctrines of Friends,

and who recognize in them as clo.ie an ap-

proximation to real, practical Christianity, as

can be found in any i-eligious body. I also

suppose that many, while acknowledging this,

and respecting those who uphold the princi-

ples of the Society, are at the same time un-

faithful in the performance of the duties

which devolve upon them individually as

members thereof. This condition among the

young, is probably in many cases the result

of indifference; in others it is caused by edu-

cation, or possibly by ditfidence; while la

many the love of gaiety and youthful plea-

sures, directly load:^ them from a life dedicated

to the service of Him to whom they owe all

their many blessings.

It is a very noticeable fact, that some of

our young Friends attend only the First-day

morning meetings; that their conduct and
conversation are not consistent with the prin-

ciples of Friends; and that thc)^ manifest a

lukewarmness in religion which cannot fail

to produce concern in the minds of those

truly interested in their welfare. On looking

around, I see many of my own youthful age,

who do not give evidence that they love the

truths handed down to them by their an-

cestors. Very soon the fathers and mothers

who have contended most earnestly for the

faith in their day, will be called upon to ex-

change the'.r earthly crosses for heavenly

crowns; a^d the burdens that they relinquish

will then have to be borne by the rising gen-

eration Are the latter willing, and are they
becoming qualified to take their burdens up?
Fnends have ever accepted the cardinal

dor crinesof the Christian religion in common
With man}' other professors; but as regards

'Jie practice of their faith, they have always
had peculiar testimonies to bear, which have
marked them as a distinct body of believers.

A few of these testimonies have, after 200
years, been adopted by most of Christendom;

some are now partially so ; while many of the

remainder are still deemed superfluous by
others. If, therefore, some of these views are

acknowledged to be correct, and if sincere in-

quirers after the truth are beginning to ro-
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cognize the importance of others, is there not

great encoiiragument that the Society hold

steadfastly to the principles it has ever main-

tained before the world ? Certainly no one

can suppose that it has had its day, and now

can rest on its past record, for it still has

many excellent testimonies to bear, among
which may be mentioned those in favor of

plainness, and against wap, oaths, ritualism

and a paid ministry. Each one of these are

founded upon scriptural commands, and they

are of such importance that we must ackno vl-

cdgethc necessity of their being handed down

to succeding generations.

Some assume to say that Quakerism can be

changed, and that the restraints of the cross

which our early Friends e.xperienced, are not

obligatory upon us of the present day. Saet

opinions as these very naturally are received

favorably by the young; but the very sub

stance of religion consists in the denial of self,

and the surrender of our own will to the

Divine will. Those who avow such libertine

views, very generally live and act in a

ner which shows that thi-y do not faithlully

obey our Saviour's rule, that whosoever would

be bis disciple must deny himself, take up

his daily cross, and follow Him; nor ho.d

the exhortation of the apostle, " Whether ye

eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to

the glory of God." Neither will it do for us

as a people to imagine that by ignoring the

cross, we shall be able to extend our useful-

ness, and bring many into the fold. We
would thereby present the inconsistent ex

ampleofareligiousbody partially renouncing

the very doctrine which it professes to press

upon the world.

1 am fearful that too many of us who
young, and who are surrounded by various

temptations, find the cross to be our principal

diflSculty
;
yet without bearing it there can be

no vital growth in Christian knowledge. If

we are convinced that we ought to pursue a

certain course, or give up something that may
be presented to our view, and are willing to

yield to these convictions, we will never re-

gret having done so; on the contrary wo will

be strengthened to perform other duties that

may be made clear from time to time. We
will find the cross that this giving up involves,

to be far easier than we had anticipated ;
and

by steadily endeavoring to follow the Div'

Light thus given, shall eventually become a

strength to the Society, and exert a beneficial

influence in the circles in which we move.

This is the only really happy course in this

life; and thousands have declared, that after

long years of wilful disobedience, when they

were once induced to take up the cross for

their Saviour's sake, they have been more

abundantly rewarded than they previously

had imagined could ever be the case.

It is my desire that all of us be careful not

to attempt more in a religious way than our

strength will warrant ; and on the other hand,

not to be too easily held back by diffidence,

or by the opinions and criticisms of those

with whom we mingle. Neither let us be

. discouraged because others seem to think

lightly of crosses that we believe it right for

us to take up. May the large number of

j'oung men and women now in our midst,

seriously consider the responsible position

which they are placed ; and may they not

endeavor in any way to evade their respon

sibility. May they as individuals so be tilU-d

with desires to live useful lives, and so bo

willing to learn of the Heavenly Teacher,

that bt^foro many years shall have past away

this Society may number among its most con-

cerned members, those who are in the ranks

of the young.

Philada., 9th month, 1879.

MORNING.
O, beautiful golden Morning,

Set in the crown of Day,

Like a jewel whose living lustre

Must gladden the heart alway,

I hail with pulses bounding.

The gleam of thy early light.

And the cares that life o'ershadow,

Fall back with the veil of Night;

Or, like yon mists of the valley.

That over the streamlets stand,

Their gray is changed to amber

By the touch of thy magic hand.

The leaves of the willows tremble

With thy soft air passing through.

The grass on th' lawn and meadow
Is starred with quivering dew.

The breath of the woodbine floateth

In at the open door.

The twitter of wren and sparrow

Sounds cheery and blithe before :

From far and near re-echo

The tones of nature's lyre,

The voices of earth's awakening

Swell to a mighty choir.

Sink, O beautiful Morning,

Deep in the hearts of all.

Let the plummet line of thy brightness

Down thro' our darkness fall.

Let the laborer feel the purest

Influence thou canst wield.

As he passes the woodland covert,

And hies o'er the spangled field.

Deeper than sign or symbol,

Let his vision of spirit go,

Turning to course unwonted

His thoughts' unce.asing flow.

Let us learn of thee, O Morning,

A les-ion of hope and truth.

Drinking with thee the water

From th' Fount of eternal youth !

Bearing life's early freshness

On thro' the noontide heat,

Finding the path still golden.

When sunset and twilight meet

;

And, shed in the calm and quiet,

May the dew of peace be ours,

To nourish for bloom hereafter

The heart's immortal flowers.

GROWING OLD.

Do ye think of the days that are gone, .Jeanie,

As ye sit by your fire at night ?

Do ye wish that the morn would bring back the tin

When your heart and your step were so light?

I think of the days that are gone, Robin,

And of all that I joyed in then
;

But the brightest that ever arose on me,

I have never wished back again !

Do ye think of the hopes that are gone, Jeanie,

As ye sit by your fire at night ?

Do ye gather them up as they faded fast

Like buds with an early blight?

I think of the hopes that are gone, Robin,

And I mourn not their stay was fleet;

For they fell as the leaves of the red rose fall.

And were even in falling sweet.

Do ye think of the friends that are gone, Jeanie,

As ye sit bv your fire at night ?

Do ye" wish they were round you again once more

By the hearth that they made so bright ?

I think of the friends that are gone, Robin,

They are dear to my hearths then.

But the best and the dearest among them all,

I have never wished back again.

Though men can't bring their means to

their niinds, yet ought they to bring their

minds to their means, and learn content in

every stale.

The Rescue.—One stormy evening, in t

North of Scotland, a farmer had gather

home his flock of sheep, and enclosed th(

for protection. He had just entered his o^

comfortable apartment, when his dog Osc

—who had bepn missing for some time—

w

observed to enter in an excited state, ri^*ii

round the room, and disappear. After a p!i I

longed absence, which had not awakened sti *^

prise, he again entered in a still more exci^i llfc-

manner, jumping upon his master, and

deavoring to arrest his attention. Agaii

left the house, and again ho returned wiL
wailing importunities.

The^farmer was i mpressed with the thoug

that something was wrong, and followed I

Idog out into the fields and through the snof

drifts for more than a mile, the dog leadii

the way, and anxiously watching the step*

his master. Near a bridge which crossed

small stream on the farm, Oscar stood sti

and leaping over the parapet, began to U
away the snow with all his might. Afteji

diligent search, it was found that one of f
sheep had gone over, sunk in the snow whi

covered the stream, and then in it;

efforts to escape, had forced its way unc

the bridge. It was found also that •

the hours that had passed, Oscar had not be

die ;
he had been industriously clearing aw

the snow from the opposite side of the bridj

n order to let the sheep pass through, a

escape an untimely end. The snftVii

delivered, and the dog and his mastf

home rejoicing with the lost one.

And here is beautifully embodied one oft

most tender and suggestive of divine p—"If a man have an hundred sheep, and o

of them be gone astray, doth he not leave I

ninety and nine, and goeth into the inoi

tains and soeketh that which is gone astra

And if so be that he find it, verily I say ui

you, he rejoiceth more over that sheep th

over the ninety and nine which went i

astray."

—

Hand and Heart.

Atthemeetingofthe American Social Sciei

Association, Prof. S. Wells Williams, of t

I

College, read a long and carefully i)repai|«-

1
paper on "Chinese Immigration." He show

that the total number of arrivals in thi

try between 1825 and 1877 was 191,118, a

at this rate it will take a century before h

a million can find footing here. The numl

of arrivals from Europe in thirty years »

8,200,000, or more than one sixth of our po]

latioti. The Government of the United Sta

has covenanted that Chinese subjects hi

shall be exempt from all disability or persaf

tion on account of their religious faith. 1

Chinese here are under the strongest Nation

sanction of any race, and ought to be p
tectod. They came here at the invitation

our own people, and brought with them

dustrious and quiet habits, and have adt

argely to the resources and wealth of t

country. It is impossible to estimate li

money value of their industiy, but eviderj

taken by the Morton Committee shows tl

without their help many enterprises now I

full operation would not have been attorap'

when they were much needed. One of i

leading managers of the Pacific Eailroad te.

fled that Chinese labor had given more e

ployment to white laborers than they coi

otherwise have had, and that the road co

not have been completed for manj- years

the Chinese had not been available. Ovc
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ion acres of tule lands have been reclaimed
hem. Irrigating canals for farms with
8 and sluices for mines all owe their exist-

to this source. One witness said, wiih-

tbe Chinese the population of California

i not be maintained at more that half its

ent number, and that grain could not be

id at all with profit if the cost of produc-
was increased by banishing the Chinese.

iristian Statesman.

:ie following very remarkable paper was
d among the effects of Abigail Robinson,
hiable minister of Newport, R. I., who
been deceased more than forty years. It

in her handwriting, and is believed to bo

jroduction. She was a woman of a strong

clear understanding.

Thonglits on the Unity of the Divine Being,

do not find where or how to distinguish

een, or to separate God from Christ any
) than to disunite God from the power of

or the wisdom of God, his mercy, pre-

ce, &c.

irist was the effective Power and Wisdom
Goodness of God, operating in the slu-

ous work of creation ; "the Word by which
lings were made" and the Word was God.
irist was the preserving, directing, sus-

ng power of God vvhich conducted the

slites in their wilderness travail, "for
drank of that spiritual Kock that fol-

d them, and that Rock was Christ"

—

ugh" in the cloud and in the sea "they
baptized unto Moses."

lirist was God spiritually manifested
jgh all ages, as a teacher, director and
)ur to all who would and do receive his

actions and obej^ his directions.

>d when in the fulness of time, God was
,ed to " manifest Himself in the flesh" by
ible display of his wisdom, power and re-

ling love, and to exhibit a perfect pattern

II to imitate of the practical virtues which
equires of intelligent beings "created a
lower than the angels," for the twofold

oseof his own glory and that Ihey should

7 eternal life
—" the Word was made flesh."

to answer the purpose of an example to

it was necessary that He should not

a human body only, but human nature
e— its passions and its weaknesses. Ac-
ingly He took not on Him the nature of

Is, but the seed of Abraham. Ho was
e to temptation, was in all points tempted
as we are, yet without sin ; He was sus-

ble of hunger and weariness—and ''Jesus
" In the total reduction of all the pro-

ities that flesh is heir to, his human nature
made perfect through sufferings—"He
to sin." His humanity was then a fit

e for all the fulness of the Godhead to

1 in bodily.

le beginning and progress of the work of

aeration having been displayed in the

eption, birth and life of Christ, the sacri-

if his body on the cross clearly explained
lose who had " eyes to see," the indis-

able necessity of the crucifixion of the
al propensities and will ; that we also

St die to sin," thereby opening a door of
JS to the Father, or showing by this plain

iratiou that the way to acceptance with
is to be as the apostle asserted he was,
eified with Christ." Surely to elucidate

to establish a doctrine of prime import

ance but which had previously been obsouro

and doubtful, was not a light benefit to that

and to all succeeding generations ; and I

believe his teaching in his spiritual appear-

ance, does not and never will instruct any so

to consider it. If there are some things re-

lating to the atoning efficacy of that sacrifice,

which are less obviously explained, it certainly

does not become us to cavil at what is placed

beyond our present comprehension, but which
is asserted by the divinely inspired writers

of the New Testament, but to bow submissive

to Him, who has reserved the "secret things"

to himself, and thankfully to acknowledge
his goodness in giving so much "to us and to

our children." Probably if we did his lohole

will we should for ourselves " know of the doc-

trine whether it be of God."
But it does not suit the pride of man to

confess that he sees through a glass darkly.

He as])ire8 to' be thought to "know even as

he is also known;" and what marvel if through
this presumption "his feet stumble upon the

dark mountains," and while he seeks to ap-

propriate to himself light beyond his measure,
" he turn it into iho shadow of death, and
make it gross darkness."
Oh! the safety and blessedness of being

willing to feel thankful that we do feel our
utter impotence and blindness; and meekly
and patiently to wait on Him, who alone can
help our infirmities and enlighten our dark-

ness—aye, and continually to wait, not ex-

pecting to be sustained to-dny by the manna
that we were favored to gather yesterday.

1st month, 1823.

It is a very blessed thing for people to know
how to worship God aright, and to be found
in this worship not only at set times and ap-

pointed places, but at all times, and in all

places. This is the spiritual worship, or the

worship in spirit and in truth ; and these are

the spiritual worshippers which God seeks

and accepts.

As people are found in this worship, they
differ from and excel all others upon the face

of the earth. These worshippers know what
it is to bow at the name of Jesus ; what it is

to know every thought brought into the

obedience of Christ; what his rule, govern-

ment, and great authority is; and how all

honor in heaven and earth is given unto Him
;

and how all are to worship Him as they wor-
ship the Father, whether things in heaven,

or things on earth, or things under the earth.

These can confess with their tongues that

Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the

Father, truly and experimentally being wit
nesses of his heavenly power and rule in their

hearts, minds, and understandings; giving
victory over all vain thoughts, self-will, carnal

desires, and wanderings of the mind. These
are the worshippers that know the old man
put off with his deeds; and the new man put

on ; the old things cast away, and all things

become new; and what it is to enjoy the

sabbath of rest, whore the end is put to the

thinking of their o\vn thoughts, and speaking
their own words, and doing their own works

;

and what it is to bear no burden upon the

sabbath-day ; and what it is to enjoy the com-
fort of the Scriptures, and to enjoy the good
things they testify of. What the righteous

in all ages did enjoy, such are partakeis of,

and are in unity with just men's spirits, being

come to God, the Judge of all, who is blessed

for ever.— William Shewen.

•' For The Friend."

William Cullca Bryant.

(CoDtiDued from page 61.)]

" To the end of his life Bryant was appealed
to as a critic by persons who had no acquaint-
ance with him, or any right to expect his at-

tention, pressed as he was with his own cares.

An editorial associate gives the following ac-

count of this kind of annoyance, and of the
way in which the poet was affected by it :

—

' There is a large class of hopeless versifiers

who have been in the habit of sending their

poetic wares to Bryant, and asking his judg-
ment upon them ; and between his tender
conscience, which would not permit him to

trifle with the truth, and his keen reluctance
to give pain, he was sometimes sorely per-

plexed. These things imposed upon him, too,

an amountoflabor for others which was an un-

fair burden ; and on one occasion became into

my room with a parcel of letters and papers
in his hand, and in a tone of dejection asked
me, "Do people send you their manuscripts to

read in this way?" I replied that a good
many of them did, and showed him the manu-
script of a novel or an epic poem which a
Pennsylvania youth had modestly requested
me to revise for the press.

' " What do you write to them ?" he asked.
Then ho sat down, and told me how sorely ho
suffered from the poi-plexity already men-
tioned

; and I ventured to suggest that a letter

of even seeming commendation from him to

an ambitious incapable might spoil a good
blacksmith, and make a ridiculously poor
poet; that perhaps a good many of his cor-

respondents sought his approval in this way
as a bolster to their vanity ; and that the
greatest kindness, in very many cases, that he
could do to his correspondents, would be
frankly to tell them that they could not write
poetry.'

"Some of his principles of style are set forth

in the following extract from a letter once
sent to a young applicant for his opinions and
advice :

—

' My young friend, I observe that you have
used several French expressions in your letter.

I think, if you will study the English lan-

guage, that you will find it capaOle of ox-

pressing all the ideas that you may have. [

have always found it so; and in all that I

have written I do not recall an instance where
I was tempted to use a foreign word, but that,

on searching, I have found a better one in my
own language.

' Be simple, unaffected ; be honest in your
speaking and writing. Never use a long word
when a short one will do as well.

' Call a spade by its name, not a wcll-knowti
oblonginstruraent of manual labor; let a home
be a home, and not a residence; a place, not
a locality; and so on of the rest. When a
short word will do, you will always lose by a
long one; you lose in clearne-ns; j'ou lose in

honest expression of meaning; and, in tho
estimation of all men who are capable of judg-
ing, you lose in reputation for ability.

' The only true way to shine, even in this

false world, is to be modest and unassuming.
Falsehood may be a thick crust ; but, in the
course of time, truth vvill,find a place to break
through. Elegance of language may not be
in tho power of us all ; but simplicity and
straightforwardness are.'

"In 1869 ho finished the translation of

'The Iliad,' after five years' labor; and the
following year it was published in Boston by
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J. R. Osgood & Co. It met with a hearty
welcome, not only from the lovers of the

Greek epics, but from English readers, who
felt for the first time that llomer's spirit could

be caught in their mother-tongue.
"The success of 'The Iliad' encouraged

him to attempt the translation of its com-
panion, 'The Odyssey' ;' and this was ready
for publication in 1871, having occupied only
two years.

"His vigor of mind had been preserved by
a strict observance of the laws of health as

regards diet, sleep, and exercise,—the tripod

of physical well-being. In a letter to a friend

he has given us a detailed account of his mode
of life at this period :

—
" I rise earlj',—at this time of the year,

about half-past five ; in summer, half an hour,

or even an hour, earlier. Immediately, with
very little encumbrance of clothing, I begin

a series of exercises, for the most part de
signed to expand the chest, and, at the same
time, call into action all the muscles and
articulations of the body. These are per-

formed with dumbbells, the verj' lightest,

covered with flannel, with a pole, a horizontal

bar, and a light chair swung around my head.
After a full hour, and sometimes more, passed
in this manner, I bathe from head to foot.

When at my place in the country I some-
times shorten my exercises in the chamber,
and, going out, occupy rayself for half an hour
or more in some work which requires brisk

exercise. After my bath, if breakfast be not
ready, I sit down to ray studies till I am
called.

"My breakfast is a simple one, hominy
and milk, or, in place of hominy, brown bread
or oatmeal or wheaten grits, and, in the sea-

son, baked sweet apples. Buckwheat cakes I

do not decline, nor an} other article of vege-
table food ;

but animal food 1 never take at

breakfast. Tea and cotlee I never touch at
any time. Sometimes I take a cup ot choco-
late, which has no narcotic effect, and agrees
with me very well. At breakfast I often take
fruit, either in its natural slate or freshly
stewed.

"After breakfast I occupy myself for a
while with my studies; and then, when in

town, I walk down to the office of ' The Even-
ing Post,' nearly three miles distant, and after

about three hours return, always walking,
whatever be the weather or the state of the
streets. In the country I am engaged in my
literary tasks till a feeling of weariness drives
me out into the open air ; and I go upon my
farm, or into the garden and prune the fruit-

trees, or perform some other work about them
which they need, and then go back to my
books. I do not often drive out, preferring
to walk.

" In the country I dine early
; and it is only

at that meal that I take either meat or fish,

and of these but a moderate quantitj', making
my dinner mostly of vegetables. At the meal
which is called tea I take onlj^ a little bread
and butter, with fruit if it bo on the table. In
town, where I dine later, I make but two
meals a day. Fruit makes a considerable part
of my diet, and I eat it at almost any hour of
the day without inconvenience. My drink is

water; yet I sometimes, though rarely, take
a glass of wine. I am a natural temperance
man, finding myself rather confused than ex-

hilarated by wine. I never meddle with to-

bacco, except to quarrel with its use.
" That I may rise early, I, of course, go to

bed early,—in town, as early as ten; in the

country', somewhat earlier.
" For many years I have avoided in the

evening every kind of literary occupation
which tasks the faculties, such as composi-
tion—even to the writing of letters,—for the

reason that it excites the nervous system, and
prevents sound sleep."

He died on the 12th day of the 6th month,
1878, in the 84th j^ear of his age, at his home
in New York, of paralysis, probably induced
by the exertion of delivering a public address
in the Central Park, two weeks before.

(To be cOQcloded.)

For "The Friend."

Circular of the Bible Association of Friends in America.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliaries
to the Annual Queries to be answered pre-

vious to the general meeting of ihe Associa-

tion on the 5th of Fjleventh month, the Cor-
responding Committee would press upon
Friends, who have been engaged in the dis-

tribution of the Holy Scriptures, the import-
ance of furnishing full and accurate answers
to all the Queries, and of forwarding their re-

port seasori'ibly to the Depository.
It may be recollected, that in making dona-

tions to Auxiliaries, the Board are guided in

deciding what number of Bibles and Testa-

ments shall be sent to each, by the informa-
jtion given in its report. Hence those Aux-
liiiaiies that do not report in time, are liable

|to iie icit out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in every
case, how boxes should be marked and for-

I
warded; and their receipt should always be

promptly acknowledged.

I

Address .lohn S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourth
Street, Philadelphia.

Samuel Settle,
Charles Rhoads,
James Whitall,

Committee of Correspondence.
Philada., Tenth mo. 1879.

QUERIES.
1. What number of families or individuals have been

gratuitously furnished with the Holy Scriptures by the

Auxiliary during the past year ?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have been
sold by the Auxiliary within the past year?

3. How many members, male and female, are there

belonging to the Auxiliary ?

4. What number of families of Friends reside within

its limits ?

5. Are there any families of Friends within your
limits not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures

in good clear type, and on fair paper ; if so, how many ?

6. How many members of our Society, capable of

reading the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy
Scriptures ?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably
be disposed of by sale within your limits ?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply
those within its limits who are not duly furnished with

the Holy Scriptures?
9. What number of Bible.s and Testaments would it

be necessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui-

tously, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family ?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-

nish each member of our religious Society, capable of

reading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pur-
chase H ?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now on
hand ?

Among the many strange customs ofsavage
nations, not the least curious are the cere-

monious observances offered bj'^ them to the

wild beasts which they hunt and kill. The
boldest native hunters of British India would
shudder at the thought of leaving the corpse

of a slain tiger till they have singed off its

whiskers to the very root, without which pre-

caution they firmly believe that the ghost
the dead monster will haunt them into thjl*'

graves. In many parts of Russia, the killijr'-

of a wolf is not thought complete without til

"''

cutting off of the head and right fore-p^t '

The Lapps and Finns, whenever they kill,

bear, surround the body vvith loud lameni
tions. One hunter then asks the dead bes

"Who killed thee?" and another an^wei
"A Russian," when all the rest exclaim
chorus, "A cruel deed, a bloody deed ;" bopu
by this means to divert the bear's resentme
from themselves to the imaginary Russia
Skulls of brown bears, nailed to the trees I

the Indians, in compliance with some nati

superstition, are often found by Canadi;
camping parties in the woods around La
Simeoe, and the tribes of Northern Sibei

never kill a polar bear without extracting
two largest teeth, which, in- their belief, is t

only safeguard against its coming to life a<;

Religions Items, &c.

Reactionary Influences.—The missionary i

terprises in various parts of the world appe
to have had the effect, which might have be

anticipated, of stirring up the opposi
the advocates of those systems of religi

from which converts have been made.
Japan a school has been founded "foret'
eating priests" in the Buddhist faith, not oi]

it is said to resist Christianity in tbo

land, but to send on proselyting mi<^
Europe and America. Mohammedruiism I

founded an immense university at Sierra Lee
with similar motives ; and is said to be

ceiving large accessions of numbers in soi

parts of Asia, Africa and the Pacific Oce
Islands.

In the vicinity of Prague, in Austria, Ci'

verts from the Roman Catholic church hj

been fined and imprisoned; and at V
the Governor of the city has issued an ord

that adherents of religious communities i

acknowledged by the State have no light

meet for religious purposes, except with me'
hers of their own families.

Simulianeously with the revision of
English Bible a similar work is going o^
Germany. Luther's translation of the So
tures is in the hands of a critical committ
which has been summoned to meet aga
autumn. "This committee," says a Gernl

newspaper, "consisting partly of evanr^

divines and partly of learned laymen, "begl

its labors several j'ears ago, but has not ii

succeeded in getting beyond the book
Genesis."

—

Christian Advocate.

The Free Methodist Church was organii'

in the year 1860, in Niagara county. State'

New York, bj' ministers and laymen who
agreed with the mother Church. In essenfl

points of doctrine the Free Methodist Chuil
'-

does not differ from those taught in the Met "•

dist Episcopal denomination. The prii

matters of difference are in Church go
ment. The ancient discipline of thcMet
dist Episcopal Church forbade the wearinjn
gold or costly apparel, the plaiting of

hair or wearing flowers in the bonnet by
women. The discipline has been altered fr

time to time concerning these matters, ui

now one may look in vain for a greater i '*i

plaj' of richness and attractiveness in outvB 'i:

adornment than may be found within < 'J:

walls of a fashionable M. E. church. ' ^]

To be a member of the Free Meth(^l "i

Church one must lay aside his goldou adt)" ' t
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ts of every description, the women must
ird flowers from their hats, and all must
8 after the plainest fashion. If a man or

lan belong to any secret society ho or she

t first throw off'all allegiance to the organi-

jn before being admitted into membership
be Free Methodist Church. No instru-

tal music of any kind or description is

litted to bo used in their religious wor-

lie present head of the most celebrated

ammedan college, the University El-

ar, at Cairo, is a Jewish convert, Abbasi

—

rding to Ebers, a son of a prominent
elite—whose conversion to Islam caused
iderable excitement. Abbasi has held the

tion since 1871. He has 10,000 students

300 professors under his control, and re-

!s $10,000 yearly, and a palace for a resi-

0.

—

Christian Advocate.

Natural History, Science, &c.

oney-making Ants.—At a meeting of the

iemy of Natui-al .Sciences in Philadelphia,

). McCooli stated that he had during the

summer studied the habits of the honey-
ing and other species of the ants of the

jy Mountain region. Dr. McCook had
d the formicaries near Colorado Springs,

within the entrance to the Garden of the

i. The nests in the locality indicated are

icattered haphazard, but seem to be located

a fixed idea of securing their permanence
safety along the tops of ridges of red

stone, ninety per cent, of the formicaries

g thus placed.

le exterior architecture of the nests was
tratfd by a specimen which had been
crved intact by saturating it with cement,
ras two inches wide across the top, ten

es at the base, and about three inches

. A tubular opening, three-fourths of an
in diameter descends to a depth of three

es into the chambers of the formicary.

of these chambers were exposed, and in

was found an average of thirty honey-
ers hanging from the roofs, which were
3 rough, thus enabling the insects to cling

^eans of their mandibles and feet. They
y fall, except when disturbed, but when
do, they are carafuUy replaced by the

cers, who carry thera up the perpendicu-

?alls of the cutting.

le species seems to have been first do-

led in the Bulletin of the Academy of

aces of Brussels, in 1838, by Wesmael,

I

was informed by the Baron de Norman,
French Envoy to Mexico, that after the

y was elaborated by the makers, it was
id up in a receptacle similar to the cells

This, however, is not the case. Tlio

yforming material is supplied bj' the
:ers to the honey makers, atid is stored

lanentlyin their abdomens until required

ood, when it is gradually disgorged. To
t this the honey bearer stands erect,

ws its head up and back, and, by the

)n of the muscles of the abdomen forces

joney up until a portion of it hangs as a
I globule from the mandibles, where it is

cted by the workers and supplied to those

iring food. The queen, the males, or

es, and the grubs are nourished in this

during the winter and times of scarcity,

)ugh during the summer season they are

ably supplied directly with the substance
which the honey is formed.

•. McUook had at first been at a loss to

determine how the supply of honey was ob-

tained. There were no aphides or plant lice

from which other ants receive their supply to

be seen anywhere in the region. The difficult}'

of deciding this important point was increased

b}' the fact that the insects are nocturnal in

their habits, remaining quiet and secluded

during the daj'. 'J'ho}' were observed to swarm
out of their nests about half past seven every
evening, and to return with swollen abdomens
about half-past eleven o'clock at night. After
several unsuccessful attempts to follow their

movements, they were at last observed to

gather upon the galls of a certain species of

scrub oak, from the surface of which they
gather a sweet exudation. This is supplied

b}' the workers to the honey-makers, and is

the material from which the honey is formed.
Dr. Leidy remarked that he had been in-

formed that these insects were used in Mexico
as dessert, the sweet contents of the abdomens
being pressed into the mouth much in the

same way that the pulp is pressed from the

skin of the grape.

Dr. McCook remarked that he had tasted

the honey elaborated by the ants and found
it to be of a delightful flavor. The honey
formed from sugar by individuals in captivity

had not the same peculiar aromatic sharjiness

as that collected from the galls. He believed

the dark color of some of the honey, together
with the distinctive taste, came with age.

—

Public Ledger.

Rust on Grain.—Prof. DeBary, of Stras-

burg, has shown that the spores of certain

minute fungi, found in the little cluster-cups

on the under surface of the leaves of the Bar-
berry and other plants, when brought into

contact with growing rye, immediately begin

to germinate, and produce a destructive form
of rust. This confirmed the assertion made
bj' old farmers that the shrubs of Barberry
were injurious to rye and oats. In the same
way it has been shown that other rust dis-

eases arc originated from the cluster-cups

growing on other plants in the neighborhood
of the grain fields.

An Enemy to Young Fish.—Seth Green, the
fish eulturist, thus describes one of the diffi-

culties in the way of raising trout: "There
is a small worm which spins a web in the
water to catch young fish, just as a spider does
on land to catch flies. I have seen them
make the web and take the fish. The web is

as perfect as that of the spider, and as much
mechanical ingenuity is displayed in its con-

struction. It is made as quickly, and in the
same way as the spider's, by fastening the

threads at different points, and going back
and forth until the web is finished. The
threads are not strong enough to hold the
young trout after the umbilical sac is ab-

sorbed, but the web will stick to the fins and
get around the head and gills, and soon kills

the fish. 1 have often seen it on the j'oung

trout, and it has been a great mystery and
caused me many hours, days and weeks of

wonder to find out what was wound around
the heads and fins of my young trout and
killed them. I did not find out till lately,

while watching recently-hatched white-fish.

These are much smaller than the trout when
they begin to swim, and they were caught and
held J^y the web. I found ten small white-
fish caught in one web in one night."

Wood set on fire by a steam pipe.— At the

Crescent fStoel Works, a steam pipe carrying
90 to 100 lbs. pressure was laid under ground

about three years ago, encased in common
pine boards. Recently, occasion was had to

dig up the pipe, and the whole length of the
wooden drain was found to bo charred, and
apparently burnt ; with hero and there spots
of white ashes, showing that ignition had
actually taken place. It seems probable that
if the casing had not been excluded from air

by the earth covering, it would have blazed
and been entirely consumed. It is generally
believed a steam pipe cannot set fire to wood,
but this seems to prove the contrary.

Cold feet and sleeplessness are often con-
nected. P^or sleep is difficult if a full supply
of blood is sent to the brain, and the feet are
cold if the circulation in them is languid.

Women are often subject to both those evils.

As a remedy, it is recommended, before going
to bed to dip the feet in cold water for a brief

period, and then rub them well with a towel
till they glow.

Locusts.—These insects have been very de-

structive in some portions of Hungary. To
prevent an extension of the disaster 3600 men
were employed. About 100,000 fathoms of

trenches wore dug with a view of temporarily
arresting the insects in their onward progress.

As these were filled with them everj' few
minutes, piles of straw ready at hand were
heaped in them and set on fire. The trenches
were then quickly cleared out to be ready for

a fresh swarm. In this manner, the work of

destruction was continued day and night.

Shipwreck averted by oil.—-On the 1st of 4th
month last, the British brigantine Gem, bound
from Wilmington, N. C, took a heavy gale

of wind about a degree to the eastward of

Bermuda. The wind blew a hurricane for 36
hours, and the ship labored heavily in a cross-

breaking sea. At 8 p. m., the sea getting

worse, the master tbonghti of resorting to the

oil experiment which he had read of in Cham-
bers' Journal ; and had a canvas bag prepared
holding about three quarts of kerosene oil,

with a rope of si.K fathoms attached, and kept
trailing to the windward. The oil leaking

through the canvas greatly broke the sea and
made matters much more favorable for tho

ship, 'i'his was kept up through the night,

and at 3 A. M. on the 2nd the weather began
to moderate. The mate, who had himself

lashed to his rigging duiing the whole of his

watch, believed with the captain that the re-

sort to tho oil saved the ship, as such fearful

weather had never been witnessed by the

captain during an experience of 14 years. A
drop of the oil will smooth about four feet

circumference of sea.

Devotion of a dog to a cat.—When staying

near Lausanne this spring, I met some Swiss
friends of my host's, who told us a remarka-
ble instance of attachment on the part of their

St. Bernard dog to a kitten. Their next door
neighbors threw some newly-born kittens over

the garden wall that the dog might make
away with them. He caught and bit one

kitten as intended, and one was killed by the

fall. Bernard now seems to have undergone

a revulsion of feeling, for the two remaining
kittens became the objects of his attention

and care. Carrjnng them off' in his mouth to

his kennel he tried to revive them by licking

and warming them. One soon died, but tho

other responded to the care bestowed on it by
its huge nurse, which was supplemented by
the kindness ar;d feeding of Bernard's owners.

It throve in its kennel home, where the pair

were constantly to be seen together, the soft
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little black cat lying cuddled in Bernard's

protecting arm, whence ita bright eyes peeped

out at passers by. In the course of time pussy
became the proud mother of a family, and she

was impatient to introduce her kittens to her

adopted father. Mewing and skipping before

him she conducted Bernard from iiis kennel

to her cosy nest, rolling over and over with
delight on the grass near, while he solemnly
inspected his favorite's family ; thus showing
the strongest proof possible in an animal of

confidence and affection. The regard which
existed between the two friends lasted through
life.

—

D. Hoskyns in Science- Gossip.

General Jesse II. Drake, a venerable North
Carolinian, has left his whole fortune, of com-
fortable size, to three of his former slaves,

Calvin Drake, Aaron Drake and Judah Drake,

for their lives, with reversal to their children.

He leaves all his estate, real and personal, to

them, and says: "They have been my faith-

ful slaves, and have remained with nie since

their freedom, nursing and caring for me in

my old age, and I desire tliem to share my
gratitude."

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH U, 1879.

The sutnmer which has just past has bi'en

a remarkably healthy one in this city. Its

inhabitants have been spared a visitation of

disease such as has carried sorrow and alarm
to the hearts of multitudes in some of the

cities in the Southern States; while plentiful

supplies of the necessaries of life, and the

means wherewith to purchase them, have been
within the reach of the great mass of the

population. For these blessings, feelings of

thankfulness should arise in our hearts to the

Author of all good, who is graciously pleased

to accept the tribute of gratitude from hearts

that are touched with a sense of his mercies;

and who has promised to reward such with a
further manifestation of iiis loving kindness.

In thisday of activity and engrossing cares,

too many are so occupied with the pursuit of

pleasure or business, or so insensible to their

obligations as dependent beings, as to negUct
the solemn duty of praising and giving thanks
for the benefits received from the all-bountiful

Hand ;
though this is a duty which is as ex-

pressly commanded as that of prayer; but
which, to be acceptable to the Lord, must be

offered under a sense of the qualif^'ing influ-

ence of his own Holy Spirit.

Nor is this reverent gratitude called for

from the residents of this city and neighbor-

hood alone. P'rom various parts of our widely
extended country, we receive accounts of an
abundant j'ield of the great agricultural pro
ducts—the prospect of a larger crop of cotton

than was ever before known, and a supply of

grain sufficient for home consumption, and
leaving an enormous surplus to meet the de-

mand from foreign countries. The g.Mieral

revival of business which has manifestly com-
menced, and in whose benefit the great labor-

ing classes of the community most largely

partake, is an additional cause for thankful-

ness to Him whose tender mercies are over
all his works.
The Psalmist queries, " What shall I render

unto the Lord for all his benefits towards
me?" May the response in our hearts be, as

it was with him, "I will offer to thee the

sacrifice of thanksgiving, and will call upon

the name of the Lord. I will pay ray vowa
unto the Lord."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The average temperature for 9th

month, at Philadelphia, was 64.4 degrees. Highest

temperature 86 deg. ou the 1st; lowest 43 deg. on the

26th. Monthly range 43. Total rainfall 1.12 inches.

Number of days on which rain fell, 9. Frosts occurred

on the 26th and 27th. Prevailing direction of wind,

south.

Secretary Sherman has decided that silver certificates

mutilated to extent of one-tenth or more, must be pre-

sented for redemption to the Treasurer of the United

States, in accordance with the regulation governing the

redemption of the U. S. notes—that is, that silver cer-

tificates mutilated to the extent of one-tenth, are re-

deemable at nine-tenths of full face value, two-tenths at

eight-tenths, three-tenths at seven-tenths of their full

face value. Fragments of notes, each constituting

clearly one-half, are redeemable at half the full face

value of such whole notes.

The payments made from the Treasury during last

month were, on account of civil and miscellaneous,

S4,203,27.3.46 ; war, M,131,876 37 ; navy, $1,840, 154.57;

Interior (Indians and pensions), $8,738,785.70—total,

$18,914,040.10. This does not include payments made
on account of interest or principal of the public debt of

the United States.

During the past year, the American Bible Society

has printed an average of 1,000 copies a day of its ten

cent Testament, and still did not keep up with its or-

ders. About -550 copies of twenty-five cent Bibles have
been printed daily.

Serious trouble is apprehended with the Indians of

Colorado. Information has been received by the Indian

Bureau, that the agent and all the employees at the

White River Agency, have been killed by the hostile

Utes, and that there has been a fight with the troops,

in which the officers in command have been killed.

The troops were surrounded away from water, and their

trains captured.
Professor Wise, the aeronaut, accompanied by George

Burr, left St. Louis in a balloon on the 28th ult., and
have not been heard of since. It is feared they are lost.

Of the 232 deaths in Philadelphia during last week,

45 were of consumption ; 10 congestion of the lungs ; 12

cancer; 5 typhoid fever; U inflammation of the lungs;

cholera infantum 8 ; old age 15.

The total tonnage of anthracite coal, from all the

regions, for the week ending on the 27th ult., amounted
to 495,196 tons, an increase of 324,540 tons over the

corresponding week of last year. The price of coal has

been advanced by several companies, but it is said to be

fully one dollar per ton lower than it should be.

Markets, &c.—Government bonds, 6's, 1881, 105|;
5's, 1881, registered, 102J ; do., coupon, 103i ; 4J per
cents, 1891, 1051; 4's, 102^.

Cotton continues dull, and prices favor buyers. Sales

of middlings at lOJ^ a lOJ cts. per lb. for uplands and
New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude 6} cLs. in barrels; and refined 7|
cts. for export, and 7J a 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Linseed oil, 61 a 62 cts. for .American, and 63 a 64 cts.

for Calcutta. Lard oil, 52 a 53 cts. ; Sperm, crude, 75
cts., bleached winter, 90 a 93 cts.

Flour continues in fair demand. Minnesota extra,

i6 a $6.371 ; Penna., $5.75 a i;6.25, and Ohio and other

western, $6.10 a $6.50 per barrel. Rye flour, $4.75.

Corn meal, f 2.75.

Grain.—Wheat is in better demand and prices are

higher : red and amber, $1.29 a $1.31. Corn, 57 a 59
cts. Oats, mixed, 36 a 30^ cts. ; white, 37 a 40 cts. per
bushel.

Hay and Straw.—Average price during the week :

Prime timothy, SO a 90 cts. per 100 pounds ; mixed,
65 a 75 cts. ; straw, 85 cts. a 95 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle.—The market during the pa-st week has

been rather better, and prices show some improvement
for good cattle. Extra, 5| a 5^ ct.s.

;
good, 4J a 5 cts.

;

common, 3 a 4 cts. per pound. Hogs, 5J^ a 6 cts. as to

quality. Sheep, 3 a 4J cts. Lambs, 4 a 5} cts.

Foreign.—Five of the City of Glasgow Bank Di-

rectors, convicted of uttering fal.se abstracts of balance

sheets, and sentenced to eight months' impris(^ment,
were released on the 1st inst., amid the hootings of a

crowd. Three others convicted at the same time of

fraud, theft, and embezzlement, have still ten months
imprisonment to serve.

The greater portion of the cotton operatives at Wig.m

have resumed work at five per cent, reduction in 1

wages, and all the mills have recommenced workiu

Fifteen thousand people were present at a land n;

ing held at Cork ou the 5th inst. A member of ;

liament for the county, and one of the Home I

leaders, extolled Gladstone's land act. A Home I

member for Meath declared that the tenants requ

no acts of Parliament. They should rely on pas

physical resistance to unjust demands.
For superior education, Germany has 21 univers

with 1,922 professors and 20,282 students ; 4,311 ol

latter are in the University of Berlin.

According to the last census, the populatioi

Greece, which in 1870, was 1.4.57,894, amounts no'

1,679,755. The population of Athens has increase

the same period from 48,000 to 70,000, and that of

Pirajeus from 11,000 to double. By counting the G;

subjects living abroad, a total of about 2,000,00

population would be arrived at. The number of di

ties, now 190, will have to be increased to 204, as

electoral law gives one deputy to every 10,000

habitants.

The yearly statistics for 1877, published in Ir.

show 19,695 persons were killed by wild beasts—4)

elephants, 819 by tigers, 200 by leopards, 85 by h
564 by wolves, 24 by hyenas, 1,180 by other wild

mals, and 16,777 by snakes. Fifty-three thousand «
are also reported to have been killed. Under stlm

of a reward amounting to more than £10,000, 22

wild beasts, and 127,295 snakes have been kille(

large total in itself, but small compared with the Ic

of man and domestic animals.

A telegraph station has lately been erected at»

Ryfiel Hotel, under the R3'ff'elhorn, in the Valais.

is about 8,500 feet above the sea level, and is the hig

telegraph station in Europe. A Swiss piper elaia

is the highest in the world; but the station on Pi

Peak is 14,000 feet above sea level.

There are 200 cases of small-pox in Ottawa, Can
and the schools of that city are closed in con^eiiuen

RECEIPTS.
Received for James S. Newbold, Jr., Pa., S2.10,

53; from Augustus Taber, N. Y. City, S2.1U, vol.

from Jesse Osborne, Ind., per Allen Furnas, Aj
$2.10, vol. 53; from Susan Worrell, Pa., $2.10, to.

12, vol. 54; for Herman H. Leeds, City, *2, vol.!

from William B. Haines, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; /

Julianna N. Powell, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from C
P. Haines, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; from JBufus Churc
N. S., 36, vol. 53, 3 copies; from Barclay R. Le
Citv, $2.10, vol. 53 ; from Hetty Ann Bellah, Del., $:

vol'. 53 ; for Jacob Evans, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53 ; I

Larkin Pennell, Gtn., *2.10, vol. 53, and for Marih
Scott, Pa., i2.10, vol. 53; for Edwin Leeds, N. J., $;

vol. 53 ; from Francis Wood, N. J., $2.10, to No. 9,

54 ; from Elizabeth Peckham, R. I., per "Thomas Pt

*2.10, vol. 53 ; from Hannah J. Roberts, City, $;

vol. 53 ; from R. B. Jones, Crescentville, $2.10, vol.

from Howard Darnell, N. J., $2.10, vol. 53; from J

C. Allen, City, $2, vol. 53,«and for John C. Allen,

S.tmuel Allen, and Samuel Leeds, N. J., and i

Allen, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 53; from Henrietls

Willits, City, «2, vol. 53 ; from Sarah V. Willils,

$2.10, vol. 53.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL, a

The Winter Session opens on Second-day, EIm
month 3d. Parents and others intending to send

will please make early application to Benjamu
Pass.mobb, Sup't., Street Road P. 0., Chester Co4
or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, 304 Arch sb

Philadelphia.

THE CORPORATION OF HAVERFOKD CC
LEGE.

A Stated Annual Meeting of " The Corporntio

Haverford College" will be held at the L'unnui

room of Arch St. Meeting-house, PhilaiKlpliia,

Third-day, Tenth month 14ih, 1879, at 3 oolook p.

Edward Bettle, Jr., .svcdoi

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near t'rankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) PhiUdelpi

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hai.l,!

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boaj

Managers.

Married, at Friends' meeting-house, Gorniant
on the 18th of 9th month, 1870, George .M. Was
to Elizabeth B. Wistab, daughter of the late Th(
Wistar, Jr.
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" For The Friend."

Six Moiitiis in Ascension.

(Continued from page 66.)

)n first landing on the island, an observa-

y was constructed and the inatruments
cted at the little settlement near the land-

place, where most of the inhabitants of

island live. But an unexpected difficulty

jsented. Almost every night, streaks of

il clouds were developed by the projocting

.k of Green Mountain—which were swept
the trade-wind across the field of view of

telescopes anxiously turned towards the

tiet Mars. After patient watching night

^r night for two weary weeks, with but

le success, it was determined to examine
fether another locality could not be found

bre the clouds would not interfere with the

l-onomer. So David was left in charge of

[observatory, and at 10 p. m., his wife with
} attendants set forth in the darkness. It

3 arranged that each should make simul-

[eous observations of the clouds every half-

Ir till 3 A. M., when the exploring party
''6 to return. On comparing their notes it

9 evident that the clouds were onlj' partial,

|t they formed over Green Mountain and
ted westward towards the sea ; so that all

was necessary was to find a location

;her south.

J^ear the south point of the island a little

was discovered, with a small strip of

dy beach. On the rocks above this, it was
jrmiued to place the observatorj'. At day-
ik on the Ist of the Eighth month, the

k of dismantling commenced, and is thus
Bribed :

" Again the sound of tools were
rd outside Commodore's Cottage, but not,

semed to me, with the same pleasant ring,

I longed to run awaj' somewhere beyond
loise. However, I bad fortunately little

e to indulge in fancies. Camp gear, stores,

thenware, glass, kitchen utensils, every-

must be packed before 3 P. M., and
wed on board the steam-launch in readiness

ail at 6 o'clock the following morning.
I often wonder how we got it done. I

ik it must have been, not only by the zeal-

assistance of officers and men, but by the

Quius we ourselves received from the in

orating atmosphere of sympathy and good
1 which surrounded us. At all events, be-

3 sunset, Commodore's Cottage was ruth-

ily plundered of such of its contents as

would fit our camp, and the croquet ground
again stood empty as wo had found it. I felt

'rooted up' and miserable; but without a

doubt that we were on the right way. So, to

cover my nervousness and restlessness, I went
to bed.

" Next morning, as the sun rose, a rare pro-

cession passed down the coast. A steam-
launch, with Captain Phillimore and David
on board, towed along two well-laden lighters

and a sailing pinnace, and carried, moreover,
quite a tail of little surf-boats, or 'dingeys.'

The busy trade-wind had sunk almost into a

dead calm, the sea seemed still asleep, every-

thing was in favor of an easy landing, and I

felt hopeful, though anxiety made the hours
seem long while i waited for news. I could

neither read nor write, nor did idle musing
soothe me, so I made believe to mend a pair

of gloves, and ever after, when I wore them,
I was wont to trace the anxious thoughts
sewn in with every stitch. I take some pride

in glove mending, but this pair shows many
weak stitches, and sad botching, just where
I threw them down in disgust, and, bidding
patience good-bye, put on my hat and walked
into the noon-day sun.

'"Sister Anne! Sister Anne! do you see

anybody coming?' 'No!' That movement
far otf among the clinker is only the rising of

the heated air, trembling over the burning
stones. That grating sound is not of wheels,

nor is it the crack of a distant whip. It is

only the morning gossip among these chatter-

ing grasshoppers. But at last, and sooner

than I had any right to expect it, there was
really the sound of wheels, and good news
was brought to me. Everything had been
landed without a scratch, the foundation of

the Heliometer House was already laid, and
the new harbor thus established, had been

christened by Captain Phillimore 'Mars Bay.'

"On the following morning another pro-

cession wended its way from Garrison to Mars
Bay—this time by land. It consisted of six-

teen Kroomen, bearing the Heliometer-tube,

Transit and other instruments. The Helio-

meter box was lashed to a ma«t and set out

on its perilous journey, borne on the shoulders

of eight Kroomen—four in front and four be-

hind. The other eight carried the lighter

boxes and acted as a reserve. Strong stal-

wart fellows they were, looking like so many
pillars sculptured in black marble; and we
saw them start with something like confi-

dence.

"Soon my husband followed in the vehicle

(which by this time I had discovered it was
legitimate to call a cart), but what was his

horror, on overtaking the procession, to find

that these faithless bearers had unswung the

box, and were coolly carrying it on their

heads. This mode of transport looked most
unsafe, and he remonstrated, but to no pur-

pose. ' Krooboy must cai-ry thing on hit) head
—he no can carry with pole—get tired.' And
BO the trembling astronomer was fain to be

content for the first part of the way, but when
the plain was past and the clinker appeared,
his patience gave way; he could bear it no
longer. The box was accordingly lashed to

the mast again, amid some grumbling at first,

but it soon passed off, and a few kind words
made the shining black faces as genial as ever.

Then, with slow and careful steps, and with
much laughing and chattering, the precious
thing was borne over the rocks in safety, and
when at last Mars Bay was reached, its tired

guardian sighed out in his relief, 'All's well

that ends well.'
"

Our author says, "I am at a loss how to

convey to any one who has not seen it, an
idea of what sort of flooring clinker makes.
Imagine the neighborhood of a great iron

foundry strewn with the accumulated slag of

years—some of it in rough compact masses of

various sizes—some reduced by the action of

time into a fine powder, ready to be stirred

into a cloud with every breath of wind."
Here they pitched their tents, arranged

their goods, and made their observations.

The faithful wife shared in her husband's
labors; and found that watchful nights made
weary days. She says :

" My husband had
the first watch each night; then 1 took his

place in the morning, to call him on the least

appearance of blue sky; and in this way I do
not think that a single opportunity of obser-

vation was lost. It was really no hardship

to bo abroad during these lovely nights. The
stillness of the earth charmed the soul into a

priceless peace, while ' From the door of a tent

the only splendor came from the mysterious,

inaccessible stars.' The cool air was delight-

ful in its freshness, and I used to feel less

slet'py here by night than when the fierce sun
of noonday shone upon us with all its stupefy-

ing power."
One morning, "David was busy with ham-

mer and saw, making me a work-table out of

some odds and ends of undressed planks, and
I was toiling, hot and awkward, ' getting up'

the first week's wash, when Hill interrupted

our labors with the welcome news, 'Please,

sir, the mail.' Down went hammer and saw
;

down went the flat-iron and burned a hole in

my pet collar.

"'Those unhappy people, who have the

misfortune to hear the postman's daily knock,

will not be able to realize the intense excite-

ment and delight of mail-day after a newsless

lapse of two months. It was really worth
waiting for; every little item had gathered

interest from every salt wave it had crossed,

and each home-name had won a sweeter tone

from each hour of silence. How often I read

these letters I know not, nor should I like to

tell how much time I devoted to the perusal

of the newspapers.
"All the male population was aglow for

war news, and I tried to be interested, but

could feel little sympathy with Turk or Eus-

sian, while the tales told of both were so hor-

rible, that I sickened as I read, and felt thank-
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ful that (lie din of battle camo across the sea

to us with a muffled soiiud.

" After the excitement of mail-day was over,

I set about putting my house in order in right

good earnest, having been able hitherto to do

60 only by snatches. Outside, great improve-

ment had already been made by our servants

and a party of Kroomen. The difficulty of

getting from one tent to another over loose

clinker stones was at first very great, and my
shoes were sadly cut and torn in the process.

But now, Hill and Graydon had removed
many of these stones and established a branch
system of little paths running from door to

door, which the Kroomen filled up with beau-

tiful white sand from the beach. The benefits

of this work were manifold. It saved shoes

and feet, showed a safe path at night, and,

best of all, laid the dust to some extent; for

what I have called sand is not really so, but

minute fragments of shells and other disinte-

grated marine matter, worn very fine by the

action of the waves, and too heavy lo be stirred

by the wind ; hence the advantage of burying
our dust in it."

(To be continued.

)

For " The Friend "

IIa.s Preaching Lost ils Power ?

A late Monthly Periodical, published in

one of our northern cities, contains the senti-

ment that, "Preaching has lost its power,"
&c. If this be so, it must, methinks, proceed
from one of two causes, viz: either that the
preacher has not duly tarried for, and sought
the anointing Power from on high; or that

the want of longing, hungry and thir.^ty

hearers causes the words spoken to fall from
the lips a disregarded thing.

The ever-present, all-subduing, regenerating
influence of the Holy Spirit of God, diminishes
not where it is submitted to, neither waxeth
old. " His hand is not shortened, that it can-

not save; neither his ear heavy, that it can-

not hear." But, on the contrary, his almighty
power, and all-sufficient grace are no less ef-

fectual now for the need of those who call

upon Him, be it either preacher or hearer,

than ever they were.

If then "preaching has lost its power,"
must it not bo from the lack of vitality or
prayerful application of soul unto and before

Him who ruleth over all in heaven and in

earth ? in whom are hid all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge; who is able to sub-

due all things unto himself; and who, when
rightly sought unto for guidance and wisdom,
"giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth
not."

We have often feared that a deficiency of
quickening, living, all conquering faith in the
Lord Jesus, "the true Light, which lighteth

every man that conieth into the world, and a sin-

cere, childlike dependence upon the inex-

haustible Fountain of perennial grace that
flows from Him, lies very much at the bottom
of this loss of power, this want of a resurrec-

tion unto life and light, and fruitfulness in

a day that so obviously calls for weeping as
between the porch and the altar, that the
Lord's cause or people be not given to re-

proach, nor that the heathen rule over them.
We are taught by Him who cannot err,

that if the branch abide in the Vine it must
and will bring forth fruit to the praise of Him
who, by the manifestation of his Spirit given
to every man to profit withal, is still pleading
in the heart, and calling all, in the obedience

which is of faith in his almighty power, unto

glory and virtue. Again it is written of the dear

Son 'and Sent of the Father in the fulfilment

of his benign mission of love and mercy upon
earth, that in one place "He did not many
mighty works because of their unbelief."

Hence to make the word preached effectual,

there must be practical faith in the listener

as well as in the minister. For even living

addresses require an attentive audience in

order that good may be effected. Oh ! the

efficacy of a faith which is " the substance of

things hoped for, the evidence of things not
seen ;" a "faith which works by love to the

purifying-of the heart;" a faith which over
comes the world ; and wherewith, agnin testi-

fies an apostle, " Ye shall be able to quench
all the fiery darts of the wicked."
When the Great Minister of ministers him-

self was upon earth, there were many up and
dovvn in Jewry who would not receive his

doctrine; saying, on one occasion, "We will

not have this man to reign over us." And, on
another, it is recorded, that though a whole
city went out to meet Jesus, " when they saw
Him, they besought Him that he would de-

part out of their coasts." May it not be in-

ferred from this and similar testimonies that

there has ever been a strong repugnance in

the unrenewed heart of man to the reign and
government of the Prince of Peace, and to

the establishment of his kingdom, consisting,

when faithfully received, "in righteousness,

and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost," with-
in them.

If those of that day could not receive or
would" not hear the dear Master himself, can
we expect that those of this will appreciate
the ministerial labors of the poor servant?
Has not truth, to the carnal .mind of man,
well nigh always been a despised and neglected
thing? Moreover it was declared that "The
time will come when they will not endure
sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall

they heap to themselves teachers, having
itching ears," &c. This being the case, well
will it be for those who profess to minister of
holy things, so to let their Urim and Thuni-
mitn bo with the Holy One, that they humor
not this longing desire for words, but rather
may declare that and that only which is of
and from Him; and thus, as was said to Jonah,
" Preach the preaching that Jbid thee." May
these, as King David did, place the Lord
alway before thorn. May they beware of out-

wardness in their ministrations. May they,
in a measure of his own authority and power,
direct tho people to Christ the one gre;it

Teacher; to his anointing that abideth with-
in and teacheth all things; and to his king-
dom as a little seed, when first sown, in the
depository of the heart. A pious author re-

marks to the eff'oct, that the Lord will have
no clipping and paring down of his message
to suit tho religious taste of the times. True
it is in these days, that "many run to and
fro, and knowledge shall be increased;" but
is there not cause for apprehension lest amid
the great show of a profession of Christ, there
is too little of a digging deep, that the founda-
tion of the spiritual house may be perma-
nently based on Him, the Eock. What is

needed is, a watchfulness unto prayer, with a
reverent waiting upon the All-wise, the Ever-
present, tho inward infallible Teacher, who
will then mediately through his servant or
handmaiden communicate to the people, as He
8008 meet, of the gospel of the grace of God.

He will not withhold the needed unctic
,.

neither fail to be mouth and wisdom, tong
and utterance; the sling and the stone, t

armor on the right hand and on the le

suflicient unto all He calls for at the hands
these anointed messengers of mercy, be
either to weary and heavy laden, or to d-

obedient, unrepentant and guilty souls.

May then the earnest concern with preach
and hearer be, to wait diligently upon the Lo
for the renewing of their spiritual strengt

May they both alike in emptiness and not
iugness of self tarry as at the city of Jerus
leni until "endued with power from on high

May they all reverently abide the day of tl

Lord's comjng, that, purged by hi:< reSnii

fire as gold and silver are purged, they m:
be enabled, from hearts purified and from aft',

tions and talents sanctified, to offer unto t

Lord an ofi^ering in righteousness. "Ther
as is written, " shall the offerings of Judah a:

Jerusalem be pleasant unto the Lord, as

tho days of old, and as in former years;" a
the complaint that " preaching has lost

'

power" because of the absence of vitality, i

wardnessi, and strength in the minister, or

worldlymindedness, unbelief or indiff'erence

tho hearer, will no more plaintively be hea
among us.

" For The Friend

Extracts from tlie Diary and Letters of Ebenezer Wor
(Continued from page 67.)

1857. 3d mo. 29th. A comfortable me
ing—how encouraging. 1 feel the care
business to bear unpleasantly heavy upon n

yet I believe there is a Power that can pi

servo; may tho Great Head bo looked uni

reverenced and obej-ed ; He is forever wortt
6th mo. 5th. I attended our la^t Yeai

Meeting. Part of the time was a humblit
trying [season] to those who are livinglj' ec

corned that the will of tho Great Head oft
Church may be done, that He may rule a

reign in his church, and that we may be «

ablod to bear our testimony faithfully, as 1

is pleased to require of us, to the precio

doctrines and testimonies of the Christian
ligion, in the support of which our eai

Friends, in that wisdom and strength whi
alone come from the Great Head of tho Chun
were so wonderfully enabled to suffer f

We have boon mercifully fovored to transi

tho business of the Yearly Meeting, withe
a separation : parting with the comfortal

hope of mooting again in a Yearly Meeti
capacity. May those who may be favoi

again to meet to transact the business of c

Y'early Meeting, experience a being broug
into a humble, child-like frame of mind, hi

ing no will of their own, but sincerely desir*

that in all thing-i, tho will of tho Great H|
of the Church may be done. It seems tol
that those who act in these important dJ

tors in their own will, wisdom and stren^
take upon them a great and fearful ri

sibility.

6th mo. 9th. It ought to be in deep i

raility and feelings of gratitude, that I

tempt to record the unmerited mercies ol

kind and merciful Master to me a poor,

!

very unworthy sinner, unworthy of the
speakablo favor. I have for some time pt

at times, been favored to feel love to

Divine Master, which has been comfortii

precious and strengthening. May it, throq
unmerited mercy, be continued, and may! '"

more given up to serve Him, the Groat Gh
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all our blessings. I believe Ho is a rich

?ardor of all who diligently servo Him.
lat encouragement to all to persevere in

II doing. The time will soon come when
labors and the trials which may be per-

ted to come upon us on earth, will end.

th mo. 10th. This has been a daj' of great

or, worthy to be long remembered with
Dgs of deep gratitude to the Great Giver
11 good. There is none like unto Him,
•thy to be loved and served ; loved with

whole lieart by all the hupian family, and
7ed in all things as would be pleasing unto

a.

th mo. 8th. I have passed through some
:iety on account of the hurry and difficulty

jollecting the harvest. Have been much
)red in getting help, (also with) spiritual

eshment, although veryunwonhy; may
se blessings be highly valued.

!th mo. 15th. I feel bound to acknowledge
continuation of the unmerited favors and
isings of my kind and merciful Master,

h spiritually and temporally. I have been

pred with precious refreshing seasons, and
h sufficient help to collect our harvest,

ich came without my going to hunt them,
I relieved me of much anxiet}' of mind in

iting along with business. These favors

m to call for gratitude from me.
th mo. ISth. I think something like this

jhe language of Holy Writ, "Charge them
|t are rich in this world, that they be not

jh-minded, nor trust in uncertain riches,

I in the living God." May my whole de-

kdence bo upon Him who made me, and
ly I improve by the dispensation of his

rcies.

fth mo. 6th. I have passed through much
siety of mind, some on account of business

i a good deal on account of father's indis-

iition. I have no doubt that these trials

^e been permitted in mercy for my good,

I have been much favored in seasons of

se trial.

|th mo. 25th. Though very unworthy, I

re in unmerited mercy been much favored

seasons to approach Him from whom every
ssing comes ; may there be more faithful-

is and humility in time to come,
loth mo. 18th. A humbling trying meet-

;
; what a poor creature I am ; our poverty

jften, I think, caused by our not living

ir enough to the Great Head of the Church,
iw great is his mercy I Praised be His great

i excellent name, worthy to be honored
i obeyed by all the human family,

llth mo. 4th. Our Monthly Meeting held

Cain ; a pretty comfortable meeting ; what
'avor we are not forsaken, and that the

eat Head of the Church, in unmerited
ircy, is pleased to enable us to feel his good
3sence in our little meeting; may the bless-

r be gratefully received, and onr time and
ents used in serving Him, as He may please

require of us. Oh I the sweet reward He
pleased to give to those who serve Hire

llth mo. 22d. Our meeting, I think, was
luite comfortable one; , of Philadel

ia, appeared in supplication. May thanks
ring and praise be given to Him, from whom
ery blessing comes, who is forever worthy
more than language can express. Maj'

ititude flow from the bottom of our hearts

to Him.
12th mo. Ist. Great arc the mercies of our
vine Master to me a poor sinner. I have,

mercy, at seasons been favored to feel a

ittle loosed from the world, the fear of death

in some measure taken away. May I live

near to Him from whom every blessing comes,

and be a fruit-bearing branch, to the praise of

his great and excellent name.
12lh mo. 13th. First-day, we have in un-

merited mercy been favored with, I think,

an unusually solemn quiet meeting, held in

once; but I think the Great Head of the

Church ministered to the comfort and help of

some. Great are the mercies of our dear and
Divine Master; oh, for myself and all others,

that we may endeavor to live near to Him,
love and servo Him in the way He is pleased

to require.

For "The Frieud."

• The " Travelling Rocks."

[Theo6serya?(onsmadeby our correspondent

on the effects of the ice on the lake near which
he lived, are so interesting, that wo cheerfully

insert his communication. But the theory

which he advances to explain the facts ob-

served, it is probable, will not carry a convic-

tion of its soundness to the minds of all his

readers. As water always expands in freez-

ng, and with almost irresistible force, the

sudden conversion of the surface of so exten-

sive a body of it into ice, furnishes a source of

power and motion, that to some parsons seems
sufficient to produce all the " travelling" of

the rocks.

—

Eds.]

This, so-called "strange scene," copied from
the Nineteenth Century, on page 3S of the pre-

sent volume of "The Friend," describes a

similar phenomenon to that mentioned in the

latter Journal not very long since, with equal

surprise and curiosity, but is one not un-

familiar to persons living near shallow lakes

in cold latitudes.

My younger years were passed in a locality

of that nature, and after considerable examina-
tion and study, I arrived at a solution—satis

factory to myself at least—of the action and
forces concerned, though there was some d'

versity—or as I then thought

—

perversity, of

sentiment in the neighborhood in regard to

it, such as the action of the wind on the ice,

&c., but evidently of little or no weight.

Observing that this action, or " shoving" of

the ice, occured only after severe and pro-

tracted cold terms of several weeks duration,

and generally, too, on a full condition of the

lake, and then not until after some days and
nights of "volcanic rumblings," or loud and
almost continuous reports from the "crack
ing" of the bard, thick ice, caused doubtless

by the gradual settling of the water beneath
through the earth and the other natural out

flows; when the immense weight of railliont

of tons of ice on the surface, would of neces

sity follow it down for its normal support, and
tlius of course producing a concavity of sur

face, as the ice near the shores rested on the

bottom and could not fall. Therefore as

went down in the deeper water, it must break

or " crack," and these numerous cracks, open
ing on the under side to admit of this con

cavity, inevitably required additional space,

and the ice consequently would be forced

shorewards with great power, carrying with
it whatever happened to be firmly embedded
in it, such as large boulders, and the accumu
lated earth and stones pushed up before thorn

The lake from which my observations were
made, was some 3 to 4 miles in diameter, and
from 1 or 2 to 6 foot deep. These occasional

sboaler places, or long sandy ridges, where
the ice would rest on the bottom, greatly
added to the sum total of the concavities, and
consequently shoreward expansion of the solid

body of ice. If now, in these 3 miles of ice,

one hundred cracks, or seams, were required
to fully accommodate the uneven ness of the
surface, and—the ice being 18 to 24 inches
thick—each seam should open one inch at the
bottom, or half an-inch at the centre of the
thickness, it would make a total expansion of
50 inches, and so on for a greater number,
uid I have seen a somewhat greater move-
nont than this, say from 1 or 2 to 5 or 6 feet

n a wiuier; but the action was exceedingly
rregular, being dependent upon so many con-
ditions, that it was most often absent alto-

gether. All of these conditions, however,
went to support this theory. One was, that
unless the cold came on sudden and severe,

the vvhole surface of the lake would not be
closed up, but a long open central space be
left in the direction of the outlet, in which
case no dcgjce of cold there occurring, after

t had been left open a few days, was ever
sufficient to close it, and consequently how-
ever long and severe the cold, there would bo
no movement ofthe ice; and even when tho con-

ditions were favorable, if tho water was low, or

beyond tho obstructions, the ice would merely
shoreup a few feet on the flat shores, and
attract the attention only of the close observer.

But when the lake was full up to the frozen

banks, and bold or rocky fronts were offered,

there would at times be a grand display of

the mighty forces at work. The frozen earth,

with the standing brush and trees, would bo

broken into, and forced up and back, or tho

thick ice be shoved under it, and if solid rocks

interposed, the ice would break up in long

triangular ridges of several feet high. I have
also noticed boulders which happened to lie

in right positions, with bold fronts to the

offing, and weighing perhaps 3 to 4 tons,

where deep ditches could be traced for a num-
ber of rods out, with a small mound of earth

in their rear, or inshore side, and with the last

year's or winter's movement plainly distin-

guishable from those previously made ;
and

for which singular and powerful action I was
able to discover no other sufficient source than
that named, viz., the superincumbent weight
of the whole mass of ice on the lake, exerted

in the manner described.

Geo. Foster.
Westerly, R. I.

For "The Friend."

David, and the Psalms.

In recurring to the history of David, as re-

corded in the Old Testament, we find that ho

was chosen of God in his youth, from among
the eight sons of Jesse, and anointed to be

king in the place of Saul, who had been dis-

obedient to the Lord's commands, and whom
He rejected from being king over Israel. It

was written of him :
" Tho Spirit of the Lord

came upon David from that day forward."

Ho passed through many sore trials ; and
deep provingsand distresses were experienced

ere he ascended to tho throne ;
and not the

least amongthese were, perhaps, tho threaten-

ings of Saul, and his determined efforts to

seek his life to destroy it.

Many of the Psalms of David were no doubt
elicited by his distresses; and have been

handed down for the instruction and comfort

of mankind
;
pointing to the alone Source of
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times of Promisor himself in liis abundant love antl

mercy to bestow them,
and

I The promises of the Lord are sure promises,

fail ; but he who would have them

strength to whom all may apply
trouble.

It was whilst in the caves of Enged
Adullam, where David at times sought refuge they n^..,. ,,..., „„„„^..„„
from Saul, that some of the most pathetic of applied to himself, must first know a "desire to
his Psalms were uttered

;
for it was at such

j
be begotten in his heart to please the great

times, when encompassed about by his ene-'oiyer; and by yielding unto Him true obedi-
mies, and feeling he had no might norstrength Lnce in all things, seek diligently to serve Him
of his own, that he turned in his distress unto with the whole heart ; then, when the need is

the Lord, who only could deliver him fromlfelt for the application of the promise, and
the hand of his pursuer. He says, in the one |tho fervent petition is raised for help, with a
hundred and forty-second Psalm, fourth verse: willingness to wait the Lord's time for the
"I looked on my right hand, and beheld, but bestowal thereof, he may, with an humble
there was no man that would know me

; confidence, trust the Lord for its fulfilment,
refuge failed me ; no man cared for my soul."

It was then he cried unto the Lord, saying
"Thou art my refuge and my portion in the
land of the living." And in the sixty-fourth

;

first, second and third verses, ho puts up the

petition: "Hear my voice, O God, in my
prayer; preserve my life from fear of the
enemy. Hide me from the secret council of the
wicked ; from the insurrection of the workers
of iniquity; who whet their tongue like

sword, and bend their bows to shoot their

arrows, even bitter words,
It was not only with outward enemies that

David had to contend, for he no doubt knew
full well the meaning of the language uttered
bj' the Redeemer himself: " And a man's foes

shall be they of his own household." Which
language, though at the particular time put
forth, may have had a direct outward appli-

cation, yet it has also its spiritual significa-

tion ; for there are many who can testify that
their inward and spiritual enemies are numer-
ous, far exceeding any of an outward nature;
and they are ready to exclaim as David did

;

"Let not mine enemies triumph over me;"
as well as to acknowledge with him :

" Mine
enemies are lively, and they are strong."
The songsor Psalms of thanksgiving which

were uttered by David, were penned not only
in times of joy and lejoicing of spirit, and
when deliverance from outward or inward
enemies was vouchsafed him ; but also in sea-

sons of great distress. When he felt himself
to be in the very midst of afllictions and prov-
ings, he was enabled to give praise unto the
Lord; saying, at a time when he felt all the
waves and the billows were passing over
him

;
" Yet the Lord will command his loving

kindness in the day time, and in the night*
his song shall be in my mouth, and my prayer
unto the God of my life." And in the fifty-

seventh Psalm, fourth verse: "My soul is

among lions : and I lie even among them that
are set on fire, even the sons of men, whose
teeth are spears and arrows, and their tongue
a sharp sword,"—his praise was unto the Most
High; for ho says,—"I will praise thee, O
Lord, among the people ; I will sing unto thee
among the nations. For thy mercy is great
unto the heavens, and thy truth unto the
clouds. Be thou exalted, () God, above the
heavens; let thy glory be above all the
earth."

We find the book of Psalms replete with
the many precious promises of the Most High,
as transmitted through the medium of some
of his servants formerly. But these promises,
as well as the very many others recorded in

Holy Writ, are not to be laid hold of, or ac-

cepted as fulfilled promises to the individual,
until they become sealed upon the heart of
the recipient, as it may please the gracious

* The night time of distress and sorrow.

Philada., 9th mo. 1879.

AUTUMN.
Bright spring has gone, and " summer past,"

The " harvest" nearly " ended,"
Their dying beauty, wisdom hath

In Autumn richly blended.

The " melancholy days" are here.

With falling leaves around ns:
The songs which fill the spirit's ear,

The changes which surround us

—

Are only harbingers of what
Has been for countless ages

;

While care for coming want and cold,

The thoughtful mind engages.

I never saw the Antumn flowers

With bloom more bright and fair
;

I never heard the song of bird

More sweetly fill the air.

And yet, amid it all, there is

A tone that none can tell,

A something that the heart can feel

Is in the word—/arcu'cM.

Not hopeless— for they will return
In all their former beauty,

To bless the children who remain,
And lighten earthly duty.

But oh ! between this time and then,
Is cold, stern winter lying;

And 'neath the wail of wind and storm
We see the Old Year dying.

To feel how little we have done.

How much has been neglected
;

To know amid our gathered sheaves,

Few golden grains perfected.

No wonder that the old man's locks

Are thinned by grief and care
;

No wonder that his garb is such
As worn-out pilgrims wear.

Darkened by frown of frost and shade.
Shaken by doubts and fears;

While the verdant spots on his sunburnt cheek
Are watered by patient tears.

And yet sometimes his shroud is bright,

His raiment white as snow.
And we would stay his faltering steps,

And sigh to have him go.

Not that we love this world so well,

With all its changeful joy
;

Bnt we would struggle to possess

What time cannot destroy
;

Would know the garden of the heart,

Where goodly seeds are sown.
To yield sweet flowers, and hear such fruit

As Heaven would gladly own
;

Receive our blessings day by day,

With thankfulness for each
;

And from the trials when they come
Learn lessons they should teach.

Of patient thought and tender ciire,

For those who pass our way,
A kind and sympathetic word
To greet the sad or gay.

To watch our own enfeebled steps

To see they heavenward tend

;

And then with loving anxious eye,

Watch over foe and friend.

Remembering most the need of prayer.

To keep us from all ill.

And aid us in our weak resolves

To do " Our Father's will."

Thus could we live, life's autumn hour
Would come in quiet gladne.s3.

And we could view the solemn scene
With scarce a shade of sadness.

For know we not there is a land
Where hope and trust may centre

;

A changeless joy, of rest and peace
Where souls redeemed shall enter.

HE KNOWETH THE WAY THAT I TAKI
I know not—the way is so misty

—

The joys or the griefs it shall bring,

What clouds are o'erhanging the future.

What flowers by the roadside shall spring

;

But there's One who will jonrney beside me,
Nor in weal nor in woe will forsake

;

And this is my solace and comfort

—

" He knoweth the way that I take."

I stand where the cross roads are meeting.
And know not the right from the wrong

;

No beckoning fingers direct me.
No welcome floats to me in song

;

But my guide will soon give me a token
By wilderness, mountain or lake

—

Whatever the darkness about me,
"He knoweth the way that 1 take."

And I know that the way leadeth homeward
To the land of the pure and the blest.

To the country of ever-fair summer,
To the city of peace and of rest

;

And there shall be healing for sickness,

And fountains, life's fever to slake.

What matters beside ? I go heavenward

—

" He knoweth the way that I take."—London Christian World.

Cast a Line for Yourself—A young mt
stood listlessly watching some anglers on
bridge. He vvas poor and dejected. At la

approaching a basket filled with wholesom
looking fish, he sighed :

" If now I had these, I would be happy,
could sell them at a fair price and buy n
food and lodgings."

"I will give you just as many, and just :

good fish," said the owner, who had cbanci
to overhear his words, "if you will do me
trifling favor."

" And what is that ?" asked the other.

"Onlj' to tend this line till I come back,
wish to go on a short errand."

The proposal was gladlj' accepted. Tl
old man was gone so long that the young ma
began to get impatient. Meanwhile the fis

snapped greedily at the baited hook, and t\

young man lost all bis depression in the e.

eitementof pulling them in ; and when tl

owner returned, ho had caught a large nun
her. Counting out from them as many i

were in the basket, and presenting them 1

the young man, the old fisherman said

:

" I fulfil my promise from the fish you ha\
caught to teach you whenever you see othei
earning what you need, to waste no time i

foolish wishing, but cast a line for yourself
The Messenger.

There are men who no more grasp tb

truth they seem to hold than the eparro
grasps the message passing through the ele'

trie wire on which it perches. — Normci
Macleod.
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" For The Frieud

William Culleii Bryant.

(Concluded from page 70.)

'It is sometimes remarlied that Brj'ant

3te little; and, if we have in mind only

at he has published in books, this is true

however, we take into the account his edi

ial contributions during the fifty-two years

his connection with The Post, he is one
the most voluminous writers that e

3d. At a moderate average, his editorials

ne would fill more than a hundred duo
imo volumes of five hundred pages each,—
lass of literature that no American writer

I exceeded. And, what is more important,

St of these writings are fairly worthy of

name literature, whether we consider the

ics, ranging through the whole realm of

ilic questions for half a century ; the origin

y of treatment, often disclosing the widest

olarship and the most profound reflection
;

,he style, alwaj's pure, clear, and forcible,

often chastely elegant. Behind this edi-

s desk there sat a master of many lan-

ges, a traveller in foreign lands, a student

various sciences, a poet of unquestioned

ius, a moralist of high principles, a critic

feen penetration. The man in whom all

je were united made it a special object of

eavor always to write the best thoughts
he best manner."
His attitude on the subject of slavery was
a time ambiguous. During the discussion

his momentous problem, he paid several

Is to the Southern States; but there is in

otters no protest against the 'great wrong'
luman bondage. He describes Southern
iners, paints pictures of Southern life, and
rs to the condition of the slaves, without
iticism upon the institution against which
agitators of Boston were declaiming in

)s of thunder. He seemed to them cold

heartless, as did also the majority of men
hat lime. But, as we view him now, his

lee and statuesque impassiveness seem
those of Nemesis, mutely contemplating
atrocities of men before the falling of her

aging sword. He was willing to await
'appointed time;' but, when at length it

.8, he sang the dirge of Slavery in words
; were gathering force during a long period

ilence:—
thou great Wrong, that, through the slow-paced

years.

Didst hold thy millions fettered, and didst wield
The scourge that drove the laborer to the field,

id turn a stony gaze on human tears !

Thy cruel reign is o'er

:

Thy bondmen crouch no more
terror at the menace of thine eye

;

For He who marks the bounds of guilty power,
mg-suff'ering, hath heard the captive's cry,

And touched his shackles at the appointed hour,

id, lo ! they fall, and he whose limijs they galled

mds in his native manhood, disenthralled.'

Bryant looked to journalism for his bread,

pursued it for the greater part of his life

liligently as ho would have followed any
3r vocation. His poetry was never a con-

rable source of pecuniary profit to him,
he held his gift of song too sacred to

•tgage his inspirations. His associate, J.

slow, informs us that he never engaged in

other business than journalism, never em-
£cd in any financial speculations, and was
er an ofiieer of any other financial or in-

trial corporation than The Eoening Post.

aking of his industry, he adds, ' He was as

il to his profession as it was to him. I

think it quite safe to say that for five days
out of every week, during at least forty-two

of his fifty-two years of editorial service, W.
C. Bryant was at his editorial desk before

eight o'clock in the morning, and left the daily

impress of his character and genius in some
form upon the columns of his journal.'

"

As illustrating his kindly feelings, one of

his associate edi to is says "that he was re-

quested by the editorin-chief to 'deal very
gently with the poets, especially the weaker
ones.' On one oi'casion the reviewer fell upon
a sad case of ' poetic idiocy,' and expressed
his embarrassment to Bryant, saying that the

book was so poor th;it iliere was nothing in

it 'to praise, or even lightly to condemn.'

—

'No,' lie replied ; 'you can't praise it, of course;

it won't do to lie about it : but' turning the
volume over in his hand, and inspecting it

—

'you might say that the binding is securely

put on, and that— well, the binder has planed
the edges pretty smooth.'

"In all details ho was a strict economist,
and made economy the rule of the establish-

ment by his example rather than by precepts.

Nearly all his editorials were written upon
the backs of old letters, which a less conscien-

tious man would have been ashamed lo use.

His time was carefully economized; and,

though he had his hours of rela.Kation and
literary diversion, no fragment of time was
wasted. Even his amusements were parts of

a comprehensive system.
"Absolute truthfulness was a law of his

life. Whatever ho said he believed to be true,

and even ' his silence was truthful.' He never
flattered, and seldom praised. His virtue led

him almost to rudeness, in the judgment of

many; and he has been charged with being

more frigid than gentility permits. His
friends, however, found him cordial, and at-

tribute his apparent insensibilitj' to an un-

willingness to express an interest which he
did not feel.

"As we look back over the half century of

Bryant's life as an editor, we learn two im-

portant lessons. The first is, that the highest

literary character can bo maintained by one
who is daily engaged in the practical discus-

sions of his time : the second is, that personal

nobility of mind, and integrity of life, may be

preserved in the midst of political contro-

versy. To have taught these lessons alone is

a sufficient result for a lifetime of toil and
sacrifice. Whoever henceforth doubts that a

man may bo at once a serene scholar, a pure
moralist, a faithful citizen, and an active poli-

tician, may be directed with republican pride

to the career of William CuUon Bryant."
With regard to his Thanatopsis, the author

of the Life, from which these sketches have
been drawn, admits the charge of materialism
which has been advanced against it. He
saj's, it " is truly a Pagan poem ; and no one
can read it, remembering the possibilities of

a Christian poem on the same theme, without
feeling that it is. It is without deity, soul,

mmortalily, or conscience. There can be

ittlo doubt, that, when Bryant wrote this

poem, he contemplated death for the moment,
from a Pagan point of view. He laid the

poem aside; it was discovered by his father,

admired, and published. But it did not ac-

cord with Bryant's real views on the subject.

This is evident from the added paragraph, in

which he strove to divest the poem of some
of its harshness. It was impossible for Bryant
to express his true views in this poem with

out marring its consistency; but turn to the
lines entitled ' Blessed are They that Mourn,'
and see how Christian faith lifts the veil from
the future :

—

' For God hath marked each sorrowing day,
And nnmbered every secret tear;

And heaven's long age of bliss shall pay
For all his children suffer here.' "

These were the sentiments of his young
manhood, and time only rendered them more
precious to him.

For "The Friend."

Circular of the Bible Association of Friends in America.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliaries
to the Annual Queries to be answered pre-
vious to the general meeting of the Associa-
tion on the 5th of Eleventh month, the Cor-
responding Committee would press upon
Friends, who have been engaged in the dis-

tribution of the Holy Scriptures, the import-
ance of furnishing full and accurate answers
to all the Queries, and of forwarding their re-

port seasonably to the Depository.
It may be recollected, that in making dona-

tions to Auxiliaries, the Board are guided in

deciding what number of Bibles and Testa-
ments shall be sent to each, by the informa-
tion given in its report. Ilence those Aux-
iliaries that do not report in time, are liable

to be left out in the distribution.

Specific directions should be given in every
case, how boxes should bo marked and for-

warded; and their receipt should always be

promptly acknowledged.

Address .lohn S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourth
Street, Philadelphia.

Samuel Bettle,
Charles Ehoads,
James Whitall,

Commiltee of Correspondence.

Philada., 10th month, 1879.

QUERIES.
1. What number of families or individuals have been

gratuitously furnished with the Holy Scriptures by the
Auxiliary during the past year ?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have been
sold by the Auxiliary within the past year?

3. How many members, male and female, are there

belonging to the Auxiliary ?

4. What number of families of Friends reside within
its limits ?

5. Are there any families of Friends within your
limits not supplied with a copy of the Holy Scriptures

in good clear type, and on fair paper ; if so, how many ?

6. How many members of our Society, capable of

reading the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy
Scriptures?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably
be disposed of by sale within your limits?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply
those within its limits who are not duly furnished with
the Holy Scriptures ?

9. What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

be necessary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui-

tously, to enable the Auxiliary to supply each family ?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-

nish each member of our religions Society, capable of

reading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pur-
chase it ?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now on
hand ?

"I like to help people;" or, what a bit of
string may do.—A woman was walking along
a street one windy day, when the rain began
to come down. She had an umbrella, but her
hands were full of parcels, and it was difiicult

for her to raise it in the wind.
"Let me, ma'am; lot mc, please," said a

bright-faced boy, taking the umbrella in his

hands.

The astonished woman looked on with satis-
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faction, while he managed to raise the rather

obstinate umbrella. Then, taking out one of

those ever-handy strings which boys carry,

he tied all the parcels snugly into one bundle,

and politely handed it back to her.

"Thank you very much," she said. "You
are very polite to do so much for a stranger."

" Oh, it is no trouble, ma'am," he said, with

a smile; "I like to help people."

Both went their ways with a happy feeling

in the heart, for such little deeds of kindness

are like fragrant roses blossoming along the

path of life.

We all have our chances day by day, and

shall one day be asked how we have improved

them. Almost anyone likes to be helped in

any diflaculty. Are we all as fond of helping

others over the hard places? If we take the

golden rule for our guide, we shall not only

make a great many people glad they have

ever known us, but we shall ourselves be glad

in heart.

she had been sick, and the poor woman before

had evidently been sick ; bat one had

every comfort that love could provide, and

the other, from sheer want, had broken my
_e to gain a little warmth for herself and

babe. The contrast was very great. There

wore two mothers and their two babes, and

who made the difference? That thought

crossed my mind, and perhaps the verse from

Dr. Watts did, but I cannot remember:—
" ' How many, helpless in the street,

Half-naked I behold I

While I am clothed from head to feet,

And sheltered from the cold.'
"

"Who made one to differ from the other?

In a moment these feelings had passed through

my mind. There stood the woman trembling

before me. My anger was gone, but I could

not easily pacify the poor creature. I gav

her some kind words: I gave her sometbin;

more substantial than words ;
but she went

on her way trembling as an aspen leaf, and
God taught me a

You May Never Forget II.

" I shall never forget that poor body. Long
years have passed away since I saw her. I

have had children born, and they have grown
up and gone forth into the world, and have

married, and their children are growing up
;

but that poor woman, with her halfstarved

babe—again and again has it passed before

my mental vision, and up to the present hour

it always brings with it a feeling of sorrow.

Yes; God has forgiven that hasty word; but

he who uttered it can never forgive himself

'As far as the east is from the west, so far

have I removed thy transgressions from thee.'

So the Lord speaks; and the transgressions

may be removed, and the sins may be covered

;

but there the mother was, and I seem to see

her still. She had broken some sticks out of

the hedge, had made a fire by the roadside,

and was sitting down thereat, warming her-

self and her little babe."

We speak i n our friend's own words. " Yes,

I have made every e.xcuse for myself, but all

will not do. I lived near the higQ road, and

my fields adjoined it; and again and again

were my hedges torn and burned by tramps

as they passed along the road—one party

first, and then another, and another, kindling

a fire on a small piece of waste ground ad-

joining. I was young then, and was often

"vexed, and sometimes angry—very angry

—

but vexation and anger only made the matter

more unbearable. The remembrance of anger

cleaves to one, as it has to me. for many long

years; and, now that the cares of business

are laid aside, memory goes back, and the

paths of former days are traversed over again.

There were hasty words then as well as angry

feelings: and that morning, from a distance,

I saw the going up of the smoke, and I rode

quicklj^ to the spot, and I saw the hedge torn

and the wood burning, and I spoke to the

poor woman, who was sitting by the fire. I

mentioned the policeman and the prison, and

I threatened the one and the other. In a

moment she sprang to her feet. She was a

miserable object to look upon. She stood be

fore me, treinbling from head to foot. She

bad not time, nor did she care, to adjust her

dress. The babe was hanging on her boso

which was browned by exposure and want.

There stood the ti-embling mother, and there

sat on my horse, and the thought rushed

I observed that on some larger stones nt

the spot, half a dozen ants stood, looking
the work, but taking no part in it. Wh
the hitch occurred, and always afterwai

when there was an obstacle, these 'survoyo
lefD their stations, went to the workers a

then returned to their place of observati(

They were manifestly directing the operati

and instructing the laborers; and they
manifestly made some communication to t

laborers, for forthwith these changed thi

plan. They now turned the cockroach on
back, and in this position they moved
onward triumphantlj' for three or four inch

How? They stood round the corpse at p
cisely equal distances apart and b}' a coram
effort dragged it forward. They pulled

gether, apparently in obedience to a sigi

from the 'surveyors,' just as men shout wh
they want to pull together.

Another obstacle. Three pieces of gra'

jbicrger than the rest lay in their path. Wl
methinks I see her now. God taught me aL^-^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ j^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^.

lesson on that day which I shall never torget. lj^,^^j [jj-^gj ;^ ^^ planting the hind feet on t

I . .

over me of my own home and my babe, and

its fond and loving and ailing mother. Yes, I the stones and prevented progress.

A spark of pity for sorrowing ones fell upon

my heart, and burnt its way into my soul.

"I have sometimes thought, 'Perhaps that

poor woman was in the covenant of grace,

and I was a professor. AYei-e we a son and a

daughter of the Lord God Almighty? Was
she a sister of Jesus? Was she my sister in

Him 'of whom the whole family in heaven

and earth is named ?'
"

So spoke my friend; and may God bless

these remarks to whom He will. May He
use them to stir up others to avoid hasty

words, and never let us forget that we have

all one Father, and that one God hath created

us.— The Episcopal Recorder.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Intelligence of Ants.—In Nature we find the

following article contributed by Edward W.
Cox.

"I have just been watching with care the

action of a party of ants, exhibiting an intelli-

gence nearly allied to reason.

Cleaning the shelf in a hot-house, two large

cockroaches were caught, killed and left lying

on the small gravel with which the shelf is

covered. The shelf is four feet from the floor,

and the nest of ants is behind a slab at the

end of the house. When the cockroaches

were killed very few ants were upon the slab,

but they must have communicated to others

the discovery of the treasure, for in about

twenty minutes a swarm of ants emerged

from the nest, climbed the wall, gained the

hclf, and there, dividing into two parties, pro-

ceeded to take possession of the dead bodies.

The ant was the smallest of its kind ; the

body of its prey was nearly two inches long,

and half an inch in width. Their purpose

was to carry these two huge carcases to the

nest; and to accomplish this it was necessary,

first, to draw them for a space of ten inches

over rough gravel, then along a smooth board

for two feet, then to drop them to the floor

beneath, then to drag them over some very

rough rubble for one foot four inches, and

finally to pass them between two slabs of

wood into the nest. This extraordinary feat

they performed successfully. It was accom

plished thus. They surrounded the corpse of

the dead cockroach and seizing it with their

mandibles, moved it onward a little way. It

was lying inclined on its side. When moved,

the projecting edges of the side hitched into

Itiif. otnnpa niiH nrnvented nrosrress.

floor and standing upright, sustaining t

load with their heads, while a part}' mount
the opposing stone, seized the tail and tri

to drag the burden up. But in vain. It w
too much for their strength and the load

dropped.
Then the ants that had been direct!

again moved from their places and ran rapic

about in all directions, as if seeking so

more easy passage. Having found one th

remounted their post of observation an
may be assumed that they gave some inte

gent orders to the laborers, for immcdiaU
these resumed their hold on the care;

and moved it forward in the directio

cated.

Similar obstacles occurred four lii

their journey over the gravel, and on ea

occasion the same proceedings were observ

Their patience was inexhaustible. At leno

the body was successfully brought to t

smooth edge of the wooden shelf, whence
could be dropped to the floor beneath. I

't was necessary to select a fit spot for tl

purpose, inasmuch as the floor was stre

with bricks and plants. In fact there was I

one open space of about four inches squi

nto which the body could be sent so as to

carried securely to its destination. To rea

this spot they had to drag the burden alo

the ledge for a space of 17 inches. In t

journey balance was repeatedly lost and t

carcase would have fallen, but that it w

seized, held and dragged back by their unit

efforts. At length, having arrived at t

place where its fall wotild be upon the of

floor, it was dropped by all at once loosi

their hold of it. But previously to th

doing so, the ' surveyors' ran down the w
to the floor and posted themselves direc

under the ledge on which the body lay (fc

feet above them). There they waited itsf

I think their business there was to see if

was safe, and the place really fit for the p
pose, and that they made some comniuni
tion as to the precise spot to be chosen
the fall, for the ants who bore the corj

shifted it two or three times before they le

down. Then all followed, running down i

wall, seized their prey again, and in half

hour carried it a distance of nearly three f

to the entrance of the nest.

But here another difficulty occurred,

could not pass between the boards when ly
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its back. They turned it on its side and
id again. Again they were baffled ; the

3 hitched. So they turned it on its back

e more, bit off the legs, which were carried

) the nest by other ants, and then the body
5 turned on its side and taken through the

row way into the nest. To mo, looking

t with the eyes of a psychologist, all this

med to indicate the exercise of a reasoning

ilty. They devised new methods of meet-

new circumstances. It satisfied mo also,

t ants at least have means of intcr-com-

oication. The fact of the find was obvi-

ly communicated by the discoverers. The
kers manifestly acted under instructions

obeyed commands."
Chlorine.— Some recent investigations of

f. Mej-er, of Zurich, render it probable

t Chlorine may ultimately prove to bo a

ipound body containing oxygen, instead

in elementary substance, as it has been

^tofore regarded.

\nts.—In Burmah there is found a species

small black ant, of which there occur
intic specimens differing from the others

/in size. They seem to act as the elephants

ihe community, carrying loads that the

'Her ones cannot lift. Sometimes one of

ie "elephants" may be seen returning to

nest with several of the ordinary size

ging on its back.

—

Nature,

ipanese Nnturnlists.—As an illustration of

advance of Japan in civilization, we refer

be report of the proceedings of a Biologi-

Society in the Tokio Times of 5th month
It noted communications on the Botany

Zoology of the Bonin Islands. I. Ijima

ibiled a living specimen of one of the large

called Flying Foxes, from the Bonin
nds. It feeds on fruits, especially the

ma. It constantly hangs from the roost

nward ; and when about to sleep hangs
)ne leg, spreads its wings, and then wraps
n closely about the breast, hiding its head
sath the membranous folds.

indent Cave-Men. — The exploration of

Beaumes-Chaudes caverns in France has
ight to light the remains of 300 indi-

lals, besides a mass of more than 200,OiJO

mentary pieces. These human bones were
te, showing no trace of the aclion of fire,

ough charred animal bones and fragments
ottery were found near thorn, the whole

g imbedded in stalactite and stalagmite
ard as marble. The shape of the scull,

protruding jaws and other peculiarities

be skeletons showed that they belonged
race differing materially from those who
3 occupied France in modern times.

dvance of the Desert.— In MacGregor's
els in Khorassan, it is stated that the
en sands are visibly gaining on the arable
1.

" The country is, in fact, in the process
hanging from a series of rocky ridges, to

of undulating sandy waste. Yesterday's
ch showed the sand triumphant; today
rocks are still fighting on. This process
urying is most peculiar, and may be wit-

ed on a small scale in almost any vil-

between this and Yezd. You see Ihe

1 blown acrainst the wall, gradually getting
ler and higher, till it blows over and then
18 a mound in the field beyond, which
Inally increases its height till all trace of
I and field is lost, and you have before

a sand-heap. 1 can quite believe now
stories of towns being buried, having my-
seeu the thing on a small seals."

Don't, Boys.—Don't be impatient, no mat-

ter if things do go wrong sometimes. Don't
give the ball a kick and send it into a mud-
puddle, because it would not go straight when
you threw it. Do not send the marbles
against the fence, and thus break your best

glass alley, becaune your clumsy fingers could

not hit the centre. Do not break your kite-

string all to pieces, because it will not come
down from the tree at the first jerk. It will

take you three times as long to get it down
afterward. Do not give your little brother an
angry push and a sharp word if he cannot see

into the mysteries of marble playing or hoop
rolling at the first lesson. You were once as

stupid as he is, although you have forgotten
it.

What in the world would become of you if

your mother had no more patience than you ?

if, every time that you came near her when
she Wiis busy, she thrust you off vvith a cross

word ? Dear, kind, loving mother, who never
ceases to think of you, to care for you, who
keeps you so nicely clothed, and makes such
nice things for you to eat. What if she were
to be so impatient that you would be half the

time afraid to speak to her, to tell her of your
own troubles at school or at play? Ah, do
not grieve 3'our mother by your impatience
and your crossness.

—

Selected.
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OHIO YEARLY MEETING
Convened at Stillwater, near Barnesville,

on the 28th of last month—the meeting of

Ministers and Elders having mot the previous

day. The public meetings for worship were
very largely attended, especially that held in

the afternoon. Such occasions, when many
are gathered together, are often times of much
exercise to the deeply concerned members of

the church ; and there is evidence that such

was the case at this time, and that earnest

cries were raised to Him who is strength in

weakness, that the honor of his great name
might be magnified and exalted over all.

A letter from one in attendance, says,
" Quite early the people began to gather about,

and when we got to the meeting-house it

was already pretty full, and was soon quite

crowded, every available seat being occupied,

while some two or three hundred remained
outside, unable to get seats. The meeting
proved a comfortable one. [Several Friends]

spoke, and the people were very quiet— re-

markablj' so it seemed to me for so great a

multitude. [After meeting,] many having
'come from far,' and there being 'much grass

in the place,' I saw a number in groups here

and there seated on the green grass, partak-

ing of the refreshments they had brought
with them. About 350 dined at the school.

Long before 3 o'clock, the meeting house
yard was filled with the people waiting for

the door to be unfastened; and as soon as

this was done they poured in and in a very
short time everj' available space seemed oc-

cupied, leaving, it was thought, about 500
outside. It was estimated that altogether

there were about 2000 in and about the house
and grounds. Toe Methodist and Presby-
terian ministers [of Barnesville], both told

their congregations that they would hold no
meetings on that day, to allow their members

to go to our meeting, which seemed to me an
unusual circumstance. The meeting in the
afternoon, it felt to me, was largely owned
by the overshadowing of heavenly good, and
I trust that many hearts truly rejoiced on
account thereof."

Information received through other chan-
nels confirms the statement, that these meet-
ings for worship- were seasons of Divine favor.

Among the subjects pressed on the attention
of those assembled, were the unchangeable
nature of true Christianity, to which nothing
is added, and from which nothing is taken
away by the lapse of years, but it remains as
immutable as its Divine Author; the neces-
sity of knowing the Grace of God to abound
in us—even that grace by which the apostle
declared " I am, what I am ;" the true posi-

tion of the Bible as a divinely inspired record
and way-mark to point us to its Author, to

whom we must come for help and guidance;
the abounding mercy of our Heavenly Father,
who seeks to bring the wanderers from hia

fold to a sense of their wretched condition,
and lead them to return, repent and live ; and
the danger of living in a careless, worldly
spirit.

At the meeting for business on 2nd day
morning, 29Lh ult., the minutes of the minis-

ters in attendance from Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, with certificates, were read. These
svere Morris Cope, Clarkson Sheppard and
David Heston ; with whose company and ser-

vices much satisfaction was expressed.
The report from Hickory Grove Quarterly

Meeting (Iowa) requested that some steps ba
taken to provide the primary schools with
reading books of a more satisfactory charac-
ter, especially in relation to the subject of
war. The matter was referred to a joint

committee of men and women Friends.

Attention was called to the responsibility

resting upon those who had children under
their care, and the duty of such to be watch-
ful in instilling into the minds of the children

proper sentiments, whenever opportunity was
afforded.

On 3rd day, Wilson Hall and Abel H. Black-
burn were appointed as Clerk and Assistant.

The state of Society, as shown by the an-

swers to the Queries, was brought under con-

sideration. It was said to have been " a solid,

good time throughout," in which "much
weighty counsel was imparted," "and many
hearts were deeply contrited before the Lord."

The meeting for worship on 4th day morn-
ing was also a profitable opportunity.

The report of the Committee appointed to

build the house in which the Yearly Meeting
is held, represented that their labors were
nearly completed, and that the funds within

their reach were sufficient to defray all the

expenses.

The committee to build the Boarding School

could not present so favorable a financial

statement. Thej' reported that owing to in-

ability and other causes, about $2500 of the

original subscriptions had never been paid;

and that there still remained an indebtedness

of about $5000. It was concluded to attempt
to raise this amount by voluntary subscrip-

tions among the members.
The report from the Boarding School Com-

mittee was satisfactory. The financial opera-

tions of the year showed a small surplus of

receipts over expenditures.

At the last meetiag on 5th day, a visit was
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paid to the Women's Meeting by one of thelThe true remedy for their grievi
' . . , f> J. , o-fint n«p of thp lawful mp.ans ot I

ministers from a distance.

This parting opportunit}' of those who had

mingled togelher in mental exercise, and to-

gether partaken of the fresh flowings of the

Father's love, was a solemn and tendering

season.

A largo number of Friends were boarded at

the school building during the time of th

itelli

tunnel of the St. Gothard line, attain, an elevation of Uvil not allow the annexation of Afgham,tan

1,154 metres; the Bremnier line 1,367, and the Mont It is stated that 60,000 cwt. of rails have

Cenis line 1,338. In America the highest lines are the
,

been bought in Germany for the United Sta

North Pacific, which at its most elevated point is l,6o2
|

^_
Th^ Official Mercury states that o,062 anir

pig iron, but 500 tons of puddled bars are inclu

gent use of the lawful means of protection
"

j

Theorders now being executed amount to 45,000

The elevation above the level of the sea, of some of
j

of pig iron. .,..,„. ,,, „,„
the chief railways of the world, is as follows : Appenine A Pans despatch to the T^mes repor s the embar

line at its highest point is 617 metres above sea level ; of 2,200 emigrants from Genoa to Uie Un ted State

he Black Forrest line 850 metres ; the Sammering, 890, The i^or(A German Oa^te says Russia has intim

and the railway ove^ the Caucasus, 975 metres. _
The her willingness to permit the destruction of Cabul,

tunnel of the St. Gothard line, attain.s_an elevation of
|

will not allow the fn",exatio° "f^fghf- -l^;^

^^^^

States.

North Pacific, which at its most elevated point is i,oo^ i
xn^ujiicuu Mercary ».uj,c, .u». ..,y.\ animal

Yearly Meetincr. It is the" practice for these metres above the level of the ocean ; the Central Pacific, '
died of rinderpest in Southern Russia .since the bf

to (Tother too-etherand listen to a portion of
i

2,140, and the Union Pacific, 2,513 metres. The highest ,ing of the year
to gainer logtiner .iiiu iisLei lu a V^^^'"" "'

' • '

f ^1,0 r-iilwav over the Andes is 4 769 metres /anan.—In the reception of Gen. Grant, at Y
Scripture before retiring for the night. These POJ^"^'^ "L leve" I'^'i™^, a son of Dr. Knox, of Elmira, now a missl

occasions were seasons of much religious re- jwelve new cases of yellow fever and six deaths, in the Mikado's Empire, writes: "The streets

freshment, and were marked with a deep Lere reported in Memphis on the llth inst., making packed with people, and I heard it frequently rem

of solemnity in the silence which the total of cases to that date 1,421, and deaths 425. Ithat there had never been such a crowd in \oko
•^ - The mortality in this city for the week ending on before. What a change a few years have made id

the llth, was 226. Of whom 146 were adults, and 80 ideas of the peop e !
Nineteen years ago a tanner

children-36 being under one year of age. [a moral and legal outcast in Japanese society. I

Markets, <t-c.—The following were the quotations for his murder could cU'm no redress. Per contra,!

Government bonds, on the llth. Sixes, 1881, 1051; teen years ago the Mikado was a god and mostpio

coverin

followed the reading, though not always ac

companied by any other vocal expression.

The tenderness of spirit manifested by many
of those in attendance at the Yearly Meeting,

lOL

the large number of the young and middle
Jo'.

regi.ste.d 102V; do., coupon, 103,; 4, P- cents,
,

veile^dj^m^the^ey^s^oj^t^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^,,

aged who were attired in the simple costume
^"?;;[j^„P!!<|;',"^'„f „-;|Jdi;„_, ^^re reported at 10, a'rode in open view of the crowd, with the Mikado,

of a consistent Friend, and the weighty man- ^^^^^tto^-^

ll^for upknds an^ FJ." Orfeans
^

| nineteen years ago was a god- while the Jap, ^
ner in which its business was transaci

were encouraging evidences that Ohio Yearly

Meeting, isolated as it has long been from

many of the bodies claiming to belong to the

Society of Friends, is yet under the cara and
protection of the Head of the Church; and

that He is mercifully pleased to furnish it a $8.50

with ability to uphold, with a good degree of

dignity and steadfastness, the principles, prac-

tices and testimonies of our religious Society.

$G

SUMMAR-X OF EVENTS.
United States.—Since 1st of 8th mo. to the present

per lb. tor uplands „— *.^..
,

. _ ..,-,., ,u
Petroleum.—Crude 7 cts., and standard white, 7| cts. army marched by, paying them both equal honors

for export, and 8, a 8i cts. per gallon for Iiome use. Jl/eirco.—The message of President Diaz to his (

Linseed oil, American, 62 a 63 cts. ; Calcutta, 65 cts. gress, on the 16th ult says, that over sixty mil.

Lard oil, 51 i a 52 cts. ; Sperm, crude, 75 cts.; winter, railway have been built during the year, lliere

bleached 90 a 93 cts. per gallon. ;

beena considerable augmentation of telegraphic (

Flour.—Minnesota family, 16.50 a $7; Penna., do., '
munication,an mcrease of schools and number of pu

.50 a $6.75 ; western, do., $6.50 a $7.25
;
patent, S7.50 and an improvement in the financial situation ol

Ive flour, $5.25. Corn meal, $2.85 per bbl. Government. Peace prevails over the entire Repu

Grain.—Wheat unsettled and higher. Sales of 18,000 The President declares himself against a re-electio

bushels at $1.32 a $1.40. Rye, 80 a 82 cts. Corn, 55

a 59 cts. Oats, mixed, 38 a 33} cts., and white, 39 a

42 cts. per bushel.

Hav and Straw.—Prime tlmothv, 80 a 90 cts. ; mixed,

65 a "75 cts. per 100 pounds. Straw, 85 a 95 cts. per
^
will please make early application to Benjamin

100 pounds. I Passmore. Suo't.. Street Road P. 0., Chester C

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE IX.^AXE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpi

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall,!
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma

WE5TT0WN BO.\RDING SCHOOL,

The Winter Session opens on Second-day, Eleir

lonth 3d. Parents and others intending to send pr

!5 a 95 cts. per
^
will please make early application to Ben.

Passmore, Sup't., Street Road P. 0., Cheslc

time, the fall of rain has onlv amounted to 1.13 inche.s,
|

BeVf cattle.—The market during the week has been 'or to Charles J. Allen, Treisurer, 304 A
1.12 of which were in 9th mo. During the last eight dull, and prices show no improvement. Extra, 5^ a 5i Philadelphia,

years the monthly average has been 3.07 inches ; and it cts.; good, 4| a 5 cts. ; common, 3 a 4 cts. Sheep-
is frequently the case during the three autumn months The market steady, and prices well maintained : sales

the fall exceeds that average. The long drought is at 3 a 4J cts., as to condition. Hogs, 5i a 6 cts. per

causing considerable inconvenience in some sections of pound.

our country. The Potomac river is said to be lower
j

Foreign.—The land troubles in Ireland are proving

than for thirty years. The water in the canal is so low, very serious, .and ParneU's (M. P.) visit and speeches made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai

boats can carry" but two-thirds of a load. The creeks throughout that country have had the effect of fanning
I Manager

and wells in the vicinity of Petersburg are drying up. I
the flame. The PaXl Mall Gazelle of 9th mo. 30th, says : ::r^^^

Croton water is so expensive that several New York The complaints of the Irish tenant farmers are mostly Died, at his residence, Cropwell, N. J., 2nd of T
manufacturers have sunk artesian wells, from which genuine; that they are for the moment unable to piy mo. 1818, Solomon L. Saunders, in the 41st yej

they get a cheap supply of pure, cold water. A few their rent, and that they believe in their right to remain his age, a member of Cropwell Particular and U
hotels and manufactories in Philadelphia also have

|

on the land in every event They are fresh from the Evesham Monthly Meeting.

artesian wells. The Scientific American say.s, the water exhortations of the most popular politician in Ireland, 1 _ at her residence, Cropwell, N. J., 2d of S

rates in New York are so heavy, that the cost of water
\

to stick to their homesteads at whatever consequence, month, 1878, Lydia Saunders, in the 97th year ol

for running a steam engine in that city, is about two- jif the general refusal to pay rent is followed by a whole- age, widow of Solomon L. Saunders, a member of C

thirds the cost of fuel. sale eviction, this again will almost certainly be fol- [well Particular and Upper Evesham Monthly Meei

The production of crude petroleum in the Pennsyl- 1 lowed by a series of agrarian murders; and unless the She was faithful in the attendance of meeting eve

vania oil fields, for the first eight months of 1879, was ! Irish executive is prepared to support the landlords by jher advanced age, desiring the preservation of that

12,386,497 b.arrels, again.st 9,810,327 barrels for the measures amounting to little less than military occupa- and unity which is the true bond of peace. Ha
same time in 1878. On the 31st of 8th mouth there tion of a large part of the country, the landlords will borne many trials and much suffering, yet acceptin,

were 11,585 producing wells, an increase of 11 percent. ;have to choose between virtu.ally conceding the tenant's jwith patience and resignation, believing all things v

on the previous year. The production for 8th month claim to fixity of tenure, or giving the signal for an out- [together for good to them who love the Lord
;

cai

was 1,869,052 barrels.
j

break of something hardly distinguishable from civil
|

that her day's work might keep pace with the

The Prison Labor Commissioners of New Jersey, war. The anti-rent agitation is only one among other wailing for the change .as a shock of corn fully ri|

Ma.ssachusetU and Connecticut, met on the 10th inst. symptoms of the general unrest of Ireland. For the be gathered into the Heavenly garner; we be"

in New Haven, to consider the best way of improving moment it is the most urgent, but, even if the worst 'is now reaping the reward of a well-spent life

the system of labor in prisons so as not to compete with 'pinch of the distress were relieved by a general reduc- j , at her residence, Marlton, N. J., 25th of Se<

honest labor. It is stated that a uniform report on the tion of rent, there would still_be much disquiet as to the
; mo. 1879, Elizabeth L. Evens, in the 67th ye;

subject will be presented to the Legislatures of the States ' condition of the country. The D iVy Standard of the her age, widow of the late Thomas Evens, a membei

named.
A despatch from Washington says : The Indian prob-

lem promises to be one of the most important questions

to be considered at the next Congress. Some time since

Congress called upon the Treasury Department for in-

formation as to the amount of money that had been ex-

pended for the Indian service since the beginning of

the Government. The result of the research shows the

amount to 1st of 7th mo. 1879, to be $181,000,000. The
estimated number of Indians now living is 800,000.

The life saving stations on the New Jersey coast, 41

in number, were ordered to be equipped for winter

service on the 15th inst In addition to the usual life-

saving app.aratus, each is to be supplied with a new
patrol lamp, invented by Superintendent Harens, which,

he says, " will keep lighted in the heaviest gales, and
warn off mariners at a distance of two miles."

Frederick Douglass is reported to have reiterated his

views against the negro exodus from the South. He
says the negroes should stay where their labor is wanted,

and the climate and habits of the people are congenial.

10th inst, says: Infantry will be stationed throughout overseer of Cropwell Particular and Upper Evesl

every available portion of county Mayo, Ireland. I Monthly Meeting. By the removal of this dear Fr
The cost of the English elementary schools, last year, a void has been made in the hearts of n

was $19,577,250. They instructed 3,154,973 children, 'she was endeared, but these have the consolation

The French elementary schools, during the same time, I their loss is her eternal gain. She was ever read

instructed 3,823,000, and cost $13,630,000. assist the poor and afllicted in their distre.ss. As
The area of British India, exclusive of native States, time previous to her death, being called upon for

is 899,341 square miles; the number of inhabited houses 'again, she remarked, "What have I to give to-da

37,043,524, and the population 191,093,603. The area
]

quickly adding, " the mea! has not wasted in the ba

of the native States is stated at 575,265 square miles, neither has the oil in the cruise failed."

population 49,161,-540. , at his residence in this city, 9th mo. 7th,

Despatche.s on the 12th inst from General Roberts, I Jacob W. Fry, in the 71st year of his age ;

commander of the British forces in Afghanistan, state I And on 9th mo. 26th, 1879, Rebecca \V., wido

they have taken possession of Cabul. On the 6th they Jacob W. Fry, in the 09th year of her age, consis

encountered the Afghan army, and during the follow- and esteemed" members of Northern District .\Ion

ing three days, several engagements took place, but no Meeting,
hard fighting is reported. " Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord
During the present week, 5,000 tons of iron have rest from their labors and their works do follow th

been shipped from the River Tees to the United States,
-."•frVf T';Tr"CT~D'>T"?~ii'D7xTVT.-r.

and a further shipment is to be made. The shipments WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
have hitherto consisted almost exclusively of Cleveland I No. 422 Walnut Street.
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A Brief Memoir of tlie Late Joseph Henderson.

Che einhject of this Memoir was born on the

)t of Eighth month, 1826, in Comlaohle, a

all village in the suburbs of Glasgow. His
her was, by occupation, a cotton weaver,

I having a considerable family, and not

Dg steady in his habits, they were in ver^'

aightened circumstances, and often lacked

I necessaries o'f life. Although thus situated

pouth, surrounded by vice and miserj', with

le good example before him, j'et, from the

liest years of his recollection, he felt that

himself which gave him a strong convic-

1 of right and wrong. According, there-

e, as he yielded to that influence and fol-

fed its dictates, it became his Preserver

ra many evils to which he was continuallj'

)08ed in the midst of his youthful associates.

he grew older, he became more thoughtful

times, and in his quiet moments of reflec-

n ami meditation on his manner of life, he

nestly longed for a belter wa}', but failed

find it, although he felt at times that it was
him.

it about the age of twelve years he began
ittond a First-day School, from a desire for

truction, in which he received about all the

ication he had, and to which he became
ch attached. He was a very regular at-

idant, and endeavored as far as he was able

live up to the instructions he received ; but

these endeavors he was shown the de

ivity of the human heart, and the utter

plessness of man to direct liis own steps,

t as yet understanding any other means of

p, he was brought at times into a feeling

leep concern on this account, that he might
ape the just wrath of God, from which it

med to him there was no way. But the

rd who is ever merciful, and pitieth those

,0 are out of the way, did, in his adorable

)vidcnce, open the way for him.

[q the 26th year of his age he was married
Isabella Crosbie, one who was brought up
the fear of the Lord, and who had come in

measure to the knowledge of the Truth,

10 became a great help to him, and as he

ieved was given to him from the Lord He
,8 thus brought in a short time, through her

luence and bis own sense of right, to give

is old associates and his former light

lusements, and devote himself more to read

and to a diligent perusal of the Holy Scrip

res, in search of a deeper and more perfect

knowledge of the things pertaining to God.j

He also took great delight in the company of

those who had tasted of the goodness of the

Lord for themselves, and began to feel that

hungering and thirsting after righteousness,

which nothing but the True bread and water

of Life can satisfy. He then joined a branch

of the Methodist Church, of which his wife

was a member, but yet did not see things

clearly to his understanding, until in a meet-

ng for public worship sometime after, that

ight which maketh manifest the things of

God, and which is God, so illuminated his

understanding that the way of salvation was
opened plainly before him, and ho accepted

the offered means, rejoicing in his heart that

God in his great mercy had so raised him out

of darkness into the glorious and marvellous

ight of his blessed Truth. Prom that time

le began to grow in grace and in a knowl-

edge of the truth, always endeavoring to fol-

low the leadings and guidings of the Spirit of

Truth, which opened unto his mind more and

more what the will of God was concerning

him as he was able to bear it.

In this exercise he was brought to look for

himself into the forms and customs of profess-

ing Christians, and the first that arrested his

attention was that of congregational singing.

The query arose in his mind, " What are the

people singing about ? Is it the experience of

the Psalmist, or is it their own ?" And further

he felt that instead of this practice aiding the

heart in that true worship of God, which is

required, it had a great tendency to lighten

it, and raise it out of that low, humble, and

penitent state, in which alone we can worship

God in Spirit and in Truth. He was so con-

vinced in regard to this that he had to give it

up ; and so also with other things, until he

had no freedom to attend any of their meet-

ings, but remained at home and in quiet re-

tirement sought after the Lord, and commit-

ted his ways unto Him, that He might direct

his paths. Having a copy of Barclay's Apol-

ogy put into his hands about this time by a

Friend, he began to read it, and as he read it

he became convinced that these were the doc-

trines most in accordance with the teachings

of the Holy Scriptures. Although he was
thus convinced of the Truth as professed by

Fiiends, yet he did not feel at liberty to go to

any of their meetings without some further

evidence that it was his duty to do so. That
evidence was graciously granted him and he

went. The first meeting he attended was
held in silence, and, as he afterwards said, he

learned more at that meeting than at any
other he had ever attended, although he had

heard great preaching, for there he felt that

they were gathered together in the presence

of God himself, that Great Teacher who
teaches as man never taught. From that day

he never felt free to go to any meetings of

other denominations, but was a diligent at-

tendant of Friends' meetings for worship ever

afterwards.

His business, that of carpet weaving, not
greeing with him, being quite poorly in

health, the thought of emigrating with his

family to Canada, presented itself to his mind.
It was a great exercise to him, for it seemed
such a great undertaking for him with his

wife and five small children, to leave all his

earthly friends and go and sojourn in astrango
land and among strangers. But he could not

get clear of it, and willing to he in his allotted

place wherever it might be cast, wishing only
to feel the presence of Divine favor, and in

this ho heard the assurance, as with an audible

voice, "If thou go I will be with thee, or if

thou remain I will be with thee." Encour-
aged by this language he began to make pre-

parations, but was very careful to observe

whether any obstructions came in the way
;

but all seemed so clear that he finally con-

cluded to go. It was a great trial of his faith,

but he was supported through all, and realized

in his experience the truth of the passage,

"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose
mind is stayed on Thee, because he trusteth

in Thee." So on the llth of Fifth month,

1863, he, with his wife and family, set sail

for Canada, and was wonderfully preserved

throughout the voyage, and landed safely at

Toronto on the twenty-eighth day of the same
month, for which they felt truly thankful.

Although he felt very much alone in the world

and knew not where to go, still he followed

the same Guiding Star, and waited for its

movements as it opened the way, and in a

short time got settled in the township of Nor-

wich, Oxford county, Ontario, where was a

settlement of Friends.

His intentions were on his arrival in Canada
to go to work at farming, but he found that

his strength was not sufficient, and he was in

much difficulty as to what employment to en-

gage in. After serious consideration as to the

right course, he concluded to begin custom
weaving for the neighboring farmers. He
had manj' severe trials at that time, endeavor-

ing to provide for his family, not having
means to last any length of time, especially'

settling in a strange place, with everything

to buy ; and it was a good while before his

business became remunerative enough for

their support ; but as his entire trust was in

the Lord, who, he believed, had called him
hither, that He would provide ; by a diligent

use of the means thus within his reach, he

was enabled to provide sufficient, and that

honest in the sight of all men. Being chiefly

concerned to seek first the kingdom of God
and his righteousness, knowing that with that

all other things would be added, it might be

said of him, that the main business of his life

was to be found doing the will of the Lord.

It had been on his mind for some time to

become a member of the Society of Frietids,

but did not give up to it until his wife feit

that it would be right for her 1^9, do so^ when
they both sent in their request to Norwich.
Monthly Meeting, which wasunited With, aiid
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Ihey were received into membership in the 5th

month, 186G. He felt it a great privilege to

be able to attend meetings regularly, both on
Firat-days and in the middle of the week, and
although he had six miles to walk for about
seven years (unless he got an o))portunity to

ride,) he seldom was absent, leaving his work
on Fourth-days, for he felt that the gain to

him greatly overcame the loss. In all his

transactions from the greatest to the most
trivial, and in moving from one place to an-

other, ho wascai-oful not to do anything hur-

riedly, but to wait for guidance, with which
he was much favored, having his way opened
up many times in a manner remarkable to

himself.

He had a good many seasons of loneliness

during the first few years of his residence in

Canada, by letting a sense of his situation

overcome him, and looking at the boisterous

waves around him would begin to sink, when
he remembered the Lord, and his cry ascend-
ed unto Him whoso ear is ever open to the
cry of the poor and needy, and He heard him,
and many times could he truly quote the lan-

guage of the Psalmist, " 1 waited patiently for

the Lord and He inclined unto me, and heard
my cry. He brought me out of an horrible
pit, out of the miry clay, and sot my feet upon
a rock, and established my going. And He
hath put a new song into my mouth even
praise unto our God." On one such occasion
when his soul had well nigh fainted within
him so that he could not work, as ho sat on
his loom in deep trouble, the question was
asked by a voice so clear and distinct, that
he thought it was a person addressed him,
"What hast thou lacked?" Nothing! was
his immediate answer, as he started up, and
seeing no one else in the room he recogniz 'd

the voice of his Heavenly Father, He who
had carried him safely thus far without any
lack, and by this question convinced him that
He was still able and willing, and would keep
him to the end if he trusted in Him. This
circumstance so strengthened him that ho
never after yielded to a like temptation, but
trusted all entirely to Him who doeth all

things well, nor was he ever heard to pray or
utter a wish, which he regarded as a prayer,
for any temporal blessing for himself or his
family.

(To bo concluded.)

" For Tlio Friend."

Six Months in Asconsion.

(Continued from piieo 74.)

The time of the opposition of Mars, was the
5th of 9lh month, and as this drew near their
anxiety increased, and is thus graphically
described :

—

"I could write no diary, and have not the
slightest recollection of how I spent the day
—unprofltably, I fear, in watching and wait-
ing; finally bringing on a violent headache
towards evening, which was less painful, how-
ever, than the excessive nervous excitement
I was endeavoring to repress. To-night Mars
will be nearer to us—his ruddy glare brighter
than ever again for a hundred ye'ars, and what
if we should not see him ?

" The sun had shone all day in a cloudless

sky, but before sunset some ugly clouds rolled

up from windward, and made me fell quite
^•"verish. I could not rest, but kept wander-

There ho fifit, quietly tying up photographs,
softly whistling to himself, as if nothing wcr<j

going to happen, and then he actually smoked
a very long pipe, with even longer and slower

whiffs than usual. Of course it was affecta-

tion I But I wondered how ho managed to

keep up the deception, and for the first time

fully believed what be had told me of having
enjoyed his breakfast on the morning of the

Transit of Venus, notwithstanding that it

rained. Nominally, we dined to-day at half-

past five, and I found it hard work I

" Six o'clock, and still the heavens look un-

decided ; half-past six, and a heavy cloud is

forming in the south. Slowly the cloud rises

—very slowly ; but by and-by a streak of light
rests on the top of the dark rocks—it widens
and brightens, and at last we see Mars shining

steadily in the pure ijlue horizon beneath
It was now seven o'clock, and David called

quickly for lights. Graydon, who was almost
as much excited as I was, answered with his

ready ' Aye, aye, sir,' and in a few minutes I

was left alone in a pitiful state of anxiety and
unquiet.

"How slowly the minutes passed! Ho\
very long each little interruption appeared
The wind was blowing lazily, and light clojids

glided at intervals across the sky, obscuring,
for a few moments, the Planet as they crossed
his path. But at last I heard the welcome
note ' All right,' and then I went to bed, loav
ing David to add the pleasant postscript of
' Evening success' to his letters. When the
letters wore finished, he gave them in charge
to Hill, with orders that they should be sent
off at daybreak, and then he lay down to rest.

"I now took the watch for the morning.
The fii-st hours of my waiting promised well,

but before 1 A. m. a tiny cloud, no bigger than
a man's hand, arose in the south, and 1 called

my husband to know what he thought of it.

On this, the night of Opposition, the planet
would be in the most favorable position for

beginning morning observations about 2.30.

Now it was but 12.50, and the question came
to be—shall some value of position be lost, so
as to give a greater chance of securing obser-
vations before the rising cloud reach the
zenith, or shall wo wait, in the hope that this

cloud has ' no followers ?'

"Being a Scot, and fully appreciating the
motio of the Kirkpatrieks, '1 mak siccar,'

David began work at once in a breakneck
position, with the telescope pointed but a few
degrees west of the zenith. How my heart
beat, for I saw the cloud rise and swell, and
yet no silver lining below. I dared not go
inside theObservatorj^, lest my uncontrollable
fidgets might worry the observer, but sal
without on a heap of clinker, and kept an eye
on the encmj'. Five, ten, fifteen minutes!
Then David called out, 'Half sec finished

—

splendid definition—go to bed !' Ju.st in time,
I thought, and crept off to my tent, thankful
for little, and not expecting more, for one
arm of the black cloucl was already grasping
Mars.
"My husband would, of course, remain in

the Observatory for the rest of the night to
watch for clear intervals, while I was ex
peeled to go to sleep. But how could 1 ? 1

took up a book and tried to road bj- the light

of my lantern for a few minutes; then I

thought to myself, ' Just a peep to see whether
the cloud promises to clear off.' I lookedfrom tent to tent like an unquiet

^V resenting David's exceeding! forth, and lo ! no cloud! I rubbed my ey^o,
'^of to my perturbation. 'thinking I must be dreaming, and pulled out

my watch, to make sure I had not been asle(

so sudden was the change. No! truly

obnoxious cloud had mysteriously vanishe
and the whole moonless heavens vvere of th

inky blueness so dear to astronomers.
"Mars now outrivalled Jupiter in rudu

splendor; Orion had flung abroad his jew<
like hoar-frost; the Pleiades glittered in su.

bewildering multitudCj that it seemed as

the lost Pleiad had returned wilh a train

shining followers from some other syslei
' Like fire-flies tangled in a silver braid,' thi

shone with a soft beauty; and every whei
above and around, myriads of stars dazzl>

the night.
" While my eyes drank in this beautiilieni

scene, my ears were filled with sweet souni

issuing from the Observator}^, 'A, seven
and one, point two seven one; B, sovent
seven, one, point three six eight,' &c. Let n

any one smile that I call these sweet sound
Sweet they were indeed to me, for they to

of success after bitter disappointment;
cherished hopes realized ; of care and anxie
passing away. They told too of honest woi
honestly done—of work that would live ai

tell its tale, when we and the instrume
were no more ; and, as I thought of this, the
came upon me with all their force the gloifti;

ing words of Horschel

—

" ' When once a place has been thoroughi t.

ascertained, and carefully recorded, the brazt fa

circle with which that useful work was
may moulder, the marble pillar totter on i|i[;

base, and the astronomer himself survive on
in the gratitude of his posterity; but t

record remains, and transfuses all its own e

actncss into every determination which tak
it for a groundwork.'
"Happier hours I never spent than tho

early morning ones under this beautiful heii tt
on ; for in helpless restlessness I had aga »

t

taken up my position on the clinker. Tt
night was unusually still, and outside tl

Observatory there was not a sound save tl

gentle flapping of the tents—like the win;

of passing birds, and the continual murmi
of greeting from the waves as they met tl

shore. Time passed unconsciously, for I

giving my imagination full play, and when
heard the Observatory dome shut, I cou
hardly believe that I had been dreaming on i;

rock ifor three hours. The awakening was) 4,,;

pleasant as the dream had been. David
radiant, and no wonder! All our prevlOI k

disappointment, fatigue and anxiety were fo

gotten in the good fortune of to-night

now we might rest."

(To be concladed.)

Extracts from llie Diary and Letters of Ebmezcr Wort k

(Continued from page 75.)

1858. 1st mo. 2d. Another week of
'^

precious time is almost past; a solemn subjfl

when properly considered. I feel very tj

worthy of the many precious seasons I h4
been favored with of late; may I be rao»

rateful and more faithful.

14lb»— Fifth-day evening. We have he(

luch favored with, (I think I may say), tl

presence of the Great Head of the Church .

meeting to-day. When thus favored, ho
sweet, solemn and precious are our meeting
His life-giving presence, with a sense of h

Divine approbation is a feast to the soul th

is alive to a sense of good. Oh! what u

merited mercy, that our Divine Master, aff
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our backsliding, continues to visit us with

benso of his loving-kindness. May these

Ercies not be slighted, but increase our love,

Ltitude and obedience to our dear Master.

17th. We have again been favored, in un-

^rited mercy, with a very solemn conifort-

le meeting ; may the favor be gratefully

teived and remembered.
^Ist. We have had a very comfortable

bating; cause for gratitude and cncourage-

^nt. Language cannot express the great-

M of the favors bestowed upon us.

E8th. Our Preparative Meeting day. The
leries were read and answered. I think

sre is an advantage in it, it brings into view

3 state of Socielj', and overseers and other

icerned Friends are brought to think seri-

jly whether they have discharged their

ty to those who are the cause of the de-

iencies in our answers.

Jd mo. Ist. Our meeting was unusually

ge. Friends were under the necessity of

ng the upper gallery; it was, I think

ored one during the silent part of it, and I

jught Samuel Cope much favored to speak

the state of some present; the praise be to

3 great and holy Head of the Church
Jd. Our Select Preparative Meeting to me
18 a comfortable one; amidst all our trial

hink we may acknowledge it is a daj' of

tation of Divine mercy to our little meet-

1th. Our Monthly Meeting. All the Queries

re read, and I think deliberately considered,

bink some of the concerned members were
aught to feel for the welfare of our religious

ciety and their own respcknsibility—which
esteem a blessing. Oh I that we may be

eservcd in that state comparable to little

ildren, walking in obedience to all the Di-

ae requirings; I think it more to be sought

.erthan length of days. There is a precious

ace in a life of dedication to our dear Mas-

I have no doubt but that it is the will of

Great Head, that all should experience it.

2d mo. 11th, was our Select Quarterly Meet-

at the close of which Samuel Cope pro-

sed that the elders should the next day,

be day of the Quarterly Meeting,) occupy
upper g:illery. I felt my weakness, and

18 tried with the thoughts of it; thought I

uld not give up to take that seat, until, after

ttinginto the meeting-house, I was favored

th quietness and composure of spirit; also

feel the danger of (being) exalted on ac

unt of the seat I occupied. I am convinced

the truth of the doctrines held by our re

;ious Society, of the necessity of waiting on

e Great Head of the Church for the qualifi-

tion to worship Him acceptably. To me it

18 a comfortable meeting.

6th mo. 11th. I have passed through some
jse trials on account of heaviness in meet

sometimes attended with pains in my
'68 and head'. I hope it has in some degree

id a humbling effect. I have also had some
mfortable and very encouraging seasons.

3 I have no doubt but that it is intended

lat all things should work together for good,

desire to live so near to the Great Head of

le Church as to receive the blessing. Oh !

le long suffering and loving kindness of our

ivine Master, who is worthy of honor, thanks-

ving and praise forever.

7th mo. 26th. Been favored with a sense

the necessity of true humility and a giving

1 to serve the dear Master. What a blessing

3t to be cast off—so unworthy a creature

31st. (Have) been mercifully favored with

seasons of encouragement; may the unmerited

favor be remembered, and a nearer living unto

the Great Giver of all good be experienced.

8th mo. 28th, 1858.

Dear friend Joseph Blkinton,—* * * In

regard to A. H. Blackburne's inquiry, I have

always thought it was no disadvantage to

end a little to the Indians, with the under-

standing they were to use the article and re-

turn it soon. Such small acts of kindness are

felt by them and seem at limes, through the

blessing of our Divine Master, to open the

way to use much freedom and plainness in

explaining to them the great advantage there

would be in their owning all necessary arti-

cles themselves, and being industrious (in)

using them, and have sometimes afforded favor-

ed opportunities when the minds of those who
arc laboring amongst them are religiously

concerned for their best welfare, to advise

them against the evils of intemperance and

other immoral practices which are amongst
them. Poor people, they are much to be felt

for ; in some respects they seem like children, I

while they are not deficient in intellect. I

Ute Indians.

The Netv York Tribune gives the following

account of those Indians, and of the causes

which led to the recent fighting with the U.
S. troops.

"The Utes, ono of the largest and most
powerful tribes in the West, composed of

hardy, athletic, intelligent savages, have gene-

rally been on good terms with the whites;

but they have had the hard luck to own lands

valuable both lor mining and agriculture.

They once owned a large part of Colorado and
Utah. They refused to join the Mormons in

their opposition to the government of the

United States, but the Pike's Peak excitement
brought many white men into the domain of

the tribe, and a war was the consequence. As
the flowing tide of emigration to the Rocky
Mountains could not be stopped, the final re-

sult was that the Utes were deprived of the

larger part of their lands. By a treaty in 1865,

the largest tract of country ever ceded by a sin-

gle tribe was transferred to the United States,

and thrown open for settlement, and the rapid

mineral development of Colorado was thereby

made possible. Considering that the Utes

need not tell this to one who is better ac-

quainted with the Indians than myself. I

think it is said, that "speaking to one's friend

is like thinking aloud." I wish the committee
to direct in the matter as they think best.

The time of our next meeting will soon roll

ound and if spared with life and health per-

haps we may meet again and talk freely on

these subjects. I thought of thee at the time

of our last Quarterly Meeting. Moses Baily

at that time was sinking fast. (He) was
mercifully preserved in a sweet frame of mind,

and on the subject of religion his mind seemed
clear to the last. It was E 's wish that

y extensive information (of the funeral)

should not be given, that every thing should

be done without making an improper show
and as quietly as conveniently could be, and
the corpse be buried io a plain and simple-

way, as was practised by our early Friends.

His loss is felt in Society, in his family and

in the neighborhood, but I hope and trust

we are all in good measure resigned to it, be-

lieving it is in the ordering of Best Wisdom
that he has (been) removed from us.

Thy friend,

Ebenezer Worth.

9th mo. 12lh. Were favored with a com-
fortable meeting, and was in unmerited mercy
through the past week favored with very en

couraging seasons. May time give evidence

of improvement.
10th mo. Left home in company with Jos.

Elkinton to visit the Indians on the Allegheny
reservation ; were mercifully favored in get-

ting there safely, and while there with ability

to labor with these poor people to the relief

of our minds. We were kindly received by
them; they appeared willing to hear what
we had to say. We parted with them in feel-

ings of love, and had evidence theirs were of

the same kind towards us.

11th mo. Left homo with Samuel Cope to

visit Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting and the

meetings belonging thereto. Although I felt

my own great weakness, was favored to re-

turn with peace of mind for having accom-

panied Samuel in his visit. It is cause for

encouragement that the Great Head of the

Church continues to preserve and qualify for

the services He requires of us

(To be continned.)

exceeded 16,000 in number, and loved to roam
n bands over the mountains and plains, de-

spising, as thej' did, farming, and being very

alous of the settlement of white niien in their

reservations, it is not surprising that after

1865 there were several years of year. Black

Hawk, chief of the Pah Utes, made a great

deal of trouble. The gold and silver mines of

the Ute reservation in Colorado attracted

prospectors continually; there were frequent

fights, and peace with the aboriginal pro-

prietors of the land could not be secured until

after the Utes had, in 1872, been compelled

to cede 4,000,000 acres more of their valuable

estates to the Federal Government.
The Utes were then left with ono reserva-

tion of about 12,000,000 acres in Colorado,

west of the mountains, one in Utah of 2,000,-

000 acres, and one in New Mexico of 670,000

acres. A dozen or more bands occupied these

regions, roaming over them at will, hunting

and fishing, and maintaining all their original

wildness. Their wealth consisted chiefly in

their horses and tents. They owned horses

in immense numbers. The 900 Utes of the

White River Agency in Colorado alone have

had 3,000 horses, and the 2,000 Utes at the

southern agency on the same reservation,

6,000.

As long as the Government has kept its

treaty obligations with these Indians, they

have been friendly to the whites. As long as

the annuities paid to them in compensation

for their valuable lands have been promptly

forwarded, they have behaved well
i^
and it is

recorded to their credit that many times they

have even maintained their good behavior

under circumstances of great disappointment

and provocation.

The Ute troubles began precisely as all

troubles with the Indians begin. The Utes

had a reservation, and were conducting them-

selves peaceably enough on it. A gang of

hite miners made an irruption into it on
June last. No attention was paid to the com-

plaints of the Indians. They declared that

they had not enough to eat, and a body of

them went off with a chief, Ogallala, to Snake

River, a district to which he has a claim. In

the meantime, the Agent claimed certain

pasture lands belonging to the Indians, for

farming purposes, and persisted ia enforcing
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his claim to plough the land, until the^- fired

on his ploughman, when he called on the

militiuy lor protection. The match was put

to the tire; the whole counlr}' was in a flame.

Major Thornburgh's detachment was sent for-

ward. A scout, Lowrj, was dispatched to

the agent to see how matters stood. The
Indians had then possession of the Agency
and were resolved to kill the agent, but were

persuiided to desist. A body of armed In-

dians then went forward to meet Thornburgh,

and a battle followed in which that officer

and sixteen of his men were killed."

Selected.

Some Ancient Advices.

Take heed, dear friends, we entreat you, to

the convictions of the Holy Spirit, who leads,

through unfeigned repentance and living faith

in the Son of God, to reconciliation with our

Heavenly Father, and to the blessed hope of

eternal life, purchased for us by the one offer-

ing of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Be earnestlj' concerned in religious meetings

reverently to present yourselves before the

Lord and seek by the help of the Holy Spirit,

to worship God through Jesus Christ. Be in

the frequent practice of waiting upon God in

private retirement, with prayer and supplica-

tion, honestly examining yourselves as to

your growth in grace, and your preparation

for the lifQ to come. Be careful to make a

profitable and religious use of those portions

of time on the first day of the week, which
are not occupied by our meetings for worship.

With a tender conscience, and in accordance

with the precepts of the Gospel, take hoed to

the limitations of the Spirit of Truth, in the

pursuit of the things of this life.

Maintain strict integrity in all your trans-

actions in trade and in j'our other outward
concerns, remembering that you will have to

account for the mode of acquiring, aud the man-
ner of using, your possessions. Watch with

Christian tenderness over the opening minds
of your offspring; inure them to habits of

self restraint and filial obedience ; carefully

instruct them in the knowledge of the Holy
Scriptures, and seek for ability to imbue their

minds with the love of their Heavenly Father,

their Redeemer, and their Sanctifier. Ob-
serve simplicity and moderation in the furni-

ture of your houses, and in the supply of your
tables, as well as in your personal attiro and
that of your families.

Be diligent in the private and daily familj'

reading of the Holy Scriptures ; and guard
carefully against the introduction of improper
books into your families. The end of all re-

ligious training is to bring the mind under sub-

jection to the will of God, to lead our children

unto Jesus, that through Him they may ob-

tain the forgiveness of their sins, and be taught
in his school who was meek and lowly of

heart. How, dear friends, shall we prosecute

this work, if we have not ourselves submitted
to the yoke of Christ and been taught of

Him ? We believe that not a few who have
been measurably thus instructed, and who
are religiously concerned for the welfare of

their families, will do well to look around
them and consider whether any thing in their

habits of life, whether the indulgences which
they allow themselves, the character of their

conversation, the persons with whom their

children have intercourse, and the books and
other publications which are permitted to

enter their houses, are not opposed to the

training of their families in a religious life

and conversation. Let us not esteem any of

these things as insignificant.

"^
Selected.

THOUGHTS OX SILENT MEETINGS.
'Tis good to sit us down in stillness,

In silent waiting on the Lord,

With prayerful hearts to Him uplifted,

Discerning His inteaching word.

The blessed Saviour while on earth,

This lesson taught to nge and youth,

That worship, when performed aright,

Must be in spirit and in truth.

He knocketh at the inner door,

The inmost threshold of the heart.

And waiteth long, for entrance there,

His grace and mercy to impart.

Ah ! why keep waiting such a guest.

The holy Lord of light and life.

Until his head is wet with dew.

Likewise his locks, with drops of night.

Oh ! that in humble childlike faith.

We would invite Him to come in.

An honored guest, into our heart.

To sup with us, and we with Him.

This would be worshipping indeed,

Tho' not a word be uttered there.

But sweet communion in the heart.

And all of self laid low in prayer.

But oh I if idle musings take

The place of inward praise and prayer
;

Or things of time engross the mind.

In vain do we assemble there.

The holy One sees every heart.

And all that passes there within,

And jealous is He of his right.

Nor will accept us in our sin.

Then oh ! thou great and holy One,

Who doth our every action see,

Wilt thou prepare our erring heart.

Acceptably to worship Thee.

MARAH AND ELIM.
To-day 'tis Elim, with its palms and wells,

And happy shade fof desert weariness
;

'Twas Marah yesterday, all rock and sand,

Unshrouded solitude and weariness.

Yet the same desert holds them both the same.

Soft breezes wander o'er the lonely ground
;

The same low stretch of valley shelters both.

And the same mountains compass them around.

So it is here on earth—and so

—

I do remember it has ever been
;

The bitter and the sweet, the grief and joy

Lie near together, but a day between.

Sometimes God turns our bitter into sweet.

Sometimes He gives us pleasant water springs
;

Sometimes He shades us with His pillar-cloud.

And sometimes to a blessed palm-shade brings.

What matters it, the time will not be long,

Marah and Elim will alike be past!

Our d'esert wells and palms will soon be done.

We reach the city of our God at la.st.

Oh ! happy land beyond these lonely hills

!

Where gush in joy the everlasting springs.

O holy Paradise ! above these heavens
Where we shall end our desert wanderings.

Does each day upon its wing,

Its allotted burden bring
;

Load it not beside with sorrow.

Which belongeth to to-morrow.

Slrenglh is promised, strength, is given,

When the heart by God is riven,

Batforedale the day of woe,

And alone thou bearest the blow.

One thing only claims thy care.

Seek thou first by faith and prayer

That all-glorious world above.

Scene of righteousness and love
;

Aud wliate'er thou need'st below.

He thou trustest will bestow.

Brief Spiritual Observations

;

Extracted from the tvritings of William Lan
" Babel hath always had men for its buildei

but the kingdom of God ever was, and ev

will be made up of little children."
" Hear what our blessed Lord saith of tl i

place, the power, and origin of Truth : I

refers us not to the current doctrines of t'

times, or to the systems of men, but to 1

own name, his own nature, his own divinii k

hidden in us : My sheep, says He, hear my vol (<

Here the whole matter is decisively dete *'

mined, both where Truth is, and who they a

that can have any knowledge of it. Heaven *'

truth is nowhere spoken but by the voice

Christ, nor heard but by a power of Cbrii

living in the hearer. As He is the etern

only Word of Go I, that speaks forth all t

wisdom and.wonders of God; so He alone

the Word, that speaks forth all the life, w
dom and goodness, that is or can be in ait

creature. It can have none but what it h

in Him, and^from Him."
" That state is best, which exerciseth tr!

highest faitb in, and fullest resignation to Gro

This stale of resignation, naked faith

pure love of God, is the highest perfectie

and most purified life of those, who are bo

again from above, and who through the I

vine power become sons of God. And it

neither more nor less, than what our blesa

Redeemer has called, aud qualified us to loi

and to aspire after, in these words : Thy kii

dom come ; thy will be done, on earth, as it is

heaven. It is to be sought for in the simp
city of a little child, vyithout being captivat

with any mysterious depths or heights

speculation; without coveting any knowled|
but so far as it impels us to forget and i

nounce every thing for Him ; to do ever}- tbii

in Him, with Him, and for Him; and to gi

every breathing, moving, intention and desi

of our heart to Him."
" When, therefore, it is the one ruliB ^

never ceasing desire of our hearts, that G
may be the beginning and end, the reason ai

motive, the rule and measure of our doing
not doing, from morning to night; then ever

where, whether speaking or silent, whoth
inwardly or outwardly employed, we a

equallj' offered up to the eternal Spirit, ha
our life in Him, and from Him ; and are unit

to Him b3' that spirit of prayer, which is t

comfort, the support, the strength and securi

of the soul, travelling by the help of Gc
through the vanity of time into the riches

eternity."
" Come unto »)ie, says the holy Jesus, all

that labor, and are heavily laden, and I w
refresh you. Here is more for you to live upo
more light for your mind, more of unction t

3'our heart, than in volumes of human i

struction. Jesus is the love, the sweeinei

the compassionate goodness of the Deity itse

He became man, that so men might ha
power to become sons of God."
"To be like-minded with Christ, is to li

in contrariety to self, the world, the flesh, ai

the devil, as He did ; this is our belonging
Him, our being one with Him, having 1

from Him, and washing oiir robes in the bio

of the Lamb. For then, and then only a

we [truly] washed and cleansed b^' his blot

when we drink his blood; and we do drii

his blood, when we willingly drink of theci

that He drank of"
" Live in tho love, the patience, the mee

ness and humility of Christ, and then t
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sstial, transparent, spiritual body of Christ,

ontinuall}' forming itself, and growing in

I from, and about your soul, till it comes to

fulness of the stature in Christ Jesus ; and
8 is your true, substantial, vital eating the

b, and drinking the blood of Christ, which
1 afterwards become your body of glory to

eternity."

'The spirituality of the Christian religion,

,hc reason why it was first preached to the

rid under tlie name of the kingdom of God,
ause under this new dispensation, freed

m veils, shadows and figures of good things

ent or to come, God himself is manifested,

ing in us and over us, as an essential Light

jur lives, as an indwelling Word of power,

a life-giving Spirit within us, forming us by
ew birth, to become a chosen generation,

oyal priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacri-

fcs to God, through a new and living way
lich Christ hath consecrated for us. The
th and perfection of which state, is plainly

I forth by the following prayer of Christ,

I: That they nil may be one, as thou Father
1 in me, and I in thee, that they also viay be

I
in us ; I in them and thou in me, that they

y be made perfect in one, and that the love

srewith thou hast loved me, may be in them,

'i I in them."

The Pennsylvania Free Dispensary for Skin

ieases.—From 11 o'clock a. m. until 1 o'clock

^l. daily, the room is open for the reception

persons afflicted with those skin affections

it are commonly known as ringworm, tet-

^
boils, itch, erysipelas, cancer, hives, burns,

3 of hair, mother's marks, and the various

ihes. Many of these diseases are loath-

le and contagious, and necessarily exclude

ir victims from the society of others.

Che report of the physician in charge, in

I last annual announcement, refers to the

owing as being the exciting causes of the

68 treated by them.
'Disorders of the organs of digestion from
3gular habits, hurried meals, bad food, con-

jment in closa rooms, and the constant

Is and cares of life, have occasioned many
these eruptive diseases in youth, manhood
1 old age.

\n addition, numerous external agencies

76 been the exciting cause of a large class

these affections. Among these has been
1 occupation, wearing of flannel, pressure

articles of wear over tender and delicate

•ts of the body, exposure to extremes of

It and cold, handling dyes and dj'ed goods,

1 application of rancid salves and oils, para-

J8, and uncleanliness.

[t is to this latter class that I desire to call

lecial attention. It has been one of the

St prolific sources of many of the obstinate

iptions of the skin. I have taken the pains

the past two years to make a careful in-

ry of all dispensary patients when the}^

i last bathed the whole bodj', and they
7e, in some instances, replied never, or have
cnowledged that an interval of years had
psed between the ablutions. When ad-

ing the frequent use of the bath to this

88 of patients they always replied that

>y had no place in which to bathe. Can
8 be surprising when we consider the man-
in which many of the poor of both sexes

I often crowded together in a single room,
occupy apartments or dwellings in which
sre are absolutely no facilities for bathing ?

lien ablution is thus neglected the result is

that cast-off scales, together with the dust

from the air, and poisonous principles from

the system, remain upon the surface and close

up the pore-i. The skin can then no longer

eliminate carbon and take in oxygen, and
the respiration of the individual is impeded.

Should any infectious material exist in the

atmosphere, it will settle upon the surface

and gradually become absorbed into the sys-

tem, and thus poison the blood. When the

functions of the skin are thus impaired, the

extra work of this organ will then be thrown
upon the lungs, liver, kidneys and bowels,

which will be taxed beyond their capacity.

In such a case these latter organs will suffer,

or, what is more probable, the morbid action

will re-act upon the skin. Thus have the

habits of uncleanliness become very often the

cause of cutaneous eruptions. A multitude

of diseases other than those of the skin are

also produced by uncleanly habits.

These facts should afford a sufficient reason

for the councils of this great metropolis to

establish free baths. London, Paris, Dublin,

New York, Boston, Chicago, and almost all

the large cities except Philadelphia have
erected public bathing establishments. The
poor do not ask the city for these baths, but

they are an actual necessity for the health

and cleanliness of this community. At the

present time when the most eminent scientists

are engaged in enunciating laws for the pro-

lection of public health, some should at least

make an effort to carry the art of cleanliness

to the high perfection that it once enjoyed in

the ancient days of Home. The bath was at

that time both the great health-restoring

agent and the pleasurable place of resort for

ail classes.

It will be found that the erection of free

bathing establishments will mitigate suffer-

ing, afford comfort to the poor, lesson disease,

and thus relieve the city of the expense of

taking care of an unprofitable class."

The late Vice president Wilson, soon after

his public profession of Christian faith, gave
this statement of the struggle which that step

cost him: "For a while I was reluctant to

come oat and profess Christ publicly, lest ray

course should be misrepresented. I was in

political life. Every action of mine was liable

to hostile criticism. Living in New England
as I was, it might be said that I expected to

gain favor, and to increase my popularity, by
being known as an orthodox chui-ch-member

;

and 1 couldn't bear the thouglit of being mis-

judged in that way. It seemed to me that I

was in danger of dishonoring the Master
whom I desired to serve, if I should incur the

risk of being supposed a hypocrite in my pro-

fession of faith in him. That thought troubled

me greatly. At last I came to see that just

there was my cross. I niust be willing to be

misunderstood for Christ's sake. I did have
faith in Him. His command to me was to

confess that faith before men. I must be

willing to do that plain duty, whatever others

might think of my purpose in its doing. Jesus

Christ would take all the risks of dishonor to

his cause through my doing as He told mo to.

So I came out and publicly confessed my faith

in Him as my Saviour, trusting Him, as I did

so, to take care of his good name and mine."

—S. S. Times.

.

For " The Friend
''

Temporal things are of small importance,
when compared with those which are eternal.

The Temperature of Mceting-iiouses.

As the cold season approaches when we
have to be shut up within doors, and the

stoves and furnace fires are lighted for our
comfort, the writer is reminded of the need
there is for regulating the temperature of our
meeting-houses so that they may be suitably

warm, but not to range higher than 65 de-

grees at most.
Stoves are at times brought up to a red hot

condition, and within a few feet of the seat

appropriated to a visitor; or the furnace in

the cellar made to do extra duty on a cold

day, and the temperature thus raised into the

neighborhood of 75 or 80 degrees. In this

atmosphere the congregation sits for an hour
and a half with outdoor clothing on, and of

course becomes very warm and the brain some-
what stupefied with the closeness of the room.
To leave such an apartment and ride several

miles in the cold air is dangerous, and in some
cases productive of serious results.

A thermometer should be placed in each
end of the meeting house, about four feet

above the floor, and care taken by the person
in charge of it that a certain temperature be

arrived at and maintained as nearly as prac-

ticable during the meeting hours. Where
stoves are used, a sheet iron fender or screen

put around them will be found advantageous.

Such precautions would, it is believed, tend

not only to health, but have an influence in

preserving a lively feeling in our religious

assemblies.

10th mo. 1879.

An Affccliiig Anecdote by Dean Stanley.

In the course of a sermon to children in

AVestminster Abbey, Dean Stanley told the

following story of an Edinburgh street Arab :

Not long ago, in Edinburgh, two gentle-

men were standing at the door of a hotel one
very cold day, when a little boy with a thin

blue face, his feet bare and red from the cold,

and with nothing to cover him but a bundle

of rags, came and said :
" Please sir, bay some

matches." "No, don't want any," the gentle-

man said. "But they are only a penny a
box," the poor little fellow pleaded. "Yes,
but you see we don't want a box," the gentle-

man said again. " Then I will gie ye twa
boxes for a penny," the boy said at last, and
to get rid of him, the gentleman who tells

the story says, " I bought a box ; but then I

found I had no change. So I said, 'I will

buy a box tomorrow.' " " Oh I do buy them
to-night, if you please," the boy pleaded again,
" I will run and get ye the change, for I am
very hungry." So I gave him the shilling

and he started away. I waited for him, but

no boy came. Then I thought I had lost my
shilling; still there was that in the boy's

face I trusted, and I did not like to think bad
of him. Late in the evening I was told a boy
wanted to see me ; when he was brought in

I found it was a smaller brother of the boy
that had got my shilling; but, if possible,

still more ragged and poor and thin. He
stood a moment, diving into his rags as if he

was seeking something, and then said, 'Are
you the gentleman that bought the matches
frae Sandie?' 'Yes.' ' Weel, then, here's

fourpence out o' yer shilling ; Sandie can not

come ; he's very ill ; a cart ran over him and
knocked him down, and he lost his bonnet

and his matches and your seven pence, and
both his legs are broken, and the doctor says
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he'll die, and that's a'.' And then putting

the four pence on the table, the poor child

broke down into great sobs. So I fed the

little man, and I went with him to see Sandie.

I found the two little things lived alone, their

father and mother being dead. Poor Sandie

was lying on a bundle of shavings. He knew
me as soon as I got in and said : 'I got the

change, sir, and was coming back ; and then

the horse knocked me down, and both my legs

were broken; and—O Reuby ! little Reuby

!

I am sure I am dying, and who will take care

of you when I atn gone? What will ye do,

Reuby?' Then I took his hand, and said I

would always take care of Reuby. He under-

stood me, and had just strength enough to

look up at me as if to thank me; and the

light went out of his blue eyes."

Wrath Disarmed.—A man of my acquaint-

ance who had a vehement and rigid temper,

had a dispute with a friend of his, a professor

of religion, and had been injured by him.

With feelings of resentment ho made him a

visit for the avowed purpose of quarreling

with hira. He accordingly stated to him the

nature and extent of the injury done hira, and

was preparing, as he afterwards confessed, to!tions, shall cause to be inserted in the con
load him with a train of severe reproaches,

' tract between the parties thereto a clause

when his friend cut him short by acknowledg- expressly prohibiting the opening of the ex-

ing, wilh the utmost readiness and frankness, 'jjjbition on Sunday.
the injustice of which he had been guilty, ex-

1 Heathenism in London. — In the Eastern
pressing his own regret for the wrong which ]part of London, on a recent First-day, fifteen

he had done, requesting his forgiveness, and places of worship belonging to the establish-

offering him ample compensation. He was ment, and having a seating capacity of 14,478,

compelled to say he was satisfied, and wiih-lwere visited, and exactly 905 persons were
drew full of mortification that he had been found present in the fifteen ; in four of them
precluded from venting his indignation, and only 157 persons were found. About the ber of individual fish which may com post

wounding his friend with keen and violent g^inio lime eleven Nonconformist houses in 'shoal of herrings, and it has been averr

Religious Items, 4c.

Disregard of the First-day of the week.—The
Annual State Fair of the Pennsylvania Agri-

cultural Society, recently held at the Perma-
nent Exhibition Buildings at Philadelphia,

was kept open for the admission of visitors

on the First-day of the week. The responsi-

bility for this breach of the law is said to rest

with the Exhibition Company. The Agri-

cultural Society, it is said, had no expectation

of such a course being pursued, declined to

take any of the money received for admission

on that day, and instructed its employees to

confine their work to such necessary duties

as feeding and watering stock, &c. To pre-

vent the recurrence of such a disgraceful pro-

cedure, the Executive Committee of the Agri-

cultural Society has since passed the following

resolution ;

—

Whereas, the existing contract between the

Permanent Exhibition Company and this So

ciety does not enforce the uniform practice of

this Societ}' that its exhibitions be closed on

Sundays, therefore

Resolved, That the Committee of Arrange-
ments of future exhibitions of the Society,

hen held in conn'ection with other organiza-

their leisure, had abundance of time to gi

to the study of literature. This literatoj*^

had come from China, and had been brougi

over by them thirteen hundred years befoil ''

To become proficient in the knowledge
these writings of Confucius was a natiopfe"'

ambition with the military classes. T\^
are written in the Chinese characters;

begin with, a man must know 3,000; to

considered an advanced scholar, 7,000 gj
^

necessary ; and to be a proficient, 60,000

These princes and their retainers had be+-

fuithful subjects and servants of the old T
coon. But when the empire was opened
foreigners, the privileges granted to tha

princes were small, and in consequence t

Tycoon was deposed (1868), and with his fi i

the whole military system of the empire we "

to pieces.

The overthrow of the Tycoon was a fa

blow to Buddh tem])le-worship, for he m

its chief supporter. These temples abound
in the country. There were nearly 300,000

them. They resembled small monaste
with a priest and ten to twelve attendan

But the dethronement of their patron co

polled these men to seek their daily bread

some other way. The service has fallen id *

disre])uto and the temples are falling into

caj', or being transformed into school-hous

Thus the way has been opened for the

troduction of a purer and more spiritual

ligion.

Natural History, Science, &c,

The Balance of Nature—Fish.—It is dii

cult to convey an adequate idea of the no

reproaches for his conduct. As he was walk- the same part of the city were visited and
ing home he said to himself: " There must be 5500 worshippers were found. The last Spec-

more in religion than I have hitherto sus- j^^^o;.^ in a long article on this indiflference to

pected. Were any to address me in the tone ireligion, makes the startling assertion that

of haughtiness and provocation, with which i" the working-classes of East London do not
I accosted my friend this evening, it would be go to church or care about religion in any
impossible for me to preserve the equanimity

I way."
of which 1 have been a witness, and especially! Religion in Japan.—An address delivered
with so much frankness, humility and meek-lby James H. Ballagh, who for 19 years re-

that they would speedily impede navigati

were it not for the vast number of agene

that are at work to prevent an undue increj

of their number. As the result of recent

quiry, we have been informed that the qm
titles which man takes from the water
food uses do not represent a tenth of wl

are captured by the sea birds, or devoured

marine enemies. As the herring is the 01

ness to acknowledge the wrong which I had'gidedin Japan, as reported in The'National fish of which statistics of the capture are c

done; so readily ask forgiveness of the man < ^„^^(^f contains some interesting information, lected and tabulated, wo are in possession

whom 1 had injured, and so cheerfully promise
I

1q the sixth century after Christ, there was
;
figures which afford us a rough idea of t

a satisfactory recompense. I should have a Buddhist emigration from the highlands of i numbers annually withdrawn from the f

met his anger by anger, &c. There is some- it,dia^ which pressed eastward and found its 'for food purposes. In a recent year, sufficit

thing in religion that I have hith-rto been a resting-place in Japan. These invaders dis- Iherrings were taken to fill a million barre

stranger to." He soon after became a Chris- :piaced the aborigines, who fled to the Isle of and as each barrel contains on an average?
tian.

—

Dr. Dwight. Yesso and the Kurile group, where they still fish, we have thus a number equal to 70
•"*

exist to the number of 10,000. They are 000,000. This quantity, it must be observi

Lest the Ancient Standard should be lowered.^ (^^\\q^ Ainos, which means "O dog!" They |
represents cured fish only, and only the

—It is well there are a few left, who are jeal-
1 maintain their aboriginal customs, as the In- i which are caught in Scotland under the sup

ous lest the ancient standard should be low- jdians of our West do when displaced by the lintendence of the Fishery Board. It is pret

cred by unskilful meddlers in things too high jwhite'man and driven into a corner. They certain that as man_y herrings are captur

for them. Oh! how tried my poor mind is, ji-ess still in bark clothing, have a simple 'and offered for sale as fresh tish and 'Ted

under a sense of a want amongst us of true faith, worship nature in her rudest forms, but 'as are cured for the markets in Scotland a
discernment; and even in my very secluded |remain stationary—refuse to advance. The loffered for sale as salt herrinscs ;

which gi\

allotment here, I think my inward eye sees a arrival of the Buddhists brought a religion us the prodigious total of 1,400,000,000 wi'

covering in our Society that is prohibited in
| which taught the duty of prayer and the ex- drawn annually from the sea ; and oven tl

the truth; a mixture as surely disapproved in jerciso of charity. The five commandments ]uumber, vast as it is, does not include wl
the sight of the Great Head of the Church, as

, of Buddhism are, not to kill any living being
;

ever the forbidden linsej^-woolsey garment ^Qot to steal ; not to commit adultery ; not to

was of old; and which must one day be ^aAe« He, slander, and swear ; to avoid drunkenness.

off, for the all-scrutinizing eye will not winkl'X'hese Buddhists thus had a religion that in-

thereat.

—

S. Lynes Grubb. culcated the humanities of life. A lower race
•-• and civilization were forced to yield to their

A religion which does not suffice to govern conquering arm. The new-comei-s retained

and control a man, will never suffice to save
|

their warlike character, and \yhen the recent

him. That which does not distinguish him opening of Japan occurred, the native princes

from a wicked world, will never distinguish had a large patrician military class under

him from a perishing world.
i
their command. These soldiers, owing to

are used in the form of whitebait, or th(

which are sold as sprats. After draining t

sea to such an extent, it might be suppof

that there would be scarcely so many herrio

left as would suffice for a breeding stock ; I

the demands of man are a mere fraction

what are taken out of the shoaN. All tl

are captured, as well as all that are wasl

during the capture, and destroyed in the p
cess of curing, sink into insignificance wh
compared with the vastnoss of the quautit
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ch are devoured by other enemies of the

. Cod and ling are known to prey ex-

iively on the herring; and a calculation,

3d on the number of Cod and ling annually

^bt under tho auspices of the Scottish

rd of Fisheries, (3,500,000 were taken in

3,) assumes that there is a capital stock of

le fish in the Scottish iirths and seas of

00,000 individuals; and that each indi-

lal consumes 420 herrings per annum,
ch, at the rate of two herrings every day
seven months in tho year, shows a con-

ption of 29,400,000,000individual herrings.
• does the account stop at this point. The
[imissioners who recently collected infor-

,ion on Scottish herring fisheries assume
t in Scotland alone the gannet (a sea-bird)

annually draw on the shoals to the ox
of 1,100,000,000 herrings! In a'ldition

og-fish, cod, gannots and other sea-birds,

lierring has many other enemies; porpoises,

3, coal-fish, and other predaeeous fishes are

itantly lying in wait to fall upon and de-

r them. A female herring, wo know,
ie Ofcr 30,000 eggs; but at the shoaling-

j myriads of those eggs are devoured by
,riety of enemies, besides which, hundreds
liousands of the eggs perish in the waters.

hambers' Journal.

dog or cat if dipped into melted paraffine

allow, so that the skin excretions are sus-

led, will die almost as quickly as if ten

ns of strychnine had been administered,

skin is a most important auxiliary to the

rs in the process of aeration of the blood,

so intimate the connection, or so similar

important are its functiotis, that when
.h ensues from skin obstructions, all the

iitions i-esemble those occasioned by cut-

off air from the lungs. More deaths

1 consumption are caused primarily by
.obstructions than from any original woak-
I or disease in the lungs. The lungs are

first of tho important organs to be in-

:iced by derangements of the skin, and
r often become congested or disorganized

lugh secondary causes.

[ot Lemonade.—A hot lemonade is one of

best remedies for a cold, as it acts promptly
efficiently and has no unpleasant after ef-

3. One lemon should be properly squeezad,

jn slices, put with sugar and covered with

I

a pint of boiling water. Drink just be-

1

going to bed and do not expose yourself

Ibe following day. The remedy may ward
(in attack of chills and fever if it is used
[nptly.

iqual parts of lime water and linseed or

p oil make, probably, the best remedy for

fre burns. This should be applied with
!Dt lint or soft rags saturated with the
ture ; and oiled silk or rubber cloth ap-

i outside to prevent drying,

he largest egg in the world is the fossil

of the Repyornis Maximus. There are

few specimens of this egg in existence,

egg has the capacity of 14-t hens' eggs.

bird which produced this egg was an-

lly a native of Madagascar, but has long
1 extinct.

rather gaily-dressed young lady asked
class :

" What is meant by the pomps and
ities of the world ?" The answer wa^
est, but rather unexpected :

" Them flowers
our hat." That was a sermon on " top
t come down."

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH 25, 1879.

A writer in a recent number of the Chris-

tian Advocate, describes a tent-meeting which
he attended held by one of the off'-shoots from
the Methodist Church. He says : "After long,

loud, and vehement prayers, accompanied with
boisterous and incessant shouts and exclama-
tions, a strange effect was manifest among
some of the young women who had gone for-

kvard for prayers. Some burst out into loud

araentations and groans, then into hysterical

laughter, and finally into shouts and screams,
followed by general or partial physical pros-

tration. The groans and shouts of some
young girls were heard more than a mile.

Those were the most affected who were the

most closely surrounded by the strong and
noisy ones who proposed to ' pray them
through.'

'•Stepping up to one of the happy ones
after the meeting, I asked her if God had
given her a conscious sense of pardoned sin.

O, I don't know,' said she, ' what it is ; but I

feel so happy.' Perhaps, said I, God has on-

lightened j'our mind respecting some precious

truth in the go-ipel, and therefore you are

happy. ' O no,' said she, ' that isn't it, I don't

know what it is; but I feel so happy.' She
then complained of numbness in tho hands
and arms, and apparently swooned away,
giving occasional utterance to ecstatic ex-

pressions.

"When water was brought for her restora

tion, in response to her request, the managers
of tho meeting objected, saying this was ' the

power of God.' Others attempting to remove
the numbness complained of by rubbing the

ptirts affected, were rebuked as interfering

with a ' work of the Spirit.'

"These phenomena being pointed to as

samples of ' old fashioned conversions,' 1 was
led to ask. How much of this has a natural,

and how much a supernatural, cause? Is

there not something in the condition of the

mind and its influence upon the body that
will explain some of the phenomena thought
lessly attributed to the Holy Spirit? Dr. Culh-
bert, of Londonderry, a witness of many of
the Ulster revival cases of 1859, says :

' There
were cases in which hysteric symptoms arose,

not, apparently, directly from the impres-
i^ions produced on the mind by the revivalist

preachers themselves, but as the result of

sympathy and imitation. This agrees with
Watson's explanation of similar phenomena
in Wesley's day. He says :

' There are always
nervous, dreamy, and excitable people to be

found ; and the emotion which was produced
among those who were really so "pricked in the

heart" as to cry with a sincerity equal to that
which was felt bj' those of old, ' What shall

we do to be saved?" would often be commu
nicated to such persons by natural sympathy.
No one could be blamed for this, unless he
had encouraged the excitement for its ovvn

saki^, or taught the people to regard it as a
sign of grace, which, most assuredly, Wesley
never did.

" Now, when I think of four or five strong
athletic men, kneeling beside three or four

penitent girls, praying with all the fervor they
can command, shouting, clapping hands, and
exhorting them so incessantly, that, as one
remarked, she 'couldn't think at all,' it is no

wonder a depression and then a reaction is

pi'oduced, in which the experience is simply
an unaioountal)le happiness. Sueh a method
is c;ilciilateil to produce a superficial work,
having its souri-e in nervous excitement, lead-

ing finidly to disappointment, and the most
rigorous and bitter skepticism.

" One of the most pronounced skeptics I

know is a backslidden Methodist preacher,

who was once r.markable for tho wonderful
physical manifestations that attended his

preaching. Shouts, groans, and tears were
frequently heard an 1 seen in his audiences,
and himself has been known to drop in the
pulpit from sheer exhaustion. To daj' ho
doubts if there is any work of the Holy Spirit

in the hearts of even the best of men. An-
other preacher, when quite a youth, was urged
by certain ignorant brethren to be more de-

monstrative in his religious life, and to make
audible responses to prayer or exhortation.
During a protracted meeting thoy urged him
to shout, and, obeying their counsel, was soon
as ecstatic as the noisiest of them. Before he
arose from his knees a conviction that his do-

monstrativcness was factitious sent a feeling

of remorse and shame into his soul, and for

months ho was on the verge of backsliding,

feeling he had been guilty of blasphemy. To-
day, he says, he remembers that experience
as he would a horrid nightmare. Are we not
exhorted : 'Beloved, believe not every spirit,

but try the spirits whether they are of God.' "

We have been induced to give this article a
place in our columns, believing it is a timely
and needed caution in the present day. Per-
sons of an enthusiastic temperament, may
work themselves and their audiences up to a
high degree of excitement, and think that
they have accomplished great results ; when
no real good has been effected. As Samuel
Fothergill remarked, more than a century
ago, " I have seen a danger of being taken by
tiie passions. The passionate preacher hath
affected the passionate hearer; both have been
in raptures, and neither of them profited."

The Spirit of the Lord alone can change
the heart of man, and unless it accompanies
tho labors of the preacher, all his words are

no better than sounding brass. Therefore
the Society of Friends have ever believed that

no man should venture to enter on the minis-

try of the Gospel unless he is called of tho

Lord so to do ;
and that he must bo conscious

of a fresh requisition of duly, and of tho as-

sisting power of tho Lord on cvei-y cxorciso

of his gift. For unless these things attend

the ministrj', there is no reasonable ground to

believe that the Holy Spirit will bless tho

efforts of the preacher—and without the Di-

vine blessing no spiritual fruits will follow.

Our Saviour has liid down the rule by which
we are to judge of the reality of a conversion

of heart, and change from a state of nature to

that of grace—" By their fruits shall ye know
them." "But the fruit of the Spirit is love,

joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, good-

ness, faith, meekuL^ss, temperance: against

such there is no law. And they that are

Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affec-

tions and lusts." Where these holy and heav-

enly fruits are manifested in tho daily life and
conver.-iation of a man, there are scripture

grounds for believing that he is Christ's, even

if his voii;o is never heard in the assemblies

of the people, and his path through life is in

the vale of unobtrusive quiet. But if these
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are wanting, no degree of physical or mental

excitement, no amount of profession, and no

measure of active labor in professedly religious

or philanthropic movements, will convince a

clear-sighted observer that he has really en-

tered into the Siiviour's fold, and that the life

he is now living is a life of faith.

We have been instructed and comforted in

reading "A Brief Memoir of the late Joseph

Henderson," sent to us by a friend from
Canada. He was a carpet weaver who re-

moved from Scotland some years ago, and
settled in Canada; and joined the Society of

Friends through convincement of the truth of

its principles. He appears to have been one

of those whom the apostle describes as " the

poor of this world, rich in faith, and heirs of

the kingdom which God hath promised to

them that love Him."
As his attention was turned to the Light

of Christ shining within him, he found this

blessed and holy Guide to lead him in the

same piith that it led the early members of

our Society. It led him to value thiit quiet

retirement of spirit and waiting on the Lord,

in which abilitj' is received to hold communion
with our Heavenlj' Father; it taught him
that the tendency of singing, as practised in

times of public worship, was "to raise the

heart out of that low, humble and penitent

state in which alone we c;in worship God in

spirit and in truth;" and it enabled him to

feel the preciousness of those silent meetings

in which the people are "gathered together

in the presence of God himself, that Great
Teacher who teaches as never man taught."

It is encouraging to observe how the King
Immortul is pleased to bring in, as from the

highwaj^s and hedges, those whom ho causes

to partake of the rich bounties of his table
;

and it confirms our belief that He will care

for his own cause in the earth, and raise up

from time to time those who will uphold the

Truth in its purity. We sincerely desire that

none of those who may be called the children

of the kingdom, may be cast out becau'^e of

their unfaithfulness, but rather that in them
may be fulfilled the prophetic declaration :

" Ye shall be named the priests of the Lord
;

men shall call you the ministers of our God."
The memoir will be found in another part

of our columns.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Owing to continueil drought, tlie

streams in Lancaster county are lower tlian tliey have
been for thirty years. In the southern portion of the

county most of the springs and wells are dried up, and
farmers have to haul water for their stock. A rolling-

mill, and most of the grist-mills in the county have
stopped.

Forest fires are reported in various parts of New
Hampshire and Vermont.
A despatch from Washington says : The expenditures

for the Post-office Department for the ne.ict fiscal year

are estimated at $39,920,900. The revenues will be

$32,210,000, leaving a deficiency to be provided for out

of the general treasury of $7,710,900.

The Hudson Tunnel Company, which began e.^cava-

tions in 1874, for a submarine passage to connect New
York and Jersey City, have again resumed operations.

The tunnel is to be circular in form, 26 feet wide, and
24 feet high ; its entire length 12,000 feet, and its great

est depth below water over 60 feet. Its estimated cost is

$10,000,000, and the engineer thinks it can be finished

in two years. The object is to make direct railway

jiection between New York and the several railways

terminating in Jersey City.

The coal conference recently held at Elmira, N. Y
resulted, it is said, in all the dealers agreeing to refrain

from cutting, and also agreeing upon a general advance
of prices.

The superintendent of the department of buildings] will be destroyed. A heavy fine will be levied on

New York city, states that dnring the first eight

months of 1879, there were 1450 buildings constructed,

cost of $16,.351,512, an increase of 322 in number
over same period last year, and in cost of construction

$5,644,312.

Official returns of the vote on Chinese immigration

in California show that the vote in its favor was 883,

d against it 154,638.

The Chief of the Bureau of Statistics reports, that

the value of the exports from the United States of live

animals of all kinds increased from $5,844,653, during

the fiscal year of 1878, to $11,487,754 during 1879. Of
the total exports of live animals during the last fiscal

year, 71 per cent, were sent to Great Britain. The im-

provements which have been made and are still in pro-

for effecting the speedy transportation of cattle

and for securing their comfort and health, both on cars

and on shipboard, it is believed will result in a large

and constant increase of such exports.

During the past week there were in New York 465

deaths. The rate of mortality is said to be the lowest

of any week on record.

In Philadelphia the mortality w.as 223.

Markets, &c.—\]. S. bonds, 6's, 1881. 105i; 5's, regis-

tered, 1021; do., coupon, 103i ; 4i's, 1891, 105J; 4 per

cents, 102^.
Business gener.ally has been quite active during the

past week, and prices .of most of the leading articles

Cotton, 1()\ all cts. per pound for uplands and New
Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude 7 a 7J cts. in barrels, and refined

7J cts., for export, and 8 a 8J cts. per gallon for home
e.

Flour.—Minnesota extra, $7.25 for medium, to $7.50

for extra ; Penna. and Ohio, do., $7.50
;
patent, $8.50 a

$9. Rye flour, $6. Bran, $18 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat unsettled and a few cents lower. Red,
1.47 a $1.48; amber, $1..50 a S1.51. Rye, 90 cts.

Corn, 64 a 65 cts. Oats, 43 a 45 cts. for mixed, and 46
a 47 cts. for white.

Seeds.—Cloverseed, 7 J a 8 cts. per pound ; Timothy-
seed, $2.50 per bushel ; Flaxseed, ail.36.

Hay and .Straw.—Prime timothy, 80 a 90 cts. per 100
pounds; mixed, 65 a 75 cts. Straw, 85 a $1 per 100
pounds.

Beef cattle.—The market w.as stronger and prices Jc.

higher—3200 head sold at 3 a 5i cts., as to quality.

Cows, $20 a $45 per head. Calves, 5 a 6} cts per pound.
Hogs, 5} a 6V cts. Sheep, 3} a 5 cts. Lambs, 4V a 6|
cts., as to condition.

At a recent meeting of the New York Chambar of

Commerce, it w.is stated that the grain charges in the

port of Liverpool amounted to one dollar per ton. In

Havre the charges exceed the original cost of the grain.

In New York the elevator charges aggregate only nine

and one-third cents a ton.

Foreign.—Spain.— .\ hurricane on the night of the

14th inst., accompanied by heavy rains, caused the

rivers Mundo and Segura to overflow, and fljoded the

populous and feriilc valley. Several cities and villages

sustained .severe injuries. The rivers rose suddenly
during the night, and the inhabitants were compelled
to fly without saving any property. A dispatch from
Madrid says, the Cortes will be asked to relieve Murcia
from direct taxes, in consequence of losses occasioned

by the inundation. The total damage is estimated at»

sixty million francs. Three thousand five hundred
houses, and one hundred and twenty mills were de-

stroyed. King Alfonso has subscribed 50,000 francs for

the relief of the sufferers, and the Princess of Austria

5,000 piastres The Bank of Spain has collected 60,000
francs for the same purpose.

There was a sharp frost on the 17th, in the Depart-
ment of the Gironde, endangering the vintage. Snow
has fallen at Mar.ieilles.

A Vienna despatch of the 17th says: "Snow is fall-

ing thickly and is now si.x inches deep. At Gratz the

snow is several feet deep. Such weather is unprece-

dented at ihu seison."

Advices from Pcsth state : It is feared the hel{j which
the Hungarian Government proposes to alfird dis-

tressed agriculturists will come too late to permit of the

autumn and winter sowing. Throughout the courRry

thousands of people lack money with which to purchase

food, as the tax-gatherers have seized all their posses

sions.

The Caspian Sea Submarine Telegraph Cable was
successfully laid on the 14th inst.

On entering Cabul, General Roberts made a speech

to the following effect : It will be necessary to inflict

severe punishment. Buildings of the Bala Hissar, and
of the city interfering with proper military occupation

citizens. A military Governor will be placed (

city and country within a radius of teu miles. All

inhabitants will be required to surrender their a

within a week, under pain of death if they refuse tc

so. Rewards will be paid for the denunciation

conviction of any person concerned in the massacr
the British Embassy.
The plans for the opening up of Centr.al Africa,

.

jected by the late Khedive, have been abandoned jOi-

account of his financial failure. The importance of

work is thus indicated. Since 1874, a tract of com
larger than the Southern States of America, has t

mapped with tolerable accuracy. Over 3,000 mile

telegraph lines are in operation, the slave trade

been suppressed, the postal service and other valui

improvements introduced.

Romnania.—The Chamber of Deputies have pa;

the amendment of the Constitution concerning th(

lition of religious disabilities. A despatch to the T.

says, that the measure adopted by the movement for

relief of the Je\vs does not comprise all that they

sired, but it is the beginning of better days for th

and if they accept and make the best of it, there i

reason why the Jews of this Principality should

have a peaceful and prosperous political future be

them.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session opens on Second-day, Elevt

month 3d. Parents and others intending to send pu
will please make early application to Benjamin
Passmoke, Sup't., Street Road P. O., Chesl-er Oo., .

or to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, 304 Arch sti

Philadelphia.

WE=;TrOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session of the School will comma

on Second-day the 3rd of Eleventh month.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and wh(

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets at

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Railr.

corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by gii

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is furnis

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In such i

the p,a.ssage, including the stage fare from the Raili

Station, will be charged at the School, to be paid

with the other incidental charges at the close of

term. Tickets can also be obtained of the Treasu
.304 Arch street. Conve.vances will be at the Str
Road Station on Second and Third-days, the 3rd

4th proximo, lo meet the tr.ains that leave Philadelj

at 7.50 and 10 A. M., 12 30 and 2.30 p. M.

Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first and CI
nut streAs or at Eighteenth and Market If left at

latter place, it must be put under the care of H. A
ander & Son, who will convey it thence to Thirty-

and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trunk, tc

paid to them. Those who prefer can have their I

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part of

City, by sending word on the day previous (through

post-office or otherwise) to II. Alexander & Son, N
corner of 18th and Market Sts. Their charge in i

case for taking bagg,age to Thirty-first and Ches
streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. For the s.ame ch;

they will also collect biggage from the other raili

depots, if the checks are left at their office corner of 1

and Market Sts. Baggage put under their care, if

perly marked, will not require any attention from
owners, either at the West Philadelphia depot, o

the Street Road Station, hut will be forwarded direc

the School. It may not always go on the same trai

the owner, but it will go on the same day, provided

notice to H. Alexander & Son reaches them in tira

During the Session, passengers for the School

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of

first train from the City, every day except First-d:

and small pack.ages for the pupils, if left at Frie

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forwii

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the Iwit two S
days of the Twelfth month, and the expense chargei

their bills.

Tenth month 22d, 1879.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Tuienty -third Ward,) Philidelpl

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, J

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Concord, Belr

Co., Ohio, on the 24th of 9th mo. 1879, Thoma.'
BiNNS, of Harrisville, Ohio, and Alza J., d.iught(

Nathan and Mary J. Steer, of the former place.
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1 Brief Memoir of the Late Joseph Henderson.

(Concluded from page 82.)

Dhough not having ranch of a gift of utter-

;e in public, yet it was his constant concern

show to all around him that there was a

,lity in the religion of our Lord and Saviour

;us Christ, and endeavored in his daily life

1 conversation to live consistently with his

ifession thereof. He had a great desire for

spread of Truth as professed by Friends,

he believed it to be nothing short of Primi-

3 Christianity revived, and in accordance

h the teachings of Scripture; and it was
dailj' concern, wherever his lot was cast,

iether in bis own family or among his neigb-

8, to be watching for opportunities of

iaking a word for his Lord and Master.
I also felt a great concern for his children,

it they might be trained up for the Lord,

|l while he was diligent as far as he was
B to provide for their bodies, his greatest

|cern was for the salvation of their souls,

( to this end he felt it his duly to be dili-

\t in instructing them as they came to

! years of religious understanding in the

ly Scriptures, and, as ability was atiorded

1, in tbe principles of Truth therein reveal-

It was his constant practice to collect

family together twice in the day for the

pose of reading the Scriptures, and waiting
n the Lord, and although thus a continual

ctice, it never became an empty form with

1, for in the exercise thereof he realized

e and more the truth of the promise,

hey that wait upon the Lord shall renew
ir strength, they shall mount up upon

as eagles, they shall run and not be

iry, they shall walk and not faint;" and he
in said that he did not know how he could

i got along without the strength that he
ived in this line of duty. His wife also

g closely united with him in these things,

y were a great help to each other and a
ising to their children, and it might be
I of ihera, that though poor in this world's

ds, they were rich in tbe things of God.
lis concern for his children increased as

y grew up and began to work among
mgers. Often would he leave his own
•k and go and see them when within reach,

inquire after their welfare, warning them
3n necessary against evil company, and I

ays encouraging them in doing right.
|

They were not always under the influence of

as good example as he would have liked,

which also increased his anxiety. Ho always
liked to have them as near home as possible,

that he might still, in some measure, have a

care over them, and influence them as much
as possible in the right way, so great did he

feel his responsibility to be; and he continu-

ally presented them before the Throne of

Grace, that they might be kept from the evil

which is in the world. The troubles of body
which he had incurred in j-outh, from a want
of care and from exposure, and which ho never
got rid of, increased as he advanced in years.

His nervous system was also much impaired,

so that for two or three years previous to his

death he was not able to labor much, but as

long as he was able to be up he endeavored
to be faithful in whatever he felt it his duty
to do, visiting his neighbors or going wher-
ever he felt drawn, with a word of encourage-

ment or counsel as the case might be.

Although his requirements were thus in a

humble sphere, he felt very much the import-

ance of a faithful discharge of them, knowing
that in the sight of the Lord, "He that is

faithful in that which is least, is faithful also

in much ;" and that He who had committed
unto Him this work would call him to account
for the same, he endeavored so to live as to be

able to render up his account with joy and
not with grief.

Although poorly the greater part of his life,

he very seldom was confined to his bed. Dar-
ing the year 1877, he was rather worse than
usual, and seemed to fail, considerably more so

in strength than in flesh, and in the latter

part of it was unable to attend meeting.

About the middle of Twelfth month he con-

tracted a severe cold which confined him to

his bed by renewing his old complaints, in-

flammation of the lungs, and disease of the

kidneys. Dropsy also set in, and, with all

combined, he suffered very much the remain
ing part of his life, which was short. When
thus brought so near to his end he felt that

sustaining evidence, that He who had been so

merciful and gracious, and had so kindly led

and brought him thus far, would not forsake

him now, as he frequently testified, "I know
whom I have believed, and am persuaded that

He is able to keep that which I have commit-
ted unto his care against that day." Though
at times ho longed to depart, yet throughout
his illness, as also in limes of health, he desired

and was willing that the will of the Lord
might be done in him, and that he might be

enabled by his grace in all things to glorify

bis great and ever blessed name. Ho very
much desired of his wife and family that they

also might submit to the will of the Lord, and
give him up thereunto, so that he might be

more freed from that which would bind him
to earth, and when the messenger came and
called him hence, he could answer the sum-
mons with joy. The only desire he had for

life was that he might be made instrumental

in extending the cause of Christ, and as a
monument of God's mercy, might proclai n to

a dying world the infinite goodness, bound-
less love, and the tender mercies of our com-
mon Saviour, who is Judge of both quick and
dead. But apprehending that his day's woi-lc

was almost done, that his time was but short,

he wished to spend it in praising the Lord
while he had breath ; and at times whilst he
was able to speak plain, his tongue was loosed

and his mouth opened in living praises to God
Most High, declaring that had he the pen of
a ready writer he could write volumes of the
great goodness of the Lord to him, but it could

not be half told, realizing the language of the
apostle when he said, " Oh I the depth of the
riches of the goodness of the Lord, how un-

searchable are his judgments, and his ways
are past finding out."

He was always pleased to have his neigh-

bors come in and see him, but he did not like

to hear any conversation that savored of a

light or worldly nature, as it was a great an-

noyance to him, but when Friends came in,

those with whom he wasin unity, ho seemed
to be so revived as to talk a good deal, some-
times more than was best. He got very
feeble towards the last, but was quite sensible,

with the exception of a few times when his

mind seemed to be wandering, till within a

few hours of his death, which was a great

favor and comfort to his family. On the last

day, feeling that the lime of his departure was
at hand, ho called them around him, and bid-

ding them all farewell, and with a word of

exhortation to all
—" Follow me as I have fol-

lowed Christ"—he folded his arms in peace.

A little after this his mind began to wander,
and he lasted in this state unconscious of any
one for about six hours, when about six o'clock

in the evening he suddenly expired. He de-

parted this life on the 1st day of Second month,
1878, in the 52nd year of his age, and was
buried in the Friends' burying ground, North
Norwich, Ont.

Shortly before his death he desired that a

short account of his life might be written and
preserved, as a memorial of the kind and mer-

ciful dealings of the Lord with him, and as an

encouragement to those into whoso hands it

might come, who were placed in like situa-

tions, to be attentive to the gentle intimations

of the inward monitor, willing to be led and
guided by it in all circumstances, and faithful

in obeying and following it as it opens to our

way of duty. It was his experience, after

coming to a knowledge of the office and opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit in the heart of man,
that it was only bj' a faithful obedience to its

gentle intimations in little things that he was
led step by step into a higher and more per-

fect knowledge of God, until he came to be

familiar with his voice and to know it from

that of a stranger, as Christ hath said, " My
sheep know my voice, and they follow me, but

a stranger will they not follow, for they know
not the voice of strangers." In thus follow-
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ing its motions he ever felt tlie blessed effect

of obedience, the peace and favor of God, and

was enabled to keep his lamp trimmed and

burning, so that when the cry came, " Behold

the bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet

him," he was ready to enter with him to the

marriage.

In writing the above I have endeavored to

be as concise as possible, not mentioning any-

thing but what I deemed was really necessary

to give the reader a correct idea of his situa-

tion and the manner of God's dealings with

him, and hope that it may answer its designed

end. David C. Henderson.

Norwich, 22d of Second month, 1879.

From " Tlie London Friend."

Babylonia and Assyria.

Going back to about 2000 b. c, when Egypt

had long enjoyed an isolated and wonderful

civilii5ation, we find the lower plain of the

Euphrates, or " the land of Shinar,' occupied

by two distinct but already mingled races—

the Accads and the Semites.

The Accads were short, oblique-eyed people,

speaking a language, allied to the Elaraite on

the East, and perhaps to the modern Finnish

and Tatar. They had many ciiios—such as

Erech, Calneh, and Cadimirra, afterwards

called Babylon (cf. Gen. x. 10), and had plain-

ly been long in the land. Their civilization

was considerable, and seems to have been of

native growth. We find no traces of Egyptian

worship or sculpture, and though the writiugs

which from time immemorial had been in

use among them was doubtless derived from

earlier hieroglyphics, or picture- words, yet

this does not imply contact with Egypt.

Prom the brick tablets, which have survived

a climate where paper or parchment has per-

ished, wo know that the Accads had written

laws and carefully-recorded legal precedents

They protected the slave against his master,

and the wife against her husband. We can read

their ploughman's songs, their rules for agri-

culture, their works on arithmetic (including

fractions), and even the fortnightly reports of

the astronomers which now and then record

an eclipse happening other than "according

to calculation." True, the Accad star-gazers

were " monthly prognosticators," and every-

thing in heaven above as well as in the earth

beneath was consulted in order to divine the

future. Yet if they failed to explain what
they saw, these early astronomers were the

first to arrange the Calendar. The lunar

month was divided into four weeks, and the

7th, 14tb, 19th, 21st, and 28th days were Sab-

baths, or days of rest, when even the king

might neither eat cooked meat, change his

clothes, sit in judgment, drive his chariot,

nor review his army, though the why and
wherefore of this does not appear. The early

Accad religion had been a kind of dependence

on sorcerers. Magic formulas and spells formed

a large portion of their earliest literature, and

in later days Chaldee sorcerers found their

way to Imperial Rome. But by 2000 b. c. a

complicated mythology and a powerful priest-

hood had arisen, and there was formed about

this time a collection of poems which served

as a sort of Accad Bible. Of one of these, re-

markable as a penitential Psalm, a few lines

may be given :

—

" O my Lord, my tr.-insgression (is) great, many (are)

my sins.

O ray Goddess, my transgres: (is) great, my sins

Tlie forbidden thing did 1 trample upon.
_

My Lord, in the wrath of His heart, has punished

me.
God, in the strength of His heart, has overpowered

The Goddess upon me has laid affliction and in pain

has set me.
God, who knew (that) I knew not, hatli caused dark-

ness.

I cried aloud, there was none that would hear me.

To my God my (distress) I referred ; my prayer I

addressed.

The sin (that) I have sinned to blessedness turn.

The transgression I have committed let the wind

carry away.

My manifold affliction like a garment destroy.

O my God, seven times seven (are my) transgressions,

my transgressions are before me."

Striking as this is it must not be forgotten

that at the same time hijman sacrifice was
practised, and the prevailing superstitions

were degrading in the extreme. The chief

poem, however, is the Epic of Gisdhubar.

This is arranged in twelve books, which by
their contents correspond to the signs of the

Zodiac. The hero, Gisdhubar, a great con-

queror, after many impossible adventures,

wanders to the South, and hears the account

of the Deluge from Sisuthrus—the Noah of

the Bible—who had been translated to Heaven
As is well known from the works of its dis

coverer, the late George Smith, this account

presents numerous minute parallels with the

Scriptural one, and agrees, too, in represent

ing the flood as sent by the gods to punish

men for sin.

From the Accads we now turn to the Sem-
ites. By Semites (or Shemites, i. e., the sup

posed descendants of Shem) is meant the race

of which the later Babylonians and Assyrians,

the Syrians, Phoenicians, Arabs, and Jews
were the leading examples. All these spoke

allied languages, which had no connection

with the Accad. Whence the Semites came,

or when they began to supplant the Accadians,

is unknown. At any rate, b}^ 1750 b. c. we
find a Semite king ruling the whole of Babj'

Ionia, and the Accad tongue no longer spoken

The Somites inherited and handed on the civi

lization of their predecessors, and we find

Accad divinities, BjI, Istar, and Rimmon,
worshipped in Syria and Phcenicia with, in

some cases, the dreadful accompaniment of

human sacrifice. The Semite settlers formed
for themselves, out of the Accad characters, a

cumbrous syllabic alphabet of 500 or more
letters ; they kept up the Accad libraries, and
translated the works in them, and the old

language continued to be studied and used by
the Semite priests and perhaps lawyers, much
as Latin is or was amongst ourselves.

Amidst the obscurity of this period weknow
that Ur, the home of Abraham, was one of

the most powerful cities of Babylonia, and it

can hardly be that the patriarch, when called

to leave his country, can have been ignorant

of its literature. There is evidently some con-

nection between the Scripture accounts of the

Creation, the Deluge, and Babel, and those

current among the Accads before the time of

Abraham. As yet the literature, 4,000 years

old, which is being recovered from the mounds
and buried cities of Assj^ria and Babyloni
has failed to show what that connection if

Abraham's defeat of Chedorlaomer, King of

Elam (Gen. xiv.), is consonant with known
invasions of early Babylonia by the Elamites

of the mountains to the east of the Euphrates-

In fact the raids of these highlanders we
only finally checked by Nebuchadnezzar.

For a thousand years after Abraham, Mes
potamian history scarcely touches the Isr

ites. Whilst the latter were in Egypt
city of Babylon became the acknowledg
sovereign of the South Euphrates Valley, ai

Assyria to the north, an early colony of Bab
Ionia (cf Gen. x. 11), threw off the yoke
the mother country though retaining her la

^uage, customs, and religion. The Bab
lonians were essentially a peaceful peop

The Assyrians, on the contrary, the Roma
of the East, delighted in war, and under Ti

ath Pileser I. {circa 1120-1100 b. c.,) they n

only ruled the whole Euphrates Valley, b

reached the Mediterranean. Pretty full d

tails, and fairly accurate chronology, are ava

able for three centuries before this point. V .;

know little, however, of Assyria or Babj'lon

during the reigns of David and Solomon, nc

indeed, until the time when Assyrian affai

touched Palestine. Just at this juncture, tl

State archives furnish, from b. c. 909 forwai

numerous details and an exact chronolog

which serves as a useful check on the dat
given in the Books of Kings and Chronick

The zenith of what is commonly called t

Second Assyrian Empire dates from 732 b

when Tiglath Pileser II. took Damascus, sle

Rjzon, and broke the power of Syria, of la

a sad oppressor of Israel. The only gre

nation which remained unsubdued was Egyj
and her cowardly attempts to induce

neighbors to revolt against Assyria were

last deservedly punished in the destruction

Thebes by Assurbanipal (b. c. 666-5, and i
','

Nahum iii. 8-10.)

Assurbanipal (b. c. 663 to 626 ?), the Sard

napalua of the Greeks, was the last of t! f

great Assyrian monarchs, and the most ma
nificent of them all. But he will be reniei

bered less by his conquests and palaces th(

by the great library of 10,000 tablets whh
he caused to be " written, engraved, and e

plained, and stored in the midst of his pala

for the inspection of his subjects" at Ninevc

Accad and Babylonian literature was studi

by the Assyrians, just as in later days t

Romans cultivated the learning of the cc

quercd Greeks. It is from the gramma
dictionaries, and translations of this libra

that we have obtained most of our infornr

tion on Accadian life. It is impossible to c

tail the multifarious character of the doc

ments discovered, ranging from the priv£

will of Sennacherib to a spelling lesson for t

granddaughter of Assurbanipal. SuflSce it

say that we now know Assyrian civilizati

almost as well as we know the not dissimil

Chinese life and thought of to-day. Moi

over when we consider that thirty years a

no Jewish king was known to have be

named in foreign documents, and that t

cuneiform records already deciphered ha

mentioned Omri, Abab, Jehu, Menahem, 1

kah, Hoshea of Israel ; Azariah, Ahaz, He;

kiah, and Manasseh of Judah, and in eve

respect strikingly illustrate and confirm t

Scripture narratives of this epoch, \v

well do honor to the labor of Assyrian schola

and wish them God-speed in their further

searches.

Exhausted by wars, Assyria rapidly a

finally fell on the death of Assurbanip

About 607 b. c. Nineveh was destroyed, a

her dominions shared by Babylon on t

south, the Medea on the «ast, and Egypt
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esoutliwest. Then, undei-Nebuchaduezzar,
ibyloii vanquished Egypt, and, after enjciy-

5 her one brief hour of empire, herself fell

fore Cyrus the Persian, b. c. 539. The
)numcut8 have thrown much light on this

tnplicatcd period. Belshazzar's name has
en recovered, and perhaps we may yet hear
some reference to Daniel,

Brief Spiritual Observations

;

"Extracted from the writings of William Law.
"The greatest danger that new converts

? liable to, especially if they are young,
ses from their conceiving something great
their conversion, and that great things are

follow from it. Hcnoe they are taken up
i much with themselves, and the supposed
aigns of God upon them. They enter into

isonings and conjectures, how tbej^ shall be

a do something extraordinary ; and so lose

it simplicity of heart, which should think
pothing but of dying to self, that the Spirit

^God might have time and place to create,

1 to form all that is wanting in their in-

,rd man."
,' There is nothing more plain and simple
^n the way of religion, if self is but kept
tof it ; and all the perplexities and scruples

ich pious persons meet with, chiefly arise

m some idea they have formed, of a pro-

)8S they ought to make in order to be that,

ich self would be. But piety makes little

igress till it has po schemes of its own, no
)ught8 or contrivances to be any thing, but
liraple penitent, left wholly and solelj', in

ih and hope, to the Divine goodness."

The faith that ascribes all to God, and
3eet8 all from Him, cannot be disappoint-

'To be inwardly attentive to God, while
is showing the good and the evil, distin-

shing the light from the darkness in our
n souls; to listen to the voice of his ever-

iking VV^ord, and to watch the movings of

ever-sanctifying Spirit within us, waiting
longing in the spirit of prayer, of faith

i hope, of love and resignation, to be in-

rdly quickened and revived in the image,
i according to the likeness of that Son, in

om He is well pleased, is the worshipping
God with our whole heart and soul, in

rit and in truth."

'God is always present, and always work-

;
towards the life o^ the soul, and its de-

lerance from captivity under flesh and blood,

t this inward work of God, though never
ising or altering, is yet always and only
dered by the activity of our own nature
i faculties; by bad men through their obe-

nce to earthly passions, and tly good men
'ough their striving to bo good in their own
y, by their natural strength, and a multi-

eity of seemingly holy labors and contriv-

Both these sorts of people obstruct
) work of God upon their own souls. For
can CO operate with God no other way,
m by submitting to the work of God, and
king, and leaving ourselves to it."

'There is nothing that so sanctifies the
irt of man, that keeps us in such habitual

'6, prayer, and delight in God ;
nothing that

kills all the roots of evil in our nature, that
renews and perfects all our virtues, that
s us with so much love, goodness, and good
shes to every creature, as this faith,—that
d is always present in us—with his Light
d Holy Spirit."

" The Son of God did not come from above,

to add an external form of worship to the

several ways of life that are in the world
;

and so to leave people to live as they did be-

fore, in such tempers and enjoyments as the

fashion and spirit of the world approves. But
as He came down from heaven, altogether
divine and heavenly in his own nature, so it

was to call mankind to a divine and heavenly
life; to the highest change of their whole
nature and temper; to be born again of the
Holy Spirit; to walk in the wisdom and light

and love of God ; and be like Him to the ut-

most of their power
;
to renounce all the most

plausible ways of the world, whether of great-
ness, business, or pleasure

; to a mortification

of all their most agreeable passions
;
and to

live in such wisdom, and purity and holiness,

as might fit them' to be glorious in the enjoy-

ment of God to alleternity."

"This is the state of separation from the
world, to which all orders of Christians are
called. They must so far renounce all worldly
tempers, be so far governed by the things of

another life, as to show that they are truly

and really crucified, dead, and risen with
Christ. And it is as necessary for all Chris-

tians to conform to this great change of spirit,

to bo thus in Christ new creatures, as it was
necessary that Christ should suffer, die, and
rise again for our salvation."

The foregoing extracts from the writings
of William Law, an English Episcopal minis-

ter of the last century, have been principally

taken from his published letters on religious

subjects; one or two from his well known
work, "A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life;" and the remainder from other parts of

his writings. Several of his books are more
labored in their composition, and less satis-

factory than the above named; but it has
been refreshing to find so much in the works
extracted from, so consonant with sound
spiritual doctrine, and with Christian experi-

ence. D. P.

Leeds, England, 9th mo. 1S79.

" For Tbo Frienil."

Six Moatlis in Ascension.

(Concluded from page 82.)

Among the relaxations in which our astrono-

mers indulged in the intervals of their anxious
watching, was a visit to the breeding grounds
of the "Wide-awakes" or " Tropical Swallows,"
a small and graceful sea-bird of the Tern
family, which at irregular intervals resorts to

Ascension to rear its young. Our author
says:^

"'"Wide-awake! Wide-awake!' is the re

spouse of thousands of baby bii-dies to the

encouraging cry of their mothers—'Come
here! Come here!' in the lessons of first

flight. The noise they make is certainly 'fai

like, hence the names 'Wide-awake' {Sterna

fuliginosa) and 'Wide-awake Fair.'"

"The Wideawakes choose their nurseries

for the most part among the rocks in the

centre of the island. The largest ' Fair'

which we now visited, lies between Gannet
Hill and Riding school Crater, about three

miles from Garrison and two miles from Man
Bay. Here David, attended by Greydon and
Sam, met us, and so did the Wide-awakes
with a noisy greeting. Poor little things,

how they shrieked in their excitement! To
say that there were thousands, conveys no
ideaof the vast multitude of birds that whirled

around and above us—so close that one gen-
tleman caught several, seizing them in his

hands as they flew by. One carried in its bill

tiny fish, which we took the liberty of ex-
amining, and, much to our surprise, found it

to bo no habitant of Ascension waters; so
that this hungry little Wide-awake— about
the sizs of an ordinary pigeon, only more slen-

der and graceful in form—must have flown
many a weary mile in search of its prey. Wo
restored to him his supper and his liberty.

" Of course there was competition in egg
gathering, at which I was singularly unsuc-
cessful, feeling so confused by the deafening
oise and so sickened by the strong smell of

guano, that my wits went a-wool-gathering
'n stead."

" The thin shell is speckled very much like

that of the grouse, and is diflSeult to detect
on the bare stony ground on which the eggs
are laid. It is more by the excitement of the
birds in the neighborhood of their treasures,

than by anything else, that one discovers
them ; and so bold are they that the female
will hardly leave her post until actually thrust
aside.

It was very amusing on one occasion.

Just as we had scared a little hen from her
solitary egg, her lord and master swooped
down to defend it, and stood over the treasure

screaming and flapping his wings in a fury,

and threatening to attack any one that dared
approach him. I admired his courage so

much that, had not this been ray first find, I

certainly would not have robbed him.

We gathered a good many dozens, but the
eggs were by no means so numerous as 1 had
been led to expect. I had been told that it

was customary, on going to the Fair for plun-

der, to mark off" and clear a space of ground,
and then to sit down at some little distance

and smoke a cigar till the birds should lay

afresh. Prom the word ' clear' 1 had con-

ceived an absurd idea of the ground being so

covered with eggs that it would require step-

ping not to crush them! This is decidedly

not so, and, as I succeeded in finding only

fifteen eggs, I should prefer to say that they

are scarce. But 'Honesty is the best policy,'

and I must confess that the St. Helena boys,

who cater for the officers' mess and for the

few private families in Garrison, sometimes

carry off as many as two hundred dozen in a

morning."
At another time David and his wife wan-

dered along the sea-shore examining the oc-

cupants of the pools of water left by the tide

among the rocks. One of their "finds" is

thus described :

—

" While poking at a lovely shelf of pink

coralline in one of these grottos, trying to dis-

lodge it, I felt my stick suddenly pulled from

my grasp. Thinking it must have got fixed

among the stones in some way, I was about

to put down my hand to disengage it, when
to my horror I saw ugly slimy tentacles wind
themselves round my trusty staff', which was
now the prey of a cuttle-fish. There was not

the slightest occasion for it of course; never-

theless, I screamed. This was no devil-fish

of Victor Hugo's dimensions
;
but so hideous

was the creature, that disgust, not terror,

possessed me. David, who was at a little

distance exploring on his own account, con-

cluded that I had at last sprained my ankle

—an accident he had been threatening me
with for some time—and ran quickly to my
assistance.
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"'Only an oclopusi Wo have seen many
of these before.'

'•'Yes, but only bab}- ones, who looked

innocent enough to be t^orged with crabs
;
this

is a monster—-a fiend !'

" We stood watching him. Clearly my stick

was not to his liking, for by-and-by he gradu-

ally unwound himself from it and sank sullenly

down among the coral, looking, as before,

like a tuft of harmless sea- weed. How I con-

gratulated myself on not having trusted my
hand under water ! Had I done so, and had
I been alone, I doubt not that this monster
of ugline.-s would have cost me at least a limb,

for I fear I should have lacked the strength

and presence of mind to fling him off at once,

before the ' suckers' had seized firm hold—
the only chance, I believe, of freeing one's self

without hurt. David wished to secure our

big octopus for future contemplation, and
aimed at him a strong blow, hoping by chance
to touch his vital part, but he only touched
liis spleen. Immediately on finding himself
attacked, the ceature emitted an inky fluid,

which turned the clear pool dark as Styx, and
under cover of this he made his escape, much
to David's disappointment, and to my relief."

The work of observation was completed a
few days before the close of the year—and
the astronomers and their instruments safely

conveyed to their native land.

Modes ofBed oning.—The Africans all beckon
with the htind, to call a person, in a different

way from what Europeans do. The hand is

held, as surgeons any, prone, or palm down
while we beckon witli the band held supine,

or palm up; it is quite natural in them, for

the idea in their mind is to lay the hand on
the person and draw him towards them. If

the person wished for is near, say forty yards
off, the beekoner puts out his right hand on a
level with his breast, and makes the motion
of catching the other by shutting the fingers

and drawing him to himself: if the person is

further off, this motion is exaggerated by
lifting up the right hand as high as he can

;

he brings it down with a sweep towards the
ground, the band being still held prone as bo-

fore. In nodding assent they differ from us

by lifting up the chin instead of bringing it

down as we do.

—

Dr. Livingstone.

Blessed are those who have their minds and
hearts always exercised by that which leads
into the fellowship of just men's spirits made
perfect ; such have also unity with their words
and testimonies, left upon record in the Scrip-

tures of Truth, as it is written by one in the
Psalms, "Blessed is the man that walketh
not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth
in the way of sinners ; nor sitteth in the seat

of the scornful ; but his delight is in the law
of the Lord, and therein doth he meditate day
and night."

The same blessed state is to be witnessed
now, which is more than to read and sing all

the Psalms; and he is the only blessed man
that doth these things.

If Christendom had learned this lesson,

which the}' have read and sung; they would
not have become as a waste howling wilder-

ness, and as a desert which brings forth no
fruit to God, having lent their ear to the
wicked one, and walked in the way of sinners
so long, till they are brought to believe, that
it is impossible to walk in any other way,
while on this side the grave.

Those that obey this wicked one, lend their

ear to him
;
and those that commit sin, walk

in the way of sinners.— William Shewen.

*"*
Selected.

" EXAMINE THYSELF."

Again a day has come antl gone,

Again have nighl's dark shades crept on
;

What battles hast thou lost, or won ?

My soul, look back and see

!

How hast thou done each duty small?
How hast thou fought against sin's thrall ?

Hast thou this day given Christ the all

'Twas in thy power to give ?

For what lost sinner didst thou pray?
What wand'ring sheep of Christ's astray

Hast thou led back unto the way
Of peace and liberty ?

My soul, do thou, with thought sincere,

Work out with trembling and with fear.

Thine own salvation, till 'tis clear

That thou art Christ's alone.—American Messenger.

AUTUMN.
Selected.

breezy, bright September days
With sunshine overflowing,

1 would that I could sing your praise

In truly sympathetic lays,

—

As tender and as glowing !

Your asters by the wayside nod
In many a purple cluster

;

Your gentians star the grassy sod,

And far and near your golden-rod

Displays its lavish lustre.

With keen delight the eye perceives

Your orchards ripe and mellow,

—

The corn-fields bristling with your sheaves

—

Your charm upon the forest-leaves

In crimson and in yellow !

What matter if it means decay,

And desolation follows?

—

The golden glory of the day
For me will never fade aw.iy

From these green hills and hollows.

I did not see them when the spring

With fairy-feet tripped over;

Or when the rose was blossoming,
And honey-bee.s began to sing

Above the summer's clover.

Nor shall I feel the blank despair

Of winter creeping nigh them
;

Before the crimson boughs are bare,

Before the .asters purpling there

Grow sere, my feet will fly them.

Far off where city walls are set

In crowded ranks together,

I shall behold his forces met,

And—heedless of them all—forget

The wild and wintry weather.

For your delight will linger still,

O fair, O sweet September !

In fire-lit dusks mine eyes at will

Shall see your bloom upon the hill.

Your lights and darks remember.

And could the joy you bring to me
But find its fit expression,

Whoso my little verse might see.

His heart would thrill in .sympathy.

And own a like possession.

—J/. Bradley.

Selected.

THE LOVED AND LOST.

Time hath no power to bear away
Thine image from my heart.

No scenes that mark life's onward way
Can bid it hence depart.

Yet while our souls with sorrow riven
Mourn, loved and lost, for thee,

We raise our tearful eyes to Heaven
And .joy that thou art free !

We miss thee from the band so dear.

That gathers round the hearth
;

We listen still thy voice to hear.

Amid our household mirth.

We gaze upon thy vacant chair.

Thy form we cannot see;

We start to find thou art not there

And joy that thou art free.

A thousand old familiar things

Within our childhood's home.
Speak of the cherished absent one
Who never more can come.

They wake with mingled joy and pain

Fond memories of thee
;

We would not call thee back again,

We joy that thou art free !

Amid earth's conflict, woe and care

—

When dark our path appears,

'Tis sweet to know thou canst not share

Our anguish or our tears
;

That on thy head no more shall fall

The storms we may not flee

;

Oh safely sheltered from them all

We joy that thou art free.

For thou hast gained a brighter land,

And death's dark stream is past,

Thine are the joys of God's right hand
That shall forever last.

A crown is on thine angel brow.

Thine eyes thy king shall see.

Thy home" is with the blessed now.
We joy that thou art free !

The following letter was written by Geor
3rd to Dr. Cornwallis, the Archbishop of Ci

terbury, upon the occasion of his hearing

unseemly dissipation in the palace of the arc

bishop :

—

" My good Lord Prelate,—I could not del r

giving you the notification of the grief a

concern with which I was affected at rece

ing authentic information that routs ha

made their way into your palace ; at the sai

time I must signify to you my sentiments
the subject, which hold these levities and vj

dissipations as utterly inexpedient, if not i

lawful, to pass in a residence for many ci

turies devoted to divine studies, religious

tirement, and the extensive exercise of chari

and benevolence. I add, in a place where
many of your predecessors have led their li'

in such sanctity as has thrown lustre on 1

pare religion they professed and adorn
From the dissatisfaction with which you mi

perceive I behold these improprieties, not

speak in harsher terms, and on siill more pic

principles, I trust you will suppres.s them i

mediately, so that I may not have occasion
show any further mark of my displeasure,

to interpose in a different manner. May G
take your Grace under his Almighty prot

tion. I remain, my lord primate,

Your grajCious friend, G. R

Not Foiled. — That was a capital loss

which Prof. Faraday taught one of his studei
in the lecture-room after some chemical
periments. The lights had been put out
the hall, and by accident some article droj:

on the floor from the professor's hand,
professor lingered behind, endeavoring to

]

t up. "Never mind," said the student,
is of no consequence to night, sir, whetl
we find it or no." " That is true," replied i

professor, " but it is of grave consequence
me, as a principle, that 1 am not foiled in '

determination to find it." Perseverance c

mes equal genius in its results. "Th'
only two creatures," sajs the East<

proverb, " that can surmount the pyramids

I

the eagle and the snail."

—

Exchange.
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Conversion of Brownlow North,

Be"Eecord8iind l^ecoUeotions of Brownlow
th," by K. Moody Stewart, states that till

was nearly forty-five years old, he lived

cording to the course of this world," and

1 it pleased God to call him by his grace.

I night in the year 1854, he was playing at

Isi, and had a sensation of sudden illness,

eh made him think he was going to die. He
i to his son, " I am a dead man ; take mo
itairs." lie threw himself on his bed. lie

3,
" My first thought then was : Now, what
my forty-four years of following the de-

ts of my own heart profit me ? In a few

lUtes, I shall be in hell, and what good will

;bese things do roc, for which I have sold

soul? At that moment I felt constrained

jray, but it was merely the prayer of the

ard, a cry for mere}'. I was not sorry for

it I had done, but I was afraid of the punish

It of my sin. And yet still there was some-

ig trying to prevent me putting myself on

knees to call fo| mercy, and that was the

ience of the maid-servant in the room,

ting my fire. Though I did not believe

.hat time I had ten minutes to live, and

w there was no possible hope for me but

,he mercy of God, and that if I did not

t that mercy I could not expect to have

ret such was the nature of my heart and
spirit within me, that it was a balance

b me, a thing to turn this way or that, I

Id not tell how, whether I should wait till

; woman left the room, or whether I should

on my knees and cry for mei'cyin.her

ience. By the grace of God I did put

ielf on my knees before that girl, and I

eve it was the turning point with me."
" * On the following day he publicly

ounced to his friends that ho had become
langed man. His biography says :

The announcement made by Brownlow
tb to his old friends of his sudden change,

ither orally or in writing, created no small

sation among them. Some thought he

gone out of his mind, others thought it

1 a temporary impression or excitement,

that it would soon pass off, and this was
3ially the case with those of them who
e acquainted with his previous convictions

temporary reformations, while in some
,he newspapers it was even said, after he

an his public work, that the whole thing

I done for a wager, and that he bad taken

jt to gather a certain number of thousands

en thousands of hearers in a given time,

.ittle do carnal men understand the work-

3 of the Spirit of God, even when they see

most striking and manifest proofs of it.

; only did worldly people stand in doubt
lira, but Christian people stood aloof from
I for a time, and he underwent the trying

eal of St. Paul, when he essayed to jom
iself to the disciples, recorded in Acts ix.

to whose case his own experience of God's

Breign awakening power had borne a very
hked resemblance. B. North recorded this

ilarity of his case to that of Saul of Tarsus,

^ marginal note on John iv. 27. ' Upon
i came Jesus' disciples, and marveled that

talked with the woman.' It is often a

pvel to disciples in every age, the people

list speaks to. When Paul was converted,

1^ were all afraid of him, and believed not

It he was a disciple. So it was with Brown

I

North, and no wonder; yet for all that

does believe that the Lord had spoken
lira. To Him be the gratitude and the

glory I So on the remark of Festus to Paul at
'

is trial (Acts xsvi. 24), that the apostle was
beside himself 'and mad,' he notes from his

own experience, 'Christians in all ages have

been called mad ; but who was the most mad,

Paul or Festus?' and at verse 22, when Paul

said that it was by the help of God that he

had continued from the day of his conversion

until that day, he doubly underlines Paul's

words, and adds, ' It was God who enabled

him to continue. Give Him the glory, and

trust in Him, and he will enable me.' But
some at least of his old Christian friends, who
had known the history of his careless, god-

less d.iys, and the history of his religious im-

pressions, stood by him, and encouraged him
at this crisis of his life. One of these, after

describing her arrival at Dallas, writes: 'He
was soon obliged to go on a mission of kind

ness promised to godless friends (for he was
by nature kind and generous). His family

were fearful of his health, and he did not

seem fit to go, for such a mental revolution

had acted on his frame, but no one else I

found could do it. I asked him to let mo
hoar soon from him. He wrote from Inver

ness, and his note contained a few words: '1

am kept. Yours, &c.' And ' I am kept'

wore long the last words in his notes to me."

"Thus suddenly arrested, awakened, and

reformed, it must not be supposed that Brown-
low North as rapidly found peace in believing

in the Saviour. As we have already indicated,

ho underwent a very severe and prolonged

period of deep spiritual conflict, which made
the strong man become feeble through the

intensity of his emotion, and the protracted

ness of his distress. With him it was of a

truth the strong man striving, and strivin

with all the powers of his being, and the

faculties of his mind and spirit, to enter ii

the straight gate ; while he wrestled not only

against the flesh and blood of bis whole nature,

but, as he himself felt, against principalities,

against powers, and against the rulers of the

d'arkness of this world. (Eph. vi. 12.) *

"During this long period he read nothing

but the Bible, not even looking at a news-

paper. Charles G. Scott mentions that B
North told him that at that time he was so

engrossed with the concerns of his soul, that

although the Crimean war was raging,

thrilling events were all unknown to him, and

that one day when the country was ringing

with the ba'ltle of Inkermann, happening to

bo travelling on the outside of a stage-coach,

ho overheard a conversation about the great

battle which had been fought, and of which
he knew nothing, so entirely absorbed was he

in the greater and more terrible conflict that

was raging within his own breast. * *

"Still fierce temptations beset him, and

much darkness beclouded his soul for many
months after this. He tells us that on the

day already referred to, the 21st verse of Job c

V. struck him very powerfully as he read

'The Son quickeneth whom He will.' He
saw it was a certainty that if he received the

kingdom of God as a little child, since Christ

could quicken whom He would. He could

quicken him. At least he felt that he might be

saved, for he had found one who was able

save anybod3% and therefore could save hi********
" During these long, dark months he was

often sorely tempted to deny the very being

of God, and to find relief in Atheism from

the accusations of conscience, and the weary

struggles of his soul toward the light for

which he was vainly, as it seemed to him,

groping. We have heard him tell how at

this momentous period of his history, the

suggestion that there was no God, and that

his existence, was a more fable, often so per-

sistently pressed itself upon him, even when
on his knees in prayer, that he felt as if Satan
were at his elbow, constantly whispering,
'There is no God, there is no God!' that be

would then have to rise from his knees and
walk up and down the little gravel path in

his back garden at Elgin for hours, almost
like one demented, iterating and reiterating

the words, ' God is, there is a God,' in reply-

to these temptations of the devil or of his

own heart; until enabled once more to realize

his existence, he returned to his devotion. It

might be when he went out into the street

upon some business, perhaps before he was
aware, his faith in the existence of God again
would fail, and, plunged into a sea of doubt
and distress, he would return to repeat his

whole wrestling and struggling until God
satisfied him once more of the truth of his

existence. It was a trying ordeal to go
through ; but when once the way of escape

from this temptation was opened to hira in

God's good time, it left his foot planted upon
a rock which never trembled beneath hirn,

and gave him a manly, almost a Titanic grasp

of the truth of the being of God, which added
vivid color and character to bis preaching.

"At one critical time during this period of

soul conflict he stated in one of his addresses,

that the question, 'Believest thou that I am
able to do this?' was made a word of life to

him. He writes: 'I wus almost despairing.

The only thing that kept my head above
water was the promise, " Him that cometh to

Mo I will in no wise cast out." I repeated it

again and again, and prayed very earnestly,

when the word came to me with such power,

and with such a rebuke, ' Believest thou that

I am able to do this?' He was able, and I

believed Him, and He did it."

"The above text (John vi. 37) was one

which he never wearied of quoting, to which
he never failed in public and in private to

direct the anxious and returning sinner, and
no words are oftener written on the jjages of

his private Bible than those which, like the

old woman, he could mark as both ' tried and
proved,' ' Him that cometh to Me I will in no

wise cast out.'

"At length he was delivered out of all his

distresses and perplexities. He says :
' I was

many months in trouble about my soul, though

I need not have been as many hours, if I had
only had faith to believe in Jesus Christ, and
to make my own heart a liar; but my own
heart told me that I was the chief of sinners,

that Paul, who called himself the chief, was
not to be compared—no neither was be—to

me, and that there could be no hope for me
;

and for months I believed my own heart.'
"

The experience of Brownlow North strik-

ingly corroborates the Scripture declaration,

that faith is the gift of God. His long con-

tinued wrestling for the Divine blessing was
itself an evidence of the possession of a degree

of faith, for nothing else could have enabled

him to persevere in bis hunger and thirst after

righteousness. His remark, "I was many
months in trouble about my soul, though I

need not have been as many hours, if I only

had faith to beiieve in Jesus Christ," indicates

that ho did not, when he wrote it, fully realize
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how entirely dependant we are on the Lord for

all spiritual power; that without his help we
cannot exercise true faith orany other.spiriiual

quality. Doubtless the Lord saw it meet for

his refinement to subject him for a long time
to the " ministration of condemnation," which
humbles the soul and prepares it for the re-

ception of other gifts; and until this had been
accomplished, and he in measure prepared to

deny ungodliness and worldly lusts, and to

live soberly, righteously and godly in this

present world, a sense of acceptance and of

the Divine favor was withheld. There was
no way in which this could have been ob-

tained but by patient endurance of the Lord's
judgments, and looking unto Him for help
and deliverance.

"It was with deep sorrow and humiliation,

that on one occasion he alluded to himself as

being like the man who was above forty years
of ago, on whom the miracle of healing was
showed (Acts iv. 22.) On the first page of

the New Testament which he began to use

on the New Year's day, 1855, is the affecting

inscription, written apparently at first in pen
oil, and afterwards traced in ink ; 'B. North,
a man whose sins crucified the Son of God.'
And his words and manner alike, in alluding

to his having been as one born out of due
time, proved that the deepest feeling was

—

" ' Alas, that I so lately knew Thee,
Thee so worthy of the best

;

Nor had sooner turned to view Thee,
Truest good, and only rest !

The more I love, I mourn the more
That I did not love before.'

"

Religious Items, &c.

Decrease in Church Membership.—The Chris-

finn, of London, has the following :
" The

Wesleyan Church has this year to report a

considerable decrease in the number of its

members. It will not be possible to state the

figures with exactness until the ofiicial return

has been prepared, but enough is known to

awaken earnest reflectioi;. Manufacturing
districts and agricultural districts present the

same appearance. Districts as diverse as Bir-

mingham and Cornwall, as Bedford and Leeds,

have similarly suffered. Wounds and bruises

and putrifying sores are not readily discern-

able, but the whole head seems sick and the

whole heart faint. We suspect that when the

circuit returns are published it will be' found
that in some circuits where there are stationed

ministers who have long been remarkable for

success, decreases have occurred."

Immorality.—The N. Y. Tribune, in speak-
ing ofthe immoralitj-so lamentably prevalent,

asserts, that " The mass of the people are
decent and God-fearing; the instinct of the
American woman is to be modest and pure.

Human nature is no coarser or less reverent
than in the days of our grandfathers. Our
literature is purer than it was then." It gives
as one cause of the evils of which it complains,
the increased familiarity with vice and its

effects which is tolerated in the newspapers
of the day, and even in the conversation of
the family circle ; and adds, " The very air is

poisoned in which our children live. No legis-

lation, no single reform can touch this disease

any more than it could cure the malaria which
slays its victims bj- the thousand. It is for

each family to clean and sweeten their own
household."

Jewish Population.— According to oflSeial

data, the total number of the Hebrew race

to-day is about what it was in the days of

King David—between six and seven millions.

There are in Europe about 5,000,000, in Asia

200,000, in Africa over 80,000, and in America
from a million to a million and a half The
present population of Jerusalem is given as

13,500 Jews, 7,000 Mahommedans and 5,000
Christians.

Spread of Protestantism in France.— The
Secretary of the Central Evangelical Society
of Paris states that, if they had means, they
could found a new Protestant place of wor-
ship every week, so eager are the people all

through Southern France to accept the gospel.

The Episcopal Register says:—"Theatres
are maintained for the amusement of the peo-
ple, and in many cases churches are managed
so as to present somewhat similar attractions.

The music is controlled and intended to satisfy

those whose tastes have been cultivated by
the opera, and in large measure in the same
style of music. The decorations are such as

are adapted to satisfy the same or similar

tastes. In the pulpit there is much that is

dramatic and entertaining. When will we
learn that the church is not intended merely
to keep the minds of men occupied with seri-

ous subjects, but by the assistance of the Holy
Spirit to produce devout affections, to enkindle
longings after holiness, and to bo the means
of conveying that grace without which men
cannot lead godly, righteous or sober lives."

Natural History, Science, kt.

The Quipu.—A short time since we saw in

the possession of a friend some valuable relics

which bad been forwarded to him from Peru.
These antiquities were a portion of a costume,
some silver and bone beads, a wooden needle,

a piece of bread, and what is believed to bo a
part of a Quipu, which were all obtained from
the grave of one of the Ineas, and must have
been placed with the embalmed bodj- centuries
ago. They were in wonderful preservation,

owing no doubt to their being buried together
in the sand.

The scrap of garment which had enveloped
the mummy was like coarse canvas, and inter-

woven with it were small but beautiful yellow
feathers, resembling those of the canary. The
remaining antiquities were easily named, ex-

cept what appeared to be a bunch of different

colored threads. We at first thought they
appertained to the shuttle, but could not
understand why the various colors should be
in the same skein ; and then we remembered
that in lieu of an alphabet, the Peruvians used
the Quipu.

The absence of an alphabet amongst the
Peruvians at the time of the Spanish con-
quest must have forcibly struck the scholars
of that time, especially as the invaders found
a powerful nation, far advanced in civilization

under the despotic though paternal rule of
the Incas. The laws of the country were
suitable to the condition of the people, the
science of agriculture was well advanced,
mines were opened and worked, the palaces
of the Incas are described as magnificent,
bridges were constructed, woolen and cotton
goods were fabricated, yet, the nation pos-

sessed no chavactera for a written language.
Among the Peruvians men were specially

appointed to learn and recount the history
and personal adventures of the Inca, and of

his forefathers ; and these men, called Amantas,
had the dutj- of giving instruction to the sons
of the nobility. That these men should re-

member every statistic necessary for th
discourse would be almost impossible withe
some arbitrary aid, and the necessity for t

led to the adoption of the Quipu; which v

a cord about two feet long, composed of c

ferent colored threads slightly twisted
gether, from which smaller threads were s

pended in the manner of a fringe. Th'
threads were of different colors and were ti

into knots. The colors denoted sensible i

jects; for instance white represented silvi

yellow, gold. The knots served instead
ciphers, and could be combined in such a mi
ner as to represent numbers to any amot
they required.

When our I'oaders are reminded that i

Peruvians were very exact statisticians—

*

asmuch as they registered every birth a

death, and kept account of all agricultu

produce— the important use of the Qu;
among them is apparent.

—

Leisure Hour.
An Elephant's Revenge.—The next tira<

met the elephant in cajpp was when I

Maharajah Dhuleef Sing was coming dc

from Lahore to Futtehghur, attended by
tutor. Sir John Login, some of the sirda

and a large escort. He had handsome lar

tents for himself and his suite, and elepha
were required for carrying them. After'
positing the tents in Futtehghur the esci

was returning to Meerut accompanied by 1

elephants that were no longer required. W
these was a motlej' group of servants, &

also not wanted. Along with them was
fine- middle aged Sikh Fakeer who had fal

well while^n the retinue of the Maharaj:

but on the return he was not in such good co

pany, and found himself rather hard up

therefore thought he could not do better th

help himself to one of the cakes, a quar
inch thick and one foot in diameter, a pile

which was supplied every evening to each
the elephants. He was too sacred a charac
for the mahout or any other native to int

fere with, and as long as no European (

was upon him he found it quite easy to supj

all his wants from this source. One evenii

however, he tried the experiment once 1

often. As was his wont, he went earelesi

up to the pile that had been set before a sm
female elephant and took up one of her favor

cakes. VVhether remembering bis former
fences or not it is hard to say, but she caug

him in the act, pulled him down with 1

trunk, and put her foot upon him. A numl
of men saw what had happened, but it w

all too suddenly and unexpectedly done to

avoided or prevented. On running up th

found the man grievously hurt and unable

move. He was put jnto a dhoolie at oi

and carried to the hospital, where he p
sen ted a very remarkable appearance. '.

was blown out to an enormous size with i

under his skin. His arms were almost
large as thighs, and his lower limbs and bo
were proportionately distended. His lips i

cheeks wore so distended and tight that

could not speak ; and his eyelids firmly clo»

through both upperand lower lid beingswoll
and tense. He could bend no joint in 1

body, but lay stiff and straight on his bw
The elephant was said to hare put hor ft

on his chest, but there was no external m»
of itijurj'. It was clear however that e

must have broken some of his ribs and driv

the ends of one or more of them into .

lungs. Acting on this belief the man's oh

was bandaged up. The swelling subsio
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it was found eight ribs were broken. Ho
iinued to mend, and thanks to a grand
stitution was able to start for home in six

ks. It is hardly likely that ho or his

ids sought to interfere again with the

hant's evening naeal.

—

Leisure Hour.
ntiquity of Glass.—A small specimen of pure

sin the British Museum is a moulded lion's

1, the manufacture of which is dated pre-

IS to 2000 B. c. The invention of glazing

,cry is assigned to the Phonicians by
ly; fragments have been found bearing

inscription of early Egyptian monaichs,
libly of the 1st d3'nasty. The modern
of glass-blowing appears to have been

wn at a very early date, as half obliterated

les of the 5th dynasty were found in a

b at Sukkara.

—

Scientific Ainerican.

n Archivological Expedition.—The editor of

Mondes, Paris, proposes the fitting out of

xpedition to go in search of the " eloquent

ains of the Egyptian cavalry buiied in the

Sea, with their chariots, horses, horso-

I, treasures, &c." He believes the remains
r be found by digging, and will be in an
client state of preservation owing to the

on of the salt in which they are buried,

i proposed to form a sort of joint stoeic

pany, the bonds to bear no interest, but
stockholders to be reimbursed by a di-

Dn of the money procur<?d from the sale of

^discovered treasures.

—

Scientific American.
the scheme is a wild one.

—

Eds ]

^he Memory.—It has been observed that
Wor races of mankind, as the negroes,

|iese, ctu., have more memory than those

! higher type of civilization
; women more

!i men
;
youths than adults, (the faculty

ig well developed in childhood and attains

maximum about the 14th or 15th j'ear,)

le invalids of a lymphatic temperament
jethan strong; peasants more than citizens,

the clergy more than the laity. Also,

memory remains intact in diseases of the

side of the brain and is much affected in

le of the right.

emember better in the morning than
be evening, in summer than in winter, in

m than in cold climates. From a physio-

eal point of view memory is diminished
tver-feeding, physical exercise, and educa-
—in this sense, that the illiterate have
erbially more memory than those who
w how to read and write.

—

Scientific Ameri

wriier in the New York Times gives the
wing as the proper means to be employed
jcover a person in a faint: " When a per
faints, or feels like fainting, he should be

ed at once in a horizontal position—laid

on the floor—and have"a little cold water
led in his face. This is the easiest, quickest,

surest way to recover from fainting. In
position the heart has less labor to per-

i in pumping the blood to the brain than
36 upright position. A few years since a
' died in a dentist's chair, after having
i teeth extracted, she having fainted. It

proved at the coroner's inquest that after

lady had fainted she was kept seated in

dentist's chair for ten minutes—probab'y
blood running down her throat. If the
tist had had the presence of mind to lift

out of the chair, allow the blood to run
1 her mouth, laid her flat on the floor, and
aed a little water in her face, she would
11 probability have recovered. It is a
cult thing to recover from a dead faint

while the body is in an upright position. The
London Lancet mentions the case of a woman
who fainted on a race-course, when the by-

standers placed her in an upright position

against the fence. A physician happening
along stretched her flat on the ground, and

she recovered. Let every person who reads

this remember that a fainting person should

be insianlly placed in a horizontal position."

Soule, of Elgin, 111., is in his third year of

frog farming, and his first crop is now being

marketed. He has an acre and a quarter

devoted to frog industry. The kind grown is

the " Goslia frog," much larger than the com-
mon sort. He will next season furnish St.

Louis, Chicago, and Cincinnati with frogs,

and is confident of success in the business.

What Became of Them.—An Ohio corre-

spondent of the Tennessee Good Templar gives

the following sad illustration of the wages of

sin.

Forty years ago I noted down ten driukei'S,

six young men and four boys. I saw the boys

drink beer and buy cigars in what was then

called a "grocery" or "doggery." I ex-

pressed my disapprobation, but the seller gave

a coarse reply. He continued the business,

and in fifteen years hedied of delirium tremens,

leaving not five dollars.

I never lost sight of those ten, only as the

clods of the valley hid their bodies from hu-

man vision. Of the six young men, one died

of delirium tremens and one in a drunken fit

;

two died of disease produced by their excesses

before they reached the meridian of life; two
of them left families not provided for, and two
sons are drunkards. Of the two remaining,

one is a miserable wreck, and the other a

drinker in some better condition.

Of the four boys, one who had a good
mother grew up a sober man ; one was killed

by a club in a drunken broil ; one has served

two terms in the penitentiarj' ; and one has

drank himself into an inoff'ensive dolt, whose
family has to provide for him.

Keep your conscience tender—tender as the

eye that closes its lid against an atom of dust,

or as the sensitive plant which shrinks and
shuts its leaves not merely at the rude touch

of a finger, but at the breath of a moth.
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In a late number of The Christian Advocate,

we find an editorial headed, "Only believe,"

which attributes salvation exclusively to the

exercise of faith, by which a new life is re-

ceived ; and asserts that the power of the

Spirit "remakes us on the sole condition of

believing." It says, "The battle-cry of the

New Testament is
—'Only believe.'" Good

works are not ignored, but are spoken of as

the fruits of the regenerate life.

We refer to this subject because we believe

similar views are at times advanced by some
of our own members. We believe they do

not clearly or fully describe the actual work
of Grace in the transformation of man from a

fallen to a regenerated state ; and are liable

to be so understood as to lead an inquirer into

error and spiritual danger.

That faith is essential, is so clearly stated

in the Bible, and so fully in accord with the

experience of all true Christians, that we do
not suppose any one who is practically ac-

quainted with real religion can hold any other
doctrine. But that " believing" is " the so/e

condition" necessary for regeneration and
salvation, is neither consistent with Scripture

nor experience.

The apostle James distinctly asserts—" By-

arks a man is justified and not by faith

ily." "Faith without works is dead," and
therefore can have no saving power when
alone. Indeed saving faith is do mere intel-

lectual operation that can be performed at

our own will, but is expressly declared to be
the gift of God.
Our holy Lord .Tesus Christ, by his Spirit,

shines into the hearts of mankind, even in

very early years, showing people what is right

and what is wrong, reproving ibr sin, and
seeking to draw them into communion with
God. The earliest exercise of faith is in the

reception of these teachings and leadings; in

turning to, believing in and obeying them.
The same mental process may be regarded as

one of those "good works" wrought by the

power of the Spirit through our j'ielding our-

selves to its operation. Faith and works are

thus inseparably connected together in the

work of righteousness in its very begining
within us—and they are never separated in

the whole course of all sound spiritual pro-

gress.

The apostle Paul declares, " By Grace are

ye saved, through faith, and that not of your-

selves ; it is the gift of God ;" and again, " God
so loved the world, that He sent his only be-

gotten Son, that whosoever believeth on Him
might not perish but have everlasting life."

No one who gives due weight to these pre-

cious texts can hope to merit salvation by
any thing that he can do of himself. The real

Christian must ever cast all his crowns at the

foot of the Divine throne, and join the an-

gelic throng in ascribing all honor and glory

and power unto Him that sitti-th on the

throne, and unto the Lamb. Yet it is very

possible for one who has not yet turned with
full purpose of heart to the Lord, and who is

unwilling to give up his own will in some
particulars, so to misapply these texts as to

think himself in a saved state, while in a state

of disobedience to the Lord's requirings. The
faith on which such lean is not of a Divine

and saving nature, and will fail them in the

time of need.
' The coming and sufferings of Christ are de-

clared to have taken place in order " that He
might redeem us from all iniquity, and purify

unto Himselfa peculiar people,zealou8of good
works." He not only suffered for our sins in

that prepared body, but He now operates in

our hearts to purify us from our sins
;
giving

power unto as many as will receive Him ia

his spiritual appearance within them, to re-

pent of and forsake all unrighteousness, and
thus to come into the number of the redeemed
of the Lord. This power comes from Him
alone—so that it is very true that we are

saved " by Grace," and not of ourselves.

The apostle Paul declares in his second

epistle to the Corinthians, " For our rejoicing

is this, the testimony of our conscience, that

in simplicity and godly sincerity, not with
fleshly wisdom, but by the grace of God, wo
have had our conversation in the world."

There can be no more precious experience

than that hero referred to—even an habitual
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walking in and under the power and govern- 1 Eighteen million bushels of bituminous coal are de-

ment of the Spirit of the Redeemer, and know- ''li"^' '"' 'h" ^".^' ^' Pittsburg on account of the warn

the law of -the Spirit of Life in Christ

Jesus to set us free from the law of sin and

death."
Those who have been brought into this

condition are not freed from their share of

the trials and sufferings incident to this state

of existence. The same apostle, in the same
epistle speaks of himself as being "troubled

on every side," "perplexed," ''persecuted"

and "cast down;" j'et, he says, "we faint

not," being sustained by the heart-cheering

confidence that •' our light affliction, which is

but for a moment, worketh for us a far more
exceeding and eternal weight of glory."

Among the memoranda of Job Scott, is this

entry: "Thankful for preservation, and beg-

ging to be preserved; .much broken off from

all creaturely dependence, and all human, all

earthly consolation ;
caring very little where

I am or may be ; what I am or may be about,

or what does or may happen to me ; so that

in and through all 1 may be preserved from

all sin. 1 scarce have any wish about my
life, whether 1 may live long or be soon re-

leased; whether 1 may have little or much of

this world; little or much toil of body or

mind ; little or much of the favors and friend-

ship, or the frowns and reproaches of man
;

so that through all I may dwell steadfastly

given up to the will of my God."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—It is estimated that 50,000 men

and women are employed in Philadelphia in the

facture of clothing, and 20,000,000 suits are made there

every year. Cutting machines are being introduced

into nearly all the manufactories; these have a capa-

city for cutting nearly eighteen hundred garments in

twelve hours. Buttonholes can be worked by machinery
at the rate of about one hundred and eighty per hou
An instance of the value of machinery in expediting

manufacture, is afforded in the fact that an establish

ment where cutting and buttonhole machines are used,

turns out one hundred suit-i, ready for wear, within

twelve hours.

A press dispatch from Bradford, Pa., states that as

much as 150,000 gallons of petroleum are wasting every

day in the McKean Qounty oil regions. The tanks with

capacity for several million barrels, were filled to over-

flowing. The United Tidewater Pipe Line, has iron

tankage in the Bradford district, for 3,000,000 barrels

of oil, and are able to take care of all the oil of ind:

viduals and companies owning tankage in connection

with them. The heavy loss falls on small producers

who cannot afford to build tanks. In some parts of the

region, streams were dammed and the oil thus collected

set on fire. Heavy losses to derricks and other pro-

perty have resulted from fires occasioned by sparks

from locomotives, and from firing by tramps and ma-
licious persons.

The Balgenland made her last trip, from Antwerp to

the dock at Jersey City, in 10 days, 21 hours and 20
minutes.
According to the estimates of the President of the

State Vinecultural Society, there are now 60,000 acres

in California covered with vineyards. It is said S30,-

000,000 are invested in these interests, including the

land.

Official returns of the vote for members of the Ohio
Legislature, give the Republicans 7 m.ojority in the

Senate and 24 in the House, or 31 majority on joint

ballot

The body of a man found on the shore of Lake
Michigan, has been recognized to be the person who
accompimied Wise in his last balloon ascension.

The foreign immigration continues to show a large

increase, the arrivals at Ca-itle Garden on the 25th ult.

numbering 1028 ; total for the week 4991.

The amount of grain afloat on the canal between
Buffalo and Oswego, on the 25th ult., coming towards

tidew.ater, was : wheat, 2,238,000 bushels ; corn, 790,000

bushels ; oats, 102,000 bushels ; barley, 382,000 bushels
;

rye, 43,000 bushels. The receipts of all grains at the

four principal Atlantic ports daring the week ending

on the 21st, were 7,441,439 bushels.

of water; and there is great scarcity of coal at all the

cities on the Ohio and Mississippi.

The number of deaths in this city for the week end-

ing at noon on the 25th ult., was 248 : 155 being adults

and 93 children. In New York, for the same period,

the mortality was .509, an increase of 94 compared with

the preceding week ; this increase is said to be due to

to an unusual mortality from diseases of a pulmonary
character.

Markets, cfcc—The following were quotations on the

25th ult. U. S. sixes, 1881, 105|; do. 5's, registered,

1021; coupon, 103^; 4J's, 1891, 106; 4'8, 1907, 102}.

Cotton continues in fair demand and prices were
rather firmer. Sales of middlings at Hi a 11 J cts. per

pound.
Petroleum.—Crude, 7 cts. in barrels, and refined 7f

cts., for export, and 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Linseed oil, 70 a 75 cts.

Flour.—Sales of 1800 barrels, including Penna. and
Minnesota extra, at $6.75 a $7.25 ; western do. do., at

$7 a $7.-50
;
patent, $7.75 a $9. Rye flour, $6. Corn

meal, S3.25.
Grain.—Wheat, red, $1.45; amber, S1.47. Rye, 92

93 cts. Corn, 62 a 63 cts. Oats, mixed, 43 a 44 cts.

;

white, 45 a 46 cts.

Hay and Straw.—Prime timothy, 75 a 85 cts. per 100

pounds ; mixed, 65 a 75 cts. per 100 pounds. Straw,

65 a 75 cts. per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle.—The market active and prices well main-

tained. Sales at 3 a 5 cts., as to quality. Hogs, 5.V a 6i
cts. per pound. Sheep, 4j a 5 cts. per pound as to con-

dition.

Foreign.—The Paris Gaulois publishes an interview

with Gladstone, in which he says, that in the event of

a Liberal victory at the next election in England, he

himself would only resume office if forced to do so by
his fellow countrymen. He deprecated contention with

Russia about Afghanistan, and said he believed there

would not be any ; that India had nothing to fear from
Russia, which had as much as she can do to hold her

conquests in Turkestan. The Austro-German Alliance

was doubtless intended as a check to Russia, but toe

much account must not be made of it, as Prince Bis

marck would abandon it as readily as he had abandoned
parliamentary parties which had served his purpose.

England's road to India, he said, must be retained by

keeping np her maritime supremacy.
Lord Hartington, in addressing a meeting of Liberals

at Manchester on the 24th ult., said, " England's policy

should not be an imitation of the policy of any other

Power. That alliance ought to be used for the purpose

of forming and joining in a combination of the
"

of Europe, framed for the purpose of preserving the

peace and independence of Europe, repressing the ag

gressive ambition of any power, protecting the weak
against the strong, the free against the oppressed. Th'

is the policy which has always been in the main adopted

by the Liberal party. It has not been the policy of the

present Government."
The distress in Hungary is very great. The Govern-

ment has suspended the collection of taxes until the

ne.xt harvest, in 57 towns and villages in Temes county

In Soros county some cases of starvation are reported,

and forty parishes are threatened with famine. From
three other counties distressing accounts are received,

A serious fire h.as destroyed one-fifth of the town of

Ufa, the capital of the Province of Orenberg, in E
ropean Russia. It has a population of 5,900.

It is stated that King -Alfonso has declared all sums
which individuals or public bodies intend to contribute

towards the celebration of his marriage, will be devoted

to the relief of the suflferers by the floods.

A bill for the abolition of slavery in Cuba, to be pre-

sented to the Cortes, provides that slaves aged 55 years

and over shall become free immediately; tho^e aged

50, in 1880 ; those aged 45, in 18S2 ; those aged 40, in

1884; those aged 35, in 1886; those aged 30, in 1888,

and all others in 1890. The sum of 350 piasters will

be p.aid to the owners for each slave.

The United States Consul at China, in a dispatch to

the Department of Slate, reports that two English

physicians have had remarkable success in their prac-

tice in the royal family, leading to a large practice

among the common people. The Viceroy has estab-

lished a free dispensary, and placed one of the doctors

at its head. The whole expense is borne by the Viceroy.

He has also noticed favorably a female physician who
holds high rank among the physicians of Peking. This

liberal course will do much to break down the pre-

judices of the people.

A report from the U. S. Minister of Japan, gives

much interesting and valuable information regarding

that empire. During the past year the imports ft

United States amounted to three and a half mill

dollars, the exports to the United States S7,500,C

The tonnage of American shipping is greater than t

of all the European countries combined, except Gi^

Britain. Statistics of the cholera are startling. 1

mber of cases reported 198,953 ; deaths,

fering at date of report, 9th mo. 20th, 40,448. Foreign

Idom recover. The good eflfect of quarantine has b

demonstrated. The action of the U. S. Governmep!

sustaining the quarantine has been highly apprecia

by the emperor and his people.

The report of the Director-General of the Telegn

shows an increase of that enterprise. Total recei

from the earliest date (1878) are nearly s-l,O00,C

Nearly 2,000 miles of wire were put up in that ."'>«

over 1,400 persons are employed.
Without any demand of treaty powers, the Japi

Government has declared that hereafter the coin kno.

as the " yen" shall be received by the Government
a par with the Mexican dollar. The. "yen" is sih

of 416 grains and 900 fineness.
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BIBLE ASSOCL^TION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting will be held in the CommilJl^

;;

room of Arch Street Jleeting-house, on Fourth-d

the 5th in.st., a,t 8 o'clock p. M. E. Smith,

11th mo. 1879. Secrelan,'

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
The Winter Session of the School will com'mei

on Second-day the 3rd of Eleventh month.

Pupils who" have been regularly entered and who
by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets at

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Railro

corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, by giv'

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is furnisl

with a list of the pupils for that purpose. In such c

the passage, including the stage fare from the Riiln

Station, will be charged at the School, to be paid

with the other incidental charges at the clo-e of

term. Tickets can also be obtained of the Tioasur

304 Arch street. Conveyances will be at the .-<TRf

Road Station on Second and Third-days, the :'.r.l s

4th proximo, to meet the trains that leive Philadelpl

at 7.-50 and 10 A. M., 12.30 and 2,30 P. M.

Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first and Ch<

nut streets or at Eighteenth and Market If left at i

latter place, it must be put under the care of H. .\li

ander & Son, who will convey it thence to Thirty-fi

and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trunk, to

paid to them. Those who prefer can have their b

gage .sent for to any place in the built-up. part of 1

City, by sending word on the day previous (through

post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexander & Son, N.

corner of 18th and Market Sts. Their char-e in si

case for taking baggage to Thirty-first ami Clie-sti

streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. For the .same cha

they will also collect baggage from the other

depots, if the checks are left at their office cornc

and Market Sts. Baggage put under their car

perly marked, will not require any attention from t

owners, either at the West Philadelphia de[iot, or

the Street Road Station, but will be forwarde 1 direct

the School. It may not always go on the mm-: train

the owner, but it will go on the same day, provided I

notice to H. Alexander & Son reaches them in time

During the Session, pas.sengers for the S.-hool «

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of I

first train from the City, every day except First-da;

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Frieo

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be torwarc

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the last two Si

days' of t'le Tioelfth month, and the expense charged

their bills.

Tenth month 22d, 1879.

-of II

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,

Near Frankford, {Twenty -third Ward,) Philadclphi

Physician and Superintendent—John C. II all, M
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board

Managers.

Died, 10th mo. 12th, 1879, at her residenee

citv, Eliz.vbeth, daughter of the late Joseph >

Rebecca H. Gillingham, a member of Northe

trict Monthly Meeting of Friends.

wiL"LLi^^HT pile" prTnter,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The following instructive narrative has

n forwarded for insertion in " The Friend,"

lompanied with a copy of part of a letter

jrrinfT to it, written by our late valued

!nd, Hannah Williams.

—

Eds.]

tract from a Lrttcr from H. W. to E. R., dateil

IJlli mo. JOth, 1838.

have just copied the account of Isaac

)eniakei', from my printed account, for our
friend Job Haines, at hia request, and un-

standing some time since they were nearly

of print, and feeling much interest in the

tents, should be glad they could again be

Dted, either in pamphlet form, or, let it

er the columns of " The Friend."

t seemed to tne as I traced vvord by word
se lines, that their use was not at an end

;

it Elizabeth, thou knowest they are not

nningly devised fables," but realities seen

felt in an awful moment, when they were
ned and laid on him to declare, as he says,

; the peril of his soul." "That God had
ined his mouth on their account, that they
ht declare it to others." * * * Most of

subjects are of importance, and general

icern to us as a Societ}^ and would be re-

7ed afresh (I should hope) not only with

p interest, but v.'ith gratitude, by some
)r souls ; to believe that a kind providence
niraculously favored him ; and be stren^^th-

id thereby to pursue the path of duty.

Hannah Williams.

ne account of Isaac Shoemaker, of the Town-
hip of Cheltenham, in the County of Phila-

Jelphia, son of John Shoemaker of the same
)lace, who de-parted this life on the 31st day
if the Seventh month, 1779, in the twenty-fifth

'tear of his age.

Se was a young man of an active disposi-

and vigorous constitution, who in the

neral tenor of his conduct and conversation
reserved from what in the world's esti-

tion is accounted gross or immoral
;
yet in

company, dress and deportment evidenced
Baning to levity, and fondness for things in

sir nature vain and unsubstantial; of the
ptiness and corrupting tendency whereof
was at times made sensible, by the faithful

monitions of the Divine Monitor in his own
nd, as appears from some of his expressions
ar his depaiture out of time ; when through
3 renewed extendings of heavenly favor, he

was mercifully visited and awakened from a

state of insensibility ; under the quickening in-

fluences whereof, he had to warn and admonish
his former associates and others, against in-

dulging themselves in the vanities and follies

of a perishing world ; some of whom having

been measurably reached thereby, have signi-

fied a desire that the weighty expressions

uttered by him in that solemn season, might
be communicated and diffused for the benefit

of the youth of his acquaintance and others;

which if weighed with becoming seriousness

and depth of attention, might minister profit-

ble instruction, and tend to lasting edifica-

tion. This instance of heavenly condescen-

sion and divine regard affording renewed
cause in humble admiration to say, "Great
and marvellous are thy works. Lord God Al-

htyl justand true are thy ways thou King
of saints!" Kov. xv. 3.

About ten days before his decease, between
the hours of eight and nine in the evening, he

fell into a state of silence, and became speceh-

ss and incapable of bodily action, his mouth
being open and his jaw set : thus he lay nearly

three hours, supposed by the family and divers

of the neighbors present, to be in a trance.

Upon his recovery, he ground his teeth to-

gether, so as greatly to affect the hearers, and
twice or thrice sighed deeply. After which,

appearing like one raised from the dead, under

great concern and exercise of mind, he began

to speak with a strong voice, to the astonish-

ment of those in company, saying :
" Oh I that

I could tell you what I have seen and under-

went. It would pierce the hardest heart

amongst you
;
perhaps some may think there

is no hell, but I have to tell j^ou there is a hell,

and a dreadful one too. And there is a heaven,

and a sweet one too ; where angels clothed in

white robes sit at the right hand of God, sing-

ing praises to his great name; I have to de-

clare it unto you at the peril of my soul, but

some will not believe though an apostle should

rise from the dead. You may think I am not

in my senses, but I knew you all as you came
into the room, am perfectly in my senses,

and God hath opened my mouth on your ac-

count, and that you might declare it unto

othei's. Narrow is the way that leads to life,

and few there be that find it ; but broad is the

way that leads to destruction, and many are

going in that way." Proceeding in a bemoan-
ing accent :

" I have lived to this age with-

out knowing what God really is, until this

night. I have been often visited, but did kick

and rebel. Three years ago, I had a sight

that I should be brought to the brink of the

grave, but it was not shown mo whether I

should recover or not; but if I do, I am de-

sirous that I might be made an instrument to

convert thousands into the right way. I

wonder," continued he, "that I should under-

take to be the head of a family and not capa-

ble to teach them their duty towards God :

there is a necessity for parents and heads of

families to bring up their children and others

under their care, in plainness of speech and
apparel, keeping humble, endeavoring to im-
press their tender minds \pith a sense of their

duty towards God. Many let their bhildren
run about the streets, hearing (which is often

used in this land) the holy name of Jesus
taken in vain. My parents, when I was young,
were drawn so much into the cumbering
things of this world, that they did not teach

as they ought to have done my duty
towards God." To his wife he uttered him-
self thus: "My dear comfort, my bosom friend,

mourn not for me, there are many difficulties

d trials to be met with in our passing
through this world ; retire to thy father's

house, live a sober, virtuous life. If it should
please God to take me out of the world this

night, I would have none to take it to heart;
no, not to shed a tear." He was divers limes
drawn forth in fervent supplication, and ex-

pressed himself on this wise: " Oh I Lord
Jesus, bo pleased to look down with an eye of

pity upon me ; on my father ; be with him and
comfort him in his old age, under the afflic-

tions and trials that may be suffered to come
upon him. On ray aged mother, be her
strength and support all the days of her life

;

who has been a kind and tender mother to

me, all my days ; and hath since my sickness,

in my distress, pointed out the right path for

me to turn into, when I was ready to fall into

despair, under a sense of my manifold trans-

gressions, directing me to look forward to-

wards my dear Kedeemer, whose blood is suffi-

cient to wash away all our sins, which I have
experienced the truth of. Be pleased, if it be

thy will, look down upon mankind univer-

sally; reconcile all men to one another, and
to th3'self, that there may be no more blood

spilt in the land, if it be thy blessed will ; not

my will, but thine be done." Also singing

praises to God for his many great mercies to

him.
Being desirous of seeing divers of his ac-

quaintance not present, he said :
" They know

not what God really is; some of them have in

their breasts the spirit ofenvy and bitterness."

Under much concern that they m:iy be re-

deemed from that wrathful spirit, he earnestly

besought the Almighty to turn their hearts

to love and good will. " I wonder," said he,

"that God hath not sent his just judgments
and destroyed this place, for wickedness and
hardness of heart." He desired to be made
subject to the divine will, and said, "I have

no will of mj' own, not my will but thine be

done." To his brothers he said, "Eeniember
your Creator in the da3's of your youth, dress

plain and walk humble before the Lord ;
never

mind what your comrades say, for we must
all become fools for Christ's sake, that wo
may be made wise. Make Him your standard,

keep the world under your feet ; attend meet-

ings with your father and mother, both on

First and other days of the week; when met,

turn your minds inward and solidly think

what you came about, and endeavor to know
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God for yourselves; do not as 1 have done;
I often went to meetings and sometimes did

think on those things, but soon let them slip,

letting my mind out at fine clothes and gay
dress, contriving how to exceed in grandei

To his apprentice boy he said, "I have heard

thee use many idle words and passed it by
without proper notice, I beg thee may break
thyself of them, or God will pronounce hit

judgments against thee." Desiring the com
pany to withdraw out of tlie room and to be

left alone in stillness, he said, " I think I have
done with flesh. I have said all that I have to

say unto you ;" then lifting up his hands he
said, "Oh! holy Jesus, how sweet do I fee'

thee I" All being gone out of the room, he

devoutly and loudly desired (in the hearing
of some friends in the adjoining room) that

God might be pleased to stop the effusion of

blood.*

After which ho appeared like one whose
mind is redeemed from the earth and much
swallowed up in a sense of that sweetness he
had been so marvellously favored with; con-

tinuing in this frame of spirit to the close of

his time; and we doubt not but he now rests

in peace and quiet with the Lord.

-~.^ For " The Friend."

.

"' The Island of Mangaia.

This is one of the small coral islands of the
Pacific Ocean, belonging to what is called
" Hewey's" group. It is about twenty miles

in circumference, and has a population of 3000
people. The following particulars are taken
from Gill's "Gems from the Coral Islands."

" During our stay here, we had frequent
conversations with the people who visited us,

respecting their former heathen state, and the
blessings of the gospel which were now so

richly enjoyed by them. The old natives

gained new vigor of body and mind, while
they related to us, in language of deprecation,
the facts and details of their idol-worship and
their heathenism. The last man who had
seen Captain Cook, when ho visited the island,

had died a month or two before we arrived
;

but most of the present population remem-
bered the accounts respecting him and his

ship, as given to them by their own parents;
and they preserved with great sacredness an
axe, and two or three old knives, which were
left on shore by this early navigator and dis-

coverer of the island.

"It was interesting also to witness their

emotions of sorrow, while they told us of their
cruelty towards Papehia, the Christian teach-
er, whom ' Wiliamu' wished to leave among
them, and of their .subsequent afflictions, by
which God prepared their hearts to receive
'Davida' when he came. They also told us,

with much shame, of a singular instance of
their heathen ignorance and superstition.
When Davida landed on the island, he brought
with him a pig. Having never before seen
any animal larger than a rat, they looked on
this pig with mingled emotions of awe and
pleasure. They believed it to be a represen-
tative of some superior spirit, '

i te ao a muri
atu,' of the other world. Tho teacher did all

he could to convince them that it was only an
inferior animal, brought by him on shore with
a view to benefit the people; but they were
determined to do it temple honor. They
clothed it in white bark, sacred cloth, and
took it in triumph to the principal ' Marae'

[* Time of the revolutionary war.]

on the island, where they fastened it to the

pedestal of one of their gods. For some time
she resisted such honor, and made attempt
to get at largo ; but all efforts to escape proved
futile; for two months her degraded votaries

brought her dailj' offerings of the best frui

of the land, and presented to her the homaj^
of worship. At length, however, she repaid

the degraded devotees by a litter; and the

young ones also were considered as sacred as

the mother. For some time they kept within
the precincts of the temple, until, becomin
more unmanageable than the dumb gods, they
were left to tho privilege of a wide range over
the land. The teacher, who had not ceased
to ridicule their folly, succeeded in having th

sow now returned to him, which he killed,

and cooked, and ate! Thus was tho spell

broken; and since then the posterity of this

honored ancestor of the pig tribe have been
left to their natural state, administering no
small gratification to the people at their feasts,

and, by barter, are now the principal means
by which thej' obtain foreign property from
ships that call at the island.

" We have already had occasion to notice

that the people of Mangaia in their heathen-
ism knew no animal larger than a rat. We
have also observed their ignorance and super-

stition on seeing the first pig that was taken
on shore. It will be somewhat amusing, and
not altogether below t;ie design of these paj_

in noticing native habit and character, to

give a brief account of the introduction of an
other animal, which now so largely abounds
on the island.

" On our voyage thither in 1843, we were
accompanied by many natives, among whom
was a young man who was returning from
Sydney, whither he had gone as a sailor.

This young man was taking home a rabbit.

It was a fine creature, and much thought of
by the owner and by tho natives on board.

One day, while standing on deck, fondling bis

rabbit and thinking what notoriety he would
gain among his countrymen for taking it on
shore, the young man was accosted by an
elderly man, a friend of his, who was a deacon
in the Mangaian church ; a man of known in-

tegrity, and, moreover, honorably connected
with the bench of magistracy on the island.
' Friend,' said this worthy man, ' that is a
pretty creature. What is its name ?' ' It is

a rabbit,' replied the young man; 'and,' he
continued, ' they are very numerous in foreign
lands.' 'Numerous, are they?' replied the
old gentleman. 'Allow me to nurse it a while.'

The rabbit was immediately handed over to

him, and for some time he continued to stroke
its head and back very playfully ; and then,

in a moment, to the distress of all who stood
by, he wrung its neck and cast into the sea?
Astonished and irritated at this unprovoked
conduct, I united in condemning it, and in

demanding an explanation. But, finding my-
self too much vexed to institute a calm inquirj',

I turned aside, leaving tho enraged young
man to discuss the matter with his friend,

who was provokingly easy, and, withal, ap-
parently kind in the midst of the storm of
angry words vvhich bore down upon him.

Some time afterwards I seated myself in

their midst, and asked an explanation, assur
the good deacon that I thought he had

done a very wrong act. 'O no,' he replied.

'It will all be right when wo get on shore.

I shall report it to the magistrate. The thing
will be justified, and tho Voung man will re-

ceive native property more than the value

the animal.' ' Indeed !' I inquired. 'Howe
' Last year,' the old man replied, 'a ship c:

to our land and put on shore two beasts, m
like that rabbit. At first we were plea
with them, but very soon they became
plague of tho island. They took up th

adode in the hills and bush ; and so rapid v

the increase, and so ferocious and wild th

habits, that they had well-nigh destroyed
our poultry.' ' Tell me what kind of beas
was,' I asked. ' It was much like that rabt
rejoined the old man, who continued his c

versalion, with an air of consciousness tl

he had done right. 'These animals beoa
so destructive that the chiefs and landlo
held a council and resolved to hunt them
death, and that no such animal should ever
brought on shore.' ' What do j'ou call it

'

inquired. ' We call it " Keao," answered
old man. ' Keao, keao,' I repeated again i

again. 'What can it be?' ' O, it is a
savage beast! You will soon see it,' was
reply.

"About a fortnight after landing, a terri

uproar was heard at midnight in tho set

ment. On making inquirj^ as to the causf
saw a multitude of half-naked natives arn
with sticks and stones, and carrying fli

beaux, and was told it was a keao hunt, s

in a short time afterwards shouts of vicU
were heard, and the hero of the night
seen returning through the settlement, he
ing up a large cat by the tail! Yes, it -i

poor puss! She had been landed amonj
people who did not know her quiet domei
habits. Circumstances had driven her to

bush, where she had become wild, and had
casioned the grave incidents we have notii

in the island life of the people of Manga
The young man to whom the rabbit belong

received property, by order of the chief, fr

the public store, which more than remunera
his loss, but which did not overcome his

gret that his quiet and pet animal had bi

mistakingly supposed to have relationship

the 'keao' tribe."

Animal Sacrifices.—When Sir Joseph Hoo'^

and his companions made their botanical
plorations in Morocco, a curious incident
curred at a village where thej' stopped, wh
is thus described: "Bight or ten women, dr
ging with them a sheep, entered the housi

a tumultuous way, crowding up the stairs

into the verandah, addressed vehement
treaties to Hooker, and suddenly cut
sheep's throat in his presence. Then follov

more passionate entreaties, a document ^

thrust into his hand, and wo were left

loss to guess the meaning of the strange see

At length, through Ambak's increasing s

as interpreter, tho matter was made si

ciently clear. A number of men of the villa

the husbands or fathers of our suppliants, I

been carried off as prisoners to Morocco,
nonpayment of taxes, and were there c

fined in the horrible subterranean dunge
that serve as prisons. The object of these p
women was to obtain from the [Governor]
order for their release, through the inten
sion of Hooker. A promise to do what

'

possible on their behalf was readily' giv
but although a courteous answer was af
wards sent through tho consul at MogadO'
may bo feared that little attention was f
by the powerful governor of this region
tho representations of Christian stranger*
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For "The Friend."

The Training of Cliildren.

rhe following remarks, containod in a

ter received from an aged Friend in one of
• Western States, are commended to the

lughtful notice of the readers of " The
end."

'It has often appeared strange to me to

nk that a people making the profession

it wo do, should have been so careless in

tructing our children (they having a birth-

bt membership) in the principles of Chris-

ait}', as held bj- Friends, and the testi-

nies which they maintained before a frown-

;
world, as being the natural fruit or out-

)wth of living in accordance with the teach-

of our holy Kedeeraer ; and j'et we see

lilies of children grown up amongst us who
7e read little or nothing of the history of
• Societ}', and some of these becoming ac-

B members and even recorded ministers,

ining 10 and fro in the land teaching the

)ple ; and they have not learned the alpha-
, well in the school of Christ, who could

I give a serious enquirer after Truth a satis-

tory answer in regard to our principles, or
yFiicnds bore the testimonies they did.

at undersuch circumstances it is notstrange
it the Society should be in the condition

ich we see. It is true that parents or the

irch cannot give grace to the members, but
ly may be as an auxiliary by right training

prepare the fallow-ground of the heart to

leive the good seed, which may spring up
due season, and bring forth fruit abundant-
to his praise, and to the advancement of

i Messiah's kingdom in the earth. But
8 1 the love of the world, its riches, honors
i pleasures, with a desire to gratifj' in-

'idual curiosity or interest, has so nearly
ed the hearts of the people, that thej' have
II nigh lost sight of the necessity of living

humble, self-den}'ing, cross-bearing life, to

a follower of Christ. The apostle em-
atically declares, If ye have not the Spirit

Christ yo are none of his.

"May we not fear and tremble when we
incj over this country and see the corrup
n and wickedness of the people, that the
ngeance of the Lord will not sleep forever,

d that his judgments will overtake us ere

ig if we repent not of our wickedness."

"Pay John Williams."—At a church prayer-

seting not far from Boston, a man whose
jdit was not the best, and who was some-
lat noted for his failure to meet his obliga-

ins, arose to speak. The subject for the

ening was, " What shall I do to be saved?"
I'mmcncing in measured tones he quoted the

esage, "What shall I do to be saved?"
8 paused, and again more emphatically

ised the question, "What shall I do to be

ved?" Again, with increased solemnity

^d impress!vcness of manner, he repeated

IB momentous inquiry, when a voice from
b assembly, in clear and distinct tones an-

ered, " Go and pay John Williams for that

ke of oxen you, bought of him!" The re-

linder of the gentleman's address was not
ported. All present appreciated the fitness

the unexpected word in season.

The incident has led us to think that there

B a good many people who, before they
ike much progress in walking in the way
salvation themselves, or guiding others

erein, will have to " Go and pay John Wil-

ms," or John somebody else, the money

that they honestly owe them. There is no
man shrewd enough to pursue a course of dis-

honesty and trickery, and still retain the favor

of God in this world, or a good hope of glory

for the world to come. It is best to settle up,

square up, and paj' up.

—

Christian.

" For TUe Friend "

Extracts from tlic Diary and letters of Ebenezer Worth.

COontinued from page 83.)

1859. 2d mo. 8lh. Attended the Select

Preparative Meeting. It was very comfort-
able to me. 1 have been, through unmerited
mercy, favored at seasons of late to feel pre-

cious love to my Divine Master, and a sense

of his goodness. These feelings are far more
precious than the riches and honors of this

world. Oh! his loving-kindness and long-

sufForing to me a poor unworthy sinner; may
there be an increase of gratitude and obedi-

dence to so kind and merciful a Master
; He

s worthy of all that He is pleased to require

of us; we cannot love Him too much; to love

Him and feel a sense of his loving-kindness is

feasting to the soul ; how much we labor and
toil after tbat which is comparatively of but
little value, and neglect that which is of in-

finite value. May 1 be rightly directed in all

my movements, and preserved from all that

is off'ensive in the Divine sight, that the re-

mainder of my da}'8 may be more and more
given up to serve Him.

2d. mo. 9th. Our Monthly Meeting—a very
comfortable and interesting one. All the

queries were read and answered. Our es-

teemed fi-iend, S. C, was, I thought, favored
in his communication, and showed much sub-

mission to other Friends in speaking to the
business of the meeting. Our Select Prepan
tive Meeting, held on the 8th, was also

favored season. A precious feeling of unity

was felt in it ; what a blessing to be thus pre

served ; the praise is due to the Great Head of

the Church. How comforting to feel gathered
as under the wing of his Divine power—

a

feeling more precious than language can de-

scribe.

2d mo. 20th.—First-day. Another evidence

of Divine regard. I think the presence of the

dear Master was felt to comfort and strengthen

his poor dependent ones. I think I have been

of late blessed and favored with a sense and
ng on a subject (about) which I felt much

anxiety. May I be enabled to make straight

steps and walk in the way that would be con-

sistent with the Divine Will in all things.

6th mo. 7th. Through unmerited mercy I

am enabled to record some account of the

great favors bestowed upon me, a poor un-

worthy creature. Although 1 have passed
through some trials of late, I think I have
been favored to feel a comfortable sense of the

loving-kindness and presence of the Great
Head of the Church. May these favors not

be trifled with, but be received with gratitude.

12th mo. 6th. I esteem it an unmerited
favor that I am continued here ; that it is for a

wise and good purpose there can be no doubt.

May I be more faithful in endeavoring to an-

swer it, in serving my Divine Master unre-

servedly, for He is forever worthy. How I

have felt the truth of the language expressed

by our blessed Saviour, '• Without me ye can

do nothing;" his holy help can enable us to

do all things that He is pleased to require of

us, and we may safely trust ourselves and our
air in his holy hands. Our religious meetings

of late have been increasingly comfortable.
What a blessing when we are assembled for

the purpose of performing worship, to be en-
abled to do it in spirit and in truth ; it is cer-

tainly our duty to wait for and feel after tho
qualification thus to worship, and it is due to

Him who created us and from whom we re-

ceive every blessing. Visited a sick friend

yesterday, whose case I understand is con-
sidered by the physician a doubtful one ; I

felt much for the individual. All things are
possible with Him who created us, and who
has a right to do with us as He sees meet, and
who doeth all things right; may his blessed

"be done in this ease. I felt comforted on
my way home and have since in thinking of

the friend, with sincere desires that the bless-

ngs of the Great Head of tho Church maj' be

upon tho dear friend. How comforting is his

ving presence with a sense of his Divine
approbation.

12th mo. 16th. Went to the city (Phila-

delphia) to attend the meeting of the Indian
Committee and Meeting for Sufferings. At-
tended Arch Street Meeting (in the morning),
which was a comfortable one to me. In the
meeting of the Indian Committee in the after-

noon, felt ray mind interested for tho welfare

of the Indians, with a wish to see them ; waa
appointed to go to Tunessassa on account of
three of the Friends there being about to leave,

and the school to stop. I feel as if I had great

reason to be thankful that I am accounted
worthy to labor in the good cause, hoping I am
serving my Divine Master in laboring there.

May I love Him, be humble before Him, and
try faithfully to serve Him in the way of his

requirings, that his great and holy name may
be honored. I have had a lameness in my
knee which I have reason to believe was per-

mitted for my good. T. V. has expressed a
willingness to go to Tunessassa and assist in

carying on the school. •

22d of 12th mo. Left home to go to Tunes-
sassa ; met T. V. at Downingtown; took the

cars about 9.45. We got safely to the ferry,

near Tunessassa, on the afternoon of the 23d.

Called at Wm. Blacksnake's ; saw his father,

old Governor Blacksnake ; he expressed satis-

faction on seeing me. The old man seemed
nearly worn out with age. There was a good-
deal of floating ice in the river, the day being

cold. We crossed over in a canoe, and got to

Tunessassa before night. It felt comfortable

to be at the end of our journey and to enjoy

the comforts tho place afforded, which, with,

a peaceful mind, is a great blessing.

(To be continued.)

Please, Sir, Don't Step There.—A layer of

snow was spread over the icy streets, and
pedestrians, shod with india rubber, walked
carefully. Walking somewhat hastily church-

ward, for I was late, I noticed a bright look-

ing little lad standing upon the pavement, his

eyes fixed upon one spot on the sidewalk. As
I approached him he looked up to me, and,

pointing to the place, said :

"Please, sir, don't step there. I slipped

there and fell down."
I thanked the philanthropic little fellow,

and passed round the dangerous spot.
" Don't step there" was the theme of ray

meditation during the remainder of the walk.

A thousand times since has the clear voice

of that kind-hearted child rung in my ear,

reminding me of my duty to those around

me, and urging me to repeat it whenever it
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Please, sir, don'tpromises to be useful,

step there."
_

The Quaker's House.—A most remarkable

ease of providential preservation occurred at

the siege of Copenhagen, under Lord Nelson.

An officer in the fleet says: "I was particu-

larly impressed with an object I saw three or

four days after the terrific bombardment of

that place. For several nights before the sur-

render, the darkness was ushered in with a

tremendous roar of guns and mortars, accom-

panied by the whizzing of those destructive

and burning engines of warfare, Congrevo's

rockets.

"The dreadful effects were soon visible in

the brilliant lights throughout the city. The
blazing houses of the rich and the burning

cottages of the poor illuminated the heavens
and the wide spreading flames, reflecting on

the water, showed a forest of ships assembled
round the city for its destruction.

" This work of cunflagralion went on for

several nights, and the Danes at length sur-

rendei'ed. On walking 8ome days after among
the ruins of the cottages of the poor, houses

of the rich, manufactories, lofty steeples, and
humble meeting-houses, 1 disciied, amid this

barren field of desolation, a solitary house un-

harmed. All around it was a burnt mass,

this alone untouched by the fire, a monument
of mercj'. 'Whose house is that?' I asked.

'That,' said the interpreter, 'belongs to a

Quaker, lie would neither fight nor leave

his house, but remained in prayer with bis

famil)' during the whole bombardment.' 8ure-

I3', thought I, it is well with the righteous.

God has been a shield to thee in battle, a wall

of fire round about thee, a very present help

in time of need."

Selected.

A FLOWER NOT FOR THE CHILDREN.
PKISCILI^A J. OWENS.

Beware of the opelet flower, beware.

Each creature that swims the sea;

In its beauteous leaves is a cruel snare,

That is hid to wait for thee.

Its fringes soft through the waters glide,

In purple or golden green
;

Its lovely petals are spread to hide
Where a grim mouth waits unseen.

See where it floats with the waves at play,

And expands its silk-fringed crown
;

'Tis waiting the moment to strike its prey,

To the depths it will drag them down.

Beware, beware of the poison flower.

The fatal opelet of sin.

That lies in wait for many an hour.

To draw the unwary in.

Does it seem fair, and bright and gay ?

Does it seem to beckon and smile ?

O, turn thee then from the lure away.
It will snare thy soul with guile.

Fringed with purple or .shining with gold,

'Tis hiding the gulf of death
;

It will clasp thee round with its fearful hold,

And wither thy hopes with its breath.

O, sin is worse than the opelet flower,

With its purple and gold-fringed crown
;

In its venomous leaves there is deadly power.
To the depths it will drag thee down.

The Opelet appears as a beautiful flower

floating on the surface of the sea, but in re-

ality it is a sea animal, and the pretty silk-

fringed petals are clasping fingers, seizing

every fish which ventures near, to benumb it

with swift poison, and draw it down to the

voraeiouB mouth beneath.

RESIGNATION.

In trouble and in grief, O Lord,

Thy smile hath cheered my way
;

And joy hath budded from each thorn

That round my footsteps lay.

The hours of pain have yielded good.

Which prosperous days refused
;

As herbs though scentless when entire.

Spread fragrance when they're bruised.

The oak strikes deeper as its boughs
By furious blasts are driven

;

So life's vicissitudes the more
Have fixed my heart in Heaven.

All-gracious Lord ! whate'er my lot

In other times may be,

I'll welcome still the heaviest grief

That brings me near to thee.

Selected.

THE TWO WEAVERS; or, TURN THE CARPET
" Lo, these are parts of his ways."—Job xxvi. 14.

As at their work two weavers sat.

Beguiling time with friendly chat.

They touched upon tlie price of meat,

So high a weaver scarce could eat.

"What with my brats, and sickly wife,"

Quoth Dick, " I'm almost tired of life;

So hard my work, so poor my fare,

'Tis more than mortal man can bear.

" How glorious is the rich man's stale.

His house so fine, his wealth so great

;

Heaven is not just, you must agree;

Why all to him ? Why none to me?

" In spite of all the Bible teaches.

In spite of all the parson preaches.

This world— indeed I've thought so long

—

Is ruled, methinks, entirely wrong.

" Where'er I look, howe'er I range,

'Tis all confused, and hard, and strange
;

The good are troubled and oppressed.

And all the wicked seem the blessed."

Quoth John, " Our ignorance is the cause,

Why thus we blame the Maker's laws
;

Parts of his ways alone we know

;

'Tis all that man can see below.

" Seest thou that carpet, not half done,

AVhich thou, dear Dick, hast well begun ?

Behold the wild confusion there

;

So rude the mass, it makes one stare.

" A stranger, ignorant of the trade.

Would say, ' No meaning's there conveyed
;

For Where's the middle—where the border?
Thy carpet now is all disorder.'

"

Quoth Dick, " My work is yet in bits,

But still, in every part it fits :

Beside, you reason like a lout

:

Why man, that carpel 's inside out .'"

Says John, " Thou sayest just what I mean
;

And now I hope to cure thy spleen :

This world, which clouds thy soul with doubt.

Is but a carpel, inside out.

" As when we view these shreds and ends.

We know not what the whole intends
;

So when on earth, things look but odd.

They're working still some scheme of God.

" No plan, no pattern can we trace
;

All wants proportion, truth, and grace
;

The motley mixture we deride,

Nor see the beauteous upper side.

" But when we reach the world of light.

And view the works of God aright.

Then shall we see the whole design.

And own the Workman is divine.

" What now seem random strokes, will there,

All order and design appear

;

Then shall we praise what here we spurned,

For then the carpet shall be turned."

" Thou 'rt right," quoth Dick, " no more I'll grumble
That this world's so strange a jumble

;

My heedless doubts are put to flight.

For my own carpet sets me right!"

Hannah More.

\ "I'm Afraid to Die Rich."

Such was the reply, not long since,

man who was noted for his liberality in do

good. He had just been giving a large

to a certain benevolent object, when a frit

enquired "If it was not more than he co

well afford, and wh}' it was that, with all

demands upon him for his business and '

family, he gave away so much." And his

ply—for ever memorable—was, " I feel t

as to my property I am but God's stew£

and I'm afraid to die rich!"

What a lesson to all, especially to ev

Christian! A lesson

—

1. On the fact of our stewardship. Di

it, forget it, disregard it though we maj
is still forever true that we are not own
but stewards of all we possess. On our ti

talents, influence, property—on all that

have and are, the finger of God hath writ!

"Occupy till I come." Whether we
five or ten talents, He bids us remember t

it all belongs to Him, and that soon He
call us to give an account for the mannei
which we have used it. If we remembe
this, should we not spend less for self, i

fashion, and appetite, and the world in

many forms than now we do? Should
not regard all our possessions as sacredlj

he held and faithfully used for the Mastei

advancing his cause, in spreading his tri

in blessing our fellow-men ? At any mom
we maj* hear the call, "Give an account

thy stewardship." Let us so admit,

realize, and be faithful to the trust comtnit

to us, that when that call shall come we n-

not hear that fearful addition, " Thou may
be no longer steward."

And not nterelj' as to the fact of our stewa

ship, but it is a lesson also.

2. On fidelity to it. Did we but bring ho
to ourselves and seriously consider the f

of our stewardship, would it not make
more faithful to its duties? If in worl

matters it is a dark sign for the steward
rich man himself to be growing rich wl
his master's interests are not advancing,

not in the sphere of religion? And is t

disciple a faithful steward who i'< rollint

wealth or expending it on self, while his chi

ties are less and less in proportion to

riches? Quite lately a very wealthy nc

died, and one who, as the world goes, was
garded as very liberal in his gifts. Anc
thoughtful man of the world said, "Al
gifts, though counted by thousands and ti

of thousands, were not so much for him a ;'

few pennies would bo for me." And then' f'

added, not in the spirit of censure, but in (

and serious tones, as expressing the deep W *"

victions of his heart, "If I called mysel
Christian, I would not dare to go to the jui '

;

raent, dying worth so many millions, wt
there is so much to do in a world like thi

benefit one's fellow-men !" And there is tr«

—to-many, it is to be feared, alarming trutj '•'

in the thought thus expressed. To every o

and especially to those who are increasi

their riches, there is a solemn lesson in th

words of the Saviour at the final day : " In

much as ye did it not!" It is not needful

our condemnation that we use our wealth
positively evil ends, that we squander it

dissipation, or in spreading error, or in c

rupting our fellow men. It is only not to '

it in doing good, not to use it as faith

stewards of the great Giver, not to employ

as He directs and for his honor and glo
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s may be the " hiding of the talent in the

kin," and may incur the doom of the

ked and slothful servant?

et every one seriously consider his steward-

j, and j)ray for grace to be faithful to it.

, every one sympathize with the spirit of

expression, "I'm afraid to die rich."

—

erican Messenger.

selected.

Bnt one Religion,

am on this occasion renewedly confirmed

a sentiment I have long been settled in,

t is, that there never was, and never will

but one true religion in the woi-ld, to wit,

work of the Spirit of God in the souls of man-

f[
; that some of all denominations have

jething of this true religion, even though

16 of these, through the prejudice of educa-

j, disallow it in profession ; and that no

p has any real religion, but what he comes

|he knowledge and experience of through

i
alone influence of this Holy Spirit of God.

|S it is that begins and carries on the work
;

t it is, that, by its own divine influence

fating in the minds of mankind, reveals

•ist in them, the hope of glory ;
or so

rates from time to time, on reading the

iptures or other good books ; on hearing

I

gospel preached ;
on meditating on the

ks of creation and providence ; on God's

rments in the earth ; or his dealings with

Ives as individuals; or whatever other

vsion, circumstance or thing, is ever made
8ans of conviction or conversion ; the Holy
•it so operates, I say, in all these cases, as

iroduce the happy effect, and without the

ard operation thereof, all these other op-

tunities and things would be utterly in

1 as to salvation, and never able to pro-

e the least degree of true religion, or sancii-

tion in the soul.

that, though there are many opinions,

ly creeds, professions and denominations,

some truly religious persons in them all

;

there is, and can be, but one true religion,

true religion is of one kind; all springs

n one source. And, blesSed and adored

ever be the Lord, in order that all men
, if they will, be benefited experimentally

this one true religion, "the manifestation

.he Spirit is given to ever}' man to profit

bal." He that rightly profits thereb}', and
tinues so lo do, will live in the exercise of

one true faith ;
will witness the one true

istian baptism ; will know and obey the

living Lord; will, by the Holy Ghost, in

'd and deed acknowledge and call Him
d ;

and so will be saved with an everlast-

salvation. And on the other hand, seeing

easureof the Holy Spirit is given to every

i; seeing the grace of God that brings

ation hath appeared unto all men ; seeing

light and life of the holy Word, which in

beginning was with God, and was God,

b enlightened every man that cometh into

world ; and seeing, moreover, Christ Jesus

tasted death for every man ; how^ shall we
ipe if we neglect and reject so great salva-

I? How great must be the condemnation
very soul, thus highly favored, which yet
ids out against and rejects the strivi

the Spirit, the teachings of grace, the

lings and convictions of this Divine Light
"

Scott.

he Lord searcheth all hearts and under-

ideth all imaginations of the thoughts.

> Street Words,

Commenting upon the whitened hair, whilst

passing an old and familiar face, said I, "We
are much whiter than we were twenty years

ago." "Yes," was the reply, " but we shall

soon reach home, I trust." "Home! home,"

said I to myself, as I drove on amid the busy

throng ;
" what a word is that, 'homo, home!' "

I was at the moment the subject of deep sor-

row of heart on account of a most sad and

sorrowful epistle from a sorely-tried friend

and brother. His was a case which I felt to

be far out of the reach of the creature. In it

he expressed his anticipation of twenty years

of the very keenest and most agonizing of

suffering, and 1 felt at an utter loss what
steps to take or argument to adopt with the

view of relieving his tortured mind and over-

burdened heart. Intensely did I feel, " Vain

is the help of man." It was a case in which

the Lord Himselfalone could bring his mighty
power to bear, and raise his servant from "the

horrible pit and miry clay." I felt that it

was the Lord, and the Lord only, could "set

his feet upon a rock, and establish his goings,"

at the same time "putting a new song into

his mouth, even of praise unto our God." Yes,

this must be the Lord's work, and his alone.

But oh, under the circumstances, how sweetly

came the thought of "home! sweet, sweet

home!" How the mariner, tossed upon the

mighty deep, encountering rough seas and

boisterous winds, longs for "home I sweet,

sweet home!" How the poor soldier, in that

land of swamps and savages where dread war
now rages, must think of and long for "home !

sweet, sweet home!" How those who have

passed years and years upon foreign service

must long for " home ! sweet, sweet home?"
But what comparison do all these varied cases

bear to the poor worn-and-weary wanderer

across the desert wilderness of time, as he

looks and longs for " home ! sweet, sweet

home!" where he shall find, not only eternal

shelter from all storms and tempests with

which he had been so many years familiar,

but likewise eternal freedom from all the

deadly assaults of an ever-vigilant adversary,

and equal freedom from the strife and the

strugglingg of his poor fallen flesh? Yea,

and how blessed will be the society, as well

as the security, of that "home! sweet, sweet

home!" There will be patriarchs and prophet;

and martyrs! There will be "the general as

sembly and Church of the First-born, whose
names are written in heaven!" There will

be many— ah! very many— whom he has

known, loved, and communed with on earth

Oh, then, what a heaven and what a home will

that be ? " Home ! sweet, sweet home," indeed

" There shall he bathe his weary soul

In seas of heavenly rest

;

And not a wave of trouble roll

Across his peaceful breast I"

Paying a visit, shortly after the incident

aforenamed, upon one who was only partially

recovering from a short but severe illness, the

letter aforenamed from the deeply-tried and
tempted friend was referred to. The case re

minded a friend who was present of one upon
whom she once had occasion to call in a way
of business, who (to her surprise) took her

into her confidence, and began to tell of the

desperate stale of mind she was in. Although
at the time rolling in wealth and encompassed
by every luxury, she stated that, in place of

thankfulness and gratitude, her mind was so

filled with cursing and blasphemy that it

seemed impossible to refrain from givingutter-

ance to what she was enduring. She felt,

however, that she dare not tell what she was
passing through even to herhusband, although

a most godly man I Even at the family ser-

vice her temptations were fearful beyond ex-

pression. At length her husband suddenly

ickened and died, and then (to her utmost
urprise and amazement) she found she was

left a widow, almost penniless, with two
growing-up sons to educate and place in some
profession. This state of things followed

iheir many years' prosperity, and the loss of

property of many thousands as her own mar-
riage dowry. However, in proof of what the

Lord himself can do in connection with these

otherwise most painful reverses. He so turned

her captivity, in a spiritual sense, that " her

peace flowed like a river." Now, when walk-

g the streets, only a little removed from
absolute poverty, instead of as before riding

n her carriage, she was so joyful in the God
of her salvation that her very countenance
was lighted up with an almost supernatural

radiance. When spoken to upon the subject,

as being in such striking contrast to her pre-

vious condition in the midst of all her pros-

perity, she stated that the Lord's presence

and consolations were so great that, whilst

she felt nothing of her reverses, she could but

rejoice in the God of her salvation.

But a short time before she was called

hence, in the very room where we were then

seated, she was expressing her peace and joy

in the assurance that she was shortly going

home

!

Thus, reader, within a short halfhour or so

of the aforenamed remark, " We shall soon

reach home, I trust," we had a practical illus-

tration of the blessedness of such prospect, in

contrast with the so-called luxuries of life !

Reader, say what men may to the con-

trary, the word of the living God stands as

firm, as full, and as blessed as ever: "There
bo many that say. Who will show us any
good? Lord, lift Thou up the light of thy
countenance upon us. Thou hast put glad-

ness in my heart more than in the time that

their corn and wine increased."

—

The Episco-

pal Recorder.

The natives of Africa have an amiable de-

sire to please, and often tell what they imagine

will be gratifying, rather than the uninterest-

ing naked truth. Let a native from the in-

terior be questioned by a thirsty geographer

whether the mountains round his youthful^

home are high ; from a dim recollection of

something of the sort, combined with a desire

to please, the answer will bo in the affirma-

tive. And so it will be if the subject of in-

quiry be gold or unicorns, or men with tails.

English sportsmen, though first-rate shots at

home, are notorious for the number of their

misses on first trying to shoot in Africa.

Everything is on such a large scale, and there

is such a glare of bright sunlight, that some
time is required to enable them to judge of

distances. " Isit wounded?" inquired agentle-

man of his dark attendant, after firing at an

antelope. " Yes; the ball went right into his

heart." These mortal wounds never proving

fatal, ho asked a friend, who understood the

language, to explain to the man that he pre-

ferred "the truth in every case. "He is my
father," replied the native, "and I thought

he would be displeased if I told him that he

never hits at all."

—

D. Livingstone.
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Nan, the fiewslioy.

Nan, the newsboy, is among the latest of

the odd characters which spring into fame
from time to time out of the varied life of the

great city of New York. A year ago he

formed a little band, consisting of himself and

two others, to patrol the East river docks at

nio'ht and rescue persons from drowning.

Some charitable persons heard of the boys,

gave them a floating station to live in, boats,

neat blue uniforms, and a small weekly salary,

to devote their whole time to the work.
The regulations by which the association

should be governed, according to his idea, arc

few and simple. As jotted down with other

matters in his rough log-book, they are :

1. Members shall do whatever the presi-

dent orders them.
2. No one shall be a member who drinks

or gets drunk.

3. Any member not down in Dover Dock,
and miss one night except in sickness, shall

be fined fifty cents by order of the president.

4. No cursing allowed.

The first meeting of the association took

place one pleasant day in 1878.

"We was asittin' on Dover Dock," Nan
says, " tellin' stories. We got talkin' about

how a body was took out 'most every day,

and some said two hundred was took out in

a year. We beared about life-savin' on the

Jersey coast, too. So I says :
' S-a.y we make

a' association of it, boys, for to go along the

docks pickin' 'em up regular.' 'AH right!'

they says, and they nominates me for presi-

den't."

They have also with them.five unpaid volun-

teers who serve at night. The force is di-

vided into three patrols.

Cherry street and its vicinity abound in

tenements, sailor boarding-houses and drink-

ing saloons. The upper part of South street

is a kind of breathing-place for this squalid

quarter. It is much favored by idle urchins

especially, who find a hundred ways to amuse
themselves among the boxes and bales. A
breeze blows from the water across the dusty,

coffee-colored piers and gives a breath of fresh

ngenuity in danger likely to be appreciated

by boys in their circumstances.
Nan had saved eight persons. Long sis, and

Kelly four, before the association was formed,

and Nan had received a silver medal from the

United States Life-saving Association.

His most gallant case was the rescue of

three young men overturned from a row-boat
by the collision with the Haarlem steamer
off Eleventh street. He was selling his papers

on the dock at the time. When his notice

was attracted to the accident, he at once
threw the papers down and plunged in. He
was taken out himself in a drowning condi-

tion.

" When you drowns," he says, speaking
feelingly from experience, " not a thing 3'ou

ever did but comes up in your head. Then,
maybe, after that you hear a kin' o' noise like

music in your ears."

Long's best case was the saving of a son of

Police Sergeant Webb's in Dover Dock, and
Kelly's of a boy at Bay Ridge, who drew him
down twice in the effort.

—

St. Nicholas.

Selected.

" Be kindly affectioned one to another, with brotherly

love ; in honor preferring one another. If it be po,-

sible, as much as lieth in you live peaceably with all

men." Kom. xii. 10, 18. " Follow peace with all

men, and holiness, without which no man shall see

the Lord." Heb. xii. 14.

Since wrath and anger turn into nothing

but disquietness, and are punished by them
selves, why dost thou suffer thyself to be

easily moved by them? The least provoca
tion, even a single word, perhaps, will stir up
the corruption of thine heart, so as to change
the countenance, and make thee utter drea^'

ful words. Therefore, consider how God
bears with thee, and what an abomination
anger is. * * * Being called to bear the

image of God, and bring forth the fruits of

the good Spirit, thou art to follow the lamb
like mind of Christ ; and to that purpose it i(

highlj' necessary, first: To avoid all occasions

of strife and contention. Secondly, To bridle

our tongue, if quarrels arise. Thirdly, To
Fourthly, To

Christ our Lawgiver has said, -'Vengeai
mine, I will repay, saith the Lord."
Oh! how fiend-like is the strife and m

ness upon the field of battle! How wick
! reigns! How cursing and bilterni

malice and death, cry aloud and prevail

!

" To rush into a fixed eternal state,

Out of the very flames of rage and hate,

Or send another shivering to the bar,

With all the guilt of such unnatural war,

Whatever use may urge, or honor plead.

On reason's verdict is a madman's deed."

When will the benign principles of the G
pel of Jesus be suffered to leaven all hea
so that instead of this blasting scourge of \

being resorted to, nations no less than ii

viduals, the whole like its parts, shall h
recourse to the more civilized, as well as m
expedient and righteous course of submitt
to pacific arbitration the grievance, whate
it be, and thus now and forever banish a sc

so calculated to glut not only the carrion-

ing birds of the air with mangled human fli

but Satan and his angels with fields of bo
wickedness and death's eternal reign.—
Episcopal Recorder.

For " The Frier

A letter which I have just received f
Elizabeth L. Comstock, written from L
fence, Kansas, represents the destitutioi

many of the colored refugees to be very gr

She earnestly appeals for clothing, bedd
&c., and for money with which to buy i

and fuel, as well as to pay for roofing for tl

rude sod cabins.

I have made arrangements with the P(
sylvania railroad for transportation, frei

cost, and should be glad to receive and forw T:

any contributions, either in supplies or moi
Joshua L. Bailt,

210 Chestnut Street, Philadelphii

10th mo. 29th, 1879.

suffer when we are wronged
quench the sparks of fire, before they break

The fish dock and the old " dirt" dock in iout into a flame. This is the easiest and the

Peck Slip on summer evenings are white with --'- — ''—
'

•-- ' ' *— *"'—
^

the figures of bathers. Often, too, even when
the law was more stringent against it than

now, they found means to swim in the day
time. They wrestle and tumble over one
another, remain in the water for hours, swim
across the swift stream to Brooklyn and baek,

and dive to the muddy bottom for coins thrown
to them by spectators.

This was the training-school of our life-

savers. Accidents were very frequent here,

and the boys made many rescues without
thinking much of them. Their house is a lit-

tle box of a place, painted bright blue, moored
under the shade of the great Brooklyn bridge,

and close to both Fulton and Roosevelt street

ferries. The front door of the establishment,

as it might be called, is through a hole in a

dilapidated fence ;
then down a ladder, and

perhaps across a canal boat or two, to where
it lies, wedged in, in the crowded basin. They
have a rowboat, and a life-saving raft of the

catamaran pattern.

Inside, the station has three bunks, some
lockers to hold miscellaneous articles, a small

stove in a corner, and a small case of books
contributed by the Seaman's Friend Society.

These are largely accounts of courage and

only method to pi'event great troubles, and
lead a peaceful, happy life : for anger carries

uneasiness, and love a sweet rest in itself

—

Bogatzky.

War.—How true it is that war is the ex-

treraitj' of evil! and that a resort to the ar-

bitrament of the sword to settle national dis-

putes is both extremely impolitic and highly

unchristian. Truisms like these must more and
more permeate and leaven the public mind in

proportion as the Gospel of the kingdom of

Christ is allowed full place in the hearts and
consciences of men. How long nation will be

permitted to lift up sword against nation, or

to go on learning to war and fight, is only

known to the Great Arbiter, whoso beloved

incarnate Son is declared to be the Prince of

Peace; and of the increase of whose govern-

ment and peace there shall be no end.

That man should fight and destroy his fel-

low-man, though permitted under a less per-

fect dispensation, yet then but at the express

command and going forth of the Eternal, is

one of those outrageous horrors which belong

not to these new covenant days; when in-

stead of retaliation for injuries, love is to be

the Christian's badge and armor ; because as

" This is an age of multiplied and busy
fulness. We hear much everywhere of hi^

education and its advantages ;
especiall

the higher education of women urged i

necessity of the greatest importance,

while we attach all due value to the cult

tion of the intellectual powers given to ui

God, and for the right use of which we
doubtless responsible, we cannot but feel

there is danger of giving to intellectual

ture that first place, which [the Bible] teai

us should ever be given to the educatio

the heart. Against such an error we
bound, as Christian women, firmly to take

stand."

—

M. Cronyn.

A Holding Wilderness.—We leave the M a

of Moses and ride over a dead level of f

and gravel without seeing a house or a i

or an animal or a tree, but every ni

then the skeleton of a camel which marks
track. In this region Dean Stanley was o

taken by a roaring and driving sand-sti

which lasted a whole day and explaine

him the term "howling" wilderness,

whole air he says was filled with a tem
of sand, driving in your face like sleet;

Bedawin rode with their shawls thrown
their heads, and half of the riders sat b

wards; while the camels moved painfull^

wards, seriously impeded by their saddle-

which act like sails, and stretching from
to time their long necks sideways to S

the h\a,st.—Schaff's Through Bible LandU ».
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Religious Items, &c.

Tative Christians in India.—Bishop Cald-
I, of Madras, in a paper on Indian converts
Christianity, says: "Remembering that
uevor can know the private liCe of any
g of people in England so well as we know
private life—if that can be called private
ch is perfectlypublic—ofnative Christians
his country, I maintain that the Chris-

8 of our Indian missions have no need to

nk from comparison with Christians in a
iiar station in life and similarly circum-
iced in England or in anj' other part of
' world. Tlie style of character they ex-

t is one which those who are well ac
inted with them cannot but like. I think
) not exaggerate when I affirm that they
ear to me in general more teachable and
itable, more considerate of the loelings ot

3rs, and more respectful to superiors, more
ent and gentle, more trustful in Provi-
ce, better church-goers, yet freer from re-

)us bigotry, and, in proportion to their

.ns, more liberal than Christians in Eng-
I, holding a similar position in the social

e. I do not for a moment pretend that they
free from imperfection ; on the contrary,

ig among them as I do from day to day, I

their imperfections daily, and daily do I

)rove, rebuke, exhort," as I see need, but
1 bound to saj' that wnen I have gone
y anywhere, and looked back upon the
istiaus of this country from a distance,

n I have compared them with what I

3 seen and known of Christians in other
itries, I find that their good qualities have
a deeper impression in my niiud than their

srfections."

—

Leisure Hour,
'he Primitive Christian copies from a Bap
paper some advice against unnecessary
extravagant preparations for entertaining
pany at the time of large gatherings of
)le for religious purposes. The caution
be valuable to some of our own members

1 have many visitors at " Quarterly Meet-
," and other occasions. It says, " Let
e be a supply of plain simple food," and
nothing for vain glory." " We have heard
irs say they would not go to so much
ble if others would not, but this is not a

1 excuse." "The manna that comes down
I Heaven is the food that we should be

most concerned about; and the more our
Is are taken up with the natural food, the
we can feast on the bread of life."

iucation in Catholic Schools.—A daughter
lichard H. Dana, Jr., of Massachusetts,
ng become a convert to Rome from attend-

a Romish school, a Romish paper very
lidly says: "The influences of convent
latiou have wrought this change of views,
if her family object to the way she has
n, they have themselves to thank for it.

gious instruction from a Catholic stand-
t is about the first thing to find lodgment
a imaginative mind, and Miss Dana is

i romantic and poetic in her temper-
Dt."

le English Primitive Methodists, through
1 Bright, have presented to Parliament a
,ion three-fourths of a mile long, and
3d by 1,000,000 persons, asking for the
ng of the liquor shops on First-days.

rplea is justified by the results of the bill

ng all liquor shops on that day in Ireland,

3t forth in an official report on the sub-

presented in the House of Commons. For
ity-seven weets before the closing, the

I arrests were 2,264 ; after for the same period
the arrests were 707—a reduction of 70 pe
cent. In cities and towns where the prohibi
tion was not made absolute, but the hours of

liquor-selling were materially shortened, the
figures show a reduction of 35 per cent, in

\ Natural History, Science, &c.

A Pet Monkey.—This animal, a large and
powerful specimen of his class, belonged to an
officer in the British army, and was a general
favorite from his gentleness of disposition
During a temporary absence of his master,
he was entrusted to the care of a brother
officer, who chained him to a chest of drawers
in his own barrack-room, being anxious that
no harm should happen to him while under
his charge. This restriction of his usua"
liberty appears to have quite depressed him
To while the tedious hours av^ay, upon a cer
tain day during which he was left alone longer
than usual, ho hit upon the following occu-
pation. Having, with a patience and perse-
verance worthy of a better cause, forced open
the locks of all the drawers,—-a feat requiring
a very considerable degree of strength—he
strewed the miscellaneous contents upon the
floor, and seated himself in the centre, monarch
of all he surveyed; and doubtless contem-
plated with tranquil satisfaction the chaos he
had produced. Unfortunately he soon espied
a very large inkstand, placed, it must be al-

lowed in extenuation, within easy reach. Im
mediately availing himself of the contents, he
deliberately and with unsparing hand, be-

daubed every article of his hospitable enter-
tainer's property wiih ink. The scene on the
entrance of the unsuspecting host may be pos
sibly better imagined than described. Peter
[the monkey was so named] appeared to be
totally unconscious that he had been guilty
of the slightest wrong-doing in this somewhat
sensational scene. He was mercifully spared
from punishment, but summarily dismissed
from his comfortable quarters, and left to
wander about the barracks.
Soon after poor Peter was found in a woful

condition; it being discovered, amidst gene-
ral indignation, that he bad been fired at and
seriously injured by gun shot wounds. His
numerous Iriends did their utmost to save his
life which was in imminent danger. He had
the best medical advice; the slugs were all

extracted; and with surgical skill and affec-

tionate care he was soon restored to health.
His master returned at the time of Peter's
convalescence, and the rapturous joy of the
poor monkey at seeing him once more will

never be forgotten by those who witnessed it.

He clung to him, and fondly embraced him
over and over again ; repeatedly kissing or
rather licking his face and hands, with de-
monstrations of the most devoted attachment.
When the first paroxysm of delight had

subsided, Peter, sitting on the table, the bet-

ter to gaze upon his newly recovered friend,

looked earnestly at him, and clasping his arm,
to bespeak special attention, pointed with his

own forefinger to each of the wounds whence
the slugs bad been taken ; trying at the same
time, in the nearest approach to speech that
he could accomplish, to tell the piteous story
of his narrow escape from a violent death, at
the hands of his ruthless assailant.— Chambers'
Journal.

Hawaiian Surf-bathing. — The wind was

light, but immense seas were rolling in through
the broad opening into the baj', in front of
which was our place of observation. To our
left was a broad area covered with large vol-
canic rocks, extending almost half a mile into
the baj-. Near the shore the tops of many of
these appeared above the water, the depth of
which gradually increased seaward. As the
big seas chased each other in from the open
ocean, the west end first reached this rocky
bed ; and the moment the bottom of the wave
met the obstruction the rotary motion was
checked, and instantly the comb on the top
was formed, so that the foamy crest seemed
to run along the top of the wave from west
to east, as successive portions of it reached
the rocky bottom. To our left, over the rocky
bed, perhaps half a dozen of these huge crested
waves would be chasing one another, the
most advanced being the least perfect in form,
till finally they became quite broken down,
and dissolved into a vast field of white foam,
in the midst of which the great volcanic
boulders showed themselves.
Three bathers appeared, each with his bath-

ing-board, which was some three-quarters of
an inch thick, about seven feet long, coffin-

shaped and rounded at the ends, and cham-
fered at the edges ; it was fifteen inches wide
at the widest, near the forward end, and eleven
inches wide at the back end. The bathers
started out, their boards under their arms, in

this seething sea of foam, among the rocks,
where only an expert, familiar with the ground,
could avoid being dashed to death ; some-
times wading, and sometimes swimming, and
sometimes slopping on high rocks to study
and take advantage of the situation, till they
reached the regular wave formations, when
they struck out on their boards, diving under
the waves they met, making their way rapidly
outward and towards the west end of the
breakers. Here they remained floating on
their boards, till an unusually large and regu-
lar wave approached and commenced break-
ing, its great foaming crest arching over in

front, the milky foam falling upon the front

declivity of the wave several feet above its

base. This was the condition desired by the
surf bathers. One instantly dashed in in the
front and at the lowest declivity of the ad-
vancing wave, and with a few strokes of
hands and feet established his position, and
then without further cfl'ort shot along the
base of the wave to the eastward with in-

credible velocity. Naturally he came toward
the shore with the body of the wave as it ad-
vanced, but his course was along the foot of
the wave and parallel with it so that wo onlj'

saw that he was running past with the speed
of a swift-winged bird.

So soon as the bather bad secured his posi-

tion, he gave a spring and stood on his knees
on the board ; and just as he was passing us,

when about three hundred feet from the little

peninsula where we stood, he gave another
pring, and stood upon his feet, now folding

his arms upon his breast, and now swinging
them about in wild ecstacy in his exhilarating
flight. But all this must be enjoyed rapidly;

for scarcely a minute elapsed from the time
he started till he was far away to the right,

where he abandoned the exhausted wave, and
with a few vigorous strokes propelled himself
into shallow water, when he waded ashore
with his board under his arm, and came up to

us as calm, at least, as those who had wit-

1 wonderful feat.
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The bathers themselves were quite unable

to explain what it was that propelled them
with such astonishing velocity along the foot

\pf the wave.

—

Atlantic Monthly.

>^ Docility of the Elephant.—Strolling out of

our tents one afternoon, another officer and I

saw a small elephant coming along at a racing

pace from the rear, pursued by a larger one

in no very quiet mood, with his trunk in the

air. The little one made straight for the

nearest soldiers' tent, and running among the

ropes, snapped some of them like strings, and

drew the pegs of others out of the ground.

She then turned in among the horses, who
thoroughly scared, broke from their head and

heel ropes, and commenced racing about, fight-

ing, kicking and neighing. The soldiers' tent,

which fell over, gave the men a scare, and

they came rolling out as fast as they could.

The native horse attendants were set off

Bcreaming and yelling, and altogether there

was a bewildering Babel of voices and noise.

In less time than it has taken to read these

few last lines, the elephants who doubled back

came at a great pace, the little one still lead-

ing. As she advanced, the mahout of the

larger elephant came rushing forward, with

his long black hair streaming out behind him.

In his hands he had a short spear, which he

carried at the charge. He passed the smaller

elephant. unnoticed, and without hesitation,

or halt, met his, the larger elephant, at charg-

ing pace, and struck the lance of his spear

into the side of his trunk. The shock of the

charge made him reel, and the elephant threw

himself back on his haunches and stood still.

The spear was withdrawn, followed by a very

little blood, and the man spoke to the animal

in some familiar tones. It immediately put

down its trunk ;
the man stepped upon it, and

was at once lifted over the animal's head till

he stepped on his usual seat on its neck. He
then rode it quietly to the rear. The sub-

mis-ion, under such circumstances, to punish-

ment, and the spirit of loyalty to the man
who daily fed, watered, washed and clothed

it, was touching in the extreme. Considering

the strength and courage of the elephant, its

having been born and bred a wild beast, and

its natural hostility to man, one could not but

believe that the man who thus conquered

must assuredly have formerly gained its af

feclions through kind and considerate treat-

ment. We were glad when we saw that the

spear, wielded in a moment of excitement and

fury, had infJicied a wound so free of danger.

—Leisure Hour.
-^ Attacked by a Cuttle Fish.—The Leeds Mer-

cury says that a rather amusing incident was

witnessed in the Scarborough Aquarium re-

cently. The keeper, while engaged in clean-

ing out the tank occupied by the octopods,

was suddenly seized by the leg (fortunately

he had sea-boots on) by the largest of the

octopods, which fastened four of his tentacles

round the leg of the boot, and with the oth

four held firmly on to the rocks forming the

back of the tank. A struggle ensued, durin

which the man found he could not disengage

himself without killing the animal, and finally

hit upon the expedient of slipjiing his leg out.

leaving the boot in the water and beating a

retreat. The hungry octopus stuck to the

boot for 20 minutes, when it relinquished its

hold.

The English Siveet briar (Rosa, rubiginosa)

has become a wide-spreading annoyance in

Tasmania, where it was originally introduced

as a hedge plant, for which it is very efficient,

f kept within proper bounds and well clipped;

but from carelessness or inattention, it has

been permitted to run wild, and being propo-

jated by the aid of birds and other causes, it

s fast becoming a serious evil, for so firm are

the roots, it can only be eradicated by the

help of bullocks.

—

Leisure Hour.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—During the Tentli month there

were six days on which some rain fell, but the total

amount only reached .41 of an inch. Average rainfall

of 10th month for the past six years, 2.38 inches. Num
ber of clear days 17. Frosts occurred on the 20th, 2.5th

ind 26th, and a few flakes of snow fell on the 24th,

The average temperature of the month was 61.7 degrees,

[vhich is 3.6 degrees higher than same month last year,

and 5.6 deg. above the average for the past six years

Prevailing direction of wind was south-west.

The total tonnage of all kinds of coal, for the week

ending 10th mo. 25th, is 669,088 tons, against 562,436

for corresponding week last year ; the total for the

year is 23 915,816 tons, against 16,021,655 tons to same
date last year.

Sixty years ago there were ninety-two carriage es

tablishments in the United States. These gave employ

ment to 2,274 persons, producing 13,331 carriages of

various kinds, representing a value of 81,708,741. It

is now estimated there are 15,000 carriage raaniifac

turers in the United States, who employ upwards of

100,000 hands, pay out from $25,000,000 to $31,000,000

for labor annually, and produced during the past twelve

months upwards' of 1,200,000 carriages, amounting in

value to fully $125,000,000.

Officers of the Canadian Geological Survey, now
gaged in the Northwest Territory, report the discovery

of extensive beds of coal in the neighborhood of Nelson

River. It is thought this will hasten the proposed ex-

pedition to test the navigability of Hudson's Bay and

Straits during the summer months.

The steamship City of Bristol, drawing 25 feet, went

through the Mississippi jetties without delention. Th'

is said to be the largest craft ever floated to sea from

New Orleans.

Forty-iive Indian children arrived last week at the

school at Carlisle. It is stated these were obtained

through the exertions of two of the Indians who were

taken four years ago to Florida as prisoners of war
While in prison some in.struction was given them, and

their advancement proved .so encouraging that they

were sent to the school at Hampton. From there many
of them have gone to the school at Carlisle. About one

year ago, four of them went to Syracuse, N. Y., and

entered a school under care of the Episcopalians. When
children were wanted for the Carlisle school, the officers

decided to send two of these Indians to make selections,

and the above is the result of their first visit among
their people.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia for the week

ending at noon on the first inst., was 22-5, a decrease of

23 from the previous week, and of 61 from the same
period Last year.

Markets, ic—U. S. bonds, 6s, 1881, 105J ; .5's, 1881,

102i; 4}'s, 1891, registered, 105; coupon, 106; 4 per

cents, 102f.
Business generally has been quite active during the

past week.
Cotton, Hi a llf cts. per pound for uplands and

New Orleans.

Flour.—Prices closed firmer : Minnesota extra, at

$6.50 for medium, $6.75 for choice, and $7 for fancy

patent, $8.25 a $8.75. Rye flour, $6. Feed.—Bran
$16 a $16.60 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat unsettled and higher. Penna. and

Southern red, $1.37 a $1.38 ;
amber and white, $1.40.

Corn, 59 a 60 cts. Oats, 43 a 45 cts. for white, and 41

a 42 cts. for mixed.
Hay and Straw.—Average price during the week :

Prime timothv, 80 a 95 cts. per 100 pounds ; mixed, 65

a 80 cts. per 100 pounds. Straw, 95 a $1.05 per 100

pounds.

Beef cattle.—The market active, though prices for the

lower grades were oflT. Extra, 5 J a 5J cts.
;
good, 4] a

5 cts., and common 3 a 3J cts. per lb. Hogs—the

market was active and prices higher, 5J a C' cts.

pound, as to quality. Sheep, 3 J a 5J cts. per pounc

condition. Lambs, 4i a 6 cts.

Ice formed in the gutters at Memphis on the 3d i

ending all fears of further fever this year. Refu;

are returning to their homes.
: bridge was formed on the river at Winni

Manitoba, on the 3d, and people walked across,

usual snow storms for this season of the year, have

curred through the lake region and New England.

The steamship Teutonia arrived at New Orlean

the 3d inst., from Liverpool, with two hundred in

grant farmers who intend to settle in Texas.

Foreign.—At the municipal elections througl

England on the 1st inst., wherever political consid

tions were involved, the Liberals were mostly triun

ant ; in one or two very important boroughs the bal:

of power was completely reversed in favor of

Liberals.

Sir Staflbrd Northcote, Chancellor of the Exchec;

in answering a letter calling his attention to the disi

in the southwest of Ireland, and suggesting immed
action by the Government in providing work for

people, says he sympathizes with the people, but

only refer'them to the Irish Executive. He adds,

direct interposition by the Government would be <

to great abuse.

A dispatch from Cabul says : The population is qi

but it is a sullen calm. There can be no doubt

beneath it is hid deep hatred of the British doininai

The Cabulese are kept down simply by fear, and wi

rise if they saw a chance of success.

By order of the Viceroy of India, Sir Frede
Roberts has issued a proclamation, stating th.at, in

sequence of the abdication of the Ameer and the

rage at the British Residency, the British Governi

has been compelled to occupy Cabul and other par

Afghanistan. The Afghan authorities are instructt

maintain order in the districts under their control,

are invited to hold a joint consultation with Gen
Roberts. Arrangements for a permanent adminl
tion of the country will be made after the ab

mentioned consultation has been held.

The Emperor William opened the Prussi.an Dif

the 28th ult., and read his speech in person. The {

cipal measures announced comprise a loan for cove jt;

the deficits, a bill for applying the surplus of the

perial taxes to the reduction of the income tax, a

for taxing the retail trade in brandy, a bill for

purchase of railways by the State, and the construe

of new branches. No allusion was made to the for

or the political situation.

The Vienna correspondent of the Standard telegra

"Russia, convinced that .she is isolated, has been (

estly seeking to be admitted to the Austro-Germar
derstanding. It is almost certain there will be a d

ing of the emperors.

Spain.—There have been heavy rains throughou

country. The principal railroad lines of Arragon, (

Ionia and Navarre, have been interrupted by gales

floods. The river Ebro has risen several metres a

its ordinary level, and carried away houses, mills

bridges, and caused damage to the amount of se'

millions of pesetes. It is expected that a large nui

of the inhabitants have been drowned.

The Portuguese census of 1878, shows a popnli

of 4,744,025 persons—2,314.523 males, and 2,43(

females—including Maderia and Azores. The inhai

houses are 1,132,773 in number, the average ther

to each house being 3.85 persons.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. II.\i.l,

Applications for the Admission of Patients m:

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, at her residence in West Chester, Pa., o

8th of Tenth mo. 1879, Mary E. Pim, widow of Ri<

Pim, in the 73d year of her age, a member of Birr

ham Monthly Meeting. The precious ornament

meek and quiet spirit, in simple trust thnt ' He
all things well," seemed to be her briu'lit ror

through many years of single-handed resp..ii-iliili

fore a large family. The loving serenity of her p.i

away, like that of her course of life, bore witne-s;

the work of righteousness is peace, and the eff

righteousness, quietness and assurance forever.

^WIlLiAm' HTpfLErPRINTER, "

No. 422 Walnfit Street.
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Thisletter, of Samuel Bownas, appeared in

rhe Friend" several years ago. I should bo

id to see it republished. It is good for us

be put in remembrance of things that vve

[•eady know : that such who are called upon

I

minister to the people may "appear in the

auty of the Spirit, without any mixture of

e flesh."

^th mo. 14th, 1879.

.Letter to a Female Friend, on the Subject of

i

Ministry.

|Dear Debby,—The small time I had with
ee, furnished me with an opportunity of
'serving tbe disposition of thy mind, and
ve me a small taste of thy ministry, both

lich, under proper cultivation, 1 think may
improved, so as to render thee a member
good service in the body. In order to

lich, and that thou mayest in thy public

gagements appear in the beauty of the

rit, without any mixture of the flesh, or of

at weak and womanish part which, in both
ses, ought never to speak in the coogrega-
m of the saints, I will give thee a short

etch of some of my hits and misses, when,
my youth, I publicly appeared in the gal-

y ; the observation of which, 1 hope, may
]d to thy profit and instruction, viz :

I was seldom, for near two years after my
juth was first opened to preach the Gospel,

thout some degreoof Divine love and virtue

my mind, but after I was called out to the

[•vice of visiting meetings abroad, I found

f mind very often barren and weak, and as

then thought, void of all good, in which
ite, (being companion to my dear friend J.

J.) I cried out that I was deceived, to his

eat surprise ; he fearing ray aflSiction would
too hard for me. I had imprudently

ought, that having such aboundings of Di-

love and life when I was daily at my
Drk, I should be much more favored there-

th when abroad in the service of the Gospel,
sengaged from all other employments. But
idiug the reverse, I wished myself at home
ain, rather than travelling in such a barren
ite as I was then in, though at times 1 had
linent enjoyments; but, alas! they were
on gone. In due time, I was favored with
e design of Providence in dealing thus with
e ; atjd the very cattle in the field, by wean-

g of their young and turning them to shift

for themselves, taught me, that it was meet I

should be left a little to myself, and not always
be kept to the breast and dandled upon the

knee like an infant; but that it was needful I

should grow and advance above this infant

state, to a degree more fit for service.

When I was thoroughly informed in this

point, I longed to be a man
;
yea, sometimes, I

verily thought I was so ; but met often with
great disappointments therein, by undertak-

ing matters above my growth and experience;

and the weak part appearing at times to my
great shame and confusion, humbled me again

(or some time. But recovering strength and
courage, 1 began, as I thought, to advance
above the danger of making such blunders : a

confidence arising in me, on imprudently com-
paring my service and growth as a minister,

with othei's, that were in the work before me
;

supposing myself (and it was self that did sup-

pose) more eminent than they. Thus self

prevailed, and the weak part appeared again,

to my shame and sorrow; but my Master's

kindness and gracious regard was soon after

evidently manifested in letting me plainly see

the weakness and folly of taking the honor to

ourselves, which alone is due to Him, when
we have been drawn forth in the beautj' of

the Go:*pel, bej'ond what we ourselves, or

those that heard us, did expect. Now I per-

ceived the necessity of guarding against the

inclinations of the flesh, which would some-
times be decking itself with the jewels of the

Spirit, saying, 1 did this, or that, fishing for

and seeking the praise of men more than of

God. I also saw a danger of falling into a

formal way of preaching a form of words, al-

most without variation, which, though sound,

and perhaps pleasing to many, yet wanting
the renewing of Divine virtue, are tasteless

and unprofitable to the hearers. The view 1

had of the unprofitableness of such a ministry,

would have carried me too far, to my own
disadvantage, had I not also been favored

with a clear prospect of the lawfulness, ex-

pediency and necessity, of speaking the same
matter, or preaching the same doctrine to-

day, (being divinely opened and engaged
thereto) as yesterday, though then entirely

new to me; for nothing can bo said that hath
not been said, and it is the renewed evidence

of the Spirit that makes it savory, both to us

and our hearers.

Superfluous words, tones and gestures—ah's!

and groans—I was never under any tempta-
tion to make use of; but the impertinence of

self sometimes, to my shame and trouble,

would appear, in my imprudently affecting

eloquent terms and scholasiijc expressions,

which seemed to me, in that weak state, to

adorn my doctrine, and recommend it better

to the audience. All this proceeded from an

aflfectation of appearing an able or skilful

minister; a piece of unprofitable vanity ; but
I soon found it most safe and edifying, to use

no more words but what I well understood,

and could properly apply, and that truth

shines brightest in a plain dress. No embel-
lishments of ours can add to its lustre.

I have also, sometimes, for want of a patient
and humble waiting to see my way openi'd,

and discover clearly the leadings of the Divine
Gift, warmed myself with sparks of my own
kindling, to a degree of zeal and passion, and
begun to thrash the assemblies, judging and
charging the unfaithful, whether any such or
none there, it was all one to me. Thus, in the
dark, mistaking the cause of that uneasiness
and straitness 1 found in myself, imagining
myself loaded and oppressed by dark and un-

faithful spirits in the assembly; after weary-
ing myself with denouncing judgments upon
them, I have sat down in sadness and trouble.

Though I have found this sort of preaching
please many, and was commended, it was ever
aflliciing to me, when, on reflection, I found
the true cause of that uneasiness was in my
own breast. Yet, it may sometimes happen,
that the unfaithful may bring great grief and
uneasiness upon us, and this may be hard to

bear ; but let us take care we move not till the

cloud is removed from off' the tabernacle, be-

cause it is unsafe going forward till then.

I have, from experience, found it my safest

and best way, carefully to attend to ray gift,

endeavoring to keep my place without judg-
ing others

;
patiently bearing ray own burden,

and earnestly desiring I may judge nothing
before its tiine, but that my understanding

may be opened to see the true cause of my
own barrenness, that I may be enabled to ad-

dress myself suitably to the Father of Spirits

for help; that first, if it be in myself it may
be removed, then the effect will cease; or

secondly, if the weakness or backsliding of

others, be the cause of our barrenness and
seeming dejection when we are sympathizing
with the true seed in its oppressed state, that

wo may patiently wait the Lord's time, to re-

ceive a word from Him fitly to speak to the

present state of the people; or, thirdly, if the

people's too imprudent expectation of what
cannot be had, unless I am favored with a
superior aid, qualifying me to answer their

desires—I say, if by any or all of these causes,

at times, I am shut up, the best way I have
ever found is to be patient in waiting the

Lord's time for relief. To seek it in our own
time, will be but adding sorrow to aflliction.

To conclude ; the most safe way I ever yet

found in the exerciseof my gift, is, to stand

up, as little regarding any thing besides my
opening as I can ; and deliver it, iu my begin-

ning, just as I do other matters in my com-
mon discourse, not endeavoring to beautify it

either in matter, tone, or address. As I keep

my place, and go on as doctrine is opened in

ray understanding, I feel at times my voice

gradually filled with virtue and power; and
even then I find it safest not to speak too fast,

or too loud, lest I lose sight of or outrun my
guide, and so lose the sight or sense of that

inward strength I felt increasing in my raind.

This care seems to me necessary to my taking
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the apostle's advice, "Let hira that ministers

do it of that ability which God giveth ;" this

has a double signification ; first, respecting

the matter which we deliver: if we keep to

our openings, we shall be furnished with

suitable doctrine; sepondly, the wisdom and
strength of the spirit and power of the Gospel

will be felt in it, and, at times, by our thus

going on according to the ability God gives,

the very spirit and marrow of religion will

appear plainly laid open to the understanding
of tlie hearers. But when we raise our voices,

or hurry on, above or beyond that inward
strength we feel in our minds, we are apt to

cloud our own minds, lose sight of or outrun
our guide, and then run into a wilderness of

words, which I have too often done, and found

the consequence of such imprudence poverty

and death ;
though even this kind of preach-

ing is, by some unskilful auditors, adu>ired.

They will say, " O, how matter flowed from
him! how full was he" (of emptiness and eon-

fusion, say I,) "of power and authority," say

they ; or rather the passion and blind zeal

of the creature; the fleshly part not being

thoroughly mortified and subdued. But when
I am so happy as to begin with the Spirit,

and follow its leadings in my ministry, I feel

strength by degrees cover all my weaknesses
;

wisdom, illuminating ray mind, hides all my
folly, so that nothing appears inconsistent

with the beauty and wisdom of the Spirit.

This is the vestment, the Urim and Thum-
mim, that covers the whole man that is to be

covered; so that no weakness will prevail or

appear in our ministry. When I am thus con-

ducted (which sometimes happens), though
I may be accounted, in my beginning, a dull,

heavy, or lifeless preacher, yet I rarely miss
of concluding with peace and inward satisfac-

tion ; and feeling the gradual increase of Di-

vine virtue, in the patient exercise of my gift

;

finding myself both furnished with matter and
skill to divide the word aright; both which
coming from the Spirit, and not being the

product of my own wisdom or apprehension,
I dare assume no part of that honor to myself,

which, at such times, by an imprudent audi-

ence is lavishly bestowed upon one, who am
only the instrument by which the Lord of the
harvest works; but find it my safest way,
humbly to make thereof an off'ering unto Him
who is worthy forever.

Thus, dear friend, I have stained some
paper with a few observations on my own
conduct, aiming at thy good; and conclude
with desires, thou raayest endeavor to improve
thy skill in this work, and rightlj' divide the
word of Truth, so as neither thou thyself, nor
those that hear thee, may have cause of shame
or uneasiness.

For "The Friend."

First Impressions.

When David Livingstone, in his African
explorations, made his way from the central

j

regions of Southern Africa to the coast of the
|

Atlantic ocean at St. Paul de Loanda, his re-(

tinuo consisted of a hand of the uncivilized]

Makololo, who had been sent with him on the I

long and perilous journey bj' the chief of their
j

tribe; and who carried a few tusks of ivory i

for purposes of trade.

The impressions produced on these men by!
the wonders they beheld—wonders so unlike
anything which their previous experience had
prepared them to understand—were often

amusing, and at the same time suggestive. j

On crossiDg the elevated plains near Loanda

they first beheld the sea, and Livingstone

says :
" My companions looked on the bound-

less ocean with awe. On describing their feel-

ings afterward, they said ' we marched along

with our father, believing that what the an-

cients had always told us was true, that the

world has no end; but all at once, the world
said to us, " I am finished, there is no more
of me." ' They had always imagined that the

world was one extended plain without limit."

"They viewed the large storehouses and
churches in the vicinity of the great ocean,

with avi^e. A house with two stories was,

until now, beyond their comprehension. In
esplanation of this strange thing I had always
been obliged to use the word for hut ; and as

huts are constructed by poles being let into

the earth, they never could comprehend how
the poles of one hut could be founded upon
the roof of another, or how men could live in

the upper stor}', with the conical roof of the
lower one in the middle. Some Makololo,
who had visited my little house .at Koiobeng,
in trying to describe it to their countrymen
at Linyanti, said, 'It is not a hut: it is a
mountain with several eaves in it.'"

"Commander Bedingfeld and Captain Skene
invited them to visit their vessels, the ' Pluto,'

and ' Philomel.' Knowing their fears, I told

them no one need go if he entertained the

least suspicion of foul play. Ni'arly the whole
party went; and, when on deck, I pointed to

the sailors, and said, 'Now, these are all my
countrymen, sent by our Queen for the pur-

pose of putting down the trade of those that
buy and sell black men.' They replied, 'Truly,

they are just like you I' and all their fears

seemed to vanish at once.
" The commander allowed them to fire off

a cannon ; and, having the most exalted ideas

of its power, they were greatly plea-sed when
I told them, ' That is what they put down the
slave-trade with." The size of the brig-ofwar
amazed them. ' It is not a canoe at all : it is

a town !' The sailors' deck thoy named ' the
kotta ;' and then, as a climax to their descrip-

tion of this great ark, added, 'And what sort

of a town is it that you must climb up into

with a rope?' "

" On the 15th there was a procession and
service of the mass in the Cathedral ; and
wishing to show my men a place of worship,
I took them to the church. There is an im-
pression on some minds that a gorgeous ritual

is better calculated to inspire devotional feel-

ings than the simple forms of the Protestant
worship. But here the frequent genuflections,

changing of positions, burning of incen.se,

with the priests' back turned to the people,

the laughing, talking and manifest irrever-

ence of the singers, with firing of guns, &c.,

did not convey to the minds of my men the
idea of adoration. I overheard them, in talk-

ing to each other, remark ' that they had seen
the white men charming their demons ;' a
phrase identical with one they had used when
seeing the Balonda beating drums before their

idols."

In a subsequent journey, when exploring
the route of the river Zambesi, his approach
to the Portuguese settlement at Tete was an-

nounced by the natives. They had seen him
taking the altitude of the sun with the sex-

tant and an artificial horizon ; and they told

the Portuguese authorities, that "The Son of

God had come," and that he was "able to

take the sun down from the heavens and place
it under his arm."

The Soeiety of Friends defenders of Civil Liberly

The more fully we understand the prevau
ing s]iirit of the times in which the Societ
of Friends arose, the conditions of social aij

political life that then existed, and especialt't

the contracted limits of civil and religio»
);

liberty ; the more highly do we value the bol

and conscientious stand in defence of tb

rights of man taken by those undaunted a^

vocates of the truth, our primitive Friend)

Under the Heavenly power with which the
were clothed, they were as a brazen wa
against all oppression

;
and by their unyiek

ing, yet meek and inoffensive firmness in so

fering, the3' finally overcame a'l opposition

and largely contributed to secure to the Enj
lish race the degree of freedom which the
enjoy, and which we believe exceeds that pof
sessed by any other of the nations of Eurof^

In examining the life of Eobert Pike, oi'

of the early Massachusetts Puritans, and coi

tempory with the Fiiends who were put
j

death by the intolerant government thei

we have been interested in the light whii
the work throws on this subject. The autb'

of the book says, in speaking of those time
J^

"The civil authority was offensively diet ,j'

toriul in its commands. No individu:il od ,.

side of the ruling power had any rights wr ,'.

which government could not meddle." " Wb .j

we now call the rights of man were not on ;,

undefined and unreci>gnized, but almost u

known." " The peremptory character of evi i.

,

Massachusetts semi-popular government a '.,

mits of no question ; and to iface its hostilil ,'.

was an act of temerity in which few engage "j,

and from which very few of those who dl „,

undertake it, emerged unscathed." "It wa^ '".

period of history, both at home and abroa i.

when the average citizen or subject coa ".

secure immunity only by a discreet, quiet aa ,!i

complete obedience." " The liberty of 8])eeeJ
,

and the liberty of criticism and oppositiot ^

were the precise things that weie deniej .

The man who contended for either had to d

it in the spirit of a martyr, and risk a martyr]
doom."
In illustration of this despotic spirit, the boo

,

relates the proceedings against this Uobei
Pike, ending in a fine and disfranehisemen
because he had condemned a law passed b!

the General Court, which prohibited anyo/'

from preaching to the people on a Fi

of the week who was not a regularly ordaini,

minister of the Puritan Church. Wh
subsequent petition was presented to fhei

for a repeal of this sentence, they considere

this an unwarrantable and insulting liberty

and appointed commissioners to deal wit,

the petitioners. Eobert Pdie paid his fint'!

and in a few years had his right of citizonshi|l

restored. There is no doubt his condemn!
tion of an unrighteous law was useful in opei^

ing the eyes of others ; though in paj-ing thi

fine he did not fully carry out his testiraoBlj|

as would have been done by a consistwl
Friend. These proceedings occurred abffl

the year 1(553. ^
The treatment of the early members of 00

Society clearly evinces the despotic spirit t

the magistrates above referred to, and show
how little regard was paid oven to the form

of law, when the will of the officer was coi

travened by the sufferers. In l(i55, near tb

same time that Eobert Pike had his cootn
versy with the Massachusetts magistratei

some Friends wei'e brought into suffeiing t
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irberry in Oxfordshire, England, for their

ligious principles; and they promptly pub-

hed 10 the world the history of their case,

a pmall pamphlet or book, entitled, "The
ints' te8timon3' finishing through Suffer-

ys," printed by Giles Calvert, at the lilack-

iread-Bagle in 1655. A copy of this is now
fore us. It clearly exposes the illegal and
gust treatment on false aecuealions meted
t to Anne Audland and others, compares
e proceedings with Scripture records to

ow their inherent unrighteousness, and lays

e burthen of their iniquities plainly on the

lads of the transgressors; sparing none for

eir station or influence, but faithfully warn-
them to repent, lest the righteous judg-

;n(s of I he Lord should overtake them, and
pealing to their own conscience as evidence

the truth of the statements made, and of

wickedness of their course. The old

Inrae of ])amphlets in which this is con-

d, has within its binding more than
irty documents, nearly all of which refer to

nilar cases, and which were printed at dif

•ent times between the years 1653 and 1656.

id this collection is a very small part of

e fruits of that unwearied perseverance in

reading the truth among the people by pen
d press, as well as by word of mouth, which
ide our early Friends such efiicient instru-

epts not only in promoting vital religion in

e world, but also in educating the commu-
lies in which Ihej' lived up to a fuller ap-

eciation of the rights of man.

sent to prison ; and to color over their deceit

withal, they have added several lies in a

mittimus, and here is kept in prison for stand

ing faithful to the Lord, and cannot have any
fellowship with the unfruitful works of dark-

ness, but rather reprove them."
Such faithful witnesses, whom no fear of

man could intimidate, and no suffering prevent
from upholding the standard of truth and
righteousness which they believed the Lord
himself had given them to bear aloft, were
exceedingly annoying to their persecutors;

for they hesitated not to rebuke their evil

deeds, and to throw the burthen of the re-

sponsibility on those who were violating the

laws of God or man ; and that, both in private

and in public; to the offenders themselves,

and to the world at large.

The spirit in which their testimony was
borne is shown in another of the pamphlets
bound up in the old volume above referred to,

which narrates the persecutions in the county
of Somerset—and which, the title of it says,

is " Published for the Truth's defence and
vindication, bj' a follower of the Lamb in the

war against the Beast and false Prophet."
The preface to this narrative states:

"Herein shall we have peace, that with
faithfulness, and in singleness of heart in the

sight of the Lord God, we have cleared our
consciences and stood as witnesses for the

living eternal Truth, in bearing our testimony
against the cruelty and injustice acted by the

men of this generation : and shall record it

It is not surprising that such plain dealing for generations to come, that they may see it

ould offend despotic magistrates, who were and beware, and fear before the Lord
;
that

lused to having their acts openly criticised, to them it may be a warning and matter of

d who expected humble submission to Iheirjcaution, lest they also should stretch forth

ctates, whether right or wrong. And we [their hands against the Lord, his truth and
n readily believe that they were not pleased jfaithful servants ; and so bring wrath and

ben told, that they had violated the law of ivengeance, misery and destruction upon their

)d as to respect of persons, and reminded
j

heads forever. And as touching those with

joyed, to a large degree, the confidence of tha
communilj'. Yet it seems that for every dol-

lar they raised for the library, they retained
five ibr their services !

The church had better give no more lessona

in the lottery business. Its pupils are too
apt. The business is too congenial to human
depravity to receive any encouragement. It

hould be put down by law, even in the
churches themselves, if they have not enough
of the fear of God to abandon a business so

utterlj' demoralizing.

And not rather (as wo be slanderously
reported, and as some affirm that wo say,)

Let us do evil, that good may come? whose
damnation is just." liom. iii. 8.— The Earneit
Christian.

Woman under Moslemism. ^
Some time since the National Baptist of

this city contained a report of a lecture on
this subject, delivered by II. H. Jessup, who
for many 3'ears had resided at Beirut, Syria,

and had abundant opportunities of learning

the characteristics of social life in that coun-

try. The following article is condensed from
the report :

—
" When the disciples returned to the well at

Sj'char, they wondered that the Lord talked

thus with a woman. The traditions of the

Rabbis forbade a teacher of the law to ex-

plain the law to a female. And to-day, the

whole Eastern world, both Mohammedan and
heathen, wonders that Christianity cares for

women.
" Moslemism prevails more or less, from

Sierra Leone, in Africa, to Pekin, China, over

120 degrees of longitude. It is the religion

of 150 million people. It is safe to say that

the lowest and most degraded form of Chris-

tianity is higher and better than the best form
of Mohammedanism. We can estimate a re-

it He who judgeth righteously would give
|

whom at present we have to do; (the Lord |ligion by the position which it gives to woman.

ito every one of them according to theiriis our witness), the eternal welfare of their

^eds, because they fined and committed a 'souls is by us desired; and their repentance

•iend to prison for coming into their pre- and return to the Lord, by us longed for:

nee with his baton, while at the same timeithat none of those things might come upon

ey invited two priests who were present to! them, which are spoken concerning God's

tain those coverings. Anne Audland in her enemies; though from them such measure we
Warning" to the people of Barberry who receive, and are of them reproached and evil-

ere found "falsely accusing and imprisoning! spoken of, who are of the world in scorn

e servants of the Lord Jesus," thus pleads called Quakers."

ith "magistrates, people and priest:" "If "-^

ey shall depart into utter darkness that Bad Business.—It is a groat mistake to ex-

sit not Christ's little ones in prison, how pect those to be honest, who are engaged in
|
neighboring women ; the corpse is laid on th

lall those escape that cast them into prison ? a dishonest business. It is a common thing floor, and all the women stand about it wail

I go into a Moslem house, no matter how high

the station of the family, and I do not see a

single woman. I go into the humblest and
poorest Christian home, with perhaps not a
pane of glass in the windows, and 1 see the

women ; and they all wear an aspect of dig-

nity and self-respect.

" Among the Mohammedans, when a death

occurs, no matter if it is at midnight, the

women throw open the windows, and utter

the most piercing cries. This calls in the

he burthensome stone which you have taken i
for the government to have trouble with dis-

DOn you, will grind you to pieces; to theUillers. Where the sale of liquors is licensed

ht in all your consciences do I speak, which by law, probably one half that is sold, never

for God, and against all unrighte

isness, in the day of the Lord, when his

ghteous judgments shall be revealed from
eaven against all unrighteousness of men."
As Richard Farnsworth was passing quietly

ong the street of the aforesaid Barberry, on
is way to a meeting, a justice of the peace

et him, and ordered him to be sent to jail,

ithout just provocation or the breach of any
,w. When brought up to be examined the

3Xt day, no charge could be found against

im, and he was told ho might go out of the
)wn if he would pay the sergeant his fees.

ichard refused to do so, and was remanded
I prison, "Because," as the account states,

he could not bo a friend to deceit, and ac-

nowledge a false imprisonment and p;iy fees

ir the same, being taken out of the highway
: street, as he was

pays the license.

The lottery is one species of gambling. It

is sometimes resorted to by the church to re-

plenish its funds. But it is bad in itself, and
cannot be sanctified by any uses to which the

gains made by it, may be devoted. It is dis-

honest, and it promotes dishonesty.

Recently the State of Kentucky had a lot-

tery for the benefit of the library at Louisville.

In giving an account of the management of

this lottery, the Louisville Commei-cial showed
that the gross sum received for tickets for

the five drawings was $6,250,000. The total

awarded for prizes was $3,142,500, and the

library was given $424,396.32. The large re-

mainder, of $2,683, 103,'68, seems to have clung

ing, tearing their hair and beating their

breasts, until the body is buried. There is a

similar wailing when a female child is born.

The neighbors condole with the mother over

her calamity. In Mount Lebanon they have

a saying that, ' When a girl has been born,

the stone threshold sheds tears for forty days.'

Some little girls were playing and talking.

One of them was telling how little something

was :
' It was as small, yes it was as small as

the rejoicing in ray father's house when I was
born.'

" There was a young man at Tripoli, north

of Beirut, who became a Christian. He was
married, and had a little girl. The grand-

mother was so angry, that she would not kiss

the child for six months. This girl grew up,

and married a young man who afterward be-

came the United States Consular Agent. "
to the hands of the conductors of the lottery. 'had an American flag which he used to run

Doubtlessthose chosen to manage this affair
I

up to the top of the liberty pole on the Fourth

ng quietly oTi, and ' wei'c gentlemen of high standing, who en- of July, and Washington's Birthday, and the
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birthday of the Sultan. When he had a

daughter born, he ran up the flag. The Pasha
sent his secretary to ask what event had
happened in the United States. He replied
' Nothing in the United States ; but I have a

daughter.' The secretary said, ' Pray give

me some other reason. I cannot, carry bacii

that answer to the Pasha. Ho will be angry.

But the Consular Agent would not give him
any other reason. The secretary went back
to the Pasha, and stood in the door, with one
foot oulsiile, and as soon as he had given ih

reply, he shut the door and ran. The Pasha
was enraged to think that he had sent h

secretary to ask after so contemptible an event
as the birth of a daughter.

" It is the custom when a son is born, to

send out to all the friends liille cups of a con
feetion made of rice and sugar. When m3'

daughter was born, I told the cook to prepare

these, and to carry them around. He said,

'It is not the custom.' I said, 'I know it.'

When ho carried them around, the persons to

whom they were sent said, ' Has — Jessup a

son born?' When ho replied, 'No; it is a

daughter,' they said in surprise, ' He does not

understand the customs of the country'.' And
the cook said, ' Yes, he does ; but ho docs this

because he is a Christian.'

"In the chapel at Beirut, we were at first

obliged to have a curtain drawn across, sepu-

ratiog the men from the women ;
otherwise

the Mohammedans would not suffer their

wives to come.
"Divorce is very easy. If an Arab says to

Ills wife, 'Go to j'our father,' she is divorced.

If he changes his mind, and wants to take her
back, she must first be married to some other

man.
" A laboring man, who worked for us, one

day in a moment of anger said to his wife,

'Go to your father.' The next day ho re-

gretted his temper, and went to the father,

desiring that she should return. But the

father said, ' You know the law.' So the man
wont to a friend of his, and said, ' I want you
to marry this woman, so that then 1 can
marry her again.' It was done ; after the

ceremony, the now husband lifted her veil.

and looked on her face, and said, ' I guess I

will keep her.' 'But,' said the old husband,
'you know that the understanding was that

I was to have her.' It was of no use ; and at

last the former husband had to pay quite a

sum to have her again."

ONLY.

Only a seed—but it chanced to fall

In a little cleft of a city wall.

And taking root, grew bravely up,

Till a tiny blossom crowned its top.

Only a flower—but it chanced that day
That a burdened heart passed by that way

;

And the message that through the flower was sent.

Brought the weary soul a sweet content.

For it sp.ike of the lilies so wondroiisly clad
;

And the heart that was tired grew strangely glad
At the thought of a tender care over all,

That noted even a sparrow's fall.

Only a thought—but the work it wrought
Could never by tongue or pen be taught

;

For it ran through a life, like a thread of gold
;

And the life bore fruit—a hundred fold.

Only a word—but 'twas spoken in love.

With a whispered prayer to the Lord above,

And the angels in heaven rejoiced once more
;

For a new-born soul " entered in by the door."

ABIDE WITH US.

The tender liglit is fading where
We pause to linger still,

And through the dim and saddened air,

We feel the evening chill.

Long hast thou journeyed with us, Lord,
Ere we thy face did know

;

Oh, still thy fellowship afford,

While dark the shadows grow !

For pnssed is many a beauteous field.

Beside our morning road
;

And many a fount to us is sealed

That once so freshly flowed.

The splendor of the noontide lies

On other paths than ours
;

The dews that lave yon fragrant skies

Will not revive our flowers.

Iti w as in the glow
Of life's impassioned heat.

When to the heart there seemed to flow

All that of earth wa.s sweet.

Something has faded—something died

—

Without us and within
;

We, more than ever, need a guide,

Blinded and weak with sin.

Tbo weight is heavy that we bear,

Our strength more feeble grows
;

Weary with toil, and pain, and care,

We long for sweet repose.

Stay with us, gracious Saviour, stay,

VVhile friends and hopes depart

;

Fainting, on thee we wish to lay

The burden of our heart.

Abide with us, dear Lord ; remain
Our Life, our Truth, our Way;

So shall our loss be turned to gain

—

Night dawn to endless day.

IN THE SUNSHINE.
But yesterday, in dank and sodden plight,

My neighbor's garden lay beneath the rain
;

The flowers, storm-beaten, hid their bloom from sighl

And not a rose-bud showed its tender stain,

Nor in the sky was one faint streak of blue

To charm my wistful eyes the long day through.

Sadly I heard the sighing wind complain,
The melancholy drops fall from the eaves

;

And sick at heart, with an unuttered pain,

I looked out on the world of wet green leaves,

Longing for night to blot it all away.
And cheat me with sweet dreams of a new day.

But when night came I p.aced the lone-some room
Still, with impatient murmurs on my tongue

;

"O heart," I cried, "why should it be thy doom
With such a sordid sorrow to be wrung.

And wherefore is it that for me and mine
Nor roses bloom, nor happy sunbeams shine?

" Sweet may the dawning of a new day be
;

But what delight is it for one who goes

In shaded paths and Uowerless, to see

His neighbor's garden blossom like a rose?

No garden-ground is mine ; no joy begun
Wakes to fulfilment with the rising sun."

To-day, as from my window's height I lean,

To see my neighbor's roses far below,

I wonder how such envious thoughts .and mean
(That shame me now) found ever room to grow

—

So light of heart, so wholly glad am I

At the mere sight of God's fair earth and sky !

Only the same world it was yesterday

—

The care, the grief, the burden, all remain
;

Yet their dull discontent has slipped aw.ay.

The sun is shining where before was rain !

And in its wholesome light my heart's unrest
Turns into faith that all is for the best.

Since God hath willed that some shall dwell at ease,

And others shall know hardness, this is sure

:

The lot that fits each nature He foresees,

And wherefore murmur when we must endure?
Some day his loving wisdom will be plain

As the sweet .sunshine following after rain.

The following sweet and touching line

were written by St. George Tucker, of Vii .-

ginia, on being solicited to know why he hai

ceased to court the poetic muse.

Days of my youth, ye have glided away

;

Hairs of my youth, ye are frosted and gray
;

Eyes of my youth, your keen sight is no more;
Cheeks of my youth, ye are furrowed all o'er

;

Strength of my youth, all your vigor is gone
;

Thoughts of my youth, your gay visions are flown.

D.iys of my youth, I wish not your recall

;

Hairs of my youth, I'm content you should fall

;

Eyes of my youth, ye much evil have seen
;

Cheeks of my youth, bathed in tears have ye been
;

Thoughts of my youth, ye have led me astray
;

Strength of my youth, why lament thy decay.

Days of my age, ye will shortly be past

;

Pains of ray age, yet awhile ye can last;

Joys of my age, in true wisdom delight

;

Eyes of my age, be religion your light;

Thoughts of my age, dread ye not the cold sod
;

Hopes of my age, be ye fixed on your God.

Wailing Place of the Jews.—Dr. Schaff
lates that the Jews at Jerusalem assemble o)t'

every Sixth day afternoon, and on festivi

days, at the foundation wall of the tempi
bewail the downfall of the holycit}'. He 6

"I saw on Good Friday, a large number,
and j'oung, male and female, venerable rabi

with patriarchal beards and young men
ing the stone wall and watering it with th

tears. They repeat from their well-worn
brow Bibles and praj'er books, the Lamem
tions of Jeremiah, and suitable Psalms (I

76th and 79th), ' O God, the heathen are coi

into thine inheritance; thy holy temple hai

they defiled ; they have laid Jerusalem d| <

heaps. * * We are become a reproach
our neighbors, a scorn and derision to thai

that are round about us.'"

The keynote of all these laments and pra| »'

ers was struck by Jeremiah, the most patheS *

and tender-hearted of prophets, in the Laraeif *

tations—that funeral dirge of Jerusalem. Tbi '

eleg3% written with sighs and tears,

with loud weeping in all the synagogues
the Jews, and especially at Jerusalem, ev

year, on the ninth of the month of Ab, ['

month]. It keeps alive the memory of thi

deepest humiliation and guilt, and the
of final deliverance.

The Inconvenience of too Minute Regulati
—Howitt, who lived many years in the Duel
of Baden-Baden, gives an amusing account
the inconvenience he was put to by the
ernment sj'stem of conveying parcels.

says :
" A parcel must be wrapped in a cert

way. It must have so many seals upon
Its contents and value must be written oi

side. If of one weight it must go by one
veyance; if of another, by a second; if

another, by athird. Itmust, undercertain
cumstances, be wrapped in an oil cloth. Fj

ing any of these formalities it cannot g
is returned, or sent from one office to anothd j

till more time is consumed than is necessar

to take it to its destination."

A title deed was sent to him from Englaft

to be executed. Ho executed it in prope

time, returned it the same daj' in what b

thought was the most expeditious and leg;

manner. Two months afterwards a letU

was received complaining that the deed ha

not arrived ; it had been lying all the liraei

an office belonging to the Ehine compan;
which dared not forward it because it b"

longed to the packet-post department, an

could not bo transferred from the one to tl

other without being returned to the origin:'
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ir, and who he was the

•.

—

Leisure Hour.

Our Defender.

Dhristian has the right to claim the pro-

)n of God wherever he goes in the dis-

;e of duty. It is not necessary, even on

rentier, that ho should carry a revolver

in the Masons. While the Lord God is

aield, he is safe.

i. Kennedy, now of San Jose, California,

ed the plains in 1852 with his family to

3rnia. This was but a few years after

iiscovery of gold, and the country was
if desperadoes. For a while he worked
e mines. Then he went into the business

msporting on pack mules, supplies to the

rs, he crossed the Sierras twenty-three

1. Afterwards, for twenty years, he kept

oil gate at Los Gatos. During all this

he never went armed. When he kept

ate, it was well known that he had money
e house—sometimes over a thousand dol-

There was no bank near, and he made
jport to the treasurer only once a month,
during all this time, he was never onco

sted. Other buildings near him were

3d, but no one attempted to rob him.

iommitted himself, and all his interests

e keeping of the Lord, and he was gra-

ily preserved. Once, when the charter

le road was renewed, the people denied

sgatitj' of the act. A mob assembled and
down the gate. They ordered him out

e house that they might burn it. But he

decidedly refused to go at their bidding,

vas not molested.

)r was his immunity duo to his taking

t, is commonly termed a prudent populai

36. Ho was an out spoken, aggressive

tionist, when the most of those around
were intensely pro slavery, and the ex

fient on the slavery question ran high

ivas an ardent temperance man among
3 whoso chief drink was whiskey. He
led to carry liquor, when in the transpo

n business, though the merchants, of

ra he bought his goods, assured him that

33 ho did he could not make his living.

he end of the season they were greatly

aished to learn that he had cleared two
Ired dollars a month when, as they said,

y other man on the road had lost that

by the business.

henever he stopped in camp, he was al

8 preaching his doctrines. Once he was
lengod by the keeper of the station, an ex-

)go professor, to discuss the slavery ques-

before his guests in an orderly manner,
iccepted the challenge, and before eleven

ick at night, so cotnpletelj'^ silenced his

gonist that, in dismay, he fled from the

u and went to bed.

any of the stockholders of the road for

3h he collected tolls, were fire-eaters from
South. With these he would sometimes

3 sharp controversies, and they would get

r angrj'. But as they had full confidence

is honesty, they would not dismiss him.

'^ave faith in God. He is able to take care

ou, both soul and body. Be kind to all

;

^our duty faithfully, and then commit the

ling of all your interests to Him who
er slumbers nor sleeps, and who has all

er in heaven and in earth.— The Earnest

istian.

fse temporal things but desire eternal.

For "The Friend "

Extracts from the Diary and letters of Ebenezer Worth.

COontinued from page 99.)

1859. 12th mo. 25th.—First-day. Sat a

comfortable] meeting at Tunessassa with the

family and "the 17 Indian children who were

there boarding and attending school. We
isited a number of Indian families np the

iver to satisfaction. Truly without Divine

help we can do no good thing. What an un-

merited mercy it is to be accounted worthy

to labor in a good cause and to be fiivored

with ability to do all our Divine Master is

pleased to require of us. Heard this evening

of the death of old Governor Blacksnako.

27th. Went down to the Cornplanter Reser-

vation. Met with Charles and William O'Bail

and others in Charles' new house; went to

Marsh Pierce's and got dinner, after which

I had a very satisfactory opportunity with

Marsh and (his) wife.

28th. Went over the river to Owen Black-

snake's, where the corpse of his father was.

The day was cold, and the crossing of the

river difficult, on which account Caroline

Blackburn did not cross, but took the sleigh

and two horses home. When I went into

Owen's I think they were all silting in silence.

After a time the men all made speeches, one

after another. Thomas Big Jacob and his

rough people collecting there. Went up to

Horse Shoe; stopped in the school taught by
A. J 's wife ; it was sorrowful to hear A.
had left her; one of the cases showing the

unhappy effect of going out of Society in mar-
riage, and letting his mind too much out after

the things of the world. Called at George
Titus'; had quite a pleasant time with him; he
promised to assist in getting the Indians to-

gether that I might have an opportunity of

talking with them. Met Isaac Halftown,
who kindly invited me home to see his wife,

saying she would not be well enough to come
out to meet me. He also promised to assist

in giving information to meet that evening.

Went to Isaac's and was comforted in being

with them. Met the Indians that evening,

but the interpreter not getting there, they
agreed to meet me next morning.

31st. Met the Indians at their council

house ; there was a good many met and 1 had
a pretty satisfactory opportunity with them,
which was a great comfort to me. There is

cause for thankfulness and encouragement.

The day was very cold ; the river became
filled up with ice so we could not cross the

ferry ; stayed at a public house near the edge

of the reservation ; the company about such

places is unpleasant.

1860. Ist mo. Ist. Crossed over on the ice.

son Isaac were affected to tears, and it wasl Being the First-day of the week was anxious

with difficulty they could speak. After the to get home to meeting. I thmk the moetmg

men got through speaking the old man's two was a comfortable one,

daughters went and stood by the corpse, ap

peared to be looking at the face, cried and

talked to him as if the spirit was there, in or

about the body. It seems to have been thought

by the old Indians that it took the spirit ten

days to go from this world to the world of

spirits. From the way the daughters spoke

I supposed they thought their father heard

them. After they had done, an aged Indian

woman and Owen's wifj wont up and talked

to the corpse, and then the women com-

menced a mournful cry and continued it for

a few minutes. The cofSn was then closed,

placed upon a sled, and taken to the council

house near Cold Spring, where the little com-

pany was met by a large number of Indians

from almost all parts of the reservation, where

a meeting was held. When I first went into

the council house they were sitting quiet;

after a little time the lid of the coflfln was

taken off, I suppose to give the Indians an

opportunity of seeing the corpse. John Ray
made a speech and 1 left; did not go to the

grave to see the body buried. I was told

Isaac Halftown spoke after John Ray, and I

suppose gave a short history of the old man's

"fe. The body was interred near the river,

about a mile above the council house.

29lh. 5th of the week. Sat meeting with

the family and children at Tunessassa and

afterwards met about 50 Indians at the school

house near Cold Spring. The opportunity

was a comfortable one to me; one that I do

sire not soon to forget. Truly it is the Great

Head of the Church that can qualify for every

good work. May the praise be to Him who
is forever worthy.

30th. Went up the river. Stopped at Jacob

Tanty's, saw Julia Jimmerson, a child that I

have felt much interested in ; had not much
opportunity of talking with her. We heard

there was to be a shooting match at Great Val-

ley that afternoon, which made the thoughts

of staying at one of the public houses feel un-

pleasant ou account of so many drinking

In the afternoon my
mind was turned towards home, though I

felt as if I wished to see a few more Indians,

some of whom had been drinking intemper-

ately. After a time my mind felt more easy

on the subject. The next morning I thought

I felt liberty to leave. Abel and Caroline

(Blackburn) took mo to Randolph ; there I

took stage for Little Valley, where I took the

night express for home.
(At home.) 2d mo. I have been com-

forted of late at seasons with an evidence of

Divine regard that 1 feel unworthy of; at

other times much weakness.

2d mo. 7th. To-day was our Select Pre-

parative Meeting. The answering of the

Queries seemed to cause some to feel the re-

sponsibility that rested on persons in the

station of ministers and elders. The meeting

to mo was a comfortable one.

8th. Our Monthly Meeting I trust was in

measure owned by the Great Head. An un-

merited favor.

16th. Our Select Quarterly Mooting. I

was truly comforted in it. It is cause for

thankfulness and encouragement. Oh ! that

it may stir me up to more faithfulness, and
deeply humble me, which I feel to be much
wanting.

17th. To-day was our (Cain) Quarterly

Meeting, which I think was as large as usual,

and I trust a precious solemn covering was
felt over the meeting. When the presence of

the Great Head of the Church is felt, there is

light, life and strength, and Ho can minister

to all our wants.

23d. I feel sensible of many shortcomings,

unfaithfulness and un worthiness, notwith-

standing through unmerited mercy 1 have at

seasons been favored with comfortable feel-

ings, and I trust with a degree of living faith

in the Great and Holy Head. All power is

his. May He do with us and for us as He
sees meet, for He is worthy ; life and death

are in his hands. He can heal all the diseases

of both mind and body, and we should be re-
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signed to his will and trust our all with Him.
Had quite a comfortable meeting to-day ;

feel

it a great privilege to attend all our meetings

for worship and discipline. Maj' I be grate-

ful and try to make a good use of it.

(To be continued.)

Life Begun.

The Episcopal Recorder relates an anecdote

of a moral, industrious j'oung man, who ful-

filled his duties creditably, but had one pe-

culiarity that cropped up on all occasions—

a

thoroughly discontented spirit. Nothing

marvellous things, such as his wooden clock,

that accurately measured the hours—by means

of a common penknife, a tool in everybody's

hand, but then everybody is not a Ferguson.

A pan of wfiter and two thermometers were

the tools by which Dr. Black discovered latent

boat; and" a prism, a lens, and a sheet of

pasteboard enabled Newton to unfold the

composition of light and the origin of color.

An eminent foreign savant once called upon

Dr. Wollaston, and requested to be shown over

his laboratories, in which science had been en-

riched byso many important discoveries, when
right; no weather pleased him; no advan- the doctor took him into a little study, and

tages gratified him; no kindness satisfied him; pointing to an old tea tray on the table, con-

there was always something wanting. Heitaining a few watch glasses, test papers, a

and his wife were regular in their attendance Jamall balance, and a blow pipe, said, " There

at meeting, but they had no concern about

their souls; and he only coldly, but civilly,

assented to any word dropped upon the sub-

ject of religion. At the end of five years he

left his situation for another of the same kind,

with the addition of a little gardening, in

which he took some pride. Occasionally

some pretty flowers of his rearing were left

at the house of his former master, and in-

quiries made of a kindly nature. Thus passed

some years, till one day he called to leave a

message. Having giving it, and about to go,

a word was spoken as to the importance of

eternal things over the things of time. The
man's countenance lighted up at once, and,

putting his hat on the floor, lie said, "Oh, I

did so long to tell you what the Lord in

sovereign mercy has done for my soul !" See-

in<j- the surprise with which this news was
received, he said, "Ah! you may well won-

der, as I do, at myself. Just to think of the

Lord taking me in hand, and bringing me to

know Him and to love Him! It seems past

belief—indeed, at times I can't believe it my-
self." Asking for a few particulars as to this

greatHJliange^ the man, with much simplicity,

said, " No one had any hand in it at ail but the

Lord. He began it and ended it. You know
what a discontented creature I was. Nothing
])leased me—everything was wrong. I never

thought God or man did anything right, for I

M'as always of that discontented turn. God
took hold of that sin of mine, and showed me
my wickedness. It condemned me daj^ and
night. For a year I had no hope, no peace

;

but, in the midst of all my blindness, the Lord
visited me, and cleared off all ra}' sin, and
brought in such a heavenly peace that I can

never describe. Oh, ho^v diff^jrent everything

looked! I assure you," said the man, with

energy and glistening eyes, "from that time

everything has changed. The fields, and the

garden, aud my work, and the weather, seem
quite diB'erent. I know the change is here—
in my soul—and I feel it is the Lord's work,

and I know to what I owe it." "And to

what do you owe it?" was asked. " Why, to

sovereign grace," said the man. " No thanks

to me, I'm sure. It was the Lord's work,

from first to last, and He well deserves the

praise.

Working Tools of Great Men.—It is not

tools that make the workman, but the trained

skill and perseverance of the man himself.

Indeed, it is proverbial that the bad workman
never had a good tool. Some one asked Opie

by what wonderful process he mixed his

colors? "1 mix them with ray brains, sir,"

was his repl}'. It is the same with every
workman who would excel. Ferguson mad^

is all the laboratory I have." Stothard learnt

the art of combining colors by closely study

ing butterflies wings. He would often say

that no one knew what he owed to these tiny

insects. A burnt stick and a barn-door served

VVilkie in lieu of pencil and canvas. Berrick

first practised drawing on the cottage wall of

his native village, which he covered with his

sketches in chalk. Benjamin West made his

first brushes out of the cat's tail. Franklin

first robbed the thundercloud of its lightning,

by means of a kite made with two cross sticks

and a silk handkerchief Watt made his first

model of the condensing steam engine out of

an anatomist's old syringe. Giff"ord worked
his first problem in mathematics, when a

cobbler's apprentice, upon small scraps of

leatller, which he beat smooth for .the pur-

pose ; whilst Eittenhouse, the astronomer,

first calculated eclipses on his plough-handle.

For " The Friend."

Freednien's Schools.

In accordance with the instructions given

to the Board of Managers at the annual meet-

ing of Friends' Freedmen's Association of

Philadelphia, held during our last Yearly

Meeting week, the same number of schools

have been reopened this j-ear as last, and the

same number of teachers are in the field, under

the efficient direction of our tried Superin

tendent, Alfred H. Jones. Most of the schools

opened on the 27th of last month, and the re

ports thus far have been most encouraging

the teachers are welcomed everj'where by

both white and colored, and there is the same
eager thirst for knowledge.
The Treasury of the Association, however

IS empty, and the efliciency of the work
greatly depends upon the promptness with

which means are furnished to the Board. We
would ask those who have so liberally con-

tributed heretofore to this interesting concern,

as well as those who have not, to consider

whether there is not still a large debt due and
unpaid to the Freedmen, and whether it can

now be discharged in any more effective way
than by furnishing to their children a good
education—thus enabling them to care for

themselves, and to fill the important duties

which have been thrust upon them.
Contributions as heretofore should be sent

to Richard Cadbury, Treasurer, at the Provi-

dent Life and Trust Company, Chestnut St.,

above Fourth.
Elliston p. Morris,

President of the Board.

Awakening of Judson the Missionary.—His
biographer relates a striking incident in the

career of the American missionary, Adoniram

Judson. He was a minister's son, and, \

ble and very ambitious, was early sen

college. In the class above was a young i

of the name of E , brilliant, witty,

popular, but a determined deist. Betw
him and the minister's son there sprang t

close intimacy, which ended in the la

gradually renouncing all his early beliefs,

becoming as great a sceptic as his friend,

was only twenty years of age, aud it w
terrible distress and consternation which fi

the home cirole, when, during the recess

announced that he was no longer a bel:

in Christianity. He steeled himself aga

all softer influences, and with his mind n
up to enjoy life and see the world, he

joined a company of players at New Y
and then set out on a solitary tour,

night he stopped at a country inn. Ligh
him to his room, the landlord mentionec

he had been obliged to place him next

to a young man who was exceedingly il

all probability dying, but he hoped it

occasion him no uneasiness. Judson assv

him that, beyond pity for the poor sick n

he should have no feeling whatever. Still

ht proved a restless one. Sounds
from the sick-chamber—sometimes the

ments of the watchers, sometimes the gn
of the sufferer—and the j-oung traveler o

not sleep. So close at hand, with but a

partition between us, he thought, there i

immortal spirit about to pass into eterc

and is he prepared ? And then he thou

"For shame of my shallow philosophy ! V^

would E , so intellectual and clear-hea

think of this boyish weakness?" And 1

he tried to sleep, but still the picture of

dying man rose up to his imagination,

was a "j'oung man," and the young star

felt compelled to place himself on his ne

bor's dying bed, and he could not help fa'

ing what, in such circumstances, woulc

his thoughts. But the morning dawned,
when he came down-statrs he inquired of

landlord how his fellow-lodger had passed

night. "Heisdead," wastheanswer. "Dei

"Yes; he is gone, poor fellow! The do

said he would probably not survive the nig

"Do you know who he was?" "Ob, yes

was a young man from Providence Collej

a very fine fellow ; big name was E

—

Judson was completely stunned. Hours p

ed before he could quit the house ;
but w

he did resume his journey, the words " D«

lost! lost!" were continually ringing io

ears. There was no need for argument.

had spoken, and from the presence of

living God the chimeras of unbelief and
pleasures of sin alike fled away. The relij

of the Bible he knew to be true; and tun

his horse's head towards Plymouth, he i

slowly homewards, his plans of enjoym
shattered, and ready to commence that

and uninviting path which, through the de

prison at Ava and its rehearsal of martyrd

conducted to the grave at Maulmain.-
Hamilton.

Natural History, Science, &e.

The Candle-mit Tree of the South Pacij

one of the most graceful trees of the isla

When ripe the fruit is of an olive color,

each cell is one seed, encased in a very I

shell. These kernels, when ripe, furnish

islanders with light—indeed the only ligl

the past in the Hervey group. From 1

immemorial it has been woman's work i
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,e forest to collect the ripe fallen fruits,

thick outer covering is removed by hand
e spot ; at home the nuts are half cooked,

3amed in an oven ; when taken out, the

test tap of a stone cracks the hard shell,

he kernel comes out entire. It is almost

ssible to get the kernel out uninjured

out the application of heat. The mid rib

cocoa-nut frond is used to skewer some
30 of these kernels ; two or three skewer-
ied together with a stvip of hibiscus-bark,

a capital light. It is woman's work to

the torch and carefully tend it bj' knock-

ff, from time to time, the burnt black

}1. The smell of this torch is most dis-

lablo.

c native name of the tree and fruit

—

tui-

meana " sewn sewn," in allusion to the

ing of the baked kernel with the mid-rib

3 cocoa-nut frond for a torch.

3m the hoavj' fumesof the burningkernel
lected iu a broken calabash held over

>rch, the fine lampblack used in taltoo-

e oily nut was often used as food in sea-

Df extreme scarcitj'. This unwholesome
invariably produces a black ring round
yes.

ending a week on Tauan, on the southern

of New Guinea, in 1872, we had at first

rening light. I luckily, however, dis-

ed two candle-nut trees laden with ripe

which we at once utilized. The savage
ans, who previously had no idea of the

of this tree, were not slow in imitating

sample.— W. W. Gill in Leisure Hour,
e Mongoose.—This is a small East Indian

al of a bold and carnivorous disposition,

what like the weasel in its habits, though
r and more stoutly built. It is a deadly

y to the Cobra and other serpents which
^& in its native land; and, from the fol-

ig description of a combat with one of

dangerous snakes, it appears to be but

affected by the venom of its flings :

e Mongoose approached the Cobra with
on, but devoid of any appearance of fear.

Cobra, with head erect and body vibrat-

ivatched his opponent with evident signs

ling aware of how deadly an enemy he

3 contend with. The Mongoose was soon

n easy striking distance of the snake,

suddenly throwing back his head, struck

6 Mongoose with tremendous force. The
;oose, quick as thought, sprang back out

ach, uttering at the same time savage
Is. Again the hooded reptile rose on the

Isive, and the Mongoose, nothing daunted
le distended jaws and glaring eyes of his

^onist, approached so near to the snake
'he was forced, not relishing such close

imity, to draw his head back consider-

this lessened his distance from the

id. The Mongoose at once seizing the

able opportunity, sprung at the Cobra's
d appeared to inflict as well as receive

and. Again the combatants put them-
s in a position to renew the encounter;
the snake struck at his wily opponent,
gain the latter's agility saved him.

B fight had lasted some three-quarters of

our, and both combatants seemed no
rvo themselves for the final encounter.

Cobra, changing his position of defence

hat of attack, slowly advanced ; with
courage the Mongoose awaited the ad

!. As the Cobra was withdrawing his

after he had inflicted a bite, the Mon

goose instantly retaliated by'fixing his teeth

n the head of the Cobra. This seemed to

convince the Cobra that he was no match for

his fierce and watchful antagonist ; and now
onger exhibiting a head erect and defiant

eye, he unfolded his coils and ignominiously

siunk away. Instantly the Mongoose was on

his retreating foe, and burying his teeth in his

brain, at once ended the contest.

The Mongoose, now set to work to devour
his victim, iind in a few minutes had eaten

the head and a few inches of the body, includ-

ing the venom so dreaded by all.

After the Mongoose had satisfied his appe-

tite we proceeded to examine with a pocket

U>ns the wounds that he had received ; and on

washing away the blood from one of these

places, the lens disclosed the broken fang of the

Cobra deeply imbedded in the head of the Mon-
goose. We have had the Mongoose confined

ever since (now four days ago) and it is now
asheallhy and lively as ever.

—

Leisure Hour.
The chameleon has long been an object of

peculiar interest to scientific investigators,

because of their curious power of altering

their appearance to conform to surrounding
objects. Dr. Bacheler, of Midnapore, India,

has given in the Popular Science Month'y the

result of numerous observations of a family of

chameleons which ho has been keeping. The
chameleon does not change its color always
to match its surroundings, but its power to

hide itself by a change of form is no less won-
derful. In a normal state of rest the color is

a light pea green, at times blending with yel-

low. The least excitement causes transverse

stripes to appear running across the back and
nearly encircling the body. These stripes

occupy about the same amount of space as

the groundwork, and are most susceptible to

change of color. At first they become deeply
green, and, if the excitement continues, gradu-

ally change to black. When placed upon a

tree the groundwork becomes a deep green,

and the stripes a deeper green or black, and
so long as tney remain on the tree the color

does not change. Placed on the scarlet leaves

of the draccena and among the red flowers of

the acacia, no change was observed. But its

changes of shape are still more remarkable.

Sometimes it assumes the form of a disconso

late mouse sitting in a corner; again, with

back curved and tail erect, it resembles

crouching lion, which, no doubt, gave origin

to its name, chnmai-leon, or ground lion. By
inflating its sides it flattens its belly, and
viewed from below takes the form of an ovate

leaf. The tail is the petiole, while a white
serrated line, which runs from nose to tip of

tail over the belly, becomes the leaf's raid-rib.

Still again, throwing out the air, it draws in

its sides, and at the same time expands itself

upward and downward till it becomes as thin

as a knife, and then viewed from the side it

has the form of an ovate leaf which lacks a

mid-rib, but the serrated lino of the belly and
the serrated back simulate the serrated edges

of a leaf. When thus expanded it has also

the power to sway itself so as to present an

edge to an observer, thus greatly adding to

its means of concealment. Half a dozen
chameleons placed in a small tree, not three

feet in diameter across the top, are very diffi-

cult to discover, although one is certain the}'

must be there. Dr. Bucheler used to tie bits

of scarlet wool to their loins to make them
visible. Concealment like this is practised by
a number of our common American caterpil-

lars, but its higher organization makes the
fact in the chameleon far more curious.

—

Chris. Advocate.

Rag-Bushes.—On the west coast of Ceylon,
there was a vast collection of rag offerings

suspended to the bushes through which the
road was cut. It went by the name of " rag-

fair," and there were miles of it. They were
said to be offerings to the goddess " Kali,"

(who in the midst of them had a temple and
well), to propitiate her and obtain her pro-

tection against the dangers of the way, espe-
cially those of wild beasts.

—

E. Liyard, in

Nature.

Bags of Spiders'-web.—A largo spider of a
species common all over Polynesia, and hero
also in New Caledonia, produces a very thick,

strong web. When no work is going on in

the plantations, the imported Pacific Islanders

amuse themselves by wandering about the
bush, armed with a frame work of cano in

the shape of an elongated cone, affixed to a
long stick. This they twist round and round
in the spiders' webs till it is coated, some-
times half an inch thick with the viscous

fabric. They then untie the fastenings and
draw out the strips of cane, when the bag be-

comes like a long nighteap. I have one be-

fore me now, over a yard long, a foot across,

and pretty thick, which does not weigh one
ounce ! It is yellow. The New Caledonian
ones are usually grey.

—

E. Layard, in Nature.

Habit of Cattle.—In the colony of Natal the

cattle have an extraordinary liking for bones.

They will stand for hours with a bone in the
mouth, quietly munching, sucking, or perhaps
more correctly speaking, levigating the bono
with the tongue. I have not heard that cattle

have the same habit in other colonies of South
Africa, but I have been told that cattle ex-

hibit the same taste in uome parts of South
Australia.

In Natal there is, I believe, a scarcity of

chalk and limestone in the geological forma-
tion. Will this fact account for the habit?
Do the cattle lick bones in search of lime?

—

H. C. Donovan, in Nature.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 15,

The Yearly Meeting of North Carolina

which was recently held, commenced on the

30th of 10th montli, and closed on the 4th of

11th month. The Kepresentative Meeting
[Meeting for Sufferings], and the Meeting on
Ministry and Oversight [formerly the Meet-
ing of Ministers and Elders] assembled on the

day previous to the general Yearly Meeting.
Among the subjects which claimed atten-

tion was the collection and preservation of

the records and valuable papers of the Yearly
Meeting and its branches. These are now
scattered in different places. The small fire-

proof safe at the Yearly Meeting-house at

New Garden was not thought suitable to

place them in ; and the suggestion that a

brick vault be built for their reception was
referred to a committee for examination.

The condition of the Meeting-houses was
reported on b}' a committee, who stated that

16 new houses had been built since the war,

and that four others ought to be rebuilt.

Eelerence was made to the Monthly Meet-

ing libraries throughout the Yearly Meeting,

which it was thought would be more used, if
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some additions of recently-written works were
made to them. The report on this subject

called forth remarks from several Friends,

who were desirous that the older portions of

our literature should not be neglected. -It

was thought they equalled or surpassed in in-

terest, instruction and edification, anything of

more modern date. It was recommended that

our members generally should read Sewel's

History and George Fox's Journal ; and Bar-

clay's Apology was specified as a work that

had been peculiarly blessed in spreading a

knowledge of our principles, and convincing
others of their truth.

In the Meeting on Ministry and Oversight,

the iraporlance of the ministers being sound in

the doctrines of the Society was brought to

view; and it was suggested that it would
contribute to this if they were required to

sign a written statement of doctrines, to be

drawn up foi- that purpose. This proposition

was objected to; and the experience of the

Church of England was related, where elabo-

rate provisions of that kind entirely failed to

secure uniformity of doctiine. It was thought
the true remedy (or the difficulty that was
feared, was to be found in an increased care

and religious weight in the meetings which
confirmed the acknowledgment of the gift of

the ministry. The proposition was set aside.

The frequent instances of capital punish-

ment in the State of North Carolina which
had recently occurred were brought to notice,

and the subject was referred to a committee,
that, if way opened for it, they might prepare
an address to be sent to other religious organi-

zations, calling their attention to this matter.

The answers to the Queries showed an un-

expected deficiency in the attendance of meet-

ings; as well as to the preservation of love

and unity, as to which exceptions were made
by five of the eight Quarterly Meetings. The
neglect in attending meetings was dwelt upon
by a Friend who had recently been visiting

in some parts of the Yearly Meeting, and who
gave a sad picture of the smallness of the

week-day gatherings in places where no notice

had been given of the coming of a stranger.

The annual inquiry as to the use and culti-

vation of tobacco, showed that a very large

proportion of their members are implicated

in these practices. Some very sensible re-

marks on the physical and other evils result-

ing therefrom were made by a physician who
was present.

The statistical reports gave the whole num-
ber of members as 4859, being an increase of

299 during the year. Of these 1324 were be-

tween 6 and 21 j'oars of age—a proportion of

children far in advance of what we find in

some of the richer sections of our country,
and whore other pursuits than agriculture are
principally followed.

The committee to whom had been referred

the request of Friends in East Tennessee for

the establishment of a new Yearly Meeting
there, reported against it. It was then pro-

posed and agreed upon that the next Yearly
Meeting of North Carolina should be held at

Maryville, Tennessee, commencing on the 13th

of 8th month. The distance between New
Garden and Maryville by carriage road—cross-

ing the mountains—is more than 300 miles.

To go bj^ rail, one must go as far north as

Lynchburg in Virginia, which requires a much
longer journey.

The meeting decided to appoint a standing
committee of five persons, three men and two

women, to join with other similar committees

in forming an " American Missionary Board."

We defer to our next number some further

notice of the proceedings of the Yearly Meet-

ing.

SUMMAR\' OF EVENTS.
United States.—The ship Lady Octavia, from the

Delaware Breakwater for New York, collided with the

steamer Champion, from New York for Charleston,

striking the steamer amidships and sinking her in five

minutes. Thirty-two lives are reported lost. The col-

lision occurred thirty-five miles off" the capes, at four

o'clock on the morning of the 7th.

The annual report of the Appointment Division of

the Post-office Department, shows the number of post-

ofEces in operation in the United States on the 30th of

6th mo. last, was 40,855. There were 2676 offices es-

tablished, and 1079 discontinued during the year. Out
of the total number of postmasters, 1711 are appointees

of the President ; the remainder are filled by appoint-

ment of the Postmaster General. It is estimated there

are now over 100,000 persons directly connected with
our postal service.

Dr. Fischer, of the Imperial German Post-office, has
recently published an' interesting pamphlet, giving the
letter post of the world, for 1873, at 3,300,000,000 let-

ters ; and the numbers have increased daily. Postal cards

were first brought into use in 1865, and are now em-
ployed in almost every country in the world. The
parcel post is stated to be in the first stage of develop-
ment. The number of telegraphic dispatches .sent in

1877, amounted for the whole globe to nearly 130,000,-

000. More than one-third of the telegraphic dispatches
are private, dealing with per.sonal concerns.

The estimates for our Consular and Diplomatic Ser-

vice for the fiscal year, will exceed by about *96,000
those of the current year. An appropriation of $2,750,-

000 will be asked for the taking of the census next year.

The steamer Naples left Savannah for Liverpool on
the 7th inst., with 6,513 bales of cotton—the largest

clearance ever known from that port.

A house-to-house sanitary inspection has been com-
menced in Memphis, under the auspices of the National
Board of Health.
The Arkansas River is entirely dry at the Big Bend

in the Indian Territory. The corn crop in portions of

the territory is very short, and much suffering is an-
ticipated.

A delegation of Indians, representing a dissatisfied

part of the Sacs and Foxes, and Iowa tribes, visited

Washington the past week, to ask permission to move
their tribes to the Indian Territory. A large propor-
tion of these tribes cultivate the soil, own houses ami
fruit trees. Secretary Schurz informed them it would
be foolish for them to abandon their homes, and en-

couraged them to h.abits of industry, to send their chil-

dren to school, and thus become prosperous as their

neighbors.

The C'hoct.aw nation, which numbers about 17,000
people, has forty schools and two academies. It also

pays for the college education of twenty-two students in

the States. The office of Superintendant of Education
IS elective, and has been held by the Choctaws for four
years.

There were eight yellow fever deaths in Memphis
last week, a majority being lingering cases.

The steamship Nurenberg arrived at New Orleans
on the 8th, from Bremen, with four hundred immi-
grants, including eighty English farmers. Most of the

immigrants are for Texas.
The whaling schooner Petrel, from New Bedford,

was wrecked at sea on the 2Sth nil. There were 21
persons on board, 15 of whom were lost.

Four three-story brick buildings, in Kanstis City,

Mo., occupied by cracker and candy manufacturers,
tumbled down about 3 o'clock on the afternoon of the
7th inst. One hundred and seven persons, mostly boys
and girls, were at work in the factory, but only five

were killed.

The mortality in this city for the past week numbered
237 ; 145 of whom were adults. In New York, for the
.same period, there were 492 deaths.

Markets, &c.—The following were quotations for the
8th. U. S. bonds, 6s, 1881, 106i ; 5's, 102^ ; 4^'s, 1891,
registered, 105J ; do. coupon, 106.i ; 4's, 1907, 102i.

Cotton continues in fair demsind and prices were
steady. Sales of middlings at llj a llj cts. per pound
for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7 cts. in barrels, and standard
white at 7h cts. for export, and 8 cts. per gallon for

home use.

Flour.—There was rather more inquiry, but
{

were unchanged Sales of 2100 barrels, including

nesota extra, at $6.25 a $6.75 ; Penna. do. S6.30 a $
western do., $6.50 a $7, and patent and other

grades, $7.25 a $8.25. Corn meal, J3.15.

Grain.—Wheat is in better demand and 2 eta

bushel higher. Sales of 10,000 bushels, includin

jected, at S1.33 a $1.34 ; red, at $1.36 a $1
~"

SI. 35, and amber, $1.33 a $1.40. Bye is dull at

90 cts. Corn is firmer, but very quiet. Sales of 1

bushels, including mixed .ind yellow, at 58 a
"

Oats are steady. Sales of 7,000 bushels, inch
mixed, at 41 a 42J cts., and white at 43^ a 45 cts.

receipts to-day were as follows : 400 barrels flour, 4
bushels wheat, 26,000 bu.shels corn, 500 bushels

14,000 bushels oats, 6,000 bushels barley.

Pig Iron.— There is less doing and prices

buyers. Sales are reported at $28 a $31 for 1

Foundry ; $27 a $29 for No. 2 do. ; S27 a s28 for

Forge, and $25 a $26 per ton for white and mottled
Steel rails have advanced. Sales at $60 a $65 pt

Iron rails have also advanced, with sales at $50
per ton. Nails are quoted at t3.60 per keg.

Hav and Straw market for week ending lltl

8th.—Loads of hay, 228 ; loads of straw, 33. Av
price during the week : Prime timothy, 90 ct.s.

per 100 pounds; mixed, 75 a 85 cts. per 100 po
Straw, $1 a $1.20 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were dull and lower this week—4500
arrived and sold at the different yards at 2} a 5-

and a few choice at 5| cts. per lb. Sheep were r

lower—17,000 head sold at the different y;ird:

5} cts. Lambs were inactive. Sales at 4', a G

lb. Hogs.—Prices were a fraction lower—6,000
arrived and sold at the different yards at 5.1 a 6

per lb. Cows were dull—250 head arrived and
$30 a $55 per head.

Foreign.—The Irish Land League has adopte
address drafted at the meeting of the National
League, calling on the farmers for practical assi

in the efforts making towards securing the soil o

land for those who cultivate it, with a view to tl

tablishmest of a peasant proprietary.

A tunnel under the river Mersey, between Live
and Birkenhead, has been projected. Its estit

cost is $2,500,000, and the Town Council, the M
Docks and Harbor Board, and the railways hi

termini at Birkenhead, are expected to co-opera

the enterprise.

The experiment of lighting the reading room c

British Museum by electricity began on the 20th c

month, and is to continue four months. There ap
lamps of 5,000 candle power, and the brilliancy

illumination is said to exceed that of d,ay liglit.

The steamer Faraday arrived at Halifax on tl

iuFt., having completed the laying of the new
cable, from Brest to St. Pierre. She is now hr

cable between the latter point and Cape Cod.
A dispatch from Brussels to the Pall Mdl

says : A great improvement has suddenly btcurne

fest in the mental condition of Carlotta, whlow
ex-eraperor Maximillian, of Mexico, and the coc

restoration of her sanity is now considered pnssib

Among the items of Danish progress, one of th(

remarkable is the rapid increase of her shipping

particularly in the building of steamers. Dnrir

last four years, there were built 180 steamers, of 4

tonnage, 12,340 horse power.
Twelve hundred immigrants arrived at ToronI

month, a large majority of whom either settled

tario, or went to Manitoba. This is an
'

over the same month last year.

Married, at Friends' meeting-house, Germai
Philada., on the 4th of 9th month, 1879, W
Cooper, of Camden, N. J., to Phebe E. H. Me
HALT,, of Germantown.

, at Friends' Meeting, Parkersville, Fifti

10th mo. 16th, 1879, Henry Marshall, of C
Co., Pa., and Jane H , daughter of Lewis P. H:
of Delaware Co., Pa.

, 10th mo. 9th, 1879, at New Garden M
of Friends, Winona, Ohio, Abram, son of BenjaD
and Ellen Stratton (the former deceased), to Ha
D., daughter of Alfred and Ann Brantingham,
the aforesaid place.

Died, on the •27th of 10th month, 1S79, £

CoATEs, in the 83rd year of her age, a mem
Western District Monthly Meeting of Philade r
" Blessed are the pure in heart."

"wnZLAAnTpii^pm'NfER, .Jfts

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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racts from Ihe Diary and letters of Ebeuezer Worth.
(Continued from page 110.)

The compiler of these extracts has thought
might be a satisfaction to the reader to
ow, that the selectious as published are not
lated passages occurring here and there

y in the diary of our beloved friend. The
ries are not of daily occurrence; some
les weeks, months, and even years have
?sed without any record appearing to have
made and preserved. They seem to have
written only under a fresh feeling of

ititiide or duly at the time. The whole
rnal appears to be an almost continued
Dression of grateful feelings for mercies re
ved. That he had trials, and some of them
a very peculiar character, his intimate
jnds well know; but through Divine Grace,
was enabled to bear them with patience,
libtless, hovvever, many times wearing the
Skcloth underneath when he appeared not
to men to fast.

^ 1860. 3rd mo. 3rd. Called to see a sick
3nd—was comforted iu the sick room,
ird mo. 6Lh. Had sore throat and some
n in my head last night. These slight in-

posilions seem like warnings to us; may
:y be received as dispensations of mercy,
rth mo. 23J. It is humbling to look back
the past and be favored to see our many
mcoraings. Without the Great Head of
( Church is pleased to enlighten us and
)W us our true state and condition, I think
cannot know them,—we are in darkness

1 insensibility. I do esteem it a very great
or and an unmerited mercy that He con-
tends to show us our true state, with kind
itations to return unto Him and bo saved.
ope my trust is in my Divine Master, not
my own wisdom and strength. I think I

1 encouraged to look to the blessed Master
mercy, and have at seasons of late been
ly comforted in feeling sweet love to Him.
the nece.-isity of being continually on the
tch, lest the world and the things of it

lumb our best feelings, and draw us aside
m a faithful discharge of religious duty.
!th mo. 24ih. May the writing down of the
ny blessings and kind dealings of a mer-
it Providence to me, a pooi- unworthy sin-
, be of some use to mj'self, if I should be

ings. Our meetings have been very comfort
able for several weeks (past). If we are only
favored to feel the Great Head of the Church
to be with us to minister to us, it is all we
need desire. I believe the living members of
his church militant desire to hear from H
and from such as He calls and qualifies to
minister.

10th mo. Ist. I think I have been favored
with a pretty satisfactory evidence that it will
bo right for me to attend the ensuintr Yearly
Meeting of Ohio, in company with P. W. R.
and A. C. I esteem it a favor to have a clear
sense of what is required of ns, beyond doubt-

Thecoraforiablefeeling I have at seasons
been favored with,

and watchfulness i

of prosperity.

10th mo. 4th. *

Ohio Yearly Mee
half hast one p. m.

1 encouraging. Humility
very necessary in seasons

* * Left home to attend
ng. Left Downinglown
were detained on account

of the engine being out of order
;
got another

at Parkesburg, took supper at Altoona, after
which sleep seemed to leave me; feeling pretty
comfortable and there being some moonlight,
I was interested in looking at the wild moun-
tain scenery. The works of ovir Divine Master
(are) very beautiful and interesting when the
mind is prepared to enjoy them. We were
mercifully favored to arrive at the B )arding
School, whore we had a comfortable home
during the time of Yearly Meeting, the school
being vacated.

10th mo. 6th. Attended the meeting of
ministers and elders ; thought it was a favored
comfortable meeting; P had some service
in the meeting. The Queries were all read and
answered, then adjourned till Third day morn-
ing, I think to 8 o'clock. In the afternnon of
Seventh-day, attended the Meeting for Suf-
ferings. I think about thirty-two members
present. There were two memorials road for
deceased Friends. Went home in the even-
ing with N. H. First-day morning attended
Harrisville Meeting; in the afternoon (that)
at Mount Pleasant, which was prettj' com-
fortable. * * * Fifth-day morning a meeting
for worship was held, commencing at 10.

The Yearly Meeting convened again at 3 p. m.
A number of subjects wero before the meeting
and settled pretty satisfactorily. I thought
the meeting was, in unmerited mercj', favored
to close under a precious covering, which I

thought brought Friends nearer together,—

a

favor which I hope many will remember with
feelings of gratitude. Sixth-day morning took
cars at Bridgeport, and was favored to get
home safe, with peace of mind.

lllh mo. 18th. I have (been) for several
weeks favored and much comforted in our re-

gious meetings. May there be an increase
of humility and faithfulness, (it is much wani-
ng in me), the whole surrender of the heart
to Him to whom it is due, and from whom we

red, in days to eome ; they are worthy to 'receive every blessing.
held in sweet remembrance with deep feel- 12th mo. 1-lth. I changed my seat to the
8 of gratitude to the Giver of all our bless- bench occupied by Samuel Cope, father, and

Wm. N. Scarlet, at the request of Samuel
Cope. The three Friends who occupy this
bench are getting old, and seem as if they
might not occupy it long. It is a humbling
consideration

; may those who are younger be
livingly concerned to take their places in the
ehureh when they are removed. I have been
much loss troubled with drowsiness in meet-
ing-i of late

;
my mind less inclined to wander,

and I trust I have in a degree been favored to
feel something of the responsibility that rests
upon persons who occupy an upper seat in
religious meetings.

1861. 1st mo. 3d. Our Preparative Meet-
ing was pretty well attended. It was a quiet
solid meeting. I thirjk those in attendance
have reason to be thankful they were there.
After taking my seat some of my late trials
were brought to mind ; it seemed to mo they
afforded an e.xcellent opportunity to e.^erciso
Christian patience, which might prove of
great use to us, and our example of much use
to others.

1st mo. 16th. I have, I think, been favored
of late to feel a quiet settled state of mind in
our religious meetings, and I trust at seasons,
through unmerited mercy, have felt my mind
clothed with the spirit of supplication for my-
self, for those assembled with us, and for our
country on account of thj truly distressing
state of things between the Northern and
Southern States.

1st mo. 31st. Yesterday attended Birming-
ham Monthly Meeting, held at West Cheslei-,

to me pretty comfortable. They read and an-
swered the Queries, and the subject of recom-
mending W. K. as a minister was before the
meeting, united with, and the subject for-

warded to the Select Quarterly Meeting. My
business in going to West Chester was to meet
J. S. and the Quarterly Meeting's committee
which was appointed to assist in settling a
case of difficulty of near nineteen years stand-
ing. I hope through Divine help we wei'e
enabled to make some progress .towards a
settlement of this very unpleasant difficulty.

Were the pure principles of the Christian re-

ligion that we make profession of only lived

up to, such difficulties, if they should at all

arise, would bo very shortlived. I have felt

the great necessity of being more humble and
watchful, a living near to the Fountain of all

good, that I may be prepared, when it may
please Him who made me, to take me from
works to rewards.

(To be continned.)

An English paper recalls the story of Pel-
ham, M. P. for Shropshire, in 1822, and the
salt duty. Pelham was strongly of opinion
that honorable members were not aware how
great a punishment to the poor it was to be
deprived of this condiment, so he had two
great basins of gruel prepared and taken down
to the House, one with salt and the other
without, which he insisted on the Opposition
tasting. The effect was salutary, for in the
following year the tax was abated.
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Witnessing tiie Trnth.

[We find \n one of the religious papers the

following toucliing narrative, said to be writ-

ten by S. H. Hammond, formerly editor of

the Albany State Register. He was an eye-

witness of the scene. 'J'he use of the phrase
" Word of God" for the Bible, by the child, in

her examination, is in accordance with com-

mon usage among the members of other re-

ligious societies than our own, but is objection-

able from its confounding two distinct things

—for the Apostle John expressly states that

"The Word was God." It is better, there-

fore, to use such language as will conform to

the claim which the scriptures make for them-
selves—that they are records which " Holy
men of old wrote as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost."

So also, if their eyes were not blinded by
popular usage, most sensible men would see

the gross inconsistency of administering an

oalh to the child with an open Bible before

it, which condemns all swearing in the most
positive and unequivocal terms—" Ye have

heard that it hath been said by them of old

times, Thou shalt not forswear thyself but

sbalt perform unto the Lord thine oaths; but

I say unto you. Swear not at all ; neither by
heaven, for it is God's throne ; nor by the

earth, for it is his footstool ; neither b}' thy

head, for thou canst not make one hair white
or black. But let your communication be,

yea, yea, nay, nay, for whatsoever is more
than these cometh of evil."

The lesson which the child's good mother
had taught her, " Thou shalt not bear false

witness against thy neighbor;" and the re-

sponsibility which she was under to her

Heavenly Father to speak the truth, would
have had their proper effect on her mind,
without being accompanied by the violation

of another of the Divine commands—equally

binding, as it seems to us.

—

Eds.]

A little girl, nine years of age, was offered

as a witness against a prisoner who was on
trial for a felony committed in her father's

house.

"Now, Emily," said the counsel for the

prisoner, upon her being offered as a witness,
" I desire to know if you understand the na-

ture of an oath ?"

" I don't know what you mean," was the

simple answer.
"There, your honor," said the counsel, ad-

dressing the court, is anything further neces-

sary to derhonstrate the validity of my objec-

tion ? This witness should be rejected. She
does not comprehend the nature of an oath."

"Let us see," said the judge, "Come here

my daughter."
Assured by the kind tone and manner of

the judge, the child stepped toward him, and
looked confidingly up in his face, with a calm,

clear eye, and in a manner so artless and frank,

that it went straight to the heart.

"Did yoa ever take an oath," inquired the

judge. The little girl stepped back with a
look of horror; and the red blood mantled in

a blush all over her face and neck as she an-

swered, "No, sir."

She thought he intended to inquire if she
ever blasphemed.

"I do not mean that," said the judge, who
saw her mistake. " I mean were you ever a
witness before?"

" No, sir ; I never was in court before," was
the answer. He handed her the Bible open.

" Do you know that book, my daughter?"

She looked at it and answered, " Yes, sir,

it is the Bible."
" Do you ever read it?" he asked.

"Yes, sir, every evening."

"Can you tell me what the Bible is?" in-

quired the judge.
•' It is the Word of the great God," she an-

swered.
'• Well, place your hand upon this Bible,

and listen to what I say;" and he repeated

slowly and solemnly the oath usually admin-
istered to witnesses.

"Now," said the judge, "you have sworn
as a witness, will you tell me what will befall

you if you do not tell the truth?"
"I shall be shut up in the State prison,"

answered the child.
" Anj'lhing else ?" asked the judge.
" I shall never go to Heaven," she replied.

" How do you know this ?" asked the judge.

The child took the Bible, and turning
rapidly to the chapter containing the com-
mandments, pointed to the injunction " Thou
shalt not beat- false witness against thy neigh-

bor." " I learned that before I could read."
" Has anj' one talked with you about being

a witness in court liere against this man?"
inquired the judge.

" Yes, sir," she replied. " My mother heard

they wanted me to be a witness, and last night

she called mo to her room, and asked me to

tell her the Ten Commandments ; and then

we kneeled down together, and she prayed
that I might understand how wicked it was
to bear false witness against my neighbor, and
that God would help me, a little child, to tell

the truth as it was, before Him. And when
I came up here with father, she kissed me,
and told me to remember the Ninth Com-
mandment, and that God would hear every
word that I said."

"Do you believe this?" asked the judge,

while a tear glistened in his eye, and his lip

quivered with emotion.
" Yes, sir," said the child, with a voice and

manner that showed her conviction of its truth

was perfect.
" God bless you, my child !" said the judge

;

"you have a good mother. This witness is

competent," he continued. "Were I on trial

for my life, and innocent of the charge against

me, I would praj- God for such witnesses.

Let her bo examined."
She told her story with the simplicity of a

child as she was, but there was a directness

about it which carried conviction of its truth

to every heart. She was rigidly cross exam-
ined. The counsel plied her with infinite and
ingenious questioning, but she varied from
her first statement in nothing. The truth as

spoken by that little child, was sublime.

Falsehood and perjury had preceded her tes-

timony. The prisoner had intrenched him-

self in lies, until he deemed himself impreg-
nable. Witnesses had falsified facts in his

favor, and villainy had manufactured for him
a sham defence. But before her testimony,

falsehood was scattered like chaff. The little

child, for whom a mother had prayed for

strength to be given her to speak the truth

as it was before God, broke the cunning de-

vices of matured villainy to pieces like a

potter's vessel. The strength that her mother
prayed for was given her, and the sublime

and terrible simplicity—terrible I mean to

the prisoner and his associates— with which
she spoke, was like a revelation from God
Himself,

George Fox.

The following tribute to George Fox, fni
[(

the pen of Thomas Carlyle, may prove i

teresting to some of the readers of " TI
Friend."

" Perhaps the most remarkable incident
modern history, says Teufelsdrockh, is n
the Diet of Worms, still less the battle

Austerlitz, Waterloo, Feterloo, or any oth

battle; but an incident passed carelessly ovi

by most historians, and treated with some d

gree of ridicule by others; natiely, Georj
Fox's making to himself a suit of leathe

This man, the first of the Quakers, and h

trade a shoemaker, was one of those, to whon
under ruder or purer form, the Divine Idea
the Universe is pleased to manifest itself; aj

across all the hulls of ignorance and earthj^j;

degradation, shine through, in unspeakab,
awfulness, unspeakable beuuty, on their soul

* * Sitting in his stall ; workingon tanne

hides, amid pincers, paste horns, rosin, swin^

bristles, and a nameless flood of rubbish, th

youth had nevertheless a living Spirit belooj

ing to him ; also an antique inspired volum
through which, as through a window, it coul

look upwards, and discern its celestial homi
The task of a daily pair of shoes, coupled eve

with some prospect of victuals, and an houo
able mastership in cordwainery, and perhaf
the part of thirdborough in his hundred, £

the crown of long faithful sewing,—was ni

wise satisfactory enough to such a mind ; bs

ever amid the boring and hammering cani

tones from that far-off country, came splei^

dors and terrors; for this poor cordwaiuer, t

we said, was a man ; and the temple of in

mensity, wherein as man he had been sentt

minister, was full of holy mystery to him.

The clergy of the neighborhood, the o:

dained watchers and interpreters of that sara

holy myster}^ listened with unaffected tediui

to his consultations, and advised him, as tb

solution of such doubts, to 'drink beer an.

dance.' Blind leaders of the blind ! For w
end were their tithes levied and eaten :

what were their shovel-hats scooped out, i

their surplices and cassock aprons girt (

and such a church-repairing, and chafferinj

and organing, and other racketing, held ove

that spot of God's earth,—if man were bt

a patent digester? Fox turned from then

with tears and a sacred scorn, back to h

leather-parings and his Bible, Mountains <

encumbrance, higher than ^Etna, had bee

heaped over that Spirit; but it was a spiri

and would not lie buried there. Throug
long days and nights of silent agony, it struj

gled and wrestled, with a man's force, to t

free; how its prison-mountains heaved an

swayed tumuliuously, as the giant spirit shoo

them to this hand and that, and emerged int

the light of Heaven! That Leicester sho

shop, had men known it, was a holier plat

than any Vatican or Loretto-shrine. "S
bandaged, and hampered, and hemmed in

groaned he, " with thousand requisitions, ol

ligations, straps, tatters, and tagrags, I ca

neither see nor move; not my own am I, bt

the world's; and time flies fast, and Heave
is high and bell is deep ; man I bethink the

if thou hast power of thought! 'W^hj' not

what binds me here ? Want, want !—Ha, '

what ? Will all the shoe-wages under tl

moon ferry me across into that far land i

light ? Only meditation can, and devoi

prayer to God. I will to the woods : the he

low of a tree will lodge me, wild berries wi

t-
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rae ;
and for clothes, cannot, I stitch my-

one perennial suit of leather!''

istorieal oil-painting, continues Teufeis-

kh, is one of the arts I never practised
;

refore shall I not decide whether this sub-

were easy of execution on the canvas.
often has it seemed to me as if such first

flashing of man's freewill, to lighten more
more into day, the chaotic night that
atened to engulf him in its hindrances and
honors, were properly the only grandeur

Ire is in history. Let some living angels

JEosa, with seeing eye and understanding
Irt, picture treorge Fox on that morning,
len he spread out his cutting-board for the
t time, and cuts cowhides by unwonted
terns, and stitches them together into one
Itinuous all-including case, the farewell

^ice of the awl ! btitch away, thou noble

ic; every prick of that little instrument is

bking into the heart of slavery, and world-
rship, and the mammon-god. Thy elbows
I, as in strong swimmer-strokes, and every
)ke is bearing thee across the prison-ditch,

!hin which vanit}' holds her workhouse and
:fair, into lands of true liberty; were the
tk done, there is in broad Europe one/7'ee

rt, and thou art he!

fhus from the lowest depth there is a path
the loftiest height ; and for the poor also

trospel has been published. Surol}' if, as

yembert asserts, my illustrious namesake,
Igenes was the greatest man of antiquity,

ly that he wanted decency, then bystronger
ison is George Fox the greatest; and greater
in Diogenes himself; for be too stands on
! adamantine basis of his manhood, casting
'ie all props and shores

;
yet not, in half

iage pride undervaluing the earth ; valuing
"ather, as a place to yield him warmth and
d, be looks heavenward from his earth,

1 dwells in an element of mercy and wor-

p, with a still strength, such as the cynic's

\ did nowise witness. Great, truly, was
it tub; a temple from which man's dignity

) divinity was scornfully preached abroad
;

\
greater is the leather hull, for the same

imon was preached there, and not in scorn
I in love."

Living by Cheating.—A man has something
sell. He proposes to obtain for it, not
at it is worth, but what any person can be

ieived and persuaded to give ; and the man
knows how to deceive and beguile bis

ghbor into paying twice the value of an
jicle is held to be keen and shrewd. In the

Ig run it may be fairly questioned whether
^ bargain is a good bargain for the seller

less it is also a good bargain for the buyer,
rhe man who undertakes to do business on
i principle of deceiving and cheating will

'well to remember that it is not wise to

:e too narrow a view of these matters. If

fifty men in a community each contrives
the course of a year to cheat each of the
lers to the amount of fifty dollars, pray
1 us how much better off any of them will

1 at the year's end? Each of them has
ned twenty-five hundred dollars by his

n rascality, and lost twenty-five hundred
lars by the rascality of his neighbors. But
ist of them expect to gain, but do not ex-
3t to lose; they regard themselves as very
mart" and in this opinion no doubt they arc
•rect; but they make the very common
stake of supposing that because they are
pe everybody else is foolish. The keenest

of them in the course of a life-time find their

match, and perhaps lose in a day everything

which they accumulate through years of craft

and guile.

All business done upon this basis of decep-

tion, cheating and rascality is everyway un
satisfactory. It ruins many, it really helps

none. The long lane of crookedness and craft

turns at last, and turns down hill. The only

safe and proper way to do business is to do it

honestly ; and if men are unwilling to do this,

much as they think they gain, they will find

in the end that their loss is greater. Absence
of honesty causes loss of confidence ; loss of

confidence causes fitiancial panics and dis-

asters; swindling, stealing and defalcations

rob men of their rights, and send them out
into the communitj' ai tramps and beggars,

enemies to society, and tempted to avenge
their real or fancied wrongs wherever they can
find opportunity; and finally come anarch}'

and revolution, in which the ill-gotten gains

of generations go down in seas of firo, and
blood, and desolation. The remedy for panics

is confidence; the foundation of confidence is

honesty and integrity; and the foundation
for honesty and integrity is the fear of the

Lord, which is the beginning of wisdom.

—

Common People.

For " The Friend "

Trne and False Warmtii in Ministry.

Job Scott mentions in his journal, that when
in New York city in 1790, he had a meeting
appointed. Of this he says,—"It was large,

and dear Isaac Everett, of Pennsylvania, now
on his return from a religious visit into New
England, was livingly opened and favored in

this evening meeting. He is indeed an emi-
nent minister of the gospel ; scarce attended
with any degree of warmth or animation in

his ministry, but what is purely divine. Oh I

that this was the case with all. But, alas !

the mixtures !—the affectionate emotions !

—

how many lake these for gospel power !
' The

passionate preacher, said Samuel Fothergill

in a letter to a friend, ' hath affected the pas-

sionate hearer; both have been in raptures
and neither of them edified.' And adds, ' Mis-
take not the warmth of the passions for the
gospel authority. The first is like the rattling

thunder, which frights but never hurts ; the
last is like the lightning from the East, which
illuminates, and, at times, breaks through all

opposition, and melts every obstruction.'

"This kind of preaching has abundantly
too much place among us as a people. May
every hint, such passionate preachers meet
with, be treasured up by them, and" not soon
be forgotten

; seeing so great is the need of a
reformation herein, even among many who
scarcely suspect themselves of any fault in this

respect, and yet are almost always in their

testimonies putting too a little strength of

their own, as if they were ashamed to appear
so we:ik and little as truth would make them,
were they reduced to an entire dependence
on its holy help. And yet, this is the only
way to come forth in strength and clearness,

though not in such hasto as active self may
desire. But every creaturely addition will,

in degree, prevent our arising in the life and
purity of the gospel. And yet many praise

this kind of animated ministry, and so hurt
the poor instrument, who all the while is

greatly in need of help ;
but alas ! in the low

state of things, is likely but seldom, if at all,

to meet with it from any of the brethren, in

some places. For, there are too few who ai'o

enough acquainted with true silence to prefer

it before a noise and sound of words, in the
warmth and influence of creaturely vehem-
ence. To distinguish this from the real

warmth of truth, requires a deep dwelling in

the root of life, where no false heat can pass
for the genuine, nor any specious mixture for

the simple, unmixed gospel ministry."

Cigarette Smoking.

BY CHAS. B. KELSEY, M. D.

It is not uncommon in Cuba where cigat-

ette smoking is the general way of using the
weed—to have a native offer you a cigar when
you tell him you have smoked enough already.

He does not wish you to be sick or uncomfort-
able, and he gives you something mild—some-
thing that can hurt nobody. He does not
offer you more cigarettes, but a cigar. The
fact, shortly stated, is, that there is no way
in which the effect of tobacco can be obtained
so quickly and powerfully as by a cigarette;

and the fact has its explanation in the habit

of inhaling the smoke, which is the character-

istic of cigarette smoking. To a confirmed
cigarette smoker a cigarette is by no means
the same as a cigar. It is something more
powerful, different in effect, more seductive,

and it acts instantaneously. The difference

may, perhaps, be expressed in the following
proportion : As the number of square inches

of mucous membrane in the mouth is to the

130 square yards of membrane of the lungs,

so is the effect of a whiff of smoke taken in

the ordinary way to the effect of one inhaled.

Such a proportion is not entirely accurate,

but it serves to express the idea, and explain

the difference in effect.

A man may have smoked the strongest

cigars for years, and consider himself beyond
the reach of any unpleasant effect. Let such
an one take a strong cigarette, inhale deeply
one whiff of the smoke, and in less time than
it takes to write it he will be dizzy, sparks
will flash before his eyes, he will stagger, and,

perhaps, lean against something for support.

What has happened ? An instantaneous shock
to his nervous system. A foreign body has
been taken into the lungs, and by the nearest

possible way it has come into contact .with

the blood on the other side of the delicate

transparent lung tissue, and been carried to

the heart. The membrane is formed for the

passage of gases in respiration, and is the most
delicate and sensitive in the body. Compared
with it, the mucous membrane of the mouth
bears the same relation that a heavy blanket
might bear to a cobweb.
And now as to some of the growing evils of

the habit. Physicians are accustomed to re-

cognize a certain form of heart trouble under
the name of tobacco heart. A man may have
such an organ before he suffers in any other

way, and when he gets it he thinks he is going
to die. For the first time in his life he be-

comes conscious that he has a heart, and an
exceedingly unpleasant form of self-conscious-

ness it is. It beats when he goes up stairs as

it never did before. He is sitting up late and
somebody knocks at his door, or a messenger
comes to him with an unexpected telegram,

and an entirely new sensation comes over him,
as though his verj' life's blood had suddenly
stopped flowing. He masters himself in a
moment, and by and by he wonders what
could have startled him so at such a simple
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thing, and is inclined to be ashanaed of him

self for having been afraid. "It was noth-

ing," he says to himself, and, indeed, it was

not very much—only his heart suddenly failed

him, not only in a mental but physical sense.

It ought to have gone on quietly with its

sevent}' or eighty pulsations a minute, but it

didn't. It stopped for the fraction of a minute,

and then it picked itself up again, gave one

or two spasmodic throbs, and after awhile set-

tled down to its work. If it had stopped a

little longer he would have fainted. If it had

not picked itself up again he would have died;

but it always does.

What does this mean ? In a smoker, simply

that his nervous system is showing the effects

of tobacco, and showing them in the organ

which is, perhaps, the quickest to manifest

any nervous disturbance—the heart. Fortu-

nate is he who regards nature's warning and

stops at this point; for this first fluttering of

the heart is a valuable sign to one who under-

stands its significance, and if it is disregarded

worse is to follow.

There is another train of symptoms, which

may come either before or after this funclional

heart trouble, from the same cause. A man
who used to do his day's work merrily, whose
body answered to every call of his ambitious

spirit, whether for work or play, begins to feel

that he is not the same, and to wonder why
he cannot do as once he did. He never used

to know what it was to be tired, except at

night after a hard day's work, and then he

went to bed and slept eight solid hours with-

out a dream. Now he is tired in the morn
iug, no matter how much he has slept; and
i;o matter bow tired he may be when he goes

to bed, ho doe-i not sleep. His work is an

effort and a drag. It requires a man who
lives by his brain to appreciate this, and fully

understand what it means. A day laborer

does not know. His nervous system is of a

healthy, solid type, and is not easily deranged.

But the professional man, the man who uses

his wits and lives by them, either in a profes-

sion which is his business, or in a business

which is not professional—the clergyman who
sits down to his sermon and cannot, simply

and absolutely cannot, write ; the literary

man, who would gladly give all he has if he

could sit down to his work with his old vim

and spirit ; they appreciate it fully. These
are the men who feel the lack of that most
delicate and most complex of all the results

of a perfectly harmonious working of all the

vital phenomena—nerve force—most serious-

ly. Without it they are shorn of their power;
with it they are the brain and nerve of the

social system. Theirs it is to plan, for others

to execute; to lead, for others to follow.

When we enter a foul air from the street

we feel the effect and know the cause. But
when we shut up a room, and sit in it till the

air becomes close, we gradually grow stupid

and nervous and uncomfortable; our head be-

gins to ache ; but still we struggle on with

our work, till finally it grows unendurable,

and at last it strikes us that the windows are

all closed, and the thermometer at eighty, and
the air heavy and poisonous. We step out,

got the fresh breeze, and are ourselves again.

Most people are educated up to the point of

knowing good air from bad, very few to the

knowing of the influence of tobacco when
shown in the same way.— Christian Advocate.

" She Died Free."—Soon after the war a

physician was travelling in Chambers County

and saw a colored woman lying a little from

the road in an old uninclosed field, with a boy

about ten years of age sitting by her side.

Said the doctor to the bo}^, " Who is that on

the ground ? ' " My mother," answered the

bo}'. "Is she dead?" " Yes," answered the

boy, "but, thank God, shesaid she died free."

Selected.

THE USE OF TEARS.
Be not thy tears too harshly chid.

Repine not at the rising sigh
;

Who, if they might, would always bid

The breast be still, the cheek be dry.

How little of ourselves we know,
Before a grief the heart has felt

!

The lessons that we learn of woe,

May brace the mind as well as melt.

The energies too stern for mirth,

The reach of thought, the strength of will,

Mid cloud and tempest have their birth
;

Through blight and blast their course fulfil.

Love's perfect triumph never crowned
The hope unchequered by a pang,

The gaudiest wreaths with thorns are bound,

And Sappho wept before she sang.

Tears at each pure emotion flow,

They wait on pity's gentle claim.

On admiration's fervid glow,

On piety's seraphic flame.

'Tis only when it mourns and fears,

The loaded spirit feels forgiven
;

And through the mist of falling tears,

We catch the clearest glimpse of Heaven.
"""^

Selected.

HAZEL BLOSSOMS.
The summer warmth ha-s left the sky,

The summer songs have died away
;

And, withered, in the footpaths lie

The fallen leaves, but yesterday

With ruby and with topaz gay.

The gras.s is browning on the hills
;

No pale, belated flowers recall

The astral fringes of the rills.

And drearily the dead vines fiill,

Frost-blackened, from the roadside wall.

Yet, through the gray and sombre wood.
Against the dusk of fir and pine.

Last of their floral sisterhood.

The hazel's yellow blossoms shine.

The tawny gold of Afric's mine !

Small beauty hath my unsung flower,

For spring to own or summer hail

;

But, in the season's saddest hour,

To skies that weep and winds that wail,

Its glad surprisals never fail.

O days grown cold ! O life grown old !

No rose of June may bloom again
;

But, like the hazel's twisted gold.

Through early frost and latter rain

Shall hints of summer-time remain.

And as within the hazel's bough
A gift of mystic virtue dwells.

That points to golden ores below.

And in dry desert places tells

Where flow unseen the cool, sweet wells.

So, in the wise Diviner's hand.

Be mine the hazel's grateful part

To feel, beneath a thirsty land.

The living waters thrill and start.

The beating of the rivulet's heart

!

Snfficeth me the gift to light

With latest bloom the dark, cold days

;

To call some hidden spring to sight

That, in these dry and dusty ways.

Shall sing its pleasant song of praise.

O Love ! the hazel-wand may foil,

But thou canst lend the surer spell,

That, passing over Baca's vale,

Repeats the old-time miracle,

And makes the desert-land a well.

—John a. Whiltier.

Selects
I

SOME LITTLE FOLKS. '

There are some little folks that we never can pleasej

They fret about trifles, they' trouble and tease,

Full of discontent, even at play

;

Till their friends are worn out, and are heartily gla

When bedtime is come, and each lass or lad

Is quiet, and out of the way.

There are some little folks so good-tempered and swi

That to see their bright faces is always a treat,

And their friends can quite trust them, they knoi

They amuse themselves nicely with some plan or pi

Take care not to worry, or get in the way.

And are welcome wherever thev go.

—The Ch'Ud's Own Magazine

For "The Friend

The following expressions of Charles Mi

shall, one of our early Friends, uttered a she

time before his de:ith, I should like to see
'

sorted in "The Friend," if approved of.

Taken from 1st vol. Piety Promoted, pa

200. Thomas Hutchinson.
10th mo. 21st, 1879.

"I have two things that lie upon me,

Friends, which I desire may be communicate

to them.
" The first is, That they gather down in

the immortal Seed and Word of life in tlier

selves, and be exercised in it before the LorJ
and duly prize and set a value upon the mar.

outward and inward mercies, and blessing'

and heavenly visitations, that the Lord h
:

eminently bestowed upon them, since tl'

morning of the day of his blessed visitatioi

then shall they grow and be preserved

living freshness to Him; and the Lord
continue his mercies to them, and they shs

not want his divine refreshing presun

their meetings together belore him.
" The second thing is, That those Frieui

to whom the Lord hath given great estate

ought to cast their bread upon the waters at

do good therewith in their lifetime ;
for thoi

who are enjoyers of such things should

that they are good stewards thereof. 0(
the many poor families that such per

might be a help to! how easily might i

with a little, assist many a family to liv

the world ! and what a comfort would it

for such to see the fruits of their charity IT*'

their lifetime."

The Iiifilan. Pantomime Language.

It is perhaps not generallj" known that tb

North American Indians, although speakin

different languages, possess in common
means of communication that is intelligil

to all the tribes. The rapidity with whio

they exchange ideas by this metho 1

markable. I have seen Sioux in council wit

Arapahoes, Shoshones, and Crows, and pei

feet understanding seemed to characteris

their deliberations. Not a word was utterMf"

but every gesture was significant, and
look as expressive as our longest period

In this sign language these particular tribfi
^•

are represented as follows: The Sioux, h|

drawing the right hand across the throal

signifying "cut-throats;" the Arapahoes, b

touching the left breast, meaning " the goo

hearts ;" the Shoshones or Snakes, by a glii

ing movement of the hand similar to tha

'

employed by the reptile whose stealthy a{''

proach they emulate ; and the Absaraca8o|
Crows, by imitating, with crooked elbowtl

the flight of the birds that, by their numbeij
have given a name to the plateau east of thj

Big Horn Mountains, as well as to the forme

occupants. They were dispossessed by th

Siouy:-
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ber tribes are similarly distinguished;

i the whites, or " hat-wearers," are uni

lly described by indicating upon the fore

the supposed line of contact of that use

rticle of wear. The sign for a " big

made by raising the forefinger, point-

pward, in a vertical direction, and then
sing both the finger and the motion,
greater the elevation the bigger the chief
iidian iipi, or lodge, is indicated by both
ngers crossed near the nails, so as to

nt the general outline of a lodge; while
lands partly folded, in imitation of the

r of an ordinary rail fence, signifies a

ment or town.
3simpleaffirmativeis signified bygesticu-

, with extended forefinger, after the

typed manner of many elderly men in

nent, and this is rendered emphatic in

nso of " I understand," by the same
ment repeated, the thumb and forefinger

ded, the other fingers closed, nails up.

lign of negation consists of a deprecatory
of the hand from front to right ; while
perplexity, or ignorance is expressed

I combined signs -Yes—no." IIow sig-

nt! Again, a negative proposition is

stated affirmatively, and "no" added
reverse likewise obtains; and, generally,

)pposite of anj'thing expressed may be

ated by appending " yes" or " no" as the

may be.

r example : The sign for a woman is

by drawing the fingers through the

8 though combing it; and a man may
nified by declaring, "A woman—no."
eam is expressed by a movement of the

ded hand, indicative at once of the flow-

water and the meandering of its cur-

and this sign made in reference to any
ty, followed by that of negation, will

rt the absence of running water,

e hollowed hand presented to the lips is

ymbol for a drink. Grass, undergrowth,
[ees are represented by corresponding

Its to which the hand, with fingers ex-

d upward, is raised. Fire is similarily

ated, the fingers moving in imitation of

ues of flame ; and a waving and con-

ly ascending motion means smoke. The
of plenty is conveyed by a movement of

ands as if gathering or heaping up, while
any" is signified by smartly brushing

ight hand across the palm of the left, in

direction of the fingers. This is also a
for cleanliness, neatness, &c. Poverty of
IS, of flesh, &c., is expressed by passing
forefinger over the other as if whittling
aring it; and proportionate lengths of
same finger, exposed by this means, re-

pnts the fractions one fourth, one-half,

p-quarters. The fingers of both hands
rapidly used in counting above ten. " On
leback" is signified by separating the fore

middle fingers of the right hand over
fingers of the left, extended and joined,
forefinger thrust from the mouth directly

he front, like a tongue, is a token of
hful speech. Falsehood, or the "forked
;ue," is made by the same movement of
sxtended fore and middle fingers. "Beat-
Ihe bush," or " whipping the devil round
stump," as our phrase has it, is indicated
lassing the forefinger from the mouth in

urse leading around the head, or in any
r than the direct course. A falsehood
also bo represented by " A truth—

The signs for articles of diet are loss arbi-

trary. Bacon is meant when the thumb and
forefinger of the right hand are separated as

if to feel the thickness of the right hand.

Sugar and salt are distinguished by the ex-

pression given to the fiice when the tip of the

finger, as if conveying a small quantity of

either, touches the tongue ; and pepper is

"salt," with the addition of a sneeze. To
represent flour they go through the process

of kneading dough, and bread is flour, with

the sign of fire added. Coffee naturally sug-

gests a movement of grinding, the mill for

that purpose being in common use; and tea

becomes, as it really is, a drink compounded
of aromatic leaves.

Beauty of face or figure is signified by a

caressing or stroking motion of the hand, and
this sign, when not mude in immediate juxta-

position to any part of the body, is a general
one for complacency or satisfaction. Desire

of possession is shown by working the fore-

finger over the nose. The forefingers crossed

at right angles, means a trade or "swap."
Perhaps the most interesting signs are those

relating to time and to the seasons. The fall

of rain and snow is readily imitated, and the

temperature is indicated by manifesting cold

or heat. By thi-s means summer and winter
may also be implied; but I have seen them
distinguished by indicating a greater or less

meridianal altitude of the sun, thus evincing! nearer Rome. In a sermon preached

Roligious Items, &c.

Plainness in Dress.—A writer in the Herald
of Truth quotes from Luke vii. 24 :

" But what
went ye out for to see ? A man clothed in soft

raiment? Behold they which are gorgeously
apparelled are in kings' courts," and makes
this comment: "This proves that it was not
common in those days to wear gorgeous ap-
parel, that this was found only among kings
and rulers. If I wish to see a display of dress
nowa days I can see it in the church, and upon
the preachers. 'If any man love the world,
the love of the Father is not in him.' Now,
take this home and settle it as best you can."

Ministers among the Mennonites.—The same
paper says: "The Mennonites oppose the pay-
ing of a stipulated salary, both because there
is nothing in the Scriptures that favors the
' IIow much will you give mo to preach for

you a year' of the present tiine ; and that ob-
servation teaches us, it is the moans of bring-
ing all manner of evils into the church. But
they never allow their ministers nor their
families to suffer for the want of anything,
and whenever there is necessity for it, their

members are willing and ready to help their

ministers. But they are also expected to do
like Paul did, labor with their hands to their

necessities."

S. Green, the Episcopal incumbent at Port
Adelaide, Australia, has taken another step

observation, if not a knowledge of astronora

cal phenomena. Shooting grass and falling

leaves are symbolical of spring and autumn.
To designate an hour of the day, the thumb
and forefinger approximating a circle arc made
to describe an arc corresponding to the sup-

posed course of the sun, and remaining station-

ary for a second at the proper height. The
same hour yesterday is indicated by reversing

the movement from this point. An entire

revolution, forward or retrograde, continued
with the required show of fingers, will ac-

curately convey anj' number of days, future

or past, and the exact hour upon the day in

question. This, of course, conforms to their

belief that the sun revolves around the earth.

To signify years, the recurrence of the sea-

sons is indicated, winter being the favored one
in this respect, whence their oft quoted phrase,

five, or seven, or any number of "snows."
Darkness or night is expressed by a simul-

taneous motion of the hands from a position

at their respective sides, forearms horizontal

and palms up, in a circularly approaching
manner, so as to bring their palms down, one
above the other, in front of the body, as though
to signify that " everything is closed." Every-
thing open, that is to say, day or daylight, is

this movement reversed, and both are very
significant.

I might proceed to multiply exanaples of

this curious sign manual, but enough has been

written to give an idea of its effect, and the

facility with which conversations may be car-

ried on by its means. Although ordinarily

imperturbable, the Indians possess in a re-

markable degree variety and power of facial

expression, which added to their graceful ges-

ticulation, makes this, as practised by them,
an interesting and wonderful pantomime.

—

The Council Fire.

It is a mark of the righteous that they
never regard themselves as perfect, but in-

crease in humility as they grow in grace.

itly,

he boldly announced hisbeliefin the propriety
of prayers for the dead. This opinion he
based, first, upon the notion held by many of
an intermediate state in the next world—

a

sort of purgatory, without the torments
;

8econdl}^ upon the practice of the Jews as in-

dicated in the Apocrj'pha; and thirdly, upon
the silence of the New Testament upon the
subject.

Education and Roman Catholicism.—In many
of the countries of Europe the Papal clergy
have long controlled the popular education to

a large extent; and they earnestly oppose the
introduction of any measures which seem
likely to take out of their hands this power-
ful agency in influencing the sentiments of
the people. In an article on the "Educa-
tional agitation in Belgium," published in The
National Baptist, it is stated, that after the
separation between Holland and Belgium, in

1830, the schools of the latter remained in en-

tire subordination to the Roman Catholic

Church until 1842. In that year an organic
school law was passed, which promised satis-

faction both to the Liberals and to the Ultra-
montanes. While religious instruction was
continued, proper provision was made for

other branches of knowledge. Wherever the
Liberals were strong, the new .school law was
enforced, but in the rural provinces the cleri-

cal party ignored its conditions, and main-
tained their schools in defiance of State con-
trol.

The Liberals, alarmed- at the spread of
ignorance and superstition, established educa-
tional leagues in the large cities and industrial

centres, collected funds, and opened private

schools in opposition to the private clerical

schools. In 1867, the Liberals having secured
a majority in the Government took immediate
action toward abrogating or modifying the
law of 1842 ; but their rule was too short for

the accomplishment of their purpose, as the
clerical party returned to power in 1870. In

1878, the Liberals being again a majority in

both Houses, proceeded at once to create a
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ministry of public iustruction, of which Van
Humbeek was made chief. Van Humbeek
submitted the project of a new school-law,

which the king recommended in a speech from

the throne, and which became the law of the

kingdom.
The following are the salient points of con-

trast between the two laws :

In 1842, religious instruction was made an
essential part of the school course. In 1879,

it was left entirely optional. In 1842, it was
provided that religious instruction should be

given during the school hours. In 1879, it

was assigned to hours preceding or following

the school session. B3' the law of 1812, all

the religious teachers must be appointed by
the clergy. By that of 1879, common teachers

were authorized to give the instruction if the

priest refused. In 1842, clerical inspectors

were appointed for the schools. In 1879, these

were abolished and lay inspectors appointed.

Such were the preliminary steps to the agita-

tion now convulsing the entire kingdom. The
clerical party resisted the law through the

pulpits, the press, and the confessional, and

at length a conference of the bishops was hold

at the residence of the Archbishop in Mechlin,

and a pastoral letter addressed to all pastors

in the State. This letter, which was origin-

ally published in Latin, comprised the follow-

ing positive commands:
Ist. That every pastor should immediately

open a new school in opposition to those of

the State.

2d. That every pastor should announce
from his pulpit that no child attending the

State schools should receive the sacrament.

3d. That no teacher employed in the schools

should partake of the sacrament.
The ecclesiastical pressure has already

caused the resignation of 1,332 teachers out

of a total of 20,000.

A Brahminical Question.—The establishment

of railroads In India effected much in destroy-

ing the power and even existence of caste,

and now heathenism is to receive another

blow; for the Brahmins in India are divided

by the question whether the water of the

Ganges, their holj^ river, will not lose its

sanctity after it has been bridged over by
Europeans.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Young Soko.—" Katomba presented a young
Soko or Gorilla that had been caught, while

its mother was killed. She sits 18 inches

high, has fine long black hair all over, which
was pretty so long as it was kept in order by
her dam. She is the least mischevious of all

the monkey tribe I have seen, and seems to

know that in me she has a friend, and sits

quietly on the mat beside mo. In walking,

the first thing observed is that she does not

tread on the palms of her hands, but ou the

backs of the second line of bones of the hands :

in doing this the nails do not touch the ground,

nor do the knuckles ; she uses the arms thus

supported crutch fashion, and hitches herself

along between them ; occasionally one hand
is put down before the other, and alternates

with the feet, or she vvalks upright and holds

up a hand to anj'one to carry her. If refused,

she turns her face down, and makes grimaces
of the most bitter human weeping, wringing
her hands, and sometimes adding a fourth

hand or foot to make the appeal more touch-

ing. Grass or leaves she draws around her

to make a nest, and resents anyone meddling

with her property. She is a most friendly

little beast, and came up to me at once, mak-
ing her chirrup of welcome, smelled my cloth

ing, and held out her hand to be shaken. I

slapped her palm without offence, though she

winced. She began to untie the cord with
which she was afterwards bound, with fingers

and thumbs, in quite a systematic way, and
being interfered with by a man, looked

daggers, and screaming tried to beat him with
her hands; she was afraid of his stick, and
faced him, putting her back to me as a friend.

She holds out her hand for people to lift her

up and carry her, quite like a spoiled child
;

then bursts into a passionate cry, somewhat
like that of a kite, and wrings her hands quite

naturally, as if in despair. She eats every-
thing, covers herself with a mat to sleep, and
makes a nest of grass or leaves, and wipes
her face with a leaf."

—

D. Lioingslone in S.

Afri<:a.

How Lead Pencils are made.—The ordinary
lead pencil is filled with a preparation of

graphite, commonly called black lead or plum-
bago, both of which are misnomers, as there

is no lead or plumbum in it. Until quite

lately it has been considered by chemists as

a oarburet of iron, but it is now generally

acknowledged that although it shows traces

of iron, this motal is only mechanically mixed
with it—there being no chemical combination
between the two.

Pencils were originally filled with square
sticks cut from blocks of graphite found in

the famous Borrowdale mine, in Cumberland,
England, which contained the purest ever
found, but on the exhaustion of that mine th

impure materials to be found elsewhere were
pressed into service, after proper purification

The process adopted by the Dixon Company
at Jersey City, who use a graphite found at

Ticonderoga, N. Y., is as follows; The graphite
is first ground fine in water, treated with sul

phuric and nitric acids, and, after washing
clean, heated to a bright red. Then it is

mixed with sufficient water to make it run
freely, and allowed to pass slowly through a

series of tanks arranged in steps, until the

water leaves the last one of the series almost
clear, having left the graphite deposited and
graded in the tanks— the deposit in that
nearest the overflow, being the purest, is used
for the finest pencils. The graphite, after

being taken from the tanks is dried, andthen
mixed with pipe-clay obtained from Rotter-

dam, Holland, which has been purified in the

same way as the graphite, only the very finest

being used for pencils, as the coarse can be

utilized in the manufacture of crucibles. Upon
the amount of clay used depends the hardness
of the pencil—the more clay the harder the

grade—about seven parts of clay to ten pans
of graphite, by weight, forming a medium.
The clay and graphite is thoroughly mixed
with water and ground like paint, but passed
repeatedly through the mills, as many
twenty-four times being considered necessary
for the finest grades. VVhen ground sufficient

the pasty mass is enclosed in a canvas ba^,

and the water is squeezed out by a powerfu
press, leaving the compound in the form of a
stifi" dough, which is placed into a cylinder of

a forming machine, and by means of a piston

driven down by a powerful screw, is forced

out at the bottom of the cylinder in the form
of "leads" that, after being heated in a cruci-

ble to a red heat, are ready for insertion in

the wooden blocks to cut into pencils.

y-J

:

10»
wen "

The blocks are formed by sawing the wo;
'

into pieces as long as a pencil, six limes!
wide, and half the thickness, vfhich aro aftif-

wards run through a planing machine th'

not only smooths them but cuts in each blo<i

six grooves half the thickness of the " leacbj

In the grooves in one block, the leads]

laid; a second 'block, previously coated
glue, is laid on the first, and a pile of t^

compound blocks is placed in a presi

they remain until dry. The blocks ;

cut apart into six pencils each, by pas
through a machine like a moulding macb
having two sets of cutters operating on og

site sides of the blocks, each of which
half way through the wood. The cutter

these machines are so accurately arran|
and run so true, that when the pencils le"

the machine there is no mark to show
line of separation from the block other thi

the joint of the two pieces of wood inclosii'

the lead, and they are said to be so smoo
that sand-papering would roughen them. Tj

shaping machine turns out about seventy-t^
-

per minute, or over 43,000 per day. The
cils are then varnished or colored by anoti

machine, at therateofonehundred and tw^'

per minute, or 72,000 per day ; and
polished in another machine, at the rat

one hundred and six per minute, or over
000 per day ; all by unskilled labor.

—

Scie

American.
Domestic Remedies.— Poultices.—The (

object obtained by the poultice is the rt

tion of heat and moisture, thus hastening
occurrence of suppuration in an inflamed p

''

To folly accomplish this, the poultice is

made of flaxseed meal (ground fi.ixseed) mi
up with hot water. When thus mis ^

not necessary to boil the meal), it shouldt

spread with a large knife on a soft muslii

linen cloth. On this spread surface a pi

of old, thin muslin or gauze should be 1

The edges of the poultice cloth should
be folded over, thus retaining the gauze,

preventing the poultice matter from escaj

on the clothing. This is then laid on the

flamed part, and outside of it a piece of sill

cloth, rubber cloth, waxed paper or other

pervious material. This last by preveal

evaporation retains the heat and moisture,

thus favors the formation of pus. A poul "

without this outer covering is of but li ^';^

value, as it soon becomes cool and dry
'J

requires frequent changing. With this uo

ing it need be changed but twice duilyJ

the morning and in the evening. A poall

should never be heavy, as it may give paif

a tender part by its weight. Besides flaxa

meal, bread and milk, boiled carrots and ofc

materials are often used. So too, soft th

cloths or patent lint wet with hot water,)

covered with silk cloth may be used.

For a Sprain.—A large piece of flaij

wrung out of very hot witer, applied to the
[

and enveloped in oil silk or rubber and bod,

up with a bandage, undisturbed for som

hours, will be found very efficient.

—

Dr. J.J.I

"Not long ago," says the New York Tim
" we described the process by which instantan.

ous photographs of horses in action wer

taken by a San Francisco operator. Tb

same method has been successfully ap|ilied t

athletes, and now all the intricate movemeul

made by men when boxing, wrestling, fiMn

ing, jumping, and tumbling have bee

stivntaneousiy and exactly pictured. The fin

experiment was in photographing a man whil
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ng a back somersault. Ho stood in front

e camera motionlese, and at a signal

g into the air, turned backward, and in

ond was again in his original position.

. as was the time consumed in making
irn, fourteen negatives were taken, show-
im in as many different positions. The
annot follow the rapid motions of a man
3g a somersault; but the various posi-

assumed, were faithfully portrayed by
ghtning like movements of this new sys-

f photography."
mce and Art.—The London hospitals use

lones for sanitary reasons, as well as for

mience. By this means of communiea-
hey do away with the necessity of many
ngers; and the risk of conveying infec-

(specially with the fever wards, is there-

eatly diminished.

caution about Shot in game.—This being

lasoQ when game killed by shooting and
bly containing the pellets, is eaten, it

be worth while to caution those who
me the flesh of birds with avidity that

roportion of instances in which shot is

is probably small in comparison with

umber of cases in which the pellets are

tingly swallowed. It is a mutter of

lation how much mischief a shot may
ben passed into the intestines, but the

hat anomalous diseases have been set up
e presence of very small bodies which
been entangled in folds of the mucous
)rane renders it desirable to put th e public

Bir guard. Occasionally the most dis-

is results have followed such small cases,

ive in recollection the case of a physician

died after prolonged and unexplained

ings from the impaction of a very small

srhieh had found its way into a pudding,

vas inadvertently swallowed. A little

^ill avoid this contingency, but, remem-

5 that the bird has been shot, some pains

; to be taken to avoid swallowing the

e.

—

London Lancet.
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our last number there was a brief sketch
ne of the proceedings of iSforth Carolina

y Meeting. In that body there exists a

3 to spread the influence of the Society

fiends among the people by whom they
jrrounded ; but there is great need of more
that, in endeavoring to accomplish this,

is should not bo sanctioned which are in-

ptent with those distinguishing princi-

which give our denomination a right to

1 as a distinct branch of the Christian

ph, and which are the outgrowth of the

ftions of the Spirit of Truth upon the

p of its truly concerned members,
jiong the practices which have latterly

|introduced into North Carolina, as well

fier places among those professing the

)
of Friends, is the custom of holding ro-

lls meetings, called sometimes "Devo-
|l" or "Social" meetings, which are not

acted in the customary manner of ou
ings for worship. These meetings are

ly controlled and directed by one or more
ns who are appointed for that purpose,

ho assume the leadership. They are

3d by reading a portion of the Bible, fn

ily with comments on the matter read by

the reader, or by others present; hymns are

'ten sung in them ; and expressions of per-

sonal feeling are encouraged; little or no op-

portunity is afforded for that introversion of

mind, and drawing near in spirit to the Lord,

n which ability is received to offer up spiritual

worship. We believe they are a stepping-

stone, which will be usei by manj', to the

bandonment of our simple manner of holding

eligious meetings, and to the fuller adoption

of the customs of other religious societies,

whore one man presides over and assumes to

direct the devotional exercises.

In North Carolina we believe this tendency
to fall into the practices of others, has been

strengthened by the custom of sending and
eceiving delegates, with fraternal greetings,

from the conferences of other religious bodies.

It is desirable to maintain a friendly feeling

towards all mankind ; and the nearer any
body of religious professors approaches in

doctrine and in practice to the standard given

us to maintain, the more nearly we will be

prepared to recognize them as brethren of the

same household. But when we receive into

meetings for business ministers of other

denominations, whose views as to the exercise

of gospel ministry, and on other important
points, differ from our own ; when we permit

such freely to address our pjople; and note

on our minutes the circumstance in terras of

satisfaction ; can we be surprised if many of

our members should feel themselves at liberty

to attend on the ministrations of such at other

times ; that their views as to the performance
of worship should become more and more out-

ward ; and that reading the Scriptures, sing-

ing hymns, and other vocal exercises should

gradually supplant that waiting on God for

bis help, which the principles of Friends have
ever led us as a people to insist upon as the

first requisite to true worship ?

In connection with this subject, it may be

right to refer to the dependence on outward
ministry, on which some are in danger of re-

lying to too great a degree. We alt believe

that a true Gospel ministry is a great blessing

to the Church, and that like those thin

which holy men of old wrote as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost, it is profitable for

doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruc-

tion in righteousness.

But let us bear in mind the testimony of

George Fox, who says: " When the Lord God
and his Son Jesus Christ sent me forth into

the world to preach his everlasting gospel and
kingdom, I was glad that I was commanded
to turn people to the Light, Grace and Spirit

of God, which would bring them salvation
"

Such is still the effect of true ministry ; it does

not load the hearers to depend on the instru

ment, but directs their attention to the Divine
Source of all true spiritual knowledge and
power. When people come to sit down und^

the government and guidance of this Heave
ly Teacher, they have no absolute need of

outward ministrations ;
and though these and

all other helps which our Father in Heaven
affords, will be thankfully received, yet thei

hope and expectation will not be fixed on
man, but in the first place and above all on

Christ Jesus, the Shepherd and Bishop of

souls.

In the regular meetings for worship held

during the time of Nortti Carolina Yearly
Meeting, several hymns were sung, mostly if

not altogether, we believe, by persons who
were not members of that meeting ; and the

practice called forth a plain and earnest re-

monstrance, delivered in a business sitting by
one of their own members. In the devotional

meetings, much greater liberties wore taken,

especially in that held on Third-day night,

after the close of the Yearly Meeting. This
occasion is thus described in a communication
ecoivod from one of the North Carolina
Friends who was present

:

Although there was to rao cause for sad-

ness and uneasiness in the Dovoiional meot-
ngs (so called) held during the Yearly Meet-
ng week at New Garden, N. C, yet it was
not until the last evening (Third-day) after

the business concluded, that I witnessed a

culmination equal to if not beyond anything
had read of the extravagance into which

some meetings claiming to bo of the Society

of Friends had been carried. After prelim-

nary addresses had been delivered, and some
feelings of excitement been engendered, [a

stranger who was there] requested that all

present who i-oad the Bible daily with a de-

votional pause, or kept a family altar, should
rise. Perceiving that several did not respond,

he made some catting remarks as to pride,

waywardness, Ac, and ordered all those in

the front seat to clear out, as he was going to

adopt another course. He then called on
those who were anxious about their souls to

come forward and kneel down, also others, so

IS to have a time for vocal pi-ayer, during
which time the excitement was fanned by
groans, exclamations and words, calling on
those present to open their mouths. One
young woman threw up her hands and began
to scream. Then hymns were sung. She came
over among the men. The ministers had been
passing to and fro among the kneolers and
others, urging them on, sometimes kneeling

beside them, and singing or praying aloud.

Then another young woman be^an to scream,

and the singing went on to allay her. Some
't their seats and came over among the men

,

and caressed and knelt by their sides. It was
a trying time to me, and I cannot describe

what I passed through."

This scene of excitement might have gone
to still greater lengihs, if it had not been

for the faithfulness of one of their members,
who earnestly appealed to those present to be

sober and calm, and not to follow such a spirit;

and who, notwithstanding the interruption of

one of the principal actors and promoters of

this confusion, was enabled to bring a de^i'ee

of quietness and settlement over the meeting,

under which it soon after closed.

We have no doubt that many of the mem-
bers of North Carolina Yearly Meeting are

grieved with such actions (principally done
through the influence of strangers), and we
have given place to this exposure through no
unkind feeling towards them. But we be-

lieve the time has fully come in which Friends

who are so situated, should bo awakened to

the dangers that surround them, and to the

need of bearing a more faithful and open testi-

mony to the truth. They cannot permit per-

sons professing to be ministers to circulate

through their meetings, preaching doctrines

that are not in accordance with our princi-

ples, and inculcating practices that draw their

members away from the right performance of

true spiritual worship, without becoming re-

sponsible themselves for the evils produced.

The apostle John advises that if any come
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who are out of the true doctrine they should

not be received, "for," he adds, "he that

biddeth him God-speed is partaiser of his evil

deeds."

Where real cause for uneasiness exists, there

should be honest deding with those who are

in error ; the true principles of Friend-* should

be clearly set forth for the information of the

more inexperienced; and a warning should

be given against inconsistent things, in the

spirit of wisdom, so that the flick may be

preserved from going astra}', and from being

injured by unwholesome food.

It will not be sufficient for Friends merely

to gather into groups after meetings are over,

and complain one to the other of the wrong
things they have seen and heard, privately

find fault with the actors and encouragers of

such things, and there let the matter rest.

This course savors too much of that "tale

bearing" which one of the Queries is aimed
against. An open and honest testimony, borne

in the fear of the Lord, and in the abilitj'

which He will give, will be of far greater

value in checking the spread of error, and will

tend more to the maintenanceof loveand unity

among the members.
The introduction and spread of changes in

thelong-estiiblished doctrines and practices of

Friends have promoted disunity and aliena-

tion in other parts of our religious Society

;

and if these changes are not stopped by the

goodness of the Lord, and the faithfulness of

his servants, similar results may be produced
among Friends in North Carolina. We sin-

cerely desire that this may not be the case; but

that there may be a return to first principles,

and a moie general awakening to the dangers
that threaten our Society ; and that this may
be accompanied with a renewal of primitive

zeal, manifesting inself in the first place in

an earnest concern for individual salvation,

and extending thence to families, neighbors,

and to the whole human race, as the Lord
opens the hearts of those who are endeavor-

ing to walk in the Light, and who thus come
to have fellowship one with another, and to

know the blood of Christ to cleanse them
from all sin.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The contract for the iron to be

used in the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's elev.ated

road, has been awarded to the Edgemont Iron Works.
The contract calls for about five and a-half million

pounds of iron. The contract for the bridge over the

river, has been given to Keller & Goll, of Lancaster,

Penna. The bridge is to be similar to the one over the

Delaware at Trenton. It will he thirty feet wide, to

accommodate three tracks, two for passenger and one
for freight traffic.

The shore-end of the new French Transatlantic cable

was landed on the 15th inst. This cable extends from
Brest, at the extreme western point of Finisterre, France,
across the Atlantic nearly due we.st to Miqnelon, a small
island belonging to France, and situated a short distance

to the south of Newfoundland, thence southwesterly to

United States soil at Nausett. The cable is said to be

one of the best and strongest ever laid.

It is stated by the Watchmaker and 3fet.al Worker, that

fifty thousand gross of watch glasses are sold annually
in the United States. One importer alone imports
thirty-five thousand gross.

The Secretary of the Treasury has officially notified

the Secretary of State of the decision of the Treasury
Department, prohibiting the introduction of neat cattle

into the United States from Canada, and requesting the
Dominion authorities be notified of the decision.

Twenty-five barrels of the finest American winter
wheat flour, made by the newly patented process, were
sold recently at the New York Produce Exchange, to

Allan order sent direct from the household of the Queen
of England. The price paid was $9 per barrel.

The ocean tonnage of Montreal during the past year

ha.s been 468,000 tons—the largest on record by 68,000

tons.

The electric light has been used in loading vessels

for sea, at Montreal, and by their aid the men worked
efficiently in a storm of rain and sleet.

The annual report of the President of the Western

Union Telegraph, shows that last year the company had
82 978 miles of line, 211,566 miles of wire, 8534 offices,

and sent upward of 25,000,000 messages, on which the

charges were nearly $11,000,000, and the profits $4,-

"",000. The capital stock of the company is, in round
numbers, $41,000,000.

Violent and destructive wind storms prevailed on the

14th, in Southern Ohio and in portions of Indiana and
Illinois. Telegraph wires were levelled in various di-

rections, and communication between Cincinnati and

Chicago and the West was interrupted for some time.

Much damage was done to buildings in various places,

and some loss of life is reported.

The Weather Bureau, in its review of the hurricane

which swept the Southern Atlantic seaboard in 8th mo.
last, reports that the wind velocities at that time were
among the highest, if not the highest, which have ever

been recorded. At Cape Lookout, as the storm centre

began to pass away, the wind rose to the estimated

velocity of 165 miles per hour. At another stage of

the storm the instrument registered 138 miles.

The number of deaths in this city the past week was
287—being an increase of 50 over the previous week.

The total tonnage of anthracite coal from all the

regions, for the week ending on the 8th, amounted to

•540,480 tons, or 81,632 tons more than for the cor-

responding week last year The trade continues to

wear a most cheerful aspect.

Markets, &c.—v. S sixes, 1881, 106; do. 5's, 102J
;

4i's, 1891, registered, 105i; do. coupon, 106| ;4's, 1907,

1031.

Cotton continues in good demand. Sales of middlings

at 12^ a 12J cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7J cts. in barrels, and refined,

7| cts. for export, and 8 a 8J^ cts. per gallon for home
Linseed oil, 82 cts. for American, and 85 cts. for

Calcutta. Lard oil, 56J a 57 cts. Crude, sperm, $1
;

bleached winter, fl.lO a $1.13.

Flour.—Prices are well maintained, but the volume
of business is light. Minnesota extra, $6.25 a $6.75

;

Penna. do. do., $6.37 J a $6.75 ; Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois do., J6..50 a $7.12}. Rye flour, $5.35. Buck-
wheat meal, $2.75 a $3 per 100 lbs.

Grain.—Prices 1 a 2 cts. higher, but there is an ab-

sence of activity. Red, $1.40; amber, $1.42 a $1.43.

Corn, old, 56 a 60 cts. ; new, 52 a 55 cts. Oats, 40 a

42i cts. for mixed, and 421 a 44 cLs. for white.

Hay and straw.— Prime timothv, 90 cts. a $1 per

100 pounds ; mixed, 75 a 85 cts. Straw, $1.10 a $1.25

per 100 pounds.
Beef cattle were in fair demand this week, and prices

were a fraction higher—2877 head arrived and sold at

the diH'erent yards, at 2J a 5| per pound, a.s to quality.

Sheep were dull and lower; 17,000 head sold at the

difTerent yards at 3 a 5 cts., and lambs at 4 a 5} cts. per

pound. Hogs were rather lower ; 5500 head sold at the

diflerent yards at 5J a 6} cts. per lb., as to condition.

Cows were unchanged ; 250 head arrived and sold at

$30 a #55 per head.

Foreign.—The Manchester Guardian states the pro-

duction of pig iron at Cleveland has increased from
52,000 tons per month to 164,000; andthat there has

been more than an equivalent increase in .shipments.

Of 120 passengers on the steamer St. Louis, which
left Liverpool on the 12th inst. for New Orleans, nearly

all were bound for Texa.s. A number of them were
farmers, some with families, others were mechanics.
Advices from Scotland afford ground for the belief,

that the American demand for iron has temporarily

slackened. The shipments from Scotland last week, to

all parts of the world, were 10,100 tons, against an
average in previous month of more than 22,000 tons

weekly.
Two weeks ago, the creditors of the Glasgow Bank

received their third dividend, making 13s. 4d. on the

pound out of the total. Of the total £11,000,000,

£7,400,000 is paid. It is expected the whole amount
will be liquidated, but the interest is doubtful.

The returns from the shipbuilding districts of Great
Britain do not give the impression of hard times in that

trade. In six months 196 steamers, of 237,486 gross

tonnage, and 19 sailing vessels of 18,165 gross tonnage,

were built in the Newcastle and Glasgow districts, the

latter including the Clyde.

A dispatch from Berlin says : The editors of all the

principal newspapers in St. Petersburg have recen

been summoned to the Press Bureau of the Ministry of

the Interior, and instructed with reference to the

duct of their respective papers. They were informed tl

frequent complaints have been received from Livai

that articles in the St. Petersburg press interf. red w
the Imperial policy, and therefore must not be ci

tinned in the same strain. Neither Germnnv,
i

Anstro-Hungary, nor the relations of Russia wiili eiti

of those Powers, nor the treaty between these t

Powers, nor France, must be discussed. Enj;land rr

be discussed, but judiciously. The.se rules v. ill bee

tinned until the emperor's return to St. Peter-ibun

month hence.
A $3,000,900 floating dock, of capacity to accoiui

date eighty ships of the largest tonnage, was ojiened

the 10th of last month at Bordeaux. The shipping

this port has almost trebled since 18-57, and it,< steal

tonnage exceeds 600,000 tons.

It is reported from Berlin that diphtheria, whi(

several years has made great ravages in Rnssia, is

ing ground. Eleven vast districts are afflicted wil

disease, and the percentage of deaths for six

past has been alarmingly great. The Governm(
appointed a special commission to enquire
causes of the epidemic.
The sinking of the deep artesian well near

Pesth, Hungary, is now completed. It is said to

deepest in the world, being 3200 feet. The yi

water was at first 272,000 gallons in 24 hours,

since reduced to 167,200 gallons. The tempei
the water is 165 degrees.

The total exports of tea from Shanghai and Hi

to 8th inst., since the opening of the season, wen
000,000 against 144,000,000 lbs. during the same
last year. The .shipments of Canton silks to

were 9,700 bales, against 6,900 last year.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAT
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhUac
Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC.Hai
Applications for the Admission of Patients 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the
"

M anagers.

Married, at Friends' meeting-house, Sprinj

Linn Co., Iowa, 9th mo. 22d, 1879, Zacheos Ti

Winona, Ohio, to Mary B. Young, of the former

y ;•

Died, at the residence of his .son, Seth Shaw,
25th of 9th month, 1879, Samuel Shaw, in ih^^j^
year of his age, an elder and member of Mid^ff..
Monthly and Particular Meeting of Friends,

This dear Friend was much attached to the do
held by our religious Society, and concerned thi

might be maintained on their ancient foundatioi

example and precept he bore a testimony agaii

travagance in furniture or apparel, or any impro[

of the means committed to his care. He

"

illness with patience and resignation

;

contrition being the clothing of his spirit; and w
abled to give suitable counsel and encouragement
family and friends, saying in reference thereto,

could do nothing of himself." A few days bef«

death he said, " He that knoweth the end from
ginning will do right, and I trust lam in his

ing. It is the Lord, let him do as seemeth him
-, onthe 11th of lOih mo. 1879, Abi

aged 60 years and a few days, a beloved minisU

member of Middleton Monthly and Carmel Parl^^
Meeting of Friends, Ohio. This dear Friend ha
diligent and faithful in the exercise of her gift for

years, and had often been concerned to advi^ \^,

friends to prepare for death whilst in health, anA
treat them not to defer to a dying hour the greal

of the soul's salvation ; and she had felt the necee

this for herself as well as for others. When
and sufferings of dissolution came on, they did

her unprepared ; she said she felt nothing in 1

and often spoke of the goodness and mercy
Heavenly Father to her, a poor unworthy c

whom He had redeemed out of a world lying in

ness. Before her close she said with the Psalmist,'

Lord is my shepherd : I shall not want. He
me to lie down in green pa.stures ; He leadeth ir

the still waters of life. Yea, though I now walk tl

the valley and shadow of death, I fear no evil,
'

art with me ; thy rod and thy staff they comfort

She often remarked it was a great attainment to

living branch of that true and living vine, Ch

Jesus. May her bright example through life, aud |

triumphant death, be an incentive to us that are

behind a little longer, to use all diligence in work

out our salvation through Divine power ami help

that, as we believe was her experience, we may e

into that state where the wicked cease from tioubl

and the weary soul is forever at rest.
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Incidcnls and Reflections.

DIVINE GUIDANCE.

house of Jacob, corae ye and let us walk
le light of the Lord !" Those who heed
exhortation of the prophet Isaiah will

the Light of tho Lord so to shine on the
in which they ought to walk, as to show

1 what to do and what to leave undone;
will be guided as to the time and manner
jrforniing those duties which are pointed
10 them.
hen Anna Shipton was residing in a rural

•ict in England, her lodgings, she says,

M-looked the garden of a pretty ornamen-
ottage of a tradesman of the neighboring
1. 1 had often watched with interest the
ig wife and children as I sat in the twi-

;. It took no lengthened observation to

)ver that Jesus had no place in tho little

ichold, and I prayed for them.
Che time arrived for me to leave the place,

night previous to my departure, soon after

d retired to rest, I was awakened by se-

sufforirrg, followed by rapid exhaustion.
• awake marvelling how and why I .should

1 had this sudden return of an illness from
;h I apjieared to have recovered. The
t wore away before I began to cry to Him
hose hands are the issues of life and death,

to inquire if I might know why it was
with me.

[t was distinctly brought to my mind, that
Family for whom I had praj'ed had never
fved any testimony from me that God
d for their souls.

had been contentto believe that He would
Ime way bless them through my prayer

;

I

faith, if it hath not works, is dead, being
).' James ii. 17. There had been no con-

)n with my lips in testimony of his love

of his power to save. It was all true. I

V that I needed arousing to a sense of ray
u;enco and carelessness in service.

. accepted the reproof, made confession of
ilothfniness, and praised the tender love
iwould not let me leave my place without
blessing Ho had ordained for me. For
things that are reproved are made mani-
by the light ; for whatsoever doth make
ifest is light.' Eph. v. 13.

[ rejoiced in it ; and to fit me to do the will

lO Lord, I prayed for a deep healing sleep.

According to mj- prayer it was granted me.
Can any one who loves the Lord believe that,

after a few hours of profound slumber, I awoke
refreshed and well, with no recollection of the
pra5'er that had brought it, and the dealing
of the Holy Spirit with my soul no more itn-

prcssed on my conscience than a fleeting vision

of tho night? Delighted with being suflS-

ciently recovered to undertake the journey, I

<iecided to complete my arrangements for

leaving in the afternoon. But God had not
forgotten his faithless child. I lost all my
energy

; began to vacillate as to whether the
journey should be undertaken at all ; and he-

me restless and distressed.

"I sat listlessly at the drawing-room win-
dow. The cottage met my sight, and that
night-watch of mercy and forgiveness neglect-

ed rolled like a cloud over mj' desolate heart.
" The upper casements of tho cottage were

closely curtained. I had casually heard that
there was sickness in the house. The children
were at a neighbor's. I missed them from
their sunnj' garden. The mother I had seen
pass to and fro. It was, then, the husband
who was laid low.

" I asked the Lord to let some one come to

he door, as a sign that I should go over. The
door remained closed ; no one went in or out

;

all seemed still as death.

I opened my Bible: it was a dead letter

to me. No line of promise, uo word of encour-
agement, beamed on my trembling soul ; the
shadow waxed deeper and darker. Once more
I sat before the Lord and reviewed the past in

his light, and then there came the conviction
that 1 had no right to ask for any sign in a
path clearly pointed out to me: the promises
were for the upright and pure in heart, and
not for the fool who turns aside to his crooked
ways.
"'Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do

t with thy might.' It is not for us to say,

I felt,' or ' I thought,' when God has said,

This is the way ; walk ye in it.' I threw on
my shawl and walked rapidly to the cottage,

rather with a dread of something befalling

me than with any other impulse.
All was quiet without and within : it would

have been a relief if it had not been so. I

knocked and knocked again, and was thank-
"ul for the long interval that elapsed before
any one appeared. During that time the un-

ibered mercies of my much-forgiving God
flowed over my mind and melted my hard
heart. I could realize his gracious care over
his erring child. Mj- courage until then had'
quite failed me.

" At last the servant opened the door ; and
I, who had tarried on the threshold as a ser-

vant who unwillingly obeys a master's com-
mand, crossed with a light, joyous step, as the
privileged child of the King of heaven, the
bearer of his message of grace.

" I inquired for the mistress ; she came down
stairs and spoke to me in the passage, evi-

dently cot expecting me to enter. She told

me that her husband, who had been danger-
ously ill, was better. When she found that I
did not leave she invited me into the parlor.

" 1 looked around. Everything clearly indi-

cated that its occupants had no knowledge of
Him who was so gracious to me. I had no
time to lose. I spoke to her at once of tho
love of God to her. As 1 proceeded, a dcc|)ei-

and deeper interest was expressed in her coun-
tenance; and the tears, that started at my
declaration of his love to her, fell unheeded as
she sat absorbed in the one great fact that
came as a startling message to her ear, that
the Lord waited to be gracious to her! She
was overwhelmed with awe and wonder that
God could have put into the heart of a stranger
first to pray for her and her children, and then
to come into her house and tell her that he
loved h(r.

•' The short but dangerous sickness of her
husband hud softene 1 and subdued her spirit,

and thus I believe opened the door of her
heart for the King of glory to come in. She
dried her eyes and looked in my face with a
grateful smile, as she said slowly, like one
awaking from a dream,

" 'It is as if an angel had come down from
heaven to tell me all this and make me think
of God.' "

" 1 walked down the garden path with a full

heart ; the carriage was waiting in the road to

convey me to the train. Loaning over the
gate, watching me to the last, stood the young
mother, with one child in her arms and the
other clinging to her side. She was joined by
an elderl}' woman, to whom she seemed to bo

relating our interview, if I might judge by her
evident emotion ; and then the bend of tho

road hid them from my sight. I look to meet
her in the land where sickness and tears have
no place, and where the will of God is done
perfectly.

" We hear much of 'silent testimony,' but
we must not shelter our supineness and cow-
ardice under a false name, All testimony I'or

God must come from the Holy Spirit, and we
must off'er our lips for speech or silence, as he
may ordain. The heart will realize that the
silence is offered as service at his command,
as much as when it delightedly exclaims, ' My
tongue shall speak of thy righteousness and
of Thy praise all the day long.' ' That I may
publish with the voice of thanksgiving, and
tell of all thy wondrous works.' "

As to the reality, certainty, and value of

this Divine Guidance, the same writer re-

marks : "We cannot abide in Christ unless

the Holy Spirit is abiding in us. How other-

wise are we to be ' filled with tho knowledge
of his will in all wisdom and spiritual under-
standing? ' What man is ho that feareth the
Lord ? him shall He teach in the way that He
shall choose.' How will He teach him ? Cer-
tainly not by carnal means, but by the Com-
forter, who the Lord Jesus promised should
lead his people into all truth."

"The work and agency of the Holy Spirit
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eeem to bo the special truth against which

ihc wiles of anlic-hrist are directed."

" It is one of the saddest things in our day

to see tho-e who are yjrofessediy servants of

the Lord not desiring to know X,ho power of

ihc Holy Sp'wlt ej:peri7nentaUy in themselves;

doubtiug it where it is iinmi.-takably before

them; and lending all their influence to pre-

vent others from seeking alter the cjiftof God,

by which alone they can glorify Him.
"Whence arises the desire of knowing the

will of God? Froni whom the patience to

suffer it? From whom the light to read there-

in the messages to the soul ? From whom the

impression on the mind, which, prayerfully

and faithfully accepted, leads on to service

and blessing? How is the believer to grow

in grace without the power of the Spirit.'
"

As we come to wait for the Light of the

Lord, and to walk in obedience thereto, we

savage people, whose fighting may well be

fierce, since it is for their^invadcd fatherland.

These wars, whatever their issue, are serious

calamities.

Extracts from the Diary and Letters of Ebeuezer Worlb.

(Continued from page 113.J

186L 2d mo. lOlh. Had a comfortable

meeting, though very unworthy. I felt unwell

yesterday with a heavy cold, which I hope

may be a blessing to me and I be more re-

ligiously guarded and watchful, which is much
needed. I esteem it a great blessing that I

am not forsaken ; that a kind Providence, in

his mere}', is still pleased to visit me; were it

not for his long forbearance and great mercy,

I could have no hope.

2d mo. 20th. Our Select Quarterly Meet-

ing was held on the 15th, it was pretty com-

sions raade'on our minds Ifortable. On_ the 16th the Quarterly Meeting

valuable to guide us even in outward matters, was held, which I trust was favored with the

Incidents of this nature are frequently met presence of the great and holy Head, an un-

wilh. John Churchman relates, that when merited ftivor and clause for gratitude and en-

goin- from Horsham, in Pennsylvania, to an couragcment; may I not trifle with his mercy

appotntedmeetingalsomedistance.thocom. I was appointed representative in each of

pany of the person sent with him as a guide those naeet.ngs to the Yearly Meeting; may

las so unpleasant that he persuaded the man it deeply humble me, and may 1 endeavor to

to turn back. Not knowing the road to the be worthy of the trust reposed in me; may I

house, he became thoughtful lest he might be faithful to ae Great Head of he Church

miss the way, and the Friends whom he had and comparable to the clay id the hands of

left be blamed for neglect of duty. He says :

'^ "°"

"As I was thus pondering in my mind, fixith

arose that Providence could direct, and that

moment 1 saw the track of a man who had

crossed the road we were in, and felt a sudden

turn of mind to follow the same, which made
me quite easy. It brought us to a field, where

we found the fence down on both sides, andine'^'

the potter.

3rd mo. 10th. Yesterday in meeting my
mind was much favored, and I hope experi

enced in measure a qualification to worship,

and I trust I have almost daily experienced

somelhingof the blessing. Oh! the necessity

of keeping the eye single, endeavoring to live

the Great Head of the Church in whom

ed to the house where Friends were gathered; ;there is life, light and strength, and in servin

and we were not discovered to be without a

guide, for which I was thankful, believing it

to be the secret direction of kind Providence,

and not barely chance. I relate this with a

view to excite such who may meet with diflS-

culties, to rely on Him who alone can show
the way, and give faith to follow ;

but man
must be humble and quiet in mind, to under

Him there is sweet peace

10th mo. 17th. I am quite indisposed from

rheumatism in my back and hips; went to

meeting, used two canes to walk from the

wagon into the meeting-house; I felt almost

discouraged from attempting it, but was most
easy to go; had a very comfortable meeting,

and returned better, t hope this indisposition

stand the inward, gentle sense that Truth {™ay be received as a blessing, and that I may

flwors with " I improve from it. I have in unmerited mercy
^__,_^__ [been enabled to feel love to my Divine Master,

77ar.—C.Spurgeon in addressing an English and I trust been favored at seasons to draw

audience, thus speaks of the recent African near to Him
;
may I be enabled to love and

and Indian wars in which that country has serve Him better, for He is forever worthy.

1862. 1st rao. 15th. Left home to go to

Tunessassa by an appointment of the Indian

Committee, having for some time past felt an

been engaged. "We have invaded one country

and then another, with no better justification

than the law of superior force, or the suspicion

of future danger. Disaster has followed upon

the heels of disaster, and at the end of it all

there are great expenses to be met. Our acts

of aggression must be paid for, not only withjiattor to assist in

" ' "jrs, but with the sinews 'C. L. to leach the

increased interest in their welfare. Joseph
Elkinton, T. V. and C. L., left on the 14lh

;

C. B. joined them at Canton Corners—the

the house at Tunessassa

—

blood of the soldiers, but with the sinews jC. L. to leach the Indian children in school.

and sweat of our working men. Results ofiT. Y. expects to stay a time to assist as may
industry which ought to have gone to sup- be needed. The cars made iheir connection

port the arts and promote the comfort and until we got to Williamsport, where we had to

advancement of the race, have been thrown wait an hour for the train by the Catawissa

away in wasteful feats of arms. The food
]

road
;
got to Elmira about lU o'clock at night;

which should have fed our children has been^stopped at the Delavan Temperance House;

flung into the mouth of the lion to bede-iwentto bed and got a short but refreshing

voured by war, that its evil spirit may be- sleep; left Elmira about 4.40 a. m., got to Sala-

como yet more ravenous. Wilful waste, it is manca little after 11 a. m. Took cars on the

to be feared, will be followed by woeful want, Atlanticand Great Western Railroad and went

unless God in his mercy shall interpose. We to Cold Spring; met with several Indians-

have meddled in many things, and have they seemed kind and pleased to see me;

threatened at least three of the great quar- called to see Benj. Williams and wife, they

ters of the globe either with our fleet or our have sorrowfully fallen from what thoy once

armies. Nothing could content us till we [appeared to be,—a warning to others of the

had drawn the sword against a brave though, bad effects of intemperance. John Ray and

son Andrew, helped me across the rive
"

ttle below Cold Spring. I felt very anxi

to get to Tunessa-sa, where I could enjoy

company of my friends and the comforts (

home. I was kindly received by friends,

!

was glad, and I trust in a degree thank
that I was favored to get along safely.

17th. Went up to Elsie Flagg's to m;

me inquiry in relation to what would
customary terms to let a mill to make luml
with the privilege of cutting the logs on

place. He thouijht we ought to get two-fifl;

the man who cut the logs and made the Ic

ber three-fifths.

18th was spent in attending to business

Tunessassa.

19th. Sat meeting with the family and
dian children. The children behaved ii

becoming way, and to me it was a comf
able meeting.

20lh. Crossed on the ice in some fear

called at Owen Blacksnake's, Harrison
town's, George Jacob's, Wm. Patterson's

widow Blacksuake's, and returned homi

Tunessassa.

2lst. Went across the ice on foot; gotOw
Blacksnake's horse and John Jimmers^
sleigh, and went to Cornplanter's ; had
pretty satisfactory visit at David Gordon
met Wm. O'Bail and wife at Charles O'Bal

also some other Indians. William's wife a

she remembered what I had said to ht.'r ma
years ago, after the death of her son. Hai

pleasant visit with old Charles O'Bail,—

seems an innocent old man ; Jas. Cooper i

my interpreter ; returned home in the ev

ing; the ice was weak to walk upon, I wa
good deal afraid to cros-*, and was I tr

thankful when I got safe over. A. Blackbi

crossed after me, and I fell some anxiety

his account.

22d. The ice was cut in the river fori

ferryboat to cross.

23 I. Sat meeting with the family, Ind

children, Jas. Wall and wife, and John Wi
widow, an aged woman. 1 felt glad of

opportunity of sitting with them. In

afternoon, Jos. Elkinton, T. V., C. L. and

self attended a C>nincil near Little Vail

a good many Indians attended. Joseph s;

to them on the subjects of letting their li

to while men, temperance, education,

pretty satisfactory opportuniiy. * ^

27th. Started for nome, did not fool qi

easy in mind to leave without visiting the

dians at Horse-shoe. When J. E. and I

to Steamburg, neither of us felt as if we
clear of the Indians, and felt that it wou
safest to return to Tunessassa and stay

another day and finish before leaving. I

to me much the most comfortable to

Joseph went to Cornplanter's and I

reservation. K. Blacksnake took me
sleigh or sled. Called to see Julia Jimm
a young married woman who had been

cated at Friends' school at Tunessassa,'

comforted with the visit; spent some
with Isaac Halflown, in which I felt my m
much relieved; made calls to sec other

dians to comfort and satisflxction. Wast
appointed in getting on the car that evoni

and Joseph went on to Elmira and wai'

for me. I have thought my disappointmi

was all for good. I left the reservation fe

icg pretty clear of the Indians.

(To be continued.)

Watch ye, stand fast in the fivith.
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A True History of a Converted Jew.

)me years since, a learned Jew converted
yhristiiinity came to this countrj'-, ac-

itcd witli letters of high authority as a

of piety, cast off from his people for for-

ng iheir religion. He was unique beyond
)st any one we have met; but with many
jgs, time proved him to be no imposter.
retained the whole family name, and
tly prized it, as indicating undisputed
ige from the patriarchs.

JUPAH-BEN ISAAC-BEN ABRAHAM.
e was born and educated among the Jews
ondon, and afterward took a position in

mercantile house of his uncle in Italy,

widowed mother exerted all her powers to

him a complete education. He was mas-
if many languages, ancient and modern.
Hebrew was almost like his vernacu-
In his closet devotions, earnest supplica-

I were often overheard in that mj'sterious

lie. He was familiar with the Old Tes-

int, having coinraencod studying it in the

nal as soon as he could read. When ar-

d in the vestments of the .synagogue

—

broad hemmed garment, the phj'laetery,

-his expressive gesticulations, dark hair,

and complexion, and Jewish, features,

esented a genuine Orientalist.

e described how, like Paul, he had been
led "an Hebrew of the Hebrews," "after
[nost straitest sect," with extreme con-

)t for the Gentile race. He was taught
)it on hearing the name of Jesus of Naza-
. In his boyhood, he had seen windows
doors thrown open at the Jewish Feasts,

the possible coming of the Son of Man.
e stray leaves of a New Testament aeei-

ally fell into his hands, he looked over them
I curiosity, and was entertained with their

y—nothing more. But one day, while
ing the Bible, his eyes fastened on the
-third chapter of Isaiah. A new revela-

dawned upon him. He was struck with
smarkable resemblance between the do-

Dlion of " the Man of Sorrows" and the

forgotten story of the evangelists. Was
lallj' the same? He read on. The other
)hecies were invested with a new interest?

was eager to see a New Testament entire

r he could not rid himself of his impres-
s, and his mind found no rest. By perse-

ince he succeeded in stealthily securing a

^. It was a book strictly prohibited by
Jews, and he read at his peril. Open
:s and windows were on all sides of the
iting house, and he was never alone, d

light. The New Testament was kept
sealed in his desk, and glanced at under
raised cover of the lid. Alone, without
l-nction, without sympathy, he came to the
belief that one " numbered with the trans
Isors" had been crucified on Calvary be
en two thieves, that the sufferer of whom
lip read to the Ethiopian, '-led as a sheep
[le slaughter," was the one designated by
n as " the Lamb of God, which taketh

y the sin of the world."

is conflict was, however, severe. An
wal of conversion involved the loss of
ily, position, means of support, and what
jerhaps hardest of all to a Jew—recog
pn as a true Israelite. But his sentiments
|d not bo repressed. The "glad tidings'" of
jit joy" must be proclaimed at all hazards,
ne lovely summer's evening, when he had
rned to his native England, he persuaded
mother to walk with him by a hawthorn

ledge, whose blossoms had put out, and filled

ho air with fragrance. He told his storj'

imply, in a way he hoped might be con-

ciliatory. But she spurned him from her,

tore her garments till her cap lay in shreds

tipon the ground. With violent gesticula-

tions she exclaimed: "Have I lived to see

this day I a son of mine the follower of Jesus

of Nazareth !" And he was banished from her
companionship, exiled from all his kindred.

No epithet, no term of reproach was too bitter.

He lelt his country, and came to the United
States.

The perplexities of the Jew, poring in soli

tude over the prophecies, remind us of the

anxious throngs that followed Jesus Christ as

He taught in the streets or Temple, wonder-
ng if He were the true Messiah. May there

not still be other Israelites desiring like him
to see Jesus, and longingfor ajoy likeSimeon's
—at the revelation of the Holy Spirit—when
n the Temple he took the infant Saviour in

his arras, devoutly blessing God, and saying:
"Mine eyes have seen Thy salvation"—"A
"ght to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of

Tiiy people Israel !"

—

Sarah Gould.

Tyndall on Religon and Science.

[A correspondent sends us the enc'osed
-ticio, cut from the North American, which
ipears to him to be an appropriate sequel to

)me former essays whicti have appeared in

The Friend."]

Phj'sical science can never satisfj^ the soul,

and evolution is still a mere hypothesis,

udging Irom the latest utterance of so emi-
nent a scientist as Prof. John Tyndall. He
writes thus in the last number of the Fort-
nightly Review: "If asked to deduce from
the physical interaction of the brain-molecules

the least of the phenomena of sensation or
thought, we must ucknowledgo our helpless-

ness. The mechanical philosopher, as such,

will never place a state of consciousness and u

group of molecules in the relation of mover
and moved. In passing from the one to the
other we meet a blank which the logic of de-

duction is unable to fill. Phyt-ical considera-

tions do not lead to the final explanation of all

that we feel and know. Wo meet a problem
which transcends an}' conceivable expansion
of the powers which we now possess.

" Having th us ex h austed physics and reached
its very 'rim, a mighty mystery still looms
beyond us. Wo have, in fact, made no step

toward its solution. We try to soar in a
vacuum when we endeavor to pa'-s by logical

deduction from the one to the other. Re-
ligious feeling is as much a verity as any other
part of human consciousness; and against it,

on its subjective side, the waves of science

beat in vain. I could see that his (Carlyle's)

contention at bottom always was that the

human soul has claims and yearnings which
physical science cannot satisfy.

" It seemed high time to Virchow to enter

an energetic protest against the attempts that

are made to proclaim the problems of research

as actual facts, and the opinions of scientists

as established science. We ought not, Virchow
present^ our conjecture as a cer-

tainty nor our hypothesis as a doctrine. The
burden of my vvritings in this connection is as

much a recognition of the weakness of science

as an assertion of its strength. If asked
whether science has solved, or is likely in our
day to solve, the problem of the universe, I

must shake ray head in doubt. Eehind and
above and around us the real mystery of the

universe lies unsolved, and, as far as wo are

ncapable of solution. The

For "The Friend."

[The following valuable letter of our late

dear friend, Charles Evans, was written a few
months before his decease. The recipient sug-

gests that a part of it might with advantage
be published in " The Friend," for the counsel
and encouragement of others similarly situ-

ated.

—

Editor.]

Philadelphia, 1st rao. 22cl, 1879.

Dear Friend,—Thy letter of the 13th inst.

was handed to me a few days since. I have
read it with interest, and can sympathize with
thee in the tried condition thou describes thy-

self to bo in. In the present lapsed state of

our religious Society, it can hardly be other
wise than that those who feel themselves con- jurges, to

scientiously bound to maintain the truths of

the Gospel as ever held by Friends, will have
to suffer with their Lord and Master; and
will find it needful to carry out the injunction

given to his immediate followers when per-

sonally on earth, " Bo ye wise as serpents and
harmless as doves." As these are watchful
to keep closely under his guidance, in humility
and godlj' fear. He will instruct them when
and where to put forth a hand to steady the concerned
Ark of the Testimony, and will give themlprobiem of the connection of body and
tongue and utterance which their adversaries is as insoluble in its modern form as it was in

will not be able to gainsay.

This has been the experience of the true

disciples in all ages of the Church, when the
multitude seemed bent on digging down the

altars and slaying the anointed prophets ; and
the Shepherd of Israel, by his own power, has
always preserved a Seed that shall serve Him,
and be accounted by Him for a generation on
which his blessing will rest.

As thou art a stranger to me, and I have no
particular knowledge of the meeting or mem-
bers in , I have no special advice to give
thee except what the tenor of that already

written indicates, and to express my sincere

desire that if enlisted in the Lamb's army
thou may be enabled to endure hardness as a

good soldier of Jesus Christ, and daily seek a

qualification to weep as between the porch
and the altar crying. Spare thy people, O
Lord, and give not thy heritage to reproach.

Thy friend,

I
Charles Evans.

the pre-scientific ages. There ought to bo a

clear distinction made between science in the

state of hypothesis and science in the stale of

foct. And inasmuch as it is still in its hj'po-

thetical stage, the ban of exclusion ought to

fall upon the theory of evolution.

"After speaking of the theory of evolution

applied to the primitive condition of matter,

as belonging to the dim twilight of conjecture,

the certainty of experimental inquiry is here

shut out. Those who hold the doctrine of
evolution only j'ield to it a provisional assent,

and they will frankly admit their inability to

point to any satisfactory experimental proof
that life can be developed save from demon-
strable antecedent life. I share Virchow's
opinion that the theory of evolution in its

complete form involves the assumption that

at some period or other of the earth's history,

there occurred what would now be called

spontaneous generation. I agree with him
that the proofs of it are still wanting. I hold
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with Virchow that the failures have been

lamentable—that the doctrine is utterly dis-

credited."

IIow to Altract Pfcple to Christ.

A writer in The British Friend alludes to

the idea, that the Divine Truth in its plain

neas and simplicity will not be attractive to

the people, and says :

—

"This sentiment is the one which leads to

Ibc abandonment of Quaker modes of action

in our day. To this I answer (1), the simple,

unadorned, and unadulterated truth and way
of God is adapted to every class in every age,

HS it has been proved to be whenever men
have bad sufficient confidence in it to put it

in practice; (2), it will offend the frivolous

and self-satisfied mind, and always did ; but
this is the first step to healing and restoration.

It is the way of the Cross; the Gospel must
not comfort, but bruise and break down the

natural man. Christ himself hesitated not to

say such things as drove away by degrees

almost all of those crowds who seemed about
to become his subjects, and lost Him the ad-

herence of most moral professors, who were
beginning to follow and commend Him. His
message was to bo the same uncompromising
one to all, though they should be offended

;

and the Saviour, when met with, is to the

carnal mind, a stone of stumbling and rock of

offence still.

The only true or lasting attractiveness of

religion must be its own transforming hea-

venly power ; where this is manifested in a
meeting or a people, souls will flock as doves
to their windows and there will no longer be

complaints leading to the adoption of super-

ficial, human attractions in the vain attempt
to supply the felt lack of God's presence by
designs of our own. These, on the other
hand, will never gather a Church or revive
one, though they may win a concourse for a
time to listen with the outward ear and be
interested or amused. The true worshippers
are gathered bj' the Spirit himself, and meet
in and look to Him, not to outward delights
or varit-ties. Their peace, glory, and happi-
ness are within, and that which attracts the
senses, troubles these by drawing their spirits

outwards, and so disturbing the deep rest ofi

their souls in God. If then, any would make'
Christian truth and efforts "attractive," let

them seek and obtain the mighty power of the

Spirit, and they will become as a light upon
a candlestick, and a city upon a hill.

Fictitious Beading.—The unrestrained use
of Public Libraries, which usually abound in

novels and sensational literature, is thus com-
mented on in Zion's Herald : " AVith the privi-

lege of taking books freely from the library,

yonng people, without properly cultivated
tastes or home restraints, fall into the most
shocking license as to the character and num-
ber of the volumes drawn from these free

shelves. As the result of careful inquiry, in

one of our best schools, young girls from
twelve to eighteen have boon found to take
out from four to six novels a week, many of
them of the most trashy, sensational and ex-
citing character. Of course they are read
upon the jump, with no awakened interest in

the style of the writer or the traits of charac-
ter illustrated, but simply to secure the men-
tal excitement growing out of the story, and
especially of its dramatic close. The record
of the books rendered in by one school of

young ladies as their reading for the previous

week was really appalling.
" Any intelligent person can see how serious

the injury of such a course must be to ever3'

department of the j-outh's being—phj-sical,

mental and moral. It must break in upon,

proper recreation, destroy his interest in, and
ability to command attention to his studies

;

it must destroy his enjoyment of substantial

literature and all investigations into the thou-

sand inviting avenues of natural science; it

must waste and pervert his sensibilities, give

him wrong views of life, weaken his moral
fibre, and expose him to many fatal tempta-
tions. One of the most faithful and conscien-

tious of teachers, in her apprehensions of the
evils involved, and her personal experience
in her classes of the consequences of a free use

of unsifted reading, although very fond of

general literature herself, said that one of the
greatest evils her school had to contend with
was the public library.

" The Sunday school library is a terrible

embarrassment. There are some ten or fifteen

thousand volumes, largely works of fiction,

written for children, and found, in various
proportions of religious and secular stories,

upon the shelves of our Sunday school libra-

ries. If they should all perish in one grand
conflagration, it would be little loss, and a
great positive gain to the world. The Sun
day school aids but little in training up good
readers; it rather cultivates the sensational

appetite and prepares the way for exciting
works of fiction."

"Outward advantages often make one less

watchful ; and it is not in proportion to the
external, that the internal work goes on."

For "The Friend.'

INDIAN SUMMER.
Softly and dreamily floateth the blue

Of the IndLtn Summer the atmosphere through

—

Drowsily lingers on forest .ind hill,

The spell of her presence so consciously still

—

The gold of her sunshine falls mellowed in beam.
Thro' the veil that enrobes her, on woodland and stream.

The Sabbath is come of the swift rolling year;

The calm, and the re.st, and the silence are here

;

The worship of Nature, from leaf-covered sod,

Like incense of offering, goes up unto God :

Her toiling is over, her fruitage is done.

She hath gained the repose that her labor hath won
;

She hath cast her abundance from mountain to shore.

The wealth of the season in basket and store
;

And now, like the Christian, whose toil has been long.

Who hatli valiantly battled with evil and wrong,
Pauses to feel in the quietness nigh,

The heavenly dew from the Day-spring on high
;

Though knowing that still in the pathway before,

Trouble and danger lie waiting in store
;

So the spirit of Nature seems pausing to rest

Ere the storm-clouds of Winter swoop over her breast,

And gathers around her the warmest of beams,
The softest of lights, and the fairest of dreams.
And thus, have I thought, there are lives here below,
Whose symbol is found in this calmness and glow

;

Lives who have borne thro' the heat of the day,
The burdens that ftill unto mortals alway

;

Who brightly and bravely have labored to fill

Their measure of good thro' their portion of ill.

Who have shed light around thro' their long golden
prime,

And borne the rich fruits in their Autumn of time
;

But we find, as they draw near the close of their year,

Where the freshness and greenness of life disappear.
When the blossoms are gone, and the withered leaves

fall,

Their Indian Summer the glory of all

—

The crown of their days, as they trustingly wait
On the threshold of Death for the open pearl gate,

Now touched with a beauty we saw not before,

A radiance cast from a far brighter shore,

Serenely and peacefully passing away
Through the shadowy vale to the portals of Day.

GOD IS IN HEAVEN.
G. PARTRIDGE.

God is in heaven, and can He hear
A feeble prayer like mine?

Yes, little child, thou needest not fear.

He listeni*h now to thine.

God is in heaven, and can He see

When I am doing wrong ?

Yes, little child, He looks at thee
All day and all night long.

God is in heaven, and would He know
If I should tell a lie ?

Yes, if thou saidst it e'er so low,

He'd hear it in the sky.

God is in heaven, and can I go
To thank Him for his care?

Not yet; but love Him here below,
And thou shalt praise Him there.

Christian Standarc

Select)

ECHO.
I stood on the bank of a swift flowing river.

While I marked its clear current roll speedily pa
It seemed to my fancy forever repeating
That the dearest enjoyments of life would not last

Oh ! tell me, I said, rapid stream of the valley,

That bears in thy course the blue waters away.
Can the joys of life's morning awake but to vanish?
Can the feelings of love be all doomed to decay?
An Echo repeated—" All doomed to decay."

Flow on in thy course, rapid stream of the valley,

Since the pleasures of life we so quickly resign.

My heart shall rejoice in the wild scenes of nature

And friendship's delights, while they yet may
mine.

Must all the sweet charms of mortality perish ?

And friendship's endearments—Ah ! will they

stay ?

The simple enchantments of soft blooming nature,

And the plea^iures of mind—-must they too fade aw8
The Echo slow answered—" They too fade away.'

Then where, I exclaimed, is the hope for the mourr
A balm for his sorrow, a smile for his grief?

If beautiful scenes like the present shall vanish
Where—where shall we seek, for a certain relief?

Oh ! fly said ray sonl, to the feet of thy Saviour,

Believe in his mercy, for pardon now pray
;

With him there is fulness of joy and salvation,

Thy gladness shall live and shall never decay
The Echo said sweetly—" Shall never decay."

The Kinds of Custody Recognized by Mom
Law.—Acts xxiv. 23.—A Roman governor
judge was bound to permit no longer del

than was absolutely necessary in the trial

a prisoner after his arrest ; but it was at 1

discretion to fix the time and plaeo, and al

to settle in what form of custody the prison

should be detained. Roman law recogniz
thi-ee forms. 1. The prisoner Tiiight be c(

fined in the public jails (custodia publica); tl

was the most severe kind, the common
j

being loathsome dungeons, where the prise

ers were kept in chains, or even bound
positions of torture. We have an illustrati

of this kind of custody in the treatment
Paul and Silas at Philippi. 2. The prison

night have some well-known person ma
responsible for his appearance when call

on. This is like our liberation on bail, a

was called free custody (custodia libera); b

this kind of detention was reserved exa
sively for men of high rank. 3. The prison

might be committed to the charge of a soldi'

who was responsible with his own life fort

safe keeping of his prisoner. This was call

military custody (custodia militaris), and w
introduced at the beginning of the Imper
age. The prisoner was secured by a spec

of handcuff, a chain attaching the prisons

right hand to the soldier's left. The soldi*

would relieve one another and the prison
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Id live with Ihem in their guard-foom, or
acks, but in some cases a private house
allowed. To this species of custody the

stle Paul was subjected at Cesarea.

—

Bib-

Things Not Generally Known.

An Interesting Incident.

writer in the Primitive Christian gives

following account of a Christian woman,
1 whom he was acquainted. She related

je on her death bed, that at eight years

,ge she heard the relation of a worldly

isaction, an auction, in which a family

laves were divided and sold to different

jhasers. Her feelings were so overpowered
, she sought the grove to give vent to

n, and then she prayed that God would
roy slavery. She did not understand any-

g more than that a great wrong existed.

was good, and had power, and she from
, moment had faith that some time shivery

Id come to an end. (This death bed scene

irred early in the year 1863.)

nd "now," says she, "the time is com-
" "this war will end slavery."

But," said I, " dear, this war has not been

ituted to destroy slavery ; it is the result

ngry passions ; it is wickedness growing
suffering and woe ; neither party is fight-

for fi'eedom of the slave." This dear old

t lay silent a while ; she was 80 years of

and suffered much, but amid all her suf-

ig she thought of the slave,

'^ith emphasis, after a solemn silence, she

i, " But God will so over-rule to that end.

years I have prayed for their delivery,

noio the time has come. I have sympa-
ed deeply with the suffering during this

,
and the Lord only knows what yet must
ndured, but I see the deliverance of the

e in the end, and the sooner the procla-

ion is made, the sooner will the agony of

war be over." This dear old saint closed

eyes in the Spring of 1863 without hoar-

the gracious proclamation, (the procla-

ion was signed in January but proclaimed
epteniber 1863), but died with the full as-

,nce that it would be.

Capital Prescription.—A rather eccentric

eminent physician was called to attend a

die-aged rich lady who had imaginary
After many wise inquiries about her

ptoms and manner of life he asked for a

e of paper, and wrote down the following

cription :
" Do something for somebody."

1 the gravest manner he handed it to the

ent and left. The doctor heard nothing
i the lady for a long time. On Christmas
^ing he was hastily summoned to the
'age of her Irish washer-woman.
It's not meself, doctor, it's me wrist that's

ig. Ye see, I was afthcr goin' out into

black darkness for a few bits of wood,
'n me foot struck this basket. It stood

e, like a big mercy, as it was, full of soft

lel from — Walker. She towld me that

r medicine cured her, doctor. So, if you
e to put a little of that same on me wrist,

36 none the worse for me nice present."

[t is a jtowerful remedy," said the doctor

'ely. And more than once in after j-ears

protc the prescription, " Do something for

ebody."

'ard and Difficult.—How bard it is to be
rant when others differ from us I and how
cult to be charitable when one's own view
lings is not followed!

William Penn a Member of Falls MontJily Meeting.

The minutes ofFalls Monthly Meeting show
that Penn was an attendant and recognized

as a member. At the meeting in the 8lh

month, 1701, John Satcher and Mary Loftis

])roposed their intentions of marriage with

each other. A committee was appointed to

make the usual inquiries as to their clearness

from other marriage engagements. They
were members of the governor's household.

He was about to return to England, leaving

them in charge of his affairs at Pennsbury.

He stated this to the meeting, and further

said the season and shipping required his

speedy departure, and it would be a satisfac-

tion to him to seethe marriage accomplished
before he went. The meeting favoring his

request appointed a special adjourned meet-

ing the next week to hear the report of the

committee. The minutes further state that

"the governor being present, and a member
of this meeting, acquainted us of his intention

to start for England in a short time : It was
therefore agreed that Phineas Pemberton,
Joseph Kirkbride, Richard Hough and Samuel
Dark draw up a certificate concerning him,

to be in readiness against this day week."

At the adjourned meeting "a certificate on

the governor's behalf was read in the meeting

and approved, .and ordered to be signed bj'

tho,se here, and the meeting being but small

it was agreed that those absent Friends that

were desirous to sign it should have their

liberty."

John and Mary then again proposed their

intentions of marriage, and produced certifi

cates of their orderly lives before they came
over. The committee reported them clear of

other engagements, and they were given per-

mission to proceed. The minutes do not show
when or where the marriage took place. It

was no doubt at Pennsbury, and in the pre-

sence of the governor. The parties to it were
his trusted servants, and were left in charge

of the Pennsbury mansion and land on his

departure for England. The next year Satcher

was also granted a certificate from the meet-

ing on an intended visit to England. Whether
he went does not appear. If he did he soon

returned and resumed his residence in the

manor. He became an active member and

an elder in the Society, and was a useful man
in the community. Three of his daughters

were married at Falls Meeting, and have left

descendants among the present residents of

the county. If Penn could have remained
a member of Falls and a resident of Penns-

bury, how much more comfortable and happy
would have been his after life.

• A meeting for worship was for many years

held at the manor house. It was no doubt
established by Penn himself When it was
discontinued wo do not know. In the Second
month, 1689, it was reported to the monthly
meeting that the governor's house was likely

to be given up, and few or none wei-e there to

receive the meeting, vrhich was therefore di-

rected to be thereaiter held at the house of

William Biles. But the difficulty seems to

have been soon removed, for in the Eleventh

month following the meeting was directed to

be again held at Pennsbury. It probably was
continued there until the governor's second

visit to Pennsylvania, when he was a witness

to the marriage of John Satcher. There for

the last time he met his friends of Falls Meet-
ing, gave them his parting advice, and went
forth from thence to England, carrying with

him their certificate of unity and followed by
their prayers for his welfare.

—

Bucks Co. In-

telligencer.

The Writings of Ancient Friends,

These works remain monuments of tho

mental and physical labors performed by our
forefathers in the Truth ; and of the moral
and religious victories which they achieved.

They show the inner life and active zeal, and
noble disinterestedness, of our early Friends;
the principles they held ; the ground-work
and scriptural basis of the Quaker faith ; and
are a storehouse of good sense, and a fund
of argument, fact, illustration, and precept.

There they are, lying on the shelves unread,
—often looked upon as rubbish—constantly
sent to the mills to be pulped, or shipped off

to America—and but seldom read and studied

by modern Friends as a means of profit and
edification.

These works show the stuff that compos-
ed tho Ancient Friend. It is pleasant and
strengthening to ponder upon the robust
Quakerism of early days; it is sad and dis-

heartening to see the emasculated Quakerism,
as often seen, in these present days. For-
merly truth was truth

;
principles were prin-

ciples ;
and Quakerism was Quakerism. There

was then no yielding first this, then the other,

and again something else, for tho sake of coa-
formity to others, or being thought liberal,

or because other Christians thought it right

to do so. They knew the truth, and the truth

had made them free ; and they were bold,

fearless, and prevailing, in the spreading forth

of tho principles of " Christianity revived."

Modern doubts were excluded from their

minds by the fervor of their Christian faith,

and their deep-seated, heart-felt belief in the

Quaker principles. Now, people are puzzled
to know the distinctive views of Friends, or

what we really believe in. A few weeks ago,

at a distance from home, I was asked by an
active Christian Professor, whether we used

fermented or unfermcnted wine in our cele-

bration of the Lord's Supper!
I cannot but think that tho state of loose-

ness us to principles, and inconsistency as to

action, so apparent, is, to some extent, at

least, to be attributed to the fact that we
have practically excluded Quaker literature

from our families, our tables, our conversation,

and our thoughts. If any Society ignores its

literature, and its members will not read the
convictions, sentiments, and arguments of the
good men and great thinkers who, under God's
providence formed it, we cannot wonder that

love, veneration, and belief should gradually

die out ; and that in time apathy should give

way to downright practical disbelief, and to

an active adhesion to other forms of worship
and more attractive creeds.

—

British Friend.

The Peabody Fund appears to be principally

used in the South in the training of teachers.

In speaking of it. Dr. Law recently stated,

that it maintained a summer Normal School

,iu North Carolina, paying in large part the
expenses of teachers coming from a distance.

I

At this school four hundred and sixty pupils

attended last summer. It is said by some of

the leading men in that State, that it was
largely owing to the enthusiasm and know-
ledge resulting from these schools, that her

:
school system was saved to North Carolina.

I

At Nashville, Tennessee, at New Orleans,

and in Texas, the funds of this trust have been

expended in a similar manner.
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It is one of the fundamental doctrines of

theChrialian religion, thatGod isomnipresent

and almight}- : tbat is, present at all times

and in ail places. This is generally professed

and believed among the sects in Christendom

;

but in ihera, it is often no more than a bare

profession, a traditional and historical faith
;

thov not being true witnesses of the same.

Herein is the difference between those who
do, anil those who do not, witness the pre-

sence of the Lord, and the almightiness of his

power; the first only know the ground and
reason why Moses, that eminent servant of

the Lord, paid, " If thy presence go not with

us, carry us not hence."

This was the delight of the soul of the

righteous in all ages and generations past,

and is now : even to feel the comfortable pre-

sence of the Lord, and to know the light of

his countenance lifted up upon them. This

makes their hearts more glad than the in-

crease of corn, wine and oil, and is better than

them all.

This was the strength and encouragement
of the righteous in all ages, and made them
willing to suffer for his name. This carried

them through the water and through the fire.

This made them sing and rejoice in the prison.

Religious Items, &c.

The Prosperity of the Church.—The, Menno-
nite Herald of Truth contains some sensible

remarks on this subject, which are applicable

to our own Society. While regarding acces-

sions to membership as one sign ot pror^perity,

it says if this is accomplished " by making the

way wider, and teaching doctrines more popu-
lar than self-denial and non-resistance, the

gain in numbers would be no actual advan-

tage to the church, neither would it be any
advantage to an individual to unite with this

church in preference to other churches."
" Gaining many members, unless they be cor-

rectly taught and brought in under proper
influences, would but drift the church out into

the wide channel of popularity." " Unless
the new converts be properly instructed, they
may be the means of drifting the church away
from her original principles and the faith and
practices to which she has so long strictly

adhered."
Religious Progress.—The Eoman Catholic

Bishop of Hebron had been preaching with
some eloquence, three times a week in the

Church of St. Louis, in Rome, to crowded
audiences. He had repeatedly affirmed that

the Virgin Mary was the Mother of God,

will

and in the stocks; and suffer the spoiling of that s/ie saves and that s/»e is the source of all

their goods joyfullj'. And, Friends, except i grace." Having first obtained Ihe sanction of

this living pnsence be felt and enjoyed, known the police, the Waldensian missionary posted

and lived in, we are as weak as other people:
I
bills in the streets to announce that a Con-
ference would be held on "The Mother of

God, or Heresy par excellence." A large audi-

ence was gathered as the result. The mis-

sionary then refuted the idolatrous discourse

of the bishop. With the Bible in his hand,

he proved that it was full of errors and fal'

and if any lose, or depart from it, such
become as wicked as others also.

Therefore it is a very precious thing for

every one always to prize the riches of that

grace, and glory of that light, which their

minds were at first turned to: which grace _ ,. _

and light hath led a remnant into the presence cies. This led to

chamber, into the banqueting house, where
the banner over them is love; and is leading

others into the same : and would guide and
direct all out of the way of evil, into the way
of peace. Oh ! the freeness of this love and
grace, and the glory of this light which hath

led a remnant, that have loved it, and followed

it, into the presence chamber, into the ban-

queting house, and to the top of that holy

mountain, where the feast of fat things is en-

joj'ed, and the wine well refined drank of; to

the right hand where the rivers of pleasure

are. This is free grace and love indeed. This

iolent agitation in the

Papists' camp. The press, the priesthood,

the Cardinals, even the Pope himself, were so

wrought upon that they wrote most virulent

articles against the Conference. Special ser-

vices were appointed in all the churches,

masses celebrated, relics exposed, and dis-

courses delivered, "to atone for the outrage

on the Mother of God."
The Japanese Government has separated

itself, as a government, from its former idol-

atry and idolatrous support. Within the last

year it has abolished the department of

ligion, which has been one of its principal

love is stronger than death, and better than jstruments ; and it has directed the Shintooists

life. Oh I the consideration of this love is.to elect their own chief priest. ThisPo]ieof
able to break the heart, to melt the soul be-

j the idol worshippers had formerly been nom
fore the Lord, and to dissolve it into an holyiinaled by the government, which is now quite

resigna'ion and pure resolution to walk to
^

willing that Sbintooism and Buddhism should

the praise, and magnifying of it among thejdie a natural death.

sons and daughters of men, ihat they may be A struggle recently took place in Rome,
won and persuaded to accept of its tenders, over a dying Protestant convert, between Dr;

and follow its leadings; that they may know jRibetti, a Waldensian pastor, and a Catholic

the pleasantness of its paths, and witness the priest. Franceschi, the sick man, requested

virtue and operation thereof in their own the ministrations of Dr. Ribeiti, while his

souls.— William Shewen. '
I wife wanted him to have the priest. She

—

^

[drove Dr. Ribetti off, and the priest took his

I think I never knew a time when watch- 1
place. Ribetti secured in writing the declara-

fulness and prayer felt so needful, in order tion of Franceschi that he was a Protestant,

not only " to strengthen," but even to retain and called on the city authorities for protee-

"the things that remain, that are ready to 'tion. The priest installed himself by the sick

die." It is like contending tor every inch ofman's bedside, and, invoking the police, had

ground in a well-contested field, and being Ribetti put out of the bouse. Non-Catholic

unable at night to discover whether the morn- journals express great indignation at th

ing's position has been maintained; so that we violation of the liberty of conscience,

stand in need of the prayers of our brethren! The Presbytery of Edinburgh (Church of

in old England, that wo may be preserved Scotland) has received a complaint from four

watchful, humble and faithful, amidst the hundred and seventy-nine members and ad-

various snares and temptations by which we herents of the North Li-ith Parish Church

are surrounded.

—

Daniel Wheeler. against certain stops alleged to have been

taken td introduce an organ in the publ
worship of that church. The complaint
that the petitioners " strongly object to tl

use of such an instrument in public worshi
as being at variance with the practice at

traditions of the Church of Scotland, as offe

sive to the tastes and feelings of many Scot(

Presbyterians, and as not conducive to tl

service of praise being taken part in by tl

whole congregation." The minister and (

sion of the church have been cited to app
before the Presbytery and defend their I,

lerests.

Cologne Cathedral is at length near cot

pletion. The first stone of the Cologne Cath
dral was laid in 1248, when the grand ed

now left, perfect or ruined, in Europe, we:

either just finished, or, like Notre Dame,
Paris, were in rapid progress; but while tl

most elaborate of them took only th

turies to bring to perfection, Cologne has a

sorbed more than double the time. It toe

nearly three centuries to complete the choi

and since that date it has required liberala

from nearlj' all the sovereigns of Europe!
keep the construction going. What
mains to be done is the last stage and cro

ing decorations of the statel}' towers
A conflict between Church and State;

raging in New South Wales, occasioned

the reading of a pastorate letter of the bishi

in all the Roman Catholic churches, uri

the faithful to withdraw their children f

the public schools. A few daj's later Ai

bishop Vaughan, at a confirmation serv

called upon those of the candidates who »

tended the public schools to step forward, ai

then refused to confirm them unless tha

parents would promise to remove them frij

these schools. In a single week 1500 childp

were removed from the schools at Sydne
Then the Archbishop preferred charges again

the public schools of immorality and godlei

ness; and he had no sooner proclaimed the

than Joseph Jefferis took up the gauntle:

the defence of the schools. From the ecel

astical field the controversy went to the pi

and then into the Council of Education
that all parties are now discussing the qa{

tion of religious instruction in the pub)

schools.

Niitnral History, Science, &c.

The India Telegraph Plant.—The Desmodi
gyrans belongs botaniea'ly to^the Leguminoi
or pea family. It was discovertd in India t

Lady Monson (an English lady) and wasi]

troduced into Europe about the year 1777.

It is not a vine, but stands erect and bea

many elongated oval leaves on petioles hi

the length of the leaves. Near the base

each leaf smaller oval leaflets are formed ax

these have short secondary petioles for (

taehraent to the plant. The wonderful fe

ture about the Desmodium is the spontaneoi

movement of its leaves. At night the larg

ones all droop and the leafstems fold t

against the main stem, giving the entire pla

a very singular appearance. It goes reg

larly to sleep, but it wakens when the earlie

morning light comes in the east. The small

leaves do not sleep, but continue in raotjt

all day and all night with a slow jerkil

movement, like the arms of the old semaphljt

telegraph, moving spontaneousl}' and withtt

special irritation, a phenomenon in plant li

so rare, so strange and animal like, as to f

the observer with sensations not easily d
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d. The plant now standing on my table

entered its winter rest. With it, as with
other organizations, life is rhythmic and
'68 in pulsations. It sleejis and wakes as

long nights come and go, but it no longer
graphs its silent mysterious signals from
Cimmerian darkness back into its native,

bter and hotter land where lt8 left and
d ones still dwell.

is in vain to search for the cause of this

arkable motion. If I cut a thin section

I the moving joint I see only a special cell

ngement which leaves the problem un-
ed. Something built and now moves those
iaily active cells; moreover, they are filled

1 sensitive, living, liquid matter cupable
ipid changes, but the life force which co-

tiates those remarkable movements eludes

nvestigation.

—

Dr. J. G. Hunt in Friends'

'Ugencer.

ushed by a Boa Constrictor.—One of the
t intrepid wild-beast tamers in Europe,
ol3i, a Magyar, of colossal filature and
aordinary physical strength, has recently

n a victim to a dread contingency of his

ous profession. He was performing be-

a crowded audience in Madrid, the other
one of his most sensational feats, which
isted in allowing a huge boa constrictor,

twenty feet in length, to enfold his body
ts tremendous coils, when suddenly a

.ing cry escaped him, which was greeted
he public with a round of applause under
supposition that its utterance constituted

rt of the performance. It proved, how-
, that the gigantic snake had tightened
oils, and crushed poor Karol3i's life out
m, with one terrific squeeze. The boa did

relax his folds for more than an hour, no-

r daring to approach the lithe monster, of

36 power such appalling proof had been
n. Atlength itoecurred tooneof Karolyi's

idants to place a bowl of milk in a cage
in sight of the mighty serpent, which
ly unwound itself from the dead body
glided into his den, irresistibly tempted
eto by its favorite dainty. A post-mortem
nination of the unfortunate athlete's re-

is discovered no fewer than eighty-seven
,ure8 of bis bones, effected by the con-

tion of the serpent's coils. His death
t have been instantaneous, as the spine
disarticulated in several places.

—

London
graph.

lirih-enting.—Safura is the name of the
Ue of clay or earth-eating at Zanzibar. It

1 affects slaves, and the clay is said to

) a pleasant odor to the eaters; but it is

.confined to slaves, nor do slaves eat in

jr to kill themselves ; it is a diseased ap-

[e, and rich men who have plenty to eat
iften subject to it. The feet swell, flesh

t, and the face looks haggard; the patient

!Carcoly walk for shortness of breath and
ness, and he continues eating till he dies.

many slaves are now diseased with
•a. The clay built in walls is preferred.

Livingstone,

t Killing a Snake.—A serpent of dark
color was found dead at ray door this

ling, probably killed by a cat; puss ap-
phes very cautiously, and strikes her
8 into the head with a blow delivered as

£ as lightning
; then holds the head dovvn

both paws, heedless of the wriggling
of coils behind it; she then bites the
and leaves it, looking with interest to

lisfigured head, as if she knew that there-

in had lain the bidden power of mischief She
seems to possess a little of the nature of the

Ichneumon, which was sacred in Egypt from
its destroying serpents. The serpent is in

pursuit of mice when killed by puss.— D.
Livingtone.

Fossil Forests.—Some of the Remarkable Speci-

mens in the Yellowstone Region.— In the valley

of the East Fork of the river which flows
through the wonderful Yellowstone National
Park of the United States, s.ays the London
Times, the group of rocks, known for want of a
better designation as the " Volcanic Tertiary,"
is typically developed and has a thickness of up-

wards of 5,000 feet. Its prevailing materials
are fragmentary volcanic products which have
been apparently redistributed by the agency of

water, and now forin breccias, conglomerates,
and sandstones. These strata contain a great
abundance of silicified wood; and in many
))laces trunks of trees many feet in height
and of gigantic proportions seem to stand in

the identical strata in which they grew. Some-
times the crumbling conglomerates wither
away from about these, leaving them to stand
upright along the steep mountain sides. W.
U. Holmes gives an account of these forests

in the recently published number of the 5th
volume of the Bulletin of the United Slates

Geological and Geographical Survey. A section

is given representing the north face of Ame-
thyst Mountain. It includes 2,000 feet of

strata. The summit of this mountain is 9,-1:00

feet above the sea, and the river flowing at

its base is 6,700 feet over sea level. Riding
up the smooth river-bed, one has but to look
to the right up the cliff's to discover multi-

tudes of the bleached trunks of these ancient
forest trees. In some of the steeper portions
of the mountain's face rows of upright trunks
stand out like the columns of some long since

ruined temple. On the more gentle slopes
lower down, but where it is still too steep to

support vegetation, save here and there a few
pines, the ])etrified trunks fairly covered the
surface, and were at first taken to be the
shattered remains of a quite recent forest.

Sometimes the trunks (were found in a fine

state of preservation. Some lying prostrate
measured 50 feet lo 60 feet in length, and not
a few of these were 5 feet or 6 feel in diameter.
One indeed was found on careful measure-
ment to bo 10 feci in diameter. The woody
structure was so vcell preserved that it could
be at once declared that this giant tree was
not a conifer. The strata also contain, as
might be expected, many rootlets, leaves, and
fruits—a collection of which have been sub-
mitted for determination to Professor Leo
Lesquereus. They include an Aralia, a Mag
nolia, and a new species of a lime, an ash, an
elm, and of a dios|)yros

; also some new ferns.

Some of the species are apparently identical

with thoso described by Professor Whitney
from the Elk Creek strata. But these strata

are lower than the Yellowstone Park strata

by fully 1,000 feet, and are separated from
them by fifteen miles of broken country.
These extraordinary fossil forests add one
more to the noteworthy objects to be found
in the National Park of the United States,

already in respect of its natural phenomena
without an equal in any part of the world.

—

Daily Paper.

Curiosities of Animal Life.— Prom corre-

spondence of Nature: "About twelve years
ago I was residing on the coast of County
Antrim, Ireland, at the time the telegraph

wires wore set up along that charming road
which skirts the sea for twenty-five milos be-

tween Larno and Cushondall. During the
winter months large flocks of starlings always
migrated over from Scotland, arriving in the
eaily morning. Thefirst winleraftertho wires
were sti'etched along the coast, I frequently
found numbers of starlings lying dead or
wounded on the roadside, they having evi-
dently in their flight in the dusky morn struck
against the telegraph wires, not blown against
them, as these accidents often occurred when
there was but little wind. 1 found that the
peasantry had come to the conclusion that
these unusual deaths were duo to the flash of
the telegraph messages, killing any starlings
that happened to be perched on the wires when
working. Strange to say, that throughout the
following and succeeding winters hardly a
death occurred among tlie starlings on their
arrival. It would thus appear that the birds
were deeply impressed and understood Iho
cause of the fatal accidents among their fel-

low-travellers that previous year, and hence
carefully avoided the telegraph wires."

* * Here ye may sec people must repent
before they believe and are baptized, and be-
fore they receive the Holy Ghost an i the
kingdom of God. They must repent of their
vain life and conversation before they receive
the gospel, and must be turned from darkness
to the light of Christ, from the power of Satan
unto God, before they receive his Holy Spirit
and his gospel of light and salvation. The
Lord doth command all men every where to
repent, and do works meet for repentance.
They must show that their lives, conversa-
tions, and tongues are changed, and that they
serve God in newness of life, with new tongues
and new hearts.

—

Extract from an epistle of
George Fox.

"Much more than half the literature, half
the intercourse, and half the pleasure of half

the human beings in the world, consist in

holding up the other half to ridicule and cen-

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 29, 1879.

We have received a printed copy of the
minutes of those Friends who withdrew a
year or two since from the Western Yearly
Meeting, and organized a body under the same
name. Its annual gathering was held atSugar
Grove, near Plainfield, Indiana, commencing
on the 19th of 9th month last.

The following items of these minutes may
prove interesting to some of our readers:

"The committee of last year, to consider

the situation of our subordinate meetings, &e.,

report

:

"In considering the stripped and tried

situation of our subordinate meetings, in many
of which, we apprehend, but few individuals

remain attached to the ancient doctrines and
practices of the Society so as to maintain all

its testimonies, our minds have been brought
under a close and serious concern, and we
have agreed to submit the following:

" That a committee of men and women
Friends be appointed to have under care the

subject of our subordinate meetings ; lo visit

them as way may open for it ; and to encour-
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age the raenibors in the support of our pi

ciples and order, and in the maintenanfe of

meetings in conformity tlierewith. That
Friends in each of the meetings who remain
attached to the order and principles of the

Societj' (if their number is sufficient to main-

tain meetings to the reputation of Truth), be

encouraged to meet in the capacity of their

respective meetings apart from those who
have departed from our doctrine and mode of

worship ; and where they have not access to

their meeting houses that they provide other

suitable places where they can hold their

meetings in quietness, consistently with the

solemn nature of Divine worship ; and where
their number is not sufficient for the mainten-

ance of such meetings, that the meml)ers be

encouraged to become attached to some other

meeting in unity with the Yearly Meeting."

A committee was appointed in accordance
with this recominendution.

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

referred to the consideration of the Yearly
Meeting the propriety of corresponding with
Friends in other parts who were similarly

situated with themselves; which led to the

adoption by the Yearly Meeting of the fol-

lowing minute :

"In a deliberate consideration of the sub-

ject, we have been introduced into a feeling

of near sj'mpathy and interest with Friends
(not within the limits of this Yearly Meeting,)

who are conscientiously concerned to main-
tain inviolate our ancient Christian doctrines

and testimonies, and we believe that mutual
benefit might aiisefrom such communic.ition
as in the wisdom of truth may be found need
fill with Friends of this class, who on account
of innovations introduced into the Society

feel that they are much isolated.

At a subsequent sitting a committee was
appointed to have charge of this service.

An epistle was received from those Friends

who had withdi-awn from the Yearly Meeting
in Iowa. Of this, the minutes say :

" Our
minds have been cheered and comforted in

this evidence of the unity and interest of

those distant brethren, binding together as it

does in gospel fellowship, members of the

same household of faith." An epistle was sent

in reply.

The subjects of Peace, Temperance, Books
and Tracts, E hication and First-day schools,

were all brought to notice by the reports of

committees. In that on Books and Tracts sve

wore pleased to observe that a care had been
exercised "to distribute only such tracts as

would be a means of confirming the reader in

the true doctrines of the Christian religion."

We fear this care is much needed in some
other similar committees, for wo have met
with tracts issued by their authority which
advocate views inoonsislent with those held

by the Society of Friends.

The answers to the Queries, and the minute
which embodied the exercise of the meeting,

manifest a concern to watch over one another
for good, and to uphold the doctrines and tes-

timonies of Friemls. From this minute we
extract the following paragraph :

"Dear j'oung friends, be prevailed upon to

avoid all foolish or unprofitable conversation,

but be willing to have your minds formed ac-

cording to the plain and simple truths of the

Gospel, as contained in the Holy Scriptures,

which we would recommend as a means of

preserving you from unprofitable reading,

which tends lo divert the mind from the love

of virtue and the practice of true Christian

morality ; and above all things, give diligent

heed to the voice of the Spirit of Christ speak-

ing in the secret of your own consciences, re-

proving for evil and speaking peace when you
do well. For this, as it is closely regarded,

will not only season your minds with a fear

of offending your Father in Heaven, and
thereby be a means of preserving you from the

vices, vanities and allurements of the world
;

but will also influence j^ou to seek after and
pray earnestly for that wisdom which is from
above."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In a report on the treatment of

live stock on the railways, the following is given rela-

tive to the great stock yards at Chicago. They have
1000 cattle-pens, 1200 hog and sheep-pen."!, stabling for

1200 horses. Fifteen hundred cars of stock can be un-
loaded and cared for daily. The system of railways
extending into diflferent parts of the Western States,

center there. They occupy 350 acres of land, and cost

nearly $5,000,000.

It is stated the public schools of Springfield, 111., will

be closed the remainder of this year on account of the
prevalence of scarlet fever in that city.

The colored peoples' Industrial Exhibition, recently

held at Raleigh, N. C, the first of its kind in this coun-
try entirely under the management of colored people,

spoken of as a success. An address was delivered by
B. Elliott, of South Carolina, in which he desired

his colored friends " to cultivate the amicable relations

the two races are now enjoying."

Our consul at Zurich, Switzerland, reports a continued
decline in the watch and silk trade with the United
States, owing both to the rivalry of American goods,

and the unusual zeal of the custom-house in exacting
full duties on importations.
Snow storms, attended with high winds, have oc-

curred in the lake region and New England during the
past week. In some places trains were delayed by the
snow. On the lakes many disasters, with some loss of

fe, are reported.

The Montreal and Quebec steamers made their last

ips of the season on the 22d inst. Most of the light-

ships on the lower St. Lawrence have gone into winter
ports.

There was recently launched from Cramp's shipyard,
Philadelphia, for Morgan's Louisiana and Texas Rail-

road and Steamship Company, the " Chalmette," de-
scribed as the large.st coastwise vessel ever built in this

country. She is 338 feet in length over all, 320 feet

between perpendiculars, 42 feet beam, and 31 feet in

depth. She has three decks and a cargo capacity for

8,000 bales of cotton. Her appliances for handling
freight are so complete, that it is claimed only thirty

hours will be required for discharging a cargo and re-

ceiving another.

The exports of petroleum and petroleum products
from the United States, during the 9th month, amounted
to 45,076,940 gallons, valued at $3,419,180.

Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations on
the 22d. U. S. sixes, 1881, 105J; 5's, 102i ; Ws, 1891,
registered, 105 J ; coupon, 106J ; 4's, 1907, 103J.

Cotton continues in fair demand. Sales of middlings
at 12| a 12 Jets, per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 8} cts. in barrels, and stand.ard

white, 8J cts. for export, and 9 a 9^ cts. per gallon

for home use.

Flour is dull but steady. Sales of 1500 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extr.a, $6.25 a $6.50 ; Penn.a. do.

at $6.25 a $7 ; and patent and other high grades at $7.27
a *8.25. Rye flour is steady at $5.50 a $5.62J.

Grain.—Wheat is in better demand and higher.
Sales of 30,000 bushels, including rejected at $1.32 a

$1.33; red at $1.42; amber, at Sl.44, and No. 2 red,

elevator, at *1.41 J. Rye is unchanged. Corn is in fair

demand and prices are well sustained. Sales of 15,000
bushels, including old mi.xed, at 56 a 57 cts. ; old yellow
at 57i a 58 cts., and new do. do. 50 a 54 cts., according
to dryness. Oats are unchanged. Siles of 7000 bushels,

including mixed at 40} a 41 cts., and white at 42} a

45 cts.

Hay and straw.— .\^verage price during the week :

—

Prime timothy, 95 cts. a $1.10 per 100 pounds ; mixed,
80 a 90 cts. per 100 pounds. Straw, $1.10 a $1.25 per
100 pounds.

Foreign.—The Irish land troubles continue to at-

tract attention, and some apprehension of serious re-

sults. The excitement in some places is said to i

been equalled only by that prevailing during
Fenian rising. The recent arrest of three of the lea

of the agitation, by the Government, is strongly

demned by the farmers, who denounce it as an attt

to stifle the voice of constitutional agitation, and t

the people into acts of violence. Large meetingi

being held in divers places, at wliich resolutions

adopted condemning the arrests. It is consid ^
doubtful about the Government being able to sub
tiate the charge of sedition. The hope is expr« fljL

that there is no considerable body on either island,

would not be glad to see an end put to the agitatio
"^

The new French cable was formally opened on

20th, by a telegram from the President of the Repi
to the President of the United Slates, expressing ti'

most cordial sentiments.

A dispatch from Geneva to the Times says, at a r

ing of the cotton operatives at Wald, Switzerlat

was resolved in view of the recent action of other c

tries, and the ever increasing competition of En;
manufacturers, who flood Switzerland with cheap gi

to make a strong appeal to the Legislature to inci

the import duties on foreign fabrics, in order to

the Swiss cotton industry from ruin.

A Constantinople dispatch state-s, several membe
the Cabinet have expressed strong disapprobatic
the violent tone of the Turkish press towards Engl
The Porte has made an important communicatio "

the British Government, tending (o prove ther

no unnecessary delay in the introduction of the refc

demanded by England. Lord Salisbury has givei i„

surances that his government understands the fin-'

and other difliculties of the Porte, and does not wis

complicate the situation by menace.
Two Khans who have reached Afghanistan

Candahar, report the road between Khelat-i-Gh
and Cabul is in a very disturbed condition.

During the night between the 16th and 17th inst

an exceedingly violent storm burst over O.les^:

ing enormous damage. Several ships were sunl

harbor, and quays and naval establishments sufl c

heavily.

Returns of cholera at Yokohama show that up tc

1st inst. 90,000 deaths have occurred during the pn
year. Extraordinary precautionary measures for !

future are being applied to the minutest districts.

Great satisfaction is expressed in government c

at the friendly tone of the American press in i

seating the violation of quarantine by the Ger
Envoy in 7th month last.

Professor Nordenskjold, the Swedish artic expl *

is journeying homeward. He was received with < .'t

plimentary demonstrations at Kobe and Nagaski,
i

in the central and southwestern open ports of Japa

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankjord, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelpt

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C.Hall, I

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the

"

Managers.

Died, on the 19th of 9th month last, at Greenj
N. J., Horatio C. Wood, in the 76th year of '

"

an esteemed and valued member of the Monthly 1| .

ing of Friends of Philadelphia. Having been

vinced of the principles of the religious Society

which he made profession, he was careful to ende

to regulate his daily life in accordance therewith.

kind and hospitable nature, he greatly enjoyed minfjn
with his friends socially, as well as in services of.

ligious and benevolent character. He devoted

time to the cau,se of education, and to the help oft

who, in various ways, need the sympathy and
others. It was his lot to pass through many tria

deep provings of faith and patience, which thn

sustaining Grace, he was favored to endure with

tian cheerfulness
;
giving those who are bereaved b;

removal, the consoling and well-grounded belief

he has entered into his heavenly rest.

, at her residence, in New Hope, Bucks Co., iv

on the 2Sth of 9th rao. 1879, Jane Parry, in the

year of her age, daughter of the late Benjamin R
of New Hope, a member of Buckingham Particula*

Monthly Meeting of Friend-^.

, at his residence, near Moorestown, N. J
the 22d of Tenth mo. 1879, Henry D. Warring
a member of Chester Monthly Meeting, N. J., in

76th year of his age.

^WILLIAMlL^ILETF^RINT^Rr
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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iDcidenls and Reflections.

hen our Suviour commissioned and sent

I bis disciples to proclainti the glorious

)el message to the people, be commanded
I to go into all the world and preach tlie

»el to every creature. Down to the p
lay, He continues to prepare his servants

I like service, and still sends them forth

irious parts of bis footstool, to invite the

and daughters of men to come unto Him
be saved. It has often been a matter of

est to notice the unfoldings of the Divine
and the pointings to duty, sometimes

stant parts of the world ; aa thej' are re-

i by those, who have been under the pre-

ig hand of the Lord for his work,
loinas Story thus describes his own ox-

ace: "In the year 1693, towards the

r end of autumn, an I was riding alone in

/ening, in Cumberland, the power of Di-

Truih moved upon my mind, and my
t was greatly tendered before the Lord

;

ihe Word of the Lord opened in me, say-
' Behold my visitation Cometh over the

ern parts of the world, towards the sun-

ig in the time of winter.' And I was
Ay comforted in the words of his holiness.

?rom henceforth I was often tendered in

t, in remembrance of the western world,

sense of the love and visitation of God to

Iple there, whom I had never seen ;
which

fnore and more renewed and settled upon
nind, in frequent tendeiings and broken-
of heart, under the holy influence of the

tie presence, until the year 1695
;
when,

e house of our friend, John Whiting, at

iiton, in the county of Somerset, upon a

I
to Friends in those parts with Aaron

tison, looking occasionally upon a map of

?orld, especially upon the south-westerly

[.

from England, the power of the Lord
enly seized my soul, and his love melted
;ito a flood of tender tears. But hitherto

bw not that the call of the Lord was to

h visit those parts; though, from hence-
I, I began to be afraid of it.

^nd in the time of the Yearly Meeting at

in the Bull and Mouth, Aaron Atkin-
eing concerned in prayer, among other
ons to the Lord, prayed for the western

i and places beyond the seas, 'That
jord would please to send forth his min-
'n the power of his Word, to publish

the day of glad tidings more and more among
them.' Upon which the power of Divine T

moved sensibly in my heart ; and the concern
secretly begotten in my soul, now began to

answer and appear; and, after that, great
heaviness and fear came over me.
"The same day after the meeting, severa

Cumberland Friends and others being together
after dinner, upon occasion of mentioning
some of those countries by one of the com
panj', the Word of life moved powerfully in

my soul, with open assurance of the call of
the Lord to me to visit some of the American
countries; but, though I was exceedingly
broken, to the tendering also oir most of the
Friends there, yet I was silent as to the par
ticular matter, being willing to conceal it as
long as I could, since no time was then pre-

fixed when I should move forward therein.

And being young and weak in the exercise of
the ministry ; and having no opinion of my
own abilities of any kind, I urged it before

the Lord as a reasonable plea, as I thought,
'nst it at that time.

At London I remained for some time, and
entered into some writing business for neces-

sary subsistence; but, before the year ended,
I sufl^ered much in spirit by reason of my con-
finement thereby; since this calling of God
cannot be answered by anj' one too much en-

tangled in other affairs, though the emplo}'-
ment in itself be very lawful, and, to the reason
of man, seeming needful ; but, though loth to

"eavo all, (for it was no less than life, and all

that was near and dear in the world) yet,

"nding my concern remain and increase, 1

yielded at length, in the secret of my mind,
to answer the call of the Lord to that part of
the world."

John Churchman relates, that after return-

g from a visit to Friends in New Jersey,
I felt such an inward silence for about two

or three weeks, that I thought I had done
with the world, and also any further service

he church, and the preparing hint* was
brought to ray mind, with thankfulness that
I had endeavored in good degree to practise

t. One day walking alone, 1 felt myself so

weak and feeble, that I stood still, and by the
reverence that covered my mind, I knew that
the hand of the Lord was on me, and his pres-

This alludes to a caution received some months
before, and which is thus narrated :

" As I sat in a
week-day meeting, in the winter of 1748, I felt great
weakness and poverty attending my mind, which occa-
sioned a deep inqniry into the cause. After a time of
'nward waiting, the humbling divine presence was felt

n reverent profound silence, yet the gentle operation
of the Divine power caused an inward trembling, and

following was uttered in a language intelligible to

the inward man: 'Gather thyself from all the cumbers
of the world, and be thou weaned from the popularity,
love and friendship thereof.' I believed this to be the
voice of the Holy One of Israel, as a merciful warning
to prepare for my final change, or to stand ready for

some service which would separate me from temporal
business and the nearest connections in life ; and from
that time I endeavored to settle ray affairs, and con-
tract my little business as well as I could."

ence round about ; the earth was silent and
all flesh brought into stillness, and light went
forth with brightness, and shone on Great
Britain, Ireland and Holland, and my mind
felt the gentle, 3-et strongly drawing cords of
that love which is stronger than death, which
made me say, Lord ! go before and strengthen
me, and I will follow whithersoever thou leads.

I had seen this journey nearly fifteen years in

a very plain manner, and at tines for ton
years thought the concern so strong upon me
that I must lay it before my friends fur their
advice ; but was secretly restrained ; being
made to believe that an exercise of that sort
would ripen best to be kept quiet in ray own
heart to know the right time, by no means
desiring to run without being sent. To see a
thing is not a commission to do it; the time
when, and judgment to know the acceptable
time, are the gifts of God.^'

Job Scott at one time was brought so low
withsitkness, that many of his friends thought
he would not recover. He saj's of this period,
" I was, after a season of deep exercise and
probation, enabled to resign up life and all

into the hands of Him who made me, and to

say in sincerity, thy will be done in life or
death. And as I lay one night in great dis-

tress of body, and deep thoughtfulness of
mind, I was drawn into an awful view of
death, eternity and eternal judgment, in a
manner that I never had before; but feeling

my jnind perfectly resigned to depart this life

and launch into an endless eternity, if so the
Lord my God shouki please to order it, and
finding all pain of body and anxiety of mind
removed, I lay still some time, thinking pro-

bably I might ere long be released from all

the pangs and toils of time, into the glorious

rejoicings of eternal life. But after a consider-

able length of time had passed in inward and
profound stillness and adoration, large fields

of labor were opened, and I saw that I must
travel from place to place in this and distant

lands, in the Lord's commission and service.

From this lime I never entertained a doubt of

my recoveiy, although I had afterwards a
return or two of the disorder more severe

than before; for these openings were in the

fresh evidence of divine life, which never de-

ceived me."
On another occasion, the year before bis

going to England on a religious visit, Job
Scott made this entry in his diary :

" Riding
on the road, my mind was livingly opened,
and I beheld, in the visions of God, large fields

of labor allotted me in his service. A language
ran livingly through my soul, and the whole
man seemed almost swallowed up in the flow-

ings of life which accompanied the glorious

prospect! The language was on thiswise:
Thou art called and appointed, and through
any and deep tribulations I have separated

thee a prophet to the nations. Thou hast

very little more ever to do in the business and
affairs of this life. Gather thy mind from till

cumbering things, andstand singlyand wholly
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devoted to my work, service and appointment.

Eegard not the world ;
thou must be about

thy Heavenly Father's business; thou must

attend to my directions, and submit therein to

thy proper allotment. My will and purpose

require and loudly call, and have called, for

•greater dedication of heart and singleness of

devotion to my work and service in the glori

OU8 gospel. Take no thought for the morrow :

do to-day what thou findest to do, in my light,

and in the liberty and allotment of my Holy

Spirit. Be thou faithful unto death, and I

will assuredly give thee a crown of life. I

will hold thee in my holy hand forever. I

will provide for and take care of thy mother-

less, and, as it were, fatherless children, in

thy absence."

For "The Friend."

The " Travelling Roeks" again.

While neither intending or desiring to con-

tinue the discussion of this question in the too

valuable columns of "The Friend," I still

apprehend that some reply to the s'ngle ob-

jection of their Editor to my last, on page 75,

may not be deemed inadmissible.

His opinion is that the true cause ma}' be

found in the well-known principle of the ex-

pansion of freezing water—and which is, I

admit, the opinion also of some other and pro-

fessedly scientific writers as well. But if that

law or principle proves anything in this case,

it proves entirely too much. The expansion

being estimated at about 9 per cent., would,

in three miles, or say 20,000 feet, amount to

1,800 feet, instead of the actual 6 to 10 feet

occasionall}', and only occasionalbj, observed

at all. And then that expansion must, as in

fact it always does, commence with the freez-

ing, and continue on in compar.itivelj' thin ice,

which is contrary to the facts as heretofore

observed, of the movement.
Again, it is well known that neither smal

or large bodies of ice do so expand at all, or

perceptibly—that is, laterally or superficially,

—but perpendicularly in^the direction of least

resistance, as the ground does when we
it " heaves" or rises u|), in proportion to the

much or little moisture or water it contains

otherwise what would become of our greal

reservoirs and artificial lakes of stored water,

with their thin and weak walls? and the

great bodies like lakes Erie and St. Clair, with

hundreds of others of less magnitude, which
freeze hard, and yet we hear of no 9 per cent,

or any other perceptible addition to their

surfaces—not even this slight but powerful

movement. My position and belief is, that it

is confined to those bodies of water which
freeze very hard, and are subject to very con-

siderable subsidence or fall of the water be-

neath, or while so frozen.

And yet other causes than that named in

my last, may be found to be the true or ad-

ditional ones; such as that the newly fractured

ice must necessarily occupy additional space,

&c., as it is objected that the former argument
has a weakness in geometrical principle.

With this, and the single remark that my
only object in the few observations offered has

been to add something to the understanding
and solution of this singular natural phenome-
non, and which, 1 think, science has not yet
correctly and fully demonstrated, for the rea

eons above given, I close.

Geo. Foster.

The luxury of luxuries is that of doing good

For " The Friend "

Extracts from tiie Diary and letters of Ebenezer Worth.

CContinoed from page 122.)

East Bradford, 5th mo. 18th, 1862.

Dear friend, Joseph Elkinton,—Thou hast

at times been the subject of my thoughts since

wo parted at Downin^town, and I have felt

uch sympathy with thee, and sincerely de-

sire thou mayest be preserved and favored to

perform the services required' of thee, to the

peace and comfort of thy own mind ;
or may

n other words, say, be favored with a sense

of Divine approbation, which gives that sweet

and precious peace that the Christian so much
desires. 1 believe services required bj' the

Great Head of the Church, and laithfully per

formed in the ability which He is graciously

pleased to give unto those who humbl}' look

unto Him, and wait for it, will often leave be-

hind them a sweet 'and precious savor, that

may be long felt and remembered by those

labored with. May it be so with thine. That

thy Indian brethren and sisters, and all with

whom thou may feel it right to labor, may
feel the sweet savor of the Master's spirit,

whilst thou art laboring with them, and feel

and remember it, when thou hast returned to

thy home and friends: that the fruits may be

to the praise of his great and excellent Name,
who is forever worth}'.

Thy friend, Ebenezer Worth.

1862. 7th mo. 13th. Wo have been much
favored in getting in our hay

;
gathering (the)

harvest has almost always been attended with

anxiety and care ; it has made me feel relieved

when it is over. The charge of much business

requires close watchfulness that the good seed

be notchoked. I think I have not had a more
comfortable meeting for a long time, perhap:

for years; what an inexpressible ftivor. I

was favored in meeting to fe.d for the welfare

of our country, and I trust Christian love for

those who have seceded from the Union, and

been in great measure the cause of the war
and much bloodshed. May our Divine Master

interfere in behalf of our country, and may
the North and the South be united as brethren

and sisters in serving Him as He may be

pleased to require, and worship together in

spirit and (in) truth. Oh I the precious spirit

of our Divine Master, if we were only willing

it should rule and reign in us, how it would

remove all angry or hard feelings, and fill the

hearts with lovo to Him and to each other;

may this be the case.

11th mo. 13th. Attended Select Prepara-

tive Meeting; was favored to enjoy the meet-

ing. Oh I what a precious privilege to feel

the Great Head of the Church to be with us

in our religious meetings ; may we continue

to be favored to feel his presence to be with

us to comfort, preserve and qualify us to wor-

ship Him in spirit and in truth ; but oh ! our

great weakness and unworthiness
;
it is of his

mercy, unmerited mercy we are not con-

sumed.
On the 20th of 8th month, my kind and

tender father was taken from us by death,

with about three weeks' sickness. I felt very

anxious while he lay sick that he might be

favored with a sense of preparation for the

change before he was taken ; to my great

satisfaction he expressed to me, in a sober,

calm way, that he had not felt any anxiety

from the commencement of his sickness how
it might terminate; he seemed resigned to

the will of Providence. I think while in

health be was concerned to prepare for d

What a comfort to feel an evidence that^

departed friends (were) prepared for the nd

sions of everlasting rest."*

There does not appear to be any acco

in the diary of the funeral of Samuel Woi

From a letter written by a ministei-ing FriWl*

who was in attendance, it appears to h^i

been an interesting and encouraging oceai

Having been allowed the privilege of mal

some selections from that letter, it has 1

thought it would not be inappropriate to

elude them in this uarranve.

The carriages at the West Chester di

on the arrival of the train, seeming to be

or engaged, I started on foot, but was ofl

taken by J. S , who had his faiher-in-lj

David Cope, with him ; they invited me 61:

ride with them. David was very interesft iB?:

in conversation, and said amongst other thil jr.

that Samuel Worth had done a good-ded tri;

business, but he never knew a hired mai !

speak against him. A very large eompa

was collected at the house, S. W. being h'

respected in his neighborhood. Wo ])1och

to the burial ground at Marshalton, and at

some consultation with the elders it was

eluded to hold a meeting. The house

filled to overflowing. We sat a long lim^

solemn silence ; it did not seem as if there

much room for words. I thought if tl

could be such a feeling when my body

laid in the ground, it would be all that I C(

ask. At length Samuel Cope arose with

language, ' It is not of him that willeth,

of him that runneth, but of the Lord tl

showeth mercy,' or words to that etfeet-

valued elder remarked afterward, ' th

quite a savor with it.' Awhile alter he

done, David Cope got up, or rather S

helped him up, ho could not stand strai

but fupported himself on his cane in one
'

and the gallery railing in the other.

I'ommonced with saying, it was a great si

faction to him when ho had followed th^

raainsof one who had lived a godly life t

grave, that the company, if they were

state to worship God, should quietly ga

into the house and sit awhile together, i

though a word might not be spoken ; he

preached at considerable length and was n

favored. About midway in his commui
tion he said ; my brethren, I am very f<

and must sit down, then went on speal

from his seat. It was a tendering time;

men might be seen in tears. When T
was done speaking I thought the me
would close, for we had been together a

while. Having a little on my mind, £|||,,

pressed it, desiring what all had witness!

might not be as the morning dow that passf

away. It is upon the tender ground that

;

husbandman sows his seed, and when Ueav
ly visitations were slighted wo knew not ti

we should be favored with more, thcrel

may we co-operate with the measure

grace attorded, and thereby be led out of

error into all truth, and be prepared lor '

awful change which awaits us. As I cea-

speaking, David Cope broke forth again,

rapturous language, manifesting great inter

in young people, encouraging them and '

* The writer recalls to mind a conversation bad w

E. W., wherein he referred to the sickness and de

of his father, and remarked, " That a few words he

pressed before the close, were of more value to I

than all the estate he left him." Probably referrinj

the above expressions.
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ig a blessing for them. He said, ' I would
for mj'self, a poor, feeble old man just

ina; from time to eternitj-, that God maj'

vith me through the dark valley of the

low of death, and may He be with you
bless j'ou, my dear young friends, guard
and preserve you that you may join the

ilic host on high when lime shall bo swal-

id up in oternit}', when all enjoyments
I must cease and j-e can no more be in-

tants of this earth.' This may not be

stiy as ho gave it, but nearly so. it seemed
the windows of Heaven had been opened
a blessing poured out."

(To be continued.)

A Tired Mother's Victory,

little timely gentleness sweetens a parent's

lleotion in afier years with a thrill of

itudo ; whereas the memory of hasty
rity to little ones must bring a pang.

! tender story of a mother's experience,

ished in the Christian Weekly, is a beau-

lesson in itself. The mother had laid her
B with groat care and pains for a company
listinguished guests, when her little girl

ientally overturned a tureen of gravy on
snowy cloth.

What should I do ? It seemed a drop too

h for my tired nerves—many drops too

h for my tablecloth. I was about to jerk
child down angrily from the table when
essed influence held me.
caught the exi)ression on her face; snch
irry, frightened, appealing look 1 never

, and suddenly a picture of the past came
stood out vividly before my mind's eye.

child's face revealed feelings which I had
erienced twenty j'ears before,

•was myself a little nervous girl, about
it 3'ears old, in the happy homo of my
dhood. It was a stormy afternoon in

ter. It was when coal-oil lamps wore first

oduced, and father had bought a verj'^

dsome one.

he snow had drifted up against the kitchen
dow, so, although it was not night, the

p was lighted. Mother was sick in bed
itairs, and we children were gathered in

kitchen, to keep the noise and confusion

»y from her.

was feeling very important helping get
per ; at any rate, I imagined I was helping,

in my officiiiustiess, I seized that lamp
went down cellar for some butter ; I tried

et it on the hanging-shelf, but alas! I didn't

3 it room enough, and down it fell on the
lentcd floor,

never shall forget the shock that it gave
I

I seemed almost paralyzed.- I didn't

b to go up stairs, and 1 was afraid to stay

fix there, and to make it worse, I heard
[father's voice in the kitchen. He had
tioned us all, again and again,, to be care-

\>( that lamp ; and now there it lay smashed
pieces

!

(ut his voice seemed to give me the im-

lis I needed to go up and meet the scolding
rhipping, or both, which 1 felt sure awaited
and which I really felt I deserved. So I

)t up over the dark stairway, and as I en-

id the kitchen, I met my father with such
ern look upon his face that I was fright-

d. I saw there was no need to tell him
It had happened. He had heard the crash,

if he hadn't, 1 guess my face would have
I the story. The children stood silently

und, awaiting to sec what father would

lo ; and I saw by their Jaces that they were
horror-struck, for that lamp had been the

subject of too much talk and wonder to be

smashed without a sensation.

As for me, I felt so frightened, so confused

and sorrj', that I couldn't speak. But upon
glancing again at father, I saw the angrj'

took die out of his eyes, and one of tenderesl

pity take its place.

I doubt not that he saw the same look in

y face then that I saw in my child's face

today. In a minute he had lifted mc in his

arms, and was hugging me close to his breast.

When he whispered, oh, so kindly! "Never
mind little daughter; we allTinow 'twas an
accident, but I hope you will take the small

lamp when j-ou go down cellar again."

Oh, what a revolution of feelings I experi-

enced ! It was such a surprise to me that I

was suddenly overwhelmed with feelings of

love and gratitude, and burying my face, I

sobbed as if my heart was breaking. No
punishment could have affected me half

much and nothing can efface the memory of

t from my mind.
How I loved my father to-day, as the sight

of my own little girl's face brought it all

freshly before me!
Will she love me as dearly, I wonder, twenty

years or more from now, because, moved by
the same Godgiven impulse that stirred my
father's heart in that long-ago time, I was
able to press the little frightened thing to my
heart, and tell her kindly that I knew she

didn't mean to spill the gravy, and that I

knew she would be more careful another time?
Will she be helped by it when s!ie is a mother
as 1 have been helped to-day?"

Religious Items, k.

Baptism.—Dean Stanley, in an article on this

subject in the Nineteenth Century, speaks of it

as a 83'mbol long known among the Jewish
nations; and gives a curious picture of the

ceremonies and superstitious beliefs that in a

few centuries clustered around it in the pro-

fessing Christian Church. He says:

"There was but one time of the year when
the rite was administered—namely, between
Easter and Pentecost. There was but one
personage who could administer it—the pre-

siding officer of the community, the Bishop.

There was but one hour for the ceremony ; it

was midnight. The torches flared through
the dark hall as the troops of converts flocked

I

in. The baptistery consisted of an inner and
outer chamber. In the outer chamber stood

the candidates for baptism, stripped to their

shirts ;
and, turning to the west at the region

of sunset, they stretched forth their hands
through the dimly-lit church, as in a defiant

attitude towards the Evil Spirit of Darkness,

and, speaking to him byname, said: 'I re-

nounce thee, Satan, and all thy works, and
all thy pomp, and all thy service.' Then
they turned, like a regiment, facing round to

the east, and repeated in a form, more or less

long, the belief in the Father, the Son, and
the Spirit, which has grown up into the Apos-
tles' Creed in the West, and the Nicene Creed

in the Bast. They then advanced into the

inner chamber. Before them yawned the

deep pool or reservoir, and standing by the

deacon or deaconess, as the case might be, to

arrange that all should be done with decency,

the whole troop undressed completely as if

for a bath, and stood up before the Bishop,

who put to each the questions, to which tho

answer was returned in a loud and distinct

voice, as of those who knew what they hiid

nndertakon. Both before and after the im-
mersion their bare limbs were rubbed with
oil from head to foot; they were then clothed
in white gowns, and received, as a token of
tho kindly feeling of their new brotherhood,
the kiss of peace, and a taste of honey and
milk; and they expressed their new faith by
using for the first lime the Lord's Prayer."

" There was the belief in early ages that
baptism was like a magical charm, which
acted on the persons who received it, without
any consent or intention either of administra-
tor or recipient, as in the case of children or
actors performing the rite with no serious in-

tention. There was also the belief that it

wiped away all sins, however long they had
been accumulating and however late it was
administered. * * There was tho yet more
dreadful superstition that no one could bo

saved unless he had passed through Baptism.
It was not the effect of divine grace upon the

soul, but of the actual water upon the body,
on which those ancient Baptists built their

hopes of immortality."

—

London Friend.

Evidences of Declension.— The Herald of

Truth (Mennonite) says: "In the few re-

maining plain churches there has been great

uneasiness within the last two years, on ac-

count of the tendency to drift away from the

original discipline and long-practised custom
of plain dressing.

" Among tho Friends (Quakers) there is a

manifest looseness at present, and many of

their members could not be identified by their

appearance with Friends of a few years in

the past. It is a sad circumstance in their

history, that they should abandon practices,

founded upon deep principles, for which all

good and sensible people respected and honor-

ed them.
"Among the Brethren (Dunkers) the ten-

dency is also to act, appear and dress like the

world. At the late annual meeting held at

Rockingham Co., Virginia, there was, unmis-

takably a painful contrast between the mem-
bers there assembled. Some, principally the

older ones, were clad in the plain garb which
graced the church in by-gone years ; while

the manners and apparel of many others be-

trayed the fact that a move or two more will

send their ship out into the mighty current

of fashion.

The Mennonites have up to this time pub-

lished but few of their complaints on this

subject ; but we have much to fear from tho

same evil. Lot us learn lessons from the ex-

perience of others."

Selecting Ministers by Lot.—In Virginia,

two ministers among the Mennonites having

died, the congregation met for the purpose of

proposing suitable names of persons to suc-

ceed them. The meeting was opened with

prayer and the first of Acts was read and com-
mented upon. Then followed a season of

silence, during which time each person was
counselled to heed the promptings of the Spirit,

and to announce whatever name any one

might feel constrained to regard as a person

fit to minister. Sixteen brethren were nomi-

nated. A week was allowed nominees to re-

flect upon the question of duty. All consented

to go into the lot, when the congregation met
again. Sixteen copies of the Now Testament,
uniform in size and binding, wore counted
out and placed in the hands of two ministers,

who retired with them into the vestry. Slips
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of paper were put into two of the volumcB.

The books were laid upon a table promiscu

onslj, and left there while the two ministers

nhould go to their places in the churuh. The
President directed two other ministers to go

:ind bring the books in. These went at once

into the vestry, and having shuffled the books,

they carried them into the main room and set

them up in a row upon a long table in front

of the stand. The sixteen books being duly

arranged, and the candidates placed near them,

prayer was offered that the Head of the

Church should show which two of these six-

teen brethren should be called into the minis-

trj'. Prayer ended, each of the candidates

arose in order, and took down a book. And
when each had taken a book the next thing

was to see who had the lot. While the books

were being examined the interest and sus-

pense are almost painful to witness.

In commenting on the above description the

Herald of Truth observes: "The Mennonite
Confession of Faith says ministers shall be

chosen 'by the united voice of the Church.'

It is always very desirable to choose minis

ters in this way, namely, to have all the

members agree upon one brother; but when
this cannot be done we cast lots as described

iu the above article, and as the Apostles did."

Little Tricks.—We recall with satisfaction,

an instance where a near relative, when
brought before a court on some trumped up
charge of wrong-doing, summoned an old gray-

haired minister who had lived for more than

forty years within half a mile of him. "How
long have you known this man ?" said the

lawyer. "I have known him ever since he

was born." " What do you know about him ?"

"I never knew a mean thing of him in my
life." Such a testimony as that, stands out

in marked contrast with many petty tricks

and discreditable transactions which so often

need to be explained and apologized for; the

explanation being frequently more harmful

than the accusation, and the apology more
discreditable than the fault.— The Christian.

"GOD'S PROVIDENCE HOUSE."
In a small, quaint English city

On the lianks of the River Dee,
Is a queer old wooden building

Of a style we rarely see.

Five hundred years it has stood there

In the narrow and stony street,

Carved, over its oaken doorway,
With a legend, strange and sweet.

The line has been kept so perfect

It is read at a single glance

;

" God's Providence," so it sayeth,
" Is Mine Inheritance.

"

And if one should ask its meaning.
He would hear this story told

Of a dreadful plague in the city

Which darkened its days of old.

It ravaged the homes of thousands,

And the people wildly fled,

Calling on God for mercy
While mourning their many dead.

In the street where this house is standing
No other escaped the blow,

And thanks for such special favor

The legend is meant to show.

Each house and heart in the kingdom
Inherits God's love and care

;

Yet seldom it shows such record

As is carved on the cross-beam there.

Stand strong, old house, in thy glory,

Bearing witness as years advance
That Providence, caring and loving,

Is man's blessed Inheritance.

Confjregationalist.

LITTLE BROWN HANDS.

They drive home the cows from the pasture.

Up through the long, shady lane;

Where the quail whistles loud in the wheat fields,

That are yellow with ripening grain.

They find in the thick, waving grasses,

Where the scarlet-lipped strawberry grows
;

They gather the earliest snow drop,

And the first crimson buds of the rose.

They toss the new hay in the meadows.
They gather the elder-bloom white.

They find where the dusky grapes purple.

In the soft-tinted October light.

They know whare the fruit clusters thickest,

On the long, thorny blackberry-vines ;

They know where the apples hang ripest.

And are sweeter than Italy's wines.

They gather the delicate sea-weeds,

And build tiny castles of sand;
They pick up the beautiful sea-shells—

Fairy barks that have drifted to land.

Those who toil bravely are strongest,

The humble and poor become great,

And from those little brown-handed children

Shall grow mighty rulers of State.

The pen of the statesman and author,

The noble and wise of the land.

The compass, the chisel, the palette,

Shall be held in the little brown hand.

AUTUMN SONG.

Among the stubble, dry and Ijrown,

The leaves' red rain is falling.

While in the quiet woodland ways
The lonesome quail is calling.

The oak's red bonfire lights the hill

With weird, fantastic splendor.

As Nature sits with folded hands,

While all her thoughts are tender

With memories of departed day.s,

As in this still, sad weather.

The golden-rod and asters bloom
In wayside nooks together.

The ripened nuts are dropping down.
With slow and steady patter.

And in the chestnut and the beech

The squirrels chirp and chatter.

They watch their harvest as it falls

Among the nooks and hollows,

And think not of the summer dead.

But of the time that follows.

The bluebird's song is sad as tears,

While plaintively the plover

To vanished lark and robin calls.

Whose summer stay is over.

The flowers of the summer time

Are dead by road-side hedges,

Save here and there a daisy blooms
Along the meadow's edges.

Oh, saddest time of all the year!

The year is dying, dying.

And for a world of sweet, dead things,

These hearts of ours are sighing

Oh, tell me, tell me, heart of mine.

In spring's bright, balmy weather.

Will all the things we miss so much
Come back again together.

Infidelity.—In an article on this subject in

The Earnest Christian, in speaking of the

causes which have led to its increase, B. T.

Roberts says

:

" We find one cause in the low standard of

religious experience required in the churches
generally. Christianity is not so much a doc-

trine to bo believed, as a life to be lived. This
life is more inward than outward. It is con-

trolled, not so much by precepts for the regu-

lation of the conduct, as by a supernatural

change in the affections, desires, appetites and
will, produced by the direct influence of the

Holy Spirit upon the heart. It implies a

radical change in man's moral nature.

Christian is one who not merely believes

Christianity; but, "If any man be in Chri

he is a new creature ; old things are pass

awa}-; behold, all things are become new."l

2Cor. V. 17. Where this inward change real|

takes place, it is always attended by a df
responding change in the outward life. Wh j

the tree is good, the fruit is good.
j

"But the great mass of professing Chr|
tians have had no such inward change. TJ
majority do not observe even the outwaif

forms of Christianity. They are Christia^.

because it is respectable, and even fashionab
|

Such persons, finding that there is nothing
n

their religion but an empty form, and seeiij

none around them that have anything bottij

drink in infidel arguments as the thirsty laii.

drinks in water. What is wanted to chetj

infidelity is a living Cbristianitj'." 5

For "The Friendii

Divine Guidance and Protection.
I

The history of J. Kennedy's esperieneejl

California, as given in a late number of " TH
Friend," is instructive. Examples are t('

few in which men have been willing to tru(

"our Great Defender" for protection to lit

and property. But it were well that

well-attested cases that wo have, should

held up to public notice, that the Chris'

may be renewedly assured " it is safe to ti

in the Lord."
Dr. Livingston, the African explorer, i

not a thorough nonresistant. But he

gone to that country ostensibly to preach

gospel of peace and good will, and notw »'

standing the bias of his education, the ess M"

tial principles of Christianit}', overcoming
persuasion rather than by force, were
manifesting themselves in his conduct.

Although armed (which was a necessity

killing wild animals for subsistence) he n6

used, nor does it appear ho allowed his 11

to use, an offensive weapon against a fell

man. In these memorable journeys he pas

over thousands of miles where a white

had been unknown, or known only to be

trusted and perhaps hated. The very
who were now his peaceable companions,

been known far and wide as ruthless

rauders. Sometimes when human prudei

and forbearance had been taxed to the utm
did those trained soldiers urge from him
word of command or permission to " cut tl

way through." But in every case was
shown that "man's extremity was God's

portunity," and they went forward loavinf

friends behind, and assuring a friendly recep

tion among tribes yet unvisited.

On one "of these occasions when bloods!

seemed imminent, he says: "I resolved

wait, trusting in Him who has the hear'

all men in his hands." "At length two
men made their appearance, who said tl

came to inquire who I was." This bi

satisfactorily explained, the late hostile cl

remarked, " Ho was sorry he had not knoi

mc sooner." "He did every thing he coi

afterward to aid us on our course, and our

partuie was as different as possible from
approach to his village."

In one place Dr. L. remarks, " Althou]

the Mokololo were so confiding, the readei

must not imagine they would be so to everj

individual who might visit them. Much ol

my influence depended on the good name

given me by the Bakwains, and that I secured
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through a long course of tolerably good
net. No one ever gains much iofluence

his country without purity and upright-

of character."

owards the close of the book he drops the
ction, " If the reader remembers the way
as led while teaching the Bakwains to

mence exploration, he will, I think, recog-

the hand of Providence. Anterior to

, when — Moffut began to give the Eible

le Bechuanas, Sebituane went north and
ad the language, into which he was trans-

the sacred oracles, into a new region
er than Prance. At the same time Se-

ane rooted out hordes of bloody savages,

ng whom no white man could have gone
lout leaving hi* skull to ornament some
ge. He opened the way for me—let us

also for the Bible. And when (influ

d by circumstances), I was induced to

I up a new country in the north—the

ious Spirit of God influenced the minds
he heathen to regard me with favor."

r a further recital of remarkable coinci-

es, he says :
" 1 think I see the operation

le unseen hand in all this, and I humbly
! it will still guide me to do good in my
and generation in Africa."

For "The Friend"

^ar.—The words of Abner to Joab (2 Sam.
!,) though written under a less perfect dis-

lation, are truly arresting and instructive :

all the sword devour forever? knovvest

not that it shall be bitterness in the lat-

nd." Well may the query bo put in this

teenth centur}', in professed Christian

nd under the promised governmcuit of

fri nee of Peace, "Shall the sword devour
per?" Shall the precepts of our holy Law-
• continue to be superseded or sot at

ht by the customs and institutions of

? Shall man continue to murder his fel-

man as if governments could give au-

ity to kill, and as if war was not wholly
dden, or as if with all its vices, and ini-

nlities and horrors, it were still compati-

tt'ith that religion which breathes peace

arth and good will to men ? Can no sub-

ite be found in this enlightened age for

extremity of evil? Oh, the responsi-

y of individuals, and no less of nations

—

whole being made up of, and equal to the

of its parts! Oh, that the eyes of pro-

srsof such intensity of human wickedness
but anointed with the eye-salve of the

dom, so as to see of the sorrow, the an-

the iniquitj', which this system is the

nt of! Surely they would be horror-

iken and "Astonished at the madness of
ikind."

|hen the "bitterness in the latter end!"
at the lives brutallj' sacrificed—immor-
uls, for whom the Saviour died, thrust

|

, never-ending eternity in the heat of,

ge madness. Look at the desolated fire-

the bereaved widow, and the destitute!

an. Look at the immense expense, with!

ecuniary distress, caused by war. While,
"rasmus, " War does more harm to the}

als of men than even to their property andi
^ons. I

ih, that the abolition of this fearful scourge
'ht be hastened! Oh, that there could be

L faith in the Omnipotent Arm, to claim

iienco to his will! That child-like depend-
i! upon a Power which is invincible, which
d but insure the victory!

From "The London Friend.''

Clirislian Simpli(;ity of Life,

The following is an extract from the ad-

dress of W. Cuthbertson, chairman of the

Congregational Union of England and Wales,

at its meeting in Cardiff, last month. Though
intended for Independents, as speciallj' appli-

cable to thcni, it may be read with profit bj'

Christians of every denomination, and some
parts of it will be felt as peculiarly appropriate

to the Society of Friends :

—

" Our witness, however, does not end with
our ecclesiastical testimony. These are but

means to the end for which we live—witness
ing for Christ. One part of this I venture to

urge as of vital importance, and never more
needed than now. I refer to Christian sim-

plicity of life—the departure from which ap-

pears to me to be the sin and danger of the

nation and the day.
" In this duty we do not stand alone. The

responsibility rests on all the churches of

Christ. Yet our traditions speak with special

emphasis on this subject. A largo part of

the blessing our fathers wrought in England
was, in beautifying many a home and strength-

ening many a life, by their enforcement,

through precept and example, of what is now
sometimes sneeringly called 'Puritan morals.

We may not accept all their judgments upon
particular kinds of conduct, but woo to us if

we have parted with their spirit and belief

that the Church and the World were distinct

and opposed. At all events, this, history tells

of them. Bearing in the very forefront of

their teaching, holiness unto the Lord in each
member of his Church, denouncing unspar-

ingly every moral departure from his law,

burdening themselves, as some would now say,

with opposition to much that was innocent in

social life, they fought a battle fur liberty, for

for truth and goodness, against a host, in

which stood arrayed in opposition, the ruler

and the mob, infamous law and the fashion of

society, those who should have been the pillars

in the temple and those who thought they
had all the wit and culture of the time; and
they won it, and of their victory all society

is to-day reaping the benefit.
" Those who remember the last generation,

even, must be consciousof a marvellous change
n our social life—we say not yet for the bet-

ter or the worse—but a marvellous change at

anj' rate. Amusements are followed without
stint

; a style of living is indulged in of which
our fathers never dreamed; in fact, there are

few amusements or indulgences which are not

in themselves open violations of God's law,

that would not find defenders in some who
bear our name. Brethren, I speak not to

offend. I speak thus plainly because I be-

lieve the love of Christ and his cause is so far

in us that I cannot offend if what I say is

true. And I believe what I say. that there is

danger of the Church and the world becoming
too friendly. There are things which cannot

in themselves bo said to be wrong, but which
in their multiplication are pernicious. Those
whose life is largely spent in this way have

no reserve of strength against temptation to

sin, which even the world's law calls sin
;

while religious contemplation, a looking to

heaven as our rest and as our home, simplicity

of desires and of life, and intellectual enjoy-

ment, are seriously imperilled, if they do not

become altogether distasteful. If this spirit

is admitted into our hearts and cherished

there, we may have what outward show of

strength we like, but the glory of the Lord
will have left us."

Maiiuscripls of the New Testament.

The extant manuscripts of the New Tes-
tament are of two kinds, written in two dif-

ferent styles. The oldest are written in con-
tinuous capital letters, extending across the
line, without any separation between the
words. These are called uncial manuscripts,
a word suggested by tho large size of the
letters. [The word uncial is derived from
the Latin uncialis, signifying the twelfth part
of a pound or foot. The English words inch
and ounce are derived from this word uticialis.']

This mode of writing was in common use
until the tenth century after Christ. Of
manuscripts written in this style there are
about 160 extant; 158 according to Scrivener.

None of these are older than the fourth cen-

tury after Christ, and only two older thxn
the fifth. The majority range from the sixth

to the ninth. Most of these contain only
parts of the New Testament, and many of

them only sinall fragments. The one dis-

covered by Prof Tischendorf in 1859, in a
convent at the foot of Mt. Sinai, is the only
one that contains the text of the New Testa-
ment entire. They are written on parch-

ment, and the page is commonly divided into

three columns. Sometimes a Latin transla-

tion occupies the middle column. The manu-
scripts of this first kind are designated by
capital letters. Those written in later times
were written in small letters, with tho words
separated, and with pauses and accents. These
are called cursive manuscripts, and are far

more numerous than the uncials. They are

designated by Arabic numbers. In nearly all

the manuscripts, of both kinds, the New Tes-

tament is divided into four parts, or volumes,
the first containing tho four Gospels, the
second the Acts and the Catholic Epistles, the
third the Epistles of Paul, and the Iburth the
Revelation. There is also a separate class of
manuscripts, prepared especially for use in

the public services of the church and called

Lectionaries. These contain reading lessons

from the Gospels and from the Acts and Epis-

tles.

Of both these kinds of manuscripts, the
uncial and cursive, those containing the Gos-
pels are the most numerous. Of these there

are between fifty and sixty uncials, though
only five of them contain the four Gospels

entire. Of the second and third parts, that

is, of the Acts with the Catholic Epistles, and
of the Epistles of Paul, there are fourteen or

fifteen uncials of each; but very few of these

contain the whole ofeither of these parts of the

New Testament, while of tho Revelation there

are only five uncial copies extant. The exact
total of this oldest kind of manuscripts is 158.

The later, or cursive kind are far more numer-
ous. Of these, according to the latest edition

of Scrivener's Introduction, there are 623 of

tho Gospels, 234 of the Acts with the Catholic

Epistles, 283 of the Epistles of Paul, and 105
of the Revelation. The total number of cur-

sives, of all sorts, is 1,605. Adding the 158
uncials, we have a grand total of 1,763 manu-
scripts of the Greek New Testament. De-
ducting from these 99 which may be con-

sidered as duplicates, we have left 1,664 dis-

tinct manuscripts, reckoning the four parts

separately, according to the division mention-
ed above.

After making all due allowance for the
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fragmentary character of many of these manu-
scripts, it will be seen, that Tve are abundantly

furnished with materials for correcting errors

and ascertaining the genuine test. And when
we add to these hundreds of Greek manu-

scripts, the early translations into different

languages, and the many thousand quotations

in the early Christian writers, we have a body

of materials for settling the genuine text of

the Scriptures, incomparably transcending

the data which we have for determining the

genuine text of any other ancient writings

whatever. Of Homer, we have no complete

copy earlier than the thirteenth century. Of
Plato we have about a dozen, one of the

earliest being that in the Bodleian library at

Oxford, belonging to the ninth century. Of
Herodotus we have not more than fifieen in

all, and the most ancient of these belong to

the tenth century. The Vatican Library in

Home, which is the richest of all in classical

manuscripts, has one of Virgil which proba-

bly belongs to the fifth century, another be-

longing to the seventh ; but very few indeed,

of any classic author, as old as the tenth.

Skeptics sometimes make an unfair use of

the fact, that there are numerous differences

in the text of the New Testament munuscripts.

If they do not exaggerate the number of these

various readings, they commonly greatly over-

rate their importance. " Of the various read-

ings of the New Testament, nineteen out of

twenty are to be dismissed at once from con-

sideration, not on account of their intrinsic

unimportance—that is a separate considera-

tion—but because they are found in so few
authorities, and their origin is so easilj' ex-

plained, that no critic could regard them as

having any claim to be inserted in the text."

This is the testi mony of a competent authority,

Andrews Norton. Another, Richard Bentley,

pronounced by Scrivener "at once the pro-

foundest and most daring of English critics,"

says: " The reul text of the sacred writers is

competently exact, indeed, in the worst manu-
scripts. Put the manuscripts into the hands
of a knave, and yet with the most sinistrous

and absurd choice, he shall not be able to ex-

tinguish the light of any one chapter, nor so

disguise Christianity, but that every feature

ofit will still be the same." We may say, then,

without fear of contradiction, that with all

the various reading-" in all the extant manu-
scripts of the New Testament, a candid crit

cism must confess, that not one important
fact, doctrine, precept, or promise, is brought
into reasonable doubt.

—

A. N. Arnold in JVat.

Baptist.

Anecdote of Richard Jordan.—During one of

the visits of that faithful minister, the late

William Williams, of Tennessee, to Philadel-

phia, whilst sitting at the house of the friend

where ho lodged, a person present mentioned
that Richard Jordan had been silent for a

considerable length of time in his own meet-
ing for worship. " Perhaps, said William,
" he is making a convert." On being asked
for an explanation, he slated that during the
time Richard Jordan and he resided near each
other, in North Carolina, a neighbor of theirs,

a man of note, conceived a great inclination

to hear Richard preach, and for this purpose
attended several First-day meetings, but on
friend was silent. Well, thought the neigli

bor, Mr. Jordan only preaches on weekdays
;

and on week-days he accordingly attended
Friends' meeting; but Richard remained

sealed. This continued for several weeks,

until the neighbor found the desire of hearing

that faithfulservantof his crucified Lord sub-

side; but another work had been impercepti-

bly going on, and he now felt that he was not

at libert}' to neglect the attendance of either

First-day or week-day meetings; and he be-

came convinced of Friends' principles. After

the desire of hearing Richard had been suc-

ceeded by a willingness to listen to the "still

mall voice," the seal was removed from the

lips of that dedicated servant, and he was
permitted again vocally to minister.

Public Feeling in the Transvaal.—A few
weeks ago I chanced to be riding with a man
who, according to the ordinary principles, was
in every way eminently respectable. He be-

loged to one of those Huguenot families which
I have spoken of as practically identical in feel

ing with the Dutch on all questions of the

mode of dealing with the natives. He had a

grievance against the Government of Natal.
" Why," said ho, " would you believe it ! some
of my friends have recommended me to make
mysulf scarce, and the authorities are pressing

for me to enter into recognisances to seen

my appearance at a trial. And what do you
think all this fuss was about? I had been
asked by a lady to give one of her servant

girls— ' CafFres, of course'—a whipping. The
girl had been stealing and doing other thin

of that sort; so I gave her twenty-five cuts

with a strap like this. Three weeks aft

wards the girl died, and they want to make
me responsible for this. I say I have done
no wrong, and I am not going to act as if I

had." What I want to convej' is the utter

unconsciousness of the man of the kind of

effect which such a story naturallj^ has on the

ears of an Englishman. To the man it was no
more than if he had been a little unusually
severe upon a mare instead of a horse, and
the mare had died. My second stor^' shall

be a record of a rather amusing interview be-

tween Sir Garnet Wolseley End a Dutch Boer,

who came to see him at Conference Hill about
the 8th of this month. The man explained
how well he had thriven himself, and how
satisfied he was with the general condition of

things. "But," said he, "the thing we want
is land. I want each of my sons to be able

to say, ' T-here, all this great piece of land is

mine,' and I don't caro for my other posse;

sions without that. Now look at that beaut

ful country over there in Zululand"—;just

divided from Conference Hill by the Blood
River—"that's where we ought to be, and
you will never have Zululand properlj' civil-

ized till j'ou have it settled by white men."
" Ah," said Sir Garnet, quietly watching him
with a peculiar twinkle of the eye that must
be familiar to many people in London, but
speaking in the blandest possible tone—"ah
but would you explain to me whj' you are so

deeply interested in the civilization of Zulu-

land ?" The man looked a little taken aback
but after a moment's pause, said, "Oh. be

cause then the Zulus would work." " Work
for you, you mean." " Well, 3-es, of coilrse,

that is what I should myself individually care

about." "So then your proposition is," con-

cluded Sir Garnet, " that first of all the Zulus'

land shall bo given to you, and then, as a

great benefit to them to make up for that,

you propose to make servants, practically

slaves, of them, in order that thej' may cuiti

vale what is now their own land for your

benefit? I am sorry to disappoint you, tj
that will certainly not be, for it has bed
definitely decided that no white man shall j

allowed to ha^^e land in Zulu countr}-, ai
that decision has been come to precisely

j.

order to prevent the result which you thiij-

deslrahle."— Utrecht, Sept. 12.—Daily Neil

Selectoi .;

I would therefore encourage thoe to dii

gence in the duties of the closet, to privaf
reading of the Scriptures, to close seli-exai]

nation, meditation and secret prayer, than
|

suffer thyself to be drawn forth into mu.^

conversation or writing on spiritual concerij

If thou look to the Lord Jesus, and desire

be his sincere, humble follower. He has pi-oii

ised such "shall not walk in darkness, b:

shall have the light of life," and there is ir

teaching like his teaching.

With respect to visiting the sick and ])oii

thou knowest I have always encourai^ed thj

to.think of them, and to attend to their tei|

poral wants; and if, in the course of thy visit

amongst them for this purpose, thou feel

clined to read to them, it is a very useful

profitable employment for thee and tl

But I need scarcely say to thee, it requi

great caution and much religious experii

to speak suitably to persons who are uni

going the correcting discipline of our He
ly Father, or whom He may be trainin

many afflictions, for a betterinheritance. "^

speak a word in season," requires the assit

anceof that Spirit which only can teach us

speak aright, and I therefore would say, it

often safer, especially for young persons,!

offer up a secret praj'er on their behalf, t

to express ourselves to them under the

ence of present excitement.

—

Maria Fox, 1

From " Tlie London I

The '• Orilinanefs."

To the Editor of " The [London'] Friend."

Dear Friend,—On reading thy Editorial*

the Tenth Month, it occurred to me that

few remarks on my personal experience migl

not be inopportune.

Early in life, believing I had experienct

the new birth, I was full of joy and peace

there came a lest of my love to Christ at

allegiance to his reign in the form of what

believed to be a call to say a few words in

meeting for worship. It appeared to me:
that time an impossibility, and I so siicces

fully resisted again and again, that, instea

of peace, there was left to me a blank, wbi

nothing I could do would fill. Years
on, a silent meeting became unbearabh
how can a soul worship the God whom
disobeying?
At length I gradually withdrew myself:

meetings, and ultimately was received

the communion of the Congregational Cho
The minister of the church that I joined

a very enlightened Christian, and did

make baptism an essential of members!
but I would be baptized so that nothing mi

be lacking on mj- part ; and well do I rei

ber, when kneeling in the vestry, whilst

minister was pronouncing these wordi

baptize thee in the name of the Fath
and Holy Ghost," and as the water dropi

on my head, that I expected the Heaveul,

Dove of Peace would descend to heal m
weary soul. Alas ! no change was felt. The

came the Supper—to me a solemn occasioi

As I drank the wino and ate the crumb (
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i, I thought, Surely now my hungry soul

be tilled—but I was hungry slill.

ithin a year I resigned my membership
the Independents and returned to meet-

Frienda, having patiently waited, never

5ted my resignation or disowned roe. On
emarking to a dear friend how nearly I

sold my birthright for a mess of pottago,

•epiied, "We would not let ihee."

iplher year elapsed and the test of obedi-

was again mercifully granted. I re-

i no longer,—and to Him be all the praise,

it not possible that much of the restless-

within our borders is caused, not by the

of liberty—but by want of obedience to

I known command—some right eye, or

1 offends, but we refuse to part with it.

Thine truly, C.

nth Month, 1879.

vj'imin Lay's Certificate.—The following

ficate, received by the Monthly Meeting
hiladelphia from Friends in England for

eccentric philanthropi>t, Benjamin Lay,
leresting as an illustration of the plain

of speech that characterized many of the

ments of that age.

ilchester Monthl}', the 4th of 12th mo.,

: To Friends and brethren in Pennsyl-

i, Philadelphia or elsewhere these may
»,
greeting :

iar Friends : Whereas our Friends, Ben-

a Lay and Sarah Lay have declared to

fneeting their intentions of transporting

^selves into your Province or part of the

^—these are to certify all whom it may
hrn : That notwithstanding ye said Ben-

^i Lay hath formerly given occasion of

pe to friends of Devonshire-house meet-

In London, yet having given sati^^faction

[at meeting, as by that meeting have been

riting signified to us, and having of late

ved himself as becoraeth the truth, we
[ereby signify our unity with him, the

Benjamin Lay, as a member of our meet-

lud with his wife Sarah Lay as a minis-

d member, and with her also as a ser-

ible Friend amongst us.

} salute you with love unfeigned, and re-

your friends and brethren ; Elizabeth

all, John Smith, Nicholas Bundock,
beth Bundock, Samuel Bundock, Jos.

II, Sarah Harvey, Elizabeth Dennis, Wm.
ipolc, Thomas Bundock, Mary Bundock
)h Harvey, Nicholas Bundock, jr.

Natural History, Science, &c.

'.rich Feathers.—The following extract is

Ostriches and Ostrich Farming," by
8 de Mosenthal and J. E. Harting. " An
witness relates:—Having got with my
i into the middle of the crowd, so packed
they were unable to move, ho quietly

;ed two or three of the best feathers, and
a very sharp curved knife in his right

the blade protected by lying flat against

iger, he pressed it down as near to the

18 he could, and cut it off obliquely up
i. The bird was quite unconscious of

peralion, standing perfectly still as h

ed several to me ; he then picked out a

feather, very beautiful, which on being

led a little, but the sharp knife separated

thout being felt. In a month or six

s he took out all the stumps, if they had
llready fallen out. By this means the

h of the bird is not impaired, no
'

'ever is produced, and you can select the

feathers that are in prime condition, leaving

the others to ripen in due course."

The plucking of the feathers is resorted to

on a few farms^ but as it injures the health of

he bird, and operates against the production

of good feathers, this custom is rapidly falling

nto disuse. The farming of ostriches for the

sake of their feathers is an established trade

It the Cape [of Good Hope.]— T". P. Newman.
FUqht of Flyingfish.— I became convinced

that flying fish never leave the water for their

lerial journey without some real or imagined

cause of alarm ; that they never fly in the uir

to indulge their sportive humor, or to give

vent to "their exuberant spirits, but solely to

escape from some peril that threatens them
the sea beneath. My reasons for this

opinion are, that they always rise from the

ship's cutwater or bow, and fly directly away
from it; nor do tliey ever fly towards the ship

unless palpably pursued by some voracious

A shoal will rise simultaneously from

the ship's bows, and fly away in a series of

straight but radiating lines, dropping irregu-

larly into the water again, only to rise imme-

diately once more, as simultaneously as if

seized with a common panic ; and thus they

rise and foil two or three times, taking a

course inclined about 45° to that of the ship,

until ultimately a few only of the shoal may
be seen emerging here and there at som-e dis-

tance on the ship's quarter. The only two
nstances in which I ever observed them fly

against the ship's bows, happened when they

were pursued hy Bonitosor Albicores, a short

distance oft'; when they became so torrifier

that they flew in all directions, blindly endea

voring to avoid their agile enemies.

Next, with regard to their mode of flight.

A shoal of a hundred or so will rise simul

taneously,—some proceeding a considerable

distance, say from one hundred to one hun
drcd and fifty yards, without falling into the

water, while individuals will drop after pro

ceeding a few feet. Jn general terms it may
be said that they leave the water at a very

acute angle, and, as a rule, not more than t

or three feet above the surface, rising as the

crests of the wave rise, and falling with thei

troughs, often through the tops of the waves,

without impeding their flight, lessening their

speed or materially altering their course.

Moreover, no difference was visiljle in their

speed and length of flight, whether they flew

in the direction of the wind or immediately

against it; so that' the idea of their being

borne along by the wind was out of the ques-

tion.

The opportunity of watching the evolutions

of a larger species in the Atlantic, supplied me
with the clue which I sought. I then became
convinced that every flying-fish, as it leaves

the water, has its wings in a state of rapid

vibration, and thus it gains an impulse in a

horizontal direction. As soon as it is thus

fairly launched, the wings assume a state of

rest, and thus they continue until the fish at

length drops into the water. But when it

meets and is struck by the crest of a wave, if

it emerges from it immediately, as frequently

happens, it does so with a similar vibration of

the wings to that with which it first left the

water ; and each time it strikes a wave a new
vibration succeeds.

Crossing the equator in longitude 22° W.,

I was witness to a remarkable scene, in which
the poor flying-fish played a conspicuous part

The whole day long the path of the ship was

beset with anumberof large fishes (Albicores),
which played sad havoc among them. The
albicores were about 5 feet long, extremely
active and bold, darting to and i'ro under the
utwaler, and raising the flj'ing-tishes in terri-

fied shoals. Every now and then they would
leap in graceful curves 8 or 10 feet out of the
water, and on several occasions one would
make a sm'cession of such leaps among the
shoals of flying fish, and, singling out one,

catch it in the air, the victim being distinctly

between the jaws of the monster as he
fell into the water. It was an exciting and
nteresting scene to witness the leaping and
splashing of the great albicores, which pur-

sued their prey with the rapidity of an arrow,
and the frantic efforts of the flj'ing fish to es-

cape, which were often ineffectual.

On some days the shoals seen on the wing
must have amounted to many thousands; and
even when none were seen, proof sometimes
existed of their great plenty. Thus, when
lying for several days on the edge of the
Pratas Reef, in the China Sea, not a single

flying-fish was observed on the wing, j'et when
1 went among the gannets' nests upon the

island, I found that every bird sitting upon
the nest had four or five large fresh flying-

fish in its stomach, which it disgorged before

taking wing. — CoUingwood's Voyages of a
Naturalist.

Intellect in a Cat.—Many years ago at Carne
farmhouse, where relatives of mine were then
living, the household cat was observed to

enter a bed-room in course of being spring-

cleaned. The looking-glass being on the floor,

the cat on entering was confronted wit hits own
reflection, and naturally concluded that ho

saw before him a real intruder on his domain.
Hostile demonstrations were the result, fol-

lowed by a rush to the mirror, and then meet-

ing an obstacle to his vengeance, a fruitless

cut round to the rear. This manoeuvre was
more than once repeated with of course equal

lack of success. Finally the eat was seen to

deliberately walk up to the looking-glass,

keeping its eyes on the image, and then when
near enough to the edge to feel carefully with

me paw behind for the supposed intruder,

vhilst with its head twisted round to the front

t assured itself of the persistence of the re-

lection.

The result of this experiment fully satisfied

the cat that he had been the victim of delu-

sion, and never after would he condescend to

notice mere reflections, though the trap was
more than once laid for him.— Thos. B. Groves

in Nature.
Mound Cultivation in Africa.—" All the peo-

ple are engaged at present in making mounds
six or eight feet square and from two to three

feet high. The sods in places not before hoed,

are separated from the soil beneath and col-

lected into flattened heaps, the grass under-

most. When dried, fire is applied and slow
combustion goes on, most of the products of

the burning being retained in the ground,

much of the soil is incinerated. The final

preparation is effected by the men digging up
the subsoil round the mound, passing each

hoeful into the left band where it pulverizes,

and is then thrown on the heap. It is thus

virgin soil on the top of the ashes, and burned
ground of the original heap, ver}' clear of

weeds. At present many mounds have beans

and maize four inches high. Holes a foot in

diameter and a few inches deep, are made
irregularly over the surface of the mound, and
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about eight or ten grains put into each. These

are watered and kept growing till the rains

set in, when a verj^ early crop is secured."

—

'

Dr. Livingstone.

To be preserved inwardly watchful and

quietly resigned to wait upon the Lord, though

we partake not in immediate consolation by

the renewing of life, is a great blessing, for

which we ought to be thankful, as wo cannot

stay our own minds, nor curb our thoughts

without Divine aid.

—

John Churchman.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 6, 1879.

It is with sincere satisfaction that we ob-

serve the action of the Post Master General,

in refusing to allow the mails to bo used for

lottery purposes. Having ascertained that a

certain parly at Louisville, Kentucky, was
engaged in this fraudulent business, he di-

rected the postmaster at that place not to

pay any postal money order drawn to the

order of the individual, and to return to the

senders any registered letters bearing his ad-

dress. We hope this action will be sustained,

and that further efforts may be made to lessen

this species of gambling, which is so detri-

mental to the best interests of all concerned

In a lottLM-y, whose agents in New York
were recently prosecuted, 100,000 tickets are

advertised, and 1857 prizes, making the chance
nearly 53 to 1 against a given ticket drawing
anj' prize at all. The number of prizes over

SIO is very small and the chance of drawing
one of these is proportionately less. The
Times of that city in commenting on it, says :

"To any estimate of mathematical probabili-

ties should always be added the unknown
but, doubtless, formidable element of fraud on

the part of the managers. On most of the

patrons of these lotteries reasoning is wasted,

however. An observant person will notice

that sewing-girls, ill-clad and halfslai-ved,

and poor clerks, and laboring men predomi-

nate among the throngs that pass in and out

of the agents' offices. These misguided peo-

ple literally take the bread from their mouths
to buj' lottery tickets, and the mean and
grasping band of managers fattens on their

misery. Over $2,000,000 a j'ear are paid out

in this city for lottery tickets, mosily by peo-

ple too poor to live decently. It is a shame-
ful waste of hard-earned money, and should

be stopped."

We have received a copy of a small book
issued by the Meeting for Sufferings of Friends
of The Smaller Body in New England, and
designed as a tribute to the memory of our
beloved friend, John Wilbur. A letter from
one of those interested in its publication stated

in reference to it that it had been " decided to

reprint the letters of our late dear friend John
Wilbur to George Crosfield, with some other

extracts from his writings, and a few letters,

showing the estimation in which he was held

by some of the most prominent and faithful

ministers and elders on either side of the

Atlantic;—men and women of unbending in-

tegrity, and long and uniform adhereuce to

principle, and to the cause of Him, 'whose
they were and whom they served.' This wc
regard as due to him, who for his early and

innocent boldness in [exposing the errors] of|

innovators, had more to suffer from them and
their adherents than any other one."

The letters to George Crosfield above re-

ferred to, were on doctrinal subjects, and
were designed afresh to call the attention of

our members to the true principles of our So-

ciety. They were published at the time (more
than 40 years ago), by the Friend to whom
they were addressed. The author was at that

time engaged in the performance ofa religious

visit in Great Britain, and was greatly dis-

tressed at the evidences forced on his notice,

that influences were at work which were
drifting the Society away from its ancient

standard of doctrine and practice. It was
under a deep religious concern on this ac-

count, that the letters were written.

How fully and mournfully have succeeding
events shown, that this concern was well-

founded ! And how nearly' does the condition

of some sections of our church verify the re-

mark, as applicable to them, of one who has

had unusual opportunities of observation— in

substance—that the Beaconism of 1836, and
ihe views of Elisha Bates and Dr. Ash, have
become the average Quakerism of 1879

!

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The mean temperature of 11th

month, as appears by the Local Weather Report, was
•14.7 degrees, which is one-tenth of a degree less than

same month last year, and one degree more than the

average for the past six years. The highest point was
75, and the lowest 19 degrees. The total rainfall was
1..3S inches. The average for the past six years is 3.96

inches. Light snow falls occurred on the 6th, 20ih, and
29th, amounting in all to about 2i inches.

The total number of national banks organized since

the establishment of the national banking .system in

1863, is 2438; of these 307 have gone into volimtary
liqiiiiiation, and 81 have been placed in the hands of

receivers. The capital of 2043 national banks in opera-

tion on 6th month 14th, 1879, was $455,244,41-5, not in-

cluding surplus, which amounted at that date to $114,-

000,000.

On the 1st of 11th month, Comptroller Knox says,

the amount ofcurrency in circulation was $1,165,5-53,504

—or 1380,000,000 in excess of the highest point reached

between the suspension and the resumption of specie

payment.
The report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue

shows that over #113,000,000 ha.s been collected din-ing

the year, at an average cost of 3.7- 10 per cent. For the

fiscal year the tax on distilled spirits shows an incr

of about 16,000,000 gallons, and reached the enormous
figure of 71,892.621 gallons, of which nearly 15,000,000

gallons were withdrawn for export. There still re

mains in certain districts, a degree of opposition to the

collection of the revenue, whifch is quite formidable

and against which the commissioner recommends vigor

ous measures. Five officers have been killed, and 23
wounded, in the prosecution of their duties.

The Register of the Treasury, in his annual report,

shows the total tonnage of the vessels in this country

has decreased 43,164 tons during the year. There is an
increase of 8493 tons in the steam tonnage, and 46,818

in the canal boat and barge tonnage, and a decrease of

98,506 in the tonnage of .sailing vessels.

It is said the Russian contract for the building of iron

vessels in the United States has been indefinitely post-

poned by the rise in the price of metal.

The Fall River manufacturers have agreed to restore,

on the 1st of next month, the schedule prices paid

operatives in the 4th month of 1878. This represents

an advance of 15 per cent.

Tlie Switchback Railroad, at Mauch Chunk, carried

over sixteen thousand people during the past summer.
General Hatch, of the Ute Commission, reports under

date of the 24th ult,, that he is informed that the White
River Utes, including Jack, are on the way to Los
Pinos to meet the commissioners.

During lOlh month la-it, 17,250 immigrants arrived

at New York, against 13,568 in 10th mo. 1878.

The whaling bark, Helen Mar, arrived at San Fran-
cisco on the 26th ult., from the Arctic Ocean, with the

crew of the bark Mercury, abandoned in the ice, just

north of Herald Shoals. The captain of the Mer
thinks the steamer Jeannette may be frozen in the i

pack, in which case there is little hope of her ever
(

ting out. The Mercury when abandoned had on bo
1000 barrels of oil, 9000 lbs. of bone, and 4000 poij

of ivory. She was owned in New Bedford.

Both branches of Congress met promptly at 12o'cL
on the 1st inst., about three-fourths of the membenp^
the House being present, and a smaller prop.

Senators. The President sent in his message, whifi H
said to be plain, straightforward and dispassiom ,^
Outside of the suggestions about routine matters in:

—
departments, there are but few recommendations
addilional legislation.

The Committee of the National Board of Health
submitted to the local authorities and the citizen's ci fc

mittee of Memphis, a report on the sanitary need
that city. They recommend among other things,

adoption of Colonel Waring's system of sewerage

cost about $22-5,000.

The numlier of deaths in Philadelphia for the w
ending on the 29th ult., was 238—which is 16 less tl

the previous week, and 61 less than for correspond

week last year.
j

Markets, &C.—V. S. bonds, sixes, 1881, 100; 5'3,]

102.; ; 4.V's, 1891, registered, 106 ; coupon, 1074

;

1907, 103|.
Cotton.^Sales of middlings are reported at 12J

cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Flour. —Wisconsin and Minnesota extra, $6.!

$6.75 ; Penna. do. do., $6.50 a $7 ; western do.

$6.75 a $7.27. Rye flour, St5.25 a $5.50.

Grain.—Wheat is in better demand ; red, $1.'

$1.44 ;
amber, $1.45 a *1.46. Rye. 88 cts. Corn,

60 a 61 cts. ; new, 56 a 57 cts. Oats, mixed, at 41

cts., and white, 43 a 45} cts.

Hay and straw.—Prime timothv, 90 cts. a $1 pel u

pounds ; mixed, 75 a 85 cts. Straw, $1.10 a $1.25
f,,"

Beef cattle.—The market moderately active,

prices range from 3 to 6 cLs. per lb. gross, as to qi^

Sheep, 4 a 51^ cts. per pound. Hogs, 5| a 6} cti IB.

pound gross.

Foreign. — Gladstone, in a speech at the '

Market, Edinburgh, on the 26th ult., denonncd '/

Conservative finance management .as extravagant;

dishonest. The Afghan war expenses, he said,

tho.se of the Abyssinian war, were underrated and
secret pending the elections.

A meeting recently held in Liverpool, attends ,'j,

15,000 persons, was addressed by Parnell, who
approved the speeches for which the recent arre

Ireland were made. He strongly denounced the a

of the Government, which he predicted would i

fail in its object. There was no disturbance, the

mittee having issued an appeal to the Irish to i

a firm but peaceful attitude.

In the London Public Schools, the average ex

of each pupil has risen from $11.25 in 1873, to f
in 1878, due mainly to the annual
salaries of teachers. _

Nearly 5000 women and girls are employed ati

the coal mines of Great Britain. Of girls Lietw

and 16 years of age, there are 433 ; of young >

above the age of 16, there are no less than 45

ployed.
An appeal from Cardin.al M.anning for subscrii

to alleviate the distress in Ireland, was read in s

Catholic congregations in the Metropolis on th

ult. It is stated that in the west of Ireland, such I

and want and poverty are now to be seen, i

been known since the great Irish famine.

The marriage of King Alfonso to the Austrian 3

duchess Maria Christina, was solemnized on th£

ult.

A dispatch from Cabul on the 26th ult.,

cold is severe, there being twenty degrees of frost.^

m.ajority of the European troops have been hntte

Telegraphic communication from London with-f

and Candahar, has been completed.
Under instructions from the Viceroy of Indij

ex-.\meer, Yaknb Khan, left Cabnl on the 1st ia

Peshawur, under charge of Captain Turner :

escort.

lid,

md

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAt
Near Frank/ord, {Twenty-third Ward,) Phii

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. HalI
Applications for the Admission of Patients I

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the T
Managers.

wElYam'h?pile7pkinter,'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For " The Friend "

All Ancient Epislle.

excellent advice contained in the fol-

:
epistle is conamended to the notice of
adeis of "The Friend." It was ad-

1 " To the Monthly and Quarterly
igs, and other Meetings of Discipline of

s in Ireland," by "The National Half-

Meeting, held in Dublin, by adjourn-
from the 3rd day of the Fifth month,
the 7th of the same, inclusive."

friends and Brethren,

—

bave in this our general assembly been
affected, and humbled under the sor-

view and feeling of the declined state

y in our Society from the life and power
religion, and that humble, self-denying
sation which it leads into; and under
ncero we have been afresh made feel-

ensible of the great loss and hurt that
idividuals, and the Societ}' in general,

ustained by letting out the mind and
ms after great things in this life ; manj^
professors of Truth, as it is in Jesus,

ngfrom under thediscipline of his holy
lave let up an high and aspiring mind
feets ostentation and show, and seeks
aany superfluities, to gratify the vain
nbitious cravings of the unmortified
1 them : the noble simplicity of man-
abit, and deportment, which Truth led,

11 leads into, hath been much departed
the plainness of apparel, which distin-

i our religious profession, is by too
iespised, and the testimony which we
3en called to bear against the unstable
fashions of the world has been trara-

I under foot : the mind not limited by
lie of Truth hath coveted an evil covet-

b; the wedge of gold and the Babylonish
lit have been the objects of its inor-

jdesire. And one exanipling another,
plesser fondly copyingafter the greater,

i

emulation hath gotten in, not provolc-

p another to love and good works, but
[with each other in the grandeur of
louses, the order and provision of their

the richness of their furniture, and the
of their own dress, and that of their

D, contrary to the self-denial, the hu-
and meekness prescribed by the gospel

in which they profess te believe
;

> constant tenor of the salutary advices

of the Society they profess themselves mem-
bers of, from iho beginning to this very day.
Every superfluous thing occasions a super-

fluity of expense; and superfluity of expense
requires extensive, and frequently exorbitant
and precarious, engagements in trade beyond
the capital and abilities of the managers to

support it. And when their own fails, many
too frequently keep up dishonorable state on
the property of other men, till insolvency
fatally ensues to the ruin of themselves and
fiimilios, the loss and damage of their cred
itors, the reproach of Truth, and the great
trouble of friends, who are concerned to keep
good order amongst us.

It is an undoubted truth that the Society
which doth not frequently recur to its first

principles will go to decay; if then we look
back to our beginning, we shall find that from
the beginning it was not so. In a postscript
to an early epistle from the province-meeting
at Castledermot, we have this lively descrip-

tion of the effect Truth had in that day.
" Then (say they) great trade was a great
burden, and great concerns a great trouble

;

all needless things, fine houses, rich furniture,

gaudy apparel, were an ej-esore ; our eye
being single to the Lord, and the inshining
of his light in our hearts, which gave us the
sight of the knowledge of the glory of God,"
this "so aftected our minds, that it stained

the glory of all earthly things, and they bore
no mastery with us." The divine principle
of light and grace remains still the same, and
would work the same effect in us, if we were
obedient thereto; would even introduce grad-
ually by the operation of its divine power, the
new creation in Christ Jesus, whereby man
eturning from the fall, would be placed in

dominion over all the creatures.

We are therefore, dear Friends, impressed
with a zealous concern of mind, in this day of
trial, " when the judgments of the Lord are
n the earth, that the inhabitants thereof may
learn righteousness:" as this is a time of
danger, uncertainty, and distrust, we most
earnestly desire that Friends may let their

moderation in all things appear, that those
who have launched out extensively in trade,

with as little delay as possible set about con-
tracting their engagements therein into a
moderate compass, and instead of risquing the
reputation of Truth, the peace of thoir own

nds, and the welfare of their immortal
souls, in grasping at things beyond their

reach, in order to provide for superfluous
expense, reduce their wants and expenses,
within the limits and bounds of Truth, and
then a little trade with frugality and industry

ill be found sufiicient.

The love of money is a sore evil, " which
bile some have coveted after, they have

erred from the faith, and pierced themselves
through with many sorrows." Let the Truth
"tself therefore, dear Friends, moderate and
limit us in our pursuits; "a man's life con-
sisteth not in the abundance of the things

which hepossesseth." And the limitation and
[order prescribed by Him, who is the Truth,
the Way, and the Life is this, " Seek yo first

the kingdom of God and his righteousness,
jand all these things shall be added unto
j'ou." Many, who have transgressed this holy
boundary, and reversed this heavenlj^ order,
in giving the preference to the pursuit of
earthly possessions, have in themselves, or
their offspring, furnished a verifying proof of
the declaration of the Almighty by his pro-
phet, viz: "Ye looked for much, and lo it

came to little, and when ye brought it homo
I did blow upon it : Why? saith the Lord of
hosts, because of mine house that is waste,
and ye run every mun to his own house."
And let those, whom Divine Providence

hath prospored and blest with abundance of
the good things of this life, ever bear in re-

membrance, that " the earth is the Lord's, and
the fulness thereof." And that we are ac-

countable stewards, each for his share, of the
manifold mercies we receive at his hand.
Let them then as good stewards use the same
with a due regard to the pointings and limi-

tations of Truth
; not indulging themselves in

any thing wherein is excess, and thereby set-

ting an evil example to others, whose abilities

cannot well bear the expense, and yet from
the depravity of human nature may be tempt-
ed to copy after them. For those of the fore-

most rank in society, by the assistance of
Divine Grace, may do much good, or neglect-

ing it, by the influence of their example occa-

sion much evil therein. We therefore earnest-

ly desire, that those who are thus favored
may seriously co-operate with our concern in

setting a good example, and we hope it will

have a happy influence on others, who may
be discouraged from aiming at expense unbe-
coming their circumstances, when they behold
those, who have it in their power, decline it

through their regard to Truth, and for pre-

serving inviolate the testimony of a good con-

science toward God : the experienced apostle

very pathetically m his direction to Timothy,
points out the particular duty of this class of

Christians, "Charge them that are rich in

this world, that they bo not high-minded, nor
trust in uncertain riches, but in the living

God, who giveth us richly all things to enjoy
;

that thej' do good, that they be rich in good
works, ready to distribute, willing to commu-
icate ; laying up in store for themselves a

good foundation against the time to come,
that they maj^ lay hold on eternal life."

Finally, Brethren and Sisters, as example
must accompany jjrecept if we be sincere

toward God, we desire especially that minis-

ters, elders, overseers, and other active mem-
bers in the Society, may seriously in the first

ace set about this necessary work of re-

trenching and reformation, where needful:

that their nearest connexions, their children

and families, in regard to the point of view in

which their partners in life and parents are

placed, may lay to heart the evil consequences
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of llicirdcvialinif from the simplicity of Trulli,

and tlio pernicious influence of their evil ex-

ample : that these, and the children the Lord
bath given them, being as signs and good ex-

amples from the Lord of hosts, they may go
forth strengthened by the cleansing of their

own hands, and those of their families, and so

be enabled to say to the flock, " follow us as

wo follow Christ." And that parents, heads
of families, and all friends, each in their pro-

per places, may be engaged to wash their

hands in innocency, and be qualified to en-

compass the Lord's holy altar, that the " offer-

ings of Judah and Jerusalem may be pleasant

to the Lord as in the days of old, and as in

i'ormer years."

In the oxtendings of that real attection,

which desires your present and everlasting
well-being, we sali'te you, and conclude

Your Friends and Brethren.
Signed on behalf of our said meeting by

John Gougij, Clerk.

For " The Friend "

Exlracls from Ihe Diary and letters of Ebcnezer Worth.

(CoDtinued from page 131.)

1862. 12th mo. 21st. I have of late been
much favored at seasons to feel love to my
Divine Master, and I trust a degree of resig-

nation to his Divine will; may this in un-
merited mercy be continued to me, that I

may bear some fruit to the praise of his great
and excellent name; may this fruit increase
as I increase in years.

1863. 1st mo. 15th. Had a comfortable
meeting

; I hope it was so to most in attend-
ance. While I feel a privation (of this com-
fortable feeling) I hope it is for my good. I

have been comforted in believing I am not
forsaken ; what an unspeakable favor.

Ist mo. 21st. I have, in unmerited mercy
been spared to advance thus far in the new
year, while a number have been called within
the last }'ear from works to rewards ; may
I bo favored to feel a sense of the obligations
I am under to my Divine Master, and bo pr
served in the line of my duty to Him,—that
I may not become comparable to the barren
fig tree, or the salt that has lost its savor, and
become good for nothing but to be cast out
and trodden under foot of men ; truly a sor
rowful state to be in, and from which wo are
only preserved by Divine Grace.

1st mo. 24th. In company with M. F
,

visited some of our members to make inquiry
in relation to the use of ardent spirits; we
were favored to sympathize with them, and
to labor to discourage the use of intoxicating
drink, and to encourage them to a regular
attendance of all our religious meetings.

1st mo. 26th. Visited more of our members
in regard to the use of intoxicating drink;
were favored, I trust, to labor to some ad-
vantage, and I think, in good degree to the
comfort of our own minds. It is the blessing
of the Great Head of the Church that can
alone make (it) fruitful of good. Alay I dwell
low at his holy footstool, and reverence and
serve Him. What a mercy I am not cast off

nor forsaken, and that so unworthy a creature
is favored to feel a sense of his loving-kindness.
May my love to Him, and faithfulness in serv-
ing Him, increase.

2d mo. 7th. I have at seasons felt much
anxiety and some discouragements, at other
times comfortable and precious feelings. Hu-

"ity and inward retirement seem necessary
3d mo. 12th.

ing, in which I thought we were favored with
a precious, quiet, solemn covering. In the

evening of yesterday I got hurt by a cow ; I

hope it may be a blessing to. me, to humble
me and prepare me for what my Divine Mas-
tor may be pleased to require of me ; how
great are his mercies, and how long He bears

with his poor unworthy creature man. Oh'
may we bo more fruitful, to the praise of his

great and holy name.
1863 7th mo. 5th. Attended our meeting

;

we were favored with a quiet covering, and I

hopo a number clothed with a qualification to

worship in spirit and in truth ; what an inex-

pressible favor to be enabled to perform wor-
ship acceptably. The last week has been a
very exciting time. Last First-day evening I

was told the cars wore stopped running on the
Pennsylvania railroad about Harrisburg, and
there wore a great many cars standing on the
track above Downingtown. The Governor
had made a call for men to guard Harrisburg
against an attack of the rebel army, which
was supposed to be advancing toward that
place. Many thought it was their intention

to pass down through Chester county to Phila-

delphia. I think many have been in much
trouble on account of danger to their persons
and property, and I hope some have been
humbled, feeling the necessity of having their

trust in that Divine Power that can alone
preserve us in the midst of danger. Through
unmerited favor I was enabled to feel a hope
and trust in our Divine Master, without which
I must have been very much cast down. Oh !

the sad and distressing effects of war; I am
afraid too many of our members partake of
'ts sprrit."

Few, perhaps, would have more sensitively

shrunk from public notice than the subject of
these extracts,—retiring, watchful, and hum-
ble as his walk was pre-eminently among men,
—and it is, we tru-»t, with no desire to exalt
the creature that they are now published ; but
it is hoped with the single object of exalting
that Power by yielding to which, and faith-

fully following its pure dictates in the secret

of his heart, he became what he was, an ex-

emplary Christian. The period of time to

which we have now arrived in the diary, was
one of great anxiety to the inhabitants of this

section of the country, a time when " men's
hearts were indeed failing them for fear."

There appeared a great probability that the
rebel army, in its onward progress towards
Philadelphia, would pass through this fair

part of Chester county, leaving behind it a
wide-spread scene of destruction of property
if not of life. The writer well remembers
meeting, about this time, one of our more
prominent citizens on the streets of West
Chester, one who in earlier life had been a
military man, and whose connexions were
military men. After conversing upon the
very threatening aspect of affairs, he re-

marked, with much seriousness of tone and
manner, " Well I it will be just as the Lord
pleases." It was apparent he had no confi-

dence in the arm of flesh to stop their march.
It is said our friend, Ebenezer Worth, was
spoken to about this time, and representations
made, what destruction was likely to come
upon property, &c., his buildings would pro-
bably be burned, fields laid waste, crops de-
stroyed, etc., when ho made this memorable
answer, " Oh I they are not mine ;" no doubt
experiencing as he expresses it, " Through un-

Attended our weekday meet- Imerited favor, I was enabled to feel a hope

and trust in my Divine Master, without \(

I must have been very much cast down.'
Although he took no part in public afl

yet all may well believe his spirit was fep

ly engaged to embrace every right openii

ask of Him, "Before whom the nation)

as a drop of a bucket, and are counted ai

small dust of the balance," and who " ts

up the isles as a very little thing," thai

would, if consistent with his holy will,E

this portion of the land, and its people,

the desolating and demoralizing effects c

invading army. No allusion is made ii

diary of a covenant solemnly entered inU
may believe, with his Divine Master, tb

He would in his' great mercy, arrest thi

ward progress of the rebel army, and not
mit it to cross the Susquehanna rive!

would devote the whole of his crop of '

then growing, for the benefit of the pooi

suffering. We know not the extent and i

of this covenant and prayer, but this mue
do know and believe, that the efl'ectua

vent prayer of a righteous man availeth ii

and that the army was not permitted to

the river, although close upon its

banks. This covenant was failhfull

the crop of corn amounted to some te

teen hundred dollars—one thousand
of the proceeds was sent to the T
the Friends' Freedmen's Association,
know of his having purchased woolei

which was given to women needing
be knit into stockings, that were sen'

for the benefit of the Freedmen. So
was our dear friend not to let his lei

know what his right hand did, that
with difficulty his many acts of chariti

be ascertained.

(To be coutiniieJ.)

For "The

Be Faitliful.

" There is that withholdeth more
meet, and it tendeth to poverty,
that scattereth abroad, and yet incroi

An interesting illustration of the ti

this proverb is furnished by the expi

John Churchman as related in his
j|

May the instruction it contains be hi

those who are tempted to shrink fro|

services as are required of them by tl

of the Church ! It is the blessing of tl

alone that enriches any of us with
lions; and we cannot hope that il

be liberally poured out upon us, unles

yield faithful and simple-hearted obedi
n whatever duties He lays

John Churchman says:
' In 1733 I accompanied Friends on i

visit to families, wherein, at times, I

opening of truth in the love of it, andj
words to speak to the states of some,
in great fear, lest I should put my
that weighty work without the real i

of duty. At one family, I thought i^

be better for the whole family, ii

sense, if the heads of it were more ze
attending meetings. I saw the nece^
being examples to children and serva

a careful attendance of meetings foi

on the first, and other days of the week i

I was so weak and poor, that I doubt
ther it was m}' duty to mention
thereof to them, so concluded to c

which I hoped to judge of what I ha

about before, and so grew easy in ray

On the way to the next house, I beg I
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that I bad no business to say any thing

Y bouse; and having forborne in my
rill, I was now left to my own judgment
Lime. At the next house, Friends were
•ly concerned to speak to several states,

f several matters which 1 thought in-

ive; but I sat dry and poor, and so ro-

d during our passage to the next house;
I fiired no better, but worse. M3' fccl-

(id judgment being quite gone, as to

rvice in which wo were engaged ; and
h 1 did not say any thing to the other
Is how it fared with me, 3'et they were
id therewith as I apprehended. I was
at darkness and distress, and sometimes
bt of leaving the company privately,

oing home, but concluded, that would
ly be a disappointment to my friends,

shonorable to truth, which made me
line to go forward, and endure my own
15 much undiscovered as possible. My
.nions, as I before observed, were af-

,
and all save one seemed closed up

the service, and in the evening of the
lay at the last house, all of them wore
There was a school near, the master

ich was a Friend, and the children
r belonging to Friends, whom some of
)mpany appeared willing to visit, but
being doubtful, we omitted it, which
ome thought was not right, and that
3ro this cloud of darkness and distress

upon us, and we were willing to meet
school-house next morning, to try if

ild recover our former strength in the

^8 of truth. This being agreed to,

00k his way home, and it being now
and I alone, I rode slowly, under a
ixercise of mind, and humble inquiry
16 cause of my own distress; and after

time, being favored with great calm-
nd quietude of mind, I was inwardly
ited after this manner; Thou sawest
vas wanting in a familj- this morning,
oiild not exhort to mure diligence in

!8pect, and therefore if they continue to

OQg, it shall be required of thee; on
I became broken in spirit, and cried in

may I not perform it j'ot, and be ro-

to thy favor? Oh Lord! I am now
I
to do whatsoever thou requires of me,
wilt be pleased to be with mo. Blessed
name, in mercy lie heard my supplica-

nd I was fully persuaded that 1 must
.he house again

; which I concluded to

;t morning, and went home with a de-

f comfort, and being weary in body
ind, slept sweetly, and awoke in the

)g quiet and easy in spirit, and now
to conclude that 1 might meet my com-
,nd be excused. But my covenant was
it to my remembrance, and I was given
3ve, that peace was restored on condi-
' my performance ; therefore I went to

ase, though several miles distant, before
e, the man of the house was up, he in-

ne in, and I followed him, and sitting

)y the fire, being cool weather, with my
ctired, I felt that I must not speak be-

e rest of the family, but rather in pri-

et was fearful of calling him out, being
ing to discover any thing to them. In
:an time, he went out, and walked the
was to go, I followed, and told him how
vhen we were at his house the morning
and could not bo easy without exhort-

n to be more careful in several respects,

bettor example to his family in his at-

tendance of meetings. He seemed affected,

and said ho hoped ho should mind my advice.

I then left him, and mot my companions at

the school-bouse, and enjoyed great peace. I

leave this remark, to excite all to dwell in

meekness and fear, and to beware of the will

of the creature, and the reasonings of flesh

and blood, which lead into doubting and diso-

bedience. They who are faithful in small

things, shall truly know an increase in that

wisdom and knowledge which are from above."

For "The Friend."

Bi'ilisli Guiana.

C. B. Brown, who held the position of
Government Survej'or in this part of South
America, has published in book form his ob-

servations on the natural history of the coun-
tr}', and the incidents of his various journeys
of exploration. These journeys were princi-

pally along the various rivers which find their

way from the elevated land of the interior to

the ocean. On one of these, the Potaro, a
branch of the Esscquibo, our author discov-

ered a magnificent fall, called by the Indians
Kaieleur, which he subsequently revisited,

and measured. The river was about 400 feet]

wide, and was slightly contracted at the spot
where it plunged over the precipice, making a

perpendicular fall of 741 feet. At the time of

the visit the Potaro was swollen by rains, and
poured over the edgeof the rocksa vastvolumc
of water, which, as it reached the basin below,
" sent up great creamy spurts of foam with a

steady thundering roar. A dense mass of
mist rose from the western side of the foot of
the fall, which, whirling upwards above the

top, was caught by the wind, and blown like

a cloud-scud over the savanna, while a smaller
one rose from the eastern edge. The preci-

pices on either side curving round from the
fall to the sides of the valley were of gray and
reddish colors, with patches of shrubs and
mosses clinging hero and there to their faces.

On the western side a mass of enormous rocks,

sloped to the basin's edge, almost meeting
with a smaller similar mass in front of the
basin, coming from the eastern side. The out-

et, therefore, from the basin appeared to be

constricted, but vast quantities of water find

their way in channels beneath these confused
heaps of rock.

It was with difliculty that I could stand
near the precipice edge, a little to one side of

the fall, and gaze down past the rush of water
to the foot, the downward movement of the
white mass producing a sensation of giddi-

ness. One could see the dim outlines of the
entrance to a great cave behind the water, in

ind out of which through mist and spray a
number of large black swallows wheeled and
circled."

On another visit, the author says: "We
watched with great interest the 'swallows'
homeward' flight to their roosting places in

the great cave behind the fall. Late on each
afternoon, these birds were observed coming
in large flocks from all quarters of the com-
pass towards our vicinity, and there wheeling
round in great circles at different altitudes.

Gradually one flock amalgamated with an-

other, till at last near sundown they had
gathered into two or three immense bodies,

which kept wheeling round in acompact mass,

about one hundred yards above us.

Whilst we were wondering how the birds

proposed to get into the cave from their

awkwardly chosen position above it—feeling

almostsure that they would have to get gradu-
ally into the valley in front, and then fly

straight towards their roosts—the question
was solved hy a portion of the mass swooping
down, with extraordinary velocity, to the
edge of the fall, seemingly close to the face of
the column of water, and then being lost to
our view. The rushing sound of their wings
in their downward flight was very strange,
and produced the feeling that birds of ill-omea

were about. Approaching the edge of the
precipice, we waited to see the next lot go
down, so as to observe how they managed to

get behind the water. We had not to wait
long before down dropped a cloud of them
over the edge, past the face of the fall, for

about one hundred feet; then, with the ra-

pidity of lightning, they changed their down-
ward course with a quick turn to one at right

angles, and thus shot through the mist on
either side into the gloomy cave. Their mo-
tions were so rapid that we could hardly make
out how they were executed."

Guiana abounds in reptile life,—and the
book contains many notices of snakes and
caymansandotherlizards, one species of those,

th« Iguana, is hunted for food, and is thus de-

scribed :

" We were frequently amused with the man-
ner in which the iguanas {Iguana tuberculata),

alarmed by the noise produced by the boat's

paddles, threw themselves from the overhang-
ing branches of trees into the river, many
coming down broadside on the water. These
reptiles, when full grown, attain a length of

between three and four feet, including the

tail, which is long and pointed. Their flesh

resembles that of a chicken in flavor and
quality, and is very good when properly
cooked. They are exceedingly numerous on
this river, where the}' dig long underground
chambers in the sand-banks at the ends of

islands, in which they deposit their eggs.

Near the foot of a cataract, where there was
a high beach, our men dug up the sand in

order to trace out some of these chambers for

eggs, and succeeded in capturing four iguanas,

which they dragged out by their tails and
then seized by the back of the neck and se-

cured. They had to be pretty quick, for the

iguana (ian turn round suddenly and give a

fearful bite. An iguana must be drawn from
its hole with rapidity, for, if it has time to

think, it lets go its tail at the base, leaving it

in the hands of the would-be capturer, and
thus escapes."

(To bo continued.)

Teaching of the Spirit,—Free Ministry.

Frequent insinuations have been thrown
out by those pretended Friends, of the new
views; concerning the uncertainty of the im-
mediate direction, and preaching of the Holy
Spirit ; the want of which in themselves is no
doubt caused by unfaithfulness thereto, and by
the setting up, in the stead of a ministry which
proceeds therefrom, a ministry which is exer-

cised in the time and will of man. The early

views of Friends on the teaching of the Holy
Spirit, and of a paid or hireling ministry, are

so clearly delineated in the concluding part of

our friend Thomas Story's dialogue with a
Eoman Catholic, that the writer would be

glad to see it inserted in "The Friend." Ho
says : "My opponent by this time being weary
of the subject, (viz., the eating and drinking
of the flesh and blood of Christ,) advanced a
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question concerning the Spirit itself, viz.,

• How do you know that Spirit from another
Spirit, since Satan is transformed into an
angel of light, may it not be that evil one,

and not the Spirit of Christ ?' ' I replied that

the Divine essential Truth is self-evidencint;,

that the quickened soul is assured of Him by
his own nature and quickening power and
virtue, as saith the apostle, ' Hereby we
know that Ho abideth in us;" 1 John iii. 24,

(or to this effect) by the Spirit which He hath
given us; and he that is in a state of doubting
IS in a state of condemnation and reprobation,

and hath not yet known the Spirit, but is yet
in death and darkness, and ignorant of God
and Christ, and in such and not in the quicken-

ed or regenerated, Satan is transformed ; for

such as wanted a proof of Christ speaking in

and by the apostles, were by Paul referred

back to themselves ; "know ye not your own
selves, how that Jesus Christ is in you, ex-

cept ye be reprobates !" and again, " the Spirit

itself belpeth our infirmities with sighs and
groans which cannot be uttered, and searcheth
all things, even the deep things of God." ' He
then said, no doubt I had a good intent in

what I did, in travelling so in the world; but
said I must have some good consideration for

it (meaning ns their priests had gold and
silver.) I told him no; wo whom God had
raised up and qualified in some degree, in this

age to that service, were advanced above any
such mean, base, and mercenary considerations

as to take anj' tiling from men for this labor,

which we bestow freely and in the love of
God, and by his commandment for the com-
mon good of men. Why, said he, the apos-
tles were but poor men, and wanted neces-

saries, and must have received of the people
or wanted. True, said I, then they say hav-
ing food and raiment, let us therewithal be
content, and where that is the case, such as
are poor among us, we should not begrudge
ihem that; but it is seldom, or never among
us, but rather with Paul we can generally
say, "These hands of mine have ministered
to my necessities," having no desire that any
such thing should be done to us, and we gene-

rally have sufficient of our own. Then said

he, but in case your Friends, after some ver^^

good sermon that pleased a great congrega-
tion well and generally, should offer you a
purse of two or three hundred guineas, would
not you accept it, being freely offered ! I re-

plied no ; 1 hope it would bo no temptation,
if so it were, which never can bo as long as

they and I abide in the truth we profess, either

to give or receive that way; I should rather
be greatly troubled to see so great a degeneracy
as to subject them to so great an evil. Well,
said ho, you say well, and I am apt to believe

you
; but if you would not, there are many

would bo glad of the offer, and receive it with
both hands. I believe it, said I, for there arc
too many mercenary hirelings in the world,
who, though they pretend a mission to " Go
teach and baptize all nations," yet as un-
faithful servants, if they were sent at all,

sit down where they can have the first main-
tenance and never move till the voice of a
better cry in their ears, and then and not till

then, theyrun where God does not send them."
Oh I that the Lord may raise up amongst

us again other such faithful rulers as these
were. I have no doubt that there arc those
prepared and preparing for the great work,
and that the places of tho unfaithful will be
filled by such as will count nothing too dear to

part with for the work's sake; the cause of

Truth has stood for more than two centuries,

it has been tried, yet never gave way and

never will, for it is immutable; the religion

of Fox, Barclay and Penn will flourish when
the innovations of the present time will not

be found. S. Chadbourne.
MiUville, Orleans Co., N. Y.,

27th of 11th mo. 1879.

Selected.

AUTUMN LEAVES.
Purple, and yellow, and scarlet,

The trees in their autumn array,

Are lighting the fields and woodlands
With their coloring rich and gay.

Standing in sunlight and shadow,
Bright beacons of beauty and cheer

;

But telling, leaflet by leaflet,

The pulse of the dying old year.

Purple, and yellow, and scarlet,

They are fluttering gaily down,
And decking the grave of summer
With a gold and jewelled crown.

When the autumn of life approaches,
.\s at last it must to us all,

Oh, then may we have the beauty,

The glorious tints of the fall

!

The purple of resign.ation,

The yellow of hope and of cheer.

And the rich, enduring scarlet

Of the love that " casteth out fear."

Imcy Wade Herrick, in Vich's Magazine.

MY GUIDE.
I stood in life's fair morning hours.

My hand upon the door,

And from the threshold outward looked
And scanned the pathway o'er

;

A little way through pleasant fields,

Through meadows fair and sweet,
Where one might walk with joyful heart,
And light and careless feet.

And then more narrow grew the path,
And rougher grew the way.

Beset by dangers, and o'erhung
With shadows cold and grey.

" Ah ! me," I said, " life is so long,

So full of hopes and fears.

With much to do and much to bear
For many days and years.

" With joys that I must have or give,

And tears that I must weep,
And many foes to meet and tight

Before death's quiet sleep;

And I must journey all alone
This rough and darksome way

;

Alas ! alas ! before the end
My feet will go astray."

But while I trembled at the door,

And murmured in my fear,

A tender voice of wondrous power
Fell on my waiting ear

—

" Fear not, my child, but take my hand,
And journey by my side

;

I know the way, I am thy God,
Thy Counsellor, thy Guide I"

And so I started on life's way,
Close clinging to his hand,

And He has led me safe along,

My Leader, great and grand !

And when dark clouds encompass me.
My heart is brave and strong.

And I can sing through life, in death.
Faith's glad triumphant song.

GRATEFULNESS.
Thou hast given so much to me.
Give one thing more, a grateful heart.

Not thankful, when it pleaseth me,
As if Thy blessings had spare days:
But such a heart, whose pulse may be

Thy pr.aise.

George Herbert.

UNDER THE UMBRELLA.
Coming home from school together.

In the cold and rainy weather,

Marian, with her nut-brown hair,

Bonnie Grace, so sweet and fair

!

Just behind them, I, while walking,

Listened to their childish talking;

First of lessons learned that day.

Then of recess and their play

;

Then a little chat on dolls.

And then of " brother's cricket balls ;"

Of this and that as children will.

Whose little tongues are never still.

" How it rains !" cried Grace, at last,

As the drops fell thick and fast.

" We don't care, though, for you see

We're under shelter, you and me !"

Then said Marian, " Sister dear,

There's room for one more under here.

And do you think mother would care,

If we should call that poor girl there.

And ask her—shall I, or will you ?

—

To come in under shelter too?
She looks so sad ; and then I know
She's cold, because she shivers so."

A moment more, and presently

The large umbrella sheltered three.

Oh little kind Samaritan !

Sweet, thoughtful little Marian !

Remember as you older grow
That many a heart so filled with woe
May falter by the roadside drear,

Bowed low with grief and many a fear.

Then from the shelter of God's care

Stretch forth your hand and gladly share

The haven of your pitying love.

To save from angry clouds above.

Ope wide, dear child, sweet Charity's

Where there is always room for more
— Youths' Compc

For "Tho;

Baptismal Regeneration.

To one who is not blinded by the preji

of education, and who has come to a re

perienceof the transforming and regenerali

power of the Holj- Spirit, by which men '

vrashed, are sanctified and are justified

made partakers of that forgiveness of

which the obedient disciple receives thro

the merits of our blessed Redeemer,—the

tion that any spiritual benefit is to be deri

from sprinkling the body of an unconsc
infant with water, or from plunging an a

into that fluid, is felt to be very fallac

and unsafe.

The writer has recently met with a na

tive, which shows in an instructive man
how even well-disposed and serious pe

maj' grow up with very superficial viewi

this important subject, and may rest easj

lying on outward ordinances, without knov

that thorough change of heart, spoken
being born again, without which our Sav (.

assures us we cannot enter the kingdoi

Heaven. The authority for the truth of

narrative is not given, but it bears on its

some evidence of being a recital of events

really occurred. It says that " in one of

villages of the ' hill country' of the East
iug of the great county of York, lived aj
old woman, known throughout the neigh'

hood by the stjie and \itle of ' (iood

M:elhod"^ist Mary.' ' Walking in the fear ol

Lord all the day long,' her very hurabl*' t

tago was a habitation of the just. MaryjJ s

read ; and having constitutionally

mind, what she read she understood andci
remembered. Her means of knowledge, k

ever, were limited by her circumstances.

'

Holy Bible, John Wesley's hymn-booh_^
the 'Christian Miscellany'— the cottfll)i>*

brary of many a poor but pious famifpil,

)00^

f
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ed in all directions over the Wolds of York-
re—was Mary's library.

klary's good sense and Christian consis-

,cy had great influence with her neighbors,

I the power of that influence reached even
tiie family inmates of the hall, (the late

Tatton Sykes, and his wife. Lady Sykes,
Sledraere, England.) Her ladyship of the

nsion was a lady indeed, and thought hcr-

f a Christian indeed. Easy and affable in

; manners, noble and generous in her dis-

jition, large-hearted and liberal in herchari-

3, she literally revelled in the luxury of

ng good to the poor, influenced mainly by
) idea that heaven would be the result and
» reward. A name once on her ladyship's

1, nothing short of proved immorality could

ike it oflT.

Dncc, on a day when her ladyship was
)ut to take a walk among the poor cot

;ers of the several villages which belonged
the estate, an attempt was made from an

jxpected quarter to lessen good old Mary
the estimation of her ladyship. At her
lal interview with the clergyman of the

ish, when she inquired into the general

iduct and necessities of the poor, he ab-

)tly, and in a tone that could not be mis-

:en, exclaimed, ' Your ladyship is not suffi-

ntly discreet in the distribution of your
irities.'

How so ?'

I think character should do much more
in it does in determining the difference

sre is in the merits of those whom your
yship relieves.'

Character is every thing, and does every
Dg,' was the spirited rejoinder.

How is it. then, that your ladyship's dole

that "old Methodist Mary" is so liberal?'

Because 1 believe her to be a very good
man.'
Your ladyship, surely, cannot bo aware

]X she keeps a disorderly house, inviting

ing men and women, servants of both

:es, into it, allowing them to stay to a late

.ir of the night. Serious evil must be the

ult.'

No, indeed, I am aware of nothing of the

t. My knowledge of Mary goes far back
o the past ; but no breath has ever whis-
ked into my ear evil tidings of her. This
;he first time of its being done, and you are

! first to do it. I must see her,' said her

ij'ship gravely, ' and tell her what you say.'

frt^ith a light and nimble step did her lady-

Ip pace over the distance between the rec-

y and the cottage, quickened by the sad

iraeter of the tale that had been told her.

Properly impressed with the rank and
iiracter of her ladyship, the venerable old

iraan respectfully received her into the cot-

Je - a cottage always clean and neat—and
iened to the communication her ladyship

d>o make.
iWith a heart at ease, and a countenance
icative of the undisturbed serenity of hci

d, Mary said, ' I have great pleasure in

jrming your ladyship that there is not the

at truth, in the sense intended, in the re-

pt of which your ladyship has so condo
udingly made mo acquainted.'

Well, Mary, I did not believe it, I do not

ieve it ; and nothing short of positive proof

its correctness could induce rae to believe

Dvercomo with emotion, Mary arose, and
lod before her ladyship silently for awhile

then said, ' I am thankful to God that, by
the assistance of his heavenly grace, I have

conducted myself as to win the confidence

d good opinion of your ladyship ;
and so

long as I " keep myself pure," I believe I shall

never lose it.'

Never, no, never I' was the tender and
touching reply.

I don't blame the rector,' continued Mary,
only in as far as he may have lent a willing

ear to the voice of slander ; but I blame those

who have distorted and misrepresented facts

in their communications with him.'"

She then told her visitor, that it had been

a time of revival of religious interest among
her people—the Wesleyan Methodists—and
that the assemblies at her house had been for

devotional purposes ; and added this sugges-

tive remark :
" When masters and mistresses

themselves are brought under the converting

power of the Holy Ghost, they can easily

tolerate irregularities of this sort in the ser-

vants, who are being made partakers of ' like

precious faith.'

"Deeply serious, as if pondering in her

heart all the words she had just heard, her

ladyship arose and left the cottage. Ere she

had got over half of the way between it and
the rectory, she stood still, as if some start-

ling thought had suddenly arrested her atten-

tion. The pause was brief, and resulted in

her instant return to the cottage.

On opening the door, almost before she had
crossed its threshold, her ladyship, in sen-

tences short, unconnected, and rapid, said,

' The words " convert," " converted," and
" converr^ion," Mary, which you used in our

conversation this morning, I do not under-

stand. What do you mean by them ? I have

been taught to believe that 1 was converted

and regenerated in my baptism."

'Indeed!' exclaimed Mary; 'then your
ladyship has needed conversion many a time

since then. Baptism cannot wash away the

natural depravity of the human heart.'

' But there is the sacrament, Mary, the effi-

cacy of which, I am told, is saving and sanc-

tifying, and I rest in that efficacy.'

' My lady, excuse me
;
your ladyship is in

the utmost danger of being deceived.'

' Do you really think so ?'

' 1 do, indeed,' said Mary.
With deep emotion her ladyship exclaimed,

' I hope not ! I can assure you, Mary, I wish

it to be right.'

• Your notions of conversion being so much
at variance with what God's holy book says

about it, your ladyship cannot be right. O,

f I could but induce your ladyship to

summoned her husband and children to her
bedside, and most affectionately and effective-

ly ' witnessed a good confession' before them
;

so effectively, indeed, that her husband, vener-

able in years, overpowered with emotion, fell

on his knees and prayed for mercy."

Deliverance from Shipwreck.

In the Atlantic Monthly, S. L. Clemens re-

peats " a true story, true in every detail," told

by a minister on board the ship where they
were sailing.

"Captain Eounceville's vessel was lost in

mid-Atlantic, and likewise his wife and his

two little children. Captain Rounceville and
seven seamen escaped vpith life, but with
little else. A small, rudely constructed raft

was to be their home for eight days. They
had neither provisions nor water. They bad
scarcely any clothing ; no one had a coat but
the captain. This coat was changing hands
all the time, for the weather was very cold.

Whenever a man became exhausted with the
cold, thej' put the coat on him and laid him
down between two shipmates until the gar-

ment and their bodies had warmed life into

him again.

"Among the sailors was a Portuguese who
knew no English. He seemed to have no
thought of his own calamity, but was con-

cerned only about the captain's bitter loss of

wife and children. By day he would look

his dumb compassion in the captain's face;

and by night, in the darkness of the driving

spray and rain, he would seek out the captain

and try to comfort him with caressing pats

on the shoulder. One day when hunger and
thirst were making their sure inroads upon
the men's strength and spirits, a floating

barrel was seen at a distance. It seemed a

groat find, for doubtless it contained food of

some sort. A brave fellow swam to it, and
after long and exhausting effort got it to the

raft. It was eagerly opened. It was a bar-

rel of magnesia!
" On the fifth day an onion was spied. A

sailor swam off and got it. Although perish-

ing with hunger, he brought it in its entirety

and put it into the captain's bund. The his-

tory of the sea teaches that among starving,

shipwrecked men, selfishness is rare, and a won-
der-compelling magnanimity the rule. The
onion was equally divided into eight parts,

and eaten with deep thanksgivings.

"On the eighth day a distant ship was
sighted. Attempts were made to hoist aa
oar, with Captain Eounceville's coat on it for

a signal. There were many failures, for the

men were but skeletons now, and strength-

carefuUy and prayerfully the third chapter of iless. At last success was achieved, but the

St. John's Gospef, and the eighth chapter of! signal brought no help. The ship faded out

St. Paul's Epistle to the Eomans, God, by his of sight, but left despair behind her. By-

Spirit, would give you to see the true nature and-by another ship appeared, and passed so

of conversion, and to feel it too!' near that the castaways, every eye eloquent

'I will do so,' was the prompt promise of j with gratitude, made ready to welcome the

her ladyship; 'and if I am not converted, I
j

boat that would be sent to save them. But

will give myself no rest till I am.' Mary's this ship also drove on, and left these men
advice was taken by this noble heir of immor- [staring their unutterable surprise and dismay

tality, and Mary's prediction was fulfilled ; fori into each other's ashen faces. Late in the

in reading the specified portions of Holy Scrip- day still another ship came up out of the dis-

tures she was convinced that she was not tance, but the men noted with a pang that

trulyconverted to God. Being thus instructed her course was one which would not bring

in ' the way of God more perfectly,' and being her nearer. Their remnant of life was nearly
' fervent in spirit.' she was made a 'new crea- 1 spent, their lips and tongues were swollen,

ture in Christ Jesus,' and became a Christian [parched, cracked with eight Ao-ys' thirst;

indeed, in whom there was no guile. their bodies starved; and here was their last

This change was very shortly before her ^ chance gliding relentlessly from them; they

ladyship was seized with her death-illness. She would not be alive when the next sun rose.
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" For a day or two past the men had lost

their voices, but now Capt. Eouncevilie whis-

pered, ' Let us pray.' The Portuguese patted

him on the shoulder in sign of deep approval.

All knelt at the base of the oar that was
waving the signal-coat aloft, and bowed their

heads. The sea was tossing; the sun rested,

a red, rayless disk, on the sea line in the west.

When the men presently raised their heads

they would have raised a hallelujah if they

had had a voice ; the ship's sails lay wrinkled

and flapping against her masts ; she was
going about! Here was a rescue at last, and
in the very last instant of time that was left

for it. No, not rescue, yet—only the i mminent
prospect of it. The red disk sank under the

sea and darkness blotted out the ship. By
and by came a pleasant sound—oars moving
in a boat's row-locks. Nearer it came, and
nearer, within thirty steps, but nothing visi-

ble. Then a deep voice; ' Hoi /o f The
castaways could not answer, their swollen

tongues refused voice. The boat skirted

around and round the raft, started away

—

the agony of it I—returned, rested the oars,

close at hand, listening, no doubt. The deep

voice again : 'Hol-?of Where are you ship-

mates?' Capt. Rounceville whispered to his

men, saj'ing :
' Whisper your best, boys I now

—all at once !' So they sent out an eight-fold

whisper in hoarse concert: 'Here!' There
was life in it if it succeeded ; death if it failed.

After that supremo moment, Capt. Rounce-
ville was conscious of nothing until he came
to himself on board the saving ship." Said

the minister, concluding:

"There was one little moment of time in

which that raft could be visible from the ship,

and only one. If that one little fleeting

moment had passed unfruitful, those men's
doom was sealed. When the sun reached the

water's edge that day, the captain of the ship

was sitting on dock reading his prayer book.

The book fell ; he stooped to pick it up, and
happened to glance at the sun. In that in-

stant that far-ofi" raft appeared for a second

against the red disk, its needle-like oar and
diminutive signal cut sharp and black against

the bright surface, and in the next instant

was thrust away into the dusk again."

It is an high and heavenly state, for any
one to witness within themselves, that self is

made of no reputation. Those who are in this

state have their minds turned to the light of

God within, and are exercised thereby ; which
alone discovers and makes self manifest in all

its appearances, thoughts, ways, imaginations,

and leads those that walk in it, to the true

self-denial, without which thei'e is no salva-

tion.

For the destruction, loss and misery of all

mankind, came in at this door, when he gave
heed, credit and reputation to his own selfish

desire, thought, reasonings and imaginations
;

and would know of himself, be wise of him-

self, &c. Then the serj)ont, which spoke of

himself, prevailed over him; then he entered

into the temptation of the devil, and lost his

dwelling-place in paradise. Thus the enemy
of man's happiness, under a pretence of ad-

vancing him and bettering his state, and
making him of some account and reputation,

drew him into a state of loss and misery.

Self-reputation was the first bait of the enemy,
and will bo the last ; therefore watch diligently

against it, for heroin his power stands, and

by this bait he overcame the first Adam

;

herefore it is a blessed thing to live in the

power of the second Adam, which makes self

of no reputation. For as sin and the Devil

entered and prevailed by reason of some self-

reputation, so shall he be cast forth and over-

come by the power of God, in all those in

whom it makes self of no reputation.

This is a principal lesson of Christianity,

which all of necessity must learn in some
measure, before they can be so much as dis-

ciples of Jesus ; as himself teacheth, " If any
man will be my disciple, he must deny him-

self, and take up bis cross daily, and follow

me." Denj'ing of self, and taking up the

cross, are inseparable, and must precede dis-

oipleship: yet this state is short of being a

friend of God, and co-heir with Christ : bone
of his bone, and flesh of his flesh ; and short

of sitting down with Him at the right hand
of God in the kingdom of heaven ; and of know-
ing the Son to surrender the kingdom up unto

the Father, and God to become all in all
;

short of knowing it meat and drink to do the

will of God, and his fruit sweet to their taste,

and to sit under his shadow with great de-

light, glorified with that glory which Christ

had with the Father before the world began.

In this state, self is made truly of no reputa-

tion ; the first birth is slain, the serpent's

head is not only bruised, but broken and sub-

dued ; the second birth rules ; the elder serves

the younger, who delights naturally to do the

will of God ; and it is not a cross to do it,

neither is the cross to be taken up by it ; this

is the sheep that knows Christ's voice, and
followeth Him with delight, and a stranger

it will not follow.— WilUa7n Shewen.

For "The Friend."

Heavenly Discipline.—" When the Lord is

pleased to withhold from us the sweet enjoy-

ment of his love, although we may be sensible

of the want of it, yet we cannot reach it for

ourselves, and therefore we ought to bow in

reverence before him. He deals with ns as a

tender father may do with his child, who may
see meet to witbhold food from him for a

time, that ho may learn subjection to his

father. So the Lord sees meet to hide his

face at some times from us, as he did from his

servants of old, who said. Thou hidest thy

face, and I am troubled. Although but a little

before, he was so favored with the Divine

presence, that he thought thereby his moun-
tain was made to stand strong

;
yet there was

soon an alteration in his stale. When the

Lord bid his face, he was troubled ; and so it

may be with us. And when the Lord doth

withdraw from us, let us examine ourselves,

that we may come, by that (light of Christ)

which shows unto men what their states are,

to discern whether there is any thing amiss
in us, that we might give the Lord just cause

to withdraw from us."

—

Mary Lamtey, 1722.

Cherish and keep close to that which visits.—
" How have I desired that every awakened
mind would keep close to that which visits it,

and in the day of its blessed power and heart-

softening influence, adopt the conduct of the

holy Apostle, who tells us, ho went not to

any that were anointed before him, but, bow-
ing before his great Master, was only con-

cerned to know his will; putting up this peti-

tion. Lord, what wilt thou have mc to do?"
— William Lewis.

" The God ofIsrael isHe that giveth strength

and power unto his people."

—

The Psalmist.

ill:

The Danger.

The great danger to the cause of Christ i

found, not in the infidelity of the day, buti
the lack of vital godliness in the churchaft'
There is a rapidly growing tendenc}' to su|i

plant the religion of the Holy Ghost with
religion of forms and ceremonies. Most c

the churches are unconsciously adopting cm
toms and acting from principles which,
logically carried out, must land them at Rorat

They are abandoning the distinctive feature

upon which they were founded. They are sni

stituting natural religion for the supernaturj

—the observance of forms and ceremonies fo

the power of the Holy Ghost. Christianity

instead of being to the " Greeks foolishnesi

and to the Jews a stumbling-block, but t

them which believe the power of God unt- s

salvation," is in a fair way to become one
the fine arts. In the New Testament \^

read that God gave apostles, prophets, evaji

gelists, pastors and teachers for the perfee a

ing of the saints, for the work of the ministr

—for the edifying of the body of Christ; bt

in the modern systems for buildin;

church, large dependence for success is place

upon the architect, the painter, the churc

decorator, the tailor, and the music-teache;

Prayer-meetings are neglected; but religion

shows attract a large congregation. The e;

hibition of Christmas trees, and evergreen

and Easter fiowers, and the charms of muaif

draws the people

But this substitution of religious display

for righteousness, peace and joy in the Hot
Ghost, does not, naturally, lead men "chureji

ward," and leave them quietly there. T
such pilgrims, the Protestar

a resting-place for a long
'

gives up spiritual religion

and forms cannot consistently stop

of the Roman Catholic church. Of all tb"

sects which seek the friendship of the worl

she is the mother. So we understand tb

Scriptures. (See James iv. 4. and Rev. xvi

5.) If confidence is to be placed in form
imposing in their character and venerab!

from their antiquit}', of all the churches i ,

this country, the church of Rome must ilaii I

the pre-eminence. In church archite-turni

she is acknowledged to take the lead. Nocji

of the church edifices of this age can bear an it

comparison to those which she erected in tfcji

midnight gloom of the dark ages. Her fornu

are, many of them, not only as old, but muc
older than Christianity itself. They dal

back to the period when paganism held in

perial sway at Rome. Mosheim, the Churcj

historian, says, "The rites and institution

by which the Greeks, Romans and othe

nations, had formerly testified their religioi

veneration for fictitious deities were na'

adopted, with some slight alterations, b

Christian bishops, and emploj'ed in the b» ti

:

vice of the true God. These fervent hcrall

of the Gospel, whose zeal outran their cand
and integrity, imagined that the nations woii

receive Christianity with more facility, wlw

they saw the rites and ceremonies to wh^
they were accustomed, adopted in thechuro
and the same worship j5aid to Christ and h

martyrs which had been formerly offered t

their idol deities. Hence it happened, thr :

in these times, the religion of the Greeks a

Romans differed very little in its external (

pearancc from that of the Christians. Th
had both a most pompous and splendid ritn

Gorgeous robes, mitres, tiaras, wax-tajiers, qi^b:

itestant church is oiJ m-

mg journey. He wi ftfr

ion for one of traditioi ^s

sistently stop this siB 't-
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3rs, lustrations, images, gold and silver vases,

id many such circumstances of y;agoantry,

ere equally to be seen in the heathen tem-

es and in the Christian churches. No sooner

id Constautine abolished the superstitions

his ancestors, than magnificient churches

;re everywhere erected for the Christians,

bich were richly adorned with pictures and
lages, and bore a striking resemblance to

e pagan temples, both in their outward and
ward form."

Hero we find the true origin of many of

e forms that are again coming into fashion,

ley were idolatrous in their origin, and
ey are idolatrous in their tondencj'. But
len unsanctitied taste, instead of the Bible,

made the criterion, these earth-born forms
lie the precedence of the simplicity of the

)spel. Paul told us it would be so. He
d, The natural man roceiveth not the things

God. Then these forms and shows that

B adopted professedly to please natural men,
nnot be the things of God. So the Bible

irms. So says common sense. Can any
16 suppose that God is worshipped by the

iging of l>oly songs by a half-dozen graco-

\a men and women, while the congregation

listening in silence ? Is it to be presumed

ftt Deity" is pleased with wreaths and vest-

tnts and religious services that He has not

flained? The true worshippers worship

id in spirit and in truth. The offering

lich they bri ng is a broken heart and a con-

jte spirit. Our only safety is to see that we
irselves are "led by the Spirit," and then

i must do all that we can to spread spiritual

iigion in the world. Forms are but husks,

ion which the soul starves. Give men of

b bread of life and they are satisfied. A deep

id genuine religious experience, a life hid

Ith Christ in God brings peace and rest and
jiurity to the soul. For the want of this,

jiny Protestants, persons of culture and re-

lement are seeking homes in the Roman
Itholic Church. The Protestant churches

ast insist upon a deeper tone of spirituality

demonism and Romanism will cover the

bd. We do not wish to cast any reflection

|on any body of Christians. If we ever

to do so, it is not designedl5'. Our only

n is to do all we can to secure a return to

ispel simplicity and purity wherever there

8 been a departure from them. O, Lord,

(five thy work. Restore unto us the joy of

y salvation, and uphold us by thy free

irit.— The Earnest Christian.

The maxim sometimes uttered by politi-

ms, "Our country, right or wrong!" is so

moral, that the writer is pleased to meet
th the following condemnation of it by C.

Spurgeon :
" Will there be a general de-

e to do that which is just and right between
and man ? Will there be a declaration

England's policy is never to trample on

B weak, or pick a quarrel for her own ag-

andizement? Will there be a loathing of

e principle that British interests are to be

r guiding-star instead of justice and right?

srsonal interests are no excuse for doing

•ong ; if they were so we should have to

onerate the worst of thieves, for they wi

t invade a house until their personal in

rests invite them. Perhaps the midnight
bber may yet learn to plead that he only

mmitted a burglary for fear another thief

ould take the spoil, and make worse use of

than he. Does the footpad stop a passenger

on the road for anj^ other than his own in-

terests ? When our own interests are our

policy, nobility is dead and true honor is de-

parted." ^^^^^^^
Religious Items, &c.

Anii clerical Agitation in France. — The
French politicians in their addresses to the

people in difierent parts of the country, are

following the same method of creating a popu-
lar sentiment in favor of their measures as has

been practised in America. Recently Louis
Blanc spoke to a large concourse of people at

Marseilles, in favor of the bill which takes

the public schools out of the hands of the

clergy. In his speech he exposed in strong
terms the arrogance and cruelty of thePapacy,
and denounced the pilgrimages to Lourdes
and the worship of the sacred heart, as appeals

gnorant credulity. He spoke of the dog-
mas of Papal Infallibility and the Immaeu-
ato Conception; of the Spanish Inquisition,

the Massacre of St. Bartholomew, the blood

bed hy the Duke of Alva in the Netherlands,
and of those put to death in England during
the reign of Mary. Ho advocated the separa-

tion of Church and State, and putting the

clergy under the government of the same laws

as other citizens.

The Christian Reformed Church of Holland,

which was founded in 1834 as a protest against

the rationalism of the State Church, has 300
ministers and 350 congregations.

Methodist Extension.—The General Commit-
ee have authorized appropriations for erect-

ng and repairing meeting-houses, in 1880, to

the amount of $140,850. In addition to this,

an effort is being made to build 400 places of
worship in Colorado and othor pans of the

newly settled regions of the West, the money
to bo provided by special subscriptions.

The Priest under the San.—The building of

the bridge across the Tiber at Rome, and its

public opening without the presence of Pope,

cardinal or priest, is a striking incident in the

secularization of the old city. It is said that

for a thousand years no new bridge has been

built in Rome ; but in the new order of things,

bich is bringing the modern spirit into that

cloistered atmosphere, five new bridges are

projected, and it is proposed to bring Rome
into conformity with the new industrial life

which is springing up in Italy. In the olden

time the Pontifex Maximus would, as the

name implies, have been the very first figure

in such a celebration. To-day he is not even
invited to be present. And we trust the pro-

gress will continue until not one citizen of

Rome can bo found who will perform the office

or assume the title of priest. It was this

name, as expressive of order, function, claim,

and office, which made the soul of Bishop
Cummins shudder and shrink from all contact

with it. Around this fundamental and essen-

tial principle that the minister of the Gospel

is not a priest in any other sense than that in

which every disciple of Christ is a priest, all

his plans and projects for reform clustered

and crystallized. He cast away every epithet,

every symbol, every badge and garment which
had been used or abused for the purpose of

signifying the priesthood.

—

Epis. Recorder.

Toleration in Russia.—A law has been pro

mulgated in Russia, a supplement to the exist

ing code, giving permission to Baptists to

profess their religion unhindered, and to cele-

brate the worship of God in the houses which,

I

with the approbation of the Governor, have

been set apart for that purpose. Moreover,
the marriage of Baptists is entered on the
civil register, on the presentation by the mar-
iod couple of the written or verbal statement

of the officiating Baptist minister, when and
where the marriage took place.

Conflict between Church and State Laivs.—
The rules of the Roman Catholic Church for-

bid the interment in burial grounds "conse-
crated" according to its ritual, of members of
secret societies and of non-catholics. A case
recentl}^ occurred, in which a person who had
purchased a lot for burial in such a cemetery,
and who wished the funeral services of the
Protestant Episcopal Church and of the Ma-
sonic Society to be performed over his body,
was refused interment. The matter was
brought into court, and Judge Westbrook de-
cided that the trustees of the ground could not
legally so refuse unless the deed for the bury-
ng lot contained in its terms such restrictions,

specifically stated, and a mandamus was issued
compelling them to open the grave.
Joseph Parker, a Catholic, and a hackraaa

at Holyoke, Mass., some four years ago at-

tended a lecture by a man named Chiniguy,
bo had been a Catholic priest, but had em-

braced Protestantism. For this offence he
was excommunicated, and the priest on dif-

ferent occasions forbid any of his congrega-
tion from employing Pai'ker in a business
way, and on one occasion refused to officiate

at a funeral because the company rode in car-

riages belonging to him. The result was a
serious injury to his business, for which he
clai med dam jges and brought a suit to recover
them. The priest contended that what. i^«>

had dr.no hod boen Simply in the lawful exer-

cise of his ecclesiastical authority. In his

charge to the jury before whom the case was
tried. Judge Bacon said :

" It is not lawful for

a man to interfere with another's business by
fraud, or by threats and intimidation against

those who trade vvith him. Any person who
is deprived of his livelihood by such threats

has a remedy against the party who makes
them. If you are keeping a store, and a man
threatens your customers with injury of some
kind, and so frightens them that they dare

not trade with you, he lays himself liable to

an action. There is no ecclesiastical authority

to be recognized under our Government which
allows a wanton and unreasonable interfer-

ence with a man's private business, not con-

nected with the Church from which he has

been excommunicated. Our institutions and
our law recognize no such power. The Church
may excommunicate him, but they must not

pursue him further and interfere with his

private business." The jury gave the plaintiff

a verdict for $3,433.

Unspeakably wise is the conduct of our
HeavenlyFather towards his children, though
we may at times injudiciously repine when
some of his choicest blessings are handed out,

under the form of adversity.

—

S. Fothergill.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 13, 187

We have received the first number of a new
periodical entitled ''Western Friend" to bo

published monthly at Baxter Springs, Kansas,
" by an Association of Friends." The motives

for publication, and the objects aimed at, are
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thus described in the introductory editorial

:

" Tliose wlio have been isolated either by

withdrawing from that with which it was

not possible to work conscientiously, or as a

suffering, hopeless minority in the meetings

where divisions have not occurred, have long

felt the need of a paper wherein their views

could be expressed.

"It is the purpose of the Editors of the

' Western Friend,' to supply this need. We
now have a press and material to publish such

a paper, and enter upon the work with full

confidence, that Friends will sustain our enter-

prise. We solicit subscriptions and corre-

spondence, advice and counsel. We believe

that the truth ought to be told with reference

to the unsound teaching now current in So-

ciety, also in regard to practices, innovations,

and departures which are being fostered in

Society.

"The ' Western Friend' will be devoted to

this work, to the maintenance of the ancient

faith of Friends, and to giving full informa-

tion of the condition of work and the needs

of the small bodies of Friends, who have felt

it right to withdraw from the confusion, dis-

sension, and unsoundness in doctrine and

practice of our once favored Society."

Our feelings in lookiugoverthissheetand re-

flecting on the fact that such a publication has

been deemed expedient, have been of a mixed

charactei-. We unite in the sentiment " that

the truth ought to be told with reference to

the unsound teaching now current in Society,

also in regard to practices, innovations and

departures which are being fostered;" and
•"'^ nun wish success to all honest efforts for

"the maintenance ot tne auuicut ftvitU nf

Friends;" but it is cause for mourning that

any under our name can say that " it was not

possible to work conscientiously" with, or

should feel themselves "a suffering, hopeless"

portion of the meetings to which they belong.

We have heretofore repeatedly stated our

conviction that the responsibility for such a

disorganized condition of our religious So-

cictyrests primarily on those who have de-

parted from those doctrines (and the prac-

tices resulting from them) which as Robert

Barclay states, " are as it were the terms that

have drawn us together, and the bond by

which we become centered into one body."

W*e can truly sympathize with members of

meetings, who are often subjected to the trial

of listening to doctrines at variance with our

fundamental principles; and whose seasons

for public worship are disturbed by unsavory

communications, the formal singing of hymns,
and other hindrances to a drawing near in

spirit to the common Father of all. Wo ap-

preciate in measure the anxious thoughtful

ness which must clothe the minds of parents

who are so situated, and who dread the effect

on their children of being brought up under

influences which may either lead them away
from the true principles of Friends, or develop

a criticising spirit unfavorable to their

ligious growth, and tending to scatter them
from our fold. The danger of this is shown
by a letter recently received from a deeply

concerned Friend in a distant meeting, where

no separation has occurred, which speaks ot

the " devastation" among them caused by the

introduction of new things, and says, instead

of their " once large and solemn assemblies

where 200 or more would be present," thos

who now convene " can be numbered by th

dozen and half dozen." "When seated in

meeting, I could but feel that our young peo-

ple are being scattered abroad by what they

see and hear in our meetings, and some will

be gathered into other societies, and some run

to ruin and infidelity."

Yet we believe it is right for Friends to

consider also the evils which almost inevita-

bly flow from a disruption of religious organi-

zations. These are so serious in their charac-

ter that those who are looking towards such

a remedy for their present sufferings, have

need to move with great caution. If it is

their right place to abide longer in the furnace,

the Lord is able to preserve their spiritual

life, and to make theirtestimony for the truth

effective in promoting his cause in the meet-

ings to which they belong. A faithful, honest

and continued testimon_y, borne in a pi-oper

spirit, may be a means of settling in the right

way the minds of some, who, through inex-

perience or lack of spiritual discernment, are

in danger of being drawn into error. We
must be especially .on our guard, not to be

influenced by any wounded self-love raised

by slights received from others, nor by anj'

heated or partizan feeling. Those actions

and movements which purely flow from the

fear of the Lord, and a sense of Divine re-

quiring, and those only, will stand the test of

time and the proving seasons which try every

man's work of what sort it is. "The founda

tion of God standeth sure, having this seal,

the Lord knoweth them that are his," and

He knoweth also, what works those are that

are performed in obedience to his commands.

lOcts. a Slperli
$1.10 a $1.25 d ''
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he week was difli E

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Ukitkd States.—The Philadelphia mint i.i coining

eagles and half eagles at the average rate of $200,000
aily. It is expected the total coinage of present month

will reach $10,000,000. During last month three mil-

lion one cent bronze pieces were coined; but the num-
ber fell short of the demand by ten to twelve thousand
dollars' worth. The mint is working on these coins, as

far as its other business will permit, and it is expected

a short time the demand will be met.

The production of precious metals in the United
States, during the year 1879, is said to be consideralily

less than the preceding year, — resulting principally

from the diminished yield of the mines of the Comstock
. The total production was $79,712,000, of which

a little more than half was silver. Nearly all the gold

and a large portion of the silver, was coined at United
ates mints, or used in the manufactures, arts, and or-

namentation. The annual consumption in the United
States of precious metals in all forms for manufacturing
purposes, now averages $7,000,000 gold, and 4'5,000,000

silver.

From the annual report of the chief of the Bureau of

Statistics, it appears that the exports from the United
States to foreign countries, for the year ending on the

30th of 6th month, amounted to $711,637,393, and the

imports $445,777,775. The total trade is larger than

during any year, except 1S72—3 and 1873—4. About
three-fourths of this trade was carried in foreign vessels.

The wheat crop of the United States, for 1879, is

placed at about 425,000,000 bushels. The spring wheat
crop will not be so large as was expected, tliat of Min-
nesota being only 28,000,000 bushels, instead of 40,-

000,000. The amount consumed by 48,000,000 persons

plus the amount required for seed and other purposes

is placed at 250,000,000 bushels, leaving 175,000,000

bushels for export. The deficient wheat crop in Euro
this year makes the demand there above 300,000,000
bushels, two-thirds of which will be required in France
and the United Kingdom.
The testimony of the Utes before the Hatch com-

mission at Los Pinos, closed on the 5th inst., and f

demand was made for the surrender of the Indians re

cognized at the massacre at the agency, including chief

Douglass.

A fire occurred at Troy, N. Y., on the morning of the

7th inst., which destroyed several factories and tene-

ment houses, and causing a loss of $350,000. Eighteen

hundred persons are thrown out of employment by

fire.

Markets, <£-c.—U. S. bond.i, 6's, 1881, registered, 103<

., coupon, 106 J; 5's, 1881, 103; 4.i's. 1891, lOSj ;
4'.|

1907, registered, 102| ; do. coupon, 1035.

Cotton.—Sales of middlings at 13} a 13^ cts. per. 1'

Petroleum.—Crude, 8} cts. in barrels, and refined, f

cts. for export, and 9 a 9} cts. per gallon for home us

Flour.—Minnesota extra at $6.40 a $0.75 ; Penna. d
do., $6.50 a $7 ; western do. do., $6.75 a $7.25; patei

and other high grades, $7.50 a $8.50. Kye flour, $5.4

a $5.50.

Grain.-The wheat market active, and prices a litt

higher; red, $1.50; amber, $1.51. Corn, 60 a 62 '

' " Oats, mixed, 45 a 46J cts. ; white,

49 cts.

Hay and straw.—Prime timothy, 1

pounds; mixed, 80 a 90 cts. Straw,

100 pounds.

Beef cattle.—The market during th

and prices declined \c. per pound : 3,280 head arrivi

and sold at 2i a 5i cts. as to condition. Sheep, 4^ a I

per lb. as to quality. Hogs, 6} a 7cts. per lb. Froi

the Philadelphia Stock-yards and Abattoir, 30th

above Market, there have been slaughtered and e
ported to England, during the present year, 12,71

cattle, 9738 hogs, and 4199 sheep.

The new two-cent postal cards, intended

national service, are now for sale at the poe5t offices.

Foreign.—Thomas Bayley Potter, member
liament for Kochdale, who recently visited the

State.5, has returned home ; he says, " The peopl

United States difier in some important points
"

own. Meu do not make fortunes there in order to foaS.

landed families, and the con.sequence is, that pass.

of large fortunes more often devote them to tlie pu
welfare. The mass of the people are more sober, :

therefore, able to work more continuously, if not hai

than our own people."

The Astronomical Observatory on Mount Ei

almost completed, but the large quantity of snow whi

has already fallen, will prevent the iron cupola and

telescope from being fixed till next summer. The
cost will be about S12,500. It is about 9000 feet al

he level of the sea.

A line of railroad up the slopes of Mount Yesu
from the level of the Neapolitan Bay, to the very edig

of the crater, has been completed. The track is lai

pon a solid pavement of masonry, believed to b

fectly .secure from the overflow.s, on either side, ol

The News Berlin correspondent estimates thit ther

are 150,000 persons suffering from famine in L'ppj

Sile.sia. They are mostly Poles. The Governn
working energetically for their relief.

It is stated that the ex-Empress Eugenie will luoeee

direct from Spain to Zululand.

A dispatch from Pesth reports that the Koros rive

has risen rapidly in consequence of severe snow stormi

and has inundated the city of Gosswarden, IIung.ai}

Thousands of the inhabitants are fugitives in need I

shelter. The neighboring villages are threatened will

destruction.

From Cairo, information is received that war is ei

pected between Egypt and xVbyssinia.

The obelisk for' New York, has been successfuU;

lowered to a horizont.al position, and preparations fo

its removal to the vessel are proceeding.

WE5TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Eebecca G. P.iss

having resigned their positions as SuperinteniUi

Matron of 'Westtown Boarding School, Friends wh

may feel drawn to engage in the important and respon

sible duties of superintending this Institution, are re

quested to communicate with either of the uudersignef

The present Superintendents desire to be released ii

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., Pa.

Ch.arles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadeli.hia.

Elizabeth B. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Ehoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE IN^^AXE,

Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhU K'c'phia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Halt..M.I
Applications for the Admission of Patienls miy t

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Uo.iri <

Managers.

WlLXfAlFHTpii^'piifNTER, ""

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For ' The Frieod,

Iwardness in Religion—The Kingdom Witliin,

le Society of Friends was planted a noble

;
and designed by its adorable Head, to

isent and uphold doctrines and testi-

es more real, more influential, more self-

ing, and, withal, more spiritual and liv-

than professors of that day generally
Its members were gathered from the

)U8 societies then existing, to maintain a
Jard of orthodoxy less outward, formal
lifeless, and more inward, experimental
irital; even obedience to the light of Christ

as our promised Comforter and guide
all truth. Thus the light within, the life

the kingdom within, and " Christ
'in the hope of glory," was fundamental
fine with them, and formed much of their

bing and ministry. Not that they in any
1 by this more full recognition of the dear
our by his living presence in the heart,

ided to, or did reject, overlook, or ignore
jio less indispensable outward manifesta-

that He might destroy the works of the

I, and reconcile us to his Father. But this

r doctrine being more fully received and
ved by other professors, Friends conse-
:tly dwelt more upon, and pointed to that
ih, while alike essential, had been too
ti lost sight of, unequally upheld, or had
jlveu to it its deserved place and promin-
. For both being absolutely requisite to

ition, it is good to remember the injunc-
:
—"What God hath joined together, let

nan put ssunder."
eing, then, that the ministrations and
ra of the early Friends—while alike ac-

ing the dear Son and Sent of God in his

and second Advent—were designed to

the attention of the people more to Christ
8 second coming as an inward and spiritual

iher in their own hearts; to a warfare
in ; to a religion based not only on a be-

n his outward coming as a propitiation
)ur sins, but no less upon that which
lame to introduce through his anointing
3r and saving grace in the heart. And
ig too the stir, as in the camp of Dan,
by the Spirit of the Lord, this had upon
itudes in that day, bringing them not
into "the valley of decision," but into
)bedience which is of faith in Christ, how
rul should we be not to depart from the
jnt paths 80 well proven ; neither settle,

as on the lees, in a form of godliness without
the life and power. Not to be believers only,
nor tremblers only, as the devils formerly
were represented to have been, without wit-
nessing "sanctification of the Spirit and be-

lief of the truth." In a word, not to merit
the language uttered concerning Jerusalem of
old :

" I had planted thee a noble vine, wholly
a right seed; how then art thou turned into
the degenerate plant of a strange vine unto
me ?" " The Lord hath rejected thy confi-

dences, and thou shalt not prosper in them."
Is it not plain that a change has come over

us ? That a flood-tide of outwardness, of con-
formity, of worldlj'-mindodness, has so set

that we are in imminent danger of losing our
distinguishing characteristics, our vantage
ground, our spiritualitj' ? Is there not cause
for grave apprehension lest we be unconscious
ly beguiled? lest almost insensibly a linsey
woolsoy garment bo thrown over us? lest a
modern and modified Quakerism take the
place of the old, the good, and the true ? Have
not some of us in fact taken more steps in

worldly compliance or toward the " beggarly
elements"—froin which our forefathers came
so nobly out— than remain to be taken, to

place or leave us about where our Society
commenced? Have we not, on the alleged
ground of spiritual renovation and reform,
sacrificed much that is vital ? and have super-

induced innovations, customs, creeds and tra-

ditions which cannot stand ; but will, like the
mage of iron and clay, though "its bright-

ness was excellent," be broken to pieces by
the stone cut out without hands ;" or like, as

in the parable of the Saviour (Matt. ix. 16),

the new (raw or unwrpught) cloth, " which is

put in to fill it up takethfrom the garment, and
the rent is made worse."

It is not worth while for any to conclude
that the (Quakerism of the early day can be
other than that of the present. That " Re-
ligion has softened her features." That the
path to the kingdom is more smooth and easy,
and less hard to flesh and blood than used to

be the case. Or that the way, declared by
the Eedeemer, to be straight and narrow, has
now expanded into space. " There is no other

vy," writes Francis Howgill, " that shall

prosper than that which the holy men of old

walked in."

Nothing can be more certain than that our
falling in with the apparent pious activity of
more demonstrative sects, if it involves a coni-

•omise of the principles and testimonies com-
mitted to us, and thence leads to an aping of
their forms and usages, will greatly balk the

'monj^ of Truth in the minds of the lovers

of consistency and good order ; show that the
faith of such members, instead of overcoming
the world, is, on the contrary, being overcome
by the world ; and will invoke the reproving

guage of our blessed Lord to Peter upon
the latter's querying relative to another's duly,

What is that to thee ? Follow thou me."
True faith is a living, operative fruit of the

Spirit, which works by love to the purifj'ing
of the heart, and which is "able to quench ail

the fiery darts of the wicked." But a kind
that is prevalent in these days, and which
claims "If I believe, I shall be saved," pro-
fesses to depend upon what Christ has done
for us, without us, and which we ))lainly see
all around is succumbing to the spirit of tlio

world
; having fallen back into the ways, the

worships, the ceremonies and fashions of the
world.

This is nothing less than conformity to that
which our Sociei}' was brought out from, and
is alien to ; a compromise of principle; a re-

turn to the flesh-pots and bondage of Egypt;
a removing of the ancient landmarks which
our fathers have set ; a lowering the standard
entrusted to us; a putting our light under the
bushel or bed, instead of upon the candlestick
that all may see it and be helped to turn to

the Lord ; a showing that the love of other
things has captivated and weakened us; a
proof that we have become marred on the
wheel ; and that instead of plants of the Lord's
right hand planting, as in the early day, wo
have too much forgotten " the kindness of our
youth, the love of our espousals," and " have
changed our glory for that which doth not
profit."

But notwithstanding this lamentable pic-

ture, we believe that there are left more than
the "seven thousand," who have not bowed
to this compromising reflex course, from a
more perfect to a less perfect state ; a course
reminding of

" The hollow roar
Of tides receding from the insulted shore."

The spirits of these, on the contrary, are often
prostrated before the Omniscient Holy One,
pleading that He would pity his heritage and
spare his people; that He would turn his

hand again upon us for good ; that He would
purely purge away our dross and tin and re-

probate silver; and, in undeserved loving-

kindness and tender mercy, again build up
the waste places; again magnify his inspeak-

wordof saving grace; again restore judges
as at the first, and counsellors as at the begin-

ning. May He, in his own time, hasten what
the longing eye so desires to behold. Scenes,

" Which who can see,

Though but in distant prospect, and not feel

His soul refreshed with foretaste of the joy ?"

This good time has again and again been
prophesied of, as in the more or less remote
"uture. A great cloud of witnesses confirma-
tory of such a testimony could be adduced, if

time and limit would admit of their insertion.

One must sufiice. Joseph Whitall, of Wood-
bury, N. J., as is recorded of his last public
testimony at his own meeting, upon appear-
ng to take a final farewell thereof, remarked,
' Although our Society seemed, as it were,
stripped and peeled, yet he was firm in the

persuasion that a brighter day was advancing;
and believed there were those now born who
would live to see it." In view of this we are
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assured that there never was a time when
Christendom stood more in need of just such

practical, heart-stirring doctrines as our early

JFriends were the zealous exponents of:—the

universal and saving light of Christ; his

second and inward coming, as the promised
" Another Comforter," or Spirit of Truth, who
was to guide into all truth, and to abide with

us forever. This distinctive, seripturaily-

based root of the Quaker faith, or, as William

Penn calls it, " the corner-stone of their fabric,

their characteristic, or main distinguishing

point or principle," is that which men seem

now to stand so much in need of. A remedy
within them—a healing and balm where the

disease is—an unction from the Holy One, by

and through which we are to know all things

—the anointing which abideth in us and

teacheth as never man taught—the grace of

God that bringeth salvation—the engrafted

word which is able to save the soul—the law

of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus, which

setteth free from the law of sin and death—
the Day-spring from on high which, through

the tender mercy of our God, visits us to give

light to our dark hearts, and without which

illumination all must bo night there. We re-

peat, that such a Saviour—Christ within, the

hope of glory—is that to which Christendom

so much needs to be directed, for comfort, for

establishment, for settlement in the Truth as

it is in Jesus. It was this, again writes Wm.
Penn, that the ministry of the Friends of his

day directed people to, even "the light of

Jesus Christ within them, as the Seed and

Leaven of the kingdom of God ;
near all, be-

cause in all, and God's talent to all. A faith-

ful and true witness," he continues, "and just

monitor in every bosom."
Oh ! that we as a Society may never turn

aside from faithfully upholding, and, when
duly anointed for it, promoting and proclaim-

ing this gospel of the grace of God. May we
never attempt to mix up the mystery with

the history—the well Spring of the water of

life, with any school taught knowledge of the

letter that describes it. May we never flinch

from "the offence of the cross," when obedi-

ence calls to boldly testifying to the inward
coming, government, and kingdom of Christ

Jesus as that which is to bo set up within

man ; where, " not with observation" or out-

ward show, but in living power, his kingdom
must come and will be done.

For "The Friend.

British Guiana.

(Continued from page 139.)

The interior country is thinly inhabited

by tribes of Indians who principally reside

along tho water-courses. Near the coast there

are more European settlements.

The Indians obtain their living by hunting

and fishing, and the cultivation of a few varie-

ties of vegetables. The Cassava plant is one

of the most important of these. C. B. Brown
thus describes the manner of preparing food

from it.

" Our supply of farinaceous food had by the

time we reached the mouth of tho Appa river

decreased considerably in quantity, and it be-

came necessary to purchase all we could get,

in the shape of cassava bread, from the In

dians living in the neighborhood. Therefore,

when wo arrived at a landing place a little

beyond the Marupa river, wo proceeded to the

village to induce the people to prepare some
for us. On arriving at the place we found

only two temporary huts, situated in an old

plantation, partially overgrown with shrubs,

vines, and weeds, and occupied by one man,

four women, and five children. This man
had come from his place higher up river to

gather the remaining cassava roots (Jatropha

Manihot) in this old plantation. His wife

spoke English, having been brought up at

Barlika Grove, and wore clothing in the shape

of a loose cotton gown. She said that her

husband's name was Edward and her's Caro-

line. One pleasing feature in the British

Guiana Indians is that, as a rule, they treat

their women well, evidently looking upon
them as equals, and not making slaves of

them as is the custom of many other wild

tribes. These people promised to make us

some cassava bread, for which wo had to re-

main a day, the process of manufacture of

that article being a rather slow one. The
Indians take the roots of the cassava, peel

them, and then grate them on boards called

Turaaries, into which small sharp angular
pieces of felstone have boon inserted. After

this, they place the grated mass in a long

cylindrical basket-work tube, called Tenge or

Malapi, by which all the poisonous juice of the

cassava is got rid of, leaving a white coarse

meal behind. This meal is sifted through a

basket-work sieve, then spread upon a large

flat stone or iron pan placed over a fire, and
baked. Only half a minute is taken to bake
a cake two feet in diameter and a quarter of

an inch thick—the usual size of cassava bread

of Indian manufacture. The heat has the

power of making each grain adhere to those

around it, thus forming a firm ^nd exceedingly
nutritious cake. Eaten just after it is cooked
—when still warm—it is palatable, but, if kept
till tho following day, it becomes tough and
almost tasteless. On tho contrary, if dried

for a few hours in the sun upon the same day
that it is cooked, it becomes hard and crisp,

has a sweet nutty flavor, and will keep for

months."
"The bark canoes used by Indians are

called ' woodskins' by the Creoles, and are

made of one piece of bark, stripped from r

tree called the purple- heart, {Copaifera publi

flora). The bark of the locust tree or simir

{Hymenoea courbanl) is also sometimes used.

This bark is from one-eighth to one fourth of

an inch in thickness, and very heavy, being
of greater specific gravity than water; so that

in tho event of the c:inoes shipping water to

any extent, it sinks immediately, leaving its

occupants to find their way ashore.

They are ticklish things to travel in at first,

and to stand up in one, until acquainted with
its freaks, is a dangerous experiment, ending
in an undignified exit over one side, the canoe
shooting away in the opposite direction.

To make one of those woodskins, a large

purplo-heart tree is cut down, and the bark
of the requisite length taken ofl". A wedge-
shaped piece is then cut out of the trough-
shaped bark, from the top downwards, at a

distance of three feet or so from both ends on
each side. Tho ends aro then raised till the

edges of the cuts meet, when the holes are

pierced on either hand, at a distance of six

inches from the cut, and numbers of turns of

a strong withe or liana, called Mamurie, passed
through them and made fast in a neat manner
to a small round stick jilaced along the inside.

Two strong pieces of wood fastened across at

the splits prevent the sides from closing in.

The ends are then trimmed down level with

:|.

auing onao
Irying ofjl
; weeks. IB

icluded sal

the sides, and a ticklish but serviceable

craft is turned out. The seats are madt
curved pieces of the same bark, and are vi

low. The whole process of making one

these woodskins, including the d

bark, occupies a space of three

this period must I think, hi

loss of time from laziness on the part of •

Indian canoe builder. Woodskins vary
size, but usually are from fifteen to twen
five feet in length, and an ordinaiy sized i

will carry throe or four people with th

hammocks and provisions."

The fish, which form an important part,)

the diet of the Indians, aro often procui-ed
j

shooting with a bow and arrows ; and sot

times by tho use of poison. This prooeai

thus described

:

" I set out at an early hour one morning,

a woodskin, for a place where the Indii

were going to poison a pool so as t > obt:

its fish. After about two hours' hard piiddli

we arrived at a large cataract, and, taki

our canoo into smooth water above, found I

Indians, eleven in number, busily engaged
beating bundles of a soft yellow root w
sticks. These Haiario roots were each abi

two inches in diameter, and of a light yoU
color, containing a yellow creamy juice, h

ing a disagreeable, raw smell. Each bun

was about a foot in diameter and two feefc

length. When thoroughly pounded into p|
they were thrown into canoes, in whio|(

little water had been previously placed, i

then the juice was wrung from them. 1

enclosure to be acted upon was of an irrego;

shape, occup}'ing about two acres of river, t

formed by dams of rock, built into the spk
between rocky areas and small

building this the Indians had left two li

gaps open, one being where the greatest

of water ran in and the other where it flow s,

out. When we arrived they had closed th

gaps with a wattle arrangement, so that,

chance of escape for the fish was cut

Three canoes, containing the juice of si.K b

diesof Haiarie, were then taken to the up
end of the enclosure, and the subtle poii

discharged from them. It was borne do

by the slight current, and mingled rapi

with the pure dark water. Most of the

dians then got into their canoes and pu8l

out, bow and arrows in hand, into tho mid

of the enclosure, while tbe remainder, w
my men, also furnished with the same weapo

stood upon the rocks at the edge. In

minutes' time numbers of small fish came

tho surface, and swam uneasily about, try

to rise above water; these soon were float

about quite dead. After an interval of f

minutes more, a single pacu showed its b;

fin, and also tried to raise its head abi

water. An instant more, and the whole pi

seemed alive with largo fish, Pacu and C

tabac, all struggling and flapping at the t

face or whirling round and round. Mi

tried to force themselves out of tho water

tho sloping surface of the rocks, and two w
successful in this, dying on the strand. Fr

the excited manner in which they strugg'

it seemed to mo as if tho poison had an int(

eating eft'ect upon them. It might have b

that the contact of the poison with th

had produced a feeling of suffocation—he

their endeavors to escape from their nat

element.

It was a most exciting scene for a time

the Indians shot arrow after arrow into

ip» ;::

'•1 *'
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ilderi'd d3'ing fish, and hauled themashoro
ato the canoes. In about an hour the

derous woi'k was over, and 150 fine Pacu
Cartabac were Ijingdead u])on the rocks

nd the pool, the victims of Indian prowess
poison. During the whole proceeding I

d on the rooks at the upper end of tho
and bad a fine view of the scene, the

it part of which was to see the naked
gc, in all his glory, drawing his bow with
ngth and ease and letting fly his arrows
1 unerring aim.
ow curious it is that this poison, which
the fish, should not have a deleterious

:t upon its flesh. That it has not, is proved
he fact that fish proi'ured by its aid are

Dod and wholesome food as when merel}'

with the arrow or caught with hook and
The process of cooking probably iJiivcs

or destroys the bad properties of the

an, as it does with tho yam, which is said

e injurious if eaten uncooked. Boiling

n tho poisonous cassava juice likewise

;er8 it innocuous. It may be, however,
this poison acts in some peculiar way

lout entering the tissues of tho flesh."

(To be continned.)

Gospel Ministry.

For " Tbe Friend."

living gospel ministry is a great blessing

46 churcli, and a chosen channel through
ijh comfort is often administered to weary
S, by the accompanying of the Divine life,

ih is the source from which all gospel

jstry springs. Somewhere in Pennsyl-

ia a minister once lived that believed it

[t for him to pay a religious visit; but the

ithly meeting could not see it right to

rate him for that purpose. Ho was verj'

ih discouraged and mounted horse to go
le. As he rode along he crossed a brook,

lit came into his mind that he could build

188 tho water, and atop it all; but after

lilo the dam would get full and the water
ild again run down the stream, and he

t home comforted. Alter a time he again

3ved it right to pay the visit. The church
now prepared to liberate him in the true

y which stands on tho sure foundation
;

ho had learned the lesson that the prophet
jsubject to the spirit of tho prophets. The
a eareth for all his children that look to

'). in full faith, trusting and confiding in

power and direction, in that faith which
;ive8 as an anchor sure and steadfast. May
rho are thus exercised, abide in the patience,

bring close provings and fiery trials which
iLord may see meet to bring on them fo:

It refinement and further qualification to

Id before Him with words He may give

jhe people. As Job Scott says : "Minding
istepping stones as they are cast up in the

and in the life at the time." Here is the

'safe abiding place forany minister. None
greater than our great High Priest who
1,

" My Father gave me a commandment
It I should say. As I hear, so I spea

there is an abiding in tho gift, none need

(y the matter beforehand what they will

i We are sometimes sweetly exercised in

it meditation before the Most High, and feel

mmand to stand up and say something to

ipeople, and think that this sweet exercise

ich has been right in its place, in silence,

/ be the theme ; but as we proceed, other

ds will be broughtfrom the Divine treasury

l^iadom, power, strength and might, some-

times not knowing what word will be next,

landing in simple faiih and firm reliance on

the bare arm of the Most High, " Who putteth

forth his own and gooth before them." Wo
ay rely on the Lord, who will support and

bring one word after another to the relief of

our exercised minds, andcomfortofthe hearers.

Truly who is sufficient for these things, when
a mighty angel had to fly through heaven,

having the everlasting gospel to preach.

J. B.
Stark Co., Ohio, 12th mo. 2d, 1879.

For " The Friend "

Extracls from the Diary anil leltcrs of Ebenczer Worth.

(Continned from page 138.)

7th mo. 31st, 1863. Wo have been favored

to collect our hay and wheat harvest without
much injury to either, although the weather
has been changeable. The wheat good.

On the 22d, our Meeting for Suff'erings met
on the subject of the draft. A comfortable
and interesting meeting, in which our young
men were much felt for.

29th. Attended Cain Meeting with Samuel
Cope, to talk with some of tbe members in

relation to the drafi—feeling interested for

our young members who are liable to it, and
that our Christian testimony against war may
be supported.

On the 5th of 9th month, Isaac Phillips and
I went to Robeson on account of J. S., Jr.

having been drafted; staid at E. S.'s over

night ; had in the evening the company of E
S., his wife and their four children. The op
portunity was a pretty comfortable one, feel

ing for the parents and children on account of

the draft.

6th.— First of the week.—We attended
Robeson Meeting; to me it was a comfortable

meeting, it was small, but members generally

there. After meeting had another opportunity

with J. and J. S., Jr., on the subject of our
testimony against war. Called at J. S., Sen.,

got dinner and returned homo feeling satisfied

that we went.

20tb.—Firstday.—Was much favored at

seasons to feel ray mind clothed with a qual

fication to perform the service for which we
meet together, and felt, I trust, concerned for

the welfare of others ; may I be more watch-

ful.

10th mo. 13tb. Left home to go to Tunes-

sassa
;
got to Harrisburg about 4 o'clock in

the afternoon
;
put up at the U. S. Hotel

;

walked out to the Public Building, had a fine

view from the top of it (the Capitol) of the

town and country around. (Left) at 3 o'clock

next morning
;
got to Williamsport to break-

fact ; Elmira about 12, (where) the trains not

connecting on the N. Y. and Dunkirk road,

so that we could get to Tunessassa that night,

and not wishing to stay at a tavern in the

reservation, we left about 4 in the morning.

Before leaving homo and since starting, have

been favored to feel love to and trust in Provi-

dence. Met at Hornersville with Andrew
John, from Cattaraugus reservation ; had con-

siderable conversation with him on the sub-

ject of renting land on the reservation to white

men. He said some of the white tenants at

Salamanca had sold liquor to the Indians, and
that the Indian women had requested the

officers of the nation assembled in council, to

put a stop to the sale of intoxicating drink on

the reservation. The council concluded to in-

form the whites that if they sold intoxicating

drink, they would forfeit their leases in ten

ays. Andrew John informed tho whites of
the conclusion of the council, and it was stop-

ped. The whites at Salamanca petitioned tho

Legislature of the State of New York to ex-
tend their leases to twenty years, instead of

ght or ten; or perhaps liberty' to lease lands
from tho Indians for twenty years. Having
passed one of tho Houses (of the Legislature)

t was stopped. It appears that the Indians
have been holding a council preparatoiy to

petitioning Congress to do away with tho
present form of government, and re-establish

the old form of governing by chiefs. Arrived
at Tunessassa about dusk, somewhat fatigued.

19th. Went to the barn and gave Abner
our views in relation to business on the farm
yesterdaj'. Last night and this morning was
much favored to trust in the Great Head of

the Church that He would help me this day.

Went up to the council-house to meet the In-

dians
; after waiting awhile a good many col-

lected. Peter Crouse was interpreter. I think
I was much favored to feel for them, and
raised above the fear of man in expressing my
feelings, and was truly comforted, hoping I

had, in unmerited mercy, been enabled to dis-

charge my duty; they felt like brethren and
sisters to me ; the praise be to Him the Great
Head of the Church, who is worthy. Wra.
Patterson spoke in council, he (expressed)

satisfaction with what had been said to them,

and thanks for tholabor Friends had bestowed
in teaching the Indians and encouraging theni

in such things as would promote their happi-

ness. Owen Blacksnake spoke—I think ex-

pressed his eatisfiiction with what had been

said to them, and on behalf of the women, he

said they wished some assistance in putting a

stop to the sale of intoxicating drink to tho

Indians by white men living on the reserva-

tion. He said they had ten dollars which
they would give to assist in enforcing the law
against those persons.

20th. Attended a meeting at Jimmerson-
town ; there were a number of Indian col-

lected ;
they expressed their satisfaction in

seeing us, and the kindness of Friends in sup-

plying them with seed. James John spoke of

the whites coming in and settling on Indian

lands, and that a majority of the Indians were
opposed to it. On my way home from this

council, through Cjld Spring, I saw two men
stripped to fight, and heard them using very

profane language, I was truly distressed with

seeing (such a) sight; when I came up they

quieted off—one was an Indian—both some-

what intoxicated. I took an opportunity with

the Indian and three other young Indian men;

spoke to them of the danger of using intoxi-

cating drink.

21st.—Fifth of the week.—Sat a very com-
fortable meeting with Abner Woolman and
the rest of the family at Tunessassa, worthy
to bo remembered to the praise of tbe great

and holy Head, who can make the barren

wilderness become a fruitful field. After din-

ner A. W., R. B. B. and myself went over the

river to Old Town. I stopped with the In-

dians at that place, who met us in their school-

house. A. W. and R. B. B. went on to Cory-

don to see a white man who had been charged

with selling and trading intoxicating drink

to the Indians; they saw him and labored

with him. I feel a hope we were all in our'

proper places. I have been favored with very

comfortable seasons while on my bed, to my
encouragement and strength."

Our dear friend arrived safely at home on
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the evening of the 23d, when he makes the

following acknowledgment: "I have much
reason to be thankful for the unmerited favors

bestowed upon me, a poor unworthy crea-

ture."
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Teachings of Ihe Spirit.

Jesus Christ, the great minister of minis-

ters, came personally among men, preaching

the everlasting gospel in the name of his

Father, and the men of the world received

him not; but he said to them, ''If another

should come in his own name, him ye will re-

ceive." How is it now, in this our day of

boasted enlightenment? If one should come
amongst us in the name of the Father, have
we not, many of us, become so assimilated

with the world, that we hardly receive him?
But if another shall come in his own name,
preaching in the enticing words of his own
intellectual wisdom, do wo not receive him?
Jesus said to his disciples :

" If ye were of t he

world, the world would love his own ; but be-

cause ye are not of the world, but I have
chosen you out of the world, therefore the

world hateth you." This hatred of the world
is so repugnant to our natural feelings, that

we have a strong propensity to conform to

that very friendship of the world which is

said to be enmity against God ;
and like the

carnal mind, is not subject to his law. The
men of the world, by all their keen eyed wis-

dom, know not God, nor the things of God,
nor the doctrines of God; neither can the}-

know them, because they are spiritually dis-

cerned ;
and because they are hid from the

wise and prudent of this world and revealed

only to the little ones in Christ.

But there is a path which leads from earth

to heaven, " that no fowl knoweth, and which
the vulture's eye hath not seen ; the lion's

whelps have not trodden it, nor the fierce

lion passed by it;" but the redeemed of the

Lord walk safely there, and return through
this highway to holiness, from the corrup-

tions of the fall, to Zion, the city of our solem-

nities, being crowned with songs of everlast-

ing joy. But let us remember that the un-

clean shall not pass over it; and that no lion

shall be there, nor any of the ravenous or

beastly nature be found there ; all having been
cleansed and overcome by and through our
following the teachings and leadings of the

redeeming power of Him who "is come in

the flesh," to make an end of sin, and to bring
in everlasting righteousness to every humble,
obedient, seeking soul.

But in order to this, and to our becoming
wise in heavenly things, we must have faith

in the heavenly teacher, and have an ear to

hear what the Spirit saith unto us and unto
the churches. He that is thus taught, and
•walks in obedience to it, will find his light to

break forth as the morning, and his spiritual

health to spring forth speedily, his peace to

flow as a river, and his righteousness as the
waves of the sea. But if our faith stands more
in the wisdom and eloquence and teachings

of men, than in the power of God ; if we lean

to our own understanding; if wo forsake the
teachings of the Spirit and turn to the letter,

pi-eferring it, and seek to be " made perfect by
the flesh," God will leave us to our choice, but
send leanness into the soul.

It is only those who are led by the Spirit

of God, that are the sons of God. And the

more we are led and taught by his Spirit, th-e

more lifo and immortality will be brought to

light in us b}' the gospel. If we have not the

Spirit of Christ we are none of his, let our

name to religion be ever so high. A mere
historical faith or head religion will never

cleanse us nor save us. We must be born

again. And if we, through the assisting grace

of God, follow the teachings of his Spirit in

all things, and walk in the light as He is in

the light, it is then that we shall have fellow-

ship one with another, and witness the blood

of Jesus Christ to cleanse us from all sin.

D. H.
Dublin, Ind., 12th mo. 2nd, 1879.

Selected.

A VISIT TO COWPER'S GRAVE.
William Cowper, the author of so many of

our best sacred hj'mns, died at Dereham, Eng-
land, in 1800. The unknown writer of the

hymn below weaves into his (or her) verse

strands from several of Cowper's familiar

hymns. It was written after a visit to the

poet's grave.

I went alone. 'Twas summer time
;

And, standing there before the shrine

Of that illustrious bard,

I read his own familiar name,
And thought of his extensive fame,

And felt devotion's sacred flame.

Which we do well to guard.

" Far from the world, O Lord, I flee."

How sweet those words appeared to me,
Like voices in a dream !

" The calm retreat, the silent shade,"
Describe the spot where he was laid

And where surviving friendships paid
Their tribute of esteem.

" There is a fountain." As I stood

I thought I saw the crimson "flood,"

And some " beneath the wave ;"

I thought the stream still rolled along,

And that I saw the " ransomed" throng,

And that I heard the " nobler song"
Of Jesus' " power to save."

" When darkness long has veiled my mind."
And from these words I feel inclined,

In sympathy, to weep;
But "smiling day" has dawned at last,

And all his sorrows now are past;

No tempter now, no midnight blast,

To spoil the poet's sleep.

" Oh for a closer"—even so.

For we who journey here below
Have lived too far from God.

Oh, for that holy life, I said.

Which Enoch, Noah, Cowper, led

!

Oh, for that " pure light" to shed
Its brightness on " the road."

" God moves in a mysterious way;"
But now, the poet seemed to say,

" No mysteries remain.
On earth I was a sufi'erer.

In heaven I am a conqneror
;

God is his own interpreter.

And he has made it plain."

HIDDEN LIFE.
Buried in darkness, and hard, and dry.

Silently lay the golden grain.

From clouds low-hung in the arching sky,

Gently dropped the mellowing rain
;

And it felt around for the hidden seed,

As the loving word and merciful deed
Tenderly come to the heart of pain.

The fevered pulse and the throbbing brain.

The generous sun from his far-off throne,

Kindly smiled on the lowly bed
;

And a feeble life crept out of the dust,

And a green spire timidly raised its head.
The cheerful light and the balmy air,

Wooed it, and kissed it ; and wondrous fair

It grew, till the seed that seemed so dead
Gave to the world a hcirvest of bread.

The earth holds many a hidden life,

That needs the sympathy love can give,

To bring it out from its solitude.

And warm and strengthen and help it live.

But often, it may be, a thoughtless deed.

Falls like a shadow upon the mold
Where lies the precious and buried seed,

And it slowly dies in the dark and cold.

Alas ! if our life has come between
The cheering light of a Father's love, ,' f

And the seed that should make the golden shea»

For the angel-reaper to bear above.

A cruel word or a selfish deed
May kill the life of the rarest seed.

And the earth will mourn and heaven complain
For a harvest lost from the wasted grain.

Indianapolis. F. A. P •

Mohammed once said :
" When a man

men inquire what he has left behind
angels inquire what be has sent before 1

When quiet in a darkened room,
A form lies cold and chill,

To whom the solemn voice of death
Has whispered, " Peace be still

!"

They who survive will linger near,

And a.sk with anxious mind.
How much of gold the dead man had.

What has he left behind '?

The angel who with glistening wings
Is hovering round the bed.

Still bending with inquiring look

Above the silent dead,

Demands, " what was the life he led?"
And scans the record o'er,

" What treasure has he now in heaven.
What good deeds sent before ?"

—LaU Pc^

For "The Friend

Incidents and Reflections.

TEMPERANCE.

The Apostle Paul in one of his episA

uses this suggestive language "I keep i< «•-

body under and bring it into subjection, I S;

f.

by any means, when I have preached to otht

I myself should become a cast-away." Ofi
need of such watchful care, and the sad «
sequences which flow from its neglect,

have thousands of inournful proofs, in f

multitudes around us who are ruined by

dulgence in the use of spirits. We helit '

there are few, if any, of these victims of a i

praved appetite, but have heard the warni I

voice in their souls, which would have sav :

them, if it had been heeded. We believe al

that there are few, if any, true Christian

but have known the cross to be laid on th

appetites, and have felt that it was necessa I

for them to follow the example of the aposi

and bring the body "into subjection;" a

this not only with reference to the use

spirituous liquors, but in all things.

William Bray thus relates his own espe

ence as to the use of tobacco: I

" I had been a smoker as well as a drunkw •
-

and 1 used to love my tobacco as much ai

loved my meat, and I would rather go do"

into the mine without my dinner than withe

my pipe. In the days of old the Lord spo

by the month of his servants the prophei

now He speaks to us by the Spirit of his Si

I had not only the feeling part of reli|
'

but I could hear the small still voice wirt i:

speaking to me. When I took the pip^ i

;

smoke, it would be applied within, ' It if

idol, a lust, worship the Lord with clean i

So I felt it was not right to smoke.
Lord also sent a woman to convince moA' i

was one day in a house, and I took outtf
| ;

pipe to light it at the fire, and Mary Haw <i

—for that was the woman's name—saidt «l i(r

1^
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not feel it is wrong to sinoko?' I said I

somelliing inside telling me it is an idol,

it; and she said that was tiio Lord. Then
d, 'Now I must give it up, for tlie Lord
lling rae of it inside, and the woman out-

80 the tobacco must go, lovo it as I

There and then I took the tobacco
)f my pocket, and threw it into the fire,

put the pipe under my foot, 'ashes to

8, dust to dust.' And I have not smoked
S. I found it hard to break off old habits

;

[cried to the Lord for help, and Ho gave
trengih, for He has said, 'Call upon mo
le day of trouble, and I will deliver thee.'

day after I gave up smoking I had the

aache so bad i did not know what to do.

jught this was owing to giving up the

but I said I would never smoke again it

t every tooth in my head. I said, ' Lord,

1 hast told us, " My yoke is easy, and my
jn is light," and when I said that all the

left me. Sometimes the thought of the

would come back to mo very strong;

the Lord strengthened mo against the

t ; and, bless his name, I have not smoked

Dre than twenty years after he had aban-

d smoking, he said, "God has just given

nough money to pay my way through
and nothing for the pipe. If I bad spent

sixpence a week on the pipe I should

been about thirty pounds in debt."

illiam Bray was sometimes very plain

pointed in his reproofs of those whom he

ght were in the wrong
;
yet it was not ho

made the remark which is said to have
a deacon in one of the New England

! to give up the habit of using tobacco.

conversation on religious subjects, the

on said "I don't think I am sanctified."

STo," replied the brother, with a little

,ation and deliberation, ''I should not
you were

;
you don't smell like a sanc-

l man."
le conversation ended ; he went home
thought; forthe first time the idea dawned
im that there was any difference between
jsmell of a sanctified man, and an old

ceo user. He could not readily dismiss

natter from his mind. The words stuck
m, until at length he renounced the weed,
it is to bo hoped smells like a sanctified

here are many statistics showing the

pTuous amount of money expended in the
' ase of stimulants, and its impoverishing
ency. As an illustration of this Neal
of Maine, quotes from a temperance ad-

i delivered in Oxford County of that State

man from the town of Raymond,—in

ourse of which he said : "At the time
1 we were holding public meetings all

the State, to call the attention of the

kle to the relation of the liquor traffic to

[general good, we had weekly raeetini;s

Ihat purpose in Raymond, my town. At
|of these meetings I said that the people
ke town consumed in strong drink theen-
Ivaluation of the town—all its real and
lonal property—in every period of twenty
I'S. The audience fairly hooted at me as

.oon struck temperance man, and thore

I

a great deal of merriment at my expense.

bn the fun and noise had subsided, I said:

'ill, I have not calculated the cost care-
''. I have given you my opinion, but I

in a position that will enable me to ascer-

I

very nearly what the actual facts are.

and at the next meeting I will be prepared to

slate them accurately.'
"

A canal ran from tidewater at Portland to

Sebago Lake, at Raymond, and so on to a

long series of lakes, and this man had the

supervision of the business of the canal at the

Raymond end of it. All supplies for that

town, as well as for all others on those interior

waters, passed through this canal, and under
the eyo of this superintendent.

At the next meeting of the Raymond peo-

ple he recurred to the subject, and said: "I
have carefully examined the facts as to the
quantity of liquors coming into this town for

the use of the people, and I have the figures

upon the paper which I hold in my hand. No
doubt some liquors find their way here through
channels of which I know nothing, but as to

the figures upon this paper there is no mis-

take ; I am quite sure of them, and they show
that the entire valuation of this town is con-

sumed by the people, in strong drinks, in

every period of eighteen years, eight months
and twenty-five days."

—

Neal Dow.
Among the many incidents connected with

this subject that float along the tide of public

prints, there are two simple ones that are in-

teresting and touching ; showing how Divine
Grace sometimes U8es the power of natural

affection to restrain the drunkard and awaken
him to a sense of his responsibilities.

A man named Hall was once lecturing on
temperance, and among other things, said,

all have influence, even that child
;
pointing

to a little girl in the arms of her father.
" It is true, sir," said the man aloud.

After the lecture tho man said, '• I was once
a drunkard, and sometimes carried my child

with me to the shops for rum. Once as I

was entering the door, she said, ' Father, don't

go;' and I replied, 'Hold your tongue;' she

repeated, ' father, don't go,' and then I felt a
tear drop on my cheek. I turned and went
home, and I have never drunk since. I am a

sober man now. It is true, sir; she has in-

fluence."

A young man, who had been reclaimed

from the vice of intemperance, was called

upon to tell how he was led to give up drink-

ing. He arose, but looked for a moment very
confused. All he could say was, "The little

shoes, they did it!" With a thick voice, as

if his heart was in his throat, ho kept repeat-

ing this. There was a stare of perplexity on
every face, and at length some thoughtless

young people began to titter. The man, in

all his embarrassment heard this sound, and
rallied at onco. The light came into his eyes
with a flash—ho drew himself up and ad-

dressed the audience: the choking went from
his throat. " Yes, friends," he said, in a clear

voice, "whatever you may think of it, I've

told you the truth—tho little shoes did it! I

was a brute and a fool; strong drink had made
me both, and starved me into the bargain.

I suffered; I deserved to suffer; but I didn't

suffer alone—no man does who has a wife and
child, for the woman gets the worst abuse.

But I am no speaker to enlarge on that; I'll

.stick to the little shoes. It was one night,

when I was all but done for, tho saloon keeper's

child holding out her feet for her father to

look at her tine new shoes. It was a simple
thing

;
but, friends, no fist ever struck rae

such a blow as those little shoos. They kicked
reason into me. What business have I to

clothe others with fineries, and provide not
even coarse clothing for my own, but let them

go bare? said I; and there outside was ray
shivering wife and blue-chilled child, on a
bitter cold night. I took hold of tho littlo

one with a grip and saw her chilled feet.

Men, fa'hersi if the little shoes smote me,
what must little feet do? I put them, cold
as ice, to mj' breast; they pierced me through.
Yes, the littlo feet walked right into my heart
and away walked my selfishness. 1 had a
trifle of my money left; I bought a loaf of
bread and then a pair of little shoes. I never
tasted anything but a bit of that bread all the
Sabbath-day, and went to work like mad on
Monday, and from that day I have spent no
more money at tho public house. That's all

I've got to say—It was the little shoes that
did it."

For "The Friend."

On the Ob,scrvancc of Christmas.

My mind hath at different times been drawn
into sympathy with parents and caretakers,

who feel a desire to support our testimonies
inviolate. Now as it is drawing near what
are called the holidays, and especially that one
termed Christmas, I know how hard it is for

the dear children, who are young and tender,

and have not t'Ccn or felt the inconsistency of
conforming to the customs of the world, to

be crossed and deprived of giving or receiving
presents on that day, when perhaps many
that surround them ate indulging in it. Dear
parents and caretakers, draw your children
and those under your care close around you,
and let fervent breathings ascend to the Fa-
ther of mercies, that He would enable you to

explain to them the ground of our testimony
against the observance of " days and times ;"

and cause them to feel your real love in with-

holding tho indulgence they desire. And my
dear young friends, O I let us mind the tender
teaching of those who are older and know
what is best for us, though we cannot seo it

ourselves now ; remember wo shall never have
to regret obeying our parents in the Lord.

12th mo. 7th,"l879.

The foregoing expression of concern from
a loved Friend in Ohio, suggested the pro-

priety of giving some account of the origin

of Christmas observances.

Though this festival is held in honor of tho

birth of our Saviour, yet it is not known in

what season of the year that event occurred.

In Chambers' "Book of Days" this feast is

referred to a much more ancient origin.

"Amid all the pagan nations of antiquity,

thore seems to have been a universal tendency
to worship the sun as the giver of life and
light, and the visible manifestation of the

Deity. Various as were the names bestowed
by different peoples on this object of their wor-
ship, he was still the same divinity. Thus, at

Rome, he appears to have been worshipped
under one of the characters attributed to

Saturn, the father of the gods ; among the

Scandinavian nations ho was known under
the epithet of Odin or Woden, the father of

Tbor, who seems afterwards to have shared

with his parent tho adoration bestowed on
tho latter, as tho divinity of which the sun

was the visible manifestation ; whilst with
the ancient Persians, the appellation for the

god of light was Mithras, apparently the same
as the Irish Mithr, and with the fboenicians

or Carthaginians it was Baal or Bel, an epithet

familiar to all students of the Bible.

"Concurring thus as regards the object of
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worship, there wa« a no less remarkable uni-

formity in the period of the year at which
these different nations celebrated a grand

festival in his honor. The time chosen ap-

pears to have been universally the season of

the New Yoar, or, rather, the winter-solstice,

from which the new year was frequently

reckoned. This unanimity in the celebration

of the festival in question, is to be ascribed

to the general feeling of joy which all of us

experience when the gradual shortening of

the day reaches its utmost limit on the 21st

day of December, and the sun, recommencing
his upward course, announces that mid-winter

is past, and spring and summer are approach-

ing. On similar grounds, and with similar

demonstrations, the ancient pagan nations

observed a festival at mid-summer, or the

summer-solstice, when the sun arrives at the

culminatingpoint of his ascent on the 2l8t of

June, or longest day.

"By the Romans, this anniversary was
celebrated under the title of Saturnalia, or

the festival of Saturn, and was marked by the

prevalence of a universal license and merry-

making. The slaves were permitted to en-

joy for a time a thorough freedom in speech

and behavior, and it is even said that their

masters waited on them as servants. Every
one feasted and rejoiced, work and business

were for a season entirely suspended, the houses

were decked with laurels and evergreens,

presents were made by parents and friends,

and all sorts of games and amusements were
indulged in by the citizens. In the bleak

north, the same rejoicings had place, but in a

ruder and more barbarous form. Fires were
extensively kindled, both in and out of doors,

blocks of wood blazed in honor of Odin and
Thor, the sacred mistletoe was gathered by

the Druids, and sacrifices, both of men and
cattle, were made to the savage divinities.

Fires are said, also, to have been kindled at

this period of the year by the ancient Persians,

between whom and the Druids of Western
Europe a relationship is supposed to have
existed.

'•In the early ages of Christianity, its minis-

ters frequently experienced the utmost diffi

cully in inducing the converts to refrain from
indulging in the popular amusements which
were so largely participated in by their pagan
countrymen. Among others, the revelry and
license which characterized the Saturnalia

called for special animadversion. But at last,

convinced partly of the inefficiency of such
denunciations, and partly influenced by the

idea that the spread of Christianity might
thereby be advanced, the church endeavored
to amalgamate, as it were, the old and new
religions, and sought, by transferring the

heathen ceremonies to the solemnitie'* of the

Chrisiian festivals, to make them subservient

to the cause of religion and piety. A com
promise was thuseifected between clergy and
laity, though it must be admitted that it

proved anything but a harmonious one, as we
find a constant, though ineffectual, proscrip

tion by the ecclesiastical authorities of the

favorite amusements of the people, includin

among others the sports and revelries at

Christmas.
"Ingrafted thus on the Roman Saturnalia,

the Christmas festivities received in Britain

further changes and modifications, by havin
superadded to them, first, the Druidical rites

and superstitions, and then, after the arrival

of the Saxons, the various ceremonies prac-

tised by the ancient Germans and Scandi-

navians. The result has been the strange

medley of Christian and pagan rites which
contribute to make up the festivities of the

modern Christmas. Of these, the burning of

the Yule log, and the superstitions connected

with the mistletoe have already been de-

scribed under Christmas Eve."
" Throughout the middle ages, and down

to the period of the Reformation, the festival

of Christmas, ingrafted on the pagan rites of

Yule, continued throughout Christendom to

be universally celebrated with every mark
of rejoicing. On the adoption of a new sys-

tem of faith by most of the northern nations of

Europe in the sixteenth century, the Lutheran
and Anglican churches retained the celebra-

tion of Christmas and other festivals, which
Calvinists rejected absolutely, denouncing the

observance of all such days, except Sunday,
as superstitious and unscriptural."

In the Book of Advices issued by the Yearly
Meeting of Philadelphia, we find the follow-

ing under date of 1808 :

"Advised, that Friends be exemplary in

keeping to our ancient testimony against the

superstitious observation of days."
" Ever since we were a people we have had

a tesiimony against formal worship, being

convinced by the precepts of our Lord Jesus
Christ, the testimonies of his apostle"*, and
our ovvn experience, that the worship and
praj'ers which God accepts, are such only as

are produced by the influence and assistance

of his H0I5' Spirit. We cannot therefore con-

sistently unite with any in the observance of

public fasts, feasts, and what they term holy

days."

When we consider the pagan origin of these

festivities, and the manner of their introduc-

tion into the Christian Church as above de-

scribed, it is no marvel that the zealous re-

formers of a former period should have felt

that they had a testimony to bear against the

superstitions connected therewith ; nor is it

surprising that thoughtful and conscientious

Christians of the present day should select

other times for family re-unions and social

enjoyments, so that it may not be supposed
that they are following a popular custom, of

whose origin they could not approve.

All Appeal.

In entering upon a new year it appears
seasonable once more to appeal to the friends

of The Tract Repository on its behalf, the

funds placed at the publisher's disposal to aid

in its publication being nearl}' exhausted.

Should these deem it desirable to continue it,

they will please make such contributions for

that purpose as they may feel prompted to do.

The demands for The Tract Repository from
all parts of the South were never so great or

urgent as at the present time, and it requires

considerable care and management to sub-

divide an edition of about twelve thousand
copies monthly, so as to be able to supplj^ all

who desire it with a few copies. Indeed it

has been impracticable of late to do this, as

an application was made a few months ago
for over 1000 copies to supply about thirty

schools in North Carolina, and another in the

same State for 400 copies for other school;

neither of which calls have yet been answered,

as the low state of the funds in hand rendered

it imprudent to increase the edition.

The publisher is in the almost constant re-

on 01 Ihe Iract j

s that its circulatil

productive of gO(i-.

ibuted to aid in B-

ntte wniet '-

y and glM '

itributodf te

id as heJj «»

j'ears mf ^'

ceipl of letters from colored people, express
of their high appreciation of The Tract

posifory, and of assurances

among them is evidently

There has been contri

publication since itscommencement, Sl,553.i

There has been expended in issuing thirty-c

numbers, §1,543.82, exclusive of a portion

labor gratuitously perfjrmed. The ent

number of copies printed and circulated

about 325,000. A part of each edition I

been nearly equally distributed in the Sta

of North and South Carolina and Georg
while there has also been a liberal montl
circulation in Virginia, Alabama, Florii

Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Tennessee a

Arkansas, with a few scattering copies

other States.

It requires considerable labor to prepa
and send out a publication of this kind, a

to attend to all the correspondentte whiet
involves

;
j'et this will be cheerfully and gli

performed should the liberal con
its support still feel disposed to ai

fore. Let us remember that for

of us have partaken largely of the product

the unrequited toil of these poor sons of Afri

by the use of that which their forced lal

produced. Can we now do less than
them a little in such waj's as present, in or<-

to elevate them from their low and d

condition, and to confer upon them and thi

children some of the many privileges wh'

we ourselves enjoy ?

Contributions can be sent as heretoft

either to Jacob Smedley, 304 Arch St.

Joseph Walton, 150 North 9ih St., or dir

to the publisher, David IIeston

Frankford, Philadelphia

Natural Ilistory, Science, &e,

Portuguese Man-of-war.—The most magn
cent specimens of these richly-colored anim
(Physalise) occurred in the Atlantic Oee
near the Equator. The sea was moderat
calm, and from time to time during the (

splendid individuals of Physalia pelagicas

ed by, attracting attention, even when
off, by their large size and brilliant coli

They had the appearance of beautiful p
matic shells standing upright upon rich b

cushions, the shell being radiated from

base or cushion to the circumference, wh
was fringed with a rich and bright rose-co!

They were not in great abundance, but 1

would float by every five minutes or so.

The largest Physalia which I examit

measured as follows

Extreme length of bladder, 8 inch'

Greatest vertical circumference, 10}
Height of bladder above water, 2J
The stinging propensities of these Hydrc

were not generally known, but were desti:

to make themselves evident at the expen*
one unfortunate man. A boat happened
be lowered early in the day, and one of

crew, seeing a large Physalia float wit

reach, took it up with his naked hand. ^

threads clung to his hand and arm, p£

trating to the axilla and down the side, 0£

ing the man to yell with agony. He ^

quickly brought on board, and as soon as

reached the deck, ran about like a frai

maniac, so that it took several men to ca

him, and when secured and the proper re I

dies applied, he rolled about for a consideoj

time, groaning with pain. He arm watflj
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med and swollen, and i-emained so for

) hours after the occurrence,

leeircurastanco in relation to these largo

3alia3 struck mo as being very reniarka-

Bach one as it floated by had beneath it

t at first I took to bo its mass of tentacles

polypites; but, on more close observa-
1 found that the apiioarance was due to

oal of small fishes accompanying the
rozooG under protection of its appendages,
fishes were of various sizes from two to

lehes long, transversely banded, and look-

n the water precisely like the Pilot-fish,

•e were perhaps a dozen of these accom
iog fishes clustered together beneath
bladder of each Ph^'salia.

—

Collingwood's

'.ralist in Chinese Seas,

imal Poisons.—While bathing at the Cape
rood Hope] as a boy I managed to get
ong, lovely, blue tentacle of the Portu-
) man-of-war round my wrist, and well

lect the attendant long-enduring agony
rritation, while the blue mark remained
on my wrist. Tvventy-fivo years after

i soaking in a P. and O. steamer's mar-
ith in Madras roads, I suddenly received
, seemed an agonizing stab below my left

,
and jumped out of the bath with the

The cause was at once apparent, a bit

e fatal blue filament had been pumped
the bath, and left the familiar mark on
:nee, and I bore it for a long time,

one occasion 1 was showing some friends

the famous " Arrah House" and opened
ill window to let in more air and light;

ing so, I unwittingly disturbed the ad-

ns of a great hornets' nest, and one of
nfuriated inmates at once stung me on
aft temple ; the pain was intense and the
ing immediate.
is dreadful hornet, nearly two inches
deep brown, with a broad yellow band

i9 the abdomen, builds large globular
r nests, and is not rare in the Himalayas,
e it may often be seen in the pines. The
len dread it extremely. These are the
Iful animals which assisted in the es-

on of the Amorites of old

—

Nature.
>w Silver Ore is Sold at Leadville.—The
|ville (Col.) Reveille says :

" The business
ying and selling ores in a camp like this,

^
the output of the mines is so immense

the value of dollars so great, has been
ped to a science, and is by no means, as
T have supposed, dependent upon the (air

ngand honesty of the mill men, who gene-
|are the purchasers. The large mining
prations and wealthy individual owners
•oductive properties have their own as-

% as well as their own scales at the
3. So far as practicable, similar ores

the different pay streaks are piled to-

sr for shipment, under the distinguishing

t

of hard carbonates, iron, dark sand,

sand and many other varieties of ore.

assayer makes frequent assays for the
Dse of keeping a general knowledge of

separate kinds of ore, yet such assays
ot the basis upon which sales are made,
to the fact that such samples may be

r too high or too low for the bulk of
lots, and the correct sampling must be
ed at by the process customary at the

f works of reserving so many pounds
gular intervals out of a given weight of

8 it is being crushed. This system gives

3ximately the true value of the bulk of

to ascertain which is equally to the in-

terest of the buyer and seller. Samples from
these bulk samples are assayed by the mill

men and by the owners, and, if the ounces
closely tally, the price to be paid is arrived
at. If too groat variations occur, the assays
are made over again until they do agree. The
owner of ore, knowing the cost of milling and
marketing ore, is as well able to determine
what the mill men can afford to pay as the
mill man himself, ajid thus there is full and
complete satisfaction and confidence existing
between the sellers and buyers of ore in this

camp. The weight of each ton of ore is made
to tally almost to a pound by allowing for the
unavoidable light waste in hauling, and it is

very seldom that disputes arise on this point.—Ledger.

Tame Leopard.—Sir J. D. Hay, the British
Ambassador in Morocco, had brought up a
young leopard in his house until the animivl

had reached his full size and strength, and it

seemed a scarcely safe companion for the
younger members of his family. He there-
fore resolved to present it to the Zoological
Gardens in London, where it was duly in-

stalled. Some two years later, when on a
visit to England, its former master bethought
him of the leopard, and, going to the gardens,
recognized the animal and spoke to him in

Arabic. The once familiar sounds immedi-
ately awoke the animal's memory, and it at
once displayed the appearance of unbounded,
but joyous, excitement. On explaining the
circumstances the cage was opened and the
animal showed the utmost delight at the
approach of its early friend and master.

—

Hooker's Morocco.

Trusting in the Lord.—I saw a parlor clock
a few days since which was inclosed in a glass
case. Through that case all the mechanism
and motion of the clock were visible. Every
adjustment of the wheels, every click of the
lever, every stroke of the pendulum, was dis-

tinctly seen. But it is not necessary that a
clock should have a glass case, in order that
it may be trusted to tell me the time of day.
Ordinarily only the hands and face are seen,
but these are enough to go by. So an inti-

mate knowledge of God's ways is not neces-
sary in order to command our trust in Him.
I need not understand all the relations and
adjustments of divine providence before I can
trust the Lord.

—

Dr. A. J. Gordon.
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The Quarterly Meeting of Haddonfield, held
on the 11th inst., at Moorestown, N. J., was
a season of so much Divine favor, and marked
by such a deep and united exercise as to call

for thankful acknowledgment to Him from
whom cometh every blessing.

The feeling of deep solemnity that spread
over those assembled, as they sat in reverent
silence waiting on the Lord for ability to

worship Him in spirit and in truth, was pre-

cious; and in due season was followed by the
expression of concern that arose in the hearts
of several present, who were brought under
a living exercise for the spread of the Re-
deemer's kingdom in the hearts of the people.

This current ran especially towards the chil-

dren and young people, and the depth and
harmony of exercise that prevailed was un-

usual, and it was evidently a time of renewed
visitation to that portion of the flock. Earn-
est, loving and persuasive entreat}' was ex-
tended to them to choose the Lord for their
portion, to j'ield their hearts to that God who
was seeking for entrance there. The rewards
of faithful obedience, and the judgments of
the Lord on the disobedient and rebellious,

were both pointedly brought to view; and it

was a lime in which both encouragement and
warning were freely extended.
There was also an exhortation to those of

riper years who desired to bo counted among
the Lord's people, but who had not given
themselves up as a whole burnt sacrifice on
the Lord's altar, and who therefore could not
fully partake of the joys of God's salvation,
to bring all the tithes into the Lord's store-
house, and to prove Him therewith and see if

He would not open the windows of Heaven
and pour them out a blessing that there should
not be room enough to receive.

The different communications were mostly
brief, definite and weighty

; and we believe
the hearts of many rejoiced in the precious
feeling of harmonious travail tor the welfare
of Zion, and could adopt the language of the
Psalmist: " Behold how good and how pleasant
it is for brethren to dwell together in unit}'."

Such seasons of favor bring with them a
weighty responsibility for the right use of the
blessings vouchsafed

; and we sincerely desire
that our beloved young people may dwell
under the force of the impressions that day
made on their hearts, and daily seek in inward
retirement, to hold communion with their
Heavenly Father, so that they may become
familiar with the voice of the Good Shepherd,
and receive power from Him to turn from
every thing that is evil, and to follow Him
wheresoever He leads them. Thus they would
grow in favor with God and man, know more
and more of that sweet tenderness of Spirit,

and Heavenly Peace, which are given to the
faithful and obedient, and finally be prepared
to enjoy in their fulness and unending dura-
tion, those pleasures which eye haih not seen
nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the
heart of man to conceive them.
And niay a living concern rest on those who

are further advanced in the Heavenly journey,
to bear these young disciples on their hearts,
to watch over them in love, and to seek for

ability to pray fervently to the Lord that He
would pour out of his Spirit upon them,
strengthen them to resist the temptations of
the evil one, enable them to sacrifice their

own self will to his requirings, and make them
pillars in his temple that shall go no more
out.

Then would the prophetic promise be ful-

filled, " He shall turn the hearts of the fathers

to the children, and the hearts of the children
to their fathers."

We have received from the author, Ellwood
Haworth, of Kansas, with a request that it be
reprinted in our journal, a pamphlet entitled,

"A Witness for the Truth of God against all

Schisms and Divisions in Christian Societies."

It has been called forth by the separation
which occurred in Spring River Quarterly
Meeting, Kansas, some months ago, and criti-

cises the " Testimony" or statement put forth

by the Friends who took part in that move-
ment, an extract from which appeared in our
columns. The author appears to be one in

doctrinal sentiment with those Friends, and
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fully admits the correctness of their views as

to "the object and purpose of religious so-

cieties, the gifts given to members of the body,

the loving care that one member should have
over another wherein we bear one another's

burdens and so fulfil the law of Christ, and
the preservation of a sound and living minis-

try by living witnesses to the cause of our
holy Eedeemer." He also unites with what
is said in "The Testimony" referred to, on
"the universality of saving grace, the atone
rnent, perceptible guidance of the Holy Spirit

in acts of worship, in the exercise of spiritual

gifts, sanctificalion, perfection, &c."

But he differs from them in their belief, that
"Where contention is, where strife and evil

speaking are ; where there is no unity in faiti

or practice; where there is no fellowship oi

communion ; where views are such that, if one
part builds at all it must tear down what the

other part builds; there no [profitable] testi-

mony can be borne, sinners will not be con-

verted, men will bo driven to unbelief, weak
members will be discouraged, and the cause
of our Redeemer will be dishonored instead of
glorified."

In opposition to this view, he says, the his-

tory of the church shows that in all ages
good and evil have existed within its borders,

as is exemplified in the history of Cain and
Abel, and in " the strifes, contentions, and
evil speakings that were put forth against
Moses and the other standard-bearers under
the Mosaic economy ;" and in the "envj'ing
and strife and divisions" in the early Christian
Church, which the apostle reproved. "Out-
ward separation," be says, " was not known
among them, until they lost the life and power
of God to that extent that they were not able
to rid the church of these baneful things."
Where it is resorted to as a remedy for evils,

another separation may soon be thought neces-

sary as corruption becomes mauifewt, "and
80 on, as is verified in the rents and splits that
have taken place in Christendom since the
establishment of the Christian Church."
These sentiments of Ellwood Haworth con-

vey a caution which it is well for all who are
placed in positions of trial in these days of
unsettlemcnt to consider and heed ; so that
they may be preserved from rash movements,
and from too hasty a retreat from any field of
service in which they maj' be called to labor
in the Master's cause. Yet we believe there
is a limit to their application, beyond which
they cannot be pressed without conflicting
with the exhortations of Scripture, and with
the example of faithful servants of the Lord,
in whose footsteps we should walk. We do
not suppose that the author of the pamphlet
in any degree designs to censure the first con-
verts in the days of the Apostles, for with-
drawing from the Jewish Church and organ-
izing separate meetings for the worship of
God and the maintenance of the doctrines
they had embraced. Neither would he con-
demn our early Friends for leaving the Bpis
copalian, Presbyterian, Baptist and other de-

nominations to which they had previously
belonged, and sitting down together to wait
on God, where they might be relieved from a
round of formal performances, which hindered
rather than helped their devotions.

In the application to the separation at
Spring River, of the principles he la}'s down,
he admits the prevalence of the spirit of in-

tolerance complained of in " Jlie Testimony,"
but thinks it was manifested by both parties,

and that the result of that step has been to

divide some who were equally sound in doc
trine, and were equally concerned to walk
uprightly before men.

We desire to call attention to the appeal
for aid in conducting the " Tract Repository,

'

which will be found in another part of our
columns. This little periodical is doing good
in a very unpretending way. It was com
menced about the time its publisher paid his

first religious visit among the colored peopl
of the Southern States a few years since. The
eager thankfulness with which it was received
by those people was a stimulus to continue it

and so it has gone on from number to number
as funds for its support came to hand—its

treasury never very full, and sometimes so
nearly or entirely empty that it seemed doubt-
ful whether the end had not come. Yet the
demand for it among those to whom it was
sent has thus far awakened a willingness on
the part of others to contribute. It is an in-

expensive way of doing good ; for, every dollar
given circulates 200 copies. The colored chil-

dren in the South take them to their homes
and often read them to other members of th(

family; so that these 200 copies probably in

fluence the minds of 500 or more persons.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In the U. S. Senate on the 11th

inst., the Committee on Indian Affairs reported the
joint resolution for the appointment of a commission to

negotiate for the removal of the Utes from Colorado
This was adopted with an amendment providing that
they shall not be removed to the Indian Territory.

In the House a bill has been introduced for the ap-
pointment of a commission to consider the best plan
and route for a canal across the Isthmus of Darien.
An adjournment is to take place the 19th inst. to 6th
proximo.

Secretary Sherman, in his annual report last year,
aaked Congress for authority to suspend the coinage of
silver dollars when the amount should exceed fifty mil-
lions, which he substantially renews in his recent re-

port. By the first of the year the proposed limit will
have been nearly reached. But a trifle over thirteen
millions of these coins are in circulation, although no
eflort has been spared by the Secretary to force them
into use. The greater part of this silver passes from
the mint to the vaults of the sub-treasuries.

The tishing season at Gloucester, Mass., closes with
the record of the loss of 32 vessels and 260 lives. The
vessels were valued at $130,000.
The taxable property in Tennessee is assessed this
Hr at 4213,176,008, which is $10,094,473 less than in

Recent heavy rains have relieved the four months'
drought in Central Virginia.

The hardest storm in the history of the Northern
Pacific Railro.ad, was reported last week as prevailing
long that road, from Bismarck to Duluth, covering an

area of 400 miles square. Casualties to settlers in ex-
sed districts are feared.

The village of Red Rock, five miles from Bradford,
I., W.1S entirely destroyed by fire on the morning of

the 10th inst. The fire originated in an oil well, and
communicated to a 25,000 barrel tank of oil. Three
hundred families are homeless and destitute, and relief
committees have been formed for their assistance.

The United States consul at Foochow, China, in a
spatch to the Department of State, -says the total im-

ports of that country are valued at $5,000,000, less than
tenth of which were from the United States. One

half is absorbed in the one article of opium from British
India.

The City of Berlin, which arrived from Liverpool on
the 13th inst., brought $241,-500 in gold coin.

On the morning of the 15th inst., one of the Harvard
College buildings, known .as Stoughton Hall, caught
fire from a defective flue, and the roof was burned oft",

and the rooms on the fourth floor considerably scorched.
The damage will be large, as the building was flooded
with water.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia for the week
ending at noon on the 13th, was 282. Of this number
192 were adults, and 90 children.

Markets, &c.—V. S. bonds, 6's, 1881, registered, 1(

do., coupon, 106|; 5's, 103J ; 4^'8, 1891, lOoJ

;

1907, registered, 102i
_;
do. coupon, 103|.

Cotton.—Sales of middlings at ISJ- a 14 cts. per. 1

Petroleum.—Crude, 8\ cts. in barrels ; refined, 8|
for export, and S>\ a 9j cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour.—Minnesota extra, $6.70 a $7.25 per ban
Penna. do., $7 a $7.37 ; Ohio and Indiana, $7 a $7.

patent and other higher grades, $8 a $8.75. Rye fli

$5.37J_ a $5.50.

Grain.—-Wheat market quiet and prices easier-

S1.54 a $1.55 ; amber, $1.56 a $1.57. Rye, 97 eta.

Penna. Corn, old, 62 a 63 cts. ; and new, 59^ a 62
Oats, mixed, 47 a 48 cts., and white, 49 a 52 cts.

Seeds.—Clover, 9 a 9:^ cts. per pound ; flaxseed, $;

per bushel.

Hay and straw.—Prime timothv, 90 cts. a $1 per
pounds ; mixed, 80 a 90 cts. Straw, $1.10 a $1.20
100 pounds.

Beef cattle.—The market for the week was inad
and prices unchanged. Extra, 5J a 5J cts.

;
good,

5} cts. ; common, 2| a 4 cts. per pound. Sheep, 4 i

cts. per pound, as to quality. Lambs, 4i a 6 eta.

pound. Hogs, 6J a 7J cts.

Foreign.—Advices from Europe on the 11th ii

state the weather continues severe throughout the a
try. The Seine was completely frozen over. F
Vienna it was stated, so hard and continued frosl

early in the season have not been experienced s.

1838. Much snow has fallen in Sicily .ind Calab
rendering communication difficult. Bread riots b

occurred in the district of Ravenna in consequenc
the general distress. In Berlin the cold was inte

In upper Silesia, where famine prevails, the thermo
ter marked 12 degrees below zero on the 9th inst.-.

General Roberts telegraphed from Cabul, that dj

tie was fought on the ] 2th, between the English tii

and the Afghans, on the ridge above the Bala-Hif
'

in which the Afghans were defeated and driven f

the Ridge. A dispatch from Cape Town, dated the
ult., says : The colonial forces successfully stori'

Moirosi's Mountain on the 20th ult.. Chief Moirosi^
killed during the fight. On the British side two dt.

ists were wounded and two native allies were killet

Paris has now over nine miles of tubing laid d
under the main thoroughfares, for the purpo.se of Ufi

ing the time of all the public clock.s, and setting ti

by observatory time. These pneumatic clocks willl

be placed in private houses, and supply the time of i

like gas and water.

In the Chamber of Deputies on the 11th, Lej
Minister of the Interior, moved a grant of 5,000
francs to relieve the existing distress from the t

depression—the motion was adopted by a vote of

to 3. The Senate afterwards unanimously voted
grant.

The newly appointed Spanish Ministers, took t

seats in the Chamber of Deputies on the 10th.
,

Premier, in announcing the formation of the Cah'

said that the recent crisis was due to the form in wi

the bill for economic reforms in Cuba was drawD
that the present Government would support a bil

the abolition of slavery in Cuba, and would pn
fresh proposals for a compromise between the inte

of Spain and Cuba.

WESTTOWN BOARDING. SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Passn

having resigned their positions as Superintendent
Matron of Westtown Bo.arding School, Friends
m.ay feel drawn to engage in the important and res

sible duties of superintending this Institution, ar

quested to communicate with either of the undersif

The present Superintendents desire to be release

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa,

John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., Pi
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelph
Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, P.a.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Fmnkford, (Tmnty-lhird Ward,) Philaddf
Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hall,.
Applications for the Admission of Patients ms

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo»
Managers.

fl

Died, at her residence in Mansfield, Burlingtor
N. J., on the 29th of 10th month, 1870, Sara!
Aronson, in the 51st year of her age, a meml
Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting of Friends^ '

at Mansfield.
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cts from the Diary and letters of Ebenczer Worth.

(Contiooed from page 148.)

Marshalton, 3rd mo. 26th, 1864.

3ar friend, Joseph Elkioton,—* * * Ohl
our dear friends who are at Tunessassa

) preserved and enabled to discharge their

faithfully, that the good savor of their

epts and example may be long folt and
jmbcrcd by the Indian children. I think

a matter of great importance that those

stand appointed as a committee to carry

the religious concern of our Yearly Moet-

[br the welfare of our Indian brethren and
rs, should feel after that religious con-

, that the}' may be favored to feel the

;htof it, which I think would tend to hum-
is, and all should be brought to feel the

ssity of looking for Divine direction and

to perform it. I desire vi'e may guard
nst indulging (a wish) to get praise of men,
ratifying the itching ear in others who are

•ing to hear of great things. It seems to

he Christian will be satisfied to know that

as done his Master's will and then leave

foking to Him for his reward. * * *

Thy friend, Ebe.nezer Worth.

J63.
11th mo. 12th. I have been favored

I

some precious season.^, greatly to my
iuragement. This morning met Hannah
Earner and Amy Albertson at the widow
ming's, and took them to the Quarterly

|ting of Ministers and Elders. 1 thought
jnah was favored ; to me it was a precious

ing.

th. Attended the Quarterly Meeting;
hich I thought we were favored with a

t precious covering.

th. Attended Uwchlan Monthly Meet-
in which I felt my mind comforted and

I; were kindly entertained at Mary But-
i; then went to Robeson,
th. Attended Eobeson Meeting ; a com-
.ble one, and pretty well attended,

th. Attended West Cain Meeting in the

ling and East Sadsbury at 3 p. m. I

ght Hannah's communication was suita-

o some then present. Lodged at Parvin
:h's.

th. Attended Bart Meeting. I think
nab Warner was favored, and some were
ered

; had a meeting at Old Sadsbury at

M.

th. A comfortable meeting at Bast Cain

and pretty well attended; dined at Maiy
Pim's. The meeting at Bradford at 3 p. M.

was pretty well attended and I thought Han-
nah Warner was favored to feel the state of

those present and speak properly to them. I

do not recollect for a long time to have ex-

perienced more composure, settlement of mind
and ability to feel for the welfare of those

present, desiring the blessing of the Great
Head upon them all. A meeting I desire not

soon to forget, but to remember with feelings

of gratitude to the great Giver of all good.

19th. Attended the Western Select Quar-

ter and on the 20th the Quarterly Meeting.

21st. Hannah Warner bad an appointed

meeting at Parkersville at 3 p. m. ; a pretty

comfortable one.

22nd. New Garden Meeting at 10 a. m.

and West Grove at 3 p. m. ; both pretty well

attended. Daniel Thompsom met and took

us to his house.

23rd. At London Britain Meeting. The
scholars belonging to a school in the neigh

borhood attended. Cam.e to C. H.'s that

evening.
24th. A pretty comfortable meeting at

London Grove at 10 A. M. One at Fallow-

field at 3 p. M. ; small. Staid at A. G—^'s

overnigit.
25lh. At Dowingtown Meeting; pretty

well attended and a favored meeting.

This memorandum appears to conclude his

visit with Hannah A. Warner. This dear

Friend deceased 25th of 9th mo. 1872, aged
58 years ; her quiet, unobtrusive yet dedi-

cated life, leaving a very precious savor, which
yet remains on the miiids of her friends, saj'-

ing in e.xpressive language, follow me as 1

have followed my Divine Master.

12th mo. 3rd. A comfortable meeting, af-

ter which there was $162 subscribed ibr the

"Contrabands" of the South.

5th. Attended the interment ofAnn Down-
ing, widow of Chas. Downing, after which
there was a meeting held. Attended, yester-

day, a special meeting of the Meeting for

Sufferings, in which 1 thought there was a

precious solemn quiet and a deep interest

manifested for the welfare of our Society and
the support of our Christian testimony against

war; and a desire, while we supported our tes-

timony, not to give anj' jusj, cause for offence

to those in office, and to acknowledge the kind-

ness of the Secretary of War* to our drafted

members. The favors we have received I

esteem as a blessing from the Great Head of

the Church, for which we ought to bo very

thankful. 1 have, I think, of late been warned
of the uncertainty of time and trust at seasons

have been much favored with the spirit of

supplication. May the favor be gratefully

received and I more humble and faithful.

1864. 2nd mo. lllh. Attended our Select

Quarter, and on the 12th the General Quar
terly Meeting. I thought we had a comfort

able meeting. There was a committee ap-

pointed to attend the monthly and other

subordinate meetings and give such advice

and assistance as they might be capable of.

May we live so as to be prepared for the ser-

vice required of us, that the day's work maj-

be going on with the day, that when tho

solemn summons comes to us, all may be pre-

pared to go.

3rd mo" 8th. Attended Sadsbury Monthly
Meeting with others of the Quarterly Meeting
Committee. The meeting was small and in

a weak state.

3rd mo. 9th. The Committee attended our

(Bradford) Monthly Meeting. I thought a

quiet favored meeting, affording some en-

couragement to those who were interested

for the welfare of Society. A good many
young people in attendance; their behavior

sober and becoming.
3rd mo. 10th. At Uwchlan Monthly Meet-

ing. Oh! that the Committee themselves

may dwell low and feel after Best Help to

enable them to do what may be required.

8th mo. 2nd. A' tended Sadsbury Monthly
Meeting. I trust I wa^ favored to have my
mind in good measure staid upon that which
can preserve and comfort us ; Friends got

along with the business pretty well.

3rd of the mo. and 4th of the week. At-

tended our Monthly Meeting. It was well

attended by our young members. Although
feeling my own weakness I was favored to

feel for myself and others. It felt like meet-

ings 1 was favored to attend years ago. For
the last few weeks I have enjoyed meetings

much ; it is an unmerited favor.

8th mo. 12th. Our Quarterly Meeting. It

w.as pretty well attended by our members
and a number of those who are not. M. C,
P. W. R. and Lydia Kite attended and spoke

acceptably. To me a comfortable meeting;

a great favor.

8th mo. 14th. A comfortable meeting at

Bradford, in which I think I was enabled

in some degree to have ray mind staid on that

which can presarve and comfort. May I bo

more humble and faithful. I have felt much
for our country. Sorrow seems to clothe the

feelings of many on account of the war. May
we bo brought nearer to what we ought to be,

by our trials.

9ih mo. 15th. Attended a meeting of the

Indian Committee also a Meeting for Suffer-

ings. In both of these meetings I think I

was much favored to feel my mind staid and

comforted by Him who is the alone helper of

his people. How precious the favor. May
it humble me and encourage to faithfulness.

10th mo. 6th. Attended Uwchlan Monthly
Meeting. In the meeting for discipline S.

Cope was led to speak very tenderly to the

young men who had violated our Christian

testimony against war. I also felt much for

them. I think the young men were a good

deal tendered. I hope it was a favored meet-

ing-
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9th.—First-day.—Was a good deal unwell

;

was enabled to feel the uncertainty of time.

May 1 continue to be bumbled under a sense

of it and endeavor to make a good use of my
time.

11th mo. 28lh. I trust, in unmerited mercy,

I have again been favored to feel a sense of

the goodness and mercy of the Great Head of

the Church to me, a poor sinner. May it

humble me and may I Le more devoted faith-

fully to serve Him the remainder of my days,

and be preserved from falling. What an in-

estimable blessing it is that we are not for-

saken. What encouragement and cause for

gratitude. May the latter increase in all the

human family. Our Divine Master is forever

worthy to be loved, honored and obeyed. I

think I may say of latter time our meetings
for worship and discipline have been favored

seasons. What a great favor that the Dear
Master in his goodness is pleased to be with

us when thus assembled. Oh! how ])rcciou8

is his Divine presence. I was privileged to

attend our own and Sadsbury Select Pre-

parative Meetings and Select and General

Quarterly Meeting:!. C. S. and P. W. R. were
with us with minutes from their Monthly
Meetings liberating them to attend the meet-

ings of Cain and AVestern Quarterly Meetings.

The company of those whom the Muster sends

to labor amongst us is acceptable, and may
He bless their labors to the praise of his own
name for He is worthy.

Life of an Actress.— Charlotte Cushraan
often said sadly, writes her editor, " What is

or can be the the record of an actress, how-
ever famous? They leave nothing behind

them but the vaguest of memories. Ask any
number of persons to give j'ou a real picture

or positive image of the effect any great actor

produced, * * * and they can tell you
nothing more than that it was fine, it was
grand, it was overwhelming ; but ask them,

How did he do such or such a thing, how did

he render such a passage y * * * and

they are at once at a loss. It is all gone,

passed away. We strut and fret our hour on

the stage, and then the curtain falls, and all

is darkness and silence!"

This is melancholy enough, but it is true

as far as it goes. It certainly is not in bar

mony with the teachings of those who would
fain persuade the modern church that the

stage is, or might be made, the auxiliary of

the pulpit. The good which men do lives af-

ter them. Men like Horace Bushnell be

queathed ideas and influences which are in-

spirations God-ward to manj', and which re-

produce themselves in succeeding generations.

JBut C. Cushman herself being judge, the resi-

duum of the life of the greatest actress is

—

"darkness and silence!" Sad confession I

Yet it omits that hardening of the moral sen-

sibilities in thousands which is the inevitable

result of exciting aimless emotions, and that

earthly influence which is inseparable from

so thoroughly earthly a place as the theatre.

The curtain may fall and hide the actor; but

those excited sensibilities he helped to harden
in thousands live on, and contribute to the

downward tendencies of many lives. The
theatre, therefore, is not a place of harmless,

but, even in its best conditions, of positively

hurtful amusement. In its lowest and pre-

vailing plane it is " earthly, sensual, devilish."—National Repository.

For "Tbe Friend."

Britisli Guiana,

(Continued from pnge 147.)

Among the fish which abound in the rivers

of Guiana are several species which are dread-

ed for their voracity, or formidable means of

ttaek. Among these are the Perai. " These

were so abundant and ferocious that at times

t was dangerous, when bathing, to go into

he water to a greater depth than up to one's

knees. Even tlien small bodies of these hun-

gry creatures would swim in and make a dash

lose up to our legs, and then retreat to a

short distance. They actually bit the steer-

ng paddles as they were drawn through the

vater astern of the boats. A tapir which I

hot swimming across- the river had its nose

eaten off by them whilst we were towing it

to the shore.

One da}% when the boat was hauled in to

some rocks, a few of the men were engaged
shooting fish near by, and in so doing wounded
a large haimara. Having escaped from its

human tormentors, it made for the open river,

but was instantly attacked by jjerai attracted

by the blood escaping from its wound, and

was driven back to the shelter of the rocks

close to the boat, from which I had u good
view of the chase. The large fish followed by

ts savage enemies raniinded me of a purallel

case on land—a stricken deer pursued by
wolves.

The perai, fortunately, lie only off sand

beaches and in quiet pools, not frequenting

the cataracts, where their presence would bi

anything but acceptable to the men when
working in the water. I was fortunate enough
to find the spawning place of some perai on

the matted clusters of fibrous roots of some
liancs, which hung from the branches of a

tree into the water, amongst which much
earthy sediment had collected, and many
small aquatic plants had grown. The sedi-

ment gave weight to the roots which kept the

clusters under water, and the force of the cur-

rent made them buoyant, giving the lianes a

slope when the river was high, which kept

them not far from its surface. M3' attention

was attracted to them by two perai lying

close to them, with their heads up stream, as

the men said, engaged in watching their eggs.

Procuring one of the roots I examined it, and
found amongst it numbers of single eggs and
clusters of small jelly-like young, which had
been already hatched.

In hauling the boats up the shallow rapids

near the mouth of the Cutari the men, whilst

wading, were frequently struck by conger eels.

Every now and then a man would call out
' Congler,congler,' and jumping into the boat,

rub his shins which had been benumbed by a

touch from one of these fish. After half a
minute or so the,numbness wore off and he

took to the water again. The boat being in

a critical position at the time it was impossi-

ble for the men to leave the water. They
had therefore to brave out the shocks from
those batteries, which must have been very

slight, given probably by small eels, or they
could not have stood them.

Sting-raj'S were frequently seen on th

sandy bottom or grovelling for worms in the

muddy banks under water. My interpreter,

William, was unfortunate enough to step upon
one, which, being of the color of the bottom,

was not observed. It drove its spine or sting

into the side of his instep, producing a jagged
wound which bled profusely. I immediately

put laudanum on the wound and gave hie

strong dose of ammonia. In a quarter of

hour after he was writhing on the ground

great agony, actually screaming at times w
the pain which he felt in the wounded prj-,;

n his groin, and under one armpit. Hisfi

and leg were so cold that he got one ma^
light a fire and support his foot over it, p fc-

sisting in trying to put it in the flames.^,

gave him two doses of luudanum, one shop'

after the other, without relieving his sul

ings in the slightest degree. After tbn

hours of intense pain he became easier,

had returns of it at intervals during the ni,

For a week he was unable to put his foot

the ground, and the wound did not h

thoroughly for six weeks."
On one of the excursions up the Essequc g

River, our author stopped at the house o;

Brazilian Indian, where, be says, " I was m
amused with the good relations existing

tween three young tame birds at the hoas

they wei'e fully feathered, but as their wir

were clipped the}' could not fly—not that th

seemed to care to do so, as they appeared

enjoy themselves thoroughly, trotting abc

in company, watching 'every pot boil' in t

house, and making little excursions to 1

edge of the forest, or the water's edge. 1

leader of the band was a small fall-bir

a black and white bodj' and crimson hea

the others were a black corn-bird and a yoa

'Q'est-que ce-dit.' Wheiever the fall-bird we

its two companions trotted close behind, si

by side, the big corn-bird now and then op(

ng its mouth, in a babyish fashion, to try a

nduce the little leader to feed it. While

was watching them they made one of th

ourneys to the river's edge, and began h(

ping about in some low shrubs overhangi

the water, when, in an unlucky moment, t

Q'est-que-ce-dit' lost its hold and fell in, wh(

t struggled round and round in its futile (

deavors to get out again. Great was the s

and concern of the other two, vchi

chirped and chattered in a most excited sta

hopping about above its head on the low
twigs, as if wishing to try and render it eve

assistance in their power, and in their exei

ment nearly falling into the water tlicmsolv

Going to the spot I fished the little follow c

with a stick, and no sooner was it on dry la

than its companions were round it, eviden

greatly relieved in mind at its escape froo

watei-y grave. They all trotted otf to t

house together, the wet and draggled lit

bird marching between its two sympathisi

friends."

Among the wild animals that range in t

forests of Guiana, the Jaguar and the Pui

are the most formidable. The jaguar

its spotted coat is the American repre;

tve of the tiger of the East Indies, and t

puma, with its tawny skin, free from marl

of the lion. Both are smaller than th

Eastern cousins, yet possess sufficient strong

and ferocity to render thom dangerous

times. From the book we are reviewing,

extract the following items respecting ther

" I learned a curious fact regarding t

habits of the jaguar which is worth reco

ing. On one occasion when we had land'

and were hunting a herd of bush hogs, t

men were left in charge of the boat. Weh
not been away in the forest for more than t

or three minutes, when the men in the b(

heard a heavy foot tread on the bank abc

them, and looking op saw a large jaguar g
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lown on them from the very spot up
1 we had clambered. They immediately
id the boat off into the stream for safety,

ig an attack from the tiger, as thej'-had

n to defend themselves with. They told

lat this jaguar was what the Indians call

fiaster of the flock of hogs wo had been
Dg; that it follows ihem wherever they
ind that when it is hungry, .and finds a

little distance from the rest, it pounces
it, killing it with one blow of its huge
The squeak of the stricken hog brings

the whole herd to the spot, whereupon
aguar climbs a tree for safety till the

1 it browed is over and the pigs have left

pot, when it descends from its perch to

)n the flesh of its victim. I suppose when
3 'cleaned out' an entire flock it seeks

ler one and proceeds as before,

story is told of an Indian who was fol-

ig up a flock of hogs to get a shot, when
w a jaguar knock over a member of it

it described. When the flock bore down
le jaguar, it jumped upon a low fallen

vhere it was surrounded immediately by
jnraged hogs. Unforcunately for the

,r it was not beyond their reach, and in

luto was dragged down amongst them,
pled upon, and ripped to pieces,

e can easily conceive how the numbers
sh hogs are kept down in this way by
tigers of various sorts preying upon

, but it is more difficult to understand
keeps the numbers of large tigers from
asing. They appear to have no enemies,

Dg preys upon them, and the few killed

idians would not affect their number in

lensible degree. Both animals increase

e same rate, the jaguar having from two
•ee cubs at a birth, and the peccary about
ame number of young."
)ne evening, whilst returning to camp
;
the portage path that we were cutting

onobobo falls, 1 walked faster than the

and got some two hundred yards in ad-

i. As I rose the slope of an uneven piece

Ound, I saw a large puma (^Felis concolor)

being along the other side of the rise

rds me, with its nose down on the ground
moment I saw it I stopped ; and at the

!
instant it tossed up its head and seeing

so came to a stand. With its body half

hed, its head erect, and its eyes round
lack, from its pupils having expanded in

usky light, it looked at once a noble and
palling sight. I glanced back along oui

path to see if any of my men were com-
is at the moment I felt that it was not

,0 be alone without some weapon of de-

and I knew that one of them had a g
lolhing could I see. As long as I did not

the puma remained motionless also, and
we stood, some fifteen yards apart, eye
36 another curiousi}'. I had heard that

luman voice is potent in scaring most
boasts, and feeling that the time had
;d to do something desperate, I waved
rms in the air and shouted loudly. The
was electrical ; it turned quickly on one
ind in two bounds was lost in the forest,

ited until my men came up, however
passing the place at which it disap

ijd, in case it might only be lying in am
there ; but we saw nothing more of it."

(To be continued.)

is an invisible force of unmeasured

\/ For " The Frknd "

" How Mary Pcnington Built a House at Amersham."

In a work entitled " The Ponns and Pening-
tons of the 17th century," an interesting oc-

currence is narrated, under the above title,

bowing the perseverance of Mary Pening-
ton in procuring and fitting up a home for

her.«elf and family, after her husband's estate

had been confiscated to the crown.
In the year 1605 Isaac Penington was im-

prisoned by the order of the Earl of Bridge-

water, "because he would neither wlien writ-

ng to him use the phrase ' My Lord' nor sign

himself ' Your humble servant.' " It was not
until 1668 that ho was taken to London for

trial, and as there was "no record against

, he was at onee liberated." The write
would desire to arrest the attention of the
young women of the present day, by the

perusal of these events, showing that though
arcd in aflluence, and moving in the higher

social circles, Mary Penington did not shrink

from what she thought the path of duty, and
did not heed the finger of scorn, which some
might point at her. The young mothers es-

pecially, are affectionately invited to note how
he ordered her family in the little minutias of

overy-da3'' life ; and how great her care was
on meeting-mornings to keep her mind mea
sureably clear of the cumbering cares at

tendant on housekeeping. Too many of us

e apt to conclude the domestic machinery
ust be kept running at high pressure rates

—that unless all is favorable, we cannot "pre-

sent our bodies" in the assemblies gathered
for spiritual worship without sustaining too

much temporal -loss. We will listen to

own words, showing how amply she
compensated for all the sacrifices made. " I

lay down sweetly and very pleasantly at

night, awaked with a sweet sense of the work
before me in the morning; was employed all

day thereat, but had no burden on my mind."

After speaking of I. P.'s long imprisonment,
the narrative states: "Some unprincipled

men, who had observed his unresisting spirit,

refused to pay him money which they owed
him, and one of Mary Penington's relatives

commenced a lawsuit to deprive her of one
of her estates. The case was thrown into

Chancery, and was lost, because neither she

nor her husband would take an oath to verify

their claims. Mary Penington herself tells

us of these trials, adding, 'Thus were we
stripped of my husband's estate and wronged
of a great part of mine. After this we were
tossed up and down from place to place, to

our great weariness and charge ;
seeing no

place to abide in in this country near to meet-

ings, which had formerly been held at our

house at Chalfont. We were pressed in our
spirits to stay amongst the Friends hero if

any house could be found with conveniences,

though it were but ordinarily decent. We
sought in many places within the compass of

four or five miles from that meeting, but could

find none. Yet having still such a sense of

its being our right place, we had not freedom

to settle anywhere else ; so we boarded at

Waltham Abbey during the summer for our

childrens' accommodation at the school there,

and left our friends to enquire further for us.

But in all that time of seeking it had never en-

tered into our thoughts ofbuying a place. Nay,
we rather endeavored to have a state of disen-

tanglement, and to procure a habitation with-

out land. But, seeing no place like to fit us

in the country near those people, I told my

husband I was not willing to go from them
nto any other place, except it, were to our
own estate in Kent. This he liked not to do,

taking exception against the air and against
the dirtiness of the place. This put me into

a great strait. I could not bear, except to

go to Kent, to leave those we hail been in-

strumcnttil in gathcriuEc to the Truth, and
who had known our sufferings respecting our
estate, and who compassionated us. Wo and
they had suffered together, and had been com-
forted together. They had a sense of our
former condition, and were compassionate of
us; we being in their sight so stripped, they
expected no great things such as would an-
swer to our rank in tlie world ; but rather
wondered we were able to live so decently,
and to pay every one their own. Our sub-

mitting thus to mean things, which our pre-

sent condition occasioned, was honorable be-

fore them, but strangers would have despised
it, which would have been uneasy to us.'

"Thus it was that the temper amongst our
acquaintances and countrymen here helped
us to bear the meanness and the great straight-

ncss Bo much more than we have ever known
before, having been born to and having lived

in great plenty. One day when we were going
to Waltham Abbe}', R. T. coming to sec us,

and bewailing our going out of the country,

and having no place near them to return to,

said, ' Why will you not buy some little place

near us?' I refused this with great neglect,

saying our condition would not admit of such
a thing, for we had not an hundred pounds
beside our rents, and that we must sell some
of ni}' land if we do so. He told me he had
an uncle who would sell a place that was
about thirt}' pounds a year, which stood near

the meeting house at Amersham, and was in

a healthy place, and that the house being

trimmed might be made habitable. My hus-

band was not there at that time; but soon

after R. B. came, and I told him what R. T.

had proposed; he seemed to encourage the

thing, and said he had heard there were some
rooms in the house that might serve.

"That night Thomas Elwood came out of

Kent and told me he had much to do to come
back without selling my farm at West Bur.

I laid these things together, and said, ' I think

this must be our way ; if we can sell West Bur,

to buy this that R. T. has otfered, and with

the overplus money put the house in a condi-

tion to receive us.' Next day I took Annie
Bull with me, and went on foot to Woodside,

to John Humphrie's house, to view it and its

situation. I came in by Hill's lane through

the orchard ; but it looked so ruinous, and
unlike what could be trimmed up for us, that

I did not go into the house. So it quite fell

through until we were going away, having

been disappointed of a house at Beaconsfield,

which my husband had been in treaty about.

Upon this we pressed again to see the house,

which I did, Thomas Elwood and H. B. going

with me ; my husband having said ho loft the

decision to rae. So I went into the house,

and they viewed the grounds ; and in half an

hour's time I had the form of the thing in my
mind, what to sell, what to pull down, what to

add, and cast how it would be done with the

overplus money. So I gave up to have

them treat for it, and let us know at Wal-
tham ; which they did, and sent us word the

title was clear, but they judged it £50 too

dear. When 1 received that message, I had

my mind much to the Lord in this thing;
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that if it were the place He gave us liberty

to be in, He would order it for us. I had re-

quested of my husband that, seeing ho bad

lost all, and the children had no provision

but my estate, and that we were so tossed

about, and had no dwelling place for our-

selves or our children, I might build some

lillle thing for them. My husband was averse

to building; but I, weighing that could I

part with some land, and buy the place with

the money, and put it in condition for us

and them, and he not to be troubled with the

building, but that it, should be made over to

Friends for rae and the children ;
then he,

considering that the estate was mine, and

that he had lost all of his, and that thus that

suffering had been brought upon me, was

willing that I should do what I would. And
ho added that he took delight that I should

be answered in this, though it was contrary

to his temper cither to own a house or to

build one.

"So I sent word to our friends that they

should conclude for it; that I did not matter

£50 if they thought well of it in other re-

spects. Then it went on. I was often in

prayer to the Lord that I might be preserved

from entanglements and cumber, and that it

might be such an habitation as would mani-

fest that the Lord was again restoring us, and

had a regard to us. When it was bought, I

went industriously and cheerfully about the

business, though I saw many unusual in-

cumbrances present themselves before me;
under which 1 still cried to the Lord that I

might go through in his fear, and not cumber
or darken my mind.

"After we had concluded for it, we met
with a great interruption ; the woman being

advised to make prey upon us by an unrea-

sonable demand for her consent. I earnestly

desired of the Lord to make way for us to

get clear of the whole matter, though with

great loss, rather than that we should run

into entanglements in the management of it,

the dread of running into debt was so heavy

on me. But I got over that, and went on to

plant, and to make provision for building,

till the surveyor put mo out of my own way.

He put us upon rearing from the ground a

new part, and my husband falling in with

his plan, I could not avoid it. It brought

great trouble upon me, for I did not see my
way clear as before. Having stepped from

my own plan, and not knowing how to com-
pass this charge, 1 took no pleasure in doing

any thing about it. At length I fell ill, and
could not look after it, and groat was my
exercise ; one while fearing the Lord did not

approve of what I had done ;
another while

saying within myself I did not seek great

things nor vain glory in wishing a fine habi-

tation. For as 1 cast it at first, and did not

intend to do more, it would have been very

ordinary. After many close exercises and
earnest prayers, I came to a clearness that 1

had an honest intent in what I did, the full

expense being undiscerned. I then felt my
mind stayed, and acted without disquiet; and
the building was afterwards managed by me
rather in delight, through an assurance that

the undertaking was a right one.
" Part of the house fell down from the new

easting of it, and in the falling I was most re-

markably preserved. This wrought in me a

care how to compass what had to be done.

After a time I felt au innocent enjoyment arise

in my mind, and I wont on very cheerfully,

never looking out with apprehension ;
and

when there was occasion for money to be paid

I found I still had it, having contracted my
family expenses. My rents came in steadily,

and by selling old houses, and bark, and seve

ral other things, the expenses of the building

were met, and I then had pleasure instead of

pain in laying out the money. Indeed my
mind was so daily turned towards the Lord

in conducting this affair, and so continually

was I provided with money, that I often

thought, and sometimes said, that if I had

lived in the time when building of houses for

the service or worship of the Lord was ac-

cepted and blessed, I could not have had in

such a work a sweeter, stiller or pleasanter

time.

"I set all things in order of a morning be

fore I went to meeting, and so left them un-

thought of till I returned ;
rarely finding them

so much as to rise in my mind when going to or

when at meetings. Thus was my mind kept

sweet and savory; fori had nothing in all

that affair that disquieted me, having no fur

ther anxiety than that nothing should be

wasted; and this I perceived by eye, without

disquieting care being administered that would

produce anger or fretting. I lay down sweetly

and very pleasantly at night, awaked with a

sweet sense of the work before me in the

morning; was employed all day thereat, but

had no burden on my mind. This seasoned

me, and kept me pleasant and in health, and

now I am free to leave this account of it with

my children.

"The building was completed in less than

four year.s; I "could have compassed it

much less time, but then I should have been

straitened for money; doing it by degrees,

it stole on undiscerned in point of charge,

Now all is finished except the wash-house:

and I have taken up one hundred pounds;

and during that time we have not omitted

being helpful to others in giving or lendins

in our places. Maria Webb writes, ' The re

building must have been done in a very sub

stantial manner, for we find the house is still

after a lapse of nearly two centuries, a tenant

able habitation. It is now a farm house, and

well known in Amersham as the ancient resi

dence of the Feningtons.'
"

" No payment for Love."—J. Cohen, at thi

annual meeting of the London City Mission

mentioned the following touching incident:
" Fifteen years' experience in Whitechapel

had brought him into contact with some of

the noblest specimens of humanity he ever

met with—an honor to their kind and to the

religion they professed. He remembered one

case of a widow with four troublesome boys

to maintain. It was discovered, some weeks
after the death of a poor girl who died of con

sumption in extreme povertj', that this pooi

widow, after a hard twelve hours' work as

charwoman, would go back to her home at

eight o'clock in the evening, not to bed, but

twice or thrice a week to sit all night by the

bedside of that dying girl, to minister to her

wants, and speak a word of comfort to that

poor dying soul. The person who discovered

this asked her, 'But were you not paid?'

'Paid for it, ma'am!' she replied; 'I loved

her.'

"

" What was the largest gift handed to the)

treasurer, in God's sight, compared with this

poor widow's mite?"

For "The Frien

A Warning.

There are a people sprung up m our rai*^

who profess to belong to Friends, and are]

tending to propagate and promulgate Friei

ancient principles; but are not doing it,

are ignoring them and setting them at nau
from time to time. These people are send

men out as preacher.s, who are nothing

than lecturfers of a smooth appearence;

go about teaching, and mayl notsay,seduo »

weak members amongst us, making them
lieve there is need of a change in Friei

,

principles and practices, and that the tt:

form has got out of date and is unpopul £
and thereby many honest people are decei j;,

and led astray before they are aware ol

till finally they lose all sight of the strait | t:

and narrow way which we are comman
to walk in. Step by step they are led inl

more popular and fashionable way of worsi

pk

grees. Now 1 feel constrained to warn
Friends to mind who they receive, and

whom they bid God-speed, for in so doin,

are partakers of their deeds whether th

good or bud. P.

Canada.

For "The Friei

A few Questions and Answers Relative to Wi^ •

Q. " From whence come wars and
ings among you," saith the apostle.

A. He answers, " Come they not hi

even of your lusts that war in yonr
hers ?" &c.

Q. What is war?
A. That cruel, legalized, sj'stematized:

der or mode of destruction, in which intell'

and immortal beings are taught, perm;

and encouraged, by temporal authority

mutilate and kill one another.

Q. Is it not this, in the language ol

poet, " that so makes man a wolf to maai

A. Yes: the sin, cruclt}', bloodshed

misery of war, are terrible beyond descri

and are much more becoming sangni

wolves, than Christian nations or men.

Q. Are wars at all reconcilable witl

religion of Christ?
A. No. He whose kingdom is not of'

world; who was declared to be " the Pri

of Peace ;" and who said, " Blessed are

peacemakers;" can allow of no complu
with that, which one of his apostles deela

comes from the " lusts that war in our m
bers." Whenever the true spirit of Oh*

tianity prevails in the world, war will bo

possible.

Q. What saith the Psalmist, of war?—
who in a former dispensation was aecessjl-:

to them and engaged in them? If'

A. " He (the Lord) maketh wars to Ct
'-'

unto the ends of the earth," &c. And sgs

" Scatter thou the people that delight in W!

Q. Was not the abolition of war prophw

of in other scriptures before the coming of

Christian dispensation?

A. Yes. Isaiah sayeth : " He (the L?

shall judge among the nations, and sbi

'

buke many people ; and they shall beat'

swords into ploughshares, and their

into pruning hooks : nation shall not

sword against n"?ition, neither shall they^

war any more,"
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Is not arbitration a more Ciiristian, as

as a more expedient way of settling na-

il differences?

Yes : many long, very bloody, and ex-

ive wars might have been amicably and

y settled by the arbitration of a deputed
ress of nations, or by even a jury of
ve men.
In addition to the innumerable dis-

68 caused by wars, do they not involve a

ul waste of moans which might be use-

applied ?

Yes. An intelligent British author says,

e expenses of an ordinary campaign would
iflBcient to endow a school in every parish

ngland and Ireland for ever.

What, as one example, does history

1 us relative to the expensiveness of wars?
The American Colonies, before the Revo-

n, imported from the mother country,

s to the amount of $22,500,000; which
) was annihilated by the war; whereby
great numbers of respectable merchants
others were entirely ruined. The strug-

isted seven or eight years; while in this

, Britain sacrificed 200,000 men, and ex-

ed $720,000,000.

What does Bismarck say of the terrible

rgeof war; and of all the disappointment,

ry and sin involved in it ?

" In satisfying my ambition," Bismarck
said, "I have made nobody happy. And
; a number of people I have cast into

ry. Without mo three great wars would
have been avoided ; 80,000 men—nay,

Y more—would not have been killed, and
numbers of families, of fathers, mothers,

aers, sisters and wives would not have
plunged into mourning."
What, does he s.ay of the settling this

ant with his Omniscient Judge?
"However, that account is to be sot-

between God and myself so far as the
after goes."

What satisfaction did he derive from
? and what was the harvest ?

" What happiness have I derived from
ly success? Little or none; and I have
ed endless worry, vexation, hatred, pain,

;,
over-work and care."

What does General Sherman declare

attles and fightings, and of his hatred
Bof?

General Sherman in a little speech to

} children, said: "You may think, chil-

, when 3'ou read about us war men, that

jike battles and fighting. It is not so.

f

of us hate it. So far as I am concerned,
ve been engaged in wars and with busi-

iconnected with war for forty years, and
|te it with a deep and growing hatred."

I

What do the present menacing, im-

[rishing, demoralizing armies of Europe
ate and portend ?

They indicate jealousy, covetousness, or

age. They portend that monster scourge
ar ; with its accompanying train of

es—promiscuous slaughter, carnage,

wickedness, cruelty and desolation
;
the

dful murder, tho bitter anguish, the agon-

; horrible death ; as also, the widowed
rning hearts, and fatherless children.

What is the hoped for advantage, or

ling benefit ?

The self gratulation in rulers of having
idle, mischief-making, if not rebellious

es in motion ; the puny ambition or honor
aving come off victorious; the thirst for

military glory; the coveted desire, if all else

should fail, of notoriety among men, the

sweets of popular applause.

Q. What does the poet say of war's ephem-
eral gains ?

A.
" Keason frowns on war's unequal game,
Where wasted nations raise a single name,

And mortgaged States their grandsires' wreaths regret,

From age to age in everlasting debt.

Wreaths which at last the dear-bought right convey
To rust on medals, or on stones decay."

Q. What was the song of the angel with a

multitude of the heavenly host, upon tho ever

memorable Advent?
A. " Glory to God in the highest, and on

earth peace, goodwill toward men."

[The two following pieces appear to have
been written on the occasion of tho " Thanks-
giving," recently directed to be held by pub-

lic authority. We all have abundant cause

to render the tribute of th'mksgiving to the

bountiful Author of all our blessings; but this

tribute can only be offered availingly when
tho Lord is pleased to raise the feeling in our

hearts, and give ability to offer to Him the

homage which is due. Therefore our Society

has ever objected to the observance of any
fixed time for thanksgiving, set apart by the

Cii;i7 author! ties ; as well as to the performance

of other acts of religious worship, such as

preaching and praying at any set times, and
" ndependently of knowing the renewed anoint-

ng of the Lord's Holy Spirit.

—

Ed.]
Selected.

THANKSGIVING.
" Thou crownest the year with thy goodness, and tliy

paths drop fatness. The pastures are clothed with

flocks ; the valleys also are covered over with corn
;

they shout for joy ; they also sing."—Psalm Ixv. 11-13.

Not brighter than our brilliant skies

Were those of Palestine
;

Then let our songs of praise arise
" In notes almost divine."

When Israel's bard, with sweetest strain.

Blessed God for all that grew
On mountain slope and fertile plain.

Where nightly fell the dew,

That with the sunshine and the rain

Nourished the tender shoots,

The waving fields of precious grain,

And all the luscious fruits

;

And when he looked on vine-clad hills.

Abroad on pastures green.

And heard the sweetly murmuring rills

That, with their .silvery sheen.

Flowed from the mountain to the vale,

To water thirsty lands

With living streams that never fail,

And heard the joyful bands
Of warblers sweet that daily sung

The praises of the Lord,

His own sweet harp he gladly strung.

Attuning every chord

To strains adoring and sublime,

And, with immortal words,

Sang of their lovelv, genial clime.

Of flocks and well-fed herds.

Of valleys covered o'er with corn,

'

Of years with goodness crowned,

When Plenty, from her bounteous horn.

Poured richest treasures round.

He taught as how, with grateful hearts,

Sweet psalms of praise to sing
;

Let us, with joy, sustain our parts

As we to Heaven's King,

On this great festival of praise,

Our sweetest incense bring
;

And though we have no golden urns

To bear before his throne.

He from no grateful heart e'er turns

That worships Him alone.—New York Observer.

Selected.

THANKSGIVING.
BY MARGARET E. SANGSTER.

What time the latest flower hath bloomed,
The latest bird hath southward flown

;

When silence weaves o'er garnered sheaves
Sweet idyls in our northern zone

;

When scattered children rest beside
The hearth, and hold the mother's hand,

—

Then rolls Thanksgiving's ample tide

Of fervent praise across the land.

And though the autumn stillness broods
Where spring was glad with song and stir,

Though summer's grace leave little trace

On fields that smiled at sight of her,

Still glows the sunset's altar-fire

With crimson flame and heart of gold,
And faith uplifts, with strong desire
And deep content, the hymns of old.

We bless our God for wondrous wealth,
Through all the bright benignant year;

For shower and rain, for ripened grain
;

For gift and guerdon, far and near.

We bless the ceaseless Providence
That watched us through the peaceful days.

That led us home, or brought us thence,
And kept us in our various ways.

And if the hand so much that gave,

Hath something taken from our store.

If caught from sight, to heaven's pure light,

Some precious ones are here no more.
We still adore the Friend above.

Who, while earth's road grows steep and dim.
Yet comforts us, in tender love,

And holds our darlings close to Him.

Thanks, then, O God ! from sea to sea

Let every wind the anthem bear !

And hearts be rife, through toil and strife.

With joyful praise and grateful prayer.

Our fathers' God, their children sing

The grace they sought through storm and sun :

Our harvest triliute here we bring,

And end it with, " Thy will be done !"

For " The Friend."

Meteoralogical Notes from Diary of Benjamin Uornor.

1768. April 5th.—Ico so strong as to bear

my weight (in hhd.) where tho water was
two feet deep. N. B. His weight varied from
about 210 to 225 pounds.

8th.—Snow on the ground 2J inches in

depth.
15th.—Snowed a great part of the day.

May 6th.—A frost that froze the ground.

1769. April 5th.—Very warm, with a thun-

der shower.
8th.—Very cold. Ice quarter of an inch

thick.

20th.—Hard frost and snow all day.

May 2nd.—Some snow and cold rain.

1770. April 2nd.—Snowed all day,—depth
about six inches,—although it thawed.

4th.—Ice so strong as to bear my weight.

October 3rd. — Snow this morning that

covered tho houses.

1772. February 22nd.—Very warm. Ther-
mometer said to bo at 65°.

March 15th. - Said to be the coldest day
this winter.

April 3rd.—Snow about six inches deep.

1774. May 3rd.—Snow—some remaining
until next day.

1799. May 6th.—Ice this morning.
1802. 1st' mo. 1st.—A fine morning, with

white frost.

2d.—Fine and warm, uncommonly so for

the season.

3rd.—Fine and warm.
16th.—Fine as can be: very warm, no oc-

casion for firo in the stove, and for several

days past uncommonly fine for the season.

27th.—Very fine and pleasant, and has been

so most of the month.
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1803. 5th mo. 7th.—I saw ice nearly quar- ! are held together by chance attractions. Hence

'the silica of the glass wholly resorts to its

primiiive connectio.n with silica, leaving tlie

alkali to shift for itself. According toGriffiths,

the pearly stratum covering antique glass

" consists almost wholly of silica."

In ancient glass the disintegration has be-

gun at many points on the surface, and has

proceeded inward, separating the glass into

very thin layers of silica and the other dis-

sociated constitutents. Hence the colors dis-

played are not inherent, in the sense that

they are in colored glass, but are known
he "colors of thin films" illustrated by

the colors of a soap-bubble or of the thin oxide

on the surface of metals. A sharp blow on

ice will often cause these colors to start forth

from some interior fracture with magical ef-

fect. They are produced by reflection from

two surfaces very near together, in conse-

quence of which the two reflected waves are

said to " interfere." The interference results

n the extinction of some of the elementary

colors of white light, leaving the others

produce a compound color.— The Christian

Advocate.

ter of an inch thick, and the ground was

frozen.

8th.—Snow and rain about two inches,

—

said to be six inches in Bucks county.

9Lh and 10th.—A large white frost both

days.

In a marginal note at the commencement
of his diary, he says in 1804, May 8th, snow,

said to be six inches deep in Bucks county.

Is this? or that of 1803, the great snow that

broke down the Lombardy Poplars of Phila-

delphia, and obstructed tbe streets, so as to

render them almost impassable?

Two Bits of Antique Glass.

In Psalm Ivi. we read, "Put thou my
tears into thy bottle." The reference appears

to be to a custom, which was common at a

later period among the Greeks and Romans, of

collecting tears in bottles provided for that

purpose. Before me lie two such lachrymato-

ries, which were exhumed by Gen. Ui Cesnola

in Cyprus.
Their shape is rather that of an antique

vase than of a modern bottle, bulbous at the

bottom and having quite a long, slender neck.

The smaller one has been broken off at the

top; the larger one remains nearly intact.

These fragile articles, buried iu the tombs
of an extinct people, have survived the rise

and fall of many successive civilizations in

Cyprus ; for they are doubtless older than the

New Testament, older than the Christian era.

They bear marks of extreme age, but no in-

dications of the exact period to which they

belong. Di Cesnola assigns the glass objects

of his collection to about 400 b. c. Twenty-
three hundred years since they were fashion-

ed ! Four hundred years old when St. Paul
visited Cyprus! Blown 2,000 years before

the Venetians attained such renowned skill

in glass manufacture! Once the receptacle

of tears shed by mourners seventy genera-

tionsago! The finger of lime has been slowly

jiicking away at them, for they are partly dis-

integrated, and covered with iridescent scales.

Originally transparent, they have at length

become partly opaque through agencies that

have been at work through all these centuries.

It was remarked that these '' tearbottles"

give evidence of extreme age. This evidence

is found in their covering of thin, iridescent

scales, a condition peculiar to very ancient

glass. The scales resemble mother-of-pearl,

and are often of singular brilliancj'. They
are the product of the slow decomposition of

glass, or tbe separation of its elementary com-
ponents into concentric layers around numer-

ous points. Sir David Brewster says of glass,

"There is, perhaps, no material body that

ceases to exist with so much grace and beauty

when it surrenders itself to ti

Glass is a common symbol of fragility, but

it is contrary to our conceptions to regard

as sutiject to decay. The rude "lens of rock

crj'stal found by — Layard at Nineveh is as

sound as it was many thousand j-ears ago
when in the form of a crystal ;" but the glass

taken from the same ruins has yielded to the

disintegrating action of lime. The lens' is

crystallized silica, and its similar panicles are

arranged in accordance with their molecular
forces, and held together by the natural af-

finities, while the dissimilar particles of silica

and alkali, usually composing glass, have been

forced into artificial relations by fusion, and

Transaction of Discipline.—I have founii

my business sometimes of late, to be more^

ward in travail, and less active in the es

se of the wholesome rules of Society, tl

I once was ; and believe, when I have obejf-^
the call into this inward, still abode
there felt my loins rightly girded, it has d »

tributed much more to the right exerciatfl^

the discipline, than when, through a

for its proper administration, I have, by o* * '

acting, seemed to do a good deal for its t '•'

tion.

—

J. Scott.

K. A. Burnell reports in The Congregat

alist, that, having been appealed to as to

necessity of drinking wine when travel!

abroad, in consequence of the bad charaete

the water, he gave this reply : Thirt}- dayi

Japan, forty-two in China, one hundred i

twelve in India, nine in Egypt, fiftee

Palestine, fifteen in Syria, four in Constas

nople, four in Athens, sixty-five in E
thirty-five in England, ninety days at sea

twenty ships, afforded ample time to test

water, with no occasion to touch an intoxic

or taste tea or coffee. Occasionally wi

a cup of nutritious cocoa, and always
when obtainable.Education and Reading as a means to Mental and

Spiritual Elevation of Mind.

The following extract is taken from the

Journal of William Evans, penned in 1835,

while he was attending the meetings and
visiting families near the eastern limits of

New York Yearly Meeting.

"The house of the kind and intelligent

Friend where we were entertained (at Starks-

borough) was an agreeable lodging place for

us; the influence of education and suitable

reading, in expanding the mind, divesting it

of many illiberal, contracted notions, was visi-

ble here. But in too manj' cases, wo find

Friends, of sufficient means, who have ne-igelical principles, passages in our ser

glected the education of their children very
j
which, to saj' the least, appear to favor si

2h, or, after having given them small por- [dotal, and therefore anli-Cbristian dogmi

Religious Items, &c.

Prayer Book.—The Evangelical portior

the Church of England appear to be gr*
ally awakening to the doctrinal unsoundii

of certain parts of their "Prayer Book." 1

Rock, one of their journals published in Bf

land, says: "It is hopeless to maintain t

the Reformation character of our Church
ever bo complete until the compromising
lions of it are honestly expunged; and oil!

gonuity no longer taxed to explain, on E

tions, do not provide them with suitable books
to employ their leisure hours, in storin

Causes of Dissent from the Church of^

land.—At an English "Church Congress" h

their minds with useful and instructive ideas, in London in the 10th month last, in wh
Labor for our subsistence, is unquestionably jthis subject was discussed. Canon Eyle ei

necessary; but we mayslideinto the habitof he believed that four fifths of the dissent

pursuing our worldly concerns with such the present day had arisen from the fact tl

avidity, as to lose all relish for mental \m-\not finding the gospel in the pulpits of the Chu

provement; and for those things which aro o/ England, they had gone elsewhere for it,i

invisible and eternal. When old age over- 'also from the dreadful lives formerly h J am
takes this description of people, they iiave few Me clergy, and from the harsh treatment

objects of thought and conversation, but the 'godlj^ clergymen bj' their bishop "" '

little round of worldly concerns, which have .there was a notable

Oft
„ .„„..„ .^.

_;
^.„., _, „ .nstance in the case

engrossed their time and attention for many
|
Daniel Rowlands, of Llangeitho, whose licei

j'oars; but little interest in anything beyond. had been withdrawn by a predecessor ofi

theirown affairs; and for wantof having been jchairman because he had preached thegOB

engaged to lay up treasure in heaven, are in the openjii

often destitute of any ability to promote the

welfare of religious society, and the advance-

ment of the testimonies of Truth. Their e.x-

ample tends to lead those around them into

th<! same worldly pursuits; and thus, instead

of being the salt of the earth and lights in the

world, they prove stumbling-blocks to sincere

enquirers after Truth, and blind guides to the

youth of the Society. Such persons are ob-

jects of commiseration and regret. These are

subjects that ought to call forth the energies

of the Society ; not only in a fervent concern

for the religious welfare of the young people,

but in adopting proper measures for their

guarded school education ;
visiting them in

their families, and endeavoring to elevate

their minds by furnishing suitable libraries in

the Preparative Meetings."

Immoral Publications.—The Post Office

thorities in Canada have prohibited the cir

lation through the mails of Police Gazet

believing that the details of crime contaii

in them are demoralizing to the public. Ti

requested the United States Govern meiU
prevent such publications coming in the m;

from this country designed for Canada. P
Master General Key iia^ accordingly isst

an order, directing that such papers direc'

to Canada should be regarded as unmaiia
matter and refused.

Hireling Ministers.—The Primitire Chriib

says, A hireling priesthood is the main sonv

of the prostitution and debauchery of 1

public mind. It is a standing bid to corn

tion. The inevitable tendency is to proph<

smooth things.
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I proposition which has been introduced

jrao of the Yearly Meetings on this con-

to establish an "American Friends'

inary Board" to be composod of coni-

18 appointed by the meetings which
into the scheme, is one of such a grave
;ter, that it may well awaken thought-
isideration.

onforence of the committees appointed
eral Yearly Meetings on this subject was
n the 10th and 11th of the 12th month
ianapolis, at which a plan of oi-ganiza-j

'as agreed upon and directed to be laid

the respective Yearly Meetings for

approval. This proposes that "The
" shall consist of two members from
f the bodies who join in the Association,

ties are thus defined,

le Board shall procure information in

I to the various missionary fields, and
se a general supervision over the work
orkers under its care; shall receive and
er applications from persons who may
to engage in the work, and recommend
to such fields for labor as may seem to

t, and under such regulations as it may
line. It shall recommend to the Mis-

y Committees of such Yearly Meetings

y have them, suitable fields for their

and suitable workers for those fields

;

1 correspond with such committees upon
neral and particular needs of the work,
jport to the Yearly Meetings, through
(jomraittees, where they have such, all

lation that may be of interest to them,

Y aid them in furthering the interests

cause. It shall keep Friends gener-

ivised, through the press, of the pro-

of the work, and make such applica-

f the funds entrusted to its care as may
best, either in the establishment of new
ins, or in the assistance of those already
jshed by individual Yearly Meetings."
yill be observed that the Missionary

I
as here proposed, is expected to assume
ty, which the discipline of the Society'

ds has heretofore devolved upon its

rly organized meetings, ofsitting in judg-
)n calls to religious service—as to those

3 who desire to labor in fields under
are.

duty is one of the most responsible

iportant that the Church has to per-

For there is a strength in the unity
brethren, which he who goes forth

5, bearing precious seed, often feels

onfirming and helpful amid the trials

and patience to which he is exposed,
is also the case, that were it not for

ident oversight which is thus exercised,

)erson8 would engage in services for

they were not prepared ; either rais-

the preparatory baptisms for the call

r into labor, or stimulated by an active

ament to undertake that which the
as not commanded.
n, under a sense of its responsibility,

ureh is enabled to look up to its Holy
or light and wisdom to guide it in these

y matters, it has often experienced the

"judgment to descend upon those who
iidgment. We believe it is altogether
i to entrust the decision of such ques-

tions to a Board constituted as has been
proposed; and that the plan (if carried into

eff'eot) will not only be a step in the way of

departure from the practices of our Society,

but will open wide the door for the introduc-

tion of other things totally inconsistent with
our fundamental principles.

The duties of the "Board" as set forth in

the proposition of the Conference, evidently
refer mainly to the eslablishment and sup-
port of "Missionary" enterprises similar to

those carried on by other religious denomi-
nations. If the scheme is put into operation,

we have but little hope that the labors of
those sent out would be confined within the
limits which our principles would fix. This
has been the case alreadj', as shown in the
Madagascar mission, supported by some mem-
bers of our Society in England.
Thus the Society of Friends would in mea-

sure become responsible for practices which a
consistent member cannot adopt; and the ef-

fect on the body would be a weakened hold
of those spiritual views of religion and wor-
ship which it is our special call to exhibit to

the world.

We believe this project is one of the results

of a spirit of change and of departure from
the principles of Friends, which has been
widely manifested in the past few years; and
that if carried into effect, it will tend to lower
the standard of gospel ministry among us, to

destroy by degrees our testimony to a pure
spiritual worship, and to assimilate our meet-
ings to those of most other societies, where
the attention of the people is largely turned
to outward demonstraiions, and but little

opportunity is given for waiting on the Lord
for the renewal of spiritual strength.
Whatever reasons may be adduced on gene

ral grounds for a union of different Yearly
Meetings in religious undertakings, there is

loo much unsettlement in our borders at the
present tima to r^-nder it advisable to enter
upon any such general arrangement.

It has been said in support of this proposed
scheme, that an earnest concern to spread the
Redeemer's kingdom among men animated
the apostles and first disciples of Christ, and
was conspicuously exhibited by George Fox
and our early Friends; and that a similar
duty devolves upon us of the present day.
This we suppose all Friends will admit; and
it is our own belief that the Church needs a
more general aod full awakening to a sense of
the responsibilities which rest upon it; and
that many of its members are greatly deficient

in a submission to those baptisms—even into
the likeness of Christ's death—which are a
necessary preliminary to rising with Him in

newness of life, and bringing forth the fruits

of the Spirit. It is only by unreservedly yield-

ing to the teaching, guidance and government
of the Lord's Holy Spirit—that Grace of God
which bringeth salvation and hath appeared
unto all men—that a true and living zeal for

the Lord's holy cause and for the eternal

welfare of our fellow men can spring up and
become fixed in our hearts. Where a de-

ficiency of this zeal exists, we believe that it

will not be remedied by a change of church
machinery. The arrangements which already

exist in our Society are sufiicient to provide

opportunities for the exercise of those gifts

and callings which the Head of the Church
bestows upon its faithful members.
Our own impressions on this subject arc

confirmed by the language of one whose long

experience and opportunities for observation
give weight lo his judgment. He says : "I
am greatly concerned in reference to this

Home and Foreign Mission business. It has
a specious glare with it—and one of its eS'ects

will probably be to take the members and
meetings oft" from a due consideration of their

own state. The effect of it altogether will bo
to fix the standard of ministry and worship,
and the qualifications for religious service of
all kinds at a lower level—in fact practically
upon the level common to other societies.

The adoption of this scheme will, if I have
any right apprehension, be a great obstacle
in the way of any return to the true founda-
tion from which the Society has been drifting

for many years."

Wo have received a copy of the printed
minutes of Iowa Yearly Meeting of the Smal-
ler Body, which convened at Oskaloosa on
the 26lh of 9th Month last.

We observe that in addition to Bear Creek
Quarterly Meeting, which at first was the
only one to uphold this organization in its

separate existence, representatives were pre-
sent from Salem Quarterly Meeting.
Among the more important committees

appointed, were one " to visit meetings, fami-
lies and isolated individuals for their help and
encouragement in the faithful maintenance
of the principles and testimonies of the Society
in its first rise;" and one "to endeavor by
correspondence or otherwise, to become better
acquainted with the doctrinal views, future

prospects, &c.," "of the various isolated por-
tions of Society, that had become so in con-
sequence of bearing testimony against the
unsound doctrines and inconsistent practices

which have been introduced of late years."

An epistle was received from the Smaller
Body in Western Yearly Meeting, and replied

to.

The following passage is extracted from the
minute on the State of Society.

"Joshua, the succeeder of Moses in leading

the people, was not to turn to the right hand,
nor to the left ; so we, who profess to be suc-

cessors of early Friends, are to be a special

people, separate from the world, and should
not turn to the right hand nor to the left in

maintaining the same doctrines, principles,

testimonies and discipline'; for it was by the
divine spirit and power of the Lord that they
were gathered to be a people to his praise,

and the doctrines that were given to Fox, and
ancient Friends with him to promulgate to

the world, were given them immediately by
the Head of the Church, as were also the

testimonies they had to bear to the world;

and the discipline emanated from the same
source. There were no sufferings, persecu-

tions, imprisonments, or spoiling of goods
that could deter them from what they believ-

ed to be a divine requisition ; and if we are

under the influence of the same divine princi-

ple, it would bring us into the same conform-
ity, for like causes produce like effects even
in the outward."

The close of one year, the commencement
of a new one, has, by general consent, been

selected as a period for making that annual
thorough examination which every prudent
man feels to bo desirable, into the condition

of his property, the working of his business,

and into all that affects his financial situation.

The importance of this inquiry is not suffi-
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ciently appreciated by some, and as a stimulus

to such, we append a minute of Gracechureh-
Street Monthly Meeting [London] of the 8th

of 6th Month, 1785.

"This meeting taking into consideration

the advice directed bj- the Yearly Meeting to

Friends in general, ' to inspect the state of their

affairs once in the year,' and being sensible of

the propriety and importance thereof, do
earnestly and tenderly advise and entreat our
members individually, especially those in

trade, to be careful in complying with this

salutary advice, as it will, with the assistance

of keeping just and clear accounts, and a care

not to over-rate any part of their property,

be not only the means of bringing more fre

quently to view, a general state of their out-

ward concerns, but also of giving them a
particular insight into their debts and credits,

as well as profits and expenses; whereby they
may be induced to avoid intrusting any per-

sons, however specious their appearance in

life, with suras disproportionate to the risk,

which their own capital would reasonably
warrant them to run. For want of this care

we apprehend many well-meaning persons

have incautiously, and almost insensibly, in-

volved themselves in much difficulty and dis-

tress.

" The frequent inspection of aifair.s will also

serve to show how far property is, from time
to time, really increased, by which all ought
to regulate their expenses, rather than by the

precarious rule of a present advantageous
trade. By this mistake many have missed
their way ; and when in the course of outward
things, which are ever subject to change,

some, finding their profits diminished, and, to

save appearances, being unwilling to lessen

their expenses, have failed in the payment of

their just debts; to the great injury of their

creditors, the ruin of themselves and families,

and the disgrace of the profession of that prin-

ciple which would, if followed, lead all into

an humble dependence on the Divine Hand
for ever3' blessing, and into moderation and
circumspection in all our concerns."

Wo have received a package of small tracts

designed fin- children, put up in parcels of 12

difterent kinds, and for sale at the Book Store,

304 Arch Street. They contain simple narra-

tives, which are easily understood, conveying
valuable instruction in an attractive manner;
and we think they will interest both young
and old. We hope the Friends who prepared
them maj- be encouraged, by the success of

this venture, to continue their labors in the

same direction. Thoy are sold at 10 cents

per package of 12 tracts.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The bonded debt of the city of

Philadelphia on the 1st inst. was $64,421,945, of which
f»3,7G9,450 was 4 per cent, bonds, $94,503, 5 per cent,

bonds, $9,435,592 taxed city 6's, and $51,122,400 un-

taxed city 6's.

The Inraan Line Steamship Company have tried the
experiment of lighting one of their vessels with elec-

tricity, using four lights for the saloon, and two for the
Bteernge. The passengers give a most enthusiastic en-

dorsement of the new system of lighting—they say that

reading, writing, and sewing were possible in every part

of the room. The lights were four carbon points, and
each had the power of 400 standard candles.

Congress adjourned on the 19th inst. until the 6th
proximo.
The Secretary of the Treasury has informed the ser-

geant-at-arms of the House, that he can draw silver

certificates, instead of silver, for twenty per cent, of the
salaries of members, if he wishes. This measure will

prove relieving, as silver dollars have been

lating in his hands, owing to the unwillingness of Con-
gressmen to receive them.
The result of the count made by the Governor and

Council of Maine, shows that in the Senate the Fusiop-

ists are given 20 members, and the Republicans 11 ; in

the House the Fusionists have 78 representatives, and
the Republicans 61. The cities of Portland, Bath,

Louistown, Rockland and Saco, having 12 Republican
representatives, are disfranchised.

During the four months ending on the 11th inst., the

total amount of gold brought to the port of New York
from Europe was $71,672,950, or an average of $513,826
for every day of the one hundred and twenty-one.

Petroleum and petroleum products have fallen in

value so much during the last year, that although four

million gallons more were exported in 10th month of

this year, than during the same period of 1878, the

value was nearly a million dollars less. The chief ex-

ports in quantity and value are illuminating oils. The
exports from ports other than New York and Phila-

delphia, do not amount to ten per cent, of the aggregate
exports of the month (50,000,000 gallons), valued at

$4,027,177.

It is reported from Petersburg, Va., that large num-
bers of emigrants from North Carolina, are passing

through on their way to Indiana. They seem to know
nothing of the climate and country to which they are

going, and are ignorant of what their condition will be

in their new homes.
The steamer Koln recently sailed from Charleston,

S. C, with 5515 bales of cotton for Sebastopol. It was
the largest cargo ever sent from that place.

The port statistic-! of San Francisco show that Uie

arrivals of Chinese during the year were 6,128, and de-

partures 8,746, of whom 6,229 went to China, and 2,517
to Honolulu.
A dispatch from Fairplay, reports the discovery of

Uranium in the Sacramento mining district. This
mineral is found in Bohemia, but never before has been
discovered in this country as far as known. Uranium
is worth $1,000 per ton.

The mortality in Philadelphia the past week num-
bered 261. Of this number 164 were adults, and 97
children—45 being under one year of age.

Markets, &C.—U. S. 6'3, 1881, registered, 104f ; do.,

coupon, 107i; 5's, 103}; 4i's, 1891, 106i; 4's, 1907,

104J.
Cotton.—Prices remain about the same as last quoted.

Sales of middlings at 12J a 13| cts. per. lb. for uplands
and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7i cts. in barrels, and standard

white S\ cts. for export, and 8J a 9 cts. per gallon for

home use.

Flour is dull, but unchanged. Sales of 1200 barrels,

including Minnesota extra at $6.75 a $7.12J ;
Penna.

do., at $7 a $7.25 ; western do. at $7 a $7.50, and patent

and other high grades at $8 a $8.50. Kye flour, is

steady at $5.60.

Grain.—Wheat is in demand and firmly held, with
sales of 55,000 bushels, including rejected at $1.47; red

at $1.54; amber, $1.54 a S1..55. Rye is unchanged.
Corn is in fair request and steady. Sales of 15,000
bushels, including old mixed and 3'ellow at 62 a 63.J

cts., and new do. .at 57i a .59} cts., for steamer and sail,

afloat and in elevator. Oats are dull. Sales of .5.500

bushels, including mixed, 47J a 48J cts., and white at

49 a 50 cts.

Hay and straw.—Prime timothy, 95 eta. to $1.05 per
100 pounds ; mixed, 80 a 90 cts. per 100 pounds ; straw,

$1.10 a $1.20 per 100 pounds.
Beef cattle.—The market for the week was active,

and prices were J a |c. higher: 2730 head arrived and
sold at 3 a 6 cts. per lb., as to quality. Sheep, 4 a 5J
cts. per lb., as to condition. Lambs, 4i a 0} cts. per lb.

Hogs, 5} a 7 cts. per lb.

Foreign.—London.—The authorities of the War-
office are considering the advisability of sending rein-

forcements to Afghanistan. A dispatch from General
Roberts, dated on the 14th, says that he is strongly en-
trenched at Shirpur, and is able to hold his own. He
admits that the fact of his leaving Cabul, will probably
have the eflect of encouraging the Afghans in their re-

sistance.

The Duchess of Marlborough has written to the Lord
Mayor of London, asking his aid to induce the wealthy
citizens of London to contribute to the relief of the

starving poor of Ireland. She expresses fear that the
distress will be terrible unless private benevolence
comes to the assistance of the sufferers. Sir Stafford

Northcote says the Government will take measures for

the relief of the'distress, but while careful of the m.i-

terial prosperity of Ireland, would, above all, insist

upon the maintenance of law and order, and would

[never coquette with any demand for home rule wl

the responsible men of all parties knew to be impose
The distress caused by the famine in Upper Sil

during the past month, has been intensified by typl

fever. It is said measures have been taken to pre'

any dangerous extension of the famine and dist

The Emperor and Empress, and other members of

royal family, have contributed generously toward
relief of the distressed.

Intelligence from St. Petersburg represents

several officers of the artillery and engineers have 1 Ql

arrested, charged with complicity in the recent Nib
attempt on the Czar's life at Moscow. The Wi
Palace is now illuminated all night with the ela

light, as a precaution. It has been decided to grat

the municipal governments in all the chief citit
if

Poland, the privilege of using the Polish languas

the sittings of their councils after the first of the coj

year.
_ !

It is reported from Madrid that the Cuban estid

present a deficit of $8,000,000, besides the loss bj

present rebellion, which amounts to 1800,000 mon)
The average daily evaporation of water in the

of Bengal, is registered at 2 inches. The amoui
water thus lifted up, says a meteorologist, is en

and the heat absorbed in its conversion into vapi

estimated to be equal to the continual working pt

of 800,000 steam engines of 1000 horse power.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Joseph Armfield, Agent, Engl

£2 10s., vol. 53, 5 copies, and for Samuel Alexat

ioshua Ashby, John E. Baker, Henry Bell, Wil
L. Bellows, James Boorne, John Bottom Uy, Sai

Bottomley, Maria Bradburn, John Cheal, Robert CI

Henry Cloak, Jane Palmer Crisp, Henry D-irl.v, Chi

Elcock, Charles Allen Fox, Sarah Gibbins, .]

William Graham,, Abraham Green, Susanna C

Mark P. Handforth, Mary H.alden, James F
John Horniman, Samuel Hope, Henry He
Joshua Jacob, William Knowles, Joseph Lamb,
niin Le Tall, William James Le Tall, Mane
Friends' Institute, Jane Moorhouse, William R,

George Pitt, Samuel Pickard, Rachel Rickman, C

Smithson, Eliza M. Southall, Ann Swithenbank,
Sykes, Lucy W. Walker, William Allen Watkins
Ham Wilson, William Wright, John Wood, and
Watkins, lOs. each, vol. 53, for Isaac Llovd, .5s., t

half of vol. 53, for Daniel Pickard, £1, vol. 53, 2 <

and for George Perry, £1, vols. 52 and 53

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Kebecca.G. Pai

having resigned their positions as Superintend(

Matron of Westtown Boarding School, Friem
may feel drawn to engage in the important and
sible duties of superintending this Institution,

quested to communicate with either of the undei

The present Superintendents desire to 1

4th month next, or earlier.

W' illiara P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Falsington, Buck> ( r.., Pa

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Phihidelph;

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St. "
"

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J,

FRIEJTDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSA|
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Phik

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hai
Applications for the Admission of Patients I

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boi|

Managers.

Died, at her residence, Medford, X. J., on the i

of 10th mo. 1879, Rachel Ballinoer, a mernb

Upper Eve-sham Particular and Monthly Meeti

Friends, aged 84 vears.

, on the 28lh of 11th month, 1S7P, MarI
wife of Thomas Hobson, in the 57th year of her ill

member of Plymouth Monthly and Particular Mei||

Washington county, Ohio. She bore a lingering Bi

of several months with patience and resignatir^"

was of a benevolent disposition, kind to the

gent in the attendance of religious meetings,

ful member of Society. Her friends beliew'

through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, she hai

admitted into the mansions of rest and peace, "»

the wicked cease from troubling and the weary

»

rest."

itio^

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Testimonies of Earlier and later Date,

e following are some predictions and
nonics of the wise and good, of ancient

af more recent periods, eonoerning the

nt and future— the vitality and perma-

y—of the religious Society of Friend-i.

e the}"^ speak o? trials and tribulations, of

ngs and overturnings, of clouds and dark-

and tempest, they simultaneously point
better and more propitious day of sun-

beyond them. It is well to keep this in

amid a flood-tide of discouragements,
,0 remember that all things are possible

ira with whom we have to do; that He
make a way where there seems to be

; that his covenant is with the night
ly with the day; that his grace is suffi-

for us; and that it " is He, the God of

1, that giveth strength and power unto
leople." Blessed are they who alike in

or in storm, put their whole trust in

ancis Howgill, in 1662, delivered, in the

! of the Lord, the following testimony:
e sun shall leave ij.8 shining brightness,

jease to give light to the worki; and the
1 shall be altogether darkness, and give

jht unto the night ; the stars shall cease

low their office or place; my covenant
day, night, times, and seasons, shall

;r come to an end, than the covenant I

made with this people, into which they
ntered with me, shall end, or be broken,
though the powers of darkness and hell

[ine against them, and the jaws of death
: its mouth, yet will I deliver them, and
them through all. I will confound their

ies as I did in Jacob, and scatter them
aid in Israel in the days of old. I will

; their enemies; I will hurl them hither

fhither, as stones hurled in a sling; and
iieraorial of this nation, which is holy
ime, shall never be rooted out, but shall

Lhrough ages, as a cloud of witnesses, in

rations to come. I have brought them
|e birth, yea, I have brought them forth

;

re swaddled them, and they are mine. I

lourish them and carrjahera, as on eagles'

8 ; and though clouds gather against them,
1 make my way through them ; though
ness gather together on a heap, and tem-
gender, I will scatter them as with an

wind
; and nations shall know they are

my inheritance, and they shall know I am
the living God, who will plead their cause

with all that rise up in opposition against
them."
A proplictic declaration of Mary Piesley, in

1755 :
" Notwithstanding a night of apostacy

has come over us as a people (as day and night
naturally succeed one another in their season,

and God keeps his covenant with both,) yet
am I of the judgment, that that da3' has begun
to dawn, in which the Sun of liighteousness

will rise higher and higher, and with greater

lustre than heretofore. But if those who are

called of God to be the sons of this morning,
look back to the night, and to them who have
slept and been drunken in the night, (by sip-

ping of the golden cup of abominations,) or

even to the latter day,—they will frustrate

the designs of Providence respecting them-
selves, though not respecting his own work.
For it is his sacred determination to be glori-

ous in heaven and glorified on earth, though
these who would bo called His Israel be not

gathered. And I am of the faith, that where
the gospel has first been preached to them, as

it is meet it should, such as neglect to em-
brace it, thereby rendering themselves un-

worthy of so great salvation, will bo left, and
the feet of the messengers turned another way,
even to the highways and hedges, with a

power of compulsive love, which will prevail

on the halt, the maimed, and the blind, to

come to the marriage of the King's Son ; and
by coming they shall be made strong, beauti-

ful, and lovely, as a bride adorned for her

heavenly husband, who shall not look back
to those things that are behind, but press for-

ward toward the mark for the prize of the

high calling of God in Christ Jesus,—follow-

ing no man's example further than they follow

Him. And what if I say in the faith that is

given me, that God has designed to carry

some of this generation, in these parts of the

world, higher and further in righteousness

than their forefathers were carried, even such

as were honorable in their day, and are fallen

asleep in Christ. Therefore let them take

heed that they limit not the Holy One of

Israel, nor circumscribe the leadings of his

blessed unerring Spirit, by looking too much
at the example of others; for this has been a

means of stopping the gradual progression of

many glorious, well-begun reformations. In-

stead of going forward, they have looked back,

and even sunk below the standard of the first

reformers. Such as will be the happy instru-

ments to labor for a reformation in this de-

generate age, must differ in their trials from

the sons of the former morning, and will find

them to be of a more severe and piercing

kind : their's were from the world, and such

as they might justly expect therefrom,—not

exempt from false brethren ; ours will chiefly

arise from those under the same profession,

clothed with the disguised spirit of the world,

and that araong-it some of the foremost rank
(so called) in Society; and what if I say,

(though my natural eyes may not see it,) that
God will divide in Jacob and scatter in Israel

before that reformation whicli He designs is

brought about, in his Church."
A testimony of Stephen Grellct, recorded

in 1805 :— " I have been very sensible, during
these weeks past, that the low state in which
1 find our Society, meeting after meeting, is

owing to their having departed from that re-

tiredness of spirit, and lowliness of mind,
which characterized our former Friends, and
the primitive Christians. Thej' have retained
indeed, to a certain degree, the outward pro-

fession, but too few continue in the life. What
a neglect is mournfullj' prevailing in many
families, to train them up in a religious life

and conversation, consistently with our Chris-

tian profession ; nevertheless the Lord has a
precious remnant preserved in almost every
place, to whom I feel nearly united. Through
many baptisms, He has brought them and
preserved them, and I have faith to believe

that, though this people may be chastened,

to purify them, they will not be forsaken;

and from among the children, yea, from gen-

erations yet unborn, will arise such as will

magnify the name of the Lord their Ee-
deemer."

S G. again wrote, in 1811, while in Eng-
land :

—"As I pass through the country, my
mind is frequently brought under solemn con-

templation, whilst beholding the abodes of

some of our primitive Friends, valiant for the

truth and testimony of Jesus; and the places

also where manj' of them suffered greatly for

their faithfulness in the support of their Chris-

tian principles. Many of their descendants,

both in America and this land, now trample

under foot, or set at naught these principles

that were so dear to their ancestors. Riches

and grandeur have brought dimness over many ;

yet there is here a precious seed, and my soul

magnifies the Lord, in that I am permitted to

visit it, and to suffer with it."

A prophetic testimony of Ann Jones, bear-

ing date 1833:—"It seems to me that both

you and we must suffer more than we have

done, before we shall so humble ourselves be-

fore the Lord (as a people) as to know Him to

arise and plead his own cause, eminently and
gloriously. That He will do it, I can have no

doubt, for my faith is unshaken that He will

reserve and preserve to himself a living peo-

ple, professing the ancient faith of the gospel

as held by our primitive Friends, though scat-

tering and desolation may come upon many.

I believe the promise formerly made will be

fulfilled, respecting this people: 'I will leave

in the midst of thee an afliicted and poor peo-

ple, and they shall trust in the name of the

Lord.'
"

Again writes the same in 1842:—"So far

am I from believing that these things will lay

waste the precious testimonies and standard

of Truth, that I believe, however some who
have seemed to be something may fall away,

the eyes and spiritual understanding of others
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will be opened to see further and more clearly

into the mystery ofiniquily that now workelh,
and also in due time into the mystery of true

godliness—the spirituality of the gospel die-

pensation."

Again, in 1843, she testifies :
—" As a people

we are too much in affinity with the world,

loving and courting its favor and friendship,

unwilling to be baptized into death, that so

we may bo raised from spiritual death by th

power of Him who is the llesurrection and
the Life, having the spiritual senses and facul

ties exercised by reason of use to discern both
good and evil. Thus many who from their

stations and standing in Society ought to be

waj'-marks to others, are themselves partially

blind, unwilling to see, and afraid to risk their

reputation among men ; so they 'err in vision

and stumble in judgment.' But blessed be the

name of Israel's Bock, we have still some
clear-sighted ones remaining or raised up, to

stand for the Truih in innocent boldness."

And again in 1846, about three months be-

fore her death, A. J. thus conveys :
—" I can-

not believe that the sufferings of the faithful

few, will be in vain, as regards our poor, be-

wildered Societj% and certainly not as regards
themselves in the Divine sight. Notwith-
standing the determination on the part of
those who at present bear rule in many of the
Yearly Meetings, to cry 'peace' to keep all

quiet and preserve the 'harmony,' lie who
brought this vine out of Egypt and Bab3'lon,

spiritually, still hath regard to the living

plant of his own right-hand planting, and
will no doubt succor, defend, and preserve the
stock alive in the root, though it may be for

a time apparently trodden down by the wild
boar of the forest.

"Ah! what a degenerate, backsliding, world
ly-miuded, worldly-blinded people wo must
have become, before the ancient Truth and
testimonies given us to bear could be thus
slighted, and turned from, and a counterfeit,

plausible and specious enough in its outside
appearance, substituted for the real thing.

What is it, short of putting darkness for light,

and light for darkness—thus to forsake the
ancient standard, and substitute one in its

stead that has not the Lord's stamp upon it.

Sorrowful indeed is the reflection, that our
Yearly Meeting, the first that was gathered,
should be, (or its present leaders and rulers,)

among the foremost to encourage that which
has not its origin, its foundation, in the ever-

blessed and unchangeable Truth ; and yet, like

other apostate churches, be willing to lay
claim to the appellation of ' mother church.'
Alas! for the day. Well may the mourners
in Zion cry, ' Spare thy people, O Lord, and
give not thine heritage to reproach.' Great
are the efforts that are making with the busj-,

worldly-wiso ones, to bind up, and heal, aiul

cry ' peace.' They may be permitted for wise
purposes, unseen, unknown to us, to prevail
for a time, and the oppressed little ones, who
have no strength of their own, may have to

cr3', ' Ob, Lord, how long?' but when He sees

meet to take unto him his great power, and
show himself strong for his oppressed people,
this daubing with untempered mortar, and
crying 'peace,' where there is no peace, will

be seen to have been healing the hurt of the
daughter of Zion slightly, deceitfully."

Lastly of this eminent handmaiden of her
Lord, it is recorded, " that she was preserved
clear and bright to the last, and the last words
she was heard to utter were, (only twenty

minutes before the close,) 'Bring the chal-

cedony and the precious stones.' She testi-

fied to several Friends who went to see her
during the last ten days, her unshaken belief

in, and cleaving to our ancient gospel prin-

ciples and testimonies, and said that if ever
she had done anything that was right in her
life, it had been to uphold them, and to expose
that which would mar them ; that, neverthe-
less, she had nothing to boast of, and was
sensible she was a very unprofitable servant,

and had fallen very short of what she ought
to have been, but her whole trust and confi-

dence was in the love and mercy of God in

Christ Jesus."

(To be cODtinued.)

For "The Friend."

British Guiana.

(Concluded from page 155.)

Wild cattle, which have become naturalized

in many parts of South America, were occa-

sionally met with. " In passing Warara-
sararu ponds, we stopped for a short time to

replenish our larder with ducks, and whilst

there observed thirty wild cattle feeding at

distance. When we got some three hundred
yards to leeward of them they observed us,

and moved about uneasily. We then shouted
o attract their attention, which it did, for

they all started at a run towards us, keepin,

close together, and wheeling into line came
to a stand within about one hundred yards of

Knowing that tame cattle arc sometimes
fierce when at large, wo argued that wild

cattle ought to be very much fiercer. We
therefore deemed it prudent to tree at once,

and, selecting the largest tree about, swung
ourselves gracefully, but swiftly, into its

branches. The herd, not seeming inclined to

advance nearer, worked more to leeward to

scent us. They were full grown, well-condi-

tioned animals, of uniform blackish brown. or

light red colors. More than half of the lot

were bulls, which tore up the ground with
their fore hoofs in anything but a playful

manner. I descended from my ))erch to get
a nearer look at them, when a gust of wind
bore down our scent to them, and in one
instant they wheeled about in the greatest

terror, making off at a pace that a savanna
deer might envy. We could see more than a

mile in\be direction in which they went, to

where a swell of land hid the country beyond,
and this distance they cleared in an amazingly
short space of time."

Among the vegetable curiosities of the coun-
try is the Water with, to which reference is

thus made :

"Not finding water on the mountain, we
had to resort to that method of quenching
thirst which is oftener spoken of than accom-
plished. I refer to the custom of procuring
water from a vine called the Water-with.
My men sought for and found a number of
these vines, which had wound themselves
ound the stems of large trees. C. tting them

Brazil-nut trees, and on the ground ben
them obtained numbers of their nuts. I
fortunate enough to find some of the nut-c

containing nuts that had commenced to
minate, each nut sending out long roots f

one end and young plants from the ot

The roots were all twisted and matted
gether, quite filling up the cavities in the
around the nuts; yet the nutcase was h
and showed no signs of decay, so that
difficult to say how the young plants
themselves. There is a small aperture wl
the fruit-stalk was once attached, but in <

one instance did I find a case in which on
the young plants had found its way
through this and sent forth leaves. It se

to me that when this happens, one plant a!

survives of the twelve or fifteen that c

menced to grow, and that iis matted r I

gradually filling the nut case eventually b i

it, when the plant is free to take root in

earth. The strong cover of the growing
is a necessary protection to the young p|:

for without such it would be devoured by
of the host of animals that are ready to ea

I planted some of the sprouting nuts,

out of their hard outer covering, on my ^

up river, but on returning found that t'

had all been dug up and eaten by rats or o!|<

small vermin. I therefore had a lot platS

in a box at our camp above King Frede:

William IV. fall, on my first return to (

spot, and placed on the stem of a small'!

cut off some five feet from the ground,
this position they were free from the attff

of small animals, and being covered wit

shelter of small palm leaves, thrived worn
fully. These plants were subsequently 6

to Kew, where they arrived in a fine heal

condition.

We found many nut-cases with holes ciif

them by accouries, the marks of the gnaw
teeth of those animals being plainly shot

My men used to open them by choppinj

their ends with a cutlass, which, owi
their hardness, was no easy operation,

quatas, or large black spider nionke3-s,

good deal of their time in trying to

them by beating them against the branc

of trees, or on hard legs upon the grom
and as we passed a grove of Brazil-nut tr

t was amusing to hoar the hammering soui

pi-oduced bj- these follows at their self-imp(

tasks. Where a single monkey was thai

ployed the blows were most laughably
and far between,' and the creature shi

its true indolent character bj' the slow
hich it performed its work, resting ffilji

few minutes between every blow. It

showed an amount of perseverance, how
that one would not look for in a monkey,
a knowledge that it would eventually ret|

reward for its hard labor.

On one occasion, during our journey fr

the New River to the Upper Essequebo, >

got quiety amongst a lot of the nut breaks

and secured a nut-case which one in itshui

soot

:1

oft as high as they could reach, they severed
I
had left upon a log, and which was

them quickly lower down, obtaining portions
of stems some five feet in length, and from
three to six inches in diameter. Holding
these vertically, the sap, which appeared to

be nothing but pure, clear, cold water, ran
quickly out, and was caught in a cup and
drank. From one length of the largest size

we obtained at least a pint of water."
Upon the borders of the New River and

smooth by the friction of the monkey's han

This had evidently been pounded for a lenf

of time, but showed no signs of cracking,

natural aperture was large enough to alll

the monkey's finger to touch the ends of I

nuts inside, which were picked and worn
its nails. Near the same place we saw a n

case split in two, on the flat surface of a lai

granite rock, that had evidently been brok

main Corentj'ne, we met with large groves of by a monkey, for there were no Brazil-i
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I

from which it could have fallen, over-

ing the spot."

aong the notices of the insect tribes which
ecorded by C. B. Brown, there is a curi-

nstanco of that attraction which some-

) brings into close proximity animals of

different character and organization.

nys :

?ho long and barrel-like nests of a wasp,

i the boraserie, were frequently seen siis-

ed from the branches of trees. As a rule,

form was that of a long truncated cone

out eighteen inches in diameter and three

n length. Portions of the sides of these

, were covered with wasps, probably

g ones sunning themselves. It was im-

ble to go near enough to one to get a

look at it, for its inhabitants did not

their name, but were very waspish. The
IS were of a dark color, with brown ab-

3nB, and stung [severely], as I found to

ost when examining some rocks one day,

r a tree in which a nest was suspended

fist fifty feet up.

lere was always a large spindle-shaped

nest attached to a branch close to these

)s' nests. The ants inhabiting them are

ably the small amber-colored kind so

lenlly met with, which when touched
such a disagreeable resinous smell,

hat feelings the two kinds of insects can

in common, that they should live to-

er in harnion}', it is hard to understand,

38 it be that tliey mutually protect each

r.

lis social group requires the mention of a

I party to make it complete, and this is

(ther than the yellow-backed mocking
(Cdssicus persicus.) Around and almost

hing the habitation of the wasps are tlie

hanging nests of these birds, in and out

?bich, during the breeding season, their

ers go with impunitj'. The wasps, by
r presence, no doubt, protect the young
egcrs of the bird from the attacks of

keys, but of what service the bird is to

insect is not so easily understood. It

18 strange that the wasps should tolerate

presence of such busy, noisy, chattering

hbors."

^Lt one place on the Aramatau when watch-
great columns of yackaman ants hunting,

impanied as usual by numbers of little

s, I observed that the latter did not touch

agle ant, but had splendid feeding on the

cts that fiew up from the ground as their

idvanced, which they caught on the wing,

18 they alighted on tree limbs. These
s were small, and of four or five different

Is. They kept hopping from twig to twig
: the advancing ant columns, chirping and
|ing merrily.

8 the ants marched along it was amusing
36 the grasshoppers, crickets, small cock-

^hes, &c., scuttling along in a most agitated

'e, evidently fully aware of the approach
36 ants, a yard or so behind them. They
ed out from under the dead leaves in nu

, and in many instances seemed too fright-

i to look whither they were going. Thus
' frequently hopped the wrong way and
into the middle of the column of their

nies. What the ants did not get the birds

red, so between them they cleared out
r victims over a large area

For "The Friend."

What the Church Needs.

One of the correspondents of The British

Friend in the number for the 12th month,

after speaking of certain tests by which to

judge the true state of a meeting, says:

When a church is felt to be weak and
languid a crowd of reformers arise proposing

as many remedies for the condition deplored.

We need enthusiasm, will some saj'; we need

zeal, others; or, again, young workers, com-
mittees, a change of organization, better meet-

ngs for discijiline, advances on the part of

the elders, &c., &e. Less of some things and
ore of others that we allow are suggested in

confusion—some of the ideas being worthy of

attention, but none adapted to remedy the evil.

They arc most of them far too trivial in com-
parison to at all meet the needs of the case.

Thus, I once heard seriously proposed as the

real cure for a long-standing and disappoint-

ing lack of interest in certain meetings that

the room should be filled with chairs instead

of forms

!

"Among others than Friends, and far too

often among those called Friends also, th
' remedies' take a still wider range. Eager
to learn the causa mali tanti, and see thei

churches flourish as they did at their rise,

and as all churches always should, they seek

the reason for their decline on human princi-

ples, by the efforts of analogy and of reason

instead of humbling themselves before God
in repentance and beseeching Him to show
them what is grieving his Spirit, what is the

accursed thing that is causing Him to hide

his face, and to endow them with his mighty
power."

" The real desideratum of all churches in an

unhealthy and feeble state (though this may
be disguised and thought to be remedied in

some by unnatural i. e., not Divinely-inspired

excitement) is the Holy Spirit. Though few
will believe it, this is what they need. If

thej' need any one thing as churches, it is the

one thing needful—Christ Himself by the

fulness and in the power of the Spirit. They
feel the lack of power, and of love, and of a

sound mind, and thus evince that they need

the baptism of the Spirit. Thej' want a

Pentecost; but have not the simple, obedient,

humble faith to seek and await it at God's

hand. It would be taking a position of great

dependence, and acknowledging all their good
efforts to be vain, to consent to this, and until

every possible suggestion has been tried they

will not agree."
" A body of Christians—though, as Chrysos-

tom says, but two in number

—

if they have the

Spirit of Him for and in whom all religious

concerns exist, are a Church. A body of pro-

fessors, whatever called and however numer-

ous, are not one if wanting the Spirit of Him
who is the Head overall things to the Church.

It is God who constitutes a Church, not man.

That is to say, the presence and (implied) ap-

proval of is Spirit makes us a company,
not less than as individuals, his people; not

anj' compliance with, or adoption of, disci-

pline or creed. There are large bodies, doubt-

less, in the world who have ceased to be, if

they ever were, Churches of God—his holy

nation and peculiar people on the earth ;
and

j

there are little bands in parlors and upper

he main column of this lot, composed of rooms, sick chambers and barns, who are true

ely-packed ants, was two feet in width Churches, entire though small. From all

of unknown length."
I
which let us learn the solemn lesson that we

o not necessarily merit the name and blessed

allotment of a Church of Christ because we
were once such. Our light must continue to

burn, and Christ must continue by his Spirit

to preside and govern, as the soul must con-

tinue to look to and abide in Him, or we shall

not beof Hini,and shall, with allour lukewarm
desires, efforts, and resolves, have but a 'name

ive.' Israel did not remain God's (ac-

cepted) people after they had rejected Him
in his messengers and in his Son. When

certain amount of wickedness and incon-

sistency had been allowed—and after a long-

ffering God could not overlook persistent

departures—the solemn warnings, most in-

structive for all professing to be God's people

to weigh, went forth :— I am weary to bear

[your religious acts] * * * yea, when yo
make many pra3'ers I will not hear * * it

is iniquity, even the solemn meeting."
"The need being then the baptism of the

Spirit, no lesser remedy will do—the most
promising endeavors will fail until it is sought
and won. If we bear this in mind, ive shall

not be stumbled or discouraged at seeing these re-

peatedly fail, and shall be able to offer right

advice. We have enough mechanism— it is

beautifully, sadly—complete, and only need
the power to work it. This is all the churches

need ; but it includes all. The Holy Ghost is

comparatively but little honored in this, his

own dispensation."

The above extracts are commended to a
writer in The Christian Worker who thinks
" that what is most needed to build up the

meeting," in the city where he resides, is ''an

active, earnest woman ministry—one or more"
who shall be engaged not only in speaking,

but in "visiting families, prisons, and the

poor as well as the rich, taking part in all

active work for reform in every direction."

A True Incident.—When the Boston train

came steaming into the depot the crowds
rushed for seats.

As a band of recruits mounted the platform,

they shouted back to their friends who had
accompanied them to the train, the various

ang phrases they could command, inter-

spersed with an oath now and then. As the

train moved off they pushed each other into

the car, where many ladies were seated, in-

cluding a Mrs. B. and her two boys.

Then the oaths came out thick and fast,

each one evidently trying to outdo the others

in profanity. Mrs. B. shuddered for herself

and for her boys, for she could not bear to

have their young minds contaminated by such

language.
If the train had not been so crowded she

would have looked for seats elsewhere, but

under the circumstances she was compelled to

remain where she was.

Finally, after this coarse jesting had con-

tinued for nearly an hour, a little girl, who
with her mother sat in front of the party,

stepped out timidly from her seat, and going

up to the ringleader of the group, a young
man whose countenance indicated consider-

able intelligence, she presented him with a

small Bible.

She was a little, delicate-looking creature,

only seven or eight years old, and as she laid

the book in his hand she raised her soft eyes

appealingly to his, but without saying a word
wont back to her seat.
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The party could not have been more com
plelely hushed if an angel had silenced tbein

i^ot another oath was hoard, and scarcely a

word was spoken by an}' of them during the
remainder of the journey.

The young man who bad received the book
seemed particularly impressed. He got out
of the car at the next station and purchased
a paper of candy for his little friend, which
he presented to her. He then stooped down
and kissed her, and said that he should always
keep the little Bible for her sake.

The little girl's mother afterwards told Mrs.
B. that her child had been so troubled by the
wickedness of those young men, that she
could not rest until she had given her little

Bible which she valued so highly herself.

Every one who witnessed it seemed to be
affected by the little incident, which perhaps
by the blessing of God, may have led to the
conversion of at least one soul.

"A little child shall lead them."—Exchange.

Tender Pleading Against Indulging in Worldly Amuse-

ments.

Providence, 7th of 11th mo. 1781.

My yonng friend,—My view in writing is

to inform thee, that in the conversation I lia_d

with thee on the subject of thy going to

dancing-school, I aimed at nothing but thy
good, and to discharge my duty to thee in

the sight of God, as to one whose welfare I

desired, and thought I ought to endeavor to

promote.
Think not hard of me, my friend; for the

Lord knows I had no hardness in my heart
toward thee, but sought thy good. I would
not have thee shut thy heart against the
gentle movings of that holy principle in thy
own mind, which manifests what is right and
what is wrong, and which justifies for doing
the one, and reproves for the other ; but stand
open to its teachings and influence. And
thou findest this light to produce uneasiness
in thee for dancing, and such like diversions,

and misspent time, oh ! yield to its operation
;

that so, by believing in the light, thou may
become a child of the light, and of the ever-

lasting day of God's salvation.

I can tell thee, it was no small cross to me
to deny mj'selfthegratificationof dancing, and
some other vain amusements of like nature.
But when I did give them up, oh I the peace
which flowed in my soul, as I travelled on in

the way of self-denial ! It was like the
ings of a gentle stream of joy unspeakable
and full of glory. And the wish 1 have for

theo, dear child, is that thou may witness in

the secret of thy own soul, the Sowings of
the same celestial joy and consolation ; which,
if ever thou dost witness, thou wilt find it is

in the waj^of the cross to thy natural inclina-

tions ; for the cross of Christ is the alone way
to the crown of glory.

I know what I write, and therein have the
sanction of the word of truth in my own ex-

perience, and also in the Scriptures. I am
not speaking against dancing only. I wish
thy redemption from all things that are con-
trary to the law of God, and his unerring
witness in thy soul. And I am the more en-

couraged to this communication of counsel,
from a belief I had, whilst thou wast with
me, that thy heart was far frona that state of
hardness and insensibility, which I have dis-

covered in some of thy age. 1 thought I per-

ceived something tender in theo, that gave

me to hope thou might come to know the
Loi-d for thyself, and to thj' own comfort, if

nothing was suffered to divert thy mind from
a due attention to that Grace of God which
brings salvation, and which has appeared to

thee, and will, if thou hearkens to it, teach thee
to deny all ungodliness, and to live soberly
and godly in thy day and generation. With
desires that this inay bo thy happy experience,
and that thou mayest receive these few lines

as a token of unfeigned good-will, I bid thee
farewell, and am thy friend,

Job Scott.

The following lines were written by the
late Joseph Kite, and published in "The
Friend" thirty-seven years ago. The advice
they contain may be useful to some of the
present generation.

ON THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR 1843.

Come from thy cash and book accounts.

Debits and credits come
;

Count not thy coffer's loved amounts,
By thrift so dearly won,

—

Time—the stage-driver—is at hand
To bear thee to an unknown hind!

Come, and look o'er the map, 'twill show
How perilous thy way

;

There is no time to idle now,
Far spent with thee is day

;

The evening shades are closing fast,

The vigor of thy life is past!

Come and recruit thy weary strength,

Ah, do not, dare not, wait

;

The moment will arrive at length,—
May it not find thee late,

—

When the shrill blast blown at thy door
Will tell all preparation's o'er!

Come, come !—here is the closing ye.ir
;

A few short days,—and then
An endless one will swift appear,
To all the sons of men

;

Then, in the Resurrection-book,
How will our final balance look ?

Speed for thy journey !—have thy wealth
Thy silver, jewels, gold,

—

Secure beyond the robber's stealth,

In bags that wax not old ;

—

Deposit riches in the skies,

The heart is where the treasure lies

!

Close thy old books—and open now
A journal to be read,

When an assembled world shall bow,
And hear the sentence said,

" Well done!"—oh list the rapturous flow !

" Depart ye!"—hark ! the wail of woe

!

With the new year may we begin,

A new-born life to lead.

Leave all the hindering ways of sin,

And in that path proceed,

That leads to Zion's holy hill,

AVhere rapturous notes the ransomed thrill.

N. L., Twelfth mo. 1843.

Selected.

,
" Cast thv burden upon the Lord and He shall sus

tain thee."—Psalm Iv. 22.

Hast thou a care whose pressure dread
Expels sweet slumber from thy bed?
To thy Redeemer take that care

And change anxiety to prayer.

Hast thou a hope with which thy heart
Would almost feel it death to part ?

Entreat thy God that hope to crown.
Or give thee strength to lay it down.

Hast thou a friend whose image dear
May prove an idol worshipped here ?

Implore the Lord that nought may be
A shadow between Heaven and thee.

Whate'er the care that breaks thy rest,

AVhate'er the wish which swells thy breast.

Spread before God that wish, that care,

And change anxiety to prayer.

SOMEBODY'S MOTHER.
The woman was old, and ragged, and gray,

And bent with the chill of the winter's day;
The street was wet with the winter's snow,
And the woman's feet were aged and slow.

She stood at a crossing and waited long,

Alone, uncared for, amid the throng
Of human beings that passed her by,

Nor heeded the glance of her anxious eye.

Down the street with a laugh and a shout,

Glad in the freedom of " school let out,"

Came the boys like a flock of sheep.

Hailing the snow piled white and deep.

Past the old woman, so old and gray,

Hastened the children on their way;
Nor offered a helping hand to her,

So meek, so timid, afraid to stir,

Lest the carriage wheels, or the horses' feet.

Should crowd her down in the slippery street j

At last came out of the merry troop, *

The gayest laddie of the group.

He paused beside her, and whispered low,
" I'll help you across, if you want to go."

Her aged hand on his strong young arm
She placed, and so, without hurt or harm,

He guided the trembling feet along,

Proud that his own were firm and strong;
Then back again to his friends he went,

His young heart happy and well content.

" She's somebody's mother, boys, you know,
For all she is aged, and poor, and slow

;

And I hope some fellow will lend a hand
To help my mother, you understand,
If ever she is poor, and old, and gray,

When her own dear boy is far away."

And " Somebody's Mother" bowed low her heae

In her home that night, and the prayer she
Was, "God, be kind to the noble boy,

Who is somebody's son, and pride and joy."

Exaggerations.—One morning, as we saa
our breakfast table, the conversation turf
on strict truthfulness of statement, and asl
discussion grew more and more lively it «
finally proposed by one member of the farm

that we should all pledge ourselves to t

sternest veracity of speech for that day, ai

see what would come of it. The motion w
seconded and carried unanimously, and, ae

first fruit of the resolve, we asked the oi

who had suggested it, " What made you i

late at breakfast this morning?"
She hesitated, began with " Because

couldn't—and then, true to her compact, sai

"The truth is, I was lazy and didn't burr

or I might have been down long ago.." Pr

sently another one remarked that she hi

been very cold, adding, " I never was sc

in my life." An inquiring look caused tl

last speaker to modify this statement instantl

with "Oh, I don't mean that, of course; V\

been much colder many times, and I don

think it was so cold, after all."

A third remark, to the effect that "Mi;

So-and-so was the homeliest girl in the city

was recalled as soon as made, the speaki

being compelled to own that Miss So-and-(

was ratherplain, instead ofexcessivelyhomel;
So it went on throughout the day, causin

much merriment, which was good-naturedl

accepted by the subjects, and giving rise I

constant corrections in the interest of truti

One thing become more and more surprisiii;

however, to each of us, and that was tl

mount of cutting down which our carele;

statements demanded under this new rul

More and more we realized the unconseioi

exaggeration of our daily speech, and the di

tancc between it and truth, and each one »
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pledged at the close of the day that the

pD liad been salutary as well as startling,

tch a day may be of service in more ways
ji one, since it enforces good humor as well

trict truthfulness.

—

Intelligencer.

For " The Friend "

tcts from the Diary and letters of Ebenczer Worth.

CCoQtiiiued from page 154.J

865. 1st mo. 29th. I think wo were
ired with a good meeting, and have not

tyed one more for a long time. It has

rded encouragement. Since returning

1 the Indian lleservation I have e.xperi-

id at times much weakness, almost to dis-

agemont. There is none but One, can

1 me, who knoweth all our weakness, and

;t is best for us.

'd mo. 7th. I attended Sadsbury Monthly
ting. I trust I may say I was favored to

3 my mind gathered inward to the Great

d of the Church. Oh that I may bo pre-

ed from a desire to get honor of man, and

1 spiritual pride, and experience more of

. state comparable to the clay in the hands

le potter. I trust I felt for the welfare of

meeting and its individual members,

•d mo. 8th. Attended our own Monthly
ting. Samuel Cope and Isaac Phillips

3 absent on account of bodily indisposition,

instrumental helpers and burden-bearers
r were missed. 1 think I was some com-

3d with Divine Help, and it was a pretty

fortable meeting.

•d mo. 9th. Under some discouragement
tended Uwchlan Monthly Meeting. I was
cifully favored to have my mind, in some
:ee I trust, gathered inward, thefirst meet-

pretty comfortable. I fear my want of

[ifulness has caused great weakness.

•d mo. 26th. I thought our meeting to-

was a favored one—a solemn silence

led to spread over it. When thus assem-

may we bo livingly concerned to attend

?hat we profess to come for, that our time

talents may be rightly employed. I think

ay say I enjoyed the meeting. May the

sings of the Great Head of the Church be

n our Society and this country ; may peace

•gain restored and feelings of love to the

at Head of the Church and love to each

ir be the clothing of our spirits, and may
North and the South bo united in Him,
True and Living Vine, and become fruit-

ing branches to the prsise of his great

excellent name. Oh the precious feeling

Ihristian love."

J the spring of 1865, a nephew was fatally

red by the upsetting of a wagon, in refer-

5 to which he makes the following remarks
er date of 3rd mo. 28th :

" It was a hum-

g time, the family felt a great deal of

iety. I felt much on his account; may it

L warning and prove a blessing to all the

ily, myself and many others. The night

(re the accident happened, I dreamed I

; near when it took place, and felt as if I

neglected something 1 ought to have done.

1 evening after the accident I felt as if I

ht to talk to him (the nephew) which I

fearing to neglect it. He talked very

ifortably to the family the next morning;
t for some of his cousins and myself to bid

arewell ; expressed a hope to meet us it

wen if we lived as we ought in this world
vas an affecting time, which I hope will

soon be forgotten. Oh the necessity of

building on the right foundation, that we may
have a safe resting place in the time of trou-

ble ;
in the time of sore trial when no earthly

power can support or preserve us, we feel the

need of it. In unmerited mercy I have not

been forsaken in the time of trouble. May I

remember my former covenants.

4lh mo. 14th. Attended the Meeting for

Sufferings. The committee to assist our mem-
bers that may be drafted made an interesting

eport. The draft was said to be stopped,

which was grateful to my feelings and cheer-

ng to most persons.

"]5th. Attended the meeting of ministers

and elders. It was a pretty comfortable meet-

ing. The death of the President was reported

this morning. Sorrowful news.

7lh mo. 17th. I have felt some warnings
to be prepared for the solemn change, and

hope I may say have experienced help from

Him who alone can help his people. Had a

very comfortable meeting j^esterday, which I

desire may be remembered to the praise of

y Divine Master, and if spared, my time and

talents be more given up to serve Him; He
is worthy to be loved and served by all.

23rd. This morning while sitting at the

breakfast table, felt unwell and I trust, the

rtainty of time. Went to meeting some-

what humbled, and I trust in measure de-

sirous to discharge my duty to my Divine

Master; was mercifully favored and comforted.

May I be more humble, watchful and grateful

for his long-suffering and unmerited favors to

me a poor sinner.

8th mo. 6th. Was blessed with a solemn

mfortable meeting held in silence. I doubt

not some felt that the Great Head of the

Church ministered to them ; several in attend

ance who were not members.
9th mo. 14th. Attended Arch St. ileeting

for worship— I enjoyed it much. The meet-

ing of the Indian Committee in the afternoon

was an interesting one ; may we seek a quali-

fication to discharge the service required of

us toward these poor people, that the Great

Head of the Church may be honored thereby,

Oh that they may be brought near to Him
;

numbered amongst his people, and be as fruit

bearing branches to the praise of his great

and excellent name.
9th mo. 15th. Attended Meeting for Suf-

ferings; we were favored to get along with

the business in harmony.
10th mo. 19th. I have reason in humility

and thankfulness to record the unmerited

ercy of my Divine Master that He has not

cast mo off, but that in great mercy He con

tinues to enable me to feel of his good pre

sence, which is an unspeakable favor. May
I be more given up to serve Him in all that

He may be pleased to require of me, that the

praise may be to his great and excellent name
who is forever worthy. I think I have been

favored within the last month with many
evidences of Divine regard, and have had

some pretty close trials, which I have reason

to look upon as blessings ; may I be sufficiently

thankful for his many unmerited favors, and

be more fruitful of good.

10th mo. 22d. This has been a day of favor

to me a poor sinner. I was at times some-

what tried in meeting with a drowsy feeling,

but labored to strive against it, and I trust

was in a degree favored with a qualificaLion

for prayer. Oh ! the danger of lukewarm-

ness.
(To be continued.)

Indian Affair.s,

The Report of the Secretary of the Interior

on Indian affairs contains the following para-

graphs :

" Whatever troubles and perplexities the

presence of the Indians among us may cause,

every man who loves justice and who values

the honor of the Ameiican name will admit
that it is our solemn duty to leave nothing
untried to ])roparo a better fate than exter-

mination, and a better rule than that of brute

force for the original occupants of the soil

upon which so many millions of our people

have grown prosperous and happy. That all

the Indians on this northern continent have
been savages, and that many of them are

savages now is true ; but it is also true that

many tribes have risen to a promising degree

of civilization, and there is no reason to doubt
that the rest, if wisely guided, will be found
capable of following their example."
"Of seventy-one Indian agencies, there are

only eleven which have military posts in their

immediate vicinity, and fourteen with a mili-

tary force within one to three da3's' march.
Of the 252,000 Indians in the United Slates

there have been since the pacification of the

Sioux'at no time more than a few hundred in

hostile conflict with the whites. Neither does

it appear that such partial disturbances have
been provoked by the absence or prevented

by the presence of a military force. Of the

four disturbances that have oicurrod within

the last two years, three broke out in the im-

mediate presence of such a militarj'^ force, and
only one without it. At this moment a band
of less than eight hundred Utcs, and another
of about one hundred and flfty Indian ma-
rauders in New Mexico, in all less than one
thousand of an Indian population of a quarter

of a million, are causing serious trouble. la

fact, the number of white desperadoes who
were within the last twelve months banded
together in New Mexico for murder and ra-

pine was larger than that of the Indians re-

cently on the war path near the southern part

of the Territory."

Proud of his Work.—During a discussion

of the temperance question in the Canadian
Parliament, Ford, a member from Queen's

County, referred to the case of one who had

not long before been laid in a pauper's grave,

as " a temperance lecture in a nut shell."

The member from Halifax immediately

arose, and stated that, he was a liquor-seller,

and that the business was just as honorable

and legitimate as a carriage-builder's.

This remark called up Ford again, who
said: "I build carriages; and when I turn

out a fine wagon, and point to it rolling along

the street, I say, ' That is my work.' I would

ask the honorable member from Halifax if he

is proud of his work, as he sees it rolling along

the street?"

There was no answer to this question.

—

The Safeguard.

Though the Lord's tender mercies are over

all his works, we cannot expect preservation

without watchfulness and prayer, walking in

lowliness of mind bet'ore Him. All self suffi-

ciency, and relying on past attainments, must
be relinquished, and a willingness lived in to

be emptied and stripped, by Him who knows
our infirmities, and what baptisms and re-

ductions are needful for our refinement and

growth in Divine Grace.— ^Fm. Evans.
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Jacob Schoonerlioveii on Saiictificatlon.

"It is forty years," said he, "since my
brother Theoaore and myself experienced re-

ligion. Soon after our conversion he pro-

fessed sanctification, and urged me to seek for

it. I considered the subject. Theodore, af-

ter being sanctified, was more forward, more
confident, but no more disinterested. He was
greedy of gain, and shrewd in speculation,

taking advantage of his keen perception to

amass wealth; having his constitutional selfish-

ness still strong, still blinding his judgment,

and causing him to think he ought to be

favored with all good fortune; men ought to

work for him cheap ; he ought to receive

higher wages than others for public service

or mechanical labor; what he sells ought to

bring a higher price; what he buys ought to

be got' for little. My brother has never

scrupled to buy property at a low price, which

he knew was about to rise in value, and to

sell at a high price that which was about to

fall ; he has not scrupled to buy as cheap as

possible, young animals of great promise,

from men who knew not their value, and to

shift off j'oung animals of no promise to men
who knew not their worthlessness. AIL this,

he said, was according to law, upheld by pub-

lic sentiment, and agreeable to his conscience.

I considered the subject of sanctification in

the light of loving God with all my heart,

and loving my neighbor as myself—not so

much a work of the emotions as of the judg-

ment—a work not of one moment but of a

life-time ; agreement, union, and harmony
with God ; self lost inhumanity; self lost in

God; living for the honor of God and for

human welfare, at all times, seven days in a

week, three hundred and sixty-five in a year
;

in all places, at home and abroad; in the

sanctuary, at the mill or at the market; in

all business; laboring, buying, or selling.

" I went into the woods and prayed for

sanctification, when the Lord said, 'Jacob,

dost thou love my will, my law, and my govern-

ment with all thy heart ?' I said, ' I do, Lord ;'

and the Lord said :
' Dost thou love thy neigh-

bor as thyself?' I answered, ' I do, Lord.'

The Lord said :
' Very well, and now, Jacob,

prove thy word in thy life.' A week after

this I took dovvn a book on military science,

and was reading, having a great ambition for

martial fame. The Lord said: 'Jacob, re-

member thy word.' I saw my ambition was
self; I dropped the book and never took it up
again. I had made an arrangement to join a

lodge of Masons, was on mj' way, riding fast,

when the Lord said : 'Jacob, remember thy
word.' I saw that my desire to bo a Mason
was self; I turned and rode home. I had
coveted two colts which 1 knew would be-

come horses of great value. They were rough
and lean, and the owner, not knowing their

value, would sell them low. I was on my
way to buy them. The Lord said: 'Jacob,

remember thy word.' I saw I was not loving

my neighbor as myself; I went on, and said:

' Poter, keep your colts ; they will make the

most valuable horses among all I know.' Peter
said, 'I did not think them valuable; but I

believe you, for j'ou and j^our brother know
more about horses than any men I ever saw;
I would give a thousand dollars for your
knowledge. But now, — Sehoonerhoven, the

fact is, I must sell them to save mj' house and
land, which is mortgaged.' ' I will lend you
the money,' I said, ' to save your house ; keep

your colts.' Ho did keep them, and finally

sold them for five hundred dollars.

" A man came to me to buy some city lots.

I was about to take the price he offered, when
the Lord said, 'Jacob, remember thy word.'

I said, '— Broderick, I cannot in conscience

sell you those lots ; that part of the city must
fail in a few years.' It did fail, and I turned

those lots into a farm.
" Thus my sanctification went on. These

lessons were never forgotten ; self was banished

from my buying and selling; the quick dis-

cernment of the value of property, and the

foresight of coming changes which the Creator
had given me, I no more used for mine own
increase and wealth. It was evident to me
that no man could gain wea,lth by speculation,

and j-et love his neighbor as himself I have
instructed hundreds of the honest, industrious

poor, and kept them from the gins of specu-

lators. My eye was single, my light in-

creased, and my knowledge of right and wrong

;

of justice and humanity; my perception be-

came keen to understand what was consistent

with loving my neighbor as myself, to under-

stand what it was to do to others as 1 would
be done by.

"One morning I was awakened by the

Lord, ' Jacob, arisa and be sanctified. Ee-
member thj' word.' I arose, and coming from
ray lodging room I met a committee of three,

informing me that for the part I took in an
anti slavery meeting, I must recant, or come
to trial. I remembered my vvord, stood by
my trial, and was excluded. To bo separated

from the church of my early choice, tore my
heart. The Lord said: 'Jacob, lovest thou
me more than these?' I answered, 'Yea,
Lord, I love thee more than all.' The cause
of temperance long before cost me a similar

trial.

" I had from early life set apart all of my
income, above the plain support of mj' family,

for charity, and with much prayer sought for

the most needy. I had passed a day under
the clear impression that a sore trial was
coming. At evening I stopped in my barn
and cried: 'Speak, Lord, for thy servant
heareth.' The Lord said, '.Jacob, art thou
ready to be sanctified in the loss of all ?' I

said, ' Yea, Lord, take all. Thou gavest, and
if thou takest away ; blessed be thy name.'

" I answered a rap by stepping to the door.

Three fugitive slaves, a mother and two
daughters, were there. The mother mourn-
fully said, ' Will you send us back ?' And
Ibo Lord said, 'Jacob, wilt thou obey my
laws or the laws of man ?' I answered, ' I

will obey thy laws. Lord.' ' Come in,' I said.

I landed them in Canada. I went to jail, and
lost all—house, land, herd, and flock. I have

bauched political party. The judge, by wh
decision I was stripped of all my possessio

professed sanctification. I deem it my dii

to make no noisy professions. We shot
however, be sanctified every day in all (

volitions, motives, purposes, and designs;
our affections, in our temper and spirit ; a

in all our business transactions. AUothersa
tification is mere emotion, excitement, a

enthusiasm
; and is consistent with selfi

ness, cruel oppression, and grinding the f*

of the poor."

—

Wesleyan Methodist Magazi

Learn a Trada.— I never look at my
steel composing rule that I do not bless

self that, while my strength lasts, 1 am
at the mercy of the world. If my pen is i

wanted, I can go back to the type case and
sure to find work, for I learned the printt

trade thoroughly—newspaper- work, job-wo
book-work, and press- work. I am glad I h£

so good a trade. It is a rock upon which t

possessor can stand firmly. There is hea
and vigor for both body and mind in an hon^

trade. It is the strongest and surest part o

self-made man. Go from the academ3- to

printingofHce or the artisan's bench, or if y
please to the farm—for, to be sure, good far

ing is a trade, and a grand one at that. L
thus a sure foundation, and, after that, bran
off into whatever profession you please.

You have heard, perhaps, of the clerk w
had faithfully' served Stephen Girard fr(

boyhood to manhood. On the twenty-fi
anniversary of his birthday he went to 1

master and told him his time was up, and
certainly- expected important promotion
the merchant's service. But Stephen Gir.i

said to him: "Very well; now go and lea

a trade."
" What trade, sir!"
" Good barrels and butts must be in dema

while you live. Go and learn the coope'

trade, and when you have made a perfect bi

rel bring it to me."
The young man went away and learned t

trade, and in time bi-ought his old master
splendid barrel of his own make. Girard e

arained it, and gave the maker $2,000 for

and then said to him :

"Now I want you in my counting-roor
but henceforth you will not be dependent up'

the whim of Stephen Girard. Let what w
come, you have a good trade always in i

serve."

The young man saw the wisdom, and a

derstood.

Years ago, when the middle-aged men off
day were boys, Horace Greeley wrote

" It is a great source of consolation to I

that when the public shall be tired of us as f

editor, we can make a satisfactory livelihoc'gathered a little by hard work in old age.

This little cottage is mine, with a few acres at setting type or farming ; so that, while o
of land. My God is reconciled, my peace is strength lasts, ten thousand blockheads, tamy peace
like a river, and my treasure in heaven."
"I believe, Bro. Sehoonerhoven, that you

do not profess sanctification. I never heard
you speak of it."

" I never speak of it," said Jacob ;
" the

word has become a term of reproach. Selfish,

wilful, proud men make high professions of

sanctification. My brother Theodore is often

referred to as a model sanctified man. He
has amassed a fortune of a hundred thousand
dollars by speculation, has always sought
popular favor and civil office; has ever re-

mained pro-slavery, opposed to the Maine law,

and has gone with the most profane and do-

ing offence at some article they do not unde
stand, could not drive us into the poor-house—Exchange.

Be it thy unremitted solicitude of mind
witness communion with the God who giV'

thee life, breath and being. This cannot f

fully known but through the wrestlings
the seed, in the silence of all flesh ; evei

roving thought and idle imagination bait

subjected to the obedience of the cross

Christ. Then, when this is known, " Sprir

up, O well ; sing ye unto it," will be unde
stood by thy poor (and otherwise miserablf
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. If thou wilt reign with Christ, thou
t suffer with Him. No cross, no crown
iirords of trutli and righteoasness.

3 not ashamed of the heart-tendering work
[im who is, at times, drawing near th

hy refinement. Bear his reproach. Go
Him to the cross, to Pilate, and the

d. Die with Him to every other satis

on, than what arises from union and com-
ion with Him who was made perfect
[igh Bufferings. This is close doctrine,

[ can testify it loads to joys unspeakable
the world knows not of; to a foretaste

is life of those rivers of pleasure, which
t God's right hand.

—

J. Scott.

Sound Legal Opinion.—An honest farmer
called upon a celebrated lawyer, and told

he wanted an opinion. He had heard a
, deal about the value of a lawj^er's opin-

and how a great many people went to

u opinion, and John, who had never had,
tvas likely to have, a lawsuit or other
ulty for a lawyer to help him from,
jht he would have an " opinion." '• Well,

, what can 1 do to help you?" said the
er, when John in his turn was shown
the room. " Why, sir," replied John, '• I

ened to be in town, and having nothing
), I thought I would come and get an
on on the matter." " State your case,

raith. What's wrong?" " O, nothing.
't got no lawsuit ; I only want to get one
jur opinions; they say they are very

his name who said, "I am the light of the
world." This light showeth unto man h'

enemies, and not only so, but destroyeth them
with the breath of his mouth, and the bright
ncs'i of his coming. Power is in his name :

the light, which makes all things manifest, to

destroy and expel all that is contrary to

and redeem mankind from under the power
of it. This, a remnant, are living witnesses of
in this day, and are ready in love and good
will, to tell their neighbors, countrymen and
acquaintance, what the name of the Lord
through their loving of it, hath done for their

souls ; that they may be persuaded to embrace
t, and come to experience the like great sal

vation.

What then remaineth ; but that all that
have received this knowledge, do walk ai

swerable to it; and that all in whom th

light shineth, abide in it, and love it ; so a vain
thought cannot arise, nor an idle word be
spoken, nor an evil deed bo done, but they
are judged and condemned by it.

This light that judgeth every appearance
of evil, is a day of judgment, wherein men

3 an account for every idle word they
speak.— William Shewen.

Selected.

principle [of light andThe same D
fe] which led me out of the forms and cere

monies to worship the Father in spirit and in

Truth, also led me by its secret teachings
into a straight and narrow way, as to all

superfluities in dress and address; and know
ing in whom I had believed, the same hath
preserved me in it to this day, and I trust

will do so to the end, as there is no variable

ness with Him. Simplicity of dress and ad-

dress is becoming a humble follower of c

crucified Saviour, whoso garments or vesture

was 80 unlike the fashions of that day, that

they cast lots for it as a curiosiiy, for it was
without seam. There is a cross to many
among us in these things, as the practice of

them declares to the beholders whose disci

f oats on that day, which had been cut'plos we profess to be ; and although all power
e day previous, or of undertaking some 'in heaven and earth is given unto Him, yet,

labor. John was appealed to to settle because the world in their foolish vain hearts

[uestion, but he could not decide. At despise the wisdom of God in these things,

b he said, " ril tell you what, Polly ; I've intended to crucify us to the spirit of the
to a lawyer, and got an opinion that cost I

world, and the pomps and vanities of it, they
)ur and sixpence. There it is; it's a are ashamed of the cross, and would rather
jr's writing, and I can't make head or'enjoy the pleasures of a sinful world, which
ut of it." Polly, who was something of are only for a season, than to suffer affliction

ble." "But, — Smith, about what?'
ny thing, sir ; take your pick and choice !"

lawyer, perceiving the notions of his

; on the matter in hand, took a pen, and
ng a ^Q\y words, folded them up and
ed them to John, who carefully placed
in his pocket. " Wiiat's to jjay, sir?"
ir and sixpence." When John returned
the next morning, he found his wife,

took the lead in his business affairs,

lusly discussing with his chief farm serv-

he propriety of getting in a large qua

lolar, opened the paper and read as fol

[

"Never put off till to-morrow what can
|ae to day." " Enough said !" cried John,
a oats must be got in." And they were
in," and the same night such a storm
on as otherwise would have ruined them
ly. John often afterward consulted the
in, and acted upon it; and as long as he
entertained a high estimate of lawyers'
)n8.

—

Late Paper.

s is ray testimony, that none can enjoy
jeace, but as they witness the name of
ord exalted in their hearts above every
above gold and silver, house and land,

ind children, and self-reputation
;
jea,

all heavenly names as well as earthly

;

?ery thought and imagination brought
and subjected to it. There is no other
given under heaven whereby man can
ed from their enemies within, which are

greatest enemies, but as they witness
ame of the Lord exalted in them ; even

with the people of God in the scoffings of

the world. * * * The change in my dress

was a great cross, as I was always given to

fashionable dresses, and at this time had
sundry suits of apparel of this sort. I felt a
solemn covering to come over my spirit earl3'

one morning, whilst in bed, which drew me
into deep silence and attention, when I felt

it required of me to conform to the simple

appearance of Christ's followers ; his garment
was all of a piece, so ought mine to be, of a

piece with my speech, my life and conversa-

tion. This felt to me a severe stroke; no
shelter was now left for me, but I must appear
as a fool to the world, my speech and then

my garments would betray me that I had been

with Christ, and professed myself to be one of

his disciples. I wept bitterly, and pleaded

the cross it would be to me before my friends

and acquaintances, with the'

to me in my present clothes; but. all was'and

into submission, and then I ran the way of
his commandments with joy and alacrity of
heart, so much so that I have heard in pass-
ing some people say they would give their
oath I was a Quaker. Oh I saith my spirit,

that all the family were so conspicuous, oven
in the outside, that they might bo known
thereby whose they are.

—

Life of John Conran.

Religious Items, &c.

Praying to Siints.—An exchange paper of
the Eoman Catholic persuasion cuntains seve-
ral short prayers to the saints, so called, to
which by Papal decrees special indulgences
are attached. Two of these are to be addressed
to the Virgin Mary. " O, Mary, who dids't

come into this world free from stain, obtain
of God for me that I may leave it without
sin." "Sweet heart of Mary, be my salva-
tion." Among those directed to her husband,
is the following: "Remember, O most pure
spouse of the blessed Virgin Mary, my sweet
protector, St. Joseph I that no one ever had
recourse to thy protection or implored thy
aid without obtaining relief. Confiding there-
fore in thy goodness, 1 come before thee and
humbly supplicate thee. Oh, despise not my
petitions foster-father of the Redeemer, but
graciously receive them!"

Such appeals arc very inconsistent with
many declarations of Scripture, such as the
passages, " I, even I, am the Lord ; and be-

side me there is no Saviour." "Look unto
me, and be ye saved all the ends of the earth

;

for I am God, and there is none else ;" " Unto
me every knee shall bow;" "I the Lord am
thy Saviour, and thy Redeemer the mighty
one of Jacob ;" " I am the Lord thy God * *

there is no Saviour besides me." Highly
favored as she was, Mary felt her own de-

pendence, for she said to her cousin Elizabeth,
" My soul doth magnify the Lord, and mj'
spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour." The
prophet Ezekiel says, "Though Noah, Daniel,
and Job were in [the land], as I live, saith

the Lord God, they shall deliver neither son
nor daughter; they shall but deliver their

own souls by their righteousness." The Lord
Jesus Christ is the only Mediator and Inter-

cessor with the Father, and vain indeed are

all appeals to men or angels for preservation

from sin or forgiveness for its commission.

Great is the advantage of faithful obedience

;

t sweetens every cup, and speaks peace to

the soul.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 3,

The Christian Standard, a Methodist journal

of this city, in an editorial article in its issue

of 12th mo. 27th, 1879. speaks of what it terms

a "spiritual reviving" in the Society of Friends,

especially in the West and South ; and says :

Their manner of operation is being entirely

changed in some respects. Some months ago
were permitted to spend several days in

a series of special services in a Friends' Meet-

ng House in the West, and singing and
t would be! prayer and praise after the most excitable

'nspiring camp-meeting type frequently

silence to my complaints, and the leaven work-!prevailed. Recently at a Yearly Meeting in

ed in the lump till the whole man was leavened Kansas a state of things was manifested which
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looked like an old-fashioned Methodist Qaar
terij' Meeting. The influence has spread wide
ly and it is still spreading. It is to some of
us occasion of profound thanksgiving to our
Heavenly Father, that the National Camp
Meetings have been the means of inspiring

some of the most prominent leaders in this

wonderful uplift. We could give a long list

of names of the most prominent religious

workers of the society referred to, who came
into the enjoyment of full salvation at our
National Camp Meetings."

We call attention to these remarks as ad-

ditional evidence to those who have doubted
as to the reality and extent of the changes
which have been introduced into some parts
of our Society. We trust every true Friend
can rejoice in every true " revival" of religious

zeal that comes to their notice; and that their

hearts would be filled with thankfulness to

see the members of our Society everywhere,
filled with that self-sacrificing devotion to the
cause of Christ which animated so many of

our early members. But there are many
among Ihein who do not believe, that the
reality and depth of such "revival" is to be

proved or measured by the prevalence of "the
most excitable and inspiring Carap-Meetin,
type" of "singing and prayer and praise."

While they may give credit to those who en
gage in these excited scenes, for a measure of
sincerity and honesty of purpose, the^' mourn
over a change which they indicate, not merely
in "manner of operation," but also in th

appreciation of our testimonj' to the nature
of pure spiritual worship, and in the uphold
ing of our belief as to the right exercise of
Gospel ministry.

The expressionsofJob Scott, written during
a visit to the Southern States about 90 years
ago, are applicable to the state of things now.
"Oh how bard it is for self to be still, and

all flesh silent before the Lord till He arise

and abilitate. Many Friends in our and this

land, are so far from full reliance on the Lord,
that they seem as if they thought the great
cause would be deserted, and the testimony
fall to the ground, if the arm of creaturcly
ability was not stretched out to support it,

and scarce dare to wait for life and help Di-
vine, lest it should be too long in coming."
"How my soul has been aff'eetod in behold-

ing all societies too much clothed with the
linsey-woolsey garment; a little smattering
of Divine influence, and a great mixture of
creaturely invention, activity and zeal. And
yet alas, a right zeal is mournfully wanting.
And too many that have seen the insufficiency
of man, are settled in the other extreme, and
instead of waiting with their lips in the dust
for help, are sitting down at ease, caring too
little for any of these things."

th the care of its distribution, have taken I Grain.—Wheat is firmer and in better demand. S

ips looking toward a wide distribution of »*' 12,000 bushels, including western rejected, at 3

is Appeal. The first edition of 5000 copies "" ^'^^ '

^J'^ ,f
^^'^ _a §1.54; amber §1.55 R

The Meeting for Sufl'orings of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting has recently issued an address
to our fellow citizens on the use of Intoxi-
cating Drinks, which may be had for gratui-
tous circulation at the Book Store, No. 304
Arch Street.

It is an octavo pamphlet of 16 pages, in

which after a few preliminary remarks and
statements, the general subject is treated under
different heads—such as Medical Use of Alco-
hol, the Duty of the Christian Church, Pro
hibitory Legislation, The Public Press and
Woman's Influence.

The Committee who are especially charged

this Appeal. 1 lie nrst edition oi at)U(j cop
is about exhausted, and a second edition of

wo believe 10,000 copies has been ordered
from the printer.

May a blessing accompany it

!

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Ukited States.—On the 23rd ult. the Philadelphia

Gas Works registered 9,762,000 feet of gas, the largest

consumption for any twenty-four hours for years, even
exceeding the centennial year. On tlie same date of
last year, the gas burned amounted to 9,224,000 feet.

From midnight on the 24th until 8 o'clock on the
25th, 1800 packages passed through the examiners
hands at the post-ofBce in this city, and many others
passed without examination. The increase in this class

of post-office material is stated to have nearly doubled
within the past year.

The excitement in Maine over the action of the
Governor and Council in reference to the recent election

continues. An attempt was made in Bangor, on the
25th ult., to remove the arms and ammunition from the
State Arsenal to the Adjutant-General's office in An
gusta, but tlie trucks containing the arms were stopped
in the street by a mob, and the mayor feeling he had
not force to protect them, ordered them sent back to the
arsenal. Morrill has written to the Governor, suggest
ing the trouble be submitted to the Supreme Court as

umpire, and some hopes are entertained that the propo-
sition will be adopted.
The Bayley hat factory, at Newburyport, was de-

stroyed by a fire originating from spontaneous combus-
tion among old cotton waste. The factory was running
day and night to fill orders. The loss is estimated at

upwards of *100,000. A destructive fire occurred in
Boston on the night of the 28th ult., originating in

Kendall & Co.'s paper warehouse, destroying that build-

ing, the publishing house of Houghton, Osgood & Co.
and several other buildings, valued in all at $2,500,000!

Ouray, and the chiefs chosen to go to Washington,
arrived at Los Pinos agency on the 23rd ult., with only
part of the prisoners demanded. General Hatcli
fused to go unle.s3 all were given up, whereupon Ouray
asked more time, and was given five days. Fears are
entertained that the Utes will attack Hatch and hi
little band, unless Ouray can keep them quiet.

Commissioner General McCormick has published i

list of all the expenditures on the part of the United
States at the Paris Exposition, for transmission to Con
gress. Of the two congressional appropriations, amount
ing to $190,000, there is an unexpended balance of over
$10,000.

Pleuro-pneumonia continues among the cattle in the
neighborhood of Yonkers, N. Y. ; several new cases
have been reported within a few day:

Thirteen thousand bushels of peanuts are said to have
been shipped on one day of last week from Petersburg,
Va., to one northern port. The week's sale aggregated
probably 20,000 bushels.

It is reported that Edison h.os now constructed a
form of lamp which will render electricity available for
light, under nearly all circumstances. It consists of a
small piece of card-board, cut in shape of a horse-shoe,
thoroughly charred and placed in a glass globe, from
which the air has been removed. The cost of a lamp
is said to be not over twenty-five cents, and the light
from each equal to twelve candles.
The number of deaths in this city during the past

week was 274, an increase of 13 over the previous week.
Of this number 177 were adults and 97 children. The
principal causes of death were, consumption, 44 ; con-
vulsions, 11; debility, 12; diphtheria, 10; typhoid
fever, 9; inflammation of the lungs, 25; old age, 14.
The whole number of deaths during the year was 16,281,
of whom 112 were between 90 and 100 years of age ; 15
from 100 to 110, and 3 over 110 years.

Markets, &e.—The following were quotations on the
27th ult. U. S bonds, sixes, 1881, registered, 104i;
coupon, 107}; 5's, 103}; 4J's, 106}; 4's, 1907, 104}.

Cotton.—Prices remain about the same as last quoted.
Sales of middlings are reported at 12^ a 13| ct.s. per lb.

for uplands and New Orleans.
Petroleum.—Crude, 71 cts. in barrels, and standard
bite 8} cts. for export, and 9 a 9} cts. per gallon for

home use.

Flour is dull. Sales of 1500 barrels, including Min-
nesota extra at $6.50 a $7 ; do. straight at $7.25 ; Penna.
do., at $6.75 a $7.25 ; western do. at $7 a $7.75, and
patent and other high grades at $7.75 a $8.50. Kye
flour, is steady at $5.50 per barrel.

unchanged. Corn is quiet, but prices rule steady. I

of 15,000 bushels, including old mixed and yelk
62 a 62i cts., and new do. at 57 a 60 cts., including
at 58J a 59 cts., and steamer at 57J a 58 cts. Oat
dull. Sales of 6000 bushels, including stained, a'

a 48 ,cts., and white at 48 a 49 cts. The receipts tc

were as follows : 3020 barrels flour; 15,500 bush, w

'

27,500 bush, corn ; 7000 bush, oats ; 5500 bush, ba
Hay and straw market for week ending 12th m

27th, 1879.—Loads of hay, 223; loads of straw
Average price during the week.—Prime timothy,:
$1.10 per 100 pounds; mixed, 90 cts. a $1 per.
pounds ; straw, $1.10 a $1.25 per 100 pounds. j

Beef cattle.—The market for the week has
i

active, and prices }c. per lb. higher—250 head an]
and sold at 3} a 6} cts. per lb., as to quality. Sll

4} a 5| cts. per lb. Hogs, 6} a 7^ cts. per lb.

Foreign.—A cable telegram from London ot
27th ult,, quoted U. S. bonds at 106} for 5's, 109
il's, and 106 for the 4's. The tendency of stocki

upwards, with the exception of gas shares, all of m
declined heavily on account of the telegrams repo
Edison's late success with the electric light,

heaviest decline is said to have been $40 per shart
An almost continuous fog was reported on the

to have prevailed on the Thames for eighteen day
casioning serious detention to shipping.
A portion of the bridge across the Frith of Faj

blown down, while a train from Edinburgh to Du
was passing, on the evening of the 29th. The gali

so severe, that steamboats were unable to react
spot. The passengers are supposed to be all dro»
and are estimated from 150 to 200 in number.
A Paris dispatch to the Times states, that thorn

of persons crossed the river Seine on the ice o
25th ult.

In 137 classes of the 566, into which the Austrl
Exhibition at Sydney is divided, Germany shows n
seven hundred exhibitors. There are no guods si

which attract more attention, and it is claimed,
musical instruments and gunpowder, to scientifir

paratus and manufacturing machinery, Germany's
ductions are among the best. Some of their iron n
factures equal best English makes.
A Mussulman priest has been sentenced to dea»

assisting to translate 'Me Bible into the Turkisl
guage. The British Ambassador has demandec
priest's release, and it is believed Germany will su

the demand.
Recent eruptions of Vesuvius have somewhat al

the appearance of the crater. There are now
craters around the great cone, two small craters hi

recently opened, and blown off portions of the a •

tain which obstructed the issue of the lava. The
rent is flowing .slowly in a northeasterly direction

is clearly visible from Naples to the naked eye.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee who have charge of this Institi

meet in Philadelphia on Sixth-day, Ist mo. 9th, !

10 a.m.
The Committee on Admissions meet at 9 A. M.

the Committee on Instruction at 2.30 P. M.

WESTTOWN BO.\RDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Pass

having resigned their positions as Superintenden
M.atron of Westtown Boarding School, Friends
may feel drawn to engage in the important and re

sible duties of superintending this Institution, a

quested to communicate with either of the undersi
The present Superintendents desire to be releas

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.
John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., P
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelpl

Elizabeth R. Evans, .322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.
Deborah Rboads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadd,

Physician and Superintendent

—

.Tohn C. Hall,
f

Applications for the Admission of Patients m
'

ra,ide to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo
Managers.

WliXfASrHrpiLETPRINTEEr"
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Camps ill the Caril)bee,s.

his is the title of a newly published book
ting the observations and the incidents

befell the writer, Frederick A. Ober, who
sent out by the Smithsonian Institute to

ore the natural history of the group of

,t Indian Islands called Lesser Antilles,

uh form part of the chain of islets sepa-

ig the Caribbean Sea from the broad At-

ic.

any of these islands contain high nioun-

peaks, and show signs of volcanic action,

e of the craters still emit puffs of steam,

sulphurous fumes. Among them still

3r Some of the descendants of the old

b race—first made known to Europeans
he voyages of Columbus. But these peo-

havo quite laid aside the warlike habits

Bh made their ancestors a terror to the

e peaceful inhabitants of other islands;

are now peaceful subjects of the govern-
ts under which they live.

any of the explorations described in this

£ were made on the island of Dominica,
re Columbus first landed on his second
age. It is about 30 miles long by 11

id. After Columbus' return home, he an-

red his queen's inquiry as to its appear-
) by crushing a sheet of paper in his hand
throwing it on the table, as giving the

idea he could of its "furrowed hills and
Dtains deeply cut and rent into ravines
hollowed into valleys."

ur author took possession of a little hut
small mountain hamlet, and made from
ice excursions into the surrounding soli-

!s for the birds and others objects of which
fas in pursuit. Among the most numer-
bf the birds wore the Humming—of which
species abounded on this island. In the

ure of these and of various insects he was
h assisted by three of the young native

3, whom he had taken into his service. He
I describes the method pursued by one of

6 little hunters:
First he goes to a tree called the moun-
palm, which replaces the cocoa palm in

mountains, the latter growing only along
coast. Beneath the tree are some fallen

68, fifteen feet in length
;
these he seizes

strips, leaving the mid-rib bare, a long,

der stem, tapering to a point. Upon this

he places a lump of bird-lime, to make

which he had collected the inspissated juice

of the bread-fruit, and chewed it to the con-

sistency of solt wax. Scattered over the

savanna are many clumps of flowering bushes,

over whose crimson and snowy blos-ioms hum-
ming-birds are dashing, inserting their beaks
in the honeyed corollas; after active forays,

resting upon some bare twig, pruning and
preening their feathers. Cautiously creeping
toward a bush upon which one of these little

beauties is resting, the hunter extends the

palm rib, with its treacherous coating of gum.
The bird eyes it curiously, but fearlessly, as

it approaches his resting place, even pecking
at it; but the next moment he is dangling

helplessly, beating the air with buzzing wings
in vain efforts to escape the clutches of that

tenacious gum.
"The humming-birds brought mo alive, I

would place in a large gauze-covered box ; but

they seldom survived many days, notwith-

standing great care. If exposed to the light,

they kept up a constant fluttering until the

muscles of their wings became so stiff" the}'

could not close thera, and they expired with

wings wide outstretched. Some ofthem would
take their captivitj' quietly, and though flit-

ting now and then to the front of the bo.x

when light was admitted, would sit upright
upon the perch, giving an occasional chirp,

and dressing their feathers as serenely as if

in the open air. They would seem happy
and cheerful ; but the fact is, they are crea-

tures of light and sunshine, and cannot exist

without it. You may give them their favorite

food of honey and insects, fresh flowers every

day, with the morning dew yet dripping from
them, and yet, despite your tenderest care,

they will droop and die.

"It is touching to witness the death of one
of these innocent beings. Though I have
caused more than one to lose its life, I never
did it without a pang, as though I were com-
mitting a great wrong. To shoot a bird at a

distance, and have him fall at a distance with-

out a struggle, is not the same as to see him
die in your hand. To watch the feeble flut-

tering of the stiffening wings, the expiring

glance of the fast-dimming eye, the painful

pulsations of the gentle heart, the last quiver

when all is over—ah ! how often has my con-

science reproached me when looking upon
such a scone. Again and again I have almost

resolved never to kill another bird, and only

the thought that I was doing this work in

the interest of science kept me to my purpose.

"The littlo crested sprite bears confine-

ment less easily than the others, and rarely

survives two or three days. Every morning
I would introduce a bough of fragrant lime-

blossoms, at which they would all dash in-

stantly, diving into the flowers with great

eagerness. Sugar dissolved in water, and
diluted honey, was their favorite food, and
they would sip it greedily. Holding them
by their feet, I would place their beaks in a

bottle of Byrup, when they would rapidly eject

their tongues and withdraw them, repeating
this operation until satisfied. The longslonder
tube, at that time, looks like the tongue of a
serpent, it is so deeply cleft, or bifurcated.

They never displayed fear, but would readily
alight on my finger and glance fearlessly up
at me, watching an opportunity, however, for

escape.

'•In some of the islands, Martinique es-

pecially, the boys shoot the small birds with
pellets of clay or hard, round seeds, through
hollow canes lined with zinc or glass. They
kill a great many in this way."
"Not for the collecting of specimens merelj'

was my mission
; I was to obtain all the in-

formation possible of the habits of the birds

—

of their home life. It was in this study of
them in their forest retreats that I took keen
delight, and considered the shooting of them
as a necessary evil to procure their identifica-

tion.

"In one of my daily rambles for this pur-
pose, I entered a gloomy glen in the deep
forest. Soon as my eyes became accustomed
to the gloom, I espied a humming-bird dancing
in the air. There was not a flower in sight,

and he did not fly as when in pursuit of

nectar-bearing flowers, but hovered more on
suspended wing, darting sidewiso, backward
and forward, with the body in an almost erect

position. If through the deep shade a sun-

beam slanted athwart the glen, his throat

gleamed like a rubJ^ Now, this fantastic

dance was not for pleasure, but for food. I

ascertained that at such times they are in

pursuit of insects ; have seen the insect swarms,
and so long as there remain any in sight

—

and even long after they have disappeared

from my view— the bird darts hither and
thither, snapping them up with great ra-

pidity. At such times he does not content

himself with a sip here and there and then

alight upon some twig or liane, as when
gathering honey, but evidently considers the

fleeting nature of the prey he is pursuing, and
shoots from one hunting-ground to another

till he has obtained his fill."

On one occasion while hunting in the forest

for the Imperial Parrot, a very rare bird,

which is found only on the Island of Dominica,

and resting beneath a huge tree, concealed in

a bower of orchids and hanging ferns, he

saj'S

:

"Close at hand, within two feet of me, sat

a tiny humming-bird on a downy nest, which
was fastened upon a twig no larger than a

pencil. During all my stay it had sat there,

gazing upon the first object of human kind,

probably, it had ever beheld. Fearlessly it

glanced at me with its bright, black eyes, and
curiously it followed my every motion with its

shapely little head. Involuntarily I stretched

forth my hand to touch it, but at once drew
back for fear it might take alarm and fly away.
A buzzing of wings attracted ray attention,

and I beheld the mate of the one on the nest,

who darted at me with unmistakable fury, his
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glittering crest erected, and -anger shooting

from his eyes. Verily ! had this pigmy's body

been in proportion to his heart, 1 should have

been destroyed. Satisfied that he could not

drive me away by darting at my 63-68, he

rested himself a moment upon a twig near

the nest, where he was at once joined by the

female, who seemed to endeavor by caresses

to soothe his ruffled temper and to assure him
that my intentions towards them were not

evil. Touched to the heart by this exhibition

of trust and love, I would not have harmed
these little innocents for a fortune. Exposed
for a moment, as the female left the nest, were
two eggs, white as snow, diminutive as seed-

pearls.

"For several hours I watched without even

a sound to reward me, and during my stay

those humming-birds watched with me, the

male darting off upon frequent foraj'S for in-

sects and honey, tlie female snuggled cosily

in her dainty nest. The little husband now
looked upon me as an intruder, to be tolerated

only upon sufferance, and at my slightest

motion he would dive at my face ; at which
exhibition of bravery the little wife would
twitter with delight and swell with pride."

(To be continued.)

Por "The Friend."

The Spirit iind Ihe Scriptures.

We may have the Spirit without the Scrip-

tures, and we may have the Scriptures with-

out the Spirit; and we may have both in

mutual corroboration and harmony. And such

as thus have both are those of whom Paul
speaks, who are, by faith and obedience,

"made perfect, and thoroughly furnished unto
all good works." Unless we have the Spirit

to confirm and explain what we gather from
the Scriptures, our preaching and praying
will be lifeless and vain. If we have not the

Spirit in our vocal exercises, the Scriptures,

though ever so appropriate!}' used, will be but

a dead letter. What are the best of men with
out the Spirit but dead men ? "The things of

God knoweth no man, but by the Spirit of

God." And " the natural man reeeiveth not
the things of the Spirit of God ; for they are

foolishness unto him; neither can he know
them, because they are spiritually discerned.

The natural man or mere professor may carry
out the form of godliness with scrupulous ex-

actness, butif destitute of the spirit and power,
what profit is it in the Church of God ? The
Scriptures are onl}' profitable to such as come
to the Spirit to guide and direct them. Was
not the Holy Spirit before the Reriptui-es were
written ? l)id it not enlighten and teach

Noah, Job and others in that day ? Did not
the Spirit give forth the Scrijjtures? Are not
the Scriptures as only a stream from the foun-

tain ? Can a stream rise higher than its foun-

tain ? Or can a stream be separated from the
fountain and not dry up ? We are commanded
to try the spirits ; but how can we, but by the
Spirit of God ? How did Peter try the spirits

of Ananias and Sapphira? Was it by the
Scriptures ? Are the Scriptures a more sure
word of prophecy than the Word of life and
light from which they came? How can they
be more sure than the prophetic Word itself?

Is not the Holy Spirit now, as sure a light

and guide to us, as it was to the saints of old

before the Scriptures were written ? Is not
the grace of God as sufficient for us as it was
for Paul ? And was it not by the grace of
God that Christ tasted death for every man ?

Is it not the grace of God that brings salva-

tion to all who accept it whether the Holy
Scriptures have ever reached them or not ?

Is it not in the name of the Lord Jesus, and

by the Spirit of our God, that all the Lord's

children are washed, and sanctified, and justi-

fied, whether they are blessed with the cor-

roborating help of the Scriptures or not?

Paul told Timothy, that the Scriptures were

able to make him wise unto salvation, through

faith that is in Christ Jesus ; but we are no

where told that they are able to save us. The
disbelieving Jews thought they had eternal

life in the Scriptures; but did Christ think so?

Apollos was an eloquent men, and mighty
in the Scriptures, and being instructed in the

way of the Lord, and fervent in spirit, he

spoke and taught diligently the things of the

Lord, and yet he knew not the baptism and
teachings of the Holy Spirit—only the bap-

tism of John. And did not the deluded Phari-

sees lay strong claim to the Scriptures; but

wiiy were they deluded? was it not because

they placed more confidence in the letter than

in the Spirit?

Now to the afflicted yet seeking ones, who
are asking the way to Zion, let me, as a true

friend, entreat you to not look too much to

man, or to the teachings of fallible men for

help, but humbly rely on the teachings of the

Spiri',,and by a diligent use of the Holy Scrip-

tures as a secondary guide, press forward

toward the crown immortal.
D. H.

Dublin, Ind., 12th mo. 25tb, 1879.

such thoughts and plans laid open to the vi

of those wo thus entertain ! No, the vir]

voruuy luutivfja;

;ech is like viti

It eats into m
i name, it destri

;s not one partj

which is truly worthy of honor is silent abi

itself; real excellence acts but talks not.

Another subject which claims silence rati

than speech, is the faults, foibles, and n

doings of our neighbors. How prolific wes)
upon these! How easily does language flcij

when we are passing along a piece of scano

or retailing the gossip of the hour, or hinti

at probable defects and flaws in Mr. A

character, or attributing unworthy motive^

Mrs. B.'s actions! Such speech is lik

thrown among our friends,

reputation, it kills their good
their happiness, and produces not one par

of counterbalancing good. It is an abuse

language to put it to such uses. Silence

indeed golden, when it throws a veil overt

possible faults and errors of those with wh(

we mingle, and stops the current of detraeti

in its malignant course.

The gift of speech is desecrated also wh
it is used to vent our miseries, small ^
great, upon those who are forced to listei^,

us. Perhaps, of all its misuses, this is i

most common. We have no moral righij

inflict a needless pain upon any one, and',

pain can be more needless than that can

by perpetual complaints. Are we too ho

too cold, displeased with our dinner, or su

ing from the toothache? By all means
us take whatever measures promise rei

and, if necessary, enlist sympathy to that

tent, but let that be the limit. Beyond
we have no right to distress others, and m^
our presence a burden by a dismal detail

our woes, which will aggravate rather th

most valu- diminish them. The most serious illness

well as the most petty annoyance, can be
j

tained with more calmness and fortitude'

the reticence which refrains from wearyi

When not to Talk.

Speech is one of the distinctive character-

istics of humanity, and one of

able possessions. It is the means through
which thought becomes conscious of itself,

and the body it assumes, in order to become
apprehended by the world. It is the bridge people by tedious recitals. The sick chamb
by which we cross from our own individuality

j

would not be the gloomy place it frequenl

to that of another, carrying the knowledge, 1 becomes did the invalid or convalescent rei

affection and sympathy which alone bind usilutely close his lips on this tempting subje

together, and make society possible. YetjSo with mental troubles. Grief loses all

like all other good things it is abused. It is dignity when it noisily obtrudes itself up

used in wrong ways, at wrong times, and too our notice. Silence is its best refuge, andt
piously, until silence, from being the emblem sympathy which is silently expressed in

of vacuity and lifelessness, comes to b

garded rather as a token of wisdom, and is

honored by the epithet— ^oZrfen. There is no
doubt that we all talk too much and too care-

lessly, with too little judgment, too little sym-
pathy, too little charity. If there is one thing

in which we all, and especially the young.

loving look or a pressure of the hand is oft

more welcome and consoling than an}^ woi

that can be uttered. As a rule, which w

bear but few exceptions, we may safely s

that painful experiences, whether phj-sical

mental, whether small or great, whether 1

or imaginary, should not be descanted

need instruction, it is as to when and underlltis better for ourselves, and kinder to othe

what circumstances to choose silence rather to bear them silently as far as possible

rather to express freelj our pleasurable fe

a;s and cheerful views.

There are other times and seasons thatw

than speech.

There are some things that should never be

voiced. One of these is our own good quali

ties, or excellent performances. Nothing so occur to every thoughtful person when to h(

quickly dims their brightness as to talk of, one's peace is a virtue. Anger, passion,

them. As the young plants just set out need 'sentment and every emotion that needs 9

shading from the bright light of the sun, solduing should be denied utterance. Sileneo

our good deeds need shading from the blaze (the weapon that conquers man}' a bad tempi

of public view, if they are to retain their fresh 1 many a fit of passion, many an incipient qai

and healthy character. Yet how favorite a rei. It disarms an unjust charge more quicll

subject this seems to be! How often is the than any refutation; it allays irritation;

effort made to lead the conversation in that quiets useless indignation. Let us then mJ

direction, and to find a suitable moment to jit one of our chief endeavors to learn wl

recount some deed of courage or self-sacrifice, j/iof to talk. Speech is a blessing to all mi

or some instance of our sagacity or good judg- 1 kind, but most of all 10 those who haven
ment, or at least to open the way for another

i

only the ability to use it wisely, but the go.

to express the appreciation and praise which 'sense, discretion and self-control to abst*

we so greatly covet. Yet how unwilling we from it where it can only encourage evil*

should bo to be discovered in this ruse to have diminish happiness.

—

Public Ledger.
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For " Tbe Fiiend "

acts from the Diary and letters of Ebenezer Worth.

(CoDtiDued from page 16d.j

0th mo. 25tb, 1865. Leit liomc this morii-

witli a comfortable evidence ttiat it was
uired of me, and a hope that I would be
served. Attended Monthly Meeting at

iDge St., Philadelphia, in which I was com-
,ed ; dined at Joseph Scaitergood's, and
for New York about 20 minutes after one,

ved there in time to get on the ferryboat
sross the North liiver

; took the steamboat
Albany; got there about daylight—the
nections were very close—took the six

ock train for Oneida, arrived there a little

ir twelve, and hired a conveyance to the

;ida reservation. We stopped at Thomas
nelius' ; Peter Doxtater and Daniel Sken-
doah came in to see us,* concluded to have
Indians invited to meet at their meoting-
88 this evening. This evening mot the

ians about seven ; had a very satisfactory

orlunity with them. Josejih E. and my-
went back to Thomas Cornelius' and staid

r night—had a good bed, a comfortable
iil'd rest, and a good breakfast.

7th. Visited the Orchard settlement on
Oneida reservation ; Thos. Cornelius took
n his two-horse wagon—his wife and son

It along; had a pretty satisfactory oppor-
ity with them (the Indians), after which

Y requested us to stand beside each other
t all might have an opportunity of shaking
ds with us to bid us farewell. They corn-

iced to sing a hymn (one perhaps adapted
he occasion), after singing a short time,

women commenced passing out, one after

ther, and took us by the hand as they
3ed us, the children followed, the men
le last; thej' continued to sing until the

had bid us farewell. As the little children

e us their hands I felt a desire that the
at Head of the Church might bless them.
)s. Cornelius brought us to Oneida; went
Syracuse and hired a conveyaoce to the

)ndaga reservation.

9th. Attended a meeting with the old

ty at the Council-house ; in the afternoon
leeting of the Methodist Indians. They
e two good meeting-houses; a white mis-

lary officiated ; I had rather been avvay
)Dg the Indians. In the evening we visited

)S. Skennandoah, his family camo in and
with us, and we had an opportunity of

;ng them some good advice,—the evening
ipleasantly spent,—his daughter Elizabeth
well educated young woman; i-eturned to

1. Hill's to lodge.

econd-day morning, after breakfast, wont
their council-house, there were perhaps
ilve chiefs in attendance besides a number
uen and women. Sam George is the head
;f of the Onondaga reservation. He ap-

rs to be a smart shrewd man ; had a pretty
d interpreter, and made an able speech in

Jr of holding their land in common ; an
ian woman also made a pretty good speech
tbe subject of dividing their lands—there
•e a number of speeches made. Took leave

he Indians ; Wm. Hill brought us to Syra-
e; staid over night, left half past 4, a. m.,

Ogdensburg ; crossed the St. Lawrence
;r to Prescott; staid at Cornwall, Canada.
1th mo. 1st. Spout the day walking over
reservation ; about one half of it is in

He appears to have been accompanied in this visit

fos. Elkinton, Thomas Wistar and Jos. Scattergood.

Canada, the other in New York, in all about
1462 Indians. Staid over night at Mitchel
Solomon's. Just before going to bed I felt

unwell, seemed almost to lose my mind, telt

as if I would hardly live until morning. I trust

it had a humbling effect, may I be grateful

for the blessing. Oh for liumility and greater
faithfulness.

2nd. Spent the morning at Mitchel Solo-

mon's, he being a Catholic, went to bis meet-
ing. Jos. Elkinton, Jos. Scattergood and
myself, took a walk on an elevated piece of

ground and looked at the St. Lawrence. It

is a large beautiful river, the water clear and
well tasted, about one mile wide; it is diffi-

cult for boats to go up the rapid-i. Many of

the St. Regis Indians on the Canada side are

Roman Catholics; over the line in New Yorji

there are some Methodists ; they have a reser-

vation about four by six miles, and aome is-

lands, most of which is considered good land

and pretty level ; many of the Indians pretty

good looking; I would think a good deal

mixed with white blood. There are about
100 houses in their village, mostly frame, a

Catholic meeting-house, custom-house, post-

office and school-house, in the steeple they
have three bells. Had an interesting council,

a large number attended ; thej' were much
more kind and friendly than I had expected
to find them ; their kindness seemed to in-

crease up to our parting. VYe left them with
very friendly feelings, which was truly pleas-

ant to me. Crossed the St. Lawrence to Corn-
wall ; took supper at the Commercial, and
went to the depot to wait the train on the

Grand Trunk Railroad.

3rd. Breakfast at Coburg, Port Hope, on
Lake Ontario. Last night spent pretty com-
fortably ; may thanksgiving and praise be to

the Great Head of the Church. Passed New
Castle, Toronto, crossed the suspension bridge

and got to John Mountpleasant's this even-

ing: he is quite a wealthy Indian, lives in a

fine house well furnished, and has a well edu-

cated Indian woman for his wife, a kind well-

behaved woman. Attended two Indian meet-

ings; had a pretty satisfactory opportunity
with their speaker—he acknowledged the

truth of what I said to him ; had also a very
satisfactory opportunity with John Mount-
pleasant.

11th mo. 6th. Left John's about 4 A. M.,

got to Acorn Station, about five miles from
the Tonawauda reservation, hired a convey-
ance and went there. Charles Rich accom-
panied us; met with some chiefs; in an inter-

view with them it was agreed to have a
council this evening, after candle-light, with
the Indian men and women. A large number
met—we had a satisfactory opportunity with
them—they expressed satisfaction with our
visit ; we were thankful for the favor. Re-
turned to Acorn ; staid at Charles Rich's; were
very kindly entertained.

8th. Left for the Cattaraugus reservation,

rode in a carriage to Alden, on railroad to

Buffalo. Met Jos. Halfwhite and his wife—
had a very satisfactory interview with them.

9th. Got to Asher Wright's; went to New-
town school, had a pretty satisfactory council.

Dr. Wilson and Maris B. Pierce were inter-

preters ; visited the school near the Council-

house and returned to the Indian Court-house.

The President and Councillors were holding
court ; made arrangements to have a council

to-morrow; visited the Orphan Asylum, saw
the children in school, which was quite in-

teresting—some of them were pretty well ad-
vanced in their studies and were well dressed
— looked over the house. F. Hall, Superin-

tendent, with whom I had some acquaintance
years ago, was very kind ; lodged at Asher
'Wright's.

10th. Left for the Allegheny reservation
;

got to Salamanca about 9 A. m., started on
foot, carrj'ing our baggage, hired a team to

bring us to Tunessassa; met with a number
of Indians, had a comfortable opportunity
with them, and got to Tunessassa about dark
—Jos. Scattergood, Jos. Elkinton and Thos.
Wistar got there earlier.

(To be coDtinued.) - '

Remorse.— In 1838, I think it was, tho city

of Trenton, N. J., where I was then laboring,

was much excited, at least in political circles,

on receiving the intelligence from Washing-
ton, that Cilley, of the State of Maine, was
killed in a duel by Graves. Both were mem-
bers of Congress, and had nothing against
each other. Graves had assumed the quarrel
of the then editor of a New York paper. I

said in a Trenton paper at the time, "that
guilt and shame would pursue Graves till he
was carried to tho place of graves." I still

live to recite the facts in justification of my
prediction made forty years before.

A correspondent of the Portland Argus,
writing a Tew years back, from Wisconsin,
the home of Gen. Jones, who acted as a second
in the Cilley duel, says: " Learning that I was
from Maine, the General alluded to tho affair,

expressed his admiration for Cilley, and deep
regret for tho unhappy termination of tho

issue. Said that Graves died the victim of

regrets and the most terrible horrors. Two
years he passed inSleepless nights, with rooms
lighted and watching friends, whom he was
not willing should leave his presence. He
consumed the hours of night in walking to

and fro, in fits and starts, in moans, groans and
tears, and in wild exclamations. At length,

worn out with mental anguish, grief unmiti-

gated, and wasting wakefulness, tho unhappy
man expired." It came to the general from
the lips of a clergjnnan, his neighbor. And
thus was avenged the manes of the murdered
Cilley.

The law may not punish the guilty, though
every effort bo made, but there is a God who
sees all, and retribution is sure to follow crime.

"Justice and judgment are the habitation of

his throne." " Though hand join in hand, tho

wicked shall not go unpunished." Murder
and crime, though secret, will come to light.

Men may prove themselves not guilty by false

swearing, they may roll in wealth and deceive

their cotemporariea, but God is behind the

scenes, and will do right.

—

A. Atwood, in

Christian Standard.

Knocking Away Props.—"See, father," said

a lad who was walking with his father, " they
are knocking away tho props from under the

bridge; what are they doing that for ? Won't
tho bridge fall ?"

" They are knocking them away," said the

father, "that tbe timbers may rest more firmly

upon the stone ))iers, which are now finished."

So God often takes away our earthly props
that we may rest more firmly upon divine

support. God sometimes takes away a man's
health that he may rest upon Him for his

dailj' bread. Before his health failed, though
ho perhaps repeated daily the words, "Give
us this day our daily bread," he looked to his
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own industiy for that which he asked God
for. That prop being taken away, he rests

wholly upon God's providential bounty. He
receives his bread ; he receives it as a gift of

God. ^^^^_^
Selected.

ANOTHER YEAR.
" Why arttbon cast down, oh ray soul? and why art

thon disquieted within nae ? Hope thou in God."

—

Psalm xlii. 11.

Another year

:

The last lies dead behind thee,

The future from thy sight is hidden still

;

But He who walks beside thee knows the ending,

—

Be patient, then, my soul, to do his will.

Another year

:

To tread life's path, not knowing
Where it shall lead thee, e'en from day to day

;

But know, my soul, thy Father is beside thee,

To guide thee heavenward in his own best way.

Another year :

To gather sheaves for heaven.
From out the harvest fields so full and white

;

To find some loving word to de for Jesus,

To lead some soul from darkness into light.

Another year

:

Art weary of thy toiling?

.Art longing to behold thy Saviour's face ?

O faint not yet ! behold. He stands beside thee

In all the fulness of his loving grace.

Another year

:

He never will forsake thee.

Though clouds and darkness gather round thy way

;

Be strong, for though temptation's power assail thee.

His grace shall be sufBcient day by day.

Another year:
O doubt, my soul, no longer,—
Go forward, trusting in thy Saviour's grace,

So walking, that each day shall find thee nearer
That " Better Land," where thou shall see his face.

THE VALLEY OF SILENCE.
I walk down the valley of Silence,

Down the dim, voicsless valley alone,

And I hear not the sound of a footstep

Around me, but God's and my own;
And the hush of my heart is as holy
As bowers where angels have flown.

Long ago I was weary of voices

Whose music my soul could not win
;

Long ago I was weary of noises

That fretted my soul with their din
;

Long ago I was Aveary of places

Where I met but the human and sin.

I walked in the world with the worldly.

Yet I craved what the world never gave

;

And I said :
" In the world, each ideal

—

That shines like a star on life's wave

—

Is tossed on the shores of the real,

And sleeps like a dream in the grave."

And still did I pine for the perfect,

And still found the false with the true

;

I sought, 'mid the human, for heaven,
And caught a mere glimpse of its blue

;

And I sighed when the clouds of the mortal
Veiled even that glimpse from my view.

And I toiled on, heart-tired of the human,
And groaned 'mid the masses of men

;

Till I knelt, long ago, at the altar,

And heard a voice call me. Since, then,

I walk down the valley of Silence,

That lies far beyond human ken.

Do you ask what I find in the Valley ?

'T is my trysting-place with the Divine

;

And I fell at the feet of the Holy,
And .iround me a voice said, " Be Mine !"

And then rose from the depth of my spirit

An echo, " My heart shall be Thine.",

Do you ask how I live In the Valley ?

I weep, and I dream, and I pray

;

But my tears are as sweet as the dew-drops
That fall on the roses in May,

And my prayer, like perfume from censer,

Ascendeth to God night and day.

In the hush of the Valley of Silence

I hear all the songs that I sing,

And the notes float down the dim valley

Till each finds a word for a wing.

That to men, like the dove of the deluge,

The message of peace they may bring.

But fer on the deep there are billows

That never shall break on the beach;
And I have heard songs in the silence

That never shall float into speech
;

And I have had dreams in the Valley
Too lofty for language to reach.

And I have seen thoughts in the Valley,

—

Ah, me I how my spirit was stirred,

—

They wear holy veils on their faces.

Their footsteps can scarcely be heard
;

They pass down the Valley like virgins,—
Too pure for the touch of a word.

Do you ask me the place of this Valley ?

To hearts that are harrowed by care.

It lieth afar between mountains.
And God and his angels are there,

—

One is the dark mountain of sorrow.
And one the bright mountain of prayer.—Ryan.

Selected.

FIFTY YEARS AGO.
BY E. A. KINGSBURY.

Tall hollyhocks, and pinks, and rue,

And roses various, and violets grew.

With other fragrant herbs and flowers

In well-kept beds and rustic bowers.

At early dawn and dewy eve,

In snowy cap, with upturned sleeve,

In petticoat of homespun wool.

And short-gown trim, and clean, and cool,

Our grandmother would deftly dig

Around these plants, both small and big.

Their names and needs she seemed to know

;

And this was fifty years ago.

Her checkered apron, full and long.

Was made of linen, good and strong.

Her neckerchief in many a fold

Lay o'er her bosom. All this told

The frugal housewife, nice and neat,

From crown of head to sole of feet.

And as she weeded, day by day.

And dug and pruned, a simple lay

Which to our memory is more dear
Than aught we since have chanced to hear
Of olden times, she warbled low.

And this was fifty years ago.

The house was large ; and one back room
Contained a spinning-wheel and loom.
And cards for making rolls, and reel

That measured skeins, and little wheel
Where she would sit with linen thread
Between her fingers, while the tread

Of her light feet kept time meanwhile
With sweet tunes, tending to beguile

The busy hours. And at her feet

We loved to sit. 'Twas a great treat

To watch the fine thread come and go;
And this was fifty years ago.

The log behind the blazing fire.

The crane and hooks suspended higher.
The two brick ovens, one inside

The chimney jamb, was deep and wide
To hold the turkeys, puddings, pies,

For festal days ; of smaller size.

The other stood outside the jamb.
And baked each week bread, beans and Iamb,
The clean and nicely sanded floor.

The corner buflet with glass door
Displaying china; a rare show.
But this was fifty years ago.

Fifty long years ! Within that time
We've wandered far from clime to clime.
Seen many a grand and stately thing;
But nothing such delight would bring
As one more look at that elm tree,

'Neath which our play-house used to be.

The old clock, straight and dark, and tall.

With burnished face and silver call.

Telling the hours that merrily
On swift-winged minutes flitted by,

Vs'as prized most highly, you must know

;

And this was fifty years ago.

Philadelphia, Pa.

For "The Frieno

Testimonies of Earlier and later Date.

(Concluded from page 162.)

The following substance of a testimoi

given by Daniel Wheeler, was borne in L(

don Yearly iMeeting of 1832, by Sarah (Lyn I

Grubb ; " Her concern was, that we shoi

return to first principles ; but her more es

cial warning was, that if there were noi
j

coming down from the heights to which raa

have climbed, there were those ainongst '

who might be compared to the golden vess
j

of the temple, such as had really stood )|

fire, and had not only been rightly filled, 1

1

employed of the Lord to communicate to I

people, who would be permitted to be carr

away captives to Babylon. That there v

and is amongst ns, a Babel now buildii

whose top is intended to reach nnto heavi

which must and will come down ; that th(

is, (though not clearly seen by ourselves,

peeling and scattering amongst us, which
clearly shown in the vision and light of t

Lord; and that if we did not repent and
turn, we should be left very few in numb
But that the Lord would not leave hi me
without a people, Ac. She spoke farther

reference to some, who had been rightly gifl

to speak the word of the Lord as from \

mouth of the Lord ; but who for want of dw»
inglowand deepenough, had had their brig

ness dimmed,—adding, ' when Ephraim spa

trembling, he exalted himself in Israel, 1

when he offended in Baal, he died.'
"

Again in 183-t she wrote: "My soul wet

in secret and is troubled for my own dear p
pie! Surely we are fast mingling with t

world at large, and not a few of the most (

tive are taking retrograde steps, as thout
having begun in the Spirit, we could be mit

perfect b}' the flesh. * * My dear husb*
and I have much to bear in endeavoringi

keep firmly to the ancient testimonies:.!

Friends; we are considered 'very narro
hearted, ignorant,' and ' blind by prejudiei

but while we long that self may be of noii

putation with us, we do believe that %

straitness is in that which moves off from*
immutable and invincible foundation,
' Christ within, the hope of glory,'—yea, wll

there may be great profession of faith in t

outward and visible appearance of Him, o

blessed Redeemer, and of his being the p
pitiation for our sins; all of which we a
fashioned Quakers as assuredly believe

the rest, and possibly feel full as thankful fi

in unfeigned and humble gratitude to
"

whose name is above every name."
Sarah (Lynes) Grubb again, in 1837,

1

pens her feelings :
" What occasions me.

most sorrow, is that in this day of sifting

from sieve to sieve, we have, in a Society oaf

city, retarded the great work, and OWO'

much which the great Lord of the herits

has appointed to be winnowed awaj*. O, t

consideration hereof weighs down my spir

and because there appears at present no re)

edy, my soul weeps in secret places, and I,

mourning all the day long; yet there ie

times a humble, but sure hope, that there w
be a discerning more clearly between tW»

and thing, between the covering which is i

of God's spirit, and that which He prepai

and grants to those who are trul}- watchfil

Again S. L. G. writes: "Some of us 8

the necessity of being ranged conspicuous

on the side of primitive Quakerism, and wfcl'

ing faithfully of the danger of things or
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lat from their nature and tendency must
le, must indeed separate, whether there

I outwardly drawing the line of division

or nay. In fulfilling the will <)f our
enly Father, we must endeavor to leave

3quences, and run the risk of being our-

is wounded by the arrows of the archers,

perhaps even carry the marks of our en-

raents with us, like scars from head to

to be seen to the end of our days."
rain in 1838 :

" May the dear young peo-

36 aware how it behoves them, as they
3 their true-it interests, to yield to that

g power and influence vvliich regenerates

oul, and leads into a separation from con-

ity to this world, in its vain, yea, its evil

ims, its friendships, and its foolish fash-

all which, while they alienate from the

if God, are themselves passing away, and
eave their votaries nothing but vexation

)irit. It is those who receive the Re-
ar in the way of his coming, to whom
• is given to become the children of the

eat; born again of that which is incor-

ble; for they can overcome every ob-

3, in believing implicitly in the appear-
of Him who bade his disciples to be of

cheer ; for, said He, ' I have overcome
rorld.' * * * Although there are, I trust,

II religious professions, those who are

loters of the coming of the Redeemer's
lorn on the earth, living up to the light

ied, yet does it seem to ine that this peo-

ire peculiarly called to exalt the testi-

es of the unchangeable Gospel, even in

eridian effulgence. Let not our children

ude, that if there ever was utility in our
and peculiar manner of life, and uncere-

al worship, that has long since ceased;
irely the Lord will have a simple-hearted

lo still, and a people who hold Chris-

ty in its native purity: yea, our offspring

esigned to come forward, and practically

t the language, ' I am the Lord's ;' glorify

with their bodies and with theii- spirits;

le is worthy of their energies, while in

full vigor, to be sanctified for his own
ed purposes, and that all his gifts should
and to his honor."
id again, in 1841, she testifies: "Thou
[ think alike about our poor, degenerated
!ty. I only wish that they who are not
! would go right out, and loave a little

, who are united in the Gospel of the

r Jesus, and who cannot do mighty woi'ks

ly by extolling Him in name; yea, are

without the renewingsof the Holy Spirit

them. There is a little stirring among
.'outh in some places, but alas! where are
athers and the mothers? Oh! how little

discernment is left. Ministers are ac-

i ledged, and elders are chosen; but, in

many instances, it evidences itself to be

vork of man ; at least there is a deplor-

mixture still amongst us."

,stly on the bed of death in 1842, as re-

3d of her: "Oh ! there's but one way after

The good old way is the only one for

"Her thoughts were evidently much
pied respecting our religious Society, and
w state

;
yet she said she did not despair;

ig she thought she could see ' one here
another there,' who would be raised up
he cause of truth, though she knew not
they might be. She mourned that so

ippeared to ' prefer Jerusalem above their

'joy,' as she thought she might thank-
say she had done ; acknowledging a con-

soling sense, at times, of having done her part

in submitting to be made uao of as a stone of

the street ; and also of having been enabled

to 'fight the good fight," and to 'keep the

faith ;' adding, ' Oh ! it is a fine thing to have
done this—to have 'kept the faith' through

all. The horizon of our little world, our little

Society, looks dull to me. There must bo

more shaking, more overturning, I believe."

John Barclay, in 1834, writes :
" No convul-

sion awaits us; it might be bettor for us if it

were so. No, no ; the enemy is wiser than to

foment this; ho would not hurt ns for the world;

no, only lot us bo induced to give up the true

foundation for another, and he promises so

gently and peaceably to glide us on in it, that

we shall not know it, except that it will be

less rugged and hard to flosh and blood, with-

out any cross or struggle, and there shall be

nothing taken from us that we affect to prize,

such as oar customs and traditions, our church
system, and so forth, nothing shall be dis-

turbed of all this, and all the professors and
the world too, shall love us the better."

Sarah Tucker in the same year hopefully

predicts: "I think I have a little gleam of

better days, for it always appeared to me that

buildings, however stately, without good foun-

dation, were of short duration ;
because they

will not, they cannot, in the very nature of

things, endure trial, but when the fire, the

wind, and the earthquake approach and beat

against them, thej' must fall ; and, I believe,

that after all these have spent themselves and
are passed awaj', a quiet serenity and stillness

will succeed ; at which time it will be a season

of I'eturning and of gathering unto that city

which hath foundations whose builder and
maker the Lord is. This I praj' the Almighty
Father to hasten in his own time; and I do

believe that the Lord is yet graciously dis-

posed to build up Zion, and to strengthen the

walls of Jerusalem, and will be, yea is now
pleased, with the sacrifices of righteousness,

and will preserve a remnant who will be found

willing to AwWw for the testimonies of Jesus,

concernel to magnify the law, and make it

honorable ; oven the law of the Lord after the

inner man."
An im|>i ossive testimony ofJonathan Evans,

in 1839, when near the close of his valuable

life, was, " 1 am satisfied that there is a spirit

at work, which would lay waste the ancient

profession and doctrines of our religious So-

ciety, and draw Friends away from the spirit-

uality of that which they have once known
;

and many are catched with it."

In 1845 Ezra Comfort testified :
" May we

continue, striving to keep in the everlasting

patience, and be favored to possess our soul

in it until the Judge of all the earth says ' it

is enough,' and stretches out his hand of eter-

nal power over the oppressors of his Israel

;

and by his judgments, brings forth his people

out of this furnace of afliiction. He will, in

his own time, accomplish it, and I marvel not

if the child is born who will live to seo better

limes than any now living have yet seen ; and
maj' He hasten the work He is about to do in

the earth, even if it is by his awful judgments,
to bring that day forth when the Lamb shall

reign over all, and give his followers the

victory."

Christopher Healy, in 1847, adds this testi

mony :
" This is a sifting time to the members

of our Society. I have believed our poor So
ciety will yet be sifted as wheat is sifted in a
sieve, for it is declared, ' I will overturn, over-

turn, overturn, saith the Lord, until He shall

come whose right it is to rule and reign.' Our
Israel is too much mixed among the people
of the world. The language of my soul is,

como out from among them, and be ye sepa-
rate, and touch not the unclean thing, and I
will save you. * * Oh that this blessed
day might come to the cbui-ch; then will

judges be restored as at the first, and coun-
sellors as at the beginning. I do believe this
time will come, though a great falling away
may take place first; but a people, a favored
remnant will be preserved of the true prin-
ciple and name of Quakers."
Again in 18.50, C. Hoaly writes :

" It is a
blessed declaration, that tho mountains flowed
down at the presence of the Lord. When this

scourge has sifted our poor Society enough.
Ho will take the work into his own hands and
show who are his friends and who are his

enemies, as He has in some measure begun to
do already."
The same year, 1850, Sarah Hillman thus

bears her testimony :
" Truly we live in a day

wherein we may well take up the mournful
lamentation of the prophet respecting many
of those who stood in the fore ranks even of
the people, 'Thy silver is become dross, thy
wine mixed with water,' and ofttimes under
a sense of our own jeopardy, and tho state of
the church, we are clothed in sackcloth, and
stationed as at Marah's waters, while in the
depth of our humiliation and distress, wo are
made willing to go to the King as Esther did
with tho petition, ' Lord, if I perish, let it be
at thy feet.' 'Spare thy people, O Lord.'
* * Those wherever situated who belong
to his church militant on earth, who are of
one heart and of one way, who desire to know
nothing save the Lord Jesus and Him cruci-

fied, and are striving together, though sepa-
rated by bonds, f)r the 'blessed hope of the
gospel.' These are they who can in this day
testify as did the apostles of old, of those
things which they have seen with their eyes,

which they have tasted, and which their

hands have handled, of the good word of life,

and having descended into suffering and death,
with and for their dear Saviour, can call upon
others to come and have fellowship with them,
in that blessed fellowship which is with the
Father and with the Son, and one with an-
other in Him."
These selections might be greatly multi-

plied; but enough have been given clearly to

show, to the willing and ea83'-taught mind,
the high appreciation in which the precious
doctrines and testimonies committed to us
were held by men and women of much ex-

perience and worthy of much honor, now
passed away ; and also tho danger of attempt-
ing to remodel, of making innovations upon,
or in any wise lessening their application or
force down to the latest time, or until "the
kingdoms of this world are become the king-

doms of our Lord, and of his Christ." It is

written, " Whoso breaketh an hedge a serpent
shall bite him." Would that the hedge around
this Society, which has proved so effectual for

more than two hundred years, might not, in

principle or practice, from whatever cause, bo
impaired or broken through. May all, in this

day of much intellectual inquiry and research

—of ease, excess, and refinement—beware of

the plausible baits of the serpent that so lieth

in wait to deceive; who cares not who, or

when or how he beguiles; and whose divina-

tions and enchantments and desolating pur-
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pose can only be turned from by heeding the

injunction of our Divine Lawgiver, •' Watch

and pray lest ye enter into temptation ;" by

our keeping fast hold of " the shield of faith,

wherewith we shall be able to quench all the

fiery darts of the wicked;" and by walking

in lowly obedience to the light of Christ,

whereby "all things that are reprovable are

made manifest;" even the inspeaking word

of the grace of God, which is able to build us

up, and which when obedience keeps pace

with knowledge, brings salvation.

The New English Dictionary.—In 1857, a

paper was read before the Philological Society

by Archbishop Trench, then Dean of West-

minster, on "Some Deficiencies in our English

Dictionaries." In 1859, the Society issued

their "Proposal for the publication of a new
English Dictionary," in which the character-

istics of the proposed work were explained,

and an appeal made to the English and Ame-
rican public to assist in collecting the raw

materials for the work, these materials con-

sisting of quotations illustrating the use of

English words by all writers of all ages and

in all senses, each quotatioQ being made oq a

uniform plan on a half sheet of note paper,

that they might in due course be arranged

and classified alphabetically and by meanings.

it; but God knew it, and lie cannot call me
good. Tell me, mamma, how can I be good

inside of me."— Chambers' Journal.

For " The Friend."

Brief Spiritual ObserAations.

Extractedfrom the Writings of Isaac Penington.

No. 1.

The true way to life eternal, is by believing

in the light of the Spirit, which shineth in

the conscience. Man is in darkness, which

keeps him in death; and there is no waj' to

come out of the death, but by coming out of

the darkness; and there is no way to come
out of the darkness, but by following that

light which discovers it, and calls forth from

it ; and he that follows that, cannot remain in

the darkness, but must needs come out. There

is an evil principle in man, calling for evil

;

and there is a good principle calling from the

evil to the good : Now he that follows the good,

cannot follow the evil, but departs from it.

" I am the light of the world, (saith Christ)
;

he that followeth me shall not walk in dark-

ness, but shall have the light of life." John
viii. 12.

As forfree-will

;

—The will with the freedom

of it, either stands in the image and power of

Him that made it, or in a contrary image and

power. While it is in the image and power

This appeal met with a generous response
;
jof Him that made it, it is free unto good, and

some hundreds of volunteers began to read
|
not to evil ; while it is in the image and powe

books, make quotations, and send in their jof him who corrupted it, it is free unto evil

slips to "sub-editors," who volunteered each land not to good. The will is not of itself

to take charge of a letter or part of one, and but stands in another, and is servant to that

by whom the slips were in turn further ar-

ranged, classified, and to some extent used as

the basis of definitions and skeleton schemes

of the meaning of words in preparation for

the dictionary. During the last three years

the Philological Society have been earnestly

trying to turn to account the vast store of

material—some tons in weight—already ac-

cumulated, and they have recently succeeded

in making an arrangment with the delegates

of the Clarendon Press, in the University of

Oxford, for the preparation and publication

of a dictionary from these materials. By re-

ducing the quotations to short sentences,

clauses, or phrases, of a line or a line and a

half, sufficient to illustrate the meaning of

the word and complete the sense, it has been

estimated that it may be comprised in a work
of more than four times the size of Webster,

say in four thick volumes quarto. It is in-

tended that a first part of four hundred pages

containing the letter A, shall be ready in 1882,

the remaining parts to follow at regular inter-

vals till the whole is finished.

—

Selected.

Little children have often very tender con-

sciences, and are perfectly aware when they

have been "naughty."
A little girl one day said to her mother :

"Papa calls me good, auntie calls me good,

and everybody' calls me good
;
but I am not

good."
" I am very sorry," said the mother.
" And so am I," said the child; "but I have

got a veiy naughty think."

"A nauijhty what?"
" My think is naughty inside of me."

And on her mother inquiring what she

meant, she said :
" Why, when I could not

ride yesterday, I did not cry nor anything
;

but when you was gone, I wished the carriage

would turn over, and the horses would run

away, and every thing bad. Nobody knew

in whom it stands; and there its freedom is

bound and comprehended. For there is no

middle state betioeen both, wherein the will stands

of itself, and is free to both equally ; but it is a

servant, and under the command of one of

these powers. Such a free-will as men com
monly speak of, is mere imagination, and hath

no foundation in the true slate of things.

The regenerate and born of God are par-

takers of the divine nature, and wail on God
for living food, and receive it of Him, and

live by it ; and cannot abide dead, dry, notional

food, nor feed upon it. Blessed be the Lord,

there is that birth known, which can feed on

nothing but life itself. And let the power of

darkness present the fruit of the dead tree

ever so often, the living babe will not meddle

with it; but hungers and thirsts after righte-

ousness, and desires the sincere milk of the

pure living word, that it may grow thereby.

And if this holy nature be put into the babe,

how much stronger is it in those that are

grown in truth, and who come to be natural

tzed into it; the contrary nature being cruel

fied and slain in them by the cross of Christ,

and the new and holy nature ruling in them'
The inward man, the new man, the spiritua

man, have inward and spiritual senses. Christ':

shet^p have spiritual ears to hear his voice

with; and a spiritual eye is given to th

spiritual man, to see Him who otherwise is

invisible. There is also a spiritual taste to

savor and distinguish between that which
living and that which is dead; between that

which is corrupt and unwholesome, and that

which is wholesome food ; and by the exorcise

of these senses, the children of God become

more and more skilful in discerning between

good and evil.

Keep to the sense, keep to the feeling; be-

wai>e of the understanding, beware of the

imaginary conceiving mind. These cannot

be for God, nor bring forth anything for God,

until thej^ be new cast, and new moxdded.

one seed of life lies in the invisible, i

hidden man of the heart, among multit

of seeds of death ; all which have their

up into, and strength in, the corrupted c

ral (condition.) So that this seed cai

shoot up into any part of the natural, but

the other seeds shoot up with it and eude;

to choke it. Now the other seeds spring

two ways, either in a way of opposition aga

the true seed, or in a way of similitude. Tl ,-

cannot be a good thought, or desire, or bl

of light, enter into the understanding or

but multitudes of evil thoughts, evil des

or fleshly reasonings against it, will sprin

with it and strive to overbear it. And 11

enemy be at length overcome, by the pc

of God«fighting with him and vanquisi

him, then he hath (or assumes) his game
light ; then he brings in thoughts and des

and notions like God's, which easdy pas.

good, if the soul keeps not close upon the w,\

* * * Now the only way of safety i

keep out of the natural, whereof the en

hath possession, and where his strength
.

and to keep in the sense and feeling of th

visible seed ; and only to come lorth \

Him in that sense and feeling. Whe
comes He will come with strength, above

strength that the enemy hath in the natt

and by degrees conquer him.

"Wait patiently the Lord's leisure. B»
hasty after life and salvation in the will ot

flesh; but leave the Lord to choose his*

season for the showering down of his :

and blessing. The Lord will not presw

entertain that spirit which hath adulten

from Him; but there must be a time of'

row, a time of purifying and cleansing.

Therefore lie still, and bear the indigc

of the Lord against that which hath tr

gressed, until He judge it, and deliver f

it, and lead into the innocency and righte

ness. Think not the race long, nor the b{

hard, nor be weary of the afilictions .

chastisements in the way; but follow the(-

tain, the Guide, the Leader ; whose l^i

strength, courage, and wisdom will oven

all, and bring the soul which abides in it

his own throne."

How commonly we show our distras

God, or our dissatisfaction with Him, in c

nary speech ! How much easier is it fo:

to look at his ways and works in the ligt

our own comfort, rather than in the ligb

his love and wisdom I
" It is a bad

this," said a gentleman, one cold, wet da

last week, as he stopped to make a purcl

of a poor woman at a fruit-stand near the

post-office. She was thinly clad. She

no umbrella. The drizzling rain was cbil

her blood. It seemed a kind thing to si

sympathy by saj'ing to her that the days

a bad one. " Well, we call it a bad day,r

she replied cheerily; "but I suppose it

very good day. 1 suppose this is just

weather we need." And she was right, w
he who spoke to her was wrong. Whatil

are under the clouds ? What if the

chill}-? What if we do grow cold, and

wet, and shiver? Something else is net

in this world than unvarying sunlight,

uniform warmth, and never-changing dryt

There would be death to all, without i

from which we shrink. This is as troi

the moral world as in the natural. God ktt

best what is good for us. When He sendi
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and privation and perplexity and trial,

ill them bad ; but really they are good,

e unto them that call evil good, and good
that put darkness for light, and light

arknes8; that put bitter for sweet, and
for bitter." Woe unto them that nay

God's way is a bad way, or that God's
are evil !

—

S. S. Times.

For " The Friend "

Faithful to the End.

B following extracts from the Memoirs
mes Gough, are ottered for insertion in

Friend." I believe it is good for us

to recur lo first principles and practices,

i by the " graceof God" our early Friends
what they were, and it must bo by the

grace that any of us will be enabled to

up to the same stature in the truth that

of them attained unto, and were as

ts in the world," a "city sot on a hill,

could not be hid," &c. Truth remains
ime ; it is unchangeable as its author,

Christ; the same to-day, yesterday and
ir ; there is no new way to the kingdom

;

ay to the "crown" is by the way of the

s ;" Christ Jesus is the only "door into

leepfold" (10th of John), and the sheep
lis voice and folio vv Him, &c. May we
se in time, before it be said, " The sura-

3 over and gone, the harvest is ended,

am not saved !" J. S.

,
12th mo. 22cl, 1879.

!any of our dear, honorable Friends of

rst generation in our Society, appear,

the time they were drawn to the pure
lin of light, life and love, to have ad-

thereto with immovable steadfastness

air last moments; and- a few I have
1 in my time who have arisen, and
ly persevered, considering the degen-
of the age, in a faithful attachment of
that grace and truth, which is come

sus Christ; and that have washed their

white in his blood, and have kept tiieir

nts unspotted. But very few have
up to this height, and so continued as

their feet fixed upon Mount Sion ; very
!ave got over the opposing mountains of

n respect, selfish regards, sensual appe-
desires of the ease, honors, or profits of

?orld ; all which tend to debase the soul,

a the judgment, eclipse the brightness

avenly light; blunt the edge of Godly
Itions, and contract the corrupting leaven

pirit of the world.
is lamentable to reflect how many in

je, even of tlie anointed sons and servants
J Lord, have by these means gradually
ed and dwindled, and at length lotallj'

off, as Judas did from Christ, and De-
rom his faithful apostle, and made ship-

[ of faith and of a good conscience, and
;ht lasting disgrace on themselves and
;ood cause in which they had been hum-
id honestly engaged. Yet truth changes
it is the same still, and still able to pre-

frora falling, to build up, and to give an
itance among the sanctified."

H. Spurgeon says : " I see it publicly

1 by men who call themselves Christians
it would be advisable for Christians to

ent the theatre that the character of the

might be raised. The suggestion is

8 sensible as if we were bidden to pour
tie of lavender into a great sewer to ira-

) its aroma."

Mural History, Science, &c.

Curing Beef by Injecting Brine.— The infiltra-

tion s^'Stem of salting beef, by filling the blood-

vessels with brine, is attracting considerable

attention in Australia. In some recent ex-

periments at Brisbane, bullocks were treated

as follows: At the instant of killing, the ani-

mal's heart was laid bare, and incisions were
made in both ventricles. Into the orificeof the

left ventricle a pipe was inserted, and a stream
of weak brine was forced through the blood-

vessels, washing out all the blood. Pressure

was obtained by having the brine in an ele-

vated tank. After the expulsion of the blood,

the right ventricle was closed by a clamp, and
stronger brine was forced in until all the
blood-vessels were full. In this way the

distribution of the brine through every part

of the meat is said to be complete and the

curing perfect. It is proposed to send to the

Sidney Exhibition a whole bullock thus pre-

served.
'

Chinese Horticultural Ingenuity.—The Fa-
teo gardens in Canton are nurseries in which
are cultivated vast numbers of plants for the
supply of the private gardens of the Chinese.

Here may be seen also numerous specimens
of horticultural ingenuity, and dwarf plants,

miniature trees and shrubs curled and bent in

every imaginable form, and trained, besides,

into the forms of aniinals and other objects

—

frogs, pagodas, baskets, elephants and castles,

fans, stags among trees, human beings, fish,

sampans, cats, scrolls, vases, &c., &c. These
grotesque plants are usually dwarfed and
trained over a wire frame-work, made of the

form intended to be represented. They are

kept cai'cfuUy clipped, and suggestions are

added to keep up the illusion, in the shape of

eggshells with a black spot to represent eyes,

painted faces, feet, &c. ; so that it is by no
means difficult to recognize the intended
shape. The dwarfing is effected in the usual

way, by confining the roots in small pots;

but I saw none of those wonderfully minute
specimens in which the Japanese so greatly

excel. It is amusing to see a Chinese gar-

dener water his choice plants. Taking as

much water as his mouth will hold, he squirts

it out all over the plant in a fine rain.

—

Col-

lingwood's Naturalist in China.

Whirlwind.—Numerous small circular whirl-

winds swept across the plain, carrying up
clouds of ash and dust. One of these, of un-

usually large dimensions, rose rapidly, not
far from us, in a cylindrical form, somewhat
resembling the smoke of a large fire. So like

was it that it completely deceived a kite,

which, flying towards it, rose up to hover
over the supposed smoke, in order to pounce
on vermin, started by the fii*e which it in-

ferred was beneath. The upward revolving
current of air caught tho bird ; and, with
wings outspread, apparently unable to escape,

upwards it went with great rapidity. Feel-

ing deeply interested in its fate, I watched it

till it became a mere speck, and then faded

completely out of sight in the grasp of the
whirlwind.

—

Brown's Guiana.
Enjoyment of a Naturalist.—In the pursuits

of a naturalist there are sources of satisfac-

tion not suspected by the uninitiated. To
the botanist almost every specimen is linked

in the memory with the spot where it was
collected ; and as he goes through the produce
of his day's work, every minute detail is vivid-

ly presented to the mind. The wonder and
awe that dwelt around the mountain fastness-

es, the consolation of the forest glade, the
indefinable grandeur of the desert plain, nay,
even the bleak solitariness of northern moor-
land and morass—these dominant impressions
suggested by the aspects of nature are varied
and enriched for the naturalist by the myriad
phases of beauty that are disclosed to the eye
of the observer. The glory of color in the
Gentian and Saxifraga and golden Alyssura,
and the other bright creatures that haunt the
mountain tops

;
the tender grace of tho deli-

cute ferns that dwell in the rocky clefts ; tho
teeming life of the warm woodland

; the
strange beauty of the unaccustomed forms
that spring up in the desert solitudes ;—these

and countless other images are instantane-

ously revived by contact with the specimen
that grew beside them. Strangest of all is,

perhaps, the enduring nature of this connec-
tion. Often does it happen, as many a botan-

ist can testify, that after the lapse of a quar-
ter of a century, the sight of a specimen will

bring back the picture, seemingly eftaced long
asro, of its original home.

—

Hooker's Morocco.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 10,

Our readers may remember that in No. 15

of tho present volume of " The Friend," there

was printed part of a communication received

from a member of North Carolina Yearly
Meelitig, and describing a so-called devotional

meeting, held in the evening after the close of

the Yearly Meeting. In it was this sentence :

" Some [of the women] left their seats and
came over among the men and caressed and
knelt by their sides."

Our attention has been called to a state-

ment made by one of the visitors who was
present, to the purport that the communica-
tion referred to gave an exaggerated account;

and that there was but one such occurrence as

that described, and that in this case it was a
Methodist woman present who caressed her

husband, in her anxiety for his spiritual wel-

fare. He does not particularize any other

point in which he thought our correspondent

was inaccurate. Wo have no desire that things

should be represented as any worse than they

actually were ; and are willing cheerfully to

mention the palliating circumstance thus

brought to our notice. We suppose no one
doubts the modesty and propriety of behavior,

under ordinary circumstances, of the women
who were present at this meeting

;
and tho

reference of our correspondent to the occur-

rence, which his critic admits to have taken

place, was designed to show the unusually

disturbed anS excited condition of the assem-

bly, which alone rendered such an incident

possible.

We have again communicated with our
North Carolina correspondent, who confirms

his previous statement, as not exaggerated,

and says, it is evident that the one who criti-

cised his remarks did not see all that was
passing. As an illustration of the unsettled

state of the meeting, he specifies one case (not

that of the Methodist woman above referred

to), in which a woman, a member of our So-

ciety, threw her arms around a man who was
kneeling, and called by name upon one of tho

ministers present to come and pray for him.

The minister responded by coming, kneeling

at his side and uttering words in the form of
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prayer. But although this occurred in the

immediate vicinity whore our informant was
sitting, the general noise and confusion was
such, at the time, that what was said could

not be distinctly heard.

This conflict of testimony between the two
witnesses does not involve any question of

veracity—for we give credit for honesty to

both of them. It is easy to understand how
much might transpire, which would pass with-

out notice by one engaged in what was going

on, especially in a large gathering, whore
some were kneeling, others passing to and
fro, and exclamations, singing, and praying
were being uttered simultaneously. One of

the Friends thought the excitement that pre-

vailed was an evidence of the awakening visi-

tations of the Holy Spirit ; and the other could

feel no spiritual life or comfort in the whole
proceeding, but regarded it as the fmtgrowth
of unsanctified zeal. This difference of judg-

ment almost unavoidably quickened or blunted

their power of observation, as the case might
be ; and has affected their reports of the

meeting.

We have received a printed copy of the

Minutes of Indiana Yearly Meeting, held at

Eichmond, commencing 10th mo. 1st, 1879.

Though considerable time has since elapsed,

a few items from it may be of interest.

The Trustees of the Indiana Manual Labor
Institute, founded by the late Josiah White,
of Philadelphia, reported that twenty-four
children were receiving its benefits.

The Trustees of the White's Iowa Institute

of a similar character, pro|)osed some changes
in the "Articles of Association" respecting

it; reducing the number of Trustees from
nine to three, and transferring the appointing
power from Indiana to Iowa Yearly Meeting
These propositions were approved.

Thirteen ministers had been recorded du
ing the previous year.

The statistical table gives the whole num
ber of members 17,454, and of meetings 120.

The school among the colored people
Helena, Arkansas, had been kept up with an
attendance of 177 scholars. Southland Month
ly Meeting, composed of colored people, and
located at the same place, has 175 members.

Seven hundred and fifty-one members o
the Yearly Meeting are reported as using to-

bacco, at an annual cost of about 87 for each
person.

Earlham College had been attended by 159
students, of whom 103 were members of ou:

Society.

The average attendance at Spiceland Acad
emy was about 200.

We have also received the priftted minutes
of North Carolina Yearly Meeting—of the
proceedings of that Meeting some notice has
already appeared in our columns.

SUMMARY Of' EVENTS.
United States.—The average temperature of the

Twelfth month was 38.8 degrees ; for the last si.K years

the average was 35 deg. The lowest point was 1 1 deg.

on the 27th. Total rainfall 4.69 inches. Snow fell on
13 day.s, amonnting to about 2J inches. Prevail!
direction of wind S. W. ; maximum velocity 32 mi
per hour.

The winter, so unusually mild in these part«, has
been uncommonly severe in Minnesota, which is snowed
up, and has had the thermometer nearly 60 deg. below
zero.

Last year 398 engines were constructed by the B.ald-

win Locomotive works.

There were 106 drowning cases in this citydL?;ing

1879; and 13 persons run over and killed by the pas-

senger railways.

The Titasville HeruMs monthly oil report gives the

number of wells completed in last month in the Brad-

ford field as 182, producing 3765 barrels; in the lower

country 80 wells, producing 382 barrels. Total for the

month 4147 barrels.

Charles Parnell, the Irish Home Rule leader, arrived

in New York on the 2nd inst., and was welcomed by a

large delegation of Irish American citizens. His pro-

ect is stated to be, to visit all the principal cities of

e United States.

The profits of the Sing Sing Penitentiary during 12th

month were S3052.
Sixteen Indian pupils—eleven girls and five boys

—

aged from 17 to 20 years, arrived at the Hampton
Normal School, from the Yankton .igency, on the 30th

ult.

During last year, 89 vessels cleared from Portland,

Oregon, for Europe, with 1,939,080 centals of wheat,

valued at $3,611,240, and 209,098 barrels of flour,

valued at $1,14.3,352.

The public debt statement for last month shows a re-

duction of $4,251,217.

The internal revenue receipts fortlfe six months end-

g 12th mo. 3rd, were $2,904,386 more than during
the corresponding period of 1878.

The excess of exports over imports of merchandise
for the year, was $266,288,672 ; and the excess of im-
ports of gold and silver coin and bullion for the same
period w.is $61,740,385.
The opinion of the Supreme Court of Maine upon the

questions submitted by Governor Garcelon, was given

on the 3rd inst. It is signed by all the judges, and is

giinst the action of the Governor and Council on nearly

11 points; the court holding that voters ought not to

be deprived of their rights upon mere formalities.

Eleven more men from the lost steamship Borussia

five passengers and six sailors—were picked up on
the 5th ult., 400 miles west of the Azores, and arrived

at Baltimore on the 3rd inst.

A fire occurred in Baltimore on the night of the 2d,

hich destroyed several large warehouse-", containing

300 bales of cotton, and other merchandise—the loss

estimated at $200,000.

The mortality in Philadelphia during the past week
numbered 317, of whom 187 were adults, and 132 chil-

en—52 being under one year of age.

Markets, &c.—\J.^ sixes, 1881.104}; do. 5's, regis-

tered, 102f ; coupon, 103.V; 4i's, 1891, 1062^; 4's, 1907,

103i^.
Cotton.—Prices were firm. Sales of middlings are

reported at 12J a 13} els. per. lb. for uplands and New
Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7J cts. in barrels, and standard

hite 8} cts. for export, and 8J a 9 cts. per gallon for

home use.

Flour is dull and barely steady. Sales of 1400 barrels,

including Minnesota extra at $6.50 a $7.12i ; Penna,
do., at $6.75 a $7.25 ; we-stern do. at $7 a $7.50, and
patent and other higii grades at $7.75 a $8.75. Rye
tto\ir, is in better demand at $5.50 a $5.62J.
Grain.—Wheat is inactive and weak. Sales of 8,000

bushels, including rejected, at $1.45; red at $1.52
amber, $1..53 a $1.53J. Rye is firm at 98 cts. Corn I

better reque.st. Sales of 10,000 bushels, including

old mixed and old yellow at 63 cts., and new do. at 58
a 59 cts. for steamer, and 59i cts. for sail. Oats an
quiet, but firm. Sales of 6000 bushels, including stained

at 47 cts., and white at 48-V a 50 cts. The receipts to-day

were as follows: 2500 barrels flour; 20,500 bush, wheat;

32,500 bush, corn ; 500 bush, rye, 11,200 bush, oats
;

3500 bushels barley.

Hay and straw market for week ending First month
3rd, 1880. — Loads of hay, 360; loads of straw, 80.

Average price during the week.—Prime timothy, $1 to

$1.10 per 100 pounds; mi.xed, 85 a 95 cts. per 100
pounds ; straw, $1.10 a $1.25 per 100 pound-s.

Beef cattle were dull and prices were a fraction lower;
3191 head sold at the different yards at 3 a 6 cts. per lb.

gross as to,condition. Sheep were in demand at an ad-

vance : 7000 sold at the dilTerent yards at 4^ a 6 cts.,

and lambs at 5.V a 6J cts. per lb. Hogs were dull and
rather lower: 5000 head sold at 6 a 7} cts. per lb., and
a few choice at 7i cts. Cows were unchanged ; 275
head sold at $20 a $50 per head.

Foreign.—Terrific gales are reported from all parts

of Great Britain and Ireland, causing much dam.age to

property. The steamer Silesia, which left Hamburg on
the 24th ult., after encountering tremendons hurricanes

for three days, put into Plymouth Sound with her steer-

ing gear badly damaged.
The Bank of England has voted ,£500 towards the

fund instituted by the Lord Mayor of London, ft

relief of the distre-ss in Ireland.

General Roberls telegraphs from Afghanistan •

the country is now quiet. His communications ,

been restored. Numbers of people are returni

Cabul, and supplies are coming in.

The rivera Rhine and Main are swollen in e

quence of ice blocking their currents—.several r

are inundated, and there is great alarm in the neig

ing districts.

The drift-ice in the Seine has become so heavy '

cause great damage, and much alarm is felt. Se

of the bridges have been rendered unsafe, and t

over them has been stopped.

The Turkish Mission Aid Society have written :

Times regarding the famine in Northern Persia, st

that the famine in that region is increasing dailj

that unless strenuous eflbrts are made to send help

England and America, a great number of the p
must perish. There are only two month's .supf

food to sustain them for the next seven month.s.

The revolutionary spirit in Russia is manifi

itself among the soldiers. In consequence of

the military authorities have ordered that henct

no regiment .shall be stationed in the district wb
was recriuted.

As the King and Queen of Spain were driving thi_

the gate of the royal palace, a few evenings s

"

young man fired two shots at the royal carriage

which passed close to the queen's face. The w
assassin was arrested, and has confessed his crir

An American engineer named Crawford, r

sailed from Yokohama, .authorized to make com
purchase of stock and materials for an Amer
way in Y'ezo, to extend from the coal fields in tfc

terior through the city of Sappero, the capital of

'

to a port on the northwestern coast.

The town of Hokodadi, in Yezo, was largely dan
by fire on the 7th ult. About 2300 houses were bi!

—being one-fifth of the whole number.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Committee who have charge of this Institn

Sixth-day, ist mo. 9tli, imeet in Philadelphi
at 10 a.m.
The Committee on Admissions meet at 9 A. M

the Committee on "Instruction at 2.30 p. M.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Our friends Benjamin W. and Rebecca G. Passi

having resigned their positions as Snperintende
Matron of Westtown Boarding School, Friends

may feel drawn to engage in the important r

sible duties of superintending this Institution, sj

quested to communicate with either of the underai

The present Superintendents desire to be releas

4th month next, or earlier.

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., P
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelpl

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN:
Near Franlc/ord, [Twenty-third Ward,) PhUaddl
Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. Hall,
Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bl

Managers.

Died, in New Hope, Bucks Co., Pa., on the i

10th month, 1879, William F. Newbold, in tht

year of his age, a member of Buckingham Parti'

"and Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, in Camden, N. J., on the 16th of 12th m
1879, in the 23d year of his age, C. Allen Ham
son of Franklin D. and Elma M. Hamblin, and g
son of the late Allen Hamblin, of South WinC
Cumberland Co., Maine, a member of the Mo
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the W<
District. He was remarkable for purity of char

While in health he became religiou.s, and adoptt

principles of Friends from conviction. In the pr<

of death he said to a friend :
" I have committe

cause to the Lord, and feel entire trust in Him.
portion of Scripture that he read to his mother,,

applicable to him :
" A book of remembranw

written before Him, for them that feared the Lon
that thought upon his name. And they shall

saith the Lord of hosts, in that d.ay when I

my jewels."—Malachi iii. 16, 17.
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i from the Diary and letters of Ebeiiezer Worth.

(CoDtiQued from page 171.)

5. 11th mo. 12tb. Looked over the farm
)me of the limber lands (at Tunessassa).

) al'ternoon attended a council. I felt of

itie account, though I thought I felt for

elfare of the Indians, and spolce a few
to them. How necessary it is, that we

1 be willing to be anything or nothing,

may please the Great Head of the
h.

1. Met three men and let a job of get-

n about 300 logs at SI a log. In the
oon started for home; J felt sorrowful,

passed through the upper ])art of the
ation, to ihink we were passing the In-

there without any of us calling to see
* * 1 felt anxious to get home to

I our Quarterly Meeting.
1 mo. 15th. Since the Quarterly (Meet-
have at times felt a good deal diacour-

but for the most part have been pretty
rtablo in meetings; which I esteem a

blessing, and has been an encourage-
in my trials out of meetings. I hope I

felt the necessity of being emptied of
hd humbled.
1 mo. 26th. I trust I have been favored
to feel a comforting evidence of Divine

I. Oh may it stimulate to greater faith-

S; a more entire surrender to the Divine
yhich cannot be attained to in my own
tb.

L Our meeting to-day was held in

s, and a precious covering, I think, was
number ; to me it was a comfortable

5. Ist mo. 13th. I feel unwell, which I

permitted for my good. May I be

r Thine, dearest Master, soul, body and
and the praise be forever thine.

1. Was taken quite unwell last night,
not have felt a very precious sense of
)odness of my Divine Master, I should
elt very miserable. Oh! what an un-
id favor to me, a poor unworthy sinner,

no longer trifle with his mercies. The
was sent for in the morning—did not
re until evening.

. But little better; brother came and
^ith me last night; Samuel Cope came
me to-day. May 1 be more careful to
lay proper place,

mo. 3rd. Attended the funeral of my

step-mother; died of something like pneu
raonia; another warning to be prepared for

the final change. How cold and indifferent I

seem prone to get in regard to things of the

greatest importance—my duty to my Creator.

Oh for more patient resignation to the Divine
will ; a living in a humble, watchful, prayerful

state of mind. Ob ! that the salt may not lose

its savor. If I have been favored in unmerited
rnerc}' to feel a little of that good savor, may
I be concerned to live so near the dear Master,

that ni}' life and conversation may savor of

his good spirit unto the end.

5th mo. 27th. Unworthy as I am, I have
reason to record the many mercies of a kind

and merciful Providence to me. I have for

some time been, I trust I may say, favored to

enjoy our religious meetings—which I esteem
a great favor. May I be preserved from be-

coming careless and lukewarm in my duty to

my Divine Master, and patiently wait for a

blessing. I have for a long time craved the

bility to say "Thy will be done."
Our last Yearly Meeting I think was a

favored one. Maj' wo all be united together

n Him, who is the true and living Vine, and
be favored to feel one is our Master, even
Christ, and that all we are brethren. Oh I the

sorrowful backsliding of many of our mem-
bers; may those who are concerned for the

prosperity of his militant church, strive to

"ive nearer the Great Head of the Church, and
experience their strength and concern to in-

crease, and be more fruitful of good to the

])raise of his great and excellent name. The
Quarter]}' Meeting's Committee w.ss continued

at last Quarter. I desire they may be faith-

ul to feel after what the Great Head may
please to require, and [seek for] ability to

perform it.

6th mo. Attended Sadsbury Monthly Meet-
ng. Samuel Cope laid a concern before it to

visit the families and attenders ci East Sads-

bury Particular Meeting—A. M. and myself
were appointed to accompany him. I think

the visit was accomplished to pretty good
satisfaction to the visited, and Samuel said to

the satisfaction of his mind ; a weighty ser-

vice, and one that requires great care to feel

after a qualification from the Great Head of

the Church to perform the service aright. I

think I may say I have also felt deeply in-

terested for the welfare of the members of

that meeting, and that the meeting may be

continued.

7th mo. 15th. I think I have seldom sat a

more favored meeting; may I bo concerned to

try to make the best use of these opportuni-

ties. I have been favored for some time to

enjoy our meetings more than usual. What
a blessing

!

2 Ist. Attended East Sadsbury Meeting.

It felt to me there was a solemn covering
over the meeting, which I thought continued
through the greater part; it was a long meet-

ing, but way did not seem to open to close it

sooner.

28lh.—Pirst-day. I have felt at times great
weakness and my lonely situation—may I

try to be more and more resigned to the Di-
vine will. I think I was favored, through
unmerited mercy, to feel a good degree of
resignation to the Divine will in meeting to-

day, and an interest for my own and the
spiritual welfare of others— a refreshing meet-
ing to mo.

8lh mo. 5th. I trust I maj' say in a degree
of thankfulness, that after having at several

times through the past week, felt great weak-
ness, I have again been favored to enjoy an-

other comfortable meeting.
9th mo. 20th. Accompanied Samuel Cope

in a visit to S. and R. R., in which I thought
he was favored ; closed the visit to the mem-
bers and attenders of Uwchlan Particular
Meeting. I am comforted in believing in most
plac.'S left a good savor behind. May the
labors bo blessed to the praise of the Great
Head of the Church, to whom all praise is

due.'

2l8t. Attended Meetings for Sufferings;

there seemed to be a lively interest felt for

the welfare of Society, and for the support of

its precious doctrines and testimonies. After
the close of the Meeting for Sufferings, the
Indian Committee got together for tho pur-
pose of giving me the opportunity of inform-

ing them of a concern I hud at times felt for

several weeks to visit the Indians on the AUe-
ghen}'^ reservation, which was united with,

and I encouraged to attend to it. Oh may I

be truly humbled before the Great Head of

the Church, and endeavor to draw near to

Him, seek to know his blessed will and do it

—for He is forever worthy, worthy. May I

not think too lightly of these things.

(To be continued.)

Dark Clouds.—A black cloud makes the

traveller mend his pace and mind his home
;

whereas a fair day and pleasant way wastes

his time, and that stealeth away his affections

in the prospect of the country. However
others may think of it, I take it as a mercy
that now and then some clouds come between
me and my Sun, and many times some trou-

bles do conceal my comforts; for I perceive

if 1 should find too much friendship in any
inn in my pilgrimage, I should soon forget

my Father's house and my heritage.

—

Br.

Lucas.

Our Christian Testimonies.—It is cause of

sorrow to observe that our Christian testi-

monies to plainness of speech, behavior, and
apparel, and in the manner of living, are so

much disregarded ; and that a disposition is

manifested fo hold them in light esteem, as

small matters not connected with the work of

true religion. This is a source of much evil,

and opens the door to weakness in other re-

spects ; the faithful maintenance of these testi-

monies being essential to our religious welfare

and growth, both as individuals and as a so-

ciety.— Thomas Evans.
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For "The Friend."

Camps ill the Caribbees.

(Continued from page 170.)

During one of his continued excursions in

the mountain forests, he met with a very

curious procession.
" Climbing the steep hill side, and clingiog

by one hand as 1 climbed, giving all my at-

tention to my work, I suddenly became con-

scious that I was surrounded by moving
objects, whom I could hear as they rustled

over leaves and rocks. I rubbed my eyes

and looked around. Meyong, [his Indian at-

tendant], was behind, but saw them at the

same time I did, and eagerly shouted, 'Gar-

dez ! Ze crabs ! It was true, there wa-s an
army of crabs, and we were in the midst of it.

It behooved us to get out out of the way at

once, for these crabs (as large as a good-sized

crab of the sea-shore) have a disagreeable

way of climbing up and over ever3'thing in

their course, and of using their powerful claws

upon the slightest provocation.
" Well, we got behind a large tree, and ray

guide made side forays upon them as they

went by (for they are most delicious eating),

until we had collected as many as we could

carry.
" And how, think you, did he secure them ?

Why, he just tied their claws together with a

lialine, a small-cord-like root, and then placed

them in a heap at his feet. Fortunate for us

that this was a small army, otherwise I don't

know how soon wo could have pursued our
way, for they sometimes travel by thousands.

A very old French writer gives the only ac-

count that we can find of these crabs; and
were it not that I had seen them on the

march, there are some things he says the

truth of which I should be inclined to doubt.

They live not only in a kind of orderly and
quiet society in their retreats in the moun-
tains, but regularly once a year march down
to the seaside in a body, some millions at a
time. They choose the months of April and
May to begin their expeditions, and then sally

out from the slumps of hollow trees, clefts of

rocks, and from holes which they dig for

themselves in the earth.
" The sea is their destination, and here they

cast their spawn. The eggs are hatched under
the sand, and soon after, millions of the new-
born crabs are seen quilting the shore, and
slowly travelling up the mountains. The
night is their chief lime of travelling, but if

it rains by day, they improve that occasion.

When the sun shines, they make a universal

halt till evening. In the season of moulting,
they retire to their burrows to cast their shells,

tilling them with grass and leaves,

"My native boy's account of their habits
agreed substantially with this, and he added,
moreover, that if there was any one thing
better than another, it was the flesh of these
same crabs ; a statement I can cheerfully

verify, as that night we feasted on crab."

Among the productions of Dominica, coffee

claims notice.

"Years ago it was cultivated to such an
extent that it acquired a name and reputa-
tion ; in the latter part of the last century
there were over two hundred coffee planta-

tions, giving an annual yield of three hundred
thousand pounds; but with the abolition of
slavery its culture languished, valuable coffee

estates were abandoned, and at present the
island does not produce sufficient for its own
consumption. About forty years ago there

appeared a bligiit upon the coffee-plant that

ruined whole crops and aided in the abandon-

ment of its culture. This was in the shape of

coccus, a scale insect that fixed itself upon

the leaves and buds, causing them to shrivel.

This undoubtedly came of neglect, and in-

creased until it acquired the mastery over the

entire island. In Guadaloupe they have the

sealeinsect, but it hasnever gained ascendency

over the planters, as more attention has been

paid to the trees. Acting upon the theory

that the leaf of the Mocha variety vvas too

tender to i-esist the attacks of the insects. Dr.

Imray has successfully introduced the Liberian

variety, the epidermis of the leaves being

thicker and tougher."

The cultivation of lime-trees is thus de-

ri bed :

"The valley of Battalie is one great field

of lime-trees—a smooth sea of verdure—hiding

beneath its surface golden fruit that is con-

stantly dropping to the earth, and being car-

ied to the stone mill beneath the cliff. Twenty
years ago Dr. Imray conceived the plan of

converting a poorlj'-paying sugar plantation

"nto an orchard of limes, and he thus made of

a narrow valley, riven from gigantic rocks

and strewn with volcanic bowlders, a garden

of profit and delight. The majority of the

trees are fifteen years old ; they first bear at

three years of age, and yield good crops at

five years. Since the first full crop he has

realized a large income from these trees, his

manager informing me that during two sea-

sons the returns amounted to two thousand
pounds sterling each. The trees are thickly

planted so as to shade the ground, and after

they acquire their growth need no clearing

beneath.

A corps of boys and girls gather the limes

as they fall to the earth—they are never

picked—and carry them to the mill, where
they are passed between two upright rollers,

such as were in use when the sugar cane was
raised there. The expressed juice is conduct-

ed to evaporating pans and boiled down to

the consistency of molasses—to a density of

one-tenlh — and then run into fifty-gallon

hogsheads for shipment to England. It was
worth, in 1877, about twenty pounds sterlin,

per hogshead, and has brought thirty pounds
;

and the plantation has yielded from seventy

to eighty hogsheads in a season."

(To be continued.)

be better than having a name for telling -

derful stories or making foolishly and fa

funny" remarks.
Dear young friends, be true. Do the ti

Tell the truth. There are many false ton;

Let yours speak the things that are
j

lovely, true.

—

S. S. Advocate.

Be Tnte.—rTheve are persons whom you
can always believe, because you know they
have the habit of telling the truth. They do
not "color" a story or enlarge a bit of news
in order to make it sound fine or remarkable.

There are others whom you hardly know
whether to believe or not, because they
" stretch" things so. A trifling incident grows
in size, but not in quality, bypassing through
their mouth. They take a small fact or

slender bit of news and pad it with added
words, and paint it with high-colored adjec-

tives, until it is largely unreal and gives a

false impression. And one does not like to

listen to folks when so much must be " allo\

for shrinkage."
Cullivate the habit of telling the truth in

little things as well as in great ones. Pick
your words wisely, and use only such as

rightly mean what you wish to say. Nev
" stretch" a story or a fact to make it seem
bigger or funnier. Do this, and people will

learn to trust you and respect you. This wi"

"

For "The Fri(

A Plea for the Plain Dress.

It has been the experience of Christiai

all ages of the world, that as they were
cerned to regulate their lives by "

'

written in the heart," and by scriptural

cepts, they have had the necessity laid i

them of observing moderation in all th

This restraint has been extended to thei

tions, their mode of life, their conversa

and their dress. As regards the lattei

know that the preachers of the apostolic

taught that simplicity in clothing was
consistent with true religion ; and ihey

as their ]iattern. Him whose followers

were. Since their day it has been the

cern of good men and women to dre

suiTiingly, no matter what religious denon
tion they belonged to. In review

history of the Church, we observe that I

has generally been a body of believers,

as a people felt called upon to bear a det

testimony in this particular ; and for thii

200 years, the Society of Frien is has i

among the most earnest and practical

cates of this doctrine. Yet it is evideati

its members in many places are now d\»

ing this testimony; and the adoption of'

ionable dress has so spread amongst us,

those not in our profession, notice tliisdt

ture, and comment upon it in terras of n;

and disapproval.

Our early Friends were constrained t

servo simplicity in their dress, knowin
they did that fine and expensive clot

fosters pride in the wearer, and excii

or undue admiration in others. They
that a meek and quiet spirit is the most I

tiful ornament; and that life is too sho

pass much time and thought in adorninj

frail bodies that so soon must perish

therefore laid aside all unnecessary dispb

their clothing ; and were restrained by ai

of duty from following the constanUy ch

ing fashions of the world ; and thus soo

came noticeable for the plainness of thei

pearance and the different cut of their

ments, as contrasted with the people ar

them. It is true that the distinctive dK
Friends has undergone material change i

the rise of the Society ; but in s])ite of'

their dress has always continued to be a}

liar one, and the changes in it have be?

favor of greater simplicity and coraforti

We often hear it said, that the cut of a

or the shape of a bonnet, does n.t mak
Quaker, and this in part is correct; foi i

only in the heart that the pure beli <i

Friends can be felt
;
yet experience has si n

that the most spiriluallj'-minded and si «

Friends, have generally felt themselves c «<

upon to wear the distinctive dress of th i^

ciety ; while many of those who reject

"

testimony, and yet arc active in Chun''

fairs, have been found to hold views hA

sistent with its original doctrines.

This dress has been called a uniform m

declared to be an unnecessary cross for '^

who wear it; but I believe that many
thus speak, will acknowledge that it pros
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'earerfroin many temptations. A yoiin

for instance, will not wear his plain coal
e theatre or the race course. And when
y be necessary f(3r him to mingle in

jnable compan}', he will find that when
ed as a Friend, he is not expected to
to either his own sense of what is right,

3 testimonies of the Society to which he
gs. If, however, he does not so dress,

more likely to follow the example of his

iates, both in language and behavior,
vas recently eonvereing with a friend,

told me that when j'oung his jiarents re-

d him to wear a plain coat, but that on
ling manhood he resolved to free himself
the cross which so doing involved. He
ibed hib feeling on first wearing his

»nably cut clothes ; and told me that it

considerable period before these feelings

so deadened that he laid aside his plain

altogether. I doubt not there are many
have thus felt, and who have in their

1, against their belter feelings, given up
to them was a shield from evil. If these
should be read by any such, I would
fionately ask them to reconsider this

sr; and seek to know their duty as indi-

Is and as members of the Society of
Ids. The adopting of the plain dress is

ia bitter cup, but 1 know there is a satis-

in and a reward in following our convic-
lof duty, which can only be appreciated
ose who do so.

e journals and memorials of some of the
irned members of our Society who have
i before us, show that when they were
r converted to its principles, they were
k-ained to change from t heir former world-
>de of dress ; and that in doing so they
humbled, and were enabled to bear a
mg testimony against the changing fash-

if the day in which they lived. Do the
md women of this generation, so mortify
pride, and so live up to the requirements
e Christian religion as regards their

that we as a people no longer need, by
pt or example, to call their attention to

ubject? I particularly desire for my
J friends, that thej' may be concerned
PC heed to these considerations, and not

y set aside as useless, that which may
i a strength and preservation to them in

to come. If the impression it forced
to our minds that we should lay aside
little ornament, or retrain from indulg-
le desire for the latest cut of a coat or a

; we will find that giving heed to such
ctions will be attended with a positive
ng. As our members thus adhere to
indent testimony, they can more con-
tly and practically teach to the world
d them, the bearing of the daily cross
I was first enjoined by Him who wore
!amless garment,

ada., 12th rao. 1879.

3 Scriptures are good, very good ; dis-

e, good rules, and good order, all very
3ary; but still it is the Spirit that quick-
id giveth life

; and every departure from
It dependence on it, every zealous move-
in support of Truth's testimony inde-
!nt of its necessary aid, tends to intro-

leath, and set man on the throne, instead
m who is God over all forever.— ./. Scott.

not that the world changes—did it keep
le, changeless state, 'twere cause indeed to weep.

Bryant.

For " The Fric-nJ.

Brief Spiritual Observations.

Extractedfrom the Writings of Isaac Penington.

No. 2.

.

"There is the natural man, and the spiritual

man ; and there are the persuasions of each
in and about matters of religion. There is

the persuasion of reason, and the persuasion
oi^faith. The persuasion of reason is that be-

lief which man receives into his mind or heart
from the exercise pf the reasoning faculty;
and this persuasion in matters of religion is

but man's opinion and judgment ; which how-
ever certain or infallible it appears to him,
m;iy j'et bo shaken by a demonstration or
evidence of a higher kind and nature.

" The persuasion of faith is that belief which
the new creature receives in the renewed
mind, from the evidence and demonstration
of the Spirit. And this persuasion is certain
and infallible, however it may be struck at and
battered, by the reasonings of the wise earthly
part, even in that verj' man whose heart is

thus persuaded by the light of the Spirit of
God, concerning the things of God's kingdom.
"Now the lowest persuasion of faith is

higher, and of a more noble nature, than
the highest persuasion of reason ; because
faith is of a higher principle, and of a deeper
nature and ground, than man's reason is.

Happy [therefore] is he, who knows and
hearkens to the persuasions of God's Spirit,

who receives his religion from the light of
faith, into the renewed nature and mind, and
not from the reason of man into the natural
understanding, which is easily corrupted, and
cannot be kept pure, except by the indwelling
of the principle of eternal life in it.

For though such may suffer very deeply
in this world, from the men of this world, yet
their principle will bear them out; in which
God will appear to strengthen and refresh

their spirits, and carry them up above all

their sufferings, in the patience, meekness,
and faith of the Lamb. And keeping to their

principle the}' cannot be overcome, but must
either live or die conquerors, according to the
will and good pleasure of Him who ordereth
and disposeth of ail things well, and bringeth
good out of every evil, in despite of all the
powers of darkness."

"By thin faith alone, which is the gift from
above, is Christ received. For Christ can be
received by the faith alone which comes from
Him; and that faith which comes from Him
cannot but receive Him. There is no distance
of time

; but so soon as faith is received, Christ
is received, and the soul united to Him in the
faith. As unbelief immediately shuts Him
out, so faith lets Him in immediately, and
centres the soul in Him : and the immortal
soul feels the immortal virtue, and rejoices in

the proper spring of its own immorlal nature."
" We know no other Christ than that which

died at Jerusalem, only we confers our chief

knowledge of Him is in spirit. And as Christ
said in the da}-8 of his flesh, that the way to

know his Father, was to know Him ; and he
that knew Him knew the Father also ; so we
now witness that the way to know Christ is

to know the Spirit ; and that ho that knoweth
the Spirit, knoweth Christ also; with whom
Christ is one, and from whom He cannot be

separated. And as for imputed righteousness,

it is too precious a thing to us, to be denied
by us. That which we deny is men's putting
it out of its place, applying it to them who

arc not in the true faith, and walk not in the
irue light: for in the true light (where the
fellowship is with the Father and the Son)
there alone the blood cleanseth."

"Hear now, ye wise in the letter, but
strangers to the life! there is a two-fold ap-
pearance of Christ m the heart; there is an
appearance of Him as a servant to obey the
law, to fulfil the will of the Father in that
body which the Father prepares there for
Him

; and there is an appearance of Him in

glory, to reign in the life and power of the
Father; and ho that knows not the first of
these in his heart shall never know the second
there. And ho that knows not these inwardly,
shall never know any outward visible coming
to his comfort. For if Christ should come
outwardly to reign (as many expect), yet to

be sure JEo would not reign in thee, whose
heart He hath not first entered into and sub-
dued to Himself; which is only to be done
by his appearance there, first as a servant,
then as a king."

"The work of the Spirit of Christ in the
heart is an inward work, and doth not consist
in outward times or seasons, but in spiritual

degrees and seasons ; which when they are
finished, the heart renewed, the spirit changed,
the work wrought out ; then the glory of the
Father is revealed, the entrance into the ever-

lasting kingdom ministered, and then there
is a sitting down in the everlasting mansion,
even with Christ in the heavenly places, which
He hath prepared ; where they that are re-

deemed, and purged, and sanctified, sit to-

gether with Him. And as the body cannot
hinder his entering into the spirits of his

saints, and his dwelling in them, no more can
it hinder their entering into Him, and dwell-

ing in Him."
"There is a double ministration of the law

of the Spirit; a sharp ministration against

sin, and a sweet ministration in the renewed
spirit. The ministration against sin passeth

away, as the sin is wrought out [or ended]
;

but then the sweet spiritual current and law
of its holy and pure life in the renewed spirit

is more vigorous and full. So that the law
of the Spirit reniaineth for ever; but its con-

victions, its reproofs, its chastisements to-

wards the worldly part, diminish and pass

away as the worldly part is wasted ; and its

sweet comforting presence, pure peace, fresh

joy and life, increase as the new man grows
and flourishes."

"Happy is he who ceaseth from striving

after the knowledge and comprehension of

the things of God in this world's spirit and
wisdom, and waiteth in the humility and fear

of the Lord, first to be made a fool, that after-

wards he may be made wise unto everlasting

life."

I stand here as a witness for the God of

Heaven. I never heard the voice of Christ (as

his follower) till I was slain and baptized, and
lay as a little child under his heavenly chas-

tisements. As soon as ever my soul was
brought to this in my humiliation, O then
the dreadful judgment was taken away, and
the Book of Life was opened unto me, and the

Lord spake comfortably to me, " I have loved

thee with an everlasting love;" and I was
made a Christian through a day of vengeance,
and of burning as an oven ; and the haughti-

ness and pride of man in ibo was brought low,
— W. Dewsbury.
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For "The Friend."

Stephen Grellet, in his jonrnal, and when
in Baltimore, 10th mo. 14th, 1809, thus alludes

to the state of our Society in that day; to

the exercise of the ministry; and to those

in the responsible stations of Ministers and

Elders. His sound, practical remarks have

lost none of their truthfulness nor their ap-

plicability as respects the present time :

" I had several meetings on my way to this

city, where I arrived last week, to attend their

Yearly Meeting, which concluded this day.

It has been a season of much mental suffering

to mo. Day after day 1 have borne in silence

the burden of my distress, except that at one

of the meetings of Ministers and Elders, I was

enabled to unfold a little of the nature of the

exercise of my mind. Our Society maintains

several great and important testimonies which,

in the opening and power of Truth, were

committed to our forefathers ;
and as these

testimonies have been kept to and maintained,

they have been a great blessing both to oar

Society and the people at large, over whom
their influence has more or less extended. A
pure Gospel ministry, or in other words, a

pure, clear, and full testimony to the truth,

as it is in Jesus, must be acknowledged to be

a great blessing to a congregation, and to a

religious society. The influence of those who
stand in the station of Ministers is great over

the people, either to bring them to Christ,

by their example and precepts, or to scatter

them from Him. Hence the great success of

the ministry in the early days of the Chris

tian Church. The early days of our Society

bears a similar testimony ; hence the growth
in the truth, and in the saving knowledge of ou

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, that was con-

spicuous. My concern is sometimes great for

our much favored Society. If a forward, self-

willed ministry gains the ascendency amongst
us, we must become scattered as a people

;

for that ministry which standeth in the wis-

dom of man, can never reach to the deep

things of God ; it can neither understand them
nor minister of them ; Christ crucified is

foolishness to it. I have travailed for an en-

largement in Christian depth and experience

with our Elders, that they may be favored so

to labor as to avert the threatening evil in

divers parts of our Society. A Minister of the

Gospel of Christ must be acquainted with and
established in the faith, and the hope of re-

demption through Christ, else how can he

minister to others what he himself has not.

An Elder, who is to be a judge of the ministry,

to help the weak and instruct the ignorant,

must also be fully convinced of and estab-

lished in the great truths of Christianity. My
soul has deeply mourned because of the many
deficiencies I behold in these respects, and
the sad consequences which I anticipate a

spurious ministry will bring over us. Yet,

with gratitude it must be acknowledged, that

we have amongst us a few baptized Ministers

and Elders, who stand as fathers and mothers
in the church, and also as faithful watchmen
in Zion."

When a man or woman comes to this pass

that they have nothing to rely upon but the

Lord, then they will meet together to wait
upon the Lord ;

and this was the first ground
or motive of our setting up meetings; and I

would to God that this was the use that every
one would make of them that come to them.

S. Crisp.

A WORD OF COMFORT.

Comfort take, thon child of sorrow ;

All is ordered well for thee;

Look not to the anxious morrow
" As thy days, thy strength shall be.

Child of grief, does this world move thee 1

Transient scene of transient pain !

Think ! oh think of worlds above thee.

Countless worlds—a glorious train !

There are mansions now preparing

For the chosen sons of God !

Here, a pilgrim and wayftiring.

There shall be thy long abode !

There shalt thou abide for ever.

With thy best and greatest Friend
;

Nought from Him thy soul shall sever

In a world that knows no end.

There amidst assembled nations.

Eye to eye, and face to face.

Thou shalt see thy tribulations

Sent as messengers of grace.

Comfort take, then, child of sorrow;

All is ordered well for thee

;

Look not to the anxious morrow
" As thy days, thy strength shall be."

STANZAS.
BY BERNARD BARTON.

I feel that I am growing old.

Nor wish to hide that truth

;

Conscious my heart is not more cold

Than in niy by-gone youth.

I cannot roam the country round.

As I was wont to do

;

My feet a scantier circle bound.

My eyes a narrower view.

But on my mental vision rise

Bright scenes of beanty still

;

Morn's splendor, evening's glowing skies,

Valley, and grove, and hill.

Nor can infirmities o'erwhelm
The purer pleasures brought

From the immortal spirit's realm

Of Feeling and of Thought

!

My heart ! let not dismay or doubt

In thee an entrance win !

Thou hast enjoyed thyself without

—

Now seek thy joy within !

IN THE. NEST.

Gather them close to your loving heart,

Cradle them on your breast

;

They will soon enough leave your brooding cai

Soon enonjfh mount Youth's topmost stair

—

Little ones in the nest.

Fret not that the children's hearts are gay.

That the restless feet will run
;

There may come a time in the by-and-by.

When you'll sit in your lonely room and sigh

For a sound of childish fun
;

AVhen you'll long for the repetition sweet

That sounded through each room,

Of " mother," " mother," the dear love-calls

That will echo long in the silent halls,

And'add to their stately gloom.

There may i time when you'll long to hear

The eager boyish tread,

The tuneless whistle, the clear, shrill shout,

The busy bustle in and out,

And pattering overhead.

When the boys and girls are all grown up.

And scattered far and wide,

Or gone to the undiscovered shore

Where youth and age come never more,

You will miss them from your side.

Then gather them close to your loving heart.

Cradle them on your breast

;

They will soon enough leave your brooding care,

Soon enough monnt Youth's topmost stair

—

Little ones in the nest

From "The London Friet

Silent Worship.

In a letter to The ILondon'] Friend for

month, headed "Cornwall and Quakeris

the writer enumerates some of the result

the special testimonies borne by the Soci

of Friends, as a reason for " thanking (JB«;

d taking courage," in spite of the fewt

of your numbers; and also points out v

truly that there are peculiarities in the p
tices of the Society which arc likely alw

to restrict its numerical increase.

Perhaps you yourselves are in some respi

less in a position to judge of the effect
]

if

duced on the outer world by your pecu I

practices than one who, like myself, has b k

brought up in a totally different atmosph
And I greatly desire to bear witness to

exceeding value and fitness for these time

that which to the outer world is, perhaps,

most distinguishing peculiarity of Friend

their custom of silent worship.

None can know the fulness of the pow& i

this silence to heal the wounds made by
strife of tongues, as it is known by tli«i

who have escaped into it, as for their soji'

life, from an atmosphere reeking with wa
I know of no words outside the Bible wb
are to my mind so wonderfully true and bea

ful, and full of the traces of inspiration, as

words of many parts of the Church of Engl;

services ; but let words be ever so true

ever so beautiful, when continually repes

as appointed forms for worship, and utt?

without pause during a service of consil

able length, they have in my experience

most painful, and for myself, at any r

seriously dangerous, results— results fi

which I sufterod, either alternately or

strange combination, for manj- years. On
that if truly adopted as the heart's pray

and fervently uttered, they do, while dot

less affording much help and comfort at tin

often very seriously exhaust spiritual ener

The times in which I have been most nes

able really to praj' the Church prayers throu

out a morning service, have left me not o

physically but spiritually overstrained-

to reaction. On the other hand, in times 91

as all who think must in these days bo
\

pared to pass through, times of heart-sear

ing doubts and questionings, times whe*
that we hold dearest and most sacred if

stake, and when above all we need th

of profound and unconstrained prayer to

able us to withstand the fiery darts of teraj

tion,—at such times the elaborate and h

significant doctrinal utterances, iuterwoi

with the whole texture of the Liturgy, h

roused in my mind all its latent spirit of

position, and have kept up an incessant

harassing questioning of the truth of the wo
used, and of my own sincerity in joi

them, which have made the tiiue spent

church a time of something like tormei

rendered still keener by the sense that

struggle was occupying the time allotted

prayer; the time of all others when disto

ing influences should be banished, and wi
we must especially desire to enter into 1

very spirit of peace and of meekness.

From these causes I was beginning to I

that I should very soon be driven from
tending the Church services, and yet, that

"forsake the assembling together" of Chi

tian people was almost worse and more i

possible than to go on as I was, when tl

tender care which guides our steps led me
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first timo to a Friends' meeting. What
saling balm I found tbere for the restless-

i of unbelief! How at first the blessed

dom of the silence, with its absolute clear-

i from any question as to sincerity, and
undisturbed opportunity afforded for com-
lion with God, calmed me and healed the

mds made by words; how, as time went
the living utterances, coming out of silence

received into silence, reached and fed

comforted my soul ; how by degrees,

through times of much trouble and dai'k-

5 from within and without, the light has

led again, filling the old forms of words
li far more than their former meaning,
le showing them no longer as fetters, but

, storehouse of armor and weapons ; how
meetings, whether silent or full of spiritual

otionies, have through all become more and
'e precious to my soul, I cannot fully tell

;

I have desired to relate thus briefly my
1 experience in the hope that Friends may
eby be in some degree encouraged in main-
ing, for the benefit ofour soreli'-tried gene-

on, the refuge which they have hitherto

1 enabled ti keep open for perplexed souls

r> the many voices which war against their

2e. I know that silence is a language
len from the greater number; but for the

who understand it, it is the most soul-

iuing, the most harmonizing of influences,

one which in this feverish age wo sorely

i, not only in our places of worship, but

ur daily lives. While Friends can main-

i a living, holy silence, the world will have
ion to bless God for their witness.

am, sir, yours faithfully.

An Attender of Friends' Meetings.

Clirislian Principles la Business.

BY A NEW YORK MERCHANT.

'erhaps there is no reason so often urged
in excuse for neglecting to embrace salva-

1 as the inconsistencies of Christians in

ir daily walk and conversation ; and of all

various ways in which these inconsisten-

are manifested, none are so hurtful to

•ist's cause in the present age as the failure

Christian business men to exemplify the

it of Christ's teachings in their dealings

h their fellow-men.

'he "golden rule" seems to be considered
utiful as a sentiment, but not at all desir-

» to be put in practice when a bargain is

)e made or any business transaction entered
). It is now over thirty years since the

ter entered a store on Broadway, New
'k city, as an errand-boy, and he has been
stantly empio} ed in active business ever

36, most of the time in large establishments,

I for the past eight years he has bee

tner in a wholesale business, requiring the

rice of seventy-flve to one hundred men in

stant employment. For over twenty-five

,rs he has been an active member of the

thodist Church, and now feels impelled,

m a sense of duty, to call the attention of

cistians to the various ways in which
rist's followers fail to come up to the Bible
udard in dealings where dollars and cents

called in question.

TOd's word says that "Godliness is profit-

e unto all things, having the promise of
I life that now is." I claim that my ex
ience and observation prove the truth of

at " the word" declares, and I shall endeavor
show by examples that I have been con

versant with, that any departure from the

teachings of God's word in business-dealings

by a professing Christian, always results in

disaster, sooner or later, and that the giving

away to selfishness and covetousness never

leads to permanent prosperity—even in a busi-

9S point of view.

If a clerk knows something about an article

offered for sale, which, if his customer knew
would prevent his purchasing it, he finds it a

great trial to do as he would be done by and
tell it, at the risk of dismissal, because Chris

tian principle demands it. If a merchant who
Christian finds that a confidence is re-

posed in him by a customer that gives him an
opportunity to charge more than his lowest

price, it is hard for him to refrain from using

that opportunity for gain, and as a chance to

dispose of goods that if. the customer knew
the " whole truth" about it he would not buy

;

and yet I feel sure that permanent gain can

only come by adhering to the law of love and
strict unselfishness in all dealings.

Christianity is on trial now as never before,

and the pulpit is doing its best to show the

Church its duty as God's word indicates it,

but the exemplification of Christian principles

business dealings generally fails to put in

practice all that the preached word shows to

be duty. I feel it my duty to express my con-

victions on this subject from the stand-point

of experience and observation, hoping that it

may call the attention of others better quali-

fied to discuss it than I am.
The first point I propose to consider is

—

'Hovv far it is right to use the wants and
necessities of others for our personal profit or

gain?" If I need certain work done, and I

happen to know of some one in a great strait

who is skilled in that work, is it right for me
to take advantage of his necessities, and be-

cause of his needs to pay him less than a fair

or " market" price for his work? If I have a

young man in my employ who, because of his

confidence in me and fear of being thrown out

of employment, accepts much less than he

earns, and than I can afford to pay him,

I doing right in using those facts to my gain

and his loss? The "world" says. Let h'

look out for himself. Does Christ say so ? If

I have means unemployed, and a friend or

neighbor is. embarrassed, am I right in charg-

ing him more than lawful interest for money,
or demanding more than suflBcient security in

the hope of profiting by his misfortune, and
becoming possessed of his property by that

means?
If I am a mechanic skilled in certain work,

and by some accident or uncommon event am
wanted, am I justified in taking advantage of

that fact to make exorbitant charges for work
done under such circumstances? If a farmer
hears that a neighbor needs to buy an animal
or certain seed-grain of him in an emergency,
is it right for him to put an exorbitant price

on the article because he has his neighbor in

his power ?

I could ask question after question on this

line, but think I have asked enough to indi

cate my meaning.
I claim that Christian business men should

carry out in all their dealings the spirit of the

gospel, the love that " worketh no ill to his

neighbor," and I believe that a strict adher-

ence to Christ's summary of the moral law,

"to love our neighbor as ourselves," would
not only give peace of mind and spiritual

growth, but would result in financial pros-

perity, enlarged social influence, and business

reputation of the highest order.

I will now mention an occurrence that has
made a deep impression on my mind, and it

will illustrate some of the points I have indi-

cated in this article. Mr. J. joined (by letter,

from a distant city) the church of which I was
a member over twenty years ago. He had
been in business in his former residence as a
retail dealer, and had just then been employed
as a buyer of goods by a largo wholesale house
in New York. He was an earnest Christian,

active in Church and Sabbath-school work,
liberal in giving to the Church, a successful

class-leader, and good to the poor. He was
liberal to a fault when his sympathies were
appealed to, but was as bard in driving a bar-

gain as any man I ever met. As a buyer of
goods ho knew no mercy in striving to force

down the price, and his efforts to buy goods
cheap, or get some advantage over the seller,

often made him enemies, or greatly irritated

honorable men who desired to deal fairly with
him. He wante^} the usury laws repealed,

and thought ho was justified in loaning money
at any interest he could get. He afterward
became a very active and important partner,

and when the firm retired from business,

shortly afier the close of the war, he had a
fortune of more than $100,000. He was thea
superintendent of the Sunday school and a
leading man in the Church, and the pastor
had no warmer support than Bro. J. gave him.
His house was always open to entertain Chris-

tian ministers, and he was universally loved
and respected bj^ all, except those with vchom
he had had business dealings. Thero was a
young man who was a member of the church
and Sunday-school that J. wanted in his em-
ploy, and to obtain his services he held out
inducements that were calculated to deceive
the young man, and lead him to expect would
result in much greater pecuniary advantage
than J. must have known possible. The
young man trusted his class leader and Sun-
day-school superintendent, and believed he
would do every thing possible to his advan-
tage. When the first engagement was ended
J. got the young man to accede to an engage-
ment for a term of years that resulted nearly

as disastrous to the young man as the former
one, and cost him thousands of dollars, and
gave the firm his services at about half the

amount that J. knew was being paid for the
same service to others in their employ at the

same time. J. used in many other ways the
confidence reposed in him to drive sharp bar-

gains. A few years ago J., in the hope of

obtaining usurious interest, was induced to

invest his means, and now is a poor clerk with

a large family ; he has ceased to be active in

the Church, and is a broken-down, disheart-

ened man.
Had he been actuated by the same spirit ia

his business dealings that he manifested in his

relations to the Church and Sabbath school,

how different would the end probably have
been.— Christian Advocate.

Grace leads the right way ; if you choose the wrong,
Take it and perish ; but restrain your tongue

;

Charge not, with light sufficient and left free,

Your wilful suicide on God's decree.

William Cowper.

Unmixed sincerity towards God is an ex-

cellent sweetener of all the cups we drink of

from the fountain of Marah.

—

S. Fothergill.
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Shetland Women.
Not far outside the town of Lerwick on tho

Shetland Islands, there is a great, black,

muddy tract of land called a peat-bog. All

about is utter desolation. There are no huts

even to be seen. The town is concealed by a

rounded hill ; and when, through some open-

ing between the bare upheavals, one catches

a sight of the North 8ea, it too seems deserted

by mankind.
The peat, or mixture of roots and peculiar

black soil, is dug here in large quantities, and
all about ihe place are great piles of it, dried

and ready to be burned in the fire-places of

the Lerwick people. Peat takes the place of

wood, and in every poor man's hut in Shet-

land will it be found burning brightly, and
giving out a thin blue smoke.
To prepai'e peat for market a great deal of

labor is performed. First come the diggers,

men, women and children. Entering upon
the deep, miry bog, they cut the soil up into

cakes about a foot long and a few inches thick,

and these thej- place in high piles to dry.

After a few weeks they come again, and carry

the cured fuel away to the town.
It is while carrying these loads that the

Shetlanders pres.nt a peculiar spectacle. The
men are often very old, infirm and poorly
clothed, and the women are dressed in short-

skirted, homespun gowns, below which may
be seen very red and very broad feet. On
their heads they usually have white caps,

nicely ironed, with a fluted ruflie around the

edge. Passing across the breast and over
either shoulder are two strong straps, and
these support an immense basket hanging
against the back.

Thus equipped, the brave, stout women,
their baskets piled with peat, tramp off to

Lerwick, two miles away, to sell their loads

for a few pennies each. They make man}'
trips a day, always smiling, chatting and ap-

parently contented. Often a long lino may
be seen carefully stepping along over the

rough roads, stopping now and then to rest.

The homes of these poor peat women are,

many of them, simply hovels. When they
wish to build a home, they go out into some
fields, usually far away from other huts, and
there they dig a trench about a squiire piece

of ground. Upon this thej' build walls to a
height of about eight feet, and fill ihe crevices

with mud and bog. For a roof they gather
refuse sea-wood, and, with this for a support,

lay on layer after layer of straw, mud and
stones.

But what homes they seem to us! There
is no fii'eplace, only a hole in tho ground, with
a hole in tho roof for tho smoke to escape
through. No windows, the duor serving for

both light and entrance. No beds, only heaps
of straw. Sometimes in one small room, often

the only one the house contains, will bo seen

man, wife, children, dog and hens, equal oc-

cupants, bharing the same rude comforts.

Outside the house, if the owner be moderately'

well off, may be seen a herd of sheep or

ponies, and a patch of garden surrounded by
a wall.

But there is something a peat woman of
Shetland is continually doing that we have
not yet noticed. All have, no doubt, heard
of Shetland hosiery ; of the fine, warm shawls
and hoods, and delicate veils that come from
these far northern islands. Now, all the while
the poor, bare legged woman is carrying her
heavy burden of peat, her hands are never

idle ; she is knitting, knitting away as fast as

her nimble fingers will allow. In her pocket

is the ball of yarn, and as her needles fly back

and forth she weaves fabrics of such fineness

that tho royal ladies of England wear them :

and no traveller visits the island, without

loading his trunk with shawls, mittens, stock-

ings and other feminine fancies.

Not to know how to knit in Shetland is like

not knowing how to read at home. A little

girl is taught the art before she can read
;

and, as the result, at every cottage will be

found the spinning-wheel and the needles,

while the feminine hands are never idle. It

is one great means of support ; and on Kegent
street, in London, will be seen windows full

of soft, white goods marked "Shetland Ho-
siery."

Who first instructed these far-northorn peo-

ple in this delicate art is not surely known.
On Fair Isle, one of the Shetland group, the

art is first said to have been discovered, very
many years ago. On that lonely isle even
now every woman, girl and child knits while

working at any of her various duties.

The yarn with which the Shetland goods
are made is spun from tho wool of the sheep
we see roaming about the fields. In almost
every cottage may be seen the veritable old-

fashioned wheel; and tho busy girl at the

treadle sends the great wheel flying, and spins

out the long skeins, which serve to make baby
a pretty hood, or grandma a warm shawl.

—

Wide Awake.

For " The Friend "

Having received many applications from
Friends at a distance, for donations of plain

clothing, and being unable to supply the

demand, I desire to state through " The
Friend," that any Friends having partly worn
cloihing of any kind, or carpets which tho}'

are willing to spare, may send them to No.
912 Wallace street, or to the ofiice of " The
Friend," Philadelphia. All such articles will

bo forwarded to those who are in need, and
may applj' for them.

H. H. BONWILL.

Religions Items, &c.

Plainness of Dress.—One of onr exchanges
notes the decease of Margaret A. Little, an
aged Methodist woman, at Washington, D.
C. ; and relates the following anecdote of her.

She joined the Methodist Church when quite

[young, and when she presented herself "on
[probation," as a fashionably attired lad}', she
jwas reminded that she must dress plainly, so

that the world would recognize her as a
[Methodist in dress, as well as in deportment.
I Instantly her beautiful head-dress was re-

moved, the rule adopted, and from that day

I

to the close of her life she appeared in all sea-

sons and under all circumstances a plain, neat
Christian.

We sincerely regret that among the Metho-
dists, as among many of our own people, the
ancient rules and advices of the churches on
this subject are now so much disregarded.

Ignorance on Religious Subjects.—A corrc-

spondenloftheC/in'siirtnAdyocflrfein describing

the eff'orts which are being used in France to

spread a knowledge of the truths of Chris-

tianity, mentions several illustrations of the
ignorance which prevails. One young woman
at Paris, who was well educated and had re-

ceived a teacher's diploma, had a Bible off'ered

to her. She expressed hersatisfactioD, and said

it was the first Bible she had seen. On anoti
,

occasion, as he was speaking on the parai;

of the Pharisee and the Publican, he was
\

terruptcd by one of the audience who p
tested against his being so hard on the Pa\
sians, as if they were worse than others. Ij

had mistaken the Pharisees, (in French, Pha
siens,) of whom he knew nothing, with t

Parisians, (in French, Parisiens.)

The Presbyterian Ecumenical Council.—

T

Presbyterians propose holding a general Con
oil of representatives of their denominatii
from different countries. At a recent mei

ing on this subject held at Philadelphia,

was urged that the gathering of the chos-

representatives of twenty millions of Presb
terians in all parts of the world would
productive of good—that advantage woo
result from comparing the experience of tl

different churches—that it would bring in

closer fraternal relations bodies of Presb
terians who differ from each other only
non-essential points, would promote brother
feeling and open the way for closer uni(

— that the united front presented on tl

great questions of evangelical doctrine wou
strengthen the hands of other denominatioi
of Christians—and that the meeting would i

a source of encouragement and strength

the feeble churehes on the continent of Euro]
who are now under oppression in Austria at

Spain.

Papal Opposition to Public School Sysfem.-

A recent lecture of Joseph Cook, of Bosto
was devoted to this subject. The lectun

quoted from Roman Catholic authorities li

show that a systematic and determined effo:,

was being made to have the children of Cathi
lies educated in schools under the control (

their Church. He then referred to the coi

dition of education in countries such as Ital

and .Spain, where the Papal authority had Ion

been supreme and almost unquestioned, I

show that such control meant, that the mine

of the people were to be kept in darkness; bi

cause real intelligence and intellectual cult

vation would open the eyes of the people I

the errors of the Popish system, and raise a

a generation less subservient to priestly dom
nation. He referred to the text books intn

dueed into the Catholic schools of this countr

as falsifying the facts of history, in assertin

that religion had nothing to do with th

massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day, and tha

the Romish Priests were not responsible fo

the death of those condemned by the Inquis

tion. He spoke in kind terms of the Roma
Catholic laity, and asserted that the efl'ect c

the parochial school training would be to kee

in an inferior social position, to prevent thei

proper development, and to make them th

hewers of wood and drawers of water for th

better-educated classes.

Natural History, Seience, &c.

Earth-sponges of Africa.—Dr. Livingston
describes these bogs as an important featur

in the physical geography of the countrj
Wherever a plain exists sloping towards i

narrow opening in the hills, a " sponge" ma;

be formed. The vegetation falls down, rot

and forms a rich black loam. In many case

a mass of this loam several feet thick rest

on a bed of pure river sand, which is revealei

by crabs and other aquatic animals bringioj

it to the surface. In tho dry season, th

black loam is cracked in all directions, and th

cracks are often as much as ihree inches wid'
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very deep. When the rains come, the

; supply is nearly all absorbed in the sand.

! black loam forms soft slush and floats on

sand. The narrow opening prevents it

a moving otf in a landslip, but an oozing

8 at that spot. All the pools in the lower

ree of this spring-course are filled by the

; rains, which happen south of the equator

)n the sun goes vertically over any spot.

I second or greater rains happen io his

rse north again, when all the bogs and
I
which are secluded in a deep goi

ir-courses being wet, the supply runs off sixty feet high, and interesting. O
forms the inundation.

Q going to Bangweolo from K
Lor crossed twenty nine of these reservoirs

j

spout which formed over against the Pitons

thirtj' miles of latitude, on a south-east lof St. Lucia,—a bulk of black clouds like an

rse: this may give about one sponge foriinverted funnel, sailing beneath denser masses

ry two miles. When one treads on thejabove. It swept along with its tip trailing

k earth, though little or no water appears 'just above the waves, an elongated, spiral-

the native path, down one plumped up t

thigh in slush. At that time they could cross

the sponge only by the native paths, and the

central burn only where they had placed

bridges; elsewhere they were impassable as

they poured off the waters of inundation. The
oxen were generally bogged — all four logs

went down up to the body at once.

Water-spout in the West Indies.—In a small

boat I visited, one day, the Falls of Balloine,

p, about

^ ^ , ^ this trip

1
1 was favored wiih a spectacle rarely seen

nga, the even in this land of storms. It v/a.'t a water

pointed sack, until it met the sea; then th

water was drawn up to it, forming a mighty
pillar, spreading at base and summit, and
joining black sea with inky clouds. A few

moments it remained thus, then melted away,
leaving only great banks of clouds, out of

which came wind and rain. Seen across ar

angry sea, those cloud-pillars, with the pic

turesque Pitons as a back-ground, were most
impressive.

—

F. A. Ober.

1 and thickly planted, often looks likeal Egyptian Bread. — The native Egyptian

itiful glade in a gentleman's park in Bng- bread is a sort oi flap, pliant and moist, like a

1. They are from a quarter of a mile to a cold pancake; it is always round and of a

p
broad, and from two to ten or more miles dusky color, and, in fact, resembles the flat

k The water of the heavy rains soaks stones often found in the beds of rivers, or in
' the level forest lands ; one never sees the desert. At a distance, a pile of bread

the surface, it is frequently squirted up
limbs, and gives the idea of a sponge. In

paths that cross them, the earth readily

)mes soft mud, but sinks rapidly to the

,om again, as if of great specific gravity
;

water in them is always circulating and

ng. The places where the sponges arc

with are slightly depressed valleys with-

trees or bushes in a forest country, where
grass being only a foot or fifteen inches

lels leading it off, unless occasionally a

path is turned to that use. The water

tending comes to a stratum of yellow sand.

be taken for a pile of such stones, and
makes one think of the beautiful expression

of Scripture, "If a son shall ask bread of one

eath which there is another stratum of fine |of you that is a father, will he give him a

{te sand, which at its bottom cakes, so asistone?" Will ho give the mockery of a good

lold the water from sinking further. thing instead of its reality ? How much more

\, is exactly the same as we found in the will our Heavenly Father give us, truly and

ahari desert, in digging sucking places for literally, all that He has promised to them
ier for our oxen. The water, both here that ask Him?

—

Whately's Ragged Life in

\ there, is guided by the fine sand stratum

k the nearest valley, and here it oozes forth

Lll sides through the thick mantle of black

bus earth which forms the sponge. Here,

ihe desert, it appears to damp the surface

is in certain valleys, and the Bushmen, by I,, , -
. ., i

"
r- i

•

culiar process, suek out a supply. When l^o^'-^^es sa.d to the clever young Greeks in

had dug dowA to the caked sand three i^h-s regard that if they had something to say

rs ago, the people begged us not to dig^^ey would know how to say i
;
and o the

her,"a9 the water would all run away ; and ,«':^'»«. ^^^%\ «P°k° St. Paul to the early Co-

that the fluid
''"^ Christians, and in these last times

tho wise Goethe to the German students,-

Be more careful that you have something
weighty and pertinent to say, than that you
should say things in the most polished and

Iful way. There is good sense in what

' Be thine to seek the honest gain,

No shallow sounding fool

;

Sound sense finds utterance for itself

Without the critic's rule
;

If to your heart your tongue be true.

Why hunt for words with much ado ?"

—J. S. Blackie.

desisted, because we
red in from tho fine sand all round the

but none came from the bottom or cake.

stupid Englishmen afterwards broke

)ugh the cake in spite of the entreaties of

natives, and the well and the whole val-

dried up hopelessly. Here, the water
ng forth from the surface of the sponge
itlo, collects in the centre of tho slightly

ressed valley which it occupies, and near It is not the accession of numbers to our

head of the depression forms a sluggish name, but the gathering of souls to the ever

am; but further down, as it meets with lasting Shepherd, which gives joy to the

e slope, it works out for itself a deeper , Lord's family in heaven and Qa.vih.—Samuel

nnel, with perpendicular banks, with, say, l^FothergiU.

andred or more yards of sponge on each

constantly oozing forth fresh supplies to

:ment its size. When it reaches rocky

und it is a perennial burn, with many
atic plants growing in its bottom.

Io travelled in Lundas when the sponges

all supersaturated. The grassy sward
JO lifted up that it was separated into
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If it were practicable to procure accurate

statistics on the subject, we believe it would
ches or tufts, and if the foot missed thojbe found that the increase in population in

r of tufts of this wiry grass which formed 'any civilized country is princi;ially among

tho tho poorer classes, who form the laboring part
of the community. In this statement the in-

fluence of emigration is not considered, but
eference is had to the excess of births over
deaths among a comparatively settled people.

This is largely owing to the fact that a greater

proportion of the poor marry early in life
;

while among those who live in a social circle

where more comforts and luxuries are ac-

cumulated in their comfortable homes, the
females are often unwilling to make tho sacri-

fices which are required, and to assume the
untried but weighty cares and responsibilities

of married life. And among the men pruden-
tial motives of a business nature frequently

postpone marriage connections till late in life,

or entirely set them aside.

A large part of the Society of Friends in

the Easteru portion of our Union, belongs to

the class who have accumulated some pro-

perty—the result of the habits of solf-restraint

and economy which our principles lead to.

Among its members the habits and customs
which prevail in the circle in which thoy
move produce results similar to those which
are exhibited in the rest of the community on
the same social level.

In the year 1873, tho writer of this took
some pains to ascertain the number of mem-
bei-8 and the proportion of children in each
Monthly Meotingof Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing. The general average for the Yearly
Meeting was not quite one child of school ago
for six members. The three Monthly Meet-
ings in the City of Philadelphia aggregated
1413 members and onlj' 171 school children

;

while in Muncy Monthly Meeting, in the same
(Quarter, where the members are mostly farm-

ers, and many of them in quite moderate cir-

cumstances, there were 56 children in 218
members—about double the porportion.

The reports from North Carolina Yearly
Meeting for the same year, showed about 1

child to 3i members. As we do not know
that tho enumeration of tho children there

was between iho same years of age, as in

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, an accurate

comparison cannot be made; but it is very

evident, that its agricultural and compara-
tively poor population abound far more in

that wealth which the scriptures speaks of as

the " heritage of the Lord," than some others

who are richer in money and lands.

If, in addition to this exhibit, we reflect

that in the nature of things we must always
expect a certain proportion of those brought

up as Friends to shrink from bearing the cross

of Christ, and to seek some easier path than

the entire subjection of self which our religion

requires; it is evident, that unless others are

brought into our i-anks by convineement from

the world outside, there are sufHcient reasons

to explain tho gradual decay of our numbers
in the older settled sections of country. In

our own Yearly Meeting the number of mem-
bers now loft is probably not more than one-

half of what remained after tho separation of

1827 ;
though a portion of this decrease may

be accounted for by removals to the Western
States during tho fifty years that have elapsed.

This decrease is often a subject of serious

thoughtfulness to those who love our Society

and the principles which it represents. So

far as the decay in numbers in one section of

the country of those who are fuithful advo-

cates of its doctrines, is compensated by a

corresponding increase of similar testimony-

bearei-s in other places, there is little cause
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for discouragement; for it is only another
illustration of those changes in the centres of

culture, influence and power, of which all his-

tory is full. But it is well for those who are

members of such declining churches—declin-

ing as to members—to consider whether there

is any deficiency in themselves in faith in

their own principles, in warm attachment to

them, and in fervent zeal for their spread in

the earth. We believe the testimony to the
spirituality of religion, and against war and
other evils, upheld by our Society, has been
influential for good ; and that the Holy Spirit

has sealed, onlhe hearts of many of other de-

nominations, convictions, more or less full and
deep, of their truth. Thus the light has so

shone before men as in measure to bring glor3'

to our Father in Heaven, even where few in

proportion have joined in outward fellowship

with us.

If the Lord who rules in the kingdoms of

men, who pulleth down and setteth up, should

see meet to overturn us as a people in our
social standing; and reduce us in large mea-
sure to outward poverty, not in anger, but foi-

the further promotion of his own glorious

cause in the earth, we might then with more
confidence look forward to a wider convince-

ment of the people, and to a more general
gathering to our Society, such as was wit-

nessed in the days of its rise. At present, in

many neighborhoods, the difference in wealth
and in social position presents an almost im
passable barrier to the accession of those who
are poor as to this world, even where they
are convinced of the truth. The members of

meetings in their vicinity would gladly receive

them and be strengthened by their coming

;

but often they feel that they can not be at

ease among those with whom they have had
little social intercourse, and whose habits of
life are different from their own.
The social barrier here alluded to, does not

depend on difference in riches alone, but on
what may be termed a leaven of aristocratic

feeling. Where a family has for one or more
generations become known for abiiiij', up-
rightness or other good qualities, there is a
natural feeling of respect attached to it which
in measure extends to all its members. In
some circles this is carried to too great an ex-

lent; so that many, even worlhj' people, do
not fully imitate the example of our Father
in Heaven (the common Father of us all), who
is declared in Scripture to be no respecter ol

persons, but who looks with acceptance on
all those who fear Him and work righteous-
ness.

Depressing to the spirits as the signs of the
times are often felt to be, we desire to encour-
age our readers to the exercise of faith in the
power of the Head of the Church to care for

his own glorious cause of truth and righteous
ness. He alone is able to make it spread and
prosper in the earth; and He will assuredly
raise up those who will stand as faithful tes

timony-bearers for Him. May we be willing

to do our share of labor in his vineyard, lest

the crowns be taken from our heads and given
to those w ho are more righteous. We believe

the Lord's work will go on whether we are
faithful laborers in his cause or not; for He
is not dependent on any man or set of men to

effect his purposes. He has all power, and
can turn the hearts of the people at his will.

But if we neglect his gracious calls, how can
we expect to share in his mercies ? It is thoso

who are faithful unto death, who continue to

love the appearingof the Lord Jesus, and who
manifest their love by the good fruits pro-

duced thereby, who will receive the crown of

righteousness that fadeth not away.
" Strengthen ye the weak hands, and eon-

firm the feeble knees; say unto Zion thy God
reigneth." May we have confidence in his

government, and place ourselves as submissive
servants under his control and direction, being
well assured that we can in no way so eflfeet-

ually promote his cause, as by doing the work
He may assign us, in the ability which He
will furnish.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The statement of the City Trea-

surer of Philadelphia shows, that during last month
the receipts were S9,652,292, the expenditures $9,392,-

140 ; and at the close of busines.? on that date, the bal-

ance was $1,853. 4.56. During the month the Treasurer
paid off $5,762,578 city warrants, $508,229 interest on
city loan, and $210,662 interest on city warrants. On
the 1st of this year there was $232,495 matured city

loan paid off.

A delegation of Ute Indians, from Colorado, twelve
in number, arrived in Washington on the 11th inst.

In Chicago there are twentv-one elevators, with a

capacity for 17,000,000 bushels of grain. Some of these

are the largest in the world. That city now holds about
one-third of the supply of wheat in this country and
Canada. These elevators are now almost filled, and
several of the railroads are refusing to receive grain for

that market, because of the blockade.
There were 8204 immigrants arrived at New York

during last month—during the same period last year
3317. The total for 1879 was 138,915 ; for 1878, 81,505.
The special committee of the Senate of the United

States, to investigate the causes of the colored exodus
from the South, organized last week, and are to begin
their investigation this week.
The railroad and river miners in Western Pennsyl-

vania, have decided upon a strike for higher wages.
Over 4000 men it is said will be idle.

C. S. Parnell and John Dillon, the Irish leaders,

arrived in this city on the 10th, and addressed a large

and enthusiastic audience. Large sums of money are
being raised in divers places for the relief of the suffer-

j

ing people in Ireland.

The length of sewers constructed in this citv during
1879, was 17,643 feet, at a cost of nearly $37,000.
The mortality in Philadelphia last week was 301—

a

decrease of 58 from the previous week. Of this num-]
ber 192 were adults, and 109 children.

Markets, <£<;.—U. S. sixes, 1881. 1041; do. 5'.s regis-

tered, 102|; coupon, 103J; 4}'s, 107|; 4's, 1907, 104|.
|

Cotton.—There was very little niovement and prices

were steady. Sales of middlings were reported at 13^
a 131 cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

|

Petroleum.—Crude, 7J cts. in barrels, and standard
white 8 cts. for export, and 8J^ a 8i cts. per gallon for

home use.
j

Flour is dull, but steady. Sales of 1400 barrels, in-

cluding Minnesota extra at $6.50 a $7.15 ; Penna. do.,

at $6.75 a $7.25 ; western do. at $7 a $7.50, and patent

and other high grades at $7.50 a $8.50. Kye flour is

steady at $5.50 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is unsettled and quiet, with sales of

8000 bushels, including rejected, at $1.43; red at $1.49;
amber at $1.49 a $1.51. Rye.—Pennsylvania is worth
95 cts. Corn is in good request for local consumption
and is firm. Sales of 12,000 bushels new mixed and
yellow at 59J a 60 ct.s., and some old at 61 ct-s. The
cargo rate, 59} cts. f. o. b. for sail, and 58 cts. f. o. b.

for steamer. Oats are in fair demand; sales of 5500
bushels, including mixed at 48 cts., and white at 49 a 50
cts. The receipts to-day were as follows : 1840 barrels

flour; 7,500 bush, wheat ; 38,500 bush, corn ; 1000 bush.

rye, 9106 bush, oats ; 2000 bushels barley.

Hay and straw market for week—Loads of hay, 301
;

loads of straw, 72. Average price during the week.—

-

Prime timothy, $1 to $1.10 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 85
a 95 cts. per 100 pounds ; straw, §1.10 a $1.25 per 100 :

pounds.
I

Beef cattle were in demand at full prices; 2463 head
sold at the different yards at 3 a 6 cts. per pound as to

quality. Sheep were in demand and prices were firmer;

•5000 head sold at the different yards at 4i a 6 cts., and
lambs at 5J a 6.} cts. per lb. Hogs were a fraction

higher: 5500 head sold at the different yards at 6 a 7}
ct-s. per lb. Cows were unchanged; 250 sold at $20 a I

$50 per head. I

When the Fusion Senate of Maine met on the 1

nist., Lamson, the President, sent in a letter annoL
ing that he had assumed the duties of Governor.
Republican members of the Senate and House qui.

took possession of the State House and organize
Legislature. After which, both Houses adopted a n
Intion for the appointment of a committee to ask
opinion of the Supreme Court as to the legality of
organizaion.
The Treasury Department has been informed t

the port of Tio, Peru, was blockaded on the 17th \

by Chilian vessels.

The steamship Arragon, which left Bristol for J
York on the 19lh of last month, and was reportcc

lave foundered at sea, arrived at New York on the 1:

inst. She reports having experienced terrible weat
on the passage.

Foreign.—The relief fund of the Duchess of '.

borough now amounts to £14,300.
The Government h.as made an important changf

their policy in respect to the condition of Ireland. 1

loans are to be made on more liberal terms than 1

proposed—the number of years before repayment si

begin is to be extended, and the Government ar(

beir the preliminary expenses of such works tht

selve.s. They will also offer increased inducement
the boards of guardians for the execution of sanit
works. If the.se measures be found inadequate, tl

will apply to Parliament for an appropriation of i

500.000 for the prosecution of relief works.
\

The correspondent of the Press As.sociation repo'
that the distress in Ireland is increasing. Five h
dred inhabitants of the Shulebog district, county Lij

erick, are on the brink of starvation. They had p,

ceeded in a body to Croon, and obtained four cart-loi

of bread, by the urgent representation of their extremi;

The SlandarcCs Cabul dispatch says, that owing
the cold weather and exposure, there is much sicku
among the British troops.

A Berlin dispatch to the Pall Mall Gazelle sa;'

Russia has been questioned relative to the concent
tion of troops in Poland, and has replied that, as Ih
is no longer any danger of a collision with Turkey, I

regiments hitherto stationed in the Crimea and Bes
rabia, are merely withdrawn to Poland as a more ci

venient district.

It is reported from St. Petersburg that the local B
Cross Society of Kharkoff, in view of the terrible c

tress prevailing in that province through the ravaj

of diphtheria, has formed three medical and .saniti

detachments to assist the Government to combat I

epidemic.
In the Lower House of the Prussian Diet, the Mir

ter of Finance in asking a vote for the relief of I

sufferers by the famine in Upper Silesia, stated tl

106,000 persons at present needed relief, and that p
vision had been made for these up to the end of I

month. The Government, he said, hoped to effect la

ing improvements by extensive drainage works and I

promotion of local industries.

The banking system of Japan is similar to that

the United States. The first national bank was org;

ized in Tokio, in 1873, and there are now 1.53 uatioi

banks in the empire. The capital stock of these ban
aggregate 40,256,100 yens—a yen is nearly the sa

value as the U. S. dollar.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frank/ord, {Twenly-ihird Ward,) PhUadelphi
Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hai,l, M.
Applications for the .\dmission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, on the 14th of 11th month, 1879, at his r<

dence in Marlton, N. J., Ezra Evans, in the eightii

year of his age, a much esteemed member of Cropw
Particular and Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting. '.

bore a suffering illness with patience and resignation

the Divine will. Being an upright, useful and bene'

lent man, the void occ;usioned by his removal will

felt by many in his neighborhood; as well as by 1

fellow members of his own religious Society who
teemed him as one religiously concerned for its welfa

, at her residence in "PliiLidelphia, on the 2.'

of 12th month, 1879, Rebecca M'Collin, a belov

minister, and member of the Monthly Meeting
Friends of Philadelphia, in the 83rd year of her a:

She was one who loved her Saviour, and rejoiced

the prosperity of his cause ; and her friends believe tl

she has been safely gathered into the Heavenly fold

WfLLIAM h7 pfLErPKINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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10th mo. 7th.—First-day. I Ihinls

were remarkably favored thi.sday in meet-
' to feel the Divine presence to be with ii.'^.

W sweet, how preciou-i and comfbrtin>^ it

Truly the Great Head of the Church is

I
Life the Lif;;ht and the strength of his

i'ple ; the Minister of ministers, ministering

the states of those who are r^rown up to

te Ilim. To me, it was a meeting not soon

jbe forgotten, but to be remembered with
lings of gratitude for the unmerited favor.

Oth mo. 8th. Left home this morning to

Ito Tuncssassa to visit the Indians on the

ggheny reservation; have been wonder-

jy supported and comforted in the prospect

bra me. May Jthis unmerited favor be long

lembered with feelings of gratitude to Him
b can make all things work together for

d. The cars made connection at Harris-

;g; got to Elmira about 1 p.m.; had a few

Irs comfortable rest ; felt peaceful, which I

feem a great favor; was met at Salamanca
^. W. ; night overtook us before we reached
lessassa, had some difficulty in getting

pg, arrived safely about seven ; were kindly

aived by friends, and hud a comfortable

ht's rest.

Oth. Visited some Indians on the reser-

ion.

1th. Walked out and looked at the farm,

I in the barn to see the crops that had been

hered. The barn was pretty well filled
;

fields looked green and cheering ; walked
ng the race-bank, examined the leaks and
'e A. my judgment and advice in relation

Repairing them. I trust I have been favored

[eel the necessity of coming into a state

iparable to the clay in the hands of the

ter; how important it is; what a blessing

are not forsaken—that our Divine Master
itinues in his mercy to visit us. May He
i fruit to the praise of bis great and excel-

t name, for He is forever worthy. Sat
eting with the four friends at Tunessassa

—

W., his daughter A., C. B. and C. L.—

a

y comfortable meeting. In the afternoon

Dt. to Old Town, visited J. Pierce, King
irce and family, and \Vm. Bone and wife

1 some children ; I sincerely hope I was in

place. Oh, may there be some fruits to

I praise of the Great Head of the Church.

12th. Visited Old Town Indians, A. P. and
family, J. P.'s widow, A. P.'s children, Levi
Halftown, Watson Pierce and Guy Jemison

;

called to see Geo. Grouse's children— his sons
were out in the woods. It was getting late,

made me feel anxious to get home ; was much
fiivored to find a canoe on that side of the

river; John Jimerson helped me over and was
favored to get home about dusk with a peace-

ful mind.
13th. Left home to go to Cornplanter

reservation ; called at Jas. Bucktoolh's, had
a very satisfactory opportunity with him and
his wife ; left a copy of John Woolraan's Jour-

nal ; went through Corydon ; crossed the river

opposite Wm. O'Buil's, and met a number of

the Indians in the school-house — Cynthia
Pierce was our interpreter—A. W. was with
me. After speaking to them, and hearing
from them, left feeling prett}' comfortable;
may I be preserved in my proper place to the

end of mj' days.

14ih. Sat meeting with the four friends

at this place ( Tunessassa). I trust the Great
Head of the Church was with us, it felt tome
that there was a very solemn, precious cover-

ing over us; I felt comforted and encouraged,
may I not soon forget it; we had the com-
pany of Wm. Bone ; I was pleased to have an
opportunity with him. Oh! for more strict

watchfulness and waiting on mj' Divine
Master.

15th. Left Tunessassa to go to Horse-shoe
;

met Geo. Jacobs; he rode with me above
Cold Spring; I was pleased with his com-
pany; called to see James Jemison, who had
had a stroke of the palsy ; made some arrange-

ments to meet the Indians about Jemison-
town, and in that part of the reservation.

Went to Great Valley to stay all night ; R.
Patterson kept the house ; were kindly accom-
modated, spent a pretty comfortable night;

felt a hope I should be enabled to speak to the

Indians in council to the relief of my own
mind. I trust my trust was in the Great
Head of the Churth.

16th. After breakfast went up the river to

meet the Indians, a number of them collected

and I was favored with ability to relieve my
mind in talking to them. I thought they
were sober and attentive. I think it was as

comfortable an opportunity as I had, and
thought I had great reason to be thankful and
take courage ; I desire the favor may not soon

be forgotten. On our way home made arrange-

ments to meet the Jeiiiisontown Indians.

18th. Went out to the wheat-field to see a

bears-track, I thought it quite a large track.

Sat a comfortable meeting this morning with

friends at Tunessassa.
19th. Assisted some in sorting corn in the

morning; got an early dinner; A. Woolman
and I went up the river to see the Indians

;

called to see Geo. Jacobs, Jr., he has invented

a horse-rake, to rake and lift the hay on the

wagon—it shows a good deal of ingenuity

—

had considerable conversation with him. On

our wa3' homo met with old widow Logan, a
very old looking woman, she has always ap-
peared like a kind inoffensive woman.

20th. A. W. and I went up the river to
Jomisontown settlement to meet the Indians,
they were slow about meeting; had a pretty
satisfactory op|)ortunity with them; poor crea-

tures, they do not appear to value time. Oh !

that they with white people were more con-
cerned to make a proper use of it. Was in-

formed that the Indians in the neighborhood
of Cold Spring had concluded to meet us at
their school house. I felt ver3' desirous that
I might be enabled to speak properly to them,
and do what was required of me, not leaving
anything undone.

21st.— First-day morning. Sat meeting
with the family; King Pierce and Levi Half-
town come in and sat with us. I thought the
meeting a very comfortable one, and had a
satisfactory opportunit}' with the two Indians.
After dinner A. W. and I went up the river to

the school-house, near Cold Spring, met a
number of Indians and talked some with them.
I have felt a strong desire they may become
more acquainted with their Divine Master and
their duty to Him, and live a life of obedience
to his Divine will. They expressed their

satisfaction with what was said to them, and
spoke of the good feeling that had long ex-

isted between their forefathers and ours, of
the kindness Friends had shown them, and
I think they expressed a desire those good
feelings might continue to be felt between us

and them. I assured them on the part of

Fi lends it did continue, and that we felt for

them as our forefathers did for their fore-

fathers, that when any of our Committee were
removed b}^ death, we had young men to take

their places that had the same good feelings

towards the Indians. When I was about to

leave, I took them by the band, bid them fare-

well, an'd we parted with very Iriendly feel-

ings. I returned in a degree humbled under
a sense of my own weakness and inability to

do any good .thing. May I continue watch-
ful unto prayer.

22d. Staid at Friends' property to assist

A. Woolman in letting a job of making lum-
ber for the Committee. The men did not

come and we got nothing done.

23d. Startedoutto visit the Indians ; called

at Jos. Snow's, met with John Curry and
Abner Snow ;

visited some families near the
ferry and about and above Cold Spring, in all

eleven families and parts of families ; called to

see one poor lame girl that appeared to bo

suffering a dood deal ; assisted her a little.

Spent the day pleasantly and have great reason

to be thankful for the favor.

24th. Snowing fast; A. Woolman and I

went up to James Jemison's—he being from
home we talked with his wife and two sons

;

called at Wm. Phomers and' family, near Sala-

manca, they speak good English,—spent a

short time pleasantly with them
;
passed over

the river on a bridge and called to see Julia
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Jeraison and husband, had a pretty satisfac

lory visit with them, and drove home.

(To be contlDuedO

Selected for "The Friend."

Popular Amusements.

If I take ray seat in the theatre, I have paid

three or five shillings as an inducement to a

number of persons to subject their principles

to extreme danger; and the defence which 1

make is, that I am amused by it. Now, we
afH.m that this defence is invalid; that it is a

defence which reason pronounces to be ab-

surd, and morality to be vicious. Yet I have

no other to make ; it is the sum total of my
justification.

But this, which Is sufficient to decide the

morality of the question, is not the only nor

the chief part of the evil. The evil which is

suffered by performers may be more intense,

hut upon spectators and others it is more ex-

tended. The night of a play i^ the harvest

time of iniquity, where the profligate and the

sensual put in their sickles and reap. It is

to no purpose to say that a man may go to a heard : but the bird itself was never seen. To
theatre or parade a saloon without taking [procure this mysterious songster, F. A. Ober
part in the surrounding licentiousness. Alljvisited the volcano, camped in a small cave

who are there promote the licentiousnes-), for excavated in its rocky side, and spent five

if none were there, there would be no licen- days amid the rain storms of that wild region,

tiousness; that is to say, if none purchased On the fourth day he succeeded in obtaining

the much coveted prize. After describing

the route he took from the cave, he says:

I found that the surface was cut up into

Thcy do not increase its power any more than

the power of the steam-engine. As it respects

Chr'8ti:inity, it is all imposition and fiction,

and it is unfortunate that some of the most

solemn topics of our religion are brought into

such unworthy and debasing alliance."

—

Dy-

mond's Essays on Morality.

For "The Friend."

Camps in the Caribbses,

(Continued from page 173.)

The island of St. Vincent suffered from a

violent volcanic eruption in 1872, which seem-

ed to relieve a pressure upon the earth's crust,

extending from Caraccas to the Mississippi

Valle3^ Ashes from the volcano descended

in large quantities on the island of Barba

does, which was 95 miles to windward. They
had been ejected with such force as to reach

upper currents of air, moving in a direction

opposite to the regular trade-winds.

The wild ravines of this ancient crater

were the haunt of a peculiarly shy mountain

warbler, whose musical notes had often been

tickets there would be neither actors to be de

praved nor dramas to vitiate, nor saloons to

degrade and corrupt, and shock us. The
whole question of the lawfulness of the dra-

matic amusements, as theyare ordinarily con-

ducted, is resolved into a very simple thing:

After the doors on any given night are closed,

have the virtuous or the vicious dispositions of

the atteuders been in the greater degree pro-

moted? Every one knows that the balance
is on the side of vice, and this conclusively

decides the question "Is it lawful to attend?"
The same question is to bo asked, and the

same answer I believe will he returned, re-

ravines and gullies, starting from the crater-

rini. Probably the deepest of them were
gouged out by the flood of lava that poured

over the crater's edge in that terrible outflow

of volcanic wealth. Eain flowing through the

loose volcanic ash maj' have cut the more re-

cent, but it could not have descended with

sufficient impetuositj' to have hollowed out

the deep well-holes and cut those dt;ep ravines

with perpendicular walls. Starting from the

narrow edge of the crater, they spread out

specting various other assemblies for purposes, like a fan, furrowing the outer surface of the

of amusement. They do more harm than cone, growing deeper, broader, and gloomier,

good. They please but they injuro us; and juntil lost in the dark recesses below. Over
what makes the case still stronger is, that the nil grew the small trees, densely crowded;
pbasure is frequently such as ought not to be ferns, filamentous yuccas, moss and wild pines

enjoyed. A tippler enjoys p4easure in bceom- covered the earth and rocks in impenetrable

ing drunk, but he is not to allege the gratifi- confusion, so concealing the openings to the

cation as a set-off against the immorality. I narrower gullies that it was impossible to

And so it is with no small portion of the plea- ascertain iheir whereabouts without a very
sures of an assembly. Dispositions are grati- careful examination. It was into this wilder
fied which it were wiser to thwart; and, t0|ness that I plunged, floundering through
speak the truth, if the dispositions of the mind

j

tangled masses of branching fern and through
were such as they ought to be, riiany of these dense clusters of ground orchids. But I found
modes of diversion would be neither relished ;few birds save a sparrow or two and a sucrier,

nor resorted to. Some persons try to persuade and the prospect was most discouraging,

themselves that charity forms a part of their i "A death-like stillness pervaded that gloomy
motive in attending such places; as when the 'slope, disturbed only by the swlrr of the vol-

profits of the night are given to a benevolent lumes of mist as they swept orer the eastern

institution. They hope, Isuppose, that though spur, and the faint notes of the soufriere-bird

it would not be quite right to go if benevo- down below. Suddenly I bethought m^-self

lence were not a gainer, yet that the end of a bird-call taught mo by the Caribs of

warrants the means. But if these persons jDominica ; and with such success did I use it,

ai-o charitable, lot them give their guinca|that, in ten minutes, the hitherto silent trees

without deducting half for purposes of ques-j werealive wiih stirringfeathercdforms,hurry-
tionablo propriety. Religious amusements, ing forward in anxious flight."

such as Oratorios and the like, form one ofj "But, gratified as I was with this slir of

those artifices of chicanery by which people animated life that my seductive call had
cheat, or try to cheat, themselves. The music, ; evoked, I still awaited anxiously the appear-

say they, is sacred, is devotional ; and we go anco of that rara avis of these solitudes. Soon
to hear it as wo go to church : it excites and I heard a low call-note, such as I had heard
animates our religious sensibilities. This, in 'that bird give utterance to, and imitating it

spite of the solemity of the association, is closely as possible, I was gratified to hear it

really ludicrous. These scenes subserve re- repeated nearer at hand, and then caught a
ligion no more than they subserve chemistry, glimpse of a dusky body flitting on rapid

wing through the farther shades. Its tlii

was very rapid and noiseless. It sud'iei

came into view a good gun-shot off, eviden

excited, twitching its tail, jerking its win

and uttering a low whistle. In a thought

saw me, just as I caught a snap-shot as!

darted through the closel}^.woven branch

Through the thin veil of smoke I caught sig

of a few floating feathers, and hurried f!

ward without reloading, breaking my w
through matted massesof ferns, leaping gulli

and swinging myself finally beneath the ti

upoa wWch he had for a moment resti

There was nothing in sight. Disappointi

I yet trusted those floating feathers bad r

misled me, and renewed the search, carefu

displacing the ferns and fallen branches >

by one. It was only upon searching low

down, where a steep incline had given it i

petus, that I found it, lodged in a wild p;

on the verge of a ravine.
|

"Exultant was I then, as that sofc-plumag

bird lay in view before me ; forgotten w

the toil and previous exertion, forgotten t

rain and discomfort of the night. I h;

triumphed over all obstacles in my path, a

was about to hold in my hand the first soufrid

bird known to have been shot within I

memory of any one now living. In t

anxiety, in my headlong eagerness to posst

the bird, I neglected to examine the grou

beneath mj^ feet; I saw only the bird, a

darted forward. The loose earth gave wa
the mass of orchids and roots, loosened

the rains, fell without warning, and I, wild

grasping at overhanging roots which bro

in my grip, wns thrown in'o the ravine,

was no', more than fifteen feet in depth, a:

so narrow that my fall was broken by the s

jacent walls, and 1 landed on my feet, briiis

and a little torn, but without serious injur

" Joy at escape from immediate danger w
quickly turned to apprehension regarding!

cape from the gulch, for the walls were
smooth as water could wear them, and t

lower portion of the ravine disappeared su

denly in the direction of the lake. The bei

of the ravine was a hole like a well, and in

this I had f..!len. Through the crevice belo

me I could see the shimtnering waters of ti

lake, a thousand feet beneath, and a few ste

farther would have precipitated me into i

unfathomed abj'ss.

"A shower heavier than the others can

down fiercely, setting rivulets runninar dow

the crater and washing the earth from t

neath my feet, warning me to be out of ti

hole if possible. Clinging to some projectio

in the rock, I worked my way slowl}^ i

until near the top; when about to thrust n

arm through the vines that darkened n

chamber, I was startled by the appearance
a black, shining head with glittering ey(

thrust right into my face. But for the nes

ness of the opposite wall, I should have falle

this apparition took me so by surprise, for

was none other than an immense black snab

Fortunately, I could secure myself in positit

by bracing my legs against each opposii

cliff", and was near enough to the top to clut(

some roots, otherwise I could not have mai

tained the ground I had gained. The sual

crawled out of a crevice in the rock, at

though he may not have intended to harm m
I will confess to a feeling of fear at that tira

and remembered with regret how though

lessly I had laughed at poor Toby, the ds

before, when he fled in terror from a snake
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i caught by the tail. My gun, which had
6 been injured in my fall, was siiK(g at my
jk, and by loosening it I managed to strike

) snake a smart blow, which, though it

yered him, caused him to glide down the

5f instead of up. Thus relieved, I scrambled
•ough the dank vegetation, and stood once
re above the ground.
' From :he lake came up a str. ngo hissing

ind, as though the water was boiling, caused
the many streams set in flow by the rain

ining into it. Its usually placid surface

8 sgitated, and I could detect a perceptible

inge in its color.

'My precious bird had landed safely at the

itom of the gulch, though somewhat soiled,

1 he now reposed in my game-basket, wrap-

l in a paper cone. This was the first

frifere-bird I secured ; the next day I shot

•ee others ; they proved to be a new species

1 were named Myiadestes sibilans."

For " The Friend."

Brief Spiritual Observations.

tradedfrom the Writings of Isaac Penington..

No. 3.

'There have been two great dispensations

the Father, Son, and Spirit: the one figura-

e, the other substantial : the one called the

7, the other the gospel. For under the law

! Father was made known, the Son made
own, and the Spirit made known

; but all

figures and outward ways of munifcsta-

n. The Son was made known under the

)es and figures of the law, as the King of

hteousness, the high priest of God, as the

)phet that God would raise up, as the

ritual rock which yielded the spiritual

tcrs, of which the soul was to drink."
' Now when the shadows came to an end,

rist the substance was to come. The ever

ting King, the everlasting High Priest, the

srlasting Prophet was to appear. The
srlaeting Rock and holy builder was to ap-

ir, and raise up David's tabernacle in spirit,

d minister in the true sanctuary, by h'

ht, by his life, by his power, by his righte-

8 Spirit. There is not another tabernacle

be built, not another temple, not another
rusalem than the heavenly Jerusalem; not

other Mount Zion to be known or come to,

an the Gospel Mount Zion; not another
id, than God thejudi^e of all in the gospel

ite; not another word or law of life, than

e law which goeth forth out of Zion, and
B word that issueth out from this heavenly
rusalem ; not another water to wash the

il with, not another blood to sprinkle the

Dscience with; not another Spirit to en-

:hten, quicken, keep alive, and comfort, than

B Spirit of light, life and love from God, and
lich brings into thegospel righteousness, rest

d peace, and establisheth ttie soul therein."

"The new Jerusalem, the church of God's

ilding in his own Spirit and power, is a city

unity with itself. The greatest degree of

fht owns and is at unity with the/eosi; and
e least degree of light hath a sense of that

[lich is in degree and mea-ure above it."

"Christ's kingdom was not of this world
ir did He seek any greatness or authority

cording to this world, neither over the Jews,

ir over the Gentiles, nor over his own dis-

pies ; but He served all. He sought the good
all. The life in Him which was to reign

'er all, yet here served all, suffered for all,

id from all, and that was his way to hii

own ; who having finished his course, ful

filled his service, perfected his sufferings, is

set down at the right hand of the majesty on
high, where now He reigns over all, and is

made a King by God in righteousness. And
this is the pattern which all his disciples are

to walk bj-. The more life thej' receive, the

more they are to minister; the more they
are to serve. Thej' must not lift up them-
selves by their gifts ; they must not hereupon
lord i' over others; but wait in their service,

till the Lord make way into men's hearts,

and plant his truth there; and upon Him also

must they wait for the watering and growth
of it. * * * * The Lord gives grace and
nowledge for another end, than for men to

take upon them to be great, and rule ever

others because of it. And he that because of

this, thinks himself fit to rule over men's con-

sciences, and to make them bow to what he

knows or takes to be truth, he loses his own
life hereby, and so far as he prevails upon
others, he doth but destroy their life too. For
it is not so much speaking true things that

doth good, as speaking them fronti the pure,

and conveying them to the pure; for the life

runs along from the vessel of life in one, into

the vessel of life in another; and the words
(though ever so true) cannot convey life to

another, but as the living vessel opens in the

one, and is opened in the other. * * That,

then, which would rule is to serve, that which
would be great is to be little ;

and the little

one is to become a nation. That which is

low is to rise, and thou art not fit to rise with

it, further than thou canst servo it, both in

thyself and others."
" The main thing in religion is to keep the

conscience pure to tlie Lord, to know the

guide, to follow the guide, to receive fr

Him the light whereby 1 am to walk; and
not to take things for truths because oth

see them to be truths; but to wait till the

Spirit make them manifest to me. * * H(
that makes haste to be rich, even in religion

running into knowledge, and into worships
and performances, before he feels a clear and
true guidance, shall not be innocent; neither

will the Lord hold him guiltless, when He
to visit for spiritual adultery and idola

try. ¥ * * 'Let every man,' saith the

postle, ' be full}' persuaded in his own mind
take heed of receiving things too soon, take

heed of running into practices too soon, lake

heed of doing what ye see others do, but wait

for your own particular guidance, and for a

full persuasion from God, what is his will

concerning you."
" Again, take heed of doing anything doubt

ingly, be not forward, be not hasty; wait for

the leadin_

Spirit. Be sure thou receive what thou re-

ceivest in faith, and practise what thou prac-

tisest in faith ; for 'whatsoever is not of faith

is sin,' being an error from the principle of

life, which is to guide ;
and thereby thou

losest ground, dishonorest Christ, and comest
under condemnation."

" The true church government being in the

Spirit, and over the conscience as in the sight

of God, the great care must be to keep it

within its bounds, that nothing else govern

but the Spirit; that nothing else teach, noth-

ing else exhort, nothing else admonish and

reprove; nothing else cut off and cast out.

* * * And every member is to wait in the

measure of the Spirit which he hath received,

to feel the goings forth of the Spirit in him
who teaches and governs ; and so to be sub-

ject not to man [as such], but to the Lord.
* * The propert}^ of the true church

;ovcrnment is, to leave the conscience to its

ull liberty in the Lord, to preserve it single

and entire for the Lord to exercise, and to
seek unity in the light and in the Spirit, walk-
ng sweetly and harmoniously together in the
midst of different practices. He that hath
faith, and can see beyond another, can yet
have it to himself and not disturb his brother
with it, but can descend and walk with him
according to his measure; and if his brother
have any heavy burden upon him, he can lend

his shoulder, and bear part of his burden
with him. Oh ! how sweet and lovelj' it is to

see brethren dwell together in unity, to see

the true image of God raised in persons, and
they knowing and loving one another in that
mage, and bearing with one another through
love, and helping one another under their

temptations and distresses of spirit, which
every one must expect to meet with. * * *

The way is one ; Christ the truth of God ; and
he that is in the faith, and in the obedience
to that light which shines from his Spirit into

the heart of every believer, hath a taste of the

one heart, and of the one way ; and knoweth
that no variety of practices, which is of God,
can make a breach of the true unity."

[True unity arises from a "fellowship with
the Father and with his Son, Jesus Christ,"

and is attained by walking in "obedience to

that light which shines from his Spirit into

the heart of every believer;" and it is not
broken by that "variety of practices which is

of God." It is a common experience that in

certain stages of religious growth some things

are found to be inexpedient and therefore to

be avoided, and other things are required to

be done as tests of faithfulness or for tl.e ac-

complishment of the Divine pui-poses, which
are not laid upon other membersof the church,

and are not in some cases as to the individual

himself, of permanent obligation. These pe-

culiar requisitions are an illustration of the

apostle's remark, that there are differences of

administration but the same Spirit. But the

case is otherwise when any members of the

Church indulge in practices which proceed

from a different' spirit. Then unsettlement

and confusion are apt to be produced, as has

often sadly been manifested.]

A Strange Story.—" Not long ago," says the

London Daily Telegraph, " a well-known col-

lector of curiosities in Paris, who had devoted

considerable sums of money to the gathering

together of bank notes of all countries and all

values, became the possessor of a Bank of

ait for the manifestation of the
|

England five pound note to which an unusu-

ally strange story was attached. This note

was paid into a "Liverpool merchant's oflSco

in the ordinary waj' of business sixty-one

years ago, and its recipient, the cashier of the

firm, while holding it up to the light to test

its genuineness, noticed some faint red marks
on it, which, on closer examination, proved

to be semi-effaced words, scrawled in blood

between the printed lines and upon the blank

margin of the note. Extraordinary jiains were

taken to decipher these parti}' obliterated

characters, and eventually the following sen-

tence was made out :
' If this note should fall

into the hands of John Dean, of Long Hill,

near Carlisle, he will learn hereby that his

brother is languishing a prisoner in Algiers.'

J. Dean was promptly communicated with by

the holder of the note, and he appealed to the
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Government of the day foi' assistance in his

endeavor to obtain his brother's release from

captivity. The prisoner, who, as it subse-

quently appeared, had traced the above sen-

tence upon the note with a splinter of wood
dipped in his own blood, had been a slave to

the Dey of Algiers for eleven years, when his

strange missive first attracted attention in a

Liverpool coundng-house. His family and

iricnds had long believed him dead. Kvent-

uuUy his brother, with the aid of the British

authoritiet in the Mediterranean, succeeded

in ransoming him from the Dey, and brought

liim home to England, where, however, lie

did not long survive his release, his constitu-

tion having been irreparably injured by ex-

posure, privations and forced labor in the

Dey's galleys.

—

Ledger.

For "The Friend."

What liavc they seen in thy House?

The twentieth chapter of 2d Kings contains

this query ; it came from the prophet Isaiah

to king Hezekiah. I remember pondering

over the contents of this chapter in early life
;

when I could not discern wherein the good

king had erred. There seemed to me then but

little harm in showing his possessions to those

who had come so far to see him, after a sick-

ness near unto death.

When he said, "O Lord, remember now
how I have walked before thee in Truth, and

with a perfect heart;" he was not rebuked

for his language; that which he desired was
granted, and fifteen year.s were added to his

life. In the midst of his prosperity, perhaps

forgetful of the solemn responsibiiiiy which
lengthened days involved, pride may have
entered the heart. Enjoying the glory of

earthly possessions, and the special favors re-

ceived from the Most High ; at ease and off

the watch ; there was a readiness to display,

even to Babylon who was great in her in-

iquity. Trusting, perhaps, too much to him-

self that he had walked with a perfect heart,

he lost the fear that would have given caution,

and neglected the guidance that would have
))reserved him from danger to the end.

These things were written for our instruc-

tion. How desirable it is that all should

earnestly plead, and strive for strength to be

kept on the watch-tower! and they who are

overseers of others need perhaps a double

watch.
What have they seen in thy house? The

query came forcibly to mind, not long since,

when stepping out of the dwelling of one in

that station in the Church. In the library-

room the extensive shelves were filled with
books. While waiting for some minutes, one
after another of these was taken in hand.
Many of them were novels, romances and
tales, No curtain or screen was drawn over
this display. Alldesiro totake a book from off

those shelves seemed to vanish ; but to those

who have the appetite and no scruple against

devouring such reading, how easily reached,

and how great the temptation ! The answer
to the query, " What have they seen in thy
house?" may sometimes be, "They belong to

the children, I have nothing to do with them."
Yet there may be something to do. As the
holy watch which our Saviour enjoined is

maintained, the eye will be anointed to see,

and strength given to remove those things

which are of evil tendency.

If Heaven is lost, all is lost.

Selected.

A CHILD'S QUESTION.
A little child sat on my knee
And laid lier dimpled hand in mine;

Looked in my face inquiringly,

As she would fain my thought divine.

She wore a winsome earnest look :

My face was mirrored in her eye :

A loitering breeze her ringlets shook

:

She sighed apart a little sigh

And said :
" What makes your hair be white

And mine be dark ?" And then a smile

Lit up the angel face. In spite

Of riper years and craft and guile,

—

That half repress a quickened sense,

And chill the glow of sympathy

—

I felt the might of innocence,

Impress its hallowing touch on me.

I paused : her words dwelt in my ear

Tlie cadence of a sad refrain

;

I felt a buried past dr.aw near.

And sighed to live my years again

A little moment's reverie

Brought me to know this sober trnth :

White hairs can hardly hope to be,

Full partners in the joys of youth.

Her puzzling question yet remained
Unanswered, waiting fur reply

;

A childlike query that contained

The substance of a mystery.

I doubted how to frame my speech

And place it level to her mind ;

The reasons that the schoolmen teach

Are too abstruse, they often bind

Instead of loosing simple truth,

To guide a knowledge in the laws
That bear alike to age and youth

Proof of an Operative Cause :

Nor could I put her question by,

As one beyond her years and use

;

But needs must tell her plainly why,
Without evasion or excuse.

I said : We have One Father, child,

The God who gives us life and light;

Who on the garden and the wild
Sends down the gentle dews of night;

Who spread the heavens, shaped the earth.

The sea and all that in them is
;

The hidden stores of wealth and worth
In all this beauteous world are His.

The moon and stars by Him were made.
The clouds that float against the sky

;

He made the sunbeam and the shade

:

He lets us live: He makes us die.

The glory of His works attests,

A reign of Law to which all bend
;

That Law His Will : wherein He rests

A sovereign means to work an end.

That W'ill controls through every change
The life we live, the breath we draw

;

That in our life which seems most strange

—

Our death,—is the result of Law.

So, child, " What makes my hair be white"
And yours a mingled gold and brown.

Is one great Law : God's Will : the height

From which all mystery broadens down.
R. S. Mershon.

SILENCE UNDER TRIALS.
BY PROFESSOR UPHAM.

When words and acts untrue, unkind.
Against thy life like arrows tly.

Receive them with a patient mind.
Seek no revenge, make no reply.

Oh holy silence! Tis thy shield.

More strong than warrior's twisted mail

;

A hidden strength, a might concealed,

Which worldly shafts in vain assail.

He who is silent in his cause.

Has left that cause to Heavenly arms.

And Heaven's eternal aid and laws
Are swift to ward the threatening harms.

God is our great protecting power

!

Be still ! The Great Defender moves

;

He watches well the dangerous hour,

Nor fails to save the child He loves.

A CHAPTER ON FLAX.

When the Flax fully ripened is plucked from
ground.

Unfit for the spinner the substance is found :

The stalk in its harshness is plainly revealed.

But the long silken fibre as yet is concealed,

Full many probations severe, it endures.

Ere the softness that fits it for use it secures.

The seed from the head is beat off with a rod,

On the face of the earth 'tis then scattered abroad

;

Where shelterless during all change it must lay,-

Feel the dew of the night, prove the heat of the daj

Know sunshine and shadow alternate sweep past.

Be we* by the rain, and be shook by the blast,

The strength of the stalk is thus wasted away.
Its firmness submits at the touch of decay.

Then gathered still further of ill to partake
'Tis thoroughly crushed by the harsh bruising Brak
Then first is the strong shining filament found,

Yet fragments of stalk mid its fibres abound.
By the Swingling Knife then it is beaten again
Till nothing unsoftened about it remain.
Perfected as far as these scourgings can go
'Tis brought to the Hackle to clean it from tow :

Now fitted for use, 'tis by Industry spun,

Then woven as linen and bleached in the sun.

Of such did the Hebrews the garments prepare
For the sanctified children of Levi to wear.

Who entered with awe in the Holiest to make
A cleansing atonement for Israel's sake.

The varied process the flax passes through,
When gathered for use from the spot where it grew,

Will type to the mourner his provings of soul.

Ere all that is in him submits to control.

When Nature and Grace in his heart are at strife;

And self at the Cross pleading wildly for life,

—

Would turn from each trial that darkens the hour
And struggles in death with a heart-rending power,
Till conquered by Sorrow's stern hand he appears;
And in silence submits, though he worships in tears,

Resigns up his harshness, surrenders his will

Prepared with new powers, a new station to fill.

Such seasons are needful for all, to produce
That depth of abasement that fits us for use

:

Be willing then riBonrner ! be willing to feel

These painful baptisms that wound liut to heal

;

These Deaths which but make us alive and prepare
The heart for that change which the sinner must sha

Ere softened and tendered he bows to the rod.

And receives the new name of '' a child to his God."

Fine Linen of old did the Temple display

—

Which was but a type of this holier array,

This pureness of spirit, this clothing within

Of those who through Jesus are cleansed from thi

The man who his will and perverseness retains

Like Flax in all its first harshness remains
Unfit for the Master, no use for it found,

Like mire to be trodden is cast on the ground.
Then love those Baptisms, though keen be their sma
Which sanctify nature, which purge out the heart

;

Then fitted for use and in righteousness drest.

Thy justified spirit in Jesu3 shall rest.

Nathan Kite.

There are very few tobacco-users who woal

commend their example to the young. The
are ready enough with excuses for their ow
course ; but they would shrink from advisin

bright and pure boys to do as they do.

great deal of prominence has been given I

the fact of General Grant's love of eiga

smoking. Now it ought to be made equall

prominent that on his recent visit to Girai

College, he expressed the hope that the bo]

there were not allowed the use of tobacco ;
ft

if they kept froiu it while under training, the

would be far less likely to indulge in the pra

tice when they went out. It may well be sal

to the boys, concerning these men who ui

tobacco and advise others not to :
" All, ther

fore, whatsoever they bid you observe, thi

observe and do; but do not ye after the

works: for they g.ay, and do not."

—

The S. i

Times.
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For "The Friend."

Unreserved Obcdieacc.

be following extract on unreserved obed
to what is made known by the grace of
or the still nraall voice of the Saviour in

heart, is troni the pen of that feeling,
er, father in the Truth, Isaac Penington.
ecotnniends his correspondent, in the part
he letter preceding the extract, to wait
hearken to, and obey the voice of the
ig God ; which he saj's is nigh, and where-
life. Would that the ear of the learned,
the heart of the teachable, the humble,
the contrite so were ours, that we might
only read, but undeistand and appreciate
wise seer's testimony concerning the only
to life and salvation. The child's first

in the heavenly pilgrimage seem so
rly traced, that we would especially com-

the selection to the attention of the
ed children, the young convinced, the
ick, the contrite, the yielding and tender

• the Lord's quickening power. The ex-
follows: " In that, which hath sometimes
ned thy heart [to obedience], there is

h, there were the beginnings of salvation
;

1 that, which draws thee out, to expect
great matters, and dries up thy present

6, and hinders thy present subjection,
'An is deceit and the destruction of thy

Therefore, if thou desire and love the
ation thereof, O hasten, hasten out of it!

for the reproofs of wisdom ; and what it

fests to be of the earthly worldly nature
jee, (the words, ways, thoughts, customs
eof,) hasten out of. O turn thy back upon

orld with speed, and turn thy face
ird the heavenly wisdom and light eter-

which will be springing up in thee, if

1 turn thy back upon the world, and wait
t.

And do not look for such gi-eat matters to
n with

; but, bo content to be a child, and
the Father proportion out daily to thee
,t light, what power, what exercises, what
its, what fears, what troubles. He sees fit

thee; and do thou bow before Him con
ally, in humility of heart, who hath the
osal of thee, whether to life or death for
'. Ah! that wisdom, which would be
)sing, must be confounded, and the lo

ible thing raised, which submits, and cries
le Father in every condition. And, in wait-
to feel this, and, in joining to this, thou
est meet with life ; but death, destruction,
separation from God, is the portion of the
' forever ! O ! that thou mayest be sepa-
d from it, and joined to the seed and birth
od ; that, in it, thy soul may spring up to
(V, serve, and worship the Lord, and to
. daily to be formed by Him, until thou
iftie perfectly like him. But, thou must
in with the beginnings of life, and be ex-
led with the day of small things, before
: meet with the great things, wherein is

clearness and satisfaction of the soul.
rest is at noon-daj' ; but, the travels begin
le breakings of day, wherein are but glim-
ings, or little light, wherein the discovery
ood arid evil are not so manifest and cer-

; yet there must the traveller begin and
el; and in his faithful travels, (in much
and trembling, lest he sliould err,) the

; will break in upon him more and more,
rhis 1 have written in tenderness to thee,
thou mightest not miss of the path of the

g, which is appointed of the Father to
and alone can lead the soul to life. O !

that thou mightest be enlightened and quick
encd b3- the Lord to walk therein, and might
est be thankful for, and content with, what
He gives thee, and walk therein, from the evi
to tlie good, from the earthly to the heavenly
nature daily, and mightest not despise the
cross or the shame [thereof]. For, I know
there is a wisdom in thee, which will despise
and turn from it, until the Lord batter and
crucify it; and, I can hardly put up a more
proper request for thee, than, that the Lord
would draw out his sword against it, and
deeply perplex and confound it in thee.

1665. I. p."

" Don't Cut the Strings."—Sak\ one of the
most successful merchants of Cleveland, a day
or two since, to a lad who was opening a par-
cel : "Young man, untie those strings—don't
cut them."

It was the first remark he had made to a
new employee. It was the first lesson for the
'ad to learn, and it involved the principle of
success or failure in his business career.

—

Pointing to a well-dressed man of thirty years
behind a counter, the merchant said : "There

man who alwaj^s whips out his scissors
and cuts the strings of a package in three or
four places. He is a good salesman, but never
will be anj'thing more. I presume he lives
from hand to mouth, and very likely is always
more or less in debt. The trouble with him
is that he was never taught to save. I told the
boy just now to untie the string instead of cut
ting it, not so much for the value of the string
as to teach him that everything must be saved
and nothing wasted. If the idea can be firra-

'mpressed upon the mind of a beginner in

life that nothing was made to be wasted, you
have laid the foundation of success."

The moral of this little incident is self-evi-

dent. A young man well brought up, with a
fair education, seeks employment in a busi-
ness house. The habit of waste in little

things is noticeable, and becomes a drawback
on his value and usefulness to his employer.
The disregard of saving strings and paper de-
velopes into a carelessness that runs through
all his habits. He does not get on in the
world because he is wasteful. Small sums of
money slip through his fingers almost uncon-
sciously, because they are small. He wastes
time by the minute, without a thought of the
old adage :

" Take care of the minutes and the
hours will take care of themselves."

Sitting in the counting-room ofoneof Cleve-
land's oldest and most successful merchants
the other day, we noticed that he cut off the
blank sheet of the letters he was engaged in

filing. The name of this man is a synonym
of charity and benevolence, and his liberality
in all good works is almost unbounded. His
attention being called to what seemed an un-
usual proceeding, he said

:

" Yes, it may strike you as singular to save
these half sheets of paper, but I commenced
life a poor boy in a country store in New Eng-
land, and this was one of the first lessons in

saving little things that was taught me by my
employer. Ho has been nearly half a century
under the sod, but I never do this without
thinking of the good old man. I believe it

was the secret of my success in life."

This saving of little things does not imply

fore we say, "Don't cut the strings."

—

Cleve-
land Herald.

For "The Friend."

The Protest of Germaiitown Friends against Slavery.

SoTne years ago a Remonstrance against
holding Slaves, issued by Friends of German-
town Meeting in the Second month, 1688,
was found to be still remaining among the
papers belonging toPhiladelphia Yearly Meet-
ing. The fact of the issuing of such a docu-
ment was well known

; it, and the proceed-
ings in regard to it, being on record ainong
the minutes of the Yearly Meeting of 1688,
but the finding of the original MSS. gave an
added interest to the subject. This ancient
paper was so far decayed with age as to make
it desirable to preserve a copy of it, and it

has, within a few weeks, been jirinted, by one
of the processes of photographing called arto-
typing, whereby a perfect fae-simile of the
paper has been produced—the exact size and
olor, in ink, so that the copy will prove per-
manent.

This is an exceedingly interesting docu-
ment, being not only the first protest against
slavery issued by Friends, but also, so far as
we have been able to find, the first emanating
from any religious body, officially, against
this heinous sin. Not that the unchristian

pect of slavery had not attracted attention,
for in 1645, Richard Saltonstall presented the
case of "Captain Smith and Mi-. Keser" to
he General Court of Boston for landing on
the coast of Guinea and killing many "Negers"
and can-ying some away, two of whom they
brought to Boston. The charge is curious.
"The act (or acts) of murder (whether by

force or fraud) are expressly contrary both to
the law of God and the law of this country.
"The act of stealing Negers, or of taking

them by force, (whether it be considered as
theft or robbery,) is (as I conceive) expressly
contrary both to the law of God, and to the
law of this countiy.
"The act of chasing the Negers (as afore-

sayde) upon the Sabbath day (being a servile
work and such as cannot be considered under
any other heade) is expressly capitall by the
law of God," &c.

The indictment or information was allowed
bj- the Court, but what became of the case
we do not know. But as the same Govern-
ment in after years had laws selling their fel-

low citizens into slavery for holding Chris-
tianity in forms tlifFering from their own, we
cannot give them credit for soundness of prin-
ciple on the subject of the inherent wrong of
slavery.

Although the Yearly Meeting was not pre-
pared to take action on the subject at the
time it was presented, as the minute of that
body shows, yet the wrong of slavery itself
never was lost sight of, till in 1774 a rule was
made depriving slaveholdei-s of church fellow-
ship. We find it in 1696 advising that its

members should discourage the introduction
of slavery, and be careful of the moral and
intellectual training of such as they held Id
servitude.

In New England the Monthly Meeting at
Dartmouth, in 1716, sent to Rhode Island
Quarterly Meeting the query, "Whether it

be agreeable to Truth for the Friends to pur-
chase slaves and keep them for a term of

stinginess or meanness. It is simply the habit ijfe ?" And Friends of Nantucket in the
of saving instead of wasting. It is embodied game year sent forth the declaration that "It
in the motto " Waste not, want not." There-

i18 not agreeable to the Truth for Friends to
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purchase slaves and hold them for the term

of life."

The earnest, patient, untiring labors ofJohn
Woolman contributed largely to the bringing

about the noble work of clearing our Society

from this pernicious sin. As earlj' as •1746

wefindhimprotestingagainstthewrongsdone
the poor blacks, and although he did not live

to see his beloved Society cleansed from this

pollution, yet so nearly was this labor of love

crowned with success—in which labor he had

the hearty sympathy and co-operation of many
loved and faithful Friends—that two years

alter his death the Society of Friends may be

said to have been clear of the stain of this sin.

The first minute we find against slave hold-

ing is dated in 1755, while that disowning
those who held their fellow creatures in bond-

age bears date of 1774.

The clear, forcible, cogent arguments, in all

the quaintness of their antique spelling and

old fushioned grammar, contained in this docu-

ment set forth so forcibly the wrongs of

slavery and the inconsistency of those fleeing

from oppression in one country oppressing

others in another, that it is hard to epitomize

the document.

" GERMANTOWN FRIENDS' PROTEST AGAINST
SLAVERY, 1688.

This is 1o ye Monthly Meeting held at Richard
Worrell's.

These are the reasons why we are against

the traffick of men-body, as foUoweth. Is

there any that would be done or handled at

this manner? viz., to be sold or male a slave

for all the time of his life? IIow fearful and
fainthearted are many un sea, when they sec

a strange vessel,—being afraid it should be a

Turk, and they should be taken, and sold for

slaves into Turkey. Now what is this better

done, as Turks doe? Yea, rather it is wo
fur them, which say they are Christians; for

we hear that ^° most part of such negcrs are

brought hither against their will and consent,

and that many of them are stolen. Now, ""

they are black, we can not conciive there is

more liberty to have them slaves, as it is to

have other white ones. There is a saying,

that we shall doe to all tnen like as we will

be done ourselves ; making no difference of
what generation, descent or colour they arc.

And those who steal or robb men, and those
who buy or purchase them, are they not all

alike? Here is liberty of conscience '"''
is

right and reasonable; here ought to be like-

wise liberty of '' body, except of evil-doers, "''

is an other case. But to bring men hither, or
to rob and sell them against their will, we
stand against. In Europe there are many
oppressed fir conscience sake ; and here there
are those oppressed "" are of a black colour.

And we who know that men must not comitt
adultery, — some do committ adultery,

others, separating wives from their husbands
and giviYig them to others; and some sell the

children of these poor creatures to other men
Ah! doe consider well this thing, you whc;

doe it, if you would bo done at this manner?
and if it is done according to Christianity?
You surpass Holland and Germany in this

thing. This makes an ill report in all those
countries of Europe, where they hear off, that
^' Quakers doe here hande' men as they handi
there '" cattle. And for that reason sin-

have no mind or inclination to come hither.

And who shall maintain this your cause, or pi eid

for it. Truly wo can not do so, except you

shall inform us better hereof, viz., that Chris-

tians have liberty to practise these things.

Pray, what thing in the world can be done

worse towards us, than if men should rob or

steal us away, and sell us for slaves to strange

countries; separating husbands from their

wives and children. Being now this is not

done in the manner we would bo done at

therefore we contradict and are against this

traffic of men-body. And we who profess

that it is not lawful to steal, must, likewise,

avoid to purchase such things as are stolen,

but rather help to stop this robbing and steal-

ing if possible. And such men ought to be

delivered out of '° hands of ^ robbers, and set

free as well as in Europe. Then is Pennsyl-

vania to have a good report, instead it hath

now a bad one for this sake in other countries.

Especially whereas ^^ Europeans are desirous

to know in what manner ^' Quakers doe rule

in their province;—and most of them doe look

upon us with an envious eye. But if this is

done well, what shall we say is done evil ?

If once these slaves ("* they say are so

wicked and stubbern men) should joint them-

selves,—fight for their freedom,—and handel

their masters and mastrisses as they did han-

del them before ; will these masters and mas-

trisses take the sword at band and warr
against these poor slaves, licke, we are able

to believe, some will not refuse to doe; or

have these negers not as much right to fight

for their freedom, as you have to keep them
slaves ?

Now consider well this thing, if it is good
or bad? And in case you find it to be good
to handel these blacks at that manner, wo de-

sire and require j'ou hereby lovingly, that

you may inform us herein, which at this time

never was done, viz., that Christians have

such a liberty to do so. To the end we shall

be satisfied in this point, and satisfie likewise

our good friends and acquaintances in our

natif countrjr, to whose it is a terror, or fair-

ful thing, that men should be haudeld so in

Pennsylvania.
This is from our meeting at Germantown,

held "> 18 of the 2 monih, 1688, to be delivered

to the Monthly Meeting at Richard Worrel's,

Garret henderich
derick up de graeflf

Francis daniell Pastorius

Abraham up Den graef

; at Dublin, " 30

ted

At our Monthly Meetin,

2 mo., 1688, we have inspec

mentioned, and considered of it, we find it so

weighty that we think it not expedient for us

to meddle with it here, but do rather commit
it to ^' consideration of '° Quarterly M.-eting;
'' tenor of it being nearly related to ^' Truth.

On behalf of J' Monthly Meeting,
Signed, P. Jo. Hart.

This, above mentioned, was read in our
Quarterly Meeting at Philadelphia, the 4 of
^' 4th mo. '88, and was from thence recom-
mended to the Yearly Meeting, and the above
said Derick, and the other two mentioned
therein, to present the same to ^^ above said

meeting, it being a thing of too great a weight
for this meeting to determine.

Signed by order of '"meeting,

Anthony Morris."

Thinking the action of the Yearly Meeting
will add interest to the above, the minute
made on receipt of it is appended. Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, for a few years, was

held alternately at Burlington and PhiUi

phia, which accounts for the date of the mini

'YEARLY MEETING MINUTE ON THE
PROTEST.

At a Yearly Meeting held at Burlington
5th day of the 7th month, 1688.

A Paper being here presented by some (

an Friends Concerning the Lawfulness
Unlawfulness of Buj'ing and keeping Negr
It was adjudged not to bo so proper for

Meeting to give a Positive Judgment in

case, It having so General a Relation to m
other Parts, and therefore at present t

forbear It."

Abraham Farrington's ConTineement.

I think this year, Thomas Wilson
James Dickenson came into the country, ,

sometime afterwards to visit the meetinj

Friends at Crosswicks. I happened to bi

the meeting before they came in ; the si

of them struck me ; the heavenly framt

mind which their countenances manifes

and the awe they seemed to sit under, bron

stillness over ray mind, and I was as groi

prepared to receive the seed. James
up in the authority of the gospel, and in it

was led to unravel me and all my works ft!

top to bottom, so that I looked on myself ll

a man dissected or pulled to pieces, all my
gion as well as all my sins were set forth'

such a light that I thought myself u.ido

After he sat down, Thomas stood up i'

brought me 'ogethcr again, I mean what^
to be raised, bone to bis bone, with the sins

and strength that would constitute a Ch
tian : I aim st thought myself new born,

old man destroyed and the new man made
concluding I should never be bad again, t

my sins were forgiven, and I should h;

nothing to do but to do good ; I though
had gotten mj' lot in the good land, and mij

sit now under my own vine and fig-tree, s

nothing more should make me afraid.

Poor creature ! I had only a sight. I

not yet think what powerful adversarii

had to war with; this has been the misera

ease of many; they have sat down unde

convincement, and in a form of religion, so

depending on former experience or foro

openings, some on their education, some o

bare belief and knowledge historical of

scriptures and principle of truth. Thus thot

I received the truth, yet I was like the 8t(

matter, above ig'""""'^ 5
I received it with joy, but had

root in myself, my heart grew hard again,

when tribulations, persecutions, temptatic

and trials came upon me, I fell. Oh I ho
raoped at times and wandered about a

prisoner at large; I would have run, bu

could not, my offended judge, my accuser i

in me, 1 could not fly from Him
;
yet gi

goodness was near, and his power kept
from gross evils in a great degree. I k

pretty much to meetings, but there was si

a mixture of undigested matter in me it

'

not to be soon separated. Oh I the neccss

there was, and still is, of a continual wa
against our soul's enemies, both within i

without.

—

Book of Memorials.

Those that will become Christians ind(

and worship God as He hath ordained (

appointed himself to be worshipped; tl

must come to the principle of Light and Gr
in their own hearts, which they have in, i

through Christ, and they will find accepta
with God.

—

S. Crisp.
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Natural History, Science, &c, Igrass pulp prodaced from them may
instrument has recently been invented factured into paper of great str(

) manu-
th and

leui^tli of fibre, and possessing tenacity, soft-

ness, and flexibility; and furttier, that this

paper is even softer and more transparent

than that made of linen. One pound of dried

grass gives about one third to one-fourth of a
pound of fine, bleaihed, and finished paper.

So long as the sap is in circulation and the
chlorophyl, silica, and other inorganic mat-
ters are not dried in, in which event the fibre

is seriously impaired for the purpose of paper,
either old or young grass may be used, but,

to avoid danger, it is best to have the grass
cut or mown before it begins to bloom.
The first process of manufacture is to pass

the grass between the rollers of a press, which
crushes or loosens the fibre and squeezes out
most of the sap. It is then freed from dirt by
being thoroughly agitated or washed by other
means in a largo tank of water, in tempera-
ture either warm or cold. A perforated false

bottom in the tank sustains the grass and al-

lows the dirt to fall into the compartment
below, from which a pipe gives egress to the
dirt and vvashvvaler. After sufficient washing
the crushed grass is bleached by the usual

processes.

Sigacity of African Anis.—Ants surely are

wiser than some men, for they learn by ex-

perience. They have established themselves
even on plains where water stands so long
annually as to allow the Lotus, and other

the straight pencil or aqueous plants to come to maturity. When
ht being more diffused, all the ant-horizon is submerged a foot deep,

neasuring the force of the human pul;

raduated glass tube, similar to that used
aakiug thermometers, is expanded in di-

ter at the bottom, and the aperture closed

, small thin disc of hard rubber. It con-

3 a small quantity of colored water. When
disc of the instrument is firmly placed on
wrist of the patient, the pulsation of the

ry causes the disc to vibrate, and the

red liquid dances up and down in the tube,

ring to the eye the force, fluctuations and
r peculiarities of the pulse.

iison's Electric Lamp.—The production of
lectric light by the incandescence of pla-

m is, for the present at least, laid aside

he more promising and more satisfactory

on.

lie first carbon prepared by Edison for

purpose was formed of a thread enveloped
paste made of lampblack and tar, and

onized at a high temperature. This car-

thread, although not remar'.ably success-

^ave suflicient encouragement to warrant
lei investigation in the same direction.

r the trial of a number of substances it

determined the best of all was paper,

lie, plain paper, without lampblack or

r applications. In making these carbons
q[tiality of cardboard, or paper known as

tol-board, is used.

le horseshoe form of the carbon has a

t advantage O'

?oltaic arc, the

therefore softer and mellower, casting no they manage to exist by ascending to little

p, black shadows, nor giving such an in- j
houses built of black tenacious lo.im on stalks

slight as to be painful to the eyes. The iof grass and placed higher than the line of in-

; resembles that of a gas jet excepting injundation. This must have been the result of

matter of steadiness, the electric light .experience ; for, if they had waited till the

g perfectly uniform and steady. water actually invaded their terrestrial habi-

le entire lighting apparatus of a house, tations, they would not have been able to pro-

3, ofiice, or factory, consists in the lamps cure materials for their aerial quarters, unless

a few wires. There are no regulators, no 'they dived down to the bottom for every

|)Iicuted switches, no resistance coils to 'mouthful of clay. Some of these upper cham-
ice the lamps when the latter are not in |bers are about the size of a bean, and others

The lamp in its present form, is as sim-jas large as a man's thumb.

—

Livingstone's

IS a candle, and, candle-like, it may h&\Travels.

n from its socket a^id replaced. This
*"*

be done while the current is on.
" Almost twenty years since," says Thomas

3 start the light it is only necessary to Pu"er, " I heard a profane jest, and still re-

the screw. To stop the light the screw member it. How many pious passages of far

rned in the reverse direction. From this '
'f^^er date have I forgotten. It seems my soul

ill be seen that the electric lamp is man-i'^ like a filthy pond, wherein fish die soon,

1 easier than a gas burner, as it requires '''^"d f'"Og'' '"^e long. Lord, raze this profane

ler lio-htino- nor re<rulatino-. Ijest out of my memory. Leave not a letter

n th^ evening of "our vilit to Edison's |

''hereof behind." The child of God who does

ratory, he had more than thi 'ty of these 1°°^ pray earnestly that he may forget very

.le little lamps in operation, the current much which he has seen and thought and

g supplied from one of his machines. I'^ead and heard, has not yet learned how to

1 lamp gives a clear, soft light equal to |P^''ay Recording to h

of a four foot gas burner. These lamps
already been in continued operation for

3 than 48 hours, and they had seen alto-

er as much use as they would in thirty

I of ordinary domestic or business service.

light certainly leaves nothing to be de-

1 so far as its efficiency is concerned, and
ire assured by Edison that, on the score of

pness or economy, his s} stem of illumina-

is for in advance of anj^ other, not oxcept-

gas at the cheapest rales.

—

Sci. American,
iper from Common Grass.—The manufac-
of paper pulp and paper from common
s is one of the latest novelties for which
tent has been obtained. Any of the com-
grasses found in the field, lawn, or meadow
be used, and it is claimed that the green

the

, and according to

hope of a blessed forgetfulness of evil
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In The British Friend for the First month of

the present year, a correspondent, who signs

himself Q.Q., calls attention to the changes
which have taken place in the Society of

Friends of latter years. In England he says

there have been several modifications of the

rules relating to the care of the poor, the ac-

complishment of marriages and similar sub-

jects, which are human arrangements and
"admit of change, and occasionally and in

right order call for it ; but the underlying
principles admit of no change." "If we
change our principles we cease to be Friends."

" With regard to the introduction of read-

ing or ringing in our meetings for worship, a
fundamental principle is involved

; and in the

spirit of meekness, or as the apostle so beauti-

fully expresses it, in 'the spirit of power and
of love and of a sound mind,' it must bo re-

sisted ; and that not only because of its present
inharmoniiiusness, but because of that to

which it grows, and that to which it leads."

After quoting part of a letter from the
Christian Worker, and the account of North
Carolina Yearly Meeting, as published in our
paper of 11th mo. 22 I last, he makes these
remarks: " Now these things, it must be con-
fessed, are wholly out of harmony with our
principles. Wo are well assured of that; and
I cannot but think that those who indulge in

them, and probably hold much in common
with ourselves, are well aware of that; and
we may be sure that all outside our borders,

and who are at all acquainted with our prin-

ciples, also know, that come whence it may,
it is not Qiiakerifm."

The Editor of the British Friend thus com-
ments on the communication above referreJ

to:—

" In considering the position of some of our
meetings in America, we have not been able
to look upon it but as an anomaly that the
meetings in which causes for separation arise

should put disownment in force upon those of
their members who oppose innovations incon-

sistent with the Society's profession—such
meetings countenancing or, at least, not effi-

ciently checking those innovations. To a
stranger, looking at the case, it might seem
that the meetings should change place with
those who have been disowned, they having
become amenable to the penalty of disown-
ment themselves. Whether those who with-

drew might not have longer borne their burden
we are not prepared to say ; any way, endur-

ance, doubtless, has its limits, while a meet-

ing, sanctioning or conniving at deviations

from the Society's profession, forfeits disci-

plinary power. In a recent issue we ventured

to affirm that the same leaven which had been

working so injuriously among our American
meetings is maniiesting itself in this country,

as the following leMer from Henry Stanley

Newman, of Leominster, in The Christian of

the 11th ult., plainly proves ;

—

"'Dear Friend,—I have no fault to find

with the editorial remarks in your issue of

November27 respecting the Society of Friends.

There is onlj' too much truth in your obser-

vations. I should like, however, to state, as

a minister of the Gospel in the Society of

Friends, that it is long since a Sunday passed

here without the public reading of the Bible

in our regular meetings for worship. Some
of us certainly could not conscientiously bo-

long to any Christian church that disallowed

the practice. With respect to the meetings

of Friends in this district of Herefordshire

and Eadnorshire, I believe the Bible is usually

read in them all every week. I do not believe

any church can prosper long where God's own
Book is not thus honored.

"'I may further say that the meeting of

Friends here at Leominster is steadily in-

creasing in numbers, having more than doub-

led its membership in the last twelve years.

Your own columns have lately given some ae-
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6,658 for 1879, and 10,478 the previous year. In
j

the indebterines? due by parties who failed was $ j

000,000, in 1879, $98,000,000. :

The Republican Legislature of Maine met in i

gusta on the afternoon of the 17th inst., and eh
;

Daniel F. Davis for Governor. A Council was
!

chosen, and Governor Davis was inaugurated. Gei

'

Chamberlain being notified of the election of D
recognized him as the lawful Governor, and resi

'

his trust as the custodian of the institutions and >

perty of the State.

Snow has fallen in Washington Territory to a d

of over four feet on a level. At several places builc

have been destroyed by the heavy snow.

The continued rough weather on the Atlantic is (

ing much delay to steamers to and from New Ti

On the 17th, of six advertised to sail, only three le

The mortality in Philadelphia the past week r

bered 263. Of these 47 were of consum ption, d iphtl

9, disease of the heart 13, typhoid fever 6, inflanc

tion of the lungs 30, small-pox 2.

From the annual tables of vital statistics, publii

by the Health Department of New York city, it

pears that the city of Burlington, Iowa, enjoys the

eminence for health, the annual death rate being
deaths per thousand ; Stockton, Cal., 7.47

; New 1

city, 23.93 ; New Orleans, 50.71 ; London, 23.40 ; P
24.71.

Markets, &e.—The following were the quotation

the 17th inst. U. S. bonds, 6'3, 1881, 104i; 5's, n
tered, 102|; coupon, 103 J; 4J's, 107i; 4's, 1907, 10

Cotton.—Sales of middlings are quoted at 13^ a

cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7 cts. in barrels, and refinec

cts. for export, and 8 a 8} cts. per gallon for home i

Flour dull and weak. Minnesota extra $6.37 J a $6
PennS. do. do., $6.62i a $6.75 ; western $6.75 a »'

Patent and other high grades $7.50 a $8.25. Rye fl

ih.Xb a $5.25 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is slightly higher—red', $1 43; am
$1.44. Rye, 88 a 90 cts. Corn, mixed and yellow

a 59 cts. ; white, 63 cts. Oats, mixed, 47 cts., and
48 a 49 cts.

Seeds.—Cloverseed, 8J a 9} cts. per pound ; flaxs-,

f1.60 per bushel.

Hay and straw.—Prime timothy, $1 a $1.10 per

pounds; mixed, 90 cts. a $1 ; straw, $1.10 a $1.25'

100 pounds. '•

Beef cattle.—Market active, prices ^ a } c. per po|

higher. Extra, 6 a 6J^ cts.; good, 5|a5Jcts.; comn;

3.J a 4| cts. per lb. Sheep, 4^ a 6J cts. per lb. Lat

5J a 6^ cts. Hogs, 6 a 7^ cts. per lb., as to quality

Foreign.—The indications are, that the distres

county Kerry, Ireland, will amount to a famine.

The police, escorting a party of process serven

Kilmena, county of Mayo, on the loth, were sevei

maltreated and obliged to retreat. The processes \i

captured by the mob. Money for the relief of the

ferers, continues to come from different countries.

The rainfall in the British Islands, the past year,

exceeded the average of the last forty years by

inches. The quantity of rain has never been exceet

and only once has it been equalled.

Frederick, Duke of Schleswig-Holstein, died on

14th, in the 51st year of his age.

A land slip has destroyed the village of Alcala

Jucar, in the province of Albacete. Several pers

were killed and fifty families have been rende

homeless.

The Emperor of Brazil has established, in conned
with the Department of Commerce at Rio Janeir
" Central Commission of International Exchang
This Commission is created for the purpose of coll

ing and transmitting scientific, artistic and literary

formation to similar bodies and to learned societie

other countries.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. Hall, M
Applications for the Admission of Patients raaj

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boan
Managers.

count of the revival in Radnorshire through
the labors of l<^'iends. In one meeting there

we have received thirty-one into membership
during the last four months, but it has been

by earnest Bible exposition, by individual

dealing with inquirers, and by preaching the

glad tidings which are still the power of God
unto salvation. Yours very truly,

Henry Stanley Newman.'

" We forbear comment, much as there is

room for it, expecting the reader will agree

with us that the course novv being pursued at

Leominster and other places in Herefordshire

cannot but propagate here what there has

been so much cause to deplore in America.
While it may possibly be that the members in

Leominster unanimously approve of the prac-

tice referred to, the question naturally occurs :

What is the Monthly Meeting contemplating

in ibe case ? Or failing the Monthly, what is

the Quarterly prepared for ?

"Though there may happily be no neces-

sity, it may yet be well very briefly to state

what has ever for more than two centuries

been the principle recognised by Friends in

relation to worship. According to our un-

derstanding of that prinL'iple, it is this—In

order to the performance of acceptable wor-
ship under the Gospel dispensation, vocal

utterance, whether as prayer, praise, or ex-

hortation, is not at all essentl.il ; meetings
thus held are often seasons of deep religious

instruction and edification. A fallacy is still

all but universally prevalent, that worship
chiefly, if indeed not wholly, consists in speak
ing to the Almighty, whereas we much mm-e
need Him to speak to us. What says the

Psalmist? ' Now unto thee will I cry, O Lord,

my rock. Be not silent to me, lest if thou be

silent to me I become like them that go down
into the pit,'—ia other words, that his Lord's

silence would bo the Psalmist's death. Again
he says, ' I will hear what G:)d the Lord will

speak.' See also, Heb. ii. 1; Heb. xii. 25. In

every meeting silence is a necessary prelim-

inary for the flock to hear the Shepherd.s
voice, to whatever that voice ma.j call. Now,
as Christ is head over all his church, it is solely

his prerogative to order the service, his pre

sence bi'ing with even the two or the three

gathered in his name, and He it is who must
call and qualify whom He pleases to engage
in ministering to the flock. While no limit

is to be placed upon whai He wills, the read

ing of a portion of Scripture may be at any
time a duty, ;/ He so ivills, the same as prayer,

praise, or exhortation. But whoso engages in

such reading is amenable to the judgment ot

the meeting, in precisely the same way as in

utterances of another character. It follows,

then, that Scripture reading is not to bo pro
hibited, when divinely ordered. On the other
hand, the moment that the reading is con-

stituted a formal and necessary part of wor-

ship, a departure is made from the profession

of the Society of Friends, and whether by in-

dividuals or congregations, the unity is broken,

and these cease to a certain extent to bo en-

titled to the name of Friends.
" Why, it may be asked, do those so depart-

ing from the Society's profession seek to re-

main in the Society, or why bo allowed to

remain ? For if we would be a harmonious
body, witnessing tho blessed unity of the

Spiiit in the bond of peace, it can only, in our
judgment, be by tliC Btead}^ faithful adherence
ofevery member to the profession and practice

of primitive Christianity revived by George
Fox, Robert Barclay, William Penn, and their

coadjutorsof the seventeenth century—always
bearing in remembrance that it is not b}'

numbers that the question is decided, who are

Friends and who are not—but they alone who
adhere faithfully to that profession, exemplify-
ing it in their lives, are entitled to the name
and the rights of the Society of Friends. The
same holds true of any other denomination."

We think the articles above quoted may be

regarded as an evidence that the minds of
some Friends in Great Britain are becoming
awakened in degree to the serious nature and
true character of the difficulties which have
afllicted our Society; and which are not con-

fined to any one section of it, though more
developed in some parts than in others.

Sometime since we noticed a separation

that had occurred in Spring River Quarterly
Meeting, Kansas. We have recently received

the printed minutes of a Yearly Meeting in

Kansas, growing out of this si]iaration, and
composed in part of the Friends who partici-

pated in that movement. The meeting was
held at Lawrence, lOth mo. 11th, 1879. The
minutes contain a statement uf the circum-
stances under which it was organized, and
the reasons therefor. In addition to the usual

internal atlairs of such a bodj% a committee
was appointed to look after scattered mem-
bers attached to meetings that were not in

fellowship with them
;
and one to visit subor-

dinate meetings and families. Epistles were
sent to " Western and Iowa Yearly Meetings;
also one to the Friends of Canada Yearly
Meeting." The bodies thus designated, we
suppose were those who now meet apart from
the larger bodies bearing the same titles.

The number of members is stated to bo about
five hundred.

We have received tho first number of The
Paper World, a monthly journal published at

Holyoke, Mass., and designed to contain in-

formation in all departments of business in

which pap'ir forms a component part. It is

well printed, on good paper, and contains
much matter of general interest. We have
clipped some items from its columns.

James Vick, seedsman and florist, of Ro-
chester, New York, has sent us a copy of his
" Floral Guide" for 1880, containing several

hundred beautifully executed cuts of flowers
and vegetables, with brief directions for their

cultivation. It is an attractive-looking pamph-
let of about 100 pages.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The statement of the collector of

customs at this port shows, that during 1879, imported
goods came to Philadelphia in American vessels to the
value of $15,500,064; in foreign vessels, $11,718,888—
making a total of $27,218,952. The total for 1878 was
lf21,048,197. In addition to the direct importations,

there were in bond through other ports to the amount
of $708,319.

In New York it is stated the imports embrace a very
much larger amount of specie and bullion, than has
previously been landed there, and with one exception,
presents the largest total of free goods ever imported.
The exports exhibit the largest yearly total on record,

notwithstanding the small shipments of specie.

There arrived in New York last year 21,421 vessels;

of these 8077 were from foreign ports, 13,344 from do-
mestic.

The number of mercantile failures for the past year
shows a striking contrast with those of 187S—being

Died, at Trenton, 12th mo. 16th, 1879, Charlo'.
Newbold, in the 66th year of her age, a membei
Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting held at Mansfii

Burlington Co., New Jersey.

, at her residence in this city, on the 23d of 1

month, 1879, Hannah G. Smith, in the S2d yeai

her age, a beloved member of Northern Dist:

Monthly Meeting of Friends. "Blessed are the p
in heart for they shall see God."
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Religion and Goillincss.

laving sometliing on my mind to write on
foregoing, what here follows was written,

is now placed in the hands of the Editor
The British Friend for publication, believ-

that this labor of love will not be without
efit to some who may read it, in its en-

raging them through many diseourage-

Is, trials, and temptations still to press

rard toward the prize of our high calling

Jhrist Jesus ; that such bo not stumbled or

iered in their course, or bo led to turn aside

account of the many and contradictory

!es that are heard, but turning from the

here," and " lo there," may have their eye
)ugh Christ Jesus steadily fixed and turned
Iward, and so may know that breathing

h unto the Father by and through his

y begotten Son, Christ Jesus, the Anointed,
iugh whom alone acceptable prayer can
e.

Religion and godliness, though often asso-

ed, are widely different. A man may be

Y religious and at the same time very un-

ly. It is, therefore, very necessary, in this

of much and great religious profession, to

k the clear distinction that exists between
36 two. For while both have their origin

sense of God, the one is the building of

, the shell, the outside ; the other is wholly
^od, and is the creation and work of his

1 blessed Spirit.

Ian is a religious being—no matter how
raded or savage his nature, ho will have
sets of worship or reverence ; so in propor-

i as man is refined by culture and associa-

1 will his conceptions of God be refined and
ated. Still he will be but a religious man
not a man of God. Thus a man may read

ly Scripture, form to himself by reflection

jlief in God, of Christ the Saviour, and ac-

iwledge too, the work of the Spirit that

Y quite satisfy himself, and still be without
saving knowledge of God.
rodliness, on the other hand, is very dif-

t. It is not inherent to us but of God,
is the work of his Spirit. We cannot

imand it, but are enjoined to wait for and
lect it, and where it appears in any heart,

> is hearkened unto, it works great humilia-

1 and self-abasement, not only on account
iast transgressions, but from a view of the

p depravity of the human heart and its

continual proneness again to turn to the evil

it so much deplores. Now this is the true

ground in which the plant of God doth grow :

the humiliation and abasedness of the crea-

turely nature in us, which does not neither

can work tiie will of God. It is against this

nature in man the fiery judgments of God are

manifest in order to uproot it and consume it,

for the carnal religious nature of man cannot
grow or walk side by side in the heart of any
with the Godlike nature, which is the only

begotten of God, in any heart where it is

known. The one or the other must have the

victory. The Apostle Paul knew this conflict

of natures within himself when ho was led to

cry out, " O wretched man that I am, who
shall deliver mo from the body of this death."

He also came to know the victory through
our Lord Jesus Christ ; the same that must
give us the victory, if victors we are to be.

Eeligion is a very common accommodating
thing. It will bend to our tastes, our likes,

and our dislikes; that which is disapproved

by one sect of religious professors will be

owned and approved by another; indeed,

under a profession of religion every carnal

passion and appetite may be fed and kept
alive.

Godliness strikes at the root of evil. As
saith the Master, "Make the tree good, and
its fruit will be good also."

Some will hero say ;—If all good is of God,
and that good is not at our command, where
is man's guilt if he obey not that which he

has not. Truly all good is of God, and that

good which is of Him is not at our command
;

and also if we received not of God, He, the Just

One, would not hold man responsible for that

which he neither had or knew. But, who is

in this position of not having received a sense

of good and evil, and who is there on this earth

who hath not been disquieted by a sense of

guilt before a Holy God, beyond that which

is the outcome of a natural conscience, which
may be operated upon by education and asso-

ciation? From whence springs in every hu-

man breast that sense of God and desire to

atone or appease offended goodness, if not of

God ? That which is of God and would tend

to turn the mind of man toward Him, if heed-

ed, may be so prostituted by man's reasoning-

powers, and by the darkness of his heart, that

instead of its leading him upwards, may tend

to greater depth of degradation and separa-

tion from God, in man seeking to satisfy and
pacify himself, instead of his waiting to know
that satisfaction in his soul, which is the work
of God's Spirit. Hence it is not our applying

the promises of God to ourselves, but by sub-

mission of body and soul to God, in humble
prostration and faithful obedience, and to

know God of his goodness to apply his pro-

raises to our souls, in and by his own begotten

Son, who is the Minister of life to us through

his blessed Spirit. It is here that men—re-

ligious men—miss of the good that is intended

for them, by their being unwilling to wait to

know God to perfect his own work in his own
way. Man begins at once, under the first im-
pressions of good, to appropriuto unto him83ll",

and BO feeds that nature in himself, which
God would starve, so that instead of the evil

becoming weaker in Him, and ihatbirth which
is of God growing stronger, he simply runs
from one course to another in the same nature,

and so abides in the separation instead of

coming into the oneness and preciousness of

that life which is of God.
Now, this is not attained to in a moment,

for there are many conflicts to be passed
through, as well as much to be struggled
against, and that in ourselves, before the full

indwelling of God through Christ is known.
Yea, and we should utterlj' faint by the way
if left to ourselves. But, blessed be God, those

in whom this birth or beginning of life is

known are not left to themselves ; still they
are not bej'ond the reach of danger, for like

Israel of old, they have begun their journey
from Egypt to Canaan, but like them too,

when they begin to experience the trials of

the way, may turn again a longing eye toward
that state from which they have commenced
to travel, and in doing so Satan will be ever
near to whisper, "Thou fool, thou wilt but
torment thyself and at last perish in this great

wilderness." So that in every step of the way
there is need of the watch against the arising

of evil in the mind, iind of prayer in spirit.

' Lord, deliver thy own dear child from the

hand of the fowler and from the power of the

lion's whelp" the begettings of evil in the

heart—the off-shoots of the corrupt nature in

us. The true servant of the Lord dare not

cry peace and safety where there is none.

Neither can he join with those who make the

path to the kingdom so easy to the natural

mind, and who tell the people they will not

have to give up any of their joys and delights

—only believe, and thou shalt be saved. The
belief that saves is not the product of the

natural heart and mind of man, but is the out-

come of the work of the Spirit of God. So in

like manner it is not the taking up or the lay-

ing down anything according to the will of

man that will avail anything as to the salva-

tion of the soul, but it is the obedience of faith

that springs from the woik and monitions of

this blessed Spirit in man. Thus while the

yoke is easy, and the self-denial easy to the

true child of God, it i-i hard for flesh and blood

to give itself up thus to be crucified with and

by Christ. For he that will not deny himself

and follow Christ, cannot be his disciple.

Here is the difference between a man-made
religion and a heaven-b'orn one. The one is

taken up and moulded by man to suit his in-

clination and taste; the other is begotten by
God, and grows in us by our daily dying unto

ourselves. So that while the former may
renovate the exterior, and make the man ap-

pear different in his own eyes, the latter

changes the root from whence springs all that

is [evil] in him, and brings into conflict with
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that in himself that wars against his bettor

nature, and this conflict doth not cease until that

which is of God has got the victory. And further,

he who, through patient perseverance, knows
what it is to be brought here, realizes what it

jg to be born from ab'ove, to become whollj^ a

new creature in Christ Jesus. How many
too readily appropriate unto themselves the

blessed promise of God, that the blood of

Jesus cleanses from all sin, instead of waiting

upon God to know the application of that

blood which not only cleanses from past trans-

gression, but renews into a holy life through
and by the life of that blood taking root, in

their souls and bringing forth a body of holj-

life wholly of God. This is that that is ac-

ceptable with. God, and by which a saerifico

of a sweet smelling savor is offered unto God
by Jesus Christ.

Again, the question may bo asked,—Who
then i.-i to blame if God's will be not done,

seeing the work is so entirely his own ? Let
such a one who would so speak answer these

queries— 1st, Hast thou been faithful to God
in every known duty? and 2nd, Is it thy daily

practice to place thyself before the Most High
in spirit and in truth, secretly breathing unto

Him according to the ability given, that He
would purge out the old leaven of sin and
wickedness in thy heart, and beget in thee of

his blessed nature as manifested in Christ

Jesus, so that thou mayest be redeemed from
all corruption and held in his holy ways?
Until these two queries can be truthfully an-

swered, let all flesh keep silence before God.
This brings me to the true position of man

before his Maker, that of humble dependence
and waiting. For the want of this, man, re-

ligious man, misses of his highest good. Ho
is so full of himself and of his own works that
there is no room for the Saviour and Deliverer
to work in him. Nay, more, he raises barri-

cades in his mind against the entrance of truth

into his soul, like the man who closes the
shutters against the entrance of light, and so

abides in the darkness of night. He fears the

entrance of anything into his mind contrary
to his own conceptions and education, and
thus, while professing godliness, misses of the
power thereof. It is not by reasoning, but bj-

feeling, that wo come to know God, and to

realise his power. Happy is the man who is

willing to abide in his secret pavilion, to pass
from the shadow of religion to the substance,
godliness. With most, if not all, this religious

nature must be passed through, for the work
is a gradual one, and the working state pre-

cedes the passive in the religious nature of
man, but it is in the passive where the true

growth is known. When wo cease to work,
and place ourselves at God's feet, then it is

that God begins to. work effectually in us for

our redemption. Man first believes and then
begins to work, and not till he has realized

the fruitlessness of his own works will he
cease to labor, and in" secret bo led to cry.

Draw me out of ray own working, striving,

and contriving nature unto and into Thyself,
O my God ! This is the cry that they do
know who, having experienced their own
helplessness, simply cleave unto God, and so
become in his hand clay to be moulded by the
Almightj' Potter into a vessel fit for iiis use.

Such cease to think their own thoughts or to

do their own work, God working in them to
will and to do of his good pleasure.

I have written not for the unbeliever in

Christ's blessed work without us, but for such

as, having corae to the acknowledgment of

the truth in this particular, are desirous of

becoming, in the Lord's time and way, the

possessors of n divine substance ;
who are not

content with the shadow or outward acknow-
ledgment of that which is in itself good, but

are seeking to realize the govornment of

Christ in their souls, whose government will

be gathered into that of the Father's when
the fulness thereof is known.
Happy is that man or that woman who is

willing to travel through all doubt and diffi-

culty in order thus to know the fulness of Him
who filleth all things. Such can find no joy
and no pleasure out of or apart from Him,
the God of all grace and all consolation.

Dear reader, is this to be thy ease and mine?
Charles W. Tuomson.

Stoke Newington.

The Peach-Slnne.—-"Do j'ou suppose, grand-

pa," said a little girl, "if I should plant this

peach-stone, a peach-tree would really grow-

here in the garden ?"

" It would be pretty likely to grow, I ima-
gine," said the gr ndfather.

The child mused a moment, then said,

" Well, I think I won't take the trouble to do
it, for I might be dead before the tree was
big enough to bear peaches;" and she raised

her little hand to throw the stone away.
" Stop !" said her grandfather; " was that a

good peach ?"

"Splendid one, gi'andpa."

"A good many years ago, little girl, my
father was a boy, and standing right here on
this farm, he ate a fine peach. ' I will plant

this stone,' he said, ' instead of throwing it

away.' So ho planted it, and to-day the little

girl he never saw eats of its fruit. Those tall

e'.m-trees by the gate, which make such a
pleasant shade for us, he planted and watched
for 3'ears. I don't believe ho over said, 'I

won't water these slender trees any more, for

I shall be dead befjre they are big enough to

keep ofi' the sun.'
"

The sticky little hand opened, and two great
blue eyes gazed curiously at the stone; then
suddenly without a word sho darted away
into the garden, and soon a hole was made in

the black earth, and the stone dropped in,

and covered.

—

Christian Register.

Tho Searcher department of the New York
post-office, in the space of one month, gathered
from the mail-bags the following curious and
heterogeneous collection of unmailable mat-
ter : Eeceived Alive.—Rattle snakes, black

snakes, copperhead snakes, moccasin snakes,

cats, grasshoppers, bees, hornets, wasps, alli-

gators, canary birds, potato bugs, horned frogs,

tortoise, turtles. Received Dead.—Mice, but-

terflies, humming birds, rats, insects, squirrels,

quails, bugs, pheasant. Cooked Articles.

—

Plum pudding, boiled quail, ham sandwiches,
bread and butter, cake, crackers, bread pud-
ding, jelly, custard, cheese, sausages. Miscel-

laneous.— Pistols, loaded cartridges, torpe-

does, medicines, glassware, clothing, soiled

undergarments, baby clothes, hosiery, hair

brushes, combs, carpenter tools, pieces of ma-
chinery, fence wire, gold and silver watches,
jewelry, notions and novelties .of all kinds;

shrubs, roots, scions, herbs, fresh and dried
;

fruits and flowers, and last but far from least,

six cases of dj-namite, which were promptly
thrown into East River.

'</ For " The FricBi

Haddonfield (laarterly Meeting, ?iew Jersey.

Haddon field Quarterly Meeting was est:

lished in 1795, having previously forraec

part of tho Quarterly Meeting of Glouces
and Salem—which originally included all t

meetings from Burlington to the south-we
ernendof the State—and was held alternati

at Salem and Haddonfield, till 1793, when t

Yearly meeting having authorized its divisi(

two Quarterly Meetings were established, o

to be bold at Salem, and called Salem Qu
terl}'^ Meeting, the other to be held at Hi
donfield, and called Haddonfield Quartei

Meeting. In the course of a few years, t

meeting-house at Evesham having been <

larged, it was agreed that it should be hi

alternately at Evesham and Haddonfield.
the year 1799, on account of interruption a

exercise frequently introduced at the time
closing the shutters, tho subject was referr

to a committee of men and women Frieu

and the following minute adopted: That
the time of holding our Quarterly Meetii

men and women "leet in their separate apa
ments, select, with the shutters raised, a

after a seasonable time of solia retiremc

closing the same proceed to *"aDsact the

fairs of Society with that quietude and hi

monj' the nature of the occasion deraao'l

In tho year 1821, ^n account of tho increasi
|

interruption at the close of tho meetings 1

worship, the meeting was induced lo convej

with the partition closed, and continued
]

meet in that way until after the separation I

the 6th month, 1828; it being apprehendl
that tho cause which led to this conclusij

was then very much removed, it was agre|

to meet in future according to the conclusi

of 1799, before recited.

In 1838 a proposition was made, and afli

due deliberation adopted, to hold our Qur
terly Meeting alternatoly at the four Mouth;
meeting houses, as is now the practice. Nean
all who were active members at that tire

have been removed by death, and tho que

natui'ally arises, will these meetings eontinl

to be sustained as they have been, when the*

who are now on the stage of action shall ha

passed away ? During that period of rao'

than forty years, although for a short tiraei

discordant spirit was manifest, there has ge'

orally been a harmonious labor for the pij

motion of truth ; and many of them, as oi

last, are remembered as seasons -of peculii

favor. The language seems applicable to ij

What could have been done more to my vini

yard that I have not done in it? And weoii

but acknowledge that the visible fruits are n

in proportion to the labor bestowed. This

nothing new. Tho same acknowledgmen:
maybe found again and again in the journsj

of Friends preceding us, ever since tho ve]

arly days of our Society
; j et in some i!

spects the former days were better than thefi

It is often remarked, there is loss tendei-ne]

of spirit manifested by Friends now than fcl

inerly, especially among children and youi

people. Another evidence of decline in i!

ligious life is the great decrease in tho nut!

ber of Friends engaged in the ministry. Til

following Friends, belonging to Haddonfie
Quarterly Meeting, were in the station of f J

knowledged ministers during the oarly pal

of this century, and most of them at the sari

time, viz: Richard Jordan, Benjamin Swei
Mary Swett, Deborah Stewart, Hannah Cloi

ent, Sarah Cresson, Elizabeth Barton, ai!
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luel Leeds, in Haddon6eId Monthly Mcet-

Rebekah Eoboitp, John Hunt, Lydia Li[)-

!Ott, Ann Edwards and Ebenezer Roberts,

Ihester; Ilinchman Haines, Joseph Haines,

ih Wilkins, Elizabeth Haines and Ann
ckeall, in Evesbura ; and Martha Allinson

Elizabeth Collins in Upper Evesham
ithly Meeting. Ample memorials are pre-

ed of the labors of some of these Friends,

the character of their ministry, while of

!rs little can be gathered beyond the scanty

irds of the meetings to which they be-

ad. The journal of one of these, John
it, contains some interesting notices of our

rterly Meeting in his day; also of the

rs of some of these and other Friends

ein.

ommcncing as far back as 1793, before the

ting was divided, he says, 5lh mo. 20th :

tendid Quarterlj' Meeting at Salem ;
James

irnton, and many of the Yearly Meeting's

imittee were there, and had the extracts

, before the men and women separated,

as a lively favored season, and I could but

ire the goodness of the Lord, in thus fol-

ing and favoring us." Again in the 9lh

1793, ho says: "At our Quarterly Meet-

there was a time of deep trial in appoint-

representatives to attend the Yearly Meet-

on account of the great mortality and

ness which seemed to be increasing in the

It was concluded that Friends bo left

iberty to offer their names; as none were
7 to nominate others. So r, few gave their

les; but none with so much clearness and

rage as Elizabeth Collins, who said her

d had been much drawn towards the

But after all Friends were lel't at their

I'ty.

3rd mo. 20th, 1795. The Yearly Meeting's

imittee attended on the settling of our
' Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting."

gain, in the 9th mo. 1798, the yellow fever

g again in the city, he writes: "Great
tality continued in Philadelphia, so that at

Quarterly Meeting it was a trying time in

representatives to attend the Yearly

(ting—none seemed free to go on account

he sickness there being so great, and the

n so desolate—Samuel Townsend, of Cape
T, however, and Martin Moody, went and
c our answers."*
12th mo. 1st, 1800. At our Quarterly

iting, which was very large and many
gers there, Sarah Cresson, a very young

nan, was raised in very great eminence
'

)werful testimony ;
solemnity and a swi

Dr of life attended ; I have seldom been

sible of the like for many years. Thomas
ttergood, who has been for several yea
' n-ope in Truth's service, was also there,

had very savoiy, acceptable service, as

1 as some others. It was a memorable and
inguishedly favored day, in which the

th in a particular manner were tenderly

ted, cautioned and invited. May it be re-

nbered to profit.

At our Quarterly Meeting in the 12th mo.

1, wc had again the company of Mary
3tt, just returned from her visit to Eng-

1, Ireland, Germany, France and Scotland,

) and sound, having been absent about four

rs." No remarks are made on the charae-

of her ministry; but it is remembered by
le as lively, being a great gift in few words.

These Friends botli died of the fever after their

In 1809. "At our Quarterly Meeting in the

12th month,thotestiinony of Truth was raised

into dominion, particularly against Friends

mixing with the spirits of the people in their

human policies and confusion."

12lh mo. 1809, Richard Jordan attended
our Quarterly Meeting and had excelleat and
extensive service, being raised in great emi-

nence amongst us. John Simpson, likewise,

was there, and had good service. I believe

few were present but what had a sense, like a

renewed stretching forth of the Divine hand
to gather us ; and I could saj^, surely good-

ness and mercy follow us; and as R. Jordan
said, that notwithstanding the many frailties,

aknesses and failures among us, yet how
abundantly are we favored in onr solemn as-

semblies! and that he believed there was not

in all the earth, a people favored in like de-

gree, and that this people and principle would
not be cast off."

The negro examined the ground where
the monkeys seemed to have held a last sit-

ng over their harvest of plantains, and de-

clared they had been gone several hours. He
thought they would return in the morning,
as they have regular circuits of travel, appear-

ing in one section in the morning, and in

another miles away in the afternoon ; among
the wild plantains and nut-trees of the moun-
tains in the evening, and carrj'ing de.'.tructioa

to the cacao and nutmeg groves at dawn."
" At daylight, guided by a little black boy,

I revisited the plantain swamp. It was full

of gloom, and I sat down under a tree. Soon
a black object descended the cliff, and I was
about to fire, when my little guide whispered
that it was only a wild-cat. Light appeared,

the birds awoke, and the forest was vocal

with sounds. The tree beneath which I had
seated myself was a ' mammee-apple,' whose
huge bole swelled out above me, and gnarled
limbs stretched out and up, supporting a dense

canopy of leaves, among which hung clusters

of fruit. This fruit is about as largo as an
orange, has a large stone, a thin rind of yel-

lowish flesh, and tough, russet skin. The

For "The Friend.

Camps in the Carlbbees.

tCoDCllulcd from page 1S7.)

The mountain forests of Grenada abound
a species of monkey, called mamque by the

j

monkeys had left the ground strewn with

natives. They live on fruits and other vego- fruit, which they had bitten in mere wanton-

table productions, and often cause serious loss ness, and then thrown awaj'. The many
to the planters by their depredations; not ! fresh leaves on the ground here also attested

only by what they eat, but oy their wasteful

habit of biting and throwing to the ground
much that they do not consume.
Being desirous to secure some of these ani-

mals, he made an excursion for that purpose,

which did not meet with success, only because

the hunter was too tender-hearted to destroy

life. Yet it gave an opportunity for becoming
acquainted with their habits and manoeuvres.

On the border of a lake about 2000 feet eleva-

tion above the sea, he came upon a patch of

some acres of halfwild plantains and bananas

which bad probably spread from an aban-

doned provision-ground. Under the clumps

of plantains were scattered fruit half-eaten

and thrown to the ground.

"Following a broken and interrupted trail,

as indicated by fragments of banana and plan-

tain, we finally traced the monkeys to the

base of a high cliff forming part of the enclos-

ing wall of the ancient crater.

"Here we found the tree by which they

descended from the heights above when they

visited the bananaswamp—animmense_/z$rMier,

which had grown out of a cleft in the rock, and

had established itself on the face of the cliff

by a hundred roots and rootlets, aerial and
terrestrial, covering the rock with a mesh-

work ; from the upper branches hung long

lianas, like twisted cordage, down which mon-
keys would take delight in swinging them-

selves. Down this great natural ladder—-

the monkeys' highway—they always came,

whence they scattered through the pla,ntain

groves. Often have they been hunted while

there; but upon the approach of any one, no

matter how silently, their noise ceased at

once, though they were grunting and barking

noisily before; and in a few minutes they

could be heard hundreds of yards away.
" It is diflicult to find them if wounded, as

they hide, and cling tenaciously to bush and

tree. While travelling (always among the

tops of the highest trees) they grunt and

bark like dogs, and while feeding they have

a peculiar, low, murmuring chatter. They
arc invariably led by the oklest monkey, who
is exceedingly sly.

their recent visit. Behind me was the cliff,

below me the waving plantains, surrounded
by forest so dense as to hide the skj'."

Here they quietly waited till the boy pulled

the hunter's coat and pointed to the cliff.

"The vines hanging from the limbs of the

great tree were shaking, and a low murmur
of many monkey voices announced the com-
ing of the troop. A round head peeped forth

from the leaves, a hairy face, that was directly

withdrawn, and its place supplied by another,

older apparently, and having a look on its

inkled visage ofpreternatural wisdom. This

inkled face was followed by a grisly body,

and soon an immense old fellow was clinging

to the lianas and swinging himself downward.
He was followed by a score or more of others,

tumbling promiscuously one over each other,

clutching at the vines and at one another's

tails."

"At last they disappeared below the plan-

tain-tops, and I could hear the old chief mar-

shalling them at the foot of the cliff. 'Hark!'

whispered the little negro by my side, ' he old

man counting him macaque.'

"

"It really seemed as though he gave the

word ; as, at the last grunt, there was a scam-

pering, and the monkeys scattered themselves

through the grove. Not so with the ancient;

he duly felt the weight of responsibility, and

did not join the rest in their sport or search

for food, but ascended the ladder of vines, and
perched himself in the fork of a limb over-

looking the whole field.

" During this time I was most assuredly

excited. By darting foward, when that chain

of monkeys was suspended in mid-air, I could

have got two good shots into them before

they dispersed. But at least two motives

restrained me : first, I wished to observe their

actions; second, I shrank from killing crea-

tures so human like. The temptation was so

strong, however, that I could only withhold

myself by great effort, and was trembling

with excitement."
" Meanwhile, the grove was alive with

monkeys, tearing down bunches of bananas

and plantains, scaling the mammee trees and
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twisling off tho fruit. In a little while one

of them reached the tree beneath which we
sat; a young male, about half grown, rejoic-

ing in his strength. He saw us, and stopped.

He let hi mselfdown by his tail, and commenced
a series of evolutions that would have shamed
an acrobat. I could not shoot, and would not

sully the enjoyment by what, I could not help

thinking, would be murder in the first do

greo."

The little man in the tree'swung himself

into space and disappeared. In a few minutes

he came skipping gleefully along, followed by

a monkey of mature j'ears, about whoso neck

was dangling an infant a few months old. To
her, ho pointed us out. When she saw her-

self in such proximity to a dreaded man, an

enemy of her race, " she turned about with

such violence as to jerk loose the infant that

clung about her neck, who fell to the ground.

Maternal solicitude, oven, could not arrest

her flight, as she fled chattering to the vine-

ladder, and hurriedly ascended it, followed

by her wondering son.

"A bark from the patriarch summoned the

rest of the gang so quickly, that they slid

over those lianas and out of sight behind the

cliff, in less time than I can write it in. Not
one remained, save that infant monkey on

the ground, which was just recovering its

scattered senses as little Jim darted forward

to secure it. Quicklj^ as Jim rushed out, the

monkey was j'et more agile, and gathered

himself up and leaped into a clump of razor-

grass. Into this the little negro dashed, re-

gardless of the cuts of the cruel blades.

" The razor-grass is a terrible pest in these

woods, climbing into trees and overhanging
trails; every leaf of it which touches 3'ou

clings to you and cuts like a jagged-edged

razor. Spite of his burning desire to capture

a monkey, Jim was obliged to stop and dis-

entangle himself, and before I had gained the

scene, the monkey was in the lianas. Slowly
and feebly it ascended, but I could not shake
it down, and to shoot it was out of the ques-

tion.

"As it reached the tree, its mother sprang
to seize it, and glided with it into the forest,

and I awoke to the fact that I had missed my
opportunity, and had been spared the pain of

slaying a monkey."

Lonesomeness.—A mother, busy with her
household cares, was obliged to go into an
upper room and leave two little ones alone for

some time. So she gave them books and toj-s

to amuse them, which answered very well for

a time. .But by-and by the house seemed to

grow so still and lonesome they began to feel

afraid. So the eldest went to the foot of the

staircase, and calling with a timid voice, said,

"Mamma, are you there?" " Yes, darling,"

said the mother, cheerily. "All right!" said

the little one, more to herself than to her
mother. So she went back to her play for a

time. After a while the question was re-

peated, with the same answer and the same
result. Oh, how often in our loneliness and
sadness here in the world we forget that God
is still overhead ! But if we only send up our
prayers to him, we shall not fail to get a com-
forting and quieting answer. " What time I

am afraid 1 will trust in thee." Tou need not
fear in the darkest night or the wildest storm,
for God is still overhead. "As one whom bis

mother comforteth," so the Lord will comfort

those sorrowing ones who flee to his bosom
for rest.

—

Presbyterian.

Original.

SAFE AT HOME.
TO THE MEMORY OF C. ALLEN HAMBLEN.

Our brother's gentle spirit 's gone.

Gone, from the wintry vale of time,

Gone, where disease can ne'er invade
;

He dwells in Heaven's eternal clime.

Like as the sunbeam, pure and bright,

Gladness and joy to earth imparts

;

So he, while here, by deeds of love,

Brought sunshine into many hearts.

His Godly life was like the rose,

"Whose fragrance fills the morning air
;

The sweet perfume of his pure life.

Where e'er he 's been, still lingers there.

No stately monument we rear,

To mark where we his loved form lay;

His own he reared by noble deeds,

'Tis one that never will decay.

Oh thou ! to whom Jehovah gave,

This lovely, tender plant to rear.

Weep not;" in fields of fadeless green

He blooms ; the flower to thee so dear.

a J. Butler.

THE NEW YEAR, 1880.

BY BAY PALMER.

Gone art thou, in thy turn, thou fleeting year

!

E'en as the spent wave dies upon the shore !

I backward glance and drop a silent tear.

As for a friend whose feet shall come no more:

—

Till Time of earth's last day shall sound the knell,

I bid thee, vanished year, farewell—farewell

!

But farewell said, and memory charged to keep
In her still depths the annals of the past.

Which—howsoe'er they for a time may sleep

—

Unlost, shall all again be read at last

;

Once more to duty's call my ear I lend,

.\nd onward where she leads, my steps I bend.

Year newly born ! I hail thee at the goal

Whence thou doest count thy swiftly numbered days
Whence tell thy months and seasons as they roll.

And d.ite the summer solstice's scorching blaze
;

Which left behind, thou too by slow decline

Shall waste and die—the fate of others, thine I

But ah ! Thou h.ast tliy secrets—unrevealed !

Thou bear'st a scroll wherein the pen of heaven
Hath written mysteries to be unsealed

;

Unroll and read, young Year ! To thee 'tis given !

What fates or fortunes—say—shall each befall

In thy swift course ?—that record hides them all

!

No ! Heaven permits thee not, before their hour.

Of hidden things to speak in mortal ear !

Eternal love hath kept in its own power
The things that kindle hope or waken fear;

'Tis life's great lesson, that man live to-d.iy.

And learn to watch and wait—to trust and pray

!

Yet this I know that, in thy measured round.
Whatever hath been yet shall be to men

;

The changeful earth shall oft with songs resound.

And oft with groans shall echoes wake again
;

All lights and shades on mortal faces rest,

And pangs and pleasures mingle in each breast.

Sweet as the first notes of the early bird,

That tremble on the tranquil morning air,

Childhood's soft merry voices shall be heard
In many a happy home—safe sheltered there;

While many a mother bows her throbbing head
And weeps heart-broken o'er her loved one dead.

Thy course full many a noble deed shall show,
Wrought by heroic love that self forgot

;

And hidden streams of mercy through thee flow,

That reach and cheer the lowliest in his lot;

Yet many a shameful crime shall stain thy page,
And murder grim with brutal passions rage !

Peace, here, shall fling her welcome banner wide,
And wealth and taste and art shall life adorn

;

War, there, shall count his thousands that have died
On bloody fields, or maimed, shall live forlorn !

And rich abundance shall her garners fill,

The while devouring famine wastes at will.

To-day shall sails of prosperous commerce swee

O'er friendly waves, where distant marts invi

The next, wrecked argosies enrich the deep.

Engulfed by billows tossing in their might.

Success, that yesterday his treasures kept,

To-nsorrow finds a waste by ruin swept

!

ich good and ill, such fortunes all untold.

Such ecstasies ofjoy or dark despair,

youthful Year ! thy bosom doth enfold
;

Unsealed as yet, they sleep unheeded there
;

But, day by day, the tale by thee begun,

'Tis time to tell till thy last sands are run.

1 greet thee not with clouded anxious brow,

Nor pass thy portals with a bodeful dread

;

But calm in hope—since hope thou dost allow-

That thou shalt pour rich blessings on my head
Or, e'en should ills o'ertake, and shadows fall,

That love divine shall send me good in all

!

O kindly Heaven ! that from our mortal sight

Veils in thick clouds what future days shall bri

Nor robs the present of its golden light.

Nor checks the music when the heart would sini

Courage, O mortal ! Bid thy soul be strong

;

|

Nor deem eternal Wisdom chooseth wrong

!

What saith to thee the brightly dawning year?
"Live wisely, man ! thou livest not to dream

;

Life's toils await thee—its rewards are near

;

Think not the seeming ills the ills they seem !

For God and dutj', make each moment tell.

Till thou this year—or earth—shalt bid farewell?'

S. S. Tim

For " The Friel

Brief Spiritual Oliserrations.

Extractedfrom the Writings of Isaac Peninc

No. 4.

" True Spiritual Worship. * * *

worshipper in the times of the gospel, ui

the New Testament, is ' he that is bor
God:' he that is drawn out of the dark s]

of this world, and formed anew in the 1:

of God's spirit. He that is a Jew inward
that bath the uncircumcision of his heart
off by thepower of God ; this is the worship
whom ' the Father seeks to worship H
This is the sort of worshippers God ch

when he cast off the Jews. God did not ch(

any one nation, or many nations insteac

that one which He cast ott'; but He (

his apostles and ministers among all natii

to gather a spiritual seed instead of a natui

"The only place of worship in the ^

Testament, is where the spiritual worship]

meet together. The place is spiritual.

the worship is spiritual, so is the place wl
it is to be offered. It hath a spiritual <

sideration ; not outward as under the law.

is to be oftered in the sjiirit; that is the pi

Where doth my soul offer its private wors

to God? Hath it relation to any outw
place? or is it in the building which (

hath reared up in mj' heart by his Spi

And I can ofler his public worship in no ot

place, but in a building of the same nati

in a house built of more of the same sto
* * * In the holy city, in the living t

pie, which is built by God, of the stone wl
all other builders refuse, is the place of

worship of the living God, where the t

Jews meet to ofter up their spirits, souls,

bodies, a living sacrifice to the Father of 1

and where thej^ meet with such a glori

presence and power of the Father, as n

but the true Jews were ever acquainted wit

" Concerning Prayer. Prayer is the bre

of the living child to the Father of life

that Spirit which quickened it, which giv

it the right sense of its wants, and suitj

cries proportionable to its state, in the pro

season thereof. So that mark : prayei
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lly out of the will of the creature, wholly
of the time of the creature, wholly out of

power of the creature ; in the Spirit of

Father, who is the fountain of life, and
th forth breathings of life to his child at

pleasure.

"

The gospel church is the spiritual house of

lb, who walk in the light of the Lord,
[ih ii. 5, who go up to the mountain of the

3, (to that which is revealed to be the

ntain of God in the last days, even spiritual

nt Zion, Hcb. xii. 22,) to the house of the

of Jacob, where he teacheth his spiritual

)le, the inward Jews, of his ways, and
'learn to walk in his paths: for out of

Zion shall go forth the law of the spirit

fe in Christ Jesus, (in the days of the

lel) and the word of the Lord from this

salem. For Jerusalem which is above is

which is the mother of all the children

are born of God's S])irit, Gal. iv. 26, John
:. And she being the mother of them all,

•isheth them all with the word of life,

3h goeth forth from her."

The true gospel ministers are those whom
ist sends forth, in the spirit and power of

Father, to gather and build up his church.

St had all power in heaven and earth

n Him, even to this very end, to gather,

nd, and build up his church: and He bid

apostles wait for the same power; and
s forth his ministers in tlie same power,
they maj' be able ministers of the gospel,

3h is not in words but power, even the

er of God unto salvation. The new cove-

) stands not in the letter, but in the spirit

power; and they that are ministers of

lUst receive life, spirit, and power from
1st, (the Head) and minister in that Spirit,

ind power to the members, or they can-

nourish and build them up; yea, they

t preach and minister to the world in it,

ley are not able to gather out of the world
5j,_ * * * rpjjg gospel state, the gos-

ihurch, the gospel building, begins in the

er, and is curried on in the power, and
hed or perfected in the power; and the

le ministry of the gospel is to partake of

power, and minister in it, or they can do
ling in this work."
mctification and Justification. "That which
)Iy is righteous; there is nothing righte-

in the eyes of the pure God but that which
>ly. The Head was really holy and righte-

and they that are in Him partake of his

ness and righteousness, and are reallj' holy
righteous in Him ;

and faith, which puri-

the heart, and through which sanctifica-

is, must needs be in order of nature before

justification which is by it ; for God justi-

\ no unbelievers, but believers only. Yea,

iwicked must forsake his way, and the un
iteous man his thoughts, and turn unto the

d; which cannot possibly be without some
lee of sanctification, before the Lord will

e mercy, and pardon the soul its sins. For
i justifieth no man as ungodly ; but calleth

1 men to repent, and turn from their un-

liness, and He will have mercy upon them,
fy and save them. Now men are not

Ddly in turning from their ungodlin
changed; and so their state is in sc

sure changed before justifiod. * * There
man justified by the Lord till he be

iged, translated unto Him [Christ] ii

im God justifieth, out of the place of con

nation into the place of justification. For
men arc changed by the Spirit an'd power

of the Lord, they are but darkness, and in

the darkness, where no justification is. It is

the believing, the obedient, the children of

ght, that are justified by the Lord. * * *

God sent Christ to renew, to redeem, to change,

to make holy and righteous, to make people

such as the Father might be pleased with, ac-

cept and justify; and as Christ maketh them
so, the Father receiveth and accepteth them
as such. But God doth distinguish and call

things as they are. He doth not call an un-

godly man a holy man, a justified man ; but
when He hath changed him, new created him
n Christ Jesus, taken him out of his old stock

and planted him into the new, then He ac-

counteth and calleth him so, and not before.

* * Holiness, though it may be distin-

guished, yet it cannot be divided from righteous-

ness ; nor can a man possibly be righteous in

God's sight, unless he be also holy in some
measure."

Now the things of the kingdom are all

at the disposal of the King thereof. To Him
all power is given, in Him are hid all the

treasures of wisdom and knowledge; He hath

life in himself, and He hath life to dispose of,

d dispense to his people. He gives the

true knowledge, which is life eternal; He
gives repentance, and remission of sins. He
teacheth to believe in the Father, and He
giveth faith also. He is the Shepherd of th

sheep, who by his voice quickeneth, and
maketh alive, and leadeth, and preservetb

and nourisheth up to life eternal. Therefore,

whoever will understand aright, must receive

understanding from Him ; whoever will re

pent aright, must receive repentance from
Him ;

whoever will believe aright, must re

eive faith from Him ;
whoever will hear and

see aright, must receive an ear and eye from
Him ; and whoever will come unto Him, and
receive Him, must witness the new heart

forming or formed in him, wherewith and
whereby He is received. Men greatly mis-

take and err about the gospel knowledge and
religion, by beginning therein without the

gospel spirit and power."
"Oh! away with empty notions, and come

to the ministration of the Spirit, where the

knowledge is living, the faith is victorious

the love is pure and undefiled, the worship

truly spiritual, even flowing from, and com
prehended in, the life and virtue of the Spirit.

Oh ! that all that truly breathe after the Lord,

might be gathered here, be found here, and

dwell here. Amen."

The Independent Catholic Church.

This remarkable movement, initiated by
Bishop MacNamara over two years since in

our city, is growing in interest daily, and as-

suming proportions which its most sanguine

supporters did not anticipate in so short a

time^ Large crowds of Irish Eoman Catho
lies are drawn to the services held in the Uni-

versity and Clarendon halls, at which many
of the hearers are first taught to think intelli-

gently over the errors of their church. The
plan adopted by the bishop and his co-laborers

in the cause is "first to break the faith of their

hearers in the dogmas and traditions of Rome,
showing that the church is simply an Italian

organization which has for its work the en-

slaving, body and soul, of the Irish, as well as

of others, under its baleful sway. Those peo-

ple grasp the fact for the first time that the

system, under the false guise of religion,

crushes and swallows up tho energies of the

people. In proportion as this is realized by
the attentive and willing hearers, they begin
to grasp at the truths laid before them, and
lose all faith in infallibility, Mariolatry, the
mraaculate conception, and everything else

which is essentially Romish and i'apal. Then
selections from the Old and New Testaments
are read, and the divine truths therein con-
tained explained in a simple manner, fitted to

the understanding of those who hear them
for the first time. Nothing is put before tho
people which is not plainly evident in the
Holy Scriptures.

It must not be forgotten that tho great
majority of those who attend these meetings
have had no chance given them to learn the
great truths of the redemption offered up on
Calvary. Their system of religion holds its

great power, not by instructing the masses,
but by holding them in a state of ignorance.
They are taught that faith in the dogmas of
the church, and that alone, is essential to sal-

vation. An atonement was made, but tho
atonement is invalid and of no avail, should
the simplest ordinances of the church bo
broken, or should the sinner attempt to pray
to his God in any other form than that pre-

scribed by Rome. It has been a difficult task,

and one which has so far failed in its object,

to attract the impulsive Irish Catholics to any
place or to any speaker, when the Romish
Church was the subject of discussion. This
was owing to the fact that the church saw its

great strength lay in the complete isolation

of its people, in a religious waj', from the

Protestant portion of the community. It was
not only allowable, but most desirable, that

money should be made off the latter, but
otherwise no communication should be al-

lowed; and particularly was it ordained that
all Catholics entering a Protestant place of

worship committed a deadly sin. Thus no
wholesale good has been possible, until Bishop
MacNaraara, one of themselves, a man against

whose moral character nothing could bo said,

realizing the errors and wickedness of tho

false religion which he had preached for so

long a time, determined to retrace his steps

and do what he could to bring his people out

of the house of bondage.
The crucified Saviour is held up before the

people as the only means of salvation, and
gladly accepted. It may be said that tho

common people hear him gladly, and, as ia

old, the fruits of his preaching are more evi-

dent daily and weekly. Hundreds of Irish

Roman Catholics have renounced Rome and
her doctrines. In response to a demand
whether it was not their will to abandon their

old belief, seven hundred on one Sunday held

up their hands and responded aye, and during
the last four weeks upward of two thousand
have done the same. During the past week
a priest called on tho bishop, and after a de-

tailed and critical examination into the work,

its history and its aims, renounced on his

knees tho errors of Rome, and has entered

into the new work, and gives evidence that

he is a changed man. Another priest, a doe-

tor of divinilj', and much respected in Boston,

has given himself to the work there. Letters

are received not only from all parts of the

United States, but also from foreign countries,

from priest and laymen, who have heard of

the work, and seek fuller information as to

its progress.

A great movement has been inaugui-ated

successfully in Boston, to which city Bishop
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MaeNamara paid a visit on tho occasion of

the attacks made by Archbishop Williams

and Father Scully on the common schools of

Massachusetts. It was feared that great op-

position would be met with, but such was not

the case, for the Irish filled the churches and

endorsed what thebishop said. They declared,

openly, that they were American Irish, and

that their children must be educated in Ameri-

can and not Eoman schools, and that in the

future they would ncver.again be ridden over

by bishops or priests. The facts laid before

these people opened their eyes, and the errors

of Rome were for the first time shown up in a

way that they could appreciate. The People's

Church (Methodist), Grace Church (Metho-

dist) and the Chambers Street Church (Pres-

byterian), were filled with crowds who wer«

addressed by Bishop MacNamara and Father

O'Connor, and many publicly came forward

and renounced their church. Some of the

most intelligent of the Roman Catholics in

Boston attended the meetings and endorsed

the movement, and preparations are complete

to have a mass-meeting in the Music Hall of

that city ;
as also a series of lectures on the

errors of the Romish Church.

The outward opposition is dying away here,

and bullies are no longer sent to the meetings

to annoy the preachers and disturb the con-

gregations, but the Church of Rome still con-

tinues to work against the movement, quietly,

and in an underhand way. Her vigilance

never sleeps, and she is constantly devising

plots against the Protestant liberties of our

country and carrying them on to a successful

issue. The voice of the people has, however
been heard more than once lately, when the

church, forgetting her prudence, threw off her

cloak and fulminated her anathemas against

the public schools and those who frequented

them ; and consequently the raid is discon-

tinued for a time. So with the MacNamara
movement, the public opposition has dwindled

away, the converts being attacked secretly

and in their homes, as this alone is con-

sidered safe, a public demonstration being

feared as inevitable were the preachers to

meet with any harm.
The name of this religious movement was

originally the Irish Catholic Church, but this

was found to interfere in a manner with many
Eoman Catholics other than Irish, and the

name was changed to the Independent Catho-

lic Church. The services are essentially and

strictly Protestant, of the simplest type and
devoid of all the glitter and gold which are

all that the Romish Church can show, if

we except a few dry bones, the remains of

reputed, but very doubtful, saints. Certain

names, beloved by those who have been Roman
Catholics, are retained, such as father, priest

and bishop, to show that although these

priests have left Rome, they have not deserted

their flocks, but are bringing them also. These
ministers of the pure gospel object to being

styled ex priests, saying as they do, that they

have only left behind what was base, and re-

tained all worlh retaining in the priesthood.

The movement is now no longer an experi-

ment, but a fixed certainty; it is the Lord's

work and pleasing in his eyes. Only those

who have watched closely the heavy struggle

through which Father MacNamara has passed,

can appreciate the vast amount of work he

has accomplished in little more than a year.

But he had a backer more powerful even than

the powerful Church of Rome, and when all

other friends failed him, the Lord God of his

people stood by him, a very present help in time

of need. No appeal has ever been made to

the American people ; the poor Irish, out of

the little left them by their church, have sup-

ported this movement unassisted. It is now
the intention of the bishop and his brothers

n the Lord to secure a piece of ground and

erect thereon a temporary building as the first

church of the Independent Catholics.

This movement, especially among tho Irish,

is the natural uprising of a people who have

for centuries desired a closer communion with

their Lord and Saviour, but who, to suit the

grasping policy of the Romish Church, have

been obliged to accept a stone when they de-

manded bread. The Irish are essentially a

religious people, and have impoverished them
selves to build up the church which kept them
in ignorance. But the hour and the man
have come, and the enslaved people are fn

ing themselves at last from the arms of the

octopus which has drained their life's blood

and that of their nation. One most favora

ble symptom of the great change is tho com-

ing out of the women, who have been the

victims of the confessional and the right hand

of the r-'nu-ch.— TAe Methodist, N. Y.

For "The Friend."

Southern Rffngecs.

A letter from a Friend at Baxter Springs,

Kansas, dated 1st mo. 10th, says :

" Information reached here last First-day,

that there were a number of the 'Exodus'

people from Texas at Chelopa, in a suffering

condition. I hitched up my team next morn-

ing and took them yOO lbs. of corn meal—it

was a hard trip—the mud many places nearly

hub deep and very sticky. We got there just

at night, inquired for tho Methodist minister,

who 1 had learned was doing all he could to

relieve them ; he was glad to learn that I had

something for them, as it was the first to

come in from the countrj'. He went with me
to see some of them nest day, we spent until

noon visiting and did not get to see all either.

They are crowded into buildings that are not

fit in most instances for stock; in one building

we found seven families, they had to pay

SI. 50 per month for each room ; in one room
there were three families, they had tho last of

their provision on cooking
;
yet it was con-

soling to see their faith that their Heavenly
Father would provide; also some that had

nothing to oat. In another room wo found a

woman that had just been confined, and hor

husband had died a short time before
;
an old

woman who was with her, said she had not

enough clothing for a change, but little else

than corn bread to oat, and was thankful to

get that. In another house we found five

persons down sick—one with the hiccoughs

and lung fever—it looked like it was almost

impossible for them to get well. But I have

not time to enumerate all of the sad situa-

tions I found them in. They say that there

are many on the way; some have lost their

teams and are waiting for those who have got

through to send them help, but it is impossi-

ble for them to do so ;
also there are hundreds

who will come as soon as they get money
enough. It seems to me it would cause the

heart to be sad of any one to hear them re-

cite the wrongs they have received, and those

who are loft behind are receiving, at the hands

of the Southern people.

The subject will be laid before our next

Monthly Meeting, and I think a comm i

will be appointed to look after the may
We learn there are a great manj- at Os\\^

and Parsons, who are in a worse cond «

than those at Chetopa. We have brougli .i

here eighteen, and there are three more > I

same family left at Chetopa, one of the i:

taken sick, and the other two staid ti

care of him, who will come soon. We ^

it best to get them out in the country, as a

can become self-sustaining much sooner tj

in town."

For "The Frie

The Colored Refugees.

Since the first of the Eleventh moni
have sent to our friend Eliz. L. Comst
forthe relief of the colored refugees in Kat
44 barrels, 10 boxes, and 32 bales of clott

two tierces of queensware, four boxes o;

and iron ware, one box bibles, three b'

soap— ill all 96 packages. A great mar
these articles have been sent to me in s

parcels, from individuals or from sewinj

cieties in this city and vicinity, and have I

made up into boxes and bales. About tw(

barrels have been received from diffe

parts of New England, (North Ferrisb

Salem, Lynn, New Bedford, Falmouth, \

ren, &c.,) and tho remainder from town
New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey

Delaware. Wherever the packages contaj

marks or names by which the donors c

be known, written acknowledgments l!

been sent; but a verj' large proportion ot

articles received, have not been som".rke

that it has been impossible to know from v

sources they came. This will explain to s

who have advised me of shipments, but

have had no acknowledgment of their re

tion here.

I would suggest to any who may i

articles in tho future, that to secure ackn
edgment the name of the shipper shoul

distinctly marked on each package.

The Pennsylvania Railroad and the Chii

and Alton Railroad Co., have very ge

ously carried the goods over their respec

roads, free of charge. In addition to

above there have been contributions in mc
to the amount of S493. All of which has 1

forwarded to E. L. C. The freights pai

goods received here, cost of re-packing, d

age, &c., having been paid without using

of the funds intended for the relief of

refugees.

From letters received from diff'erent

sons, it is learned that the emigrants are

pouring into Kansas in a very destitute

dition, and that the necessity for relief is

diminished. E. L. Comstock writes, u
date of 1st mo. 18th :

" We are in distros

want of money to buy food, fnel and n

cine and to provide shelter. Help us spec

or great suffering, starvation, freezing

death will prevail to a terrible extent. J

gees continue to come in crowds. We
ticks to fill with straw. More than 1001

without a bed of any kind."

This last call has been answered in pat

shipment today of material for about
beds. To the very urgent demand for m(

to buy food and fuel, there should be a pre

and generous response. Money (whic
best in bank drafts) may be sent direc

E. L. Comstock, Topeka, Kansas, or t(

undersigned,
Joshua L. Baily, 210 Chestnut

Phiiads., 1st mo. 27tu, ISSO.
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For " The Friond."

cts from llic Diary and Lclters of Ebcuczcr Worth.

CContianed from page 1S6.)

th mo. 27th, 1866. Crossed the river and
d to see James Watt, talked with him in

ion to the Indians and gave advice in re-

to their business—pressing upon him the
Bsity of their being more industrious in

ing up and farming their land, putting
ood buildings, and that which is of much
) importance, to love and endeavor to live

B of obedience to their Divine Master,
r speaking freely to him I encouraged
to speak so to rao, which he did, giving
lews in regard to religion, objecting to

I, of the practices of some of the white
ie, which no doubt has been a cause of
bling to some of the Indians. Called to

OS. Snow—had a pleasant visit with him.
Eay coming to see me, had a satisfactory

view with him.

th.— First-day. Sat meeting with the

y and Benj. Pierce, an Indian,—a com-
ble meeting. In the afternoon had the
lanyof a number of Indians (10). Pa. ted

them with friendly feelings, I trust in a
36 thankful. As the timeof partingdravvs
the friendly feelings grow stronger, and
good degree peaceful and quiet in mind
)kiug towards leaving for homo,
th. Got up early to go to Randolph, to

the train on the railroad for home. I

lesirous not to leave anything undone
;

)reakf;ist about 3 a. m., and went down
e river, the rains had raised it so much
lought it dangerous to drive our horses
igh and returned to Tunessassa ; al-

jh something of a disappointment, I

: I felt a desire the Groat Head of the
ch might control ray movements. I did
mow but that there might be something
ne to do for the Indians up the river,

e waiting for the boat to be put in order
OSS, I had conversation with one of the

y, encouraging the individual tofaithful-

in little things. Two of the women wish-
go to Randolph to buy some things for

iimily, I thought I felt (at) liberty to go
them and Abner, to take the cars, and I

feel in a degree thankful for liberty and
j

3 of miud to return home. I esteem it a
; favor to feel so, and was favored to get
) safely. May I remember these bless-

with gratitude to the Great Head of the
'ch, and be more humble and faithful."

ter his return home, he appears to have
engaged in visiting, with M. C, the meet-
composing his own Quarterly Meeting,
th mo. 26th. " I have been much favored
Betings to have my mind composed, and
st at seasons experienced some qualifica-

,to worship; less troubled with drowsi-

37. 1st mo. 3d. I have of late at seasons
id through some close trials ; was favored
joy our week-day meeting today—may
) be an improvement in best things.

th. Was much favored j^esterday in

]ing to have my mind drawn inward, and
St was favored with some ability to serve
Divine Master, who is forever worthy

;

lall serve Him from the least to the great-

1 Attended the funeral of Nathan Kite
;

patisfied that I was there; another warn-
if the uncertainty of time.

th. Attended a meeting of the sub-com-
j3e on Indian affairs on account of an offer

[man and his wife to go to Tunessassa;

i

returned comforted with a hope I had been
in my proper place, although 1 felt at times

much weakness.
28th. L. E. and I visited two members

—

they reported clear of using spirituous liquors

as a drink ; spoke to them of the danger of

neglecting our religious meetings. May our
humble labors be blessed to the careless and
indifferent, that they may be favored to feel

more the importance of attending to their re-

ligious duties.

2d mo. 5th. Attended the Monthly Meet-
ing, and I think was in unmerited mercy
favored to have my mind gathered to Him
who can strengthen and stay us. There were
three passings, and a number who were not
members came to be present. I suffered much
with fear lest allowing such liberty might be

opening a door that might be hard to close,

and a departure from the discipline and the

practices of Society. I thought we were
favored and the meeting closed comfortably,
the praise is all due to the Great Head.

6th. Was favored as I laj' awake this morn-
ing, to feel very comfortable, and I trust, my
weakness and shortcomings, and a degree of

faith. Oh I that I was entirely given up to

serve my Creator.

In company with E. S. and T. S., attended
Uwchlan Monthly Meeting; felt satisfied in

having been there, after which we went on
towards Robeson ; the roads not being good,

staid all night at Springfield, went to Robeson
Monthly Meeting in the morning; it was
small and in a weak condition. Oh that the

members wore enough concerned for their

spiritual welfare as individuals and for their

little meeting. After meeting left for home;
the afternoon was wet and fogg}' ; night came
on us and it seemed difficult to reach the place

where we had intended going, and put up at

the Eagle tavern, where we were quietly and
kindly entertained

;
got home next day; per-

haps all were satisfied that we had been at

the two Monthly Meetings.

2l3t. Attended our week-day meeting at

Marshalton, to me a precious and memorable
meeting; my mind, I trust, being gathered to

Him who can minister true comfort and
qualify for worship, and who is worthy to be

praised.

3d mo. 2d. I think I have not for years
enjoyed meeting more than for the last few
weeks, which I esteem an unmerited favor.

Oh ! may these opportunities be improved,
and may there be fruits to the Great Head of

the Church.
28th. Oh ! the necessity of keeping on the

watch, trying to keep near to the Great Head
of the Church, and as humble as a little child.

4th mo. 2Ith. T. S. and I went to see a

member, was kindly treated by him and his

wife, spoke to them on the subject of attend-

ing our religious meetings ; met with another
member who neglected our meetings, to whom
I also spoke of the importance of attending
our religious meetings.

4th mo. 1867. Attended the Meeting for

Sufferings and the Yearly Meeting for Min-
isters and Elders, both of which I think were
favored meetings, particularly so the latter.

15th. The general Yearly Meeting com-
menced ; it was thought, through unmerited
mercy (to bo) wonderfully favored through
its different sittings, and ought to be remem-
bered with feelings of gratitude by all the

rightly concerned members of our religious

Society.

5th mo. 4th. Although I have of latter
time felt great weakness, at seasons almost
amounting to discouragement, at other times
have been much favored and helped to my
encouragement; may there be an increase of
dedication to the Master's service.

19th.—First-day. Was much ftivored in

meeting to feel for myself and others who
meet with us,—in the evening was truly com-
forted and encouraged.

CTo be continued.)

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 31, 1880.

The words of encouragement which occa-
sionally reach the conductors of" The Friend"
are felt to be strengthening and cheering

—

and so are those contributions to its columns
which evidently flow from a fresh feeling of
religious concern in the minds of the writers.

These are valued, not merely for the assist-

ance they render in filling its columns, but
much more for the evidence they furnish that
Friends who are widely scattered as to their

outward habitations, are dwelling under the
government of the same Spirit, are walking
in the same pathway, and are brought under
exercise for the promotion of the same glorious
cause of truth and righteousness in the earth.

A valued Friend in Indiana writes to us: "I
often feel a regret that I am not more capable
of contributing to the interest of [The Friend],

as I highly value it, and think it is filling an
important and useful place in our tribulated
Societjr. I do believe it has been a great stay
to many of our tried members. I wish it could
have a far greater circulation in Indiana. * *

I hope the cause of Primitive Quakerism (as

we may call it) will still survive all : though
the struggle in places seems hard and the pros-

pect gloomy."
Another correspondent speaks of the grave

apprehensions caused by " the signs of the
times, with the actions of some meetings," and
expresses the sincere hope that "modified
Quakerism will never find a nestling place in

our borders." He thinks " the danger lies in

being tempted to believe that the religion of

the cross is too hard and exacting; and thence,

tired of stemming a continual current—tired

of the battle that is with burning and fuel of

fire, such are in danger of taking up with a
false rest—a rest short of that prepared for

the people of God. The novel doctrines of
the day are just calculated to catch such. How
appropriate now-a-days is the ancient lan-

guage ' VYatch yo, stand fast in the faith, &c.'
"

And he adds the. desire, "May our petitions

be fervent to the God of all power, grace and
comfort, that He will cause the setting-in

wave of degeneracy to be turned back
; cause

his banner to be displayed, his outstretched
arm to be magnified, and the might of his

spirit so manifested, that the people (innova-

tors) shall hear and be afraid," &c.

Another valued Friend after stating that
he had been reading the "editorial relating

to the Home and Foreign Mission project,

with great satisfaction," and referring to that
scheme as an evidence that "the Society has
drifted from her ancient anchorage," closes

with some comforting expressions, which we
hope may prove comforting to others than
ourselves :

" It feels to me as I write, as if

there were words of encouragement still to
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be proclaimed for the help of all those who
are concerned to etand upon the one founda-

tion and to build thereon. The Lord will yet

give strength unto his people—He will bless

his people with peace."

In a recent visit to a section of country which
one hundred years ago was settled by Friends

;

but where now few or no members of our

branch of the Christian Church reside ; some
serious thoughts were awakened as the mind
mused on the changes which the lapse of

tirae brings to pass.

Doubtless in former times there were many
valuable Friends residing among its hills and
cultivating the soil, which,- though not very

fertile, yielded them the necessaries of life,

while it did not expose them to the tempta-

tions incident to a rapid increase of worldly

riches. They had their trials both outward
and inward. They encountered losses, priva-

tions, sickness and death ; even as their suc-

cessors in the present generation. Like these,

they were Divinely visited by the Day-spring

from on high, endured the refining operations

of the Grace of God which bringeth salvation,

and were often filled with earnest concern for

the spiritual welfare of their brethren, and

with desires to promote the spread of the

Redeemer's kingdom among men. Those of

them who patiently endured the Saviour's

baptism with the Holy Ghost and with tire,

and continued to trust in Him and to be in

subjection to his government, received the

end of their faith, even the salvation of their

souls, having finished their allotted portion

of service for their Master. The sentiment

so beautifally expressed by Samuel Fother-

gill was brought to remembrance :
" Upon all

the glory of the earth, and all its enjoy-

ments, upon every visible thing, one inscrip-

tion is written, as the immutable law and
determination of Him whose name is the Most
High; 'Thej' shall perish.' Equally fixed is

the subsequent truth, the joy and the song of

many generations, 'But thou romainest.'"

On those now living who obey the heavenly
call, rest the burthens which our forefathers

bore. We must experience the same extend-

ing of Heavenly help, must in like manner
bow in submission to its leadings, must pass

through those refining dispensations which
the Lord sees meet to cleanse us from the

pollutions of flesh and spirit, and must tra

vail in exercise not onl}- for ourselves, but for

the help of others and of the church at large.

The Church on earth is necessarily in a mili-

tant state, fighting against self and sin and
error. Yet how consoling it is to remem-
ber that the Lord sitteth'King in Zion, his

dominion is an everlasting dominion, and of

the increase of his government and peace

there shall be no end. May all our readers

have their faith in his goodness and power
renewcdiy strengthened, be animated with a

quickened desire to do bis will in all things,

and be confirmed in the feeling that He will

carry on his own work in the earth accord-

ding to his own glorious plans—plans which
are for beyond our comprehension.

We have received from Porter & Coates a

copy of the "Reminiscences of Levi Co9[in,"

who was born in North Carolina, but resided

for many years in Indiana and Ohio. He
early imbibed a strong feeling of the wrong
fulness ofslavery, and of syrapath}' with those

n bondage. Many of those, who had escaped

from their masters, he was instrumental in

concealing and in assisting to find a safe place

of refuge. The pages of the book are mainly

filled with incidents connected with these

events; and will furnish valuable materials

to the student who endeavors to form a just

conception of the system of slavery as it ex-

isted in this country.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Tliere was a decided increase in

the business of the Philadelphia Post-office last year

over the transactions of 1878. The receipts from the

sale of stamps, stamped envelopes, and postal cards,

reached SI, 102,879.67. The matter delivered by the

carriers consisted of 38,990,350 letters, 10,826,531 cards,

10,950,060 papers, and 3,191,235 circulars, and their

collections were 33,363,265 letters, 8,107,222 cards, and
6,223,146 papers. The registry department handled

letters .and packages to the numiaer of 452,546. In the

money department the total amount of domestic orders

issued, reached 8801,005.84, while the payment s

med up 82,322,173.61. The international orders aggre-

gated 892,352.02, and the payments §51,145.64. The
remittances from Postmasters reached $1,474,681.71.

The receipts of the Commissioner of City Property

last year amounted to 8208.791.48, of which 851,457.50

was from markets, $44,533 from wharves and landing,

810,172 from city property rentals, and $102,608.98

from sale of city property.

The total exports to foreign ports from Philadelphia,

during 1879, were valued at 850,085,838. One seventh

of these were carried in American vessels, and one half

went to Great Britain. They were chiefly made up of

829,108,097 breadstufl^s, f 6,777,296 provisions, and «7,-

350,000 petroleum. There were 52,635 tons of coal

exported.

During last year 8246 male and 4337 female immi-
grants arrived at this port.

During 1879, the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals received 495 complaints ; G74 warn
ings were given, 280 horses and mules were turned out

of harness, and 88 animals were killed.

A report being circulated in Augusta, Maine, that

the Fusionists were preparing to attack and capture the

State House, the Republican authorities called out tl

troops, and three companies now garrison the State

House.
Governor Blackburn, of Kentucky, has recently

doned eighty-seven convicts in the penitentiary at

Frankfort. The reason given for this clemency, is the

unhealthy condition of the prison and its inmates.

The German citizens of Petersburg, Va., have madi

a liberal contribution for the reliefof the famine stricken

in Upper Silesia, Germany.
Large sums of money are being forwarded for the re

lief of the sufferers in Ireland—where the distress seemi

to be increasing. The famine is the result of wet

weather, which caused the loss of the potato crop, and

prevented the people from drying peat for fuel.

The heaviest snow storm of tbe present season in

Wisconsin prevailed on the 21st and 22d of the month.

In the northern section of the State the snow is from

two to three feet deep. In the vicinity of Phil.adelphi;

the weather continues very mild—in some southern ex
posures, early spring flowers have been found.

The crop report of the Board of Agriculture of 111

inois shows that the wheat acre.ige of that State ii

2,658,826 acres, or 25 per cent, more than la.st year.

It is stated there are about 60,000 Mennonites ir

America. They have 500 meeting-houses, one-eighth

of that number being in Canada. They are nearly all

farmers.

The following nominations of the President were con-

firmed by the Senate on the 26th inst., to be Ministers

Plenipotentiary :—James Russell Lowell, to Great

Britain ;
John W. Foster, to Russia ; Lucius Fairchild,

to Spain, and Phillip H. Morgan to Mexico.

The mortality in Philadelphia for the week ending

on the 24th, was 274, being 11 more than the previous

week, and 50 less than for corresponding week last year.

lUarkets, dr.—U. S. bonds, sixes, 1881. 104J; 5's,

registered, 102J ; coupon, 104; 4J's, 107^; 4's, 1907,

104i.

Trade in most departments h,is been less active dur-

ing the pa.st week, and prices of several of the leading

articles were unsettled and lower.

Cotton continues quiet.—Sales of middlings are re-

ported at 13 a 13i cts. per, lb. for uplands and New
Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7 cts. in barrels, and refine

cts. for export, and 8} a 8^- cts. per gallon for home
Flour is dull and unsettled. Sales of Minnesota t

at $6.50 a S6.75 ; Penna. do. do., $6.50 a 86.75 ; we;

do. do., at $6.75 a $7.25
;
patent and other high gt

at $7.50 a $8.25. Rye flour, $5 a 85.25 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is dull—red, $1.35 a $1.33; an

81.39 a $1.40. Rye, 83 a 90 cts. Corn, mixed
yellow, 57 a 58 cts. ; white, 60 cts. Oats, 47 a 48J

Beef cattle were in fair demand and prices

steady ; 2842 head sold at the difierent yards at 3 J
cts. per lb., as to quality.

Sheep were in demand and a shade higher;

head sold at the different yards at 4J a 6^ cts. pe

and lambs at 5| a 7 cts.

Hogs were dull and a fraction lower ; 6000 so

the different yards at 6 a 7 cts. per lb.

Cows were in fair demand ; 190 head sold at )

$50 per head.
Foreign.—On the morning of the 2l3f, an expb

occurred in the Lycett Colliery, near New Castle.

number of persons at work at the time, is report

be 77, of whom 70 were killed.

In London, the Attorney-General of the Post-c

has applied for an injunction to restrain the Telep
Companies from dischargnig the functions for w
they were called into existence. The argument o

half of the post-office is, that telephones are telegr

within the meaning of the act by which the latte

ventions were committed to the charge of the Post-i

Department, and after spending millions on telegn

they now find their monopoly interfered with by
they claim to be practically the same invention.

The London correspondent of the Manchester G

dian says, the Royal Academy has resolved to a

women to membership, subject to certain disabil

including the deprivation of the right to vote at

tions and attendance at the annual banquet.

In a recent speech at Birmingham, John Bright

gested that Parliament appoint a Commission to
;

Dublin to a.ssist the tenants in purchasing lands w
ever the landlord was willing to sell—that it adv;

three-fourths of the purchase-money, principal an

terest to be repaid in thirty-five years. Such a mes

he believed would meet the wants and satisfy the dt

of the Irish people.

The Standard's Constantinople dispatch asserts

terrible distress prevails in Adrianople. A numh
persons have been found dead from hunger.

The intelligence has been published at Lisbon,

the exploring expedition under Henry M. Stanle;

established the first Belgian trading station in C(

near Yallalla, which place is claimed by both Eng
and Portugal.

A disastrous fire occurred in Tokio, Japan, or

26th of last month, which destroyed 15,000 houses

rendered 50,000 people homeless. The loss of 1

thought to be about 100. The pecuniary loss is n

great as might be supposed, owing to the cheap

struction of most of the houses.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Friends who may feel drawn to apply for the

tions of Superintendent and Matron of this Institi

are requested to communicate with either of the u

signed

—

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., Pi

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelph

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN]
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. Hall,
Applications for the Admission of Patients m;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa

Managers.

Died, at her home in New Sharon, Iowa, on tl

of First month, 1880, aged 30 years, 11 months ai

days, Ellen S., wife of David Vail, and only dau

of Benjamin and Lydia Coulson, a member of

Sharon Monthly Meeting. She was a kind aud

tionate wife and mother, and a short time befor

close she asked her husband so to bring up their

dren as that he and they would meet her in heave

wilXiam^hT'pileTprTnter^'"
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Experience of a Frleud who wa.s Drafted,

s following interesting narrative, as

by tlio sufferer, is taken from tbo

ar, a small paper published in Iowa

—

ig only the name of the friend, who is

ing, and is well known to many of our
..—Ed.]

le year 1864 I was drafted, according
laws of the land, and one day while
itly enjoying the company of some in-

friends at my house, also surrounded
own dear family, a stranger abruptly

1 inquiring if I lived here. I replied.

he, without further ceremony, drew
is pocket an order from the Provost
il of that district, and read nearly as

:
" You are legally drafted into the

of the United States for the term of

'ears, and you are required to present

If at my office at Alliance — day of

1 order to be mustered into service.

; to comply with this, you will be

, as a deserter, and subject to be pun-
the utmost extent of the law

;
given

nder my hand. J. P. Oliver, Provost
il."

jaired at an early date, or previous to

le specified, and had an opportunity to

'ore the officers assembled there, the

( why I could not comply with the

that I was conscientious against taking
1 of my fellow men, or in any way tak-

rt in the war spirit, believing it to be

ct opposition to the command of our
"Thou shalt not kill," and therefore 1

; expect to report myself at the time
ed. I returned to my home ; but in a

ys, an officer or deputy called at my
nd commanded me to get ready in a

nates, as he desired to return by train

) Columbiana station, in order to go
mce immediately.
i in a few minutes I had to part with
lily, not knowing how long I should be

id fiom home, or whether I should ever

nitted to see them again. On nearing
ition he asked me what he should do

le while he drove out nearly a mile to

n Wm. Nicholas. I told him I should

t him to any trouble ; that wherever he
I, there he would find me. He soon re-

, and in a short time wo were pushing
dliance. After arriving and being con-

to the marshal's oflSce, they took our

height, complexion, etc , fo that we could be
easily identified, or picked up if we ran away.
They then wanted us to dress in soldiers

clothes; this wo could not do, therefore they
took ray friend into anotlier room.
Notwithstanding mj-^ dismal forebodings of

the future, I could not avoid smiling when
my friend came out and told me that when
he was being dressed he said to the officer,

"This is the first time I have been dressed
since my mother dressed me, having had un-

interrupted good health." Then came my
turn, and I discovered the officer found it a
heavy job, for he often sighed deeply, and I

was handled as carefully as if I had just re-

covered from a spell of sickness. He was
about adding haversack, canteen, &c. 1 told

him I did not expect to use them, so he let

me go without. Through their persuasion I

so far consented as to take pen in hand, and
was just in the act of signing my name to

what proved to bo the muster roll, thinking
that notwithstanding these clothes were forced

on us against our will, it would thus do to

sign my name to certify I had received them.
While reflecting William came, (he having
been in another part of town and felt an im-
pression to come immediately to the office,)

and accosted mo thus, " What is thee doing?"
I replied, " I have just been considering

whether I should sign my name to this."

He answered^"! would do no such thing."

I requested an hour to consider it. Having
privilege to walk about town, we retired to a

wood near by; endeavoring in silent retire-

ment to draw near unto the Lord, that we
might be kept from doing wrong by attend-

ing to that which Ho might instruct us to do,

or leave undone.
We soon returned, and as I entered the

office strength seemed given me to stand firm.

The language ran through my mind: let them
do their worst. I told them I could not
sign it. They still urged, by persuasion and
threats, but without avail. Some of the offi-

cers spoke in an undertone to each other, in

an adjoining room, saying, "We will send
them to the rendezvous at Columbus, then
they will make them squirm. "

We were consigned to the care of a young
man to guard us over night, who took us to a
large warehouse where manj' of his comrades
with himself, were making merry over what
seemed to them our calamity. When they
ceased their loud talking I fell asleep and slept

sweetlj, but aroused up in the night, at first

somewhat tried with my situation. I was
nevertheless favored with a precious covering
of Divine regard, and refreshed in having
brought to ray remembrance, as though spoken
to me, " Be ofgood cheer, Paul, thou hast tes-

tified of me at .Terusalem, thou shalt also bear

witness of me at Eome." (The names of Alli-

ance and Columbus standing for Jerusalem
and Rome.) I soon fell asleep, and when I

awoke the sun was breaking forth in the east,

and in a few minutes we were hurried out to

take the earliest train to Columbus; the young
man taking the precaution to buckle on a bolt
in which he thrust a horse-pistol. I told him
he need not carrj' this on our account, as wo
would not run away or put him to trouble.

Still he sat close by us in the car, and in

changing cars seemed to urge us to get quickly
on the train leading to Columbus. On near-
ing this place, being seated in the smoking
car—as it would not do for such persons as us
to occupy or sit in a first class car among the
finely dressed and travelling public—I was
favored with such a tide of the water of life

flowing into my soul that there was not room
to receive it; and it flowed back to our over
present and glorious Shepherd in a song of
praise; and as the whistle blew and the cars
came to a stand, words ceased to flow, and I

was ushered into a tranquil, quiet, trusting
adoration of Him to whom alone praise is due.
When nearing the barracks the sight of the

guards with their baj^onets glistening in the
morning sunlight produced no fear, the fear

of man being taken away. Being handed
over to the officer in charge, we were soon in-

side, the massive doors shutting out the world
of beauty, but in fond memory I was back
again mingling with dear friends and loved
ones at home.

After our names were taken we were con-
signed to certain quarters. 1 soon found that
we were in the hands of unprincipled men,
with a board fence 12 feet high encircling

perhaps eight acres, with sentinels but a few
rods apart inside and outside walking their

beats. Inside this fence were many large two-
story buildings, all fronting a tall flag-staff in

the center.

Soon after rising in the morning we were
called into line by the tap of the drum, and
were expected to answer to our names, and
march in with ten or twelve hundred men to

breakfast, this we did not feel free to do, nor
to join in the ranks to drill, so we were re-

ported by the officer of our barracks up to the

Major General. When we came before him
we found a man tremulous with rage. After
he had spent himself in railing out against us,

my friend was about to reply, when he for-

bade hira, saying :
" Not a word out of your

mouth ! Your stubbornness may even be the

means of causing a mutiny among my men,
but you are not to have your way ;" and clos-

ing with " Now go back to your quarters, and
when you are commaud'ed to drill, drill ! You
will have to do it, even if we have to place

two ba3'onets before and two behind you, or

if we have to run them into you." Then we
returned to our quarters, and that afternoon

all were desired to come out and range them-
selves in front of the barracks; this we could
not do, feeling that it was contrary to the
commands and precepts of our Saviour, and
especially we feared to do despite to the spirit

of grace made manifest in the heart.

In the afternoon we were nearly alone,

while almost agonizing I was made willing,
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or drawn to bow in great prostration of soul,

to put up my criesand tears to Israel's unslum-

bering Shepherd, craving with much earnest

entreat}', that He, who preserved Daniel in

the lions' den, and the three Hebrew children

in the midst of the burning fiery furnace,

would arise for our deliverance; for I felt as

tliough I would rather lay down my life than

dishonor his name. I then experienced a

calm in the midst of seeming danger. That
evening we were conducted to the guard-

house as a punishment, and as the officer

handed us over to the corporal of the guard-

house he said, " These are Quakers, whose
principles do not allow them to attend roll

call, or to drill, but not sent on account of any
misdemeanor." This prison was a foul place

near the stabling, a place to be dreaded. Here
we were confined with about fifteen persons

—

some of whom were the most depraved I think

1 ever saw.
Our guard said to us: "Men, I do pity you,

as it is such a filthy place, and such hard cases

to be your company, but I do like to see men
live up to their principles." I said, "Perhaps
thou hast felt condemnation for wrongdoing;
or a glow of satisfaction when thou doest

well." He replied he had. "Well, now,"
said I, "live up to this, and thou mayest be

brought into as tight a place as we arc." He
said, "I want to do so." And giving us a
cordial shake of the hand bid us farewell.

Our new abode consisted of a building some
30 by 60 feet, with an open partition, so that

the guards silting or lying in the other end
of the building, could prevent the escape of

any of its inmates. There was a padlock on
the door wilh iron gratings to the windows,
and lamps were kept burning all night. Not-
withstanding these circumstances, I trust I

ahall remember until my dying day, the happy
night my friend and I passed, with nothing
but a blanket between us and the plank floor.

Soon after being thus incarcerated, a tall man
with sword dangling by his side, and epaulets

on his shoulders, calling us by name, com-
manded us to come out there. The large

door was unlocked and we led out, where were
gathered a few soldiers, and an under officer

who was disposed to terrify us to drill, or-

dered us to stand erect with the heels close

together.

My friend rehearsed the scripture, " Thou
shalt not kill." "Now whether is it right
to obey God rather than man, judge ye." I

also replied to them, that, "If you force us
along we will have to go, but as 1 do not ex-
pect to kill any one, 1 do not wish to learn

the trade." Then wo were conducted back
to prison. We were soon visited by some of
our friends, who took us before an officer to

get us to accept positions as nurses, urging
" That although wo were conscientious against
fighting, it was acting the part of the Sa-
maritan to nurse, or heal."

I believe words wCre given me to reply,

that " This is only a part and parcel of the
dreadful Demon War."
We were repeatedly visited by a cousin of

the Secretary of War, Stanton. Ho being a
wise and humane man, took us before a notary
public, and had me give my views as to my
conscientious scruples against war, signing
his name as a witness, then allowed me to
write, which I did, stating that I would en-

deavor to bear whatever sufferings were per-
mitted to befall me, until Providence made
way for my deliverance. This instrument of

writing was sent to Washington, and probably

occasioned my discharge.

About this time W. N. was taken to camp
Chase, he needing the aid of a physician ; this

deprived mo of his company.
The corporal finding the Quakers were to

be trusted, said to us one day, he would like

us to to help him remove some wood and pile

it up in another place. I had noticed a large

amount of filth and oflfal there. 1 told him I

would help him if he would allow me to clean

up this, so as to make it more healthy in our
prison ; which he did. I was also allowed to

go to the post-office, near by, without being

guarded.
Soon a demand came from the war depart-

ment for more men in Shenandoah Valley, as

it was in a defenceless condition, and I was
told my name was taken to go. One daj' as

I was pacing the room with my mind much
turned to the Lord, all at once I seemed to

to see a helpless infant lying on the floor. My
heart seemed drawn out in sympnthy for the
child lest it should be crushed under the feet

of the guards. Just then some hand seemed
to snatch it up. This assured me bej'ond a
doubt, that I was under the care of Providence,
therefore I need fear no evil. I wrote to my
wife, that " The day of my deliverance draw-
elh nigh." On inquiry the officer said my
name was not taken, and I beheld many hun-
dreds provided with all the implements of

war, drilled and marched out at the large

gates, and sent away to Virginia. Poor fel-

lows, my heart yearned for them ; as it seemed
doubtful whether they would ever see their

families again, and more than all, if they were
launched into a never-ending eternity, could

I hope their end would be peace!

In a few days an order came from the Sec-

retary of War, ordering the officer to release

mo from the prison, and from being confined

at Todd barracks. Thus was I relieved from
the hands of unprincipled men, and restored

to the bosom of my family, with a reward of

peace. All praise to Him that enabled me to

endure the cross and despise the shame, to his

glory.
^^

Selected for "The Friend."

A Christian does not need to be reminded
that He, without whom not a sparrow falleth

to the ground, hath numbered the very hairs

of his head. We have not so learned Christ
from the history of his earthly life—we have
not so seen the Father manifested in his Son,

as to dare to do Him the crowning dishonor
of doubting for a moment his full and tender
sympatbj' for each one of his redeemed peo-

ple, or of refusing to believe that He who
made the worlds, watches over a little child.

If there is no limitation of infinite power,
neither is there any of infinite love. God can,

God will, God does care for us.

Dr. B. W. Eicbardson, in reply to some
strictures, in the London Telegraph, on his

opinion regarding the use of alcohol, says :

" In the dispensary of the apothecary and in

the laboratory of the chemist, alcohol is a
good agent when it is used with scientific dis-

cretion by skilled men ; beyond this I hold it

to be a mischievous chemical, which destroys
its tens of thousands a j'ear, diffuses misery
and vice in all directions, engenders a con-
stitutional condition of body altogether un-
natural, and does no mortal service in return
for all the evils it originates, sustains, and
transmits from one generation to another."

V For " The

naddonfield (iaartcriy Meeting, ^'ew Jer

(Concluded from page 195.)

In 1810, John Huntsays: "AtourQc
Meeting, though there were divers oth

nent ministers there, yet the public ser

to Sarah Cresson, a young woman ; i

peared famously and worthily. It ha
my prospect for years past, that as t

fessors of other societies generally, do
low of women's preaching, so, in best v

it hath been ordered that the testin:

Truth should be raised into dominio
the women in our Society; and even

girls have been, and continue to be, ra

and qualified to pre.ich the gospel in

monstratioQ of the Spirit, and with 1

power. So that I have been ready
what can be more striking and conv
that i t is the work of Divine power am
ness."

Again, in 1814, J. H. writes:

Quarterly Meeting at Haddonfield,

wonderful to see and think of the

crease of population, the meeting bein

large. What great improvement ha

made in the outward conveniences of

ling—the roads seem almost filled wi

riages for miles together—and with

willingness people flock to these me
But the thought occurred to me,

George Fox and many others of our fir

tbies who labored so greatly to pro

this principle of Truth which we f

would now own us if here; whether (

after all the great labor bestowed uf
and the vast outward increase of comfoi

improvements, they could sit down eas

us, and own us; and whether or not

building upon the same foundation a

did, even the Rock of Ages, against

the gates of hell never did and neve

prevail."

In the 6th month, 1815, he says

:

at several meetings with my dear, n

cousin, Nathan Hunt, from Carolina. li

attended our Quarterly Meeting at Evci

and had very extraordinary, close, sear

service, both in the select and general

ings, to his own peace and to tbe groat'

faction of Friends, as appeared by the

dorsement on his certificate. Richard J

and John Shoemaker, from Pennsylvani
also much service. It was a highl}- fa<

open, owning time. Nathan Hunt and Ri

Jordan, were brought up with little i

more school-learning than so as to beoc

of reading the Scriptures, and writing a 1

Yet the tongue of the learned is given

and they are not only great orators,

very sublime language, but are powerfu
isters of the gospel."

Again at the Quarterly Meeting in Ifc

month, 1815 :
" Richard Jordan was rai:

great eminence in his famous gift, and 8(

young ministers appeared lively, hopefii

growing; also in the discipline a liveb

appeared. Oh ! how we are favored at

large meetings with the evident ownir

Truth, although so much weakness ai

many failings abound among us."

1817. "At our Quarterly Meeting ii

9lh month, Richard Jordan, Nathan Yi

and others, had lively service, particulai

elation to the answers to the queries,

a mercy that wo are thus favored with a i

ministry."

J. H. also gave the following brief n(
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h Wilkine, Rebekah Roberts and Ann
all:

mo. 28th, 1812. An invitation was
the funeral afSarah Wilkins, a choice,

:t, sweet-spirited, acceptable minister.
i travelled a good deal, visiting families
eatings, and been a faithful valiant
in the Lord's vincj-ard.

h mo. 15th, 1815. Hoard of the death
ekah Roberts, in the 96th year of her
3hc was an approved and acceptable
r, and has left a good savor. We
her a few weeks ago, when she con-
on religious subjects sensibly. Her
d died about twenty years ago. Oh 1

"ttle time sweeps off one generation
nother."

of 9ih mo. 1824.—First-day. We
the burial of Ann Quicksall, who died

ver with a few day's illness. She was a
opeful young minister, of unblomivshed
ter. Hinchman Haines and myself had
ling to say to the people at the house,
hich we attended meeting, and the day
to my satisfaction."

the last entry in John Hunt's diary.
Darted this life on the 25th of 9th monih,

the 85th year of his age, and was
Friends' grave-yard at Moorestown,

a member of Chester Monthly Meeting,
ersey, and a minister 52 years.
followed the separation in 1827, with

pndant trials and evils, by which Had-
Id Quarterly Meeting was much reduced
abers. One of the evils resulting from

disposition freely to criticise the min-
still existing in some degree among
which has a tendency to prevent the
ora having free course, and is extreme-

udieial to the religious growth of those
idulge it. Such are in danger of becom-
:e the heath in the desert, and not see
good cometh.
notwithstanding the trials and weak-
abounding, we can acknowledge with

[fulness, that evidence is afforded from
to time, that there is vitality among us.

ire still favored with a living ministry,
ir meetings are frequently crowned with
resence of the Head of the Church, who
.ting to be gracious unto us as a people,
'ill confer gifts on sons and daughters
e work of the ministry, and the edifying
e body, if they are willing to receive

; but there must be a willingness in the
f the Lord's power; and if those who
been favored with a birth-right and edu-
I in our Society, are unfaithful to their
I believe it will be the case, as has often
testified, that others will be called in as
the highways and hedges, to uphold our
tian doctrines and testimonies, who from
experience of what the Lord has done

leir souls, can indeed speak well of his
ent name.
smpted as we are, in this part of the
,ge, from the trials to which Friends are
!ted in many places from the introduc-
f principles and practices subversive of
icient doctrines and usages, while thank-
' that exemption, there is danger of re-

g into the other extreme of lukewarm-
iid indifference

; of resting satisfied with
Session without knowing the arising of
e life in the soul. It must be acknowl-
that there is need of a revival of true

an among us. Too many, it is to be
I, are satisfied with a profession with-

out knowing the arising of Divine life in the
soul.

William Evans, writing in 1855, says:

—

" There is no way by which the strength ol

the Church can be restored, but by the mem-
bers coming back to the first principle of in-

dividually waiting upon the Lord, and seek-
ing to receive from Him the spirit of prayer,
that Ho would return to us and show us our
real condition; what He would have us to
come out of, and the high and holy waj' He
would have us to walk in. His mercies are
the same from generation to generation, and
when we are rightly humbled and brought
back, He will condescend again to our low
estate, and lift us up and put songs of praise
into our mouths

; and the children will bo en-
abled to join in thanksgiving and praise to his
great and adorable name.

Cress Cultivation on Gulf of Mexico.—Dur-
ing one of my rambles about Bilosi, I stum-
bled upon a curious little plantation, the lessee
of which was entirely absorbed in the occu-
pation of raising water-cresses. In Schefifer's

garden, which was about half an acre in ox-
tent, I found fifteen little springs flowing out
of a substratum of chalk. The water was
very warm and clear, while the springs varied
in character. There was a chalk-spring, a
sulphur-spring, and an iron-spring, all within
a few feet of each other. The main spring
flowed out of the ground near the head, or
highest part of the garden, while ditches of
about two feet in width, with boarded sides
to prevent their caving in, carried the water
of the various springs to where it was needed.
The depth of water in these ditches was not

over eighteen inches. Their preparation is

very simple, sand to the depth of an inch or
two being placed at the bottom, and the roots,

cuttings, &c., of the cresses dropped into them.
This prolific plant begins at once to multiply,
sending up thousands of hair-like shoots, with
green leaves floating upon the surface of the
running water. Scheffer informed me that
he marketed his stock three times a week,
cutting above water the matured plants, and
putting them into bundles, or bunches, of
about six inches in diameter, and then pack-
ing them with the tops downward in barrels
and baskets. These bunches of cresses sell for

fifteen cents apiece on the ground where they
are grown. JSTew Orleans consumes most of
the stock

; but invalids in various places are
fast becoming customers, as the virtues of this

plant arc better understood. It is of great
benefit in all diseases of the liver, in pulmo-
narj' complaints, and in dyspepsia with its

thousand ills.

The ditches in this little halfacre garden,
if placed in a continuous line, would reach six

hundred feet, and the crop increases so fast

that one hundred bunches a week can be cut
throughout the year. The hot suns of sum-
mer injure the tender cresses ; hence butter-
beans are planted along the ditches to shade
them. The bean soon covers the light trellis

which is built for it to run upon, and forms
an airy screen for the tender plants. During
the autumn and winter months the light

frame-work is removed, and sunlight freely

admitted.—iV. W. Bishop.

Depart from the highways, and transplant
thyself in some enclosed ground ; for it is hard
for a tree that stands by the wayside to keep
her fruit till it is ripe-— Chrysostom.

For '• Tlje Friend."

Exiraets from Ihc Diary and letters of Ebrnczcr Wortb.
(Oontinoed from page 109.)

1867. 5th mo. 24th, E. W. left home to
again visit the Indians on the Allegheny re-

servation. On his way visited the meeting at
Elkland and some friends there, and arrived
at Friends' BoardingSchool at Tunessassa on
the evening of the 2Sth ; spent several daj'S in
visiting the Indians, and on the 2nd of 6th
mo. makes the following memoranda:

" First-day attended meeting at the school,
the children sat in a sober and becoming man-
ner, and their conduct seemed to give encour-
agement to hope that a blessing may attend
the labors of Friends for the Indians. Left
there to return home on the 3d.

7th- mo. 3rd. Attended our Monthly Meet-
ing. Was much favored (in being preserved)
from wandering thoughts or drowsiness in

meeting, which I esteem a favor. That bless-

ing has mercifully been granted me for the
last three weeks—may I im]irove.

26th. Attended our week-day meeting yes-
terday; I have seldom sat one in which I ex-
perienced so much favor to feel inward retire-

ment, and I trust a qualification to worship
in spirit. Meetings have for some time been
comforting and refreshing; I desire they may
in unmerited mercy continue to be so, and I
be a more grateful receiver of the blessing.

8th mo. 4th. Our meeting (First-day) was
held in silence ; to me a memorable one, may
I remember it with a feeling of the sweet
savor; it has been refreshing and encouraging.
Oh for more humility and dedication.

IGth. Much rain has fallen in the night
and a large freshet in the streams so as to

make crossing some of them dangerous, and
in places could not be crossed. Some Friends
were late in getting to the (Quarterly) Meet-
ing (which) was rather unusually small, but
a very comfortable one. I think the presence
of the Great Head was felt to be with us, who
can minister to all our wants. Samuel Copo
laid a concern before the meeting which had
rested on his mind for some time to vist Ohio
Yearly Meeting and most of the meetings
composing it, which was united with."
The following address to the Indians, sup-

posed to have been written about the year
1871, was found among the papers of our
friend, without date or signature. It appears
to be an earnest expression of the concern he
continued to feci for his red brethren after re-

turning to his home in Chester Co., Pa.

"Marshalton.

To Owen Blacksnake, Wm. Redej-e, Peter
Sundown, Isaac Halftowa and the other
councillors on the Allegheny reservation :

Brothers,—While I feel unwilling to meddle
with youi* business, I continue to feel deejily
interested for the welfare of the Indians re-

siding on the Allegheny reservation, with a
desire that you, and your children after you,
maj' be able to hold in peaceable possession
the land that has been left you by your fore-

fathers, which was to them a comfortable
home, and where their bodies are laid in

graves. I have long felt a desire you might
become a good, honest and industrious people,
making a good use of, and enjoying all the
blessings which a kind and merciful God has
given you, and for which you ought to love
and thank Him, and teach your children to
love and servo Him ; not only teach them by
words, but by good example, which they may
remember and be much benefitted by, long
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after your spirits have gone to another world
What a pleasant thing it is to think of the
spirits of good people whom wo have known
and loved, and who are now removed by death
and who, we have a comfortable hope, have
gone to their good home in Heaven, wher
they will be forever happy, and be with the
great and good Spirit, and his Son, our 8a
viour Jesus Christ, to praise and thank Him
through a never-ending eternity.

In regard to a settlement of j'our troubles
with the white people living on j-our reserva
tion and the railroad companies, I think you
had better pay early attention to it. It
altogether likely there will be a bill passed
by Congress at its next session, that will settle
the business between you and them. If there
should be a bill passed and receive the signa-
ture of the President, there is no probability
of your ever getting it altered ; if you do not
get a bill prepared that would settle the busi
DOSS properly and do justice to your people,
you may suffer a great loss. There is no
doubt the railroad companies and the whites
living on your lands will attend to their in-

terests. Now I think it is the interest of
every one to do what is honest and right in
the sight of our Creator. You have certainly
made a great mistake in leasing so much of
your land. Our Society have always advised
against it, and we have in no way helped to
bring this great trouble upon you.

I have been acquainted with your people for
thelastthirtyyears, and acquainted with their
business, and have never known a time when
you so much needed the advice and help of
those who are truly your Iriends, as at the
present lime.

Brothers: If you continue to pursue the
same course you have been doing, in twenty
years from this time your children will have
to look out for another home. I want you to
think of your children and be honest toward
them, for I think they have a just claim to
that reservation when their parents are taken
away by death, and I think you ought to keep
it for a homo for them and their children after
them. You now see the effect of leasing your
land, it is almost as bad as selling it, because
you cannot get the white people to whom you
have given leases, removed."

(To be contiuaed.)

ONE LITTLE ACT.

I saw a man, with tottering steps,
Come down a gravelled walk one day;

The honored frost of many years
Upon his scattered thin locks lay.

With trembling hand he strove to raise
The latch that held the little gate,

When rosy lips looked up and smiled,

—

A silvery child-voice said, " Please wait."

A little girl ope'd wide the gate,
Ana held it till he passed quite through,

Then closed it, raising to his face
Her modest eyes of winsome blue.

" May Heaven bless you, little one,'">
The old man said with tear- wet eyes

;
" Such deeds of kindness to the old

Will be regarded in the skies."

'Twas such a little thing to do—
A moment's time it took^no more

;

And then the dancing, graceful feet
Had vanished through the school-room door.

And yet I'm sure the angels smiled,
And penned it down in words of gold •

'Tis such a blessed thing to see
'

The young so thoughtful for the old.

IMMANUEL'S LAND.
This hymn was suggested by the last words

of Samuel Eutherford, which were, "Glory,
glory dwelleth in Immanuel's land." Euther-
(ord was a Scotch divine, who was silenced
for his nonconformity, and thrown into the
dungeons of St. Andrew's, Edinburgh, for
preaching the Gospel. Here he died, a. d.,

1661. Though the author of the hymn is un-
known, it is very old.

The sands of time are .sinking.

The dawn of heaven breaks.
The summer morn I've sighed for,

The fair, sweet morn awakes!
Dark, dark hath been the midnight,
But dayspring is at hand,

And glory, glory dwelleth
In Immanuel's Land !

Oh, well it is forever!
Oh, well for evermore !

My rest hung in no forest

Of all this death-doomed shore.
Yea, let the vain world vanish.
As from the ship the strand.

While glory, glory dwelleth
In Immanuel's Land

!

There the red rose of Sharon,
Unfolds its heartsorae bloom.

And fills the air of heaven
With ravishing perfume.

Oh, to behold it blossom,
While by its fragrance fanned,

Where glory, glory dwelleth
In Immanuel's Land !

The King there in his beauty,
Without a veil is seen

;

" It were a well-spent journey.
Though .seven deaths lay between !"

The Lamb, with his fair army,
Doth on Mount Zion stand

;

And glory, glory dwelleth
In Immanuel's Land I

O Christ ! he is the fountain.
The deep, sweet well of love.

The streams on earth I've tasted.

More deep I'll drink above.
There to an ocean's fulness.

His mercy doth expand
;

And glory, glory dwelleth
In Immanuel's Land

!

Deep waters crossed life's pathway.
The hedge of thorns was sharp :

Now, these lie all behind me

—

Oh, for a well-tuned harp !

Oh, to join Hallelujah
With yon triumphant band.

Who sing, where glory dwelleth,
In Immanuel's Land !

I've wrestled on toward heaven,
'Gainst storm, and wind, and tide

;

Now, like a weary traveller
That leaneth on his guide.

Amid the shades of evening.
While sinks life's lingering sand,

I hail the glory dawning
From Immanuel's Land

!

With mercy and with judgment,
My web of time he wove;

And aye the dews of sorrow
Were lustred with his love.

I'll bless the hand that guided,
I'll bless the heart that planned.

When throned where glory dwelleth
In Immanuel's Land.

The bride eyes not her g.arments.
But her dear bridegroom's face

;

I will not gaze at glory.

But at my King of grace

!

Not at the crown he giveth.
But on his piercM hand

;

The Lamb is all the glory
Of Immanuel's Land

!

TRUST.
Even as Thou wilt, my Father,
Wisdom and Love art Thou,

And though the cloud and darkness
Are round about me now,

I know that in Thy mercy
Light yet is sown for me

—

It will break on me, my Father,
When it seemeth good to Thee.

Lifers pathway oft is weary.
With the burthen of its'care,

And the sorrow and the suffering.
Which all in turn must share.

But give to me Thy patience,
Thy strength to do or he,

And resl, sweet rest, my Father,
When it seemeth good to Thee. '

And though Thou takest from me
Tlie friends 1 hold most dear,

And for the smile of gladness
Leavest the sigh and tear

;

I know Thou hast my treasures
Garnered in heaven for me :

I shall meet them there, my Father,
When it seemeth good to Thee.

The secrets of Thy wisdom
Which Thou hidest from my sight,

I am content to leave them
Until Thou sendest light.

I can trust for that I see not
By that which now I see

:

Thou wilt show me more, my Father,
When it seemeth good to Thee.

But for a faith more steadfast,

For a purer love, I pray.
For a joyful hope to cheer me,
As I tread my pilgrim way.

Of the peace Thou only givest

—

Give even now to me.
And perfect peace, my Father,
When it seemeth good to Thee.

,.

—
" Leavesfrom the Banks of Sei

The riiip that Could Talk.

John Williams, a missionary to the
Sea Islands, was engaged one day hi

ber for a chapel, surrounded by
wondering natives. It was when thu
ployed that the incident occurred of wh
thus tells in his "Missionary Enterprist

" As I had come to work one morning
out my square, I took up a chip and v

piece of charcoal wrote upon it a reques
Mrs. Williams would send me that artic
called a chief and said to him :

" ' Friend, take this; go to our hous
give it to Mrs. Williams.'

" He was a singular looking man, ror

ably quick in his movements, and had b
great warrior ; but in one of his battles h
lost an eye. Giving me an inexpressibk
with the other, he said :

'"Take that! she will call me a foo
scold me, if I carry a chip to her.'

" ' No,' I replied, ' she will not ; take ii

go immediately; I am in haste.'

'He tookiti'rom me and asked, ' What
I say?' I replied, 'You have nothing to
the chip will say all I wish.' With a \o<

astonishment and contempt he held uf
piece of wood and said:

How can this speak? Has it a mot
I desired him to take it immediately anc
spend so much time talking about it.

On arriving at the house he gave the
to Mrs. Williams, who read it, threw it a
and went to the tool-chest whither the c

resolving to see the end of this mystei
business, followed her closelj\ On recei
the square from her he said, 'Stay, daugl
Ihow do you know that this is what Mr.
Iliams wants?'
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"
' VVhy,' sho replied, ' did you not bring me

i chip just now?'
'" Yes,' said the astonished warrior; 'but

[ did not hear it say anything.'

"'If you did not, I did,' was the reply;
for it told mo what he wanted. And all you
have to do is to return with it as quickly as

possible.'

" With this the chief leaped out of the house,

and catching up the mysterious piece of wood,
be ran through the settlement with the chip

in one hand and the square in the other, hold-

ing them up as high as his arras would reach,

land shouting as he went, 'See the wisdom of

jtheso English people! They can make chips

jtalk! they can make chips talk!'

"On giving me the square he wished to

linow how it was possible thus to converso

With people at a distance. I gave him all the
jjxplanation I could

; but it was to him such a
pystory that he actually tied a string to the

chip, hung it round his neck and wore it for

some time. For several days after we fre-

juently saw him surrounded bj' a crowd, who
were listening with intense interest while bo

iold them of the wonders which this chip had
performed."

:
Earatonga is now a Christian land. It has

ts churches and Christian schools, and is

Tovorned wisely and well, by "Isaia," a na-

tive chief. He never forgets, in his laws and
plans for the good of the people, that " right-

sousness exalteth a nation."

—

Observer.

For "Tho Friend."

The Outward and the Inward.

! Tho outward law was given by Moses, but
^race and truth camo by Jesus Christ: of

whom Moses said, "Him shall ye hear in all

ihings." The old law was outwardly written,

3n tables of stone, to be read by the outward
lew ; but the law of the spirit of life in Christ
lesus, is inwardly revealed, and spiritually

written on the tables of the heart; to bo seen

ind read of all men who walk not after the

iesh but after tho Spirit; and as many as are

ed by the Spirit of God they are the sons of
Sod. These worship God in the temples of

Iheir own hearts; for they "are the temple
Df tho living God; as God hath said, I will

iwell in them, and walk in them ; and I will

oe their God and they shall bo my people."

A.nd again, " Behold the tabernacle of God is

with men." Tho outward tabernacle was for

the outward Jew ; but he is now no longer a

Tew which is one outwardly; but he is a Jew
which is one inwardly; and circumcision is

that of the heart, in the Spirit, and not in the
etter; whose praise is not of men, but of

jod."

Tho outward law made nothing perfect, but
the bringing in of a better hope did; by tho
which better hope, we draw nigh unto God

;

18 seeing Him who is invisible. And now as

we follow the law of the spirit of life in Christ
lesus, and are thus set free from tho law of
sin and death, we are no longer under the old

jutward law, but under grace; and are come
into the new covenant, wherein the law is

written on the heart; and as we are obedient
to the teachings of it, we no longer have need
For every man to teach his neighbor, and every
naan his brother, saying know tho Lord, for all

?hall know him from the least to the greatest.

A.nd it is then, and only then that we shall

5nd him to be merciful to our unrighteous-
ness, and to remember our sins and iniquities

ao more. And it is then, as we follow the

light of his gospel teachings in the Spirit, and
in the newness of life, that we have fellow-

ship one with another, and it is then, and
only then, that wo shall witness the blood of

Jesus Christ to cleanse us from all sin. And
being thus cleansed, wo have tho unction from
the Holy One—the heavenly anointing abiding

in us, which teaches us all things needful

pertaining to salvation, and " is truth and no
lie," because it comes from tho infallible foun-

tain of light, life and purity ; and free from all

the mixed and uncertain teachings of fallible

men. " But we have this treasure in earthen
vessels, that the excellency of the power may
beof God and not of us." And when it (in tho

way of the gospel ministry) comes to us in

the excellency of the power, oven though
through an earthen vessel, those amongst us

who are inwardly gifted with tho spirit of

holiness and discernment, have a right to re-

ceive it as infallible, because it bears witness

with their spirits that it is from the Lord,
And, on the other hand, if it has not the savor
of life unto life, they have a right to reject it

;

seeing and feeling that it springs from no
higher a fountain than fallible man.
May it not be said of some among us, that

we deplore ritualism in tho churches, and yet
blindly cling to figurative and ceremonial
rites. We lament our lack of spiritual life and
power, and yet seem content to seek the living

among the sepulchres of the dead. Our glori-

fied Lord is not there, but is risen, and we

spiritual dispensation, privilege to enter in to

the holiest, by the blood of Jesus, by the new
and living wa}' which Christ has consecrated
for us? And have wo not an High Priest ia

our religious assemblies that should be head
over all things to his church ? And is he not
able and willmg, as we look in faith and wait
upon Him, to minister to our several needs,

the food that is most suitable for us; either

immediately or instrumentally, as Ho, in his

wisdom may appoint ? And do we not have to

do our part in gathering the heavenly manna
day by day, as wo journey on through the
wilderness of this world? Can we not now,
under this gospel dispensation, offer up spirit-

ual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus
Christ our Lord, without the intervention of
an outward priesthood, or an appointed maa-
made ministry? If so, let us say inwardly,
as David did, " My soul, wait thou only upon
God ; for my expectation is from him."

D. H.
Dublin, Ind., 1st mo. 13th, 1880.

For "The Friend."

Praying with the Sick.

[A letter received from a valued Friend,
whose residence is far removed from our city,

refers to some discussion on this subject which
appeared in our columns a few months ago.
The writer is one who has for many years
been in tho station of a minister, and has
travelled through several States in tho service

must rise with him in newness of life. Wo of the Gospel. In illustration of his views,
denounce separations, but are unconsciously ho gives some details of his own experience
pursuing tho paths that lead to them. We
deprecate the outward idolatry of the heathen,
and yet worship self, a more fatal idol within.

We find the light of our lamps growing dim,
and vainly call on our fellow-mortals for help

;

saying, "give us of your oil ;" but fail to go
to Him who has to sell, and buy for ourselves.

We would fain have the heavenly oil to light

us into the kingdom, without the sacrifice of

self, and all our beloved idols. "Set your
affections on things above, not on things on
tho earth;" thus "all idols yo shall utterly

abolish." I fear we are far too much like the

Athenians that Paul found, who were wholly
given to idolatry; though their worship was,
perhaps, more on visible and tangible things.

Their altar was ascribed " to tho unknown
God." Are we not, too many of us, worship-
ping wo know not what? Do we, individu-

ally and experimentally know and worship
for ourselves, in spirit and in truth. Him whom
to know is life eternal ? Are wo not, too much
like the men of Athens, seeking to hear or to

tell some now thing ? instead of asking for the
old paths, that good way of self-denial that
leads to Zion, the city of the saints' solemni-
ties ? Paul saw that the men of Athens were
in all things too superstitious. If we are un-
willing to admit this, for ourselves, can we
not see that many of us are too superficial in

our worship? too outvvard—too formal—too
ceremonial—too much for gratifying the car-

nal ear with outward intellectual eloquence,

or musical sounds? without much reverential

and deep indwelling in tho silence of all flesh,

with an ear to hear what the Spirit saith unto
the churches. While we have an ear open to

the world, we cannot hear tho voice of God.
Is there not too much of a tendency to tho
weak and beggarly elements of the shadowy
dispensation ? Worshiping in the outer court
which was to bo trodden down of the Gentiles.

Have wo not now, under this inward and

and observation, which are interesting and
may bo useful to those whose minds have
boon unsettled as to the limitations to be ob-
served in such services.

—

Ed.]
Some thirtj'-five years since I went to see a

young woman (a member of Friends' Society)
who was far gone with pulmonary consump-
tion. On entering the house I found her in

great agony of mind under a sense of Divine
displeasure with her. In her extremitj^ she
got the impression that if some one would
pray for her vocally sho would get relief.

Therefore she appealed to those present, to

myself in particular, to engage in that ser-

vice, which I did not feel at liberty to do, but
endeavored to get into tho silence. A quiet
solemnity soon prevailed over tho company
present, including the sufferer herself, which
continued for some time, after which she
looked upon me pleasantly and said, "I will

toll thee something that will bo of use to thee.

It was a delusion," (which I understood to be
tho impression above described.) "I had
prayed that I might die, to get rid of suffer-

ing. I distrusted his (the Lord's) providence,

and it was a great sin. But O ! how lovely

my Saviour appears." She said more: The
whole has been a lesson of usefulness to me.
The Lord had taken tho work into bis own
hands. Ho was refining his own child, and
making her meet for his kingdom, and He
had all the praise.

Some years since while engaged in a re-

ligious visit to some families, I called upon a
sick man, (not a member among us,) and felt

drawn to vocal supplication. While thus on-

gaged, access to the mercy seat was with-
drawn, and I felt distressed on his behalf.

Tho circumstance often recurred to my mind
with something of an enquiry why it was so.

I remembered the Scripture, " There is a sin

unto death ; I do not say that he shall pray for

it."
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A few years since I was again engaged in

the work of visiting families. On one occa-

sion after a comfortable opportunity in a

Friend's family, the mother invited mo to go

into another part of the house to see her mar-

ried daughter, who laid verj' low. On enter-

ing the room I perceived she was too sick to

converse, or to hear much said. I soon felt

constrained to supplicate vocally, and in a

few words was enabled to pi-esent the petition,

for which I felt a peaceful reward. About
six months after I met with the mother again,

who informed me that her daughter lived

about six weeks after the time of my visit.

She also said the offeringof thepetition seemed

to be instrumental in enabling the daughter

to lay hold on the hope set before her. She
received the assurance of peace, which re-

mained with her unto the end.

During a somewhat lengthened period in

the service in the ministry, 1 have been at the

bed side of the sick and those who were near

their end ; have at times been humbled and

instructed in silent waiting before the Lord.

Then again, have been engaged in the ap-

pointed vocal service. On all and every occa-

sion the single eye and faithful obedience to

the will of the Lord is essential to the ser-

vant's own safety and usefulness.

The Honey Bee and the Malliemalicians.

Extractfrom n Paper, On Bees and Beekeeping,

read bij Herbert R. Peel, at a meeting of the

Watford Natural History Society, England.

It will be interesting here, I think, to re-

mind you of the wonderful testimony to the

accuracy of mathematical science which has

been borne by the work of the honey bee. The
base of each cell consists of three lozenge-shap-

ed plates of wax. Many years ago, at the be

ginning of this century, Maraidi, the origina

inventor of a glass hive, being struck with the

fact that their lozenge-shaped plates alwayf

had the same angles, took the trouble to mca
sure them, and found that in each lozenge the

large angles measured 109° 28', and the smalle

70° 32', the two together making 180°, the

equivalent of two right angles. Some tiraeaf

terwards Reaumur, thinking that this uniform

ity of angle must have some connection with

the economy of space which is so striking a

feature in the construction of the honeycomb,
bit upon a very ingenious plan to ascertain

whether his surmises were correct. Without
mentioning his reasons for the question, h

asked Kcenig, the mathematician, to make
the following calculation :

— " Given a hexa
gonal vessel terminated by three lozenge

shaped plates, what are the angles which
would give the greatest amount of space with

the least amount of material ?" Kcenig made
this calculation, and found that the large

angles ought to be 109° 26', and the smaller
70° 34', together 180°, being a difference of

only two minutes loss in the larger angles,

and two minutes more in the smaller, than

Maraidi had found his original measurement
of the plates to be. Reaumur thought that

the bee had come quite near enough in the

solution of the mathematical problem, and
mathematicians generally were delighted with

the result of the investigation.

Maclaurin, however, a well-known Scotch
mathematician, was not easily satisfied. The
two results very nearly tallied with each
other, but not quite, and he felt that in a

mathematical question precision was a neces-

sity. He tried the whole question himself,

and found that Maraldi's measurements of

the lozenge-shaped plates were quite correct,

109° 28' "for large angles, and 70° 32' for

smaller angles. He then set to work upon
the problem which Reaumur had given to

Kcenig, and found to his groat delight that

Kcenig mnst have been wrong, as the true

theoretical angles were 109° 28' and 70° 32',

precisely corresponding with the actual mea-
surements of the bee cell. Another question

now arose—hovv could this good man have
gone wrong ? how could so excellent a mathe-
matician as Kcenig have made so great a mis-

take? Bad workers generally complain of

their tools without reason, but here was a

case in which a good workman had to com-
plain of his tools with reason. On investiga-

tion it was found that no blame attached to

Kcenig himself, but that there was an error

in the book of logarithms which he had used.

So a mistake in a mathematical work was
corrected b}' a little honey bee working out

its cell; and as captains of ships would have
gone on calculating their longitudes by thesf

same faulty tables of logarithms if the mis
take had not been discovered, the bee may bt

said to have saved the life of many a gallant

ship, and perhaps the life of many a gallant

seaman.

For "The Friend

The following article on Zeal, I transcribe

here from the Watchman newspaper, it having

formerly appeared in the British Evangelist.

Desiring that its perusal may be blessed to

the Christian reader. T. D
San Leandro, Cal., Jan. 11th, 1S80.

A Worker's Dream,

I sat down in an armed chair wearied with
my work, ray toil had been severe and pro-

tracted. Many were seeking the salvation of

their souls, and many had found what they
sought. The church wore an aspect of thrift

and prosperity, and joy, and hope, and courage,

were the prevailing sentiments on every hand.

As for myself 1 was joyous in my work ; my
brethren were united ; my sermons and exhor-

tations were evidentlj' telling on my hearers
;

my church was crowded with listeners. The
whole community was more or less moved
with the prevailing excitement, and as the

work went on I had been led into exhausting
labors for its promotion.

Fired with my work, I soon lost myself into

a sort of half forgetful state, though I seemed
fully aware of my place and my surround-
ings. Suddenly a stranger entered the room
without any preliminary " tap" or come in.

1 saw in his face benignity and weight of
character. But though he was passably well

attired, he carried about his person measures,
chemical agents, and implements, which gave
him a very strange appearance. The stranger
came towards me and extending his hand
said. How is your Zeal? I supposed when
he began the question, the query was to bo

for mj' health, but was pleased to hear his

final word ; for I was quite well pleased with
my zeal—and doubted not the stranger would
smile when he should know its proportions.

Instantly I conceived of it as a physical quan-
tity ; and putting my hand into my bosom
brought it forth, and presented it to him for

inspection. Ho took it, and placing it in his

scales, weighed it carefully. I heard him say
"One hundred pounds." I could scarcely

suppress an audible note of satisfaction. But
I caught his earnest look as he noted down

the weight, and I saw at once that he ha-

drawn no final conclusion ; but was intent oi

pushing his investigations.

He broke the mass to atoms—put it in

crucible, and put the crucible in the fire. Who
the mass was thoroughly fused, he took it ou
and set it down to cool. It congealed in co
ing, and when turned out on the hearth ex
hibited a series of layers, or strata, which
at the touch of thehammer fell apart, and w
severally tested and weighed ; the straugei

making minute notes as the process wont on

When he had finished, he presented the note

to me, and gave me a look mingled with sor

row and compassion, as without a word ex

cept " May God save you," he left the room
I opened the note and read as follows

:

Analysis of the Zeal of Junius, a candidate
for a Crown of Glory.

Weight in mass 100 lbs.

Of this on analysis there proves to be
Bigotry . . .10 parts.

Personal ambition . . 23 "

Love of praise . . 19 "

Pride of denomination . 15 "

Pride of talent . . 14 "

Love of authority . . 12 "

Love to God ") . 4 "

Love to man j
P"'"°

. 3 "

100
I had become troubled at the peculiar man-!

ner of the stranger, and especially at his part
ing look and words; but when I looked at

the figures, my heart sank as lead within me
I made a mental effort to dispute the correct

ness of the record, but 1 was suddenly startled

into a more honest mood, by an audible sigb

—almost a groan from the stranger, (who had
paused in the hall), and by a sudden darkness
fulling upon me by which the record became
at once obscured, and nearly illegible. I sud-

denly cried out " Lord save me," and knelt

down at my chair, with the paper in my
hands and my eyes fixed upon it. At once it

became a mirror, and I saw my heart reflected

in it. The record was true: I saw it, I felt

it, I confessed it, I deplored it, and I besought
God to save me from m3'self with many tears

and at length with a loud and irrepressible

cry of anguish, I awoke. I had prayed in

years gone by to be saved from hell, but ray

cry now to bo saved from myself was im-

measurably more fervent and distressful.

Nor did I rest or pause till the refining fire

came down and went through my heart, search-

ing, probing, melting, burning, filling all the

chambers with light, and hallowing up my
whole heart to God. That light and that

love are in my heart to-day; and when the

trials and tears of my pilgrimage shall be at

an end, I expect to kneel in Heaven at the

feet of the divine Alchemist and bless him
for the revelation of that day that showed rae

where I stood, and turned my feet into a bet-

ter path.

That day was the crisis of my history; and
if there shall prove to have been in later years

some depths and earnestness in raj' convic-

tions, andsomesearchingand saving pungency
in my words, I doubt not eternity will show
their connection with the visit of this Searcher
of hearts, at whose coming I was weighed in

the balance and found wanting.

The longer a man continues a mere hearer

of the gospel, the less likelihood there is that

he will be saved by it.

—

D. Thomas.
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, For "The Friend."

M Faithfulness in tiie day of Small Tilings.

Isaac Pcnington, in the subjoined selection

rem one of his letters, showeth how fidelity

n the day of small things prepares the way
if the Lord towards us ; how "light grows
ipon the obedient;" or how he that is faith-

ul in the little is made ruler over more. Simi-
ar remarks to those of I. P.'s on language,
rould no less apply to substituting a con-
istent costume for those foolish fashions and
opperies of dress, which so prevail oven with
nany professors of the religion of a Saviour
,nd Lawgiver who taught non-conformity and
elf-denial respecting the world with its cus-

oms, vanities and follies. It is worthy of
ote and remembrance, that taking up the
ross and bearing a fiiithful testimony in both
espects herein alluded to, cost our worthy
redecessora untold reproach and suffering.

Iball we, for shame, prove derelict, and igno-
liniously forsake them ?

I. Penington writes:—"The Lord so guide
hee, manifest himself to thee, help thee, and
3ad thee by his Holy Spirit and power, as thou
lay come undeniably to experience, and to be
atisfied by him about these things. And
lind not so much to know, as to be obedient
nd subjected to the Lord, both in thj' heart
nd in thy conversation also, in the least thing
hat He makes manifest. If the Lord would
how thee but this one thing, that, to use
thee' and ' thou' to a particular person, is

roper language, and Scripture language; and
bat, to say ' }'ou' is improper, and arose from
ride, and nourisheth jiride, and so is of the
rorld, and not of the Father

; and thou shoald
ow thy spirit to Him in this one thing, thou
ttle thinkest what a work it would make
within thee, and how strongly the spirit of
arkness would fight against thy subjection
bercto. The Lord lead thee as He seeth
ood, and give thee faithfully to follow ; for

ilse, if the Lord should lead in any thing, and
hou not follow in that thing, his Spirit would
|e grieved and vexed thereby, and thy heart
|i danger of being hardened by the deceitful-

lesaof sin."

Religious Items, &c.

Observance of the First-day of the iveek.—An
rticle in one of our exchanges on this subject
lourns over the increasing disregard of the
Irst-day, as a day of religious retirement and
JSt, and its conversion into a time for busi-

ess and pleasure. The writer gives a sad
ieture of the extent to which this has gone
the towns of England, and says, " The

ation is rapidly becoming leavened with the
)irit which would secularize our day of rest,

id render it on a level witii the Sundays of
ranee and Spain." He opposes the opinion
F those who argue "that the unregeuerate
ay just as well be thus employed as in any
.her way, on the ground that whatever they
) is sin. On this pernicious principle, a man
ay give himself up to the vilest crimes that
?er debased humanity."
On our own side of the Atlantic, there are
any sad evidences of the rapid growth of
le same tendency to regard this day as one
i" amusement and pleasure-seeking, rather
lan as one of rest and of public worship.

Apostolical Succession.—The Editor of The
'piscopal Recorder quotes the opmion of the
arned Archbishop V7hately, "that the con-
nuity of the historical succession [of bishops

from the days of the Apostles] was hopelessly

lost dui'ing the dark ages and araid the gross

corruptions and irregularities of the Church."
The Editor states as his own belief that the

office of a Bishop is not ordained by inspiration,

and says, in regard to their own denomina-
tion, " We think a final step is yet to be taken
in order effectually and forever to annihilate

the doctrine of Apostolical Succession, and
that is, to elect bishops only for a term of

years, and then let them return to the posi-

tion from which they were taken."

The Parisian Committee of the French
Mission Interieure recently gave seven con-

ferences at Cherbourg. The population of

the place, it is suggestively stated, "has a

marked taste for controversy, and got its fill

of it." The rooms were crowded, and the

audience frequently expressed their satisfac-

tion by applause. As a result, a considera-

ble number of persons manifested a desire to

attach themselves to Protestantism.

Havre and Elbeuf are added to the towns
in France in which popular evangelistic ser

vices have been opened. At Elbeuf the house
was more than filled, and many persons listen

ed to the services from the streets, in the face

of an intense cold.

The total number of both written and printed

copies of the Bible extant at the beginning of

the present century did not exceed 3,000,0{)0;

but since that time 116,000,000 have been
printed by the British and American societies

alone.

The rabbi of the Jewish Synagogue at Stras-

burg has become a convert to Christianity.

The conductor of a Japanese First-da}'

school paper writes that the Japanese teachers
desire true stories, rather than the fiction

which is usually offered to such schools.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Preserving Fluid.—Wickersheimer, of the

University of Berlin, has invented a fluid for

the preparation ofanimul and vegetable tissues

which surpasses anything before known in its

power of preserving the color, form and elas

ticity of specimens treated with it. The fluid

was either injected into the veins of the body
to be preserved, or the entire object immersed
in it. After having been taken out of the

fluid and dried, the elasticity of the tissue and
flexibility of the joints are secured.

A number of skeletons were shown, in which
all the complicated movements could be exe-

cuted. Some of the skeletons exhibited beau
tifully the combined movements of the chest,

larynx and other parts engaged in the mech-
anism of breathing. Several skeletons of

snakes, which had been treated with the fluid

more than a year previously, permitted of

undulatory and spiral movements. Lun
thus prepared ma}', even after years, be i

flated by means of bellows. Such old lun

were seen to swell to ten times their size in the

collapsed state, the lobes become distinct, the

brown color gradually changed into red, and
the whole organ appeared as if taken from a

fresh body. Sections of delicate tissues, mor-
bid formations which have been removed by

an operation, will appear after months as if

in a fresh state, and may thus be preserved

for future study.

All sorts of vegetable organisms may also

be preserved in this fluid. A colony of ex
quisito fresh-water algaj, which had been it

the fluid for a year, appeared to bo growing
in the water.

The Prussian government had purchased
this valuable discovery, and the Minister of
Instruction had published it in his official

organ for the benefit of the scientific world.

The formula for the preparation of the fluid

is as follows: In 3000 grammes of boiling

water dissolve alum, 100 grammes; common
salt, 25 grammes; saltpetre, 12 grammes;
potash (kail corbonicum), 60 gi-ammes; arse-

nious acid, 10 grammes. After cooling and
filtering, add to every ten litres of the solu-

tion four litres of glycerine and one litre of
raelhylic alcohol.

—

Public Ledger.

At Fernandina, Fla., the experiment of
making paper from palmetto fibers is to be
undertaken with the aid of appropriate ma-
chinery. The fiber is said to be an excellent

material for this purpose.

Among quite a number of valuable ways
in which different portions of the sunflower
are utilized in Lithuania, is the making from
the seed-receptacles a species of blotting paper,
and from the inner part of the stalk a fine

writing paper.

Bees in India.—John Wilson, who long re-

sided as a missionary in India, thus relates

the danger to which to which he was exposed
from an attack of bees. " As Mr. Henderson
and I were engaged with a few friends and some
of the pupils in making researches into the
natural history and antiquities of the island

of Salsetle, we were attacked by an immense
cloud of wild bees. Mr. Henderson who was
the first to be stung, soon sank on one of the
jungle-roads in the hopeless attempt to guard
himself from injury; and ho had lain for

about forty minutes in a state of almost in-

sensibility before he was found by our friends

and any relief could be extended to him. It

was on my joining him from behind, when he
first gave the alarm, that I came in contact
with the thousands of infuriated insects. I

sprang into a bush for shelter, but there I got
no adequate covering from their onset. la
my attempt to free myself from agony and
entanglement I slid over a precipice, tearing
both my clothes and body among the thorns
in the rapid descent ofabout forty feet. From
the number of bees which still encompassed
me and multiplied upon me, and my inability

to move from them, I had a pretty strong im-
pression upon my mind, that unless God him-
self especially interposed in my behalf, all my
wanderings and journeyings must then have
terminated, though by the humblest agency.
That interposition I experienced. I had kept
hold of a pillow with which I had gone to

Mr. Henderson, and tearing it open on the

bushes when I was unable to rise, I found
within it, most unexpectedly, about a couple
of square yards of blanket. In the circum-
stances, it was like a sheet sent down from
heaven to cover my head ; and partially pro-

tected by it, I lay till the bees loft me. When
from the poison of the numerous stings I had
received, violent vomiting and other agitation

came on, and my pulse failed and my heart

fainted, a native, a Hakoor, one of the original

sons of the forest, who had come up, pulled

me into the shade and made a noise, which
was heard by our friends. The illustration

used by the Psalmist, ' They compassed rae

about like bees,' has now an intensity and
appropriateness of meaning which I never be-

fore realized."

—

Life of John Wilson.

Telegraph.—The word telegraph, which is

derived from two Greek words, tele, at a dis-

tance, and grapho, to write, was brought into
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uso about 1793 or 1794, when the Frencb Di-

rectory established machines of this kind for

communicatingintelligence between Paris and
all the principal towns in France.

—

Nature.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH

In the Christian Advocate we find collected

a statement of the opinions of several recent
writers, who unite in fearing the approach of

a season of wide-spread immorality, growing
out of the spread of materialistic ideas, and
the consequent subversion of moral and re-

ligious principle.

Goldwin Smith, in an article on " The
Prospects of a Moral Interregnum," drawing
his conclusions from English Literature and
events, says :

" A collapse of religious belief,

of the most complete and tremendous kind, is

apparently now at hand."

In France, Reveillaud published recently in

Le Signal, a religious weekly which he edits,

the following statement, " We are on the eve
of a moral and spiritual crisis ; the symptoms
are every where. We may call it an irreligious

crisis. Some are affrighted as though enter-

ing on the latter times predicted by the Scrip-

tures, when the Son of Man will find no faith

on the earth." Eeviellaud was formerly the

editor of a political paper, a man of intelli-

gence and intellectual power, who has tra-

versed much of his couniry, preaching to the
people as a minister of the Gospel ; and his

testimony, as to the drift of thought, action
and sentiment among the French people, is

entitled to respect. His impression is founded
on the general decline of religious faith, and
the prevalence of materialistic philosophy.
Le Temoignage, the organ of the French

Lutherans, bears similar testimony: "The
most elementary truths, and the most neces-

sary to human .society are in our day denied
and blasphemed. A world without God rushes
up to the assault of all we love, and all we
worship ; a generation is rising which believes

in naught else but the gross enjoyment of
sensual appetites."

At the recent Basle Confei-ence, the speakers
gave a very gloomy account of the state ot

religion in Germany. The imperial system
with its military success seems, in a moral
point of view, to have opened the flood-gates

of corruption. In four years the consumption
of alcoholic drinks was more than trebled

;

theatres were multiplied till every town had
its stage for immoral plays. Professor Von
Schulte staled, that " there is an entire lack
of religious home culture in Germany."

This exhibit, making due allowance for a
possible overstatement of facts, and for unduly
gloomy forebodings, is one that may well
awaken serious reflection in the minds of all

those who love the Lord, and seek for the
good of their fellow-men. Those who are
parents will feel that the increased dangers
and temptations to evil, which such a condi-
tion of things must cause to operate on their

children and descendants, furnish a strong
reason for earnest pleading with Him who
has all power, that Ho will arrest the progress
of the overflowing scourge. The true patriot
and the lover of mankind,—fully convinced
that it is righteousness alone which exaltelh a
nation, and that sin is not only a reproach,
but a deadly encm}'' to the prosperity of any
people,—will unite in the same petition.

|

The people of the United States have suf-

fered much from the demoralization of large

masses of our citizens by the late civil war;
and our experience of the evil effects of m'"
taiy operations among ourselves, render it

easy to imagine the sad corruption which
must flow to the European populations from
the very large proportion of their men who
are subjected to military service, and thus re

moved from the softening and restraining in

fluences of the domesticcircle. War and its

concomitants, including military preparations,
are among the most effective of agencies, even
in times of peace, in spreading the kingdom
of Satan.

But while we may mourn at the many evi-

dences that we are 3'et far from that state, in

which it can be said, "The kingdoms of this

world have become the kingdom of our Lord
and of his Christ," let us not lose faith in

either the goodness or the power of the Al-

might}'. His plans and purposes are inscru-

table to us, except as He may please to dis-

close to us some glimpses of them
;
yet his

kingdom, the Psalmist assures us, is an ever-

lasting kingdom, and his dominion enduretb
throughout all generations. Let us be willing

to suffer in spirit for our own sins, and for the
sins of others, so that, being actuated by a

measure of that love which led our blessed

Redeemer to lay down his life for those who
were enemies by reason of their wicked
works, we maj- be enabled to perform every
labor that He requires of us and be as instru-

ments in the Lord's hands in accomplishing
those things which He designs to effect

through us.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Tlie average temperature for the

First month, as reported from the U. 3. Signal Service
office in this city, has been 41.7 degrees,—which is i
degrees higher than any corresponding month in the
last si.ic years, and nearly 9 degrees above the average
for the same period. The highest temperature was 63
degrees on the 28th, and the lowest on the 14th, 19 de-
grees. Average barometer 30.19 inches. Total rain-

fall or melted snow, 1.51 inches—about 2 inches of snow
fell during the month. There were 12 days on which
rain or snow fell.

The thermometer at the Signal Office on top of Mount
Washington, registered at noon on the 1st inst. 19 deg.

above zero, and nine liours later h.ad fallen to 27 deg.

below zero. This is stated to be the greatest change
known to have occurred on the mountain in that space

.-i. violent wind storm raged at Albany, N. Y., on the
1st inst. A number of buildings were unroofed.

The Fusion Secretary of State, in Maine, has given
up the State property in his pos.session to the Kepubli-
can Secretary, and most of the Fusion members have
taken their seats in the Republican Legislature, and

nible seems near its end.

Commissioner Hayt, of the Indian Bureau, has been
removed from office. It is said he withheld from the
Interior Department information which it ought to

have had.
In the year 1870, Ohio built 219 miles of new rail-

road, being more than was built during the year in any
other State east of the Mississippi river.

The report of the Commissioner of Patents .shows

that, during 1879, there were presented 20,059 applica-
tions for patents, and 12,725 patents were issued. The
total receipts of the office for the year were $703,931,
and the total expenditures $529,638.

It is stated that the public debts of the world at the
close of the Napoleonic wars amounted to S7,650,000,-
000. In 1875, after the close of the civil war in the
United States, they amounted to $22,889,000,000. The
author adds $1,100,000,000 for the Russo-Turkish war,
making the present debt nearly $24,000,000,000, and
nearly all of this has been disbursed in the destruction
of human life and happiness.
The Philadelphia Bible Society distributed during

the past year 7318 copies of the Scriptures. The col-

porteurs employed by the Society visited 24,351 families

living in the poorer sections of the city, manyofwhot
were found to be without a Bible.

About twenty-five colored families from Texas at

rived in New York on the 2d inst., on their way t

Liberia. They are said to be in a very destitute cor
ditiou.

The mortality in this city during the past week nun
bered 310. Of this number, 62 died of consumptiot
and 21 of inflammation of the lungs.

Markets, &c.—\]. 5. sixes, 1881,105; do. 5's, regif

tered, 103; coupon, 104; iVs, 107f ; 4's, 1907, 104 1.

Cotton was firmly held at full prices.—Sales of mid
dlings are reported at 13 a 13} cts. per. lb. for upland
and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 1^ cts. in barrels, and standar
white 7| cts. for export, and 8} a 8.V cts. per gallon fo

home use.

Flour.—The market is quiet but rather firmer. Salt

of 1500 barrels, including Minnesota extra family s

$6.50 a S7 ; Penna. do. do., §6.62.V a S7 ; Ohio and oiht

western do. do., at $7 a $7.35. Rye flour is steady ,

S4.75 a $5.

Grain—Wheat is less active and 2c. lower. Sales t

9000 bushels, including rejected at SI.37 ; red at $1.43
amber at $1.44 a $1.45. Rye is quiet—Pennsylvani
at 90 cts. Corn is in fair demand and less firm. Sak
of 12,000 bushels, including mixed and yellow, at .57

58 cts. and white at 60J cts. Oats are firm. Sales c

4500 bushels, within the range of 47 a 49 cts. for mixe
and choice white.

Hay and straw market for week ending 1st mo. 31sl

1880.—Loads of hay, 420 ; loads of straw, 4-5. Averag
price during the week : Prime timothy, 95 cts. a $1.1
per 100 pounds ; mixed, 85 a 95 cts. per 100 pounds
straw, $1.05 a $1.20 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were rather dull this week and prices wer
a shade lower. 3241 head arrived and sold at the di

ferent yards at 3} a 6 cts. per lb., as to condition.

Sheep were in demand at former rates : 7000 hea
sold at the different yards at from 4i a 61 cts. per lb

and Iambs at 5 a 7 cts. per lb.

Hogs were dull ; 5000 head sold at 6 a 7 cts. per lb

as to quality.

Cows were dull : 180 head sold at $20 a $50 per heac
Foreign.—The Australian colonies have contribute

£21,000 towards relieving the distress in Ireland.

Reporl-s from Italy continue to represent the distres

in some sections of that country as terrible. In seven
teen commune^, numbering 92,382 persons, 51,340 liav

been att.icked with the fever, of whom 5028 have diec

Heavy rains in Sicily and Calabria have caused th

rivers to overflow, doing great damage to property.

The Paris correspondent of the Time's states that th

exports of Switzerland to the United States in 187t
show an increase in value of 15,000,000 francs ove
those of 1878, the chief items being cotton goods

watches, and embroidery.
A dispatch from Geneva says, " For the fourth tim

during the present century the Lake of Zurich is froze:

over."

In 1879, there were 2,475 Europeans a.nd American
in the Japanese Empire. Of these 1,067 were Englisl

479 Americans, 300 German.s, 105 Hollanders, 95 Poi

tuguese, and the remainder w.as divided among othe

nationalities, principal!}- French and Italians.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Friends who m.ay feel drawn to apply for the pasi

tions of Superintendent and M.atron of this Institutioi

are requested to communicate with either of the undei

signed

—

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.
John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., Pa.
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.
Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St. "

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

Died, on the evening of the 22d of First mo. 188(

at the residence of her husband, Wm. W. Dilk.s, nea
Richmond, Ind., Annie S. Dilks, daughter of Charle
H. Shoemaker, in the 40th year of her age. Early i

the course of her illness, this dear Friend gave evidenc
that her mind had been secretly preparing for the grea

change that awaited her. She was enabled, throug'
the mercy of God in Christ Jesus ber Redeemer, tola.

hold of the hope set before her, and to experience ai|

her transgressions forgiven ; and being f;ivored with ;

" ope that a place of rest was prepared for her, she cor'

templated the solemn close with calmness and resigns

tion, and passed sweetly and quietly aw.ay. Her patieul

endurance of extreme suffering, and her testimony a|

to the faith which clothed her spirit were impressivj

and instructive. <
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English Rule in India,

he material and some of the moral ad-

,age8 accruing to India from the rule of

European masters have been lately set

1 in certain lectures, delivered at Edin-

;h by Dr. W. W. Hunter, Director-General
^atistics to the Government of India. The
68 of his office have required him for the

ten years to visit each winter the twelve
'inces of India, and superintend a survey
leir population and resources,

e pictures the vast difference between the

)ral aspect of the country at the present

!, and iu the last century. Thousands of

,re miles of jungle have been changed
Table and fruitful lands; fever-smitten

mps are now covered with healthy and
•drained cities, mountain walls penetrated
cads and railways, and rivers that deso-

1 the country with floods, confined to pro-

limits, spanned by bridges, and tapped by
lis. The numerous native States, once
arbed by constant jealousy and merciless

3, are seen trading quietly with each other
lugh the use of all these appliances of civi-

tion, and all over the country, hospitals,

)ol8, and courts of justice are founded,

most important point gained is the pro-

Ion of India against invasions. Though
rded along the whole length of its bound-
s by mountains and seas, there were at its

.h-eastern and north-western corners two
of gateways which connected the country
1 the rest of Asia. Through these pas-

ts came successive tides of invasion. At
Tiod in the last century no less than six

1 incursions on a great scale occurred with-

wenty-three years. Hordes of barbarians,

iberingfrom 20,000 to 100,000, swept over
country, slaughtering on the slightest

vocation, and ending with a general massa-
lat the capital. Eight thousand men, wo-
1, and children were hacked to pieces in

; forenoon in the streets of Delhi. The
[Afghan invasions are said to have pre-

led one of the most appalling records of

[dshedand crueltj' in human history. Then
invasions of the mountain tribes occurred
ually. The Himalayas constituted an un-

cen line of fortresses for these predatory
8. The inhabitants of the plains were
less against them. Indeed, for 1,500 miles

g the foot of the mountains, there was a

3 belt of territory which no one dared

to cultivate. This great mountain-wall was
therefore no security to the Indian people.

Neither was the sea, for it was infested with

pirates, who burned the villages and massa-

cred or carried oil into slavery the inhabitants.

But the rule of England has brought security.

The sea is as safe as the waters that border

our own country, and the hill tribes have been

repressed and compelled to work for a liveli-

hood. Among the native States which settled

down to peaceful indui-try, one may be men-
tioned, the Principality of Cooch-Behar, which
has ever faithfully kept its first and only

treaty, dated 1773. The lands at the foot of

the mountains have been largely reclaimed,

the natives cultivating rice and the English

the tea-plant on the slopes.' An annual value

of £16,000,000 in food has thus been added to

the productions of the country', or more than

the whole cost of the Indian army and of the

defence of the Indian empire.

The task of reclaiming lands has, however,

been a serious one, and has demanded sturdy

English perseverance. In the now populous

district of Goalpara more money was spent

for a long series of years by the Government
in rewards for killing wild beasts than the

whole sum realized from the land revenue.

In the matter of the depredations of wild

beasts, a wonderful change has been brought

about. It is estimated that in the last cen-

tury 150,000 persons perished annually from
this cause. There was a manifest decay of

populated districts, and as the people aban-

doned their hamlets to the growing jungle,

and drew closer to certain centres, the wild

beasts followed hungrily in their rear. Tigers,

leopards, and wolves slew thousands of men,

and tens of thousands of cattle, notwithstand-

ing enormous rewards offered for their repres-

sion, and wild elephants committed terrible

depredations, no less than fifty-six villages in

two parishes having been ruined by them
within a short period. But British energj'

has at last mostly overcome these sources of

depopulation, and the modern Englishman
complains that he can hardly get a shot at a

tiger. The snake, however, remains even to-

day a great pest, it having been clearly ascer-

tained that 11,000 in a late year died from
snake-bite.

The ft-arful scourge of famine has also been

brought under control. A famine in 1790 is

said to have entailed the loss of 10,000,000

lives. Even as late as 1837 famine was re-

garded as practically beyond the help of man.

Now a vast organization of preventive and
remedial agencies are used to counteract the

threatened calamity in times of dearth. There

are roads, canals, railways, systems of irriga-

tion, and the organization of State charity in

India, together with greatly advanced liber-

ality of contribution from England itself. In

the summer of 1770 only £9,000 of aid was
distributed, while in the Bengal scarcity of

1874 the Government expended nearly £4,-

000,000, and during the next five years de

voted over £14,000,000 to feeding the people.

Famine as a source of depopulation in India

maj' be said to have been thoroughly con-

quered by the energy and wisdom of British

rule.

As to the economic development of the

country, it is to be noted that British rule

has built up large mercantile towns, which
have greatly changed the character of the in-

dustrial force of the country. Industries were
once narrowly confined to special castes and
to the village loom. Commerce has induced

a great expansion. The opening of coal mines
has employed tens of thousands of miners, and
then caused the erection of steam factories.

Twenty six years ago there was not a single

steam-power loom in India; now a million

and a quarter spindles are employed in cotton

manufacture alone. This expansion of indus-

tries has induced a greater variety of product
from the soil, besides securing to the people

money with which they can purchase from
neighboring districts in lime of dearth.

Altogether the surplus products of the

country have increased from almost nothing
in the last century to an export value of £63,-

000,000 in 1878. The outlet for the fruits of

the soil has given a fixed value to land, which
it did not have before, and has thus established

the possibility of permanent civilization. It

must be remembered that the establishment

of the mercantile cities from which so much
economic prosperity has grown, is the special

mark of British energy. The Portuguese,

Dutch, and French had successively failed in

like enterprises ; but after different attempts

in unfortunate localities, the English have
built up Bombay and Calcutta, each rapidly

approaching a million of inhabitants. The
latter city was only saved from destruction

by a system of river engineering, which is one

of the greatest triumphs of man over nature.

Closely connected with the growth of land

values was the necessity for the general es-

tablishment of courts, and the formulation of

new laws. In the latter there has been marked
and healthy progress. The first great land

law of 1793, defined the rights of proprietors

against the State; the second, of 1859, the

rif,'hts of cultivators as against the proprietors.

With the formulation of rights has grown up
their defence against lawlessness by police

force. This force has now become generally

sufficient to suppi-ess the enormous evil of

bandit raids, which formerly infested the in-

terior. Once there were organized bodies

of 50,000 men, each engaged in plundering.

Later, the bands have been smaller, but law-

lessness was the normal condition of the coun-

try before the advent of the British. Now
we have the authority of Dr. Hunter for as-

serting that there is only about one third the

crime in Bengal that there is in England. While
for one million persons in England and Wales
there are always eight hundred and seventy

criminals in jail, there are for the same num-
ber of the population in Bengal, where the
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police system is specially efiHcient, not three

hundred in jail.

—

Christian Advocate.

For "The Friend."

light of Christ— Coiiscieiiee.

The following extracts from Eobert Bar-

clay's "Apology," are offered more especially

for the perusal of the younger members of

our Society; with a desire that, by an atten-

tive reading thereof, they may be enabled the

bettor to comprehend the difference there is

between "Light" and conscience.

The prominence given to the doctrine of
" Spiritual Light," is a marked feature of the

Society of Friends. This doctrine was one of

those which George Fox believed be was
raised up to proclaim ; and which he, with
others ot the founders of this Society, felt it

incumbent upon them to uphold conspicuously

before the world.

It was this "Light," of which the Prophet
Isaiah spoke where he says :

" I will also give

thee for a light to the Gentiles, that thou

mayest be my salvation unto the end of the

earth." Isaiah xlix. 6. "And the Gentiles

shall come to thy light, and kings to the

brightness of thy rising." Isa. Ix. 3. This

prophecy was fulfilled by thecoming of Christ,

of whom John declared: "In Him was life,

and the life was the light of men." John i. 4
;

and that He "was the true Light, which
lightoth every man that comelh into the

world." John i. 9 ; the Redeemer of the world
himself testifying: "I am the light of the

world ; he that foUoweth me shall not walk
in darkness, but shall have the light of life."

John viii. 12.

" Man, as he is a rational creature, hath
reason as a natural faculty of his sonl, by
which he can discern things that are rational

;

for this is a property natural and essential to

him, by which he can know and learn many
arts and sciences, beyond what any other

animal can do by the mere animal principle.

* * * We look upon reason as fit to order

and rule man in things natural. For as God
gave two great lights to rule the outward
world, the-Bun and moon, the greater light to

rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the

night; so hath He given man the light of his

Son, a spiritual divine light, to rule him in

things spiritual, and the light of reason to rale

him in things natural. And even as the moon
borrows her light from the sun, so ought men,
if they would be rightly and comfortably or-

dered in natural things, to have their reason

enlightened by this divine and pure light. * *

" We do further rightly distinguish this

(light) from man's natural conscience; for

conscience being that in man which ariseth

from the natural faculties of man's sonl, may
be defiled and corrupted. It is said expressly
of the impure, Titus i. 15, 'That even their

mind and conscience is defiled ;' but this light

can never be corrupted nor defiled; neither

did it ever consent to evil or wickedness in

an}'; for it is said expressly, that it maketh
all things manifest that are reprovable, (Ephe-
sians v. 13,) and so is a faithful witness for

God against every unrighteousness in man.
"Conscience is that knowledge which aris-

eth in man's heart from what agreeth, con-
tradicteth, or is contrary to any thing believed

by him, whereby he becomes conscious to

himself that he transgressoth by doing that
-which he is persuaded he ought not to do.

So that the mind being once blinded or defiled

with a wrong belief, there ariseth a conscience

from that belief, which troubles him when he

goes against it. * * * Conscience folioweth

the judgment, doth not inform it; but this

light, as it is received, removes the blindness

of the judgment, opens the understanding,

and rectifies both the judgment and con-

science. We confess that conscience is an

excellent thing, where it is rightly informed

and enlightened; wherefore some of us have

fitly compared it to the lanthorn, and the

light of Christ to a candle; a lanthorn is use-

ful, when a clear candle burns and shines in

it; but otherwise of no use. To the light of

Christ then, in the conscience, and not to

man's natural conscience, it is that we con-

tinually commend men ; this, not that, is it

which we preach up, and direct people to, as

to a most certain guide unto life eternal.

"This light, seed, &c., appears to be no

power or natural faculty of man's mind ; be-

cause a man that is in health can, when ho

pleases, stir up, move, and exercise the facul-

ties of his soul ; he is absolute master of them
;

and except there be some natural cause or

impediment in the way, he can use them at

his pleasure; but this light and seed of God
in man he cannot move and stir up when he

pleaseth ; but it moves, blows, and strives with

man, as the Lord seoth meet. For though
there be a possibility of salvation to every

man during the day of his visitation, yet can-

not any man, at any time when he pleaseth,

or hath some sense of his miserj', stir up that

light and grace, so as to procure to himself

tenderness of heart ; but he must wait for it

;

which comes upon all at certain times and
seasons, wherein it works powerfully upon
the soul, mightily tenders it, and breaks it

;

at which time, if any man resist it not, but

closes with it, he comes to know salvation by
it. Even as the lake of Bethesda did not cure

all those that washed in it, but such only as

washed first after the angels had moved upon
the waters; so God moves in love to mankind,
in this seed in his heart, at some singular

times, setting his sins in order before him,

and seriously inviting him to repentance, offer-

ing to him remission of sins, and salvation,

which if a man accepts of, be may be saved.

"Now there is no man alive, and I am con-

fident there shall be none to whom this paper
shall come, who, if they will deal faithfully

and honestly with their own hearts, vpill not

be forced to acknowledge that they have been

sensible of this in some measure, less or more
;

which is a thing that man cannot bring upon
himself, with all his pains and industry. This,

then, oh man and woman I is the day of God's
gracious visitation to thy soul, which if thou

resist not, thou shalt be happy forever. This
is the day of the Lord, which, as Christ saith,

is like the lightning, which shineth from the

east unto the west; and the wind or spirit,

which blows upon the heart, and no man
knows whither it goes, nor whence it comes."

Wo all want to have beautiful endings to

our life. We want to leave sweet memories
behind, in the hearts of those who know and
love us. We can onl}' make sure of this bj'

living always so that any day would make a

tender and beautiful "last day;" that any
hand-grasp would be a fitting farewell ; that
any hour's intercourse with friend or neighbor
would leave a fragrant memory. For after

any heart-throb God may write " Finis."

1 Newly Discovered Inseription of Cyrns the i;

;

BY GEORGE RAWLINSON, M. A.

The inscription comes either from B;ii

itself, or from a place in its vicinity, a i

80 near that some antiquarians are inclin .

regard it as a suburb, or even as inrli

within the outer walls. i

The inscription is stamped in the usual

upon a clay cylinder,—a cylinder of the b

shape, commonly employed both by Net
adnezzar and Nabonidus, but larger (I th

than any other such cj'linder. It is

inches long, with a diameter of three and
fourth inches at the ends, and four and
eighth inches in the middle. Unfortunc

a large piece is broken out of one side, wl

by several lines at the beginning are ent:

lost, and some towards the close consi;

only half a dozen characters at the exti

right-hand side of the cylinder. There is

a deep crack towards the middle exten;

obliquely across the central part of th(

scription, and enlarging at one place ir^

cavity of some size. The writing is Ion.,

dinal, or from end to end of the cylinder,;

though I did not count, I think there mu:|

from forty to fifty characters in a line. C|

the lines are of very unusual length, est;

ing often to twenty words or more,

number of lines which can be exactly cou

was originally fortj'-five, and thus the d

mont contained, itis probable, originally a

a thousand words. Of these, T think a

two-thirds remain ; and twenty five out oi

original forty-five lines, occupying the cer

part, and containing the main gist of th

scription, are nearly perfect.

I now proceed to give an account of

contents or matter of the inscription,

premising that it may perhaps be questic

whether I have rightly called it, in my no
" a newly discovered inscription of Cyrus
Great."—since it was evidently composed
stamped upon the clay by the priests of M
dach in his reign, rather than by Cyrus 1

self The opening passage is lost; and

some halfdozen lines only scattered w
can be recovered, from which it is diflicul

extract any sense. They are thought, h

ever, to speak of Babylonia being ruled I

king, Nabonidus, as appears afterwards, \

although he took measures for the milil

security of the country and strengthened

and the other fortified cities, neglected

temples and tampered with the cercmo
and worship. The rites of Merodach v

apparently superseded by the cuUus of infe

deities; the king wickedly despoiled

shrines of their treasures (?) and other'

showed a contempt for religion. At tl

proceedings "the Lord of the Gods" (

sumably Merodach) was deeply grieved,

all thegods inhabiting the temples of Bab;

deserted their shrines. In the festival

processions which were held at Kal-ann:

apparently the central part of Babyloi

Merodach and his kindred gods were noloi

seen ; they had removed to other possess

which had retained places for them. T
the people of Sumir and Akkad—the n

designation for the population of Babyh
proper—who had been left by the god:

their evil fate, prayed to Merodach to rel

(to his old haunts) so that all their ci

might enjoy his favor, and he might sele

king who according to his wishes w(

govern the people whom Merodach commit

to his charge. So he (Merodach) proclai
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mme of Cyrus, king of the city of Ansan,

e king over the whole country, and to all

h he declared his title. The country of

i and all its forces, which ho caused to bow
re his feet, as well as the whole nation of

Black-Heads, which he brought into his

is, he made to rest under a covenant and
igement (?). Merodach, the great God,

feeder of his people and the protector of

own work, directed his heart and hand,

caused him to worship jo3-fully. To his

citj- of Babylon he summoned him to

oh, aud he caused him to take the road to

;ir (one of the popular names of Babylon.)

5 a friend and guide he supplied him with

rmation. His (ar-extcnding array was like

waters of the river—its number could

be told—their arms and chariots were be-

1 all knowledge. Without fighting or

)sition ho brought them near Kal anna, so

) surround his city of Babylon, and bring

to straits. Nabonidus the king, who did

worship him, he delivered into the hand
)yrus. Then the people of Dintir, ail of

0, and many of the Surair and Akkad,
es and high-priests, came over and sub-

,ed, and kissed his feet; they rejoiced in

sovereignty and changed their allegiance.

God in whoso service the dead are raised

fe, and who helps all that are ia difHculty

danger, thoroughly befriended him and

oned forth his proclamation (as follows :)

am Cyrus, the supreme king, the great
f, the powerful king, king of Dintir, king

umir and Akkad, king of the four races;

of Cambyses, the great king, king of the

city of Ansan
;
grandson of Cyrus, the

it king, king of the city of Ansan
;
great-

idson of Teispes, the great king, king of

city of Ansan. The ancient royal family,

hich Bel and Nebo had sustained the rule

ho goodness of their hearts, faded away
in I entered victoriously into Dintir. With
and gladness in the royal palace I estab-

ed the seat of sovereignty. Merodach,
great lord, the ancient guardian of the

1 of Dintir and * * My wide-spreading

y was peacefully established throughout

tir and the many districts of Sumir and
cad. Their good order was not disturbed.

high places of Babylon and all its for-

ses I maintained in good preservation.

sons of Dintir had neglected to repair

r dilapidations. Their fissures gaped:

r walls bulged out. To the work of re-

•ing the shrine of Merodach the great lord,

dressed myself. To me—Cyrus the king

id to Cambyses, my son, the offspring of

heart, and to my faithful army (the god)

')iciously granted his favor, so that we sue

led in restoring the shrine to its former
I'ect state * * Many of the kings dwel
' in high places, who belonged to the vari

.races inhabiting the country between the

|)er Sea (or Mediterranean) and the Lower
(or Persian Gulf,) together with the kings

yria and the unknown regions (?) beyond
ght to me their full tribute at Kalanna
kissed mj' feet. They came from * *

ir as the cities of Asshur and Ishtar, from
ithi, Isnunak, the cities of Zamban, Mil
nn, and Durau, as far as the skirts of Guti

the fortresses along the banks of the

pis, where they had been settled from
ent times. The gods who dwelt amon
n to their places I restored, and I assigned

n a perfect habitation. AH their peopl

sembled, and I increased their property
;

d the gods of Rumir and Akkad, which
Nabonidus had introduced at the festival (or

procession ?) of the Lord of the gods at Kal-

anna, by the command of Merodach the great

lord, 1 assigned them an honorable seat in

their sanctuaries, as was enjoyed by air the

other gods in their own cities. And daily I

grayed to Bel and Nebo that they would
engthen my days and would increase my
good fortune, and would roj>eat to Merodach
my lord that ' Thj' worshiper, Cyrus the king,

and his son Cambyses' * * "

There are ten more lines of inscription,

which probably contain prayers ; but the writ-

is too much mutilated to admit of any
connected sense being extracted from it. For
the last six lines, indeed, a few characters at

the end of the lines alone remain.

—

S. S.

Times.

For " Tho Friend "

Preparalioii for Service.

[In the letter which accompanied thevalu
able article that follows, the writer refers to

emark of Jacob Green, from Ireland, that

some of his Methodist Friends had never

learned how to bo still, and adds :
" I am ap

prehensive that many in membership with

Friends have not learned the needful lesson,

and consequently are not able to distinguish

between their own imaginations and Divine
guidance."

—

Ed.]

It is on mj mind to give some account of

a portion of my religious experience. If the

perusal shall afford encouragement to

tried mind it may have its use.

From my earliest recollection I was at

times the subject of Divine visitation. But
in my 21st year the Lord wrought so effeetu

ally in my mind by his Spirit, that 1 was en

abled to turn from the sinful pleasures of the

world, and to live in the obedience of faith

wherein I felt peace to my soul. During this

visitation, I received an intimation that if I

was faithful to manifested duty, I would be

called to the ministry of the word ;
which im

pression did not leave me, although how, or

when such an engagement was to be entered

upon was hidden from me. I was for a time

preserved in the littleness, without desiring

to fathom the mysteries of religion or to med-

dle with things beyond my measure. The
Lord showed me my infant state. He at the

same time assured me, that as I grew in

stature, the needful knowledge would bo af-

forded.

Not being a member of any religious so-

ciety, and subject to temptations and weak-
nesses, I thought that religious fellowship and
discipline would be as a hedge to me.

My parents joined the Society of Friends

after my birth, and although they did not re-

quest for me, they instructed me in the prin-

ciples of Friends. Their care had the effect

to preserve me from grosser evils, even while,

in an unconverted state, I walked in the broad

way.
In the time of my first espousals I read

" Sewell's History," which in connection with

my training decided tho question of choice,

and I joined tho Society of Friends. After

this a time of deep proving came upon me.

I walked "through dry places" not finding

the rest my soul desired. In this condition

a disposition arose in mo to do something.

Not being satisfied with the position of a

watchman, an active zeal increased with mo,

and 1 began to entertain the thought that the

Society of Friends was occupying a position

in tho background, (no doubt ihoro was luke-

warmness with many in membership.) I be-

came interesled in First-day school work, and
had a good measure of comfort in it; was tho

Superintendent of such a sohool for several

years; would open and close it with reading

portion of Scripture, and would often put
some plain questions to the scholars, and give

some instruction in a limited way, for I found

m}' peace was disturbed when I exceeded the

proper limit. On one occasion I was enlarged

more than usual, and felt some exaltation in

it. When tho school was dismissed and I was
left alone, the language to Israel formerly was
addressed with power to my mind: "Who
hath required this at your band to tread my
courts? Bring no more vain oblations." I

was arrested, but felt no liberty to tell the

matter to any one. I continued the care of

the school until my term of appointment was
ended ; when I dissolved my connection with
it in as quiet a way as possible.

The Lord's hand continued upon mo in

purging out the old leaven, and subjecting

every thought to the obedience of Christ. In

order to know this fully, I had to withhold

mj' mouth even from good. As I thus en-

deavored to abide in tho Vino, in a close watch
unto prayer in attending to his shuttings, I

was enabled to lay hold on the hope set be-

fore me, and to witness an increase of faith.

All the doubts that I had ever heard expressed

in reference to the divinity of Christ, were
removed ; and the Scripture testimony respect-

ing his mission, his atonement for our sins;

in a word, all that Ho did for us, without us,

became sealed truths upon ray mind. He also

gave mo to understand, that it was his Spirit

that had been working in my heart, and that

He would be my saving help to overcome all

my soul's enemies. He proved his faithful-

ness to r z, aud withal opened my understand-

ing in the Scriptures from day to day, and
gave me to enjoy his peace, wherein my heart

was enlarged with desire that others might
obtain like precious faith.

It was now that my precious Lord and
Master, who had so signally taken me apart

from my brethren, had brought me to Himself,

tho living Stone, and given mo a place in his

spiritual building, required some active ser-

vice, by putting from time to time short

messages in my mouth for tho people. This

exercise was very unlike anything that I had

known before ;
and being aided by his Spirit,

the services were made easy, and great was
the reward of peace which followed. But
because of the desire to enjoy such peace,

together with the approval of men, I was on

some occasions prompted to a too forward

movement; and condemnation and weakness

was the result. The great and good Husband-
man did not leave the branch which had borne

some fruit to itself, but purged it, from time

to time, that it might bring forth more fruit.

And now, after many years' experience, I

can bear record, that it is only by the Father's

faithful care in tho exorcise of the needed

chastening, that any can know a preservation

in tho trnih.

It is to be feared that many have been in-

duced to enter upon religious service without

the proper qualification, and have become as

vessels marred upon tho wheel.

Bright talents can make no amends for bad

morals.
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Experience and Incident.—Biting at the Bare

Hook.—I was some time since waliiiog upon

the wharf where a fishing-boat lay, writes a

Christian traveller, and as 1 was passing and

re-passing the master was uttering tremendous

oaths. At length I turned to him, and, stand-

ing beside his boat, said,

—

" Sir, I am unacquainted with your business.

What kind offish are these?"
" They are codfish," replied ho.

" How long are you usually out in order to

obtain your load ?"

"Two or three weeks," he answered.
" At what price do you sell thorn ?"

Ho informed me.
" Well, have j'ou had hard work to obtain

a living in this way?"
"Yes, hard work," said he.

" With what do you bait these fish ?"

" With clams."

"Did you ever catch mackerel?"

" Well, now, did you ever catch a fish with-

out bait?"

"Tes," said he, "I was out last year, and

one day when 1 was fixin' my line the bare

hook fell into the water, and the fool took

hold of it, and I drew him in."

"Now, sir," said I, " I have often thought

that Satan was very much like a fisherman.

He always baits his hook with that kind of

bait which different sorts of sinners like best;

but when he would catch a profane swearer

he does not take the trouble to put on bait at

all, for the fool will always bite at the bare

hook."
He was silent. His countenance was solemn

;

and after a pause, as I turned to go awa}', I

heard him say to one standing by him, "I
guess that's a minister."

—

N. Y. Observer.

ness runs out towards you: ye are as bone of

my bone, and flesh of my flesh. Oh I may
the Lord protect and preserve you : may the

blessings of the everlasting hills rest upon

you ; and especially upon such of you as have

been as it were separated from your brethren,

and devoted to the great work of the Lord in

the earth. And be assured, if ye hold fast

the beginning of your confidence and engage-

ment steadfastly to the end, no weapon formed

against you shall ever prosper; the tongue

that riseth in judgment against you shall be

condemned ; and even though Gog and Magog
wage war and oppose you, ' The Lamb and

bis followers shall have the victory.' "

—

Job

Scott.

" LET YOUE LIGHT SO SHINE."

Jesus bids us shine

With a pure, clear light,

Like a little candle

Burning in the night.

In the world is darkness,

So we must shine.

Thou in thy small corner

And I in mine.

Jesus bids us shine,

First of all for Him :

Well He sees and knows it,

If our liglit is dim.

He looks down from heaven
To see us shine,

Thou in thy small corner

And I in mine.

Jesus bids us shine,

Then, for all around
;

For many kinds of darkness

In the world are found ;

There 's sin, there 's want and sorrow,

So we must shine,

Thou in thy small corner
And 1 in mine.

—From a ChUiJs

.

A Loving Salutation and Exhortation.—In

writing a littlo piece on a special occ.ision,

after particularly and affectionatelj' mention-

ing the tender feelings and emotions of my
heart towards several particular friends and
acquaintances, my heart seemed overwhelmed
with love and almost unutterable good-will

to the people of the Lord wherever scattered

the world over ; in the fresh flowings whereof
I enlarged nearly as follows :

" But above all

O Zion, thou city of the living God, what
shall I say to thee! All that is alive within

me is moved at thy being now brought into

my remembrance. How shall I express the

overflowings of that love which I now feel for

thee? or that ardently travailing exercise,

which, in the rolling of tender bowels, engages
ray soul for thy everlasting welfare! May
the Lord of hosts encamp round about thee,

as a wall of fire for thy defence 1 Mayest
thou know an abiding in thy tents, O Israel!

Let not the earth, nor all its enchantments,
entice thee from the cross, O Israel ! The
Lord alone can keep thee, and He only is

worthy of thy closest attention. Keep near,

keep near, O chosen generation, keep near

thy Divine teacher, who is graciously vouch-
safing to teach thee himself. Dwell deep, O
ye travailing souls; give not back; go on
with Him that hath called you, although it

may be through fire and water ; through
frowns and reproaches: the everlasting Arm
will be underneath to support you, as you
make God your refuge, and continue faithful

in the glorious work of reformation which He
is fitting some of you for. My life in tender-

PROGRESS.

LAND AND SEA.

There are springs that rise in the greenwood's hea

Where its leafy glooms are cast,

And the branches droop in the solemn air,

Unstirred by the sweeping blast.

There are hills that lie in the noontide calm,

On the lap of the quiet e.arth
;

And crowned with gold by the ripened grain,

Surround my place of birth.

Dearer are these to my pining heart,

Than the beauty of the deep,

When the moonlight falls in a belt of gold

On the waves that heave in sleep.

The rustling talk of the clustered leaves

That shade a well known door.

Is sweeter far than the booming sound
Of the breaking wave before.

When night on the ocean sinks calmly down,
I climb the vessel's prow,

Where the foam-wreath glows with its phospho
Like a crown on a sea nymph's brow :

Above, through the lattice of rope and spar,

The stars in their beauty burn

;

And the spirit longs to ride their beams,

And back to the loved return.

They say that the sunset is brighter far

When it sinks behind the sea

;

That the stars shine out with a softer fire

—

Not thus they seem to me.
Dearer the flush of the crimson west

Through trees that my childhood knew,
When the star of love, with its silver lamp.

Lights the homes of the tried and true !

—/. Bayard Tayi

Steadily, steadily, step by step,

Up the venturous builders go
;

Carefully placing stone on stone,

Thus the loftiest temples grow.

Patiently, patiently, day by day,

The artist toils at his task alway
;

Touching it here and tinting it there.

Giving it ever with infinite care

A line more soft or a hue more fair

;

Till little by little, the picture grows,

And at last" the cold, dull canvas glows
With life and beauty and forms of grace

That evermore in the world have place.

Thus with the poet, hour after hour
He listens to catch the fairy chimes
That ring in his soul ; then, with magic power.

He weaves their melody into his rhymes.
Slowly, carefully, word by word.

Line by line, and thought by thought.

He fasliions the golden tissue of song

—

And thus are immortal anthems wrought.

Every wise observer knows.
Every watchful gazer sees

Nothing grand or beautiful grows,

Save by gradual, slow degrees.

Ye who toil with a purpose high
And fondly the proud result await,

Murmur not as the hours go by.

That the season is long, the harvest is late.

Remember that brotherhood, strong and true.

Builders and artists, and bards sublime,

Who lived in the past and worked like you,'

Worked and waited a wearisome time.

Dark and cheerless and long their night.

Yet they patiently toiled at the task begun,
Till, lo ! thro' the clouds broke that morning light.

Which gladdens the heart when success is won.

Selected for "The Erie]

At our Yearly Meeting at Philadelphia'

the 25th day of 9th rao. 1764, John Sre

of Marlborough, aged upwards of 80 yi

a faithful minister, though not eloquent, s'

up in our meeting of ministers and ek

and appearing to be under a great exercif

spirit, informed Friends in substance as

lows, to wit: "That he had been a men
of the Society upward of 60 years, and
remembered that in those early times Fri(

were a plain, lowly minded people, and
there was much tenderness and conlritio

their meetings. That at twenty years f

that time, the Society increasing in was

and in some degree conforming to the fash

of the world, true humility was less appai

and their meetings in general not so li

and edifying. That at the end of forty y
many of them were grown very rich

;

the wearing of fine costly garments, and u

of silver (and other) watches became cusi

arj' with them; their sons and their daugh

and many of the Society made a spacious

pearance in the world : which marks of

ward wealth and greatness appeared on s

in our meetings of ministers and elders;

as these things became more prevalent, sc

powerful overshadowings of the Holy G
were less manifest in the Society. That t

had been a continued increase of these v

of life even until now ; and that the weak
which hath now overspread the Society,

the barrenness manifest among us, is ma

of much sorrow." He then mentioned
uncertainty of his attending these meet

in future, expecting his dissolution was
near; and having tenderly expressed his

corn for us, signified he had seen in the

light, that the Lord would bring back

people from these things into which 1

were thus degenerated, but that his fait

servants must first go through great

heavy exercises therein.

—

From John V\

man's Journal.
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The Will of Martin lutlier.

a the archives of the Evangelical Synod
Hungary a document was found some
iths ago containing the will of Martin
her, written by his own hand, and signed
?hilip Melanchthon, Kasper Erneiger, and
annes Bugeuhagen as witnesses. Some
bt was at first entertained about the au-

jticity of the document, but after a min-
examination, a competent committee of

)lars and experts have pronounced it genu-
and it has now been given to the public,

eads thus:

Martin Luthor, Dr., &c., do, by this writ

(vn up by my own hand, declare that I give

ay dear and faithful wife, Catharine, as a

ow's pension, for her to enjoy as long as

lives, and according to her own will and
sure, and bequeath to her all that now
iws:

The small property in Zubstorff which I

3 bought and taken cai-e of and held in

possession up to this day.

Bruno's house, for her to live in, which
ive bought in my Wolff's name.
The cups and jewelry, such as rings,

ns, and medals, which people have given

and chalices of silver and gold, all of

eh may have a value of about 1,000 gulden,

do this

—

Because she has always treated me as a

18 and faithful wife should treat her hus-

d; because she has always loved me, re-

!ted me, and taken care of me ; and be-

ie—Heaven bo thanked for that rich bless-

!—she has given mo five living children,

educated them. (God take care of those

I may still be alive!)

Because she shuU take upon herself and
the debt which I may still have standing

leave unpaid when I die. As far as I can

this debt cannot now be more than CCCLF,
it may possibly be a little more.
Because I will not that she shall be de-

dent of the children, but the children shall

dependent of her, for they shall respect

obey her, such as the commandment of

1 says. I have often seen, and I know
a experience how, in spile of this com-
idment, the devil will allure and incite

dren, even tho most pious, through envious

malicious lips, especially at times when
sons take wives and the daughters marrj',

then even Socrus Nurum Nurus Socrum.

I think that a mother is the best master
er own children, and that a little property,

pidow's pension, liko this, will not be spent

lurt or harm the children, but to their pro-

38 and prosperity, for they were made out

jer own flesh and borne from under her
1 heart,

hould she feel compelled to marry again

—

I neither can nor will set myself against

will in this respect—I feel sure that she
I act as a good mother to our children, and
hfuUy share with them both this widow's
sion and everything else. But I beseech

high master, Duke Johan Friederich, Elec-

and her Electoral Grace, that they will

ntain this gift and widow's pension, and
ich that it is well administered.

also beg all my good friends that they
1 testify in favor of my wife, and aid her
defending herself if evil tongues should

use her of having taken to herself or put
le any sum of money from the poor chil-

n. I testify that there is no ready money
, and that the jewelry and the cups belong

to the widow's pension, as above set forth.

But there shall bo mado a public account, be-

96 people know how large an income 1

ived from my good Master, and that I have
not kept back one farthing or the least bit of

any thing; and with respect to the gifts, they

are either among tho above-mentioned jewelry
or they are still due to me.

I have bought and built all, and I have
managed my income and my presents very
losoly. People may wonder how I have
been able to pay mj' expenses, but none shall

wonder that there is no ready money left or
that the debt is not larger. 1 beg you to do

this favor, because the devil who has had
no power over me, might disturb Catharine's

heart and make it appear a crime to hor that

she became and—God be thanked—still is Dr.

Martin's wedded wife.

Finally, I beg all and every one that, as,

r certain reasons, I have used no lawyer's

forms or phrases, they will acknowledge that

I am I myself, and do it publicly, for I am
known in heaven and on earth, yea, even in

hell, and I have authority enough, and en-

joy respect enough, to make ray word believed

better than that of a lawyer. God, who is an
all-merciful Father, has given to mo his gos-

pel of his beloved Son, to me, a poor, unde-

serving, and miserable sinner, and He has made
me true and faithful up to this very moment,
and so perfectly that people in the world have
believed me and hold me to be a preacher of

truth, in spite of the thunder-bolts of the

Pope and the wi-ath of the Emperor, the

Kings, the clergy, and all the devils. People
ought to believe me so much tho more williTig-

ly, as my hand- writing is well known. I also

expect that people will believe that this is the

serious and well-considered determination of

Dr. Martin Luther, written down by his own
hand and provided with his own seal.

Written and signed on Epiphanice-day, 1542.

Martinus Lutiieras.

Unsuccessful People.— The percentage of

people who are unsuccessful, in the worldly
sense of tho word, is a very large one. Often

God snatches away, by his providence, through
no apparent fault or failure of theirs, tho fruit

of men's labors when it is just dropping, ripen-

ed into their hands. Other men come into

life hopelessly destitute of the "knack" for

getting ahead at anything. The farmer who
thinks he is making a good bargain when
every one else sees that it is a bad one ; the

school teacher who does not know how to win
the confidence or inspire the enthusiasm of

her pupils ; the minister whose " ways" repel

people when he takes the most pains to win
their good will—such persons are found every-

where. They do the best they know how,
but thoy don't succeed. And since it is an
experience that is divinely assigned to so

many, wo must conclude that the ministry of

poverty and defeat is often better for us than
any worldly success could be. " Blessed are

they who make money or achieve promi-
nence," did not find a place in the Beatitudes
—does not, in fact, sound much liko them.

—

Good Company.

Serenity of Mind.—Nothing contributes so

much to serenity of mind as a pervading sense

of God's good providence, which checks all

impatience, softens down everj' asperity of
humor, and gives a steady current to the feel-

ings.

—

Crabbe.

For " The Friend."

Extracts from tlie Diary and letters of Ebcnczer Worth.

(CoDtinuetl from page 20-t.J

There appears to bo no entry in tho diary
of our friend for several years after 8th mo.
IGth, 1867. It may be proper to introduco
here an incident which occurred in the follow-

ing year, and which illustrates the meekness
of spirit which marked this dear friend, as
well as the persuasive power which attended
his pleadings with others. It is related by a
Friend who was with him on a visit to the
Allegheny reservation in. the spring of 1868.
" After a toilsome day, having visited eight or
nine houses of the Indians, and met a number
in council, and walked some eight or nine
miles, wo arrived late in the evening at a
public house a little off the reservation

; being
unable to reach Tunessassa that night. After
supper, Ebenczer was sitting in a quiet frame
of mind on a bench at the side of the principal
room of tho house, when a very rough rafts-

man, considerably under the influence of
liquor, took E. W.'s hat from his head, put it

on his own, saying, he guessed ho could
preach a little. He then paced the floor re-

peating some broken passages of Scripture,
mingled with profanity.

" Bbenezer took no apparent notice of the
raftsman's actions, unt'l after a time the Friend
who was with him being grieved with the in-

sult offered to one so worthy of respect, asked
him if they had not better retire for the night.
He then arose, went to tho profane man and
asked if he would bo willing to give up the
hat ? which was done with a significant air of
' Yes, sir.'

"Next morning at the breakfast-table, there
was a repetition of indignities towards E. W.,
with such unbecoming and profane language
as was a discredit to any landlord to suffer

unreproved, but nothing whatever was said

by way of retort.

"After breakfast, Ebenezer seeing the man
by himself in the barn or stable, spoko to him
in such a way concerning the spirit he was
manifesting, and the injurious effects it had
upon himself, that ho was brought to tears,

and before parting acknowledged the respect
he felt for those who would speak to him in

tho way in which he had been approached,
and added, if my mother know the way I
have treated you, she would bo grieved."

Under date of 7th mo. 19th, 1874, he writes:
" I feel a comfortable hope I am not forsaken

—what an unmerited favor. I have for weeks
past been much comforted in our religious

meetings; I hope we have been favored to

feel the good presence of the Great Head of
the Church to be with us, who can preserve,

comfort and qualify for what He is pleased to
require of us : one hour spent in his presence
is worth a thousand elsewhere. Oh may I be
favored to feel more resigned to the Divine
will, with an increased concern to serve Him
more faithfully.

8th mo. 1st. Have been engaged in carry-
ing round a petition to get signed, asking to

have the sentence of William B. Udderzook
changed to imprisonment for life. I feel for

tho poor man ; have reason to fear he is guilty
of the crime he is charged with." Our dear
friend paid several visits to this individual,

who was condemned to death for the crime of
murder ; ho seemed to feel a great concern for

him and no doubt faithfully labored to turn
his mind to repentance.

9th mo. 3d. "Left home to accompany
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Tho8. Wistar and Jos. Scattergood on a visit

to tbe Indians on the Allegheny reservation.

Have passed through some humiliating dis-

pensations which I hope have been profitable

and may be remembered with feelings of

gratitude and encouragement. Bodily indis-

position offered great discouragement and was
a great trial to faith, (butj I was mercifully

favored to feel something underneath to sup-

port and enable me to press forward, I hope
I may say, trusting in my Divine Master lor

preservation. Arrived at Tunessassa on the
morning of the 4th.

5th. Was favored to have a very comfort-
able night's rest, perhaps the most so that I

have had for a year." After visiting several

Indian families and receiving several calls

from others, he writes on the 13th, "Sat a
comfortable meeting with the family at Tu-
nessassa, and Indian children. I trust the

presence of the Great Head of the Church
was felt to be with us. After reading in the
evening, the Indian children came one by one
to J. Scattergood and myself, shook hands
with us and bid us farewell.

14rth. Had a comfortable night's rest; bid

the friends at Tunessassa farewell and was
favored to start for home with comfortable
feelings; having been much favored with an
improvement in my health and I trust a quali-

fication to labor with the Indians. May our
labors be blessed to the praise of the Great
Head of the Church, who is forever worthy.

15th. Was, in unmerited mercy, favored
to get along comfortably and arrived home
for dinner. I have much cause to be thank-
ful for the unmerited favors bestowed upon
me while engaged in this visit; it is cause for

encouragement to faithfulness to what may
be required in time to come.

10th mo. 25th. In feelings of gratitude I

desire to record the continued blessings of a
kind and merciful Creator to me, a poor sin-

ner, in that He is pleased to enable (me) to

feel a sense of his good presence to be with
me, particularly in ourreligious meetings, and
I trust many who attend are also favored to

feel our Divine Master's good presence in

them,—how thankful we ought to be.

11th mo. 4th. Our Monthly Meeting. Evi-
dences (of weakness) come up in the answers
to the queries. Oh that there was more
watchfulness on the part of our members,
and a seeking for strength to overcome that
drowsy feeling with which some are tried.

19th. Another memorable meeting held in

silence and 1 trust owned b}' the Great Head
of the Church ; cause for gratitude.

26th. Visited E. P., she appeared pretty
comfortable in mind, and I trust thoughtful
of her situation—appears like one that is far

gone in consumption—that her time is draw-
ing near to a close. I think there is a com-
fortable hope that in the mercy of our Saviour
she may bo accepted.

(To be continued.)

Was the Clock Wrong?—Not many morn-
ings ago I took my usual seat in a train on
the Central railway, a minute or two before
the time appointed to leave the platform.
Just as the signal was given for the train to

start, two men ran panting up the steps, call-

ing on the conductor to " wait a minute," and
declaring that the clock was fast. The con-
ductor, however, did not stop the train ; and,
as the two men had not time to get their
tickets, they were left on the platform to

rectify their watches, and await the arrival

of the next train.

Ah! thought I. How often have I acted

the part of these men I How common it is,

when one is clearly in the wrong oneself, to

fancy that the wrong is in others! In the

constant contact with my fellow-men, how
easy it is to give way to the tendency to think
that the many flaws in my character are not

so much in mine as in theirs, or are at the

least attributable to them more than to my-
self! Such were some of my thoughts as the

train moved on, and carried me into the

stream of daily employment.
Sometimes it would occur, in my school-

days, that a boy in the class would be unable
to "get his sum right;" that is, to be told by
the master that the answer on the slate cor-

responded with that given in the book. In our
little wisdom, we now and then declared most
certainly that the book was wrong, and that
all the boys who were successful had made a
mistake. Whatan illustration of fallen human
nature was this!

—

Up. Recorder.

Religions Items, &c,

Reform at Funerals.—It is said that the
clergymen of the various denominations in

Minneapolis, Minn., have made a move to do
away with so much extravagance at funerals.

A circular has been sent out and signed, set-

ting forth the inconvenience and inappropri-

ateness of many things customary at funerals,

and recommending more simple and quiet

burial of friends. This is certainly a move in

the right direction. If there is a time that
display is more out of place than at another,
it is certainlj' at the time of burying our dead,

and yet how general is the exhibition of it in

our Christian land to day. Thousands of dol-

lars are spent by the wealthy, in many in-

stances at a single funeral, merely for display.

Our brethren have always tried to avoid dis-

play, and especially at our funerals, but we
sometimes think wo are gradually coming a

little nearer to the customs of the world in

this respect. Let us guard against it.

—

Prim.
Christian.

Testimony Against Hireling Ministry.—The
late Octavius Perinchief, a minister of the
Episcopal Church, who was located near Nor-
ristown, Pa., said in reference to this subject:
" I am more and more convinced that a hired

ministry is a great evil. To preach honestly
under such circumstances almost kills me; to

preach tenderly is almost impossible. To
take pay for preaching is base and unmanly;
I feel it more and more every day. To be in

the position of adivine teacher and not preach
according to my conscience is impossible, and
so, what with one thing and another, the diffi-

culty of doing one's duty—the sense of beg-

ging or being a hireling—almost drives me
out of the ministry. I ask myself: Is this all

that eighteen hundred years can accomplish
for man by the Church, and in the Church?
Italy could not be worse off without her
Church. How is it with the United Slates?"

Agricultural Fai}-s.—The Primitive Christian

(German Baptist), in reply to a quer}' as to

the application of Scripture precepts to par-

ticipating in agricultural fairs, thus replies :

"If the fair was simply an agricultural fair,

with no demoralizing appendages, it would
be a doubtful question whether it was wrong

;

but with the present popular fair, the horse-

racing, lotteries, gambling, drinking, and other
sinful and vain things to make it ' pay,' the

fair becomes one of the most popular plac

introduce and familiarize evils, so that pi

sentiment supports them. But the Scrip
gives us the principle to abstain from c
appearance of evil. I would not go into

fair because it is not governed in its prinei

or details by the Gospel. There is some
f

in the fair, and there is some good in air

any organization we mention, but thei

evil and sinful tendencies in many of th

and for that reason we could not take si

in them."
Tract Distribution.—There was recent

meeting of the friends of the American T
Society, and one of the secretaries of lh(

ciety said that for fifty-five j^ears the soe

has been issuing annually, on an avei

10,000,000 copies of books, tracts and pa]

The contents it is said, contains the docti

of the Bible as interpreted by the evangel
churches. These tracts are circulated, m
of them, in foreign countries, and the frui

is said have been very manifest."

Mission Statistics.—The following valu;

statistical facts were recently eontainec
the Daheim, a German literary paper of h
circulation, on the subject of foreign missi

The subject is referred to as " one of civilii

forces that is little known, and that has
complished more for the elevation and
provemeut of the benighted heathen tr

than the whole host of anti-Christian bi

factors of the race, notwithstanding all t

loud 'self-glorification.'" The article

nishes very valuable statistics, that are wop
of preservation for future reference.

There are at present seventy large
small missionary societies in Europe
America, in connection with the Protest'

Church.
;

The sum raised and expended by tl

societies averages annually between $5,0'

000 and §6,000,000.
'

Besides the native pastors, catechists, :

teachers, these societies have in foreign fit

2400 male ordained missionaries from Ear
and America. The number of female r

sionaries, a very important and influen

part of the missionary force, is not given.

The Polynesian Islands are almost wh(
Christianized. There are in these isla

350,000 native Christians, who have tl

own well-organized churches that supp
themselves; they have their own pastors j

teachers, and even sustain foreign mission;

societies among themselves, that send n

sionaries of their own to other heathen co

tries.

In East India and Ceylon there are at j
sent 400,000 persons who have been conver
from heathenism; in China, 40,000 ; in Ma
gascar, 233,000; in South and West Afr
200,000. If we add to these 330,000 Christ
negroes in Surinam and the West Indies, i

50,000 converted Indians and Esquimaux
North America, Canada, Labrador and Gre
land, we have a total of 1,650,000 Christii

converted from heathenism.
The result is not only so many additions

the Christian Church, but they are chani

in life, their social relations are improv
many barbarous customs are abolished, tl

are raised from their degraded condition, tl

enjoy a degree of culture and refinement tl

did not exist before, and they are now a ci

izcd people, whereas many of them w
savages before.

Schools are everywhere introduced, and

;
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ighty power for the improvement of the

ves. In all the seventy societies there

not less than between 11,000 and 12,000

lois, attended by 450,000 children and
irs. There are also many higher iustitu-

3 of learning, called colleges, and that re-

ble those among iis. In one of the East
an universities, 1621 students graduated
7een 1S62 and 1872, after having passed

ry creditable examination.

I the South Sea Islands, the London So-

T have 590 and the VVesloyan Society 1617
schools, with about 75,000 scholars. In

e schools the children of the native tribes

ifest wonderful aptitude at learning, and
pete favorably with the children of the

jpean and American missionaries tbem-
58.

East India there are now more than 400
re ministers, and about 40'J0 teachers.

I moderate calculation, there are between
)0 and 24,000 native Christians connected
the various European and American

ions, as preachers, catechists, teachers

colporteurs.— The Ep. Recorder.

Natural History, Science, &c.

)ie English Sparrows.—M. C. Eead in the

rican Naturalist says that in the 6th mo.

,in the grounds of VV. K. Upson, of Akron,
p, his attention was called to a box for

) that had been occupied in the Spring

,he sparrows. The house-martins had
>n out the sparrows and taken forcible pos-

on ofthe box,which the sparrows were con-

[;ly endeavoring to regain. Going to the

:nds, he found one of the martins sitting

[sentinel at the door of the box, and in a

'minutes the sparrow appeared with ma-
ils for nest-building in its bill, hanging
|nd apparently waiting for an opportunity

inter the box. It never tried to enter

e the martin was sitting in sight, but as

! as the passage seemed clear, made the

npt. It was every time driven away by
nartin. He watched the controversy for

our, during which time many attempts
made to gain possession.

16 next month he was informed by the

rietor, that the sparrows finally regained

box. They never made a direct attack

1 the martins, but watched the box con-

msly for many weeks, and at every pos-

opportunity carried nest-building ma-
la into it, until the patience of the martins

exhausted, and the box abandoned.

of the Orang.—W. F. Hornaday, who
ed Borneo on a collecting expedition in

says that near the source of the Simujan

, he found great numbers of Orang nests,

nestconsistsof a quantity of leafy branches

en off and piled loosely into the fork of

e. The Orang usually selects a sapling

builds his nest in its top, even though his

ht causes it to sway alarmingly. Some-
3 the nest is fully three feet in diameter,

isually not more than two, and quite flat

op. There is no weaving together of

ches. In short the Orang builds a nest

isely as a man would build one for him-

were he obliged to pass a night in a tree

and had nothing to cut branches with.

this leafy platform the Orang lies prone

his back, with his long arms firmly

ping, while he sleeps, the nearest large

ches within his reach. He never uses a

after the leaves become withered and

dry, no doubt because the branches are not
comfortable to lie upon.

The Fig.—The fig is a verj' singular fruit.

In its earliest stages it is not very unlike some
other fruits, but in its development it under-

goes a strange modification. In its incipient

state it is an aggregation of numberless flower

buds, which in ordinary course would be de-

veloped on a long branch ; but the branch in

the case of the fig, instead of developing into

woody limb beari ng flowers, grows up around
the multitude of flowers, inclosing them in a
conical receptacle, and forming a succulent

fruit, as wo call it, inside of a woody branch.

The luscious fig that we eat is not a fruit at

all, strictly speaking, but a succulent branch.

Every seed in the fig was a separate regular

flower, and the seeds are strictly the fruit.

The figs are cultivated in Turkey, Greece,

Southern France, Spain, Italy and North
Africa. It has been cultivated from the most
ancient times in the East, and its fruit has
been highly esteemed and made an ordinary

article of food in Southwestern Africa. The
cultivation was transmitted from the east to

the Greeks and Eoraans, and through them
to all countries where the climate was favor-

able for its growth.
The figs, when ripe, are dried in ovens, and

then closel}' packed in chests, baskets, or

boxes, for exportation. Our best figs come
from Turkey. Those coming from Kalamata,
in Greece, are said to be most luscious. Italy

and Spain export a large quantity. In our
Southern States the figs are put up simply as

preserves for family use. They might be

made an article of commerce, if attention was
directed to their preservation. They yield

abundantly and require little care. The fig

contains a large amount of sugar. It is a

latent blessing which time will call forth into

practical application. The fig is a most healthy

fruit when used in its perfectly ripe state,

American Grocer.

Jupiter has for some months'now carried a

remarkable rose-colored spot almost motion
less upon its surface. This spot is a long

oval, a little less than 30,000 miles in length

and about 10,000 wide, situated about 40^

south of the planet's equator. When first

seen, in 7th mo. 1878, by Professor Pritchett,

(of Glasgow, Mo.,) it was much shorter than

now and appeared to have a rapid motion
over the planet's surface. In 10th and 11th

raos. it seems to have disappeared or been

covered up ; but during the past summer and
autumn has reappeared, changed in form, but

retaining its brilliant color and almost motion-

less and permanent. What it can be it is

very hard to say or even to conjecture ; for

its present permanence and immobility are in

striking contrast with its earlier behavior

and with that of the other features of the

planet's markings.
Pciper Collars.—As near as can be ascer-

tained from the most reliable estimates at-

tainable, not far from 150,000,000 of paper

collars, or rather cloth-faced paper coUai

for no other kind than this latter is now made
or called for—are annuallj^ manufactured

the United States.

The quantity of paper now used annually

in the manufacture of paper collars amounts
to about 2,000 tons. In 1875, 10,000,000 yards

of cotton cloth were required in this indus-

try; in 1877, 7,000,000 yards; in 1878,6,500,-

000 yards; in 1879, 6,500,000 yards for the

first ten months of the year.

Silk fiber of the quality used in money
paper, with additional lines of untwisted co-

coon silk running through it, half an inch

apart, is put into the pulp, and forms the dis-

tinctive feature of the new paper for the cur-

ency department of the Government.
Paper br-icks are now being manufactured

n Wisconsin, and lately a few were made by
one of the paper-mills of California, in which
State they bid fair to meet with much favor,

'nasmuchas]jlentyof the best fibrous material

—particularly aquatic rushes and vast forests

of paper cactus, the latter substance being
admirably adapted for the purpose—grows
near at hand. Moreover, houses built of these
bricks would need no plaster and could bo
easily moved on wheels. It is said that the
Chinese make the soles of all their shoes out
of paper similarlj'^ prepared.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 14,

Our esteemed cotemporary, The Episcopal

Recorder, in extracting from our columns "A
Chapter on Flax," written by Nathan Kite,

suggests modifying the last two lines, which
as printed, are,

" Then fitted for use, and in righteonaness drest,

Thy justified spirit in Jesus shall rest,"

SO as to read

" Then fitted for use, in Christs righteousness drest,

Thy justified spirit in Jesus shall rest."

As a reason for the change suggested (to

which in itself, we feel no objection), it says

:

',' Justifying righteousness is made up of the

obedience of Christ, and not one act, experi-

ence, or operation of, by or in man, has any
connection with that righteousness." "The
saved sinner shall never be dressed in the

tatters and filthy rags of his own righteous-

ness, nor in the robes formed by the Holy
Spirit in his final and perfect sanctification."

We probably should not have called atten-

tion to this subject, were it not that we have
latterly known of similar views being ad-

vanced by some members of our own Society,

who have preached the acceptance of Christ

as our substitute, as being almost the one thing

needful to secure salvation. Injustice to our

Episcopal friend, and to those of similar lean-

ing in our own borders, we state, and wo
are glad that we can do so, that they believe

with us that all who are saved will be made
pure and holy through the operation of the

Spirit of God—but they regard this as a work
wrought in them after they have been saved

through the simple exercise of faith. The
distinction may seem to be an unimportant

one, and we desire to be preserved from spend-

ing time and labor on merely verbal differ-

ences—yet the doctrine on this subject held

by the Society of Friends, seems to us more
consistent with the declaration of Scripture,

and practically safer to follow, than any other.

"Friends" have ever believed as Robert
Barclay expresses it, "That the obedience,

sufferings and death of Christ, is that by
which the soul obtains remission of sins, and
is the procuring cause of that Grace, by whose
inward working Christ comes to be formed

inwardly, and the soul to be made conforma-

ble unto Him, and so just and justified." And
they have ever firmly maintained the closely

connected doctrine, that it is only as we allow
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the Light, Grace or Spirit of Christ to worli

in our hearts, purifying and transforming us,

that we can savingly partake of the benefits

of our Saviour's death and sufferings. This

was the teaching of the Apostle John, who
declared that if we walk in the Light, as God
is in the ligiit, the blood of Jesus Christ, his

Son, cleanseth us from all sin—and without

cleansing, the work of the Saviour, who came
to redeem us from all iniquity, is not ac-

complished in us. This accords with the lan-

guage of the Apostle James, that by works a

man is justified, and not by faith only. And
in close unity with the teachings of Scripture,

George Fox says—that so far as a man is

sanctified, so far is he justified, and no farther.

We do not believe that the Omniscient One,
who looks with disapprobation on all iniquity,

"accounts" any as righteous, except as they
are really made so through his own almighty
jiower, working in them both to will and to

do, according to his pleasure. The Scriptures

speak of our own righteousness as filthy rags

;

but they use no such language as to that

righteousness with which the Lord clothes

his humble, submissive servants, and which,

as it is his gift, partakes of the purity and
goodness of the Giver.

Francis Howgill, in 1658, addressed some
professors of religion of that day, with this

language :
" You are filled so full of your ap-

prehensions of Christ's righteousness at a dis-

tance, that you have forgotten all at home
and your own conditions; for his righteous-

ness will not be a cloak for your self-righte-

ousness and unrighteousness; and if Christ

be not formed in you—God's righteousness

—

and live in you, and act in you, and work his

work in you, you are in the self-righteousness,

and a talk of imputation will not save you."
This self-deception is one of the dangers con-

nected with this doctrine, and F. Howgill's
warning words may be usefully pondered by
all in this day who are willing to find an
easier path to the kingdom of heaven than
that which requires the surrender of self. For,

as the same servant of the Lord says in a
tract issued in the following year: "Thou
must repent of all thy sin, and turn from it,

and know the judgment of God for it, and
deny thyself in every thing, and take up his

cross in every thing, before thou come to

know Him to live in thee to be thy salvation."

We have received from Charles H. Marot,
publisher, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

an octavo pamphlet of 140 pages, on the ques-

tion whether Civilization comes from Natural
or from Supernatural causes. The Evolution
theory, according to the writer, seeks to ex-

plain the phenomena of civilization by Natu-
ral causes. In opposition to this, he believes

the Divine will the primary source from which
all improvement flows, and that the revela-

tion of that will is made in measure to every
rational being. After quoting the Scripture

text, " Ye need not that any man teach you
;

but as the same anointing teacheth you," ho
adds, "The world might safely be challenged
to produce a single individual who has not,

at some period of his life, felt the influence of
this anointing."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The total amount of the public

debt on the 1st inst., was $2,000,784,241, against $2,088,-

781,142 ou 3rd mo. 4th, 1877, showing a decrease of

$87,99(3,901.

The product of the Bessemer department of the Penn

sylvania steel works for the last month, was 9774 tons

steel ingots. The rail mill for the same time turned

out 7623 tons of finished rails.

It is stated that the year 1879 has witnessed the wind-
ing up of more railway companies than any previous

year, and more than twice the number of 1871. At
least 65 roads were sold under foreclosure, representing

a nominal investment of $243,000,000, besides a large

amount of unpaid interests and debts. In the last four

years about one-fifth of the entire railway mileage and
capital of the United States has been compelled to

change ownership by forced sale. There is, however,
a hopeful side to this gloomy picture of bankruptcy and
ruin. The improved condition of business gives reason
to hope that railway investments will be reasonably
remunerative.
The colored Relief Association of Kansas finding it

impossible to maintain the hundreds of destitute colored
people arriving there from tbe South, is about to make
an effort to divert the tide of emigration to other States,

where there is more need of laborers, and where the
people are able to care for such as are in destitute cir-

cumstances.
A. E. Borie, Ex-Secretary of the Navy, died at his

residence in Philadelphia, on the 5th inst., in the 71st
year of his age.

The Republican State Convention met at Harrisburg
on the 4th inst,, and appointed delegates to the National
Convention, and instructed them to support General
Grant for President.

A bill relative to the establishment of a branch mint
in New York city, is now pending in the House.
The total tonnage of anthracite coal from all the re-

gions, for the week ending on the 31st ult., amounted
to 436,662 tons, an increase of 330,796 tons over cor-

responding week last year. The trade is e.xtremely

dull, owing, it is said, principally to the very mild
weather.

The damage by the great storm on the 3d inst., to th

buildings and beach at Coney Island, is estimated at

nearly $100,000.
The grape isl.ands of Lake Erie have 4000 acres of

vines, and the yield in 1879 was 16,000,000 pounds.
The wine production was 1,526,400 gallons.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia for the week
ending at noon on the 7th, was 288. Of this number
1.57 were adults and 131 children—62 being under
year of age.

Markets, &c.—\]. S. sixes, 1881, lOof ; do. 5's, 103} ;

4.V's, registered, 107]; do. coupon, 108i; 4's, 1907,
105|.

Cotton was firmly held at full prices.—Sales of mid-
dlings are reported at 13} a 13^ els. per. lb. for uplands
and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—^Crude, 7} cts. in barrels, and standard
white 7 1 cts. for export, and 8} a 8 J cts. per gallon for

home use.

Flour in better demand and firmer : 100 bbls. super-

fine sold at $5 ; 200 bbls. western and Penna. extra, %i
a $6.25 ; Minnesota, in lots, medium, $6..50, good, $6.75;
900 do. choice at f 6.87i a $7, and straights at *7 ; 700
do. Penna. extra family, fair, at $6.75; 400 bbls. do.

choice, $7 ; 200 bbls. Ohio do. good at $6.75 ; 400 do.

do. choice at $7 a $7.30; 100 bbls. Illinois do. do. at

$7 ; winter wheat, patents at $7.58 a $8.50, and Minne-
sota do. do. at $7.75 a $8.50, as in quality, and 400 bbls.

City Mills family on private terms. The demand for

rye flour has fallen off; small sales at $4.75 a $5. In
corn meal there is nothing doing. Buckwheat meal
sells at $1.75 a $2.

Feed is firm ; sales of 6 cars winter bran at $19 a $20
per ton.

Grain—Wheat was in better demand, and prices were
2c. per bushel higher : 8000 bushels sold, including
Pennsylvania red at $1.44 a $1.45; southern do. at

$1.44 a $1.45; Pennsylvania and southern amber, at

$1.46 ;
southern and western white, $1.46 per bushel, as

to quality. Rye was dull at 90 cts. per bushel. Corn
was rather easier ; 12,000 bushels sold in lots at 57 cts.

for rejected and steamer, and 58 cts. per bushel for sail

mixed and yellow; mixed, 58 cts., and white at 61 cts.

per bushel. Oats were unchanged ; 6000 bushels sold

in lots at 46 a 47 cts. for mixed and stained, and 48 a

49J cts. per bushel for white.

Hay and straw market for week ending 2nd mo. 7th,

1880.—Loads of hay, 273 ; loads of straw, 45. Average
price during the week : Prime timothy, 95 cts. a $1.10
per 100 pounds; mixed, 85 a 95 cts. per 100 pounds;
straw, $1.05 a $1.25 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle were in good demand and a fraction

higher; 2433 head arrived and sold at the different

yards at 3.1 a 6| cts. per lb., as to quality.

Sheep were in fair demand at the former rates : 8000
head sold at 4J a 6 J cts. per lb., and lambs at 5} a 7 cts.

Hogs were a fraction higher : 5000 head sold a

different yards at 6} a 7} cts. per lb. as to couditii

Cows were unchanged ; 190 head sold at $25 a S5
head.
Foreign.—Parliament was opened on the 5th

The Queen's speech occupied but few minutes, in xi

she briefly referred to the general condition of he
minions. The hope was expressed that the powc
.self-government enjoyed by the inhabitants of

Colony, may soon be extended to her subjects in

parts of South Africa. The unsettled conditio

Afghanistan, renders the recall of troops from that i

try impossible at present. The distress in Irelant

alluded to, and the hope expressed that Parlia

would approve the course which has been taken f

relief.

The fund instituted by the Duchess of Marlbon
now amounts to over £40,000, and the expend!
have been over £13,000. Subscriptions contini

arrive from different parts of the world. A Di

dispatch to the Times says the relief measures ha^

ready had a beneficial effect. A more hopeful spi

growing among the people.

Six persons lost their lives by the burning of a th

in Dublin, on the 9th inst.

The American demand for iron is said to have a
unprecedented activity in Great Britain. Four vs

loaded with over 5000 tons of pig iron and rails, s

for New Y'ork on the 4th inst., and eleven others

at the same time chartered to load for American \

A dispatch from Paris to the Times says, that i

houses have been burnt down at Ayet, near Fai
the department of Ariege, and that the sufferers fa-

fire are in great distress.

It is announced from Berlin, that the Governj
intends to propose a tax on all persons who are exij

from military service. :

Later details from the recent hurricane in the Pl|

pine Islands, give the number of vessels wre<

twenty-five, including four foreign frigates—a !i

number of other vessels were damaged. Forty-six,

sons were drowned.
The Greek Government has ordered that the ]

shall be read daily in the public schools in the orig

not in the modern Greek.
A dispatch from Naples says, an eruption of M'

Vesuvius began on the 7th.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Friends who may feel drawn to apply for the

tions of Superintendent and Matron of this Institu

are requested to communicate with either of the ui

signed^
William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.
John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., Pa
Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelph
Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St. "

Anna V. Edge, Downingtowu, Pa.
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp,

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hall,]
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa:

Managers.

Died, on the evening of 7th of the First month, 1

Hannah Hoffman, aged 89 years and three moi

a member of Chester Monthly and Darby Prepari
Meeting.

, in this city, on the 18th of First month, 1

S. RosELMA Paist, only child of Albert and Mary
Paist, formerly of Danboro', Bucks county, in the

'

year of her age, a member of Northern Dis'trict Mon
Meeting. When di.sease laid its chastening hand i

this dear young Friend, she was deeply concernec
the welfare of her immortal soul; and He whose e
ever open to the pleading of his children, in thf

tension of Divine love and mercy, favored her witi

evidence that her transgressions were forgiven, en.ab

her to .s.ay, " My sins are all blotted out, and a pla(

rest prepared for me." And having experienced
blessed change for herself, she was earnestly solici

for her dear parents, and nearly with her last br

uttered the petition, "That the Lord would keep
preserve them, that they might be prepared to join

in those happy mansions where pain and sorrow

WirLf-A>rirpiLE"PRfNTEi^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Tlic Volcano of Kilauea.

he following description of this celebrated

alio of the Sandwich Islands, is taken from
ecent work, "A-lo-ha,"—the Hawaiian
tation of welcome—by G. L. Chaney.
The next morning was clear. It showed
xactl}' where we were,—in a large grass

56 not far from the edge of a hole in the

Id, from five hundred to a thousand feet

} and nine miles in circumference. The
kness of freshly cooled lava was below,

he great lake of fire ice

;

— to make a dar-

ibut not unnatural compound. Cooled
pr and cooled lava take on similai' forms,

I

the grouping of these upheaved masses
kva-rock was like the surface of a great

loe. A cliff all around the crater, in

las exactly perpendicular,—the fragments
ing from it, and usuall}' accumulated at

(foot of such cliffs in sloping insteps of

is, having been swallowed up and melted
lie onco molten flood. In the far corner
[le groat crater, a cloud which no sunshine
idisperse; under it, the fire unqueuchablo.
wonder if I am alone in the impulse I

Ij to turn away from the ohject I most
•e to see; that is, if it is a great object,

d the .'^ame feeling at Niagara. It seizes

at Kilauea. I am in no haste to go.

ler would I turn away and wait. But
tain H and Forbes and the hardened
e are waiting for me. I must go. The
.miliar}' tumble of six hundred feet is

ilated lo shake the sentiment well out of

; and following that, further on, another,

less, descent completes the disenthral-

t. "Wc are now walking over a crust [so

] that we need the confidence inspired by
guide's unconcern, and the assurance that
II the numerous visits to the volcano there
never been a serious accident. It seems
dible that there is no danger in such
dering over a floor which has been broken
rithiii the week—yes, within twenty-four
s—by the force of undermining fire and
I. What certainty can there be that the
path which we are taking may not crack
bulge with liquid lava this very moment?
nly an inch or two below the dull, black

ice, these blocks glow like heated coal. My
iing stick kindles into flame the moment
aters one of these cracks. We actually

! streams of lava which were pressed out

cooled only yesterday. In places there

are openings through which the underground
rivers of molten lava may be seen. Our guide
took us to one of these holes, and, looking
into it, we could watch the torrent of melted
rock pouring like water from some unseen
npper lake to the region below our very feet

;

its mass a j'ellow flood, its spray a flaming

gas. And still we went on, fascinated by the

beautiful peril of the place. Lava in all its

varied forms stretched around us. Great
coils, like ships' hawsers, twisted and spun
in what interminable walk below us I Fold
on fold, as smooth as finest satin! Sulphur-
tinted scales as gorgeous as the parrot's

plumage! Blocks as perfectly quarried as if

cut and dressed by the stonemason. Caves
where the lava, cooling us it dripped, has
fretted the roof with Venetian red or dull

gray pendants. Glittering crusts, so light and
porous that thej' seem like petrified sponges,

with every color of the rainbow caught and
prisoned in them. Surely lava is the verita-

ble Proteus, and in all its changes it is always
unmistakable lava and nothing else. What
else could coil and crack and shimmer and
gloom and melt and hold and run and stand

still, and make and destroy the world around
it in such seemingly indifferent fashion, as

this sea of lava on whose frozen waves wc
are walking with a faith in Nature which
Peter had not in his Lord. And now we are

nearing the living fountain of this great, black

sea. Cones dripping sulphur and spouting
steam and fire appear. We follow our guide
around a brook of lava too hot and fresh for

us to wade through it.

A steady lift in the surface of the crater.

We are coming to the lake. A dull roar as

of a lion over the bank ! A gust of hot sul-

phurous air in our faces ! One more upward
step to where our guide is standing, and Hale-

raau-mau lies before us,—a lake of molten
lava ope hundred and fifty feet across, and
twenty feet below the edge on which we
stand. It looked gray as we saw it in the

full daylight, and at first sight it might have
been taken for a sea of melted lead; but in

its tidal motion towards the southwest, either

the wind or its own inner agony roughened
its surface, and every ripple bled. Nothing is

or can be as it has been painted ; least of all

this ever-changing volcano. Nature always
surprises, but seldom disappoints us. I had
looked for fury, tem])est, frenzy, in this lake

of fire. I found a terrible composure. Only
in one place on the opposite shore, where the

sea seemed to break, was there any audible

or visible outburst.

There a lateral fountain flung itself thirty

feet into the air; and, cooled and winnowed
by the passing breeze, scatlei'cd shining black

grains of lava and the dry, brittle chaff, called

Pele's hair, far and wide. But even this wild

fountain seemed perfectly' controlled. It only

added to the impression of power in reserve

and under full control, with which Hale-
mau-mau affected me. Am I putting the

gloss of my own faith upon this tremendous
Apocalypse of Nature, that all the palpable
horrors of this unsearchable world in which
we live,—are held in the hollow of God's
hand, and controlled by his all perfect and
all-loving will ? Not even bj' the side of the

neighboring lake of Kilauea. the second lake

to which we passed from thesubdued grandeur
of Hale-mau-man, was this faith disturbed.

Three fire-fountains were flinging shreds of

gory lava thirty, fortj' feet into the air. Wo
watched for an hour its gray billows, dashing
into fire-spray against the black shore, and
throwing flecks of lava over the adjacent field,

and no sense of danger or thought of fear at-

tended us. A pronounced crack all around
the rim of Kilauea, about three feet from the
edge, warned us not to step beyond its death-

line. That broken edge falls into the fiery

abyss from time to time, and goes to the burn-

ing.

The nearest approach to an accident ever
known here was wjien A and some friends

from Onomea overstepped the line to look
more directly into the pit. They had just

stepped back from their perilous exploration
when the shelf on which they had been stand-

ing fell into the burning lake. More prudent,
we keep on the safer side, and watch the

play of the fire-fountains, fascinated by their

novelty and splendor. Just before we came
away, a mighty commotion began in the cen-

tre of the sea. Its surface was upheaved, and
the very mountain seemed to 8haka_with.lJifi^^^^

'swelling thereof.' Slowly, deliberately^ al^^^
if with settled purpose, the movement -(^
begun, and then, with one tremendous spring,^

the fountain shot into the air a column of

blood-red lava, thirty feet in height, shower-
ing burning pebbles upon the surrounding
lake, and a spray like spun glass upon the

neighboring rocks. For a few minutes it

stood blowing like a whale, where it bad
risen, and then it wallowed slowly to the

shore, leaving the gray sea behind it lashed

into bloody foam. When we turned away, it

was still roaring and fuming under the for-

bidding clift" which shut it in. But it was
only biding its time. That very night, looking

from our distant post of observation, the vol-

cano house, we could distinctly see the rush-

ing of the uplifted flood from shore to shore,

and the leap of the fiery monsters from their

imprisonment."

—

G. L. Chaney.

The One Baptism.—I saw that either I must
be buried by that baptism of Christ with him
into death, or else there would be no rising

with him into newness of life. There might
be a rising into newness of profession; but
that would not do, it \s an newness of life lm\xs\>

come to; the other 1 had tried over and over.—John JBurnyeat.

If there be not a care, even while we are in

one thing doing for the Truth in the outward,
in the inward we may lose it.

—

Ibid.
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For "The Friend."

V Anne Srars.

The subject of this memoir was the daugh-

ter of John and Sarah Doudnu, and a native

of Greenville count)-, North Carolina, where

her parents lived until about the year 1790,

when they removed to Edgecombe county, of

the same State. Here there was a meeting of

the Society of Friends, of whom her mother
had had some knowledge, and whom she now
wished to join. The famil}' were much pleased

with Friends, and with the exception of one

daughter, all became members and conlinued

KO through life. Anne was at this lime about

nine years of age, and she became warmly
attached to the principles of our Societ)'.

Her father, with his famil}', emigrated to

Ohio in the year 1804, and settled first in Jef-

ferson count)-, near Short Creek settlement of

Friends ; hero they remained about a year, and
then came to Belmont county, near Barnes-

ville, where, in 1810, she married Peier Hoars,

a native of Prince George county, Virginia.

In those early days and the settling of a

new country, the pioneers necessarily under-

went many trials
;
yet we find that they were

still diligent in the attendance of their meet-

ings; and it is with a feeling of admiration

that we contemplate the zeal which they
manifested in this duty. At one time her

husband took charge of preparing and warm-
ing the n)eeiing house, and as they bad a large

family, it fnquently became necessary for one

of the parents to remain at home. In cold

weather when she attended, she would go on

horseback, a distance of about two miles, and
carry a chunk of fire to kindle the charcoal

upon the hearth iu their humble meeting-

house.
In 1827 she met with an accident, which

deprived her of sight in her left eye. The
other ej'O remained healthy for nearly thirty

j^ears, when she took a deep cold, which settled

in it, and after suftering for eighteen weeks,

she became entirelj' blind. This was twenty-
three j-ears before her death, during which
time she never saw the light of day or looked
upon the faces of her family or the friends who
came to visit her, and whom she loved so well.

Yet she very much enjoyed their corapanj-,

and frequently imparted counsel and admoni-
tion to them in the love of Truth. She was
very cheerful, for as she passed through this

long night of darkness, her soul was illumined

by a brighter light than that of earth, and a

spirit of resignation under this affliction was
ever manifest. Her hearing became impaired,

but with these exceptions she retained her

faculties remarkably well. She had led an

active life, and now, although deprived of

sight, she could not welt give up all the duties

in which she had engaged: she therefore

learned to sew and knit, which although not

perfectlydone,}'et served to help pass away the

time. Strange as it may seem, she contrived

a plan by which she could frequently thread

her needle. To do this, she would be careful

to stop sewing when she had three or four

inches of thread left, and leaving it fast, she

would push the needle down to ihe goods;
then sharpening the old thread and one end
of the new with her knife, she would firmly

twist them together; this done, she would
carefull}' slip the needle over the twist, thus
passing it from the old to the new thread.

Her memory was very remarkable, and
seemed even brighter than before the loss of

sight. She could repeat upwards of twenty

chapters in the Bible, besides portions of many
others, and a number of pieces of. poetry,

nearly all of which she had learned after be-

coming blind ; these she would very often re-

peat to herself. She frequently requested

some member of the family to find certain

passages in the Bible, which ministers had

quoted, or which otherwise had come under

her notice; the last one was this in the 57th

of Isaiah :
" For thus saitb the high and lofty

One, that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is

Holy; I dwell in the high and holy place,

with him also that is of a contrite and hum-
ble spirit, to revive the spirit of th^ humble,

and to revive the heart of the contrite ones."

This was one of her favorites ; and it was with

thpnkful feelingsthe grand-daughter, who had
found the passage for her, heard, on the day
of her funeral, a beloved friend and minister

(who knew not of the circumstance) com-
mence her testimony with this very text.

She was a diligent attender of meeting, until

within the last year of her life, when her

health would not permit it, yet she still felt a

lively interest and an exercise of spirit that

thej' might be held in the power of truth.

Among her papers was found one in her
own handwriting, which says: "Perhaps
these few lines may be seen when they may
have a tendency to revive the drooping mind

For " The Frie

Eefagees in Kansas.

Extract from a letter received by s

Friends in Philadelphia, from Elizabetl

Comstock, dated Topeka, Kansas, 2d m(
5th, 1880.

" We have had loud culls from Pars
Emporia, Fort Scott, Leavenworth, Indep
ence and other parts of the State, and 1

sent off large quantities without open
We have requested our agents in these

ferent places to report to us everj' name
address, that we may receipt the goods, o

it themselves. But the rush is so great,

need so immediate, and the pressure so o

whelming, that wo cannot rely upon all bi

done as we could wish. Of one thing our i

friends in Philadelphia may be sure of,

that every package entrusted to our l

friend, Joshua L. Baily, has reached Top
safely, and all have been heartily weleo

greatly appreciated, and have been wi:

distributed to the best of our ability,

will greatly oblige me, and save me m
writing, if you will kindly extend this in

mation to all the Philadelphia friends \

have so kindly and generously helped u

our work.
The assistance Joshua L. Baily has gi

us in i-eeeiving and forwarding and in sei

to trust in the Lord, in whom is everlasting jing free tran^portatioo, is beyond all mo
strength, and leave all discouragements be- lvalue—dollars and cents cannot describe

hind. I was about to take a journey, when represent it.

in a feeble state of health, and as I was dc- Refugees coming
sirous that I might be guided in the right ! way from one point in Mississippi, expec

way, it brought me into much thoughtfulness. to land here in a few days. Excuse hast

I have 95 letters before me to answer.
Your friend truly,

Elizabeth L. Comstock.
May the friends of suffering humanity

When in this state of mind, and at a time
when retired alone, this sweet encouragement
seemed to be with me :

' Go, and the Lord go
with thee.'

"

For several weeks previous to the close ofjincited to send liberally of their moans, w
her life, her health scorned gradually to do- which a kind Heavenly Father has blesi

elino. About two weeks belbre the change, [them, remembering it "is more blessed

she spoke of some garments which she hadjgive than to receive."

laid by to be placed ipon her after death;! —
when the question was asked if she thought A Warning.—When I was in Dublin, s(

she would need them soon? she answered, I after my first landing, I was livingly opei

"Oh! it seems sometimes as if I am almostiin the life and power of the gospel, at ami
gone. I hope it maj' be well with me." lingat Sycamore Alley, in which, among ot

When asked if she felt ready, she said, "I things, I had a good deal to say about

hope I am, and that my merciful Heavenly spiritual fire of the Lord which is in Zi

Father will be with me through the dark and his furnace which is in Jerusalem, fori

valley of the shadow of death. What a mercy refining of all such as ever become his 8(

it is that we have such a good Heavenly jand daughters. A man, in a stable near

Father!" A few days before her close, she! made a great noise to drown my voice, wh
supplicated for strength to bear her sufferings, jhe continued for some little time, and as ij

and at another time that they might be cut i voice raised, he increased his noise
;
and I v

short in righteousness, if consistent with his'told that some heard him saying somethi

holy will. Another time were heard the
|

in contempt about the fire I spoke of, or he

words, "Praises, praises," falling from her lever he was heard speaking about the fiwrn.

lips. The evening before the final change, !o/ (Ae^zre. Another person discharged a g
being taken worse, she thought the time had just by the raeeting-houso, when I was iu 1

come, and said in a distinct voice, " Farewell, !
midst of my most fervent engag.?ment; 1

farewell all!" then farther said: " I do not 'report was very load, and disturbed man
Anow I am going, but lAope I am." These we ! but I was carried through as if nothing h

must consider her parting words, for although |happened. Blessed be the name of the Lo
she afterward revived and lasted several hours, j But now, on ray return to Dublin, I was fu

yet she was unable to talk with us, or when ;informed that the poor wretched man, w
the silent messenger came, to bid us a last I shouted so loudly in the stable to drown i

"farewell." [voice, and spoke so ignorantly about the bui

Thus " the sun of her life went down calm jing of the tire, was, in less than two wee

and serene." For some hours before the [after, consumed to death by fire in the sa-

change, she was relieved of her sufferings, ! stable where he had thus impiously behave

land the flame of her life grew feebler, until,
[

for the stable taking fire by some means wh

I

even as a lamp whose oil is consumed, it was jhe was in it, he was burnt before he could

I silently extinguished on the evening of the'gotout.

5th of Eleventh month, 1878. She was agedj This I heard of several weeks before c

[91 years, 8 months and 15 days. [return, but I chose not to insert it till I h
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jTiiller information and confirmation in the

t; hut finding it a fact, and much noticed

pany people of different religious profes-

05 in Dublin, as a very remarkable instance

'he |irovidonce or judgment of God; I

light jn-oper to give the relation of it a

hero; and I do it without presuming to

bow far it was in special judgment. But
od's dealings are all in wisdom, perhaps
an instance of his all-wise government

lis, may have a striking and profitable

t upon some of the hardened and daring,

may read it, or at least may tend to guard
jaution someof the less abandoned against

ig way to the suggestions of infidelity,

ineness or audacity. For, mosi assuredly,

3 is a God of justice as well as more}-, who
and knows all our thoughts, words and
ns, and for every evil, will bring us into

ment
;

3'ea, for every thing contrary to

oly will and wisdom.

—

J. Scott's Journal.

For " Tlie Friond "

cts from the Diary and letters of Ebeiiezcr Worth.

(Continued from page 2ii.}

174. 11th mo. 28th. Visited J. B., I think

18 enabled to feel much for him. Oh ! that

lay be favored to have a true sense of his

s and condition ; be able to make his peace
1 his Divine Master and bo prepared for

idmittanco into rest. Oh I may I take
ling fi-om the sickness and deaths that

taking place around us, and remember
Bovenants with my Divine Master; how
t have been his mercies and long-sutfering

me, a poor unworthy, backsliding crea-

!th mo. 16th. Attended the funeral of

I think before he died he appeared con-

ed to make preparation for the change

;

loncern may have been felt while in health,

low not. Oh ! the danger of putting off

important work for a sick bed. What
thoughtless creatures we are. I feel it in

elf, I feel concerned on my own account.

175. 1st mo. 2d. Commenced a new year
h we have been permitted to enter upon
oubt in wisdom and mercy, while many
lin the year just past away have been
m from works to rewards; i believe our
nuance has been in mercy for a wise and

i purpose. Oh ! may we be concerned to

the will of our Divine Master, and live

b of obedience to Ilim, serve and enjoy

I here and be prepared to join the just of

generations in praising Him through a
jr-ending eternity. Oh ! may I in time to

e love my Divine Master more and serve
better.

i mo. 28tb. Before going to meeting I

discouraged on account of indisposition of

Y, and feeling my weakness and unfitness

ccupy the seat I do and the responsibility

losing a meeting for worship. I trust we
e favored to feel the presence of our Divine

iter, and some ability to perform accept
orship; to mo a favored meeting ir

eh I felt strengthened and encouraged to

It in the Great Head of the Church, not-

astanding my great unworthiness. I think
favored to feel for the welfare of those

ttendance with us.

th mo. 5th he writes :
" Humiliating trials

anxiety have been permitted to come upon
I hope they may work together for my

I think 1 have been in unmerited
cy favored to feci the Divine Arm under-

th to support mo, and 1 hope my prayers

answered,—what encouragement to such a
poor unworthy creature.

7th mo. 4th. We were in unmerited mercy
favored to have a comfortable meeting ; had
the company of A. H. I thought she was
favored with a sense of the state of the meet
ing; spoke well to the young people, also to

those advanced in life. I have for the last

week or two passed through close trials and
provings, had not my Divine Master been
pleased in his unmerited mercy to help and
support me, it seemed as if I could not have
borne up under my t-ials. What an inex-

pressible favor it is to feel his good presence
to be with us, and a sense of his loving-kind-
ness and faith in Him in the time of trial ; He
can bless all and make them work together
for our good.

9th mo. 14. Saw a number of poor men
travelling the road who seemed to be without
a home or employment. Had a pretty satis-

factory opportunity of talking to two of them.
10th mo. 10th. Attended our meeting at

Marshalton. I was permitted to feel through
a part of the meeting, much weakness; before

the close I trust was favored to feel the good
presence of our Divine Master to be near, to

mj' great comfort; truly one hour spent in his

presence is worth a thousand elsewhere.

14th. Was much tried in the forepart ofi

the meeting with wandering thought^, was
favored before the close to have my mind
settled to my comfort,—the praise is duo to

the Great Head of the Church. I trust I may
say I have been much comforted in some evi-

dences of improvement in dear . My de-

sire for him is that he may be given up to serve
his Divine Master faithfully, and bo a burden-
bearer in his church militant. I think I may
say at times I desire the spiritual welfare of
all the human family."

The following appears to be the lastrecoi-d

in his diary of a visit to the Indians on the
Allegheny reservation, in whoso welfare he
had been so long interested.

10th mo. 29th. " I think I may say I felt

it to be my duty to leave my home to go to

the Allegheny reservation to assist Joseph
Scattergood, he wishing my advice in relation

to the boundaries of the villages on the reser-

vation.

31st. Sat a comfortable meeting with the
friends living [at Tunessassa]. It being the

time of vacation at the school, the Indian
children had gone home.

11th mo. 1st. The day being stormy and a
good deal of snow on the ground, I remained
at Tunessassa.

2d. Visited a number of Indian families
;

have cause to be thankful for the favors of the

day ; feel the necessity of being humble and
watchful.

3d. Walked down the river to Abel Pierce's,

the river being too high to ford (as thej'

were repairing the bridge) could not cross

with a team; called at Jas. Pierce's, King
Pierce's and Wm. Bones; I hope the day was
profitably spent

;
got back to Tunessassa safe-

ly
;
the crossing on tho bridge rather danger-

ous; suppose I walked about ten miles.

5th. Made a very satisfactory visit to Owen
Blacksnake and wife, Owen expressed his

satisfaction with the visit; his wife asked
some questions which I answered, and Owen
interpreted to her; I hope the visit may be of

use to the visited—tho jjraisc be to the Great
Head of the Church. May tho Indians with
myself bo enabled to lovo Him more and serve

Him belter, and be grateful for the many nn-

meiited lavors received. Was favored I hope
in an interview with Jas. Watt, to mako some
favorable impressions in relation to tho doc-
trines of the Christian religion. Thought I
had a favored opportunity with Geo. Jacobs;
had many favors during this visit, the morn-
ing before leaving Tunessassa."
Thus closes, so far as we know, the diarj'

of our beloved friend; it was commenced in

1843, at Tunessassa, and the last word traced
by his hand therein appears to be "Tunes-
sassa," showing his unabated interest in those
poor people for a period of about 32 years.
He survived the last entry near two 3 ears,

dying in the 6th monih, 1877, in the posses-

sion of his faculties, as his life had been, peace-
fullj', calmly, saying to those about him when
near the close, that when the spirit left tho
body he wished tho limbs to bo straightened
out and every thing in and about tho premises
to remain perfectly quiet for the space of one
hour.

The preparation of tho Extracts for the
press, can truly be said to have been a labor
of love, a desire being felt that they may be
instructive amsl encouraging to both reader
and compiler. It seems desirable for us all

to notice the reverential spirit manifested
throughout the journal ; the avoidance of tho
use of the sacred name, the absence of strong
expressions, frequently using tho words "I
trust, I hope, or I think

;
great cause for grati-

tude," &c., instead of any positive expression

of the existence of the feeling in his own
breast; also the desire for humility, close

watchfulness over self, and entire surrender
of his own will to the Divine will. "Mark
the perfect man and behold the upright, for

the end of that man is peace."

Among the papers of the deceased aro

several manuscripts in his own handwriting;
some copies of letters written by him ; also a
few letters written to him by valuable friends,

now removed, wo humbi}' trust, from works
to rewards—some extracts from which it is

thought would be interesting as -well as in-

structive.
(To be continned.)

For " Tho Friend "

Hat Honor.

Stephen Grellet while prosecuting his re-

ligious engagements in Spain, states in his

journal, that his attention was called to "an
extract from the Madrid Gazette, with a copy
of the order sent by the King to the Gov-
ernors of the Provinces, and the public au-

thorities, and people where we may travel,

directing that due civilties should be shown
to us by all, and that free entrance be allowed
us to any place wo may wish to visit. It

states also, that wo aro members of the re-

ligious Society of Friends, known by the name
of Quakers; that it is part of our religious

scruples to enter all places and appear before

everybody, without uncovering the head, con-

sidering that real honor or respect cannot be

properly manifested by taking off the hat ; that,

accordingly', we had been before the King
and Queen, and their j'oung Princess, with
our hats on. Orders are therefore given that
no molestation bo offered us, either on this, or
on any other account whatever. It appears
that this order was made known in the places

we passed through, and excited the curiosity

of the people to see us. Here, also, this order

is published in their newspapei-. We are

thereby rendered very public characters."
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Where England found her Vegetables.

When Queen Catharine on one occasion ex-

pressed a wi>h for a salad, it is t^aid that there

were no materials in England of which to

make it. According to JSlorthwick, this was

in 1509. If so, it must have been within a

lew months of the roj'al marriage, and the

young king, to gratify the wish of his bride,

forthwith sent over to Holland for gardeners

to come and cultivate what was requisite for

the purpose. Our native stock, as in the case

of fruits, appears to have been remarkably

scanty, and, such as they were, have been,

for the most part, altOirether superseded by

Ibreign importations. We have, for instance,

a native species of cabbage still found here

and therein England growing wild; but of

the 187 distinct samples mentioned in the

Eoyal Horticultural Society's Journal for last

July as having been under culture and exami-

nation at Chiswick, probably no one would
own to any relationship with the scrubby

little indigenous cabbage or colewort.

There is a specious of carrot, again, indi-

genous to this country, and it would seem,

indeed, to almost every other country where
a light soil is found. In its wild state, how-

ever, it is scarcely edible, being strong and

unpleasant in flavor, and dry and tough in

substance. It has been said that the seed of

the wild carrot, sown for two or three years

in rich as well as light soil, will yield escel-

lent roots. Those who have tried the experi-

ment, however, emphatically deny the truth

of this, and it is probable that all our present

varieties came from abroad. Some have main

tained that the cultivated carrot came origi-

nally from Flanders, and that it was first

grown at Sandwich, in Kent, in the time of

Elizabeth. Gerard calls the plant the Candia
carrot, and seems to assume that the best sort

came to us from Candia. Very much the same
history may be given of the parsnip. This,

also, is indigenous, buf in its wild slate is

worthless, and our present edible sorts are

from "over the sea."

Nobody knows precisely where the potato

earne from originally. It has been found ap-

parently indigenous, in many parts of the

world. Darwin, for instance, found it wild in

the Chonos Archipelago. Sir W. J. Hooker
says that it is common at Valparaiso, whore
it grows abundantly on the sandy hills near

the sea. In Peru and other parts of South
America it appoai-s to be at homo, and it is a

noteworthy fact that Darwin should have
noted it both in the humid forests of the

Chonos Archipelago and among tho central

Chilian mountains, where sometimes rain does

not fall for six mouths at a stretch. It was
to the colonists whom Sir Walter Raleigh
sent out, in Elizabeth's reign, that wo are

indebted for our potatoes. Herriot, who went
out with these colonists, and who wrote ai

account of his travels, makes what may, per

haps, be regarded as the earliest mention of

thisvogetablo. Under tho heading of" roots,"

he mentions what he calls the "oponawk."
"Those roots," ho says, "are round, some
large as a walnut, others much larger; tlioy

grow on damp soils, many hanging together,

as if fixed on ropes ; thej' are good food, either

boiled or roasted." At the beginning of the

seventeenth century. Philips says that this

root was planted, as a curious exotic, in the

gardens of the nobility; but it was long ere

it came into general use. Many held them
to bo poisonous, and it would soom not alto-

gether unreasonably so, either. The potato

's closely related to the deadly nightshade
and the mandrake, and from its stems and

fos may be extracted a very powerful nar-

cotic. In Burgundy, the adoption of the

potato as food was for a time forbidden by
law, being deemed "a poisonous and mis-

chievous root." In England, prejudice against

it was for a long time very strong, more es-

])ocially among the poor. It was believed to

occasion dysentery and leprosy.

Rhubarb we obtained indirectly from China.

Modern Europe first became acquainted with

it in 1535. Our garden peas are said to have
come to us from France, and were first known
as "Fulham pease, because the grounds about
Fulham, neere London, doe bring them for-

ward soonest." Tho introduction was proba-

bly in the reign of Henry VIII., whoso honey-
moon indulgence of his bride's desire for salad

seems to have exerted a wonderful influence

on English horticulture. In the reign of Eliza-

beth, however, they were still not grown to

any great extent, though they seem to have
been imported from Holland. Puller says,

"they were dainties for ladies, they earne so

far and cost so dear." Gerard says that there

is one kind of pea indigenous to England.
Beans we appear to have imported from
Morocco, and the authority last quoted says

there is no difl'erence between the garden bean

and the field bean, except such as is to be

attributed to cultivation and good soil. The
kidney bean is also not a native of England.
This, wo are assured, was first introduced into

this country from the Netherlands in 1503

—

another importation, therefore, in all proba-

bility due to Henry's horticultural enthusiasm
at the time when he was a doting j-oung

spouse. It is a curious fact that the early in-

troduction of the scarlet runner seems to havo
met with no little prejudiced opposition from
an idea that the color of the flowers was due
to blood.

—

London Globe.

The Great Master.—" I am my own master!"

cried a young man, proudly, when a friend

tried to persuade him from an enterprise

which he had on hand; "I am my own mas-
ter I"

" Did you over consider what a responsible

post that is ?" asked his friend.

" Responsible—is it ?"

"A master must layout tho work which he

wants done and see that it is done right. He
should try to secure the best ends by tho best

means. Ho rausfkeep on the look-out against

obstacles and accidents, and watch that every-

thing goes straight, else he must fail."

" Well."

"To be master of yourself you have your
conscience to keep clear, your heart to culti-

vate, your temper lo govern, your will to di-

rect, and your judgment to instruct. You
are master over a hard lot, and if you don't

master them they will master you."
" That is so," said the young man.
"Now, I could undertake no such thing,"

said his friend. "I should fail, sure, if I did.

Saul wanted to be his own master, and failed.

Herod did. Judas did. No man is fit for it.

' One is my Master, even Christ.' I work
under his direction. Ho is regular, and where
he is master, all goes right."

—

Dr. Bacon.

The Light of Christ.—The light of Christ in

thy conscience which shows thee thy sin, is

that which will save thee from it.

—

Fraticis

Howgill.

" The Beauty of Holiness."

BY W. C. GRIFFITH.

I desired to know of my friend H., a us

and greatly beloved member of the Churc
King wood, what it was that brought hin

Christ. I had known him Several years

fore as an outspoken enemy of the trut

student of Renan, and a warm admirei

Hume, and I felt curious to learn the secrt

so marked a change.
" It was the life of a poor wood-chopp

he replied, "that led me to repentance,

grow up in the country, and adjoining

father's farm there lived an old man ^

earned a livelihood for himself and familj

cutting wood. He owned a three acre lot,

lived in a log-house which had been b

mainly with his own hands. These were
only earthly possessions; but here, 'far fi

the maddening crowd's ignoble strife,

sober wishes never learned to stray.' T!

had no cause to stray, indeed, for by din

long continued care and labor, bestowed

tho intervals of his customary vocation,

old man had converted his little freehold fi

a wild marsh into a very paradise. Ev
flower and shrub, over}' tree that was pleas

to look upon, had its representative in t

little inelosure. It was kept as clean a

new-swept floor. No wandering leaf co

hide from tho eye of the owner, and tho g
was always eveni}' shaved once a week. Hi

lived tho most contented man it was ever

good fortune to meet. I verily beHeve

would not have exchanged his humble ab
for tho rank and wealth of an English nol

man. His patience earned him an en via

reputation ;
for there was not a boy in

whole neighborhood who did not call him J

I had seen this trait of his character tried

j

heavy afHictions, by oft-repeated and with

ing disappointments, by the grossest insul

yet under all no murmur escaped his lips, il

was there even tho shadow of a perturl]

spirit within. His summer lasted all the ye|

There were muny Christians in the sai

j

neighborhood, bnt this man's goodness v

'conspicuous in tho gentleness of his spee

the kindness of his manners, the utter abi

jdonment of self, and tho consecration of

his powers to religious uses. It was said tl

he had hold more class-meetings in his gard

than were ever held in the village church, a

there was good reason to believe that tl

was true ; for when the long summer evenit

came, it was his delight to invito his neif

bors and friends to see his flowers and tre

and when they had strolled about the lot)

a while, ho was sure to draw them inside t

little rustic arbor that stood in the ceni

walk of the garden, and there he would ha

all seated, and then, striking up some w(

known hymn, he would begin a meeting tb

sometimes lasted an hour. Sometimes
would relate his experience ; at other titu

he would relate the experience of some friei

Often ho would take out his pocket Test

ment, and reading a few verses would dn
his hearers into conversation about the sc

ject. The impressions made upon my youi

mind on occasions of this kind abided throu;

all the skeptical readings of my life, and w
abide forever. On one occasion, during n

study of an infidel work, I i-emember to ha

dreamed of this old man. I saw him, as I h:

often seen him in ray boyhood, hanging 1

wallet upon tho limb of a tree after dinni

and going into the woods to pray. When
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his face seemed to be lit up with a

enl}' glow. The vision aroused mo to

and most serious reflecLions about my
and while the reusoning of infidel writers

rticularly that of Herbert Spencer—was
attractive and forcible to my mind, the

of this man's goodness, as the result of a

rnatural influence, ever stood before me
an admonitory certainty I could neither

say nor lose sight of. It grow upon mc,

id, until my doubts fled away, as the dark-

disappears before the increasing light of

and final!}' I was led a humble penitent

8 feet of the Saviour."

cident, related in detail, strongly

rates the power of godly living. The
sophy of holiness has led but few to

it. Its beauty has won thousands. On
principle Joudot tells us " to make truth

tiful, and not seek to arm her." 'J'he

3I never needs an apology. It only needs

abundantly illustrated, and those who
ill the time undertaking to defend the

or to make it plausible and effective by
y-balanced arguments, do greatly mistake

)0wer it is possible for them to wield. It

portant to preach doctrines ;
it is more

rtant to adorn them with holy living. A
answer has been known to turn away
h, when a discourse on anger failed to

any apparent eff'ect. It is "the power of

ng epistles," rather than written letters,

is ueeded everywhere,

rtinsburgh, W. Va. — Christian Advocate.

SUDDEN DEATH.
" Sudden death is sudden glory,"

Such the utterance that was given,

"When I heard the touching story

Of thy quick escape to Heaven.

On the whirlwind's airy pinions

Did the mighty prophet fly
;

Thou, like him wast swiftly carried

To thy mansion in the sky.

May the mantle of thy spirit,

Rest on those, thou leav'st below !

May we all as gladly follow.

When the call shall bid us go.

Then, or long, or short the warning,

Waiting, ready for the word,_

We shall trim our lamps rejoicing,

Going forth, to meet our Lord.

At an hour, not unprepared for.

Shall the solemn summons come.

While angelic hallelujahs,

Bid us welcome to our home.

Bansomed by a Saviour's purchase.

We shall swell the adoring strain,

Glory, honor, high thanksgiving

To the Lamb, for sinners slain.

*"*
Selected.

BANISHMENT OF UNBELIEF.
rt unbelief! my Saviour is near,

"or my relief will surely appear :

'ayer let me wrestle, and He will perform :

Christ in the vessel, I smile at the storm,

mined to save. He watched o'er my path
, a„t„„'o blind slave, I sported with death.1, Sata

He have taught me to trust in his name,

Ihus {-AT have brought me to put me to shame ?

should I complain of want or distress,

)tation or pain ? He told me no less :

leirs of salvation, I know from his word,

jgh much tribulation must follow their Lord

!

gh dark be ray way, since He is my guide,

nine to obey, 'tis his to provide
;

fay was much rougher and darker than mine :

Fesus thus suffer, and shall I repine ?

gh painful at present, 'twill cease before long,

then, oh, how pleasant the conqueror's song

!

MY BIRDS.

I lean from the window at morning.

And heTir in the street

The chirp of the tiny brown sparrows.

So cheery and sweet.

Around me the swallows come circling

On lightest of wings.

While high on the bough of the elm-tree

A glad robin sings.

My birds ! they flit gaily about me,

They twitter and call
;_

But the message they bring in the morning
Is sweetest of all.

For the sparrows chirp gaily,
—

" Be cheerful.

Whatever befall ;"

" Be strong," sing the swallows above rae,

God careth for all.

" Be trustful." Oh robin, low singing,

Your message is best

;

Each day brings its work and its blessing,

—

Trust God for the rest.

My bright little songsters, I hear you
With heart glad and free

;

For I know that the Father in heaven,

Who sent you to me.

Not only will strengthen and cheer me
Each hour of the day.

But will, in his own loving kindness,

Be with me alway.
—Millie Colcord.

LET IT PASS.

Be not swift to take offence

Anger is a foe to sense
;

Let it pass

!

Brood not darkly o'er a wrong
Which may disappear ere long

;

Bather sing this cheery song

Let it pass !

Strife corrodes the purest mind
;

As the unregarded wind,

Let it pass

!

Any vulgar souls that live,
_

May condemn without reprieve

;

Let it pass!

Echo not an angry word
;

Think how often you have erred
;

Let it pass

!

Since onr joys mtist pass away,

Like the dew-drops on the spray.

Wherefore should our sorrows stay ?

Let it pass

!

If for good you've taken ill.

Oh ! be kind and gentle still,

Let it pass

!

Time at last makes all things straight,

Let us not resent, but wait.

And our triumph shall be great

;

Bid your anger to depart,

Lay these homely words to heart.

Let it pass

!

Follow not the giddy throng;

Better to be wronged than wrong

;

Therefore sing the cheery song
Let it pass

!

Selected,

A Life that can Suffer.—I was greatly satis-

fied in my journey, chiefly that I found a life

amongst Friends that can suffer ; and I arn sure

it is that, which will reign and conquer in the

end ; and thence will be the safety of us all,

—

to follow our Captain in suffering and tribu-

lation, having an eye to the recompense of

the reward. For that which can talk and not

walk, and can profess and not suffer, is not

the heir, nor must bo respected as the heir:

for all respect shown to that birth, puffeth it

up.; but the true birth is low in heart.

—

Stephen Crisp.

The Nortli-East Passage.

The following is condensed from an article

n The Christian Adaocate.

Since the opening of Japan, and the gene-

ral revival of interest in the eastern ocean

d China, the Swedes and Norwegians have

been exceed! ngly desirous of finding a paRsago

there, by way of the Arctic Ocean, which, if

attained, would bo short and direct in com-

parison with the long and circuitous one by
way of the Southern and Indian Oceans.

After a great deal of persuasion. Professor

Nordenskjold succeeded in obtaining from the

Government and other sources the means for

tting out an expedition of two vessels, with

a view to test the practicability of a north-

east passage to Japan. They started about

the middle of 7th mo. 1878, from the most

northern Norwegian port, and were lost to

the world till the early part of 9th mo. 1879,

when they arrived safely, with their object

accomplished, in Japan. They were received

with rejoicings and signal honor by the Japs,

and the cable sent a winged message over the

world announcing their success and their

safety.

Since then we have awaited with anxiety a

fuller account of their perilous journey, which

now reaches us through French sources, by

way of correspondence, from Japan. The
two vessels—the Vega and the Lena—were

both steamers well provided with all necessi-

ties for an Arctic voyage of discovery ; and

they left the lines of northern civilization in

the early part of 8th mo., hoping to get through

before the close of the short summer. Success

attended them through the Strait of Yugor,

south of Nova Zembla, and they found even

the Sea of Kara, so much dreaded by navi-

gators, quite free from ice. Having passed

safely through this, they steered north-cast

toward the dangerous land of Taimur and the

North Cape. Here they were arrested for

some four days by the ice, when they resumed

their journey, and reached the northernmost

point of Asia on the 19th of 8th mo.

The Vega ran along the coast and found

but little ice, and cast anchor at the mouth of

Lena liiver on the 2Gth of the same month.

To the north they discovered the islands of

New Siberia, but could not explore them be-

cause of the mass of ice surrounding their

shores. The broad mouth of the River Kolwya
was found open and free, and they hastened

across it in their anxiety to make their way
to the East. But their difficulties soon com-

menced ; the ice began to grow rapidlj', and on

the 28th of 9th mo. they were imprisoned, near

a settlement, in 67 deg. north latitude, and 177

west longitude. They wintered on the ice

about a mile from the shore, and soon made
friends with the natives, of whom they found

scattered in numerous villages about four

thousand. The health and spirits of the en-

tire crew were good, not having a single case

of scurvy. During the shortest day the sun

was only three hours above the horizon, and

only itsupper limb was visible.

The scientists of the expedition employed

their time in making very interesting obser-

vations, but we prefer to follow those who
investigated the queer people found there.

Their main occupation is to fish, and hunt the

seal, the polar bear, and the reindeer. They
were extremely kind toward the explorers,

and supplied them with the flesh of the latter.

They are called the Tchuckthis ; and Nor-
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denskjold finds a great resemblance between

tbcm and the Greenlanders in their customs.

Thej- have do longing for coined money, un-

less it be perforated so that they can use it as

an ornament. A cake of soap is more valua-

ble in their eyes than many rubles, which is

something to their credit. They prefer a

metal button to a coin, but thej' are eager for

needles, knives, and all sorts of tools, as well

as cotton and woolen skirts of bright colors.

They are born traders, and are alwaj's on

the watch with their furs to obtain their

luxuries by means of them—a handsome leaf

of tobacco will secure from them a firsl-class

beaver skin. Even the women like tobacco,

and in default of the genuine weed will smoke
all sorts of subslitntes, and they chew in the

bargain. Salt thej' discard, sugar they like,

and coffee with plenty of sugar in it, but their

peculiar passion is tea. Both sexes dress in

skins and much alike, and on grand ceremonies

they wear caps adorned with glass ornaments.
In their tents or cabins they cast otf most of

their clothing, and keej) warm by means of

fire. This is partly to display their ear orna-

ments and the painting of face and body. The
women are nearly all tattooed. The naviga-

tor affected to find among them many of the

customs of primitive North American Indians.

At Cape North were found the ruins of a

former people whom the present natives say
they drove away. Various excavations pro-

duced foreign stones, bones of whales, and
beams of wood that evidently came from
trees of North America. These subterraneous

abodes were connected by long passages like

the cabins of the Indians of Norton Bay,
showing that even in these extreme northern

regions there has been much emigration.

From the summit of a hill four hundred
feet high he enjoyed a grand view of the polar

sea, interrupted by immense bergs of tower-

ing and dangerous ice lying along the coast.

When the spring at last came game was quite

abundant, and large quantities of birds were
caught. But they were obliged to remain
till midsummer locked in the ice—counting
294 days—before they were liberated, on the

20th of 7th mo. Soon after this they passed
Cape East and came around into Behring's
Strait, thus actually'' effecting their object,

namely, the north-east passage to the Pacific

Ocean. The Vega stopped several times at

the islands along the coast, making interest-

ing and valuable observations, and finall}' ar-

rived at Yokohama in Japan on the 2d of 9th.

mo., after a prosperous voyage, in which the}'

did not lose one of the crew. The Vega is

the first vessel that has performed this feat,

and Nordenskjold thinks that with a little

more experience the navigation of the north-
ern seas through this passage can be made in

a single season.

A Living Faith.—This I have observed, that
all notional faith, wherein is not the living

virtue, the enemy will let the soul alone with
;

but his war is desperately against faith in the
true power, against faith in the light of life.

Oh, how many sore and sharp assaults doth
he make against the faith which receives its

virtue from God, and causeth the soul to live to

God.—/. Penington.

God hath marked each sorrowing day,
And numbered every secret tear,

And heaven's long age of bliss shall pay
For all his children suffer here.

—Bryant.

For "The Friend."

The Doctrine of the Atonement.

The Friends' Intelligencer, of 10th mo. 25th,

1879, (a weekly paper published in Philadel-

phia), contains an essay under the above cap-

tion, giving the views of one who is therein

spoken of as "a prominent Friend," in which
sentiments are put forth that are so obviously

incompatible with the docrines of the Holy
Scriptures on this important subject, that it

seems but proper to call attention to them.
The writer, after giving the definition of the

word "Atonement" as stated by Webster to be
" reconciliation after enmity or controversy,"

and also one taken from the Cyclopedia of

Religious Knowledge, saj^s : "1 believe the

term or word Atonement occurs but once in

the New Testament, Rom. v. 11, and nowhere
in the sayings of Jesus do we find anything
that can be either literally or reasonably taken
to mean atonement in the sense implied by
the Mosaic law."

Alexander Cruden, in his Concordance of

the Scriptures, thus defines atonement. First,

as reconciliation or appeasing anger, and cites

Romans v. 11 in support of it. Second, as
" Ransom,"' and gives Job xxxiii. 24, as an
example of the latter sense. Adopting, then,

the two expressions of reconciliation and
ransom as synonymes of the- ideas this word
atonement is intended to convey by the writers

of the Holy Scriptures, wo shall find in the

recorded sayings of the Lord Jesus the same
or equivalent terms, viz :

" The Son of man
came not to be ministered unto, but to minis-

ter, and to give his life a ransom for many."
Matt. x.K. 28. " This is ray blood of the new
testament, which is shed for many for the re-

mission of sins." Matt. xxvi. 28.

The sense in which the word Atonement is

used in the Mosaic law is evidently parallel

with that implied by the above quoted lan-

guage of Christ, viz., ransom or reconciliation

by the offering of the blood or life of one for

the remission of the sins of another ; as will

be proved by reference to Leviticus 16 th and

the vicarious atonement of His (God's;

was arranged * * * to satisfy His ang
His justice, I do not believe for the folio

reasons : I find no warrant for it in any
ings of Jesus," &o. "I also think thai

required suffering of the innocent to re

the guilty of their iniquity, or to save 1

from the penalty of their sin, would in

be the essence of injustice, and cannot bi

in God, if it were possible for Him to re<

it."

The expression " vicarious atonement
used above, is understood to mean, the

stitution of Christ for man in suffering

punishment due to the latter for his

Recurring to the language of our Saviour
He came "to give his life a ransom for ms
and that his "blood is shed for many fo:

remission of sins," there seems no escape

the conclusion that He did substitute hit

for the human race by assuming the pet

justly incurred by them, and paid the pri

their ransom, by laj'ingdown his life and s

ding his blood for the remission of their

That this mode of delivering a fallen

from the fruits of their own transgression

"arranged" by the merciful Father anc

beloved Son, is clearly shown by the w
of Jesus which are subjoined, " I am the

,

Shepherd : the good Shepherd giveth hii

for the sheep. I lay down my life for

sheep. Therefore doth my Father love

because I lay down my life, that I might,
it again. No man taketh it from me; I]

lay it down of myself. I have power tci

it down, and I have power to take it a|

This commandment have I received of

Father." John 10th chap.

That the end and intent of thus layingd'

his life for men, was to save or redeem t|

and give them a new life, is proved bj

expressions in the same chapter, " My si

hear my voice, &c., and I give unto t

eternal life." ''By me, if any man ente

be shall be saved," &c. Also, " if ye be!

not that I am Ho ye shall die in your
17th chapters. The former describes the cere- ^ John viii. 24.

monies by which the High Priest made the| That the sufferings and death of 01

annual atonement or expiation for the sins of were considered necessary by him for th(

deinption of man, is proved by the folloA

sayings of his, viz: "As Moses lifted up

serpent in the wilderness, even so must
Son of man be lifted up, that whosoevei

lieveth in Him should not perish but 1

eternal life." John iii. 14. "And I, if

lifted up from the earth, will draw all

unto rne." (This Ho said signifying \

death He should die.) John xii. 32. "

He began to teach thorn that the Son of

micst suffer many things, and be rejeete

the elders and the chief priests and scr

and be killed, and after three days rise agi

Mark viii. 31. "He prayed that if it

possible the hour might pass from H
Mark xiv. 35. " Father, save me from
hour; but for this cause came I unto

hour." John xii. 27. "But how shall

Scripture bo fulfilled that thus it must i

Matt. xxvi. 54. " The cup which 7ny Fi

hath given me shaW I not drink it. ' Johns

piaiion lor the
the whole nation of Israel. It was directed

to take a bullock as a "sin-oft'ering" for him-
self, and a goat as a "sin-offering" for the

people. "And Aaron shall offer his bullock

of the sin-offering, which is for himself, and
make an atonement for himself, and his house."
* * * " And he shall lake of the blood of the
bullock and sprinkle it with his finger upon
the mercy seat," &c. Likewise the goat was
to be sacrificed and its blood sprinkled upon
the mercy seat, as " an atonement for the holy
place, because of the unclean noss of the chil-

dren of Israel, and because of their transgres-

sions in all their sins." Then follows the
ritual for the " scape-goat." " And Aaron
shall lay both his hands upon the head of the
live goat, and confess over him all the iniqui-

ties of the children of Israel, and all their

transgressions in all their sins, putting them
upon the head of the goat, and shall send him
away b}' the hand of a fit man into the wilde

And the goat shall bear upon him all 11. " Then said He unto them, Oh fools,

their iniquities," &c. The 17th chapter of

Leviticus, 11th verse, thus speaks of the blood:
" For the life of the flesh is in the blood, and
I have given it to you upon the altar, to make
an atonement for your souls; for it is the

blood that maketh an atonement for the soul."

The article in question furtheravers : "That

slow of heart to believe all that the prop

have spoken I Ought not Christ to I

suffered these things and to enter into

glory." Luke xxiv. 25. * * "And he

unto them. These are the words that 1 sj

unto j'ou while I was yet with you ;
tha

things must be fulfilled which were wri
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law of Moses, and in the prophets, and
e Psalms, concerning me." " Thus it is

ten, and thus it behoved Christ to suffer,

to rise Irom the dead the third day ; and
repentance and remission of sins should
•eached in his name among all nations."

} xxiv. 4-i, 46, 47.

For "Tho Friond.'

Rindiifs.s.

Tq have received a letter from a corre-

dent, too timid wo suppose to sign his or

lame, which says: " Kindness is u subject

has been deeply ioipressed on ray mind
ame time," and expresses the desire that

thing in reference to it might appear in

columns of " The Friend." The letter

ses some thoughts on this subject, which
ppeniled.

e of tho first effects which ought to bo

we hope has been) produced by such a

3rn as has rested on our correspondent,

stimulate to the observance of the Golden
of doing unto others as wo would that

should do unto us. The practice of this

1 to develop the same disposition in

s.

the name and residence of our corre-

'lent had been published, it might have
tenod the inquiry of those of our readers

|ing in that locality, as to what occasion

had given for this concern, by any want
ndness and sympathy towards others.

! is, we can only trust, that in every neigh-

pod where these lines may come, a desire

[be awakened to profit by the instruction

jiined in such passages of Scripture as—" Bear ye one another's burthens, and
fit the law of Christ," " Love one another
ja pure heart, fervently," "Be kindly

lioned one to another, with brotherly
I" "Add to godliness, brotherly kind-

p &c.—Ed.]

pugbt we not to watch daily and hourly
! every act and word is tinctured with
boss. Oh yes, be kind and affectionate to

mother, it soothes and quiets the spirit.

I words and acts should bo used freely :

: freely to tho needy. There are many
bd of this sweet fruit. Yes, I have known
i

almost starved for tho sweet taste of a

! act or word from their fellow beings,

St ready to sink beneath the load of grief

discouragement, when a fesv kind acts or

!)athizing words would have lifted up

[

down-cast souls, and given strength to

i and body ; and instead of weeping there

Id have been joy.

» all ought to bo kind and affectionato to

mother, especially to the poor and needy,

jhc sick and feeble, who all have strong
IS on those that have health of wealth.

Isick have many a pain and ill to bear,

others know not of, and if those about
Ji show any unklndness in word or act, it

ito the heart like a two edged sword, and
|ad of giving nourishment and strength,

bitter grief for them to feed upon, which
1 causes increased weakness and suffer-

1 How careful we ought to be that all our
Is and actions should bo seasoned with
K)ving Spirit of our Saviour ; for if wo lack

is great duty, we may find in the day of

ment, that the same measure which we
[
meted out to others, will ba measured

I ns."

Business Reptttalion.—People often make a
great mistake at the very outset of business
life. Ambitious to secure a speedy fortune,

they offer a poor article to secure a large

profit. They dilute and sham—they depend
u])on show and false appearance for speedy
success; they peril reputation instead of try-

ing to place it upon a firm foundation. The
successful men are not to be found among
this class. It is the solid, straight-forward
man that gains the leadership, ileputation
should be the first object. This gained, and
tho road to fortune is easy.

Look around for the best houses—tho men
who have achieved the greatest success in

business—and you will find them to be those
whose reputation for making or selling a good
article, has been impressed upon buyeis. The
best make of gloves, the silk less likely to

cut, the print known to stand in color, the
spool cotton whose reputation for strength,

smoothness of finish, and length, is fixed in

the world's confidence. These aro the goods
that lead in every market. Eibbons known
to be a yard or two short in the piece, or

spools warranted 200 yards, which run but

50, are the goods which buyers shun, and the

makers of such have a short run, like the
counterfeits they seek to impose upon the
people.

" A gentleman died some time since, at his

residence in one of the uptown fashionable

streets, in New York, leaving $11,000,000.

He was a member of the Prosbj'terian Church,
in excellent standing; a good husband and
father, and a thriving citizen. On his death-

bed, lingering long, he suftered great agony
of mind, and gave continual expression to his

remorse at what his conscience told him had
been an ill-spent life! 'Oh I' he exclaimed,
as his weeping friends and relations gathered
about his bed, 'Oh I if I could only live my
years over again. Oh! if I couhl only be
spared for a few years, I would give all tho
wealth I have amassed in a lifetime. It is a

life devoted to money-getting that I regret.

It is this which weighs me down, and makes
me despair of the life hereafter.' 'You have
never reproved my avaricious spirit,' ho said

to the minister. ' You call it a wise economy
and forethought, but my riches have been
only a snaro for my soul I I would give all

I possess to have a hope for my poor soul
!'

In this state of mind, refusing to be consoled,

this poor rich man bewailed a life devoted to

the mere acquisition of riches. Many came
away from his bedside impressed with the

usolessness of such an existence as the wealthy
man had spent, adding house to house, dollar

to dollar, until he became a millionaire. All

know him to be a professing Christian and a

good man, as the world goes, but tho terror

and remorse of his death-bed administered a

lesson not to be dismissed from memory. He
would have given all his wealth for a single

hope of Heaven."

—

Gospel Reaper.

I never expect to get to heaven till all that

is in tne dies, that cannot bear the Lord's
chastising hand, without a murmur, or oven
an unsubjected rising motion of heart con-

trary to a full renunciation of my own will

and entire submission to his. Therefore may
his hand not spare, nor his eye pity, till all

that is in mo bows, and remains wholly bowed,
to endure with perfect patience, his whole
good pleasure concerning me.

—

J. Scott.

Deceptioii most Pernicious.—"Tho false no-
tion, that they maj' be tho children of God,
while in a state of disobedience to his holy
commandments; and disciplesofJesus, though
they revolt from his cross; and members of
his true church, which is without spot or
wrinkle, notwithstanding their lives are full

of spots and wrinkles; is, of all other decep-
tions upon themselves, the most pernicious to
their eternal condition. For they are at peace
in sin, and under a security in their trans-

gression. Their vain hope silences their con-
victions, and overlays all tender motions to

repentance ; so that their mistake about their

duty to God, is as mischievous as their re-

bellion against Him.
Thus they walk on precipices, and flatter

themselves, till the grave swallows them up,
and the judgment of the great God breaks tho
lethargy, and undeceives their poor wretched
souls with tho anguish of the wicked, as the
regard of their work."

—

No Cross, No Crown.

Sidney Smith says: "I went, for the first

time in my life, some years ago, to stay at a
very grand and beautiful palace in the coun-
try, where the grounds are said to be laid out
with consummate taste. J'or the first two
or three days I was perfectly enchanted ; it

seemed something so much better than nature
that I really began to wish tho earth had been
laid outaccording to the latest principles of im-
provement. In three days' time I was tired.

A thistle, a nettle, a heap of dead bushes, any-
thing that wore the appearance of accident

and want of attention, was quite a relief. I

used to escape from the made grounds, and
walk upon an adjacent goose common, where
the cart ruts, gravel pits, humps, irregulari-

ties, coarse, ungentlomanliko grass, and all

the varieties produced by neglect, were more
gratifying than the monotony of beauties tho
result of design, and crowded into unnatural
confines."

Wholesome Advice.—At an entertainment
recently given by the Mikado to the Imperial
Court of Japan, His Majesty addressed his

guests in the following language: "i have
heard from several sources that for some time
past the mi nislers of the State have adopted a
luxurious stylo of living, and that some of

them have built themselves splendid mansions.
Such conduct tends to make the government
unpopular. The empire is now at peace,

and we are exerting ourselves both at home
and abroad ;

but expenses are very great, and
the people aro grieved at our revenue not

being equal to our expenditure. If the minis-

ters live in a state of luxury, tho hearts of

the people will bo estranged ; therefore you
will do well to ))ause and consider, and bo

more frugal in the future."

When .sabres are rusty, and spades bright;

When prisons are empty, and granaries full

;

When the steps of the temples are worn by the feet of

worshippers.
And the court-yards of the tribunals are covered with

When physicians go on foot, and bakers on horseback,
The empire is well governed.

Chinese Proverb.

Excellent and indispensable as morality of

life is, it is only as we come to pass from a

state of nature to a state of grace, and our
souls experience the renewings of the Holy
Ghost, that our conduct amongst men will re-

dound to tho glory of God, and be viewed
with acceptance in his pure and holy sight.
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The past few weeks have been a memora-
ble time to many of our readers who reside

in or near this city, from the number of valua-

ble Friends who have been recently removed
from works to rewards ; some after a brief

period of illness, and some almost in a moment.
Such occurrences are calculated to awaken

serious thoughtfulness in survivors, and we
believe it is designed that they should have
that effect, and should preach to us the same
warning language that our blessed Saviour
proclaimed to his disciples when personally

on earth—"Be ye also ready, for in such an
hour as ye think not, the Son of man cometh."
But in addition to this first and most im-

portant lesson, as to our spiritual interests

and the preparation for admittance into that

Holy City where nothing that is impure c^in

ever enter, we have felt that there was in-

struction to be drawn in reference to our out-

ward affairs. It would be time well spent

for many of us, to reflect calmly and seriously

on what we should feel it was wise to do, if

we were assured that a very few days would
terminate our earthly existence. There might
occur to us services of love for others, to

whom our minds had been drawn by the Spirit

of our Saviour, which we would much regret

should be unpreformed, but which we iiad ])ost-

poned to a future day. We might remember
letters of sympathy, of friendship, or of ad-

vice, which we had resolved to send to dis-

tant friends, but which had not yet been writ-

ten. We might recall unsettled business trans-

actions, of the details of which no one else

knew, which would involve others in much
perplexity or even loss, if our knowledge or

skill could not be used in their completion.

We might bring to mind trust accounts un-

balanced, or not having those regular and ac

curate entries of money's received and ex-

pended, which would enable an intelligent

stranger to determine their exact situation,

and thus protect from loss our own families

oil the one hand, or those for whom we were
acting as trustees on the other. We might
feel that we had expanded our business so far

beyond the limits of our capital, and that it

was so widely diffused, or of such a delicate

or uncertain nature, that financial ruin would
almost inevitably follow the withdrawal from
it of our personal energy and effort. Wc-
might remember that we had delayed from
timo to time the preparation of such docu-
ments as would clearly define the disposition

we desired to make of the property we had
been entrusted with.

If, on a sober review of our situation, we
find anj-thing that has real claims upon our
attention, which has been neglected, or re-

ceived an insufficient share of time and effort,

let us heed the lesson we have received, and
diligently strive to do our work in due season,
never postponing till another day that which
ought to be done in the present.

A letter from a valued Friend in Ohio, ac-

companying the account of Anne Sears, which
is published iu this issue of our paper, con-
tains the following instructive remarks:

" She was indeed a bright example of Chris-
tian patience and resignation, giving evidence
that she had attained an establishment on the
sure foundation, which proved sufficient to

animate and sustain her through long years

of varied trial and affliction ; and we have no

doubt was prepared at the appointed time to

enter a mansion of endless rest and peace.
" How cheering and animating are such ex-

amples to the weary traveller Ziouward!"

We have received the Sixth Annual Report
of the Seamen's and Landsmen's Aid Society.

The Library for Mariners at Front and Union
streets, which it keeps open, is much resorted

to by sailors as a place to read, write and re-

ceive letters. They are supplied with station-

ery free of charge. The society has estab-

lished two Homes for Sailors, where they can

be boai-ded without incurring the temptations
to intemperance and vice to which they are

often exposed in the usual boarding-houses.

Donations of money, tracts and papers, are

solicited.

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Five of the regular annual appro-

priation bills have been reported to the House of Re-
presentatives, of which only one, the Pensions bill, has
become a law. The House Committee on Appropria-
tions decided to frame a general deficiency bill. The
amounts asked by the different departments for defi-

ciencies, aggregate $5,779,.536. The House Committee
on Education and Labor agreed to report in favor of

the resolution for the enforcement of the eight hour
law.

Governor Cornell, of New York, has signed a bill

allowing women to vote for school ofBcers.

The iowa House of Representatives, by a vote of 78
to 21, adopted a resolution submitting to the people a

constitutional amendment prohibiting the manufacture
and sale of alcoholic liquors in the State.

During last month 5839 immigrants arrived at New
York. For the twelve months ending on the 31st iilt.,

142,453, against 82,125 the preceding year.

The ice-gatherers on the Penobscot river, in and
.iround Bangor, expect to harvest about 85,000 tons of

ice ; which is said to be in good condition and of fine

quality.

Nashville, Tenn., was visited by a tornado last week,
causing damage to buildings to the amount of $100,000.
Several persons are reported to have been killed.

More than half a million dollars have been collected

in the United States and Canada, for the relief of the
suffering in Ireland.

A fire occurred in Chicaco on the night of the 14th,

causing a loss of $475,000. The City Hall building, in

Albany, N. Y., a marble structure, was destroyed by
fire the last week. Estimated loss $100,000.
The intensely cold weather in British Columbia has

been so fatal to stock, that unless there is a speedy
change to milder weather, it is expected the colony will

he dependent on Oregon and California for meat, for

three years to come.
The unemployed working men of San Francisco, num-

bering thousands, have been meeting on the Sand Lots,

and have sent delegations to the railroad and other cor-

porations, demanding that they discharge the Chinese
workmen, and employ poor whites.

The engineers employed by Lesseps in surveying the

route of the proposed canal across the Isthmus of Darien,

have unanimously reported in favor of a level canal,

.and estimate the cost at $168,600,000. He will issue a
circular inviting American subscriptions for half the

amount needed. The work is to occupy eight years.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia for the week
ending at noon on the 14th, was 321. Of this number
182 were adults and 139 children. The principal causes
of death were : apoplexy, 6 ; congestion of the lung-i, 8

;

consumption, 50 ; convulsions, 14 ; diseases of the heart,

13 ; scarlet fever, 6; typhoid fever, 9 ; inflammation of

the lungs, 29 ; old age, 14.

Markets, &C.—U. S. sixes, 1881, 105| ; do. 5'i», 103J
;

4}'s, registered, 107|; do. coupon, 109; 4's, 1907, 106|.
Cotton, firm. Sales of middlings at 13J a 13J els.

per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7J- cts. in barrels, and refined,

7 J cts. for export, and 8 a 8i cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour is less active, but prices unchanged. Minnesota
extra, $G.50 a *7 ; western, >7 a S'7.50

;
patent and other

high grades, $7.50 a $8.50. Rye flour, $4.S7i a $5.
Corn meal, i3.12J per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is a fraction higher: Penna. red.

$1.47; southern amber, $1.48 a $1.49. Rye, 9

Corn, mixed, 56 cts., and yellow, 57 a -57} ct?

white, 60 cts. Oats, mixed, 45 a 46 cts., white, 4'

cts. per bushel.

Seeds.—Clover, 7 a 8J ct.s. per pound ; timothy,

a S3.37J, and flaxseed, *1.65 per bushel.

Hay and straw. Average price during the

Prime timothy, 95 cts. a $1.10 per 100 pounds
;
a

85 a 95 cts. ; straw, $1.05 a $1.25 per 100 po '

Beef cattle were dull this week, and prices si:

lower, 2790 head arrived and sold at 5i a 6]- ct

lb. as to quality.

Sheep, 9000 head sold at the different yards a

6J cts. per lb., and lambs at 5 a 7 cts.

Hogs were dull and easier—5000 head sold a

7} cts. per pound.
Cows, $20 to $40 per head.

Foreign.—It is stated that the trustees of sa

banks in Great Britain hold one-tenth of the

debt. An analysis of this debt gives its net amoi
£735,848,495. Of this debt over £20,000,000 ;

post-ofKce depositors.

The revenue derived from the liquor traffic, in

was over thirty-two millions of pounds. Thi;

a million le.ss than 1878, and there has been a s

annual decrease since 1876.

The Liverpool Courier says: "The importati

American live cattle this winter has been on ;

scale, partly owing to the lower prices here, and {

because of the great mortality attending the trans

The distress in Ireland continues severe in i]

places, yet there is reason to believe the whole aj

of the country is improved. In order to guard ag|

a famine next year, there have been purchased £1'

worth of potatoes for distribution there.
j

The food imported into France in 1879, was o:

value of $360,722,000, and food and raw materia^

ported $250,840,000.

Japan.— ji portion of the American attaches o

Japan Post-office are about to return home, their

of service having expired. The post-office stands

eminent in its working, but this it is thought is o

to the devoted and extraordinary endeavors ot

American employfo. The cholera is said to have
completely subdued. The final report of the Nat:

Sanitary Board shows that there were 168,000 (

and 101,000 deaths.

Brazil—The total length of the Dom Pedro IL!
road, which is now the second in importance h

country, is 365 miles. The road was commenced I

incorporated company, but in 1865 the Govern
bought it of the stockholders, and it is now run

branch of the imperial service. On the invested ca

of rather more than $40,000,000, the Government
izes an average income of 5.} per cent, yearly.

CORRECTION.—On page 174, third column,

21, for " notions," read " motions."

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Friends who may feel drawn to apply for the;

tions of Superintendent and Matron of this Instita

are requested to communicate with either of the ui

signed—
William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., P.i

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelph:

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St. "

Anna V. Edge, Downinglown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frank/ord, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp.

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hai,l,!

Applications for the Admission of Patients mi
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, on the 10th of 1st mo. 1880, at his resid

in Woodbury, N. J., George M. Glover, in

eightieth year of his age, a much esteemed memb
Woodbury Monthly Meeting. This dear Friend
for more than forty years afflicted with a spinal

!

tion, causing great sufferings, which he bore

patience and Christian resignation. Although sel

able to attend meeting, yet being firm in the faith

delivered to the saints, he manifested a lively int

in the welfare of our beloved Society, and often mou
over the many departures from it's principles and

timonies. Though the call was sudden, there is
j

ground to believe that he stood with his loins gi

and his lamp burning, waiting for the Bridegroo

souls, and has now entered into that rest prepare!

the people of God.
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Camilfii County, New Jersey,

ho county of Camden is one of the dis-

is of West New Jersey from which the
r of Philadelphia receives those supplies of

stables, small fruits, and dairj^ products
, have rendered her markets unsurpassed
jheapness, abundance and excellence.

contribute to these results the county of

idea enjoys very favorable conditions of

ible soil, climate, ease of transit, and the

ortant advantage of close proximity to

of the great consumers of its products,

idea county lies on the east bank of the
iware river, immediately opposite to the

re Delaware front of Philadelphia, from
ch it is 8e])arated by about one mile of

Br. Extending in breadth along this river

about ten miles, its greatest length is

ards the south-east, and is about 25 miles,

ling an irregular parallelogram of 274
ire miles, or upwards of 175,000 acres.

rom the chief city of Camden, opposite

ladelphi;), and numbering in 1865 about
00 inhabitants, turnpike roads radiate

the heart of the country, and through it

those adjoining. Upon these superior

Is of hard gravel, a heavy transit of pro-

3 and returning fertilizers is constantly
'ing over easy grades. The immense wag-
burdened with the piles of baskets of

m vegetables which often throng these

Is and the streets of Camden during the

on of activity, give ample evidence of the

luctiveneas of the soil over which they

he climate is mild and salubrious, and in

ie respects is not surpassed if equalled by
; of any other district in the Middle or
stern States. In these characteristics the

iterpart of the lower lying portion ofNow
sey largely participates ; those which lie

icent to the ocean enjoying a more equable
imer temperature, and the extreme south-

districts an earlier opening spring. The
nty of Camden is, however, as favorably
ated for the growth of early garden vego-

es as any other county upon the Delaware
ir, and its proximity to Philadelphia gives

idvantagcs which some others do not so

y possess.

"he Viceroy, the Palatine and the Democrat.
l3 the first settlements attempted in this

ioD, north of those of Virginia, were made
hin the present limits of Camden county,

a hasty recital of some strange events of early

days may not be inappropriate. It may in-

terest some readers to learn, that this district

was not alwaj's and entirely given over to the

domain of the prosaic ; that sweet potatoes,

water-melons and large cabbages were not in

olden times objects of leading interest; but

that hero have resounded the clang of arms,

that romance, tragedy and comedy have been

enacted, and that here nobility essayed to
" strut its little day ; but fell before its honors
were full blown." It may not be known to

many of the inhabitants of the county, that

within its borders the first attempt to settle

and civilize West Jersey was made by the

Dutch or Hollanders, and that the site of the

original capital of the new Dutch Dynasty
was near the city of Gloucester, at the mouth
of Timber Creek, and bore the name of Port

Nassau, so called in honor of the renowned
military genius, Maurice, Count ofNassau and
Prince of Orange, Stadtholder of the United
Dutch Provinces. They may not know that

our Cooper's Creek can boast its legends of an
Indian maiden with true womanly heroism,

periling her life to save the noble De Vries,

the commander of the first vessel that entered

our waters, from the stratagems of her wild

people; a Tacouta„ though less known, as

worthy of remembrance as Pocahontas of Vir-

ginian fame.
Hereabout once flourished the renowned

John Printz, of Tinicum, extending his un-

gentle sway over the.-e quiet lands, more de-

spotic at Tinicum than his liege lord Gustavus
at Stockholm. John's first early settlement

was at Fort Elsinborg, at the mouth of Salem
Creek, but the place was much infested bj'

mosquitoes, prodigious swarms of which at-

tacked the garrison and forced it to retreat.

So he removed his eapitol, New Gottcnburg,
to Tinicum, an island just below the mouth
of the Schuylkill, and governed the destinies

of the Swedeland Stream, as the Delaware
was termed, with a pretty high hand, for ten

years. Here he affected entire independence
of Gustavus, King of Sweden, turning back
emigrants, keeping others in slavery or de-

voting them to the service of the State in the

right royal manner of the villeinage of feudal

times. This first king of Tinicum copied too

closely the waj'S he had learned in Europe to

please a people who had left their homes for

freedom, and he became excessively unpopu-
lar and abdicated the throne in 1652, an act

that was hailed with great joy throughout
new Sweden. Many of us have never heard
that perhaps some of our neighbors have de-

scended from fathers who were Fins from
Finland, or Laps from Lapland, as well as

from Swedes and Dutch. Some readers may
not know that the glory of New Sweden and
the splendor of Tinicum departed when the

renowned Peter Stuyvesant came upon the

Swedes unawares, took Swen Schute in the

fort at Passyunk, a suburb of Philadelphia,

and invested the capital, New Gottcnburg.

Every effort, says history, was made to reduce
the stubborn place, except the use of arms,
for on comparing their forces it was found
that the Dutch under Stuyvesant far outnum-
bered the Swedes, they philosophically agreed
that the most numerous must gain the day,

and took the fighting for granted, and tho
standard of their high-mightinesses the lords

States-general, the magniloquent title of tho
heads of the Dutch Republic waved in blood-

loss triumph over the ramparts of Tinicum.
The lords of Tinicum were not tho only

vice-regal personages that attempted to sway
these virgin realms. A grant was made by
the English king Charles, to a certain Sir

Edmund Phydcn, whom he constituted Coun-
ty Palatine, with the title of Earl Palatine of

Albion, or of the Province of New Albion in

America. The earl Palatine, as his name im-
plies, possessed regal power in all things save
allegiance to the king, and was authorized
" to make such fit and wholesome ordinations

for keeping tho peace and the better govern-

ment of the people, as should not be repug-
nant to the laws, statutes and rights of tho
Kingdom of England and Ireland." Among
tho earliest adventurers under this grant was
a certain sprig of royally bearing the euphoni-

ous name of JBeaucharap Plantaganct, a vaga-

bond cavalier who essayed to escape the right-

eous retribution which the growing power of

a "fierce democracy" was about to hurl upon
its hereditary oppressors. Here, in New
Jersey, he and his worthless comrades hoped
to become lords and live as they listed, where-
as, if they stayed in England, it was fast be-

coming doubtful whether even tho humble
title of Knight would much longer tickle their

ears. So. over came Beauchamp, the oldest

and boldest, to select the best place for tho

eight knights, gentlemen, and a hundred ser-

vants and twenty of their old tenants and
their families, and make a settlement. As he

was instructed to follow Cato's rules of colo-

nization, that is, secure a pure air, a fresh

navigable river and a rich country, he fixed

upon the Delaware river "just midway," as

he describes it, " between Virginia, too hot

and aguish on the one side, and the cold New
England on the other." This adventure was
made, it is said, in 1636. Our voyager, how-
ever, ascended the Delaware but sixty miles,

and did not meet his countrymen who had
already come from Virginia and had built a

fort at the mouth of the Pensaukin, where
they were waiting in patient expectation of

the golden reign of tho Earl Palatine. Those
few settlers had arrived in 1633, and had
seated themselves among the Amarongs, as

tho Indians were called, and had named their

fort after the Sachem Eriwoneck.
(To be continued.)

" True piety is not a morose, but a cheerful

thing, whilst it makes us joyful it delivers us

from frivolity, yet it causes us to be cheerful

and glad."
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For " The Fnond,"

Extracts from letters, &c,, of Ebcnezer Worth.

(Continned from page 219.)

llth mo. .

To L. B.

Dear Friend,—Thy acceptable letter of the

7th has been received. It is pleasant and en-

couraging to hear thou feels desirous of being

useful among thy own people, and willing to

assist in educating their children ; we would
be glad to have the help of the Indians in this

good work ; we sincerely desire your welfare,

both spiritual and temporal, and rejoice when
wo see evidences of your being interested in

the welfare one of another. AVe have a female

teacher engaged for the school on the reser-

vation near Owon Blacksnake's, who I expect
commenced the school on the 14th. I hope
thou wilt not be discouraged, there may a

situation offer after a while which may afford

thee an opportunity of being very useful

amongst thy own people. A good example
exerts a powerful influence for good. May
thine be of that character and it may prove

to be a blessing to others i.s well as to thyself.

I think we read that Godliness is profitable

unto all things, having promise of the life that

now is, and of that which is to come. Maj'cst

thou, my young friend, try to give thj-self up
unrojervedly to serve thy Divine Muster, and
be just what He would have thee to be, that

it may be well with thee in this world and in

the world to come. E. W.

To two women Friends who were about leaving

Tunessassa.

Marshalton, 3J mo. 4th, 1871.

Dear Friends,—As you are looking towards
leaving Tunessassa when the Committee can
get suitable persons to take your places, I

have in thinking of you felt much for you.
Notwithstanding you may feel pleased with
the prospect of being released and getting

home to your relatives and friends, who feel

most dear to you, I should not think strange
if there was a very solemn feeling accompany-
ing the thought of leaving those poor people
amongst whom you have so long labored, and
for whoso spiritual and temporal welfare j'ou

have at times felt deeply interested. Your
feelings have been perhaps more for the dear
little children, as your labors have been with
and for their good. I have no doubt they
will long remember you, and the recollection

of your example continue to exert its influ-

ence perhaps through life. I believe the ox-

ample of those in whom the spirit of our
Divine Master rules and reigns, has a sweet
savor and a powerful influence and will be

blessed. I have a clear recollection of the

solemn feeling that covered my mind when I

was about to leave the Indians after having
spent about six years with them. Oh I the
anxiety I felt to be favored to feel my work
was done and that I was clear of them, that

the Indians should not suffer loss from the
neglect of any duty required of me or not per-

formed in the proper time. My dear friends,

allow me just to say I desire you may be given
up to your Divine Master as the chiy in the
hands of the potter, seeking earnestly to know
his blessed and holy will, and wait on ilim
for the qualification to perform it acceptably,

and that you may be favored to feel the sweet
reward of peace, and you and the dear chil-

you have had care of may meetdren whoc
in a belter world. K W.

Marslialton, 3d mo. 22d, 1876.

Dear Friend G. J., Jr. * * * Our Society

has long felt a strong love for the Indians, and

a desire to do all that the great and good

Spirit would bo pleased to require of us to

help you. We have been laboring about 73

years to assist and encourage your people to

become good, honest and industrious, to clear

up your land, have good farms and raise all

the provisions your families need, and have

good homes for yourselves and your children.

The land that you have is one of the gifts of

the Great Spirit to you. I want you to try

to love and thank Him for all the good things

He has given you, and try to make use of

them in that way that would bo most pleasing

to Him, that will very much increase your
comfort and enjoyment in them. E. W.

[Without date.]

To w. a H.
Dear young friend,— Some time ago I

copied from the Moral Almanac for 1854, an
account of an Indian which I thought thou

would be interested in reading and thought I

would have sent thee before this. I read with

interest and satisfaction the piece thou wrote

on the effect of intemperance; it is certainly!

a great evil and one 1 wish to guard against

myself, having objected to taking any intoxi-

cating liquors as medicine, fearing it might
become a temptation to me as it has to many
others, and have long felt it right for mo in a

proper vmy to use m}- influence to discourage

others using the article. While livingamongst

the Indians, between the years 1843 and 1849,

I was much troubled in seeing and hearing of

the sorrowful effects of intemperance. 1 used

to visit and talk to such as were in the habit

of drinking, also talked to white people who
sold intoxicating drink fo Indians, and have

at times been comforted in believing that our

Divine Master blessed the labor. It is his

blessing that makes our labors of use to others.

I think our Heavenly Father sometimes calls

us to labor for the good of others, and it is

He that gives the qualificr\tioa to labor, and
can preserve us from evil ; we are very poor

dependent creatures, of ourselves we can do

no good thing. Oh! how necessary' it is that

we should be continually on the watch that

we fall not into temptation. I this evening

received a letter from L., in which she men-
tioned that she had requested L. J. to write

and give me some account of the sickness and
death of his sister Phebc. I have not received

any account from L. Susan and Phebo's

deaths may be a warning to many of j'our

young people, showing you the great uncer-

tainty of time and the necessity of trying to

live a good religious life, and be prepared to

meet death at any time * * have had a

heavy cold for almost a week, am getting

better—able to get out to meeting to day. I

like to go to religious meetings; if I lived

within ten or twelve miles of Tunessassa it

would be very pleasant to go once in a while

and sit with you, for whom I feel deeply in-

terested both for the children and those who
have the care of them. I have been com-
forted and encouraged in reading the account
given by L. of the number attending school,

the good behaviour of the children in and out
of school, and that you arc all blessed with
good health. E. W.

(To be contianod.)

Kindness is an invisible force of unmeasured
power.

For "Tlie Frie

Tlie Doctrine of the Atonement.

(Concluded from page 223.)

With regard to the idea of " injustice" b

necessarily involved in the gospel plan of

vation, in requiring the innocent to suffei

the guilty in order to relieve them of

penalty incurred by their transgression

depends entirely on the will and disposf

of the innocent Mediator towards both.

Lord has told us that " God so loved the w
that He gave his only begotten Son" for m
salvation. Love to man, then, was the n

ing cause to this sacrifice on the Father's p
and we have the testimony of Jesus that

Father loveth the Son, and showeth Hin
things that himself doeth." John
Furthermore, He assures us that his laj

down his life for the sheep was voluntary

his part, and not forced arbitrarily upon I

by his Father. "No man taketh it from
but I lay it down of myself. Therefore d

my Father love me because I lay down
life, that I might take it again." Thus
find that Father and Son were in perfect

cord in arranging the plan for man's redei

lion, and the motive for the whole was
effablo love on the part of both. "I and
Father are one." John x. 30.

The portions of Scripture above l-eferret

have been confined entirely to the reoor

words and sayings of our Lord himself, «

the view ofcomplying literally with the tei

of objection made by the writer of the art

in question ; but surely if we pay any reg

to the doctrines and views of his immedi
followers and apostles, we need not search

into their writings to find a complete cot

tation of the assumptions put forth in t

letter. The apostle John declares, that "
j

blood of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleansethj

from all sin." 1 John i. 7. " If any man f;

we have an advocate with the Father, Je

Christ, the righteous; and He is the proph

tlon iov our sins; and not for ours only,!

also for the sins of the whole world." 1 jc

ii. 12. " Whosoever denieth the Son, the sa

hath not the Father." '• Who is a liar but

that denieth that Jesus is the Christ ?" 1 Jc

ii. 22, 23. Peter writes to some, " Te were i

redeemed with corruptible things, &o., i

with the precious blood of Christ, as of a Lai

without blemish and without spot." 1 Pe

i. 18, 19. " Who his own self bare our sins

his own bodj' on the tree, that we being dc

to sins, should live unto righteousness;

whose stripes ye were healed." 1 Peter ii.:

25. "For Christ also hath once suffered :

sins, the just for the unjust, that He mij

bring us unto God." 1 Peter iii. 18. Pi

writes to the Colossians to give thanks to t

Father, "who hath delivered us from t

power of darkness, and hath translated us it

the kingdom of bis dear Son : in whom
have redemption through his blood, even t

forgiveness of sins." * * * "And you tl

were sometimes alienated and enemies in yc

minds, by wicked works, yet now hath ]

reconciled in the body of his flesh throu

death," etc. 1 Col. xiii. 14, 21. Much m(

might be quoted to the same purport, as a

one conversant with the New Testament w
knows.
The views put forth in the article allad

to ai-e inconsistent with the ancient doctrit

of the Society of Friends, as held by Geoi

Fox, William Penn, George Whitehead, Kob
Barcl.ay and other eminent writers and ra



i

a at llie rise of the Society, and represent

the sentimenta of Friends of the present

This will be made evident by reference

vans' Exposition of the Faith of the So-

r of Friends, in which the doctrines held

its early founders on the Divinity and
es of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

fully exhibited, and proved to agree with
e of his apostles and disciples as recorded

le New Testament. A few extracts from
work are subjoined.

eorgo Fox declares, " Christ gave himself,

wdy, for the life of the whole world ; Ho
the offering for the sins of the whole

Id, and paid the debt ; and made satisfaction.

hat doth not believe in the offering is con-

led already." William Penn thus writes

iswer to some who had charged him with

'ing the atonement: "I say that Jesus

st was a sacriflco for sin ; that He was set

3 to be a propitiation for the sins of the

le world; to declare God's righteousness

he remission of sins that are past, &c., to

hat repented and had faith in his Son.

n the love of God appeared, that He
ared his good will thereby to be recon-

1 ; Christ bearing away the sins that are past

le scape-goat did of old, not excluding the

ird work." " We do believe," says Wm.
that Jesus Christ was our holy sacri-

atonement and propitiation ; thatHo bore

iniquities, and that by his stripes we wore
ed of the wounds Adam gave us on his

and that God is just in forgiving true

tents, upon the credit of that holy offering

made of Himself to God for us."

aac Penington, in reply to an opponent,

: "And as for denying redemption by the

d of Christ, oh how will he answer this

ge to God, when none upon the earth as

Lord knoweth, are so taught, and do so

tly and fully own redemption by the blood

Ihrist as the Lord hath taught us to do!

own the blood of the Lord Jesus

St both outvjardly and inwardly ; both as

as shed on the cross, and as it is sprinkled

ir consciences."

\

Bidding Dcfiaucc lo " Pole."

bfoi'e the inhabitants of the Sandwich la-

's had east aside their belief in heathen

Irines, the goddess Pele was one of their

lets of worship. The volcano of Kilauea

leacred to her. The queen Kapiolani had

!i converted to Christianity, and in order

leliver her people from the terrors of their

Ihen worship, she " determined to destroy,

pssible, the superstitious belief in Pele,

bh had weighed upon her land for genera-

B, and been the source of so much cruelty

wrong. Kapiolani left her home in Kona
walked to Kilauea. In vain her terrified

laiieetionate dependents clung to her by
'way, and tried to change her purpose.

|r the hard and shining blocks of lava,

kngb cinders and ashes, under great ohia

is that shot out their tongues of fire at

as if to warn her of her approaching de-

letion,—on and up she walked, until she

e to the rim of the great black pit, and
beyond the floes of fresh lava, still glow-

in their seams and crevices with consum-

heat, the raging, swelling, liquid fire,

m picking the ohelo berries which grew
de her, and which it was not lawful to eat

il the first-fruits had been thrown into the

sano, in honor of its divinity, she went
'D into the pit, eating the forbidden ber
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ries, and walking fearlessly over the uncer-

tain sea, until she came to the shore of the
blood-red lake, burning and spouting with un-

quenchable fire
;
and there, in the very strong-

hold of Pele's power, she denied the heathen
divinity's existence, and prayed to the one
true God. In Judge Fornander's studious

book on the Polynesian Races, 1 find it stated

that the Pel or Pele of the Ilawaiians is prob-

ably the same as the Bel or Baal of the Phoeni-

cians. Starting from one cradle, in Western
Asia, this devastating superstition made its

way to the shores of the Mediterranean and
to the islands of the mid-Pacific. But in the
fulness of time another and diviner faith went
sailing westward, encircling the world with
its light and life, and dulling the glow of

Pele's lake and Bel's shinin,g idol, with its

superior illuhiination."

—

G. L. Chancy.

Advice to a Young Woman on her Marriage, by licr

Grandmother.

[The subjoined letter was published several

years ago in "The Friend," but a request is

made for its republication by a reader.]

My beloved Child:—In looking toward the

lime when I shall probably be separated from
thee and the change of scene that will ensue

on thy entering into the married life, I have
felt my mind tenderly concerned for thy best

welfare, and when favored with access to the

place of prayer, have besought the Father of

mercies to look kindly down upon and bless

and ])reserve thee in the new station of life to

which thou wi.lt be introduced, when removed
from ray fostering bosom. Let it by thy
care, my love, to second by thy own endeavors

the wishes and hopes of thy fond anxious

parent, and by dail}- and humbling applica-

tion to the Fountain of all good, ask of Him
wisdom- to direct thee in all thy ways.

As the man who has chosen thee for the

companion of his life," has given the best proof

of his regard that a man can give, and as

thou hast accepted his offers, I find no ob-

jection to a connection with him; but keep
in mind that it will depend much on thyself

to secure his esteem and confidence, by pru-

dent and circumspect behavior, both to him
and his friends and relations, who are worthy
of thy regard; study his temper, and do not

suffer thyself to dispute with him on trivial

matters, rather give up thine own will than

provoke him to make harsh replies ; scrupu-

lously avoid every occasion that may arise or

tend toward wrangling. In expressing thj'

love to him let it be chastened by the delicate

manner which so remarkably distinguished

our admired friend and cousin, S. E., who is

a pattern for her sex in all that is worthy
of imitation. I think my daughters in the

wedded life were much like her.

In regard to the article of expense, I trust

prudence will direct thee not to go beyond
thy husband's means of supplying thee. Prac-

tise frugality, which is a virtue, and avoid

parsimony which is as far from a virtue as

extravagance is from economy. As neither

thyself nor are what the world calls

rich, though you have enough to begin with,

and if carefully managed, 1 hope under the

blessing of heaven, it will enable you to live

comfortably, and that you will have some-

thing for the poor, who, I hope, will not be

forgotten by you, remembering it is more
blessed to give than to receive. I entreat

thee, my dear, not to aim at living in a high

style. Be content to live in a plain, frugal

monner, agreeably to the way in which thou
hast been brought up. In regard to thy con-

duct to servants, treat them kindly, rather as
humble friends, dependant on thee, than as
menials, who have no tics of love or gratitude

to bind them. Maintain thy own dignity as
head of a family, without becoming too fa-

miliar with thy servants; this ma}' be done
without haughtiness, ])ride or indecorous lan-

guage; take thy aunt M. M. M. for a pattern
in this respect: and, indeed, in almost all

others she excels. I do entreat thee not to

launch out into extravagance in dress; ib

shows a weak and vain mind to be continually
changing one's dress as the fashions change.
Keep steadily to meetings, in which, though
they may be sometimes silent, the attentive

mind often receives strength to perform ac-

ceptable worship. I wish thee to confine thy
acquaintance chiefly among friends of our
own Society ; this is not an uncharitable wish,

but springs from a fear lest thy j'oung and
tender mind should be drawn into a snare,

and tempted to imitate the vain and foolish

fashions of the world
;

" such as our company
is so shall we be." I have good reason to

hope that is an improving young man,
and that he will become a useful member of

religious society. Endeavor, ray love, to

cherish in him and thyself a sei-ious turn of

mind, and avoid all light conversation : guard
against repeating evil reports, and carefully

avoid detraction, never speak against the ab-

sent ; if thou art in the company of those who
take the liberty of so doing, show thy disappro-

bation by keeping Silent: this will afford satis-

faction to thy own mind on reflection : this

will Ix) doing to others as wo would have them
do unto us. A chaste and virtuous wife should
be very delicate and reserved in the expres-

sion of her conjugal love before witnesses. I

have sometimes been disgusted in observing

the fulsome behavior of young married peo-

ple in company.
I am writing just as I should talk to thee

on these subjects, but as I do not expect to

be much with thee after thy marriage takes

place, I commit my thoughts to paper, that

when we are separated, and this scrawl falls

in thy way, the hints contained in it may
dwell on thy mind, and serve to convince thee

how desirous I am that thy future conduct in

every station of life may be marked by a
blameless deportment. 1 have noticed with

pleasure thy readiness to contribute to the

comfort of the sick and the poor, and though
thy means of continuing the practice may not

be largo, yet be not discouraged ;
remember

who it was that pronounced a blessing on the

widow's mite formerly ; if we can't do all we
wish to do, let us at least do what we can.

Written by thy tenderly affectionate and
anxious grandmother, M. M.

" The night has a thousand eyes

The day but one.

Yet the light of a whole world dies

With the dying sun.

" The mind has a thousand eyes

The heart but one,

Yet the light of a whole life dies

When love is done."

Peace and War.—War in itself is a mighty
evil— an incongruity on a scheme of social

harmony—a canker in the heart of improve-

ment—a living lie in a Christian land—a curse

at all times.— Times, 184G.
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Out in the Rain.—There is a touching story

of the famous Dr. Samuel Johnson, which has

had an influence on manj' a boy who has

heard it. Samuel's father, Michael Johnson,

was a poor bookseller in Lichfield, England.

On market day he used to carry a package of

booKS to the village of Uttoxeter, and sell

them from a stall in the market-place. One
day the bookseller was sick, and asked his son

to go and sell the books in his place. Samuel,

from a silly pride, refused to obey.

Fifty years afterwards, Johnson became

the celebrated author, the compiler of the

" English Dictionary," and one of the most

distinguished scholars in England, but he

never forgot his act of unkindness to his poor,

hard-toiling father; so, when he visited Ut-

toxeter, ho'delermined to show his sorrow and

repentance.

lie went into the market-place at the time

of business, uncovered his head, and stood

there for an hour in a pouring rain, on the

very spot where the book-stall used to stand.

" This," he says, " was an act of contrition for

my disobedience to my kind father."

The spectacle of the great Dr. Johnson

standing bare-headed in the storm, to atone

for the wrong done by him fifty j^ears before,

is a grand and touching one. There is a re-

presentation of it (in marble) on the doctor's

monument.
Many a man in after-life has felt something

harder and heavier than a storm of rain beat-

ing upon his heart, when he remembered his

acts of unkindness to a good father or mother
now in their graves.

Dr. John Todd, of Pittsfiold, the eminent

writer, never could forget how, when his old

father was sick and sent him away for medi-

cine, he (a liltle lad) had been unwilling to

go, and made up a lie " that the druggist had

not got any such medicine."

The old man was just dying when little

Johnny came in, and said to him, " My boy,

your father suffers great pain for want of that

)nedicine."

Johnny started in great distress for the

medicine, but it was too late. The father on

his return was almost gone. He could only

say to the weeping boy, "Love God, and
alwaj'S speak the truth, for the eye of Grod is

always upon you. Now kiss me once more,

and farewell."

Through all his after life Dr. Todd often

had a heartache over that act of falsehood and

disobedience to his dying father. It takes

more than a shower of rain to wash away the

memory of such sins. Dr. Todd repented of

that sin a thousand times.

The words "Honor thy father and thy
mother," mean four things—always do what
they bid you, alwa}'S tell them the truth, al

ways treat them lovingly, and take caro of

them when they are sick or grown old. 1

never yet knew a boy, who trampled on the

wishes of his parents, who turned out well.

God never blesses a wilfully-disobedient son.

— Youth's Covxpanion.

The nature of man is very apt to use spec-

tacles to behold other men's faults, rather

than looking-glasses in which to survey their

own.

—

Seneca.

" Be kind to others faults ; severe upon Ihine own."

Believer, be much in self-judging. There
are none in the world who so much tremble

to think evil of others, to speak evil of others,

or to do evil to others, as those who make it

their business to judge themselves. There

are none who make such sweet constructions

and charitable interpretations of men and

things as those who are most careful to judge

themselves. Ah, were Christians' hearts more

taken up in examining and condemning them-

selves, they would not be so apt to judge and

censure others, and to carry it sourly and

bitter toward those who dilfer from them.

—

Thomas Brooks.

Selectfd.

GOD OUR STRENGTH.
Man, in his weakness, needs a stronger stay

Than fellow-men, the holiest and the best

;

And yet we turn to them from day to day,

As if in them our spirits could find rest.

Gently untwine our childish hands, that cling

To snch inadequate supports as these,

And shelter us beneath Thy heavenly wing.

Till we have learned to walk alone with ease.

Help us, O Lord ! with patient love to bear

Each other's faults, to suffer with true meekness.

Help us each other's joys and griefs to share,

But let us turn to Thee alone in weakness.

RETROSPECT.
Loving One! O Bounteous One !

What have I not received from Thee,

Throughout the seasons that have gone.

Into the past eternity !

Lowly my name and mine estate;

Yet, Father, many a child of Thine,

Of purer heart and cleaner hands,

Walks in an humbler path than mine.

And, looking backward through the year

Along the way my feet have pressed,

1 see sweet places everywhere

—

Sweet places where my soul had rest.

For, though some human hopes of mine
Are detd, and burled from my sight,

Yet from their graves immortal flowers

Have sprung, and bWssomed into light.

Body, and heart, and soul have been

Fed by the most convenient food
;

My nights are peacefulall the while,

And all my mortal days are good.

Mv sorrows h.ave not been so light.

Thy chastening hand I could not trace

;

Nor have my blessings been so great

That they" have hid my Father's face.

Selected.

THE FREE-WILL OFFERING.
Give to the Lord thy heart!

Bring joyfully the silver and the gold
;

The rich, are they who keep not back a part;

The glad, the full, are those who ne'er withhold.

Give to the Lord thy heart

!

Its morning fragrance, and its noontide might,

And evening dews. AH that thou hast and art,

Are but the Lord's, by purchase and by right.

Give to the Lord thy heart

!

Bring a whole oflTering—worthless though it be;

The love which took thy cross, and bore its smart.

Paid the full price, O ransomed one, for thee.

•"*
Selected.

HAVE FAITH IN GOD.
Have faith in God ! for He who reigns on high,

Hath borne thy grief and hears the supplianl^'s sigh
;

Still to his arms, thine only refuge, fly.

Have faith in God I

Fear not to call on Him, O soul distressed

!

Thy sorrow's whisper woos thee to his breast;

He who is oftenest there is oftenest ble.st.

Have faith in God

!

Lean not on Egypt's reeds ; slake not thy thirst

At earthly cisterns. Seek the kingdom first,

Though man and Satan fright thee with their worst,

Have faitli in God I

Go ! tell Him all ! The sigh thy bosom heaves

Is heard in heaven. Strength and grace He gives,

Who gave Himself for thee. Our Jesus lives.

Have faith in God !

For " The Frie

The following interesting reminiscenc

a dearly beloved Friend, was found am
the papers of the late Mary Passmore.

Some Expressions of Sarah Enlen, in the

Yearly Meeting before her death.

4th mo. 17th, 1849.—Third-day.—In a ^

solemn manner she said: "I believe 1 n

deliver what appears a little message gi

me for the prisoners of hope : some of

little humble ones now present. It seem
me the door has been opened and I have fc

permitted to sit with them a little in tl

prison houses. Have long patience, ray

ters, the Lord of hosts is purifying hispeo

Earnestly do I crave that I may be one v

you in patiently waiting all the Lord's appo
ed time, that the Church may be thoroug

purified, for the King's daughter is all gl

0U8 within, her clothing is of wrought gc

and pure gold, my friends, we know, can

sustain any loss by the fire; and some of

obscure ones, I believe, as they abide in

patience, will be brought to show themsel

to the people, will become as the golden pi

which were to convey the golden oil in

sanctuary ; that the harmony and unit]

the spirit in the bond of peace, would o

more prevail. It is my firm conviction t

nothing would be permitted tohurtordest

in all the Lord's holy mountain. Accept 1

exhortation of love from one who feels I

self standing upon the very brink of an a\i

eternity. 1 leave it as a little legacj to yc

Sixth-day afternoon near the close she sa

" And now that we are about to separate e;

to our own, I have earnestly coveted for

all, that the good seed that has been sown

every heart may be quickened, and this pra

raised in each of our hearts, 'Have me:j

upon us, O Lord ! have mercy upon us lest
j

should have sorrow upon sorrow.'
"

' A Brahmin on Hinduism.—One day, wri

Leupolt, I was preaching in the city of

nares. The large crowd was civil and att

live. At length a sepoy (a Brahmin) ss

"Look at those men, and see what theyi

doing!"
" They are preaching to us," the people

plied.
" True. What has the sahib in bis hand

"A New Testament."
" Yes, the New Testament. But what

that? 1 will tell you. This is the gospel t

into which a European handle has been p
If you come to day, you will find thom c

ting ; if you come to-morrow, you will fi

them doing the same. And at what arc tli

cutting? At our noble tree of Hinduiam-
our religion. It has taken thousands of j'ei

for the tree to take root in the soil of H
dostan; its branches spread all over Ind:

it is a noble, glorious tree. But these m
come daily with the gospel-axe in their hat

they look at the tree, and the tree at the

but it is helpless. The gospel-axe is appl

dailj-, and although the tree is large a

strong, it must give waj' at last."

" True, I replied ;
" but many a poor ham

gets worn-out, and many a one breaks ; a

it takes a long time till the new handle

obtained from Europe, and till that handle

prepared and shaped."

"Ah!" he answered, -'if that were all

would be well enough, and the tree woi

have respite ; but what is the real case? .
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er does a liandle find it can no longer

g the axe than it saj-s, ' What am I to do
? I am getting worn out; I can no longer

g the axe ; am 1 to give up cutting ?' No.
'allis up to the tree, looks at it, and says,

here is a fine branch out of which a

le might be made.' Up goes the axe,

1 comes the branch ; the branch is soon
ed into a new handle ; the European han-
3 taken out and the native handle put in,

the swinging commences afresh. At last

rce will be cut down by handles made of

wn branches."

suppose you have all guessed that the
cbes out of which the Brahmin said new
es are made are the natives of India who
given up their trust in vain idols, and
become servants of the living God.

—

ch Missionary Juvenile Instructor.

For " The Friend."

Meeting at Firbank Cliapel and its Results.

tien George Fox was led by the Spirit to

laini "God's everlasting truth and word of

to the people of England, he came in the
le of his travels into Westmoreland. Here
mnd an open door. The Spirit of the

had been at work in the hearts of many,
ng them fiom their sins, and leading

I to seek for a more spiritual way of wor-
than parish teachers had taught them.
7 of these gladly received the message

he procliiimed, and the invitation he
ided to turn to the Light of Christ which
'n their hearts to show them their sins,

vhich, if heeded, would give them power
sake all that was wrong. It was a time
vine visitation to many, and great nuni-

were convinced.

of the most memorable of the meetings
h he there held, both as regards the im-

ate effect, and the wide-spreading con-

iDces which flowed from it, was that at

ink Chapel, which is thus described in

)urnal.

The next First-day I came to Firbanl^
lol in Westmoreland, where Francis How-
md John Audland had been preaching in

norning. The chapel was full of people,

at many could not get in. Francis said,

bought I looked into the chapel, and his

i was ready to fail, the Lord's power did

rprise him : but I did not look in. They
haste, and had quickly done, and the}'

3ome of the people went to dinner; but
dance staid till they came again. John
elin and others came to me, and desired

lotto reprove them publicly; for they
not parish-teachers, but pretty tender
I could not tell them whether I should
though I had not at that time any

[igs to declare publicly against them
;

I
said. They must leave me to the Lord's

[ing:-!. While others were gone to dinner,

int to a brook, got a little water, and then

fe and sat down on the top of a rock hard
[ae chapel. In the afternoon the people
pred about me, with several of their

chers. It was judged there were above
Dusand people ; to whom I declared God's
lasting truth and word of life freely and
ply for about the space of three hours

;

etingallto the Spirit of God in themselves;
I they might be turned from darkness to

;, and believe in it, that they might be-

} the children of it, and might be turned
the power of Satan unto God; and by

Spirit of truth might be led into all truth,

and sensibly understand the words of the pro-

phets, of Christ, and of the apostles; and
might all come to know Christ to be their

teacher to instruct them, their counsellor to

direct them, their shepherd to feed them, their

bishop to oversee them, and their prophet to

open divine mj-steries to them ; and might
know their bodies to be prepared, sanctified,

and made fit temples for God and Christ to

dwell in. In the openings of heavenl}' life, I

explained unto them the prophets, and the
figures and shadows, and directed them to

Christ, the substance. Then I opened the
parables and sayings of Christ, and things
that had been long hid; showing the intent
and scope of the apostles' writings, and that
their epistles were written to the elect. When
I had opened that state, I showed also the

state of the apostacy since the apostles' days
;

that the priests have got the scriptures, but
ai-e not in the Spirit which gave them forth;

and have put them into chapter and verse, to

make a trade of the holy men's words; that
the teachers and priests now are found in the
steps of the false prophets, chief priests, scribes

and Pharisees of old, and are such as the true

prophets, Christ and his apostles, cried against,

and so are judged and condemned b}' the
Spirit of the true prophets, of Christ, and of
his apostles; and that none in that Spirit could

own them. Many old people went into the
chapel, and looked out at the windows ; think-

ing it a strange thing to see a man preach on
an hill or mountain, and not in their church,
as they called it; whereupon I was moved to

inform the people, ' That the steeple house,

and the ground whereon it stood, were no
more holy than that mountain ; and that those
temples, which they called the dreadful houses
of God, were not set up by the command of

God and of Christ ; nor their priests called, as

Aaron's priesthood was
; nor their tithes ap-

pointed by God, as those amongst the Jews
were; but that Christ was come, who ended
both the temple and its worship, and the
priests and their tithes; and all now should
hearken to Him : for He said, " Learn of me ;"

and God said of him, "This is my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased ; hear ye
him." I declared that the Lord God had sent

me to preach the everlasting gospel and word
of life amongst them; and to bring them oflf

from all these temples, tithes, priests, and
idiments of the world, which had got up
nee the apostles' days, and had been set up

by such as had erred from the Spirit and
power that the apostles were in.' Very large-

ly was I opened at this meeting; the Lord's
convincing power accompanied my ministry,
and reached home to the hearts of the people

;

hereby many were convinced, and all the
teachei's of that congregation (who were
many) were convinced of God's- everlasting
truth."

Of the condition of the people who were
thus visited, and of the effect upon them of

that baptizing power which accompanied the
ministry of George Fox, we have a further
testimony in a Memorial of John Camm (who
was one of that company) written by his son
Thomas Camm, himself an able and laborious
minister of the Gospel. Thomas Camm had
long felt a desire to collect the books and
writings of his father and John Audland, so

as to preserve a record of their labors for the
good of mankind, but had been hindered by
various causes, partly, he says, by " the ser-

vice and travels the Lord hath measurably

concerned mo in, on behalf of his truth and
])ooplo in late years. But now, being it hath
i'allon to my lot in truth's testimony to be
called to suffer imprisonment, and thereby at
present freed from some of the aforesaid ser-

vice and travels ; and the said concern hitherto
resting upon my spirit, I was made willing to
set to the work." This interesting statement
is in accordance with the experience of many
of our early Friends, who, when shut up in

prison lor their religion, were often led to
labor with the pen for the promotion of that
blessed cause to whose service their lives were
devoted.

Thomas Camm says of his father: "He
having seen beyond the national priests, and
their empty lifeless forms, and so separated
from them, still pressing forward, towards a
further manifestation and i-evelation of the
way of salvation, which his soul hungered
and thirsted after ; and therefore he with many
others, who were under the same sense of
hunger, often met together amongst them-
selves; and some openings from the Lord
several of them had, from which they could
have declared excellent things, having some
sight or comprehension thereof, yet wanted
the inward possession of the virtue, life and
power of what they declared of, and in this

state continued many days.
"But the fulness of time being come, where-

in the Lord in his everlasting loving-kindness
did cause his d.ay to spring from on high, and
his light to break out of obscurity, and bis

glorious eternal Gospel to be preached again
upon the earth, and particularly in this our
nation, having heard the cries of the poor,
and the sighings of the prisoners in the pit

;

even then the Lord called and anointed several
for his work and service, to publish this

blessed day; to bring glad-tidings, and pro-

claim the year of jubilee."

Friendship in tlie Family.

It is undoubtedly true that, although many
things that render life precious to us are

found in the family, friendship, as wo com-
monly understand it, is not often among them.
There are strong ties of mutual interest and
affection, based partly upon natural and in-

stinctive feelings, partly on ihe habit of

close and constant intercourse, and partly on
the duties, responsibilities, and dependencies
which these relations involve. But when we
look for friendship, either in its poetry and
romance, its thrilling intercourse, or its sym-
pathy of purpose and endeavor, it is usually

outside, not within, the circle of near kindred.

Many reasons may be alleged for this, the
most cogent of which is probably the blunt-

ing influence of continual familiarity. Living
alwaj'S together, the members of one family

are apt to become monotonous and uninterest-

ing to one another. Having had such abun-
dant opportunity, they fancy they have en-

tirel}' fathomed each other, and that there is

nothing more to find out. There is no longer
the attraction of curiosity or the stimulus of

variety. They are not vividly impressed, nor
do they feel able to impress in their turn. So
there comes to be a tameness and insipidity

about home-life which is supposed to be in-

herent in it. The feeling of the uselessness of

effort deadens efi'ort, and a lukewarm spirit

of calm good-will is all that is even aimed at.

That this is the case in numerous families may
bo proved by the change which they experi-
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ence on the arrival of any valued guest. New
life and energy seera to enter with him and

pervade the hitherto listless household ; each

one feels a new pleasure and an unwonted
desire to please, which are equally exhilara-

ting; but, after his departure, they gradually

sink back into the old apathetic routine. Of
course the eager heart of youth especially

cannot be satistied with this ; it must put out

its tendrils and cling to something ; it craves

ani mated intercourse, warm sympathy, earnest

purposes, strong emotions, and finds them in

outside friendships.

Now, while such attachments are not to be

indiscriminately discouraged, bringing their

own special advantages and pleasures, it is to

be sincerely deplored that friendships inside

the home are so exceedingly rare, and that

the young are so generally growing up in the

idea that they are impossible. There are, of

course, many honorable exceptions to this,

where not only husband and wife have been

life-long and devoted friends, but also parents

and children, brothers and sisters. Yet the

careful preservation of these instances, and

the extreme respect accorded to them, proves

their comparative rarity. Probably each of

us can recall a few such cases, which stand

out in bold relief against the multitiides of

households who consider themselves highly

blessed if they only succeed in avoiding con-

tention, and preserving a tolerable civility

among one another.

Yet it would seem as if nearly all the ma-
terials for earnest and steadfast friendship

might be found within a circle alread3' joined

by bonds of instinctive affection and mutual

interest. There is sufficient similarity of taste,

purpose, and position, to win sympathy; and
there is sufiQcient variety of age, sex, and cir-

cumstance, to prevent monoton}'. There is

every opportunity for elevating a natural

fondness into loftier affection, for developing

the germs of respect and love into the rich

and full growth of noble friendship. All the

more delicate relations of sex are fulfilled

in their utmost purity by the friendship of

mother and son, father and daughter, brother

and sister. Whj^ then should j'ears spent

under the same roof so often separate and
scatter the affections of childhood, instead of

cementing and strengthening them into the

rich and steadfast friendships of maturer life?

Probably the chief cause of this is that peo-

ple rely on the instinctiveness of natural af-

fection as being all-sufficient, without effort.

They imagine that family love is strong enough
to take care of itself, so they take but little

pains to preserve it from the shocks and jars

of dail}' life. And thcj' also suppose that they

are so well known to each other that it is not

worth while to present their fairer side. In

all this they are mistaken. Natural affection

offers a fine foundation on which to erect the

edifice of a firm and enduring friendship, but

it will not rise up of itself. "We must build

it, stone by stone, if we would possess it. If

we have a valued and respected friend, what
pains we take to cherish his friendship; how
carefully we endeavor to prune away from
ourselves that which would displease hira,

and cultivate those qualities which ho ad-

mires ; how we strive to gratify him by
pleasant surprises, and to avoid all that could
wound or trouble him ! Y'ct, let the familiar

house door shut us in, and how man}' of us

take the same pains? Here we throw off re-

straint, we air our worst side, that has been

sedulously hidden, and allow our better quali-

ties, that have been in full exercise, to fall

asleep. How many of us anxiously make the

most and the best of ourselves to our own
family? How many of us regard the home
as the arena for giving, not getting, pleasure,

for spreading, not absorbing, comfort? It is

the simple working of a natural and inevita-

ble law ; that which we sow we shall surely

reap. If we cultivate home friendships with
the same assiduity that we give to those out-

side, they will yield us even richer and fairer

returns. There is no friendship so pure and
beautiful in its nature, so rich and full in its

power of blessing, or so singularly rare in its

occurrence, as that between parents and their

grown-up eons and daughters. Where the

parental and filial instincts are supplemented
by that higher and more spiritual affection

that binds together minds in intellectual com-
munion, and souls in heartfelt sympathy, few
deeper or more delightful friendships can be

i magined. The guardian and dependen t gradu-
ally lose themselves in the dear companion
and true friend of later life; and youth be-

comes wiser and age brighter, and both nobler

and happier, in this loving and abiding union.

If, however, we would enjoy any of the pre-

cious friendships of home, we must preserve

the delicacy and freshness of each family re-

lation ; we must cultivate those qualities which
endear us to one another ; we must have faith

in the power of love, and regard its obliga-

tions as our highest privileges.

—

Public Ledger.

E.\lract from a letter of Mary M. Slieppard to her Sister.

Greenwicli, Ninth mo. 19th, 1838.

How poorly are we qualified to judge of

the necessary measures for our advancement
in the path human wisdom never penetrated.

Wo shrink from submitting ourselves, as if

afraid to trust to a power our lips would ac-

knowledge Almighty. Why is it wc so long
weary ourselves for nought, and weaken our-

selves by our foolish fears, childish surmises,

and rebellious reasonings? We are ready
to acknowledge the work is not our own

;

that we have neither power nor ability, and
yet we stumble so long at submitting our-

selves wholly unto Him, who would do all

things forus; prepare a way where our clouded

vision could see none ; and not only ])ut forth,

but go before, now, always. The heart given

vp in simple, child-like obedience, is the sacrifice

called for; and oh I how many weary steps

we cause ourselves, by withholding past the

time. But while the weakness and reluctance

of our nature cause us so many fearful strug-

gles, the operations of the Spirit of Truth,
freely and fully submitted to, must undoubt-
edly produce deep and sore conflicts. Our
natural tendencies are toward evil, and to

have them wrought upon and subjected to

the law of the spirit of life, involves the cruci-

fixion of the will, and a dying unto self daily.

Old things must be done away ; and how
thankfully should we submit to every over-

turning of the holy Hand that promises in

any degree to wean us from ourselves, from
all outward objects, and fasten our hopes and
affections more fully on Himself. Ah, He
knows how to keep his children dependent,

and I cannot but believe the feeble struggle

to stay the mind in patience, when tempests
pour upon it, is a sacrifice most acceptable in

the Divine sight. It is though, bitterly prov-

ing to the creature ; and I think Isaac Pen-

ington describes it as a sore travailing

mournful state: but I believe too, neve
less, it is one productive of the richest

vest, when patiently abode in; it wear
from a confidence in any mutable com
stains every passing enjoyment, and si

us the insufficiency of all this world can
us to bring peace. We find, too, our
anxieties of themselves cannot avail us,

finally, tired of ourselves, and of everyt

belonging to us, worn out by resistance

arc more and more willing and ready to

mit to the terms, whereby we reap the I

fit intended, even our separation from
and close union with Him who offers t

with his people alway, even unto the ei

the world.

But oh ! these doubts, fears, jealousies,

heavily do they dwell upon us, and w
down the spirit. I often remember the i

plaint against a rebellious people forme
" Moab hath been at ease from his youth,

he hath settled on his lees, and bath not

emptied from vessel to vessel, neither hat

gone into captivity : therefore his taste rea

ed in him, and his scent is not changed." (

xlviii. 11.) A state of ease and indiffer

has been in all ages of the world productii

spiritual lethargy, and if its opposite can

keep alive the fire of devotion, and pros

in the hearts of mankind the recollectioi:

their weakness and dependence, we have ci

to embrace messengers of suffering as

surest friends. Who in heart could say t

were indifferent to the requisitions of relig

and to the name of its Author, and }'et

constantly do we see those surrounded
innumerable blessings, "settled on their 1

alike regardless of eternal interests, as of I

who died for them, and in matchless me
willoth not that any should perish.

Oh! it is an awful thing to be neglect

the soul's welfare! Truly what is a i

profited if he gain the whole world and

come spirituallj' bankrupt there? Wha
too much to part with to secure a well-groun

hope of rest, when done with life's turm
and yet I am often jealous of myself lest

reward be too much in view. Should it

be our first wish and care to servo Him wb
love can never be sufficiently magnified

his own sake. The reward is only of mei

We can do nothing for ourselves, and ii

last admitted to one of the mansions
]

pared for those who are made conquerors,

path through which 'tis reached, howe
marked by suffering, must still bear the

delible character of mercy, mercy.

The Emperor of Constantinople having b

greatly offended with St. Chrysostom, as.

his courtiers what would be the most effect

mode of punishment. One suggested ban

ment ; another, confiscation of his proper

another, throwing him into prison; an(

fourth, putting him to death.

A fifth shrewdly said that they were

under a mistake. If he was in exile, he wo
have God with him ; if stripped of all

goods, the poor would suffer; if imprison

he could still enjoy communion with G
Condemning him to death was only to O]

heaven to him. If the emperor wished to

avenged on Chrysostom, he must force hin]

commit some sin; "for," said he, "he i

man who fears neither exile, povertj', chai

nor death, being aft'aid of nothing but sin.'

The Day of Days.
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Religious Items, &c.

mnonites.—Tiiere are about GO,000 Mon-
tes in America. They have 500 meeting-

ea, one eighth of that number being
anad:i. They abstain from taidng the

do not inflict punishment, do not accept

c office, and never go to law. They are

y all farmers.

lephoning Sermons.—An experiment with
elephone in half-a-dozen different houses
anovcr, N. H., recently, enabled various

'ds who were sitting in their own rooms
)mc, to listen to the same sermon, de-

at a distance from any of them.
ppression of Vice.—The annual report of

few York Society for the Suppression of

shows that through the efforts of the

ty, laws for the suppression of vice have
passed in Massachusetts and Connecli-

nd ordinances adopted in several cities

} West against the sale of The Police

Ite and kindred publications. Siniiliar

ties were organized in Detroit, Toledo,

ester, and Providence, and public meet-

iwero held in a largo number of other

8, the result of which has been to greatly

ge its scope, and correspondingly increase

)wor. The head-quarters of the New
ind organization is Boston, and that of

IfVestern, Cincinnati. Operations have
ded to Canada, and our Government
eceived thence a most earnest protest

st allowing vile illustrated papers to

,hrough the mails across the boundary

e suppression of fifty lottery and gam-
firms, and the exposure and breaking

' eight Wall street bogus firms, which
lied money from persons at a distance,

ircular and personal letters, for invest-

n stocks, but never made any return

ever to their deluded patrons, are among
od results.

ytist Statistics, as published by the Ameri-
Baptist Publication Society, show the

ler of places of public worship belonging
3m to be 24,79-t—of members 2,133^044,

ng a gain of 31,010 in the past year. Of
nembers, about three fourths reside in

outhcrn States, where there are 890,739

!, and 6-16,97-1 colored.

d-water Biptism.— The Primitive Chris-

says: "A Baptism by immersion was
rmed recently in Canada, one morning
the wind was blowing sharply, and the

iry stood 26° below zero. The subject

, lady.

h mo. 16th, 1879, in a small city in

irn Bohemia, thirty-one persons were
$2.50 each for attending a Bible service

onnected with the State Church. The
r of the meeting was fined $12.50.

h mo. 14th, 1879, the attempt of a few
rers in Slupitz, near Prague, to hold a

service in one of thoir homes was frus-

i by the police. All this in Austria,

Constitution grants religious liberty to

wizens.

Natural History, Science, ic.

pe Setting Machine.—Machines for set-

and distributing the type craploj-ed in

ing arc coming into use with a fair pros-

af success. It is estimated that one ma-
with three attendants will do the work
or 12 compositors.

'ctric Light.—The pure whiteness of the

ijidesconce produced by the electric light

is .IS far superior to the yellow light of any
flame as the light of an argand burner is

superior to that of the pine stick of the savage.

Another advantage is its safety—no danger
of escape of gas and explosion, nor the taking
fire of oil by accident or imprudence in hand-
ling. But a most important advantage is

that the electric light, not being produced by
combustion, does not rob the air of its oxygen,
nor vitiate it by the emission of carbonic acid

or oxide or other products of combustion, so

that it can be used in small, close rooms with-
out the objectionable features of a light pro-

duced under the same circumstances by a
flame.

The British Museum has acquired about
1,000 more tablets and fragments of inscribed

j

terracotta documents from Babylon. Among
them is a tablet of Samsu-Irba, a Babylonian
monarch hitherto unknown, who probably
lived about the time of Bardos, and was one
of the intermediate rulers between Cambyses
and Darius, b. c. 518. Another fragment has
a representation of one of the gates ofBabylon.
Shoemaker's wax has been used with suc-

cess in Glasgow to illustrate to the students
of natural philosophy, in a model, the flow of

glaciers. It is wonderful how closely the flow
of this wax resembles that of ice. Sir W.
Thompson has also employed this sort of wax
to show the motion of lighter bodies, like

cork, and heavier bodies, like bullets, through
a viscous substance.

Snow Two Hundred Feet Deep.—The follow-

ing account of enormous snow-falls in north-
western India shows what a world of vapor
is carried inland on the monsoons from the
Indian ocean, to strike against the loftiest

mountain chain in the world and be precipi-

tated in such snows and rains as occur on the
middle slopes and foothills of the Himalayas.
About the sources of some of the great rivers

of India occur the heaviest rains ever known
;

and farther east, in Cashmere, it seems the
iUows are sometimes terrific. Some interest-

ng details of the extraordinary snowfall in

Cashmere in 1877-78 are given in a paper in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, by— Lydekker. Early in the 10th month, snow
commenced to fall in the valley and moun-
tains of Cashmere, and from that time up to

5th month, 1878, there seems to have beon an
almost incessant snowfall in the higher moun-
tains and valleys; indeed, in places it fre-

quently snowed without intermission for up-

wards of ten days at a time. At Dras, which
has an elevation of ten thousand feet, —
Lydekker estimated the snowfall, from the
native account, as having been from thirty to

forty feet thick. The effects of this enormous
snowfall were to be seen throughout the coun-
try. At Dras, the well-built traveller's bunga-
low, which has stood some thirty years, was
entirely crushed down by the weight of snow
which fell upon it. In almost every village

of the neighboring mountains more or less of
the log houses had fallen, while at Gulmarg
and Sonomarg, where no attempt was made
to remove the snow, almost all the huts of the
European visitors were utterly broken down
by it. In the higher mountains whole hill-

sides have been denuded of vegetation and
soil by the enormous avalanches which swept
down them, leaving vast gaps in the primeval
forests, and closing the valleys below with
the debris of rocks and trees. As an instance
of the amount of snow which must have fallen

in the higher levels, — L3'dekkor mentions

the Zogi Pass, leading from Cashmere to
Dras, which has an elevation of 11,300 feet.

Ho crossed this early in 8th month last year,
and then found that the whole of the ravine
leading up to the pass from the Cashmere
side was still filled with snow, which he esti-

mated in places to be at least one hundred
and fifty feet thick. As another instance of
the groat snowfall, he takes the valley lead-
ing from the town of Dras up to the pass
separating that place from the valley of the
Kishenguuga river. About the middle of 8th
month the whole of the first mentioned val-
ley, at an elevation of twelve thousand feet,

was completely choked with snow, which in
places was at least two hundred feet deep. As
to the destruction of animal life in the upper
Wardwan valley, large numbers of ibex were
seen imbedded in snow; in one place upward
of sixty heads were counted, and in another
not loss than one hundred. The most con-
vincing proofs, however, of the havoc caused
among the wild animals by the great snow-
fall is the fact that scarcely any ibex wore
seen during last summer in these portions of
the Wardwan and Tilail valleys which areordi-
naril^' considered as sure finds. So, also, tho
red bear and the marmot wore far less numei--
ous than usual. — Lydekker estimates that
the destruction to animal life caused by snow
has far exceeded any slaughter which could
be inflicted by sportsmen during a period of
at least five or six years.

—

Exchange.

To-day the English Fire Brigade came, and
in the garden at the back of our palace went
through their exercise. They have invented
a beautiful means of saving life. But the
wonder is in this, that on tho one hand, they
take such trouble to save man from death,
when on the other hand, they contrive fresh

engines, such as cannons, muskets, and similar
things, for the quicker and more multitudin-

ous slaughter of the human race.

—

From the

Diary of the Shah of Persia, while in England.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 28, 1880.

In a former editorial we referred to the

gradual decline in the number of members
belonging to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,
and to the causes which had led to this. Wo
wore sensible that the subject was one which
was calculated to depress rather than to cheer
the spirits of those who love the principles of

theSociety of Friends, and believe its doctrines

as proclaimed by its early members to be true,

and to be greatly beneficial to those who re-

ceive and obey them. Yet we believed there

might be an advantage in calmly considering
the ease, oven if its immediate effect was sad-

dening and humbling. The prosperity of a re-

ligious body depends on its being imbued with
the Spirit of its Holy Head ; the more fully

this is experienced by its members, and the
more they come under the government of the
Saviour, of whom it was foretold that the
government shall be upon his shoulders, tho
more they will be prepared to promote his

cause among men. All power belongs to the

Lord; and without his help and assisting

grace, our own efforts and labors will not tend
to set up his kingdom in the hearts of others.

It is therefore cheering to those who love the

good cause, to see renewed evidences that tho

Lord has not forgotten to be gracious, but
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that Ho still renews tlie visitations of his

Holy Spirit to the hearts of the people, and
crowns their solemn assemblies with a sense

of his life-giving presence.

This has often been the case during the

present winter, in many of the meetings in

and around Philadelphia. The solemnity

which has spread over those collected during
the times of reverential silence, has given cause

to believe that true worship ascended to our

Father in Heaven from many of those who
were met for that purpose; and the feeling

which attended the labois of the ministers in

many cases showed that they had not spoken
without a fresh anointing, and that the Lord
was pleased to bless the food which He had
given them to distribute to the people. In

most, and we believe in a'l, the recent Quar-

terly Meetings, there were evidences of Divine

favor, which have proved a comfort to the

rightly concerned, aud tended to strengthen

their faith that the Lord is still mindful of

his people. Let us then endeavor to hold

fast to those precious principles which wo
have seen to be true in the light of the Lord's

Spirit; retain our faith in the allsuflicioncy

of Divine power to carry on the work of

righteousness in the earth ; and sock to be

found among the willing-hearted in Israel, on
whom in his own time the Lord will confer

such gifts as may please Him, and whom He
will honor by employing in his service.

Is not the language still applicable to the

humble, devoted servants of our Heavenly
Father, "As tho mountains are round about
Jerusalem, so is tho Lord round about his

people, from henceforth, even forever?"

Oh that our membera individually would
fully yield themselves up to tho guidance and
government of the Lord, bring all the tithes

which Ho requires into his store-houso, and
willingly endure the heart-changing opera-

tions of his Spirit; then indeed would their

light 60 shine before men that others seeing

The Senate Committee on Territories lias agreed to

report favorably a bill establishing a U. S. District

Court for tbe Indian Territory, and providing for the

acfiuirement of citizenship by the Indians, and the allot-

ment of lands to them in severalty, under prescribed

conditions.

The President has nominated Rowland E. Trow-
bridge, of Michigan, to be Commissioner of Indian

Affairs.

The new State Hospital for the Indigent Insane of

Philadelphia, Bucks, Montgomery, Chester, Delaware,

Northampton and Lehigh counties, was formally trans-

ferred last week from the Building Commission ap-

pointed in 1878, to the Board of Trustees to whom its

management has been recently confided.

Nearly 300,000,000 postal cards were used in the

United States last year. They are made at Holyoke,
Mass., by a private concern, under the general super-

vision of the government officer. The work is nearly

all done by machinery, even to counting and putting

them up in packages of 25.

General Grant and party arrived in the City of

Mexico on the 21st inst. Extensive preparations were
made for his reception.

At a special meeting of the Board of Health of San
Francisco, held on the 21st inst., Chinatown was unani
mously declared to be a nuisance, and the authorities

were requested to abate it without delay.

Four men were buried by a snow slide near Frank-
town, Nevada, on the morning of the 2Ist. One of

them wai rescued, severely Injured ; the others could

not be found.

The five-story building, Nos. 384 and 386 Broadway
New York, was burned on the night of the 20th inst.

During the conflagration, two firemen fell through the

roof into the fire below. The loss of property is esti

mated at $1,050,000.

The amount of losses, by fire, in the United States,

during the year 1879, as reported to the Insurance Com
panies, was $77,603,700 ; the uninsured losses that ar
not reported, will raise the amount to near 1100,000,000.

The anthracite coal trade is said to present a more
auspicious outlook at present, than for some time past.

The stock of coal has been materially reduced, and
prices have been decidedly advanced. An active trade

for the balance of the year is expected
The Pennsylvania Steel Company has loaded a vessel

with steel rails and two locomotives, for the Northern
Pacific Railroad, to be delivered at Portland, Oregon.
The mortality in this city for the week ending on the

21st, was 308. Some of the principal causes of death

were : apoplexy, 8 ; consumption, 49 ; convulsions, 12
;

disease of the heart, 11 ; scarlet fever, 8 ; typhoid fever,

their good works would glorifj' our Father|7; inflammation of the lungs, 29; old age, 26 ; smaU-

who is in Heaven. Not only their words, but

the whole course of their lives would preach
the inviting language, "Come and have fel-

lowship with us, for truly our fellowship is

with tho Father, and with his Son, Jesus
Christ." Those who were under Divine visi-

tation would be attracted to them, and pre-

pared to unite with them in holding up to the

world a true testimony to the continued gov-
ernment of Christ, as head over all things to

his church ; and thus they and we would bo-

come one another's helpers and joy in tho

Lord. Then would be experienced in mea-
sure a fulfllraont of the evangelical promise

—

"I will pour water upon him that is thirsty,

and floods upon the dry ground; I will pour
my Spirit on thy seed, and mj^ blessing

n])on thy off-spring; and they shall spring up
as among the grass, as willows by the water-
courses. One shall say, 1 am tho Lord's ; and
another shall call himself by tho narao of

Jacob; and another shall subscribe with his

hand unto tbe Lord, and surname himself by
tho narao of Israel."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In executive session of the Senate

on the 17th, the Committee on Foreign Relations re-

ported back the treaty for the settlement of the French
claims, with a recommendation that it be ratified. It

was placed on the calender for future consider.ition.

The Senate bill authorizing the detail of a naval vessel

to carry contributions for the relief of the suffering poor
in Ireland, has been passed by the House.

pox, 5.

Markets, &c.—\J. S- sixes, 1881. 105J ; 5's, 103J ; 4-Fs,

registered, 108 J; do. coupon, 109}; 4 per cents, 106

j

Cotton.—Sales of middlings are reported at 13i a 13|
cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7} cts. in barrels, and .standard

white 7i| cts. for export, and 8 a 8} cts. per gallon for

home use.

Flour.—The market is firm, and but little disposition

to operate. Sales of 1400 barrels, in lots, at $6..50 a -*"

for Minnesota and Penna. families ; J6.75 a $7.25 for

western do., and at $7.50 a $8.25 for patents. Rye
flonr, $5 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat quiet, but firmer—red, $1.49 ; amber,
$1.51. Rye, 93 cts. Corn is in fair demand—mixed,
57 cts.

;
yellow, 57 J cts., and white, GO cts. Oats are less

active—No. 3 white, 45 cts. ; No. 2, 46 a 46} cts. ; choice
white, 48 cts. per bushel.

Hay and straw.—Average price during the week
Prime timothv, 95 cts. a $1.10 per 100 pounds ; mixed,
85 a 95 cts.; s'traw, $1.05 a $1.15 per 100 pound

Beef cattle.—The market was dull—a few choice lots

sold for 6 cts. ; extra, 5^ a 5J cts.
;
good, 5 a 5} cts.

;

medium, 4i a 4J cts. ; common, 3 a 4} cts,

Milk cows were in fair demand, and ranged from $20
to $40. Hog.s, 6.1 a 7 cts., as to condition. Sheep, 5

6} cts., as to quality. Lambs, b\ a 7 cts.

Foreign.—The distress in Ireland is said to be
spreading, and it requires vigilance on the part of relief

committees to prevent cases of starvation.

In the House of Commons on the 17th inst., Weldon
(Home Ruler, Kildare county), introduced a motion
favor of the equalization of the franchi.se in Ireland

with that in England and Scotland. He said the exist-

ing inequality was a distinct breach of the act of Union
After considerable discussion, the motion was rejected

by a vote of 242 to 198.

The steamship Strathleven arrived in London from
Australia on the 1st inst., with a shipment of fresh meat
She left Melbourne on the 7th of r2tli month. The

meat was preserved in a refrigerator box supplii

cold air, and on arrival was found to be in exc

condition. The experiment is regarded as a con

success.

The British steamer Canopus, whicli arrived at 1

pool on the 16th inst. from Boston, lost boats am
hundred and forty-seven head of cattle, in conseq

of heavy weather.

The Registrar-General has returned 4,653,551

in Ireland under the head of " bog and marsh, I

mountain land, water, roads and fences," for thi

1879. During the past year 8,387 acres have
gained to cultivation or pasture.

The number of failures in Paris, in 1879,

a diminution of 94 on the previous year.

The export of French beet-root sugar for the

1879, amounted to only 8,000 tons, as comparec

97,000 tons in 1878.

The return of the number of wolves and othe

animals killed in France last winter, has just beei

lished, and shows the following results: wolves

young wolves, 153 ; foxes, 6,771 ; badgers, 5,036

;

boars, 5,328.

An attempt has recently been made to kill th

perial family of Russia, by the explosion of a

filled with dynamite, in the basement of the V
Palace. The intention no doubt wa.s to fire the

while the family were at dinner, but owing to the

of one of their number, they did not enter the di

hall at the usual time, and thus their lives were s

Some of the leading officers in St. Petersburg ha
ceived letters from a Nihilist committee, intitc

that the capital will be fired on the anniversary {

Czar's accession to the throne.

From the interior of Russia, accounts are recei'

very great suffering on account of the failiir

yeai-'s crops ; and in addition to the famine, dipht

is raging to a frightful extent. It is estimated tl

the two provinces of Charkoff and Pultava, it 1

ried off forty thousand persons in the last four mi
In a recent discussion on the bill authorizin

German Government to contract a loan, the Undei
retary of the Treasury stated that the financial c

tion of the country had greatly improved durin,

current year. The total increase of receipts wen
mated at 20,000,000 marks.
The Italian Parliament was opened on the

The speech from the throne recommends the abo

of the grist tax and the adoption of electoral ri

bills. In regard to foreign affiiirs, the speech say
Italy needs peace, and it is therefore ea.sy for ,"

support the observance of the treaty of Berlin a

main faithful to her promise to be an element c

gress and civilization in Europe.
The Italian Government has offered tlrree p

amounting to three hundred and sixty pounds, for

yards raised from grafts of American varieties of
|

vines, cap.able of resisting the attacks of phyloxer

Colonel Synge, who was sent by Minister La
last month, to distribute relief among the Mussu
refugees in Eastern Ronmelia, has been capture

gether with his wife, by Greek brigands near Sale

The bandits demand a large ransom for their relei

WESTIOWN BOARD|ING SCHOOL.
Friends who may feel drawn to apply for the

tions of Superintendent and M.atron of this Institi

are requested to communicate with either of the u

signed

—

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., P(

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelpb

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Dowuingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANJ
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall,
Applications for the Admission of Patients m:

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the J

Managers.

Died, on the 29th of 12th month, 1S79, Ja
Barton, in the 84th year of his age, a member of (

well Particular and Upper Evesham Monthly Meej

Very impressive and most precious was the peace

attended his closing days, and he felt, as did his fri'J

that he was being " gathered in mercy."

WILLfAl^HT PILE^^RINTERr
No. 422 Wivlnut Street.
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For " The Friend "

Camden County, IVew Jersey.

(CoDClilded from page 225.)

or four years the English occupied this

,, whose site is now forgotten. The loca-

of the gold mine hereabout proclaimed,

[ually unknown, unless it exist in the soil

is productive district y'clept " Pea shore."

tength Plantagenet published his story of
snturcs, or his account of Nova Albion,

the earl was stirred up to diligence in the
ecution of his scheme. Accordingly a

did palatine was projected, the banks of

Delaware were set off into manors, which
g dignified by well chosen names, served

ive titles to each member of the earl's

ly if they never answered any more use-

urpose. A chivalric order was instituted

ir the imposing name of "The Albion
rhts of the Conversion of the Twenty-
3 Kings," who professed to have at heart

a desire for turning to the true faith the

ity-three tribes living vvithin the limits of

grant of the " Earl Palatine." The mode
jroselyting the heathen seems to have
red rather of Mahomet than of Christ,

followers were to live like devout apos-

) soldiers, bearing the sword in one hand
the word" in the other, to civilize and

7ert the heathen to be his majesty's lieges,

Truly this scheme was as crazy as was
conceived, and yet not more so than has

1 many a time practised by lordly pre-

ers, whether cavalier or roundhead,
he earl at length came over to see his

ryo colony, sometime about 1641, and he
the "royal Plantagenet" marched and
d and cabined with the Indians for seven

rs, and the latter got up another book
ing forth. the advantages of the country,

jrder to induce the emigration of the

ounts, barons, knights, gentlemen, mer-
ats, adventurers and planters, who had
ad themselves to settle three thousand
trained men in this hopeful colony on the

ks of the Delaware. But they never came,
may we be thankful therefor. The " Lord-
i-governor," the Council of State or Upper
ise and Lower House of Burghers, who
e to meet the Lords in Parliament anuu-
on the 10th of November to legislate for

Palatinate, never met at Pensaukin ; the
' Albion subjects were dispersed, the dy-

ty of the Earl Palatine subsided, and John

I., of Tinicum, reigned in his stead, for the
Dutch again became lords-paramount.
At length, in 1676, came the Friends, mostly

men of good estate, who fled from their native
land to avoid the application of the very prin-

ciples of government which their predecessors
underPloyden had here sought to secure. The
restoration of royalty and the inquisition

this liberal Chrstian people could not brook,
nor regard with favor a profession of religion

promulgated by terror of the dungeon and the
sword. Hence these unyielding advocates of

truth sought an asylum in the new world for

that freedom which was denied them in their

native land.

The first permanent settlement in this sec-

tion of New Jersey by Englishmen, was made
under the auspices of William Penn. The
character of this distinguished man must be,

as it has ever been, the theme of admiration
of all who honor virtue of the highest order;

and his legislative wisdom must command the

applause of every enlightened mind. " His
fame," says Bancroft, "is now wide as the
world; he is one of the few who have gained
abiding glory."

In 1675 a portion of West New Jersey be-

came invested in certain joint proprietors, all

of whom were members of the Society of
Friends. Of these William Penn was a lead-

ing partner, and in company with him was
afterwards joined the Apologist for the Chris-

tian Doctrines of the Societ}', Robert Barclay.
The latter, however, did not visit the new
world, though appointed by the unanimous
choice of his colleagues the first governor for

life of Bast Jersey, with dispensation from
personal residence, and authority to nominate
his deputy. The title to large tracts of land

in our immediate vicinity has been derived

from the said proprietaries, and bear the sig-

nature of this distinguished Christian advo-
cate.

The first Christian Commonwealth. — Our
plan does not include a history of the district

under notice, and we pass by much of peculiar

nterest in the early days of the colony.

There is, however, one remarkable transac-

tion worthy of especial notice.

True to their instincts of self-control, and
conscious that they owed allegiance to no man,
the proprietors, freeholders and inhabitants
generally settled in the territory of Glouces-

ter lying between Pensaukin and Oldman's
Creek, met in Maj', 1686, at Arwamus, now
Gloucester, and formed for themselves a county
constitution. A unique paper is this constitu-

tion, by which it appears that the inhabitants

of the county of old Gloucester deemed them-
selves a body politic or democratic common-
wealth, with full powers of legislation. They
thus established courts, provided officers, and
prescribed the minutia; of legal practice, fisod

the capital at Arwamus, within the present

limits of Camden county, which was separated
from Gloucester in 1844. No other county of

New Jersey can deduce its existence from a

direct and positive compact between its in-

habitants. The government of the Province
of Gloucester was thus organized. A city

reaching irom Newton creek to Timber creek
was laid out, streets opened, a public square
located, and that inevitable accompaniment
of Christian legislation, a gaol erected. The
inhabitants of the new Commonwealth evi-

dently considered themselves an independent
government, with power to prescribe punish-
ments, levy taxes, and do many acts equally
sovereign, among which we do not, however,
discover that of making war I

" This peace-

ful people had, on the banks of the Delaware,
established a community which," says Ban-
croft, " a Fenelon might have envied."

Hhode Island was at this time the only
Protestant settlement in which the principle

of toleration was recognized; but even there

lloman Catholics were excluded from partici-

pating in the political rights enjoyed by the
rest of the community. 'Toleration was early

established in Maryland, but the persecuted

Jew could find no asylum in the State of Lord
Baltimore. He was excluded, and punished if

he entered, and outrages permitted upon his

person, as had been practised in Europe for

ages among Christians, though not among the
enlightened Saracenic rulers of Spain.

Nor was it in Pennsylvania that was laid

the foundation of this equitable government,
this first democratic Christian State. The
principles advocated by Penn and his asso-

ciates, were first applied to his portion of the

Province of Nova Crosarea or New Jersey,

and here, on the east bank of the Delaware,
was really begun that "holy experiment."
Under the sanction of grants and concessions

which formed the charter of the Proprietaries

guarding the liberties and rights of the set-

tlers, was the Constitution of the "State of

Gloucester," framed in 1686. The government
founded by Penn, for his province of Penn-
sylvania, partook in some features of the

character of a baronial manor, the governor
was esteemed the proprietor or proprietary,

and perpetual rents were to be paid to him
and his descendants, nominal almost it may
be, but still rents, which acknowledged the

title of the feudal lord. The power of the chief

was by him, however, voluntarily reduced to

the influence of a double vote upon questions

in Council, a share in legislation much below
that accorded to the veto of our President.

But the Constitution of the Province of Glou-

cester was more truly democratic. " Here,"

says one of the proprietors, " we lay a founda-

tion for after ages to understand their liber-

ties as men and Christians; that they may not
be brought into bondage, but by their own
consent ; for we put the power in the people."

Thus on our soil of Camden county has the
past two centuries and a half seen the succes-

sive sway of Dutch, of Swedes, and again of

Dutch and English ; of lawless viceroys, of

county palatines with vice-regal pretensions,

hollow power, and tenantless manors, and the
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)>ractieal substantial exhibition of the true

.lemocracy that regards oul_y the welfare of

! he people, and provides every safeguard for

iheir liberties and rights. The olden time

notions of lords and palatines here obtained

i)ut a mutable existence, the old trunk of feu-

dalism would not flourish upon this new and

virciu soil. The law of force has given place

to the law of love, the Quaker has succeeded

to the Cavalier and the Walloon, sowing the

seeds of peace and good-will, liberty, equality,

virtue and independence in the soil, that under

the semi-barbarous schemes of vice-royalty

and baronial domains would have produced

only the vile weeds of landed aristocracy and

serfdom, and their attendants, ignorance and

mental and moral degradation.
J. S. L.

For " The Friend "

Extracts from Letters, &c., of Ebcnezer Worth.

(Continued from page 226.J

The following copy of a letter is without

name or date, but evidently addressed to an

Indian :

" Now George, my dear friend, I want thee

to remember that it is in this world that we
are to prepare for a better home, and bear in

mind the great uncertainty of time and how
fast it is passing away, day after day, wee'

after week, year after year, never to return to

us, how necessary we should be making a good
use of it. I believe in the doctrines taught
by our blessed Saviour, and think I may say
that I know the Christian religion is a good
religion ; if we live up to what it requires of

us, it will make us what GJ-od would have us

to be. 1 want thee to think seriously on this

subject ; thou may feel it right for theo to ask

the Great Spirit to teach thee what He wishes
theo to do, and give thee strength to do it.

He can qualify thee to be very useful to thy
own people in giving them good advice, which
with thy good example, through the blessing

of the Gr^at Spirit, may bo of great use to

many after thy spirit has gone to another
world—may 1 not say to that good home in

Heaven where I very much desire we may all

meet. Hast thou heard of the death of our
friend Thomas Wistai', who loved God and his

Indian brothers and sisters ; he seemed willing

to do anything the Great S|)irit required of

him to help the Indians; ho spent much time
and money in trying to assist them ; made
several visits to the Indians in the far West,
and we have reason to believe that the Great
Spirit whom he desired to serve, enabled him
to be very useful to them. I would bo pleased

to receive a letter from thee when thou may
feel inclined to write. I have had a heavy
cold for some time, and my bearing has be-

come very dull. Please remember me to thy
father and mother, uncle Thomas, and Wm.
Patterson and wife.

Thy friend, Ebenezer WoaTii.

To A. P. and E. D., and L. S.

Dear Friends,—I have felt much for you on
account of the close trial you have recently
met with in the death of our friend Mary
Millhouse, her being so soon removed after

leaving her friends, and so far from home,
makes it more affecting. I was once very
sick whilst at Tunessassa, and reduced so low
I think the doctor and perhaps no ono that
saw me, had any hope of my recovery ; I was
very much amongst strangers. After I

came dangerously ill, I sent for Jos. Battoy

Collins, perhaps thirty-five miles north of

Tunessassa, they come and staid some days

h me, until I began to recover. I did not

inform my relations and friends at home of

y sickness until I was considered out of

danger. At that time I think there was no

railroad nearer than Buffalo, in getting there

(to Tunessassa) 1 had to go by Philadelphia,

Now York, Albany and 'Buffalo—from the

latter place by private conveyance— I think

it took about a week for a letter to go from

Randolph to Marshalton. On account of the

time and difficulty of getting from Chester

county to Tunessassa I felt myself a great way
from home, and a great way for my relations

to come, and uncertain whether I would be

living when they got there ; for these reasons

I felt most easy not to send them any infor-

lation of ray sickness until getting better. I

have thought it much more desirable, when
we are about to be removed by death, to feel

we are in our proper places (though) far sepa-

rated from our relations and friends, than to

bo with them and feel that we are out of ou

proper place.

[This expression brings to recollection i

visit paid to our dear friend when confined to

bed by indisposition at his own home, some
time previous to his last sickness, when h«

expressed somewhat similar sentiments, say-

ing in substance, that " he would rather die

in a cabin out in the woods alone, and have

the Divine presence with him, than to bo at

homo surrounded by his friends, yet be with-

out that." How comforting and encouraging

is the remembrance, that let us be where we
may in this world, ifwe are thus under Divine

direction we may with confidence look to that

unfailing source for support, even under very
trying circumstances, which appears to have
been the case with E. W. in the account

furnished above.]

I hope our dear friend, Mary Millhouse, was
notoutofhcrproperi)laoe when taken ; itisone

of the many solemn warnings we have had,

to bo making good use of our time and talents,

and trj' to be in a state of readiness when it

may please our Divine Master to remove us

from works to rewards. I have often thought

of what an Indian woman, who had lost

several of her children, said, "All the Great
Spirit does is right." 1 hope wo may all try

to bo resigned to his blessed and holy will.

* * * I would be pleased to hear from you
when it is convenient to write.

Sincerely your friend,

Ebk\ezer Worth.

MarAalton, 3d mo. 22d, 1877.

Eespectod Friend, W. B.,—Though far sepa-

rated in person, I sometimes think of theo

and of tho time we spent ])lea9antly together,

when thou used to come and sit meetings with
us, and I think sometimes bring thy two oldest

children. I was comforted in believing thou
wast desirous of serving thy Divine Master
from whom we receive every blessing, and
who is worthy to be loved, honored and
obeyed by all. Since that time many changes
have taken place; many who were then enjoj'-

ing good health have been removed from
works to rewards, and some who were quite

young have been removed by death ; it is a

very serious and solemn subject to think of,
^i,^^^ q,^ [^ ^^,^ ^^^ dead, and -ooe

and ought to servo as a solemn warning to us f
.

.i
. .

. , , .'.

who are loft, to bo making a good use of our
time and talents in serving our Creator and

of great importance to all. I have fell

thee and thy family since the death of S'

and Phebo. I thought Susan a remark
fine girl, she was an example to the o
children at school, and from what I 1

heard she appeared to be prepared for de

I think we may have a comfortable hope
her spirit is safely gathered to tho mane
of everlasting rest and peace. Phebe, w
down in this part' of the country, seeme
behave herself well, and was loved by tl

who knew her. I think I felt as muct
her spiritual and temporal welfare as if

had been a brother's or si-iter's child, and o

tried to give her good advice. When I

her last 1 thought she was concerned t

preparing for death— I hope all is well i

her. William, my friend, as time is sw
passing away it seems to me to be a sul

of great importance to thee and me, thai

should be trying to make a good use of it.

so doing it will very much increase our I

piness in this world, and prepare us for ha

ness in the.world to come. It feels to me t

a fearful thing to die in an unprepared si

and to appear before our Creator and to reo

tho final (last) sentence. William, my fri

there is a great responsibility resting upi

parent to bring up his (or her) children in

right way; it is necessary we should loo

our Divine Master for the qualificatioi

do it in the way that would be most pi

to Him; a good example is loud preach

and through tho blessing of our Heavi

Father, has a powerful influence for good,

this way parents may have an opportunit

preaching to their children daily. I bel

religious parents feel a great desire for

spiritual welfare of their children, and wii

favored at times with a qualification to i

them good advice to look to their Di\

Master for direction and help. I want
cxam'ple to be one that will be safe and pre'

for thy children to follow, and maj', thrO;

the blessing of thy Heavenly Father, b

use to them after thou art removed fi

works to rewards. I want thee to try to k

out of all bad company, refrain entirely fi

tho use of all intoxicating drink, attend re

larly a place of worship, and encourage
wife and children to go with thee. If I '

living at Tunessassa 1 would be glad to h

thy company at our meeting if thou slio

incline to attend. The piist winter has b

rigorously cold, unusually so, the spr

rather backward with us; the farmers h

got some ploughing done. Please remem
mo to thy family and Indian neighbors,

would bo glad to get a letter from thee

Laura. Our friend Joseph Scattergood* '.

been a gooddeal tinwell, is thought to b

little better. I am in about usual health.

Thy friend, Ebenezer Worth.

The following copy of an affectionate !

earnest Address to the Indians, is with

date :

—

" Brothers and Sisters,—We ofien thinii

you and feel much for you in your troub

The Great Spirit, who made us all, has rai

us to feel that j'ou are our brothers and sisti

and taught us to love you and treat j"ou

our brothers. We feel towards you as i

forefathers did towards your forefailie

and wife, they lived in the neighborhood of laying up treasure in Heaven—it is a subject

another world, but this good feeling con tin

* In less than tliree months after date of this le

both of these vaUied Friends were removed by deal
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felt by you and us, and we believe will

ir die as long- as our people and yours con-

to love the Great Spirit, God, and his

Jesus Christ; from love to Him will pro-
love towards each other, and we shall be
to feel 'One is our Master, even Jesus

st, the Son of the Great Spirit, and that
re all brothers and sisters. Brothers, it

jout seventy-two years since our fore-

!rs (Friends) first commenced their labors

le Allegheny reservation.. At times when
3ok about and see so little improvement,
)el somewhat discouraged

; notwithstand-
;re feel as if we cannot give you up, and
there is something more required of us

18 Great Spirit, and feel willing to try to

and be in good earnest looking unto Him
low what He wishes us to do, how to do
d give us strength to do all He is pleased

quire of us, and bless our labors that they
be fruitful of much good to your people,

you may be a good and prosperous peo-

ind be favored to enjoy all the comforts
lis life, and be prepared for never ending
iness in the wo.rld to come. We feel the
desire for your welfare that we do for

)wn. We believe in that good religion

was taught by our blessed Saviour (the

jf the Great Spirit) when He was person-

n this world. He said, ' Ye of j'oursclves,

out mo, can do nothing ;' that He is our
nd our light, the Way, the Truth and the

that no man eometh unto the Father but

im. We believe He came into this world
ive sinners, to save all people of all na-

, kindreds and tongues, that He is able

willing to save all that are willing to

unto Him, and He said, 'Come unto me,
ends of the earth, and be yo saved.' We

ve this kind invitation of mercy is to all

luman family, to all the people in the

i, the white man, the Indian and the

man, that He is no respecter of persons.

18 this good religion that preserved our
athers, made them what they were, and
)reservo us and you."

(To be concloded.)

For " The Friend."

Observance of Indian Treaty Stipulation.s.

he accompanying petition was presented
ongress by'VVm. I). Kelley of this city,

was directed to be printed in the Con-

'.onal Record. It was signed hy about
names. Believing that this appeal for

•e will bo of interest to many of the
rs of "The Friend," it is inserted in our
ins. It refers especially to a renewal
former attempt to enter upon the lands

le Indian Territory, made by persons
appear regardless of law or right.

—

Ed.]
'he petition is as follows :

he President of the United States and to

Senate Sid House of Representatives

:

the undersigned men and women of the

ed States, resident in or near Philadel-

Pennsylvania, do most respectfully but
earnestly request the President and the

ie of Congress to take all needful steps

event the encroachments of white settlers

the Indian Territory, and to guard the

ms in the enjoyment of all the rights

h'have been guaranteed to them on the

of the nation.

'le Senate and House of Representatives :

le accompanying memorial had its origia

in a strong feeling of loyally to treaties. It

commenced with individuals, and spread to

towns, cities, and States. On it are the
names of thinkers and molders, who feel it a
right and a duty to express their sentiments
when a public interest demands it.

We do not wish to clog the wheels of Gov-
ernment. Wo suggest no policy to it. We
only wish to express our sense of the moral
obligation of a treaty, whether the treaty be
between the strong and the strong or between
the strong and the weak, or for our advan-
tage or disadvantage.

It is said that the Duke of Burgundy, a
pupil of Penelon, in a cabinet council, after
bearing the reasons of state offered in abun-
dance for violating the treaty which it was
thought would be of great advantage to France,
placed his hand upon the instrument and said,

with emphasis, 'Gentlemen, there is a treaty.'

We would express that when a treaty is

changed or modified the free consent of both
parties is necessary. We pray that no con-
sideration of interest, no pressure, no combi-
nation of difficulties which may arise shall

influence our Government to.depart from this

law of treaties.

We are especially urgent in this case be-

cause we are strong and the Indians are weak.
Our greater knowledge and power and our
relations to the Indians give imperativeness
to our obligations.

We cannot afford to seem unjust. The
eyes of the world are upon us. The eyes of

Him who 'executed righteousness and judg-
ment for all that are oppressed,' are upon us.

We live also under the law of the harvest ; as

we sow, so also shall we reap. If we sow
justice we shall reap justice; if we sow in-

justice we shall reap injustice.

Therefore, as citizens of this Eepublic, who
have as individuals obligations to the Eepub-
lic, we take this method—the only one known
to us—of expressing our deep conviction of

the moral obligations of a treaty."

When the angels announced to the shep-

herds the birth of Jesus, it was with "Peace
on earth

;
good-will to men," and from that

time until now, wherever the kingdom or

reign of Christ in the heart of man has been
known, there has been measurably known
something of this Divine and heavenly peace,

with good-will to our fellow man ; and also

where the usurper has been permitted to

exalt himself and his kingdom of darkness,

there has been the reverse— ivar, desolation

and hatred between man and man. It is

lamentable how little of true love is at the

present time manifested between man and
man. Although the power of darkness re-

ceived a great check at the abolition of slavery

on this continent, yet as it was achieved

by war and bloodshed and also by heavy
pecuniary loss, and not brought about by Di-

vine love, such as prompted the Saviour to

redeem a fallen world and to restore it to

heavenly harmony and blessedness, therefore

there exists a spirit of aggrandisement, with

a desire for outward greatness and exaltation,

out of and at the expense and degradation of

his fellow. It was pure love that caused the

Saviour to leave the mansion of glory to be

come the babe of Bethlehem, to endure so

heavy a cross, to suffer scorn, to become the

poorest of the poor, to endure the contradic-

tion of sinners against himself, so to humbi )

himself, that He has left us an example tht.t

wo should follow his steps, and at last to die
an ignominious death on the cross as an atone-
ment for the sins of the whole world, not a
part only. Was ever love like this? Ad
more than this. He hath received power and
is waiting to bestow this power on all who
are willing to receive it on his terms, viz : in

leave the usurper, and join the royal stand-
ard, to follow the Ijamb through good and
through evil report. When his disciples

queried amongst themselves who should lo
greatest, (ere yet they knew the obligations ci'

his kingdom,) He instructed them by takirg
a little child, and setting him in their raids .

saying, whoever should become as such little

child should be greatest in his kingdom ; ar.d

again He assured them of the reverse of h^s

kingdom to that of men, by saying "that th'i

great among men exercised greatness and
authority, but it should not be so among: t

them, for whoever should be great anion..;-

them must become servant of all." Alah !

how much have we to learn? Many no v

would gain the esteem of their Lord by muc'i
serving, or display, and by loud acclamation-',

in-^tead of Mary's part, sitting at his feet, an I

feeding on the gracious words that came fro. i

his lips, "the one thing needful." The Apost'''.

John says the disciples queried how He wou) I

manifest himself unto them and not to tl .;

world, and that He answered by saying, h

that hath my words and keepeth them, he it

is that loveth me, and that He and his Fathi i-

would love such an one, and would take up
their abode in such. Previous to the exalt:-

tion of Christ's kingdom, there must bo more
of the disposition of Job, who says he was a

Father to the poor, not one who oppressed or

despised them ; again, he says, "He made tl

e

widow's heart to sing for joy." Let us remem-
ber how the Saviour had compassion on thj

poor widow of Nain; and at the death of

Dorcas, how the poor widows mourned ove.-

her, showing the coats and garments which, by
her own hands, she had made for them; how
was this approved then by the church ! Mary
Capper was a minister of our Society in Bir-

mingham, England, whom the writer knew,
(not one of the new fangled ones who conform
to the everchanging fashions of the ago,) who,
although she lived to a great ago, lived and
worked like Dorcas to make garments for

poor widows and orphans. The blessing of

the poor and such as were ready to perish,

came upon her. Such as have this world's

goods and shut up their bowels of compassion,

the love of Christ cannot dwell in. Our be-

loved friend John Woolman has very much
that is valuable in his writings on loving our

neighbors as ourselves; and had his advice

been regarded, it would have prevented the

dreadful war on slavery ; and as certain as

the jiulgment of slavery overtook this genera-

tion, so sure there is much greater judgment
to come, unless men yield to the Divine Spirit,

for if we sow to the flesh we shall reap the

fruits thereof, but if we sow to the spirit, life

everlasting. S. Chadboukne.

Millville, Orleans Co., N. Y., 16th of 2d mo., 1880.

No work for Christ can be done by ma-
chinery; can be done mechanically; can be

done without the power of Christ making
effective the agent and the agency for its

prosecution.
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For "The Friend."

As "one ireneration passcth away and an-

other come"lh," which of late we have been

solemnly and strikingly reminded of, iu the

sudden removal of so'many of our fathers and

mothers, that have borne the burden and

heat of the day, our minds are turned towards

the young members of our religious Society,

with strong and fervent desires for them, that

they may surrender their whole hearts to the

transforming power of Divine grace, that

80 they may be qualified to fill the vacant

places of our branch of the church. Tli

viiation seems to be afresh extended, My son,

my daughter, give me thy heart and let thine

eyes observe ray ways. The Lord's power ii

the same that ever it was, and is as able tc

bring you forward to fill the ranks of righte

ousness, which are being thinned, as it was

in the days of our forefathers. He is as able

and willing to mould, form and fashion you

into vessels of honor in this our day as Ho
was in the days that are past. He is faithful

on his part, and will faithfully perform all of

his promises; and if you will but perfori

your part and faithfully obey Him in all of h

requirings, He will cause you to grow up and

become plants of renown and as polished

shafts in his holy hand. Yea ;
He will enable

you to become pillars in his church and to

glorify his name. He will have a people to

praise Him and to declare his mighty acts,

and to speak well of his name. But if you

are disobedient to his call, He will bring in

those from the highways and hedges, for He
will have his table filled with bis guests. De-

fer not until a more convenient season; go

now, and "buy the truth."

" Go seek your great Creator,

Learn early to be wise,

Go place upon the altar

A morning sacrifice."

A. E.

Selected.

THINGS UNSEEN.
' For the things which are seen are temporal ; but the

things which are not seen are eternal."—2 Cor.

iv. 18.

There is a state unknown, unseen,

Where parted souls must be

;

And but a step may be between

That world of souls and me.

I .see no light, I hear no sound,

When midnight shades are spread;

Yet, angels pitch their tents around,

And guard my quiet bed.

Jesus was wrapt from mortal gaze.

And clouds conveyed him hence
;

Enthroned amid the sapphire blaze,

Beyond our feeble sense.

Yet say not,—Who shall mount on high.

To bring him from above?

For, lo ! tlie Lord is always nigh

The children of His love.

The Saviour, whom I long have sought.

And would, but cannot see

;

And, is He here ? O, wondrous thought

!

And will He dwell with me ?

I ask not, with my mortal eye.

To view the vision bright

;

I dare not see thee, lest 1 die
;

Yet, Lord, restore my sight.

Give me to see thee, and to feel

The mental vision clear

;

The things unseen, reveal, reveal

;

And let me know them near.

Impart the faith that soars on high.

Beyond this earthly strife,

That holds sweet converse with the sky.

And lives eternal life.

Selected,

BIDDING THE SUN " GOOD-NIGHT" IN LAP-
LAND.

When the short, bright summer of Lapland

is ended, and the sun is about to set, to rise

no more for seven or eight months, the people

of the hamlets and villages ascend the neigh-

boring hills to see the last of the Day, and

chant a requiem, or farewell psalm, for the

parting day.

" Come, little daughters, hasten,

Ye should be bravely dight

!

Make ready, boys ! for we go forth

To bid the sun good-night.

" Four months with steady shining

He's made the whole earth fair.

And myriad blossoms greeted him,

And bird-songs filled the air.

" But now October waneth
;

His setting draweth near
;

We shall not see his face again

For more than half a-year."

So forth they go, together,

Parents and children, all,

The aged, and the little ones,

Young men, and maidens tall.

From many a neighboring village.

From many a humble home.

To climb the rocky summit
The thronging people come.

The sun hangs low in heaven
;

He throws his slanting rays

Across their loving faces, turned

To meet his parting gaze.

And now he's gone ! The darkness

Is settling like a pall,

A long low dirge of sad farewell

Breaks from the lips of all

;

In mournful cadence chanting

The requiem of the sun.

The dear bright d,iy departed now,

The long, long night begun.

And yet with cheerful patience

They take their homeward way,

The elders talking how the time

May best be whiled away.

And many a youthful face is bright

With glad expectance slill,

And many a merry little child

Goes dancing down the hill.

—St. Nicholas.

HEAVEN.

No night shall be in heaven : no gathering gloom

Shall o'er that glorious landscape ever come
;

No tears shall fall in sadness o'er those flowers

That breathe their fragrance through celestial bowers.

No night shall be in heaven : forbid to sleep,

Those eyes no more their mournful vigils keep
;

Their fountains dried, their tears all wiped away,

They gaze undazzled on eternal day.

No night shall be in heaven : no sorrow reign,

No secret anguish, no corporeal pain.

No .shivering limbs, no burning fever there.

No soul's eclipse, no winter of despair.

No night shall be in heaven : but endless noon,

No fast declining sun, no waning moon
;

But there the Lamb shall yield perpetual light,

Mid pastures green, and waters ever bright.

No night shall be in heaven ; no darkened room.

No bed of death, no silence of the tomb,

But breezes ever fresh with love and truth,

Shall brace the frame with an immortal youth.

No night shall be in heaven ; But night is here,

The night of sorrow, and the night of fear :

I mourn the ills that now my steps attend,

And shrink from others, that may yet impend.

No night shall be in heaven : Oh had I faith

To rest in what the faithful Witness saith.

That faith should make those hideous phantoms flee,

And leave no night henceforth on earth to me.

MY WORK.
He crowned my life with blessings full and swe.

In bis great love He pardoned all my sin;.

Then to his fold He led my wanderiiig feet.

And bade me know the peace and joy within

;

" Dear Lord," I cried, " I'll gladly work for tht

His loving voice said only " Follow me."

He led me to his pastures green and fair.

Beside still waters oft he bade me slay

;

But I, with heart all full of anxious care,

Murmured beqause He made so smooth the w

Saying, " I have no work to do for thee,"

—

" Child, this is work," He said, to " follow me."

Yet still I murmured, " Lord, the way is fair.

And it is very sweet to walk with thee;

But shall thy servant have no cross to bear?

No battle to be fought and won for thee ?"

And in his love,—the half I could not see,

—

My Saviour gave this answer unto me

—

' Are there no little crosses for each day ?

No inward battles to be fought with sin ?

Nothing to do to smooth another's way ?

To help a soul the crown of life to win ?

Hast thou remembered my great love for thee.

And dost thou live each day, each hour, for me

Then seeing all my need, and sin, and pride,

I knelt again before my Saviour's feet,

Praying for strength to follow by his .side.

Praying for help temptation's power to meet

And now each day, let ray petition be,

—

Teach me, dear Lord, to follow after thee.

—MUlie Colco

From "The British Frie-

Knowledge of Friends in France.

A late discussion in my own Quart

Meeting (upon the testimony on behal

Cuttrop being read) has brought forward i

interest a narrative, which, under the fee

that it might profitably be revived, 1

again and again intended to insert in

Monthly '-Contribution."

In the discussion alluded to, inquiry

raised as to bow the little community in Scl

France in fellowship with us, camo to

notice, or we to theirs. It did not S'

known to those present, and is certain

matter of interest to the church. As 1 ao

a position to give Friends the facts, ur

the circumstances I thought it might not

thought out of place.

Joseph Fox of Falmouth (the first who
came a surgeon) had a share in two cut

with other owners, who, outvoting his ob

tion, at the commencement of hostilities v

France in 1778 armed these vessels as let'

of marque in order to capture French merchi

men. The enterprise, (adds Burke in his ]

toiy of Commoners) was successful, and s(

valuable ships were taken. His partners t

endeavored to keep him from his share in

profits ; but he insisted upon it and lod

the amount in the British Funds, keeping

circumstance an entire secret even from

family, and in fact dealing with the ti

sure like one who felt it was%ot bis o

His object was to restore it as soon as pc

ble to those whom he considered to be, ;

who really were, the rightful owners.

1783, on the restoration of peace, the opj

tunity occurred, and he then commissio

his son Dr. E. L. Fox (afterwards of Brisli

ton) to proceed to Paris, where he first ci

municaled the matter to him by letter. M.

difiiculty and delay intervened, trying ft

and principle, and giving a good excuse, 1

he desired one, to abandon the attempt

hopeless. While it was yet i n progress JoS'

Fox died. But his son had received the d

as a solemn trust and charge which be '
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to quit until the restitution was made,
had a notice printid in tlio Gazette de
nee of 2nd Mo., 1785, in consequenco
reof applications wore quickly made which

about £1470 being restored. The suf-

•8 thus reimbursed made an acknowledg-
t in the 8th Mo. Gazette, which need not
juoted. A small sum still remained in

Fox's hands which ho could not assign,
cially as the Revolutionary War broke
In 1818, when it had reached £600, he

d venture abroad once more, and going
to Paris enquired how ho could best

ropriate it, and ultimately placed it in the
asury of the Invalid Seamen of France
the relief of the non-combatants of the
chant service. The advertisement above
ccd drew forth an address from a body of
testants whom we have since been glad lo

in fellowship and belief, for th^y were
ced to learn that anyone was in existence
like them testified against iniquity and
and thus they came to the knowledge

le Society.

8 the real use of any event we may recall

le moral it is fitted to teach, it should be
d as an encouragement lo all to faithful-

that the Friend who thus tlirough life

ve to fulfil bis father's long-cherished con-
and at once to obey his earthly and his

venly parent, was remarkably blessed of
Lord. He was signally prospered and
a patriarchal tribe of descendants.
could not but feel that at a time when
y under our name are so languidly and
iously holding the great doctrine of peace
though they might bo wrong, and had

ething in so doing to be ashamed or afraid

it was really animating to have one of
jany instances furnished by the experi-
of our sires brought to notice. We have

to open the records of these, and on every
there are found deeds which evince un
ted fortitude and undoubting conviction

truth ; carrying their possessors—the
nful subjects of that crucifying and en-

terung question of peace which is in this

crushed too often, overlooked, or resisted

ver difficulty, danger, and trial. I have
[rd my father say, e. g., that while the sim-
jhearted Quaker held this fund his house
i burned down, yet it remained inviolate
Icred trust of the Lord ; and it is plain his

^ purpose in claiming it was that he might
|e the happy task of restoring it to those
am by a higher law than that of warfare
relieved to be the owners.

Charles Fox.
oke-Newington Common, N.

For " The Friend."

Wasted Time.

The day is a round of pleasure from the
B the ladies begin rolling tenpins in the
•ning to the moment the last billiard ball

ks in the billiard hall. Those who prefer

rest of repose find it on the lawns, porches
verandas."
'he above is a Philadelphia-News relation

low some who resort to the seaside for

isement, try "to palliate dulness and give
3 a shove." But well might the satiate

mistrusting heart ask, "If this be joy?"
I well might the Poet query respecting
ilar pastimes

—

i I What is life thus spent ? and what are they
Jt fanatic, who thus spend it ! all for smoke

—

emiiy for bubbles, proves at last

senseless bargain."

The Apostle Paul has penned for us, "She
that liveth to pleasure is dead (to that holy
peace and joy which Jesus at times infuses

into the bosom of bis dependent and obedient
children) while she liveth." And this sort of
pleasure, indebted to a continual round of
novelty and gaiety for its fickle frail support,
is but little belter than the fearful spectacle

of so many maniacs dancing in their chains.

Oh 1 when will the alone Source and Foun-
tain of all true pleasure be availingly sought?
When will the sin-sick and prodigal soul bo
turned to Him, who is the ever-present Helper,
Comforter and Sufficiency of all those who
seek with the whole heart to love and serve
Him. Can there be more precious assurances
than, "In T/iy presence is fulness of joy; at

thy right hand are pleasures for evermore:"
"and Thou shalt make them drink of the
river of thy pleasures." Oh! that instead of the
unsatisfying waters of life's polluted stream,
all for whom the Saviour bled, and died, and
rose again, might accept his gracious invita-

tion: "If any man thirst let him come unto
me and drink." A fountain open to all;

Christ's promised blessing to all ; a well Of

g, perennial, saving grace to all; "a
", the streams whereof make glad the

city of God, the holy place of the tabernacles

of the Most High."

For "The Friend."

Ciilnese Students in American Scliools.

A recent lecture on this subject by Joseph
Cook, published in the Christian Advocate,

contains some very interesting information.

It states there are now being educated in the
best American schools about 120 Chinese
students. It contains the following letter

from Dr. Bancroft, principal of the Phillips

Academy at Andover, Mass., where some of
these pupils are studying.

" Andover, Mass., Jan. 31, 1880.

My Dear Mr. Cook:—The presence of Chi-
nese and Japanese students in our American
schools in considerable numbers, studying
after a careful method, and with a definite

,im, is significant of something more than a
pirit of curiosity, adventure, enterprise, the
love of knowledge, or the greed of gain ; of
something more than better means of transit,

the increase of traffic, the breaking down of

exclusiveness, the victories of diplomacy.
The Eastern civilizations are laying hold
upon the Western, and not only our indus-

tries, our arts, our sciences, but also our his-

tory, our literature, our methods of inquiry,

and our religious ideas, are going back to the
Orient in the persons of educated young men,
trained among us from boyhood under care-

ful supervision, and quickened by the inspi-

ration of a career waiting before them.
At present, more Japanese students are

going than coming; but the Chinese Govern-
ment has more than a hundred students now
in this country, and, with respect to these,

several points are worthy of special mention.
They are selected with care, after a long

probation. They are sent here to remain, on
an average, fifteen years, and to pass through
the successive stages of elementary, secondary,
college, and professional or technical educa-

tion. They are preparing for a great diversity

of employments. They are not allowed to

denationalize themselves, but all their studies

are carried on with direct reference to their

future career in their native land. Their con-

formity to our modes of dress and our habits

of society and living is a matter of convenience
and courtesy, not a surrender. They come
to get the most and the best we can give, but
only to take and use it for the benefit of their
country. Far more than our boys at West
Point and Annapolis, they regard themselves
as already in the service of the State. On
their return they are expected to devote their
education to the service of tho nation in its

widest sense.

To secure the best results, they are placed
two by two in selected families, sent in small
groups to our best schools and colleges, yet
kept in constant communication with their
own countrymen, and in living sympathy with
their own language and people. They are
allowed a generous support, and held to a
strict accountability. They are allowed a
perfect freedom of opinion and belief, yet re-

stricted, for wise and obvious reasons, in its

premature expression.

The results, so far as I may be allowed to
speak of them, are just what might be ex-
pected. The students are models of industry,
zeal, politeness, and order. They aro will-

ing to pay the price of scholarship, and they
get it. In obedience to authority-, reverence
for superiors, gentleness of manners, and a
certain reticence and diplomatic turn of mind,
they are characteristically Chinese. Appro-
priating our learning, they do not renounce
their own. Seeking knowledge in all direc-
tions, the truths of the Bible engage their
special attention, and often win their heart.
For such men, in such circumstances, with

such a future, who can forbear to pray^ ?

Yours, very truly,

Cecil F. P. Bancroft."

This educational movement is largely due to
Tung Wing, who when a boy was brought to
this country from China in 1847, by a mission-
ary named S. R. Brown, was educated at the
Monson Academy in Massachusetts, and be-

came a professor of Christianity. He gradu-
ated at Yule College in 1854, and returned to
China in the following year, where he gradu-
ally rose in station and influence, until he was
able to interest the Government of China in

his long-cheriahed scheme. " The result was
that he induced the Chinese Government to
grant $1,500,000 for the founding of a Chinese
Educational Commission. He himself chose
Hartford, in the United States, as the place
for the establishment of this enterprise, one
of the most remarkable and significant in the
recent educational history in the world. A
noble government building has been erected
at Hartford by the Chinese Government.
Some $100,000 are expended annually on the
commission : As a result of its operations,
there will be in China, in ten years from now,
perhaps an hundred Chinese young men in
governmental employment, educated in all

Occidental learning, and able to cope with
Western diplomacy, and to pour into China
the fruits of tho civilization of Europe and
America."
The following letter from Tung Wing him-

self explains the motives which actuated this
far-seeing statesman, in this noble enterprise.

" Washington, D. C, Jan. 31, 1880.

Rev. Jos. Cook—Dear Sir:—The Chinese
Government, in sending students hero to be
educated at its own expense, has taken a new
departure from its traditional line of policy.

It virtually recognizes the fact that the iso-

lation to which China was in a great measure
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involuntarily subjected by natural and geo-

graphical barriers, as well by the most cum-

brous and difficult of languages, was incom-

patable with her well-being.

China realizes the fact that her position in

the family of nations forced upon her by
Western powers is not only novel, but one

demanding ideas and resources to maintain

it different from those employed in her whole

historic experience.

She bad met the full force of Occidental

civilization. In this contact she was con-

fronted with races whose central idea of the

State is the full recognition of individual

rights and obligations, and whose political

doctrine is individual development— the

State for the people, and not the people for

the State—races who derive their intelligence

from scientific knowledge, and feed their re-

ligious cravings with supernatural truths.

"These central ideas constitute Western civil-

ization, and it is for the study of these truths

that the students are sent.

The United Stales, out of all the Western

nations were chosen for the education of these

young men, because it was supposed that the

doctrines of the inalienable rights of human-

ity, as enunciated by the United States Con-

stitution, would naturally find in this country

the highest development and illustration, as

well as a universal application.

China was led to think so, but I am afraid

she has good reason to think otherwise.

Let the American people who do not wish

to go back on their political principles speak

out their convictions.

I am very truly yours, TuNO Wing."

For "The Friend.*'

The Meeting at Firbank Chapel and its Results.

(CoDtinned from page 229.)

Of this meeting, and of the people who
were there visited, Thomas Camm thus con-

tinues his account, in his memorial of his

father

:

" And first, and more especially, [the Lord]

called forth and made choice of his dear ser-

vant and faithful messenger to the nations,

George Fox, and sent him into the north

country, and particularly into Westmoreland,

near Kendal ; where there was a field white

unto the harvest, a people ripe to be gathered,

who as abovesaid, were separated in measure

from the world's worship, and empty dry

forms of religion in many things, and met
together as aforesaid, having several that

were become teachers amongst them, but the

chiefest, John Audland and Francis Howgiii,

amongst whom the Lord sent this his dear

servant and messenger George Fox, with the

message of life ; at the publishing whereof in

the demonstration of the Spirit and power of

Jesus Christ, the aforesaid John Camm, my
dear father, with John Audland, Francis How-
gill,Edward Burrough, Richard Hubborlhorn,

and many hundreds more were convinced, and

their hearts opened, as was the heart of Lydia
in former days, and by the revelation of the

day of God, and the inshining of his heavenly

light in their hearts, they came to see, that

they wanted the lively possession of what
they had made a great profession of, which
profession several of them had esteemed of,

as great riches, of all which they came to [sec]

spoiled ; their wisdom that stood in words
only being confounded, they became as fools,

and at the revelation of Jesus Christ, they

consulted no more therewith : but it became

as dross in comparison of the excellent know-
ledge of Jesus Christ, revealed by his Spirit,

to regenerate them, and sprinkle their hearts

and consciences from dead words, to which
they were strangers, notwithstanding their

great profession, under the sense of which
great was the cry and the lamentation of

many, unspeakable ; for the day of the Lord
was dreadful and terrible upon every high

and exalted thing, and many lofty ones, and
tall cedars (high in profession) were bowed
down under the mighty hand of God's power,

and judgment begun at the house of God, the

heart his temple, and by the spirit of judg-

ment and burning the eternal God entered,

and begun his blessed work, in order to re-

deem, purge and make clean vessels for his

own use and service, through and by whom
He might carry on his blessed design and
work in the nations, to the glory of his eter-

nal name.
"And John Camm, amongst many others,

was bowed down under the mighty power of

the Lord, and the operation of the blessed

Spirit was effectually known in his heart and
soul, whereby he was made willing to take up
the cross, and become a fool for Christ's sake,

forsaking tlie world, and all the glorj', de-

lights, pleasures, wisdoms and riches of it, of

which he had enjoyed a share equal, if not
aliove many of his degree ; for naturally he

was a wise man in worldly matters, having
at that time great concerns and dealings

therein ; and the world seemed to smile upon
him, and the riches and glory of it had ex-

ceedingly increased, and was then likely to

increase more; yet notwithstanding all this,

the Lord so prevailed by his power and Spirit

in his heart, that he was made willing to part

with all, and counted it a blessed exchange,
to be made an heir in Christ of that durable
riches laid up in heaven, that his soul had
travelled for, so that it was no hard thing for

him to forsake all for Christ's sake, and be-

come a despised follower of Him through
many tribulations.

"And after a day of great trouble and in-

ward exercise, through the blessed operation
of that spirit ofjudgment and burning, where-
in ho saw the old heavens and earth to pass

away as a scroll, and all things to be made
new, even as a prepared vessel ; the Lord
filled him with his power and Spirit, and put
his word in his mouth, and called him from
all his outward concerns and enjoyments, to

publish the same word in the demonstration
of his eternal power, unto which he of a ready
mind was made obedient; and travelled into

all the northern countries, to the borders of

Scotland, and to London, to declare the mes-
sage of the Lord to Oliver Cromwell, then
called Protector, being accompanied by dear
Francis Howgill, who were two of the first

that published the message of Truth in that
city, as in this our day gloriously revealed

and made known."
John Audland was long a fellow-laborer in

the Gospel with John Camm, and a very close

unity and strong love subsisted between them.
When his eyes were opened fully to see the

inward and spiritual nature of true religion,

his experience was the same as that above
recorded of his friend; and like him, be was
brought to sit as a humble learner at the feet

of Jesus, waiting to hear the blessed words
that Ho, the great Teacher of his people, re-

vealed in his Spirit. Thomas Camm says of

him, that when but a child he " was of a very

ripe and quick wit of understanding an
prehension, though somewhat inclinab

youthful play, except which, never add
to any vice; about the age of sevenlee
eighteen years, the Lord inclined his hea
sobriety, and reading the Holy Scriptures
to be very religious in what was then r

fested ; so that he chose the company
society of the best and most religious in

day, and having a large understanding,
great memory, he became able in the ki

ledge of the Scriptures ; and could largely

course of things relating to religion, anc
duties thereof; insomuch, that among
society then gathered, or separated from
common national way of worship, he bee
an eminent teacher, and highly esteemt
amongst them ; and not only so, but n
times he would have gone to chapels, oi

parish steeple-house, where there was e

idle sottish priests, and there would
preached, and abundance of people was U
and affected with him; and in great
tudes would have flocked after him."
"But in the fulness of God's appoi

time, as aforesaid, the Lord sent his me»sei
and servant, George Fox, and by the mes
of life by him preached, in the demonstra
of the Spirit and power of the Lord J
Christ : this John Audland was reached
first time that ever he heard him; and h.

eeived George Fox into his house, being f

satisfied that he was one that possessed, v

he himself had but a notion and professioi

and then by the revelation of Jesus Chris
the light of God's eternal day he came to

the emptiness of his great profession, and I

floCT-n notion, and that all his own righte
ness was but as filthy rags; so that he
down in silence and astonishment, like .

for many days; and great and weighty
the work of the Lord upon his spirit, b(

as a man stript of all his earthly wisdom,
his profession being confounded and broa
to nought, under the exercise of the han-

the Lord's power; he did mourn and w
bitterly, bidding adieu, adieu to all the wo
and all the empty professions therein ; a gi

hunger and thirst the Lord having raisee

his heart and soul, for a Saviour, one o

thousand that could give a ransom for
|

soul, and redeem him from the pit of con,

tion, for he saw all bis great profession,;

bis wisdom and knowledge could not i

him ; but it was the Lord alone that his £

j

thirsted for, who heard his cries and mot
ing in a time acceptable, in a d.iy of gt

[compassion; and revealed his saving hea
and redeeming arm of eternal power, i

large measure, by which- he raised him
fitting and filling him with all wisdom i

strength, for the performance of that wi

and service that the Lord had predestina
him for, and to be concerned in, to the gl>

of his eternal name, in gathering home
outcasts of Israel, and the dispersed of Jao
who had been held under a strange king,

great and most grievous bondage ; to wh
work the Lord in a short time called h
anointing him to preach and publish redec

lion in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ

the poor, and deliverance to the captive ex
the year ofjubilee : and the day of vengeai
upon the wicked; in which work he was fou

faithful, being filled with power and mif

from on high, and girded with the strcn^

of the Almighty.
"And leaving all outward concerns a
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rments, ho faithfully travelled through

J parts of the nation, and the dread, wis-

and majesty of the eternal God was with
and the mighty and high exalted ones,

id before the Lord and his power in all

:S wherever the Lord called him; and
7 hundreds were convinced and turned

)d through him, as a chosen vessel, and
red instrument in the hand of the Lord

)st8
;
glory, glory to God for ever saith

oul."
(To be continued.)

Religious Items, &c.

e Duiij of Giving.—One of our exchanges
CB that mistaken views exist on this sub-

in some who suppose the rich are under
obligations to give than those who have
aeans at their disposal. It says that they
ound to give more ; but that the duty is

ly imperative for others to give accord-

their means—and it quotes the Scrip-

rule, "Let every one lay bj'^ him in store

)d hath prospered him."
vgress of Ritualism in the Protestant Epis-

Church.—"At the recent consecration of

9hop at Newark," says The' Episcopal

der, " the ceremonies were elaborate and
sing. Lighted candles stood on the altai-,

1 cross was borne aloft before the proces

of choristers, priests and prelates, as it

sd and left the sanctuary."
English paper gives the following occur-

at a workhouse in that country :
—"The

ain, while administering the sacrament
aged inmate, had spilled a portion of the
crated wine upon her apron. He then
I the woman to give him the apron, stat-

hat he could not allow it to be washed,
refused, as the apron was workhouse
irty, and he then cut out the piece and
it to the church, and said he would lock

in the box. This superstitious act arose

the chaplain's belief in the Eomish doe-

of the Ileal Presence of the blood of our
mr in the wine, after its consecration."

ild of St. Luke.—One of the latest Ritu-

developments in England, has been the

iition of what

are spent in real hard study of books that arc

neither interesting nor of much use, and all

the other books they can get hold of, have, to

say the least, an impure tone. I always feel

a thrill of pleasure when I have the opportu-
nity of giving them The Child's Paper. A few
days since, 1 gave a copy to the son of a man-
darin, a boy about fourteen years old, and ho
ran off delighted to his father. Just as I had
finished my evening meal at the inn, this

mandarin sent me a most polite note, begging
mo for ten copies; unfortunately I did not

have them. On another occasion I gave a

copy to a bright boy at one of the land
places on m}' way up the river. Coming
down about three weeks after, I landed at

this place, and I found my little friend stand

ing with his father at his door. He tried it

many ways to attract my attention, and was
delighted when I recognized him. We heai

of good from these little books in quarters

where we least expect it.'
"

Natural History, Science, &c

The Ocean Floor.—The whole ocean floor

is mapped out for us. The report of the ex
ploring expedition sent out from London in

Her Majesty's ship Challenger has recently

been published. Nearly four years were given
to the examination of the currents and floors

of the four great oceans of the world. Th
Atlantic, wo are told, if drained, would be a

vast plain, with a mountain ridge in the mid-
dle running parallel with the American coast.

Another range crosses it from Newfoundland
to Ireland, on the top of which lies a sub-

marine cable. The ocean is thus divided into

three great basins, no longer "unfathomable
depths." The mountains are whitened for

thousands of miles by a tiny creamy shell.

The depths are red in color, heaped with vol-

canic matter. Through the black, motion-
less water of these abysses move gigantic

abnormal creatures, which never rise to the
upper currents.— The Presbyterian.

The Earth's Heat—Fearful Experience in a
Nevada Silver Mine.—Recently, a Virginia
City reporter accompanied Superintendent

s called the Guild of St. jGillette into the Savage mine to examine th

. The society, which seeks to band to- great heat issuing from levels lately drained
r medical men of pronounced Anglican of hot water. While the party were waiting
meies, recentlj^ held high festival in St. their turn to descend, a miner came up with
s Cathedral, and in various ways isjnothing on but a pair of overalls, shoes and
ting itself upon the notice of the profcs-j hat, his skin looking as though it had been
and the public. The Lancet observes par boiled. The Superintendent inquired

uovemeut, it says, with unfeigned appre-

Medical men, in common with the
)f free citizens, have an unquestionable
to enter into any combination for

)ropagation of their views; but some-

\ is due, the medical journal thinks, to

islinctive taste and the sense of propriety

li prevail in the profession, and which

How are things getting on below?"
"Oh, very well, sir; hevry thing is hall

right, but hit is very 'ot there now," answered
the man.

In a few minutes the party were rapidly
descending the shaft, which v\^as so full of hot
steam as to produce at first a feeling of suifo

cation. The steam comes up in a blinding

ly point to the expediency of avoiding j volume, which increases in temperature unti

the "appearance of evil." It would be
j
the landing place, 1,300 feet from the surface,

f medical practitioners came to regard lis reached. Here there is still much visible

"uence their profession gives them in steam, although the atmosphere feels dry
and hotter than any yet encountered. A
sense of horrible confinement, from which
there seems to be no escape, and in which there

must be a constant struggle to keep from fall

ing exhausted, seizes the visitor, and is not
dispelled until he enters the cooling-i-oom,

where the mouth of an air pipe coming from
the surface strikes him as a grateful blast

from the north pole. Without retreats of

this kind the miners could not work at all

They are obliged to remain longer in the

hambers of the dying and the family
IS of their clientele as qualifications or

rtunities to be laid at the foot of a secta-

altar.

ligious Periodical for Chinese Children.—
editor says, " The Child's Paper is the

thing of the kind published in the Man-
dialect, and goes all over this great

re. A friend, who has distributed the

p in the heart of China, writes: 'I pity

)Oor boys of this land ; their school-days

cooling rooms than at the picks and shovels,
so debilitating is any exertion in such a tem-
perature.

After attaining a comfortable condition in

the cooling room, the party entered the in-

cline giraffe to go to the 2,100 level, the part
of the mine last drained. The iron sides of
the giraffe were so hot that they could scarcely
bo touched without burning the flesh. The
heat seemed to come fairly out of the rock on
all sides, while a perceptible hot draft pro-
ceeded from the bottom of the incline. Each
had a large piece of ice in his hand to use on
his pulse, arms, neck, or to hold in proximity
to his mouth whenever the hot air appeared
to burn tho lungs when inhaled. Thus pro-
vided, the giratife was rung down. It de-

scended rapidly until within 15 feet of tho
2,100 level. The heat increased with every
foot until the station was reached. Here it

was so intense that all felt themselves wob-
bling when they rose to get out of the giraffo.

An air pipe close to the landing place fur-

nished temporary relief, while a bucket of
ico water near by was sought with great
eagerness. The way from tho giraffe down
to tho 2,100 level was by a narrow ladder
placed between the moving Cornish pump
column on one side and a donkey pump on
the other—a position from which, if one fell,

he must be killed outright or horribly man-
gled. The ice which the party started with
had by this time all melted away in their

hands.

When the level was reached a stratum of
increased heat was entered. The sensation

was no longer that of geoeral oppression, but
of the danger of being absolutely burned ; in-

stead of tlie feeling extending through the
whole body it was confined to tho skin and
the lungs, which seemed to be fuirly scorch-

ing. When the level was entered the breath
for an instant was taken away. A nearly
naked miner, who saw the party going in,

cried out, "Don't stay there a minute. It's

loo dangerous." His warning was unneces-

sary, for no sooner had all entered than one
began to make his way out. The others at

once followed, and lost no time in getting to

the air-pipe and the ice water a few feet abovo
in the incline.

" You think this is hot," said a miner who
had come there for breath, " but yod ought
to have been here before the blow-pipe was
put in."

The drift connecting with the Hale & Nor-
eross on this level displays an interesting

phenomenon about midway between the two
mines. The drift connects with the lightning

drift, running to the Combination shaft, at

the Hale & Norcross incline. There is a

strong current of cool air coming from the
Combination shaft, which meets the hot air of

the Savage at the point mentioned. The re-

sult is to convert the hot air into visible

steam, which fills the drift for about 50 feet.

The point of contact of the two currents is as

clearly marked as it would be in tho case of
opposite colors joined together. The tem-
perature is equally distinct. In a distance of
twenty feet one passes out of an oppressively

hot atmosphere to a comfortably cool one, or

vice versa.

The exact temperature of the heated por-

tions of the mines described has not been
ascertained since the late increase of tem-
terature, but the water is said to be about
150° Fahrenheit. Tho effect upon'the visitor
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is to so thoroughly heat him that when he
reaches the surface, where, before he de-

scended, he was sweating in the heat of the

day, he feels as though he had suddenly been

transported to the regions of frost and snow.

Cold shower after shower is scarcely sufficient

to cool the body. It takes at least half an

hour and the application of floods of cold

water to reduce the temperature to a normal
condition, after which, however, one feels

more vigorous than before.— The National

Highway.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 6, 1880.

The Apostle Paul speaks of that which
came daily upon him—"The care of all the

churches"—and to show how close to his

heart was the spiritual welfare of their mem-
bers, he adds—" Who is weak and I am not

weak? Who is offended and I burn not?"
Is it not the experience of every true Chris-

tian, that a Godly concern for others otten

rests on the mind? Sometimes our hearts

are stirred at the exhibition of unrestrained

cruelty, or selfishness or dissipation by those

who have refused to submit themselves to the

government of Christ ; and desires are raised

that the Lord would break the yoke in which
they are now bound to the service of Satan

;

and bring them into subjection to his own
holy and peaceable Spirit.

Sometimes we discern symptoms of the

decay of that freshness and fervency of love

to the good cause, and of that humble, reverent

and diligent waiting on the Lord for his help

and guidance, which had been shown hy some
who had in measure yielded themselves up to

the government of the Saviour, Wo see the

danger they are in of gradually sliding away
from the onlj' sure foundation for everlasting

happiness, and becomingpossessed by a world-

ly spirit, which is ever inconsistent with true

devotion ami godliness. And we mourn over

them, and fervent desires are raised that the

Lord would revive his work in their hearts,

arouse them to a sense of their danger, and
again make them feel the necessity of keeping
their ranks in his army, fighting against sin,

self and iniquity in themselves and in the

world.
Sometimes we are impressed with a sense

of the snares that lie in the way of the young
and inexperienced, and how easily they may
be drawn into things which will be hurtful to

them. We see, perhaps, the errors which we
committed when similarly situated; and the

remembrance of the sufferings which we en-

dured in consequence of those errors stirs up
the desire that others may be preserved from
falling into the same pits, and that our bitter

experience maj^ be made a means of their

safety. When such feelings are awakened in

our hearts, may all give them due place, dwell

under the exercise, be willing to feel one for

another, wait on the Lord for ability to plead

with Him for a blessing on the objects of our
concern, and as He opens the way, faithfully

labor with and for them. Is not this in ac-

cordance with the direction of the apostle

who desired that "supplications, prayers, in-

tercessions, and giving of thanks be made for

all men ;" and who exhorted his beloved
Timothy not to neglect the gift that was in

bim, but give himself wholly to spiritual

things; and reminded him that he himself

endured all things for the elect's sake.

We commence with the present issue, the

gratuitous distribution of a number of copies

of our Journal, " The Friend," to persons who
are not now subscribers. We design to con-

tinue sending it to those of them who are

willing to receive it, for a sufficient length of

time to enable them to judge for themselves
of the general character of its contents, and
of its fidelity to the principles and testimonies

of the Society of Friends. We hope many
among these will be so well satisfied, that its

influence will be for good to themselves and
families, that they will enroll themselves
among our subscribers.

It would besomesavingof laborto those con-

nected with the publication of " The Friend,"

if communications relating to its business mat
ters, such as forwarding money, renewals of

subscriptions, changes of residence of sub
scribers, &c., were addressed to John S. Stokes,

at No. 116 North Fourth St., Philadelphia.

Articles designed for insertion in its columns,
criticisms, literary suggestions, and every-

thing connected with its editorial manage-
ment may be sent to Joseph Walton, No. 150

North Ninth St.

We have received a copy of the Practical

Americm, a new Scientific Monthly, which
treats especially of subjects connected with

engineeringand building. The number which
came to our hands contained matter of in-

terest.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The average temperature of 2nd

month, at Philadelphia, was 39.1 degrees, which is

nearly 4 degrees higher than the average for the past

five years. The highest marking was G7 degrees, and
the lowest 12. Average barometer 30.12 in. Prevail-

ing direction of the wind north-west and west ; maxi-
mum velocity 48 miles per hour. Total rainfall 24-3

inches. Snow or rain fell on ten days.

The Secretary of the Navy has ordered a survey of

the U. S. ship Constitution, now at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard, with a view to using her for the transportation

of supplies for the sufferers in Ireland. The contribu-

tions to the relief fund continue to be forwarded from
nearly all sections of our country.

The total value of imports of the United States for

ast year amounted to $.513,745,748; for the preceding
twelve months $431,812,483. The total valnes of do-

mestic exports (mixed gold and cnrrencv values) were
for 1879, §754,656,755; for 1878, §729,023,238.

The receipts of wheat in Chicago last year were 34,-

000,000 bushels—4,000,000 more than in any previous

The custom receipts on the 26th nit. reached nearly

$1,250,000—a figure not often reached or exceeded since

the war. The total receipts for the current fiscal year
ending 6th month 30th, are estimated by the Treasury
Department at $153,000,000, and the internal revenue
receipts at $117,000,000, making an aggregate revenue,
with the receipts from miscellaneous sources of about

1300,000,000. The total expenditures of the Govern-
ment, including the sinking fund, and the interest on
the public debt, are given at about $278,000,000.

The postal agency at Springfield, Mass., shipped

36,488,500 domestic postal cards during the 1st month.
The international card does not have so great a demand
as was expected, and but a small part of the country

have ordered a supply.

The New York Republican State Convention met on
the 25th ult., and the delegates chosen to the National
Convention were instructed to support General Grant
for President.

The Mayor of San Francisco has advised the working
men to discontinue their meetings on the Sand Lots, as

uch a course is more likely to retard than advance the

objects iu view.

Five car loads of Chinamen from San Francisco,

passed through St. Louis on the 29th ult., for New
and Philadelphia. It is said more are coming sc

The recent severe storm in Idaho and Ea-ter

gon, is reported to have caused the loss of at

20,000 head of cattle and stock.

The employfe of the mills in Cohoes, New Yc
the number of 4800, are on a strike for higher w;

General Pope has ordered troops to the south 1

Kansas, to prevent a contemplated invasion of t

dian Territory by organized parties from Wichil
Wyandotte.

Representatives of the leading tribes in the I

Territory, appeared before the Senate Commit!
Indian Affliirs, on the 27th ult., and protested a

the bill for the establishment of a United States

in that territory.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia for the
ending on the 28th ult., was 294. Of this numbc
were adults, and 115 children ; 53 being under on.

of age.

Afarkets, &C.—V. S. sixes, 1881. 105J; do. 5's,

4i per cents 108 ; 4 per cents, 1907, lOfiJ.

Cotton.—Sales of middlings are reported at 13}
cts. per lb.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7f cts. in barrels, and
7| cts. for export, and 8 a 8} cts. per gallon for

Flour.—The market inactive and weak. Mil
extras at S6.37J a S7 ; Penna. extra family, S6.50
western do. do.!; S6.75 a S7.12i. Rye flour, $5 ;

Wheat is dull and lower.—Red, S1.46 ; sou

amber, $1.48. Rye, 93 cts. Corn, yellow, 56 a f

and white, 60 cts. per bushel. Oats, 46 a 48 cts.

Seeds.—Clover is dull at 61 a 7h cts. per p
timothy, S3.25 a ?3..37i ; flaxseed, $1.85 per bush
Beef cattle were in better demand, and prices a

tion higher—2515 head sold at the diflferent ya

5J a 6 cts. for extra, and 3 a 5} cts. for common to

Sheep were unchanged—7500 head sold at 4^

per lb., and Lambs 5} a 7 cts. per lb. as to quality

Hogs sold at 6i a 7 cts. per pound.
Cows were in fair demand at $20 a $40 per hea

Foreign.—An inquiry into the disaster of tht

way bridge over the Frith of Tay, is now proce,

at Dundee. Much sensation has been created 1:

testimony of painters and other workmen, in refe

to bad material used, and want of care and sk

building ; but the value of this evidence c:inD'

estimated till the railway inspectors are heard o
I

subject.
;

The bill for increasing the German army, is]

being discussed in the Reichstag^but little doubt
adoption is felt. An American official at Berlii'

presses the opinion that the emigration from thut (

try to America will the present year largely exceet'

of previous years.

The scheme for cutting a canal, navigable for

vessels, between the Baltic Sea and the German
is again to be revived by the German Government
A dispatch from St. Petersburg says :

" The app
ment of General Melikoffas virtual dictator, has cr

a good impression here, especially in circles whe
and his previous civil administrations are best kr

All classes feel that the measures taken are nece

and wise, and think that General MelikofT is the

most fitted for the place. No well informed perso

lieves in any widespread conspiracy among the i

taries, court ofiicers or the military."

A dispatch from Copenhagen says, " A fire is n
here which threatens the destruction of an entire'

ter. The Fire Brigade appears to be unable to

with it."

The work of piercing Mount St. Gothard w.as

factorily completed on the 29th ult. Much worl

remains to be done before the tunuel will be rea.,

be opened for public travel. The work was comint

in the autumn of 1872.

Correction to the article on Camden County.—The l

lation of Camden city, in 1870, numbered 20,045.

Edmund Phydeu, should read Sir Edmund Ployd

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Friends who may feel drawn to apply for the

tions of Superintendent and Matron of this Institii

are requested to communicate with either of the ui

signed
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John S. Comfort, Falsington, Bucks Co., Pa

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelph
Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.
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/ Calmness in Banger,

the life of G. A. Sclwyn, Bishop of New
md, is a desuription of aa aiJvoQturo in

)f the islands of the Pacific Ocean, which
sited in 1851, which illusti'ates in a strik-

manner the importance of presence of

I in danger, and the effect of mingled
le-is and mildness in restraining a savage
le, bent on bloodshed. The account is

ained in a letter written bj^ the Bishop of

castle, who was one of the party.

" Morpeth, N. S. Wales, Sept. 23rd, 1851.

The main dang'r to which we have been
sed has arisen from the character of the

res of the islands, and their deep-rooted

e of revenge for previous injury. They
'ery treacherous, or rather, I would say,

1 they have, from any cause, decided to

:k and kill, they effect their object by pre-

ng to and showing in their manner the

test cordiality and goodwill, until the
ent of attack. The captain of a sandal-

i trader, whom wo met at the first island

h we visited, told me that on visiting one
le islands to which we were going, some
ago, he had so numerous a crew that he

ght himself quite secure, and that the

?es would not dare to attack them. He
3fore allowed as many as liked to come
ihe deck; many came and appeared in

t good humor, most pleased and friendly :

n in one moment, without the slightest

)ing, seventeen of his crew were laid dead
le ship's deck. Their revenge, or retalia-

is with them a principle or point of

r, and as they can draw no distinction

een one White man and another, however
rent ihiy may be in calling or even in

try, when they have received any injury

a ship or boat, they will always retaliate,

ley can, upon the next white men who
3 to their island, and it is of course quite

)8sible to know what ship or boat may
! visited an island some few days or weeks
re you visit it, or how they may have
ted the natives.

The greatest danger to which we were ex-

d arose from the evil design and attempt
le natives in Sandwich Harbor, at the Is-

of Malicolo. Only one ship is known to

5 visited this harbor before the Fly man-
ar, and the natives did not know one word
nglish or of tho language of the ortier

islands. Numbers collected on the shore as

we entered the harbor about noon, and as we
wanted to replenish our water, we at once
communicated with them—went in our boat
close to the shore, persuaded two to swim to

us, took them as guides to the place where
fresh water could bo obtained, gave them some
little presents, and dismissed them. The place

shown by them as the best for obtaining water
proved so inconvenient that the Bishop of

New Zealand and myself rowed in the even-

ing all along the shores of the harbor to find,

if possible, a more convenient stream or pool.

We found one more accessible and returned

after an absence of two hours to the ship.

Whenever we left the ship, we always gave
directions to the chief mate to allow a few of

the natives to come on board, at a time, if

they came in their canoes, and wished to sec

the ship, and seemed quiet and friendly. On
our return, the mate told us that they had
allowed one or two small parties to come on

board, but that afterwards so many came and
some looked so questionable, armed with their

clubs and spears, that he had thought it pru-

dent to refuse permission to thim to come
on deck. The Bishop of New Zealand still

thought it important to procure some water,

and we arranged that we should not both go
in tho boats, as we had usually done, but that

he should go in the boats to the place we had
selected as the best for obtaining water (which
wa-i retired, and near tho settlement of a nice

old man, with whom wo had made friends the

previous evening) while I remained in charge
of the ship. At, dawn the boats went with
casks to fetch the water, and I was left in the

ship with the mate and one sailor, and two or

three of the native boys from tho other islands.

The natives had probably observed, the even

ing before, how many sailors were in the ship,

and perhaps had been annoyed that they had
not, all been allowed to come on board—when
therefore they saw the boats go away with so

many hands in them, they would know hovv

few must be left in the ship and feol assured

that if some ten or twelve of them could get

on board, under pretence of merely seeing the

ship, they could watch their opportunity,

overpower the few in charge, take possession

of the ship, and then have also the whole
party in the boats at their mercy. Within
an hour after tho boats had left tho ship, two
or three canoes came off to the ship, filled

with huge men, most of them were armed
with their clubri, and bows, and spears. In

the first canoe the chief man was such a fero-

cious looking ruffian, with a formidable club,

that I at once determined he should not come
on board. When, therefore, the canoe came
close to the ship, and they asked by signs

whether they might come on board, I refused

to allow them, but made them understand by
pointing to the sun, and tracing its course in

the heavens, that they might come on board
about noon, when it was over our heads. By
this time I knew the boats would be returned

:

and then if we only admitted a few on board
at a time, making them leave their arms in

their canoes, there would probably be no great
risk. They seemed much disappointed, and
in order to keep them in good humor, I talked
to them, asked their names for different things
and wrote down the words in a book. I then
got them to tell mo their names, and in order
to carry on this amusement and pass tho time,

I pointed to an old man in the canoe and
made signs that he might come and sit on the
side of the bulwarks, and tell mo the names
of things which I wanted to know. The old

man c:ime and seated himself beside me, and
as 1 wrote down the first word he gave me, I
saw him looking most anxiously all over tho
ship: and as I wrote down tho second word,
r detected him making signs to the ferocious

chief, with a look vvhich seemed to say dis-

tinctly, 'It's all light, only one or two left in

the ship: let us get quietly on deck and the

ship is ours and the white men in our power.'

I immediately sent tho old man back to tho

canoe, and made them understand that no
one could come on deck till the sun was over

our heads. Five or six other canoes had by
this time come off to the ship, and there must
have been at least fifty of these huge men in

them, many armed, and tome five or six look-

ing as if they could do anything. For more
than two iiours they kept close to the ship,

asking again and again to conao on deck, which
1 again and again refused. Every now and
then, one more forward than the rest would
take hold of the ship and plant his foot on a
slight projection, so that one good spring

would bring him on deck. No sooner had he
planted his foot and looked up, than he saw
me just over him, directing him very calmly
but decidedly to get back into his canoe. All

this time the native boys from the other is-

lands, who were on board, were in the greatest

terror. One came to me with a countenance
of livid paleness and said, ' Those,—very bad
men,—they want to kill you and rao,—they
no come on ship, you no let them come.'

Another, the biggest of the boys, a stout

strong fellow, came to mo with a countenance
so ludicrous from the excess of terror dep'cted

on it, that I could not help laughing. Weill

after two hours, the men in the canoes con-

sulted together, evidently came to the con-

clusion that it was no use to try any longer,

and began to move off. My work was then
done, and the chief mate came up to me and
said, 'I am rejoiced, my lord, that those fel-

lows are gone : we have been in great danger:
if your calm firmness had not disconcerted

them, and throe or four had once got on the
deck, the ship would not have been now in

our )iossession.'

"Next came the most anxious hour that I

have ever passed in my whole life. When
the canoes had moved off a little way, they
stopped, and every eye was directed towards
the two boats of the ship, which were lying

off the shore, where the water was being
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fetched from a pool about a quarter of a mile

inland, up a rocky wooded bank. The men
in thecanoes consulted together, then changed
their places, filling the two largest canoes

with those who were evidently the greatest

fighters, and these two canoes paddled towards
the boats. While I was called upon to act

and ))rotect the ship, I was perfectly calm,

and though I was conscious of the danger of

ray positron, felt no fear. Now I was full of

alarm. As thetwocanoes wentslowly towards
the boats, I could see other natives running
along the shore in the same direction. With
the telescope, I could see one man in each of

the boats and about one hundred natives on

the shore. The danger was, lest the two
canoes should reach the boats and overpower
the two men before the Bishop of New Zea-

land came down with his body of men from
the water pool—in vrhich case the natives

would be in possession of the boats—deprive

the bishop and his party of all means of reach-

ing the ship, and destroy them at their leisure.

Tlie canoes neared the boats. I called to the

male and asked, 'Can we render any a-isist-

ance ?' ' None, my lord.' I pointed to a third

small boat still on the ship. 'That would
sink if put into the water, and we have only
one oar to it.' I paced the deck a few seconds,

and then asked again, ' If anything should
happen on shore, and the natives taste blood

there, have we any means of selfdefence in

the ship?' The answer %vas 'None.' This
information did not disconcert me: I felt it a
duty to inquire whether anything could be

done; and if anything could have been sug-

gested, should at once have sot about it. But
the thought that something fiital might hap-
pen on shore brought with it a sickening feel-

ing of reckless disregard as to what might
happen to myself. I therefore paced the deck
and rendered the onl3' aid I could render

—

that of fervent prayer to Almighty God, ask-

ing in our Saviour's name that He would
guard and protect and restore to us in safety
my dear friend and his companions. I saw
soon the canoes reach the boats : I saw two of
the natives in one of the boats : I heard a
noise and a shout from shore— I could not
trust my eyes, when I thought I saw the boats
move from the shore, rowed by our own men
—I gave the telescope to the mate and eagerly
asked whether he could see the men in the
boats and the bishop with them. He looked
and answered ' Yes—they are all there—and
his lordship steers the first boat.' You can
imagine my thankfulness "

May we of the retiring generation be hap-
pily continued objects of Divine regard and
compassion, and be endued from season to
season with fresh supplies of heavenly wis-
dom, that so we may walk in and before our
families with propriety, and leave such vesti-

ges in all parts of our conduct, as our succes-
sors may safely follow ; and may our beloved
offspring and their connections, having been
favored to see a glimpse of the beauty which
is in the Truth, dwell low in humble, watch
ful fear, that this eye may ever bo kept open
in them, that the vision maj^ bo more and
more cleared and extended, and the g id of
this world never be permitted to close or ob-
scure with the dust of the earth, or dazzle and
dim with worldly splendor : I am an xious for
the coming forward of the youth of our day

;

something or other retards their growth ; with
many it is not any «vil disposition, any crim-

inal pursuit, but I fear there is a want of a

steady, solid, diligent wailing for the renewal
of those baptisms which purge the soul and
prepare it for further illuminations and dis-

coveries of duty. There is a seeking and de-

siring after good, and a looking toward the

servants and messengers, and expecting them
;

but if under a sense of our wants and weak-
ness, our attention was more immediately
turned to the Master himself, and our depend-
ence more abstractedly fixed on Him, I believe

there would be more of a growing in the root.—Richard Shackleton.

For "The Frieod."

The Meeting at Firbank Chapel and its Results.
(Continued from page 239.)

The testimony left of her former husband
by John Audland's widow, Anne, (who her-

self labored and suffered imprisonment in the
service of the Gospel) as to the effect upon him
of the Divine Power attending this memor-
able meeting, is in unison with that of Thomas
Camm, as quoted in the previous number.
She says: "When the Lord's blessed and
honorable day broke upon him, he was high
in notion and profession, imagining that he
had been filled with durable riches and wis-
dom

; but in the light of this day he saw the
emptiness of it all, while he wanted the sub-
stance, life in the eternal Word, and by the
same to be sanctified throughout. Therefore
under the sense of this great want, man}' and
great were his sighs and groans, and his tears
not a few

; days and nights of sorrow m.my a
one he underwent, the word and power of the
Lord being as a fire revealed within him, to
burn the great building, that he had been
erecting and setting up of bay, wood and
stubble

; and in this exercise I also hud a share
with him, and in great lamentation I have
heard him often sorrowfully say : Ah! what
have we been doing? what have we been labor-
ing for? or what availeth our great profes-
sion ? all our building tumbles down ; our pro-
fession is high as the wind; the daj' of the
Lord is upon it, and his word as a fire con-
sumes it as dry stubble ; and puts an end unto
all empty professions, and high notions with-
out life or substance, to all the wisdom of
fallen man : we must forsake the world, and
all its glory; it's all but vanity and vexation
of spirit; 'tis a Saviour that I long for, 'tis

Him that ray soul pants after; Oh! that I

may bo comprehended into his life and over-
shadowed with his glory, sanctified through-
out by his word, and raised up by his eternal
power. To this eft'ect did his soul often travail

before the Lord
; and the Lord who had called

him for the purpose of his own glory, was not
unmindful of him; but had regard to his

blessed work begun, to prosper the same, that
so out of the furnace of affliction a pure and
clean vessel might be brought forth ; and then
the Lord plentifully poured upon him of his|
Holy Spirit, filling him with all wisdom and
power to publish and proclaim his everlasting
Gospel, and to bring glad tidings to the poor, I

the day of deliverance to the captivated souls,
j

and to say unto Sion that her King reigns."
Thus fitted and prepared for service, and;

continuing to abide under that Power which
i

alone enables any to promote the Lord's cause,
\

it is no marvel that a blessing rested on the,
labors of these good men. I

Thomas Camm states that shortly after his
father's return from his first visit to London,

|

he with John Audland, Francis Howgill, Ed-,
ward Burrough, and Eichard Hubberthorn.l

(who had all been convinced at the Fit

Chapel Meeting") travelled southward ;

"

Camm and Edward Burrough througl

middle of the nation, and others through
parts as the Lord directed them, and
some time they all met together, with se

other brethren, at Loudon, where the

had a great work ; but after some time
Camm and John Audland were called tov

Bristol, (after that time travelling toge
where, and in the countries adjacent, \

door effectually opened unto them, and t

hundreds were by the word and testir

of truth, by them published, convinced
turned to God."
Among those who were thus convinced

Charles Marshall, who himself was after«

called into the service and sufferings oi

ministry of the gospel. He has loft ai

count of this visit, entitled, " A teslimor

the glorious morning of the day of unexp
ible visitation of the love of God, (in

cular to -the city of Bristol, and adj£

parts) and to the great and mighty pow
the Lord, appearing in and with his two
cious servants, John Camm and John .

land, who came to the city in the year It

In this, he describes John Camm as

ancient man, full of zeal and fervency ir

gospel, endued with the precious gift of

cerning and sound judgment, sharp and
rible to the evil, but sweet and friendly tc

tender."

John Audland, he says, " was a yoa;
man, of a sweet ruddy and amiable coud
ance, and of a cheerful spirit ; one of the
in heart, filled with the excellent brightsp
ling glorious power of the Lord God e

lasting; in which he appeared many time

filled, that immortality shined in his face,

his voice was as thunder, therein dreadfu

the strength of the Lord of hosts against

man of sin, and those in covenant thorew
terrible in the dread of God against the wi

ers of iniquity; but livingly tender to

sensible travellers, and poor in spirit, j

my soul hath a sensible remorabrance, 1

the doctrine given himof Christ Jesus dropi

as dew, and sweetly descended as the refn'

ing rain : he was a laborer indeed, night '

day in the labor of the gospel ; in which
extremely spent himself; and his fervent:

unexpressible tiavels in and about the cit;

Bristol, I am well satisfied, laid a foundai

for the wasting his natural life; which ^

spent, and offered up for the Truth, and
the work of it; and indeed he, with d

honorable John Camm, was instrumental
the hand of the Almighty God, of our gati

ings; and the spending their lives andstren;

was most in their labors and travels anion

us, in the city and adjacent parts, of whie
was an eye and ear witness, being with th

frequently. These two faithful ministers

Christ Jesus came to the city of Bristol, in

5th month, 165-Jr, and first they came amon
a seeking people, who kept one day in i

week in fiistingand praying, waiting for, a

breathing in spirit after the morning and v

tation of God, and day of redenifilion ; a

amongst us they spoke the powerful word
life, in the dread of his name that lives i

ever; and we were seized on and smitten ev

to the heart; and that day, and the visitati

of it overtook us, which we had longed a

waited for, and from darkness to the marv
ous light of the Lord we were turned."

(To be .-.>Qtinned.)
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For "The Friend."

he Sciiecas and tlic Valley of the Genesee.

Im of the Senecas ! no more
1 shadow lies the ' Pleasant Vale ;'

e are the chiefs, who ruled of yore,

ike chaff before the rushing gale.

ir rivers run with narrowed bounds,

ircd are their broad old hunting grounds

;

1 on their ancient battle-fields

green sward to the plowman yields
;

i mocking echoes of the hill,

ir fame resounded and grew still

;

1 on green ridge and level plain,

ir hearths will never smoke again.

I are their pomp and power like dream?,

y scribe unmarked by bard unsung;
mountains, lakes and rolling streams
,ecall their wild rich forest tongue,

1 names of melody they bear,

eter than flute-notes on the air."
* « «

)es of the solemn League ! from ancient seats

pt by the whiter^, like autumn leaves away,
it are your records of heroic feats,

I few the traces of your former sway
;

ed woodland haunts, deep shadowy and gray,

longer wave defiance to the roar

^ rush of whirlwind ; 'mid their cool retreats

I wild beast harbors in their depths no more,

i plowmen turn the glebe they darkly clothed of

ore.

ere are your thrilling orators, who caught
ir eloquence from nature, and allied

d powers of fancy to the glow of thought,

1 grace of gesture to ancestral pride ?

ir sylvan voices on the wind have died,

1 your last master* of the honeyed tone,

iimanding port and gesture dignified,

longer wails an empire overthrown,

I near his couch of dust Niagara makes moan."—Hosmer's Yonnondio.

e most beautiful region of Western New
: is undoubtedly the valley watered by
Jenesee river, :ind early known as the

sec Country. " This stream which leaps

rocky fastnesses to descend to green
ows, and flow btside her ruddy orchards
roldcn wheat fields, blessing and blessed,

typifies the history of tlie region in its

iition through the rude barbarism of the

yQ era, the wildness of aboriginal man
i)ardy endurance of pioneer life, to be

jeded by the quiet thrift of peaceful ag-

tnre, and the evidences of an advanced
zation."

sasant Valley, long ago the red-man named
Droad deep basin, furrowed by the Gen
where embowered in groves of stately

and oaks, the river loiters for mile on

drifting from side to side of the rich

ng landscape, whose broad expanse of

ifields and meadows, dotted with farm

68, spreads like a vast park over the allu

plain.

iving passed several months at Avon
gs, the venerated Ganowagas of the In-

medicine-man, we feel inclined to give

eaders the impressions a residence in this

tiful valley has left upon us. Many scenes

is region are associated with memories
le tribes of Indians whose wrongs have
rehearsed in the pages of " The Friend,"

the names of Red Jacket and Cornplanter
prove familiar to many readers. A eon-

skelch of the Indian occupation of the

ssee country, mainly derived from a his-

of Livingston county, by L. L. Doty,

6), may be in phice.

)r many ages this region formed the upper
estern door of the typical Long-house or

ration of the Five nations, and was the

rite hunting ground of the Senecas, the

led Jacket.

most powerful and warlike of the tribes form-
ng the great Iroquois League. Tradition

says that they established themselves here at

a time more refnoto than the Christian era,

but it was not until they were visited by the
Jesuit fathers, about 240 years ago, that any
precise information was gained relative to

their position in the league. These zealous

and selfsacrificing, but erring advocates of

the Eomish Church, planted their missions
near the Genesee river as early as 1636, but
their efforts to convert the Senecas were with-

out any permanent result.

"There is no page in our country's Iiistory

more touching and romantic than that which
records the labors and sufferings of the Jesuit

missionaries. In the western wilds thpy wei
the pioneers of civilization and faith. The
wild hunter or the adventurous traveller who
penetrating the forests, came to new and
strange tribes, often found that years before,

the disciples of Loyola had preceded him in

the wilderness. Traditions of the 'Black
robes' still linger among the Indians. On
moss-grown trees they point out the traces of

their work, and in wonder decypher carved

side by side on its trunk, the emblems of our
salvation and the lilies of the Bourbons."
The historian of Livingston county states

that among the Jesuit fathers who engaged
in this work of civilization with zeal for the

interests of the Koman Church, was Fenelon,

afterwards the famous archbishop of Cam

Sulpitians never had a mission there, though
their rivals the Jesuits had one."

This Salignae, who so closely resembled his

younger brother in name, differed widely from
him in character. The latter, unlike many of
his fellow professors, gave his whole heart to

his sacred calling. The archbishop bore the
full name of Frangois de Salignae do la Motho
Fenelon. The famous Fenelon, afterwards
archbishop of Cambray, it is thus showii, is

not the Fenelon of the historian, that he was
not a Jesuit but a Sulpilian, and that he never
was a missionary to Canada nor a resident in

the Genesee vallej'.

The Fenelon of revered memory is chiefly

known to many readers as the author of
" Telemachus," a popular reading book for

students of the French language. Few of
those who have bcQn diilled in the book know
what its publication, which was surreptitious,

cost its pious author. " The book of Tele-

machus," says Madame de Stael, " was a cour-

ageous action." " To insist with such ardor
on the duties of a sovereign, and to paint with
such truth a voluptuoifs reign, disgraced Fene-

lon at the CourtofLouis XIV, but the virtuous

authorraised a statue to himself in all hearts."

Had the Jesuit fathers numbered among
them many such as the pious Fenelon, how
widely ditferent would their history now read,

from that which unfortunately confronts us.

Instead of a catalogue of base intrigue and
unprincipled devotion to the mandates of

bray, a man of undoubted purit3' of life and| trafficers for power and place, we would have
true Christian devotion. He also says, as ifjbad the holy offices of love. Many are the

'ng with authority, that the most pros |dark pages of their history, over which the
" student pauses to question, " Can these men
have been Christians, can they indeed have

been human, who have trailed the holy in-

of their profession in the blood of the

saints, and who appear to have laid aside

every attribute of gentle humanity?"
Some of these Jesuit fathers could perhaps

sit for the portrait drawn by Hosmer, the

Poet of Avon, in his "Yonnondio, or the War-
riors of the Genesee."

perouH or the Iroquois missions was that of

St. Michael's, to which Fenelon was attached,

and which in the field of his labors embraced
the Seneca village situated at East Avon, near
our place of summer sojourn.

The belief that we were in the midst of

scenes once familiar to this most worthy
Christian divine, whose memory we had ever

venerated, rendered the story of the earl}'

missions donbl}- interesting. Having never

before seen it stated that Fenelon had visited

America, our doubts prompted us to con-

sult the authorities, afterwards accessible,

where we learned that though Fenelon had
early proposed to become a missionary in

Canada, by which term the French posses-

sions in America were early known, he had,

through the opposition of an uncle, » relin-

quished the project and turned towards Asia

and the East. Here was a difficulty, such

as many others have found who have probed

too deeply into history, to find that a good

story has been built upon a very shallow

foundation, or on an utter misconception of

the truth, or upon the authority of some old

chronicler, heedless of those nice distinctions

which the lover of truth will over regard as

of the utmost importance. There is, how
ever, a basis for the assumption that a Fene
Ion was a missionary to Canada, and we have

been informed by Francis Parkman, author

of " The Jesuits in North America in the

17th Century," that there was an Abbe Fran

gois Salignae de Fenelon, an elder half brothe

of the Archbishop of Cambray, and that this

Salignae came to Canada in 1667, and lik

his younger brother, was not a Jesuit but a

Sulpitian. He resided, in 1668, at a Sulpilian

mission on the north side of Lake Onta
and afterwards at Montreal. " I know no

reason," says Parkman, " for believing that

Fenelon was ever in Livingston county. The

" De Lisle made use of subtle arts

To graft his creed on savage hearts.

And won by gift and gilded bribe

Esteem of many a forest tribe.

Like them, he painted face and lip,

And robed his limbs in skin of beast,

And sate a joyous fellowship

With quivered warriors at the feast.

Dark floating Rumor linked his name
Among his countrymen with shame

—

Some even whispered that he fled

In terror. from his native clime.

And bore a keen stiletto, red

From point to hilt with crime

;

And many hinted that his sonl

Was far too proud for priestly stole,

And that his broad and iron hand
Could better clutch the heavy brand.

Than grasp with meek uplifted eye.

The sacred vase or rosary."

(To be continned.)

The most that can be said of instrumental

music as an aid to devotion is, that it is allur-

ing and enlivening to the affections, i. e., as

long as they are excitable by outward means;

but as it has full as great an effect on the

passions, and is quite as much employed in

enticing and betraying the unwary into folly

and wretchedness, it seems most safe for

beings travelling through the dangers and
difficulties of a probationary state rather to

avoid it on account of its abuse, than to in-

dulge in it for the sake of its supposititious

advantages.—DiZiiOi/n.
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For " The Friend

Extracts from letters, &c,, of Ebenezer Worth.

CConcladed from page 235.)

Memorandums, &c.. in his own handwriting.

'• While living at Tunessassa ,1 called to see

an Indian woman in the village of Coldspi-ing

on the Allegheny Eeservalion, who was very

sick of pulmonary disease. Her brother-in-

law went into her room with me; he was a

pretty well educated Indian, a member of the

MethodistSociety—a man that I esteemed and

who stood high in the estimation of his own
people—he interpreted for me. I inquired of

her how she was; she replied I am a very

sick woman. After some time I inquired what

her prospects were; she said, I feel mysel

to be a great sinner; that there is a great

debt of sin resting against me which I have

no power to pay. While I was able I was in

the'practice of praying, but now my mind and

body are both sinking together and I cannot

pray and am in great trouble. Deep mental

exercise and trouble were strongly pictured

in her countenance. I felt much for her, and

fearing she might be la*boring under discour-

agement, by thinking that prayer that was

not offered in a kneeling position was not as

acceptable to her Divine Master, I said to hor

that I believed she could offer uj) prayer lying

in her bed as she then was, that would be accept-

able to the Great Spirit. 8he lived for some

weeks after, and was favored to make a peace-

ful and happy close. A day or two before she

died she said, she felt resigned to the willofthe

Great Spirit, eiiher to die or live. The even-

ing she was taken, she repeated the same and

added, My own choice would he to die.

Ebenezer Worth."

The following appear to be copies of inter-

esting anecdotes, related to him, it is thought,

by Asher Wright, a Presbyterian missionary

residing among the Indians, and may bo new
to many readers of " The Friend."

" When the cholera was at its height on

the Buffalo Creek Eeservation, during the

summer of 183-i, I had been spending a day

in administering to a great number of new
cases of the disease, and just before midnight
had retired with the hope of getting a little

rest, when a loud rap at the door gave warn-

ing of another attack ;
springing out of bed

and raising the window, I recognized the voice

of a son of the old one-armed chief. Young
King, wishing me to come with all haste, as

bis mother was extremely sick with the

cholera ; that mother had been one of our

most faithful Christian women, and we were
intensely anxious that her life should be pre-

served. For an hour or two the remedies

used seemed to hold the disease in check,

when she suddenly grew worse, and it now
became evident that nothing could be done to

save her. She had from the lirst cherished no

hope of recovery, and submitted to medical

treatment simply as a matter of Christian

duty ; but now she desired to be let alone, as

none of us could have any further expectation

of saving her life, and she wished to have a

quiet and undisturbed opportunity for prayer

before she died. Her attendants yielded sadly

and sorrowfully to her request; when she

prayed fervently for her husband, for her

children, for the Church and for the people,

and closed by asking the Lord to take he

now to himself and permit her to go in peace,

and to be satisfied with this, and not pen
the pestilence to carry off any more victims

I from among the people. The scourge had

been worse on that day in respect both to the

number and the severity of the attacks than

on any previous day since the outbreak of the

disease ; but it is not known that another death

occurred from it after that prayer was uttered.

In ray round among the sick the next day, 1

found every caie improving, and 1 am not

aware that any Iroquois Indian has died frono

that disease in either of the subsequent epi-

demics of the Cholera."
" George Smith, had been a member of the

Mission Church on the Buffalo Creek Reserva-

tion for about five years, maintaining a con-

sistent Christian character. He died of a

lingering disease, bearing his sufferings with

Christian patience and Vortilude, and giving

earnest te^itimony to the preciousness and

sustaining power of the Gospel. A day or

two before his death, he was thought to be

already dead by those who had the care of

him, and was dressed for the grave. After

lying in this apparently lifeless condition for

iin hour or two he revived, and began to re-

late the wonderful views of heavenly things

with which he had been favored while in that

seemingly unconscious state. I called at the

house soon afier he revived, and found him

bearing earnest testimony to the truth and

preciousness of Christianity, and exhorting

all around him to embrace it. He soon d'

rected his remarks to me, and urged me t

make all possible effort for the people, and

said among other things, ' I am a poor Indian

and do not oven know how old I am; but I

now this, that Jesus Christ came iiito the

world to save sinners, and that He will save

all who come to Him. I know Ho will, for

He saved me;— tell them of it, tell it to the

Indians, tell it to the white man, tell it to the

negroes, tell everybody—He will save all

who believe in Him. He will not cast away
any who come to Him. Persuade them to

believe in Him, that they may ive forever.'

It is proposed to conclude the "Extracts"

th a few selections from letters addressed

Ebenezer Worth, by valuable Friends, now
deceased.

" Philadelphia, 9th mo. 15th, 1843.

My dear friend:—I have often thought of

thee with feelingsof affectionate and brotherly

sympathy in thy lonely situation, far from

the flock with whom thou hast been wont to

mingle in spirit and take sweet counsel. But
the everlasting Shepherd and Bishop of souls,

Christ Jesus, is as near at Tunessassa as He
is at Bradford or in Philadelphia; and when
He, who is indeed our Light and our Life ap-

pears, in our seeking souls, we thirst not for

any other streams. I doubt not, thou wilt

have thy seasons of desertion and stripping,

when the Chief Shepherd may seem entirely

out of view ; but keep a steadfast and single

art not forgotten by thy friends who )

unity with thy service in this allotm'-nt,

believe thou art in thy right place. B?

too much cast down then, when the ew

may try and buffet thee, for this is his

with the upright in heart; but a^ they I

their love and allegiance to their Holy H
He will bring them oat of the furnace pui

gold. * * In love, I am thy attac

friend, Thos. Evanb
" Philada., 9th mo. 27, 18-

Dear friend, Ebenezer Worth:— * '

In reading thy last letter directed to

committee, I was particularly struck with

impression that thou wast a devoted ma
the poor Indian, and I have no doubt the j:

ecution of thy labors among that people, I

often afforded thee solid peace andcomfon
desire thy encouragement, my dear frient

every good word and work, and doubt

when the time comes for thy release, that

retrospect of thy labors will be satisfaot

I feel much for thee in thy secluded situat

and desire that the God of all peace mai

pleased to sustain and carry thee through

his praise and thy own, and friends' com)

which I have a comfortable assurance wil

the case. Eemember me to the Indians 1

inquire after me, and be assured that my
is to thee warm.
Thy friend, Jos. Elkintos

" lOlh mo. o, 18-

My dear Friend, E. W. :— * * * I

in truth adopt the language of tha Apoi

'I know that in me, that is in my fl

dwelleth no good thing
;
but by the grac

God, I am wbat I am.' But oh ! how I

my weakness, my leanness; I have nothin]

glory in but infirmities; but I believe

more we are brought to be sensible of our (

unworlhiness, and that it is of the Lo
mercy we are not consumed, the more c

passion we shall feel for others, and
greater willingness to forgive injuries,

desire the restoration of the wanderer to

way of peace, &c., for 1 do believe his mer.

are new every morning. Every renewed via

tion of his love is attended with the offer of

giveness of the sins that are past, through

Lord Jesus Christ, and if at any time throi

unwatchfulness or unfaithfulness I have

kept my rank in righteousness, oh, what
tress of mind 1 have been brought into, gre

desiring that I might be forgiven and lavi

with a renewed evidence in mj-self of Div

regard, and his judgments thus far upon

have been in mercy. * * *

I remain thine, &c., Samuel Copk.''

" Fox Chase, 3d mo. 17, im
My dear friend E. Worth :—Thou art 1

qucntly the companion of my thoughts, bei'

often with thee in spirit, in visiting the dw
ngs of the natives, when thy hands may

eye to Him, and Ho will assuredly appear k-eady to hang down with discouragement t

again to thj' comfort and rejoicing. I shall

not be surprised if thou feels as though thou

wert doing little or no good, and oven be

ready to call in question sometimes the pro-

priety of thy present allotment. This is no

new thing to them that are endeavoring to

servo the Master, and it is good to bring us

to try the ground of our movements, like

proving them by the fleece, both wet and

dry ;
but thej- are no cause of discouragement;

they rather show that the spiritual life is pre-

served, and the soul not resting at ease upon

the unrefined lees of its own works. Thou

thy knees to smite together through ten

If a word of sympathy will be acceptable

thee, then let mo encourage thee to go od

thy efforts for the help of this poor people,

doubt not thou hast and will have thy rewa

even the answer of sweet peace, which is

more worth than an increase of corn, wine,

oil. That it may be so, is the desire of t

sincere friend, Tuos. Wistar.'

I have no desire to set up any monume
to proclaim after me, that Job Scott has b<

here.

—

J. Scott.
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Application of the Peace Principle.—Prof.

laus, in the Popular Science Monthly,

us ua interesting and suggestive picture

1 calmness and fidelity to principle of a

Bso official under most trj-ing circuin-

It seems strange to go to the dis-

) of Confucius for a striking illustration

ristian morals

:

'he Chinese are eminently a peaceable

le. In this respect they conform more
ctly to the theoretical standard of Chris-

norals than any Christian nations. Duels
nknown among them, and they consider

ort to force as proof of an inferior kind
irilizaiion. They are conservative, and
I all violent disturbance. Gov. Davis

' They have lived so much in peace that

have acquired by habit and education a

than common terror of political dis-

s;' and again, 'Their common maxim is,

ter bo a dog in j)eace than a man in

ihy.' " We used to hear many years

bout a quality called moral courage, and
tand for principles in defiance of brute

but since our great war less has been

1 of that very unmilitary virtue. It will

fore be refreshing to recall a consjjicuous

3S0 instance of it. On the 28th of Decem-
1857, a mile of gunboats, English and
eh, were drawn up in line before the city

inton. They summoned the Viceroy to

nder, but he did not comply. The allies

opened fire, and kept up for many hours
, bombardment. Nothing entitled to bo

1 resistance was offered—there was no

y. Having battered down a sufficient

)er of dwellings, and got tired of their

ious' sport, the allies stopped the cannon
r. A squad was then sent to demand of

Viceroy, Yeh, the formal surrender of the
' We shall surrender nothing,' was the

' because we are right and you are

J.'
'Then we will take you prisoner.'

have the power.' 'Come with us, then.'

the Viceroy did not move. Thereupon
lifted up the chair in which he sat and
cd him on board Lord Elgin's ship. As
ho were the real victors in this case, may
fely left to the future verdict of civiliz;

For "The Friend.'

The Moustache,

lere is no little thing that more com-
ly un-Friends the Friend in appearance,

the moustache; and hardly any little

' which more certainly marks the pre-

) of vanity within ; and in most cases it

itanding insult to both father and mother.

Selected.

THE SOWER,
id much seed to sow," said one ;

" I planned
""

broad furrows, ahd to watch it spring,

water it with care. But now the hand
Him to whom I sought great sheaves to bring,

d upon bis laborer, and I wait,

;, helpless, at his palace gate.

I have nothing, only day by day
ice to sustain me till the day is done

;

!ome sweet passing glimpses by the way
Hira, the altogether lovely one,

some strange things to learn, unlearned before,

make the suffering light, if it but teach me more."

from the hush of that secluded room,

rth floated winged seeds of thought and prayer,

e, reaching many a desert place to bloom,

id pleasant fruit an hundred-fold to bear,

e, wafted heavenward with song and sigh,

.11 again with showers of blessings from on high.
—Frances Ridley Havergal.

COURAGE, FAINT HEART

!

' Dear Lord, I am so weary of it all,

I fain would rest me for a little space

;

Is there no rock where the cool shadows fall.

That I may cast me down and hide my face ?

' I toil, I strive, sore burdened, and afraid
;

The road is broken, and the way is long

;

And the weak staff whereby ray steps are stayed,

Bends, like a reed, when bitter winds are strong.

' I shrink in terror from the endless task
;

I look with horror o'er the barren land
;

And ask, as only hopeless hearts can ask.

The meaning of my days to understand."

Such w.as the moaning of my weary soul.

Ready to sink upon life's burdened way;
When a soft whisper to my spirit stole.

Earnest and sad, and thus it seemed to say :

"Weary?" And who is not

That bears life's burdens faithfully ?—Press on
A little longer. When thy sun goes down.
Thou wilt have reached the spot

Where thou may rest

!

" Afraid ?" Afraid of what ?

What does earth hold that can at all compare
With God's omnipotence? Trust then to his care.

Make faith in him thy stafT—

It will not bend.

" Burdened ?" Thou sure must know.
Without the toil, and strife, and weary days.

Thou would not long for rest. These are God's ways
To win thee from the world below,

Up to his rest.

" Thou shrinks ?" O coward heart

!

Thou'st but a day's work in a day to do
;

The meaning of all days thou soon will know;
Thy task lies with each part,

To do it well.

" Hopeless ?" When heaven remains?
I see.—Thou art not willing to be led

;

Thou'dst know why and where thou goes, and dread
The trackless, barren plains,—

Thy weariness doth show.

" Thy weakness, child of dust

;

And how much help thou needs. The way
Is hid ; but where thy steps might stray,

God's care begins. Then trust.

And He will lead."

AT EVENING.

So I love to watch her sitting.

With her brow so free from care,

And the sunlight shining golden
^

In her rings of snow-white hair;

Love to hear her sweet voice quiver
Softly in the dear old song.

As she hopes, "by his good pleasure

Safely to arrive at home."

Soon, I know, that she is going
where they know not sin or care,

And the while I sit and watch her
To my spirit comes the prayer;

" Father, when for me life closeth.

Let me make her song my own
;

Help me, too, by thy good pleasure,

Safely to arrive at home."
—Millie Colcord.

ALONE WITH JESUS.
" Alone with Jesus ;" fades the daylight slowly.

Soft o'er the earth the shades of evening fall.

As worn and weary with the day's temptation,

My spirit answers to the Saviour's call.

" Alone with Jesus ;" from the day's hard conflict

What have I brought that I his grace may win?
Only the burden of my sin and longing,

—

Only the same heart cry, " Forgive my sin."

" Alone with Jesus ;" he hath seen each wandering,
Hath watched each failure, from his throne above

;

And yet, to-night. He bids me come, confiding

In the great wealth of his unchanging love.

" Alone with Jesus ;" oh the hush, the rapture !

My spirit yieldeth to his gracious will,

—

What though the day's sad failure lies behind me ?

I am content because He loves me still.

" Alone with Jesus ;" in his presence holy
Cometh no thought of sin or pain to me

;

Close, close, his loving arms are thrown around me,
Almost the glory of his face I see.

" Alone with Jesus ;" here can come no sorrow,

From sin and conflict here ray soul is free
;

This be my prayer, to-night, " O Jesus, Saviour,

Teach me through life to dwell alone with thee."

When the birds have hushed their music.

And the day is almost o'er.

Sits a woman, singing softly.

Just within her cottage door
;

Though her voice is low and trembling,

Very sweet to rae the song,—

•

" And I hope, by his good pleasure.

Safely to arrive at home."

Old the words, and she who sings them.
Sitting still and peaceful there.

Long hath trod earth's changing pathway,
Long hath known its pain and care

;

Yet the sweet voice shows no sadness.

Singing softly all alone,

—

"And I hope, by his good pleasure,

Safely to arrive at home."

Only these few words she singeth.

And her voice is weak and low.

But I think no sweeter music
Can my spirit ever know;

For the peaceful brow bespeaketh

Victory over worldly sin.

And the dim eyes, looking upward,
Tell of God's pure love within.

Long hath been her life of labor,

Hard the burden she hath borne,

She indeed, through earth's temptation,

Christ's own righteousness hath worn

;

Now at evening sings she softly

Those sweet words slie long hath known,-
" And I hope, by his good pleasure,

Safely to arrive at home."

For "The Friend."

A Concern for the Young.

A correspondent residing in Ohio, desires

to see in our columns one of William Dews-
bury's epistles, which speaks of the religious

care which parents and heads of families ought
to exercise over their children and those

under their control. He says :
" It is a valu-

able epistle, and may be the means of stirring

up some to more ' faithfulness in the discharge

of their various duties, particularly parents

and those who have the care of children, that

they (the children) may be brought up in the

nurture and admonition of the Lord,' and be

prepared to take the places of those who have
' borne the burthen and beat of the day,' and
who ere long will be 'gathered to their ever-

lasting reward' in the world to come; that

there may be a succession of standard bearers

raised up, and rightly qualified, that shall

' stand for the law and for the testimonies' that

were committed to our forefathers in the

truth, George Fox and many more. They
witnessed a revival of Primitive Christianity,

and of the doctrines of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, and his apostles, ' that had in a
great measure been lost in the long, dark

night of apostacy, that overspread the nations,'

wherein many were found 'worshipping the

beast and his image,' and had received his

'mark in their right hand, or in their fore-

heads,' &c. ' Great is the mystery of iniquity

as well as the mystery of godliness,' and oh 1

may none that have in any measure begun in

the Spirit, ever expect to be made 'perfect

by the flei-h ;' but follow on to know the Lord,

follow the leadings and the guidings of the
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Holy Spirit of our blessed Saviour, as made
mauif'est in the heart. He will give you to

see all the toites of the enemy, dear young
people, and as you are concerned to obey the

inspeaking voice of the dear Saviour, you will

bo enabled to escape all his wiles and temp-
tations, whereby he lies in wait to deceive.

The watch mu*t be maintained; it is as need-

ful now as ever it was, therefore let us watch
and pray lest we enter into temptation. In

this way we may know an overcoming, and
they that know an overcoming shall be made
' to partake of the tree of life which is iu the

midst of the paradise of God.'—Rev. ii. 7.

Ohio, 2nd mo. 25th, 1880."

On tlie Internal U.se of Water for the Sick, and on

Tliirst.

The above is the title of a clinical lecture

given at the Pennsylvania Hospital by Dr.

J. Forsyth Mains, Senior Attending Physi-

cian to the Ho.^pital. The lecture itself is a

highly interesting and instructive one, from
which we propose to make some extracts for

" The Friend." There is, perhaps, no medical
man in our city whose long and varied ex-

perience better qualifies him to speak atithori-

tatively on the subject, than Dr. Meigs, while

his conscientiousness in the practice of his

profession is well known and recognized by
his fellow practitioners.

The author says: "1 learned early in my
pi-ofessional career, that it was rarely wise for

the ph^^sician to refuse water to a thirsty

patient. 1 soon learned also, that young chil-

dren often suffer from the want of water from
ignorance on the part of the mother or nurse,

Irom inattention on the part of the physician,

orfromdirectpi'ohibition by medical authority
on theoretic or practical grounds, of this sim-

ple and necessary aliment.
'• There is a curious and active prejudice in

the public mind against the free use of water,
as a drink, under certain conditions ; and this

prejudice sometimes extends to the sick-room,
without, perhaps, the knowledge of the physi-
cian. Many laboring people fear to use water
freely when the body is heated by work. At
the very moment when this is fast losing its

fluids, during labor in hot weather, by sweat-
ing, and by rapid evaporation from the lungs
and skin, the laborer is afraid to drink, lest he
may chill, as he saj's, his stomach, or injure in

some mysterious way, his desiccated body.
The jockey refuses his panting horse, stream-
ing with sweat, and exhausted by heat, the
water absolutely necessary to maintain the
due fluidity of the blood and tissues. This
latter prejudice is giving way, I am happy to

see, under the teaching of the modern veteri-

nary surgeons, who have been instrumental
in introducing the practice of watering the
horses on our city railroad routes, once or
twice on each route, in hot weather. Our
public drinking fountains, now placed in vari-

ous parts of the city, are S,nother proof that
a wiser practice in this matter is being de-

veloped.*
" When I was a boy of twelve years of age,

I was sent, with two of my brothers, into the

* A day or two since the writer, when visiting some
friends in the coiintry, was consulted concerning a vahi-
able Alderney cow, which was thought to be ill, and
was then nnder the care of a veterinary surgeon, who
had given positive orders that the animal should have
no xoater for twenty four hours, lest it might interfere with
the action of the medicine he had given her. Such
treatment was both unscientific and cruel. J. J. L.

country, to a farm in New Jersey, for the

August holidays. We were alone, under the

care of the f^irmer's wife. One of my brothers
was seized with a fever, and the neighboring
physician was sent for. He ordered some blue

pills or calomel, and told us all that the child

must have no water, lest it might interfere

with the action of the remedy. That hot and
levered body, which was evaporatingits water
from the lungs and skin at a far more rapid

rate than in health, must have no new sup
plies of fluid lest the pill might be incom-
moded in its action. The only safe guide as

to the amount of drink the patient needed, the

thirst, must be rudely set aside. He moaned
and cried for water. We were afraid to give
it. In two days our mother arrived from
home. So soon as she heard the story of the
illness, she began to administer draughts of
cool water in such quantity as could be taken
with ease and satisfaction. The doctor came,
and hearingof her action, wasin high dudgeon.
'Doctor,' she said quietly and politely', ' my
husband is a physician, and alvvays allows,

indeed, directs me, when my children are ill,

to give them all the cool water they desire.'

He Ifeft the house in a passion. The next day
the patient was removed home, whore he re-

covered without any evil consequences what-
ever."

" Some years since, in the month of August,
I was sent for to see a little girl, eight months
old, whose mother had just arrived in town
from the country, where she was spending
the summer with her family. The child had
been attacked four days before, with diarrhoeA.

The diarrhoea was not severe, but was attend-

ed with vomiting. A phy^sician was sent for,

who ordered some medicine, and made some
change in the food. The child was hand-fed.

For two nights and days it had rejected by
vomiting most of the food taken. It wonld
drink milk and water with some avidity, and
almost instantly reject it. During these two
nights and days, the child had been restless

and almost without sleep. There was con-

stant crying, and great restlessness. The
crying was incessant, not loud nor angry, nor
with the acute sound of pain, but with a wail-

ing note of misery and distress. I saw the
child at ten o'clock in the morning. It did
not look ill, but was lean looking, and had
slight feverish heat of the skin. The face was
distressed, and the little low cry^ was continu-

ous, and attended with a certain curious rest-

lessness of the body and limbs. The point in

the case was to determine the cause of the
crying and uneasiness. Was it from pain, and,

if so, where was the pain? The abdomen was
soft, not tender to the touch. Could it be the

early stage of hydrocephalus, as in this disease

there is much pain from headache ? I thought
not from the character of the cry, from the
entire absence of drowsiness, and the complete
integrity of the intelligence and senses. Was
it earache ? There wa-< no inflammation about
the ear, and no tenderness on pressure or

handling. Suddenly^ I thought of thirst. Have
you given it water? No, the mother replied,

I never thought of it, and the doctor said

nothing about it. A teaspoonful of brandy
was added to a glass of cool water, and offered

the child. It was seized at once and half the

contents swallowed without a pause. The
glass was withheld for a few moments, lest

the quantity might cause vomiting. The child

cried for more, and soon drank the remainder.

I ordered four tablespoonfuls of milk and lirae

water to be given every two hours, and w;
from time to tinve. Later in the day, I fo

that the child had soon become quiet and
slept. On the following day it was bel

and on the third day was taken back to

country with directions to the mother to

turn gradually to the usual diet. The
medicine given was a chalk mixture,
recovery was rapid. When they^ returnet

town, in the autumn, the mother said to i

' How odd, was it not, that I had to come
the way to town to learn that my poor li

baby was crying with thirst.'
"

This is by no means an isolated case,

an experience peculiar to our author. N(
summer passes but numerous cases are sc

where that terribly fatal disease cholera

fantum has its numbers increased by the ci

deprivation of water from the poor little

ferers. Let it, then, always be borne in m
by the reader, that as in other diseases, so

'

in cholera infantum, little children need—

]

eminently need—water, pure, cold water ; i

indeed many cases of this disease may be
}

vented by the habitual, free use of cold wa
while in others it may be greatly mitiga
if not entirely^ cured by the free use of 1

simple, natural remedy.
Dr. Meigs next gives, in detail, many

teresting accounts illustrative of the terri

re-ults which followed the deprivation

water to persons lost on the plains or suf

ing from shipwreck. These are impress
and instructive, but our limited space

j

dudes our relating them more largely.

Among the most striking of these rest

of the deprivation of water, were delirii

vertigo, and great irritability of stomach,
that when at last water was obtained it v

immediately rejected ; conditions, it will

noted, very similar to those which exist

cholera infantum. * * *

" Physiology shows that, in its healthy c

dition, the body is composed of about 80
]

cent, of water; that to preserve its pro]

fluidity the blood must have its steady, pro;

supply of water, without which the tissues

the body cannot be repaired in the wast;

processes of life."

" Another most important function of wa
in the economy, one too little considered
medical men, and not often referred to

works on the practice of medicine, is itsofl

of regulating the temperature of the boi

whether the normal temperatureas influen(

by work and the climate in which we li

or the abnormal temperature which we (

fever."

This, in great measure, if not entirely

accomplished by the evaporation from i

skin and the lungs. Dr. Meigs nest she

the amount of heat abstracted by water d

ing this evaporation, and the force thus
veloped. " I find that the evaporation of

ounces (the average amount evaporated fr

the skin and lungs of a healthy man in

hours) represents a force which, if conver
into actual energy, would produce l,936,f

foot-pounds of work. These figures are

large that I should hesitate to place them
fore you, did they not so nearly correspo
with those given by Ganot, to wit, that 1

heat necessary to carry a pound of water fr

the freezing-point of Fahrenheit to full ova

ration ' represents a mechanical work of 85

430 units.'

" After determining the quantity of wal
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lired by the healthy man, and the measure
eat abstracted from the body in the pro-

of regulating its temperature by evapo-
)n, it becomes proper to find a standard,

B may, of the amount required in diseases

Qded by abnormal elevation of the bodily
perature."

3 accomplish this Dr. Meigs carefully

d the quantity of fluids consumed in

ityfour hours in four cases of febrile

ise. In the first, during a period of
ity-one days, the patient took a daily
age of liquid food, milk, beef tea, brandy,
water, in all 55 ounces; losinn;, so far as

d be ascertained, 25 ounces daily by evapo-
m from the lungs and skin. The patient

vered. In two othercases of typhoid fever

patients took, on an average, 133 ounces
iiid, of which the quantity of water was
unces, in one, and 60 ounces in the other,
'—in the first two weeks, and 30 ounces
3, few days later. The water was not
3ed upon them but was ottered frequently,

they had all their thirst demanded and
ley might take with pleasure and satisfac-

They both recovered.
(To be concludad.)

good sermon does not consist in a multi-

of words, but in the savor of life and
3r which attends it. Words, though but

in number, if fitly spoken under Divine
ority, reach a place in the heart, and
uce an eff'cct there, which many words
out the power, though crowned with elo-

ce, can never do. F.
I mo. 15th, 1880.

Natural History, Science, &c.

ie First Paper Maker.—The date of the
ation of paper-making is not definitely

vn. The common wasp was, however, the
[ilor. The big wasps' nest, which was
ys kept at a safe distance, and often

ked down with a stone during the ram-
of boyhood, was composed of actual paper
e most delicate and elegant kind. As spi-

were spinners of gossamer webs of intri-

and exquisite pattern when primitive man
; about dressed in the shaggy skins of

ts, and could neither spin nor weave the

jtiful and fine cloth fabrics of to-day, so lit-

rasps, when people of a later and somewhat
t advanced age had recourse to such rude
unsatisfactory substances as wood, stone,

brass, the bark of trees, and the hides of

[als, on which to preserve memoranda,

I

making a material of far greater excel-

ley made their paper, too, by very nearly

same process employed by man at the

mt time. Indeed, several of our best dis-

ries in regard to building, architecture,

manufactures of various kinds, if they
not been derived from acute observation

le work of certain animals, including in-

I

have, when compared with their con-

tions and their manner of making them,
found to show a wonderfully close re-

lance. The beaver gave men their ear-

and most serviceable knowledge concern-

lam building, and to-day no workman
surpass this animal's skill and precision

erection of such structures,

iture is a great teacher, and especially

the paper-making of the wasp illustrati-

valuably suggestive she may sometimes
for, assuredly, the wasp was the first to

show that it did not always require rags to

manufacture paper, that vegetable fibres an-
swered for this pui-pose and could be reduced
to a pulp, and that to make the paper strong
and tenacious, the fibres must be long.

The first thing the wasps do, when about
to build a nest, is to collect, with preference
for old and dry wood, fibres about one-tenth
of an inch long, and finer than a hair, and
put them into bundles, which they increase as
they continue on their way. These fibres

they bruise into a sort of lint, and cement
with a sizing of glue, after which they knead
the material into paste, like paper-mache,
and roll up a ball ; this they trample with
their feet into a leaf as thin as tissue paper.
The ceiling of the wasp's chamber, to the

thickness of nearly two inches, is often con-
structed by putting, one above another, fifteen

or sixteen Layers or sheets of this prepared
))aper, and between these layers spaces are
left, so that it seems as a if a number of little

shells had been laid near one another. Next
they build up a terrace composed of an im-
mense number of the paper shells, until a light
and elegant structure, like a honey-comb, has
been constructed, and in the cells thus formed
they rear their young.— The Paper World.
Lamp-Black.—A new mode of manufactur-

ing lamp-black has been discovered at Mur-
raysville, Pa., where a stream of natural gas
was discovered while boring for oil about a
year ago, and the flow instead of diminishing
has increased to 60,000 cubic feet per hour.
It is now to be burned in an immense build-
ing 300 feet long and 175 feet wide, in a great
number of gas burners, having a capacity of six
cubic feet each per hour, under cast-iron plates
on which the soot, "lamp-black' or "carbon
black" is deposited. A small car with suit-

able pans and a scraper attached runs under
these plates every ten minutes, gathering the
lamp-black. The car runs back and forth
propelled by steam, and at each end dumps
the load into a receptacle provided for it. The
4000 burners produce 2000 pounds of carbon
black daily, and 4000 more burners are yet to

be added, making a total of two tons of this
valuable substance every twenty-four hours.
Here on a large scale is seen a wonderful

phenomenon, one that is scarcely believed by
the ignorant masses. The diamond, it is well
known, is pure carbon. This invisible gas,
by burning out the hydrogen of the carburet-
led hydrogen in the gas burner, liberates car-
bon, a substance exactly similar in its impal-
pably fine state to the diamond.
By removing one invisible element from

another invisible element, constituting an
invisible compound— burning gas—one part
becomes a black visible substance known as
lamp-black, one of our best and most durable
pigments.

—

Practical Farmer.
Some Special Household Dangers.—A recent

writer in Chambers' Journal says :
—"A mem-

ber of Parliament suffered from a painful
eruption of the feet, traced at last to some
fashionable socks, which were laid aside, with
the result of ending his complaint. Some
California miners died from the effects of
poisoning, produced hy wearing boots lined

with bright green flannel, the color in this

case being "Scheele's Green," a well-known
arsenical compound. A tradesman suffered
from wearing a bi-ight maroon flannel shirt.

Paper collars, glazed and stiffened with sized
white-lead, and containing arsenic, have pro-
duced serious illness ; and the same results

have followed the wearing of hats lined with
material containing arsenic, and from gloves
and coat-sleeves similarily treated. Five or
si.x persons in a household were rendered
suddenly ill by the matter exhaled from,
chintz window -curtains and bed- drapery
and green Venetian blinds have been known
in hot summer weather to give off particles
of arsenic with deleterious effect. The green
cloth lining of a perambulator has affected its

young occupants, and the color from the green
gas-shades in a composing-room of a printing-
ofl[ice has produced illness among the com-
positors. In the kitchen, arsenic has now and
then been met with, when used to impart a
green hue to dishes such asblanc mange. In
one case a gentleman was poisoned by par-
taking of a dish innocently enough colored
by an arsenical preparation which had been
mistaken hj the cook for an extract of spin-
ach. And even in the exercise of the per-
fumer's art, it behooves us to be on our
guard against using preparations for the hair
colored green by some compound of this sub-
stance. We thus find that arsenic is most
widely diffused around us, from the facility,

and, above all, from the cheapness with which
a beautiful pigment and a favorite hue can
be produced through its aid. It is undoubt-
edly in the form of color in wall-papers that
arsenic most frequently meets us. In paper
staining, more than one compound of arsenic
is used

; and in the manufacture of the beau-
tiful aniline dj'es, so exteusively used, arsenic
is also largely employed. One notable fea-

ture of this substance, and one also which
gives it a special power of affecting us to our
detriment, is the remarkable ease with which
it becomes volatile. It may be readily dif-

fused in the form of gas or minute solid par-
ticles, and is thus brought into close contact
with us in our homes. Green is a very pret-

ty color on walls, but wo would say beware
of it."

THE FRIEND.

THIRD MONTH 13, 1880.

The British Friend, for the 2nd month, con-
tains a communication from Jane P. Crisp of
Lynn, England, commenting on certain arti-

cles which had appeared in its columns. The
writer is evidently sincere in her attachment
to the principles of our Society, and earnest
in her advocacy of them ; and it is encouraging
to find such still preserved in various parts of
the world.

In reference to the introduction of changes
amongst us, such as reading or singing in our
Meetingsfor Worship, which a previous writer
says must be resisted in the spinit of power
and of love, and of a sound mind, she adds:
" I think this has biJen done for many years,

as manifest departures from our first princi-

ples have appeared, b}- some of our faithful

members, most of whom have been removed
from the militant church. There has been
warning and forewarning, so that this pi opie
are without excuse; for we sorrowfully see
that the larger number would not hear, but
despised all their words that bore upon the
departures from our well-known principles."

" I send thee a bill advertising a series of
public meetings to be conducted, it is said, by
H. A. Newman, &c. Are not such meetings
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grossviolations of our fundamental principles?

He alone who is the Ilead over all in bis

Church, can rightly conduct our public or

more private meetings, and anoint bis servants

either to be silent as a public testimony, or

qualif3' them for speaking the word aright."

Eespecling reading the Scriptures in our

Meetings for Worship, she remarks: "God,
the Unchangeable and Holy One, never con-

tradicts Hiraself or his own teaching. He
raised us up a people, and taught us to wait
upon Him in our assemblies set apart for wor-
ship, that we might receive his word inwardly
revealed, to hear his instructions suited to our
several conditions ; to feel his presence cover-

ing such assemblies, and to experience our
souls nourished and fed by Him. In no in-

stance, I believe, was the Bible read in our
meetings during about 200 hundred years, be-

cause the Lord Himself taught us, a people,

that his Spirit that gave forth the Scriptures

was above the letter, and He only could feed

us by the true Bread of Life which came
down from Heaven, which the Scriptures do
indeed testify of, but cannot dispense unto us.

This is true v^uakerisra, and any member at-

tempting to read in our Meetings for Worship,
I should consider false to his profession, what-
ever his claim of being inspired might be."

With the general tenor of these remarks,
and with the effort to maintain our testimony
to the spiritual character of Divine Worship,
we fully accord. Their force would not be

impaired, even if several isolated instances of
reading the Scriptures in our meetings could
be produced, where it had been called for by
peculiar circumstances, as in the case which
Samuel Bownas relates, when he attended a

funeral at Sherborne. A Baptist preacher
was present who had charged the QuaktM-s
with being heathens and denying the Scrip-

tures. Samuel Bownas knew not of this, but
he felt constrained to take a Bible out of his

pocket and refer to it for proof of the doc-

trines he preached ; and also to press upon his

hearers the careful reading of the Scriptures,

and to seek from the Lord for assistance and
power, that they might practise what they
read. Wo do not admit the force of the pro
cess of reasoning which would, in such ex-

ceptional cases, find a sanction for a radical

change iu our manner of holding religious

meetings. The proper view to take of this,

and of many other occurrences out of the or-

dinary course which might bo collected from
the records of our Society, and from the biog-

raphies of its members, is that expressed in a
private letter recently received from a valued
Friend in England, as follows :

"Li the early days of our Society, as well
as at manj' times since, many abnormal things
have occurred under unusual religious impres-
sions, but there has generally been enough of
that solidity of judgment and calmness of
spirit in those more prominently engaged at

such times, as has kept them in check. Now,
the tendency is to foster these impulsive do
monstrations, in the creature zeal for imme-
diate 'conversions.'

"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Over 2600 liands are now em-

ployed in the Baldwin Locomotive Works, which are
running to their fullest capacity ; some of the depart-
ments working day and night.

The Citizens' Irish Famine Relief Fund of this city,

now amounts to $26,930.75. At a meetins; of delegates
of various Irish Societies of Brooklyn, N. Y., it was
decided to send to the suifering poor of Ireland, the

money usually appropriated for parades on St. Patrick's

day.
The machine-shop of the Danforth Locomotive Works

at Paterson, N. J., was destroyed by fire on the morn-
ing of the 6th inst. Five locomotives in course of erec-

tion, and valuable machinery were burned. About 300
of the 800 employes will be temporarily thrown out of
employment. Several other large fires, in different

parts, occurred the same night, with losses ranging from
$.50,000 to $150,000.
The President has signed the bill providing for the

free entry of foreign goods for the relief of colored emi-
grants ; also the bill for the purchase of a post-office site

in Baltimore.
There is now $45,000,000 worth of gold bullion in

the New York Assay Office, ready for transportation to

the Philadelphia Mint for coinage.
On the Ist inst., the net gold balance in the U. S.

Treasury, compared with the first ult., had decreased
about $2,000,000, and the net balance of standard silver

dollars had increased about the same amount—the stock
of silver dollars increases steadily.

The total receipts of lumber in" Chicago during 1879,
were 1,467,720,000 feet, only a very small quantity
being from Canada. The figures show an increase of
25 per. centum, compared with the receipts of the pre-
vious year.

The snow blockade along the Manitoba boundary
continues, and the traffic south has been suspended.
A bill has passed the Kentucky House of Represen-

tatives, forbidding railroad companies passing through
the State, to charge as high a rate for way freights as
for through freights, under a penalty of from $25 to

$100 fine.

The imports of foreign dry goods at New Y'ork for

last month, exceeded those of a year ago, by more than
$3,000,000. The increase is said to be largely in cot-

tons and silks.

Count de Lesseps, the French engineer, had an in-

terview with the President on the 6tli. He explained
the features of his canal project, and said, it was not
contemplated that it should be under foreign control, or
under any circumstances interfere with the interests of
the United States. He had only looked at the work
with the eyes of an engineer. He wanted most of the
stock taken in this country, which would be a guarantee
that it would not be controlled by foreign indiience.

Four men were killed, and one severely injured, by
an explosion in shaft No. 2, at Nanticoke, Pa., on the
5th inst.

The anthracite coal trade is said to improve steadily.

The demand for coal is on the increase, and prices
steadily advance.
The number of deaths in Philadelphia for the week

ending at noon on the 6th inst., was 335 ; an increase of
41 over the previous week. Of this number, 63 died of
consumption; convulsions 20; diphtheria 13; disease
of the heart 7; inflammation of the lungs 17 ; old age
13—there were two deaths from small pox. The whole
number of deaths during the winter just p.ast has been
3996 ; for the winter of 1878-9, the number was 4602.

Markets, &C.—U. S sixes, 1881. 106; do. 5's, 103|

;

4J's, 108} ; 4 per cents, registered, 106
; do. coupon, 107.

Cotton.—Sales of middlings are reported at IS^ a 13J
cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7| cts. in barrels, and refined,

7J cts. for export, and 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour.—Sales of 1200 barrels, including Minnesota
extra at $6.25 a $6.87^ ; Penna. extra family, $6.37J a
$6.87^ ; western do. do., $6.75 a $7.121

;
patent and

other high grades at $7.25 a $8.25. Ryeflour is steady
a $5.

Grain.—Wheat is dull, and 1 a 2 cts. lower.—Penna.
and .southern red and amber, $1.43 a $1.44. Rye, 91 a
93 cts. Corn, mixed at 55 cts.

;
yellow, 56 cts., and

white at 60 cts. Oats, white, 45 a 47 cts.

Beef cattle were in fair demand at about former
prices; 2850 head arrived during the week, and sold
from 3 to 6 cts. per pound, as to condition.

Sheep were in good demand, and a fraction higher

—

7000 head sold at different yards at 4| a 6i cts., and
Lambs 5J a 7 cts. per lb. as to condition.

Hogs sold at 6i a 7} cts. per pound, as to quality.

Cows, $20 a $45 per head.

Foreign.—The receipts of the Mansion House Relief
Committee now amount to £102,860 ; and the total sum
expended to date £54,304. The Duchess of Marl-
borough, writing to the Lord Mayor of London, says

the distress in Ireland is not yet diminishing, continues

to be general, and in some parts increasing.

The number of deaths in London fur the week end-
ing 2nd month 7th, was 3376, or 1657 more than the
average. This increase is attributed to the poisonous
character of London fog. The increase was in great

measure in deaths from diseases of the respi

organs, which rose to 1557, or nearly four timi

average.

The Court of Inquiry into the collision of the i

line steamer Arizona, with an iceberg on 11th mo.
has found that the lookout on the .steamer wa
fective, and has suspended the certificate of the ca

and second mate for six months.
There are now published in the United Kin;

1825 newspapers; much the larger part of whi(

distributed in England. The magazines now in (

of publication, including the quarterly reviews, ni

1033, of which 239 are of a decidedly religious char
In the years 1874—78, the British cruisers cap

1.52 slave vessels, of which 115 were condemnec
37 restored to their owners. The number
captured was 2185.

A new anti-slave trade convention has been cone
between Great Britain and Germany, whereby coo

tion between the war vessels of the two Powers i

suppression of the slave trade is assured.

The British consul at Salonica has received a

from Colonel Synge, saying that he and his wi
well treated. The chief of the brigands has
peared, and negotiations for their release are the

interrupted.

The festivities on the occasion of the recent an
siry of the Czar, passed over without any of the tl

ened disturbances. The man who recently atten

the assassination of General MelikofT, has been
condemned and executed.

Distressing accounts continue to be received at

stantinople, of the suffering in Armenia. A numl
persons have already died of starvation. Thou
are endeavoring to emigrate to neighboring prov
but the roads are covered deep with snow, and
have perished on the journey.
The town of Urfa, in Asiatic Turkey, situated o

supposed site of the Scriptural city, " Ur of the (

dees," has been nearly destroyed by fire.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUI
TO THE .\SYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the " Contributo
the Asylum for the Relit-f of Persons Deprived (

use of their Reason," will be held on Fourth-daj
17th of Third month, 1880, at 3 o'clock, p. m., ;

Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.
William Bettle, Cie

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Friends who may feel drawn to apply for the

tions of Superintendent and Matron of this Institu

are requested to communicate with either of the i

signed —
William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa.
John S. Comfort, Fallsington, Bucks Co., P.

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelpli
Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St.

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.
Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANJ
Near Frankford. (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp.

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hall,11
Applications for the Admission of Patients m«

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boai
Managers.

Married, at West Chester Meeting, on the 5'

2nd month, 1880, Gilbert Cope to Anna Gabb
both of West Chester, Pa.

i

Died, at West Falmouth, 8th mo. 21st, 1879, Dai
Swift, an highly esteemed member and ministJ

Sandwich Monthly Meeting, Mass., aged 86 y
Although he did not feel it required of him to tr

much from home
;
yet as he increased in years lii:

terest for the spiritual welfare of all also increased,

it may well be said he was a peacemaker in the ne

borhood and in the church, being deeply concerne(
the promotion of love and harmony among all '

whom he mingled. On being visited by a near fri

a few days before his decease, he requested hirat

seated near his bed, and then stated he believed

time here was near its close, and that he should be

ever at rest. And wished to express his firm reli:

upon the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, who hac

deemed him by his own precious blood.

"wILlTaM H7"pfLErPRINfER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Memoir of Hannah Marsli.

BY HEB DAUGHTER, PRISCILLA PITT.

le was the daughter of Samuel and Ann
18, Corn-dealers in Warwick St., London

;

rmer died in the prime of life ; the latter

16 age of 75. My mother often told me
deeply she honored her parents, and how
)uld have grieved her to cause them pain

;

" er father used to collect his children,

make them sit quietly on the sofa, when
sedfor meeting, before it was time to start;

they sent her to Ackworth School for

years, at the age of eight, with an older

her and sister ; and it seemed to her that

?ast number of children collected there

marbles shaken together in a bag,

, bad and indifferent, and how she en

ored to choose out one or two good girls

er particular companions. She gained
ove of her teachers there, as well as at a

ids' school at Tottenham, afterwards.

was her pleasure to obey her parents

1 young, and to her latest days she re-

id a dutiful remembrance of them. When
her father in his office, she got up on his

stool and wrote iraprompu these lines

—

Teach me Thy will alone to seek,

And strength it to perform.

Thou wilt in judgment guide the meek.
And shield him from the storm

;

'Tis Thine the fainting heart to cheer,

The drooping soul to raise

—

From sorrow's eye to wipe the tear,

And tune the soul to praise.

she was favored to feel earnest aspirations

iderstand fully what that Grace is which
frequently heard spoken of.

le of her aunts marrying out of tho So-

, she used to visit her. Her husband
luite a fashionable man, and their daugh-
layed on the piano; so that Hannah in-

id herself in silting to listen, and adopted
lural language to her uncle and cousin

;

fter a time had to take up ihe ci'oss and
: the plain language to all. Her uncle

ingry at first, and said :
" What has come

annah ?" One day she was chatting with
young friends upon the impropriety of

ng thee for thou in the nominative, and
all agreed to speak it properly, but soon

lah felt it very awkward, and she was
n she must wait for a higher motive,

that it was grammatical, to have strength

irry it out—vfhich in due time she did.

In 1816 she was sent to accompany her
eldest sister, who was unwell, for the benefit

of the Bath and Cheltenham waters. It was
in Bath Meeting she first spoke in tho minis-
try. One day at Cheltenham she went as
usual to the raid-week meeting, and sat down,
but no one else came. She queried with her-

self, should she go ba(-k ? when she felt this

answer, " Whom do we come to meet? God.
Then why should I go back ?" And she not
onl}' sat the usual length of time, but so en-

joyed it, she sat longer. Afterwards she called

on one or two of the Friends and admonished
them. This same beloved sister afterwards
met with a very serious accident, and Hannah
nursed herwith great assiduity, and after that
their aunt had a long and very serious illness,

and Hannah nursed her for many weeks with
unremitting fidelity, being peculiarly gifted

for that office; but it laid the foundation, as

she believed, of delicacy in her own constitu-

tion for the greatest part of her future years,

being an undue strain on so young a person.

She had heard talk of the danger of thunder
and lightning, and had imbibed such a dread
that it was real suffering to her. One night

after she was in bed, there was a great storm,

and she removed her watch wi^ its steel

chain from under the pillow, and placed it on
the drawers, and laid down again ; when it

was impressed upon her mind that by so

doing she had taken her life into her own
hands, and she had no peace till she had
tremblingly replaced it under the pillow

; and
for that act of faith she was rewarded, for

from that time the fear of storms was entirely

taken away. When she became a mother, she

would never allow her children to be intimi-

dated needlessly, that they might be spared

the suffering she had had. She was one day
working at embroidery, and Thomas Shillitoe

being there, remarked, " What! Hannah, mak-
ing holes to sow them up again." She took
the reproof, and did no more.

In 1819, 4th mo. 13th, at the age of twenty-
eight years and eight months, she was united

n marriage to John Finch Marsh, with whom
she had played when a child. Leaving Tot-

tenham for a business house in Whitechapel,
London, the parlor behind the shop having
only a skylight-window, she would often rise

at five in the morning, and opening an upper
window in the house, enjoy the sweet air of

the morning before it was spoiled by smoky
chimnies. My father had a little before taken

the drapery business ofJohn and Isabel Kitch-

valuablc Friends, who moved away to

Stamford Hill, but came in on First days to

attend their old meeting at Devonshire House,
and regularly dined at Whitechapel ; and
from Isabel she learned many instructive les-

sons,—one was to bo particular to be as neat

n her dress after marriage as before; and an-

other was, never to reprove one servant in the

presence of another. These things my mother
always observed ; also when a servant gave

her cause of vexation, she would not speak to

her in a heat, but wait till she felt she could
speak cooll}^ and profitably.

Her first child was a remarkably sweet little

girl, Rachel. This darling was called away
after about two weeks' illness, during my
father's first journey in the ministry. Mother
in her deep grief found resignation in the
thought that the child was beyond the reach
of suffering. She used to say, "You should
never let children see you ruffled, nor yet say
before them, ' I can't get them to do it,' nor
speak loud and harshly to them, nor yet ask
children at meals what they will have; give
them what you think proper for them, and
not pamper their appetites, nor make a talk

about their dress, not allowing a nursemaid to

tell them this or that is pretty, to make them
vain—dear pretty little innocent children re-

quire no setting off."

After Rachel's death, Hannah was born,
then Lucy, who died at the age of five months.
Then Priscilla was born, being six years
younger than Hannah. These two only grew
up. Hannah died in 1859, in her 37th year.

\Vhen mother entered her sick room, a feeling

overspread her mind concerning her beloved
daughter, "She does not belong to me;" which
was a preparation for the solemn event.

My mother's care and solicitude for her chil-

dren's welfare—their better part and the out-

ward—never flagged. She used to say, " Any
one can clean the house, but it's of the greatest
importance to have suitable persons to look
after the children. The children should be
the first consideration." This concern was
evinced by her letters to me while at school,

and that school was selected as one where I

should be under the most guarded care. My
governess sometimes asked permission to read
them to my schoolfellows, because of the

valuable advice they contained.

Our parents vvere careful to guard us from
intimate association with those not of similar

persuasion, that we might be spared the suf-

fering it had cost her to lay down what she
had improperly taken up with. She kept up
a constant jealousy in her mind against things

that might tend to her children's injury, being
willing to risk the loss of our affection, but

it returned upon her four-fold. She used to

say, " Having the care of children is calculated

to make us watchful over our own spirits and
conduct, that wo may not say or do things
mproper for them to copy." She used to say
to us, "It would be well to try and behave,
when no strangers are present, as nicely as if

such and such Friends were here, and not do
things we should be ashamed for our best

friends to see."

Her frequent poor health and sharp severe
attacks of headache, were patiently borne,

under the belief it was for her good, and feei-

ng it did help her to " sit loose" from transi-

tory things. An aged friend in Croydon, who
lived in apartments, on whom mother occa-

sionally called, used to ask her questions on
the news of the day. Mother had to tell her
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she did not enter into those niixtters, and that

it was commonly said of her when young,

"It's no use to ask Hannah auj'tbing about

such matters," (politics, &c.) This friend,

when near her end, was anxious lest she was
not prepared, and glad to see mother, who
endeavored to administer to her spiritual con-

dition.
{To be contiDued.)

For "The Friend."

The Senccas and the Valley of the Genesee.
(Continued from page 243.)

Though the origin of the word Seneca or

Keneka is still in controversy, we doubt not

that the Seneca nation was so named by the

earlj' Dutch settlers of New Amsterdam (New
York) from the Genesee river, which was
early written by the Jesuits, Ghenussio, and
which by an easy corruption into the harsher

language of the Hollanders became Seneca.

By themselves the nation was known as Nun-
do-waho-no, or the people of the great hill,

from a tradition that they sprang from an
early tribe settled on a hill near the head of

Canandaigua lake. They were first known
to the whites as part of the Five-nations, and
have a history earlier than the League of the

Iroquois, and were probably derived from the

ancient Hurons, from ihe region north of the

great lakes.

'J'ho Iroquois or people of the Long-house,
embraced the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagos,
Cayugas and Senecas, and their league was
formed as early as about 1450. The Tusea-
roras were afterwards admitted, when they
became known as the Six-nations. Their ter-

ritories extended from the Hudson to the

Genesee. Legend says that this League was
advised by Hiawatha, in order more effectu-

ally to oppose the invasions of their northern
enemio-J. His great mission having been ac-

complished, Hiawatha is said to have gone
down to the water, seated him^elfin his m3'Slic

canoe, and to the cadence of music from an
unseen source, to have been wafted to the
skies. Thus it is that in the absence of writ-

ten records, the imagination of untaught man
surrounds the avatar of a benefactor of the
race, with the marveLs of the spiritual world,
while authentic history would have preserved
but a hard kernel of practical truth. Long-
fellow lays the scene of his beautiful Indian
Edda, the song of Hiawatha, among the
Ojibways, on the southern shore of Lake Su-
perior. In this poem he has preserved the
traditions lingering among the N. American
Indians respecting this " Child of Wonder."
The other Iroquois, it is said, came from

beyond the St. Lawrence, near Montreal,
where having arisen against their masters,
the Adirondacks, and failing to obtain inde-

pendence, they were forced to quit their homes
and finally found their way into the region,
now Central and Western New York. This
League has many points of resemblance to

that of our Federal Government, guaranteeing
the independence of each tribe, while recog-
nizing the due powers of the Confederation,

j

and the personal liberty of the individual.

The aboriginal Congress consisted of fifty

sachems, whoso authority was derived from
the good opinion in which they were held for

courage, wisdom and integrity, and found
their only reward in the veneration of their

peop'e. Subordinate to these was an order
of chiefs ftiraous for courage and eloquence,
among whom were Red Jacket and Corn-
planter, and whose reasoning moved the coun-

cils, or whose burning words hurried the

braves to the warpath.
No trait of the Iroquois is more to be com-

mended than the regard they paid to woman.
The sex was often represented in the Council
by orators, known as Squaw's Men, and Eed
Jacket himself won reputation in that capa-
city. The Indian women could thus oppose
a war, or aid in bringing about a peace. In
the sale of land they claimed a'special right

to interfere, for they urged that " land be-

longs to the warriors who defend and the
women who till it," an argument that could
not be justly urged by the most strenuous de-

fenders of " woman's rights" in any commu-
nity of civilized men, though deeper drawn
motives long since led to legalized regard for

the wishes of those who are most deeply in-

terested in the alienation of land. Oar framers
of constitutions might draw a lesson from the
Iroquois in their respect to the wishes of wo
men in questionsof war and peace, and though
she has undoubtedly been the inspiring cause
or motive for many bloody and long continued
contests, she has not in any community deem-
ing itself civilized, been permitted to sit in

Council and give a vote upon a question of
such vital interest to herself and her children.

This high regard for woman was not pecu-

liar to the Iroquois. Their hereditary ene-

mies, the Kah-kwas, who ruled west of the
Genesee to the Lakes for ages, were at one
time governed by a female chief, named Ya
go-we-nea, in whose keeping was the.symbolic
house of peace. She received chiefs of the
tribes, formed treaties, and made alliances, and
the fiercest strife was hushed in her presence.

Tradition concedes to her much wisdom, and
that she long enjoyed peculiar influence which,
however, in a moment of passion she forfeited.

Two Senecas, while smoking the pipe of peacp
in her castle, were, in flagrant contempt of

comity, permitted to be murdered for an al-

leged outrage upon one of her subjects. This
rash act was followed by instant orders to her
warriors to cross the Genesee, and destroy the
Seneca villages, if possible, before the new-
made enemy could become aware of her per-

fidy. While these measures were hastening,

a woman of the Kah-kwas, friendly to the
Senecas, secretly made her way to Canan-
daigua, the residence of the war chief, who
immediately assembled a large band of braves,

who lay in ambush for their enemies, and de-

stroyed or drove them from the field. The
Onondagas had also been aroused, and with
a band of five thousand warriors besieged the
queen in her fastness, near Lewiston, who
soon sued for peace. The above events, legend
says, occurred throe hundred and fifty years
before the advent of Columbus, or about the
time of the Crusades.

The arrival of a strong race from bej-ond
the great waters, who should drive the In-

dians from their hunting-grounds, is said to

have been divined bj' one of their prophets,
and the arrival of Columbus to have been
heralded by the fleetest of foot along the
myriad pathwaj's of the continent. All these
traditions are at best of uncertain authority,
since unlettered man is prone to mingle his|

knowledge of the present with memories ofj

the past.

In numbers the Senecas exceeded any other'

nation composing the League. In 1650, the'

period of their greatest prosperitj', they are
said to have numbered ten thousand. Recent
enumerations place those remaining in New

York at about thirty-five hundred, of w
nearly one-half reside upon the Cattarai

reservation—-many have been removed ^

of the Mississippi. In 1865 they repo
over 1100 children between the ages (

and 21 years. They receive annually al

S14,700 from the General Government,
$500 from the State of New York ; al

share in the common school moneys, 6C

their children being regular attendant
school. Their reservation comprises 21

acres of land, mostly under improvem
situated on both sides of Cattaraugus cr

in the county of that name, and in Erie

Chautauqua counties, New York. Man
their farms are well cultivated. The
quois Agricultural Society was formed bj

younger Indians, in 1860, and its exhibit

compare favorably with those of avei

county fairs. Its meetings are held at
'

sailles, 25 miles from Buffalo, where, say

observer in 1865, the corn, beans and squa:

were superior to any he had seen elsewh

But the people were themselves the mos
teresting exhibit. Grandchildren of 1

chief, and relatives of Red-Jacket and ot

of note were among the exhibitors, in wl

no physical deterioration could be percei

Native family names, such as Two G
Blinkey, Jacket, Silver-heels and Ghas
Darkness, appeared among the officers, jut

or exhibitors, and a grandson of Govei
Blacksnake, who led the Senecas at the i

sacre of Wyoming, was chief police office;

the ground.
The Indian reservation is governed 1

President and a Congress, elected annualh
native voters under authority of an act of

Legislature of the State of N. York. Tho
the'power of the Iroquois is utterly brol

their ancestral pride adheres to this serabls

of authority, while they preserve their

tional divisions and keep intact their tr

clans.

From an investigation of the Indian cet

for the period of European acquaintance »

them, the opinion has been reached that

Six Nations as they exist to-daj', though w
ly scattered, number more than they ever

since they became the terror of the tVon

settlements. At lea-<t 13,668 members cai

accounted for at known points, which is m
than were officially reported in 1763. A]
pie exhibiting such vitality when confron

by the waves of invasion and the onw
march of civilization, themselves among
pristine apostles of personal liberty, she

be made citizens of our republic.

In common with the other aboriginal

tions, the Senecas have been belied: Neit

they, nor other tribes, were tho natural ««

mies of the whites. In this opinion the e8«

navigators and writers all concur. Bef|

the era of systematic wrongs, they were 1

pitable and kind, and disposed to friendly

lations with the pale fa.ces, and for one h

dred and fifty years they scrupulously

served their engagements with the Dutch i

English. But the American people permit

the Indians to be grossly defrauded. 1

content to divide with them their ancient I

rimony of a continent, pioneer traders b
been allowed to wrest from them their he

ing grounds and invade their burial plai

and to crown injustice, a horde of sul

knaves, in the official guise of commission
superintendents and agents, have pln•^|

them into their far western retreats, to caj
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1 them their paltry annuities and wheedle

y their newer reservations." No skilled

jcate has appeared for them, no medium
offered through which he could present
rray to mankind, the merciless imposi-

s practiced upon them for many a dark
•; few friendly voices save that of the
lends," and orators of their own race,

se speech fell upon deaf oars, have been
3d in their defence.

It was the dictates of policy during the
olution, to paint the Indian as black as
iblo, and to hold him responsible for deeds
hich it might easily be shown the British

5 alone guilty." That the Indian corn-

ed excesses and barbarities the burning of

mectady, the ravaging of Cherry Valley,

klassacre at Wyoming and the destruction

undieds of peaceful pioneer homesteads
attest.

ith the exception of a portion of the
das and a few Mohawks, the Six-nations

} all in arms against the colonists, having
actuated thereto by their sanguinary
the tories, and to the lasting disgrace of

British Cabinet of the period, were urged
he commission of atrocities unparalleled

istory, some of which are above noticed,

cry for protection against these predatory
pgs went up from the frontiers to Con-
s, and after much delay an expedition was
under General Sullivan to Western New

For " Tbo FrienJ."

Rebuilding the Walls,

aorge AVithy, in his farewell address to

nds in North America, under date of 9th

10th, 1822, says:—"The principles we
are the principles of Truth, they have
stood the test of investigation ; our wor-
and discipline, are evidently not the pro-

of the contrivance of man, and there is

ling wauling but consistency on our part

nable us to hold up to others the invit-

and encouraging language of the Pro-
1 Isaiah ;

' Look upon Zion, the city of our
mniiies: thine eyes shall see Jerusalem,
iet habitation, a tabernacle that shall not

iken down ; not one of the stakes thereof

ever be removed, neither shall any of

3ords thereof be broken.' Isa. xxxiii. 20.

Prophet goes on to proclaim
;

' For the
is our Judge, the Lord is our Lawgiver,

Lord is our King ; He will save us.'

still have the same Judge who will

de our cause ; the same Lawgiver who
es his laws upon the heart ; and the same
1 is King over all, as in the days of the

ihet. Wherefore then is not our Jeru-

n a 'quiet habitation?' Why need we
a weakening of the stakes—surely the

es shall not be removed, neither the cords

be tabernacle be broken—these shall all

j,in firm, for the same power upholds, and
st as able to keep all together as in former
I when Zion was threatened by her ene-

1. And by whom did the Lord expect in

e days of threatenings that the Church
lid be upheld? was it not by the faithful,

I such, as said the prophet, 'that walketh
teously and speaketh uprightly ; that de-

ath the gain of oppressions, that shaketh
lands from holding bribes.' These are not

jone, even in our day, when we may
there is a need of a stirring up of the

iful, an arising of those who arc m

willing to stand forward and help to bear the
banner, which may for a season have seemed
to droop.
But where arc the young men and the strong

men, that should be coming up to the help of
the Lord against the mighty ? Are they leav-

ing the heat of the battle to be carried on by
those who have long been the true and faith-

ful standard-bearers? who, as they have been
enabled to stand faithful, have been strength-

ened to endure hardness as 'good soldiers' of
their invincible Captain. ' These valiants are
fa«t being removed from our midst; and how
are the ranks to be maintaitied ?' Soldiers
will still be needed ; enemies will take ad-

vantage of any appearance of weakness, or

thinning of the ranks; and where weakness
is apparent, greater will be their increased

vigilance and efforts to lay waste the rem-
nant. The day is fast hastening onward, there

is no time for delay, neither for baiting by the

way-side ; men must be at work seeking to

repair the breaches. There are still Nehe
miahs who are made to weep and mourn : and
these are humbled and brought low because

of the people's transgressions, and their dis-

obedience of the commandments of the Most
High. These, though they are "not sick,"

give evidence by their countenance that thej'

are sad, because "of sorrow of heart." They
have warned us of the distress in Jerusalem,

and of the need of repairs;—who then will

rise up and help build? for their hands shall

be strengthened for this good work ; and as in

former days, so shall it be with those who
are willing to be his servants now, whom the

Lord callsto labor; " the God of heaven He will

prosper" them
;
for the work is the Lord's,

and the power is his also.

On tlic Internal Use of Water for the Sick, and on

Thirst.

CConcloded from page 242.)

Dr. Meigs, to give a striking picture of the

importance of both food and water in disease,

quotes Professor Haughton, who, speaking of

typhus fever, says :
" Your patient lies before

j'ou nine or ten days, supine, fasting, subde-

lirious; the picture of weakness and helpless-

ness; and yet this unhappy sufferer actually

performs, day by day, an amount of work that

might well be envied by the strongest laborer

in our land." " We have seen," he goes on to

say, "that the work due to Animal Heat
would lift the body through a vertical height

of six miles per day ; and it thus appears that

an additional amount of work, equivalent to

the body lifted through nearly one mile per

day, is spent in maintaining the temperature

at fever heat."*****
"When a patent lies comatose, without

sense or appetite, an inexperienced, thought-

less person might be influenced unconsciously

to some carelessness in the administration of

aliment or water to so inanimate a machine.

But the body continues, as before, its de-

structive assimilation, and still burns off its

tissues and fluids. * * It is our duty, there-

fore, no matter how low may be the condi-

tion of the patient, to supply him with at least

liquid and fluid aliment."*****
" Thirst does not mean that the mouth and

throat, or stomach merely, want water poured
over or into them, but that the hand, the foot,

the brain, the body and all its members need

water. The thirst corresponds * * to the

excess of demand in the sj'stem over the sup-
ply afforded by the blood, and it is caused to

abate by the introduction of the rcqusite ma-
terial into the circulating fluid, even though
this is not accomplished in tbo usual manner
by the ingestion of food or drink into the
stomach."

" What is to be the guide as t.o the quantity
of water to be supplied to the sick? I an-

swer, unhesitatingly, that, so long as the
patient retains his natural senses or appetites,

there is no guide so sure, and so safe, as the
thirst. When this is lost, the trained knowl-
edge of the physician, or the common-sense
and experience of the nurse, must determine
the quantities that should bo given. What
is this thirst upon which I rely so implicitly?

It is the appetite implanted in the body by the

Creator, for the determination of the amount
of water needed. The infinite wisdom which
made the eye, the ear, the mind, the soul, es-

tablished also the appetites of thirst and hun-
ger, by which to regulate the amounts of food
and liquid necessary for the sustenance of the

animal. These senses arc quite as wonderful
and unerring as tbo instinct of the bee to

make its mathematical cell, or to suck honey
from the flowers ; of the ant to lay up store

of food for its young; and of the migratory
bird to seek its nutriment in new climates.

For myself, I dare not oppose this divine

sense in a thirsty patient, any more than I

would oppose the instinct of the infant to

take from its mother's breast the material it

needs for its growth."
" What is to be our guide as to the amounts

of fluid food and free water, when the patient

falls into insensibility, and we have no longer

the sense of thirst to assist us? We must, in

this event, trust to our scientific knowledge
of the needs of the body. * * *

" One simple and proper rule would bo to

continue the amount he was taking before he
fell into insensibility. The temperature of

the body will furnish another excellent cri-

terion. So long as the heat rises to 102°,

103°, or 104°, and when the skin is dry as

well as hot, the tongue and mouth pasty and
desiccated, it would be proper to aim at ad-

ministering in each twenty-four hours, two
or three pints of milk and one of beef-tea. If

he can be made to swallow four ounces of

milk or beef-tea every two hours, he would

get forty-eight ounces, or three pints of fluid,

in this time. If, besides this, four ounces of

water can be administered every two hours,

he would gain an additional forty-eightounces,

or ninety six in all. It may seem rough work
to be dosing an insensible man with food or

drink, every hour, through all the weary days

and nights. But, the life of a man in this

condition has be(!ome so much that of a vege-

table, that this practice does not disturb him
as much as one might suppose. This stupor

is not sleep, and 1 know, from experience,

that such a patient may often be made to

swallow thin liquids without any great dis-

turbance.

"There is another point in practice in re-

gard to the use of water for the sick, which
will surely occur to you, before you shall have

been long in your profession. When the

stomach is irritable, so that vomiting occurs

after the ingestion of liquids, and in cases of

diarrhoja or dysentery, are we to deny water

because its use is followed by vomiting, or

because the bowels are opened frequently? I

think not. So long as there is acute thirst I
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believe that water ought to bo given. It may
bo well to try ice from time to time, but severe

thirst is never, so far as I know, slaked by
the slow process of melting ice in the mouth.

The amount of water obtained in this way is

not BQfficient. I am in the habit, in such

cases, of giving water in moderate doses at

frequent intervals. Even though most of it

be rejected, some is absorbed, and, after a

time, the irritability of the stomach usually

diminishes. This is especially true of children

suffering from cholera infantum, diarrhoea,

and indigestion, who will reject, time and
again, for some hours or a day or two, milk,

beef or chicken tea, and yet, after a while,

begin to retain cool or iced water. The ad-

dition of a little brandy, a teuspoonful to a

pint or half pint of water, will, tor some rea-

son it is difficult to explain, enable the stomach
to retain this mixture, when free water is re-

jected. At all events it is wise to make fre-

quent and numerous trials with water, es-

pecially so long as the patient craves, and
takes eagerly, this simple aliment."

Dr. Meigs relates two seemingly desperate

cases in which life was saved; in the one in-

stance by dropping between the half closed

lips teaspoonfuls of weak brandy and water
into the mouth of the unconscious patient,

and in the other where liquids were for days
dropped into the mouth of the drowsy child

from a little glass tube with a small India

rubber bulb attached to the end.
The concluding page of the lecture has this

very true paragraph.
"When the body is desiccated by fever, or

by the loss of its fluids, through numerous
evacutions from the bowels or skin, or by
vomiting, there is no drug to take the place
of the only created thing, which can give
back to the tissues and blood, the water they
plead for by the appointed appetite, thirst."*****
The early sacred writers again and again

recognize the need and the value of water to

them that are athirst, and many of the most
striking illustrations in the Bible are founded
on the lecognition of this need.

The prophet Isaiah, speaking in the name
of the Most High, uses this language, beauti-
ful both in its literal and spiritual application.
(Chap. xli. 17.) " When the poor and needy
seek water and there is none and their tongue
faileth for thirst I, the Lord, will hear them.
I will open rivers in high places and fountains
in the midst of the valleys. I will make the
wilderness a pool of water, and the dry land
springs of water."
One additional remark seems necessary be-

fore concluding this subject. It is of great
importance that the water used as drink,
either in health or in disease, should be pure
water, free, so far as is possible, from contam-
ination of any kind. This applies to cities and
elsewhere, and persons living in the country
should see to it that the wells and springs
from which their drinking water is obtained
be frequently examined and cleaned, and that
the house, barn and other outbuildings be so
placed that the drainage from them should
neither directly nor indirectly find its way into
it. From a neglect of these precautions water,
so essential for health, has, in more than one
instance, become a pestilent and far-reaching
vehicle of disease. J. J. L.

Our rest is not to be found in the things of
lime, but in the riches of eternity.

—

E. Pitjield.

NATURE'S WORSHIP.
The ocean looketh up to heaven,

As 'twere a living thing

;

The homage of its waves is given
In ceaseless worshiping.

They kneel upon the sloping sand
As bends the human knee,

A beautiful and tireless band,
The priesthood of the sea.

The sky is as a temple's arch,

The blue and wavy air

Is glorious with tlie spirit march
Of messengers at prayer.

LEND A HELPING HAND.
Lift a little! Lift a little!

Neighbors, lend a helping hand
To that heavy-laden brother

—

Who for weakness scarce can stand.

What to thee, with thy strong muscle,

Seems a light and easy load,

Is to him a ponderous burden,
Cumbering his pilgrim road.

Lift a little! Lift a little !

Effort gives one added strength
;

That which staggers him at rising,

Thou canst hold at arm's full length.

Not his fault that he is feeble.

Not thy praise that thou art strong
;

It is God makes lives to differ

—

Some from wailing, some from song.

Lift a little ! Lift a little I

Many they that need thy aid
;

Many lying on the road-side,

'Neath misfortune's dreary shade.

Pass not like the Priest and Levite,

Heedless of thy fellow-man,
But with heart and arms extended.
Be a kind Samaritan.

Selected.

THE HAPPY HOUSE.
" As for me and my house we will serve the Lord."

O happy house ! where Thou art loved the best.

Dear Friend and Saviour of our race

;

Where never comes such welcomed honored guest.

Where none can ever fill thy place

;

Where every heart goes forth to welcome thee.

Where every ear attends thy word
;

Where every lip with blessings greeteth thee.

Where all are waiting on their Lord.

O happy house! where man and wife in heart,

In faith and hope are one.

That neither life nor death can ever part

The holy union here begun
;

Where both are sharing one salvation.

And live before thee, Lord, always.
In gladness or in tribulation.

In happy or in evil days.

O happy house ! whose little ones are given
Early to thee, in faith and prayer

—

To thee their Friend, who from the heights of heaven
Guard'st them with more than mother's care.

O happy house ! whose little voices
Their glad hosannas love to raise

;

And childhood's lisping tongue rejoices

To bring new songs of love and praise.

O ! happy house and happy servitude!
Where all alike one Master own

;

Where daily duty in thy strength pursued.
Is never hard or toilsome known

;

Where each one serves thee, meek andiowly.
Whatever thine appointment be,

Till common tasks seem great and holy.

When they are done as unto thee.

O ! happy house where thou art not forgot,

When joy is flowing full and free
;

O ! happy house ! where every wound is brought
Physician, Comforter, to thee;

Until at last, earth's day's-work ended.
All meet thee in that home above,

From whence thou camest, where thou hast ascended,
Thy heaven of glory and of love

!

~-Poems of Home Life.

I
For "The Friun

Calmness iu Danger.

When Job Scott was on his waj to Engli
on a religious visit in 1792, he encountere
violent storm, which lasted for two nig

and a day, and which he says was " ir

terrible," reminding him of Addison's li

" When wave on wave, and gulf on gulf, o

came the pilot's art." He says in a lettei

his family, " It seemed at limes as if the br

waves would soon swallow us up
;
yet I ne

really lost my confidence, for all this was
more than for months I had firmly expee
to meet with. You know it was sealed on
soul, that the loud roar of wind, and the dn
rolling of the waves, would awfully attend
passage. And now indeed it proved my h
on Heaven. I said in my heart. It is the Lc
let Him fulfil his purposes. Let Him do

j

what He will with me in time and in etern;

Nought else beside his holy will can ever

good for mo ; and why should I wish even
most disagreeable partsofitaverted,mitiga
or shortened. I thought I had had his h
promise who cannot lie, that I should 1

through these dreadful tossings on the bos

of the ocean, and once more set ray foot

firm ground, yea, bless his holy name in w
ders yet to come on shore. I cannot saj

had no reasonings; but I well remombe
the clearness of prospect wherein I had a

this dispensation on the ocean. I also livin

remembered the holy warmth, energy t

assurance that attended the promise of saf

through all; and though it was now the

vine will that the evidence of divine thii

should be low in m}' mind, yet I could

cast away my confidence." "My all I i

rendered up to his disposal, not once wish
myself on shore, nor in another vessel."

This devoted servant, in this verified

measure the truth of the Psalmist's decls

tion—" God is our refuge and strength, a v

present help in trouble: therefore will we
fear, though the earth be removed, and thoc

the mountains be carried into the midst of

sea; though the waters thereof roar and
troubled."

Little Foxes.—Except to those who kn
their habits, the Eastern fo.x, especially

young or "little fox," never would be 6

pected to be such a depredator. I remem
that when I was shown one, it was with
greatest difficulty I could persuade myf
that the little, very little creature—not lar;

than a jerboa, or our common kitten—play:

with deft footfall and kindly intelligent (

about its cage, really was the destruct

spoiler represented. It so happened, h(

ever, that the keeper of the gardens when
was, on coming round to arrange its or

made a discovery that satisfied me of I

character, or no character, of the very •' litt

deceiver before me. Lifting up the floor-stri

he discovered a deep-burrowed hole that wi

right beneath the separating wall of the

joining den, a tiger's; and with a start,'

aminiog it, the keeper found that anotl

hour of secret workingwould baveoverthro
the wall, and let loose the fierce beast of pr

The whole had been done within a lew hou

Those " little" greyish-white feet, licked pi

and clean of all betraying soil, and tl

"little" sharp nose, so innocent and " pitif

looking, had done their stealth}- work, 8

appalling might have been the issue. I

member well how, as the littered, concc
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straw was i-aised, tho consciously guilty

le" hypocrite sluuk back with drooped

h into the corner.

—

Grosart.

For "The Friend."

B Meeting at Firbank Chapel and its Results.

(Continued from page 242.)

larles Marshall thus continues his account

le labors of John Camm and John Aud-
at Bristol :

Some meetings wo had before the more
ral gathering in and about that city,

h began on this wise: On a First-day

e morning I went with thesetwo servants

Dd, about a mile and a half from the city,

little spring of water, where I often had

i many solitary hours in my tender years,

ng the Lord; where we sat some time,

drank of the spring. After some hours

18 morning were spent, I saw in them a

i travail in spirit ; trembling, J. A. said,

3 be going into the city ; so we came to

Ireet called Broadmead, to a house where
several people met together, enquiring

these two men of God. John Audland
under a great exercise of spirit, and said,

ire any one that has any interest in any
? An ancient man said, I have in a field

,y near ; notice being given to the people

e bouse, they came forth ; and as we went

I,
people in the streets went also to the

called Earls-mead ; so that we came a

,y number, where some seats or stools

1 brought. Dear John Carara began to

k tenderly, and in great zeal, directing

e heavenly Grace of God, and testifying

3St sin and iniquity fervently ; to which
i were attentive in this season ; I per-

(d a great exercise of Spirit on my dear

d, and father in Christ Jesus, J. Audland,
very much trembled. After dear John
pi stood down, he stood up, full of dread

ishining brightness on his countenance,

( up his voice as a trumpet, and said, I

jaim spiritual war with the inhabitants

|ie earth, who are in the fall and separa-

from God, and prophesy to the four winds
:aven

;
and these words dropped amongst

ced ; and so went on in tho mighiy power
lod Almighty, opening the way of life.

lah ! the seizings of souls, and prickings

feart, which attended that season ; some
»n tho ground, others crying out under
lense of opening their states, which indeed

\
experimental knowledge of what is re-

id, Acts ii. 37. Indeed it was a notable

worthy to be left on record, that our

ren may read, and tell to their children,

theirs to another generation, that tho

by noble acts of the arm of God's salva-

may be remembered, which have bo&n

(vay of the Lord, leading his servants

gh generations, &c.

{.t this meeting many were effectually

inced, and from darkness to light turned,

which our meetings grew larger and
. They visited the meetings of the

d Independents, and Baptists, testifying

igsi them in great power the things given

of God, directing the poor and needy
t, that saw their want of the Lord Jesus

8t, no longer to seek the living amongst
lead, but look from the mountains and
dead ways and worships, unto Christ

3 the foundation of life and salvation ; and
IS added unto the gathering daily, and

b dread was round about, and in our meet
under the seasonings of the Holy Ghost.

Oh I the tears, sighs, and groans, tremblings,

and mournings, in the sight of the middle wall

of partition, that we saw then in our awakened
states, that stood between us and the Lord, and
n the sight and sense of our spiritual wants
ind necessities : Oh I the hungerings and
thirstingsofsoulthatattended daily, and great

travails of spirit, to obtain through the work-

_ of the mighty power of God's dominion,

and spiritual victory over the enemy of our

souls, who had led us in the paths of death

and darkness; and indeed as tho visits of

God's holy and ever blessed day was signal

and unexpressible, as aforesaid ; so I testify in

the fear and dread, and awe of God Almighty,
we received the gospel with a ready mind,

and with broken hearts, and affocted spirits,

and gave up to follow the Lord fully, casting

off the weights and burdens, and the sin that

easily besets, and from the evil ways and
vanities of this world departed. Oh I the

strippings of all needless apparel, and the for-

aking of superfluities in meats, drinks, and

n the plain selfdenying path we walked;

having the fear and dread of God on our souls,

that we were afraid of offending in word or

deed ; our words were few and savory, our

apparel and houses plain, being stripped of

perfluities ; our countenances grave, and de-

portments weighty : amongst those we had to

do with. Indeed we were a plain, broken-

hearted, contrite-spirited, self-denying people;

our souls being in an unexpressible travail, to

do all things well-pleasing in the sight of God
;

for our great concern night and day was to

obtain through Jesus Christ the great work
of salvation, and thereby an assurance of the

everlasting rest, and Sabbath, of our God; and

in those days, oh ! the unexpressible labor,

travails, and spending of the strength of those

servants of the most high God, in great assem
blies in that city, and countries round about

our meetings were so large that we were
forced to meet without doors, and that in frost

and snow : in which meetings, oh ! the extend

ng of voice of these servants of God, to reach

over these great multitudes, when several

thousands have been assembled together, and
as the work of the Lord increased, so the

enemy was at work in priests, and people, in

those days, who stirred up the youth of the

city, into a tumulting, like the men of Ephesus;

and onco we had a very great tumult that the

streets were crowded, and these two servants

of tho Lord were seized upon by the multi-

tude, and were in great hazard.
" But the Lord signally delivered thom, as

in days past he had done his servants on such

occasions, and all came to bo quieted, and our

meetings peaceable, and many grew in grace,

and in tho knowledge of God, and Christ Jesus,

which is eternal life ;
much more of particu-

lars I might write, but affecting brevity, for

several reasons ; I say, in short, such was the

effectual working of the Almighty power of

God, and makings bare of his arm of salvation,

that attended those servantsof the Most High,

and the great work of our gospel meeting

with the various trials and exercises that at-

tended thom, and us that were the fruits of

their labors in the Lord, that my tongue can-

not express what I was an eye and ear wit-

ness of, and a soul sharer in. Therefore to

tho God of this bright morning of our day of

visitation, ariseth, springs up, as in covenant

with himself through Christ Jesus, holy heav-

enly high praises; might, majesty and do-

I minion is ascribed to the Lord God, and the

Lamb. So let it bo, saith ray spirit, in fear and
trembling, through ages and generations, for

ever and evermore.—Amen."
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Those extracts of a letter received from a
dear Friend, a few weeks prior to tho decease
of the writer, are offered for insertion in " The
Friend," if it is thought that they may be
useful. Tho writer was a member of "the
larger body" in New England.

, lOth rao. Gth, 1879.

(After noting the attendance at their Month-
ly and Quarterly Meetings, of several minis-

ters from other parts of the Yearly Meetings,
ho goes on to say :)

"Thou canst easily imagine without my
attempting to describe them, what kind of
X Monthly and Quarterly Meeting wo had.

That flood of words, of which some in those

days seem to possess an unceasing flow, was
poured out without stint upon the gathered
people. Words poured out,— to tho utter

wearying of all who love true worship and a
living ministry'—seems to be all that many
speakers seek after, and too many hearers de-

sire at this time.

"I have been deeply interested of late in

looking carefully into the lives of Samuel
Fothergill, John GriflSth, Samuel Bownas and
others of that middle period of our Society,

and gathering somewhat of the rich stores

laid up, in regard to the ministry and disci-

pline of our Society. Very clearly did these

set forth their views and experience in these

things; and what a contrast they are to those

propagated by many now! Deserting first

one point of our standard doctrines after an-

other, we now have bold appeals to place our
ministry substantially upon the ground of

other sects, by training it in a college and
then pa3'ing it afterwards. * * *

"One thing I have long believed with in-

creasing depth of conviction, that as our pre-

sent troubles largely came upon our Society

through a vitiated and sometimes altogether

spurious ministry, so if we ever surmount
them, it must be in good degree through one
that has been truly called and deeply baptized

of the great Head himself.

"At , in looking at a late number of
' The Friend,' I noticed a most excellent edi-

torial in regard to 'traditional Friends.' I

have been much led at times to reflect on the

responsibilities of 'conservative Friends' at

the present time. In tho midst of a conflict

like that now raging in our Society, where a
flood of innovations threatens to sweep, if it

wore possible, true Quakerism from the earth,

how needful that all those who jirofess to stand

for ancient grounds, should not only have a
correct theory, but be able to enforce their

words, by a life that is unmistakably under
the power of the Holy Spirit. * =f= *

Deeply do I fear we have those among us

professing loudly to be Quakers of the ancient

sort, while they are practical unbelievers in

the great doctrine of the Gospel, that ' all men
everywhere should repent,' and that ' except

a man be born again, he cannot see the king-

dom of God.'

"Vain is our labor for a more correct doe-

trine and practice, with the holders of radical

sentiments, many of whom we cannot deny
have a degree of true life about them, how-
ever much it may be mixed with the baser

'iron and miry clay,' and worse than vain as
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regards ourselves will be this profession of a

better knowledge, unless we truly ;)0SS«S5 the

living substance, and yield ourselves to its

power. * * To say nothing of my own
peculiar spiritual infirmities, situated as I am
where those who have of latter years borne

the burden of Society's responsibilities, are

rapidly passing away, while nearly all of those

of 3'ounger years to whom wo naturally must
look forasuccession ofthestandard bearers, are

much like those of old, who wanted to be ex-

cused from attending to the Master's invita-

tion, because one had bought a yoke of oxen,

another a piece of ground, &c. Vainly do

these seem to imagine, that by shirking pre-

sent duty, they thereby excuse themselves

from responsibilities. But I believe many
will some day find this is far from being the

fact. So, like, it may be, many others scattered

ones up and down, I dwell much in ray own
tent, seeing much I fear is amiss, even among
those 1 can mainly unite with, and deeply

longing to see, especially among the younger
members, more of a willingness to enter into

the vineyard, and to labor there ; not in human
strength or wisdom, but under the enlighten-

ing baptizing power of the Holy Spirit him-

self." * * *

"7 am Strong in Him."—Dr. McLeod re-

lates that he was requested to go and visit a

dying child. Some remarkable things were
told him of this boy, eleven years of age, who,
during three years of sickness, had manifested

the most patient submission to the will of

God, with a singular enlightenment of the

Spirit. He saj'S I went to visit him. Th
child had suffered excruciating pain ; for years

he had not known one day of rest. I gazed
with wonder at the boy. After drawing near

to him, and speaking some words ofsympathy,
he looked at me with his blue eyes—-he could

not move—it was the night before he died-

and breathed into my ear these few word
"I am strong in Him." The words were kw,
and uttered feebly. They were the words of

a feeble child, in a poor home, where the onlj'

o rnament was that of a meek, and quiet, and
affectionate mother ; and these words seemed
to lift the burden from the very heart; they
seemed to make the world more beautiful than

ever it was before ; they brought home to my
heart a great and blessed truth. May you
and I and every one else be " strong in Him.''

When you pin a child down to give his con

ccption of a Scripture term or phra8e,^just as

it lies in his mind, you know that you not

un frequently make some odd discoveries. Only
to-day I heard a teacher telling of a bright

little girl of ten or eleven years who was read

ing the story of Peter's vision of the great

sheet ; and on being asked what a trance was.

replied that it was something that Peter fell

into,—evidently having in her mind the image
of a pit or ditch, or a great vat, into which
the apostle was bodily precipitated. Look
out for those images in the child's mind ; those

are the things which stand for facts. Take
care that they stand for the right facts.

—

S.

S. Times.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Moon Blindne^.—The close oppressive air

between the decks often encourages the sailor

to carrj' his mattress into the open air and
sleep under the canopy of the sky—a pro-

ceeding not altogether without danger if no

awning be spread, inasmuch as heavy dews
often fall, and rheumatic affections are liable

to ensue. If the moon be shining with its

accustomed brilliancy in a cloudless sky, an

other danger is encountered, concerning which,

however, there is a certain difference ofopinion.

The ill effects of the direct rays of the moon
upon sleepingpersonsare very generally recog-

nized among nautical men, although of course

y considerable allowance must be made
for prejudice as well as for superstition, and no

story should bo received without careful ex-

amination, and the most searching investiga-

tion, in order to exclude all sources of error.

There can be no doubt whatever that thou-

sands of persons do sleep in the moonlight
withoutexperiencingany ill effects, but though
that fact may be admitted, it does not follow

that everyone is therefore exempt.
The most remarkable instance which I have

been able to meet with occurred in a ship with

vrhoae personnel 1 was well acquainted; and
my inquiries, made directly of those who were
personally cognizant of the occurrence, elicited

the following particulars, which are not with-

out interest; and unless I was intentionally

deceived, which I have not the slightest rea-

son to suspect, they go far to prove.the reality

of moon blindness.

In this case the lad was 18 years of age, of

fair complexion, full face, and large, light,

greyish blue eyes, which attracted attention

from their remarkable appearance. His hai

and eyelashes were darker however than th

color of his eyes would lead one to expect. In

February, 1864, on a certain night, about the

time of full-moon, this lad was sleeping on the

forecastle, with his face turned upward, fully

exposed to the direct ra3'S of the moon. The
circumstance was remarked by his messmates,

who remonstrated with him, and assured him
he would feel bad effects from it; but in spite

ofthese remonstrances he persisted in keeping

his place. Nothing occurred that night, but

on the following night he was one of a deep-

sea sounding party, and was beating the line,

when the moon rose, and as it did so be sud

denly exclaimed that ho could not see, and

would have fallen overboard if he had not

been stopped as he was deliberately walking

into the sea. For ten nights after this oc-

currence, as soon as the moon rose above the

horizon, he complained that a cloud seemed
to develop itself before his eyes, and he forth

with became temporarily blind, so that it bo-

came necessary to lead him about the deck
;

but this only happened during moonlight. On
two occasions he narrowly escaped serious

accidents from falling down a hatchway, and

it became necessary to place him upon the sick

list. The surgeon, a gentleman of superior

attainments, with whom I am acquainted, ex-

amined his eyes minutely, but could detect

nothing abnormal in them. When the man
was between decks and out of the moonlight,

he had no difficulty in distinguishing objects;

nor was his vision affected during daylight,

nor after dark before the moon rose. Ulti-

mately, when the next moon came round he

had recovered from this singular affection,

which did not return again.

—

Collingwood's

Naturalist in Chinese Seas.

African Alligators.—The number of alliga-

tors in the Seeambye is prodigious, and in this

river they are more savage than in some
others. Many children are carried oft' annu-

ally at Seshoke and other towns; for, not-

withslandifig the danger, when they go down

for water they almost always must play aw
This reptile is said by the natives to st

the victim with his tail, then drag bin:

drown him. When lying in the water, wa
ng for prey, the body never appears. M
calves are lost also, and it is seldom th

number of cows can swim over at Sesl

thout some loss. I never could avoid i

dering on seeing my men swimming a

the branches of the river, after one of t

had been caught by the thigh and taken'

low. He, however, retained, as nearly a

them in the most trying circumstances

his full presence of mind, and, having a so

square, ragged edged javeliue with him, w
dragged to the bottom gave the alligat

stab behind the shoulder. The alliga

writhing in pain, left him, and he came
with the deep marks of the reptile's teetl

his thigh.

—

I). Livingstone.

Carib Baskets.—The Indians in the

islands of West Indies still retain the ar

making water-tight baskets which they b

preserved from the teaching of their ancest

Their baskets have such a reputation throe

out all the islands that they command
l)rices, and were it not for their innate 1

ness, and the scarcity of the peculiar shr

which the baskets are composed, these pet-

might attain to a degree of affluence. Tl
" panniers" or baskets are made of all

some as large as a common trunk. They
made sometimes of a reed called roseau,

the best are made from a plant called :

mahoe, which is now so scarce that the has

makers have to take long journeys into
i

forests to obtain it.
I

By burying it in the ground, and usingj

some the juices of certain plants, they giv

the plaits a variety of colors. There are

thicknesses, and between them layers of

wild plantain, which make them perfei

water tight. I have one which was in

ncarlj- a year, being constantly carried on

heads of my attendants ;
and even yet it v

I think, hold water. All the country pet

desire to possess a pannier or Carib basi

which serves them as a light and ports

trunk.

—

F. A. Ober.

Sleeplessness. — Physiological esperimt

have shown that in sleep the blood mc
more slowly through the vessels of the br

and the vessels themselves are smaller, tl

when the animal is awake.
From this fact it has been concluded t

sleeplessness may be due to either of two (

dilions, both of which will cause an increa

amount of blood in the brain ; an increa

force of circulation, or a dilated state of

blood vessels. It is supposed that wine, cof

tea, and certain forms of heart-trouble ca

wakefulness in the first of these ways ; !

that exhaustion, mental care, and worry i

nervousness act in the latter by affecting

little nerves which ramify in the coats of

blood-vessels and whose function it is to g

them tone and regulate their caliber.

It is often asked why coffee, kc, will soi

times cause sleep and at others wakefulo

in the same person, and the answer pr

ably is that in certain states they act by

creasing the force of the heart's action i

thus produce the latter effect, while in oti

and exhausted nervous conditions they g

strength to these little nerves, cause a geD<

toning up of the blood vessels, less bloot

the brain, and sleep.

Besides these causes of wakefulness th
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jsical pain and anj' thing which acts d

y on tho sensefi, as loud noises, a bright

,, or foul or irritating air.

le custom which many nervous sufferers

into of dosing themselves with chloral,

lide of polash, and the like, is to bo depre
i. For not only do all of these things
r the danger of forming a bad habit in

iselves, but as a rule their administration
d not bo considered good practice by a
physician. If a woman is so nervous an

constantly sleepless, she needs treatment
he nervousness rather than for the oth^

,
change, food, exercise, are the key-notes
cure, and not the combating of a single

)tom by medicines which areprettj'- sure
irry evil consequencea in their train.

—

ange.

•phus.—The poisons of typhus, small pox
'ellow fever are best antagonized by pure
irater and soap.

longer I live, tho meaner I think of

iin activity, and the more certain I am,
to be and will be baffled and confounded
its might}' movements in religious things,

t as under Divine influence.

—

J. Scott.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH

,e British Friend of 3rd month has been
sred, containing some interesting articles,

lanifesling (as several previous numbers
done) a more decidedly open advocacy

s original doctrines of our Societj', or per-

we should say a clearer insight into the
nt causes of weakness in its borders, than
[»een the ca'^e at some former periods,

an Editorial on the condition of the
ngs in America, " more particularly in

srestern parts," it says :

—

t is no little satisfaction that there is

reason— would there were more—for

ving that a reaction has set in, that the

!S of^ unrest and disunity have at length
discovered to proceed nob from a rocur-

! to first principles, as was imagined b}'

r, but bj' wide divergence from them, and
consequently, in order to a restoration of
ony, every innovation must be turned
and denied. Our reason for the belief

s spoken of is the publication in Kansas
lew Journal, entitled The Western Friend,

;ed to the interests of the conservative
> in tho Society of Friends. We quote
No. 2 the following:

r a lapse of more than two centuries, many of

stingiiishing doctrines of the Society of Friends
w either openly or covertly assailed by those who
d for our name ; and to-day, we as Friends find

ves figliting the same battle for those precious
pies with those in our fold, which the early

Is fought to martyrdom with those who sought
lelty to crush the system of doctrine and practice,

God by the light of his Holy Spirit had called

to proclaim and defend.

Western Friend enters the field of Journalism in

ciety of Friends as the avowed and fearless ad-

; of the Ancient Type of Orthodox Quakerism,
(maintaining the doctrinal standard of Fox, Penn,
arclay, Tlie Western Friend will press the necessity

it inward experience and acquaintance with the
of the Holy Spirit, which alone qualifies us to

is for our faith ; which alone gives that access to

n spiritual worship, wherein is seen the harm
)lly, the danger and inconsistency of ' Mourners'

' Sanctification Altars,' ' Outward Consecra-

tions,' and all human dictation of outward acts, as
' means of grace' in worship.

Besides tho hope of reaction to bo drawn
from this extract, we have received within the
lai^t few days a very encouraging letter from
:in esteemed minister in one of the Western
States. He thus writes :

—

A time of searching and sifting is upon us in this

country. The excesses reported in many places have
come about gradually. Our Society has been trained
to the utmost tolerance during these years of ' Revival
Work.' There has been a very prevalent desire to en-
courage all that was good. And while the movement
has claimed for itself great results for good, it has
gathered a momentum which few would venture to en-
counter; and those most instrumental in swelling the
current have seemed most impatient of restraint. Had
there been a disposition in what is called ' Revival
Work' to heed the counsels of the most experienced,
and to welcome the checks designed to prevent those
outgoings which cause scattering, there would have been a
far diflerent state of things among us now.
• Bat a time of reaction has come. It is evident, not

to the vision of the seer alone, but to the common judg-
ment of our people, that toleration must have a limit

;

that individual liberty must not be suffered to the ex-
tent of bringing the whole body into bondage ; and that

the depressed authority of the Church must again be
restored, if our ground as a Society is not wholly to be
ab.andoned. We have been wonderfully swept by revo-

lutionary tendencies, but not altogether moved from our
foundation. There is still a Society of Friends within
our pale ; and how many without are struggling up into

the light and liberty which it has been our mission to

proclaim ! The witness to the perfect truth, the trumpet
giving a certain sound, is responded to with rejoicing by
many hearts among those who abide in a living concern
to stand in their allotted places, and to do their ap-

pointed work according to the will of God.

May the reaction in due time reach our
shores."

We believe, as above expressed, that there
is "some reason," and we cordially unite in

the wish—" would there were more"—for be-

lieving that the eyes of some among us are

being opened to see that they had not pro-

perly understood the nature of that concern
for the truth which has long rested weightily
on the minds of many in different parts of
our Society. The conviction wo think is

spreading throughout our borders, that the
stigma of narrow-mindedness, prejudice, and
want of charity, has been unjustly attached
to those who felt bound to oppose the early

developments of that spirit of change, whose
riper fruits are now startling many others.

We have seen evidences of this, especially

among the members of those smaller bodies
which have within a few years become sepa-

rated from the Yearly Meetings of Canada,
Western, Iowa and Kansas. As these have
been brought into suffering through their at-

tachment to the ancient doctrines and prac-

tices of the Soeiet}' of Friends, (whether tho

steps they have taken have in all cases been
wise or not), they have found their former
prejudices melting away, and have discovered
(jjrobably in many cases to their surprise)

that they were really in unity with Friends
in other sections of the Society, whom atone
time they regarded with coolness, and whose
real position they had misunderstood. This
change in feeling is by no means confined to

the members of the bodies just referred to.

We believe there are many honest-hearted
Friends in Yearly Meetings where no such
divisions have taken place, and among the

members remaining connected with the larger

bodies of those Yearlj' Meetings which have
been thus divided, who are alarmed at the de-

partures which have taken place in their

borders, who are asking for the old paths, and

who desire to, see a standard lifted up against
tho progress of error. Such Friends will

naturally be drawn towards those who are of
like mind with themselves; and therefore wo
expect to see on the part of such, an increas-
ing appreciation of that testimony for tho
truth of primitive (Quakerism, and for its

adaptation to the wants of mankind, which
has been upheld by the Yearly Meetings of
Philadelphia and Ohio with a good degree of
faithfulness.

The true ground of unity among our mem-
bers is being baptized by the one Spirit, and
being led by it into the same belief and the
same practices. Wo long for the coming of
the day when all such will recognize each
other as members of the same body, and when
the obstructions which now arise from differ-

ences in organization will be done away

—

when it may again be truly said, that from
whatever part of the world Friends come,
they all speak the same language.

Our readers may remember seeing in our
columns extracts from a Memoir of John
Finch Marsh, an aged English Friend. We
believe these were encouraging and satisfac-

tory to many who perused them, from the
evidence they afforded, of a close walking
with the Lord's Holy Spirit; and that this
had produced the blessed fruits of faith, gentle-
ness, meekness and purity, which flow from
such holy fellowship.

We have received from his daughter, Pris-
cilla Pitt, a manuscript memoir of her mother,
Hannah Marsh, who survived her beloved
partner about four years, and was removed to
a better world in the year 1877, at the age of
87. The memoir was accompanied with a few
letters, and with tho book in which the de-
ceased made the last entries in her diary. In
reading over these papers, we have been im-
pressed with the many instructive and practi-

cal remarks they contain, and with the holy,
self denying, watchful frame of mind, which
this dear friend so steadily maintained. We
believe that she was one of those of whom our
Saviour said, " Blessed are those servants,

whom the Lord, when He cometh, shall find

watching." We propose inserting portions
of these documents, for the benefit of our
readers.

We have received from the Depository of
the Pennsylvania Bible Society, N. W. corner
of Seventh and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, a
pamphlet of 48 pages, containing specimen
verses of the Scriptures in 215 languages and
dialects, in which they have been printed and
circulated.

Judge Butler, of the U. S. Circuit Court,
having directed a notice of the distribution of
funds, under the will of Sarah Zane, to be in-

serted in " The Friend," we depart from our
usual rule of refusing all advertisements. We
do this the more readily, that the design of
the Judge may be answered in bringing this

to the notice of such Friends as may have an
interest in the case.

The Book Committee of the Meeting for

Sufferings of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,
have just printed an edition of the Memoirs of
Daniel Wheeler, from new stereotype plates.

In this, the text of the original English edi-

tion has been followed without alteration.

An index has been added. It forms an octavo
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volume of 600 pages, and is sold at the low

price of Sl.OO bound in cloth, and $1.50 in

half morocco binding.

The Report of the Bible Association of

Friends in America shows a distribution from

the Depository, for the year ending 9th mo.

30th, 1879, of 3573 volumes, consisting of 1376

Bibles, 1688 Testaments and Psalms, and 509

Testaments. Of these all but 480 were do-

nated. We obserpe, in looking at the list of

prices, a considerable reduciion from former

rates—the large Keferenee Bibles, in sheep,

being now sold at S1.75, and the smaller Tes-

taments in cloth at 15 cents.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Report of the State Treasurer

on the finances of Pennsylvania, for the year ending

11th mo. 30th, 1879, shows the receipts from ordinary

sources amounted to $5,392,361, and the e.xpenditures

for purposes other than the redemption of loans, to

$4,844,111. Nearly four million dollars was collected

in the form of taxes. Licenses, chiefly those issued to

retail store and tavern-keepers, yielded eight hundred

thousand dollars. The chief item of expense is interest

on the State debt, which amounted to $1,200,664;

$735,500 for educational purposes; for charitable in-

stitutions $526,000. The Legislature cost $523,000,

exclusive of the public printing $238,140; and the gen-

eral expenses of government, including the pay of in-

spectors, &c., amounted to over $300,000.

Tlie Board of Trustees of the State Hospital for the

Insane, decided to admit 500 patients during the first

year.

One hundred and ninety-seven graduates received the

degree of Doctor of Medicine at the annual commence-
ment of the Jeflerson Medical College in this city.

Our exports of petroleum and petroleum products

during the 1st month of this year, were $3,528,070,

against $1,897,802 for the same month last year. For
seven month ending 31st of Ist mo. last, ^26,014,150.

There arrived in New York during the 1st month,

8328 immigrants, against 2818 for corresponding time

last year. The total immigration for twelve months
was 147,963—an excess of 65,509 over previous year.

The Senate of Wisconsin, by a vote of 19 to 11, con-

curred with a joint resolution from the House, looking

to female suffrage.

The lower Mississippi is very high, and apprehension

is felt for the levees in some places. Some crevasses

have been reported, requiring immediate attention to

close the openings and strengthen the banks.

There is annuallv manufactured on the Mississippi

and its tributaries," about 1,.500,000,000 feet of while

pine lumber, with its proportionate accompaniment of

shingles, laths and pickets. This is mostly consumed

west of the river. St. Louis receives more lumber an

nually than any point on the river.

The temperature at Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory,

during the last three days of last week, ranged from

zero to 18 degrees below.

The severe weather in the Pacific coast region of

British Columbia, continued at last accounts, and it was

feared the remainder of the live stock would perish be-

fore spring. The loss is estimated at $1,000,000, and

many stock-raisers have been reduced to poverty. The
snow is from three to five feet deep on a level.

On the 9th inst., a steamer left Detroit in the morn
ing and arrived at Cleveland in the afternoon. This is

said to be the earliest trip recorded between these places

by more than a week.

The Grand Central Hotel and Webster House and

some smaller buildings in Oakland, Cal., were burned

on the 9th. Loss $275,000.

The expense of removing the Alexandrian obelisk

from Egypt to New York, will be $75,000—which, it

is said, is to be borne by W. H. Vanderbilt.

The total tonnage of all kinds of coal for the fi

week in this month was 399,467 tons; and for the year

4,043,697 tons; an increase of 143,013 tons over the

same period la.st year.

The mortality in this city the pa-st week numbered
327. Of this number 194 were adults, and 133 children

—55 being under one year of age. There were

deaths from consumption, and 34 from inttammation of

the lungs.

Mi.trkets, &C.—V. S. sixes, 1881, 105|; 5's, 103,

4Vs, 107|;4's, 1907, lOGJ.

Cotton.—No material change. Sales of middlings

are reported at 13J a 13* cts. per lb.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7J cts. in barrels, and refined at

1^ cts. for export, and 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Flour continues dull. Sales of 1-500 barrels, includ-

ig Minnesota extra, at $6 a $6.76 ; Penna. extra family,

6.25 a $6.75 ; western, $6.75 a $7.12J ;
patent, $7.25 a

$8.25. Rye flour $5 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is in better demand. Penna. red,

Sl.45i ; southern amber, $1.46{- a $1.47. Rye, 92 a 93

cts. Corn, mixed, bih a 55 cts.
;
yellow, 55} cts., and

hite at 59 cts. Oats, 'mixed, 45i a 46 cts., and white,

47ia49ct3.
Seeds.—Clover-seed, 7 a 8 cts. per pound ; timothy,

$3.20 a $3.35 ; flaxseed, $1.80 a $1.90 per bushel.
_

Beef cattle were in good demand—2443 head arrived

and sold at 3J a 6J^ cts. per pound, as to quality.

Sheep were active, and sold at 5.| a 7} cts. per lb.

Lambs 6 a 7| cts. per lb.

Hogs were in demand at 6J a 7 cts. per pound, as to

condition.

Cows were dull.—Sales at $15 to $40 per head.

Foreign.—The dissolution of Parliament is to occur

on the 23rd inst., and it is expected that writs for the

new election will be issued on the 24th. The present

Parliament will have existed six years and eighteen

days. Since the first Parliament of George III., onlj-

two have la,sted a longer time. Lord Beaconsfield, in

his manifesto, reviews the important operations of the

Government during his administration, and claims for

it general success and prosperity. "The immediate

dissolution of Parliament, he says, will afibrd an oppor-

tunity to the nation to decide upou a course which will

materially influence its future fortunes, and shape its

destiny. Rarely in this country, has there been an oc-

casion more critical. The power of England will largely

depend upon the verdict of the country. Her Majesty's

present Ministers have hitherto been enabled to secure

that peace so necessary to the welfare of all civilized

countries, and so peculiarly the interest of our own
;

but this ineffable blessing cannot be obtained by the

passive principles of non-interference. Peace rests on

the presence, not to say the ascendancy, of England in

the councils of Europe."
The Chancellor of the British Exchequer states the

revenue of the year to be £2,195,000 less than was ex-

pected, making "a total deficiency of £3,356,000. More
than £5,000,000 were squandered upon the war in

Zululand.
An appeal has been issued in London, for assistance

for the famine-stricken people of Armenia and Kur-
distan, from whom the most appalling accounts con-

tinue to be received. The famine is said to extend over

an area of 1000 square miles.

The Guion Line Steamer, Montana, from New York
to Liverpool, ran on the rocks in Church Bay, about 3

o'clock on the morning of the 13th. Her forward com-
partments are full of water, and there is no prospect of

saving the vessel. The passengers were all safely landed.

Dixon's Colliery at High Blantyre, near Glasgow, is

on fire from a gas explosion. One person was killed by

the explosion, and a thousand are thrown out of em-
ployment by the disaster.

In the French Senate, the Ferry education bill, has

been adopted, rejecting clause 7, which referred to the

Jesuits.

Information has been received of a rupture between

France and Madagascar, in consequence of a misunder-

standing between the French consul and the Govern-

ment of the Island. The consul has hauled down his

flag and appealed to his Government for support.

The French Cabinet, is strongly censured by the St.

Petersburg Journal, for refusing to surrender Hartman,
whose complicity with the Moscow explosion was proven

beyond doubt. It says, " The Cabinet's decision amounts

to encouragement to assassins, and is, therefore, greatly

to be regretted."

The Oolos publishes an article urging reforms as the

most deadly weapon against sedition and anarchy.

A great tire occurred on the 8th inet., at the weaving
works in Moscow. The centre building was destroyed,

twenty-four persons were burned to death, and twenty

nine injured. Three-fourths of Nevesinge, Herzego

vina, were de-stroyed on the 9th, including the residence

of the commandant and the post and telegraph offices.

Many persons are rendered homeless, but no lives were

lost.

Reports from various parts of the Ottoman Empire,

give the idea of a condition of almost hopele-ss confusion

and dilapidation. The, consuls at Salonica have in-

formed the ambassadors at Constantinople that, except

in the immediate vicinity of the towns, the whole region

is dominated by brigands. They levy blackmail upon
Mussulmans and Christians indiscriminately. Up to

the 12th inst., no further news regarding Col. Syugc

and his wife had reached Constantinople.

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS
The Annual Meeting will be held in the Comi
3om of Arch St. Meeting-house, on Fourth-day

ing, the 31st inst., at 8 o'clock.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Edwakd Mar)
3d mo. 1880. . C

In the Circuit Court of the United States, in t

the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, inthethirdc

In Equity. Of April Sessions, 1827. No. 1.

MAGILL ET AL. V. BROWNE et al.

The Master appointed by the Court to report

bution of the fund formerly in Court, with its ii

and now in the Treasury of the United States,

the legatees, yet unpaid, under the will of Sarah

deceased, in conformity with the decree made
case, in January, 1841, adding net accrued interes

meet tlie parties interested on Wednesday, the 21

of April, 1880, at 11 o'clock A. M., at the office

K. Price, Esq., No. 709 Walnut St., Philadelphia

and where all persons having any claim upon
will be heard. Jas. C. Sellers, Ma;

W^ESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL
Friends who may feel drawn to apply for thi

tions of Superintendent and Matron of this Instil

are requested to communicate with either of the

signed

—

William P. Townsend, West Chester, Pa
John S. Comfort, Fallsington, Bucks Co., .

Charles J. Allen, 304 Arch St., Philadelp

Elizabeth R. Evans, 322 Union St. "

Anna V. Edge, Downingtown, Pa.

Deborah Rhoads, Haddonfield, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. Hall,
Applications for the Admission of Patients n;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the T
Managers.

Died, at his residence at West Falmouth, Mas
the 25th of 11th month, 1879, Joseph N. Swift,
Daniel and Hepzibah W. Swift, in the 51st year

age, a member ofSandwich Monthly Meeting of Fri

Endowed with remarkable gifts of thought, mei

and conversation, he showed from early j'ears, thi

Divine influence, a tendency to turn them up-

above the concerns of time and sense, into highe

spiritual channels. During his maturer year

often and deeply exercised under those heart-si

baptisms of Divine Grace, through which he w;

fied and constrained to bear public testimony to th

searchable riches of Christ, to the perceptible infli

of the Holy Spirit, and to the necessity of obed

thereto. While engaged in his daily labor, or in
|

of retirement, he travailed in .spirit forthe spij'

welfare of his neighbors, often calling at their h

with a word of encouragement, instruction, or exhj

tion in love to their souls. He was anxious lei;

cares of this life, and the deceitfulness of things ^^

some seemed grasping after, were choking the wo
their hearts, so that it was becoming unfruitful,

your affection on things above, and not on thingso

earth ;" attend diligently to the grace of God »

bringeth salvation through Jesus Christ, was inc

ingly the testimony of his life and ministry.

, at her residence in this city, on the 12

Second month last, Sarah Folwell, in the 86th

of her age, an esteemed member of the Monthly 1

ing of Friends of Philadelphia.

, at her residence in Philadelphia, Second m
17th, 1880, Rebecca, wife of Thomas Scattergoo

the 78th year of her age, a member of the Mor
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the Norl

District. Having submitted in early life to the vi

tions of Divine Grace, and being earnest in herde

faithfully to follow on to know the Lord, she becai

useful and beloved member of our religious Soc

Experiencing the presence of her Saviour to sup

her in many seasons of deep conflict, she was rel

through suffering, and was a bright example of C
tian virtues. Among her last expressions near thei

of a painful illness which terminated her life,

" Bless the Lord, oh my soul, and forget not all

benefits ;" " Blessed forever be his holy name."

wTLLIAIkrH7piLE,"pmNTER;^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Memoir of Hannah Marsh.

BY HER DAUGHTER, PRISCILLA PITT.

(Gontiuned from page 250.)

resided for a little time before her mar-
n Houndsditch, London, keeping house

er brother Charles. She often spoke to

itb grateful recollections of Simon Bay
an elder in Devonshire-House Meeting
appeared to have unity with her little

Dgs, and at length invited her to come
id take a seat facing the meeting. She
to tell me how sorry ehe should be to

;
burdens upon the minds of valuable

ids, and it made her wish that nothing
p conduct might cause them grief—this

rem her young years; and as she grew
le prized exceedingly that blessed unity
rit which is as the dew of Hermon—that
everently believed she was graciously
itted to partake of with many choice
ids, whom she yet esteemed far above
If—among these I do very especially re-

oer Sarah (Lynes) Grubb and Lydia Ann
ay. She had a place in the hearts of
Friends, who apparently lived less under

iroas than herself, but she ever turned
from courting favors of any, knowing
gifts tend to blind the ej^es. Often did

ike up her cross, and endeavor to clear

lind to Friends und others from " little

" as she used to terra it, "that felt laid

her to discharge ; after which," she said,

3I I can meet them in love, and shake
i with them." " I believe," said she, " I

Iped to do it without wounding, but I

speak close—well repaid if I get the

7 of peace." She did not like to neglect
prove" little opportunities, in travel-

Seaside visits and calls, to the good of
near her.

nd the following memorandum made by
lother, Ann Lucas, in the year 1S26, viz :

of Sixth month, it being Devonshire-
s Monthly Meeting, my dear daughter,
ah Marsh, was by said meeting acknow-
d as a public minister. Simon Bayley
Peter Bedford were deputed to inform
f the same, but dear aged S. B. being in-

jed, such information was postponed for

resent. Whilst ruminating this morning
y chamber on the event, it struck me
forcibly that according to my small gift

Id set my seal to the propriety of the

measure, and add, I do believe her to be a
plantof the Lord's right hand planting. May
ehe be upheld in the work of the ministry by
that Divine arm who has brought her out of
the world's vanities to perform the glorious
task of her heavenly Master; that so her
labors of love may be crowned with success
here, and when time terminates her existence,
from works to rewards, she may occupy a
place amongst the saints in bliss."

She often longed that some day they might
be privileged with a cottage in the countrj',

which was granted in 9th month, 1829, when
I was ten months old, mj' parents having left

London to reside at Rose Cottage, Park Lane,
Croj'don. My father lived there 44 years,
and my mother 47. There it was her dulight
to walk before breakfast in the garden, and
sometimes to work, saying she did not like to

pass the weeds, and often compared the bad
dispositions of our hearts to the weeds in the
garden, which require a constant watch to

pull up, for she " was not blind to the faults

of her children." Often when so unwell that
the attendance of some meeting on the follow-

ing day was hardly to be expected, she would
sa}', " 1 find I must live one day at a time

—

leave the morning till it comes; if it's right
for me to go, I shall have ability given."
Then if favored to feel able, she would rise

and go. If not able to attend both the select

and general Monthly, Quarterly or Yearly
Meetings, she would say, " I feel most bound
to the select ones; they press most heavily
upon me." She made a point of " holding her
meeting at home," alone in quiet, while others
were at meeting, when prevented from going
to the meetings for worship through indispo-

sition.

When my sister left home for long terms
of teaching, she felt it very much, and used
to like to sit quiet as soon as my sister was
gone, and commend her in secret to the Lord,
and wait on Him to recruit her strength, and
enable her the better to bear the parting ; and
when, in later years, I and mine were her
guests, she would generally commemorate the
goodness of the Lord in having granted us the
privilege of mingling together.

Often would mother say, referring to her
delicate health, what a tenderly kind husband
she had. In sentiment they were essentiallj'

alike, and so complete was their union felt to

be, that mother would often remark to me,
Husband and wife are one." She was al-

ways ready to promote father's service for

truth, careful not to interrupt him when writ-
ng letters, encouraged him to attend meet-
ngs and be faithful therein, and cheerfully
jave him up repeatedly for service in distant
parts. She believed it better for a minister
to dwell under the weight of his own concern
rather than lean on a wife or any other friend,

unless they were truly brought under a simi-

lar exercise, which in two or three instances
she was, and proved a helpful companion to

him. He did not like to have to go to his own

meeting without her, who sat either next to
him or near him. She used to say she en-
deavored to have her mind as a blank sheet
of pa])er on sitting down in meetings, that she
might be preserved from offering anything of
her own bringing in, comparable to unhal-
lowed sacrifices. At various times she was
constrained to ask for liberty to pay a visit to

men Friends in their meetings for discipline

—sometimes to seek fiimilj' sittings or private
interviews. " Was often brought very low
in the prospect of such weighty engagements,
but dared not be disobedient, and miss of the
sweet reward of peace" that she was no
stranger unto. Eeferring to intercourse with
persons, she would sometimes remark to me,
" I was obliged to peem blank to such a one

—

I could not manifest more than I felt." She
felt she had a tendencj' to hold her children
too close, but strove against it, saying, " We
must'nt have idols." " 1 feel I am not my own
— I am bought with a price." She used to

stand over me when 1 was in bed, and advise
me to cast up my accounts before I went to

sleep. Often counselled us to watchfulness
and inwardness, and not to thiok we must
fill up every spare moment with reading.

About the year 1839, John and Maria Cand-
ler, of Chelmsford, Es.sex, were going to vacate
their house for some months, and offered it to

my parents, to give them an opportunity to

look round for a house to suit themselves
down there, several friends having a desire

we would remove and live among them, and
my mother especially wishing to live in a
meeting which she fancied would cause less

weight on her spirit than Croydon with its

large school. The bait was alluring—besides

having a brother and sister there. They
gave notice to leave Croydon, and partly be-

gan to pack. Mother went to Manchester to

visit a sister, not expecting to settle down
again in Croydon. Father went down to

Chelmsford once more to see J. C.'s house.

At Manchester mother began to feel very un-

easy in the prospect of moving. She was re-

luctant to gi'ieve father, still it came to her,

Husband and wife are one, I must tell him
my mind." She wrote, and what was her joy
to have a letter from him next day, which had
crossed her's on the road, telling her that on
his going down to Chelmsford, and while he
was there, such a cloud rested on him, he felt

he dared not proceed in the affair. This cir-

cumstance she often related, under the firm
persuasion we ought to look for Divine direc-

tion in all our steppings " What an attain-

ment it is to have no will of our own. That's
what 1 strive after."

(To be continued.)

But experience has taught me, that evea
n those places, where the people are favored
with a living ministry, by their calling for,

and relying upon help from the servants, they
away from the life of religion in thom-

T. Greer to J. Conran.
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For " The Friend."

The Sciiccas and the Valley of the Genesee.

(ContiDl.ed from p.ige 2=1.)

Sullivan's ixPEDiTioN against the new
YORK INDIANS.

This expedition was sent by Washington,
fn 1779, and succeeded in the object of its

mission. In this connexion the reader, if

well read in the history of the last century,
or even if familiar with the school reading
books of a halfcentury ago and more recently,
will recall the thrilling burst ot eloquence
from the lips of William Pitt, Earl Chatham,
when he denounced in Parliament the govern-
ment that proposed " to let loose the inhuman
denizens of the woods upon our countrymen
in America, endeared to us by every tie that
can sanctify humanity." The venerable ora-
tor, our noble advocate, rose in invective and
poetic sublimity until upon the tapestry that
adorned the halls of parliament he seemed to
see the "immortal ancestor of the noble
lord" who had proposed this horrible scheme,
" fi-own with indignation at the disgrace of
his conntr3'."

For months, at intervals, the subject of the

The N'ew York contribution to the arnry,
under General Clinton, the Governor, amount-
ed to sixteen hundred men, having marched
from the Valley of the Mohawk by way ot

Otsego Lake and the easterly bank of the
•Susquehanna, joined the army of Sullivan
near the junction of the Tioga and north
branch of the Susquehanna rivers. The ad-
vent of Clinton's army into the region around
Otsego Lake, was so unexpected and so for-

midable in character, that it spread terror
among the families of the Indians, who fled

in gi-eat numbers to near Newtown, now £1-

mira, and after the baitle at the latter place,
sought refuge among the Senecas of the Gen-
esee Valley.
On the 2Gth of 8th month, the combined

armies began their march through an un-
known wilderness, in which unbridged creeks
and rivers were to be forded, and mountain
defiles to be threaded, and morasses to be
crossed, while guides through this untravelled
waste were utterly unreliable. A foe familiar
with every pass, and at home on every trail,

hovered upon their flanks. Three days after
they arrived at Newtown, where the Indians
and tories, one thousand strong, under Butler
and Brant, were found entrenched behind
well-constructed earth-works, a short distance
below the present city of Elmira. Field pieces
were at once opened upon their defences by
Sullivan, and their retreat was cut off by the

Indian outrages had been considered in Con
gress, and the Massacre of Wyoming called
forth special resolutions; but other matters
were suffered to intervene, and no action re-

sulted from so much well-worded sympathy'.
New York at length took a decided step
towards protecting the outlying districts, and light troops. Seeing that they were in dunge
Congress listened to the communication from of being surrounded, they quitted their works
that Province, whoso Grovernor, George Clin- and betook themselves to precipitate flight
ton, intended to conduct an expedition in per- The defeat proved decisive. The leaders could
son, against the common foe. Measures were not again bring the savages face to face with
taken to collect an army, but there were many the army marching to invade their homes,
obstacles to bo overcome. The country was and were obliged constantly to retreat, though
exhausted by years of war, and needed rest, embarrasing their enemy by many a stealthy
Bread was scarce, wages high, employment blow.
abundant, while the pay of the soldier was lied Jacket, it is said, hel-d private councils
small and uncertain. Many considered the with the youngchiefsand more timid sachems,
war virtually at an end, and were unwilling to induce them to sue for peace. He at one
to make sacrifices or supply the means neces- time sent a secret runner to Sullivan's camp,
sary for important military operations. A to advise the general to dispatch a flag of
defensive policy only was finally assented to, truce with certain propositions. Brant being
with the exception of this western expedition privately informed of these proceedings, but
against the Indians, whom Washington do- fearful to disclose them, detailed two^c'onfi-
clared "must bo warred upon in their own dential warriors to waylay and kill the bearer
style, their country penetrated, their villages of the flag of truce before he should reach the
and settlements laid waste, and at the same Indian camp.
time the British fort at Niagara, that nest- The Indian village of Newtown was laid
ling place of tories and refugees destroyed." in ashes, and the surrounding crops of corn
This policy prevailed, and the campaign was and beans destroyed, and the army resumed
at once set on foot. its march for Catherine town, the home of
The headquarters of the force was first the half blood Queen Catharine Montour, near

established at Easton, Pennsylvania. The the head of Seneca Lake. With indomitable
troops were thence removed to Wyoming, persistence, Sullivan pushed on in intense
then recently the scene of that bloody mas- darkness through a hemlock swamp, in which
sacro that had so shocked the sensibilities of his men and horses often sank deep in the
Christendom. Here three thout^and troops treacherous slough, and from which many of
wcTc assembled, and on the 31st of 5ih month, them were unable to escape until the follow
1779, this army began its march for Tioga, ing day. Ho arrived at the town at mid
by the way of the northern branch of the night. A few Indians might, in many f

of the army, however ready to destroy
towns and crops of the Indians as a mili
necessity. A Cayuga squaw of groat
had been left in Catharine's town by the
dians in their precipitate flight, and was fc

in the neighboring woods. The soldier
once provided for her present wants,
treated her with kindness during their e

Before leaving the town, which had m
while been burnt, they erected a hut for
and gathered a quantity of wo'jd for her
They also left her a supply of provisi
which she was found using on the army'i
turn. Such unexpected treatment drew t

from her eyes, and made her quite comm
cative, and she assured the officers that
squaws generally were anxious that the
dians should remain in their village and nr

peace with the Yankees. Eed Jacket,
was often the advocate of the squaw
council, was probably endeavoring to a

them by his course above referred to.

(To be contiDned.)

Susquehanna, being conveyed up that stream
by one hundred and fifty boats. The com-
missariat was poorly supplied, more than one-
third of Sullivan's men were without shirts.
Many of the cattle were too weak to walk,
and of the horses supplied, fifty wore worn

defile, have almost destroj'cd the band, but
they ceased to watch their enemy throui<h
the ^
In the mazes of this swamp many cattle were
killed and a number of pack horses lost, but
the men all arrived in safety in the morning,

outand unable 1;o travel a day's march beyond Catharine's town was found and consisted of
the Chemung river, where they were aban- thirty houses, several of them quite good, but
doned and shot. Here the Indians afterwards 'all were destroyed, together with orchards
collectedtheheadsof the slaughtered animals and growing crops of beans, corn and other
and arranged them along the trail, which cir-

"

cumstanco gave to this place its present name
of Horse-heads.

For "The Frie

Translation of a Letter from some Quake)
France, to Edward Fox, in consequence o

Advertisement from him in regard to hii

ther's share of Prize-money to the svffere:

sundry captures of a privateer ichereof

father was part owner, amounting to set

thousand pounds sterling.

[The following letter will probably be.:

with interest, in connection with the acci

which appeared in "The Friend" of T
month 6th (as copied from The British Frit
concerning the circumstance set forth in

foregoing title. This manuscript transla

appears to have been found among the pa
of Eobert Pleasants, of Curies Neck, Ja
Eiver, Virginia. The said R. P. mainta
an extensive correspondence with Frienci
Philadelphia, and among the rest with

j

thony Benezet, to whom he may have 1|

indebted for the translation. I am not av
that it has heretofore appeared in print,

letter of these Frenchmen manifests the
Christian spirit of true Friends, in that,

commending Dr. Fox for his part in so ho
able and so eminent a service, yet they
eved it due from them not to repress

expression of a concern that he might be
served from " the numberless vices of
rupt metropolis." The paragraph in the
ter where George Fox is referred to as "

of our venerable founders," is historic

worthy of remark, inasmuch as it had
pposed that it was not until the circ

stance of the refunding of the prize-moi
that the existence of a body of people pro;

'ng nearly identical religious principles in 1

and had been made known to these Fri<

of France. J. W. L
The Quakers of Congenies, Calviston, to the v.

ous Fox.

Friend Fox:—The testimony which f

. . . , hast borne to France, of thy inviolable att

!.^!',„f!!p!'u"^ i
swamp impassable, ment to the true principles of Christ,

-..1
thy pacific and humane disposition whici
dines thee to do good to thy enemii
caused the hearts of our brethren, who are

friends—though sequestered from the wc
and 150 leagues from thee— to leap for jo.

We are a'little flock of about 100 pere"

- - who being restored to the divine life by f
vegetables. fui obedience to the Divine Spirit, are
An incident here occurred which proves united in heart and brotherly love, and I

«

that there was Bome humanity on the part commissioned by them to inform thee of «
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irt-teridering effect of thy proceodinga in

sir minds, and the esteem and affection

ich they have inspired them with.
^Vc do not offer thee worldly praise

; thou
)t done no more than obey the voice of the
ernal hght; the rewaid is in thy own
ast. Even those who live after the fl

nire thee, being astonished at proceedings
which they find themselves incapable

; for
part, who think as thou dost, and who

y practise spiritual worship, all our raindi

united in approbation of thy late eminent
of humanity, whilst thou art fulfiling these
ne precepts of Christ :

" If thy enemy
iger, feed him, if ho thirst, give him drink,
1 revenge not yourselves." Although thy
ntrymen were the enemies of France, thou
all our friends called in contempt Quakers
e always regarded us as brethren, and have

iir prayers and our breathings,
'he enlivening breath which has led thee

country, has also penetrated our
Is, and excited us afresh to all the good
ks of which thou hast given us an exam-

Proceed, dear friend, with undaunted
rage and uncorruptible zeal in the good
'k thou hast begun. Let not the number-
vices of a corrupt metropolis convey any
ry to the purity of thy faith ; escape vic-

ously from all the snares which many peo-
|| lay for thy integrity

; consider in the
raved crowd, who will narrowly scrutinize
thy actions to attempt to invalidate that
nent virtue from whence thy good works

i, and [to] turn the peoples' eyes from the
re with which thou hast appeared to them,
; thou canst do nothing unseen by the
reme Being

; also, that as thy actions pass
er the rigorous examination of slander,

r must either occasion in the spectators
greatest respect or the greatest contempt

eligious principles,

erbaps friend Fox will charge ns with
sumption for admonishing him after this

iner unknown; but our minds which are
,ed to thee require it of us, and we im-
tly obey the requirings as a sincere testi-

y which we give thee of our esteem and
ur most tender affection,

bou bearost, dear friend Fox, the name of
of our venerable founders, as dear to our
•ts as that of William Penn, and we all

3 that the spirit w-hich enlightened his

will always direct thy conduct to make
still more respectable to all men.
hy first testimony has much contributed
jrengthen the courage and the faith of our
ieable Society, and in the first effusions of
minds we all united to testify the sincere
tion thou hast inspired us with and the
which thou hast renewed in us for all our
hren, amongst whom thou wilt always
I a distinguished rank. Condescend dear
id to communicate what may concern thy
are, in which we shall always take a most
kionate part.

I

Ithough we are here the objects of hatred
itcontemptofthe Catholics and Protestants,
Brejoice in being hated and despised for

ijname of Christ, who foretold such things,
^onljr answer their injuries with blessings
acts of kindness, and daily give thanks

]the toleration which the clemency of a
ous Prince* and the goodness of his min-

Ithough the translation is not dated, the letter

)robably written about 1785, and the prince alluded
doubtless Louis XVI.

isters hath for a long time granted to us. AVe
hope that our submission to our sovereigns'
orders, our love to our brethren, and "our
peaceable tenets, (which make us blame war
as the wrath of Tyrants and Lyons, and the
ancient revolt of the Protestants as an abomi-
nable rebellion against the divine will,) the
principles of Christ, and the just obedience
which we have always faithfully preserved to
all the sovereigns which God hath granted to
us, will one day incline this benevolent father
of his people to look with eyes of indulgence
and pity on his submissive children who re-

spect and cherish him, and not longer oblige
the little number of Quakers who live under
his laws to betray their consciences in draw-
ing lots to carry arms, which are so expressly
forbidden to be used. " Do good to thy enemy,
and resist not him that striketh thee."

O worthy friend who has just fulfilled this
divine precept towards us, receive kindly all the
testimonies of our joy and of our love, as the
emotions of a heart sincere, and true desires
to do as much, and daily making ail its efforts

to imitate thee. All our worthy friends em-
brace thee, and ardently desire the pleasure
ofheai'ing from thee, which they request of
thee as a mark of friendship. If thou think
us worthy of an answer, direct it to A. M.
Marolier, at the post-office, Nismes.
We all wish thee peace and felicity.

(Signed,) JouRDAN Le Cojite,
Marolier fils,

Margenet de Lord,
Benezatt.

For "The Friend."

The weather during the last three months
has certainly been remarkable, but as history

is said to repeat itself, no doubt the like kind
of weather is within the recollection of many.
Referring to a record kept by the writer, It

appears that the average of the temperature
of the three winter months, at sunrise, has
been nearly alike, viz : for the Twelfth month
nearly 35 degrees, and the coldest morning
was the 27th, the thermometer then standing
at 12°, the warmest on the 11th, being then
61°. The average for the First month 35°,

the 14th being the coldest, viz., 8°, and 52°

the warmest on the 12th. The average for

the Second month, 34.3, 11° being the coldest,

which was on the 2nd of the month, and the
warmest on the 13th, it being then 58°. The
following notes on the weather are taken from
Robert Sutcliff's Travels in this country, in

the years 1804, 1805, and 1806, published by
B. &T. Kite, in 1812:

" 1805. 1st month 4th. This day was re-

markably cold, far beyond anything I had
ever experienced in England. The thermome-
ter being down as low as 12, about 20 degrees
below the freezing point. The river Dela-
ware, which is more than a mile over, and
which has a strong current, was quickly frozen

over to that degree that horses and carriages,

heavily laden, were seen traversing from one
de to the other in great numbers; chiefly

iih fire wood from the .Jersey shore. Ex-
clusive of these, parties of pleasure were seen
driving along in sledges or sleighs upon the

These kinds of carriages are made in

various fantastic forms, resting upon sliders

shod with iron or steel.

1st month 6th. In company with T. W., I

crossed the Delaware upon the ice. The tide

flovvs to the height of about six feet in this

river, and in it are some sand banks, which

are seen at low water. These circumstances
produce a very singular and romantic appear-
ance, by the large sheets of ice being obstruct-
ed and accumulated in various parts of the
river, having the resemblance of large blocks
of white marble piled on heaps. There being
a constant intercourse between the two shores
of the Delaware, it is curious to observe the
various means which the owners of the ferry-

boats use, to counteract the effects of the frost,

on its first setting in, so as to preserve the
communication open. On these occasions they
make use of a boat that has two sliders, one
on each side of the keel, shod with iron, and
as the shallow parts of the river are first

frozen, they sail as usual over the deep parts,

and on coming to those which are frozen, they
drag the boat out of the water, and push it

along the ice, until they come to the deep
places, when the boat is again plunged into
the water. Thus they go on till they reach
the opposite shore; and as it will of course
sometimes happen, in the early part of the
frost, that between the ice and the shallow
water, the ice is not sufficiently strong to sup-
port the boat; in this case it is common for

one of the ferrymen to sit at the head of the
boat, with his feet hanging out, loaded with
a pair of heavy iron-bound boots, and with a
long pole in his hands. With those he labors

with all his might to break the ice, and make
way for the boat.*

" Ist month 21st to 1st month 31st. The
frost still continuing very severe, I made fre-

quent excursions upon the ice of the Delaware,
where a great many ships lay bound fast by
the frost. One very large vessel, I noticed,

called the Connecticut, which had now been
fast near one month, with her whole comple-
ment of hands on board; being nearly one
hundred in number. This ship was intended
for a voyage to Domingo, and was completely
armed as a regular vessel of war. As most of

the men had received part of their wages in

advance, and the owners were fearful they
might take advantage of the ship being thus
detained and leave her, they had fixed a strong
net-work all round her, reaching from the
beam nearly as high as the yards. The crew
being thus inclosed, had the appearance of a
flock of birds in a cage. This kind of net-

work is sometimes mede use of in time of
action, to prevent being boarded by the
enemy."

The following which brings to remem-
brance a worthy Friend, is now transcribed

as bearing on the times though not on the
weather.

" The negroes in the Island of Domingo
having thrown off the French yoke, and set

up an emperor of their own color, the French
Government had, in consequence declared
them rebels; and, having prohibited all inter-

course with them, this circumstance occa-

sioned the Americans to arm theirships which
traded to that island. About this time James
Pemberton sent a number of Friends' books
to the Black Emperor, as a present, accom-
panied with a letter ; to which James received
a reply and acknowledgment, written in a
very singular style ; the substance of the reply
was, as I understood it, that he was obliged

to him for the books; but that he was deter-

mined to be Emperor of Haiti, (the Indian

* In the present day, the i

ferrymen to keep an open
weather.
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name for Domingo,) in defiance of both the

Fi-ence and Quakers. Notwithstanding this

determination, he has since been cut off by

his enemies.
" 2nd month 4th. I attended the Quarterly

Meeting in this city, in which a testimony on

account of W. Savery was produced and read,

expressive of the high estimation in which he

was held by Friends here.
" 2nd month 21st. 1 still continued in Phila-

delphia ;
and this afternoon was pleasantly

spent at S. S.'s. The next day 1 attended the

Middle Monthly Meeting, where 1 was grati-

fied with the sight of a young man presenting

an acknowledgment to Friends on account of

having taken up arms ;
for which he had been

disowned. During the lime of his separation,

he had married an amiable young woman who
was convinced of the truth of Friends' princi-

ples, and joined the Society. The impression

made upon the meeting, on his presenting an

acknowledgment, was such that he was rein-

stated in the Society before the meeting sepa-

rated."

OCCUPATIONS OF A EETIRED GENTLEMAN.

How various his employments, whom the world

Calls idle ; and who justly in return

Esteems that busy world an idler too

!

Friends, books, a garden, and perhaps his pen,

Delightful industry enjoyed at home,

And nature in her cultivated trim

Dressed to his taste, inviting him abroad

—

Can he want occupation who has these?

"Will he be idle who has much to enjoy ?

Me therefore, studious of laborious ease,

Not slothful, happy to deceive the time.

Not waste it, and aware that human life

Is but a loan to be repaid with use.

When He shall call his debtors to account,

From whom are all our blessings, business finds

E'en here: while sedulous I seek to improve.

At least neglect not, or leave unemployed.

The mind He gave me; driving it, though slack

Too oft, and much impeded in its work

By causes not to be divulged in vain.

To its just point—the service of mankind.

He that attends to his interior self,

That has a heart, and keeps it ; and a mind
That hungers and supplies it; and who seeks

A social, not a dissipated life.

Has business ; feels himself engaged to achieve

No unimportant, though a silent task.

A life all turbulence and noise may seem

To him that leads it, wise, and to be praised;

But wisdom is a pearl with most success

Sought in still water, and beneath clear skies.

He that is ever occupied in storms.

Or dives not for it, or brings up instead.

Vainly industrious, a disgraceful prize.

Cowper.

Selected.

TRUST.
" In quietness and confidence shall be your strength."

Isaiah xxx. io.

Be quiet, soul

:

Why shouldst thou care and sadness borrow
Why sit in nameless fear and sorrow

The livelong day ?

God will mark out thy path to-morrow
In his best way.

Be quiet, soul

:

There is no need of doubt and crying,

There is no need for anxious sighing,

God's love to know
;

Dost thou remember not his dying.

Who loved thee so ?

Be trustful, soul :

Each day, for thee, thy Father careth.

Each day, in sweet compassion shareth
Thine every ill

;

Even thy sin for thee He beareth,

And loves thee still.

Be trustful, soul

:

When some dark cloud shuts ont before thee

Light that hath hitherto shone o'er thee,

Doubt not, nor fear

;

But know God does it to assure thee

That He is near.

Be trustful, soul

:

Remember God forgets thee never

;

IJe who in grace stands waiting ever

Thy way to guide.

Shall surely hold thee, soul, forever

Close to his side.

SIMILARITY OF THOUGHT.

In these days when not a little is said about
plagiarism, it may be interesting to see how
the thoughts of different persons often run in

the same channels. The following extracts

from Pythagoras, George Herbert, Charles

Wesley, Longfellow, Watson, and two anony-
mous writers, show how similar thoughts are

often similarly expressed. We can hardly

suppose that either of the writers of these

pieces, especially the first four, intentionally

borrowed either the thoughts or expressions

of another, and yet there is a likeness, both

of thought and expression, running through

all. Each of the extracts impresses an im-

portant lesson, and may aid the reader to a

wise and helpful self-examination.

Thrice ask, as fades each sun's last ray,

AV'hat's been ray life throughout this day?
What have I learned that's worth the knowing ?

What have I done that's worth the doing?
What have I sought that I should shun ?

What duties done, or left undone?
Such self-inquiries are the road
That leads to virtue and to God.

Pythagoras.

Sum up at night, what thou hast done by day,

And in the morning what thou hast to do.

Dress and undress thy soul ; mark the decay
And growth of it. If with thy watch, that too

Be down, then wind up both. Since thou shall be

Most surely judged, make thine accounts agree.

George Herbert.

HI.

At evening, to myself I say.

Where hast thou been and gleaned to-day,

Thy labors how bestowed ?

What hast thou rightly said or done?
What grace attained, what knowledge won,

In following after God ?

C. Wesley.

IV.

The day is drawing to its close.

And what good deeds, since first it rose,

Have I presented. Lord, to thee ?

What wrongs repressed ; what fruits maintained
;

What struggles passed ; what victories gained.

What good attempted and attained.

As offerings of my ministry ?

As sets the sun, search thou thine heart.

And ask how thou the day hast spent

;

If faithfully thou hast improved
The talents that thy God hath lent.

What hast thou learned' from failures past ?

What evils hast thou sought to shun ?

What sins subdued ; what wrongs redressed;

What good to others hast thou done ?

Thus to each day let thought be given.

'Twill aid thee on thy way to heaven.
Watson.

VI.

What have I learned this day?
What good deeds have I done ? !

What kindness shown ; what victories gained
;

What errors sought to shun ?

Such tests for every passing day.

Aid us to walk the upward way '.

Exchange.

VII.

If you set down at set of sun,

And count the acts that you have done

;

And counting, find

One self-denying act, and word
That eased the heart of him that heard

—

One glance most kind.

That fell like sunshine where it went.

Then you may count that day well spent.

But if, through all the livelong day.

You've cheered no heart by yea or nay
;

If, through it all,

Y'ou've nothing done that you can trace.

That brought the sunshine to one face;

No act most small.

That helped some soul, and nothing cost,

Then count that day as worse than lost.

For " The Friel

Rise of Superstition.

A recent work on Madagascar, by Ja
Sibree, contains an instructive chapter, pc

ing out how some of the superstitions I

early crept into the Christian church, find 11

trations and counterparts among the Malag
tribes who have of late years professei

belief in Christianity. It also explains

necessity for those exhortations to mora
which are contained in the epistles of

apostles.

In the heathen state of the Malagasy tl:

was no stigma attached to such sins as

purity, deceit or fraud; these latter ind

were rather admired as proof of supe

cunning, as things to he imitated, so fat

least as they would not bring the offeo'

within the penalties of the native laws

was verj^ much the condition of the old Pa.

world. Those who had long been exposei

such influences, who lived in communi
where the same feeling was strong aroi

them, and where there was no purified pu

opinion to restrain, would be easily led i

these evils, and would require line upon 1

and precept upon precept. It is not there!

I

surprising that men and women who are cal

ble at times of rising to a sublime elevatl

of self-denial for Christ's sake, should in tl

seasons of unwatchfulness descend to v

low and unworthy actions. Superficial
'

servers are apt to infer that the religion

j

such weak brethren is a piece of hypocii

and deceit from beginning to end ; but thi

!

an unfair and untrue conclusion. i

Our author says: "The Malagasy mil

like that of the most other i-emi-eivilizod fl

pies, is a fertile soil for the rapid growth
all sorts of superstitious notions. Malagi]

idolatry is mainly a belief in bdy or chai

—charms to prevent evil of various kindsj

to obtain certain benefits. So that unl

great care is taken on the part of the teach

and guides of such people when they hi'

only lately come out of heathenism, thl

superstitious ideas arealmost inevitably trai

ferred to the two great symbolic ordinan

of the Christian religion ; and Baptism fj

the Lord's Supper are immediately regan'

as the Christian vdy or charms. So mucl

this the case that I have often seriously

bated whether it would not be best to dcj

for a considerable time the introduction

both sacraments until the people's minds hi

been further enlightened, and some grou ;

work ofkuowledge laid down. Otherwise tli

arealmost certain to regard these twos)
bolic observances as means of obtaining soi

vague benefit, quite irrespective of the mcj

condition of those receiving them.
]

"It would be ludicrous, were it not a|
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dening, to see how baptism ia regarded
ongst the serai-heathen Malagasy. In some

people have come iTp from the country
tricts saying they wished ' to piay to the
itism;' in others they ask that they may
ink baptism,' probably confounding the
) sacraments together. Soon after the

g of the idols in the central provinces
1869, when the Queen and Government
'6 in their adhesion to Christianity, there
3 a great rush to worship; and when they
rd that their sovereign and the Prime Min-
r had been baptized, immediately eager
wds came forward to receive the ordinance

yet utterly ignorant of its meaning,
1 in very many places, especially in those
ly from the control of a missionary or an
ghtencd native pastor, great numbers of
pie, sometimes even by hundreds at once,
•e baptized. In a very large proportion
heso there is no doubt that a desire to do
heir rulers had done was almost the solo

,ivo of their action, while in others there
probably the vague expectation of gain-
some unknown spiritual benefit. Even
jng our more intelligent Christian people
I curious to see what a superstitious notion
n attaches to the symbol itself. Some
years ago one of my brother missionaries
preaching in a village congregation in his

rict, not far from the capital, and being
first Sunday in the month he had to pre-

at the Lord's Supper. But before that
partaken of he had also to baptize several
jle, and the water for that purpose was
ight (as is frequently the case) in one of
cups used for the wine at the other sacra-

it. As soon as the baptism was over the
was, of course, needed for this special pur-

; but hero a diflSculty occurred to the
1 deacons, What was to be done with the

A little consultation took place
;

' appeared to think it improper to throw
y what had been used for a sacred pur-

, and so at last, to solve the difficult pro-

1, one of them took up the cup, and drank
ts contents!
But the sacrament of the Lord's Supper
till more liable to abuse by ignorant and
enlightened people."
By a considerable number of the comrau-
nts the Lord's Supper is cer tai nly regarded
kind of charm, for many come to no pub-
iervice except that on the first Sunday
Ding of the month, when very large con-
;ations assemble; and they evidently think
by thus once a month receiving the sacra
t they have sanctified the rest of the time,
gained some spiritual advantage. Not a
do not even attend the preceding service
rorship and preaching, but just come in

rhe communion service only; while now
then, some will even slip in towards the
ilusion of the service, and ask the deacons
rocurc them some bread and wine."

Imlian Honesly.

Canada correspondent of The Episcopal
irder, who takes satisfaction in its elforts

enounce the wrongs done to the Indian
!B of our country, sends to it the follovv-

interesting item from the Siskaichewan
%ild.

Batlleford.— ' Some months ago four head
lattle belonging to the Lieutenant-Governor
Syed away from Battleford. They traveled
>.h, and were discovered by some Indians
ion the plains about seventy miles from

here. Eeasoning that they had strayed from
the north, two of the Indians were deputed to

drive them to Battleford in the hope of find-

ing an owner for them. The conduct of these
men, who wore non-treaty Indians, in thus
undertaking to bring the cattle across the
plains in the depth of winter on the mere
chance of finding an owner for them, at a
time when they were short of provisions and
could have killed the animals without any
fear of detection, is worthy of the highest
praise. In addition to the customary reward
of five dollars a head for bringing in stray
cattle, the Governor gave the Indians a sub-

stantial evidence of his appreciation of their

sterling honesty.'
" The fact is, Indians can, in this dominion,

be raised in the moral scale and made to ap-

preciate a paternal government and to value
institutions which punish vice and reward
honesty, but the custom is to depreciate and
destroy, and make sport of ' Lo, the poor In-

dian,' by American journalists and publicists.

Yours, John IIiland.

Ontario, Feb. 25, 1880."

For "The Friend."

The Meeting at Firbajilc Chapel and its Results.

(Continued from page 253.)

The thoughtful reader may have noticed in

the lively narrative by Charles Marshall, that
those who were convinced under the power-
ful ministry of John Camm or John Audland,
and turned to their Saviour as revealed by
his Light and Spirit in their hearts, were led

in the same steps as those preachers had them-
selves been compelled to walk in. They were
made to feel their alienation from God, and
brought into fervent concern and exercise to

have all removed from them that the divine
controversy was with; and were made will-

to know the- spirit of judgment and of
burning lo work effectually in them for their

purification. They became, as C. Marshall
expresses, "a plain, broken-hearted, contrite-

spirited, self-denying people." Such will ever
be the effect on those whose greatest concern
is "to obtain through Jesus Christ the great
work of salvation, and thereby an assurance
of everlasting rest."

Charles Marshall further remarks :
" I have

earned of the Lord through many exercises

unexpressible, that after the visitation of the
Vlmighty to any soul, the Lord requires an
nward worthy receiving his love, and spiritual

watch to be kept in his holy sight, in which
* * supplicating breathings arise to the

living, eternal God of love and compassion.
When there is an abatement of the inward
and spiritual care, and a gradual lessening of
the inward watchfulness, then the mind be-

comes both unworthy and incapable of the
enjoyments of the power of the Lord that be-

gun and carried on the work of the Lord."
John Camm and John Audland did not al-

together escape that persecution which so

plentifully attended their brethren in those
days; yet their portion of physical suffering

on this account was less than that of many
others. On one occasion as they were going
to a meeting about two miles out of Bristol

they were assaulted b}' the rabble who violent-

ly abused them with beating and kicking;
crying " knock them down, kill them, hang
them." Thus they were driven back and
forced into the city again, narrowly escaping
with their lives.

ThomasCamm says ofhis father that through

his many travels, " his outward body did
waste and his strength spend exceedingly,
having a most violent cough, so that for seve-
ral years before his death, he was never able
to walk on foot half a mile atone time; nay,
many times he was not able to go up one
pair ofstairs in to a meeting-place, without help,
j'ot nevertheless while the meeting continued
(through the enlivening power and Spirit of
God) would have been over the sense of his

bodily weakness, but after the meeting was
over, many times as one ready to bo dissolved.

"In this outward weakness ho travelled

through many countries and places of tho
nation, to the confirming and strengthening
the flock of God, for several years ; sometimes
taking me along with him to wait upon him,
his weakness being grown so great, that ho
was not able many times to get on or off his

horse without help ; through all which the
Lord brought him, his faith being fixed in his

power; and his life and whole delight was in

the prosperity of truth and righteousness in

the earth among the sons of men.
" When ho grew near his end, his weakness

increasing, he had great joy as ho always
had in the company of Friends that were
faithful, of which many came to visit him;
and many times he would have been wonder-
fully opened with the power of the Lord, and
overcome with the sense of his love and peace,

and a fresh testimony thereof he would often

bear, to the great refreshment of Friends and
his family, when he lay in great weakness
upon his bed.

" His great care in all his travels was,

that the Gospel of Christ which he had to

publish, might bo without charge, for all he
had or enjoyed of outward things, was freely

given up to tho service of truth, so that ho
was willing to lay out part of the same in his

travels ; also his heart and house was open
to entertain all Friends that came in truth's

service, having a great comfort therein ; he

was a pattern of faithfulness in suffering for

truth's testimony, though never much in

prison, yet his goods wore often spoiled or taken

away, which he suffered joyfully in truth's tes-

timony against tithes, in which testimony, and
all other relating to truth, he was ever firm,

and never shrunk in the least; his frequent

exhortations wore to all Friends and his family,

to be valiant and noble for truth, and to keep
their faith in God's power, and never to look

out, or consult with the wisdom of tho world.

"He did often call his children and family

together, and exhort them with much fervency

of spirit, to fear the Lord, and walk in holi-

ness of life, as becomes the gospel that they
had believed in ; and would often pray to the

Lord for us, and bless us in his name, some
months before he died ; he would often call

for me to be with him, for he loved me en-

tirely, and it was my joy and delight to serve

and obey him in all things ; and many times

ho would wonderfully extol tho name of the

Lord, and praise Him for his goodness and
great mercy, counting his bodily weakness a
happiness, being sanctified unto Him by that
word eternal, which had sanctified his soul,

and made him an honorable vessel, to tho
praise of his God, under the sense of which
he would say, ' How groat a benefit do I en-

joy beyond many, who have such a largo time
of preparation for death, being dying daily,

that I may live fir ever with my God in that

kingdom that's unspeakably full of glory ;
my

outward man daily wastes and moulders down,
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and draws towards its place and centre, but

my inward man revives and mounts upward

towards its place and habitation in the hea-

vens', in the sense whereof his soul would

often wonderfully magnify the Lord.

"That very morning that he departed this

transitory life, he called my mother, the chil-

dren and family unto him, gave us many good

and seasonable instructions, to fear the Lord,

love his way and truth, and walk in it with

upright hearts ;
charging us to be kind and

loving unto one another, telling us that his

glass was run, the lime of his departure was

come, he was to enter into everlasting ease,

joy and rest; charging us all to bo patient,

and content with oar parting with him, as to

the outward, and so presently fainting passed

quietly away into a sweet sleep; whereupon

we were all so overcome with sorrow and

weeping, some of us aloud , as one out of

sleep he was again awakened, and desired to

be a little helped up in his bed, speaking to

this effect, ' My dear hearts, you have wronged

me, and disturbed me, for I was at sweet rest,

you should not so passionately sorrow for my
departure, this house of earth and clay must

go to its place; but this soul and spirit was

to be gathered up to the Lord, to live with

Him forever, where we should meet with ever-

lasting joy ;' so again taking his leave of

every one of us, and charging us to be con

tent with his departure, lay down (and we
being troubled, and reflecting upon ourselves

for the disturbance we had given him through

our irapalienee, endeavored contentedness)

and in a little time he departed, as to the out-

ward, but lives with us in the spirit; and

being dead his life preaches, and is a sweet

savor to the Lord and his people. His dis-

temper was a cough and consumption, and he

departed this life in 165(5, being the seventh

day of the week, and the next day was his

body laid in Friends' burying-place at Birk-

rigg-Park, he being the first that was buried

in that place."

(To be continued.)

Female Education in France.

Professor Wells, in the Christian Advocate,

regards wilh much satisfaction the action of

the French Chambers in giving the privilege

of founding schools of a higher order for the

education of girls, and granting money for

that purpose. Heretofore a large part of the

girls belonging to the upper classes of society

have been'instruoted in the convents, where
they arc secluded during the years in which

they are approaching womanhood, and placed

under priestly control. Of the education there

received, he says:

" Their religious instruction consists of little

else than the lives of the saints, and the rep

tition of the Catholic catechism and the duty

of intense loyalty to all the commands of the

priests. This work, with daily religiousduties.

absorbs most of their time, while they learn

but the merest elements of a civil education

to which are added what are understood as

feminine accomplishments in the line of needle

work and music. They leave these institu

tions absolutely destitute of any practical

knowledge that will aid them in the duties

and burdens of life, and, as a rule, they remain

for life under the influence of the priest, who
interferes in all their aifairs from the cradle

to the grave.

Now the present Republican State is jcal

ous of this power of the Church, which imbues

the mothers of France with an antagonism to

free institutions, and it is endeavoring to

wrest the girls of the country from the grasp

of the priests, and provide them with a liberal

higher education.

The women of France are notoriously igno-

rant of what is known as secular instruction,

and as the [Roman] Church has had hitherto

entire control of their training, it alone is re-

sponsible for this. The Republic wishes to

raise the modern woman to the level of the

modern man, and proposes to do it by means

of higher schools for women than they have

hitherto enjoyed.

It is needless to say that it was a very bold

move on the part of the French Republicans,

to make a demand so contrary to the general

sentiment of the country as the public educa-

tion of girls, who in France are kept so closely

under surveillance as to make it a natural be-

lief that they need always to be locked up in

a convent, or somewhere else, to keep them
safe ; and it is a very gratifying fact to our-

selves to know that the friends of the measure

draw their weightiest arguments from the

female colleges in the United States, and the

general system of female education among us

Slany very well-meaning Frenchmen held up

their hands in horror at the thought that girls

are here taught Latin and Greek, and the

physical and mathematical sciences, and, for-

sooth, even rhetoric, philosophy, and political

economy ;
and acknowledged that this virile

education might do for an American woman.
But what in the world can a French woman
do with such knowledge?
And this was the wise reply :

' She can be-

come capable of training her children for the

active life that now evidently awaits them.'

The result, therefore, was a resolve to estab-

h in all populous centres high schools for

girls at the expense of the State, with a liberal

curriculum in studies, and no interference

with the religious leanings of the pupils.

These are simply to be day-schools, unless the

local authorities choose at their own expense

to add boarding-schools to them. This is a

stupendous undertaking, and requires a great

deal of money. Two hundred millions of

francs was voted."

The following advices are taken from the

third English edition of ourDiseipline, printed

in 1840.

To Ministers —Let ministers be careful how
the}' enter upon disputed points in their testi-

mony ; or make such objections as they do not

clearly answer ; or give repeated expectations

of coming to a conclusion.

Let ministers at all times he tender of each

others' reputation; and let them bo watchful

not to hurt each others' service in religious

meetings, but let every one have a tender re-

gard for others. Let nothing be done or

offered with a view to popularity, but in hu-

mility and in the fear of the Lord.

They are advised to have a godly care of

judging or contradicting one another in pub
lie meetings; or showing any marks or signs

of division therein, amongst ministers oi

others; it being of a ver}' pernicious conse

quence to bring blame or contempt upon the

ministry, and a great hurt to our youth and

olhore.—Printed Epistle, 1716.

Meetings for Worship.—In all your raeelin

appointed for religious worship, wait with

reverence and devotion of hoart and soul for

the power and life giving presence of C

which is the crown and diadem of our ass

blies. Take care, we beseech you, in thiS'

of ease and liberty, lost lukewarmness and
difference prevail over you, to the stopping

of the streams of the water of life, and i

der you like the barren heath in the des

which knoweth not when good comes,

entieat you to be especially watchful in 1

behalf, that an indolent and sluggish disp

tion appear not among you, to the stumbl
of such serious inquirers as may attend

meetings, in expectation of that life and poT

to which the observation of your indiffere

and unconcernedness may give them too
j

cause to suspect that ye yourselves are str

ers.—P. E., 1741.

In all your meetings for the worship

Almighty God, let your deportment be s

as may demonstrate that you are in earr

in the great duty of waiting upon and w

shipping God in Spirit ; that serious and 1

der-hearted inquirers may be encouraged

come and partake in your assemblies, oft

inward and spiritual consolation and refre

ment, which the Lord is graciously plea

to impart to the souls of such as are humb
in his sight, and approach his holy preae

with reverence and fear.

—

P. E., 1744.

Let every one be watchful against an eat

ly spirit, for that will choke the good se

and bring forth a slighting or neglecting

your testimony in your First day and we
day meeting, and bring a decay of y.

strength and zeal for God and his truth, i

bring a weakness upon you, by reason wher

you will not be able to stand in an hoai

temptation.—P. E., 16S9.

Natural History, Science, kt.

Valuable Bubbish.—Turning from natui

processes to those of man, we find that h(|

doing his best, however clumsily, to foll|

the thrifty example she sets him. For vrn

and many a year no doubt the pine tree si

its pointed, needle-like leaves in the Siles

forests, and there they wore left to decay f

turn into mold at their leisure, until M. Pan

witz started a manufactory for convert

them into forest-wool, which, besides be

efficacious in cases of rheumatism when
plied in its woolly state, can also be curl

felled, or woven. Mixed with cotton, it 1

oven been used for blankets and wearing

parel. The history of gas-making best she

the value of " rubbish." To begin wii

The coal which yields most gas is what

termed " cannel" coal, and is now worth fr

twenty-five to thirty shillings a ton or rao

whereas fifty years ago it was looked u|

as almost worthless. In distilling coal

gas, a liquor is produced which for a Ic

time was so great an inconvenience to 1

gas companies that they actuallj' paid

permission to drain it into the common sew(

as the simplest way of getting rid of it. T

gas liquor contains salts of ammonia, togetl

with naptha and tar, and the tar is now ms

by repeated distillation to yield pitch, benz

creosote, carbolic acid, the substance kno'

as parafflne and aniline. It seems strac

now that these valuable products should ei

have been thrown away as useless ;
9

stranger is it to learn that we derive fn

one of these waste substances the whole ser

of beautiful colors called aniline dyes. Napll

line is another residuary product, by a no'

application of which it is said that the lig
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Qg properties of gas may bo enhanced
foldyat a verj' trifling cost. But the uses
hich the waste liquor of the gas worjjs
be put are not yet exhausted; for not
is it turned to account itself, but corn-

el with the slaty shales found among the
which were also at one time a source of
etual annoyance, it yields alum—used in

nanufacturo of paper and preparation of
ler ; copperas or green vitriol (sulphate of

), used in dyeing, tanning and the manu-
re of ink, and Prussian blue, and sulphuric

igs are now recognized as such a valua-
iommodity that in some countries their

rt is forbidden by government; never-
es, from one source or another the paper-
jrs of England alone import annually
I eighteen or twenty thousand tons of

and cotton rags, and collect large quan-
1 at home. These rags are of very vary-
egrees of cleanliness, as may be imagined,

! of the English ones require no bleaching
II, while those of Italy bear away the
1 for dirt. Old sails are made into the
r used for bank-notes, so it is said, and
opes reappear as brown paper, but many
i- things besides flax, hemp and cotton
low used in the manufacture, and paper
ide and remade over and over again. Not
ap of paper need be wasted, for there arc

,y of persons ready to buy it, and if not
enough for remanufacture as paper, it

ilways be converted into papier-mache,
atter what its color or quality. Cuttings
per severed by bookbinders, paste- board
irs, envelope cutters, pocket-book makers
paper-hangers are readily bought up;
90, too, are tons' weight of old ledgers

ccount books by the papier-mache manu-
rer, together with old letters and any
pajier rubbish, giving a pledge that all

d be promptly consigned to destruction

i large vat; and out of this heterogene-
issemblage he produces a substance so

and firm and durable that it has been'
Bsted as suitable for making soldiers' huts
iven ships.

—

Chambers' Journal.

Innocent to be Killed.—The venerable
j

Dana, of Yale College, graphically de-

38 to his classes the "perfect little bird-

is" of the South Pacific Islands, which
sited, and his feelings when capturing
mens in the interest of science. One bird,

lys, completely disarmed him. "The
stood still ; it turned its head and looked
i; its eyes shone with a singularly soft,

ed light. I lowered my gun. How
I fire? 1 crept toward it. It wasaj

;iful creature. It did not move. I

;ht it was gratified at the sight of me.
;ed as if it had never seen a man before

;

hot suppose that it ever had. I crawled
; I strftched out my hand, and yet it

ot fly
; I touched it, I stroked it—with

and I stroked that magnificent unknown
are. It did not shrink. I took out my
opened it, and laid it down. The bird

it me confidingly. I put the blade to

iroat, but it would not stir; it trusted

1 came away ; I could not kill the bird."

lat is a Cold ?— It is startling to discover,

the London Lancet, how little we know
i the commoner forms of disease. For
pie, a "cold;" what is it? How is it

iced, and in what does it consist? It is

to say a cold is a chill—a chill of what
of the organism ? We know by daily ex-

perience that the body as a whole, or any of its

parts, may be reduced to a considerably lower
temperature than will suftice to give a man a
cold, if the so-called chill be inflicted upon the
surface suddenly. Is it, then, the suddenness
of a reduction of temperature that causes the
cold? It would bo strange if it wore so, be-

cause few of the most susceptible of mortals
would take cold from simply handling a piece
of cold metal or accidental contact with ice.

The truth would seem to bo that what we call

cold taking is the result of a sufHcient impres-
sion of cold to reduce the vital energy of nerve
centres presiding over the functions in special
organs. If this be the fact, it is easy to see

why nature has provided the stimulus of a
strong fit of sneezing to rouse the dormant
centres, and enable them at once to resume
work and avoid cvd consequences. This ex
plains why the worst effects of cold do not as a
rule follow upon a " chill" which excites much
sneezing. Shivering is a less effective convul
sion to restore the paralyzed nervous energy,
but in a lower degree it may answer the same
purpose. The shivering that results from the
effect of a poison on the nervous centres is a
totally different matter. We speak only of
the quick, muscular agitation and teeth-chat-

tering which occur whenever the body is ex-

posed to cold, and evil results do not ensue.
It follows from what we have said that the
natural indication to ward off the effects of a
chill is to restore the vital energy of the nerve
centres, and there is no more potent influence

by which to attain this object than a strong
and sustained effort of the will. The man
who resolves not to take cold seldom does.

The English journals publish an abstract of
an interesting paper on two ancient samples
of butter. The first specimen was what is

known as Irish bog butter, and its estimated
age was about 1,000 years. It contained 4 per
cent, of curd, consisting partlj^ of vegetable
matter derived from the bog, but enough of
animal matter to show that the butter had,
in fiict, been made from the milk of animals,
and was not a mere animal fat. Its fatty

character had, however, been entirely changed,
and the gl3fcerides of which the fat had origi-

nally consisted had been decomposed, so that

a mixture of fattj' acids only remained. Thai
is to say, time and exposure to moisture had
converted the butter into a substance of both
the character and composition of the material
of which composite candles are made, and
which has to be produced artificially for in-

dustrial purposes by heat and acids. The
other sample was found in an alabaster vase
in an Egyptian tomb. Its age was thought
to be about 2,500 }'ears. It had first been
melted and then poured into the vessel, which
was afterward carefully sealed. There was
no decomposition very apparent. With the
exception of a slightly rancid taste, it had
all the flavor and odor of butter, and had none
of the cheesy smell of the Irish bog butter.

The perfect state of its preservation is re-

markable.

Affection in Birds.—In Gloucester City, a

sparrow, evidently in search of winterquarters,
stuck its head in a knothole in the weather-
boarding of a house on Jersey avenue, and by
some means it got fast and was unablo to ex-

tricate itself. Two of the imprisoned bird's

(companions), realizing that something was
wrong, took turns in trying to pull the poor
bird from its dangerous position. They would
fasten their claws in its back, and by a flut-

tering np-raotion of the wings, try to lift it

out. This was continued for some fifteen

minutes, when one of the spectators clambered
out of an upper window, and relieved the
bird, but little injured, from its involuntary
hanging. Its two companions wore in wait-
ing, and when their mate was set free they
almost carried it on their backs to other quar-
ters.

"Everywhere and in whatever denomina-
tion of Christians, I can see nothing but op-
pressing and stupifying form, and well if it be
no worse—for the mind may struggle by in-

born elasticity out of stupefaction: but, 'My
people love to have it so,' is too much the
description of things as they are now, as well

as when the prophet used the expression."

—

Frances De Bunson.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 27,

In the parable of the Sower, our blessed

Redeemer has taught us the danger there is

of the "cares of this world and tho deeeitful-

ness of riches" choking and rendering unfruit-

ful the Seed of Life, which He, the Good Hus-
bandmen, plants in our hearts. It is a lesson

wo all need to learn, and to bear in mind as

we pass on through tho world. The duties

and cares which rightly devolve upon ns are
many ; and those who do not heed the restrain-

ing voice of Christ, which makes iiself intel-

ligibly known in the watchful heart, will al-

most certainly bo led to undertake other labors

which are not in accordance with the will of
their Heavenly Father, on which his blessing

will not rest, and which therefore will ob-

struct if not prevent any progress in the

Heavenward path of true religion.

This has been the bitter experience of many
who have ventured into more extended busi-

ness than they were designed for, and who
have found its multiplying cares to be so ab-

sorbing as to require almost every energy of

the whole man, so that there was not ability

left to devote the needful attention to the only
concerns that are of much real importance

—

those which relate to the preparation for a
future and never-ending existence. In these

persons the Seed of the Kingdom has indeed
been choked, and rendered unfruitful ! We
believe it has been in measure the experience

of others also, who have been drawn from
various influences into spheres of labor, some-
times of a benevolent or professedly religious

character, which they have entered upon
without sufficiently regarding the guidance
of the Spirit of Christ. We are all called upon
to labor in the Lord's vineyard, but it is the

prerogative of the Great Husbandman to as-

sign to every one that portion of service which
He sees fit; and for want of humble waiting

for His directions, some, on reviewing their

lives, have been forced to acknowledge " mine
own vineyard have I not kept." We are not

so wise as our Maker, and greatly err when
we attempt to promote his kingdom in any
other way than as He directs and appoints.

Yet, as said before, "the duties and cares

which rightly devolve upon us are many;" and
persons of a tender spirit will often feel a con-

cern that these may not hinder the growth of

the good Seed. This honest watchfulness
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over themselves, we believe, is acceptable in

the Divine sight, and such persons may hope

for the preservation of their spiritual life.

The apostle Paul in his Second Epistle to the

quarters of beef, 850 carcasses of sheep, an^ 605 tons of

fresh meat—some of the steamers reporting tlie dead

meat carried, only by weight. This is the largest ship-

ment in one week for several months.

The annual report of the Pennsylvania_^ Institution

Corinthians, enumerates many of the exer- for the Deaf and Dumb, states there are 176 boys and

cises and tribulations which he had to encoun-

ter, and among them be mentions "that which

Cometh upon me daily, the care of all the

churches." But though so heavily laden, he

placed his dependence on the power of Christ,

having been taught of the Lord, "My grace

is sufficient for thee: for my strength is made

perfect in weakness." This it was that pre-

served him through all, so that when he was

ready to be offered and the time of his depar-

ture from this world was at hand, he was able

to say, " I have fought a good fight, I have

finished my course, I have kept the faith:

henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of

righteousness."

The same Grace of God which bringeth

salvation and hath appeared unto all men, to

which Paul testified, operates on the hearts

of all in this day. As we abide under its in-

fluence, we may know a settlement of mind

and a calmness of spirit even when many
cares and trials press upon us. Though it

may seem difficult or impossible for us to ac-

complish all that opens before us as duties to

be performed, yet wo may be strengthened

quietly to go on with each succeeding step,

trusting in the Lord that He will enable us

to do all He designs we should do. The
Psalmist said, "My heart is fixed, trusting in

the Lord;" and they who are thus anchored

on the immovable Hock, which has been the

safe abiding place of the righteous in all gen-

erations, need not be dismayed.

In Pilgrun's Progress, the Interpreter is re

presented as showing Christian a fire on one

side of a room which a man was vainly en

deavoring to extinguish by throwing water

upon it. The mystery was explained, when
Christian was taken behind the wall, and an

other man was shown to him, who was con

Btantly feeding the flames with fresh supplies

of oil. If it were not for the fresh supp"""

of this precious oil, the blessed visitations of

Divine Grace, the fire of true religion in our

hearts would soon be put out by the cares,

anxieties and concerns of this life, and the

temptations of the evil one. But it is an un-

speakable favor that the Lord does not leave

his people in their need, but watches over

them day and night, and gives them strength

and nourishment according to their wants.

said to look

SUMMAR'X OF EVENTS.
United States.—The total tonnage of anthracite

coal from all the regions, for the week ending on the

13th inst., was 354,105 tons ; and for the year 3,703,241

tons—which is 220,938 less than for the previous year.

Tlie returns from the Schuylkill region show a very

large yield, and with it a very heavy death rate from

cual mine casualties. It is stated, one life was sacrificed

for every 89,000 tons of coal rained—or onefor every

251 men employed. In Great Britain the ratio was one

to 238, which was considered exceptionally heavy

There the greatest loss of life results from explosions—

with us from falling coal and rock.

The supplies offered for shipment to the suflfering

poor in Ireland having proved greater than the capacity

of the ship ordered to receive them, the Secretary of

the Navy intimates that he will cause the tanks of the

vessel to be removed to increase her storage. Should

this prove inadequate, and another cargo be made up,

a. second ship will be provided. On the 22nd inst. the

total amount of money contributed was $32,469.91.

During the first week of this month, the steamers

sailing from New York to English ports, carried 1221

head of cattle, 650 sheep, 300 hogs, alive ; also 2408

143 girls in the home
One hundred and fifty negroes from Arkansas, the

advance guard of a number intending to emigrate to

Liberia, passed through Memphis recently on their way

to New York.
The rivers in Louisiana, and the Tennessee river, are

greatly swollen by recent heavy rains, causing some in-

convenience to travel and the apprehension of serious

loss, should they continue rising.

It is stated that during 11th and 12th months last,

the arrivals at San Francisco of Chinese were but 571,

whilst the departures for China were 2119. During

fourteen months, ending with 12th month, the arrivals

were 5,669, and the departures 10,947.

Both houses of the Iowa Legislature have adopted an

amendment to the State Constitution, prohibiting the

ufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors as bever

ages.

The debt of the State of Michigan is said to be only

$800,000, and there is more than enough money in the

sinking fund to pay it.

The train and track men on the Cumberland and

Piedmont Eailroad have struck for an advance of fifty

cents per day in their wages. All the trains have stop-

ped except one passenger train daily. All the coal

mines in the region have been compelled to stop min-

ing for want of transportation, and 10,000 men are idle.

The mortality in this city for the week ending on the

0th, was 321. Of the whole number 180 were adults,

and 141 children—57 being under one year of age.

Markets, &c. — Government bonds quiet and un-

changed.—Sixes, 1881, 1051; 5's, 1031; 4.Vs, 1891,

1071 ; 4's, registered, 105J ; do. coupon, 1063.

Cotton.—Sales of middlings are reported at 13i a 13i

cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.— Crude, 7i a 71 cts. in barrels, and

standard white, 7| cts. for export, and S cts. per gallon

for home use.

Flour.—The market depressed. Sales of Minnesota

extra, at §6 a $6.60 ; Penna. extra family at $6.12J a

$6.62.1; western, do. do. at $6.75 a *7, and patent,

$7.25 'a $8. Rye flour sells slowly at $4.87^ a $5.

Grain.—Wheat is inactive, but prices unchanged.

Penna. red, $1.43 a $1.43i ; southern amber, $1.44 a

$1.44^-. Rye, 91 a 93 cts. Corn, mixed, .55J cts.
;
yet

low, 56 cts. ; white, 58 cts. Oats, mixed, 45^ cts., and

white, 48 a 50i cts.

Seeds.—Clover-seed dull. Sales at 7 a 8 cts. per lb.;

flaxseed, $1.80 a $1.85 per bushel, and timothy, $3.20

13.25 per bushel.

Hay and straw.— Average price during the week-
Prime timothy, 90 cts. a $1 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 80

a 90 cts. Straw, $1.15 a $1.25.

Beef cattle.— The market moderately active, but

prices a fraction lower—2941 head were sold at 3 a 6

cts. per pound, as to quality. Milch cows, $15 a $40 per

head.
Hogs.—The market active, and prices unchanged.

Sales 6i a 7^ cts. per pound.

Sheep, 6J a 7i cts. per pound, as to quality. Lambs,

6J a 7i cts. per pound.

FoREiON.—The cable telegram from London on the

20th, quoted U. S. bonds at 105 for the .5's, llOj for the

4Vs, and 108} ex-conpon, for the 4's. Silver is quoted

at 52id. per ounce.

The electoral campaign increases in activity. It has

been almost impossible, during the p.ist week, to get a

suflicient number of members of Parliament together

to make a House.
Parnell, the Irish member, who has been on a visit

to this country, arrived at Queenstown on the 21st, and

was enthusiastically received. He says, " The general

verdict of American opinion throughout the Union

overwhel

celebrated on the 20th inst.

and well.
.

Prince Bismark has presented a paper in the Ke

stag, on emigration from Germany in 1879, shov

that 33,327 persons, two-thirds of whom were m;

emigrated, by far the greater number going to

United States and British North America.

Under the operation of the new protective tarifl

is said foreign goods are being gradually driven i

the German markets.

The past winter is reported to have been the col

that Austria has experienced for the last fifty yc

The average temperature was 23° Fahrenheit, the lo

4 degrees below zero. Lakes were frozen which 1

never been known to be closed before.

It is reported from Constantinople, that the ra(

demanded for the ransom of Colonel Synge and \

has been sent to the brigands, and the captives 1

been liberated.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.

A Stated Meeting of the Committee having ch

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be hel

Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, 4lh mo. 2nd, at
^"

The Committee on Admissions will meet the s

day at 9 A. M., and the Committee on Instructio

2.30 P. M.
The Visiting Committee, appointed to attend

examination at the School, meet there on Second-

evening, 29th inst. For the accommodation of

committee, conveyances will be at the Street F

Station on the 29th inst., to meet the trains that li

the city at 2.30 and 4.35 P. M.
Wm. Evans,

Philada., 3d mo. 1880. Cler

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.

The Annual Meeting will be held in the Commit

room of Arch St. Meeting-house, on Fourth-day e'

ing, the 31st inst., at 8 o'clock.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Edward Maris,

3d mo. 1880. Cler

In the Circuit Court of the United States, in and

the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, in the third cin

In Equity. Of April Sessions, IS'^l . No.\.

MAGILL ET AL. V. BROWNE et al.

The Master appointed by the Court to report di

bution of the fund formerly in Court, with its intei

and now in the Treasury of the United States, am

the legatees, yet unpaid, under the will of S.arah Z.

deceased, in conformity with the decree made in

case, in January, 1841, adding net accrued interest,

meet the parties interested on Wednesday, the 21st

of April, 1880, at 11 o'clock A. M., at the office of

K. Price, Esq., No. 709 Walnut St., Philadelphia, w

and where all persons having any claim upon s;iid f

will be heard. Jas. C. Sellers, Maste

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hall.J
Applications for the Admission of Patients ma;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar

Managers.

Died, Tenth month 9th, 1879, Rachel S. W.^RB

daughter of Joseph T. and Sarah E. Warren, a

nearlv twenty-two years, a member of Upper i^pr

field Monthlv Meeting, New Jersey.

, 12th' mo. 2.5th, 1879, George G. AVillu

aged nearly 87 years, a member of Frankford Mow
and Germantown Preparative Meeting.

, on the 1st of Second month last, at her i

dence in Philadelphia, Mary Whitall, widow of

late John M. WhiUiU, in the 77th year of her .age.

, „ was a beloved and esteemed member of the Mon
gly in favor of a radical change in the

j

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the Wes

Irish land system." District. Having early in life surrendered her h

A despatch from Cape Town says, the General Post- jn obedience to her Divine Ma.ster, she endeavore

office has been robbed of all the diamonds awaiting ship- follow Him unto the end. Hospitable in her feeh

ment by mail. The diamonds are valued at £75,000. and concerned to use the means entrusted to her

The 'Duchess of Marlborough, writing to the Lord
j

good steward, it may be said of her as of Phebe of

Mayor of London, says there is now no danger of famine i " ghe hath been a succorer of many."

in Ireland, but there is dire destitution in the moun- , at her residence, Pennsville, Lycoming Co.,

tainous parts, and on the sea coast there is great need on Third mo. 6th, 1880, Sarah E. Masters, in

of clothing and seed. 61st year, a member and elder of Muncy Mom

France.—Oa the 16th, the Ferry Education bill, as Meeting of Friends. " Blessed are the dead who

amended by the Senate, was adopted by the Chamber 'jn the Lord."

of Deputies. The Senate and Chamber have .adjourned ^ wTrrTIw'w^^PrrF 'pRmTFR''"™'
till the 4th of next month. WILLLi.M H. PILE, PRINTbK,

Germany.—The 83rd birth-day of the Emperor was
]

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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pturc Illustrations from Malagasy Customs.

nhabitants of Madagascar mainly be-

the Malayan race; and many of their

18 throw light upon Bible allusions. In

ter on this subject, in his work on

jasear, James Sibree says :

is not very easy for a foreigner to ira-

tely understand the absolute character

government like that of Madagascar,
every person, from the highest to the

I
is a servant of the sovereign, and

no one can take anj' step in life—change
idence, build a house or a tomb, go on

ney, be married, or even be buried

—

it reference to his immediate superior

r directly to the head of the State.

jl this is much more like the state of

T described in the Bible, like the auto-

character of the Jewish monarchy, to

thing of other monarchies referred to

sacred records, than is our own social

olitical system. And, therefore, such

8 as, 'The king's wrath is as the roaring

on, but his favor is as dew upon the

(Prov. xix. 12); ' The wrath of a king
lessengers of death ;' &c., are in thorough
ny with Malagasy ideas.

ould, however, be understood that

jru many influences now at work in the

of Christianity, and the growth of

ean ideas, to modify the absolutism of
• times. What this was may be gathered

n incident related of Queen ESinavalona

on after the promulgation of the laws

t Christian worship, some of the people

certain of the missionaries and asked

f did not tremble at the word of the

n? They replied that they were in-

rfeved that the Queen wished to prevent

iowledgc of the Word of God, but that

id not tremble, because, after all, the

was only human. The natives rejoined,

y be well for you to say so, because you
ite people ; but as for us Malagasy, when
fen ign frowns upon us we are as people

ead !' The ascription of divine honors
ig Agrippa in the shout, ' It is the voice

rod, and not of a man,' was paralleled

fcourse, with a far less degree of blame)
1 former appellation of Malagasy sover-

who were called Andria-mdnitra hita-

-'the god seen by the eye,' the visible

hen passing the chief entrance of the

palacc-3-ard, and noiicing the crowd of peo-

ple and oflicials silting at the gate-way, I

have often been reminded of the Eastern cus-

tom of suitors for any favor or office 'sitting

at the king's gate' (2 Sam. xi. 9 ; Esth. ii. 19).

This is not only seen at the royal gateway,
but also at the entrance of the houses of the

highest officers of state; people are there
' watching daily at his gates, waiting at the

posts of his doors' (Prov. viii. 34). And just

as in the East, those who seek to have justice

done to them in any law-suit, have to wait

and waylay the great men, and by their very
importunity force them to attend to their

cause (see Luke xviii. 1-5), so have we known
women who have sat for days together at the

palace gate, for the ])urpose of pressing their

ease upon the attention of the high Govern-
ment officers as they went in and out from
the presence of the Queen.
"There is also in Madagascar a custom

that if, on any roj'al progress, a criminal can

contrive to put himself in the way of the

sovereign, so as to be seen and looked upon
by her, he can claim pardon for his offence.

(Malagasy offenders are not, as a rule, kept in

prison, but have light fetters put upon them,
so that they Can walk about and get employ-
ment in various out-door work. When, there-

fore, the sovereign goes abroad, orders are

issued that all convicts, gdira Idva, (must keep
out of the way.) This is strikingly like East-

ern customs, for there are numerous passages

which show that to 'look upon,' or to 're-

gard,' &e., are expressions equivalent to gain-

ing favor and compas>ion (see Exod. ii. 25,

iv. 31 ; 1 Sam. i. 11 ; 2 Sam. xvi. 12).
" When a Malagasy sovereign goes on a

journey to any distant portion of her dominions,

she is always accompanied by an imnaense
crowd of her subjects, including all the upper
classes of the people, with their bearers and
attendants. Like the Queen of Sheba, she

goes ' with a very great train,' 'a verj' great

companj', she and her servants' (1 Kings x.

2). On recent roj'al ' progresses the number
of these followers has amounted to as many
as from 20,000 to 30,000 people! And in the

preparations for those journeys we always
have illustrations of many Scripture passages.

As there are no roads, properly speaking, in

Madagascar, the local autiiorities along the

line of march are responsible for improving
the paths, or, in many places, for making an
altogether new road. The elevations are cut

down, the hollows filled up, timber bridges

are constructed, and the jungly grass and
thickets are cleared out of the vvay. It is, in

short, an exact illustration of the words, ' Pre-

pare ye the way of the Lord, make straight

in the desert a highway. Every valley shall

be exalted, and every mountain and hill shall

be made low ; and the crooked shall be made
straight, and the rough places plain' (Isa. xl.

3, 4). At every halting-place on the journej'

the camp is formed with most scrupulous care

and order: the royal scarlet tent in the centre,

and around it its courts ; opposite the entrance
are the tents of the chief officers of state, and
then in regular order on all four sides aro

those of the different tribes and ranks of the
people. The whole, when viewed from an
elevation, bears a striking resemblance to the

camp of the Israelites, as it must have ap-

peared on their march through the desert.

" Throughout the whole of the East it is in.

dispensable, when seeking an interview with
a person of authority or influence, that a pre-

sent bo brought to propitiate his favor; for

'a man's gift maketh room for him, and
bringeth him before great men' (Prov. xviii.

16). It is exactly the s.ime in Madagascar;
nor can these presents be properly termed
bribes, for as the majorit}' of Government
officials have no regular or fixed salary, such

presents are one of the chief means they have
of keepin/r up their position. So much is this

the custom that, even when coming to see us,

their missionaries, the people usually bring

some little offering—a bunch of bananas, half

a dozen oranges, or other fruit, or a young
fowl ; and if they have nothing they make an
elaborate apology for coming empty-handed.
And I have often thought, when reading that

story of Saul and his servant when seeking his

father's asses, how like it is to Malagasy usages

—their concern at finding they have nothing

left to offjr in approaching the great man,
Samuel. (' But, behold, if we go, what shall we
bring the man ? for the bread is spent, and there

is not a present to bring to the man of God

:

what have we ?' 1 Sam. ix. 7) ;
the servant's

finding a quarter-shekel ; his master's im-

mediately appropriating it—all this is true to

the life to what continually happens in Mada-
gascar.

"As among the Jews and most Eastern

nations, the statf is a sign of office and au-

thority, so also it is among the Malagasy (sec

Numb, xvii ). When the elders of the people,

chiefs of villages and tribes, come in from the

country to the capital, they frequently carry

with them this statf or rod of office as a sign

of their position.
" Up to a very recent period, the punish-

ments for political and other crimes in Mada-
gascar were very severe. The code of laws

in the time of sovereigns preceding the pre-

sent one commenced by pronouncing death

for a number of offences; but beside this it

provided also that the wife and children of

the culprit should 'be lost,' that is, reduced

to slaver}'. And so ' the sins of the fathers

were visited upon the children,' a thing which,

although prohibited by the law of Moses
(Deut. xxiv. 16; Ezek. xviii. 20), was often

practised by Jewish rulers, as well as by-

neighboring nations (see 2 Kings x. 6, 14, xi.

1 ; Dan. vi. 24).

(To be continued.)

" There might be so fine an imitation of

precious gems, that none but connoisseurs

could discover the cotinterfeit."

—

&L. Grubb,
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The Meeting at Firbank Cliapcl and its Results.

(Conlinued from page 262.)

The last number of this narrative related

the blessed end to which the Lord brought

his faithful servant John Camm, enabling him
to leave this life in the full assurance that a

crown immortal awaited him in the world to

come; as it certainly does to all those who
continue unto the end to love the appearing

of the Lord Jesus in their hearts.

The experience of his dearly beloved friend,

John Audland, was very similar. He is de-

scribed as a man whose "company was ex-

ceedingly delightful and pleasant, being always
cheerful, and his discourse good and tending

to edification.'' " It was his great joy to see

the Lord's work to prosper, and the testimony

of Truth spring in every bosom." Thomas
Camm says, "Our hearts [were] perfectly

united and knit together in that love that's

everlasting; I never thought travel hard or

tedious at any time, so that I might enjoy his

compan}^, in which I was always delighted."

The same loving friend further says of him :

"After he was first called forth into the

work and service of the Lord, he Was very

diligent therein, almost in continual travels,

and several times was in prison for his testi-

mony's sake; as at New Castle in the north,

and Bristol ; often in great perils in the be-

ginning, having many rough places to break

through, where many times ho suffered sore

beatings, and many strokes, together with
cruel mockings, revilings and scornings from
the wicked rabble often ; and sometimes from
angry bitter-spirited professors—through and
over all which the Lord preserved him to his

own glory, to inherit a kingdom that's ever-

lasting—for he counted nothing dearunto him
for the gospel's sake, but left his dear wife and
child (whom he loved entirely) and trade, and
all to follow the Lord Jesus Christ, the Cap-
tain of salvation, having an eye to the eternal

recompense of reward, that the Lord hath
given him fully to enjoy.

"His dearwife wasuot long after him, called

forth into the same work and service, and
travelled into several parts of the north coun-

try, and after into the south, where at Ban-
bury, in Oxfordshire, she was a prisoner for

one year and seven months, the Lord making
her instrumental in his hand, to the turning
many from darkness to light in that place,

and many other places where she travelled.
" When J. A. did grow weaker, bj' his linger-

ing distemper of a sore cough, his lungs wast-
ing, ho would often complain of an inward
soreness in his breast, though he seemed to

look well, being of a ruddy and fair com-
plexion, and would often say : Ah ! those great.

meetings in the orchard at Bristol, I may not!

forget; I would so gladly have spread my net
over all, and have gathered all, that I forgot
myself, never considering the inability of my
body ; but its well my reward is with me, and
I am content to give up, and bo with the
Lord, for that my soul values above all things.

" Betwixt two and three weeks before he
died, he was taken (as was supposed) with an
hective fever, and daily it increased upon him;
ao that his sleep for many days and nights
was taken from him, in which time I was
often with him, being his desire and my de-

light to serve him; in which time Friends in

abundance flocked to visit him from several
parts ; for, as I said before, he was a man
greatly beloved of the Lord, and all his peo-

his eye was only to. and his soul breatl

more than lengih of days in the enjoy i

the world or its riches: Glory, glo

eternal praises to the Lord for ever :

ever more."
(To be coDtinued.)

pie, yea, many of the world had a good esteem

of and loved him, and many times the Lord
did wonderfully open his mouth in testimony

to Friends (as if he had been without sense of

his sickness) to their great refreshment and
exceeding joy; and often he would be raised

upon his knees upon his bed, and supplicate

the Lord in the behalf of his whole heritage;

and to prosper his work in the nation and

nations round about: he said that there was
nothing in all the world that he desired to

live to enjoy, except the comfortable enjoy-

ment of his friends and brethren in the fellow-

ship of the life of truth, and that he might be

a comfort to his dearly beloved wife ; whose
desolate condition he often bemoaned ; but in

this he said his will was in true subjection,

submitting to the will of the Lord, whether
life or death ; to God he often and again com-
mitted and recommended all the whole flock,

heritage and family of God, together with his

dear wife and child, to be kept, cared for, and
preserved ; saying that He would be a husband
to his desolate ^vidow, and a tender father to

his fatherless children, often entreating his

dear wife freely to give him up to the will

and disposing of the Almighty, whose he was,

being made acceptable in the beloved Son;
often sweetly comforting her in her sorrow
and great distress, making as little show of

his illness (for her sake) as ever he might:
yet we saw that he was under a great weight
of sickness, and that his strength daily wasted,

so that in less than three weeks time after

the fever took him, he finished here, and was
sweetly taken to rest in the joy of the Lord
forevermore, it being the 24th dayof the First

month, 1663, and the next day was accom-
panied to his grave by many Friends and
others, and his body interred in the aforesaid

burving place at Birkrigge Park."

His widow tesliQes that " he was a man of

an exceeding sweet disposition, unspeakably
loving and tenderly affectionate, alwaj'S ready
to lend a helping hand to the weak and needy,

open-hearted, free and near to his friends.

He was greatly beloved, and highly esteemed
of in the Lord, for his work's sake ; notwith-

standing not lifted up thereby, but preserved

in great humility and lamb-hke lowliness. In

the time of his sickness he was exceedingly
filled with the high praises of God, being as

one overcome and ravished in the sense of

God's love, joy and peace everlasting.

"He was greatly afflicted in the sense of

my sorrow (occasioned by his great weakness
which I saw daily to increase upon him)

;

and therefore did very wisely and tenderly
comfort mo, withal desiring me to give him
up freely to the disposing of the Lord whose
he was, and enjoyed His pure peace. And
although it was hard to part with so dear and
beloved a husband, yet the Lord strengthened
me, and I seeing the extremity of his dis

temper to be exceeding heavy upon him and
to increase, I was made willing to go to him,||er. A few of the Americans having br

and freely recommend him into the hands of (through the surrounding enemy, gave the

the eternal living God, to dispose of him ac-lhint to Sullivan that a body of British

For " The

The Senecas and the Valley of the Gene

CContinued from page 2E8.)

The work of destruction to India

perty was pursued relentlessly, and desi

marked the army's route. Grain and
were destroyed, orchards of apple, pe;

peach trees, raised in most instancei

seeds under advice of the missionarie

the common fate. In one place fifteei

dred .peach trees, bending under the r

fruit, were cut down. In this ruthls

struction the army exceeded the barbai

the savage. The Indians themselves, i

incursions upon the white settlements,

the fruit trees, the growth of many yea
it may well be questioned whether th

cession was not due to the fact, that th

dom carried weapons with which to d

large trees. To the credit of some of Sul

officers it should be added, that thej' i

strated against this barbarism, but he rci

his instructions from Washington, that

blow must be sure and fatal, otherwi;

Indians will derive confidence fror

effectual attempts and become more in

than before," and "that the immediate
of the expedition are the total destructic

devastation of their settlements," and
country must be " not merely overru

destroyed."
Between Cayuga and Seneca lakes, tl

dians fled so suddenly before the ad
guard, that kettles of corn were occasit

found still boiling over the fire. Near G
a fine white child, about three years old

discovered abandoned, nude and nearlj

ished. On being spoken to he replied, '!:!

(How are you ?) and used a few Indian fl|

He was evidently of Dutch parentage'

had probably been captured the year I

on the Pennsylvania border. General Sul

took no small interest in the boy's we
and prepared a rough pannier upon a 1

in which he vvas carefully ensconsed. A
cellent milch cow accompanied the expec

from first to last, and afforded nourish

for the little stranger. The child wast
to near Newburgh, after the return o

army, where he caught the small pox
died.

At length the army reached the bordf

the valley of the Genesee. A scouting
f

having been sent forward with the intoi

of discovering the site of the capital tov

the Indians, the adventure proved fall

many of them, who were led into an am
and surprised by five hundred Indians u

Brant, and five hundred royalists under

cording to his Divine pleasure, and unsearch
able wisdom and counsel, whether life or
death; the which added to his ease and my
peace, in true submission to the will of the

Lord; so his body daily weakeningand his dis-

temper prevailing; he notwithstanding being
mostly kept sensible to the last, continuing
in prayer and praising the Lord, he sweetly
fell on sleep, and finished his course, being
passed into the fulness of eternal joy, which'

Indians were near; but they fled immcdii

after destroying the scouting party,

engagement has been called the batti

Groveland, and its centennial anniversary

lately celebrated at that place.

At length the army reached Honeoyi
Indian town situated on a fine plain neai

lake of that name. It consisted of boas

hewn logs, and around it were sevenvl I

corn fields and orchards of apples and c
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From the hills above, the rich coiin-

ough which they were about to pass

seen Btrotchiug for miles to the west-

a forest mainly of oak and hickorj',

itervals of broken fields covered with

nt grass. While the American army
re encamped almost undisturbed, the

1 villages of Bcardstown, Canaseruga,
Canawaugus and other towns on
vcre scones of consternation. The

i were engaged in gathering a great

corn. Skirmishing was frequent be-

the advancing pioneers and the Indian

yet none of them fled from their vil-

nlil were heard the echoes of the yan-

ig guns, those terrible engines, wliich

d to Indian superstition all the dread

ies of hostile " medicine men." On
thorn the women set up a wail, the

bawled an accompaniment, and ex-

it gi-ow every moment greater. By
the ear to the ground, they could hear

ad in Sullivan's camp. Preparations

iirriedly made for the long journey to

iagara. A small body of Americans
d the retreating fugitives, who were
ed by a detachment of British troops,

green uniforms, the more readily

eal lliomselves among the bushes and

v'holc army was soon upon its march
I'd, over the trail for the Indian towns
Genesee, and in the evening took pos-

of a village on the Canaseruga creek,

)n commenced their work of havoc by
the corn by plucking the ears and

Dg them into the river, and having fii'ed

huts, resumed their march towards
Bcardstown, moving over a plain of

•dinary I'ertility, on which grew grass

than a man, in which the guns only

ioldiers could be seen, and reached the

e near the present village of Mt. Morris.

rth the capital town or Little Beard's

was reached, where the tires in some
sre yet fresh. This town consisted of

idrod and twenty-eight houses, " most-

large and elegant." The surroundings

sautiful, and upon the cleared flat whicl

ed fir a number of miles, were exten

rn fields and every vegetable the In

were accustomed to cultivate. Here
astroyed the orchards of sixteen hun
ees, collected the corn and burned it in

he product of two hundred acres bavin

bus destroyed. A detachment then

led to Canawaugus, near the present

f Avon, and destroyed it, and return

1 waste the Big Tree village near Mt.
afterwards the scene of the Morris

work was declared finished, the total

f the Indian settlement and the do-

m of their crops having been com-
an immediate return of the army was

d. Eighteen days had elapsed since

ad loft Newtown, near the present Bl-

luring which time they had destroyed

ndian towns, large and small, and had
1 or otherwise wasted 100,000 bushels of

md vast quantities of vegetables of

kind. Before quitting this spot on their

homeward, a woman with an infant,

learly starved, came within the lines,

id been captured at Wyoming the year

us, and informed the Americans that

iman had constantly fretted and begged

irrLors to sue for peace.

The Indian warriors and their allies, to-

getlier with 150 British regulars from Nia-

gara, by whom they had been reinforced on

the eve of quitting the Genesee, fled to Fort

Niagara. Meanwhile Indian women, chil-

dren and old men, were flocking thither i'rom

their burning towns, and as the plain became
Joverod far and near with knots of fugitives,

t strikingly resembled, says an eye witness,

the diversified landscape formed by groups
oturning from an English fair. The Sonecas

were urged to make their future dwelling-

place in Canada, but they coniinued to remain

a Fort Niagara until the following spring,

when the larger remnant of the tribe settled

near Buff'alo Creek. Scanty 8up])Ues wore
furnished them, and during the remarkablj'

cold winter, when multitudes of deer perished

from starvation, the refugees were fed upon

salt provisions, which caused scurvy to appear

among them, of which they died in great

numbers. In the spring of 1780, several

Seneca families came back and temporarily

settled in the neighborhood of the former vil-

ages on the Genesee, but the greater portion

of them never returned.

W. 11. C. Hosmor, the poet of Avon, has in

fitting language expressed the sorrow of these

exiled children of the forest, on returning to

their loved Genesee, in the following strain

"THE SENECA'S RETURN.
Thy waves, dark rolling Genesee,

Still lave the flowery Rhore,

To look upon thy rippling tide

1 have returned once more;
Thy glassy bosom pictures yet

'fhe sunbeam and the cloud,

Thoiigh aged oaks that fringed thy banks
The ringing axe hath bowed.

The sun smiles on the meadow green.

Once shadowed by the wood,
And domes of beauty crown the hill

Where our rude cabins stood
;

Where rang the hunters' call of yore.

And blazed the Council Fire,

The plowman's whistle shrill is heard.

And skyward points the spire.

The moss of age has overcrept
Our hallowed altar-stone,

And traces of onr former sway
Are gone— forever gone.

The dusky pilot guides no more
His dancing bark canoe,

And bows of strength are snapped in twain,

From which our arrows flew.

The pale face long since offered us

The cup with poison brim.
Our hearts grew weak with craven throbs.

Our falcon eyes grew dim
;

The birth-right of our fathers brave,

We sold in our despair.

And vanished is our old renown
Like smoke in empty air."

The centennial celebration of the conquest

of the Genesee Valley by Sullivan's army was
celebrated at Genesee on 16th of 9th month,
1879. An extract from one of the speeches

is worthy of note as the testimony of a pioneer

to the worth of the Indians. The speaker

said he could give them some of the unwrit-

ten history of Livingston county. " Sixt}'-

one years ago I stood where the battle was
fought in Groveland. * * The Indians

simply defended their homes to the best of

their ability. Indians were my neighbors

when I lived across the river. They were

good neighbors." Another followed in the

same strain. "The Indian has been dispos-

sessed by fraud and injustice, and I would
rather be the advocate of the Indian than of

the white man, before an impartial tribunal.

Wo shall never do justice to the Indian until

ivo make him a citizen. For every act of

dndnoss to the race wo may cite ton of

raud."
(To l)0 coutllmcd.)

*"*
For "Tbo Frli-nd."

Fallliful Watchmen.

There is no doubt but that our Society has

been greatly benefitted by the care and con-

corn of those who, from time to time, have
xtondcd a word of caution to such as may
have felt it their duty to speak to the people.

John Crook, one of the early ministers of our

Society, it is said was distinguished (in times

of perscoulion) for the baptising power of his

ministry; and, that after a soiios of years

lion persecution liad ceased, his comniuni-

catians seemed to bo devoid of this unction

which had formerly characterized thom. This

became a source of concern to some of hia

friends. Two of them, who stood in the sta-

tion of elder, from a sense of duty, waited on

him, and with all the terdorness due to his

age, cxporienco and great worth, communi-
cated their fears to him on this head, and

desired that he would take the matter into

serious consideration. It is said he received

their communication with groat meekness,

and, after a time, waited on them in a broken

tender frame of mind, and informed them,

with many tears, that he believed they had

ample cause for their concern ;
and expressed

his graliludo to them for thus pointing out

bis (iarigerous situation to him. lie continued

sileii taller this for three j'oars, and then again

broke forth in a few words, just as he did in

his first appearing in the ministry. " He that

runs may read." I have reason to believe

that no harm would come of it if those who
have an oversight of the ministry, would bo

faithful in the discharge of their duties. lam
well aware that it requires great caution in

proceeding in this direction ;
but I am also

well convinced that there is need of close self-

examination on the part of those who speak,

as well as close scrutiny on the part of those

ho hear.
_

Justice Marshall and the Turkey.—CUioi'-

Justice Marshall was a groat man ; but great

men are not apt to be proud. He was not too

proud to wait upon himself. Ho was in the

habit of going to market himself, and carry-

ing home bis purchases. Often would he bo

seen going home at sun-rise, with poultry in

one hand and vegetables in the other.

On one of these occasions a fashionable

young man from the North, who had removed

10 llichraond, was swearing violently because

he could find no one to carry homo his turkey.

Judge Marshall stopped up to him and asked

him where he lived. When ho hoard, he said:

" That is my way ; I will carry your turkey

home for you."

When they came to the house the young
man asked, " What shall I pay you ?"

" Oh, nothing," said the Judge ;
" you are

welcome ; it was all in my way, and it was no

trouble to me."
" Who is that polite old man who brought

my turkey homo for me?" asked the young
man of a bystander.
"Oh," said he, "that was Judge Marshall,

ChiefJusticc of the United States."

"Why did he bring home my turkey?"

"I suppose he did it," said the by-stander,

"to teach you not to feel above attending to

your own business."

—

Golden Threads.
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Icltf r from Sarah ( lynes) Rrubb, to a daughter when

about to leave school.

1824.

My Dear Child,—Having some experience

in the path which now opens to thee, I wish,

if possible, to be instrumental in affording

thee instruction and encouragement in thy

future steps through life. Take, therefore,

the affectionate counsel of a tender mother.

Place the fear of God con tinu;illy before thee;

have reference toHiin in all thiugs- He hath

not only given thee a being, but endowed
thee with a good understanding, and granted

thee many blessings: let it be the sincere Ian

guage of thy heart, " What shall I render

unto the Lord for all his benefits ?" so will He
teach thee his Divine law, and enable thee to

delight therein. Thus wilt thou possess re-

ligion ;
real, vital Christianity. It is the

greatest of all treasures; befriends the godly

through this world, and leads them to a better.

What are we without religion, even in our

best state? We know not how to estimate

our existence, nor any of the blessings offered;

how then can we truly enjoy them ? In dis-

tress, in sickness, in the dark and gloomy
seasons which will overtake us sometimes, in

the course of our journey, what have we to

flee to for safety, if unacquainted with the

name which is the power of God ? Therefore,

my dear child, "get wisdom ;" "forsake her

not"—" the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom."
Never give way to a fretful disposition.

To repine at the crosses and difficulties at-

tendant on our probationary state, betra3's a

little mind, and want of resignation to what
Heaven permits; besides, it renders things try-

ing in themselves, still more bitter; therefore,

whenever tempted with peevishness, seek,

with all thy might, to be quiet, and wait upon
the Lord, who will bring thee near to Him-
self, and convince thee, that with Him who
is light, there is no disquiet; and so Ho will

grant thee peace. Thine enemies are thine

own natural evil propensities: to overcome
these in the Lord, is a most glorious victory.

Thy dear Saviour is able and willing to grant
thee this victory with holy triumph.

Give no place to an envious disposition ; it

would corrode thy mind, and prevent the in-

comes of heavenly love. The sweet and the

bitter are more equally dispensed than man
perceives. We cannot of ourselves promote
our happiness, but, by watching against all

wrong things, wo may become strong in the

Lord, and in the power of his might, to avoid
all that would render us the authors of our
own misery. Be assured, my precious child,

that if there is not tranquillity in thine own
breast, from suffering the all-regulating prin-

ciple to operate there, thou never wilt find

true felicity in any situation which may fall

to thy lot; and while a kind Providence may
permit thee to bo surrounded by temporal
good, thou mayest be without capacity for en-

joying his bounty. Be wise, therefore, and
submit early to the humbling power of truth,

that it may be well with thee in time and in

eternity, which is the desire and prayer of

thy affectionate mother.
And now, with respect to domestic economy

let me say, for thy future comfort—do every
thing in its season : although it may seem very
often, at the moment, as if this method was
inconvenient and troublesome, thou wilt find

thy account in it. Thou wilt hereby save
much of thy precious time, and avoid confu-

sion and hurry. Make suitable arrangements,

and be sure to observe them. Have few ser-

vants ; treat them kindly, but give not up
thine own judgment to gratifj- their will, lest

thou lose that government which is essential

to the comfort of a family. Be industrious,

but be not in the habit of doing that thyself,

which properly belongs to the servants; for

this only renders them negligent. Be sure to

manage everything with frugality and pru-

dence; thou wilt have the more to spare for

the needy. Look well to thy household in

all things. Let thy countenance be as sun-

shine to thy family, through the calmness of

thy temper.
Be notover-anxiousin trouble, but endeavor

to leave all to the Lord, in doing according to

the best of thy capacity; and thus let thy
whole life bring glory to Him who is worthy
of all glory, honor, and dominion, for ever and
ever. Amen.

Original.

1858. THE WILLOW.
How dear to my heart is the old weeping willow.

Whose green, waving branches, so gracefully bend,

From its ocean of leaves, as a gently tossed billow,

There speaks to my heart, the sweet voice of a friend.

The old weeping willow—the dear ancient willow.

What happy enjoyment thy shadows can lend.

The first tree in Spring to put forth its green leaflets,

And the last one in Autumn to wither and die-
Is the old weeping willow—thro' whose leafless branches

Bleak Winter in turn will so mournfully sigh.

Our dear weeping willow, the time-honored willow,

How grand is thy form neath the blue vaulted sky.

The birds seek thy boughs and build for the Siimmei—
Their little ones rock in thy branches to rest,

Thy wide-spreading arms receive every comer,

That seeks in thy shelter—a place for its nest.

Fair beautiful willow, thou large-hearted willow.

The songs from thy temple are purest and best.

The horse-block, that stood in the yard, at the corner,

The swing that hung down from thy strong, sturdy

bough.

Were pleasant resorts, where youth loved to linger

—

And drink the cool breezes that fann'd every brow.

Dear honest old willow, grand, noble old willow,

No tree on this earth is so cherished .as thou.

Adieu ! I would wish that long life be thy portion,

And the birdlings sing sweetly as ever for thee.

While happy young hearts still pay their devotion,

And age smile as calmly, as trustful and free.

Thou time-honored willow, our dear mother's willow,

A father's hand planted her favorite tree.

1868.

I have gazed on thy form, 'neath age it is bending,

Thy branches seem dwarfed by the breath of decay.

We have left thee cUone—a memento of dear ones,

That time in its kindness will .soon bear aw.ay.

Thou true weeping willow, dear sacred old willow,

What fond memories crown thy lone dying day.

1880.

Thou art gone, honored willow, the strong breath of

Heaven
Blew hard 'gainst thy form in the day of decline.

Thou bent 'neath the blast, to earth wast thou riven,

And mouldered to ashes, all beauty of thine.

With tears in our eyes by the grave of our willow,

We mourn o'er the past-^yet would not repine.

Thv life tho' so noble—in diath is now ended,

liy " harp" has been hung in thy branches to rest,

The song of the captive to Heaven ascending

Re-echo soft anthems from realms of the blest.

The " land" is not " strange" where loved ones have
entered.

The songs of the ransomed are sweetest and best.

__^^^ E. S. E.

" For though we are required to ' show the

people their transgressions, and tho house of

Jacob their sins,' how can we reach the heart

except we take along with us this holy soften-

ing influence, which is like precious oil ?"

—

Sarah {Lynes) Grubb-

Grangemouth and the Earl of Zetlai

maj not be generallj' known to our r«

especially to those south of the Tweed
in the little town of Grangemouth
battle is being fought on the side of pr
tion of the sale of strong drink. The E
Zetland has given notice, to all partie

corned, to the effect that, "The prohib
contained in the feu-charters of propert
Grangemouth, of which he is superior, aj

using them as public-houses, dram-sho
or in the sale of malt or spirituous li(

will be put in force on or after the li

May next."

This announcement has given rise to s

feeling not only in Grangemouth, butthr
out the country, and it is said that very y

ous efforts are being made to induce the
to change his mind, or failing that, to

his authority in the Court of Session

even in the House of Lords itself. The
of Grangemouth has about 4000 inhabit

it is situated at the mouth of the I'ttle i

Grange, which unites with the Carroni

joins the Forth at the east end of the ];

and Clyde Canal, which has been used fc:

passage of vessels from the east to the w.;

Scotland and vice versa. The port of Gn
mouth is therefore capable of harborin

storage, &c., verj' large ships, and the ti

trade is extensively carried on, great b

being filled with the floating logs. The p
lence of water intersecting the town reset

some of tho towns of Holland, and can
special feature not only in tho place b

this matter of prohibition, for it very

quenti}' happens that persons under th

fiuence of drink, fall into this canal and
results not unfrequently occur.

A short time ago three men were drow
and a few weeks since three men fell inti

water and were only rescued with great

culty. A public-house in Grangemouth
most valuable property as may be noted
the heavj- rents obtainable for it. The rail

tavern, having only four dingy places,

situated at a corner on the main thorough
calculated to excite the "drouth" alib

lumpers and bargemen, affords over £11

rent. One licensed house, which as a bal

shop drew an £8 rent, returns to the land

£40 as a dram-shop. A contemporary
ridiculed the idea of the uses to which
back-shop of a licensed shipchandler ma
turned ; but in the same issue the writer ni

have read a par.igraph of one in Grangem
being fined for breach of certificate. All

has for long been a thought to the mor
spectable inhabitants, and the action w
has now been taken by the feudal superi

the outcome of it.

Though Lord Zetland resides mostl,

Yorkshire, both he and his lady have sh

themsaJves interested in the social and a
well-being of the people, and reprosental

as to the real state of matters in Grangem
by those well qualified and entitled ton
them, have led to what is believed an abi

resolution.

—

Daily Review.

That the cry of distress should be hear

over Europe is no great wonder when
leading Powers are spending 3iS00,000,0(

the maintenance of military establishrai

The vast armaments of modern times ar

intolerable burden upon the masses of

people from whose ranks they are recru

and by whose hard-earned money they
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t up. There mast come a time-when the

den, having grown beyond eudunince, will

ihrown off forever, and the whole political

anizalion ol'Europo be destroyed and made

For "The FrieDd "

Memoir of Hannah Marsh.

BY HER DAUGHTER, PRISCILLA. PITT.

CCoDtiuued from page 257.

J

Q dress she was a model for Christian wo-

1. When young she had been rather tasty,

as she yielded her heart to the power ot

Be, she found it easy to take up the cross

appear as a consistent Friend. Not onlj-

kept to the peculiar style then commonly
•n, but she gave as little thought and at-

;ion to it, as it would be possible in any
—at the same time always looked neat.

; the age of seventeen," said she, " I had
same pattern for a sleeve; it tilted me,

why should I alter?" So she had it for

years. She wore black silk bonnets for

ly years. The reason she gave me was
— '• When I wore light colors, there was
1 a fuss about choosing the color, so I

ight I would have black, and then when
anted a new bonnet, it would only bo to

'Make me another.'" She spoke many
rs ago to a friend about dressing her chil-

1 too smart. The friend asked her how
would have her dress them ? Mother re-

d, " There is no need for me to dictate,

J hast One who can show thee." My mo-
kept to what she felt easy to use and

,r, not imitating even her dearest friend

) was led into greater plainness. Our house

truly comfortable, though plainer than

ly, as we neither had pictures, nor hearth-

3, nor anti-macasaars, nor many orna

fts about the rooms. Mother kept a very

ill stock of gowns. She maintained that

Society had a testimony to bear against

icbangeable suits of apparel.

nth regard to her position as a member of

religious Society she felt such unity with,

[was truly a mourner of later years at the

hges taking place in our discipline and

btices. So much so that she could not feel

inter so heartily into the transactions of

'meetings, or to labor in concert with those

> advocate new views—nevertheless, sh

\ the word of retreat had not been sount;

in her ears. She believed there never was
me when Friends were more called upon
^tand firm and keep to their principles,

the present. She repeatedly lamented

ur meetings for discipline, that our Queries

done away with, or more properly speak

are altered, and not to be answered as

nerly, with other changes. She attended

itings for worship and discipline, especially

select ones, as long as she was able, which
to within two weeks of her end. H

)rs in the ministry in distant parts were
ill compared with those of dear father, yet

went with Lydia Ann Barclay as her com
ion, into Oxfordshire and Warwickshire
h father into Norfolk and Suffolk, Corn
and Devonshire, and to some family

ts in our own Quarterly Meeting, and in

ily sittings in Croydon to many of the in

itants; and they together held a public

sting occasionally when out for change of

The last time she was liberated by the

nthlyMeetingforservice, was three months
)re her end, viz., in the 7th month, 1877,

lold a meeting for the working classes in

the Friends' meeting-house, Park Lane, Croy-

don. At this she imparted much motherly

instruction and encouragement, in a clear and
audible manner. On the 17th of 9th month,

at our Monthly Meeting, in giving in as is

usual, some statement on returning the minute,

she used these or similar words, " With hum-
ble gratitude I can confess that through holy

help I was permitted to perform that little

service which I believed required of me in the

th month, and for which sweet peace has

been mercifully afforded." II. Binns desired

a minute to liberate him to hold public meet-

ngs in and round London. Mother expressed

the importance she felt there is in such a ser-

vice, that a Friend so engaged should draw
the people onward to the principles of Truth,

1 should not introduce the reading of the

Scriptures in meetings for worship. This

was the last Monthly Meeting she was at, for

she died an hour before the following Monthly
Meeting came around. But she had said

nough to be understood, and I know how
desirous she was, as she knew her life must

be drawing to a close, to clear her mind on

this subject, knowing that Friends in various

rts are trying to get it introduced.

1 do not profess to believe my mother was
without failings, but I believe the bent of her

heart was perfect with the Lord. She did not

(since I knew her) give out her mind to liter-

ary pursuits, or worldly company, or politic

matters ; neither was she one of those extra-

ordinary women who seem as if they could

compass sea and land. She was remarkably

tchful over her own heart ; she was content

to be little and lowlj^ and only desired the

esteem and friendship of those who could love

and value her for the love of God. She much
enjoyed to receive letters from her relatives

and friends, but in her late years felt more
restriction in this indulgence. The bedroom
window being opposite the letterbox, she told

me she felt restrained from looking out while

dressing, to see if there were any letters come,

but believed it right to give her mind full

lime to begin the day well, by committing

all her affairs, and those she most tenderly

loved, to the kind care of our heavenly Father,

and endeavor to stay her mind and look unto

the Lord to enable her to go through the day.

and wait till she wont down to breakfast for

the letters. She often said concerning little

things and events, the anticii)ation of which

troubled her, "How we are helped when we
have committed it to the Lord." And at

night, before dropping asleep, she said she re

membered us each one in prayer. She was
very cheerful in conversation, father being

oftentimes very silent in company, left her to

take rather too great a share. In her latter

years she was very much more drawn into

stillness, and would seem pained to hear me
encourage the keeping up unprofitable talk

with callers in, and often admonished me to

watchfulness, and a guard over the tongue,

quoting the apostle's words :
" Let your words

be few and savory, that they may minister

grace unto the hearers." "We must not let

the enemy get advantage over us." "It won't

do for me to have my mind disturbed with so

and so. It won't do for me to let my mind
out, to take it off its centre, and rob it of

quietness."
(To bo continned.)

Kindness is an invisible force of unmeasured
power.

The Martyrdom of Jolin Hiiss.

Catholic as Constance is, it recognizes that

its chief claim to fame is its connection with
the poor Bohemian preacher, who was burnt
without its gales just 464 years ago. It is,

however, absurd, as some have done, to say
that Constance glories in its crime. The city

was no more responsible for the death of
IIuss than were the inhabitants of Smithtield

for the martyr-fires that were lighted there,

or than Oxford was for the death of Latimer
nd Ridley. No, it was the crime of Chris-

tendom, not of Constance. The wooden car
or chariot in which Huss arrived in Constance
at the end of his long journey from Prague is

atill preserved in the Wessenberg Museum.
He put up at a little mean house near the
Schnetzthor. Probably in the time of the

Emperor Joseph II. a little tablet, with a
medallion in stone of the Reformer, was let

nto the wall, and within the last twelve
months his Bohemian compatriois have adorn-
ed the front of the house with a fine medallion
portrait, with a suitable inscription in Bohe-
mian and German. The city was crowded to

overflowing with visitors, for it is estimated

that no fewer than from 100,000 to 150,000

strangers had come from all parts of Chris-

tendom in the train of the great Council.

Having received a safe conduct.from the Em-
peror Sigismund freely to go and return, Huss
seemed at first principally concerned about
how he and his companion should obtain the
means of subsistence until such time as the

Council permitted him to depart. He writes

at this time, "Living is very dear here; a
bed with a room costs more than half-a-gulden

(about Is.) per week. I am greatly afraid

that my funds will soon be exhausted. Please

see my friends about this in Bohemia." With-
in a fortnight of his arrival he was arrested,

in defiance of imperial safe conduct, and after

several removals, on the 4th of January, 1415,

he was thrown into a miserable dungeon close

to the refectorium in the Dominican Convent,

now the Insel Hotel. The refectorium is

now the restaurant of the hotel, the handsome
church of the monastery having been secu-

larized into a magnificent dining hall. The
traveller on rising from his luxurious table

d'hote has only to take a few steps to see what
sort of accommodation Huss received in his

narrow cell. The stone to which he was
chained—only, I believe, however, at night

—

and the door with a little hole in it through
which food could be passed to him, are pre-

served in the Wessenberg Museum. He suf-

fered much from wet and cold, but through

the kindness of his guards, whom he won by
his gentleness, he was able to write letters to

his friends, and even short theological treatises.

With touching quaintness he writes from here

to his knightly friend and countryman, John
of Chlum, "Do not allow the great expense
(of his keep) to trouble j'ou. If God should

free the goose (Huss in Bohemian means
goose) from his prison, he will not allow you
to regret the expense. To-morrow it is eight

weeks that the goose has been lying close to

the dining room." His prison was soon after

changed to a tower of the Franciscan Convent,

and then to the strong castle of Gotllieben.

His offence was the preaching of those doc-

trines which all Protestantism has since

adopted. It was in vain that every po.ssible

means was employed to make him retract.

With gentle firmness he appealed to God and

the Holy Scriptures, and was immovable. At
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length, on the 6th of July, 1415, he was

brought into the cathedral to be publicly con-

demned. Kaiser Sigismund was there, in his

imperial robes, and with him were assembled

all the spiritual and temporal lords who had

come to the Council as the representatives of

Christendom. It is natural for us to think

of Huss as supported by all the Protestant

sentiment which now exists in the world, but

then it had not come into being. With many
worldly, sensual, and cruel men, both among
priests and laymen, assembled at the Council

there were also the best and wisest of their

generation, and it was these who held he was

guilty of deadly sin. Against this consensus

of the Christian world, he had only to place

his individual conviction of right and duty

based upon the Scriptures.

He was bitterly alone, and in his cold, dark

prison cell, as well as now, standing before

his judges, who were about to hand him over

to a shameful and cruel death, the agonizing

doubt may have come to him whether, after

all, these man of learning and piety might

not be right and he wrong.

A modern poet has said :

—
" They are slaves who dare not be

In tiie right with two or three."

But the choice spirits to whom the world

owes most have often had to tread the wine-

press absolutely alone; and who shall esti-

mate the agony of this loneliness, compared
with which the stake, and even the rack, are

small torments? The stone is still shown in

the Cathedral where Huss stood while being

degraded from his priest!}' office, and where he

was publicly condemned and cursed.

When he fixed his eyes full upon Sigismund

and reminded him of his imperial safe con-

duct, the hot blood mounte'd to the Kaiser's

cheeks, so that all present observed it. One
hundred years later this blush saved the life

of Luther. When the youthfdl Emperor
Charles V. was urged by his clerical coun-

sellors at Worms to disregard the safe-con-

duct he had given to Luther on the ground

that no faith was to be kept with heretics, he

replied, "I should not like to have to blush

like Sigismund." It is a melancholy instance

of the perversion of conscience that in his

mature age Charles never ceased to reproach

himself for this act of good faith. The awful

ceremony of public condemnation and anathe-

ma over, Huss was given over to the secular

arm.
The Pfalzgraf leading with 800 soldiers,

took him to the place of execution. With
them went a vast multitude, the spiritual and

secular lords on horseback. We can still trace

every step of the way to the place of martyr-

dom. It now leads through a rather pretty

suburb of the town until you come to an ugly

gasometer, when you turn down an avenue

of poplars which leads to a little spot enclosed

with an iron railing, in which stands a huge
boulder overgrown with ivy. On one side is

the simple inscription "Joannes Huss, Juli 6,

1415," and on the other side, " Hieronj'mus

von Prag, Juni 7, 1416;" for on the same
spot, within a twelvemonth, Jerome, the friend

and disciple of Huss, also witnessed a good
confession.

Before we bid farewell to Huss and Con-
stance and the Boden-seo, there is one incident

I should like to recall, which seems to me
one of the most touching in the chronicles of

the martyrs. Huss has commended his soul

to God, and solemnly asserted his integrity

and the joy with which he seals with his blood

the truths he has taught. The executioner is

about to light the fatal pile, when the martyr
observes a peasant adding a fagot to the pile

the assurance that this act will further his

salvation. It causes no emotion of anger or

indignation in the mind of the sufferer, but
he admires the simple faith that prompts it,

and gently says, " O sancta simplicitas."

Those who sadly feel that they can no longer

say " Shibboleth" as their fathers have said it,

do not always possess the gentleness and
humility of Huss, nor realize that the censure
of good men who remain in the old paths
maj' be animated by this "holy simplicity."

— Times. ____^__
For "Tho Friend."

The Allegheny and Cattaraugus Reservations.

The following article was written by one
of the girls at the Boarding School for Indian
children under the care of Friends at Tunes-
sassah, and was first read at one of the meet-
ings which are occasionally held among them
for literary improvement. It is interesting

not only on account of the information which
it contains respecting the homes and habits of

the Seneca Indians in New York, but as an
evidence of the proficiency which children of

this people may attain under favorable cir-

cumstances. The writer of the article has
lately left the Boarding School, and is now
teaching one of the public schools for Indian
children on the Allegheny Reservation.

" There are in the State of New York, seven
reservations, being tracts of land set apart by
the government of the United States for the

use of the different tribes of Indians living

thereon.

But I will confine my subject to the two
with which I am most familiar, viz: Catta-
raugus and Allegheny, which are closely al-

lied. The former contains about thirty-six

square miles and the latter thirty-nine. They
are situated thirty miles distant from each
other, in the south-western part of the State.

The population of both is near two thousand
six hundred, and consists of three nations, the

Seneca, Onondaga and Cayuga, which tribes

are again divided into clans. The names of

some of the clans are Bear, Wolf, Turtle, &a.

The children retain the name of the clan and
tribe of the mother. All the people of the

same clan are said to be related to each other,

and are not allowed to intermarry. The
Senecas have a Republican form of govern-
ment, and their officers are President, Trea-
surer and Clerk, several Counsellorsand Peace-
makers, all chosen by the people, and holding
their offices only one year ; but there are other
officers, such as the overseers of the poor, and
the police marshals, who are sometimes in

office two or three years. Their sessions they
call councils, and are held alternately on the

two reservations.

There are ten schools on the Cattaraugus
and seven on the Allegheny reservation. In
some of these, Indian teachers are employed
One at Cattaraugus has been teaching suc-

cessfully for a dozen years or more. There
is also on that reservation an Orphan As^'lum,
established as a home for destitute orphan
children of any tribe in New York, and is

kept up by the State. It is a large building

situated on a farm, and capable of accommo-
dating over one hundred children, of all ages

and sizes, from infants to those grown up al-

most to man and womanhood. The boys
they are capable, are taught to do all kindi

farm work, and the girls receive practical

structions in housekeeping and other use

employments. All who are old enough alte

school a part of the time. The institutioi

managed by trustees, six of whom are Indi:

and six white men, and under the care

necessary officers to conduct the affair. Th^
is also a boarding school on a large fa

adjoining the Allegheny reservation, wh(
thirty pupils, ranging from seven to twen
years of age, are very comfortably provid

for. Meetings for worship are regularly h

twice a week, and on Sunday afternoon thi

are scripture recitations and reading. All t

pupils are in school a certain number of hoi

each day. Most of them can read, write a

spell, and there are classes in mathemati
geography, grammar, United States histoi

natural science, philosophy and physiolot

When not in school, the boys assist on t

farm, besides having plenty of time for youl

ful sports. The girls are instructed in
i

branches of systematic housekeeping, a,

those who incline to read, have ample time

do so, and have access to a good assortme

of books. There is a large playroom in whi'

they spend their leisure time in innoce

amusements. This school was established ai

is supported by the Society of Friends,

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, whocommenci
their labor amongst the Indians in the ye
1798.

There are some Indians on both reserv

tions who still hold to the old Indian religie

and many of the modes of worship seem e"

gular, but they are undoubtedly sincere

them. They have three festivals during eac

5-ear, called the Strawberry, Green-corn acj

New Year's festivals. They have buildinji

for this purpose, with seating capacity l'<i

some hundreds, and warmed by a fireplai]

at each end. At these gatherings they dancj

and play games and partake of an appropriai]

repast which is prepared by some of the ol;

women ; after which their great men mak
speeches in the native tongue. They aU

hold a feast on the tenth day after the deal

of any of their party. At this meeting the

call together the relatives and friends of tb

deceased, and after the feast thej' dispose (

the clothing and other articles which was i

his or her possession to those present as t(

kens of the love and esteem which he or sb

had for them ; and this is followed by thei

form of religious services. But a greate

number of Indians profess Christianity, an

there are several buildings in which religiou

services are held, some of them expensive an

commodious structures, capable of seatin.

some hundreds of persons, and are occupie

by Presbj-terian, Methodist and Baptist coc

gregations. On the Cattaraugus reservatio

an agricultural exhibition is carried on eaci

year. It is twenty years since it was startei

and there have been many and great improv«

ments. The cattle which they exhibit aunu

ally are of good breeds, and produce of tb

first quality. Many of Indian women cai

show as good bread, pies, canned fruits, &c.

as their white neighbors can produce.

On account of the geographical position o

^lese reservations, the Cattaraugus Indian

have better advantages for farming, and ar

surrounded by a better class of white people

and therefore they are a more intelligent an(

enterprising community. The Allegheny res
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ition lies for thirty-nine milea along the
'88 of the Allegheny river, and averages
a mile in width on eac;h side of the river.

i surrounded by a lumber country which
a poor class of white people, many of

n of low moral character, of whom the

ians obtain whiskey and tobacco, and who
in many ways a disadvantage to our rauo.

I great amount of lumber is rafted on the

r in the spring of each year, some of the

ians engage in it. For the sake of high
;e8 they neglect their farming until it is

ate to raise a good crop. But all do not

so, for many of them have good ftirms

ch are well cultivated, and which, with

r homes, will compare favorably with

le among thrifty while people. Many of

women arc good cooks, and keep their

les clean and neat, and some of them arc

1 nurses, seamstresses, &c. In the summer
i they have picnics and other like pas-

In winter sewing parties, New Year's

Itings, &c. At this meeting a person who
ibeen appointed for the purpose, announces

nber of deaths which have occurred

iBg the Indians during the j'ear, which be

carefully noted down. After this three

are appointed to distribute the New
ir's cakes among the company. On Christ-

eve they have Christmas trees in the

>ol or meeting-houses. Indians are seldom
wn to swear, for there are no such words
jeir native language, and but few are so

1 as to swear in Enjrlish."

Kansas Refugees.

lizabeth L. Comstock writes to Joshua L.

y from Topeka, Kansas, under date of 3d

18th:

A steady stream of emigration continues,

Refugees come to Topeka at the rate of

to 300 per week. We hear from our
its in different parts of the State of fresh

frals in still larger numbers. From Par-

we hear of large arrivals in great desti-

on. The same reports come from Coffey-

i, Chaptopa, Oswego and other parts. The
tleman who has charge of our receiving

shipping department has just informed
that at the present rate of demand our
alies will not last two weeks. Canst thou

ten more bedding and clothing as quickly

lossible?"

n the 23d inst. B. L. C. writes: "The
: refugees 'are crowding in faster than
T can bo cared for. The cry of suffering

destitution comes to us from other towns

he most reliable estimates place the num-
of Refugees who have reached Kansas in

last few months at 18,000 to 20,000. Gov.
John, of Kansas, says in a recent letter

; he has reason to believe that the colored

gration to the North this spring will not
short of 100,000.

I. L. Comstock addressed a meeting
irwell Hall," in Chicago, on the 16th inst.,

eh was very fully reported and favorably

mented upon by several of the papers of

tcity, and it is believed will arouse a larger

rest among the people of Illinois on be-

of the Refugees.
t the earnest solicitation of Gov. St. John
others, E. L. C. is about to go to Nebraska
ndeavor to bring about a like interest in

t State. It is desired to procure homes
employment for the Refugees in other

Northern States, now that the emigration is

becoming greater than it seems possible suit-

bly to provide for in Kansas.
Since the first of the Eleventh month last,

the undersigned has received in this city and
transmitted to Elizabeth L. Comstock, for

the relief of the Refugees, S1500 in cash, and
plies as follows, viz : 32 boxes, 35 bales

and 146 barrels of clothing; 2 bales burlap
for bed sacks; 2 boxes bibles and school books,

2 tierces crockery and queensware, 2 boxes tin

and iron cooking utensils, 1 box building

hardware, 3 boxes soap and 6 boxes seed. In
all 231 packages.
At least one third of these supplies were

sent from New England, a few from New
York and Delaware, and the remainder from
various parts of New Jersey and Pennsyl-
vania. Free transportation was procured
from Boston and Providence to Philadelphia,

as well as from Philadelphia to Kansas.
The Kansas Freedmen's Relief Associa-

tion," with which our friend E. L. Comstock
is CO operating, does not propose to support
the Refugees in idleness, but every endeavor
8 made at once to distribute them where em-
ployment can bo had. The readiness of these

people to take the positions found for them,
the alacrity with which they enter upon work,

evidence that the emigrants are of the

most energetic sort, and their general sobriety

lud good conduct has been a most gratifying

feature of the work.
But very few of these people can be ])ut on

their feet at once, and made wholly non-de-

pendent. Under the most favorable circum-
stances to be looked for, most of them will

need aid for some time to come, at least until

they can make their first crop—possibly thr

months hence.

The appeal for aid is therefore renewed,
not only for those who have already reached
Kansas and are needing help to help them-
selves, but for the still larger number whom
continued persecution in the South is driving
northward.
The undersigned will continue to rcceiv

and transmit, as heretofore, any moneys o

supplies that may be entrusted to him. Th
most desirable form of donation is either i

money or made-up clothing. Articles sent by
rail or boat, should be securely packed. To
avoid miscarriage, each package should be

distinctly marked "Joshua L. Bail}', Philada.,

for Kansas Refugees ;" and should also have
upon it the name of the donor or shipper, in

order that its receipt may be properly ac-

knowledged. Shipping receipts should be

mailed with each shipment.
Joshua L. Baily,

210 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

3rd rao. 30th, 18S0.
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One of the reasons why the children of men
do not more generally accept the gracious in-

vitation of the Lord to take up their daily cross

and follow Him, is a want of real faith in his

goodness. It is too true, that there are multi-

tudes who do not re^rW;/ 6ei«cye that their happi-

ness will be promoted by denying themselves

those pleasures which the Light of Christ

shows them to be opposed to the Divine will.

Yet those who have given themselves up to be

willing servants and obedient children of their

Heavenly Father, unite in their testimony to

the blessedness of the way in which they are

walking; and their sincerity is shown by the
earnest desires raised in their hearts that
others, especially those who are the nearest
and dearest to them, may enter on the same
path that leads to everlasting rest, peace and
happiness. There is a beauty and dignity that
are very attractive in a life where love to God
is the ruling element in the character, and
where its proper fruits are manifested—even
ovc to others and a course of conduct con-

sistent with the Divine requirings. These
reflections have arisen from reading the Me-
morial of that valuable minister Daniel Stan-
ton, who died in Philadelphia 110 years ago.

In his early years, he had few opportuni-

ties of going to places of Divine worship, nor
does he appear at that period of life to have
had much help in an outward way in his re-

ligious progress. "But," ho says, "the Lord
was pleased by his grace and good visitation,

to operate on my mind, that I was made to

dread and fear the great Almighty Being,
and it was given me to know, that 'God is a
spirit, and they who worship Him, must wor-
ship Him in spirit and truth;' and through
the blessed knowledge of God by his Holy
Spirit, I had great reproof in my breast for

sin and transgression, and dreaded to speak
bad words, or to do what was evil, and was
brought by inward conviction to mourn, and
seek for mercy to my soul; and at a time
when I heard of the suffering of my dear
Saviour on the cross, and how he suffered

unto death, my heart was broken before the

Lord, and I went alone and wept, being much
affected with a sense of his sufferings by that

hard-hearted people, the Jews, and of his

being crucified. Great was the goodness of

the Almighty to me, in giving me a sense of

many things appertaining to godliness, in

the time of this tender visitation ; and I found

by the divine witness in myself, that if I

would be a disciple of Christ, I must take up
my cross daily to that which displeaseth God

;

Ho being greatly to be feared and obeyed,

and was worthy of the deepest reverence that

my soul, body and strength could ascribe to

his all-powei-ful name."
Yielding to this blessed visitation, his mouth

was opened in the ministry, whilst yet au

apprentice; and throughout the remainder of

his life he was often engaged in pleading with

others, "to come, taste and see that the Lord
is good," to which truth, be could bear wit-

ness froin bis own experience. In illustra-

tion of this, we quote the following passage

from his journal. " Blessed be [the Lord's]

holy name I Ho sustained and supported me, •

and through his gifts and grace preserved mo
in the fear of God ; his fear was a fountain of

life ns well as unspeakable pleasure in my first

setting out in the world for myself Oh ! the

streams of the celestial fountains or waters of

life stand open to all that are athirst, that they

may drink, and they may have wine and milk

without money, and without price."

In the last page of his journal, written

shortly before his death, when his previous

life had been passing in view, he confirms the

above testimony: " I know I have endeavored

to serve [the Lord] in fear and trembling,

and frequently have been bowed under a sense

of my great unworthiness ; but great hath

been his mercy and power, extended toward

me a poor tribulated sufferer in spirit, for the
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blessed Seed's sake ; magnified be his eminent

name ! He hath hitherto been my roclr, fort-

ress and deliverer, and through his great

kindness, I have a fixed hope in my mind of

his salvation, through Christ Jesus my dear

Eedeemer, whose glorious name let it be

magnified and adored for evermore."

We cannot desire a more happy course of

life for our dearest friend, than that he should

early in life partake of the Lord's " grace and

good visitation ;" through submission to this,

be led to fear the Lord and seek his morcy and
preserving care; be enabled by Divine help

to perform the allotted share of service in the

world; know the Lord to be his "rock, fort-

ress and deliverer;" and be sustained when
the end of life draws nigh, with " a fixed hope

of salvation through Christ Jesus."

May all who are conscious of the Lord's

visitations, of the pleading of his Holy Spirit,

trust themselves unreservedly in his hands,

hold nothing back, but, with full assurance

that He designs to bless them, surrender

themselves, all that they have and all that

they are, to his guidance and disposal. They
that trust in the Lord shall never be con-

founded.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—An analysis of all the rainfall and

snowfall observations of the Signal Corps for the past

winter, shows the total amount of precipitation for that

time over the great grain-growing districts, except the

far Northwest and California, is considerably in excess

of the average for many years past. This fact, it" is

stated, gives good promise for future harvests.

The annual report of the Board of Managers of the

House of Refuge states, that on First month 1st, there

were in that institution 282 white boys, 77 girls, 143

colored boys, and 44 colored girls, from whose labor

during the past year $13,084.54 were received.

The U. S. ship Constellation sailed from New York
on the 27th ult., with instructions to land the cargo at

Kingstown, Queenstown, or Galway, as' desired by the

Herald Relief Committee.
Eight hundred and thirty-eight German immigrants

arrived at New York on the 25th ult., who are said to

represent a desirable class of agriculturists.

The imports for the last week, at New York, were
valued at $8,532,763, of which $2,806,376 was dry
goods. This is a large falling off compared with the

previous week, and the opinion is expressed in com-
mercial circles that the bulk of the season's Importations

has been received.

Six thousand half chests of tea, valued at $90,000,

consigned to a New York agent, have been seized at

Toronto for violation of custom law.

The journeymen tailors and girls employed on cus-

tom-work in New York, have resolved todemand higher
wages or strike. The packing box makers have also

made a similar resolution.

Secretary Schurz is informed that large numbers of

Sitting Bull's band of Indians have applied for rations

at Fort Peck, offering to surrender their arms, and
ponies. The Secretary of War considers they can only

be received by his department as prisoners of war.

Ouray and the other Ute Indians who have been in

Washington, left for Colorado on the 26th.

The recent snow storm in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, has been more severe than any during the

winter. The roads are blockaded, and trees, chimneys
and fences were levelled by the wind. In some places

in New Brunswick the snow is from five to six feet deep.

High winds prevailed throughout the West on the

27th ult., reaching at St. Louis a maximum velocity of

sixty miles per hour. At several points along the

Ohio river, small boats were damaged ; and at Cincin-

nati navigation was almost suspended.

Five cars of gold ore from Modoc, Ontario, the first

of a consignment of one hundred cars, were forwarded
recently to Buffalo.

The milling interest of Minneapolis, Min., have in-

creased very rapidly, and according to the Tribune of

that city, the mills have 2SJ acres of flooring, covered
with expensive machinery, having a daily capacity of

19,275 barrels. Last season's product reached l,551,78f

barrels.

At a meeting of the Board of Pardons, held in-Har

risburg on the 27th, the application for the pardon of

the Riot Bill Bribery convicts was refused. The Board

is said to have been equally divided on the question of

granting the pardons.
The number of deaths in this city for the week ending

on the 27th, was 328.

Markets, &C.—V. S. bond—sixes, 1881, 105}; 5's,

i31
; 4Vs, 108 ; 4's, registered, 106 ; coupon, 107.

Cotton.—Sales of middlings are reported at 13J- a 13J

cts. per lb.

Wool.—Ohio, Penna. and Virginia, No. 1, 57 a 60

cts. ; No. 2, 51 a 54 cts. ; common, 47 a 49 cts. ; Iowa,

Illinois and western. No. 1, 53 a 56 cts.; No. 2, 46 a

Petroleum.—Crude, 7f cts. in barrel-s, and refined,

7| cts. for export, and 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Linseed oil in moderate demand—American, 80 a 81

cts. ; Calcutta, 81 a 82 cts. Lard oil, 60 cts. Crude
sperm, $1.07 a $1.10 ; bleached winter, $1.20 a $1.23.

Flour.—The market is dull. Sales of Penna. and
Minnesota extra family at $6 a $6.50 ; western, $6.25 a

$7
;
patent and other high grades, $7.25 a $8. Rye

flour, $4.87 i a $5.

Grain.—Wheat active, but prices lower—Penna. red,

$1.40 ; southern amber, $1.41. Rye, 90 cts. Corn is

juiet, but firm. Sales of mixed at 55 cts.
;
yellow, 55J

a 56 cts. ; and white at 57^ a 58 cts. Oats, mixed, 45 a

46 cts. ; white, 46J a 48 cts.

Seeds.—Clover is dull at 6i a 7} cts. Timothy, $3.25

a $3.37i. Flaxseed, $2 per bushel.

Hay and straw.— .-Vverage price during the week

—

Prime timothy, 95 cts. a $1.05 per 100 pounds ; mixed,

80 a 90 cts. Straw, $1.20 a $1.30 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle.—The market was fair, and prices without

change—Extra, 5| a 6 cts. ; good, 5i a 5} cts. ;
medium,

4| a 5 cts. ; common, 4 a 4i cts.

Milch cows.—But few sales reported at $15 a $40 per

head.

Hogs.—Market moderately active at 6J a 7} cts. per

pound.
Sheep.—Sales at 5^ a 7| cts. per pound. Lambs, 6J

a 8 cts. per pound.
Foreign.—London.—Parliament was dissolved on

the 24th. The Queen's speech was read by Lord Cairns,

but there were only few of the members present. She
commends them for the zeal and ability displayed in

the exercise of their important functions, and rejoices

in the indications of a general improvement in trade,

and that the commercial depression appears to be pass-

ing away.
Fourteen thousand clergymen of the Church of Eng-

land have united in a memorial to their bishops, asking

them to support earnestly measures for the further re-

striction of the trade in intoxicating liquors. They are

convinced, they say, that the condition of the people
" can never be greatly improved, whether intellectually,

physically or religiously, so long as intemperance ex-

tensively prevails among them, and that intempenance

will prevail so long as temptations to it abound on every

side."

The Emperor William replying to the congratula-

tions of his generals on the occasion of the celebration

of his birthday, said that he believed he w.is able to as-

sure them they would probably have no more oppor-

tunity of putting in practice their military knowledge,

all fear of war having apparently, for the present, been

dispelled.

Fifteen hundred and sixty-eight Germans and seven

hundred and thirty-two French were naturalized in

Switzerland last year. The German emigration into

the Swiss Republic is steadily increasing.

It is ofiicially stated that the number of men killed

by accident in the St. Gothard Tunnel, during its con-

struction, was 120, and the wonnded 400.

Increased severity is said to be exercised towards the

Jews in Russia. They are driven to represent them-
selves as Protestant Christians to escape expulsion by

the police of St. Petersburg. In the governments of

Tula, Orel and Kharkoff, the Jews who have been es-

tablished in business for many years are ruthlessly ex-

pelled.

Nineteen sanitary detachments, composed of doctors

and nurses, have been set to work in the Province of

Kharkoff to combat the ravages of diphtheria, which
appear to be increasing.

Immense coal fields were recently discovered in

China, and are being developed slowly. In one locality

ten beds of coal have been discovered lying only 100

feet below the surface.

The public debt of Egypt is said to be $500,000,000,

and the total value of the products of the country are

estimated at $100,000,000 per annum. The debt is

owned by capitalists in England and France.

Sovih American War.—Information is received from

Panama that on the 26th of 2d month, a Chilian )

numbering about 10,000 men, landed at the port of

without resistance, and on the same day another i

of 3000 men about twenty miles further south,

position, it was said, would enable them to stop all

plies and reinforcements intended for the Peru
army in Arica. The Chilian Legation at Washini
has since been advised of the bombardment of Aric

the Chilian fleet for three days. An engagemen
land is also reported, in which the Chilian forces \

defeated.

Arrangements have been made by which Frii

attending the Yearly Meeting can be furnished i

simple meals, both before and after the sittings of

meeting, at a moderate charge (15 cents), in the

story of the central part of the Arch St. Meeting-ho

Meals will also be furnished for those attending

Meeting for Sufferings and Select Meetings, the

ceding week. On the evenings of the Freedm
meeting and the meeting on Indian Affairs, supper

be had from five to six-thirty.

In the Circuit Court of the United States, in and

the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, in the third cirt

In Equity. Of April Sessions, IS'27. No.l.
MAGILL ET AL. V. BROWNE et al.

The Master appointed by the Court to report dif

bution of the fund formerly in Court, with its intei

and now in the Treasury of the United States, ar

the legatees, yet unpaid, under the will of Sarah Z:

deceased, in conformity with the decree made in i

case, in January, 1841, adding net accrued interest,

'

meet the parties interested on Wednesday, the 21st.

of April, 1880, at 11 o'clock A. M., at the office of

K. Price, Esq., No. 709 Walnut St., Philadelphia, w,

and where all persons having any claim upon said fi

will be heard. Jas. C. Sellers, Mastei

Married, at Horsham Meeting of Friends, 3rd t

11th, 1880, Reece L. Thomas, of Chester, Pa.,

Martha C. Shoemaker, of Montgomery Co., Pa.

Died, on the 31st of First month last, Mary Mada;
widow of the late Daniel P. Madara, aged 65 yean
member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phi

delphia for the Western District.

, 2nd mo. Ist, 1880, at his residence, Germ;
town. Pa., Charles Williams, aged nearly 82

a member and elder of Northern District Monti
i

Meeting, Philadelphia. This beloved Friend will Icj

be remembered for his kindness, gentleness, hospitali
|

consistent life, and his strong attachment to the prin;

pies of the Society he belonged to. His religious di

was always his first concern, and as a con.sequence,

approached the termination of life with a most co

fortable assurance, saying a few days before his decea
" I have nothing to do but to wait the Master's will"

and the sweet innocent serenity of his countenance \x

evidence of his peace. " Blessed are the pure in hea

for they shall see God."
', suddenly, in the city of Philadelphia, on t

2nd of Second 'mo. 1880, iu the 78th year of his a|

Tilman Patterson, a member of Springville Monti

Meeting of Friends in Iowa. He w«s for many yes

a useful member of Somerset Monthly Meeting, Oh
acceptably filling the station of overseer and elder.

earlier life, he travelled considerably as companion
ministers ; often passing through very proving exercii

on his own account, and in sympathy with those wh(

hands he was endeavoring to support, as well as wi

those amongst whom he visited. When the evening

life came on, and with it a release from active servii

he retained an earnest concern that the Society

Friends should be preserved on its ancient foundatit

and that he himself might be found with his Ian

trimmed and burning, at the coming of his Lord, wbi

he had long anticipated might be at an unexpected m
ment. " Bles.sed is that servant whom his Lord, wh

He cometh, shall find watching."
, at the residence of her husband, near H.iddo

field. New Jersey, 3rd mo. 11th, 1880, Lydia H. Ba
linger, (late Jones), wife of John H. Ballinger, ai

daughter of the late Chri-stopher Healy, in the 61

year of her age, an e.steemed member of Haddonfie

Monthly Meeting of Friends. Though her death w

sudden, her friends have a hope that tJi rough the men

of God in Christ Jesus, she has been admitted into ll

mansions of rest and peace.

, in this city, on the 14th of Third month la:

William Norris, in the 79th year of his age, a met

ber of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphi
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le Ssnecas and the Valley of the Genesee.

(Continued from pHge 267.)

SETTLEMENT OF GENESEE VALLEY BY THE
WHITES.

e whole army was greatly impressed

the beauty of this country, and with the

rkable fertility of the soil, and the atten-

f settlers vpas early directed thitherward

e glowing descriptions brought home by
)ldiers. The restlessness which follow*

ars was favorable to emigration, and a

le had not passed before a number of the

and officers who had formed part of

an's army and others attracted by their

nts, removed hither and were preparing
ike this region their future home,
w England and Pennsylvania did much
d peo))ling the Genesee country. The
alists of Connecticut and Massachusetts
first to risk their means in the inviting

which peace had thrown open to their

prise. Before any title could be given,

portant question of jurisdiction, involv-

history of England's grants, had to be

d. Patents for this land had been grant-

Richard Hackluyt and others, " firm and
.y lovers of colonization," by James I.,

06, for that part of America commonly
J Virginia, between the 34th and 45th

568 of north latitude, and from the At-

to the Pacific, a rather extensive grant
king who had no rightful claim what-
thereto. The Virginia company did not
)er, and its charter was annulled in 1624,

ise of the jealousy of the Spaniards, and
James' desire to conciliate them in order
irry his son Charles to a Spanish princess,

produced much contention because of

aonstrous assumption of the crown, and
sued the decisive struggle between the

•eign and Parliament, which led to the
)f Charles' head.

16 Pilgrims who are supposed to have
)d on Plymouth rock, in 1620, obtained
tent from this Virginia company, but

carried far to the northward of their

ds and their charter thus become void and
They afterwards obtained a charter

be province of Massachusetts Bay, which
f century later wns vacated, but renewed
191 by William and Mary, who expressly
nized the western boundary, as had each
e others, to be the Pacific Ocean.

In 1663, Charles II. conferred upon his

brother, the Duke of York and Albanj', after-

ward King James II., all land lying between
the Delaware and Hudson, and northwards to

the boundary of Canada. This embraced the
present limits of New Jersey and New York,
which latter claimed the whole area of the

present State, as far eastward as the Connec-
ticut river. Massachusetts claimed to the

Hudson, and likewise the western half of the

territory of New York and westward to the

Pacific. Disputes hence arose, because of con-

flicting grants to settlers in this debateable
region, followed by bloodshed, and the strife

continued until hushed by the dangers that

threatened the common country, at the be-

ginning of the Eevolution. The contention

was at length quieted, and Massachusetts sur-

rendered to Now York all claim and title to

the government, sovereignty and jurisdiction

of the lands and territory in controversy, and
New York released to the former State and
to her grantees, the right of pre-emption of the

soil from the native Indians, and all title and
property in that portion of the State lying

west of the old "pre-emption line," which ex-

tends northward through Seneca Lake, and
terminates at Sodus Bay, on Lake Ontario,

embracing about six millions of acres of the

fairest portion of the State.

In 1789, a land office was opened at Canan-
daigua, which was the first of the kind for

the sale of unoccupied lands. The system
employed in the surveys of United States

lands was adopted, which method may be
described as the establishment of ranges six

miles in width, running north and south

through the whole purchase, which ranges
are crossed by parallel lines six miles apart,

running east and west. These spaces enclosed

were called townships, and were mostly di-

vided into lots of 160 acres each, for actual

settlers. This is the quarter section of the

western land surveys. This land office was
opened in the interest of Phelps & Gorham
who had purchased a large portion of the ori-

ginal tract, and had secured a release of the

Indian claims. A very large part of the tract

that had been purchased by Phelps & Gor-

ham, having reverted to the State of Massa
chusetts, it was resold to an agent of Eobert
Morris, of Philadelphia, the eminent financier

of the Revolution, who fully believed, to use

his own language, "that ho would make a

greater fortune out of it in a short time than

any other person can now believe." By this

purchase Morris secured the exclusive power
to extinguish the Indian claim. He paid or

was to pay therefor, one hundred thousand
pounds Massachusetts currency, and the ex-

tent of four million acres included most of

Western New York. To effect its sale agen
cies were established in the principal capitali

of Europe, and before Morris became aware
of the great value of his lands east of the

Genesee, William Temple Franklin, a grand
son of Dr. Franklin, had sold them to an asso

elation in England, composed of Sir William
Pultney, an eminent British statesman, and
John Hornby, an cx-Governor of Bombay,
India, and others. The lands lying west of
the river, were soon sold to the Holland Land
Company, an association of five capitalists of
Amsterdam, Holland. For more than half

his life, William H. Seward was the principal

agent and attorney of this company.
Robert Morris had stipulated with the Hol-

and Land Company to extinguish the title of

the natives at his own expense. In the sum-
mer of 1797, arrangements were made for

the treat}'. President Washington nominated
Commissioners who were confirmed by the

Senate with the understanding that no actioD

should take place until the Indians themselves
requested a treaty. Their consent was at

length obtained, at the treaty of " Big Tree,"

now Genesee, in 179 i', at the unfinished resi-

dence of James and William Wadsworth, and
n a temporary council-house not distant.

At the opening of this council Corn-planter

spoke first, addressing the Commissioners,
acknowledging the speech of invitation con-

veyed through Horatio Jones and Jasper
Parrish, and returning the string of wampum
that had reached him with the invitation.

The Commissioners then presented their cre-

dentials, and Colonel Wadsworth assured the

Indians of his purpose watchfully to observe

the proceedings, in their interest. Robert
Morris was not present, but his son Thomas
and Captain Williamson, agent of the Pultney
interest, submitted his speech and a belt of
wampum, which were laid upon the table.

On reassembling on the next day, Red-Jacket
thanked the Great Spirit for his care of the

dignitaries, and turning to Thomas Morris,

said, " It appears to us as though something

is kept back. From the candor and veracity

promised by you wo hope that all will be said

before the Indians fairly." On being assured

of this the chief observed that as the sun was
nearly down, it would be well to adjourn until

the next day. On the next day the objects of

the treaty were presented, and the Indians

were left to their private deliberations. Five

or six da^-s passed without a public session,

and the interval was spent in considering the

speech of Robert Morris, and in drinking the

whiskey that had found its way to them.
Several among the chiefs had been drinking,

and Red-Jacket was found among them, and
was in a quarrelsome mood. The chief, under

advice, siezed the offending barrel of spirits,

and knocked in the head, but not in time to

prevent a general fight.

Again the council-fire was uncovered, and
speeches were made in reply to Robert Morris'

proposals. Red Jacket was unfavorable there-

to, and referred in glowing terms to the im-

portance which tho possession of their fine

lands had given the Seneca among other na-

tions of Indians. "It raises us in our own
estimation," said he, "It creates in our bosoms

a proud feeling which elevates us as a nation."
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* * * " We are courted while the Oneidas

are considered lit only to make brooms and

baskets. W hy is this difference ? It is because

the yenecas are known as the proprietors of

a broad domain, while the Oaeidas are cooped

up in a narrow space." At a private confer-

ence with the chiefs, Morris offered the In-

dians §100,000 for their lands, a sura, ho said,

which placed in the Bank of the United States,

would bring them S6000 a year interest. The
idea was altogether new to the natives, who
were as j-et unable to count a hundred, and

they could not comprehend how money could

grow without being planted in the ground,

nor how great a sura §100,000 was. To aid

their comprehension, Thomas Morris told them
that it would fill a certain number of kegs,

and would require thirty horses to tiraw the

silver hither from Philadelphia. The speech

was well received, and the Indians consulted

together on the following day. Much op|)0-

sition existed to the sale of the lands, and
Eed-Jacket boldly asserted in council, that the

Indians did not want to sell, though they had
assented reluctantly to holding the treaty, and

offered Thomas Morris a single township in

Pennsylvania at one dollar an acre, which he

asserted would sell at an advance sufficient

to cover the expense he had incurred. The
Commissioners were determined to bring the

proceedings to a close, and insisted against

Thomas Morris' advice, that this proposition

should be instantly rejected, and the natives

brought to the consideration of the original

offer, otherwise they would return home.
Eed-Jacket sprang to his feet, and in great

passion said, " We have now reached a point

to which we wished to bring j'ou. You told

us we were free either to sell or retain our

lands. I repeat, we will not part with them.

Here is my hand on it"—thrusting his arm
across the table—"let us shake hands and
part friends. I now cover up this council-

fire." All was now tumult. The whooping
and yelling of the Indians was such, that per-

sons unaccustomed to them would have im-

agined that they intended to tomahawk all

the whites."

The result was a bitter disappointment to

the Commissioners, who did not understand
the Indians as well as did Morris.

(To be coDCliided.)

Selected for "The Friend."

In the spring of the year 1764, I informed
my friends that I had a desire to attend the
Quarterly Meeting at Salem, in New Jersey,

and having their concurrence, on the 17th of

the Fifth month I left home and went to

Wilmington, and next day in company with
several Friends from thence by water to our
friend Joshua Thompson's, at the mouth of

Salem creek. At the meeting of ministers and
oldei'S we were comforted together through
the goodness of the Lord. On First-day there

was a large gathering of a mixed multitude,

and quiet, the Divine power being felt and gos-

pel truths preached, by the influence whereof,
many hearts were tendered ; though I thought
the beauty and solemnit}- of the meeting were
a little marred by one Friend speaking too

long; to begin in the life and conclude in the
power and life, is becoming a minister of the
gospel. *****

Attended the general meeting at Uwchlan
—it was large and measurably attended with
the ownings of truth, under the influence of

which, admonition and counsel flowed freely

to the youth, the Divine witness in several of

whom was reached, and the name of the Lord
praised, who is for ever worthy !

In these large meetings, as on all other such

occasions, it is necessary in order for a proper

qualification to minister to the people, humbly
to wait to know the inward life and baptizing

virtue of the Spirit and power of Jesus Christ,

our all in all, without whose help we can never

do his work to his praise, but instead of gath-

ering the flock, we shall minister to their

scattering from the true place of feeding.

—

John Churchman.

For " The Friend "

Memoir of Hannah Marsh.

BY HER DAUGHTER, PKISCILLA PITT.

(CoDtiQued from page 209.

J

In her ministry, Hannah Marsh often re-

ferred to the prophetic testimony to the Word
nigh in the heart: "After those days, saith

the Lord, I will make a new covenant with

the house of Israel, I will put my law into

their hearts," &c., was very, very often the

subject of her ministry. She also very often

comforted the poor and needy ones, and en-

couraged all to seek first the kingdom of

heaven and the righteousness thereof, then

all things needful shall not may be added.
" My faith is strong," she used to say, " I want
to encourage my friends to exercise faith."

" Mind the Lord's business, and He will mind
thine," said a worthy friend. "Where's our

faith?" she would say; she wished Friends

would exercise more faith, and come to their

week day meetings. "If we give the heart

up to the Lord, we give Him all."

She wished oar meetings for discipline to

be kept up under the same Divine power in

which the}' were first set up. She reproved

Friends sometimes for offering remarks with-

out rising from their seats. She dearly cher-

ished the men^ory of many dear valuable

Friends, who in their day and generation
j

conducted the discipline and were true elders;

and overseers of the flock; and she greatly I

deplored that so few seem now to be prepared
|

to walk in their footsteps, and she would not I

spare herself the unpleasant task of lamenting'

occasionally in these meetings, in her latter'

j'ears, the changes that have been allowed in

individual practice, and in the ordering ofi

these meetings, and in abolishing the whole-

1

some Queries and the drawing up of Answers i

to them. She used to say, "It's not that 1

1

feel animosity to any one, but it won't do forj

me to turn aside. Whereunto any have at-

tained, lot them walk by the same rule, and
mind the same thing. I undoabtingly believe

the testimonies of Truth professed by Friends, 1

were given to us as a people to bear before

the world, and that we were intended to be'

as lights in the world, and as a city set upon '

a hill." My father used to go further, and say
he " believed if we did keep to our principles,

people would flock to us as doves to the win-|

do ws." My dear mother was very often heard
(

in meeting to quote the "dear Saviour's";

words, "If any man will be my disciple, hej

must take up his cross and follow me." She
labored in private to oppose the modern lib-

erty for music in families. Though she was
so grieved at the modification of the discip-

line, and the laxity in its enforcement, yet
could she not feel excused from attendiug
Meetings for Discipline when able.

In this state of things, when year by j-ear

the discipline relaxed more and more amongst

us, and her beloved and honored fellow-li

ers fallowed one bj' one the way of all li'

and some of them, alas! took up, or at

tolerated modern views, another great
had to be endured. Some with whom
parents enjoyed sweet unity, believed tl

selves called upon to absent themselves 1

our meetings, and meet apart with those

who still loved and cleaved to ancient pr

pie?. This left my parents still more solit

while as my mother remarked, " We havs

yet heard the sound of a retreat." Shec
would remark, "1 believe there never w
time when it more behoved those who
the Truth, to stand faithful and be at 1

posts. It won't do for father and me tosi^

from what we have known to be right. T
who truly buy the Truth, can't sell it. IS

ing could make up to me for the loss of b'

inward peace—oh! there's nothing to

pare with it." " Be still and know that ]

Grod" was a very frequent text with her,

when enjoying the society of "dear frien

"Then they that feared the Lord spake

o

one to another," with the blessing attachi

and truly my parents ever had an open (

for the "living remnant" in an especial

ner—and for those less faithful or less exj

enced, they often made way to their uj

saying "we must not live to ourselves,!

shut ourselves up in a box; we are noti

own—we are bought with a price. We li

a being here to promote his glory." !

Her scattered memoi-anda often brei!

the poetic prayer^
" Oh ! for a closer walk with God,

A calm and heavenly frame—
A light to sliine upon the road
That leads me to the Lamb !"

How often in her latter years she would i

ingly quote sweet simple stanzas of 11

children's hymns. She would say, " I b

nothing to boast of, but I do feel thankfu

my Heavenly Father that good desires

still uppermost with me as in my very ei

days.

The last eight years she was quite b

with one eye, and the latter years the si

of the other eye gradually failed, till she ec

only see to read and write in a good c

light ; but she often remarked with a chee

voice, " But what a favor it is to have my
ward sight preserved !" It was after an

tack of erysipelas in the head she lost

sight of that eye; the doctor said it would

turn ; she used every morning on com
down, to put her hand over the seeing eye

prove whether the sight were returning

the other; and after awhile she felt it bes

desist, and leave off anxiety, for " if

Heavenly Father saw it right. He would

store it." Thus under every change and t

she was enabled to " come at resignatk

When dear father was taken from her,

was wonderfully shielded from overmuch g
or murmuring, nor did she "sit down !

fret," as father told her not to do. She wo

say, " It is so calming to my mind to thinl

dear father." " I feel my loss very much
very much miss him, but I think it's a fa

ho was taken first." " I desire to be resigi

to whatever may overtake me— I wish to b

no will." It was natural that in low morae

she should feel her loss very closely, for

beloved John was not only a companion to

outward life and walk through this world,

also a true helpmeet and sharer of her inw;

troubles and joys ; but as the Lord had &
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his wisdom to take him, she felt she must
all and trust to his Alniight}' power and
ince alone; living only hour by hour

—

er looking at the past, nor at the future,

'ng for the present, and leaving all to

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

ripture Illustrations from Malagasy Customs.
(Continued from page 265.)

'be power of the crown is theoretically
Mtcd over the property and personal ser-

of the people, 80 thati'or all Government
,
such as building a palace or fort or

shop, every one is liable for an uncertain
nt of labor and expense until its cora-

n, and without any payment. The de-

,ion given by Samuel to the Israelites as

e demands that would be made upon
by their future king, with its some-
sarcastic conclusion as to their ultimate
in on account of their folly, might have
applied very well to Malagasy sovereigns
a recent period. But the present Queen,

' the influence of Christian teaching, has
n a laudable desire to lighten the burdt-ns

r subjects, and is known universally by
ppellation, 'exceedingly kind and gcntle-

;ed.'

'larriage and Family Life.—In few coun-
is more respect paid to age and to elders
in Madagascar, and very fully is the

ipt carried out, 'Thou shalt rise up be-

the hoary head, and honor the face of

Id man' (Lev. xix. 32). And such senti-

8 as those expressed by Elihu, 'I am
g, and ye are very old ; wherefore I was
1, and durst not show you mine opinion'

xxxii. 6), might bo paralleled by many
ssago taken from the kabdrys or public

shes which have been noted down. And
•espect for age is also carried out to a

derable extent for seniority. Thus, if

brothers are taking a journey and any
an is to be carried, the younger one al-

i carries it, as a matter of course."

Phe Hebrew law, by which a man was,
jhe death of his elder, brother, bound to

fy his widow and so preserve his name
ifamily possessions, finds a very close

jlel in Malagasy usages (Deut. xxv. 5, 6)

;

[;bere are special phrases to denote such
fiages. This is closely connected with
(trong family and clannish feelings of the

Igasy, in accordance with which people
seldom marry out of their own tribe and
ly, so that property may be kept together;
as by the Jewish law all land was to be
ned in the possession of the same tribe

family originally holding it. (See Numb.
7i. 7, 'The inheritance of the children of
si shall not remove from tribe to tribe

;

}very one shall keep to himself the in-

,anco of the tribe of his fathers.')

4.S, however, largo families are very un-

non amongst the Malagasj^ and a con-
able number of women are childless,

ition is far more common among them
it is with Western nations, and, there-

many passages in the Epistles, such as

adoption of sons,' ' the spirit of adoption,'
have greater force to the people of Mada-
ar than they have to us. And further,

lere is much less extreme poverty among
Malagasy than in our overcrowded Wesl-
iivilization, children are most easily sup-

ed, and are ardently longed for, often

with the passionate earnestness shown by
Hannah the mother of Samuel (1 Sara. i.

10-16).
" Benedictions, Curses, and Salutations.—

From what has just been stated, it naturally
follows that to have children is looked upon
as one of the greatest of all blessings; and
the benediction upon a bride in the patriarclial

times, 'Be thou the mother of thousands'
(Gen. xxiv. 60), finds its parallel in the Mala-
gasy blessing, ' May thy heirs and descendants
be multiplied.'

"In Malagasy benedictions and salutations
the Divine Name is most frcquentl}' invoked,
as it is indeed by all Eastern peoples ; but it

would be an utter mistake to suppose that
this frequent use of sacred words is any evi-

dence of deep religious feeling. On the con-

trary, now that our Christian people are begin-

ning to appreciate the obligations imposed by
the Third Commandment, we always consider
that a man is rather more of a heathen than
others if he is profuse in the use of the name
of G6d. Ignorance of this Eastern habit has
led to some very edifying, but most mistaken,
comments upon such passages as that in the
Book of liiith, where Boaz saj's to his reapers,
' The Lord he with j'ou ; and they answered
him. The Lord bless thee' (ii. 4). And it has
been sometimes inferred from these phrases
that there was a delightful and earnest re-

iousiiess of character in those using such

fetching water, &c., while still arrayed in the
ornaments proper to their rank. But it will

bo remembered that this is just what both
Rebekah and Rachel did, although they were
near relatives of a wealthy and prosperous
man, doubtless a sheikh, or ohief of the dis-

trict where ho resided (see Gen. xxiv. 15-20;
xxix. 9, 10). There is, however, the same
distinction among the Malagasy as among
Easterns in the way of carrying the water
pitcher; free women carry \t on the shoulder,

as did Rebekah (Gen. xxiv. 15), while slaves
carry it on the head. Almost every Malagasy
town arid village presents the same scene now,
morning and evening, as is described in 1

Sam. ix. 11: 'Young maidens going out to
draw water' for the daily use of each house-
hold ; and in every house there are two or
more waterpots placed, as there was at Cana
in Galilee (John ii. 6).

"Mention was made just now of the 'rice-

pit.' These are dug in the hard red clay soil

of Imcrina, and are a bottle-staped excavation
for storing rice in the husk; a flat stone is

placed over the mouth, and then the whole is

covered with earth, so that it is not very easy
for a stranger to discover the store of food.

These rice-pits form a common place of con-

cealment from an enemy, and many Chris-

tians have been hidden in them during the
time of persecution, just as the cisterns of the
Bast are often used as hiding places (see 2

beautiful language. But the fact is, that these Sam. xvii. 15-21, describing the stratagem by
were, and are still, the ordinary Oriental salu- which Jonathan and Ahimaaz were concealed
tations, common to all religions; and a refer- 1 in the cistern, and so escaped Absalom's ser-

ence to other passages shows that people of .vants)."

very questionable character were equally pro- ^'^° ^^ concinded.)

fuse in similar pious language; see what was! "^

said by the murderers of Ishbosheth (2 Sam. I Indian Ideas of Honesty.—Indians may be
~

, by Saul after disobedience to a plain treacherous, but they can be just, and they
command (1 Sam. xv. 14), by Laban, and by jean be honest, and who shall say how far the
many others. Andjustinthe same way, the [dishonesty of others hasled to their treachery.
Tahin' Andriamdmtra hianao ('May you be, They know when they are cheated, as our
blessed of God') of the Malagasy is the most Government has found to its cost. An old

common expression of thanks and of farewell,
! trader, who had established himself at what

and is used in the vast majority of cases with-
"

out any more religious feeling than we are

conscious of when we say ' Good bye' (God be
ith you) or 'Adieu.' "

"Amongst all the tribes of Madagascar the

commands of a father or an ancestor are held

as most sacredly binding upon hisdescendants;
and so one frequently' meets with tribes or
families who are prohibited from passing a
certain place (as the royal family are bound
not to pass along a particular road in the

capital), or from doing certain acts, or from
eating some kinds of food. One of my bearers

was bound by the injunction of an ancestor

not to cat pork, and another not to eat onions.

We have examples of this in Scripture in the

commands of Jacob to his sons, and of Joseph
concerning his bones (Gen. xlix. 1-25) ; and
also in the injunctions of Rechab to his de-

scendants not to drink wine, or plant or sow,

or live in houses (Jer xxxv. 6, 7 ) ; and some-
thing similar in the abstinence of the Jews
from a certain sinew in the thigh (Gen. xxxii.

32)."
" In the more primitive state of society

existing in the still heathen tribes of Mada-
gascar, it is common to see menial ofiices,

which are left to slaves in the more civilized

capital of the country, performed by the female

relatives of the chiefs. Thus at Ivohitrosa,

happened to be a favorable locality among
the Northern Indians, tells a good story of

his first trials with his red customers. Other
traders had located in that same place before,

but had not remained long. The Indians,

who evidently wanted goods, and had money
and furs, flocked about the store of the new
trader and carefully examined his goods, but
offered to buy nothing. Finally their chief,

with a large number of his tribe, visited him.
"How do, John?" said the chief "Show

me goods. Aha! I take that blanket for mo
and that calico for squaw—three otter skins

for blanket and one for calico. Ugh I pay you
by'm by—to morrow."
He received his goods and left. On the

next day he returned with a large part of his

band, his blanket well stuffed with skins of

varioiis kinds. "Now, John, I pay."

And with this he drew an otter skin from
his blanket and laid it on the counter. Then
he drew a second, a third and a fourth. A
moment's hesitation, as though calculating,

and he drew out a fifth skin—a very rich ancl

rare one, and passed it over.
" That's right, John."
The trader instantly pushed back the last

skin, with

—

" You owe me but four. I want only my
just dues."

among the forest people, I remember being
|

The chief refused to take it, and they passed

surprised to see the daughters and wives ofjit several times back and forth, each one as-

the king and his family pounding rice and serting that it belonged to the other. At
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length the dusky chieftain appeared to b

satisfied. Ho gave the trader a scrutiniziDL

look, and then put the skin back into the

blanket. Then he stepped to the door, and
gave a yell and^cried out to his followers ;

"Come—come and trade with pale face

John. Ho no cheat Indian. His heart big I'

Then turning to the trader, he said :

"Suppose you take last skin, I toll my peo
pie DO trade with you. We drive off others

but now you be Indians' friend and we be

yours."

Before dark the trader was waist. deep in

fui-s and loaded down with cash. He found
that honesty had a commercial value with
these Indians.

Business Immorality.—All kinds of decep-

tion practised upon others for personal ad-

vantage are as forbidden as they are frequent.

In a shop window an article is ticketed at a

certain price. You enter the shop and are

shown another article similar, but inferior,

which, with many assertions and protesta

tions, is declared to be identical in quality.

You see an advertisement of "special bar

gains," in consequence of bankruptcy, or fire,

or wreck, and while the initiated pass by with

a smile, some, for whose behoof it was placed

there, have no suspicion that it is a lie. You
purchase a piece of calico " warranted" thirty-

six yards, which measures thirty-one; and a

piece of tape measuring fifteen yards, which
is " warranted" eighteen. Herbert Spencer
tells the story of one manufacturer who, hesi

tating to follow this custom, had his goods
returned to him, and finally, as a groat favor,

he was permitted to satisfy his scrupulous
conscience by sending in blank labels ! It is

argued :
—" AH this is understood in the trade,

and price is lowered in consequence, so that

no harm arises." But what does that mean ?

It means that at first some unscrupulous manu-
facturer reduced the length " warranted," and
80 made unjust profit till he was detected;
others, finding themselves unable to compete
with him, were compelled to follow his ex-

ample, tho weakest men first, the strongest
last, until the practice became tacitly allowed.

But how that diminishes the immorality of

the practice, wo fail to see. Examples of de-

ception might be adduced, however, which
have not even that flimsy excuse. A clever

salesman will sometimes present samples in

such order as to disqualify the eye, or the
taste, or even the touch of the purchaser ; or
assuming an air of singular honesty, he will

point out defects in the first purchases, till,

having won the confidence of the customer,
ho abuses it by passing off inferior goods. In
all such acts tho sin lies in the deception of
the more ignorant or weak. If you sell milk
and water, or shoddy, as such, no wrong is

done; but if the one is sold as cloth, and the
other as milk, then the very sin is committed
of "selling the refuse for wheat," on account
of which Amos threatened punishment from
an offended God. Such deceit does not pre-

vail only in trade transactions. The barrister

commits it who takes his fee for the work he
does not mean to do, or advances a plea in

court which he knows to be invalid. The can-
didate for municipal or parliamentary elec-

tions commits it, when he makes promises
which will never be fulfilled, to gain the suf-

frages of the electors. Tho politician is guilty
of it, if he keeps tho people in ignorance
till their passions and prido are sufficiently

aroused to impel them to an unrighteous
course, from which a false sense of honor will

not allow them to draw back. All such of

fences stand condemned at the bar of God, by
the great and changeless law, " Thou shalt

love thy neighbor as thyself."

—

Sunday at

Home.

Selected.

SOWING TIME.
" In due season we shall reap if we faint not."

I seek not the harvest here
From the seeds of truth I sow

;

I willingly wait to bind the sheaves
In the world to which we go.

Too bu.sy am I in the field

To track them as they fly;

But I know there's a germ of life in each

;

And they cannot, cannot die.

The breath of the Lord will waft
Each one wherever he will

;

And there it shall spring, and bear its fruit,

His purpose to fulfil.

'Tis a joy to bear the seed.

To go with the store of grain,

To scatter it here and .scatter it there,

And sow and sow again.

In the morning's dewy hour,
'Mid noontide's sultry heat,

At evening time when the shadows fall,

To drop the gospel wheat.

I know not which shall thrive,

But the promise of God I take;

His eye will follow the smallest grain
I sow for his dear sake.

" Blessed are ye that sow !"

Yes, Lord, the work is sweet

;

The hardest toil is the dearest joy,

The soul's most dainty meat.

Thank God for the sowing time

!

But who can the bliss foresee,

When the work is done, and the workers throng
To the harvest jubilee !

London Christian.

DEVOTIOX.
BY S. D. BURCHARD.

'Tis not beneath the fretted dome
Alone, God listens to our pr,iyer;

'Tis not when crowds behold us kneel,

To pour our spirit's incense there.

'Tis not when wealth, and joy, and love.

Leave life's gay path without a thorn

;

Or pleasure with her honied cnp.

An early oflTering brings each morn.

'Tis when the spirit lowly bends,

Unseen by eye, unheard by ear
;

'Tis in the hour of grief and pain.

We feel His gracious presence near.

An humble heart and spirit meek,
Are all He asks for all his care,

In any clime, in any tongue.

For God, our God, is everywhere.

He sits in majesty enthroned

;

Biit not the slightest breath of prayer
Is lost, for angels hover round
To waft it up for record there.

" Little by little," the tempter said,

As a dark and cunning snare he spread
For the young, unwary feet.

" Little by little and day by day,

I will tempt the careless .soul away
Until the ruin is complete."

" Little by little," sure and slow.

We fashion our future of bliss or woe.
As the present passes away.

Our feet are climbing the stairway bright

Up to the regions of endless light.

Or gliding downward into the night,
" Little by little, day by day."

Orii

A LEGEND OP THE TRAILING ARBUl
'T was in the early history of the land.

While yet the Ked Man owned its forest bowers,
Two little English children, hand in hand,
Went forth into the woods to seek for flowers.

The dreary winter had been long and wild.

No living thing might brave its deadly frost,

Above the garden-fence the snow lay piled,

And all the outer world to view was lost

;

And oft while aiding in her household task

Their busy mother, moving to and fro,

The little ones would pause, and wistful ask,
" Will .spring come back again? we fain would ki

Then, gravely sweet, the mother would reply,
" The seed-time and the harvest shall not cease,

For God has promised, therefore you and I

May trust His gracious Word, and wait in peace.'

" And will the woods have flowers, like those we I

And loved to gather in the English dells.

The sweet, pale primrose, and the violet blue,

And hyacinth, with all its fragrant bells?"

" My children, He can make the flowers to grow
And bloom in beauty here, as well as there,

If not the very same, yet still we know
1

That what His Hand has planted, will be fair."
;

And lo ! one smiling morn, the little maids
|Awoke from sleep, and Spring was come again !
]

Her balmy breath had thrilled the forest glade^ i

And softened all the winter's icy chain.

The oak and elm put forth their swelling shoots
To lure the happy birds to rest and sing.

And far beneath, amid their sturdy roots,

Grew moss and fern, and many a lovely thing.

And forth into the woods the children went.

The breezes sported with their golden hair,

Their eyes were beaming with a sweet content.

And their glad voices stirred the vernal air.

And as they sought o'er all the mossy ground.
Where vines o'erarching made a tangled bower,
" O see !" cried one, " the treasure I have found I

As fair and aweet as any English flower

!

Beneath this tree, the wintry leaves between,
I saw its face just peeping at the sky

,

And here are more amid the mosses green.

On yonder bank, and all around they lie."

Laden with sylvan spoils, the children came
To where the waiting mother sat and smiled.
" O look, and tell us what shall be its name.
This lovely stranger of the western wild !

" 'Tis like the Mayflower* of the old home-time,
The pink-tipped blossom with its snowy heart.

But then it grew so low we need not climb,

And had no thorn to make our fingers smart."

The mother praised and blessed the lovely flowers

Then softly said :
" The Mayflower let it be

In memory of the land that once was ours.

And the good ship that brought us o'er the sea.

And when the sky of Life seems overcast.

And hope grows faint, by wintry tempests driven,

Remember how the flower came forth at last.

And 'mid the faded leaves looked up to Heaven."

In after times the men of science came
With learned words for every leaf and spray,

But still the flower maintains its simple name.
And Spring's first darling is the lovely M.ay.

I. A.

It is a somewhat questionable complim
to speak of "a remarkably well-preserv

old person. It commonly means that the
)

son has lived to take care of himself; that

chief aim in life has been to live, and that

has obtained his reward. To be well " w
out" is ordinarily a great deal better that

be " well preserved." Wrinkles and deep

lines belong to the face of one who has d.

and borne his part in life. A faircountena
in maturity is often an evidence of a use!

life.

* The English hawthorn.
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For "The Friend."

i Copy of Giles Knight's Certificate,

ur well beloved Friends and Brethren in

5 Truth at Nailsworth in Glocestcrsbire
elsewhere, we send greeting

—

[nifyiog that our ancient "friend, Giles
ht, having some occasion to see his native
;ry, and his outward affairs requiring his
nal appearance, doth induce him, as well
Action, to undertake his voyage to see
id friends ; now he having made applica-
to our Monthly Meeting in order to have
•tificate, and persons appointed to make
'ry howhe leaves his family; and withal
e ship could not stay until our next
Lhly Meeting he mought have a Ccrtifi-

signed by the Particular Meeting where
ilongs, to wit Bybcrrj'.

ese may certify that enquiry being made,
)0 objection found, we recommend him as
ler and one well esteemed by us for man3'
having left his family with a great deal

; he has had that great comfort in hav-
ober and well inclined children, and the
has blest him with outward substance,
h we hope may be well disposed to his

ful offspring. We heartily wish the Lord
spare his life to see his friends and family

having left us in unity and love. We
nd pray for his preservation in the

h; with all the faithful throughout the
e world : We salute you and bid you fare-

'n our Lord Jesus Christ,

jned at Byberry the 8th of 7th mo. 1717,
rder of Abington Monthly Meeting.
James Cooper, Jonathan Knight,

" William Walton,
Thomas Walton,
Thomas Knight,
Henry English,
George James,
Everard Bolton,

Alexander Mode,
William Dunkan,
Thomas Martin.

terested in education
; the State furnishes

equally to white and black a limited amount
of money for free schools. The unnecessarj'
use of liquor is quite prevalent with all classes;
consequently we need much temperance litera-

ture. Our temperance work has been blessed.

A number of bard drinkers have I'eforraed

;

yet there is much labor needed.

Wm. B. Lipsey.
Archer, Alachua Co., Florida,
3d mo. 13th, 1880.

Henry Comly,
John Dunkan,
John Carver,

James Carver,
Edmond Dunkan,
John Brock,
Joseph Gilbert,

Thomas linight,

Daniel Knight,

For "The Friend."

Notes from Florida,

(rhaps it might be right to let the readers
The Friend" know a little of our labors
e lovely clime of the far South. During
3tay hero of near two-and a half years,

^ what seemed right for us to do, we find

Good Master has work for his humble
mts here as in other lands. Little by lit-

ae work has been growing. We let our
s be known to some extent of a want of
er literature, and many friends and nn-
vn parties have kindly sent us tracts, &c.,

ree distribution. We have received in

t,841 pages of tracts; 3,156 temperance,
,-day school and religious papers; and
bibles and testaments. Nearly ail the
e have been distributed to the best of our
by. We are now quite short of nearly all

3, and would be thankful to any who
the cause at heart if they would send us
ler supply. We are not working for

jy, nor for self-honor, but for the good
uls. We have not means at our com-
i that we can spare ranch to purchase
ng matter with

; but trust the Lord will,

igh his servants, supply what is neces-

r work in the above way is largely among
olored people, who are quite poor gene-

I
but always glad to get what we can
them. Many of them seem quite in-

For "The Friend."

The Meeting at Firbank Chapel anil its Results.

(Continued from page 26G.)

John Audland's wife was one of the mem-
bers of the congregation that met at Firbank
Chapel, and in her heart, as in that of her
husband, the seed sown fell into good ground
and brought forth fruit abundantly. The
previous parts of this narrative give some
hints of the Christian spirit with which she
was animated, as well as the Gospel labors
that she performed. In a testimony concern-
ing her husband, she says, " The eternal God,
who by his providence joined us together in

marriage in our young days, in his blessed
counsel also caused his day to spring from on
high upon us; in the marvellous light and
bright shining whereof He revealed his Son
Christ in us, and gave us faith to believe in

Ilim;, the eternal Word of life, by which our
came to be quickened and made alive in

Him ; and also in and by the quickening power
of his holy Power we were made one in a
spiritual and heavenly relation, our hearts
being knit together in the unspeakable love
of Truth, which was our life, joy and delight,

and made our days together exceeding com-
fortable, as being that whereby all our tem-
poral enjoyments were sanctified and made a
blesHing unto us.

"Notwithstanding I loved his company,
and the enjoyment of him with me, above all

the world; yet nevertheless in submission to
the will of God (whose chosen vessel he
and also in respect to the honorable service
of Truth, and the publication thereof, which
he was called unto; I could freely give him
up as to be separated from him in the outward
a great part of our time after we were con-
vinced of God's blessed truth, and made living
witnesses of the virtuous life and powerful
operation thereof, as in this our day gloriously
made known to the everlasting joy of our im-
mortal souls."

A letter which she wrote to her husband
when from home in 1654 on the service of the
Gospel, manifests not only her affection, but
her zeal for the Lord's cause, and what a faith-
ful helpmate she was in strengthening him in

the good work in which he was engaged. In
this she says: "O! how am I refreshed to
hear from thee, to hear of thy fiiithfulness

and boldness in the work of the Lord. O
dear heart, I cannot utter the joy I have con-
cerning thee. O blessed be the day in which
thou wast born, that thou art found worthy
to labor in the work of the Lord ; surely the
Lord hath found thee faithful in the "little,

therefore He hath committed much unto thee.
Go on in the name and power of the Lord

Christ,from whenceall strength eometh,
to whom be all glory and honor forever. Now
is the time of the Lord's work, and few arc
willing to go forth into it. All the whole
world lieth in wickedness doing their own
work

; but blessed be the Lord forever, who

hath called us from doing our own work into
his great work. O dear heart, thou knowest
my heart, thou mayst read daily how that I
rejoice iu nothing more than in thy prosperity
in the work of the Lord."
Of this good woman the following interest-

ing account is preserved in Piety Promoted.
" Anne Camm, late wife of Thomas Caram,

of Camm's-Gill, was daughter of Eichard
Newby, in the parish of Kendal, in West-
moreland, a family of good repute, being al-
ways religiously inclined. Her father was
convinced of the blessed truth in 1652, and
died therein a faithful man. Anne Camm
was born in the Eighth month, 1627

; and
was well educated in learning proper for her
sex. About the thirteenth year of her age,
she was sent up by her parents to an aunt at
London, where she became acquainted with
a religious people called Puritans. Her stay
in London was about seven years, from whence
she returned to Kendal. After some time
there, she removed to the city of York, and
dwelt in a family of great account in the
world, her mistress being a pious woman,
after whose decease she returned again to
Kendal, her society still being with the most
religious where she came.
"At Kendal there was a seeking people,

who met often together, sometimes sitting in
silence, other times in religious conferences,
and often in fervent prayer. John Audland
living remote, yet sometimes fell in amongst
them; and about the year 1650, John Aud-
land and she married, and they were both
convinced of truth in the beginning of 1652,
by the ministry of that honorable servant of
Christ, George Fox. So powerfully did God,
by his sanctifying word and spirit, work upon
them, that they were thereby made effectual
instruments in his hand, to preach the gospel
unto others in the next year, 1653, and so
forward, until the Lord pat a period to their
days.

" The first place the said Anne Audland was
called of the Lord to visit, except about home,
was the county of Durham, about the begin-
ning of the year 1654, and she preached truth
to the people in the town of Aukland, in the
said county, on a market-day, for which she
was imprisoned in the town jail, where she
spoke to the people through the window, and
several were affected with her testimony ; and
towards evening she was discharged. John
Langstaff, who was of great repute among
his neighbors, owned her testimony, and went
with her into prison, and when released
brought her to his house; but John's wife
being no Friend, chid with her husband,
which made Anne very uneasy to stay there.
So she walked out in the fields to seek some
covert place to take up her lodging in; but
Anthony Pearson, of Eampshaw, a late justice
of the peace, who lived some miles distant,
having knowledge by George Fox, who was
at his house, of Anne's coming to that town,
came with a horse and pillion, and took her
homo to his house that night.

"After her service in those parts was over,
she returned home; and in the winter follow-

she, with Mabel Camm, wife of John
Camm, travelled through Yorkshire, Derb}'-
shire, Leicestershire, into Oxfordshire, to the
town of Banbury, where Mabel Camm had a
concern to go to the steeple-house ; and spoke
to the priest and people, and Anne accom-
panied her. Whereupon the people rudely
hurried them out of the house, and abused
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them in the yard. The priest passing by,

Anne Audland said. 'Man, behold the fruits

of thy ministry.' Next day they were sent

for before the mayor, who had got two wit-

nesses to swear Anne had spoken blasphemy,

for which they committed her to prison.

Mabel Camm was dismissed, and travelled to

Bristol, where she met with her husband,

John Camm. After some days, two- men in

Banbury gave bond for her appearance at

the next assize, by which she was a kind of

prisoner at large, which gave opportunity for

her to have several meetings with the people

in the town. Her two bonds-men, and seve-

ral hundreds more, came to be convinced of

truth, and turned to the Lord Jesus Christ,

being the fruits of that effectual powerful

ministry God had called her to bear, so that

many were added to the church, and a large

meeting of Friends there was in that town,

and several other meetings in the country
adjacent were settled. For this cause their

adversaries were angrj', and they threatened

that she should be burned when the assize

came."
(To bo cOQtiuued.)

For "The Friond."

Robert Sutcliffs Travels.

(Continued from page 260.)

"180-1. 8lh month 15lh. In the evening

I called on Wra. Savery's widow, who appeared

to be dejected, on account of the recent loss

of a beloved husband. Few men have finished

their course in the possession of more esteem

and regard from mankind in general ; and

his mind dwelling near to the Fountain of

Life and Love, his charitj' was unbounded.

Exclusive of the testimony of the meeting to

which he belonged, I noticed a number of

tributes to his memory in a variety of periodi-

cal publications, both in prose and verse.

"8th month 16th. Spent a pleasant even-

ing at D. Bacon's. He, like the last men-
tioned Friend, was a man highly esteemed in

the circle of his acquaintance; and, being of

a sweet disposition, had a groat place amongst
young friends, when his advice was wanted.

He is since deceased.
" 8th month 17th. I dined and spent a part

of the day at James Pembertou's, a kind and
hospitable Friend of this meeting. Although
approaching to his 90th year, he was then of

considerable activity in offices of kindness to

his friends. Having lived nearlj' all his time

in this city, he has had the opportunity of ob-

serving its regular, although rapid progress,

from a small town to a great commercial city.

Amongst other things, he mentioned to me
that he well remembered the time when ther

was but one iron monger's shop in the place

and when there was only one ship in the

trade between Philadelphia and London ; and
the arrival of this vessel used to be of so much
importance, that marriages were sometimes
delayed until its return. Such is the great

increase of this city, that it is now said to con
tain 106,000 inhabitants; more than 1000
families of whom are of our Society."

Under the head of "Occurrences, &c..

Philadelphia during a stay of several months,"
E. S. writes:

" 11th month 2nd. I supped and spent the
evening at S. S.'s, where a sister of John Pern
berton's widow was present. She informed me
that her father was frequently in the practice

of entertaining different parties of Indians,

who came to Philadelphia on public business

and that having once invited a number of

chiefs then in the city to breakfast, they came
to the house rather earlier than the servants

xpected, accompanied by their interpreter.

However, the}' were introduced into the

breakfast room, where a servant was engaged
n brightening up some ofthe brass work about

the fireplace, and were desired to sit down until

her master made his appearance. They had
not sat long, before one of the Indians made
an observation in his own language, which
the interpreter was desired to put into Eng-
lish ; but this he objected to, alleging that

what the Indian had said was a matter of in-

difference, and not worth repeating. On being

closely pressed to keep back nothing the In-

dians might say, as every thing from them
would be interesting, he complied, and said

that the remark which the Indian made was
this: 'Look,' said he to his fellow Indians,

'at that servant, how she labors at those

andirons.. I dare say if we had come yester-

day, we should have found her at the same
emploj^ment

; and if we come to-morrow
morning, it is ten to one but we shall still

find her at the same work. How foolish these

white people are ! thus to labor and toil about
things which can answer no good purpose

;

certainly these white people must be fooU!'

Thus the Indians judge the civilized part of

the world; and what is called the civilized

world is not behind in judging the Indians;

so apt are we to judge one another.
"1805. 1st month 8th. I spent this after-

noon at J. D.'s, a Friend who some years past

came from the neighborhood of Darlington,

with his wife and family. There is some-
thing so remarkable in the circumstances of

his leaving England, that I am tempted to

give them as related from his own mouth.
He being a merchant of great respectability

and liberality, who, by industry, has realized

a large property, I believe they maj' bo relied

on. For some time before he left England,
his thoughts had been turned towards Penn-
sylvania ; but before he had come to any fixed

resolution, he dreamed that he had met with

a Friend from that country who was able to

give him every necessary information on the

subject. A short time after this dream he

came accidentally to Darlington, where he
saw a person in the street who exactly re-

sembled the Friend ho had seen in his dream.
He accordingly applied to him, and found the

individual he was speaking to was John Pem-
berton, of Philadelphia, who was at that lime
on a religious visit to Great Britain. Having
received what information he thought neces-

sarj', he made arrangements for his vo3'age

to America, and, with his wife and children,

took a final leave of England."
There are doubtless many readers of " The

Friend" who will be reminded by the above
narrative of Isaac Jackson's removal from
Ireland to Chester County, Pennsj'lvania, in

1725. Ho too was favored with a remarka-
ble dream or vision, which confirmed him in the

belief that his removal to America was in the

ordering of Divine Providence. For an in-

teresting account of which and of his son

William Jackson, see "Biographical Sketches
and Anecdotes of Frieods," p. 240.

"1st month 14th. I dined at J. W.'s in

company with Doctor Fothergill, of Bath,

who had lately come over on account of his

health. At J. W.'s hospitable table we wore
treated with wild venison, which had been

sent to him from among the Indians. Another

of the company was a partner in a hou
Antwerp. I was sometimes ready to t

that Philadelphia might be considered
kind of central depot, in which is found
pie of every nation on the earth; and w
all appear to unite cordially as in one
mon family. Such are the beneficial ef

of a free and liberal policy, the seeds of w
were sown by that enlightened patriot Wi,
Penn."

War Debt.

The U. S. Consul at Frankfort, Germ
recently sent to the Secretary of State, e

suggestive tables, which give a sad pictu

the burthens to which the people of Bq
are subjected—largely through the mill

system. By these it appears that the ag
gale indebledness of tbe' European nat

has increased from about $12,503,000,001

1865, to $20,585,000,000, in 1879. The an
cost of conducting the governments has

vaneed in the same period from $1,898,000
to $2,788,000,000. The amounts expendet
military purposes in 1865 was about $i

000,000 per annum, and in 1879, $766,000,

In his letter our consul says :
—

"In this connection it may be rematj

that there seems to be little prospect at

present time of any material reduction inj

immense military' burdens borne by Euroji

countries. Between these countries the
]

sent situation is that of an armed truce,
j

Germany, for example, the tendency is tow]

an increase rather than a reduction of milil

forces, and a bill having such increase in t

is now pending in the Imperial Parliamer
The other great powers are in like stat'

preparation for an impending conflict. A
them demand additional forces, and threi

to lay additional burdens of taxation."

Natural History, Science, &c.

A Struggle with an Octopus.—Mr. Smale,
Government diver, who was attacked b

large octopus, while at work recentlj' on

jbed of the Moyne River, at Bedfast, in

colon}- of Victoria, gives his account of

affair :
" Having thrust my arm into a ho

found that it was held by something, and
'action of the water was stirring up the Ic

[clay, and therefore I could not see distini

for a few minutes ; but when it did clear a^

1 1 saw to my horror the arm of a large octo

[entwined around mine like a boa-constrici

land just then he fixed some of his suckers

the back of ray hand, and tho pain was
tense. I felt as though my hand was be

pulled to pieces, and the more 1 tried tot
it away the greater the pain became. li

the greatest difficulty in keeping my I

[down, as the air rushed along the interic

I

my dress and inflated it; and if ray feet 1

got uppermost I should soon have become
jsensible, held in such a position, and also

jhad given the signal to be pulled up, the m
ster would have held on, and the chat)

j

would have been that I should have ha

broken arm. I had a hammer with me,

could not reach down to use it on him. Th
was a small iron rod about five feet from i

and with my foot I dragged this along unt

could reach it with mj' left hand. And i

the fight commenced, and the more I stn

him the tighter he squeezed, until my arm
quite benumbed. After a while I found

grip began to relax a little, but he held

until I had almost cut him to pieces, and ll
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llaxed his hold upon the rook, and I pulled

up. I wa8 completely exhausted, having
!in that position for over twenty minutes,

inght the animal up, or rather a part of

We laid him out, and ho measured over

i feet across, and 1 feel perfectly con-

Id that this lellow could have held down
tr six men."

—

London Times.

Ist Countries found in Coin.—In citing the

^ical information derivable from coins,

i;eographical facts we acquire from them
[f equal importance. A case was stated

I time ago how an island of the vEgean,
h had been lost, was discovered by means
Icoin (the piece not bigger than a half-

P,
and how recent soundings proved the

Ence of this isle. There was a lost cit^'

n owes its place to a coin. For over a
land years no one knew where Pandosia
History told us that at Pandosia King

lius collected those forces with which he

Ian Italy, and that ho established a mint

I; but no ono could put their finger on
losia. Eight years ago a coin came under
larp eyes of a numismatist. There were
Iters, Pandosia, inscribed on it, but what
setter, there was an emblem, indicative

well-known river, the Crathis. Then
thing was revealed with the same cer-

^ as if the piece of money had been an
and Pandosia, the mythical city, was at

given its proper position in Bruttium.
a coin may be valuable for artistic merit,

hen it elucidates a doubtful point in his-

or geography, its worth is very much
iced. This silver coin, which did not
1 more than a quarter of a dollar, because
ared up tho mystery of Pandosia, was
1 to the British Museum $1,000, the price

[laid for it.

riter in Nature says: "While engaged
survey of the Disang River, in Eastern

I had occasion to sound by a line the
I of a pool called the ' Deo Dube,' (or deep
i Demon ) While seated

'

a great bono had become a fixture in the poor
brute's mouth. The difficulty was to remove
it, as the lion was in a fearful temper. This
was done by getting the lion into a "shifting

den," where his face would not bo very far

from the bars. It was then ascertained that

tho object in the lion's mouth was the spongy,
round bone, as big as a cricket ball, which
forms the hip-joint of the horse. Tho lion

had had part of a haunch of horse for dinner
and in amusing himself with the bone first

got his upper large canine tooth into the sofi

part of tho bone, and biting on it, tho cor-

respondingeanino tooth in the lower jaw came
through so far into the bone that it almost
met with the point of the upper tooth; the

jaw thus became fixed. 'The animal was pre-

vented from taking food or water. Bartlett,

with a great deal of tact and mancBuvring,
managed to get this bone out of the lion's

mouth, and lucky he did so, as it was found
that the long projecting part of the bone was
pressing hard upon tho lion's tonguo. This
is the third clever operation in dentistry that

Bartlett has performed—first removing a big

tooth from the hippopotamus; second, oper-

ating on the base of the tusk of the big ele-

phant ; third, taking a horse's leg bone out of

the lion's mouth.

—

Land and Water.
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It was one of the very interesting features

of the rise of our religious Society, that so

many of its first members were independently

convinced of tho same truths and led to ob-

serve the same testimonies by the operation

of the Spirit on their hearts and minds, with-

out having learned them of any man. George
Fox often speaks of his knowledge of Heaven-
ly things as having been given or opened unto

small Roblhim by the Lord. When he was sent forth

ianoe, and very slowly drifting on the|by his Divine Master to preach to others the

I became aware of a number of large i
truths which had been made known to him,

ir (Barbes macrocephalus) moving about he met with many whose hearts had been
) water below and around me. Sitting 'prepared to receive bio message by a similar

3tly still, I had the pleasure to see them i experience.

tally approach the surface and move In the present day, the want of deeper t<

me ata foot orso distance, paesingalong-'ligious experience, of a more faithful waitin

under, and round the canoe, carefully Ion the Light of Christ, and of seeking to be

ining it, bow and stern specially. It instructed by Him who teacheth as never man
30 easy to guess a fish's thought, but

j

taught, is one of the causes of tho tendency to

tho manner in which they examined my scatter and divide which is manifest among
letrical and gray-colored canoe they ap- us. If it should please tho Lord Omnipotent

d to think it might possibly be a huge [to send to bis church such a visitation of his

and dead, of course. While watching grace, as will bring the members generally to

movements I was aware of a peculiar jSit as humble learners and faithful servan

ti,' or percussive sound—frequently re- 'at his feet, we may then expect them to see

d on all sides, and coming from below, [more nearl3' eye to eye—being 'iall taught of

lose to me. Eventually I found that this tho Lord" to mind the same things ; and the

nado by the mahsir, and one—passing 'peace of the body will bo greatly promoted

along on my right, by itself, made several ,
thereby.

let sounds as it went on—that seemed It is very encouraging to notice, how the

ered by others to the left. If seated, say [operation of the same Holy Spirit in this day

e bank, the sound would be loud enough is leading one here and another there in a

path that seems very familiar to those who
are much conversant with the literature of

our Society. A friend recently described an

instance of this which had come under his ob-

servation within a few months. He met with

a nice young colored woman, in a distant city,

at tribulation, rolling about, and trying a member among the Methodists, who had

it something out of his mouth with his felt it her duty to take part in the public

Upon examining the animal to see ministry of the gospel. To her natural diffi-

was the matter Mr. Bartlett found that 'dence and shrinking from publicity, was added

heard at forty feet distance. A large

ve also is common in some parts of Eastern

n that sings loudly in concert."

mrious occurrence has lately taken place

3 London Zoological Gardens. Ono night

f the lions was observed to be in a state

the discouragement that such labor was only
partially recognized among her people as

table for women to engage in. Besides
this, her husband, who was an Episcopalian,
was strongly o|)po8ed to such public exposure,
and could not believe it was a right course.
So the poor woman was brought into a great
strait, and like many another one, sought to
find some substitute which might bo accepted
in lieu of the service required. With this

view, she took charge of a First-day school,
and labored in that employment. She then
undertook visiting the sick, reading the Scrip-
tures to thorn, and endeavoiing to help them
spiritually. But none of these things brought
that peace of mind, which she longed for. Sho
had learned to listen to the inspeaking voice
of her Saviour—and his command was intel-

ligible to her. So she finally yielded in sim-
ple obedience; and, as she was drawn to tho
service, from time to time spoke in the as^sem-

blies of the people that which was given her
in charge.
The same Light of Christ which had given

her to see the true ground of Gospel ministry,
opened to her the duty of conforming to tho
Scripture injunction as to plainness and sim-
plicity in dress. She had been like many
other young women, fond of ornament and
gay attire. But as she came under the dis-

cipline of the cross of Christ, she found ono
ornament after another had to be given up.

On one occasion, as she was putting on tho
ear-rings which she had been in the habit of
wearing, the command came to her with
startling distinctness, to lay them aside. She
reasoned not, but yielded a ready obedience

;

and thus she was brought into a simplicity

and neatness of apparel, consistent with her
Christian profession. She stated also, that in

the section of country where she resided, other
women among her people had been similarly

led into the exercise of the ministry ; and that
all these had found it required of them to

adopt a plain and simple mode of dross.

Our Society regards its testimonies to the
nature of a true call to the exercise of Gospel
ministry, to the need of depending for ability

to exercise it, on the fresh anointing and put-

ting forth of tho Head of the Church, and to

Christian plainness and simplicity, as not de-
signoa to be confined to its members alone,
but of far more gcnoi-q] application. Let us
be stimulated to faithfulness lu the mainten-
ance of them by the evidences presented, iiiufc

others outside of our influence are similarly

taught of the Lord. And may tho faith of

the faint- hearted be strengthened by tho con-

fidence that the same Divine Power which in

all ages has operated on the heart of man,
leading him to repentance and amendment of

life, is still at work in tho earth, that his word
shall not return to Him void—but that He
will cause his own glorious cause of truth and
righteousness to spread and prosper.

An esteemed correspondent has called our

attention to that part of the article on " Scrip-

ture Illustrations from Malagasy Customs,"
on the first page of No. 34 of' "The Friend,"

which speaks of the ascription of divine

honors to King Agrippa in the shout, " It is

the voice of a God and not of a man." Ho sug-

gests that the monarch alluded to was Herod,

as is mentioned in Acts xii. 21 and 22. There
were three Jewish rulers of the name of Herod
—Herod the Great, who murdered tho infants

at Bethlehem at the time of the birth of our
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Saviour; Herod the Tetrarch of Galilee, to

whom our Saviour was sent as a prisoner by

Pilate, and Herod Agrippa, who was smitten

to death for his pride, as related in Acts, oh.

xii. The reference to this monarch as Agrippa,

by the author of the article on Malagasy Cus-

toms, is therefore not incorrect, as that is a

part of his nunie—though it might have pre-

vented misunderstanding to have given the

name in full.

We have received the first number of the

Oriental and Biblical Journal, an illustrated

Quarterly Magazine, edited by Stephen D.

Peet, of Clinton, Wisconsin, and published by

Jameson & Morse, 164 Clark St., Chicago, III.

lis object is "to give results of latest re-

searches in all oriental lands." The pro-

spectus says it will embrace such subjects as

" the manners and customs of all nations,

their traditions, mythologies and religious

notions." It is well gotten up and contains

several interesting articles.

We have received a copy of Roberts Mis
cellany, edited by B. H. Roberts and E. S.

Eoberts, a twenty-four page, illustrated Maga-
zine. The table of contents comprises His-

torical and Biographical Sketches, Descrip

tions of Foreign Lands, Scenery and Customs,

Natural History and Scienlific Notes. The
design of the editors is to furnish a magazine

devoted to useful information ;
and they be-

lieve the}' can demonstrate that it is not

necessary to resort to fiction in order to pro-

vide entertainment for Christian families.

Price, $1.50 per year. Address the Pub-

lisher, B. H. Roberts, Rochester, N. Y.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The average temperature of the

Third month was 39.6 degrees—one degree less than the

average of the past five years. The highest tempera-

ture was 75 degrees, on the 5th, and the lowest 20 deg,

on the 25th. Average barometer 30.067 in. Total rain-

fall or melted snow, 3..53 in. There were 14 days on

which rain or snow fell. The prevailing direction of

wind was northeast.

The public debt statement issued on the Ist inst.,

shows a decrease during last month of $14,719,396.95.

Cash in Treasury $201,106,983.03; gold certific-ttes,

$3,855,500; silver certificates, $11,289,920 ; certificates

of export outstanding, $8,495,000; refunding certificates,

$1,830,450; legal tenders outstanding, $348,601,016;

fractional currency outstandinEr. *15,020,297.

The coinage of tl.o Uulied States mints, during last

month. »~<.antedto $7,475,604, of which $5,112,200

was in gold, mostly eagles and half eagles; 2,350,000

standard dollars, and 1,298,600 one cent pieces were

made.
The total value of merchandize imported by the

United States during the seven months ending 1st mo,

31st, 1880, was $341,789,320; and the exports for the

same period *483,397,692.

On the 1st inst., a (ire caused by sparks from a loco-

motive on the Pennsylvania railroad, burned over 2000
acres of woodland. Besides the timber, wood-choppers'

houses, wagons and implements and maple sugar houses

were consumed.
Typhoid fever is said to be epidemic in Pittsburg—

particularly in that part on the south side of the Hon
ongahela river. Between four and five hundred case;

are now in the hands of the physicians.

Four of the Bribery Fugitives made their appear
ance in Harrisburg on the 5th, and Judge Pearson ad
mitted them to bail in $2,000, until the 26th inst., when
the court will meet.
The Anglo-American Telegraph Cable of 1873,

broken on the 3rd inst., at a point 35 miles west of

Valentia Bay, on the Irish coast. It is thought there

will be no serious difficulty in repairing it, as the break

is in only 80 fathoms of water.

A cyclone visited Ottawa and the neighborhood of

Girard, Kansas, on the 2nd inst. ; much property was
destroyed, three persons were killed, and many others

seriously injured.

During last month, 38 vessels belonging to or bound

to or from American ports, were lost. Their total

value, exclusive of cargoes, was $492,000.

The National Board of Health is advised that during

the week ending 2d mo. 7th, there were 61 deaths from

yellow fever in Rio Janeiro.

The mortality in this city the past week numbered

8, an increase of 92 over the same week last year. Of
these 62were of consumption ;

convulsions, 27 ;
debility,

14; disea.se of the heart, 13; typhoid fever, 8 ;
inflam-

mation of the lungs 3.5, and old age 15.

Markets, tfec—U.S. sixes, 1881. 105| ; 5's, registered,

102i ; do. coupon, 103J ; 4|'s, 1891, 109^ ; 4 per cents,

107.

Cotton.—Sales of middlings are reported at 13 a 13^

ts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7J cts. in barrels, and refined,

J cts. for export, and 7J a 8 cts. per gallon for home
ise.

Oils.—Linseed, 80 a 81 cts. for American, and 81 cts.

for Calcutta. Lard oil, 60 cts. Crude sperm, $1.07 a

$1.10 ; winter bleached, $1.20 a $1.23.

Wool is reported in good demand—western. No. 1,

a 60 cts. ; No. 2, 55 a 56 cts. ; common, 53 cts. per lb.

Flour continues dull, but prices unchanged—Minne-
sota and Penna. extras $5.75 a $6.50 ; western, do. do.,

at $6.25 a $6.87J ; and patent and other high grades,

$7 a $8.

Grain.—The wheat market is dull and unsettled.

—

Penna. red, $1.35 ; southern amber, $1.36. Corn is

weaker with very little demand—mixed, 53 cts.
;
yel-

low, 53J a 54 cts. ; white, 56 cts. Oats, mixed, 40 a 41

cts., and white at 42 a 45 cts.

Seeds.—Clover is offered freely at 6 a 7 cts. per lb.

Timothy and Flaxseed remain unchanged.

Hay and .straw.—Prime timothy, $1 a *1.10 per 100

pounds ; mixed, 85 a 95 cts. Straw, Sl.30 a $1.40 per

100 pounds.

Beef cattle.—Extra, 5| a 6 cts.
;
good, 5^ a 5^ cts.

;

common, 4 a 4i cts. per lb.

Milch cows were in fair demand at from $15 a $40
per head.

Hogs.—The market the past week has been dull.

Extra, 7} cts.; good at 7 cts.; medium, 6J cts.; co

mon, 6J cts.

Sheep.—The market was active for the medium
grade.s, while heavy sheep were Jc. lower. P
ranged from 5} a 5i cts. for common, to 7 a 7i cts. for

medium and extra.

Lambs were scarce and in demand at 6 a 7i cts. per

pound.
Foreign.—News from the elections now progressing

in Great Britain indicate that the next Parliament will

have a majority of Liberal members. Up to the 3rd

inst., the Liberals had secured 235 seats, the Conserva-

tives 137, and the Home Rnlers 16. The Queen is ex-

pected to return by the 22d, and it is rumoi^J that the

Cabinet has decided to resign imMcJIately.

The subscriptions r^odveO. by the French committee

for the rello^'of Irish distress has risen to 125,000

frai.cs, of which amount 100,000 francs has already

been forwarded to Ireland.

At a meeting of Superiors of unauthorized religious

confraternities in France, it has been decided neither to

communicate their statutes to the Government nor de-

mand authorization, but to stand upon their common
law rights. The Jesuits have establishments in the

Islands of Bourbon and Madagascar—the decrees have
therefore been extended to the colonies also.

lu Germany the prospect of a Liberal victory in the

Parliamentary elections in England, is said to be re-

garded with no small fear and trembling. The uni-

versal belief being, that the peace of Europe would be

much more assured under a Tory than under a Whig
Government.

Belgium.—An explosion of fire-damp occurred on the

31st, in a colliery at Andulues. Eighty-six persons

were in the pit at the time of the disaster, of whom
forty-two were killed.

Statistics published by the Italian Government re-

port the attendance in the public schools of 700 .scholars

between forty and fifty years old. Education has long

been backward in the peninsula ; now the desire to learn

prevails among all classes and ages.

During the past month, the Government of Spain
has provided the Captain General of Cuba with $9,000,-

000 for suppressing insurrection.

Chung How, the late Chinese Minister to Russia, has

been stripped of his honors and titles, and thrown into

prison, on account of dissatisfaction with the treaty con-

cerning Kuldga. The dissatisfaction ia said not to be
with the course he took, but that he did not pursue this

course far enough. The Government is thought to be

in a restless, uncertain condition.

Soulh America.—A vessel loaded with supplies f

Peruvian army in Arica, recently eluded the bio

ing vessels, and landed its cargo safely. The CI

'ron-clad Huascar is bombarding the town three .

daily. A part of the town is reported on fire.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day, tli

of Fifth month.
Parents and others intending to send pupils, a

quested to make application early to the Superinter

Benjamin W. Passmore, (address Street Road, C

Co., Pa.,) or to the Treasurer, Charles J. Alle>
Arch St., Pkiladdfhia.

The Eleventh Annual Meeting of The Indi:

Association of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Me.

will be held on Fifth-day, 4th mo. 22d, 1880, at 8

at Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

Friends generally are invited to attend.

Richard Cadbury, CU

Arrangements have been made by which Fr
attending the Y'early Meeting can be furnished

simple meals, both before and after the sittings

meeting, at a moderate charge (15 cents), in the si

story of the central part of the Arch St. Meeting-h

Meals will also be furnished for those attendin]

Meeting for Sufferings and Select Meetings, the

ceding week. On the evenings of the Freedi

meeting and the meeting on Indian AfTairs, suppe

be had from five to six-thirty.

In the Circuit Court of the United States, in anj

the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, in the third cLi

In Equity. Of AprU Sessions, ISH . No.l. '

MAGILL ET AL. V. BROWNE et al.

The Master appointed by the Court to report d

bution of the fund formerly in Court, with its inti

and now in the Treasury of the United States, at

the legatees, yet unpaid, under the will of Sarah 1

deceased, in "conformity with the decree made it

case, in January, 1841, adding net accrued interest

meet the parties interested on Wednesday, the 21s'

of April, 1880, at 11 o'clock A. M., at the office oi

K. Price, Esq., No. 709 Walnut St., Philadelphia,"

and where all persons having any claim upon said

will be heard. Jas. C. Sellers, Mast

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, (Twenty-lhird Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C.Hall,!
Applications for the Admission of Patients mi

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
Managers.

Died, at Germantown, Philadelphia, 8th mo. 1

1879, Anna M. Jones, wife of James S. Jones,

daughter of Enos and Hannah H. Smedley, in tht

year of her age, a member of Germantown Partii

and Frankford Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, at his residence, 10th mo. 8th, 1S79,

Columbus, N. J., Francis DeCoit, in the 47th ye

his age, a member of Upper Springfield Mot
Meeting.

, First mo. 25th, 1880, at the residence at

son-in-law, Isaac DeCou, near Trenton, Mary C,

of Joseph D. Satterthwaite, in her 71st year, a mei

of Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting, held at M
field, N. J.

, Third mo. 13th, 1880, at his residence in M
field, Daniel Satterthwaite, in his 86th yeai

esteemed member and elder of Upper Spring

Monthly Meeting, held at Mansfield, N. J. He w
a meek and quiet spirit.

, near San Jose, California, Third mo. 16th, 1

after a brief illness, in her 61st year, Rachel, wi

Je.sse Bowersock, a valued member and overseer ol

Jose Monthly Meeting of Friends. This dear Fri

by her consistent Christian walk, and by many ac

kindness and charity, had endeared herself to a I

circle of friends in and outside our Society. She \

firm adherent to the doctrines and principles of Fri<

By her removal the Church has lost a useful and

emplary member, and being sensible of this, and k)

ing also that by example and precept she endeav

to adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour whils

earth, her relatives and friends have the coiufoi

assurance, that her purified spirit has entered int<

rest prepared for the people of God.

'wiLlLIAM~IL~Ki^,~PRmTEBi
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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pnies Inciting to Early Dedication and Faitii-

folness.

e following are some brief extracts from
aptiies of Friends, showing their early

isai and filial obedience to Christ, with
Iti-rnal guardianship and preserving care

them. They are herewith compiled
the hope that their perusal may tend to

be pure mind of our 3'ounger members
laily, and incite to emulation in the faith-

Icupancy of the precious gifts and talents

a beneficent Saviour and High Priest

sstowed for the promotion of his king
and the working out of the salvation of
never-dying souls. Truly "the fields

hite unto harvest;" while, as is also

in, " He that reapeth receiveth wages,
jathereth fruit unto life eternal," &c.

then doth hinder from an unreserved
jlion of ourselves, and a rallying to the

ird of Him, the invincible Captain of

d peace? who, having bought us with
ice of his own cruel sufferings even unto
is surely entitled to the government

18, with all wo have and all we are—

a

burnt offering and living sacrifice upon
ly altar.

lecca Toovey, of London, was a dutiful

ious child, a frequent reader, and a lover
Holy Scriptures, and other religious

Although young in years, it pleased
ord to endow her with a large under-
ng in things natural and divine, and
of an innocent and prudent demeanor,
impany and conversation were pleasing
nstructive. She was virtuous in her
ces, quick of apprehension, just and

all she undertook, and was never
rt to tell a lie, or to speak an ill word,
ved to attend religious meetings, saying,
as sweet to her." Some few weeks be-

ler sickness she was at a meeting, in

a Friend exhorted the children present
be choice of the blessed truth for their

n, whilst in the enjo3'ment of health,

hey might be prepared for their dying;

to which she was very attentive, and
lelted into tears ; and after the meeting
rer retired by herself to read, which was
ual practice.

?ing lived in the fear of the Lord, which
'ves from evil, when taken with her last

1, though her body was in great pain,

her heart was filled with the sweet incomes
of the Lord's love and mercy, which caused her

to utter many heavenly expressions. Thus,
through divine mercy, having a well grounded
hope of acceptance, through Jesus Cnrist our
Lord, she was not afraid to die; but bade her

relations and acquaintances farewell ; and in

a heavenly frame of mind departed tliis life,

aged nine years.

Sarah Lidbetter, of Brighton, England, was
born the 3rd of Third month, 1822. From a

very little child, she was fond of reading the

Hoiy Scriptures, and showed a decided prefer-

ence for works of a religious character. She
was of a very unassuming, diffident dispo-i-

tion
;
yet her observations on subjects dis-

cussed in her hearing, evinced that her under-

standing was good, and that she was a child

of quick perception and mature judgment.
She much enjoyed meetings for divine wor
ship, and mentioned the comfort and instruc-

tion she received from attending th^m, even

when they were held in silence. Being foud

of retirement and waiting upon the Lord, she

early experienced the benefits and comfort of

secret prayer, endeavoring to bear in mind
that she was always in the presence of her

Heavenly Father, and must seek for the aid

of His Spirit, to teach her to pray aright.

She seems to have been a child of prayer.

It is recorded that, from the bed of sickness

and of death, she exhorted one of her young
relatives to watchfulness unto this great duty,

saying: "I prayed to ray Heavenly Father
very earnestly, and kept on until 1 was for-

given," &c. Then to her little cousin, of about
six years, she said: "If thou art good, thou
wilt go to heaven and be happy : but thou
must pray very much—thou art oUl enough
to pray—thou knows how to ask mother for

any nice thing, and so thou knows how to ask
thy Heavenly Father to make thee good, and
that is praying."

To her parents she was dutiful, obliging and
affectionate—orderly in her behavior, and of

but few words. She loved her brothers and
sisters tenderly, watching over them for good

;

and when they had done amiss would plead
with thein in a very affectionate manner, often

saying on such occasions, ''thou wilt displease

thy Heavenly Father;" evincing that her in-

fant mind was supported and directed by
Divine wisdom, and the love of her Heavenly
Father shed abroad in her heart. This pre-

served her in such fear of offending the Lord,

and such great tenderness of conscience, that

if at any lime she said or did any thing amiss,

her sorrow and grief were very great.

Thus led and fed, ]ireserved and blessed,

this lovely, pious child, died on the day she

was nine years and a half old.

Jonathan Burnyeat was born in Dublin on
the 4th of Eleventh month, 1686. It is to be

regretted that so few particulars respecting

this early visited, and altogether extraor-

dinary youth remain to us. A remarkable
exemplification of the scripture, "They that

seek me early shall find me," is instructively

shown in the f illowing account, compiled from
the annals of that experienced servant of
ChriMt, James Dickenson, viz: "Early in

1699 James Dickenson again visited Scotland,

having for his companion Jonathan Burnyeat,
a child not much more than twelve years old

;

he naturally folt much concern on behalf of

his little friend who—he need scarcely have
told us—had not travelled as a minister be-

fore. But Jonathan Burnyeat seems to have
been—in almost the literal sense of the word
—one of the babes to whom the Lord of
heaven and earth sees fit to reveal those things

which are hidden from the wise and prudent

;

for James Dickenson says: ' My companion
was deeply opened in the mysteries of God's
kingdom, and grew in his gift so as to give

counsel to young and old.' * * * The Lord
was kind to us, and bore up our spirits in all

our exercises. We had many precious meet-

ings, and were deeply bowed under a sense of
the Lord's favor to us." Five years later thoy
again travelled together, "in sweet brotherly

love." And before Jonathan Burnyeat's early

death he was again J. D.'s associate on a few
short journeys.

Jonathan Burnyeat died on the 5lh of the
Third month, 1709, in the twenty-third year
of his age.

Sarah Lynes Grubb was born at Wapping,
in London, in the year 1773. In an address
to her children, she has left us the following

remarkable testimony relating to the experi-

ences of her early years, viz :
" Our Heavenly

Father visited me by his love when not more
than five years old ; so that I delighted then
in the 'Divine songs' of Watts, which an
amiable elder sister had made me acquainted
with, at that early period of my life.

"At school I sought the Lord ; feeling his

power in mj' heart operating against the evil

propensities of my nature; yet to these cor-

rupt inclinations I many, many times gave
way; and for this I was brought under great
condemnation, even as early as when nine

years old ; so that I bemoaned my condition,

and have begged and prayed at that period,

for a better state and a happier. When I

grew to about thirteen years of age, I began
to discover something about me, or in my
mind, like the heavenly anointing for the

ministry ; for the Lord had revealed his Word
as a hammer, and had broken the rock in

pieces in my living experience; and I was
contrited under a sense of power and love;

saying even vocally, when alone, ' Lord make
me a chosen vessel unto Thee!' "

3rd of Sixth month, 1791, she writes: "Oh
the deep distress and sore anguish of soul

which I now feel! It is beyond expression
;

yet, out of the depth of my tribulation, have
I been permitted this morning to cry unto the

depths of his mercies, whose compassions fail

not. Oh! there is something in me which
perhaps is not of his pure Spirit; that wishes
it might please Him to cut the thread of my
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life, or that I might go into some solitary

place, where I might mourn and none know
it. But I find another language, poradven-

ture more profitable to attend to, ' Is this

keeping the word of m}' patience?'
" I was then eighteen years old ; and had

come forth as a minister, yet discovered great

need of further i-etineraent, both for my own
acceptance with the Lord, and that 1 might
be fit for the Lord's use. Truly I had to abide

the fiery furnace."

Yielding to the service of the ministry,

though but seventeen years old when first

giving utterance publicly to a sentence or two,

she says :
" I had sweet consolation in coming

into obedience; and after a while was sur-

prised to find, that although I stood up in

meetings expecting only to utter a little mat-

ter, more passed through me, I scarcely knew
how.-'

" Thus the gift grew, and much baptism and
suffering was my portion from time to time:

the great work of my salvation and sanctifi-

cation going on, while I was occasionally in-

duced to invite others to the needful acquaint-

ance with Him who came to redeem us from
all iniquity. / have never known an easier way
to favor with the Lord of life and glory, than

that of passive submission to all His holy will

concerning me, even under dispensations most

proving and mortifying to the fleshlj/ mind."

Sarah Lyn^s Grubb could subsequentl}'

testify: "Without Thee, oh Thou fulness of

strength, I am less than the worm of the dust.

Be Thou onl}', and forever e.xalted in, by, and
through thy poor child; and let nothing be

able to pluck me out of thy hand. Amen."
Again she writes: "I assuredly believe, that

as I look to Him who is almighty, He will

yet raise me up out of my present depressed

condition ; that Ho will give me to see that

all things work together for good to those

who love Him with the whole heart; for in

my measure 'I am persuaded that neither

death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities,

nor powers, nor things present, nor things to

come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other

creature, shall be able to separate' his dedi-

cated children from bis love ' in Christ Jesus
our Lord;' who e!icouraged his disciples in

the language of, ' Be of good cheer, I have
overcome the world.'

"

This dignified and faithful handmaiden of

her Lord, died the 16th of Third month, 1842
(To bo contiuued.)

What Liquor Does.— It is matter, not of

assertion, but of sternest demonstration, that

the drink traffic cau-es the most amazing
waste of our national resources ; that to it are

due, mainly the worst phenomena of pauper-

ism; that it causes seventy-five per cent, of

those melancholy cases of domestic ruin which
fill our police courts; that it contributes

enormously, both directly and indirectly, to

the hideous social evil ; that, but for it, on the

testimony of nearly every judge on the bench,

crimes of violence would well-nigh disappear;

that it is the cause, both directly and indi-

rectly, of a most terrible mortality; that it

chokes our prisons, mad-houses, and peniten-

tiaries; that it creates an hereditary taint

which makes life a curse to a stunted popula-

tion ; that because of it thousands, ay, tens of

thousands of miserable men, and yet more
miserable women, and poor little children

most miserable of all, load lives of such squalor

and anguish as only they who hi^ve witnessed

can conceive.

—

Canon Farrar.

For " The Friend "

On Dancing.

The following remarks on dancing, by Dr.

Adam Clark, I'should like to see printed in

"The Friend." Dr. C. was a Methodist, and
the author of Clark's Commentaries. E.

Haddonfield, 3d mo. 10th, 18S0.

Dancing was to me a perverting influence,

an unmixed moral evil ; for, although, by the

mercy of God, it led me not to depravity of

manners, it greatly weakened the moral prin-

ciple,—drowned the voice of a well instructed

conscience, and was the first causeof impelling
me to seek my happiness in this life. Every-
thing was absorbed by it. I have it justly in

abhorrence for the injury it did me ; and I can
testify (as far as my observations have ex-

tended) I have known it to produce more or

less of the same evils in others that it did in

myself I consider it, therefore, as a branch
of that worldly education, which leads from
things spiritual to things sensual, and from
God to Satan; let them plead for it who will,

I know it to be evil and that only. They
who bring up their children in this way, or

send them to schools where dancing is taught,

are consecrating them to the service of Mo-
loch, to bring forth the seeds of a fallen nature,

with an additional rankness, deep-rooted in-

veteracy, and inexhaustible fertility. -^ Nemo
sobrius sallat." No man in his senses will

dance, says Cicero, a heathen. Shame <m

those Christians who advocate a cause by
which many sons have become profligates and
many daughters have been ruined.

For " The Friend."

' The Scnecas and the Valley of the Genesee.

(Concluded from page 274.)

The following day, Morris having induced
the other commissioners not to interfere, re-

opened the negotiations and persuaded Farm-
er's brother to reopen the council, by remind-
ing him that he had lighted the fire and he

onlv had a right to cover it up ; and that Red-
Jacket had no warrant for declaring it ex-

tinguished. Negotiations with the sachems
having failed, custom justified an attempt to

secure the approval of the "warriors, who
defended the lands, and the women who culti-

vated them," who were entitled to take the

business into their own hands when dissatis-

fied with its management by the sachems.
Accordingly in a few da3's Morris invited the

chief women and soine of the warriors to meet
him, when he renewed to them his offer,

promising to concede such reservations as

would be required for actual occupancy, and
showing how much the monej' would do
toward relieving the women frotn drudgeiy.

He also stated that he had brought some
presents from Philadelphia, to be distributed,

but only in the event of effecting a purchase
of their lands; but as no cause of complaint
existed against the women, their portion of

the gifts would now be divided among them,
and in a few hours silver brooches glittered,

and glass beads sparkled upon hundreds of

the dusky daughters of the forest, while all

were more or less fantastically arrayed in

shawls and printed calicoes. Some days were
spent in rude festivities, alternated by serious

consultations, and at length Cornplanter being

the principal war-chief, opened the proceed-

ings, and Red-Jacket no longer attending the

meeting, remained intoxicated until the terms
were agreed upon. Four or five days more
were spent in fixing the limits of the reserva-

tions, the Indians demanding they shoul
low natural boundaries, such as the coui

streams, and it was finally settled that ce

quantities of land should be marked for

by square miles. The utmost jealousy
found to exist among the chiefs, and
sachem and warrior sought to increas
own bounds, and to lessen those of a
the contest raging highest between (

planter and Red-Jacket, the former wis

to have the principal reservation at Bu
and the latter on the Allegheny river,

length it was agreed that the Indians st

receive about 200,000 acres of land, of u

26 square miles wei'e located at six of

village sites on the Genesee, 42 square i

at Allegheny river, 42 square miles at C
raugus, and 200 square miles at Buffalo

Tonewanda creeks.

A map of the district on which the reS'

tions were laid down, had been prepare
Joseph Bllicott, who answered every inc

of the eager chieftains. Joseph Ellicotf*

a gentleman eminently qualified, profes

ally and otherwise, to superintend the ^

of survey, and David Rittenhouse, the emi
astronomer, had personally attended to

preparation of the compass and other in

ments for use in the survey. To exting

the Indian claims cost Robert Morris i

than 8118,000.

The Holland Land Company lost no
in developing the rich country which
come into their possession. Roads were
structed, mills erected, and encourager
oftered to actual settlers by fairaijustme
terras of payment. These investments pn
more fortunate for the settlers than for

company, for it is understood that whe
affairs of the association were finally set

their investment had paid them a profit c

more than five per cent.

To James Wadsworth belongs a large s!

of credit for his energy in the developmui
the Genesee country. James and his Iro

William located 2000 acres at Canandai
in 1789, at the cost price of eight centi

acre. In the spring of 1790, they procetl

westward with ox-teams and ''store gool

poling their boat up the Mohawk, and dij

* Joseph Ellicott was a distinguished mathemat
j

and surveyor, and was employed by the Holland 1|

Company to survey and divide their lands in Wei
New York. These lands covered several millio'

acres now comprised in the counties of Niagara, <

esee, Erie, Cattaraugus, Chatauqiia, &c. Assistei

his younger brother Benjamin, he e-tecnted this

with great fidelity and success, and continued in

employ of the Land Company for twenty-five y
He founded the city of Buffalo and several other ti

in this -region; made his residence at Batavia,

dying in 1826, left a large estate, the result of his,

cious investments in the lands he had surveyed. Jo

and Benjamin were membei-s of the Society of Frit

and continued united therewith to the d.iy of .

death in 1826 and 1828 respectively.

Their elder brother Andrew was well known I

mathematician and surveyor, and was frequently it

employ of the United States and of the State of P
sylvan'ia. He laid out the City of Washington am
City of Erie, and was the Commissioner to settle

boundary between the United States and the Spa

possessions in Florida. He was appointed Snrvc

General of Pennsylvania under Governor Mifflin,

:

which he became the Professor of Mathematics at \

Point, and died at that place in 1820. He had los

right of membership among Friends by marrying

trarv to the Discipline.

EUicott Mills, now Ellicott City, on the Fatal

Md., in the midst of a region of remarkable beauty,

the result of the enterpri.se of Andrew and his bro

John Ellicott.
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leir boat and jijoods by ox-tcams over the

ges. Much of the road was but an In

path, and full of impediments to travel,

finally arrived at Canandaigua, where
ng that a fine body of unoccupied land

pon the Genesee river near " Big Tree,"
proceeded thither, and aoon began to cut

trees and erect a cabin on the site of

resent town of Genesee. Tiieir cabin was
•esidence of the Treaty Commissioners,
around it 3,000 Indians gathered for

ty days, where Robert Morris, through
»n Thomas, consummated the most noted

^ ever made by the Six Nations, and by
1 was extinguished their claim to nearly

,000 acres, as already above described,

am VV^adsworth was lost in a swamp two
orth of the present town of Genesee,

vas discovered and released by James,
had reached their destination as above
!(!. Soon the unwonted sound of axes
rht to their camp Jjemuel Jennings, the

white man in that vicinity, who had pre-

l them, and who had erected a cabin and
lerding cattle on the neighboring flats,

months after the arrival of the VVads-

1 brothers, 37 fiimilies had settled them-
sin Ontario county, which then embraced
le Genesee countrj', as appears by the

8 taken in 8lh month of 1790. The sum-
)f 1792 witnessed a large addition to the
ation of the Genesee country. The In-

were very friendlj', attending solely to

domestic concerns, and were gradually
ring civilized habits. The institutions

iiety came slowly on. In 1793, the first

it Court was held in Geneva, and in 1794
rt of Common Pleas at Canandaigua.
the autumn of 1793, the Marquis de
yrand, the famous French statesman,

)iloted through the wilds of the Genesee
an exile. Standing on a bluff near Mt.

is, he said, after admiring for an hour
ceiiery spread out before him to the east-

" It is the fairest landscape that human
er looked upon." It is probable that be

the forest, the great oaks and sugar
e in the vast park, in their gorgeous au-

coloring, and for once spoke from honest
etion, having no diplomatic purpose to

rve. Other noted European travellers

visited this region, among whom may be

id Lonis Philippe, then Duke of Orleans
ifterwards King of the French, who tar-

taany days among the habitations of the
settlers.

1795, the Duke de Liancourt, an emi-
French nobleman, passed through the

y, spending several weeks with the Wads-
h's and others. Of Canawaugus, near

1, he says: "The inhabitants here are

but few, but among them is one of the

inns we have seen for some time past."

articularly notices the oak openings, or

cts entirely free from timber and show-
gns of former cultivation, where 10,000

might be found in one bodj' encumbered
not even a bush, but covered with grass

gh that the largest bullock at thirty feet

the path, could be completely hidden
new." The first settlers supposed these

poor lands, and it was only when eom-
d to test their quality that to their agree-

rprise, they found the soil of great

Hence. These lands that could have been

ht for a quarter of a dollar an acre, sud-

^ advanced in price to ten dollars,

[lother tribute to the beauty of the
'"

Valley is found in the language of Benjamin
West, the great American painter, who while
standing at the western door of the Wads-
worth mansion at Genesee, is said to have re-

marked, " I have visited the storied regions
of the Rhine, realms veined by the classic

streams of Inly, and Arno's flowery vale, but
never have I gazed upon a scene of more sur-

passing loveliness."

For " The Friend "

Memoir of Ilannah Marsh, i^
BY HER DAUGHTER, PRISCILLA. PITT.

(Contianed from page 275.

j

Among theexpressions and counsels uttered

by this dear friend at various times, the fol-

lowing have been preserved, which manifest
her watchful frame of spirit and her love for

the Lord :

"I do not wish for any comfort at all, ex
cept from the Lord."

(She earnesly desired me to bring up our
son in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord, not provoking him to wrath, but feel

after divine help constantly and quietude of

mind ; it would, she believed, have a desirable

influence over hii spirit ; and to be ever on the

watch. She told mo she had lain awake a

good while last night. I inquired the cause.

She said her thoughts had been on us, earnest-

ly feeling after our help and preservation.

One evening, after reading, she expressed,

that good desires are not of ourselves; that

she was thankful to feel the continual desire

in her heart to be conformable to the will of

herHeavenlj Father. She has often told me
how she revievvs the day when she lies down
at night, and seeks forgiveness for all she has

offended in, and commends herself and all of

us to the care of her Heavenly Father. She
said to some visitors, "I find it well to strive

after or to keep in a ' watchful waiting state.'"

One evening when unwell, her son-in-law,

George Pitt, went up to see her in bed. She
said to him, " 1 am pleased to find you have
had a favored meeting at Mitcham, and glad

you wound it up as 3'ou did by going to this

meeting this afternoon." " Ye are not your
own, ye are bought with a price," &o. She
went on alill talking gently to him :

" I have
a great deal of time for thinking, and I often

feel low and discouraged, but then I look to

the alone Source for help, and sometimes am
unexpectedly favored with the lifting up of

His countenance, and I am comforted and
strengthened to hold on my way. I often

think of dear father, how he felt the desire,

' Let the words of my mouth, and the medita-

tion of my heart be acceptable in Thy sight,

O Lord! my strength and my Redeemer.' Let
us wait on the Witness." She seemed then

in a sweet frame, quiet and calm.

She said to George one morning, when he

went into her room, " Sometimes when I wake
of a morning, a number of things are apt to

crowd on the mind and disquiet it, but I find

it won't do to give way to it, and so endeav-

oring to stay my mind on the Lord, He takes

it off me, but 1 could not take it off myself."

One day she spoke of this text, as though it

was her own feeling: " As the hart panteth

after the water brooks, so panteth my soul

after thee, O God." She said, on George
going in to her before breakfast, " I always
feel I must begin the morning by turning my
mind profitably to things of highest moment."
On taking leave of him one night, he said, " It

is much warmer." She replied, "Yes, and its

a favor we have got something to keep us
warm inside." He answered, " There's noth-
ing else worth living for: Thou hast the
words of eternal life." " That's what I feel,"

said she, " It is a privilege to feel something
within that unites ua together."
One night when in bed I said to her, "Make

haste and go to sleep." She replied, " There's
always something to do before going to sleep

—cast up our accounts." During her summer
visit to us at Berkeley Cottas^e, Mitcham, she
was very cheerful, calm, sweet, happy, loving
and kind. One evening I was fearing she had
been exposed to taking cold. She said, "Dear
father was so desirous of our living each day
as though it were our last, and I feel my time
so uncertain, that my mind is often engaged
in desire to be ready, that my mind is often

not at all on little things that sometimes
trouble thee." One day she said to me, "There
are five words I have on my mind for thee,
' Dwell inwardly with the Lord.' Let your
words be few and savory, that they may
minister grace to the hearers. 1 have often

thought thou talks too much. I want thee to

have thy mind so staid on the Lord, that little

outward matters and troubles may not take
srch hold on thy mind."

" I have had this prayer so much brought
to my thoughts, 'Do with me what seemeth
thee good, only take not thy Holy Spirit from
me. Restore unto me the joys of thy salva-

tion, and uphold me with thy free Spirit.' I
have no desire to have any will of my own,
but to leave everything to Him. My desire

is to be entirely passive, and resigned to what-
ever may come ; my prayer is to be resigned

to whatever He appoints or permits, and if it

is not, as I would have had it, to submit. My
mind is occupied in desire for our filling up
our stations." This was said while riding over
to Croydon Meeting. In meeting she spoke
on the single eye— quoting the Saviour's

words in Matthew. After meeting, T. A. was
walking with us to the train, and telling her
something interesting. I asked her if she
was tired? She said, "Oh! my dear, my mind
is so after things of higher interest, I take
little heed of little things."

In 1876, referring to letters she had been
looking through and tearing up, " I feel it un-

protitahle to me to go over them to read them,
tilling the mind with scenes long past. I feel

it would interfere with allowing my mind to

be directed as it ought, and that what I have
now to do, is to attend to the present." At
supper she said, " I think we have so much to

do in our own hearts, it does not do to dwell
too much on others." Not only her words,
but her bearing that evening, implied to my
mind that she did strive to " turn inward," as

she often said we have such need to do.

5th mo. 1877, she was speaking of enjoying
Job Scott's writings "as face answering to

face in a glass. Though we may enjoy books,

it's the introversion of mind—the in ward quiet

—the feeling after—that is the true benefit."

I may here mention how often my father

used to read Friends' books to us while we
sat at work. Also on First-days he would
read in the family, and daily in the Scrip-

tures ; and mother often would advise us on
those occasions to turn our minds to the Spirit

that gave them forth, to be enabled to under-
stand and profit by them. In her latter years
she often read Friends' books; also generally

read the Bible to herself of a forenoon, and
spent some time in retirement. She said one
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day she enjoyed having the New Testanaent

read in the family after breakfast.

She remarked one day in 1876 : "It is sweet

to feel we are all under the care and notice of

Him who cares for us, and strengthens and
comforts us; oh I it is sweet!" How in ac-

cordance this remark with a pencilled memor-
andum I find dated, " Third-day, 2d mo. 2d,

1864. In bed all day—
My Heavenly Father knows best.

And in that belief I rest."

Also in the same little pocket book: "Fifth-

day morning dear John and self left home for

(seaside) Folkestone; favored to leave it very
comfortably with our valuable servant Mary,
whom we consigned to the preserving care of

Israel's Shepherd. Our precious children, with
their dear little lambs, we also commended
to the same gracious preserving power, with

our own souls. For the many mercies hither-

to vouchsafed to us and our's, maj' we be in-

creasingly sensible, and also desirous of ren-

dering unto the great and good Giver all that

He may be pleased to call for at our hands."

She not unfiequently remarked when in bed

at nigbt, " I am so sensible of my many privi-

leges. How 1 am cared for!"

(To be continued.)

SONNET.
To THE SCPREME BeINO.

The prayers I make will then be sweet indeed.

If Thou the spirit give by which I pray;

My unassisted heart is barren clay,

That of its native self can nothing feed.

Of good and pious works Thou art the seed,

That quickens, only where Thou sayest it may;
Unless Thou show to iis Thine own true way.

No man can find it. Father ! Thou must lead.

Do Thou, then, breathe those thoughts into my mind
By which such virtue may in me be bred,

That in Thy holy footsteps I may tread.

The fetters of my tongue do Thou unbind,

That I may have the power to sing of Thee,
And sound Thy praises everlastingly.

Wordsworth.

Selected.

THE BROWN HOUSE
I am sitting alone in the twilight.

Alone in my cosy room,
Where softly falls the firelight

Athwart the deepening gloom.

And of all the pleasant memories
That to me thronging come.

This is the sweetest, fairest

:

My dear, my childhood's home.

I've stood where crystal waters

Came from the mountain down.
But clearer, those that sparkled

Beside the house so brown.

I've heard the sweet, wild harp-notes,

And many a melting strain
;

But sweeter far than music
Came down the paltering rain

Upon the roof that sheltered

From storm, and blast, and chill,

The friends I loved. Dear faces

!

I seem to see them still.

Sometimes the cloud is lifted

That overhangs life's sea.

And though so far I've drifted,

The past comes back to me.

With all its old-time sweetness
My mother's voice I hear,

My baby sister's prattle,

My father's words of cheer

;

Therefore of all the memories
The years are wafting down,

This is the sweetest, fairest.

The dear old house so browu.

Selected.

THE SOUL'S INTERVIEW AT EVENTIME.
The night comes softly down, my soul.

The night comes gently down
;

The quiet, thoughtful stars will hush
The murmur of the town.

Come, let us he alone, my soul,

In the still night alone;
And tell me truly, O ray soul,

What thou this day hast done?

I had some shining gold to use,

I worked, nor worked in vain
;

And where I scattered one at morn.
At eve I gathered twain.

Is Ihis thy long day's work, my soul?

O foolish soul ! Ere morn
The thief may take thy treasured hoard.
And thou be left forlorn.

Or, if the Lord should call, my soul.

This very night, oh, say,

AVhere were thy treasure then, my soul ?

Was Ihis thy work to-day ?

I sought for knowledge, and have found
;

Tracked great men's thoughts afar;

Searched ont a riddle of the earth

—

The secret of a star

!

Is this thy long day's work, my soul?
O foolish soul ! We know

That earthly wisdom counts for naught
Where thou and I must go

—

May go this very night, my soul.

What of thy wisdom then?
Was this thy long d.ay's work, my soul.

In the wide world of men ?

I thought—and sent forth to the world

—

A noble thought ; I wait

For its sure coming meed of praise,

When men shall call me great!

Is this thy long day's work, my soul?

foolish soul ! Thou knowest
How little earthly praise can reach

To that world where thou goest

!

child of immortality !

Thy crown shall be of bay.

Not woven by an earthly hand

—

Was this thy work to-day ?

While walking in a crowded street,

1 met a weeping child
;

1 know not now what words I said.

But when I left it smiled.

That was a work of Joy, my soul !

O happy soul ! That deed
AVill rank with giving water to

The thirsty one in need.

And when the angel of the book
Writeth of this, he'll say,

'Twas for the loving Master's sake
This work was done to-day!

I found a man who sought for rest,

But nothing him sufficed
;

I led him to the cross's feet

And showed him Jesus Christ

!

This is thy good day's work, my soul

!

O blessed soul ! Thy crown
Has one more jewel ! Now, my soul.

In peace we'll lay us down :

In peace and love, and faith and hope,
"The long day's work is done;

New work, new strength the Master gives
With the new rising sun.

Frances Eastwood.

In his journeyings. Bishop Janes kept his

eyes solely on his work. Twelve times, I

heard him .say, he passed within the sound of

the roar of Niagara before he saw it. And
then, I doubt not, ho was called there to

preach. Ho rode clear by Yosemite, and did

not stop to look at its gorge ; went near the

great trees, and never beheld them.
[is visits to Europe were exclusively de-

voted to his official work. He went and came
without turning aside or tarrying to look

upon the famous sites of which he had
read, and which he would have been delij

to have visited. But it was not in his

and 80 was not in his work.

—

Selected.

Scripture Illnstralions from Malagasy Cnstom

CConclnded from page 275.)

" Roads and Paths.—The poetical boo
Holy Scripture are full of figures taken
roads and paths, for we constantly meet
such expressions as ' way,' ' goings,' ' leac

'guiding,' 'footsteps,' 'slipping,' 'slid

'stumbling-block,' and many others,

such language is by no means unfrequent
in the prose portions of the sacred writi

so that the figures have long ago pas-ed
into our Western speech and become so :

ralized that when we speak of taking a

or wrong path (as regards conduct), it ha

seems a figurative expression at all.

further, on account of the perfection atta

by our modern civilization, all these fi|

have become faint and weak to us compi
with their force to those who live in the]
With our wonderful railway' system cove
the whole country, with oar smooth roads
paved streets, travelling has been divestf

all its discomfort and of a large proporti«i

its danger, and we must live in a country
Madagascar, which is without roads, to

the vividness of such expressions as, "W
me, O Lord, the way of Thy statutes,' ' Tl

me thy way, and lead me in a plain p
' He set my feet upon a rock and establii

ray goings,' &c. How often as I have pit

my way up or down a rough rockj' stair

rather than a road, or toiled painfull}' a.

a slippery clay slope, have I recalled

words, 'Hold up my goings in Thy pf

that my footsteps slip not,' ' Ponder the
]

of thy feet, and let thy ways be establish

and at other times, either on foot, or bi

on the shoulders of my stout bearers, or

casionallj- on horseback, when skirting

edge of a sheer precipice by a narrow p
have I realized the terrible force of som
the curses in the Bible, 'Let their wa;

dark and slipper}',' ' Their footsteps shall 8

in due time;' or with more cheerful feeli

have rejoiced in the words, ' When my:'
slipped. Thy mercy, O Lord, held me up.'

"And while the paths in Madagascar
diflScult enough in the day, they become p!

lively dangerous by night. As we stuni

into a deep bole, or our feet come in sb

contact with a rough stone, we find i

meaning in the words, 'Make straight pt

for your feet,' 'Take up the stumblingbl
out of the way of My people,' ' Thou sli

walk, and thy foot shall not stumble.' )l

should we chance to be overtaken b}- d«i

ness after the brief tropical twilight, howj
recall the prayer, 'Lighten my darkncsai

Lord,' and welcome the approach of a fricnj

torch or lantern, and are reminded of

text, 'Thy word is a lamp unto my feet,

I

a light unto mj' path.' '

"In such circumstances as these a la

class of words in the Bible have a freshc

and reality which they never acquire in'

own country.
" Symbolic Acts and Figurative Languagi

When reading the Bible we frequently ra

with examples of the use of symbolic acts

impress some important truth upon the v

nesses of such actions. The prophets of I
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)ippen8ation frequently i-eceived Divine
lands to use such teaching; thus, Ezekiel
it by eating a roll (Hi. 1-3,) by the
3 siege of a tile upon which Jerusalem
portrayed (iv.), by the use of a chain
i3), of a boiling pot (xxiv. ]-4), by the
ig of two sticks (xxxvii. 15-17), and
any other symbolic actions; and false

lets also did the like, one of them raak-

orna of iron to give vain confidence to
godly king (see 1 Kings xxii. 11).

1 Malagasy history there are some in-

ing examples of a similar employment
bolic actions, especially before the gene-

ie of writing had made written letters

ion. Towards the close of the last een-

,he King of Imerina, the central province
dagascar, had reduced under his authority
at jiart of the interior of the island, and,

lent in his own power, sent a messenger
principal chief of the southern central

nee, Betsileo, telling him that he was
son' (a common Malagasy expression,

g that one person is subordinate to

or), and requiring him to come and ac

ledge his father. The Betsileo chief,

ver, replied, that he was no son of the
king, but that they were brothers, each
sing his own territory. The Ilova re-

d for answer, ' I have a large cloth (to

me), but thou hast a small one ; so that

are far from me j'ou are cold ; for I am
sland to which all the little ones resort,

fore come to me, thy father, for thou art
.' When the Betsi leo chief received this

;e he measured a piece of wood between
tended arms (the rify or standard mea-

rf the Malagasy, between the tips of the

's when arms are stretched apart to the

t), and sent it to the king, with the

This wood is my measure, bid An-
ampoina (the Hova king) equal it; if he
pan it, then I am his son and not bis

Upon Andrianamp6ina trying it

as unable to reach it, for the Betsileo

was long in the arms. But the Hova
would not give up his point, and replied,

measurement of the wood is of no con-

mce, for kingship does not consist in

•h of arms ; thou art little, therefore my
[ am great, therefore thy father.'

btill the southern chief was unwilling to

it, and sent a particular kind of native

ornamented with beads, with a request

an ox should be cut up upon it, as an-
• sign whether he was to acknowledge
lova king as his superior or not. This
also turned out to his own advantage;
kt length Andrianampoina would have no
»er trifling. Ho sent back the cloth with
(ce cut off one end of it, and a spear hole

ugh the middle, as a significant warning
8 intentions unless immediate submission

made. The lesson was not lost upon the

ter chief; he returned a humble answer,

;ing that he might not be killed, saying,

ile it is to-day, all day let me eat of the

er (food) of the earth, for Andrianamp6ina
rd of the kingdom.'
jomething of a similar kind of symbolic

8 related of Queen Kanavalona I. When
same to the throne in 1828 there was a

I boy not many months old at that time,

ie true seed royal, and descended from
line of the ancient kings. The Queen
announced that she had made this boy
idopted son, and that he should be her

sssor; oven if she should have children

of her own, his right to the throne should re-

main good. Afterwards she had a son of her
own, whom she named Rakoion dltadiima

;

many thought that her own son would suc-

ceed her, but the declaration in favor of the
other was never rescinded, and hence arose
much animosity between the two princes.

When the queen became old and feeble, the
subject of the succession came up, and she
settled it in a singular way, substantially as
follows:—She held a meeting of her officers,

judges, and heads of the people with great
solemnity within the palace, when she an-

nounced her intention of making a valuable
present to each of the two princes. Two fine

vases or covered vessels were placed on the

table, and the two young men were called in
;

the elder was first directed to choose which
he would have. He did so, and on opening
the vase, it was found to contain some beau-

tiful gems and valuable ornaments. The
j'ounger, her own son, then opened his vase,

and found it contained only a handful of earth.
The queen then addressed the assembly, say-

ing that the elder prince was to be advanced
to high honor and riches in the land ; but, as

the land could not be divided, the younger
prince, who had received from God the hand-
ful of earth, should bo her successor. (He
eventually became king under the name of
Kadiima II., but only reigned about eighteen

mouths)."

' For "Tlie Friend."

The Meeting at Firbank Chapel and its Results.

(Continued from pnge 278.)

Account of Anne Camm, continued.

" When the assize came, John Audland,
John Camm, and Thomas Camm were there,

nd some Friends from London and Bristol
;

nd the substance of the charge or indictment
drawn np against her was, that she had said

God did not live, because she had said con-

cerning the priest at Banbury, that ' True
words may be a lie in the mouth of some that

speak them ;' alleging, Jer. v. 2, ' And though
tliey say the Lord livoth, (which nothing can
be more true,) surely they swear falsely.'

The judge of the Court was moderate, observ-

ing her sober and wise answers to his ques-

tions, and her innocent boldness, and comely
personage, and seeing the uncertainty of the

evidence against her, and that the matter ofj

fact charged, did not amount to what was de-

1

signed, gave the matter to the jury thus, viz.,!

' 'Thatshoacknowledged the Lord herGod and !

Redeemer"to live, and that there were gods of

the heathen and of the Philistines that were
dead gods.' Some upon the bench perceiving

their end would not be answered, went off

-o influence the jury to bring in something'
igainsttho prisoner, lest they should come off

rt'ith discredit. One of the bench observing
j

the injustice in that matter, stepped off also,

telling them he would sit no longer with them,
till more justice was amongst them, and was
convinced of truth. Other officers in the

court threw away their staves, and bore testi-

ony against their arbitrary proceedings.

"The jury returned into court, and being

asked if they were agreed, they answered
they were ; and being asked what they found,

they made answer, ' only misdemeanor.' A
friend present told them it was illegal to in-

dict her for one fact and bring her in guilty

of another; for they ought to have found her

either guilty or not guilty, upon the matter
of fact charged in the indictment. The judge

told Anne, if she would give bond for her
good behavior, she might have her liberty.

.She refusing, they sent her to prison again :

but the judge was hoard to say, that the pri-

soner should have been discharged, but the
judge had a mind somewhat to please the
angry justices. Her adversaries were con-
founded, and slipped off the bench one after
another, in disorder, without dismissing the
court, so that truth was that day exalted, and
the Lord's power magnified in frustrating the
designs of wicked men. The prison where
Anne was sent to, was a close nasty place,
several steps below ground, on the side where-
of was a sort of common sewer, that received
much of the mud in the town, that at times
did stink sorely ; besides frogs and toads did
crawl into the room, and no place for fire, yet
she was in great content because it was Gud's
cause. Her fellow-prisoner was Jane Waugh,
a laborer in the gospel, who came some
months before to visit her, and was committed
to prison with her; but God's presence and
peace being with them, made their nasty,
stinking jail a ))alace, where she remained
seven or eight months, and from her first

commitment about a year and a half, and was
at last discharged by the mayor and alder-
men. The same day Richard Farnsworth was
set at liberty, who, with other men Friends,
were prisoners in another room ; but Jane
Waugh still continued a prisoner.

"Anno had frequent meetings in Banbury
before she lell it ; and also went to the mayor
to demand the liberty of her friend Jane
Waugh, who was imprisoned for no other fact

tbiin for coming many miles in love to visit

her in prison, and she was soon after set at
liberty. Being clear of those parts, she tra-

velled through the counties to Bristol, where
she met with her husband John Audland.
John and Anne Audland continued in their
service and labor in the ministry in several
parts of this nation, south, west, and north-
ward, until John Audland fell sick, and died
in the latter end of the year 16G3, having been
married to his wife Anne about thirteen years,
and left behind one daughter, since dead, and
one son named John, born a few days after

his father's death.

The 30lh of the Third mo., 1666, Thomas
Camm married the said Anne Audland, and
they lived together in true love, serving the
Lord forty years wanting six months. She
was one with her husband in all his services

and sufferings, as at one imprisonment three
years at Kendal, he not being permitted so

much as to see his family; another time at
Appleby, near six years, during the first part
of which ho was straitly confined, the latter,

through favor of the sheriff and jailor, he had
much liberty. They travelled together in the
work of the ministry into the southern parts
of the nation, as London and Bristol, &c., es-

pecially at London. About twenty-six years
ago, she had like to have died in that city, as
also of later years at Bristol. The last time
she was there, she was brought nigh the
grave; at which time she expressed many
heavenly sayings, that will not be easily for-

gotten by some, warning all to prize their

time, and prepare for their latter end, as God
had inclined her to do, so that she enjoyed
unspeakable peace here, with full assurance
of eternal rest and felicity in the world to

come, which, said she, 1 have desired to enter
into as gain, rather than to live, if God so

please.
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" It was her manner often to retire alone in

her closet, or some private place, exercising

herself in fervent prayer, and to set apart

some time almost daily for reading the lioly

Scriptures, and other good books, and t-he was
very diligent in frequenting meetings for the

worship of God, &c. She was not forward to

appear in preaching or prayer in public meet-

ings, but when she did, it was fervent, weighty,

and with the demonstration of the spirit, and
with power, to the refreshment of the church,

her docti'ine dropping as dew, but with zeal

to lay waste the mountain of Esau. She had
wisdom to know the time and season of her

service, in which she was a good example to

hersex,for without extraordinary impulse and
concern, it was rare for her to preach in large

meetings, where she knew there were breth-

ren qualified for the service of such meetings.

She was grieved when any, especially of her

sex, were loo hast3', forward, or unseasonable

in their appearing in such meetings; and
would give advice to such, not without good
effect. She behaved herself as an humble
servant of her Lord and Master, Christ Jesus,

washing his disciples' feet, and helping and
serving, as a nursingmother, the weakest and
tenderest of the flack of Christ, and was an

cncouragin- of those who came forih in a testi

mony for God, though but of a stammering
tongue.

"The last opportunity she had amongst
Friends was the 2nd of the Ninth month, 1705,

at a monthly-meeting at Kendal; and not-

withstanding her great age and weakness of

body, with the coldness of the season, she

would not excuse herself from that day's ser-

vice ; and the Lord was with her in good

me out of this earthly tabernacle, I am well

content."
(To be coDtinaed.)

For "The Friend.

Samuel Beltle.

Samuel Bettle, a minister and member of

Philadelphia Monthly Meeting of Friends for

the Western District, deceased at his home in

Philadelphia on the 28th of First month 1880,

aged 70 years.

It has been felt impossible in an obituary
article, to set forth in all their fulness, the

life and character and services of this minis-

ter of Jes:is Christ ; but it has seemed right,

that some noiice, however inadequate, should
bo taken of one, who, having in the prime of
life submitted to the yoke of Christ, labored

faithfullj' in the Lord's vineyard and in the

world, seeking to turn men from darkness to

light and from the power of Satan unto God.
He was the son of Samuel and Jane Beltle

—

both eminent and valued Friends in their day
and generation—whose fervent desire it was
to bring up their children in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord; and, of whom it

might be said, that they had no greater joy
than to see their children walking in the

truth. But, while thus favored with the in-

struction and training of pious parents, when
grown to man's estate there came into his

life all the temptations to worldliness, and
all those allurements which are calculated to

beget and nourish that love of the world and
the things that are in the world, which meet
men on their entrance into active life. It

was after seyeral years of devoiion to secular

pursuits, when fairly embarked in mercvntile
counsel and advice to friends, pressing all lo business, with every prospect of continued
faithfulness and diligence in their service for land increasing success therein, with every-

God, that they might receive their reward
j

thing at hand which it is deemed most costly

with those who had nearly served out their to surrender, that the conviction was forced

home upon him, that he could not s^rve twdaj'. The nextday her illness began. About
the 16lh of the said month, finding her bus

band under C(mcern, because of her sickness

she said as followeth :

"'My dear, if it be the Lord's good pleasure

rho joined us together, and has blessed us

masters; that he had come to the place of

decision; on the one side, the world and all

its friendships ; on the other, the selfdenj'ing

leligion of Jesus Christ and a life devoted to

his service. It was lo him a mo-<t costly sacri

hitherto, to separate us outwardi}', I entreat fice ; a virtual abandonment of all schemes of
thee be content therewith, and give me freely

up to the Lord, for thou knowest we must
part, and if I go first it is but what I have
desired of the Lord many a time. I believe

the consideration of the desolate condition I

should be in, if left behind thee, will have that

place with thee, that thou wilt the morefieely
commit me to the Lord, whose I am, and
whom 1 loved, feared and served with an up-

right heart all my days. His unspeakable
])eaco I enjoy, and his saving health is my
portion for ever. I pray thee be content with

what the Lord pleaseth to do with me; whether
life or death, his holy will bedone. Let us, my
dear, leave all to the Lord. However it be, it

will he well. I have loved thee with my soul,

and God has blessed us, and will bless thee, and
be with thee, and makeupall thy losses. Death
is gain to me, though it be thy loss, and for my
gain'ssake, I hope thou wdt bear with patience

thy loiss. I bless the Lord I am pre])ared for

my change. I am full of assurance of eternal

salvation, and a crown of glory, through my
dear Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, whom
God the Father has sent to bless me, with
many more, by turning us from the evil of

our ways into the just man's path, which
shines more and more to the perfect day. If

worldly ambition ; an absolute surrender of

all that he had and all that he was, to the

service and rule and government of Him who
came into the world to save sinners ; but

yielding himself to the convicting, coitriting

and powerful visitations of the Holy Spirit,

with which he was favored, he became willing

to lay everything at the feet of Christ, and
to know his will brought into subjection to

the will of his Divine Lord and Master.
Samuel Battle, although by birth and edu-

cation a member of the Society of Friends,

became a thorough Quaker from conviction.

Having, through the operations of the Holy
Spirit on his heart, been made conscious of

his fallen and undone condition without a

Saviour, ho was led to place his hope of sal-

vation on his atoning blooi, and on his re-

generating power inwardly revealed, and to

accept Him as his Mediator between God
offended and him offending. Having thus
witnessed reconciliation with God, it was his

engagement to seek to know his will concern-
ing him; and thus he became willing, not
only to testifj^ what the Lord had done for

his soul, but, feeling his mind drawn to the

work of the ministry, he shunned not to de-

clare the whole counsel of God, as ability and
God now please to finish my course, and take opportunity wore afforded. His ministry wa^

clear, eloquent, thoughtful, weighty and al

all, accompanied with unction. It was
dently his desire to speak under the f

anointing of the Spirit, for which he
humbly and prayerfully; judging from
solemn, deliberate and reverent manner,
onlj' in the public assembly, but at all o
times of waiting before the Lord. Hii
versation in private was interesting and
struetive, not unfrequently rising to a ner^

and commanding eloquence. Tenderly
tached to Friends of his own Yearly Meet
he, under the apprehension of duty,

j

several visits among the different Qiarti
Meeting-t at various times ; and there
many witnesses to the power and life of

gospel ministry. Almost constantly labor
when health permitted, among Friends of

own particular meeting, he was often seni

the minister of consolation and of hope, to

bereaved and afflicted, the widow, the fatl

less, and those who had no helper. Besi

these labors he made visits to several Yet
Meetings in the United States, and ami
the Indians and Freodmen, also to ihe hej

of Government- at \yashington, and hj

at different times many appointed raeeli

throughout the country adjacent to Philaii

phia. In all these services, sometimes uiU]

taken when in broken health, he placed .

reliance upon the Great Head of the Chm.
and experienced that "his bow abode
strength, and the arms of his hands w!

made strong by the hands of the mighty (•

of Jacob." Subject in later years to attai

of severe illness, his health, during the 1

year of his life, seemed entirely restored,

the fall of the year, obtaining a minute fr

his Monthly Meeting for religious service c

side its limits, he was engaged in the i

charge of this duty up to thj tima of the

tack which terminated his life. The (

came suddenly; but the language seemed
propriate, "Blessed is that servant vvhomi
Loi-d when He cometh shall find watchin
He was enabled to testify that he saw no:

ing further for him to do. Lapsing into

semi-conscious state, during the last twe!

hours, the words "Holy, Holy Holy" were ci

Stan tly uttered in a melodious voice thatseero

attuned to the harmonies of Heaven. Dyi
an hour before sunrise without a strugg

gently as a child falling asleep, it is revereni

believed that his spirit entered into that ci

which needeth not the light of the sun to (

lighten it; the city of the living God ; the

to join those who are singing ceaseless praii

to Him who hath washed and redeemed thf

with his own precious blood.

Religions Items, &c.

Death of an Idol.—The Tines of India a

nounces the death of one of the living idols

Siam. The oldest of the white elephants w
was born in 1780, died in its temple at Ban

kok in 11th mo. last. Every one knows tl

famous white elephant, before whom a who
people bow the knee, is the emblem of t

kingdom of Siam. It is honored with t

most beautiful presents, for the Indians, fi

of the idea of metamorphosis, still believe ih

so majestic an animal could only be aniraati

by the spirit of a god or an emperor. Ba(

white elephant possesses its palace, a vessel

gold, and a harness resplendent with jewe

Several mandarins are attached to its servic

and feed it with cakes and sugar-cane. Tl

king of Siam is the only porsonago befo
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ti it bows the knee, and a similar saluta-

8 rendered it by the monarch. The do-

d idol has been accorded a magnificont

al. A hundred Buddhist priests officiated

e ceremony. The three surviving while
ants, pi'cceded by trumpets and followed

1 immense concourse of people, accom-
d the funeral car to the bank of the

ra, where the king and his noble lords

(red the mortal remains, which were trans-

d to the opposite bank for burial. A
ssion of thirty vessels figured at that

us ceremony. All the floating houses,

d in double file on the Meiiam to the

ler of over sixty thousand, were adorned
flags of all colors and symbolical attri

.

—

Aniericnn Wes'eynn.

ostolical Succession.—The more I look

this question of Apostolical Succession,

ore i am convinced of its error, yea,

of its blasphemy. Now, an}' one read-

the Epistle to the Galatians respecting

lul's early woik in the church, called to

,n Apostle not of men, neither by man;"
itire independence of the Apostolic Col-

so-called); his success and the manner
ich the churches of Judea glorified God
Q, though unknown to them by face ; his

to Jerui^alem to compare notes with the

les there ; the attempt of some to make
subject to tradition, &c., to whom he

e place by subjection, no, not for an
;" how they who made somewhat of

selves in conference would not add to his

ine, &c. , and how James, Cephas and
perceived the grace given unto him, and
him the right-hand of fellowship—how
me I say, Mr. Editor, reading all this can

ion the unchurching dogma of Apostoli-

uccession as taught by the Protestant

opal, Romish and Gi'eek churches, is

than 1 can understand.

—

T. W.,inl!pis-

Eecorder.

San Lone, a converted Chinese, when in

•ica on a visit was deeply impressed with
ttle difference he saw between the style

ring of many professing Christians and
)eople of the world. Adverting to the

3r on one occasion, he said, making at

ame time a large sweep with his arm,
en the disciples in my countrj'come out

the world, they come clear out."

tber Curci, a Roman Catholic who some
since incurred the displeasure of the

an, and is now living in retirement in

es, has written a preface to a new Italian

lation of the New Testament, in which
plores that the Scriptures are so little

by Italian Catholics.

e Episcopal clergymen in Ireland are

lly decreasing in number. Since the dis-

jlishment the net loss has been 701.

jere are eighty-two Mormon churches in

iand and Ireland.

'great spiritual awakening is reported at

terdam.

i Nalural Uistory, Scieiicf, &c.

^e Aye- Aye. — The different species of

urs are found in great variety in the

ts of Madagascar. Their loud wailing

have a most startling effect when heard

he first time. For a moment one sup-

3 there is a company of people not far

nt in deep distress ; but these are doubt-

rather signs of the little creatures' enjoy-

; of their forest life than any expression

un or fear. The Lemurs have all the

agility of monkeys, but with none of their

half-human expression, the head being more
like that of a dog or a fox. The fur is thick

and soft, and the tail often long and bushy.

They are gentle and affectionate animals,
easily tamed, and are frequently kept as pets

in Madagascar. Their agility is marvellous,
for they leap to considerable distances from
branch to branch

; so that a wood frequented

by a company of them is all alive with their

rapid movements, and resounds with their

cries as they dart from tree to tree. The Aye-
Aye is closely allied to the true Lemurs. Its

food consists of a wood boring larva, which
tunnels beneath the bark of certain hard-
wooded trees. To obtain these, the animal is

furnished with powerful chisel-shaped teeth,

with which it cuts away the outer bark. As,

however, the grub retreats to the end of its

hole, one of the fingers of the Aye-Aye's fore-

hands is slightly lengthened, but considerably
diminished in thickness, and is furnished with
a hook-like claw. Thus provided, the finger

is used as a probe, inserted in the tunnel, and
the dainty morsel drawn from its hiding
place.

Tapioca Plant.—The Tapioca plant is a

native of Central and South America, and
much cultivated there. It is now also largely

grown in Western Africa, where it is called

Cassava. The plant grows in a bushy form,
with stems usually from six to eight feet high.

The roots are very large, from three to eight
growing in a cluster, usually from a foot to

two feet long. The starch in the roots is sepa-

rated from the fibre, and from this startdi the
tapioca of commerce is made by heating it on
hot plates and stirring with an iron rod; the
starch grains burst, and the whole forms into

small, irregular masses, such as we find in the
stores.

Finding Browned People.—" An Old Folk-
Lorist" writes: "The remarkable incident of
the discovery of the body of a child drowned
in the River Kennet, at Newbury, in 1767, by
means of a two penny loaf with a quantity of
quicksilver put into it, was quoted by one of
your contemporaries some twenty years ago

;

and then elicited many curious proofs of the
existence of similar practices with analogous
successful results, and with—what is not al-

ways the case—a satisfactory explanation of
the phenomenon. Sir James Alexander, in

his account of Canada, after stating that the
Indians believe that a drowned body may be
discovered by floating a piece of cedar-wood,
which will stop and turn round over the exact
spot, mentions an instance which occurred
within his own knowledge, where the body
of a person who was drowned by the over-

setting of his boat near Cedar Island 'could
not be discovered until this experiment was
resorted to.'

But something more remarkable was stated

bj' an eminent clergyman, happily still living,

who mentioned that, many years bi'fore, a

boy who had lately come to Eton imprudently
bathed in the Thames where it flows with
great rapidity under ' the playing fields,' and
was carried out of his depth and drowned.
All efforts to recover the body failed until

one of the masters threw a cricket-bat into

the stream, which floated to a spot where it

turned round in an eddy in a deep hole, under
which the bodj' was found. There were, I

think, other instances, but these elicited from
some intelligent correspondent the simple
and natural oxplaaation of the phenomenon.

There are in all running streams deep pools
formed by eddies, in which drowned bodies

ai'e likely to be caught and retained. Any
light substance thrown into the stieam would
naturally be drawn to the surface of the river

over the centre of the eddy-hole."

—

Pall Mall
Gazette.
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Within the last two years there have ap-

peared in our columns a number of communi-
cations from different friends in Canada, nar-

rating and commenting on the circumstances
connected with the division in one of their

Monthly and (Quarterly Meetings.

From the information then received, many
Friends outside of that Yearly Meeting be-

lieved, that those members ofNorwich Month-
ly Meeting who were ejected in such a whole-
sale manner, were brought into suffering for

their adherence to the doctrines and testi-

monies of the Society of Friends, and for their

resistance to measures calculated in their judg-

ment to undermine and lay waste those doc-

trines and testimonies.

Some of those at a distance, who had been
accustomed to think well of Canada Yearly
Meeting, were disappointed to find that it bad
not strength to examine into the causes of

the difficulty that existed, and apply a suit-

able remedy therefor ; but that it allowed the

contention to go on till an actual division oc-

curred, and then sanctioned the cutting off of

a body of sound and well-concerned members,
without making an effort to heal the breach.

But recent occurrences show that the spirit

of change and of departure from our principles

had taken deeper root than we would gladly

have believed was the case. If Canada Yearly
Meeting had been in a healthy condition, we
believe it would have had more sound judg-

ment and discernment than to appoint for its

Clerk, last year, a man who a few months
after became the stated minister of a Congre-
gational Society, and who, as he now acknowl-
edges, had long held opinions which he knew
to be at variance with the doctrines of our

Society.

We have received from a Friend in Canada
an extract from one of the local papers, pub-

lished at St. Catharine, the town in which
this person now officiates. After speaking of

the curiosity that was felt to see what course

he would take, when the usual time came for

administering the Gonmimion, as it is called,

—the article referred to thus relates what oc-

curred :
—

" He said, the Society of Friends had firm faith in

the baptism of the Holy Ghost, and ia the spiritual

eating of the Lord s Supper, but discarded water, bread

and wine, as visible signs of these gifts and graces. He
had long held the opinion, which had gradually ripened

into conviction, that the Lord Jesus intended water
baptism, [and] partaking of the bread and wine to be
memorials of permanent obligation In his church. He
had therefore great peace in partaking of these elements

as a blessed memorial service, and in handing them to

others who loved the Lord Jesus Christ."

We do not doubt that this occurrence is a
humiliating and trying one to members of

Canr la Y''early Meeting, who retain their at-

tachment to the principles of Friends, and we
would rejoice if it should be a means of open-

ing their eyes to the need of a more open and
honest defence of our doctrines and practices,
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and of bearing a more decided testimony

against error and change.

As time has passed on, we have often been

made to remember the striking language of a

valuable Friend, uttered in a Meeting for Dis

cipline many years ago—that he saw very

little difference between being unsound our-

selves, and having no testimooy to bear

against unsoundness in others.

It is not the lapse from our spiritual views

of Baptism and the Supper that gircs us the

most uneasiness. The difference between
Friends and others in these matters is too

obvious to be mistaken. We are more anxious

as to the ultimate results of the far wider-

spread departure from our doctrines in rela-

tion to Worship and Ministrj', which has been

gradually progressing for many j'ears—in

some cases so gradually as not to excite much
alarm. Plausible reasons or excuses could

readily be suggested for every successive step

in the progress of change, which has gone so

far that now there exists in our Society a class

of ministers, who follow no business for a live-

lihood but that of preaching, who are open to

calls for service in different sections from
meetings or individuals who will pay their

expenses, and who in a general way expect to

perform the services they are employed to do.

These are so nearly on the same foundation

as the ministers of other religious societies,

that in some cases it involves no great strain

on their principles to accept '• calls" to preside

over settled congregations, and perform the

functions which are usually expected of such.

A few weeks since, we commenced sending
"The Friend" gratuitously to some persons

who had not been receiving it, with the desire

to interest them in its contents, so that they
might be added to our list of subscribers. A
notice to this ellect was inserted in our Edi-

torial column, so that those who received the

paper might understand why it was sent to

ihem. Since then, several letters have been
received from various persons requesting the

paper might be sent in the same way to per-

sons in whom they were interested. This we
design doing, but wish it understood that we
have not funds applicable to a permanent gra-

tuitous circulation.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The tot.il tonnage of anthracite

coal for the week ending the 3d inst., was 372,687 tons.

The market for sizes used for iron and steam purposes
is said to be fairly active. The indications are, that for

manufacturing purposes the demand will be largely in-

creased over last year—for iron purposes alone it is

estimated that at least one million additional tons will

be required.

The first steel rails made in this country by the
Bessemer process was in 1865. Now there are eleven
important establishments—five in Pennsylvania, three
in Illinois, and one in each of the States of Ohio, New
York and Mississippi. In 1879, the number of gross

tons manufactured reached 604,397. The price has de-

clined from $166, in currency, to J48.33 during the last

year. The present producing capacity of Great Britain

is said not to exceed 750,000 tons, and it is predicted
that before the close of this year the United States will

take first rank in this branch of manufactures.
The Western Iron Association have decided to reduce

the card rate from $4 to $3.20. The price of pig iron

has declined $10 per ton.

It is stated the railroad mileage of the United States

exceeds that of the entire continent of Europe and
Great Britain, and is more than half that of the entire

world.

During the last year, an average of 13,000 letters per
day w.as received at the Dead Letter Office, New Eng-
land furnishing the largest share proportionally. These
letters contained $35,000 in currency, and $1,500,000 in

drafts, 95 per cent, of which was returned to the proper is reported that over 200 people have died of 8tar\

owners. The Russian authorities of Rostoff have forw

Last month 21,658 immigrants arrived at the port of 1 50,000 pounds of flour, for their relief.

New York, against 5965 in the 3d month of 1879. The Chilian Legatiou at Washington has rece)

A steamship from Bremen recently landed at Balti- 1
dispatch from Panama, reporting that Callao is

more 1532 immigrants, nearly all of whom were bound
West.
The U. S. Consul at Cork, Ireland, reports under

date of 3rd month 12th, that within the forty days pre-

ceding there were 1871 emigrants to America from that

port—nearly six times the number of corresponding
period last year.

Large emigration from the maritime provinces of
Canada to the United States is also reported.
The consumption of American cotton goods in China

is on the increase. During last year Tientsin imported
from this country 700,000 pieces.

Destructive fires are reported to have occurred ir

Wilmington, N. C, and Harrisburg, Pa. Forest firei

are also reported near Milford, Pa., and Plymouth
Mas.s., which have destroyed large quantities of cord
wood, and devastated large areas of growing timber.
A violent gale raged in Buffalo on the afternoon and

night of the 10th. The water in the harbor overflowed
the wharves, and almost submerged the island between
the river and lake, compelling the inhabitants to leave.
The wind was so strong at times that w.agons were over-
turned, and a street car blown from the track.

The temperature throughout the Atlantic States has
been unusually low for several d.ays. The peach crop
in the lower peninsula of Delaware is reported almost
ruined by the frosts of the la.st few nights.
The mortality in this city last week numbered 352

Of this number 187 were adults and 165 children—77
being under one year of age.

Markets, <fcc.—U. S. sixes, 1881. 106 ; 5's, registered,

102|; do. coupon, 103^; 4J's, 1891, 109i: 4 per cents
1071

Cotton continues dull at the late decline. Sales of
middlings at 12J a 131cts. per lb. for uplands and Ne
Orleans.

Wool.— Penna. and Ohio, tub washed, 63 a 65 cts,

do. fine, 55 a 56 cts. ; do. medium, 64 a 65 cts. ; -do. }
blood, 56 a 58 cts. ; common, 47 a 48 cts. ; combing
medium, 65 a 66 cts. ; and low grade, 55 a 56 cts. No
sale of unwashed wools reported, and almost no stock
in market. ,

Petroleum.—Crude, 7} cts. in barrels, and refined,
at 7| cts. for export, and 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Linseed oils, 80 cts. for American, and 80 a 81 cts.

per. gallon for Calcutta. Lard oil, 55 a 58 cts. Crude
sperm, $1.07 a $1.10; bleached winter, $1.20 a $1.23
per gallon.

Flour is dull and weak. Sales of 1300 barrels, in-

cluding superfine at $5.62J ; Minnesota extras at $5.37J
a $6.25 ; Penna. family, »&.75 a f6.25 ; western, do. do.
at $6 a $6.75, and patent and other high gradi

«6 87J a $7.75. Eye-flour, $4.50 a $4.75.
Grain.—Wheat is a fraction higher. Sales of 30,000

bushels including rejected at $1.27 ; Penna. red, $1
a $1.34 ; southern amber, $1.35. Rye is dull at 84

.

Corn is very quiet. Sales of yellow, 53J cts. ; mixed,
53 cts., and white, 55J cts. Oats quiet and steady.
Mixed, 42cts., and white at 44 a 46 cts.

Seeds.—Clover is dull. Sales at 6 a 6J cts. ; timothy,
13.10; flaxseed, $1.80 a $1.85.

Hay and straw.— .-Vverage price during the week
Prime timothy, $1 a +1.15 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 85
cts a $1 ; straw, $1.30 a $1.40 per 100 pounds.

Beef cattle.—The market during the past week has
been active, and prices Jc. per lb. higher—2,641 head
arrived and sold at 3 a 6 cts. per lb., as to quality.
Hogs were in good demand at last quotations ; extra,

7} cts.
;
good at 7 cts. ; medium, 6| cts., and common,

6J cts. per pound.
Lambs were scarce and in demand at 6 a 7J cts. per

pound.
Sheep were in fair demand at prices ranging from 5J

a 7J cUs. per pound, as to condition.

Milch cows were active, and prices tending upward.
Sales from $20 to $40 per head.

Foreign.—As the elections proceed, the Liberal
gains increa.se. Up to the present time there have
been elected to the House of Commons 346 Liberals,

228 Conservatives, and 51 Home Rulers. A summons
has been issued for a Cabinet Council to be held on the
14th inst.

In Constantinople it is said the result of the elections

in England has produced a profound impression, and
at the Palace, almost a panic. The Greeks, Armenians,
Bulgarians and Christians generally have regarded
I>ord Beaconstield as their most powerful opponent
and rejoice at his fall.

The famine in Armenia is said to be increasing. It

blockaded, and that the Peruvian army of Torai
been defeated.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having c

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be ht

Philadelphia on Seventh-day, the 17th inst., at 2.30

4th mo. 1880. Wm. Evans, Oh

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day, th

of Fifth month.
Parents and others intending to send pupils, ai

q nested to make application early to the Superinten
Benjamin W. Passmore, (a.ddress'StreetEoad,C
Co., Pa.,) or to the Treasurer, Chables J. Alles
Arek St., Philadetphia.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S ASSOCIATION
PHILADELPHIA AND ITS VICINITY.

The Annual Meeting of " The Contributors" wi
held in the Committee-room of Arch St. Meeting-"
on Second-day evening, the 19th instant, at 8 o

Friends who are interested in the cause and oi

are invited to attend,

John B. Garrett, Secreta

The Eleventh Annual Meeting of The Indian
Association of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Mee
will be held on Fifth-day, 4th mo. 22d, 1880, at 8]
at Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

j

Friends generally are invited to attend. '

Richard Cadbury, Ci(

Arrangements have been made by which Fri
attending the Yearly Meeting can be furnished
simple meals, both before and after the sittings of

meeting, at a moderate charge (15 cents), in the f

story of the central part of the Arch St. Meeting-he
j

Meals will also be furnished for those attending!

Meeting for Sufferings and Select Meetings, the
]

ceding week. On the evenings of the Freedmj
meeting and the meeting on Indian Affairs, supper'
be had from five to six-thirty. '

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE!
Near Frankford, (Twenty -third Ward,) Philadelphf

Physician andSuperintendent—John C. Hall, K:

Applications for the Admission of Patients maj
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar
Managers.

Died, on 3d mo. 1st, 1880, at her residence in V

Philadelphia, Hannah, widow of the late Nat
Kite, in the 63d year of her age, a member of

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. 1

removiil was sudden, as she had at difl'erent times

pressed that she believed would be the case. " Be
also ready, for at such an hour as ye think not, the!

of man cometh."
, on the evening of the 16th of 3rd month, 1(

at the residence of Lindley J. Hoyle, Lydia Smi
widow of the late John M. Smith, in the 68th yeai

her age, a member of Springville Monthly Meetinj

Friends, Iowa. On the morning of the day of her des

being asked if she knew she was very weak and I

she said, " Yes ;" and to the further inquiry, if she

comfortable in her mind, she replied, " I am in

hands of a merciful Caretaker ; no merits of my o»

all of his mercy ; I feel comfortable every way"—wh
she repeated several times during the day—and abi

7 o'clock passed peacefully away, leaving to her r£

lives and friends the consoling assurance that, throu

redeeming love and mercy, she has been admitted ii

the mansions of eternal rest and peace.

, at her residence in Haddonfield, N. J., on I

27th ult., Hannah Elfreth, in the 81st year of I

age, an esteemed elder and overseer of Hadilonfii

Monthly Meeting. Although the call was sudden,

believe she was found with her "lamp trimmed a

burning," and prepared, through Divine mercy, to en'

into " the joy of her Lord."
, in this city on the 3d inst.ant, Daniel Tucki

formerly of the city of New York, in the 79lh year

his age, a member of the Monthly Meeting of Frien

of Philadelphia.

wiiriAM Hr'piLE7PRTNTER,
Vo. 422 Walnut Street.
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5' Meeting House and Lot in Ciiarleston, Soutii

Carolina,

torical Sketch of the property, and the
thereof, with the Fund derived from

or assisting other Meetings in the erec-

1 of places of worship, under the charge
he Meeting for Suffering.s of Friends in

ladelphia.

following compilation respecting the
mentioned meeting properly, from its

to the year 1826, is abstracted from a
nent prepared by Jonathan Evans, Clerk
e Meeting for Sufferings, dated 10th
h 1826, and preserved among the records
at meeting in Philadelphia. The re-

;ng facts down to the present time are
n from the Minutes of the Meeting for

ngs, and those of the Trustees who
special charge of "The Fund." They
fered for publication at this time in the

that some misapprehensions respecting
ionnection of Friends of Philadelphia

y Meeting with this trust, may be cor-

1 by a right understanding of the facts

) case, and also that they will be found
ssting to many readers in the Society in

tiquarian point of view. .

Don after the settlement of South Caro-
the few families of Friends who were
set in and near Charleston, held meetings
le performance of Divine wor.-^hip, and
les held meetings for the extension of
owards each other, as may be gathered
their Book of Minutes subsequently kept

g them. It is probable that those meet-
were at first held in a private dwelling,

con afterwards in a building erected on
ame ground now occupied for that pur-

whence it obtained the name of the
ers' Lot. Those members of our re-

ts Society who were thus associated, and
[felt the necessity of exercising a Chris-

icare for each other's preservation, and
thecause of truth might not suffer through

I,
considered themselves as entirely from

b the jurisdiction or control of any meet-
xccpt the Yearly Meeting of Friends in

Ion ; hence they exercised the functions

distinct independent body. The first

,te that at present appears is dated in

>th month 1718, and although they trans-

l such business as might be proper to a I

thly Meeting, or at least held their meet- 1

ings monthly, yet they maintained an Epis
tolary correspondence with the Yearly Meet-
ings of London and Pennsylvania.

•' After having made use of this lot of ground
for a considerable number of years without
any regular title or fee in it, Friends in Lon
don applied to the King in council to have
the property duly invested ; in consequence of

which an order from King George the Second
was issued to Robert Johnson, Governor of

South Carolina, directing him to make a grant
of the said lot ofground to Thomas Kinaberly,

in which it is stated to be of the king's ' mere
will and pleasure and in lieu of services ren-

dered.' The governor accordingly in the
year 1731 grants the same under the seal of
the Province to the said Friend, who was an
acceptable minister in the Society, and calls

t by the name it had long been known by,

'the Quakers' Lot;" and with the express
understanding and in the special trust and
confidence, that a meeting house should bo

erected thereon for the Society of Friends in

Charleston, and the ground to be forever re-

served for this special and declared purpose.

Thomas Kimberly, no doubt in virtue of the
order in council and previous to tbe date of

this grant by the governor, having the right

of possession, according to the custom and
usage of those times in that Province, for the

more full securing of titles, gave a lease to

John Witter, Joseph Shute and Robert Flem-

_; and being an upright man, sensible of

the responsibility devolved upon him, he soon
after executed a deed conveying to the said

persons the said lot of land, in which, in order
that the uses and original design should never
be defeated, but be completely perpetuated,

ho positively and unequivocally states ' that

the said John Witter, Joseph Shute and
Robert Fleming their heirs and assigns for-

ever shall stand possessed of the said tract of

and, together with the said grant thereof, to

the use and benefit of all that sect of people
commonly called Quakers residing in Charles-

ton, or in any other part of this Province, to

the intent that the said tract of land shall be

appropriated as a place or spot of ground
whereon a meeting house shall be erected and
built for the general use of all the said people
called Quakers [as is before recited] and to

and for no other use, intent, or purpose whatso-
ever.' Also with the express covenant ' that

all and every person or persons which now
or shall at any time hereafter, stand seized of

the said tract of land and premises, shall from
time to time and at all times stand and be
seized thereof, and of every part thereof, to

the same use, intent, and purpose as the same
premises are in and by these presents granted,

mited and conveyed.' The said trustees

covenant and agree ' that when anyone of

them shall die,, the survivors or a majority

of them shall nominate and appoint one other
of the same sect, and no other, to supply his

place in the said trust ; and so on successively

as often as by death or otherwise any vacancy

shall happen.' In consequence of which seve-

ral [trustees] were so appointed from time to

time; but a regular nomination being after-

wards neglected, and several of the Trustees
dying, John Witter and Joseph Shute were
the only survivors, and it being needful for

the securitj' of the property that other trustees

should be appointed, on being applied to by
some Friends from Philadelphia, they did in

the j'ear 1754 nominate James Verree (for-

merly of Charleston afterwards of Burling-
ton) Israel Pemberton and others (of Phila-

delphia) to act with them ; and by indenture
vested the said lot with the buildings thereon
and all its appurtenances in the said trustees.

"During the life of Thomas Kimberly or

soon afterwards, some of those early trustees

took into their possession a lot of ground ad-

joining to the first mentioned lot, and wore
promised a patent for the same from the

Government, but Joseph Shute having sur-

vived all the first named trustees and pretend-

ing to claim the said lot as his own estate, he
kept possession of all the property, locked up
the meeting house, assumed the whole as his

own, and would suffer none to assemble there-

n for a considerable length of time. This,

with the treatment ho manifested toward
Sophia Hume who was on a visit there from
England, (in the year 1767), occasioned her
to write to Friends in Philadelphia, and spread

the state of the meeting and the meeting-
house before them. They immediately in-

terfered, and by energetic measures succeeded

n getting the meeting-house opened again,

and that particular estate placed under direc-

tion of new trustees. As the conduct of

Joseph Shute had on different accounts given

Friends a great deal of concern and trouble,

and his right of membership remaining in the

Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia, he became
a subject of care and dealing in that meeting.

After his decease it was judged expedient to

purchase from his son and heir all his right

and claim to this adjoining lot, and in con-

formity with this his heir, John Shute, was
paid one hundred pounds,* who accordingly

[elinquishod his claim and vested in Israel

Femberton and others all his right, &c., to the

said lot.

The propertj' continuing so long in an
unproductive state and the buildings greatly

decayed, particularly the meeting-house, re-

pairs were almost constantly needed, and hence
frequent calls for money to defray those heavy
expenses, that thus it became a subject of

much concern and no small burden to Friends

n Philadelphia; for as there were no funds

to meet those exigencies, the Meeting for

Sufferings in Pennsylvania not only advanced
from time to time large sums of money, but

also had to ship lumber to put the meeting-

ouse into complete repair, almost equal to

rebuilding it.

* This money was raised among Friends in Philadel-

phia, as appears by certain documents found among the

papers of the Meeting for Sufferings.
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" As the membership of several of the per-

sons residing in Charleston, was held in dif-

ferent meetings and in distant States, the Meet-

ing for Sufferings in Pennsylvania thought it

would be most in order that they should be

placed under the care of some meeting for

discipline in South Carolina. They accord-

ingly wrote to the Monthly Meeting at Bash
Eiver, requesting them lo extend care towards

the meeting, and also to the property in

Charleston; but Friends at Bush Eiver de-

clining to take any care of the property

while the trust remained in Pennsylvania,

and Philadelphia Meeting for Sufferings hav-

ing had painful experience of the inattention

and deficiency of a due discharge of duty of

several of the trustees that had resided in

South Carolina, were backward in acceding

to a measure of this kind ;
but judging that it

might be better to have the meeting under

the care and oversight of a meeting for dis-

cipline, and hoping" that possibly the estate

might be fully preserved for the use of Friends,

they at last consented to transfer the trust to

certain Friends in South Carolina. Accord-

ingly a deed to that effect was executed to

Nebo Gaunt and others, all residing in South
Carolina, in the year 1796."

(To be concliided.)

For "The Friend."

Testimonies Inciting to Dedication and

falness.

(Continued from page 282.)

Susanna Lightfoot, a native of Ireland, was
born in the year 1720. When she was young
her father died in very low circumstances,

and she was obliged to follow the humble oc-

cupation of a domestic servant. But though
poor as to the things of this life, the Lord en-

riched her with the treasures of his heavenly
kingdom, and in the seventeenth year of her

age dignified her with a gift in the ministry.

In the same year she went on a religious visit

to Friends in America, being, it is believed,

the youngest minister in our religious Society,

who crossed the Atlantic on a gospel mission.

She wa'^ a living and powerful minister of the

Word, careful not to break silence in meetings,

until favored with a fresh anointing from the

Holy One ; whereby she was preserved clear

in her openings, awful and weighty in prayer,

her voice being solemn and awakening under
the baptizing power of truth. Her expres-

sions (iuring a lingering illness which pi-e-

ceded her (dissolution in 1781, were remark-
ably instructive and weighty, and an uncloud-

ed prospect of an entrance into the heavenly
kingdom was vouchsafed to her. One even-

ing, after a solemn silence, she broke forth in

a sweet melody, saying, " I have had a pro-

spect this evening, of joining the heavenly
host, in singing praises to Zion's King: for

which favor my soul, and all that is sensible

within me, magnifies that arm which hath
been with me from my infant daj-s, and cast

up a way where there was no way, both by
sea and land."

Deborah Wynn, wife of John Wynn, had a
sober and religious education, and was favored
with the visitation of truth in her young
years, and by giving up to the manifestation
thereof, she came to experience the work of
its power in her heart, and by being obedient
thereto, attained to a degree of settlement in

the truth when young. This prepared her to

undergo those trials and exercises which early
began to fall to her lot ; for about the six-

teenth year of her age, her fiither and mother
were both taken up and carried prisoners to

York for the testimony of a good conscience

towai-ds God. She being their only child, the

management of their trade and business fell

under her care; and during their imprison-

ment she travelled to York, twenty-two miles,

on foot, twice in two weeks, to visit them, and
to carry them what money she had got for

their support. Being sincere in heart to God,
and through his grace faithful to the truth,

she grew in experience, and about the eigh-

teenth year of her age she was concerned to

bear a public testimony in meetings, to the

comfort and edification of Friends.

It is further recorded of her, that she was a

woman of sound judgment, great sincerity and
circumspection in the course of her conduct,

tender and living in her public ministry; and
by her godly and courteous conversation she

gained the love and esteem of both Friends

and others in the town and country where
she lived.

She died the 14th of the Sixth month, 1727.

She was about eighty-two years of age, and a
minister about sixty-four years.

Deborah Bell, daughter of the before-men-

tioned John and Deborah AVynn, was born at

Bradford in Yorkshire, and being carefully

educated in the way of truth by her pious and
faithful parents, she sought the way of the

Lord, and the knowledge of his blessed truth,

when very young, and was mereifally favored

to partake of that virtue and divine goodness
which maketh fruitful towards God, as she
frequently expressed herself In her minority
she often earnestly desired that the Lord
would be pleased to enable her to comeup in

doing his will, and that in all things she might
be perfectly resigned to answer his holy mind
and requirings, and be fully given up in heart

in all sincerity, and by his grace devoted to

serve and obey Him, according to the ability

received. He in mere}- and loving-kindness

heard her humble petitions, and granted thej

early visitations of his love and goodness, in

the pourings forth of his Holy Spirit, and|
gradually, by the work of his own divine

j

power, so prepared and sanctified her heart,

that she was made a vessel of honor.

About the nineteenth year of her age, the

Lord saw meet in his wisdom to commit a!

dispensation of the everlasting gospel to her
to preach, in which service, she being faithful,

grew in the knowledge of God, and had great
experience of his dealings, and like the wise
scribe, who was well instructed to the king-

dom, brought forth out of the good treasury
of her heart, things both new and old ; so that

she became an able minister thereof, to the
comfort and edification of the churches where
she came.
Towards the latter part of her time, being

often infirm, she frequency rejoiced in the
Lord, and expressed the great comfort, peace,

and satisfaction which she had in having de-

voted her youthful days to his service, and
being freely given up faithfully to obey his

calls and holy requirings, whilst a degree of
health and strength was granted, and she was
able to undergo such service, often saying an
early devotion was very acceptable to God, and
the strength of youth could never be so loell

and profitably employed, as in faithfully serv-

ing the Lord in humility and sincere obedience
in whatever work He in his wisdom may be
pleased to qualify them for, and call them into.

For wheresoever it happened that any such

ived to be attended with the infirmities of

age, the comfort and peace they would en

would be abundantly more to them thai

the comforts of this life ; for she could by
ing experience say, that nothing in thii

was worthy to be compared with it.

She often earnestly (desired the sense th

of might lay hold of our youth, that t

might give up their minds to seek the Lord t

and devote the strength of their time to

service, that in the end they might be
partakers of the same comfort and pe:

which was her greatest joy and real caug

rejoicing, and became more and mor(
she drew near her conclusion. This 1 pub
(writes her biographer) for their peru-^al, t

if by any means they might be prev*
upon, and stirred np to consider how necesi

and truly profitable it is to begin early in i

great duty recommended by the wise a
"Remember now thy Creator in the day
thy youth, while the evil days come not,

the years draw nigh, when thoa shall

have no pleasure in them."
When on the bed of death she said: 1

would have none put oflF that great wortl

repentance till such a time as this; if 11)

that work to do, what a dreadful thinfj

would be." At another time, divers yoi!

people being present, she said, " I would hi!

our young people be willing to bear the er!

in their youth, and despise the shame; i

that is the way to have true peace in the

selves." Another time she bore this tei'

mony: " I was early convinced that nnles:

was born again, I could not see the kingd'

of God. I have witnessed it, and you kn

I have preached this doctrine to you ; and jj

must know it for yourselves."
'

The 2d of Ninth month, 1738, she swee
finished her course. She was aged abi

forty-nine years, and a minister upwards
thirty years.

George Whitehead was born about theyi

1636. He was a native of the north of Bi

land, and educated in the Presbyterian mc
of faith ; in which, finding many things tl

displeased him, and hearing of the newly-rif

Society of the Quakers (so-called), he det

mined to attend one of their meetings, in whi

he was much affected by perceiving hi

greatly the spirits of most of those who m
there assembled, seemed broken andcontriti

more especially in the ease of a young womi
who, on quitting the meeting, he observed

sit (down upon the groun(d, with her fs

toward the earth, as if, he says, she regard

nobody present, but, moaning bitterly, cri

out. Lord, make me clean ! O Lord, make i

clean ! which he adds, did far more tender

and deeply affect my heart than what I b

heard spoken, and more than all the prea(

ing that ever I had heard from man or me
and was a certain testimony to me, (^^the Spi

of the Lord evidencing to my spirit), that

was a real work of his power upon her hea

which also operated upon the hearts of othe

causing both trembling, sorrow, and cont

tion.

In consequence of his serious impressioi

G. Whitehead quitted the Presbyterians, ai

joined the Quakers, in the earliest days of t

Society, anid at a youthful period of bis li

When about eighteen yeai'S of ago, he fi

himself called upon to go forth in the exerci

of the ministry.

He testifies that profession and mere ta

of religion and the church, did greatly aboui
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ose days, amongst many, as well as pride
selfcooceit; wbich the Lord was about
lin and abase, as he manifestly did in a
time after; for those summer shows of
on would not endure a stormy winter.

)eak8 of the merciful support and consola-
of God, in the comfortable enjoyment of
jlorious, divine power and presence while
ison ; causing himself, with others asso

i with him, to sing aloud in praise to the
al name.

I departed this life in great peace and
the 8th of the First month, 1723, about
iighty-sevonth year of his age, having
a minister about sixty-eight years,

lies Purnell, was a young man who re

d the blessed Truih early. Being upon
t to George Pox, he was, at one of the

3 he preached, convinced. G. F. describes

18 a " little lad of about sixteen years of
' and who, though so young, received

deep convictions from the discourses of

leformer, that he gave himself, from that
entirely to the service of God. The dis-

jure, and even the renunciation of his re-

ps, could in no degree shake his dctermi-
n to unite himself to this despised people,

gst whom he became, in his eighteenth

a valiant minister of the gospel. Thou-
, it is said, being turned to the Lord
gh his ministry.

ing shut up in a close prison, called the

1 the Wall," and also persecuted by
ruel jailor, and his no less unfeeling wife,

complicated hardsliips soon caused the

ess unto death of this youthful disciple

s Saviour. When his end drew near, he
Qto a sleep which lasted about an hour,

breathed his last. The circumstance
1 sleeping for an hour just before his de-

, was thought remarkable by those about
because he had often been heard to say
ig his sickness, that one hour's sleep

d cure him of all. He died in the year

; and about the nineteenth of his age.

mes Dickinson was born in 1659. " When
;le child he felt at times a secret joy in

'ing near to God with a broken and con-

heart. His fother and mother, who had
me Friends, rejoiced over these evidences

e work of the Holy Spirit in the heart of
• little son. Experiencing the blessedness

holy life in themselves, they longed that
• children should follow them in the paths
sace."

is recorded'that at the age of eighteen
ckinson first spoke in meetings. He had
unwilling to obey his Saviour's intima-

I on this subject, seeing, as he says, " the
t to be very weighty, and looking out al

>wn weakness :" but his loving Lord filled

loul with all needful strength for this ser-

,
and afterwards his heart was humbled

|he abundance of peace which flowed into

iln the midst of his meditations one morn-
itheso words reached his spiritual ear :

t bold and courageous for My name's sake,

I will raise thee up." They were, he says,

a fire in his bones."

bat the Lord is large in his love, and of

,t kindness to them that are truly given

a follow Him, J.Dickinson thus sets forth :

hat gifts soever you have received, be care-

hat you be improving them to the honor
he Giver, as those who know an account

t be given unto Him. He is daily open-

the Divine mysteries of his kingdom to

a who are kept humble and low before

Him; who wait for counsel from the Lord
every day, and to feel the assistance of his

Spirit, and dare not move until the Lord go
before and draw them forward."
For about sixty-five years he was engaged

in the ministry. He died in 1741, when in

his eighty-third year.

For "Tlie Friend"

Memoir of Hannah Marsh.

BY HER DAHGHTER, PRISCILLA PITT.

(Concluded from page 28-t.)

In the autumn of 1876, she fell easy to leave
Croydon and come to end her days with us.

It was not that she cared for larger rooms or
garden, but to be with us, "feeling as I do,"

she said, " increasingly the need of a dear
daughter." She was able to attend the Croy-
don Meeting much of the winter, by riding in

a close carriage, and went up to London to

one silting of the Yearly Meeting the year she
died, and attended the first sitting of our
(London) Quarterly Meeting two weeks be-

fore her end; near the close took her bonnet
off, and spoke in a clear voice. The tost she
dwelt on was, "If I will that he tarry till I

come," exhorting us to tarry for the Lord's
putting forth, and not run out to labor in our
own wills. On going down the railway stairs

that morning she said, " Thee knows, my dear,

it may be the last Quarterly Meeting I shall

ever attend." The next morning she attended
the "J o'clock mid-week meeting at Croydon.

In our family at Miteham she often spoke
at considerable length after the morning read-

ing, and in our meetings, exhorting us very
fervently and with much feeling and life, to

wait on the Lord—to prove the advantage of

turning our minds inward to the Lord, and
when we first wake in a morning. " My soul

wait thou only upon God, for my expectation

is from Him, and from Him cometh my help.

I feel of myself very poor and unworthy. I

should not be as I am, my dears
;
you would

not see me as 1 am, if it were not for the Lord.
I know where my strength comes from."

Often said a blessing wailed "for the poor
and needy—the little and lowly ones—those

who were little in their own eyes." "We
should go into meeting as a blank sheet of

paper." She often told her friends she brought
nothing into meeting to communicate, neither

dared she take away what wai given her to

utter. "It's often very crucifying work to

deliver what is given to express, but it would
not do for me to bring it away with me ; the

reward of peace is more to me than all beside.

There's no peace without obedience. There's

such a shrinking in some. The fear of man
is a great snare, but perfect love casts out
fear." She frequently reminded friends " how
high a profession it is we make—even to be

led and guided by the Holy Spirit"—lament-

ing " how far shoYt we as a people arc in

coming into a possession of the Truth. We
have no personal end to answer—only to be

endeavoring to come up to our duty, and live

to the glory of our Heavenly Father. I don't

want to set myself up to be anything." And
when the subject of dress was alluded to, she

would sometimes say, "If any think I arro-

gate to myself any merit, or that I pride my-
self on my plain appearance, they are greatly

mistaken : Far from it !" She adopted it from
a sense of duty, and " by keeping to one pat-

tern, it cut off a great deal of unnecessary
thought, and left the mind more free for things

of highest moment."

And I hero feel most easy to copy a short
piece my mother was very much pleased with,

which I believe does contain some solid truth.

For while, in a certain point of light, theseout-
ward things are secondary and unimportant,
especially where the attention of the mind
has never been called to them

;
yet there is

some connection between the inward and the
outward. Also it is an easy thing to slip out
of a watchful, careful walking, and to lose by
little and little, the tender conscience, and to

sell the hedge that has been planted around
our vineyard—oven the peculiar simplicity

of dress and language, which has prevented
many a time, rash youth from volunteering
to mix in worldly amusements and light com-
pany, and has many a time proved a barrier

in the minds of worldly people against invit-

ing our youth to join them. Let these things,

therefore, have their due weight with us.

The piece is, " Observation of an American
Envoy."

After transacting some business with a
Friend, he said: "I admire your Society.

The principle contains all of Christianity I

have any idea of; but I am sorry to see that

some of you are losing your badge. I do not
see how you can retain your principles, and
forego your little peculiarities, your marks of

self denial, and difference from the world.

You are lights. The world should come to

you, and not you go to the world. You may
gather them, but they will scatter you."

It is evident in our days, 1879, that along-

side with the increased breaking down of the

hedge among us, there is much going over to

the world's ways, and rejection of the saving
Light of Christ, and a losing possession of the

fundamental principles of our profession
;
yea,

even a conteniment to live without the pos-

session of the same.
In the summer of 1877, Hannah Marsh was

in a very feeble condition of health, but so far

rallied as to be able to get to meeting again

and call on some invalid friends. The last

few days of her life are thus described by her
daughter:
On Seventh-day morning, 20th of 10th

month, 1877, she came down to breakfast.

She leaned over towards me and said she had
had such a very nice comfortable night. This

was so her way to say all she could to comfort
me. A walk in the garden that day with me
I shall never forget—she entreated me to give

my heart fully to the Lord. She talked in

the afternoon with Mary* upon the memor-
able anniversary, twenty years since she came
to live with us in Park Lane. It was indeed

a day spent as though it were the last. She
read many pages of an autobiography, to her-

self, and in the evening, sitting with me and
mother E. Pitt, she related to me many inci-

dents she had been reading. Mother E. P.

read to us part of Wm. Bayley's life. My
mother remarked, " How sweet it is to notice

the various trials the dear servants have had
to pass through, and yet they are all led one

way." Towards 10 o'clock she went up to

bed, parting with us in great sweetness, unity

and love. Indeed she had looked peculiarly

lovely and well that evening. I noticed it

once as she leaned forward to me as she sat

in our easy chair.

The next day she came down to breakfast,

but was soon obliged to return to bed. In

the night bronchitis came on. She did not

* " Faithful Mary."
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appear at all conscious of her declining state,

nor did she seem to suffer mi)ch. On the
morning of the 23d she fell into a deep sleep

from which she never woke.
Thus brightly ended her earthly career

like the bright glow of a clear sunset—her
affectionate heart just spared the pang of
parting. She was aged 87 years.

The Good Samaritan.—Oberlin, the well-

known philanthropist of Steinthal, was travel-

ling on one occasion from Strasbourg. It was
in the winter time. Tiie grounds were deeply
covered with snow and the roads were almost
impassable. He had reached the middle of
his journey and was among the mountains,
but by that time was so exhausted that he
could stand up no longer.

He was rapidly freezing to death. Sleep
began to overcome him

; all power to resist it

left him. He commended himself to God and
yielded to what he felt to be the sleep of death
He knew not how long he slept, but suddenly
became conscious of some one rousing
and waking him up. Before him stood a
wagon driver in his blue blouse and a wagon
not far away. He gave him a little wine and
food, and the spirit of life returned. He then
helped him on the wagon and brought him to

the next village. The rescued man was pro-

fuse in his thanks and offered money, which
his benefactor refused.

"It is only a duty to help one another,"
said the wagoner, "and it is the next thing
to an insult to offer a reward for such a ser-

vice."

"Then," replied Oberlin, "at least tell me
your name, that I may have you in thankful
remembrance before God."

"I see," said the wagoner, "that you are
a minister of the Gospel

;
please tell me the

Dame of the Good Samaritan."
" That," said Oberlin, " I cannot do, for it

was not put on record."

"Then," replied the wagoner, "until you
can tell me his name, permit me to withhold
mine."
Soon he had driven oat of sight, and Obe:

lin never saw him again.

As regards family prayer, I desire that the

restraining influence of the spirit of Truth
may keep away from us the strange fire

which wherever it is offered, occasions death.''—Sarah Lynes Grubb.

THREE WOEDS OF STRENGTH.
There are threfe lessons I would write

—

Three words, as with a burning pen,
In tracings of eternal light.

Upon the hearts of men.

Have Hope! Thongh clouds environ round,
And gladness hides her face in scorn,

Put thou the shadow from thy brow

—

No night but hath its morn.

Have Faith ! Where'er thy bark is driven—
The calm's disport, the tempest's mirth

—

Know this I God rules the hosts of heaven,
The inhabitants of earth.

Have Love ! Not love alone for one

;

But man, as man, thy brother call

;

And scatter, like the circling sun,
Thy charities on all.

Thus grave these lessons on thy soul,
Hope, Faith and Love—and thou shalt find

Strength when life's surges rudest roll.

Light when thou else were blind.

-Schiller.

SNOW-FLAKES AT THE SOUTH.
BY WILLIAM H. HATNE.

I see them through the crystal pane,
Descending fast ou hill and plain

—

Spirits of dead autumnal rain !

Soon their transforming touch is laid

On every forest nook and glade,
The haunts of rustic man or maid.

They clothe each rugged vale and slope,

Shining like transient gleams of hope
To souls that in doubt's darkness grope.

Trees, by time rendered tall and hale,

Now glimmer through the landscape pale
Like giants clad in heavenly mail.

Where stretches yonder whitening lawn.
These tender spirits do not scorn
To sheathe the sharpness of the thorn.

All Nature's children, young or old,

These guardian angels of the cold,

In soft, celestial arms enfold.

Alas, how soon their course is run !

Beneath the ardor of the sun.
They vanish ere the day is done !

Thou art, O God! the light and life

Of all this wond'roiis world we see
;

Its glow by day, ita smile by night,
Are but reflections caught from thee.

Where'er we turn thy glories shine,
And all things fair and bright are thine.

When day with farewell beam delays,
Among the opening clouds of even.

And we can almost think we gaze
Through golden vistas into heaven

;

Those hues that mark the sun's decline.
So soft, so radiant, Lord ! are thine.

When night, with wings of starry gloom,
0'er.shadows all the earth and skies.

Like some dark, beauteous bird, whose plume
Is sparkling with unnumber'd eyes

;

That sacred gloom, those fires divine,
So grand, so countless. Lord ! are thine.

When youthful spring around us breathes.
Thy spirit warms her fragrant sigh :

And ev'ry flower the summer wreathes.
Is born beneath that kindling eye.

Where'er we turn thy glories shine,
And all things fair and bright are thine.—Sacred Melodies.

•• ROCK OF AGES."
" Rock of Ages, cleft for me,"
Thoughtlessly the maiden sung.

Fell the words unconsciously
From her girlish, gleeful tongue;

Sang .IS little children sing
;

Sang as sing the birds in June

;

Fell the words like light leaves down
On the current of the tune

—

" Rock of Ages, cleft for me,
Let me hide myself in Thee."

" Let me hide myself in Thee."
Felt her soul no need to hide;

Sweet the song as song could be

—

And she had no thought beside.

All the words unheedingly
Fell from lips untouched by care,

Dreaming not that each might be
On some other lips a prayer

—

" Rock of Ages, cleft for me.
Let me hide mj'self in Thee."

" Rock of Ages, cleft for me,"

—

'Twas a woman sung them now,
Pleadingly and prayerfully
Every word her heart did know.

Rose the song as storm-tossed bird
Beats with weary wing the air

;

Every note with sorrow stirred,

Every syllable a prayer

—

" Rock of Ages, cleft for me.
Let me hide myself in Thee."

" Rock of Ages, cleft for me,"
Lips grown aged sung the hymn

Trustingly and tenderly

—

Voice grown weak and eyes grown dim

;

" Let me hide myself in Thee,"
Trembling though the voice and low.

Ran the sweet strain peacefully,

Like a river in its flow.

Sung as only they can sing

Who life's thorny paths have
Sung as only they can sing
Who behold the promised rest-

" Rock of Ages, cleft for me,
j

Let me hide myself in Thee." 1

" Rock of Ages, cleft for me," I

Sung above a cofBn-lid
; j

Underneath, all restfully,
]

All life's joys and sorrows hid. :

Nevermore, O storm-tossed soul

!

Nevermore from wind or tide.

Nevermore from billow's roll, I

Wilt thou need thyself to hide. '

Could the sightless, sunken eyes,

Closed beneath the soft gray hair,

Could the mute and stiffened lips

Move again in pleading prayer.
Still, aye, still, the words would be,
" Let me hide myself in Thee."

* For "Tlie Friei

The Meeting at Firbank Chapel and its Resul;

(Continued from page 2S6.)

Account of Anne Camm, continued.

" Next day several Friends came to seek
to whom she gave good advice and couo
'To prize their time: and oh! I bless ^

God,' said she, ' that I lie now in great pei

and content of mind and soul, though i

body be held with pain. Oh ! that it maj
so with you all my dear friends.'

"When she was very weak, some Frie
would ask her if she knew them; 'Yes,' e

she, ' I know you every one. I have
understanding as clear as ever, for how sho
it be otherwise, since my peace is made w
God through the Lord Jesus Christ. I h;

no disturbance in mind, therefore is my unc
standing and judgment so good and clear,

it were sad to lie under affliction of body £

mind, to feel pinching pangs of body, even
death, and to want peace with God. C
that would be intolerable to bear. Oh!
my soul praise the Lord for his peace 9

plenteous redemption.'
"Her son-in-law, John Moore, having si

n physic, administered somewhat to h

after which they thought she was better, a

he was gone towards Swarthmore. She so

grew worse again ; upon which her husba
would have sent for him back, and also ;

her daughter, but she was unwilling, sayii

'Be not careful in the matter; the Lord r

God is near me, and I have thy company, a
it is enough, and all will be well. If tl

[ump of clay, in which I dwell, be dissolve

I have full assurance of an house and dwe
ing God is the maker of, that will never w.

old, nor be dissolved. Oh! my soul, bU
thou the Lord, and be glad in his salvati'

for evermore.'
"Her illness increased upon her, and mai

friends came to visit her, to whom sho sai

' Oh ! the cross is the only way to the crov

immortal. Shun it not, therefore, lest you fi

short of the crown
; and stand up nobly f

your testimony to the truth in all things, at

particularly against the popish anti-christii

yoke of tithes, for which manj- have not on

suffered great spoil of goods, but irapriso

ment till death, and have received a crow
of life. Oh! if all that have been called;

this testimony, had stood firm and true ther
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)d would have wrought wonders more
ianily, but unbelief makes a long wilder-

it is well it' some die not in ic, and never
le promised land.'

bout two days before she died, she gave
advice to her grand-children and ser-

and said to her husband, ' My dear,

hast spent much time and strength in

ig truth and Friends ; thy reward with
s sure. I never grudged thy absence in

rood service
; and if it be the time of our

ig, as I think now it will, I pray thee
thyself of the things of this world, as

may be, that thou mayest with the

freedom pursue that honorable service

uth to the end of thy days. I hope the

11 give thee strength to travel into the

ern parts again, and remember my love

friends, and warn all, but especially the

to keep low, and not be high-minded,
unility and holiness are the badge of our
ision. God Almighty keep us all low

ble; it is a safe and blessed state.

my dear, one thing I beg of thee; give

jely to the Lord. The Lord joined us,

ofavo us to each other; let us bless his

if He now take us from each other in

utward, that is all; for our joining in

stands and remains for ever. Oh!
Fore let me go easy out of this world,

I have had a great share of trouble

ways thou knowest, and get to that

of rest, that I have the full assurance

led upon my spirit.

ttlc before she died, some fainting fits

|g her, she revived again, and said, ' I

Mad, thinking I was going to iny eternal

without disturbance.' Again she said, ' I

both a sight and sense of eternal rest

(God in the world to come; and there-

[ labor hard to be swallowed up in im-

jil life, and to be made possessor of that

Ihat cannot be disturbed, where sorrow
lease, and be no more forever. Oh I my
this is thy glorious portion; therefore

I thou the Lord, and wait patiently his

land appointed season.' Then she de-

to be helped up in her bed; but her

increased: she grew very weak and

treat thee, remain a father to him in repeated
counsel. Leave him not to run on in the way
of misery, but labor and pray for his return.

Oh ! thou hast been true to mo in bearing
with me many a heavy burthen, and hast
done abundance for him every way, for my
sake;' with more to that purpose. 'My love
to his wife ; I desire she may mind heavenly
things, and pray God bless their offspring,

that they may walk in the steps of their
grandfather, who is gone to his eternal rest;'

with well-wishes for her son and daughter
Moore, and bles.sings upon their children.

" The day she died, many friends came to

see her, being their monthly-meeting day, to

whom she gave good advice, and expressed
her joy and comfort in the salvation of God,
peace and perfect redemption. Seeing friends

weep, she said, 'Bo not concerned, for all is

well ; I have only death to encounter, and the
sting of it is wholly taken away; the grave
has no victory, and my soul is ascending
above all sorrow and pain. So let me go
freely to my heavenly mansion, disturb me
not in my passage. My friends, go to the
meeting, lot me not hinder the Lord's busi-

ness, but let it be chief, and by you all done
faithfully, that at the end you may receive

your reward, for mine is sure. I have not

been negligent, my day's work is done.'
" Friends went to the meeting, and in a

little time her pains increased, which she bore
with patience, but sighed deeply, praying the

Lord to help her through her agony of death.

After some words, she said, ' Oh ! my God,
oh I my God, thou hast not forsaken me,
blessed be thy name for ever. Oli ! my blessed

Lord and Saviour who suffered, for me and
all mankind, great pains in thy holy body
upon the cross, remember me, thy poor hand-
maid, in this ray great bodily atfliction. My
trust is in thee, my hope is only in thee, my
dear Lord. Oh ! come, come, dear Lord
Jesus, come quickly, receive my soul. To
thee I yield it up; help me now in my bitter

pangs.' These indeed were very great, and
her husband prayed by her, that the Lord
would make her passage easy ; and she had

yet my heart is very strong before it

3. I must meet with sharper pangs than
e yet felt. My God has hitherto laid a

e hand upon me.' She desired to lie

again, but could not stay, but being set

no more such pangs, but drew her breath

and said, 'Methiuks I grow weak and i shorter by degrees, and said very little more.
My hands and feet are grown very but that it was good to leave all to the Lord

;

saying, 'Oh I pray, pray, pray,' and so fell

asleep in the Lord, in a good old age, being
in her eeventyninth year, as a shock of corn
in season. She died the 30th of the Ninth
month, 1705, and was honorably buried : many

bed again, she said, 'This pain is hard 'ancient Friends of about thirteen adjacent

sh and blood, but must be endured a lit- [meetings accompanied her to the grave, the

oie; ease and eternal rest is at hand. I 3d of the Tenth month, 1705."

;lad I see death so near me. Oh ! re-

3er me to all my dear babes and grand-
ren. I shall with these eyes behold them
ore. God Almighty bless them all, and
I them all his children, that I may enjoy

for ever in the heavens above. Neither
I see my sons and daughter. Ah ! my
gal son, what shall I do for him? I

prayed and longed for his return. The
may come, God grant it may, but I shall

Be it in my time. He is my son, the son

jodly father, and therefore I cannot but

iim. Tell him it is his immortal' soul's

being that I am concerned for ; not so

his outward state here, for that, though
so miserable, will quickly end, but the

•y of the soul separated from God will
• end. And, ray dear, though our coun-

J8 not had the desired end, yet I do en-

Food of Alligators.— Roaming along the

coast of 'Texas, along the Red River, Sabine,

Trinity and other streams full of alligators,

and last year during a throe months' stay in

the marsh lands ofVermilion Bay of Louisiana,

I saw them swallow repeatedly, with the same
ap])etite, fishes, fowls, pieces ofraw and cooked
meat, crabs, bivalves, gray water snakes, and
the poisonous mocassin, &c. Further, E. F.

Schmidt, in Houston, Texas, has an aquarium
and vivarium in one of the show windows of

his drug store, in which, besides fishes, turtles

and horned frogs, were thriving a numerous
and lively set of lizards and snakes of all de-

scriptions. Last spring to this gentleman
were sent some young alligators (about ten

inches long), which also we set in the window,

and, though regularly and abundantly fed
with raw moat and minnows, after about two
weeks had cleared out all the lizards and
snakes, but never touched a turtle as long as
it was alive. And as often as snakes of vari-

ous kinds, poisonous and non-poisonous, after-

wards were set in the window, the young
alligators immediately commenced hunting
after thom, and generally half an hour after-

wards one of them had swallowed the snake,
head foremost, the tail hanging out of the
alligator's mouth, wriggling still ; after about
fifteen to twenty minutes the whole snake
had disappeared.

—

Forest and Stream.

For "The Friend."

Bechuana Land.

The following letter copied in the last num-
ber of the London Friend from the Noncon-
formist and Independent, was written by a
missionary of the London Missionary Society.

It furnishes another instance of the grasping,
selfish character of unregenerated human na-
ture, which is apt to bo manifested where the
strong come in contact with the weak. Of
this, our own country furnishes many sad
examples ; and we can therefore sympathize
with those of our English brethren who re-

member in reference to such occurrences the
solemn language of Scripture, " Vengeance is

mine, I will repay, saith the Lord." Well
might the tender-hearted Cowper exclaim

—

" My ear is pained,
My soul is sick, with every day's report

Of wrong and outrage, with which earth is filled."

"Sir,—While general attention is being di-

rected to South African aftairs in the Trans-
vaal and Zululand, there are other parts of

the same country equally worthy of attention.

The Zulu war was immediately preceded by
disturbances along almost tho whole of the
Colonial frontier. First came the Kaffir war.
That was followed by the war with the Gri-

quas and Bechuanas in and around the newly-
annexed territory of Griqualand West. The
Zulu war, and especially the terrible slaughter

of British troops and their native allies at

Isandhlvvana, seems to have more to do with
forcing these things upon public notice than
anything else.

Soon after the discovery of diamonds on tho
banks of the Vaal River, a large tract of coun-

try was proclaimed British territory. A small

part of this belonged to the Orange Free State,

for which the Boers afterwards received £90,-

000. The rest of this tract of country was
native territory. These natives consisted of

two distinct peoples, each occupying their

own portion. On the west were the Griquas,

living under their chief, Waterboer. To the

north wore tho Bechuanas, living under their

Christian chief, Yanke. It may be safely

affirmed that had the wishes of these peoplo

been consulted, it would have been found that

they were as strongly averse to coming under
British rule as are the Boers of the Transvaal
to day.

But this need not have been an insurmount-
able difficulty in the way of progress had
their welfare been justly eared for. A market
for native labor* and produce was open, near
at hand, on the diamond fields, of which the
natives were not slow to avail themselves.

From far and near they brought cattle, feath-

ers, skins, grain, firewood, &c. Others in

large numbers came to work. In return they
received English money, with which they
bought English goods, but especially guns,
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powder, and lead. Thousands of guns were
thus distributed amongst the natives all over

the countrj', from the best breech-loading

rifles down to the commonest muskets, each

barrel bringing grist to the Government mill

in the shape of ten shillings duty. Magistrates

were appointed to various districts to repre-

sent British authority amongst the natives at

a distance from Kimberlej', which was the

seat of government and the great centre of

European population. Gaols were built and
police enrolled. At the same time canteens

were licensed and opened in every available

place for the sale of Cape brandy. Licensed
hawkers, travelling in wagons, carried the

same pernicious wares to all the native vil-

lages and hamlets, bringing disturbance and
misery wherever they came. They would
even cross the border, and, in defiance of the

chiefs, carry on the sale in front of their very
doors. And if a chief attempted to interfere,

he would be threatened with the soldiers and
police.

One of the saddest sights to be seen there

any day was that of natives riding backwards
and forwards to these places on horseback or

oxback, infuriated by drink, or to see men
and women rolling about or lying hopelessly

intoxicated under the shadow of the staff bear-

ing aloft the British flag. This was the
licensed process of civilization, under the

patronage of the British Government—the

brandy shop, the magistrate's court, and the
gaol. The effect of this state of things, es

pecially in these outlying districts, was ap-

palling, and many of the natives became more
debased and impoverished than ever they had
been as heathen. Up to this time the native

chiefs had prohibited the sale of these drinks
in their country, well knowing the evils they
brought. But the Government deliberately

broke down the feeble barriers, and flooded

the country with ruin. At Griqua Town the

chief became the prey of canteen keepers and
others, and turned out a besotted imbecile;
and many of his people are very little better.

In 1877, a number of the chief native in-

habitants of Griqua Town drew up a petition

addressed to her majesty Queen Victoria, im-
ploring her to stay the ruin coming upon
them, and stop the sale of drink. This peti-

tion reached the Colonial Office in November,
1877; but no notice was taken of it further
than an acknowledgment to the forwarder.
Had the wrongs of these poor people been in-

quired into at the time, it is probable that
much misery and bloodshed might have been
averted. But the cry of the helpless was dis-

regarded.

The country called Griqualand was, as

above noted, chiefly occupied by Griquas ; but
here- and there were villages of Bochuanas,
acknowledging the authority of the Griqua
chief. Many of the Griquas had received

titles to their farms from their chief. These
they were now called upon to prove in an
English Court, and Griqualand became pro-

verbial for land jobbing. The Bechuana squat-

ters, many of whom had been born in the

country, who could show no title except that
of occupancy and permission of the chief, had
to go where they could to make room for

English and Dutch farmers, and those in the
villages lived in constant fear of being turned
out. In Yanke's country a great deal of the
land was divided into farms and allotted to

Europeans, and the natives compelled to turn
out.

The yoke of English rule began to gall.

The law was administered to natives through
the medium of the English language. They
were at the mercy of Civil Commissioners and
agents; the avowed intention of many of

whom was to get rid of the ' niggers' as soon

as possible. The expenses connected with the

processes of law were to natives ruinous, and
to get justice was almost impossible, except,

perhaps, at Kimberley. I myself happened
on one occasion to go into one of these courts,

presided over by a British magistrate. A
number of natives were being tried for cattle

stealing. What was said in English had to

be translated through two different languages
before the men could understand what was
said to them. They were evidently terrified

by the surroundings of the court. One was
spoken to by the magistrate. He said some-
thing to the prisoner next him, and was told

to be silent. Another one was spoken to, and
he turning, according to native custom, to

speak to another, a policeman was ordered to

strike him over the head. They were con-

demned to twelve months' hard labor, ' Not,'

said he of the law, turning to those in court,

'that there was any evidence to convict, but

because he was morally certain that they
were guilty.' The cattle of the natives were
impounded, and the pound-master could take

the best of the herd to pay himself and dam

Natural History, Science, &c.

Compound Seaanimals.^ln latitude

N., we encountered an immense shoal ot

pound Salpffi, which were no less ren:

ble from their interesting and most sin

forms and structures, than from their

dance and the vast area over which
spread. In the water they were per
transparent but for two pink linear b

and a yellowish brown canal, which seen
gain brilliancy of tintfrom b^ingseen thi

some depth of blue sea. These Salpse
united in setsof various numbers by a rect

lar gelatinous pedicle, which sprung froi

inner side of the body, and met i

pedicle in another individual. There
sometimes a single Salpae floating, and
times two, three, four and so on to elev

twelve, which were united together in

manner as to present the appearance c

carpels of an orange. They floated by
'

mense numbers, usually in an oblique pos
but without any great apparent locom
powers.
Upon withdrawing one of these cli

from the water, I found that the indivi

were united by a knife-like edge at th

tremity of each pedicle, which readily
rated, so that the compound animal very c

becomes detached and independent. 'Ih

counted for the various numbers in the gr

which I had observed. Each individua:ages. Others were obliged to mortgage their

wagons and their lands to pay debts into in every respect precisely like the oth
which they bad been drawn by land jobbing each consisted of a tough bagoftraaspj
store and canteen keepers, or to pay thejjelly, open at each end, through whici

charges of agents. Some in Griqualand were [water freely flowed. The apertures
made drunk by these land-sharks, and while:large and gaping, and opened alternatel3

iu that state signed away their lands on papers imitting and expelling the water—the (

prepared for the occasion. To appeal to the ing at the upper end of the animal, w
magistrate was to get farther into trouble; a(Zmi7/ed the water, being of a distinctly v
at least, so they said. These are but examples lar character. In nearly every one of 1

of the way in which things were managed. animals I found a small crustacean (Hyp(
In 1878 war broke out. The natives rose which swam freely about in the cavil,

with the determination of destroying every their body, and seemed perfectly at L

European in the country; they were joined there—not probably taken as a prey, t

by many living in the country round Kuru- voluntary tenant, which could swim in

man who had learned to hate the English, out of the Salpa at pleasure. Few S
A few Europeans were murdered, the rest were without one of these, which was
barely escaped. Desolation came upon the

j

tinctlj'^ visible through the transparent "

country, and had it not been for the personal I of the body—so transparent that when pi

kindliness of Colonels Lanj'on and Warren it 'in a white dish the whole animal becam
would have been even worse. Hundreds of visible, but for the three colored struct

natives were killed, and their property to the
|

which they all contained,

value, it was said, of sixty or seventy thou- 1 For eleven days we passed through si

sand pounds fell into the hands of the volun- !of these compound Salpse. During t

teors. Numbers wore taken to prison, where eleven days we passed over eleven degrei

many of them died; their families were left latitude, or nearly 800 miles, during the gre

to do the best they could in the deserts and part of which thej* were Ihicklj^ abundai
mountains ; their wives and daughters were

j
While watching these animals, I one

the prey of a set of brutal Kaffirs and Zulus saw two magnificent objects, which I too
who attended the volunteers as allies and! be clusters of chain Salpre, and which \

helpers. Some there were who deserved pun- truly wonders of the deep. One of these
ishment, but they were few as compared with sisted of five or six large bodies, each of a br

the many innocent who
And while the future of the Transvaal and

Zululand is being discussed, Beehuanaland de-

serves attention too. Is it to be proclaimed
British territory? and, if so, what is to be

done with the natives? Or are they to be left

alone ? Are they still to be pursued by drink-

sellers and land jobbers? Or are they to re-

ceive something like just consideration at the
hands of Christian England?
Hoping you will excuse ray trespassing so

far upon your space, I remain, &c.,

A. J. WOOKET.

The luxury ofluxuries is that of doing good.

and delicate green color, and with a li

rich ruby spot which shone in the water
carbuncles. The other was a long convoli

and delicate chain, which might be compi
to a necklace of diamonds set with brill

rubies, the whole waving gracefully in

currents of the water.

—

Collingwood's T'O;

of a Naturalist.

African FitfaUs.—It is not difficult to de

the pitfalls after one's attention has I

called to them; but in places where they
careful to carry the earth ofl:' to a dista

and a person is not thinking of such thi;

a sudden descent of nine feet is an experi(

not easily forgotten by t he traveller. The
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9 of one thu8 instantaneously swallowed
the eai-th are peculiar. A momentary
38ioD of consciousness is followed by the

3g sound of a shower of sand and dry
and the half-bewildered thought of

! he is, and how he came into darkness.

n awakes to assure him that he must
jorae down through that small opening
flight overhead, and that he is now
1 a hippopotamus ought to have been,

escent of a hippopotamus pitfall is easy,

liat of Avernus, but to get out again into

iper air is a work of labor. Thg sides ai-e

h and treacherous, and the cross reeds

support the covering, break in the at-

to get out by clutching them. A cry

,he depths is unheard by those around,

is only by repeated and most desperate

I that the buried alive can regain the

world. At Tette we were told of a

hunter of unusually small stature, who
)ed into a pit while stalking a guinea-

n a tree. It was the labor of an entire

>on to get out; and he was congratu-

himself on his escape, and brushing off

ay from his clothes, when down he went
second pit, which happened, as is often

86, to be close beside the first, and it

vening before he could work himself out

phants and buffaloes seldom return to

vev by the same path on two successive

3, they become so apprehensive of dan-

bm tilts human art. An old elephant

alk in advance of the herd, and uncover
is with his trunk, that the others may
le openings and tread on firm ground,

le elephants are generally the victims:

timid by nature than the males, and very
irly in their anxiety for their calves,

carry their trunks up, trying every

> for fancied danger, which often, in

7, lies at their feet. The tusker, fearing

jeeps his trunk down, and warned in

)y that exquisitely sensitive organ, takes

to his ways.

—

D. Livingstone.

', Si. Gothard Tunnel. The parties who
working on the two opposite sections of

reat tunnel met on the 28th of 2nd mo.
The calculations of the engineers as to

ion of the galleries were found to bo

3t—the two sections meeting each other

:pected—but the distance was about
stres less than was calculated.

piercing of the longest tunnel in the

I has thus been achieved in seven years

ve months—a rapidity of execution quite

icedented, for relatively to its length the

Dthard has been bored in a fourth of the

accupied in the boring of the Hauenstein

1, and in less than half the time taken by
Lont Cenis. This great advance in the

tunnel-driving is due to the more ex-

d application of machinery, and above
the eflSciency of the air compressors in-

d by Professor Culladon, of Geneva,
perforators, actuated by these eompres-
do their work with marvellous swiftness.

o hours one machine drills 26 holes 1.20

8 deep in a face of rock some two metres

e. The holes are then filled with dyna-

chargcd, and fired, every explosion dis-

]g some two and a half cubic metres of

The point of attack for the perforator.^

?ay8 the upper part of the finished tunnel

e future ; the floor of the passage they

out being afterward blasted and wrought
by hand to the required level. Tl

locomotives used in the tunnel are moved by
compressed air, and ventilation is provided
from the same source. Horses are also used
for dragging the wagons, but, owing to the

intense heat and closeness, the mortality is

very great. Out of a stud of forty ten die on
an average every month. The men work
night and day in shifts of eight hours each

;

the labor is very trying, and they are com-
pelled to take frequent holid.ays. Great cir-

cumspection has had to be exercised in the
admission of outsiders to the galleries, as a

Ik of several miles in the stifling heat and
vitiated atmosphere might easily prove fatal

to persons with weak hearts or a tendency to

congestion of the brain, and even the health}'

who venture in for the first time have often

occasion to regret their temerity.

The scene in the interior of the tunnel is

weird in the extreme ; the pitchy darkness,
relieved only by the glare of a few lamps, the

shriekingof locomotives, the blowingof horns,

the tramp of horses, the vibration of th^ per-

forators, the explosion of mines, the continual

passing of heavily-laden wagons, the groups
of naked men plying pick-axe, spado and
ihovel—all these mingled together create an
mpression never to be forgotten. The com-
pletion of the work, now that the two galleries

are joined and a free circulation of air is es-

tablished, will bo comparatively easy. The
tunnel is expected to be ready for trafBc before

winter, and the entire system of which i

the centre in the summer of 1882. The great

engineering triumph of which the St. Gothard
tunnel is at once the monument and the con-

summation, though a peaceful, has not been
a bloodless one. Between sixty and seventy
men have been killed by the premature ex-

plosion of mines and other mishaps; many
more have been seriously injured.

I have but one wish respecting mysell
time past, and but one for time forward ; that

I had been, and that I may be, singly oh
servant of, and devoted to, the manifestations

of the divine will, comprehends all my desires

at present. As to all temporal enjoyments or

sufferings, "thy will, O my great and gra-

cious God ! be done forever," is all I ask about
ihem.

—

J. Scott.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 24,

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.

The approach of the period when the Church
assembles to make its annual investigation

into the condition of its branches, and top
form the other duties connected with the

holding of a Yearly Meeting, brings to th

minds of many of its members a sense of

serious responsibility, a pressure of concern,

and a desire that the Head of the Church
Himself might bless the occasion to the pro-

motion of his ov?n cause, and endue the living

members of the body with the Spirit of wis-

dom. The general prevalence of such an ex-

ercise is itself an evidence of Divine favor,

and tends to prepare those who patiently

abide under it for the right performance of

the various services that may be required of

them.
Though our meetings of latter time have

often been favored seasons, yet a feeling has

prevailed that there were too many among us
who were captivated by worldly allurements,

or who were being led to adopt religious views
hich did not fully come up to the standard

of the heart-searching, cross-bearing, regene-

rating doctrine taught by our Saviour to his

disciples when personally on earth ; and whicih

He still teaches to those who listen to and
obey with earnest dedication his voice in their

hearts. The prevalence of this feeling was
'ndicated by the exercise that spread over the
Meeting for Suff^erings as shown by the minutes
of the sitting just previous to the Yearly
Meeting. It was manifested also in the com-
unicalions of some of the ministers in the

Select Yearly Meeting on Seventh day (4th
0. 17th).

Soon after the opening minute of the Yearly
Meeting was read on Second-day morning,
the 19th inst., a Friend arose and expressed
a concern for the younger members of our
Yearly Meeting, that they might be awakened
to greater earnestness and concern for their

ndividual salvation, and that they might be
brought nearer in feeling to their older Friends.

He proposed holding a meeting for worship at

3 o'clock on Third-day afternoon, (20th inst.,)

for the younger and middle aged members.
The concern was fully united with, and re-

ceiving also the cordial concurrence of the
Womens' Meeting, the meeting was accord-
ingly appointed.

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferiuga

were then road.

It appeared from these that a concern had
arisen in that body on account of the evil

effects of intemperance, which had resulted

n the preparation of an ' Address on Intoxi-

cating Drinks," setting forth the subject in a
clear light, and pressing on all well-concerned
persons, and especially on the organized
churches of the land, the duty of bearing a
consistent testimony against the use of such
drinks. The distribution of the document
had been entrusted to a committee who had
gone pretty thoroughly and systematically

into the work, and had sent it to members of
Legislatures, lawyers, editors, directors of
charitable institutions, physicians, ministers

of different religious denominations, teachers

and other influential persons. Of the 26,000
copies printed, about 20,000 had thus been
scattered over the land. They had also pub-

lished it in full in a periodical which circu-

lated largely among religions teachers, and
which has about 46,000 subscribers. This
committee are still prosecuting their labors.

Of the Book of Advices of the Yearly Meet-
ing, 2,500 copies have been printed; nearly

all of which had been distributed among our
members by the different Monthly Meetings.

The Re])ort of the Book Committee showpd
that much labor had been bestowed on the
important service committed to its care, of

keeping up a supply of the approved writings

of our Society, and spreading them abroad so

as to make known to others the spiritual views
of Gospel truth which we hold. Donations
of books had been made to various public

libraries on this continent, and to one in the

island of Japan—to the libraries of Monthly
Meetings of Friends—to individuals for dis-

tribution in their respective neighborhoods,

and to ministers of other denominations. The
largest distribution in any one State, was
probably that in North Carolina, where a re-

cent visit of one of the members of the Book
Committee had made known a want ofFriends'
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books, and a desire to receive them, which

called for a willing and liberal response. The
field embraced in ihese labors was a wide

one, including Canada, California, New Mex-

ico, and many of the intervening States and

territories, as well as some points beyond the

ocean.

The total distribution reported, not inclu-

ding the 20,000 copies of " Address on Intoxi-

cating Drinks," which was under the charge

of a separate committee, was 5,212 books and

2,353 pamphlets. During the year the Me-

moirs of Daniel Wheeler had been stereotyped.

In this the text of the original London edition

was followed without change.

The outlaj' made on account of books and

stereotype plates during the yeai-, after de-

ducting the money received for books sold,

was S3,523.42, and the estimated value of the

stock on hand was $19,409 66. For the infor-

mation of those not members of the Yearly

Meeting of Philadelphia, it may be stated

that this does not include a distribution of

155,284 tracts and more than 20,000 books

and pamphlets published by the Tract Asso-

ciation, nor of 3573 Bibles and Testaments

issued by the Bible Association.

These associations of Friends do not make
any report of their proceedings to the Yearly

Meeting.
The material had been collected for a new

edition of the Book of Discipline, by examin-

ing the Minutes of the Yearly Meeting since

the date of the last edition, and extracting

therefrom those regulations and advices which

were proper to be introduced. One of the

paragraphs so selected had been taken from

an epistle of the Yearlj' Meeting, and not

from a formal minute ; and it was thought

safest therefore, to ask the judgment of the

Yearly Meeting before making use of it. This

had prevented the printing of the book.

During the year, assistance towards the

erection or repair of three meeting-houses had

been given out of the funds in the hands of

the trustees of Charleston Estate
;
$250 in the

limits of Ohio; $300 iu Baltimore, and $500

in North Carolina Yearly Meeting.

The Meeting for Sufferings had at different

times been brought under exercise on account

of the weakened condition of our Society, as

to a ftiithful upholding ofthose spiritual views

of worship and ministry which were so pro-

minent in the teaching of its early members.

This lapsed state is manifested by the spread

ofwhat are called Missiontiry movements among
us, and in other ways. It had also been felt,

that there was a want of a more fervent indi-

vidual concern among many, for their own
salvation, and for the spread of the Redeem-
er's kingdom in the earth, first in their own
families, and then among all with whom they

were associated. This concern had extended

also to the church in its collective capacity,

with desires that it might not hold back from

the discharge of duty called for by its holy

Head, and thus be preserved from that weak-

ness and loss of the Divine favor, which are

incurred by unfaithfulness.

The proceedings of the Meeting for Suffer-

ings were very satisfactory to the Yearly

Meeting, and they were encouraged to con-

tinued faithfulness. The labors of the Book
Committee were referred to by several Friends,

and our younger members were exhorted to

render themselves fiamiliar with the writings

of the early members of the Society, partieu

larly with Barclay's Apology. Several tes-

timonies to its value and good influence were

borne by some who could speak from expe-

rience of the effect it produced upon them
selves.

A Committee was appointed to propose two

Friends to represent the Yearly Meeting in

the Meeting for Sufferings in the place of

Charles Evans, and Charles Williams deceas-

The Meeting for Sufferings was directed

to insert in the Book of Discipline the para-

graph on Love and Unity, noted in their

minutes as having been taken from an epistle

to another Yearly Meeting.

The revision of the regulations of the

Discipline on the subject of Marriage, was
referred to a large Committee, carefully to

examine, and report their judgment to a fu-

ture meeting.
The appointment of a Committee to settle

the Treasurer's account, was the only other

business transacted at this sitting. It was a

comfortable season, in which the dignity of

the Meeting was well preserved, and it was
enabled to attend to what came before it with

harmony, and under a proper feeling of the

solemnity of the occasion.

We propose continuing the account of the

proceedings of the Yearly Meeting in our next

number.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The value of the refined petroleum

exported from this country during last month \yas $],-

)68 ; and for the nine months ending at this time,

$26,889,914.
An earthquake occurred in San Francisco on the 14th

inst., said to have been the severest for many years.

The motion was vertical, and buildings rocked visibly.

The Nevada block apparently swaying a foot from the

perpendicular.

Forest fires in Ocean, Monmouth and Cumberland
counties, New Jersey, have burned thousands of acres

f valuable timber, and in some districts buildings,

cattle and other stock have been destroyed.

At the Pennsylvania Steel Works, near Harrisburg,

an accident occurred on the 15th, by which two men
were fatally, and five others seriously burned. The

chinery controlling a large crucible of molten metal

broke, and the retort was turned upside down.
In the pension office on the 1st inst., 3000 pension

arrears cases remained unadjudicated. The total amount
already disbursed on account of these pensions is $24,-

500,000, and the number of claims on file is 250,000.

heavy rain, followed by high winds, occurred in

southern and central Ohio on the 16th inst. Build-

ings were unroofed, steeples blown down, and vehicles

on the streets and roads overturned. On the line of the

Central Pacific Railroad, a severe snow storm has pre-

liled for several days. Trains are blockaded near

Emigrant Gap, the snow sheds between that place and
Cisco being broken down. In Wisconsin the severest

storm of the season raged on the 16th. Several inches

of snow fell in the northern part of the State.

There is great scarcity of hay and fodder in Nova
Scotia, especially in the eastern counties, and in some
places the cattle are dying for want of food.

The Chippewa delegation recently on a visit to Wash-
gton, have agreed to settle in severalty on a portion

of their reservation ; the rest of it will be sold, and the

proceeds held as a trust fund for them.
Indian Agent, Haworth, has concluded an agreement

with the Lower Brule Sioux, by which the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad company is permitted

to run a line through their reservation to the Black
Hills.

Immigrants are flocking to this country much as they

did before the panic of 1873, which temporarily clo.se
'

up the avenues to employment. Three times as many
arrived at New York the first quarter of this yea

did last. Most of the immigrants are said to be either

skilled workman or are going to western farms. A
large proportion of them are Germans.

Markets, <fcc.—U. S. bonds were dull—the only ad-

vance being i in the 4|'s, Sixes, 1881, 105| ; 5's, regis-

tered, 102i ; do. coupon, 103i ;
4}'s, 109 ; 4's, 107.

Trade is less active in some departments, and prices

of many classes of goods are notably lower.

Cotton continues dull at the late decline. Sa

12k a 12.V cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleat

Petroleum.—Crude, 7k cts. and refined 7J a

per gallon. Linseed oils, 80 cts. Neats foot, 70

cts. Sperm crude, S1.15 a $1.18; winter blea

$1.20 a $1.23. Lard oil, 50 a 60 cts.

Wool.—The market inactive, and trade is aim

a stand. Sales of Ohio, fine, 55 a 57 cts. ; con

Ohio, \, 62 cts. ; do. coarse, 57J cts. Purchases a

ported of unshorn wool in some of the Western S

at 40 a 45 cts.

Flour.^The market is dull, and prices favor be

Minnesota extras, $5.37 J a $6.25 ; Penna. family,

:

a $6.25 ; western, $6 a $6.50, patent, $6.75 a }

Rye-flour is dull at $4,37i a $4,50. Feed is firm-

of six cars winter bran at $24 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat dull and prices lower. Sal

30,000 bushels at $1.31 for red, $1.32 for amber
for white, $1.33 per bushel. Rye 87 cts. per be

Corn, 53 a .54 cts. for mixed and yellow ; white,

55J cts. Oats, 42 cts. for mixed, and 44 a 46 cti

bushel for white.

Seeds.—Clover rather firmer. Sales at 6i a
'

per lb. ; flaxseed, $1.75 a $1.80, and timothy, $3 a !

per bushel.

Hay and straw.—Prime timothy, 90 a 95 cts. pe

pounds ; mixed, 80 a 85 cts. ; straw, $1.15 a $1.2'

100 pounds.
j

Foreign.—At a meeting of the Dublin Mai|

House Committee on the 15th, letters were read sj

ing that the distress is increasing. The Lord M;

said if more money was not received, they would
to appeal to the Government for aid. Their rec;

amount to £139,137 ; the amount expended to i

£104,169. •

_

The ex-Empress Eugenie has arrived at Cape T
South Africa.

The freedom of the City of Cork was given Pa
on the 14th, in honor of his labors in America oi

half of the distressed Irishmen.

An inquiry by the Board of Trade into the cin

stances of the disaster to the steamer Montana, w
recently went on the rocks in Cook's Bay, Holy!

has resulted in the suspension of the captain foi

months, for neglecting to use the lead.

The Cardinal Archbishop of Paris, has proti

against the decrees concerning unauthorized congi

tions. He says the decrees at present are only a mei

but should they be executed it is to be feared they

lead to painful conflicts between law and conscii

and that France may enter upon a period of inU

troubles of which no man can see the end.

French Prosperity.—The return of imports and

ports for the first quarter of 1880, shows an increa

twelve million francs as compared with the corresp

ing months last year.

Oermany.—The army bill has passed a third rea

in the Reichstag, by a vote of 186 to 128. The U
montane amendment, exempting priests from servi

the army reserve, was previously adopted.

The great international fishery exhibition is t

opened this week.
Russia.—In reference to the famine in Orenburg

Oolos learns that there are thousands of families who

neither obtain food, nor the means to earn it, as t

is a scarcity of work as well as food.

Russia is about to issue, through the Rothschili

new railway loan of £15,000,000.

Turkey.—Another commission of five physician!

been appointed to finally decide upon the sanity o

assassin of the Rus,sian oflicer. The Russian n

sentative at Constantinople has sent a note to the I

demanding that the proceedings be at once broug

a conclusion consistent with justice, and declaring

Russia will hold the Porte responsible, if the asa

should escape or further outrages be committed.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session opens on Second-day, th<

of Fifth month.
Parents and others intending to send pupils, ar

quested to make application early to the Superinteni

Benjamin W. Passmore, (address Street Eoad,

Co., Pa.,) or to the Treasurer, Charles J. Allen,
Arch St., Philadelphia.

Died, in this city, 28th of 3d mo. 1880, Willia
Malone, in the 27th year of his age, a memb
Northern District Monthly Meeting.

^WirLfAM~HT'piLE7PRINTEE,'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Noles of Travel in Europe.

rence, llth month.—After several days of
tieint'nt, wo have fiti:illj' established our-

1 at an Atneriean " Pon.-ion," where we
a very pleasant paitj', pei haps forty or

in nninber, almost all Americans, from
in, New York and Washington. Our
fS is from Boston, but has lived in Flor-

twenty-one years. Our house adjoins

alaceof the Prince Borghese, three rooms
ich are rented for the use oi the boarders,

rawing room was intended for the music
of the princess Pauline Borghese, the

iful and favorite sister of Napoleon, but
led six months after its completion, and
[occupied it. It is a large, \ofxy room,
la fre?coed ceiling representing Aurora
he flying Hours. The walls are divided

andsciipes; the two windows at the rear

boking a terrace where orange trees,

s and flowers fill the air with fragrance.

iOom is also beautifully frescoed and or-

nted, but we would cheerfully resign

of its splendor for a little more comfort,

room though of moderate size, is verj'

and wo find it impossible to make it

I

; the little corner fire place smokes, and
lood, though placed on andirons adorned
hfiost classic heads, will not burn. How-
uhe door opens on the saloon where our
[ss has provided an American sheet-iron

imported from Boston, so that on the

!, we are very comfortable. A number of
ar dishes greeted us at the table d'hote

;

merican breakfasts were in great favor,

lave been much interested duritig the
nlervals, between the courses at table.

• neighbors, the Baroness de Veitinghoflf

er daughter, Russian ladies from Odessa.

, the daughter, is a sweet 3'oung girl of

jen, and amuses herself by pouring into

ir her opinion of the many nationalities

as met with in the seven years she has
travelling for her education. Her Eng
8 really extraordinary; but she speaks
Imosi too much precision. She did not

liissia, nor wish to talk about her native

ry, though I often asked her to describe

ne. " Oh I you know it is one vast plain

) South, with great fields of grain ; I do
ke it, and never wish to see it again."

ad a soft, low voice, and the wide Tartar
Df her country.

Baroness de Veitinghoff is a direct de-

scendant of John Sobirski, the best and great-

est of the kings of Poland, and the long an-

tagonism between Russia and Poland maj^]

account for the indifference the daughter al-

wwys sbow.s toward', the f<>Pii»e*' country. O^e
day we spoke of Julienne Krudener, the Lady
Guyon of flussia, and Marie told me she was
a great aunt of her father's, her name previous

to her marriage to Baron Von Krudener,

having been Julienne de Veitinghotf. She
was for a time an intimate friend of Madame
deStat 1, and lived amid a greatdeal of fashion-

able dissipation, but having adopted the views

of the Pietists, she afterwaids gave herself up

to prearhing the gospel, and piophesying.

She had great influence over the naind of

Alexander I. of Russia, her sovereign, who
heard her preach in Paris in 1815, when it

was occupied bj' the Allies. So great was his

confidence in her integrity, that he confided

his most important affairs to her religious

judi^ment, but she had enemies who were
jealous of her influence in this high quarter,

md who finally brought about a complete
estrangement.

1 do not know whether I can quite say with

the poet, that

" Of all the fairest cities of the earth,

;Sone are' 90 fair as Florence. 'Tis a geth

Of purest ray, a treasure for a casket !"

But who that has seen Florence from Bella

Guarda or Kiesole, can deny that one of the

loveliest cities of the world lies at his feet I

As viewed from those two points, the Arno is

seen winding through thecity, dividing it into

distinct parts, and spanned by many bridges

—some of which are famous in song and story.

Then, too, this "gem of purest ray" has such

an exquisite setting of amethyst and purple

hills, stretching far as the eye can reach, the

more distant flashing white in the sun, with

a slight covering of snow—it is indeed a noble

picture.

A drive to Fiesole has left with us many
pleasant memories. The morning was very
fine, a dreamy mist resting on the distant hills,

but the air was too cold to remind us of our
Indian summer. Taking the Protestant ceme-
tery on our way, we stopped a few minutes to

stand by the graveof Elizabeth Barret Brown-
ing—a plain monument supported by four

pillars, a profile of her face in relief has been

cut upon tne marble, which also bears the ini-

tials of her name. Fresh bouquets were lying

upon the tomb, showing that her memory is

precious to perhaps both English and Araeri

can visitors, who look upon her grave. Theo
doro Parker and many others here rest, who
have come in search of health and have found

a grave.

This cemetery lies in the immediate en-

virons of the city, and contains some beautiful

monuments, but the lavish art of Italian bury-

ing places is less consonant with my feelings

than are the grass, the flowers, the trees and
the peaceful quiet of the German and Swiss

cemeteries. The road to Fiesole was very
good, passing among handsome villas and gar-

dens bright with parterres of flowers. Old
olive trees leaned over the stone walls on
either side, cactus hid the rudeness of the

K-ks, and fig trees grew \a sheltered places.

The views were at times magnificent over the

Val d'Arno.

The old church building of San Domenico,
at Fiesole, interested us as once the residence

of Fra Angelico, whose Madonnas are noted
for their celestial beauty. Fra Angelico is

said to have had so high a regard for the sanc-

tity of his work, that he never began a paini-

ng without previously making it the subject

of many prayers. He is also said never to

have dipped his brush into his paint, without
a prayer for guidance ! Books in his day were
very rare, so that painting was a vehicle of in-

struction to the poorer classes, and as such was
deemed by the religious friars to be a sacred

work. Beggars here abound as in almost
every Catholic country, and it was exasper-

ating to find when we sat down to gaze from
the summit of the hill overlooking one of the

fairest scenes in Europe, that we must wave
off troops of sturdy beggars, and chaffer with
as many women dealers in their plaited straw
baskets, whose wares we were forced to buy
because they would not go away. From thi^

outlook doubtless, Milton had gazed upon the

wondrous scene spread far and wide below,

when in his youth he visited Galileo. Draw-
ing from his rich stores of travelled memories
he describes the shield of Satan as

" Like the moon whose orb

Through optic glass the Tuscan artist views

At evening, from the top of Fiesol^

Or in Voldamo, to descry new lands.

Elvers and mountains, in her spotty globe."

A visit to the Uffizi gallery of paintings and
statuary was one teeming with interest. This
gallery originated with the Medici, who owe
their earliest distinction to success in com-
merce, and the liberal spirit with which they
devoted their wealth to purposes of general

utility. The Medici enjoyed almost regal

power for several centuries, and obtained ab-

solute rule over Tuscany in the 16th century.

Cosmo was a most munificent patron and suc-

cessful cultivator of art and literature; and
did more than any sovereign in Europe to re-

vive tiie studj' of the ancient classics, and
foster a taste for mental culture. He assem-

bled around him the learned men of every
nation, and by his foundation of an'academj'

for the study of the philosophy of Plato, and
a library of Greek, Latin and oriental manu-
scripts, be opened a new era in modern learn-

intj and art. His grandson, Lorenzo the Mag-
nificent, succeeded to absolute power in the

State, and founded academies for the studj' of

classical learning, filled his gardens with col-

lections of the remains of ancient art, while

he broke down the forms of constitutional in-

dependence his predecessors had suffered to

exist. To turn the tide of voluptuous refine-
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with us our corrupt, unregenerate nature^
can never be happy, because in that statt

|

are not living unto God. Now, my (j

Hannali, I seem as if I must again exp
j

my tender solicitude for ihj' growth in gri

that the little seed of the kingdom, which
j

mercifully been sown in thy heart, may i^

deep root downwards; which will bring ii|

near many of thy former friends and
quaintances, I do sincerely de-ire thou mi

'hold fast that thou hast received, that

man take thy crown ;' but in order to
j

thou must be watchful. ' Be watchful
strengthen the things that remain, that

ready to die.' If, when in their compi
thou maintains thy confidence and art

served steadfast in the Lord, secretly put

up aspirations unto Him for preservatiou,

will not fail to help and strengthen thee;

if his pure fear is constantly before thy e

He will take the fear of man away from t

How deeply instructive is it to observe, i

one so highly favored of tho Lord an(

eminently gitted and of large esperienci;

was the roj'al Psalmist, yet how very of]

after recounting the wonderful dealings of'

Almighty to his soul, he had again and ajji

to be brought down into the very deptb

humiliation, and was given to see, that '

out he was constantly upon the wa.ch, he

liable to fall. ' Set a watch, Oh Lord ! be

my mouth
; keep the door of my lips,

that he had great need also to wait upon
Lord. ' My soul doth wait for the Lord n

than they that watch for the morning;
;

I say, more than they that watch for

morning.' And we have abundant evidf

that all those who rightly wait, do not

in vain, but their spiritual strength is rene

day by day. Therefore, my precious Hiiui

there is abundant encouragement for the

take hold of this offered help, which thou 1

been again and again made sensible is in

and mercy extended to thee ; and thi'n I

lieve on thy return home thou wilt find

things which appear now like mountain
thee will flow down at the presence of

Lord. Therefore my dear, let me again

courage thee to give up thy heart unto

Lord, and Ho will love thee, and teach t

and lead thee in the way that He will t

thee to go. Yea, He will lead thee about

instruct thee. If thou will but open
heart to let Him come in ; leave room eno

for Him and not let it be too much occii)

with other guests so that there is not n

enough left for this heavenly visitant,

has long been waiting to take up his i

there, I believe thou wilt experience a por

of his blessed peace. ' Thou wilt keep hit

perfect peace whose mind is staj'ed on T.'

because he trusteth in Thee.' So wilt thoi

mercifull3' enabled to go on thj' way rejoie

" Well dear H., if these things reallyb

due place in thy mind, I believe it will

visible in thy countenance and deporttne

so wilt thou be likely to cast a good
around thee, even like a little salt, which
not lost its Savor; and like the little lea"

which will have a leavening tendency on tl

around thee, and enable thee in life and'

versation to hold forth the encouraging
guage, ' Come, taste, and see, how good

Lord is.' One observation more I can hai

forbear, and which claims thy serious i

sideration. It is chiefly grounded on the
'

and pure fear of Almighty God, which al

casta out all other fear, especially the fea

ment and stem the current of corruption by
an ascetic severity of morals, arose Savonarola

and others, whose appeals to the people in

favor of a popular and democratic form .of

government threatened for a time the over-

throw of the Medici. Savonarola's martyr-

dom restored outward tranquillity' to Florence,

and left the Medici in possession of absolute

power, but the republican aspirations of th

people were crushed, and their morals at th

same time still further degraded. So true it

is, and still remains to be, that "art alone

cannot render man more intellectual,

the calling of art is to render sensuous the

spiritual, to embody pure thought in lines,

colors and proportions," and it has been well

said that Italy, in the time of Leo X., a Medi-

cean Pope, is an illustration of how little

mere love of beauty can do for a people
'• Excessive tendency to tho cultivation of the

beautiful contributes to the enervation and
destruction of all strong character in a na-

tion." "There is just now a great clamor
and demand for culture, but it is not so much
culture that is needed as discipline." "Our
public amusements are a true index to the

character of our people, and those popular

among us indicate that America is being

enervated and demoralized, as the gladia

torial shows indicated that Rome was being

brutalized, and it is difficult to say which is

worse, this modern softening of the brain

or that ancient ossification of the heart."

"Modern culture is in danger of following

Grecian and Eoraan, by cultivating unduly
the aesthetic nature to the neglect of the intel-

lectual and moral. Literary and cultivated

classes are always likely to shape themselves
more by Beauty than by Truth, more b}' Art
than by Philosophy and Religion." "The
Greek was more in love with the beauty of

religion than with its truth." " History
teaches one plain and mournful lesson, that
man cannot safely be left to his luxurious
tendencies, be they of sense or soul. There
must bo austerity somewhere. There must
be a strong head and a sound heart some-
where."
The Literary Essays of Prof. William Shedd,

from which we have extracted the above,
should be read by many who are in danger of
being carried away by the modern manias for

art-culture.
(To Uo continued.)

For " The Friend "

V Memoir of Hannah Marsh.

BY HER DAUGHTER, PRISCILLA PITT.

(Continued from page 292.)

Some extracts are here introduced from her
letters, and from memoranda found among
her papers.

The following letter has no memorandum
attached to show to whom it was sent, nor is

the date affixed.

"Infeelingsofdoarand tenderlove I take up
my pen to express, though it may be but feebly,

somewhat of the desires which have often-

times flowed in my heart towards thee, who
am myself but a weak, frail and j'ounger
sister, and increasingly am made sensible of

my entire helplessness and incapacity for any
good word or work, often experiencing the
language of the apostle, ' By the grace of God
I am what I am.' Well, mj- endeared brother,

seeing thatit is by grace we are saved through
faith and that not of ourselves, it is the gift of
God, it is to this saving grace I wish particu-

larly thy attention to be increasinE;ly turned,

and thy susceptible heart led ; then I have often

had to believe thou wouldst have to walk in

a narrower path; and be made (maj' I not

say if obedience kept pace with knowledge)
an example to the believers in faith, in word,

and in doctrine. What a great responsibility,

I have often thouorht, does it involve such as

thyself; blessed with amiable qualities and a

good natural understanding, endued with gifts

and graces far above many! How have I

often desired they might be emploj^ed to the

use of the great and good Giver. Surely it is

a fearful thing to possess the friendship and
good opinion of one's friends, and yet on the

other hand, what an opportunity does it afford,

tO' let thy light so shine among men that

others seeing thy good works may glorify

their Father who is in Heaven. 'Then my
dear brother, let me encourage thee to j'ield

to every little manifestation of duty, and be-

come increasingly willing to be, to do, or to

suffer, the whole [will] of God concerning
thee, thinking nothing too near or too dear

to part with, either in dress or address, for

the sake of Him who suffered so much for us,

and left the bosom of bis Father and became
obedient unto death, even the death of the

cross ; and let us remember for our encourage-
ment, the language, 'Be thou faithful unto
death and I will give thee a crown of life.'

"

Her affectionate solicitude for a beloved

daughter is manifested in the letter which
follows—dated Uth mo. 1st, 1840.

"11th mo. 1st, '40.

"My beloved Hannah,—I know not where
tho following sentence is to be met with, but it

has dwelt so much on my memor}' the last

week or two, and being in such accordance
with my own sentiments when ray thoughts
are frequently turned towards thee, that I

am ready to think they may be suitably

handed thee. •

" 'He lives who lives to God alone, and all

are dead beside.' Too many, alas, may be said

to bo spiritually dead.

"Now in order to be happy here and here-

after, wo mutt know what it is to live to God,
for alas! too many live as without Him in

the world, even though they make much pro-

fession as to what they believe and know of

the truth
;
yet they are perhaps unconscious

what strong hold self has upon them, seeking
to indulge and gratify self in various ways,
so that self may well be stjdod the. many
headed monster, and whilst it is kept alive in

us, we cannot live to our Maker nor promote
his glory. But it is not only our duty but
our highest interest to live unto God; for

those who do so, cannot fail at the same time
to live to the good of others, and their un-

speakable peace, because their mind is under
such good regulation that it flows with love

and good-will towards all, and therefore truly

lives, because their own corrupt nature gradu-
allj' dies away, which before has killed thej

pure life in them ; and this, my precious

Hannah, is what I want thee to come to ex-

perience of, even that thou raayst know a

death unto sin and a new birth unto righte-

ousness. It is declared in Scripture, 'Ye
must be born again ; the old nature, which is

corrupt, must be done awaj", the axe must be

laid to tho root of the corrupt tree ; for if the

tree be corrupt, the fruit will naturally be
corrupt also: a good tree is known by its

'ruit.' Therefore so long as we carry about'
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which bringeth a snare; and without we
in the foar of the Lord wo may rest as-

i of this truth : that we do not lovo Him
e all; as it is written in the Scriptures,

that feareth is not made perfect in love,

lerfect love casteth out fear, because fear

torment.' And 1 have often believed

the fear of what others may think of

I'f

ihou yields to the li tile, gen tie, but clear

ations of truth in thy own mind, has

la great hindrance to thee in thy spiritual

t-ess; but this my dear will not do, and 1

!
the p:ist time may suffice, and that thou

be encouraged to take hold of the offered

I

and go on thj' way rejoicing; as all

i happily do who have but the one great

p view, living to the glory of God and
jalvation of their own souls. May the

lage spoken recently, in what I appre-
1 to be uttered in true Gospel authority,

[ought instructively to thy remembrance,
per up the fragments that remain, that

jng be lost.'

Vith endeared love, I am thy very affec-

te mother, Hannah Marsh."
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

8' Meeting House and lot in Cliarleston, Soulli

Carolina.
CConchided from page 290.)

ly letters from John Kirk, the agent
u-ly appointed by the Trustees in Penn-
inia, dated in 6lh mo. 1805, they were
med that one of the Trustees in South
ina had called on him in the same year,

le Di^ed and had not returned it ; also that

lid Trustees extended no care towards
roperty, but had gotten from him all the

y which was in his hands belonging to

estate. As the meetings of Fiiends in

1 Carolina h;id after this perind, become
ally dissolved, and the members mosily
?cd from the State, and F'riends in Phila-

ia being informed that the property in

leston received little or no attention ex-

from John Kirk, and that the Trustees

so remote as to have scarcely any know-
of its state ; also that unless more atlen-

ind exertion were used, it might possibly

lite lost to the Societj' ; it was judged ab-

3ly needful that those Trustees should
vey to Friends in or near Philadelphia,

immediate measures might be taken lo

e the estate. Accordingly a Deed recon-

ig the said estate was executed in the
lonth, 1812, by Nebo Gaunt and others,

lomas Wistar and others residing in or

Philadelphia, and presented to the Meet-
)r Sufferings in Philadelphia in the Ist

813,—the said Trustees holding it for

ime use and benefit as originally speci-

and indeed neither the}' nor any meeting
appropriate it to any other use than

for which it was at first obtained and
,ed.

ends in North Carolina say, in one of

letters dated Uth mo. 1817, that their

ly Meeting had appointed certain friends

!eive from our [Philadelphia] Trustees a

veyance of the property, and that tho
litteo of their Yearly Meeting were di-

ll to make sale of it. In the reply to

J, under date of 5th mo. 1818, the Phila-

ia Meeting mention that the estate was
,ed for the erection of a meeting-house,
3r the exclusive use and benefit of Friends
uth Carolina, and that the Trustees hold

L'cisely for the same purpose originally

designated, and that no persons or meeting
could change its appropriation. An examina
lion of the deed of trust to Nebo Gaunt and
others will fully evince the great fear and
care which possessed the minds of Friends of

the Meeting for Sufferings in Philadelphia,
lest this property by any unforeseen occur-
rence should get entangled or be diverted
from the express and special intention of
Friends in England ; for the limitations, re-

strictions and conditions set forth in this in-

strument, are such as had never before been
made use of in any Deed or convej'ance of
this estate; and in order to guai'd tho act as

much as the Meeting for Sufferings well could,

and to make the desire and care of Friends
more likely to be fulfilled, the attention of the
Yearly Meeting in Carolina is in this deed of

trust called to this transaction, that so no im-
proper or inconsiderate transfer should be
made ; but at the same time without the least

hint or tho most remote idea that the said

Yearlj' Meeting would imagine that this allu-

sion to it was ceding to them a right to appro-
priate any part of the property or its proceeds
to their interest or oiiiolument.

" The conveyance ofNebo Gaunt and others

to Thomas Wistar, &c., returns [the meeting-
house lot] to the direction of the Meeting for

Sufferings in Philadelphia; the same bodj',

who without any emolument whatever, have
had a care over it for between seventy and
ei.ghty years past, [now in 1880, about 130
years,] and who have cheerfully contributed
large sums of money and spent much time
and labor to keep this little site as a place

where the members of Society may assemble
for the performance of Divine worship, and
where any of our approved ministers who are

.Mont on the Lord's errands maj', without re

straint, hold meetings for tho-e under our
name or for others more generally.

" The foregoing statement is made out from
authentic documents on the files of the Meet-
ing for Sufferings, held in Philadelphia, for

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, &c., and is left for

the information and right understanding of

those that may come after us.

Jonathan Evans,
Clerk to the Meeting.

10th month, 1826."

In the year 1853, some Friends of N.orth

Carolina Yearly Meeting addressed a commu-
nication to the Trustees of the Charleston

Meeting property in Philadelphia, requesting

that the title to that estate stiould be again

transferred to North Carolina Yearly Meeting
for its use.

In their reply to this application, the Trus
tees rehearse the history of the property as

hereinbefore set forth, and show that the Deed
made in the year 17.96, from the Philadelphia

Trustees to those residing in South Caroli

providing that the latter should not convey
the estate without the assent of North Caro-

lina Yearly Meeting, was not by any means
intended to divert'the use of that property

from its original purpose of accommodating
members of the Society who might reside in

Charleston as a place for religious meetings,

nor to give North Carolina Yearly Meeting
any pecuniary interest in it. That the sul

quent Deed, dated in 1812, from the Trustees

residing in South Carolina to new Trustees

living in Philadelphia, re-transferring tho es-

tate tothem, was executed under the authoritj'

of a Minute of North Carolina Y'early Meet-

ing appointing the last mentioned Trustees,

and solely to relievo the latter Yearly Meeting
of a trust which they could not readily attend
to because of its expense, and replace it in its

former custodians, the Meeting for Sufferings

of Philadelphia. The latter meeting at that
time reimbursed North Carolina Friends the
sum of $450, which they had expended in tho
care of the property.
The Meeting for Sufferings in Philadelphia

received reports from lime to time of the con-
dition of the Meeting in Charleston, which
was very small at all limes. In 1837 a com-
mittee from Philadelphia visited it, and re-

ported that the meeting was only held on
First-days, and by but three persons, two of

whom were not members. This being men-
tioned to tho Yearly Meeting that year, it was
concluded to discontinue it in future. Shortly
afier this an extensive conflagration took
place in tho city of Charleston, and in order
to stop the spread of the fire the meeting-
house was blown up by gunpowder. The
dwelling and out buildings in the rear of the

meeting-house were rented out for the sum of

8100 per annum, and were not destroyed by
the fire. These rents have been collected by
the Trustees and put out to interest, after de-

fraying the cost of repairs to the tenement
and keeping the burial ground and premises

in neat order. The gradual accumulation of

this rent and interest has been the solo means
of raising the fund now in baud.

In the year 1856 the Trustees sent a com-
mittee to inspect the property, and consult

with tho tenant and others concerning the

propriety of building a new meeting-house.

There were no members of tho Society found
residing in Charleston or near it at that time.

The only object in rebuilding tho meeting-

house was to prevent the title to thft estate

from escheating to the State of South Caro-

lina. This course was advised by legal counsel

taken there, and accordingly the Meeting for

Sufferings, with the approbation of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeling, erected a brick meeting-

house on the site of tho former one in the

year 1856, at a cost of $3751.46. This house

was only opened once for a religious mooting,

which was held by appointment of a person

whom the tenant of the house supposed to be

a travelling Friend. It was burnt in the

general fire which occurred in the city in the

year 1861, shortly after the breaking out of

tho rebellion. During the war of course no

communication could bo had between Friends

of PhiladelphTaand the tenant of the dwelling,

which still survived the conflagration and tho

bombardment. In 1865 correspondence was
resumed between the Trustees and Jacob F.

Schimer, the tenant. He stated that he had

been obliged to leave the house during the

war, and asked to be excused from the rent

for that period, which was granted.

In tho year 1875, two of the Trustees

again visited the property, and conferred with

Charles G. Meminger, a prominent member of

the bar in Charleston, respecting the legal

status of the estate. Ho advised an applica-

tion to tho Legislature for a law authorizing

a sale of tho property, and a proper disposition

of the fund then in hand. These Friends also

called at the capital of South Carolina, in

Columbia, and had an interview with tho

Governor on the subject. Upon their return

to Philadelphia, the Trustees concluded to

petition the Legislature of South Carolina for

the passage of an act which is subjoined.

This effort was successful, and the bill became
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a law on the 24ih of the 2n(] month, 1876

]t provides that the Trustees then holdin>^

the title to the said meeting house and lot in

Charleston, and their successors in office, might
sell the whole or any part of the same, and
by and with the consent of the Meeting fo

Sufferings of Friends of Philadelphia should
"appropriate the proceeds ofsuch sale or sales,

and all or any funds in the hands of said Trus
tees derived from the rents of the said estate,

or any part of the same, or any income-which
has accrued or may hereafter accrue from the

same, for building, furni-hing or repairing

meeting-houses and their appui'tenances, be-

longing to the Society of Friends, wherever
the same may be located in the United 8tates

;

or for any other similar use or uses. And for

this purpose the said Trustees and their suc-

cessors, and the said Meeting for Sufferings,

are hereby vested with a discretionnry power q\'

directing the application of the proceeds of
the sale of said lot, or any part thereof, and
the funds belonging to the said trust estate,

in such manner and way as shall seem to said

Trustees and said meeting to be best calcu-

lated to answer the beneficial purposes of this

act " Under the authority ol'this law, thesum
of $6725 has been disbursed by the Trustees,

up to this date, for building or repairing four-

teen meetinghouses of Friends in different

parts of the United States, viz: In North
Carolina Yearly Meeting, S2125 ; Ohio, $2750;
Philadelphia,$1250; Kansas, $300; Baltimore,
$300. No part of the land or buildings in

Charleston has yet been sold, owing to the
depressed condition of real estate there.

The Trustees and the Meeting for Suffer-

ings of Philadelphia have felt a concern in

appropriating this fund, that it should be ap-
plied only to those meetings where the primi-
tive principles and viewsof the Society are
maintained in regard to the modes of worship
and simplicity of the buildings and their fur-

niture. Hence some applications, where sati^'-

faetion could not be obtained in these respects,

have been laid aside; and also in a few cases
where divisions in a Yearly Meeting have in

volved questions of legality in regard to the
meetings asking aid, which the Trustees have
not felt themselves called upon to decide.

Charles Rhoads.
Philada., 3d mo. 22d, 1880.

The Hidden Wisdom of God.—The mind of
a pious workman, named Tliierney, was much
occupied with the ways of God, which ap-
peared to him full of inscrutable mysteries.
The two questions, "How?" and "Why?"
were constantly in his thoughts—whether he
considered his own life, or the dispensations
of Providence in thegovernment of the world.
One day, in visiting a ribbon manufactory,

his attention was attracted by an extraordi-
nary piece of machinery. Countless wheels
and thousands of threads were twirling in

directions; he could understand nothing of
Its movements.
He was informed, however, that all this

motion was connected with the centre, where
there was a chest which was kept shut. Anx-
ious to undorstand the principle of the ma-
chine, he asked permission to see the interior.

" The master has the key," was the reply.
The words were like a flash of light. Here

was the answer to all the perplexed thoughts.
Yes, the Master has the key. He governs
and directs all. It is enough. What need I

know more ? " He bath also established them

for ever ami ever ; he hath made a decree
which shall not pass."

*"*^
Selected.

O, WHY SHOULD THE SPIRIT OF MORTAL
BE PROUD?

[The following poem, written by a young
Scotchman named William Knox, was a par-

ticular favorite with Abraham Lincoln. F.

B. Carpenter, the artist, writes that while
engaged in painting a picture, at the White
House, he was alone one evening with the
President in his room, when he said :

" There
is a poem which has been a great favorite

with me for years, which was first shown me
when a young man by a friend, and which I

afterwards saw and cut from a newspaper and
learned it by heart. I would," he continued,
"give a great deal to know who wrote it, but
have never been able to ascertain."]

O, why should the spirit of mortal be proud ?

Like a swift fleeting meteor, a fast flying cloud,
A flash of the lightning, a break of the wave,
Man passes from life to his rest in the grave.

The leaves of the oak and the willow shall fade,

Be scattered around and together be laid.

And the young and the old, and the low and the high.
Shall moulder to dust and togetlier shall die.

The infant, a mother attended and loved
;

The mother, that infant's affection who proved

;

The husband, that mother and infant who blessed
;

Each, all, are away to their dwelling of rest.

The maid on whose cheek, on whose brow, in whose
eye,

Shone beauty and pleasure—her triumphs are by;
And tlie memory of those who loved her and praised.
Are alike from the minds of the living erased.

The hand of the king that the sceptre hath borne
;

The brow of the priest that the mitre hath worn
;

The eye of the sage and the heart of the brave.
Are hidden and lost in the depth of the grave,

The peasant whose lot was to sow and to reap.
The herdsman, who climbed with his goats up the

steep
;

The beggar, who wandered in search of his bread.
Have f.ided away like the grass that we tretid.

The s.aint who enjoyed the communion of heaven.
The sinner who dared to remain unforgiven,
Tl)e wise and the foolish, the guilty and just.

Have quietly mingled their bones in the dust.

So the multitude goes, like the flower and weed,
That wither away to let others succeed

;

So the multitude comes, even those we behold.
To repeat every tale that hath often been told.

For we are the same that our fathers have been
;

We see the same sights that our fathers have seen.
We drink the same stream, and we feel the same sun.
And run the same course that our fathers have run.

The thoughts we are thinking, our fathers would
think;

From the death we are shrinking, our fathers would
shrink;

To the life we are clinging, they also would cling.

But it speeds from us all like a bird on the wing.

They loved, but their story vt'e. cannot imfold
;

They scorned, but the heart of the haughty is cold
;

They grieved, but no wail from their slumbers will
come

;

They joyed, but the voice of their gladness is dumb

THE MIGNONETTE AND THE OAK.

I marked a child—a pretty child,

A gentle bine-eyed thing;
She sowed the scented mignonette
One sunny day in spring;

And while the tiny grains she sowed,
The stream of thought thus sweetly flowed;

" On this dear bed the dew shall fall.

And yon bright sun shall shine:

'Twill spring, and grow and blossom then;
And it will all be mine !"

And the fair thing laughed in childish glee,

To think what a harvest hep's should be.

I saw a man an acorn plant

Upon the hillside bare
;

No spreading branch, no shading rock
Lent friendly shelter there ;

And thus as o'er the spot he bow'd
I heard him, for he thought aloud

:

' Frail thing ! ere glossy leaf shall grace
Thy wide and sturdy bough,

I may be laid amid the dead
As low as thou art now

;

Yet wilt thou rise in rugged strength

And crown this barren height at length."

Each had a hope : the childish heart
Looked to a summer's joy

;

The manly thought, .strong and mature,
Looks to futuHty.

*

Each trusts to nature's genial power
;

He wants a forest, she a flower.

Who sows the seeds of heavenly truth,

And doubts Almighty power?
Will years less surely bring the oak
Than months the summer flower?

Then sow, although no fruit you see,

God, "in due time," will raise the tree.

They died—ay ! they died ; and we things that are
now.

Who walk on the turf that lies over their brow.
Who make in their dwellings a transient abode.
Meet the changes they met on their pilgrimage road.

Yes hope and despondence, and pleasure and pain.
Are mingled together in sunshine and rain

;

And the smile and the tear, the song and the dirge.
Still follow each other, like surge upon surge.

'Tis the wink of an eye, 'tis the draught of a breath.
From the blossom of health to the paleness of death.
From the gilded saloon to the bier and the shroud

—

O, why should the spirit of mortal be proud ?

Going to Headquarters.

Before the Reformation in Scotland,
old gentlewoman, who had seen her be

days, was reduc.'d to the necessitv of tal

a small moorland farm under the Ear
Huntly, ancestor of the Duke of Gordon,
this barren spot the widow and her two a

by their unwearied industry, contrived
glean a scanty subsistence. But, miser
as this dependance was, they were likel;

be depi ived of it by the practices of a gre!

ruthless land servant, or factor, as he
nominated in Scotland. This unfeelin

strained every nerve to di.spossess the wi(

and her orphan children, and adopted i

method to att;'.in his object, raising the
almost beyond their means of pa3ing.

In this emergency she applied to seV'

persons who were said to possess the favo

the Earl ; but all in vain. Seeing ruii

table, she summoned up resolution to wai
his lordship herself The Earl, who W8
man of bluff, open, and generous disposit

received her with great kindness, and,

some conversation, found her to be a per

of superior sense and worth, and expree

much surprise that the poorest of his cot fa!

should be occupied hj one who had raosti

viously moved in a higher sphere.

"But," quoth the worthy nobleman
must dine with me and my family to-day

must let them see what sort of stuff at 1<

one of my tenants is made of."

The astonished widow was very reluct

to accept the invitation ; but the Earl wc
not be denied. She had the good fortiin'

makeherselfequallyacceptableto thecouD'
and all the family. After dinner she "'

shown over the castle, and finally was c

ducted into the chapel, where there

lack of images. Bat fearfully scandal!
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the feelings of the good woman when
ig in front of the Virgin Maty, she saw
oble hostess and children sinlv down be

t, as if u signal had been given for theii

idiate prostration. When they had ended
devotions, they were equally astonished

e unbending posture and horrified looli

sir heretical guest.

e Earl, who had been absent, now made
ppearance. Seeing how matters stood,

ked her how she could be so neglectful

duty to the Holy Virgin. Where could
nd such an all sufficient intercessor for

I creatures as the blessed mother of our
?

lease your honors," quoth she, "allow
answer ye in a homely waj% but—by
favor—not so far, I reckon, from the

ct in hand. Ye well know, my lord,

I have a small farm under your lordship
;

"or some years hard we had striven, my
boys and myself, to make two ends meet.
as our comforts have been, they have
seasoned with content, which is a' plea-

though uncommon, drop in the cup of

rty ;
but, now we are to b« turned out of

md homo by a factor who shuts his

the widow's cry. !,• loo, have made
ications to intercessors of well known
r and fiivor with your honorable lord-

I have applied to little Sandy Gordon,
jot neither solace nor satisfiction from
In short, all has proved vanity and

tion of spirit. Before I and my bairns go
the sport of the winds of heaven I,

do what 1 should have done at the out-

I applj' to the great Gordon himself."
judicious and touching appeal produced

feet on the noble persons to whom it was
); The widow -and her sons obtained a
lease of an excellent fiirm, on a rent
ly nominal, and it is believed that her
sndants enjoy it to this very day.
10 common people in Aberdeenshire bo-

the conversion of the Gordon family
the Roman Catholic to the Protestant
ion to be in no small degree owing to the
e pithy address.

—

Southern Presbyterian,

emper at Home.— I have peeped into quiet
lors" where the carpet is clean and not
and the furniture polished and bright

;

rooms" where the chairs are deal and
loor carpetless ; into "kitchens" where
Family live, and the meals are cooked and
p, ami the boys and girls are as blithe as
jrows in the thatch overhead ; and I see

lit is not so much wealth, nor learning,
Clothing, nor servants, nor toil, nor idle-

; nor town, nor country, nor rank, nor
on—as tone and temper that make life

us or miserable, that render home happy
•re tc h ed.

—

Selected.

1 the course of a long and varied experi-
I, largely devoted to study and observa-

,
I have learned that there is one rule

lOut exception. Whenever a man is going
sake a speech in favor of having "more
n-shops, or against any restriction, es-

ally if he is himself a distiller or a brewer,
ever fails to begin, " I am as ardent and
3re a friend of temperance as anybody."
) when a man begins by saying: "I am
rdent friend of this or that cause, or so

T, or what not," I say to myself, "Now
society is going to have a hard time of it;"

I am never disappointed.

—

Selected.

For "The Friend.'^

The Meeting at Firbank Chapel and its Results.

(CoDtinued from page 203.)

For " The Friend."
, feel Confirmed in tho assurance that in men-

The Silence of all Flesh. |tal silence only is to be felt that peace and
The following is extracted from a letter joy and union with our Maker which is and

written many years ago, and found among ever will be the Ciiristian's only hope and
the papers of one who was reviewing the ac- confidence in the solemn and certain hour of
cumulated papers of a lifetime. dissolution."

" I have met with some reflections of a
young woman of seventeen, found among her
pupers after her decease; I think they are
worth penning, and will no doubt interest theo
more than my own composition.

|

Ashasbeen already noticed in thesesketches,
"About a twelvemonth ago I remember it was not untd Thomas Camm was shut up

feeling an inexpressible sweetness and resig- In prison for his testimony to the truth, that
nation. I thiiik I then knew what is meant he found K-isiire from his many labors to pre-
in the Scripture by the words 'the silence of pare a memorial of his honored father John
all flesh;' a feeling very difficult to attain, Camm, and of his endeared fri<-nd John Aud-
but which I am convinced every Christian land. To his imprisonments and labor-* some
must strive for until it is attained. For many reference was made in the account Of his wife
months past I have believed it my duty to do Anne. The following outline of his course
so— to endeavor to feci a mental stillness, or through life, and of the blessed end of his

a total resignaion of feeling and cessation earthly pilgrimage, crowned with n glorious
from thinking, and in this state to wait for prospect of eternal felicity, is taken from
tho influence and teachings of Divine Grace Piety Promoted.
and Truth in the heart. When we attain "Thomas Camm, late of Camsgill, in the
this stillness, the H0I3' Spirit directs us what ' count}' of Westmoreland, was born in the j'ear

to do, what to pray for, and how to pray; 1641, of honest, religious, and godly parents,
and shows us when vocal supplication is re-

1 was well educated, and from his childhood in-

quired of us and when secret tnental prayer clined to be religious, am) sought after the
is most acceptable to the Father of Spirits, best things. He delightid in the company of
I have often felt anxious to know what is the best, or most religious sort of people ; and
real religion, and have entreated my heavenly [in his tender years 1 he Jjord was pleased to

guide to lead me into it, however painful visit him with the light of the day springing
a surrender of heart and life may be; for from on high, and thereby convinced him of
without that there is no lasting peace to be his blessed and unchangeuble truth; even in

found ; and no preparation for the enjoyment the morning of tho day to these latter ages
of tho Divine Presence in a state of holiness 'of the world; and after some time called hira

hereafter. I have at different times been do-
j forth into the work of tho ministry, for which

sirous to know whether that profession in I the Lord fitted him. Being thus visited and
which I have been educated is the right one called of God, he counted nothing too near or
for me to retain, and whetherany other could dear to ]>art with for truth's sake; but left

be more acceptable to God forme; I never'all to follow the Lord, and with his whole
made use of vocal supplications on the sub- [strength and substance was given up to serve
ject but I believe my secret prayers were ac- him, and faithfully to do the work he was
cepted by Him who knows the sincerity in called to. The Lord who had called him to

which they wore addressed. After waiting such a groat and glorious work, as preaching
to bo instructed my desires are at length the everlasting gospel, did fitly qualify him
fully answered, for inward revelation assures for tho same, pouring forth upon him of his

me that mine must be a relii^ion of stillness holy spirit, and endued him wiih divine wis-

and total resignation of self ; that whether tho idom, whereby he was made an able preacher
feeling of devotion excited be that of prayer, jof tho word of life to many, and could divide

praise, gratitude or adoration, I must be im- it aright, according to the states of tho people

ediately influenced by the Spirit of Christ

before I can feel union and communion with

my heavenly Father which (whether words
are used or not) alone constitutes the essence

of true worship. I fool convinced that what-
ever the outward form of worship may be,

the only true and acceptable offering is a sac-

rifice of the heart, and tho more I feel of de-

votional Spirit the more I am led to bo stiil,

and not look for instrumental aid; for I feel

that Christ, the inward teacher and Comforter,
is all-sufficient, and that He is waiting to do
mo good. In these precious moments I should

feel any ministry a burden that was not

prompted by the immediate inspiration of the

Holy Spirit ; for any but such ministry must
break that inward stillness in which the Di-

vine will is made known to us and heavenly
consolation is administered. I often keep
silence (mentally) that I may renew my
strength, then I mount upward as on 'eagle's

wings.' Till within the last year 1 knew but

little if any of this stillness, and my devotion

consisted chiefly of supplication and praise

and sometimes of gratitude to the Supreme
Being. Now on a bed of sickness, perhaps
of death, (being in a very precarious state), I

As he was thus called and qualified, so he
was diligent and laborious in the work of the
Lord in many parts of this nation, and was
made instrumental to convince and establish

many in the way of truth. His doctrine was
sound, and his delivery powerful

; and though
his testimony was not with the enticing words
of men's wisdom, yet it was in the demonstra-
tion of that divine power, which reached the
witness of God in the hearts of the hearers.

"Great and manj' were the sufferings be
met with, and ho very patiently bore and
went through them, of many sorts and kinds,

as imprisonments, spoiling of goods, mockings
and scoffings from those without, and suffer-

ing among false brethren. In all which he
stood firm and faithful in his testimony for

truth, approving himself a true follower of
Jesus Christ, suffering joyfully for his name's
sake, who had counted him worthy, not only
to believe, but to suffer for Him. As he was
a man wonderfully endued with heavenly and
divine wisdom, so he was a man of great

humility, very much laboring for love and
unity amouiist brethren, and whore anything
appeared tending to a breach of it, be alwaj's

used his utmost endeavors to put a stop there-
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to, approving himself to bo a man of peace,

and always labored for it, both in the church

and also amongst all sorts of people.

" He was a man beloved of God, and by all

good men who knew him. Ho was a nursing

father to many, encouraging every thing that

was good in the least child ; but very zealous

against every appearance of evil ;
especially

against that which in any wise tended to the

laying waste of that testimony which the

L'ird°required his people to bear, being zeal-

ously concerned to keep his testimony clear

in every branch of it. He was a man well

qualified for di>cipline, and labored very much

to promote it, for the encouragement of those

who were weak, and to bring to judgmetit

those that were loose, and would let their

testimony fall. He was very zealous against

that antiithristian yoke of tithes, and though

he suffered very much on that account, yet

he stood faithful to the last, and rejoiced in

his sufferings upon that and all other accounts things. A thousand dollars served as a

for truth's sake ''^'"- °^ father, mother, and three ch

"Though in the latter part of his time he But the mother was the creator of a home
;

was attended with much bodily weakness,
|

her relations with her children were the mos

which through his manyhard labors, travels, beautiful I have ever seen. Even the dull

and suflferinfTs, was come upon him, yet such and commonplace man was lifted up and en

was his zealfor truth, and love for the friends abled to do good wo, k for .ouls by the atmo

of it, that he was willing to spend his time sphere which this woman c"-'^'^ «d
J
everj^ '"

" mate of her house involuntarily looked int

to this very day; that I, such a poor, weak,

creature, should be enabled to hold out,

and go through those many trials, travails,

sufferings and exercises, both inward and out

ward, of various kinds, that have fallen to my
lot. It has indeed been the Lord's doings,

who is and has been all along my buckler and

my shield. He shall have the prai.se and the

glory of all, for He alone is worthy of it, for

ever and for evermore.'

"His distemper continuing, and his bodily

strength growing weaker, so that there was
little likelihood of his recovery, he gave very

plain and distinct directions concerning his

burial, as one not much concerned at his ap-

proaching departure."

(To be continued.)

A Perfect Home.—The most perfect home
I ever saw was a little house into the sweet

ncense of whose altar fires went no costly

}'ear'e

ildren.

which is not however a true lark, but
ing—a pretty bii d, nearly as large as a thi

of a mottled brown color, with a light st

over the eyes, and an irregular black

round the neck. The natural habits of

bird are characterized by familiarity

;

they have received the name of Pako, oi

eight brothers, from the Chinese, because

usually seen in small parties togel

The bird is livelj', good nutured and ei

tamed ; but it is none of these qualities w
specially endear it to the Chinese, the

they all add to its attractions. It is its po'

of mimicry which render the Shantung I

so popular. They have, it is said, a
^

natural song, not unlike that of a skyl

which I should doubt ; but they easilj' 1<

to imitate all mannerof out of-the-way sooi

They will bark like a dog, mew like

crow like a cock, or cough and sneeze li

human being. Nor are powers of speech

nied to them, for thej' learn to talk wit

much facility as a parrot. It is no

therefore, that well-educated birds coram

a good price. 1 have known one
boat for which 25 dollars has been offi

and refused ; and I am credibly informed

good birds fetch 50 or even 100 dollars,

plumage being considered by good judge

one of their important points.
nd streno-th for and in the service of truth mate ot her house involuntarily looKea inio one ot their important j90«nfs.

which helaithfully performed, to the comfort ,
her face for the keynote of the day and it Although this bird is the universal favc

and edification of the churches of Christ. always rang clear. From the ^osM or in China, there are in the bird-shops m:

"On the 17th of the 11th month 1707 clover leaf, which, in spite of her hard house- other interesting species. Among these i

having been in the love of God to visit seve! work, she always found time to put by our be particularized the fork-tailed Parus (i

ral meetings in the upper end of Lancashire, plates at breakfast, down to the story she had fhrix Mens), a bird which, if it could be

fw attemper upon'hik' I After some few days quick brain, lovin

il grew
bore

^^ __^ „„ „ , ,^ heart, and exquisite face also equals in size, but has a stouter

w'^more videuTand h'i7d upon him 7'he had been added the appliances of wealth and As only a dollar was demanded f..r

I with much patience, and continued in the enlargements of wide culture hers would these birds, including a good cage and abt

a weakly distempered state of body for five have been absolutely the ideal home. As it ance of seed, it is noi wSnderful that sev^

or six weeks takincr very little natural food, was, it was the best I had ever seen.—Je/e/i
j

were purchased in the hope of bringing tt

nor getting much sfeep orrest at nights; yet Bunt, in Interior. |^afely through the homeward voyage to E

could walk up and down his chamber, and

was always pretty cheerful, and freely re

signed to the - .-
•

land. Being an insectivorous bird, howe"

A Reliable Blind Leader.—During the preva-! I always had strong misgivings of the res

fl of God often saying, 'I lence of one of those dense fogs which have land eventually they all died before reach

neither desire to live nor to' die, but am well, been ao frequent lately in London, a gentle
j

the Cape, except one which survived a :

content, however it shall please the Lord to man was trying to find his way out of Hyde days later, and this noiwithstatjding tl

order it' firther saying 'If the Lord see, Park. He knew the road well in ordinary were fed with some half dozen living 1

meet, or 'have yet any farther service for me I weather, but was unable to find it in the fog, nearly every day.
, „ ^ ,

to do it is easy with Him to raise me up which prevented his seeing a yard ahead. Atl But the most remarkable feature in

airain- but his will be done, I am very well length he met a man of whom he inquired Lci-thrix was a curious habit they hac

conteiit I bless the Lord' his way. "Come with me," said the man; turning somersaults on their perch. Thn

"Near the conclusion of his days, he said " I can show you the way
;
the fog does not ing the head far back they would turn o^

'I have great peace and satisfaction, in that affect me; I am blind. Iheraan who could touching momentarily the ba.s of the cag.

I have done the will of God. I do not know see surrendered himself to the guidance of passing, and alight on their feet, either on

that I have much more to do, the time of my the man who could not see, and was led safely floor of the cage or on their perch, repeal

departure seems to draw nigh ; but I am well to his destination. It is thus that men learned the operation rapidly and constantly, and

s'Uisfied I bless the Lord, I can say with in philosophy and scientific knowledge have unfrequently turning over in little more tl

the apostle "I have fought a good fight; I sometimes been led in the ways of God by their own length. When I first noticed t

have finished my course; I have kept the
|

men whose educational attainments and natu- f.-eak

faith; henceforth there is laid up for me a'ral abilities are inferior to \^-^ "" ^T,nl,«

crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the 10: 21.)— Christian Mirror.

righteous Judge, shall give me at that day.

and not to me only, but to them also that love

his appearing." '

' One da}', he being alone in his chamber,

• Nalural Ilistory, Science, &c.

Tame birds in China.—The Chinese are very

fond of keepinir tamo birds ; and it is a com-

his son John Moore came and sat down by mon sight to see a Chinaman leisurely walk-

him, and asked him how he did; he answered, ing the streets with his birdcage, usually

' I am but weakly of body, but strong in the round and arched, upon the open palm of his

inner man, blessed be the Lord, who hath
|

hand, the wrist being bent back and the palm

been my support and strength hitherto.' He] upward. He loves thus to give his bird an

then ftirthcr said, ' I have been pondering in airing, us well as to exhibit his treasure, which

my mind, and meditating of the wonderful [is not unfrequently of considerable value.^ The

bird shop, I sot it down as a mat
(Luke of education; but I have since found t

every individual has the same habit, althot

some tumble better than others.

Canaries are also plenty in the bird-sho

but Japan seems to bo the paradise of

canar}' bird. The " Scylla," homeward bou

was like an aviary; on a sunny af'ternoo

have counted 50 or 60 cages on deck, few c

taining less than two, and some as manj

seven 'or eight birds, all singing in choi

Tho attraction was that in Japan good si

ing canaries could be purchased at the rati

anitzeboo. or about one shilling and sis pe

„..d unspeakable mercies and loving-kindnesses bird thus favored is, in nine cases out of ton, leach ;
and the sailors, therefore, had m

of God, to me extended all my life long, even the Shantung Lark {Acridolheres cristatellus), their bay where they found the sun shim
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lie Grackle (Gracula religiosa), called in

j)
parts the Mina, is a favorite bird, much

I

red in Sioijapore and Borneo. It is ns

k asa ja(tk-daw, black, with long feet, and
krellow wattles on each side of the head
fa member of the starling family. The

iirs
of imitation of the human voice pos-

d by this bird are truly remariiahle. The
roor of Labiian possessed one which was
i)d specimen of its class. At ray first visit

pvernment House, just as I reached the

L I heard a loud and perfectly distinct

[ shout out, " Orderly, call the boy ;" and
1, "What do j'ou want him for?" very
ily enunciated ; and this was immediately
Iseded by a loud laugh and a sonorous

tie. I looked in vain for the sourcj of this

pmly exhibition ; and when, presently,

xmesounds proceeding from the verandah,
jnt out to see what they meant, the inno-

llooking bla'k bird hopping about de

ly in a wicker cage would never have
Isuspeeted, had he not burst into a hoirse

a the moment my back was turned. They
imitate a child crying in a m)si painfully

|:al manner; and their mimicry of the

in voice is far superior to that of a parrot.

flingwood's Naturalist in. China,

'rican Bee-hives.— In these forests we en-

tered the artificial bee hives so commonly
with all the way from this to Angola.
' consist of about five feet of the bark of

B fifteen or eighteen inches in diameter,

incisions are made right round the tree,

kints five feet apart, then one longitudinal

jrora one of these to the other; the vvork-

|next lifts up the bark on each side of this

[and detaches it from the trunk, taking
Inot to break it until the whole comes
1 the tree. The elasticity of the bark

ia it assume the form it had before ; the

b sewed or pegged up with wooden pins,

jSnds made of coiled grass-rope are in-

[d, one of which has a hole for the ingress

e bees in the centre, and the hive is com-
I. The hives are placed in a horizontal

lion on high trees in different parts of the

!t, and in this way all the wax exported
Benguela and Loanda is collected. It

the produce of free-labor. A "piece of

icine" is tied round the trunk of the

[and proves sufiicient protection agiiinst

;'es. The natives seldom rob each other.

I

Livingstone.

hat will it avail thee, O soul, when thou
!8t before the great and final tribunal, to

such a man professed great sanctity, but

ja hypocrite: therefore, I was tempted
liit the service of the living God, and serve

nemy? This will never ju.stify thee at

Ijates of heaven, nor procure thee adc
'3 therein.

—

J. Scott.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 1,

PHILADELPHIA YEARLY MEETING.
(Concluded from page 296.),

>on after the opening of the meeting on
jd day morning, a Friend expressed the

|ern he had long felt as to the situation of

Society; and the desire, that we might
prm all the services required of us. H
[ested the appointment of a committee to

prepare a document afresh holding up to view
the spiritual doctrines of the gospel us held

by our early members; and that this be sent

to all the bodies of Friends. This opened the

way for some expression of views by different

Fri'-nds. 8ome united with the proposition

as brought forward ; others thought, if such

an essay were prepared, it would be safer to

address it to Friends generally; and others,

that the time had not yet come for taking
anystepofthe kind. The belief was expressed

that ere long, the stepping stones would bo

visible and the meeting be enabled to move
forwari.
Nothing occurred to unsettle the meeting,

or disturb its harmony ; and after suflficieni

time had been si>ent on this subject, the

Q teries and Ansvvers were taken up. These
were read and considered as far as the sixth,

inclusive. The deficiencies reported were
similar to those of former years in number
and character. We w.-re fervently exhorted

to the observance of the first commandment,
to love the Lord above all, as the means of

imbuing us with the love of the brethren, and
leading us to the avoidance of all things whicu
are wrong. The duty of endeavoring to help

those who were negligent as to the perform-

ance of their religious duties was pressed upon
our attention, and counsel was extended to

those affected by drowsiness in meetings, and
to those who absented themselves at the time

sot apart for Divine worship.

The meeting was a comfortable one.

In the afternoon a very large meeting of

the younger and middle-aged members was
held by appointment, in which much counsel

and labor were ex;ended to stir them up to

greater faithfulness and earnestness. Yet th

service of the meeting was not felt to have
been fully accomplished—partly on account
of several communications from others, whieh
occupied time and prevented those on whose
concern the meeting had been appointed fro

oblaining full ri/lief.

On Fourth-day the remaining Queries and
answers were read and considered. Much ad-

vice was given in reference to moderation in

business ;
and Friends were cautioned against

the tendency to continually enlarge their busi

ness with the accumulation of profits. They
were reminded of the former custom that pre

vailed among business men in Pniladelphia to

retire from active labor in proper season, and
thus to make an opening for others to find

the means of supporting their families. The
danger of becoming imbued with a worldly

spirit was brought into view, and earnest ex
hortations were given to seek first the king
dom of heaven and the righteousness thereof,

in the faith that there would be added thereto

all things that were necessary for us.

The solemnizing, melting power ot the Lord
was preciously extended over the assembly,

and many hearts were made to rejoice in this

evidence of Divine favor.

The reports on education showed 881 chil

dren of school age. It was felt to be important

that these should be trained in a manner con

sistent with our religious profession, and tht

subject vvas again referred to the care of sub

ordinate meetings.

The reports on spirituous liquors stated

that 40 of our members during the past year

bad either partaken of them as a drink or had

handed them to others for that purpose. To
show the advance that had been made on th

subject, a Friend stated that when an inquiry

was instituted in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
fifty or sixty years ago, it was found that

there were fourteen of our members who had
distilleries, and about one hundred who sold

liquors. Now there are none of either of these

classes, and but few left who drank them at

all. As the meeting had approved of the

issuing by the Mooting for Sufferings of the

Address on Intoxicating Drinks, it was thought
to be more consistent to make the annual in-

quiry on this subject include the use of any
intoxicating liquor, instead of confining it as

heretofore to the use of distilled spirituous

liquors. This eidargement of the fi.ld of in-

quiry and labor was therefore directed.

On Fifth-day morning a meeting for wor-
ship was held as usual in three of the'city

houses.

In the afternoon, after making a slight

alteration in the minute on intoxicating li-

quors, the report of the committi-e in charge
of Westtown Boarding School was read. Tnis

was interesting and satisfactory. The honlth

and good order of the family had been well

maintained. A regulation had been adopted
requiring the girls to spend a portion of each

day (except in stormy weather) in the open
air, and a sj'steni of physical exercises had
been practised by them under the care of one

of the teachers. The religious interests of

the pupils had been watched over by the com-
mittee ; and the financial exhibit of the year's

operations showed a small balance in favor of

the school. This was due to the appropria-

tion of $2000 made by the Yearly Meeting to

its funds, which was again directed to be made.
The income of a fund of $15,000, left to iha

school by our late friend Rith Anna Cope,

had been set apart to pay for the education

at Westtown of cbildr.-n belonging to other

Yearly Meetings. During the year, the Com-
mittee had received tiotioe that the residuary

part of the estate of our late friend Charles

Evans, had been left by his will to this school,

in whose prosperity he had long felt a deep

interest. A Friend who had been connected

with the school, both as a pupil and as a mem-
ber of the Committee, bore strong testimony

to its value, and especially pressed on the at-

tention of parents the importance of those re-

straints as to attire which it laid upon the

girls, and the value to them of the training

which they received at this iiistit tion, and

of the protection which it afforded from the

unsettling effects on their minds of too much
mingling in society in their young years.

The report of the Indian Committee was
also interesting and encouraging. The Board-

ing School at Tunes;issa had been kept filled

with pupils, and bad been doing well. Many
had applied lor admittance beyond the 30

which there was room to accommodate. The
Committee had advised with the Indians in

reference to the leases which thoy had given

for lots in the town of Salamanca. The re-

port was very natisfaciory, and $1000 was
appropriated to assist in carrying on the con-

cern.

The special committee on that subject had
asisted in the education under the care of the

Society of 98 children during the past year.

The Committee was continued, with an ap-

propriation of $1200 for their use.

The Committee on the Treasurer's Report

proposed raising $4000 for the coming year,

which with the two appropriations last rai-n-

tioned, made the amount of the quotas of the

'Quarterly Meetings $6200.
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The. trustees of the Shrewsbuiy Meeting-

house were authorized to apply to the Legis-

lature of New Jersey for power to sell the

property.

The lively and interesting memorial of our

late friend John P. Balderston, of Notting-

ham, Maryland, hrought feelings of solemnity

over the meeting, with a sense of the blessed-

ness of such a glorious prospect of futurity as

be was favored with as the end of life drew

near. Its reading was sweetly compared by

one Friend to ointment poured forth. Another

Friend referred to the total change of charac-

ter and life which followed the remarkable

visitation of Divine Grace with which he was
favored in his early manhood without inslru-

meulal means, and pres-<ed on his hearers the

necessity of knowing the work of the Spirit

to be thoroughly performed, so that they might

be brought into a true knowledge of God and

fellowship with Him.
Like all the sessions which have preceded

it, that held this alternoon was a solid and
comfortable season.

The final meeting was on Sixth-day. A
misunderstanding of the real meaning or effect

of the paragraph on Love and Unity adopted

earlier in the week led to its being again read.

After some remarks on the subject, the decision

to j)lace it in the Book of Discipline was re-

affirmed.

The Committee to bring forward the names
of Friends to fill the vacancies in the Meeting
for Sufferings caused by the death of Charles

Evans and Charles Williams, proposed the

appointment of William Evans and William

P. Townsend, which was united with.

The minute of the state of Society prepared

by the Committee for that purpose was satis-

factory to the meeting.

The Address on Intoxicating Drinks was
read, and was acceptable apparently to all,

though a few verbal criticisms were made by
one or two, who united with the document as

a whole.
During the latter part of the meeting a

solemn covering was mercifully spread over

us, and vocal thanksgiving was offered for

that exteubion of Divine favor which had
enabled the meeting to transact its business

with dignity and harmony to the honor ot

its holy head. Some short and lively exhor-

tations and acknowledgments of the Divine
goodness wore made by different Friends

—

and the concluding minute was read.

A feeling of comfort and of thankfulness

we believe was generally prevalent among
those present.

SUMMAR'S OF EVENTS.
United States.— On the 19th ult., the town of

Marshfield, Mo., was almost entirely destroyed by a

cyclone, which was also .the cause of much loss of life

and property in the vicinity. In the town above men-
tioned, only twenty houses out of two hundred were left

standing, and mu.st of these more or less damaged.
Upwards of eighty persons were killed, and many more
seriously injured. Professor Tice, who examined the

phenomena of the tornado, reports that there is evidence
ever} where along the track of the storm, that a wave of

water dowed in the rear of the "cloud spouts." Per-
sons who encountered the storm, say the water w.is very
cold.

On the 24lh, 3342 immigrants landed at Castle Gar-
den—making a total for the week of ]G,305, and for the

month, to date, of 33,852. The steamship Strasburg,

which arrived at Baltimore on the 25th, brought 1904
immigrant.^ from Germany, Austria and Scandinavia.
It is said this is the largest number brought across the

Atlantic by one ship in a single voyage. They are all

for the Western States.

The exports of domestic breadstuffs from the United American relief ship Constellation and distribntm

States during last month were valued at $19,974,719; cargo at different stations on the south and west(

and for the last nine month, $182,038,226. 1 of Ireland.

The number of different kinds of postage stamps' At the inquiry before the Board of Trade int

which have been hitherto issued all over the world, is Tay Bridge disaster, the civil engineer, who bad co

estimated at 6000. The collection preserved in the of the work during its construction, said the sup

Museum of the Berlin post-offices, included, on 7th mo. of the bridge were insufficient. Another said,
"

1st, 1879, 4498 specimens. Of these 2462 were from not think the bridge was brought down by wind pre

Europe, 441 from Asia, 251 from Africa, 1143 from alone; there must have been some weak points in

America, and 201 from Australia. Nineteen fishermen were drowned on the Sec

Six men perished by the capsizing of a life-boat near coast, during a gale on the 21st ult.

Huron City, Michigan, on the 23rd ult. During the past week thirteen large steamships

The forest fires in New Jersey and Virginia, have 'left the Mersey for North American ports, with ai

been extinguished by the people, aided by showers of number of passengers, and considerable general car

rain. Most of them are boimd for the United States. Tl

Six regular steamers cleared at New York, for trans- believed to be unprecedented,

atlantic ports on the 24th ult., all with heavy cargoes of
|

The total exports from Great Britain of iron

domestic products, including 2000 head of cattle, 1700 steel to all countries, for 3J mo. 1880, was 387,305

sheep, 200 hogs, 7500 quarters fresh beef, 2500 carcasses The United States, which received only 109 tons of '

of sheep, and 600 dres.sed hog^. way iron in the first three months of 1878, and lid

A fire in the town of Hull, opposite Ottawa, Ont., on 1879, had increased its imports to 43,367 tons ai

the 21st, destroyed over 700 houses, and rendered over jclose of the first three month of the present yeai

4000 people homeless. The loss is estimated at $2,500,- coming England's best customer.

000. Four persons perished. Para.—In the Chamber of Deputies a

A serious disaster occurred on the night of the 21st, 'at lea.st a year's military service be obligatory fo

at the Madison Square Garden, in New York, where a priests who shall hereafter be ordained, was i

fair was being held for the benefit of one of the hospitals, urgent, and was referred to a select committee.

Part of the front wall gave way, and the roof fell in.

Three persons were killed, and several wounded.
The Treasury Department has directed the transfer

of $5,500,000 in gold bullion from New York to the

Philadelphia Mint, to be coined into eagles and half

Thirty-four of the forty-one life-saving stations along
the New Jersey coast, have been closed this week.
The number of deaths in this city during the past

week was 350. Of this number 189 were adults and
161 children—28 being under one year of age.

Markets, &c.—15. S. sixes, 1881, 106}; do. 5's, regis-

tered, 102| ; coupon, 103| ; 4J's, 109 ; 4'8, 107J-.

Cotton.—There was very little movement, and prices

favor buyers. Sales of middlings at 12} a 12| cts. per
pound.
Wool.—Penna. and Ohio, xx and above, 54 a .56 cts.;

X, 52 a 55 cts.
; J blood, 60 a 65 cts.

; } blood, 55 a 60
cts. Fine unwashed, 33 a 42 cts. ; medium do., 43 a 45
cts. Combing—washed fleece, 60 a 62 cts.; unwashed,
45 a 50 cts. New York. Michigan and Wisconsin,
about 2 a 3 cts. less than foregoing, and Illinois, Iowa
and Minnesota, 4 a 5 cts. less.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7} cts. in barrels, and refined 7J
cts. for export, and 7J a 8 cts. per gallon for home use.

Linseed oil, American, 80 a 81 cts. Lard, 61 a 63 cts.

;

sperm, winter, $1.90 a $1.95 per gallon.

Flour is in better demand but prices unchanged

—

Minnesota extra, $.5.37J a $6; Penna. family, iS-SO a

»6 ;
western do., $5.75 a •f6.25 ; Ohio, high grade, i^6 75

a *7, and patents, $6.50 a $7.50. Rye-flour $4.25 a

$4.37
.J
per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat irregular and lower. Sales of 15,000
bushels, including red at $1.31, and amber $1.32. Rye,
83 cts. Corn is dull and easier. Sales of mixed at 52
ct.s.

;
yellow, 53 a 53^ cts. ; white, 63 ct.s. Oats inactive

but firm. White, 44 a 474 cLs.

Seeds.—Clover, 6 a 7 cts. per lb.; flaxseed, $1.80;
timothy, $2.20 a *2.25.

Hay and straw.—Prime timothy, $1 a $1.15 per 100
pounds ; mixed, 90 cts. a $1 ; straw, $1.35 a $1.50 per
100 pounds.
The receipts of cattle at the various Philadelphia

yards for the past week were : Beeves 2950 head ; sheep
and lambs 6,000 head ; hogs 5,500 head ; fresh cows 180
head.

Beeves.—Market dull and prices } c. per lb. lower on
all grades. Sales at 3 a 5J cts. per lb., as to quality.

Fresh cows moderately active^at $20 to $60 per head.
Sheep.—Market firmer, 5J a 7i cts. per pound.
Lambs in demand at 6 a 11 cts. per pound. Latter

price for spring.

Hogs were in demand, but prices lower, 6} a 7 cts.

was paid according to quality.

Foreign.— Great Britain.—The Queen has accepted

the resignation of Lord Beaconstield as Prime Minister,

and sent for Lord Hartington to the castle. Harting-
ton advised the Queen to summon Gladstone to form a

Cabinet, which was accordingly done. The following

appointments have been definitely made: Earl Gran-
ville, Secretary of Slate for Foreign Department ; the

Marquis of Hartington, Secretary of Slate for India
;

H. C. E. Childers, Secretary of State for War; Lord
Selborne, Lord High Chancellor; Wm. E. Forster,

Chief Secretary for Ireland ; Lord Northbrook, First

Lord of rlie Admiralty.
Arrangements have been made for discharging the

Berlin.—Two hundred and fifty tons of piscat

material, valued at £10,000, has already arrived)

America, and been placed in the International Fia

Exhibition.

South America.—The Chilians have occupied

quegua, Cuesta, de Los Angelas, and Torato, and(
mand the roads leading to Arequipa.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Summer Session of the School will com
on Second-day, the 3rd of Fifth month.

Pupils who have been regularly entered and wh
by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets

depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Raili

corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets, li

their names to the Ticket-agent there, who is I

with a listof the pupils for that purpose. In such

the passage, including the stage fare from the Rail

Station, will be charged at the School, to be paii

with the other incidental charges at the close of

term. Tickets can also be obtained of the Treasi

304 Arch street. Conveyances will be at the Sxf

Road Station on Second and Third-days, the 3rd

4th of the month, to meet the trains that leive PI

delphia at 7.45 and 10 A. M., 12.30 and 2.30 p. M.

Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first and 01

nut streets or at Eighteenth and Market If left

!

latter place, it must be put under the care of H. .

ander & Son, who will convey it thence to Thirty-

and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents per trunk, U

paid to them. Those who prefer can have their

gage sent for to any place in the built-up part of

City, by sending word on the day previous (througl

post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexander & Son, S
cofner of 18th and Market Sts. Their charge in i

case for taking baggage to Thirty-first and Ches
streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. For the same ch

they will also collect baggage from the otlicr rail:

depots, if the checht are left at their oflice corner of

and Market Sts. Baggage put under their care, if

perly marked, will not require any attention from

owners, either at the West Philadelphia depot, o

the Street Road Station, hut will be forwarded di

the School. It may not always go on the same, ti

the owner, but it will go on the same day, provided

notice to H. .Alexander & Son reaches them ii

DoRiNG THE Session, pa.s.sengers for the School

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival oi

first train from the City, every day except First-d;

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Erie

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forwai

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock.

Fourth month 24th, 1880.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hall,J
Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bour
Managers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Meeting at Firbaiik Chapel and its Resnits.

(Continued from page 302.)

Seing grown so weak he could not well

long, without some little support, one
ng as he was walking over his chamber
leaning upon his son J. Moore's arm, his

Tembled under him, which he observing.
Dear John, when the pillars of the house
to tremble, there is feeble work. But
blessed are they who, when this earthly
nacle is ready to be dissolved, do assured-

ow that they have a habitation eternal

3 heavens, whose builder and maker the

is; of which, for my part, I bless the
I am well satisfied.'

!i.bout a week before he died, several of
Moore's children being in the room with
he said to them, 'Now I think I must
you. If the Lord had seen meet to spare
little longer, I might have been of ser-

to j'ou in counsel and advice ; but the

I

the great and wise counsellor, as you
your eye to Him above all things, will

)e wanting to you in counsel. I love you
ely, and the blessing of the Almighty rest

you, if it be his will.

lo several times spoke concerning B^au
;

,ime he said, ' Esau's mount was in part
amed and consuming, yet there were
iches still remained ;' and said, ' The Lord
t waste more and more.'

k.nother time he said, ' Faith and patience,

and charity, are excellent virtues; the

, if it be his will, endue his children and
le more and more therewith.'

When he was grown so very weak that

getting his clothes on and off was some-
t difficult and troublesome, he one time
to those about him, 'Dear children, you
^a great deal of troubleand exercise about
ithe Lord be your reward ; but you shall

i little time will put an end to all these

bles, and a happy end it will be for me, I

H it not at all.'

Another time, being some days before he
', John Moore's eldest daughter standing
lim, he took her by the hand, and said,

ar Anna, the Lord will reward thee for

care and pains about me.' Seeing her
Jted with sorrow, as well she might bo for

approaching loss of so near and dear a

id, he farther added, ' Death will not be

nay ; but it will be well with me, the

enemy cannot touch me. The Lord who hath
been with me, and hath borne up my spirit

through and over all the various exercises and
trials of my time ; He will bo with me to the
end ; there is no doubt of it.'

" One time lying upon his bed, in a sweet
and heavenly frame of mind and spirit, he
said, "I have served tho Lord in sincerity,

with all my heart, and with all my soul, and
with all my strength ; hallelujah, hallelujah,

hallelujah.' And so went on praising and
magnifying the Lord, to the melting and
tendering the hearts of all present. After-
wards he said to John Moore, and some others
who were with him, 'Bear me record, I die

in perfect unity with the brethren ; my love

is as firm and true as ever in our Lord Jesus
Christ, the author of our salvation.'

" When grown very weak, being asked how
he did, he would say, ' Weak of body, but

strong in the Lord ;' saying also, ' In Abra-
ham's bosom there is sweet repose.' He divers

times spoke of the efficacy and virtue of the

wine of the kingdom ; and about two days be-

fore he died, ho seemed to be faint, and J.

Moore gave him a little wine to sup, thinking
it might refresh him, but his stomach could

could not bear it. Then looking pretty cheer-

fully at J. Moore, he said, 'Dear John, thou
seest these things will not do ; but one cup of

new wine in the heavenly kingdom, with ray

dear and blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ, will make up all.'

" His strength decaying very fast, he for

the most part lay very still and quiet, as one
waiting for his dissolution, not saying much,
unless when spoken to, and then would answer
very sensibly to what he was asked.

" On the day he died, he was desirous to be
hel|ied out of his bed, but seeing how very
weak he was, he was put off for some time

;

but he still urged it. J. Moore told him, he
doubted he was so weak he could scarcely

bear it without fainting; but those with him
told him, they were willing to help him the

best they could. To which he ro])lied very
cheerfully, ' That is enough : 1 hope tho Lord,

that has been my help in many straits and
difflculties, will also now help me.' So his

clothes were got ready, and by degrees got
most of them on; but before they had quite

done, he was likely to faint : so they sat him
down on the bed-side, and supported him a

little. After a while ho somewhat revived,

and looking about him, he saw J. Moore's
youngest child, betwixt two and three j'oars

old, standing before him a little way off, and
he beckoned with his hand, that she might
come to him, and with a little help he set her
upon his knees, and affectionately kissing and
embracing her, he said, ' God Almighty bless

thee. Tho God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of

Jacob, bless thee, and make thee happy, if it

be his will.' Then after a little time they got
his clothes something better on, and set him
in his chair, where he sat a pretty while;

then growing weary, ho desired to lie down

upon his bed, which ho did, and after a little

time, he was perceived to weaken very fast.

Ho lay still and quiet, not saying any thing
that could be heard or perceived; but draw-
ing his breath sometimes quicker and sorao-

tiraos slower, yet without tho least disturb-

ance, or stoppage of phlegm. He continued
f-o for tho space of 'about six hours; then
stretching himself forth upon his bed, ho de-

parted this life without sigh or groan, as one
falling into a deep sleep, on the 13th day of

tho First month, 1707, betwixt tho hours of

eleven and twelve in the night, being aged
sixty-six years, nine months, and ton days.

" Thus, having fought the good fight, and
finished his course well, ho laid down his head
in peace with the Lord, and is freed from all

his sufferings, sorrows, and afflictions here,

and entered no doubt into tho kingdom of

eternal glory, for ever to live, and magnify,
and praise the great God, world without end.

On tho 15th of the same month, his body was
removed from Eldworth in Yorkshire, where
he died, to his lato dwelling-house at Camsgill,

in Westmoreland, and on the 16tli of the same
month was carried in a solemn manner to

Friends' buryingplaco at Park-end, in Pres-

ton-Patrick, being about half a mile from
Camsgill. It was accompanied thither by
several hundreds of people, both of tho neigh-

borhood, and also many friends out of divers

of the adjacent counties, and was there in-

terred in a decent. Christian manner, there

being a general appearance of sorrow in those

present for the loss of so good and serviceable

a rnan.

"The corpse being interred, all. or most
that wore there, drew into the meeting house,

and bad a precious edifying season together,

the powerful living presence of tho Lord, in

an eminent manner, overshadowing tho as-

sembly, to the tendering and affecting many
hearts. Divers testimonies were then borne,

to the sufficiency of that universal principle

of divine light and grace, which is given to be

a teacher and a leader to all mankind, and is

become the teacher and the leader of all those

who are willing to bo taught and led by it.

But it is, and will be, tho condemnation of all

those who are disobedient to, and rebel against

it, whilst they continue in that state. Also

divers testimonies were borno, concerning this

our dear friend, deceased, as to his faithful-

ness, care, and labor of love in serving God's
heritage; as also with respect to the many
trials, travels, and deep exercises that he had
faithfully gone through in his day and time,

upon truth's account; all which he was en-

abled to perform and go through by the power
and assistance of that divine grace, and Holy
Spirit of God, which he still accounted his

buckler, and his shield, his bow and his battle-

axe, and by and through which, he was what
he was, and to which alone, and not to him
as man, the praise and glory of all was attri-

buted.

"So friends having cleared themselves of
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whatW!i8ni)on theirminds, the meeting broke

up, and friends parted with hearts deeply

atfeeted, and filled with the love and goodness

of God, which had been plentifully shed abroad

amongst them that day; praises, honor, and

glory over all, be given unto God, and to the

Lamb, who sits with him upon the throne,

who is worthy for ever, and for evermore.

—

Amen."

For "The Friend."

Notes of Travel in Europe.

(Contianed from page 298.)

A Visit to Certosa.—On a balmy day in the

Eleventh month we took an open carriage and

drove to the Certosa, a Carthusian convent, a

few miles from Florence towards the south.

Passing through the Porta Romana, our way

lay along the road to the eternal city. Villas

surrounded by high walls, straggling houses,

and all the suburban adjuncts of a great city,

followed us almost to our destination. We
however caught glimpses of the country occa-

sionally, and a yoke of milk white oxen plow-

ing in a vineyard, recalled most vividly "the

old days of Eome." Entering an ancient

gateway we were within the precincts of the

monast'-ry. Many acres were planted with

vegetables and fruit trees, and a few clusters

of grapes hung upon the old walls. A great

pile of buildings surmounted the hill, and pre-

sented a very imposing aspect, viewed from

below, and we found that in addition to being

plunged into the middle of the middle ages,

we were to have a very fine view from the

walls.

We were received by a venerable brother

of the order, who seemed much pleased to

show us the interior. His dress was of white

cloth, with a hood removable at pleasure,

loose easy dress, no doubt, but too femini

for my taste. Of course the "church" was
considered by him most worthy of our atten

tion ; but it was so much like the ordinary
" churches" of Florence, that I looked at it as

did Hawthorne at something of similar charac-

ter, with the "immediate intention of forget-

ting it." However thi.s one has a really beau

tiful pavement of marble, and some fine paint

ings and frescoes, and we could not say with

the same austere writer what he remarked of

many pictures in other places over which so

many silly people think it proper to rhapso

dize, that he could wish " they could be taker

out and reverentlj' burnt." This maj' seem

high treason to high art, but I find many peo

pie have thought the same thought, though

they have failed to express it as vividly and

pertinently.

The crypts beneath interested me more
Several Cardinals with placid faces lay there

extended, their marble eflSgies startling by

their resemblance to their cold forms ere they

were committed to the tomb. But when wo
emerged from these gloomy precincts into a

great square, a vaulted corridor supported by

pillars eutirolj' surrounding it, and walked

among the sweet herbs growing on every side

—rosemary, lavender, thyme — and leaned

over an old well in the centre room, and deep

with time-worn steps of stone, we seemed
troduced to a dim past, when monk and priest

were all powerful in the land, and princes

kissed the dust beneath their feet. Beneath

these corridors looking upon the garden, were
the apartments of the monks— almost all

empty now—for there were but about twenty
inmates in all this vast pile of buildings. Each

division seemed to contain three rooms—

a

central one, perhaps ten feet square, with two
adjoining ones much smaller. In the outer

room were four chairs, a small plain table, a

few drawers and some rude pictures of saints

and martyrs. The next room in point of size

held one chair, and a small desk, with rude

designs upon the walls. The smallest room
was almost empty, and the floors of all were

of brick. A little window in the second room

opened on the corridor, and hero the good

father informed us that the food was passed

through to the penitent inside when his duties

posed by himself or his superiors obliged

him to remain within his cell. Some of the

nterior doors opened upon short covered

walks, from which the country around could

be seen in all its beaut}'. One of these win-

's offered a fine frame to the picture, and

the attendant brother drew our attention to

this, showing that this source of consolation

at least was open to them.

The refectory was long and lofty, paved

;th brick also, and very glo >my. A few

tables prepared for dinner stolid about. Here
1 were obliged to keep silence when at meals,

and from a pulpit upon the wall one of the

brothers read for the edification of the rest

It was a cheerless room, and I was glad to go

down into the pharraacia. Hero quite a busy

scene presented—the only life iu the place

seemed centred here. Bottles of many kinds,
^^^^^^.^^-^ ^ „g_ Ho w refreshing to

tilled with perfumery, cordials nnd essencesj ^^^ ^ ^.,_^ ^^.,,.^.i> ^^^^

awaited customers. Soap, in the shape ot

beautiful lady-apples, pears and pickles, was
quite tempting, and a young man was engaged

u making candy I

Having had a kind of mediseval feeling that

I was living some five hundred years ago, I

was greatly surprised to find behind the glass

case a pile of photographs, and among them
one of the old well in the great square, and

another in which our kind guide, a venerable

good man, judging from his refined face and

gentle manners, and known as Fra Innocent,

was pictured. Upon this the gentle brother

declined to write his name, but whether from

inability, which we could not believe, or from

a vow, or from modesty, we could not know.
On leaving the pile I could not but reflect

how many sad mistakes were made in those

olden times, when talents, worth and active ^ ^ ^
energy, which might have blessed the woild

]

hiunble^obedience to the manifestations of ii

in another sphere, were all buried behind I Holy Spirit, and was therefore enabled,

these old monastic walls. The flowers in the hold forth the encouraging language uij

old monk's garden, the soft sweet air of au- others, follow me as I have endeavored;

turan, the quiet, the peace that reigned there,
!
follow Christ. I think the language of i;

gazed, to see his hair shirt and breviary,

s penmanship, to sit in his veritable cl

and contemplate his picture; and sadden
to look upon the picture of his death by

in the Piazza della Signoria, which huni
the wall, brought those terrible times bd
me, when Florence gave up her bravesti

best to an ignoble faction,, and still 4
ignoble priesthood. Very rarely did I (j|i

that beautiful Piazza, with its grand staU

—Neptune looking down upon histritons:

water nymphs,— Hercules upright in hisgi

strength—the graceful Loggia de'Lanzi wh
assembled Florence listeiied to the stin

appeals of their manislrates and leaders-

Pa'llazo Vecchio with its lofty tower—seK

did I behold all this in our daily wander!

without a thought of the brave monk ^

died for the Truth.

For "The PriM

While fully agreeini^ with a short artiob

this Journal (Vol. Litl), which speaks of"

well preserved old person"— would it not

well for us all, and especially those of us v

have not yet long " borne the burden of lii

to endeavor to guard against encourag"

"wrinkles and deep-set lines" on our faii

and the faces of those around us, by being

anxious about things over which we have-

control ; or by allowing occurreoces which

must meet with in our every-day

those faces which bear conspicuous tracei

their trusting, restful lives—faces which pl»

ly show they are not "serving a hard ilasU

and although on many of these we see I

dear " deep set lines," for which we f'eeU

much love and reverence—yet the}' show tli

I
have learned on ichom to "cast their car

believing " He will not suffer them to

tempted above that they are able to bear.

For "The Frien.

Memoir of Ilannah .llarsli.

BY HER DAUGHTER, PRISCILLA PITT.

(Continncd from page 299.)

"27th of 10th mo. 1836. This day had

interesting letter lent mo to read, giving

account of the decease of «ur beloved frie

and brother in the truth, Edward E. Alex;

der, of Limerick in Ireland. He was (

highly gif\ed of the Lord, bavinir walked

these I shall never forget, nor the lavender apostle not unappropriate to th dedica

•servant, ' I have fought a good fight, I ht

finished my course, I have kept the fai

hich Fra Innocent gave us, nor the

mary, " this for remembrance."
The afternoon f)UDd us at San Marco and

|

henceforth "there is laid up for me,' kc.

the monastery adjoining it. This, too, is a i was favored with unclouded clearness ol

very ancient establishment, but its chief in-gloriousimmortality ; ho was tenderly helQ\

terest lay in the library which had boon en- by very many both in and out of our Socie

riched by the spoil of many ancient libraries and he told some of his friends before hedi

gathered from the suppressed religious houses.
| he believed ho was taken because they mi

Many of the books were very richly illumin-iso much of him. Ah what a lesson! sur

iiled, and the variety i ed endless. Some-
1 we must not rob God of his honor;

times the first page was adorned with a not give his glory to another, neither

nativity or a madonna and child, beautifully
j

praise to graven images, but all the hoi

executed in water-colors, or a few birds were must be ascribed unto Ilim to whom it ev

last woi

praise,
admirably depicted, and on one a deer was lastingly belongs; and with hi

drawn and painted to the life.
]
was our dear friend uttering h

I said the library was the chief object of jcribing all unto Him. Having read mis lei

interest— it was but one of them—for the '

I felt inclined to go and read it in two Frien

room of Savonarola was more to me than all families, which was gratefully acknowledg

the rest. To lean on the little window over- by them. But oh it was my kind heavei

lookingtheArno, out of which he had so often parent who influenced my heart thereto ; m
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d to keep down every thin;^ that is of

ireature, and make mo more humble and
hful. I called at the school ; were
kind and affectionate towards me ; how
ay heart secretlj' rejoice in that this also

ed as from my dear Lord and Master

—

I of the wages which Ho condescends to

to his willing obedient children who do
serve him for naught. Be thankful, O
oul, for mercies past, and humbl3' hope
lore.

8th. Just before beginning to read the

)tures as usual after breakfast, I was
5 sensible of a touch of the Heavenly
cr's love, as in a moment tendering my
t; under a feeling of which it seemed right

no to address our young woman. As times

Reasons are not at our command, safety

IS for me to move in the Master's time, not
rown, how humbling soever these private

of duty may be; I believe, and it may be

to record the belief, that little acts of

ience in the early part of the day are

ently succeeded by a sense of Divine
rvation even in our outward movements
•emainder of the day. Between 11 and
. went to call on M. Steel and daughter,

h they seemed to take very kind
; from

;e 10 call on Ann Story, who is an in-

I, she expressed herself very kindly at my
land was pleased to see me, saying she
id be pleased to see me at any time ; this

aid not but put down to the kindness of

[leavenly Father, in cpening the hearts

\y friends towards me, who am so very
prthy. Oh, He has condescended this day
[tract me to feel after his life-giving pre-

p ; many are the calls and the knockings
6 door of my heart, but too great an un-

ngness in general to open unto Him.
r dinner called on poor S. Vaux, thought
inore declining than when I last saw her

;

^t sitting with her my mind was unex-
pdly brought into solicitude on her ac-

t, and I expressed a little matter to her,

ih she received very pleasantl3' ; alas I me-
ss the poor mind partakes of the weak-
^of the infirm body, and renders it in some
ee almost incapable of mental exercise.
' the merciful Father be pleased to look

1 with an eye of pity, who knoweth our
e and remembereth that we are dust.

—

mo. 30lh.

5eventh-day night, 12th mo. 31st, 1836.

Iclose of another year I am permitted to

ip to this time, 10 p. m., for how uncertain

p—the present moment only is ours. The
PC of my heart is, that if permitted to wit-

anoiher, it may be spent more to the

1^ of my God and Saviour; that I may be

'i devoted in body, soul and spirit, that I

j

come experimentally to know Him, who
e way, the truth and the life.

1st mo. 1st, 1837.—First-day. Eichard
elt, who is visiting the families of this

thiy Meeting, paid us our visit this even-

after taking tea with us. In our morn-
meeting dear Lydia Barclay was accept-

engaged. Hovv awakening is the reflec-

that another year is opening upon me;
I how little seems to have been effected

ugh me to any good purpose. Oh! that this

may be spent more in a preparation for

iter and lasting inheritance ; but alas how
lie fleeting things of time continue to oc-

' the mind, and lead it from that indwel-

80 needful for the renewal of our spiritual

bgth.

2nd. Visited a distressed family.

3rd. In company with a friend visited two
Friends on the receipt of their- certificate, in

which a quiet covering was felt to bo over us
;

and I was enabled lo hand a word of encour-

agement and caution. In the afternoon again

visited the poor distressed family.

6th. Our valued friend and father in the

truth, Wm. Gundry, of Calne, took tea with

us ; we very much enjoyed his company. In

the evening a precious covering of quiet came
over us, in which he was led lo address my
dear J. F. M. and self; may the recollections

of this and similar refreshments as from the

presence of the Lord, tend to animate in low

seasons; and increase the little grain of faith

which often is very low.

"7th. A week nearly expired of another year;

and although no memorandum has previously

been made since its commencement, yet hath

my heart been many times turned towards

my Heavenly Father with desires that I may
he enabled to live more and more to his praise.

My mind has been as it often is very low and

depressed, and I often go mournfully on my
way in a sorrowful condition, so that I am
frequently led to self-examination, and sincere

are my desires that He who knoweth the

hearts of his children would be pleased to

show me the cause of my desolate state, and

enable me not only to know what is the great

partition-wall that robs me of my peace, but

that 1 may have strength afforded from the

alone Source of help, to break it down. But

alas I in order for this, I must live a life of

greater self-denial; more devoted to my God
and Saviour. Oh I that a sense of this may
lead mo into more humility and dependence,

Again called on the poor family, who I found

in an increasingly pitiable state, being nearly

all of them very unwell. Such scenes are ca'

culated to awaken feelings of gratitude unto

the Giver of every good and perfect gilt, from

whom I have no right to expect any thing

and the language is at times raised in ray re

membranco ; not more than others I deserve,

yet God hath given rae more.
" 8th. First-day attended meeting twice,

in considerable bodily weakness; dear Wm
Gundry acceptably engaged in forenoon meet

ing; my own state very poor. I desire to be

resigned to the wintry season which has so

long been my poriion, but at times it is very

trying to the patience.
" 9th. Our dear daughter Hannah returned

home after an absence of nearly three weeks

How very near and dear do our precious chil

dren feel to us; and He who knoweth the

hearts of his children knows the deep solici-

tude which wefeol for their eternal well-being

and that they may now, in the morning of

their duy, devote their youth to God, agree

able to those beautiful lines:

' When we devote our youth to God, 'tis pleasant in

his eyes,

A flower when offered in the bud, is no vain sacri-

fice.'

" 10th. A day not to be forgotten ; inas-

much as the recollection of the low depressed

state of my mind may tend to awaken the en-

quirj', what has been the cause. Bodily weak-

ness rather increased, and felt very disquali-

fied from attending to my usual occupations
;

many little things of a domestic nature were

trying, and 1 suffered them to take unprofit-

able hold of my poor mind ; can 1 not attribute

this disquietude to want of watchfulness in

the early part of the day ? Oh I ray soul, thou

hast great occasion to keep near to thy great
nd good Shepherd, that so thou mayesi ex-

cri mentally know that He maketh theu to

o down in green pastures, and leadeth thee
beside the still waters of life. Oh, then, for

a closer walk with God : Bo pleased, righteous
Father, to forgive the transgressions of this

day, and strengthen me to live more watchful
and humble for the future."

(To be continued.)

Blast Furnace Sin?.

" Scattered throughout the iron-making dis-

tricts of Great Britain are many millions of

tons of scoria or refuse from the blast fur-

naces, which is techically known as slag. This
slag goes on accumulating at the rate of nearlj'

eight millionsof tons per annum, its bulk being

some three times that of the iron from which
it has been separated. It forms a heavy in-

cumbrance to ironmasters, demanding the

purchase of large tracts of land whereon to

deposit it, the investment being, of course,

wholly unremunerative. There are one or

two exceptions to this rule, as at the Barrow
Hematite Iron Works, where the slag is tipped

into the sea and serves to form land for the

works. But as a rule, the labor and capital

expended upon this unproductive substance

tell heavily upon profits.

"No wonder, then, that from the first, per-

sistent efforts have been made either to utilize

it or to get rid of it altogether. In early

times slag was broken up by hand and used

for road making, and it so continues to be

used where it can be had without a heavy
cost for transport ; but there is only a limited

demand for it for this purpose. On the con-

tinent, where stone is scarce, slag plays a

prominent part in road-making, as in Silesia

and other similarly situated districts. An-
other direction in which attempts have been

made to utilize slag, both at home and abroad,

is to adapt it for constructive purposes, and
various schemes have been devised for trans-

forming the highly refractory slag into bricks,

sand, and other materials for building. Some
of these schemes have proved successful within

certain limits ; but the peculiar nature of the

slag has more generally led lo failure, owing
either to the difficulty of dealing with it or to

the attendant expenses."

Kecently works have been constructed in

connection with one of the English iron-fur-

naces, in which the slag as it flows from the

blastfurnace is received into a hollow revolving

wheel containing water. This reduces it to

the state of sand. Ten parts of this mixed
with one of lime in powder are thoroughly

incoporated in a brick machine and moulded
into bricks. These do not require burning,

but gradually harden, through a chemical

action between the materials, into a tough and
valuable article.

"In another department the manufacture

of artificial stone is carried on, the stone being

moulded into chimney-pieces, window-heads,
balustrading, and outside ornamental builders'

work generally. The stone is composed of

two-anda-half parts of finely pulverized slag

and two-anda-half parts of ground brick to

one part of Portland ceinent. The mixture

is run into moulds and sets quickly, the arti-

cles being ready for the market in four or five

days. Besides bricks and stone articles, the

slac is used for making mortar, cement, and
concrete."

One of the most beautiful products of the
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slag, is slag-wool, or silicate cotton as it is

ealliid, owiog to its resemblance to cotton-

wool. "A jpt of steam is made to strike

against the stream of viscous molten slag as

it^'ruDS off from the blast furnace. This jet

scatters the molten slag into a stream of shot,

which is projected forward near the mouth

of a large tube, in which a couple of steam

jets cau'se an induced current of air. This

tube opens into a receiving chamber, com-

posed chiefly of wire gauze, and measuring

about 33 ft. long by 15 ft. wide, and 12 ft.

high. As each shot leaves the stream of slag

itcarriesafine thread ortail with it. The shot,

being heavy, falls to the ground, while the

fine wool fibre is sucked through the tube and

deposited in the chamber. The appearance

of this chamber after a charge has been blown

into it is singularly beautiful. Not an inch

of floor, sides, or roof but is covered with a

thick layer of the downy silicate cotton, bring-

ing forcibly to mind the fivmiliar words of the

147th Psalm—
' Large flakes of snow like fleecy wool.'

After each blowing, the wool is removed by

forks, and packed in bags for consignment to

a London firm—Daniel Dade and Co.—who
make it into mattresses which are used for

covering steam boilers, and for other purposes

where it is desired to prevent the radiation

of heat. For this purpose slag wool is emi-

nently adapted, as it is a very bad conductor

of heat, and is, moreover, perfectly incom-

bustible. The make of slag wool at the Tees

Works is about three tons per week, and as

during the running of a 4-ton slag ball about

IJ cwt. of slag wool is made, it follows that

for producing these three tons nearly 200

tons of slag have to be operated upon.

"Another useful purpose for which blast-

furnace slag has been successfully utilized is

that of glass manufacture. The vitreous

character of slag indicates a resemblance to

glass in its composition. It does, in f\ict,

contain the principal components of glass, but

not in proper proportions, and those in which

it is deficient have therefore to be added, with

others which are not present. The glass pro

duced is said to be stronger than ordinary

glass, and the color can be varied as required,

the natural tint being green. Its working
qualities are said to be of the highest ord

as it comes from the furnace in the best po6

ble condition for the worker. Some bottles

made at Finedon were sent to the Paris Ex
hibition of 1868, where they obtained honora

ble mention, a testimony at once to their

character."

Raising Tobacco.—The real question at issue

is, Is tobacco a good thing or a bad one in the

community ? If it is a good thing, then the

raising of it is commendable. If it is a bad

thing, then the raising of it is a poor business

—no matter how many honest people it keeps

employed. It is never right to do a wrong
thing for the purpose of helping others to live.

If they can't live in a good business, they have

no business to live. So far as tobacco is con-

cerned, we count it bad, thoroughly bad. We
think that the use of tobacco is a filthy habit

;

a stupefying, brain-deadening habit; a habit

injurious to one's own health and character,

and a nuisance to one's famil}% and to all who
come in contact with him. But here is where
we differ with a great many of our readers.

If they are right in approving tobacco raising

and tobacco-using, we hope that our efforts on

the other side will prove of no avail, but that

all the rising generation will come to see how
good a thing tobacco is, and what a blessing

It is in the community. But if our view is the

correct one, we trust it will prevail sooner or

later—and we have confidence that it will.

—

S. S. Times. ^^____*"*
Selected.

THE LOWEST PLACE.
" Give me the lowest place,"

Dear Lord ! I cried,

My eager eyes alight

With joy and pride.

Give me tiie lowest place,

That I may be

Known both to far and near.

As serving thee.

" Give me the lowest place !"

At thy rich feast.

Let all the guests behold

Me last and least

;

Along the laden board,

At thy dear face

To gaze in silence, from
The lowest place.

" Give me the lowest place,"

Lord, thou didst know
The pride that filled my heart,

In praying so
;

And, sharp and keenly kint3,

The answer came,
To bow my soul in dust.

With sudden shame.

" Give me the lowest place 1"

Ah ! childish heart.

So brave with ne'er a taste

Of sorrow's smart,

With hands heaped high with flowers,

And sunlit soul

—

Wert thou so ready then,

To yield the whole ?

" Give me the lowest place

!

O Love, most true,

tender heart, that all

My weakness knew.
Only a cloudlet dimmed
My golden day

;

One rose of all my sweets

Was snatched away.

" Give me the lowest place !"

Eager my prayer

—

" My heart is strong." I said,

" To do and bear."

Yet when the message came
One joy to leave,

1 fled the banquet room.

To mourn and grieve.

" Give me the lowest place !"

O pitying Lord,

Whose ear was open to

My foolish word,

Choose thou my place for me.
Or low, or high

;

Give me but grace to trust

Thee till I die.

A STAR.

The sky is full of cloud and rain,

And'very dark the night

;

But far above the frowning clouds

The stars are shining bright.

So life is oft-times filled with storm.

The night seems long and drear.

But throughout all the darkest hours

The star of faith shines clear.

Faith in our God, and in his Son,

His love so full, so free

—

And so we are content to walk

A path we cannot see.

And some day, in the years to come.

When our dear Lord sees best,

The clouds will lift, the sun will shine.

And life be full of rest. —Zion's Advocate.

THE SPRING-THE MORNING OF LIF

Sweet is the time of Spring,

When Nature's charms appear
;

The birds with ceaseless pleasure sing.

And hail the opening year.

But sweeter far the spring

Of wisdom and of grace.

When children bless and praise their King

Who loves the youthful race.

Sweet is the dawn of day.

When light just streaks the sky;

When shades and darkness pass away.

And morning's beams are nigh

:

But sweeter far the dawn
Of pietv and youth

;

When doiibt and darkness are withdrawn,

Before the light of Truth.

Sweet is the early dew
Which gilds the mountains' tops.

And decks each plant and flower we view.

With pearly glittering drops :

But sweeter far the scene

On Zion's holy hill

;

When there the dew of youth is seen,

Its freshness to distil.

Sweet is the opening flower

Which just begins to bloom,

Which every day and every hour

Fresh beauties will assume

:

But sweeter that young heart.

When faith, and love, and peace.

Blossom and bloom in every part

With sweet and varied grace.

Oh may life's early spring

And morning, ere they flee.

Youth's dew, and its fair blossoming.

Be given, my God, to thee.

Sir Walter Trevelyan's Wine-cellar.

At the death of Sir Walter Trevelyan.

year in England, so long and honorably i(

lifted with the temperance movement in Gj

Britain, he left the contents of his wine-cf

to Dr. B. W. Richardson, " to be appliei

scientific purposes." This wine is of

choicest brands, and came into the posses

of Sir Walter on the death of his fathe*

1846, and has remained buried in the dust

cobwebs of its resting place in the magnifi(

cellar ever since. Dr. Richardson finds 1

self in a delicate position, and has writtei

article for Macmillan's Magazine recently

which he says

:

" To the last question that is so often as

of me—what I shall do with my trust—

I

as little able to answer as any one can b

answer for me. I am instructed to appl

for scientific purposes, and how to meet I

necessity is the diSiculty. The difficn

moreover, is not in the least lessened by

multiplicity of suggestions that have t

sent mo as to method of disposal. I h

been offered six, and even eight, times

actual monetary value of the bequest on

tain conditions of application, which to si

minds might seem quite right and honora

but which to me do not partake of that cha

ter to the extent of leaving my conscience

to accept the offers. Sir Walter himself

most of the diflSculties that I feel. He did

like to destroy the wine, because he heldi

be of considerable value from its history,

from the curiosity all lovers and student

antiquities feel for the smallest specimen

the past which mark the history of the p

That feeling I share entirely. 1 do not th

from what I have learned, that ho attac

much value to the wine intrinsically, as m
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Ki who like wino for its own saije,

i-.fecling I share entirely. It certainly
veicver his wish or intention that the wine
Old be 60 applied as to exult the praises of
niaml lead to the encouragement of wino
i^jLig even for the sake of the curious in

;; and that feeling I also share,
enthusiastic and devoted disciple of

jrance to the hilt would like to
' Point a moral and adorn a tale,'

rrj'ing the wine on a Thames steamer
;ito the two Houses of Parliament, while
houses are sitting, and discharging the

3 cargo into the Thames, bottle by bottle,

3 tuneful measure of a minnte-giin. The
er of unfortunate widows and other dis-

late and afflicted persons who have ap-
for one or two bottles of the old port it

I1 be difficult to name; in fiict, lon_
practiced the healing art, and teacher as

been of therapeutical science itself, I

lever until now learned to what a num-
f curative uses old port can be applied in

reatraent of disease. It might, if human
nee could bo accepted as accumulative
Dce derived from individual experience
backed by individual authority, be the
)r never yet discovered Elixir Vitm itself,

eriously, the disposal of this gift is a
'lesomeduty. Possibly SirWalter thought
I could take the wine, and, by a magic
tific spell, transform it into some agent
euts that might be useful to mankind,
ead to no harmful result in return. Or,
bly, he might have supposed that a
is would occur for enablitig me to dis-

lof the wine for an entirely innocuous use,
ipply the proceeds to some scientific ro-

bes in which I might be usefully engaged
etwo courses remain open for considera
and if I could see my way to the last, I

d be a happier or less burlhened man.
leanwhile I have removed the treasure
its old resting-place, and have replaced
a similar vault, with all due ceremony
2are, and with scarcely an accident du
emoval. By this method it is preserved
t, and the antiquaries who are curious
; wine may rest in peace until some
'US suggestion of a practical kind breaks
ibarm, bj^ showing how one totiil ab
ir can make use of wine which another
abstainer has left him, in trust, for the
)se8 of science."

—

Exchange.

The Ground of Salvation and of Faitii.

B British Friend of 3rd month publishes
er which is preserved in manuscript in
Meeting-house, London, and written by
je Keith in 1664, while he was yet in
with Friends. It is addressed—"To

B Simple Hearted, who seek no occasion
mbling, but desire to learn the Truth as
1 Jesus, and to be informed of our Priuci-
nd Practices (who are called Quakers),
fhy we deny the National Church and
try."

m it the following instructive passages
ken.

hereas we have been erroneously accused
'edenyJesusChrist.and the work and use
death and sufferings : Be it known that
'n, confess, and believe in the same Jesus
t, and not another, as our Saviour, who
rucified, and suffered at Jerusalem, and
1 up Himself a sacrifico to God, for the

and whole world, to make way for their reconcilia-
tion with Him. But we maintain that a more
historical knowledge of Christ after the flesh
is not sufficient for salvation; but that all

that would be saved, must come to know the
same Jesus Christ revealed in their hearts and
souls, else thej' can have no ti-ue hope; for
Christ WITHIN is tho only hope of glory, as the
apostle says (Col. i. 27). And the same apostle,
(2 Cor. xiii. 5), calls them reprobates who know
not Christ within them. And the same apos-
tle witnessed Him revealed in himself, and
said that Christ lived in him (Gal. ii. 20.)
And this Jesus Christ promised to all his dis-
ciples and followers, that though He went
from them as to his bodily appearance, lie
would come again in Spirit, and be with them
in his spiritual appearance for ever; and if

any would keep his commandments He would
come with his Father and dwell with them
(John xiv. 23) ; which, after Christ was risen
and ascended to the Father, the discipl
witnessed fulfilled, for He appeared in Spir
unto them, and poured forth upon them a
measure of the Spirit and Life which was in

Himself (Acts ii. 1-4).

"And THIS is the anointing (1 John ii. 27),
and the Name of Jesus, which is as ointment
poured forth. And there is no other Name
given under heaven whereby one can be saved,
but this (Acts iv. 12); which is not the out-
ward name or sound of Jesus, as it may be
pronounced, or written, but the Power, tho
Life, the Light, and Spirit of Jesus, which is

eternal, and was in the beginning, and which
Abel, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, and all the
saints in all ages knew, and lived in. And in

this Name they met together, and spako the
mysteries of the wisdom of God ; and they
worshipped in this Name, and prayed and
praised God in it, and wrought miracles there-
in. And only the children of God know truly
and distinctly this Name of Jesus; it is a
mystery to all others.

" Concerning ouv faith: it is in this Name,
viz: IN THE POWER OP God. Herein it stands
even in the Name of Jesus Christ, who is the
Wisdom and Power of God, and was with the
Father before the world began. And tho only
truebeliefandfaithofa Christian is that which
is the gift of God, and is received by immediate
inspiration and revelation of God; and no
truth can be sufficiently believed, but as it is

revealed immediately by Jesus Christ in man
and woman's heart.

" And there is no true knowledge of God
but by the Son, which is his own testimony

—

' No man knows the Father save the Son, and
ho to whom the Son reveals Hirn' (Matt. xi.

27). So that all knowledge of God and Christ,
and faith and belief in Him, is not the true
knowledge of faith, [if we] have not come to
know, feel, and possess Christ within us, and
'tness Him the Fountain of living waters in

our hearts and souls, feeding us with his flesh
and blood, which is his heavenly virtue and
power, whereby men are regenerated and
made partakers of the Divine nature, wherein
they live, move, and have their being, and
are God's offspring, and grow as branches out
of Him who is their lioot ; and they are mem-

of his body, and his Life and Spirit pos-
sesses and dwells in thorn, is their life, strength,
and salvation, their corn, wino, and oil, the
manna from heaven, which came down to
give life unto the world. For when malikind
by transgression fell from God, God sent his
Son unto them, who might bring back lost

men to God again, and put him into the en-
joyment of God his Maker, which is man's
chief end and blessedness. And till man come
to the enjoyment of God again, and live and
dwell in his Maker and Creator, death reigns
over hini

: he is blind, deaf, and without feel-
ing of God, notwithstanding all his acquired
literal, traditional knowledge of God and
Christ.

"And tho things of God's kingdom area
mj'stery to him, for they can only be learned in
the Light of Christ, which shinoth in man's
heart in the darkness—which the darkness
cannot comprehend. But there is that in
man which is capable of being quickened and
enlightened by tho Light of Christ ;—the im-
mortal part in everyone, which, through sin,
is holden in spiritual death, bondage, and cap-
tivity, till it be raised up and quickened by
the virtue and power of the Light of Christ,
and the effectual sound of his voice which
quickens the dead. And by the hearing of this
voice and Word alone comes the true faith. And
when men departed from this, the apostasy
came in, and thick darkness covered tho earth,
and men lost the true knowledge of God by
his Spirit, and grewstrong in the literal knowl-
edge

; and whenever anything of the teaching
of God^s Spirit appeared in any all along this
dark night of apostasy (as the Lord had ever
witnesses for his Truth, more or less), they
persecuted and derided such as held the testi-
mony of Jesus, which is tho spirit of prophecy.
All immediate revelation and inspiration of
God were cried down, and then the inventions
got up, and tho form was retained without
the life and power. This was the beginning
of Babylon's kingdom, and the rise of the
apostasy.

"Our main principle is: That Jesus Christ
has enlightened every man that comes into
the world, with such a measure of Light,
which, if believed in, should save and redeem
all. And this grace is as abundant as sin.

For as by one man's offencejudgment came
on all to condemnation, so by the righteous-
ness of One, the Free Gift came upon all to
justification of life (Horn. v. 18). And that
which every man in some season [called in
Scripture the day of visitation] experiences
'n himself to reprove him when he thinks,
peaks, or does evil, and strives with him, and
draws him to that which is good, even to
soberness, righteousness, and godliness, is tho
very Light of Christ, which is the condemna-
tion of all who believe not in it, and shall
make all without excuse before God ; for it is

the talent given freely of God to every man
to profit withal, and to the careless and sloth-
ful servant becomes judgment, but to all that
believe in it becomes salvation.
"And though at first it be, as to its mani-

festation,, but AS A LITTLE Seed, yot as it is dili-

gently waited upon, and dealt tenderly with,
and not choked or smothered, it grows up
into a tree, and is tho Tree of Life, and many
are brought to sit under the shadow of this
Tree, and to eat of the fruit thereof with great
delight. And it is pleasant to our taste, being
full of God's heavenly virtue and power,
whereby our souls live, and shall live for ever,
as we keep faithful to the end.
"And so we hold forth this to others (and

our doctrine is according to Scripture), that
A Door is set open to all in a day [or season],
(which whoso slights is rejected, and none
else), and .salvation in a day is possible to
ALL. And the only way thereto, is by be-
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LiEviNG IN Christ the Light, and obedience

THERETO."
" And whereas we are charged with raak-

ing our own works and righteousness the

ground and cause of our justification. This

is another mistake. For we are saved by grace,

and that not of ourselves; and we look for

the remission and pardon of our sins freely

for Christ's sake. And our own righteous-

ness after the law, we see to be but dross

and loss, and renounce it, that we may be

found in Christ, clothed with his righteous-

ness, knowing Him to be the Fountain and

principle of all our actions and works being

wrought in God. And only such works God
accepts, and such only are justifiable in his

siiiht, because they are wrought in Him,
where impurity and imperfection can have no

place.

"And we deny that sin is any further par-

doned than its filthiness is cleansed away.
And a person is no more justified than he is

sanctified. And though sanclidcation may be

distinguished, j'et it is not divided, from justi-

fication, for they are always together, and of

an equal extent and latitude: and though we
may be said to be justified by works wrought
in God, and proceeding from a living faith, as

James speaks (James ii. 17 26), yet the prime
justification is by the Worker, Jesus Christ

himself; He in us, and we in Him, made one
Spirit with Him through faith ; and such can

say. He is near that justifietb, who can con-

demn ?"

'Tbe Friend.'

Madagascar.

Triibner & Co., of London, have recently
published a book on this great island, written
by James Sibree, Jr., who for j'ears was em-
ployed as a missionary among its inhabitants.

It is exceeded in size by only two islands in

the world, being 975 miles in length from
north to south, and about 250 miles in average
width—in the widest part reaching 350 miles

—and has an area of nearly four times that
of England and Wales. It consists of two
great divisions—an elevated interior region
from 3000 to 5000 teot above the ocean, and a
comparatively level country surrounding it

of 400 or 500 feet of elevation. A large part
of the interior is covered with bright-red
clay, from which granitic and basaltic rocks

'i

the theory which has been adopted by
naturalists, that Madagascar, the Masi
Islands and other groups are the remnai
a continent which in former ages oceu
the space now covered by the Indian 0(
and which has in great part sunk beneatB
waters in the process of that gradual cbi

in the earth's surface, of which thei

abundant evidence in almost every pai

the globe which is accessible for e.xamin«i

Many of the islands in that ocean bavj

circling coral reefs, which indicates that*
islands are still sinking, as is shown by'
win's researches on the formation of coral.

Among the peculiarities of its native fi

must be noted the absence of the larger fell

there being no lions, tigers or leopards
of the hoofed tribes but a single speoM
river-hog, sole relative of the hippopo
rhinoceros and buffalo ; and there is no
giraife, or any of the numerous famil
antelopes which scour the African
There is no elephant browsing in its

and no apes or monkey

which is extremelj'- narrow, allowing only a

single person to pass along it at a time, and
has on each side of it deep water.

Another feature of Madagascar is the ex-

istence of an almost continuous belt of virgin

forest all round the island, and generally fol-

lowing the coast-line. This forest divides

into two belts on the eastern side of the

country, leaving a narrow valley about 250
miles long between the two lines. North of

this valley the two lines unite, and here is

the widest portion of the forest, it being
about forty miles across. The total length
of this forest line is about 2300 miles.

There is abundant evidences of former vol-

canic action in different parts of the more
elevated regions of Madagascar, which Dr.
Mullens, who traveled over the central dis-

tricts of the island, thus describes: "When
we ascended the lofty hill overhanging the
western end of the lake (Itasy), crater after

crater met our astonished gaze. Some were
of enormous size, some were small; some
were cones, others were hollow, or were
horseshoe in shape, and had long ridges of; It is the headquarters of the Lemuri
lava running out from the open side. There [family somewhat allied to the monke^
were forty craters in all, of which we were! their arboreal habits, and 3-et quite disti

sure; we think there were others beyond to, Of the known species, much the larger

the north." "Fifty miles further south wejtion belong to Madagascar. Of the inf

came on the volcanoes again. We climbed a 'eating mammalia, there are nine species

lofty rounded hill called Ivoko, and ihen|small animals allied to the Europeun beii

found that wo were on the crater wall. The hogs, some of them having a coverini'

inner hollow was a quarter of a mile wide, strong spines. They are found in the wi

the height of the wall above the level country 'and especiallj- in the low, scattered br

outside was 1000 feet. Two lava streamsj wood and fern-overgrown land in tiio vici

went out towards the south and west; three |of the forests from which the trees have I

small craters were at the foot, and others, ; removed. Our author says of them : 'Dui'

large and conspicuous, were around us on our usual yearly holidaj' at our senator'

every side. Close bj', another huge crater,
j

on the outskirts of the inner line of forest

'

latsifitra, had its opening towards the north, frequently met with three or four varietic'

and the lava that had issued from it was, these harmless creatures while rarablin|^

fresh, black and sharp, as if broken yester-.the outskirts of the woods. Our dog olj

day. But stranger still, at its eastern side 'chased them, but she generally came bj

was a plain a mile square, covered with heaps! with her mouth and nostrils stuck as fulj

of lava, like stone cottages, fortresses, ruined prickles as a pincushion is of pins." T'

palaces. I counted thirty greater piles, and do not roll themselves into a ball like

noted numberless smaller ones; it was clear hedge-hogs, but place the head between
that at one time the entire plain had been on fore-paws, and their spines and prickly hi

fire, that a hundred jets of fire a^nd flame and probably serve them equally well as a prff

molten lava had spouted from its surface, jtion from their enemies.
The heaps were now old and moss-grown, but I Birds are abundant. The most remat'

we were informed of a vague tradition among ble is the now extinct species of a land l'

the people that their ancestors had seen these of the ostrich family of gigantic t cal

protrude—the highest mountain peaks beinglflara'es bursting forth." \ JSpyornis OTa.r(??J!/s, "whose eggs are the la

about 9000 feet above sea level. A good deal
j

To the same volcanic agency must be 'est known. A few of these eggs have b^

of this portion of Madagascar is bare and
somewhat dreary-looking country. The long
rolling hills are covered with a coarse grass,

which becomes very brown and dry towards
the end of the seven months' rainless season

;

but the hollows and river valleys are often
filled with a luxuriant tropical vegetation,
and, wherever there is population, with the
bright green of the rice fields.

Among the interesting physical features of
the northern part of the island, is a remark-
able rock fortress of the tribe inhabiting that
region, who are called by a native name,
meaning " the people of the rocks." It is an
enormous, lofty and precipitous rock, having
an elevation of nearly 1000 feet, and covering
an area of about eight square miles. Its sides

arc so precipitous that they cannot be climbed
unless artificial means are used, and it is

thickly wooded wherever trees can possibly
grow. The only entrance into the interior
of the rock, which is full of caves, is by
means of a subterranean passage, a portion of

ascribed the existence of a remarkable valley found in the sonihern portion of the isla'

called MiindritsJira, unknown to Europeans and they have the capacity of six or se'i

till visited by J. A. Houlder, in 1876. Itis a ostrich eggs, orofone hundred and forty-ei|j

great basin, or rather, a mighty elongated 'eggs of the common fowl,

pit, sunk deep down among the surrounding] Among reptiles it is a remarkable fact ti

heights. It is about 30 mdes long, and about, with two or three exceptions, the serpent!

20U0 feet below the level of the country. Madagascar are harmless. The crocodi

There had evidently been a great commotion are very abundant, swarming in every ri'

going on there in the ages gone b^', for all 'and lake. Sibree says that in a jourr

the long valley is dotted with rounded down the Betsiboka river, " wo saw as ma
hills, giving it the look of boiling water or 'as a hundred in a day, a dozen together boi

bubbling pitch, which by sotne strange pro- j often seen basking in the sun on asand ban

cess had suddenly' become congealed.
I

They are so dangerous in some places that

The inhabitants of Madagascar evidently |evei'y village on the hanks of the river aspi

belong to the Malay race, and it is a remark-; is carefullj' fenced off with strong stakes,

able fact, that though only a comparatively that the women and jjirls can draw wa
narrow strip of 230 miles of water separates
it from Africa, yet the animals which it con-

tains are in a general way much more closely

allied to the South Asian species, and to those
whicli inhabit the islands of the Indian Ocean collected and sold for food in the marke

than to those of the adjacent continent.
|
Owing to the superstitious dread with whi

without the risk of being seized by the ja

or swept off by the tail of those voracic

creatures. The eggs of the crocodile (

about the size of three of a turkey, and I

These fact; a degree of probability to they are regarded, the natives never kil
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ile except in retaliation for one of their

I or neighbors who has been destroyed
m. They believe that the wanton do-

on of these reptiles will be followed by
3 of human life, in accordance with the

pie of lex tallonis. The inhabitants
in the neighborhood of Lake Itasy, to

38t of the central province, are accus-

to make a yearl}' proclamation to the
ilea, warning them that they shall re-

the death of some of their friends by
;
as many of them in return, and warn-
e well-disposed crocodiles to keep out
way, as they have no quarrel with

but only with their ovil-minded rola-

vho have taken human life.

(To be conliDued.)

Religious Items, &c.

nonite View of Baptism.—The Herald
ith quotes from Menno, the following

to show that he did not attribute

ving efficacy to water baptism. " We
be born from above, must be changed
newed in our liearts, transplanted from

_ iteous and evil nature of Adam, unto
|ae and good nature of Christ, or we can
be .^^aved by any means."
le new birth consists, verily, not in

nor in words; but it is the heavenly,
and quickening power of God in our

ot, my beloved, that we believe in the
lion of sins through baptism ; by no

because by baptism we cannot obtain
md repentance."

resting, if true.—We find in an exchange
illowing item. Not knowing the au-

Y on which it rests, its truth seems to

ibtful.

. Kery, a native of Samaria, educated
gland, and a returned missionary phy-

,
discovered a Synagogue Record, kept

ient Sj'char. that reaches back hundreds
irs before Christ. He learned that the

in Ciirist's time was named Shaffeer.

arching the Record for some possible

>f Jesus' visit, he found instead the fol-

y important testimony to his crucifixion :

\e 19lk century of my priesthood, and the

it year of the world, Jesus of Nazareth, the

'Mary, was crucified at Jerusalem."

idency of Priestcraft.—M. Pinity, writing
I Christian Advocate, thus speaks on this

!t:

state what I know to be true from years
)erience in this Church, that the mass of

,n Catholics allow the priests to do their

ing for them. They commit the keeping
sir immortal souls to the care of the

8, and settle down into a state of apathy
aligious indifference. The priests claim
opoly in spiritual matters, and thus they
re the minds of their people, preventing
adependent thought which is so essential

I development of a manly and Christian
eter. The faithful Catholic is required
i with the eye, hear with the ear, and
with the mind of the priest, for to be in-

dent and think for oneself is deemed

f. His mind is fettered by doctrines of

ind decrees of councils requiring assent,

ler reasonable or unreasonable, scriptural

scriptural, and he is given to understand
16 has no right to hold an opinion con-

to that of the Church.
'hen I began to investigate religious

ons for myself, and ask the reason for

certain doctrines of my Church ; when 1

wanted to know the reason for praying to the
Virgin Mary and bowing the knee to images,
and other doctrines of this nature, then my
Catholic brethren thought, theysavvin mo the
buddings of Protestantism, and were not slow
to tell mo so. Their answers to my honest
inquiries were: ' Why, the boy is becoming a

Protestant !' To ask questions, they thought,
was a sure sign of coming apostasy.

" For ages the Romish Church has been
making encroachments upon the liberty of
man, especially that inward liberty of thought
which our everlasting Father designed for the
training and development ot the hidden forces
of our nature. These encroachments have
been going on and developing, while freedom
of thought has been harassed and denounced
by a bigoted and enthusiastic priesthood,
until nothing remains in the Church of Rome
today but one giddy height of despotism
and one dead level of religious subserviency.
The devoted Roman Caihulic is mentally and
morally a slave. He dares not think except
as his Church permits him to think; and it

is true, as Mr. Gladstone says: 'No one can
now become her convert without renouncing
his moral and mental freedom, and placing
his civil loyalty and duty at the mercy of an-
other.'

"

Natural History, Science, &c.

Making a Queen Bee.—J. Hunter, in a paper
read to the Quekett Microscopical Club, states

that if the Queen Bee is removed from a hive,

after a few hours' commotion the bees select

certain of the worker-eggs, or even young
larva two or three days old. The cell is en-

larged to five or six times its ordinary capa-

city; a superabundance of totally different

food is supplied ; and the result is, that in five

daj's less than would have been required for

a worker, a queen is hatched.

Meteoric Dust.— Meteoric dust has been col-

lected on the summits of snow-covered moun-
tains. In the snows of Scandinavia and Fin-

land, or those lying far within the Arctic
circle, hundreds of miles from any human
habitation, particles of meteoric iron, have
been found. Kay, in matter raised from the

bottom of deep oceans, magnetic particles

have been detected, which must have come
from the air over the oceans, and have reached
that air from inter-planetary space. We know
in other ways, that meteoric matter is con-

stantly falling upon the earth. There is a

strange interest in the actual recognition of
this cosmical dust. As Humboldt (*ays of the

larger meteoric masses which have visibly

fallen on the earth: "Accustomed to know
non-telluric bodies solely by measurement,
by calculation, and by the inferences of our
reason, it is with a sense of wonder that we
touch, weigh, and submit to chemical analj'sis

metallic and earthy masses appertaining to

the world without."
Communication among Ants.—A gift analo-

gous to that of language has not been with-

held from ants ; if part of their building is

destroyed, an official is seen coming out to

examine the damage; and, after a careful sur-

vey of the ruins, he chirrups a few clear and
distinct notes, and a crowd of workers begin

at once to repair the breach. When the work
is completed, another order is given, and the

workmen retire, as will appear on removing
the soft freshly-built portion. We tried to

sleep one rainy night in a native hut, biit

could not, because of the attacks by the fight-
ing battalions of a very small species of for-
mica [ant], not more than one-sixteenth of an
inch in length. It soon became obvious that
they were under regular discipline, and even
attempting to carry out the skilful plans and
stratagems of some eminent leader. Our
hands and necks were the first objects of at-
tack. Large bodies of these little pests were
massed in silence round the point to be as-
saulted. We could hear the sharp shrill word
of command two or three times repeated,
though, till then we had not believed in the
vocal power of an ant; the instant after we
felt the storming hosts range over head and
neck, biting the tender skin, clinging with a
death-grip to the hair, and parting with their
jaws rather than quit their hold. On our
lying down again in the hope of their having
been driven off, no sooner was the light out
and all still, than the mancL-uvre was repeated.
Clear and audible orders wore issued, and the
assault renewed. It was as hard to sleep in
that hut as in the trenches before Sebastopol.—D. Livingstone.

Religion must be at a low ebb when Chris-
tian ministers and their people plead the
cause of the theatre as a good thing. Chris-
tian friend, whoever you may be, if you thus
plead, you must be living far below 3'our
privileges as one in Christ. What pleasure
can be equitl to such as are found in Him?
What joy like the joy of the Christian, whose
peace is that which passeth all understand-
ing? Who has a right to be as joyous and
happy ? None other.

He can afford to give up the frivolities of
life for his higher pleasures, which elevate
him, so as to turn with disgust from repre-
sentations of the depravities of human na-
ture, beholding them with sorrow continually
around him.— T/te Ep. Recorder.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 1880.

We have received a communication from a
distant correspondent, who expresses his con-
cern because many of those who ought to

watch over the spiritual interests of the flock

are too much absorbed in their outward busi-

ness. That this is the case with some, we do
not doubt; yet we think the remaiks of our
friend are too broadly expressed to render it

safe to publish his article in the form in which
it reached us. We have no doubt that there are
still preserved in our borders many upright
members, whosechief concern is to lay up trea-

sures in Heaven ; and the main bent of whose
desires is, to be found serving the Lord and
his people according to the Divine will. It

has been our experience to mingle with sueb,

and we have not generally found them dis-

posed to " converse eagerly after meetings of

their worldly affairs."

In this Slate of existence, we must neces-

sarily exert ourselves both mentally and physi-

cally to provide for the outward wants of
ourselves and families. It is both natural and
right, that we should feel a proper interest in

that which claims so large a share of time and
effort; and that parents should train their

children in those habits of economy, industry

and thrift, and in that knowledge of business

which will fit them for the active duties of
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life. John Parker, a valuable minister of Ches-

ter Co., Penns3'lvania, who died perhaps fifty

years ago, at one time paid a religious visit in

a section of country where the people were

too negligent of their farms and business.

After his return home, he said that in his re-

ligious labors he had usually felt called to

turn the people's thoughts away from the

earth, but in this instance ho had to advise

them to look more carefully after their out-

ward business. No doubt he believed that

negligence and slothfuluess are no signs of

godliness. For slothfulness is generally found-

ed on selfishness—an unwillingness to lay aside

our own personal ease and perform those la-

bors which lightly devolve upon us.

Yet there is much danger of a worldly spirit

gradually growing and gaining an ascendency
. in the heart, leaving an outvvard form of re-

ligion, while the life and virtue of it has de-

cayed. Those in this condition are not obey-

ing the Saviour's command, to seek first the

kingdom of Heaven and the righteousness

thereof. We fear that it is to the prevalence

of this worldlj" spirit we must ascribe the false

estimate placed upon men, to which our cor-

respondent alludes, which unduly values those

who have the faculty of accumulating pro-

perty, and underestimates the worth and
ability of those who know not how to add field

to field, or investment to investment, or even

to retain unimpared the inheritance which
may have descended to them.

We often receive communications and sug-

gestions from valued correspondents, which
commend themselves to our judgment—and
which we lay aside for use in the columns of

our paper. But the need of giving proper
space to each of the different classes of sub-

jects which are presented to our readers, and
the accumulation of material beyond the ca-

pacity of our Journal to publish, frequently

cause some delay in the appearance of such
articles. We hope our correspondents will

make due allowances for this delay, and not

hastily conclude that their labor has been in

From Eldredge & Brother, No. 17 North
Seventh St., Philadelphia, comes a small book
on the Cultivation of the Senses, being one of

a series of volumes designed for the use of

teachers especially. They are a reprint of an
English series. A cursory examination of the

work has made a favorable impression, which
is strengthened by the testimony of a teacher
to whom it was submitted. As every one is

in some sense a teacher as well as a learner,

the usefulness of such treatises may e.Ktend far

beyond the class for whose instruction they
were primarily issued.

We have received from the author, Charles
Northend, through the publishers, D. Apple-
ton & Co., of New York, a memorial volume,
containing a sketch of the life and labors of
Elihu Burritt.

It gives an interesting account of his early

life, of his zealous efforts to educate himself,

of his earnest and almost life-long labors in

the cause of peace and universal brotherhood,
and of his tour through the famine-stricken
districts of Ireland at the time of the distress

caused by the potato-rot in 1846—7. It con-
tains also several extracts from his numerous
works, and from his journal.

Mailed to any address for $2.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The average temperature for 4th

month, at Philadelphia, was 52.9 degrees—one degree

higher than the average for the past five years. Highest
temperature 81 deg. on the 14th and 15th. Lowest 29

deg. on the 12th. Total rainfall 2.43 inches. Prevail-

ing direction of wind south-west—maximum velocity 41

miles per hour. Total number of days on which rain

or snow fell 10. Frosts occurred on the Sth, 11th and
12th.

The annual report of the Chief Engineer of the Water
Department places last years' receipts from all sources

at $1,419,179.07, an increase of $42,647.02 over the pre-

vious year. The total pumpage is figured at 19,894,-

101,515 gallons. The total capacity of the department's

pumping machinery is said to be 127,000,000 gallons

daily, of which 86,000,000 are raised by water-power.

Additional steam pumpage power is asked for, so as to

be prepared for contingencies, and permit of a maximum
supply being pumped daily if necessary. The report

closes with recommendations for laying larger pipes

and mains throughout the entire city.

The public debt statement for last month shows a re-

duction of *12,078,070.50.

There are now under regular training in the Indian
School at Carlisle, Pa., ten boys as carpenters, six shoe-
makers, four as tinners, six as blacksmith, nine as sad-

dlers, one as printer, and the others who are old enough
under agricultural instruction.

During last week 134 petitions from iron and steel

manufacturers throughout the country have been pre-

sented to the U. S. Senate, asking the passage of Eaton'.s

bill providing for a commission to revise the tariff.

The petitions contain a copy of a recent letter by the

President of the American Iron and Steel Association,

setting forth reasons for favoring the passage of the

Eaton bill.

The first barrel of Georgia flour of this season was
shipped from Macon. The wheat was cut in Lee county
on the 10th ult., four and a h.alf months after it was
sown.
The State Board of Pardons, at a special meeting

held in Harrisburg, recommended that the sentence of
imprisonment on the five men convicted of bribery,

when the Riot Bill was before the Legislature, be re-

mitted, and the remainder of the sentence, imposing
fines and disqualification to hold oflice of trust or profit,

be executed. In accordance with this request, the par-
ties were released from jail upon payment of tines and

The arrival of immigrants at New York is said to be
daily increasing. During last month there arrived
4.5,274^which is the largest number that ever arrived
in one month.
The crops throughout Alabama are reported to be

several weeks behind those of last year, and the weather
continues unfavorable On the 30th ult., snow fell in

parts of Pennsylvania, and ice formed in some places a

quarter of an inch thick.

The number of deaths in this city for the week end-
ing on the 1st, was 311. Of this number 183 were
adults, and 128 children. Some of the principal causes

of death were consumption, 54; convulsions, 18 ; diph-
theria, 5 ; dropsy, 11 ; scarlet fever, 7 ; typhoid fever,

9 ;
inflammation of lungs, 27

;
paralvsis. 11 ; old age, 20.

Markets, <fcc.—U. S. sixes, 1881, "l06|; do. 5's, 103;
4J's, registered, 108; coupon, 109J ; 4'3, 107|.

Cotton.—There was very little movement, and prices

favor buyers. Sales at 12^ a 12i cts. per pound.
Wool.—The market inactive, and there is scarcely

any demand from either manufacturers or dealers.

Sales of Ohio fine at 52 cts. ; combing Ohio }, 55 cts.

;

unwashed, 44 cts. ; unwashed Virginia, 47J cts.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7} cts. in barrels, and refined 7J
cts. for export, and 7J cts. per gallon for home use.

Linseed oil, 80 cts. Lard oil, 47 a 58 cts. ; neats foot,

55 a 75 cts.

Flour.—The demand is better, and prices have an
upward tendency. Minnesota extras, $5.25 a $6.25

;

Penna. extra family at *5.50 a i6; western, $5.75 a

$6.15. Rye-flour $4.25 a S4.37i per barrel.

Grain.—The wheat market unsettled and higher.
Sales of red at $1.26, and amber $1.28 per bushel. Rye,
85 cts. Corn is in fair demand and firm—mixed, 50|
cts.

;
yellow, 52 a 52J cts. Oats are firmer. Sales of

mixed at 40 a 40J cts., and white at 42i a 45 cts.

Seeds.—Clover,seed, 6J a 7J cts. per lb.; timothy is

dull at $2.95 a $3 ; flaxseed, $1.50 a $1.60 per bushel.

Hay and straw.—Average price during the week

—

Prime timothy, $1 a $1.10 per 100 pounds ; mixed, 95
cts. a $1.05 ;

straw, *1.35 a $1.50 per 100 pounds.
Beef cattle were in fair demand at former rates

—

2900 head arrived and sold at the different yards at 3 a

6J cts. per lb., as to quality.

British Parlii

)ught on elemi'

3s, which giva

Sheep were in demand and rather firmer—6000
sold at the different yards at ok a 7J cts. per lb.

lambs at 6 a 9 cts. per lb., the latter for springers.

Hogs were a fraction higher—6500 head sold

a 7J cts. per lb., as to condition.
Cows were unchanged—180 head sold at $20 a

per head.
Foreign.—The changes in the

and Cabinet, are said to have brought
uncertainty into European politics, w
scope to imagination. The sending of AustrisBji

German military deputations to St. Petersburg t(i

gratulate the Czar on his birthday, is interpreh
mean a reconstitution of the alliance of the thret

perors. The union of three advanced Liberal lei

in the Italian Chamber of Deputies for the overt
of the Cairoli Ministry, is also attributed to the oh
in England.

In reference to the new Ministry, the Spectator i

" We believe the new Ministry will prove a very at

reforming Government, with very potent
against any rash or violent change."
The appointment of Earl Cowper as Lord Lleutt

of Ireland, it is hoped will give general satisfactio

The distress among the Irish pea.santry is thoug
be rather increasing. Potatoes will not be read
use before the first of Seventh month, and fresh api

are made for additional contributions for their
either in provisions or clothing.

The dispatch boat Salamis, 'which accompania
Channel .squadron to the Azores in search of the t

ing ship Atalanta, has arrived off the Ir'

brings no news of the missing vessel. It is rvm- belt

that the vessel was lost in one of the territio gales

to have prevailed soon after she left Bermiidn
had on board over 300 young seamen and 1 1 otlice

St. Petersburg.—The plague is said to I

in the Volsk district in the Government of SuatoB
famine also prevails, and a number of pea
died of starvation. In the Don district the gran
are said to be empty, and there is an absolute dear
money. The newspapers announce, that with
turn of spring the usual outbreak of fires is rept

from various parts of the countr
Rome.—The King has signed a decree dissolvinj

Chamber of Deputies. Elections will be held
16th, and the new Chamber will meet on tlie 2Stli

Paris.— .\ committee of nineteen membir
formed to raise a fund for the defence "f reli|

liberty. The Socialists have also formed a Ce
Committee, and appointed delegates to com
derstanding with their colleagues in the

]

regard toa general Socialistic revolutionary pr.igrai

which will form the basis of action at ail future

tions.

Madrid.—An official dispatch has been receivw

nouncing that the submarine telegraph cable,

Singapore to the Phillipine Islands, has beea
pletely laid.

WANTED
A Friend and his wife, to take charge of the Fai

Tunessassa, and to have the general superiiuenden

the .school and family at that place.

Application may be made to

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., Philadelphia.
Joseph L. Bailev, Pine Iron Works, Barks Co
Joseph S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelphi

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANI
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddp

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hall,1
Applications for the Admission of Patients i

m.ade to the Superintendent, or to any of the B
Managers.

Died, on the 29th of 3rd mo. 1880, at the rcsid

of Oliver Balderston, Solebury township, Bucks
Pa., Elizabeth Bunting, in the 83rd year of her

an esteemed member of Buckingham Monthly M«
of Friends.

, at his residence in Salem, Columbia
Ohi.i, 4th mo. 6th, 1880, Daniel Boulton, a co

member of Salem Monthly Meeting of Friends, ir

77th year of his age. Though unassuming in man'

he was esteemed in the community for his integrity

uprightness ef character.

WILLIAMlirPILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Por "The Friend."

Soren Olsen.

the 24tb volume of " The Friend," there
published an interesting account of the
rings endured by two young men in Nor
who had become so fully convinced of

unlawfulness of war for Christians, that
were willing to suffer imprisonment

or than serve on board of the king's ships
The narrative says:

One of them named Soren Olsen was
on board a ship at Stavanger, where he

severely treat d, but not being :ible to
te his constancy, he was onlered to be im-
|9nedat Fredericksvern. Friends obtained
Irting opportunity with him, which was a
Bering time. He was about 22 years ol

and had received scarcely any school
hing, but the Lord had for some time been
^ork in his heart by the operations of his

iSed Sjiirit, opening his understanding to
[into the mysteries of salvation, and the
itual nature of the Christian dispensation,
ing his imprisonment he wrote the folio w-

letter to one of the Friends at Stavanger,

'Fredericksvern, Sixth mo. 29th, 1848.

[n a tender and living love, 1 think of you,
inds, and always remember you. We
ved at Korten on the 14th inst. ; and when
ir conscience sake, refused to work in any
g appertaining to war, I was put in prison
r being subji'cted to many examinations,
expected to have been beat.n. On the

I, 1 was removed to this place, and have
1 again examined, and am expecting some
her punishment. I will therefore be pa-
t, though I often feel something that is

passing in my mind, and am scarcely able
e as watchful as I ought. I have nothing
lory ill but weakness and infirmities: the
1 is ray confidence and my comfort in

ilaiion.'

Seventh month 2nd. He writes that he is

confined in the same prison, and has been
enced to be whipped three days, which is

lidered capital punishment; but thai the
was about to be laid before Oscar, the

;,
in the hope thai it will be mitigated. ' I

1 feel that impatience is ready to break in

1 me
;
but the Lord be praisid, who, up to

time, has preserved me, and I do feil it

ixcellent thing, when the distress of my
•t is made to burst forth before the Lord.

"On the 19th of Eleventh month, 1818,
Soren Olsen was discharged, and permitted to
return to his family, after twenty w.-eks' im-
prisonment, during the last ten days of which
he was kept on bi-ead and water only. His
prison was a very uncomfortable one, and
diet at all times scanty and poor ; but he bore
up with cheerful resignation, and on his return
looked both healthy and happy, evincing the
serenity and quietude of a peaceful mind."

Soren was born at Stavanger on 2d mo. 23d,
1827, and canie to this country in 1854; set
tling originally in Wisconsin, and from thence
moving into Iowa. Many yeai-s after, in con-
versing with a friend, he said, that during
this imprisonment in the old country, he was
allowed but a very small portion of the bread
.and water on which he subsisted—the desiirn
being to add to his suffei-ings by hunger. He
spoke also of how weak he felt at thcTtime of
his release from prison. He was then about
300 miles from home, and had but little money,
so that he suppo-ed he must go to work to
earn enough to pay his passage. But th
post-master of the place told him of a vessel
that was going direct to Stavanger. He
went immediately to see the captain, who
agreed to take him, and risk getting his pay
on his arrival at home. He had barely time
to get the little baggage he bad left on shore
before the vessel sailed.

He joined the Society of Friends, through
eonvincement of the truth of its principles;
and his attachment to its doctrines remained
firm to the end of life. It was therefore with
great sorrow that he observed the introduc-
tion into its borders of many things which he
regarded as inconsistent with its original prin-
ciples. This is clearly shown in many ot the
letters written during the last five or six
years of his life, which, in simple but pathetic
language, express his mournful emotions.

In the early pai-t of the year 1874, one of
the ministers of Ohio Yearly Meeting visited
the part of Iowa in which he resided. This
opened the way for further intercourse with
members of that Yearly Meeting, residing in

Iowa, to whom he found himself increasinglj'
united in feeling, and with whom, after several
years' deliberation, he joined in merabershii)
in 1878.

Under date of 4th mo. 20th, 1874, he thus
writes to the minister whose visit is above re-

ferred to.

"It is a great comfort to know that we
have friends that can feel and sympathize
with us when we are tried and proved. It

has been and still is ray lot to be tried and
proved on account of the still increasing de-
cline or dilapidation in our Society. This is

a great sorrow to me, so much so that I be-
lieve my natural strength is wearj'ing away
with it. * * The great majority seem in-

clined to go back to that which our early
Friends came out of, and

,
hich they faith

salute you all, dear Friends, in love, &c,, fully testified against and suffered for. * * *

Soren Olsen.' |
In viewing our part of the Sqciety, I am ready

to exclaim : The testimonies of the Lord are
tro Iden down, and the ark of the covenant;
and how shall we regain it, and who is suflJ-

cient for these things?
" I did not know anything about the doc-

trine and practice of the S .ciety of Friends
before I was convinced, which was abojt the
age of 18 years ; and as the doctrine and testi-

monies of Friends were dear and precious to
mo then, so they have ever been

; and there-
fore it goes hard with me to see them violated
and disregarded

; and it is my earnest desire
to support them

; although I am quite sensi-
ble it is under many weaknesses and frailties
of the flesh."

About the same time he addressed a letter
to S. W. S., a Friend residing in Linn Co.,
Iowa, from which the following passages are
taken :

I received thy acceptable letter yesterday;
thereby understanding that thou art con-
cerned for my preservation in the Truth ; and
directing me to ' the alone true Teacher.'
This is very kind, for it seems to me, that
when wo feel a c:)ncern for one another, and
are brought to sympathize with each other,
and baptized into suffering one with another,
it is evident that we are members one of an-
other, and brethren and sisters of the house-
hold of faith. 'As one member rt\joiees all the
members rejoice with it, and as one moraber
suffers all the members suffer with it.'

" Trials are increasing here. One step after
another is taken in bringing in of innovations
and wrong things; many go so far as to put
a wrong construction on the doctrines and
practices of our early Fi-iends in order to de-
fend modernized Quakerism. So, I have been
ready to exclaim in secret, 'Oh, the twisting,
twining serpent, how he can beguile poor
man ! Unsoundness, and a lack of under-
standing, and a clear discernment in regard
to our oarly Friends' doctrine and practice,
causes wrong things to grow amongst us.

Tne Church tries to deck and to cover her-
self with a covering that is not of the Lord's
making; but it seems to me plain that she
will never shine forth in her true beaut)' under
that covering ; she will never come forth under
great pretensions and display of religion, but
he must come forth under sufferings and deep
baptisms

;
her children must be such that have

come out of great tribulations, &e. I am deep-
ly tried wi'h things, and ray poor heart is al-

niost bended down under it ; but it is a blessed
comfort that we have one sure Ilock of de-
fence to flee to in time of trouble, the Captain

our Salvation, by whom alone we will be
able to conquer."

In a letter to the same Friend, dated Le
Grand, Iowa, 5th mo. 14th, 1874, after speak-

g of the distribution of some books and
acts which had been left in his charge, and

of the "delight" which he look in spreading
a knowledge of "the doctrines, views and
practices of Friends in earlier days," he adds :

"It seems to me the Society is in a very de-
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dining state; and it seems to mo that as far

as it departs from the life and the jjower, and

the sense and savor of it, so fur it becomes

identified with Antichrist, the false Church,

which always makes great pretension to this

and that, yea she is full of profession and pre-

tension. But as for my part, I have to look

well to my own steppings. 1 hope I am not

unmindful of my own danger. May the Lord
protect his people however poor, scattered

and few they may be; and it is for them to

learn to be content under every dispensation

that is meted out to thdm."
Having received a letter from a Friend in

Philadelphia in reference to the distribution

of religious books, he replies, under date of

5th mo. lOih, 1874, that he is "more than
willing to assist" in carrying out the concern.

He then refers to the condition of our Society

in the pans which came under his observa-

tion, and adds, " Yet hero are not a few trie<i

ones amongst us. I have a little testified

against the wrong proceedings, for which I

have to suffer and bear the .reproach. Oh
how I long to see the day, that Friends could

all be united in the truth, and rally round the .

old standard! Surely the doctrines and testi-

monies of our predecessors are too precious to

fall to the ground ; and the longer I live, the

more I feel this.

"Although thou art a stranger to me (as
[

to the outward), yet I feel a love to cover my
mind while I am penning these few lines ; and
my love is to all the true and faithful Friends
everywhere."
Another letter to the same Friend in refer-

ence to some books which had been received,

contains this brief reference to the trials con-

sequent on faithful adherence to the '-old'

standard." " We are a few of us left here that'

cannot go with the strong current that seems
to sweep everything vcilh it as it goes; and
therefore we are despised, reproached and
called by nicknames. May the portion of the]

true Israel be preserved wherever scattered."!

In a letter to his Philadelphia correspondent,
written 3rd mo. 6th, 1875, he again refers to!

the same subject, as follows

:

|

" I received thy welcome letter last even-
ing ; and I was truly glad to get another letter

from thee, for it is a comfort to me to receive

such evidences of the notice of my friends, as
|

it seems to be a day of deep proving, and
rather increasingly so, as there is more and
more of a departure from the primitive stand-

1

ard, and a bold and open [repudiation] of the;

doctrines and testimonies of our early Friends;
which is a sorrowful fact. I never in my life

'

saw such a confusion as I witnessed just now
in a revival or protracted meeting (as they!
call them) held and conducted by such that'
go under the name of Friends, here at Lo
Grand. The meeting neld several hours, where

|

there was hardly a moment's silence ; and
then the lower gallery benches were cleared
and occupied for 'mourners' benches;' and I

quite a number went to work all over the|
house to persuade and even compel people to
come forward to ' confess,' and to receive a|

'blessing;' and some were praying, and some
talking, and some singing; and this kind of
meeting has held now for nearly a week, day
and night ; and I do not know how much

:

longer it will hold. It is a wonder to me how I

people can bo so grossly deluded. This is a'

very short hint, but it will give thee and
others an idea of things hereaway. And be-

cause I can take no part or unite with such'

innovations, and rather testified against it, I

am treated with a great deal of contempt, and
looked upon with an eye of suspicion. But
there is no other way than to be willing to

suffer and to bear what maj' come upon us

and to have confidence in the Lord.
(To be conclcded.)

For "The Friend.'

Madagascar.

(Continued from page 311.)

Among the insects of Madagascar are many
species of locusts. Some of the smaller kinds
are used for food by the people. Divested of
wings and limbs, they are dried and exposed
for Sale in great heaps in the markets. They
are generally fried in fat, and are not un-
ple:isant in taste.

Many of the spiders are very large and
brilliantly colored. The legs of some of the
largest spread over a circle of six or seven
inches in diameter. They spin immense geo-
metric webs, which span the beds of consider-

able streams or wide paths; and those are an
chored to the surrounding vegetation by such
strong silken cords that it requires an effort

to break them. Our author says: "Some
years ago I spent a long alternoon on a hill

to the south of the capital with two friend",

catching spiders. We obtained a great niim
ber, including from thirty to forty different

species; some of these were like small crabs
rather than spiders. Only recently, however,
did I meet with one of the venomous spiders

of the island. This insect is about the size of
a small marble, almost perfectly globular in

shape, of a shining glossy black, and with
black leg", but it has a small red spot on the
abdomen. Its bite is said by the natives to

be fatal, and it probably is so unless speedy
measures are taken to cauterize the wound."
Small scorpions are not uncommon in the

warmer parts of the island, and centipedes are
numerous. These latter have an unpleasant
habit of getting into any small hole or crevice
in the wood work of houses, often choosing
the hollows for the bolts of shutters and win
dows. Their bite is extremely painful, re-

sembling the touch of a red-hot iron, but it is

not very dangerous if some simple remedies
are applied.. Besides the venomous centipedes
there are in the forest great numbers of a per-

fectly harmless millipede, a series of shining
black rings, eight or nine inches long, with
numerous legs which move like successive
waves. Another varietj', called by the natives
"Stur-droppings," is completely covered with
a wonderfully beautiful coat of mail. The
segments are so shaped that when the crea-

ture is alarmed it rolls itself into a ball, every
plate fitting into the other, and forming an
almost perfect sphere, from which no force,

save that of tearing it asunder, can induce it

to uncoil. It is about six inc-hes long and one
and a half inches wide, and is of a beautifully
grained bronze like Russia leather.

Among the vegetable productions of Mada-
gascar is the tangena, a tree producing a
poisonous nut, in which a kind of divine in-

fluence was supposed to reside, and which was
therefore used as an ordeal for the detection
of certain crimes. In small quantity it acts
as an emetic, but in a larger dose as a virulent
poison. The chief use of this ordeal was for
the discovery of witchcraft, b}' which the
African races understand the use of poisonous
drugs for evil purposes. As the ancient Greeks
and Bomans used the same woi'd to denote a

gs on th^i
^

isonous, a
"

ither inh* *'

arted to | '^

physician, a sorcerer or a poisoner, so in n
African languages the same peculiaritj|

tains. This arises from the fact that ai

primitive races the effec.i of drugs on th^i

tem, whether medicinal or po
eribed to some magical power, ei

in the substance itself, or impart^

sorcery. Medicines are thus eiuployeS'

charms both for causing and curing dise»

The tangena ordeal was administere(ji '°;

giving a portion of two nuts rubbed do
water or in the juice of a banana, the cuj

having previously eaten a little rice and
lowed three small square pieces of a
>kin. Tepid water was after a few min)

administered to cause vomiting, and the

of innocence was the rejection of these

pieces uninjured. Even if the ordeal

fairly administered there was some rii

poisoning; and as it was frequently ua

get rid of obnoxious persons, by a little

agement it could easily be made to yi(

unfavorable result. One of the most remi

able things in connection with this

was the implicit faith of the people genen
in its supernatural power, so that they wi

often demand of the authorities that it shi

be administered to them to clear them of

possible suspicion.

Sibree says: "I have been told bj' ng

friends who had been obliged to take tbd|

deal during the persecution of Christiai

that they were not freed from suspicion i

after the pieces of skin had been rejected

that for a daj' or two afterwards they i

closely watched, and dared not even spit

get rid of the bitter taste caused by the poii
'

In that case they would have been pul

death all the same. Happily, this absurd

cruel custom is now at an end in those pft

of the island to which the Hova autho
extends ; for by the Anglo-Malagasy tn

of 18i5, the use of the tangena ordeal

abolished forever in Madaga^-car.

Among the species of palm-trees, thei

vona grows to the height of one hundred ft

Its bark is so touich that the natives use it

tying together planks, and thus construct boi

thirty feet in length, and cipable of seati

fifty people. No nail or iron of anj- kind

used about these boats.

In the forests,. the trees are bound togeth

in all directions by countless creepers a

lianas, which cross and intertwine in an iD(

tricable tangle, like the disordered coria

a hundred ships. Some of these stretch frc

the topmost boughs to the ground like tl

backstays of a lofty ship's mast, and otb(

cross at every conceivable angle. Tbe-e lian

form without any preparation a very strOD

tough cordage, and in carrying goods fro

the coast to the interior they are largely

for securing all kinds of packages.

The bamboo is one of the mO'^t beautiful ai

useful plants here as in other tropical can

tries. Extensive tracts are almost coven

with the long graceful stems, curving OT

the paths like enormous whips. One speei]

has a climbing habit, and covers the slurdi'

trees with a dense mantle of green diaper*

In this, the cane is almost as small as a qui i

with a circle of fine small leaves around t\'

joints, which are not more than five or 8ii

inches apart. These long slender canes haCj

pendent from the branches of the trees, <

stretch in graceful curves from tree to trii

along the sides of the road. On the eastei

coast long pieces of bamboo form the oni
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pots of the people. The soil is not suit

jV making earthen vessels, and accord-

every house half-adozen bamboos
in one coiner, from whioh the water for

itic use is obtained. All but one of the

•agms at the joints are broken through,

le upper end is stopped by a handful of

lOugh the central provinces of Mada-
are very bare of wood, there are a great

sr of grasses, some of which are very
ful, and many others are of value in the

arts. In some marshy districts masses
nison grass are found, giving quite a

ir appearance to the landscape. In

Jistiicls the grass grows to the height

en or eight feet, so that travellers are

dden from view in the dense jungle,

iny places, prickly grass is found, pre

g the bare-footed boarersfrom straying

h beyond the narrow footpaths; and in

a curiously barbed and pointed grass
' wild-hog's spear," is also a great an-

ce to travellers, being strong enough to

the skin. It has the appearance of a

il of grass tied in a bundle by two or

of the long wiry blades. In some of

armer districts of Madagascar, certain

grasses have a very disti net and po wer-
grance ; and I have often felt that the

, not less than the sights and sounds,

long the surest signs of one's being in

al country.

gras-es of Madagascar are very in

it to the people, as affording an exhaust-

ppl3' of material for their household re

lents. Fine straw mats, often beauti

voven in patterns, are part of the furni

f everj' Malagasj' house. These cover

)or, and often line the walls; and on the

ice of a visitor, a clean one is always
from the roUedup mats overhead and
Ifor him to sit down upon. This straw

'

aited into ver3' neat hats and caps, which
n shape and pattern in different parts

! country, and into a great variety of

|ful and durable baskets. In the Belsileo

ce, the clothing of the lower classes

Its solely of a straw mat ; and on the

eastern coast, similar mats, but made of

rush, are sewn into a kind of sack, and
ivorn by the coast tribes. Small squares

ts are also used in these regions instead

tes and dishes; and a variety of brushes

Iso made from grass stalks. Severa"

of grass are used in many parts of th

ry for thatching the native houses, the

and tough stalks forming an excellent

ing. Still another purpose is served by

Madagascar. Owing to the scarcity

od in the central provinces, grass form

nly fuel of the majority of the people,

g the rainy season it grows long and
from the abundant moisture, and then

brown and dry during the six rainless

lis of the cold weather. It is the work
i old slave women to go out and collect

esof this fuel ; and what is left is gener-

et fire to towards the approach of the

season, when the sky is lighted up at

I with the glare of burning grass in all

tions.

(To be continued.)

ive if we were not often stripped,

:louded too, we should not long remain

'h dependent on divine aid and the re-

d shining of the holy light.

—

J. Scott.

For "The Friend"

Memoir of Hannah Marsh.

BY HER DAUGHTER, PRISCILLA PITT.

(Continued from page 307.)

9th mo. 8th, 1837. I seem constrained to

notice in this way, the love and goodness of

my Heavenly Father vouchsafed to me who
am but a very feeble one, if one at all, of the

flock of the fold of the great and good Shep-

herd, who carries the lambs in his arms, and
gently leads those who are with young. The
language sweetly saluted my mind, return

unto thy rest. Oh m^' soul, for the Lord hath

dealt bountifully with thee—soon after wak-
ng this morning—and I was favored with a

precious little time of quiet in my chamber;
)d helped, I trust, in some degree to draw
gh unto the Father of Mercies, craving help

and preservation. Oh how sweet to bo en-

abled to draw nigh. Surely when the heart is

hoUj' given up, the language can experi-

mentally be adopted. There are no joys like

unto the joys of God's salvation ; no peace

ke that which He gives, and which at times

flows into the mind of his humble, faithful

ol lowers. On reading the Scriptures as usual

after breakfast, felt a renewed desire that it

ght be accompanied with inward waiting

and dependence upon that Spirit which gave

them forth ; without which no instrumental

means would be availing. Felt drawn to ad-

dress our servant, who had requested permis-

sion to go to her place of worship, to undergo

the ceremony of confirmation, desiring h

dependence might be singly upon Him who
can alone bless and render effectual any out-

ward performances ;
reviving the language,

That God is no respecter of persons, but that

in every age those that fear Him and work
righteousness are accepted of Him : encour-

aging her to a continued walking in his fear.

Having a comfortable hope that she is desir-

ous of acting uprightlj' and walking accept-

ably before Him, peace was permitted to

attend this little act of dedication. Oh ray

soul I how slow thou art to believe, and back

ward in performing, what at times may pre-

sent as a i-equiring ; and is there not a cause?

Do not things of a temporal nature occupy
too much time and attention, even the things

which are seen, and those things which are

not seen and which are eternal, too little

thought of.

"9th mo. 10th. Preparative Meeting. The
first meeting was held in silence ; very many
of our members absent, not one man Friend

to sit by me, and dear L A. B. also absent,

that it felt to me a responsible situation I had

to fill ; even to have my dependence upon Him
alone who can supply all our need; and feel

n)y entire inability of myself to satisfy the

expectation of the creature -which is often

much after words; and felt thankful to bo

preserved in quietness, though in some abased-

ness of spirit
;
yet no condemnation attending.

In the meeting for discipline addressed a few

words to the children ; but life often appears

at a very low ebb amongst us, that 'tis often

hard work to dig deep enough to get to the

well-spring in ourselves, that so capacity niay

at times be experienced to administer to

others.

"9ih mo. 12th. Yery unwell, and kept my
bed with my old complaint, the headach

Surely it is of great importance that we make
use of the time when health is afforded, for

when pain and sickness assail us, the mind is

quite incapable of reflection.

" 9th mo. 13th. Made an attempt to sit up
to-day, and hoped to be well enough to attend
our week-day meeting, but was quite unfit

;

more is not expected from any of us than
bility is given to perform

;
got increasingly

morepoorly and obliged to go again to bed, and
:'elt a desire that this might have the desired

effect : being made sensible I was in the bands
of Him who dealeth with us after the counsel

of his own will ; and that instead of repining

at what He saw meet to dispense, I ought to

foci thankful I was spared from greater suffer-

ng; for surely we know not what we stand
n need of to keep us humble.
9Lh mo. 14th. Was favored to wake this

morning free from pain, and being favored

with ability, was glad to avail rayacif of a kind

offer from a Friend to take me to Wandsworth
to attend our Select Monthly Meeting, which
I had not expected to have been well enough
to have done; but had greatly desired to bo

resigned however it might be; but it pleased

m3' Heavenly Father to remove my indispo-

sition and enable me to go, in the ability He
was pleased to afford. And oh I can my soul

say, when his sustaining presence is permitted

to attend us, and go along with us, what
preservation is experienced; what entire de-

pendence is felt to be on his all-supporting

arm; and I can with humility and thankful-

ness acknowledge He was pleased to bo near

to support me and enable me to express some-

thing of the exercise which attended my mind

in our meeting for worship : commencing
with the mournful language of the prophet

Jeremiah, ' Oh I that my head were waters,

and mine eyes a fountain of tears,' &o., and

that my mind had been sad ;
that a lamenta-

tion would now be taken up for the desolation

and waste places of our Zion; and the lan-

guage be uttered, 'The ways of Zion mourn

because so few come up to her solemn feasts.'

That if we felt sensible of this it might lead

to an examination how fur wo were contribu-

ting to widen the breaches amongst us, or re-

pairing them. And that my heart had been

enabled to salute the lowly, humble children

ofour Heavenly father ; believing the language

sweetly went forth to such, 'Fear not, little

ock,' &c., encouraging all to live more in the

true fear which does away all slavish fear;

that the fear of man is a snare, and to live in

that love which casteth out fear; believing

that the love of the world and the love of for-

bidden things had taken such possession of

the mind, as to prevent it from having the

eye singly directed unto our holy head ;
so as

to see what it was our duty to do or to leave

undone; that if it was kept single I believed

some would see themselves called upon to

walk in a narrower path; discouraging them

from looking out too much at what some

might say or another might think; and I

think concluded again with the language,

fear not, &c. I trust if what I offered did no

good, it might be jireserved from doing harm.

Dear Lydia Chalk, some little time after,

knelt down ; and in her supplication, which I

felt to be very preciously owned, sweetly al-

luded to the foregoing testimony: which was
permitted to prove as a balm and comfort to

my poor mind, and I was enabled to receive

it as a token for good : for which, and every

other blessing, 1 desire to be made increas-

ingly sensible, and to ascribe the praise and

the glory to Him to whom alone it is due;

not only now, but forever and for evermore,

saith my soul, and to desire for renewed
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ability to love Him more and more, and serve

H.m belter. Amen."
(To be coDtinoed.)

For "The Friond "

Tender Advice lo the Newly Convinred.

Francis Howgill, in iho year 1655, wrote a

general epistle lo various classes among the

members of the church in his day, wliich eon-

tains the following:

"O ye that are convinced of the truth of

our God, wait in that which doth convince,

and keep your minds to it, and love it, and
follow it whither it leads j'ou, and it will lead

you to know the gift of God, which leads to

repentance from dead works, to serve the liv-

ing God, who dwells in the immortal light.

And take heed of looking back at the plea-

sures of sin you have formerly lived in, but

wait upon ihe pure light of Christ Jesus in

patience, that so you may sec the enmity
which is against God, and it slain in you daily;

that so you may see Him that is the Saviour
of the soul. And take heed of rebellingagainst

the Lord, who hath given you a measure of

his true Light, to lead you from sin, if you
love it, unto righteousness from whence it

comes, even from the righteous judge of all

the world, who judgeth every man out of the
book of his conscience ; and so priz'j the evi r-

lasting love of God to j'our souls, that you
may see Him who lives forever."

To the fathers and elders and honorable
women, who know the manna by which all

the children of the Lord are fed out of the
everlasting treasure-house of the Father, he
thus recommends the care of the young and
weak of the flotk :

"Watch over the flock of Christ Jesus in

every place and region and quarter, where
the Lord hath set you, and govern them in

all wisdom and righteousness, that the gospel
of our Lord Jesus Christ may bo adorned;
and take care of them willingly, knowing this

ihe Lord requires of you, and hath called you
unto ; and to nourish the plants, and the young
ones and the babes; and that every one may
know their place, and watch and instruct in

all wisdom, and correct and reprove in the
name and power of our Lord Jesus, that no
rebellious nor slothful may grow up, nor be
harbored amongyou

; butall in diligence may
be kept in the fear of the Lord in their places,

that the gospel of Christ Jesus be not evil

spoken of nor the heathen blaspheme."

The Brahmin and the Microscope.—One day
a Brahmin in India, whoso religion strictly

prohibits him from eating any animal food,

or from taking away the life of any living
creature for that end, was shown by means of
a microscope that the vegetable food he was
eating was full of minute little insects, so that
he cru-hed whole swarms of them at ever}'

mouthful. The microscope made this too
plain for even a Brahmin to doubt or ari;ue
against; what, then, could he do? Alarmed
at his position, and finding no other way left

by which he could escape from the evidence
of his very senses—evidence that went to
prove him defiled by the horrid sin of taking
animal life every time he took food, in spite
of all his religion—he flung from him the mi
croscope and broke it into a hundred pieces.
And now he could eat on in quiet.
Young people, have you ever broken ihe

microscope? When sin has been pointed out
to you, have you not risen up and thrust the

disagreeable conviction away by rushing off

10 some amusement ? Was not this breaking

Ihe microscope? When reproved for a burst of

temper, or an act of wilfulness, have you not

tiled to escape from the painful humiliation

of confessing your fault by changing the sub

ject or accusing another ? Was not this break

ing the microscope ?—Religious Herald.

WHAT CAKLYLE WROTE.
Lo, here hath been dawning
Another blue day

;

Think, wilt thou let it

Slip useless away?
Out of eternity

This new day is born
;

Into eternity

At ni^lit will return.

BehoUl it aforetime

No eye ever did
;

So soon it forever

From all eyes is hid.

Here hath been dawning
Another blue d:iy

;

Think, wilt thou let it

Slip useless away?

AT SCHOOL.

I sat in the school of sorrow;
The Master was teaching there

;

And my eyes were dim with weeping.
And ray heart was full of care.

Instead of looking upward,
And seeing His face divine.

So full of tenderest pity

For weary hearts like mine,

I only thought of the burden.
The cross that before me lay

;

So hard and heavj' to carry.

That it darkened the light of day.

So I could not learn my lesson,

.And say, " Thy will be done !"

And the Master came not near me
As the weary hours went on.

At last, in my heavy sorrow,

I looked from the cross above;
And I saw the Master watching.
With a glance of tender love.

So I stoop'd to that weary sorrow.
One look at that face divine

Had given nie power to trust Him,
And say, " Thy will, not mine."

And thus I learnt ray lesson.

Taught by the Master alone,

He only knows the tears 1 shed
;

For He has wept his own.

And from them came a brightness.

Straight from the Home above,
'

Where (lie school-life will be ended.
And the cross will show the love.

TO A SKY-LARK.

Ethereal minstrel ! Pilgrim of the sky !

Dost thou despise the earth where cares abound ?

Or, while thy wings aspire, are heart and eye
Both with thy nest upon the dewy ground ?

Thy nest which thou canst drop into at will,

Those quivering wings compose, that music still !

To the last point of vision, and beyond.
Mount, daring warbler! that love-prompted strain,

('Twixt thee and thine a never failing bond,)
Thrills not the less the bosom of the plain

;

Yet miglil'st thou seem, proud privilege ! to sing
All independent of the leafy spring.

Leave to the Nightingale her shady wood;
A privacy of glorious light is thine

;

Whence thou dOst pour upon the world a flood

Of harmony, with instinct more divine;
Type of the wise, who .soar, but never roam.
True to the kindred points of Heaven, and Home.

— Word»Dort1i.

The Results of Prohibition.—Tha folloi

itein is taken from the Lebanon (Pa.) X
Times, and published without comment,
is sufficient comment of itself:

Editor Times

:

—About ten days ago I

ticed in a newspaper the following :

What is to be done with Potter Com
An exchange says: At a recent term of

Quarter Sessions Court of Potter Cou
Pennsylvania, the District Attorney infor

the Court that he had no indictments or

to present to the Grand Jury ; the sheriff

staled that he had no criminals in the pri

the directors of the poor reported that

had no one to keep at the county's charj.

expense. Potter county has had no la

license for ten years, and this is given ai

rea-on for the luck of court business. '

Being curious to know whether or not

statement was in accordance with the faei

the case, 1 clipped ii out of the paper an
closed it in a letter addressed to the Proth
tary of Poller county, requesting him lo in

me of the facts in the case. In due tii

received the following :

'.

Coudersport, Pa., March 12, 1?

T. L. Kepharl: Dear Sir,—Yours of'

lOih received, I reply with pleasure. Ail

December term of court we had no jurjj

we had nothing for them to do. We ha\!

poor house in the county, for we have m
for one. Potter County has had no lic<

to sell whisky for nearly thirty years. Tl

fore our jail is emptj' about ten months ii

year. Eespectfully yours,

O. H. Crosby, Prothonotc

Below the Surfice —Whenever you see

thing above giound that is worth admi
and that has anj' true stability or hoj

permanencp, you may be sure that there

great deal below the surface just there, a

foundation of that which makes so gooi

show before your eyes.

Whether it is in the world of nature,

art, or of intellectual attainment, or of

sonal character, or of spiritual life, it i

all on the surface, not all in plain si^ht

it is a graceful elm or a wide spreading
you may be sure it has roots running (

and reachins; out into the earth below, to

strength and security lo its sturdy trunl

iis swaying boughs. If it is a majestic n
tain rising in grandeur to the clouds, it

on no quicksands, but has a basis broad
firm, and deep as the globe's centre. If

a towering monument or a massive pi

buildings, or a bridge spanning river

marsh with vast and loftj' arches, there
have been a preliminarj' sinking of si

and layitig of strong foundations, and
uprearing of subterranean walls, befor
mighty structure which now commanc
teniion began its upward stretch abov
surface. If it is the finished work
scholar in history or science; if it is a
vel of gracefulness and beautj' in the sf

of literature—poetry or prose; if it

triumph of power at the bar, on the tril

or in the realm of applied science or of

fessional skill,—all that is shown and se«

dieates the existence of much that is c

sight; the success which is attained a

the surface cannot be accounted for bu

the fact that a great deal of preparatioi

this w;is made below the surface. If in

it be a noble character or a saintly lif

character of strength and beauty, of b
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id

;e and of sublime endurance, or a life of

38 and of railialing sweetness and pur-

idid not come by chiince, nor was ii

bed at a single bound ;" it was a matter
wth as Wfll as of grace; and the best

be most of tbat wbicb is noted of good
conduct or tbe countenance of the one
ed and revered, was wrought silently

lowly out of sight and below the sur-

-S. S. Times.

For "The Friend."

Meeting at Firbank Chapel and its Results.

(Continued from page 306.)

ncisHowgill was about thirty-fouryears
when he attended tbe meeting at Fir-

Chapel. IIo had met with George
few daj-s before at Sedburg, and bore

lonj- to the authority with which h<-

on that occasion. So tbat be was
what prepared to receive bis Gospel

ge on tbat memorable day, when so

a convincement took place,

few years after, be wrote some account

is experience in bis search after tbf

g knowledge of God. In this he says,

from the age of twelve years ho set his

to know the Lord, followed the strictest

of worship in the part of tbe country

be lived, and spent much time alone

ding and meditation. He was often

n himself for indulgence in sports

jastimes which he saw were but vanity;

when he yielded to tbe restraint thus

upon him, felt a reward of peace. He
: '-Then I began to oppose my fellows,

whom I bad walked in wantonness;

Ithen they began to revile mo, and hate

land scorn mo; yet notwiih-tanding I

lered not. Then I read much, and prayed
?ords, often three or four times a day

;

I knew not where God was, but in my
jinalion imagined a God at a distance,

so went on. And I began to grow in

pledge without (which is sensual), and

I was puffed up, for the world admired

but still I was condemned for vain words
actions, and the root of iniquity grew in

And then I followed a more sti'iet

se, and often went five or six miles to

some more excellent means (as they

id it), and so did get more words, but

I was tbe same, nay worse, fur knowledge
id me up. Then along to about fifteen

•8 of age, I posted up and down after the

b excellent sermons, and so became
lainted with all the eminent Christians

;alled) in the region where I lived ; and I

despised of my parents, and of the world

e a wonder, and great reproach came
1 me; but still I saw they knew nought,

it was no matter. And so much sorrow

upon me for four or five years, and when
18 turned within, I was judged for all my
jity formerly, and still my heart was
ved unto me, that it was corrupt; but as

pt within to the light in my conscience,

IS rcKlrained from many actions which I

a will to do; and in tbe instant, when I

) been doing any unrighteousness in

)ns or words, in many things I was often

ped ; and when 1 saw that 1 did it not a

,tji)y arose in me: and when I bad done
thing forwardly and rashly 1 was judged,

this tbe teachers said was a natural con-

ice that kept from sin and did restrain it.

nd thusl hearkened to their imagination,

so 8li;ghied tbe Light as too low a thing
;

that was but common grace tbat did preserve

out of gross evils, but tbe saints bad a peculiar

faith anil grace. And so I hearkened to them,

and still 1 was convinced of sin
; and then

they told how the saints did believe in Christ,

and so sin was not imputed, but his righteous

ness Wtis accounted to them, and so I must seek

Him in the means, as prayer and receiving the

sacrament (as they called it), and they juilged

me a worthy communicant ; and in great fear

I was lest I should eat unworthily, and none
could direct me what the body of Christ was,

insomuch that one time I read all the Scrip-

tures that spoke of Christ's 8uff>.'ring. And
they said, / must believe He suffered for vie

;

and 1 believed all that they call faith, and
yet I could not see how He had died for me,

and had taken away my sin, for tbe witness

in my conscience told me 7 was a servant of

sin whilst I committed it ; and they told me,

/ must not omit that ordinance, for thereby faith

was confirmed and strength added. Insomuch,

on tbe one hand they pressing it as a duty,

and on the other hand I saw tbat tho scrip-

ture said he that eats unworthily, eats damna-
tion to himself, I was in fear, notwithstanding

none could accuse me without
;

yet then

afterward a great fear fell upon me, and I

thought 1 had sinned against the Holj'

Ghost, and great trouble fell upon mo. Then
they said, I had not come prepared, and yet I

bad all tho preparation that they had spoken

of; but still they were physicians of no

value."

"At last there was somewhat revealed in

me, that the Lord would teach his people him-

self; and so I waited, and many things

opened in me of a time at band. And some-

times I would have beard a pries', but when
I heard him I was moved by the Lord, and

his word in mo spoke to oppose, and often as

a fire it burned, and a trembling fell upon me,

yet I feared reproach, and so denied the

Lord's motion. And it was revealed in me to

wait, and I should know his counsel ; and the

word of the Lord was in me,

—

the time was

at hand when the dead should hear the voice of

the Son of God ; and it burned in mo as a fire,

that the day was near when it should not be, lo

!

here, nor there, but all his people should be

taught of the Lord."

The effect upon him of the ministry of

George Fox, is thus declared: "And imme-
diately, as soon as I heard one declare that

tbe light of Christ in man was the way to

Christ, I believed in the eternal Word of

Truth, and tbat of God in my conscience

sealed to it; and so not only I, but many
hundreds more (who thirsted after tbe Lord,

but were betrayed by the wisdom of tbe ser-

pent), were all seen to be off the foundation,

and all mouths were stopped in tbe dust;

and so we stood all as condemned in our-

selves, and all saw our nakedness, and were all

ashamed, though our glory was great in tbe

world's eye : but all was vanity. But not-

withstanding I was ignorant what the first

principle of true religion was, yet as I turned

my mind within to the light of Jesus Cnrist,

wlierewitb I was enlightened, which formerly

had reproved me for all vanity, and also as I

did own it, it led me into righteousness, and
when I turned to it I saw it was tbe true and
faithful witness of Christ Jesus; and then

my eyes were opened, and all things were

brought to remembrance tbat ever I bad
done. And tbe dreadful power of tbe Lord
fell upon ine—with fear and terror—for the

sights that I saw with my eyes, and that

which I heard with ray ears: sorrow and
pain. And in the niorning I wished it had
been evening, and in the evening I wished it

had been morning; and I bad no re-t, but

trouble on every side. And all tbat ever 1

had done was judged and condemned."
The effect upon him of this "ministration

of condemnation," he relates as follows: "As
I bore tbe indignation of the Lord, something
rejoieed; the serpent's bead began to be

bruised. And as I did give up to all his

judgments, tho captive came forth out of

prison and rejoieed, and my heart was filled

with joy, and I came to see Him whom I had
pierced and my hea' t was broken. And then
I saw the cross of Christ, and stood in it, and
knew the enmity slain upon it, and tho new
man was made, and so peace came to be

made, and so eternal life was brought in

through death and judgment. And then the

perfect gift I received, which was given from
God, and tho holy law of God was revealed

unto me, and was written in my heart, and
his fear and bis word, which did kill, now
makes alive. And so it pleased the Father
to reveal his bon in me through death ; and
so I came to witness cleansing by his blood,

which is eternal; Glory unto him for ever I

and am made a minister of that Word of
eternal life which endures for ever; Glory
unto bis name for ever! and have rest and
peace in doing tbe will of God; and am
entered into the true rest, and lie down in

the fold with tho lambs of God, where the

sons rejoice together, and tho saints keep
holj' days; Glory unto him for ever! "

"Oh, my beloved ones, although I am the
lowest and weakest among many of my
brethren, yet tho eternal power of God is

my shield forever. The Lord of Hosts is

with us. There is a crown which none can
take away, to all who have denied all

;
yea,

it is on our heads; the dread of God is with
jus. And truly, dear brethren, we cannot say
'that we fished and catched nothing; for

many vessels are full; nor we have not
jtravailed and labored and brou ht forth

wind, as the false prophets do; for we have
the seals of our mini-try, which shall be wit-

[nesses for the Lord in genisrations to come.
Not unto us, Lord, but to thy name, be glory

for ever, who bath done and doth all lor us

and in us, who is our strength, our glory, our
crown of rejoicing all tbe day long."

(To be continued.)

The disastrous results following the con-

stant reading of bad books, of sensational

story papers, are generally acknowledged.
But the evil consequences of perusing the full

reports of crimes which many of tho best

dady papers publish are not commonly recog-

nized. These consequences are in their work-
ing widely spread. The average circulation

of the seven daily newspapers of Boston ap-

proaches two hundred thousand copies ; and

I

of the fifty of New England, four hundred
thousand. Each of these papers is read by
at least three persons. In New England
alone, therefore, not less than a million

1 readers peruse the story of every murder,
suicide, and assault committed within her
limits. Another consequence of these full

reports is corruption of the thoughts. The
harrowing details of tbe scene are constantly

I

before the mental eye. The reporter's pen
'points the details with a vividness as horrible
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as it is real. In the mind minutely cognizant

of the reports of crime, pure tliimiing is not

possible. A further cousequenco is the har-

rowing of the feelings. These reports pro

duce an unnatural excitement. They ar.mse

the lower appetites and desires, wiihoul

strengthening the higher. An additional

effect is the dtadening of the conscience.

The reading of these accounts dulls its sensi-

tiveness.

—

S. S. Times.

" Wait on the Lord."—We sometimes get

suggestions of great spiritual truths in the

most common incidents of daily life. I went
into a restaurant for dinner. As soon as I

eat down at one of the tables, a man came and
stood beside me. He waited patienilj' until

I had looked over the bill of fare and told him
what I wanted. Then ho hastened to the

cooks with the order. Having given it, he

stood like a statue until the dishes that I ha'l

ordered were prepared, 'i'hen taking them
he hurried back to me and placed them on the

table before me. He looked to see if all the

condiments were there, and then again stood

still to see if 1 would order anything more.

He was a waiter, but he was not an idler.

He only stood until ho knew what he was to

do, and then he did it promptly.
When our Saviour met Saul on the waj' to

Damascus, the blinded and convicted Phaiis -e

said, " Lord, what wilt thou have me to do ?
'

He was told to go into the city and wail there.

He obeyed. As he groped his way onwaid
he was waiting on the Lord—waiting obedi-

ently and in faith all the way. So we are to

wait. We are not to rush about hither and
thither, undertaking this thing or the other

thing according to oar whims and caprices.

But we are to siudy [the Bible] patiently and
earnestly in order to learn his will. We are

to ask Him for special indications of that will

by his providence and his Spirit. And as soon

as we knovv what He would have us do we
are to go at once and do it. He may not tell

us much at a time. He only told Saul to go
on into Damascus. But if we do that promptly
He will tell us more, and guide us in all our
waj's Waiting and working belong t>gether.

A faithful servant waits to be doing some-
thing for his master all the time. As soon as

be has finished one task, he comes asking :

Wliatnoxt? If all the Lord's servants had
this spirit—if they all waited on Him so, a

great change would come over our cthurches

They would be the hives of workers instead

of the lounging places of idlers and drones.

We want a revival of the Christian idea of
individual responsibility.

—

Nal. Farmer.

Infanticide and Tight Shoes.—There are

districts of China where infanticide prevails

to an incredible extent—a murder of female
children mainly. The higher estimate of

women is the product of Christian teaching;
and though women in China are compara-
tively free from seclusion, and have been
regents of the empire, and eminent for lite-

rary accomplishments, and although a ^on
paj's profound regard to his motlier, even the
emperor kneeling before her, yet the woman
is despised, and female lile is cheap. Not-
withstanding that the traveling vaccinator
charges a shilling to vaccinate a boj-, and
only sixpence for a girl, parents will rather
let their girls run the risk than pay the lower
fee. Women will confess to the number thej-

have destroyed. There are districts where

only seven-tenths of the female children are

kept alive. Of course, a sin like this ceases

in a Christian congrega ion, but the reforma-

tion is not stayed there, for in many neigh-

borhoods there is a growing repugnance to

tiie practice. There is another practice far

more universal, but which some suppose to

be connected with infanticide—the barbarous

fashion of binding the feet, so as to render

them not only useless, but diseased ; for girls

thus treated are, of course, a useless burden
to their parents if not married. The Chinese
themselves have tried to deal with this habit.

It is a huge tyranny of fashion, and cannot
even plead royalty in its favor, the present

dynasty not binding the feet of their women;
while one of the emperors even issued an in-

effectual edict, against it, and would have
issued another weighted with hea^y penal-

ties, but that his tiirone would have been
overturned. The native churches are now
taking the matter in hand, and are here and
there lorming " Anti- Foot-Binding Societies,"

and sometimes the matter is discu>sed in the

Church Synod. "Mr. Z. can easily speak
against it," said a native pastor, 'for he has
no daughters; but I am not so, it is in the

han'ls (if my wife, and I cannot prevent it;
"

and that reallj' touches the root of the matter.

It is for the native Christian mothers to take

action as they are doing, and neither to tor-

ture their daughters, nor, '-in selecting wives
for our sons, if the girl is intelligent and in

other respects suitable, should we reject her
because she has large feel;" and the custom
of ii tliousand years—a custom stronger than
the throne—is already in some Christian

centres yielding to the influence of Christian

principle.

—

Good Words.

For " The Friend."

Triumphant Death-Beds—The Crown follows the Cross.

In the year 1688, died that demoted and
eminent servant of (Christ, and patient suf-

ferer for his cause, William Dewsbur3\ He
was among those who were released from
long confinement, by the intervention of
King James, when he issued his warrant for

the discharge of Friends, and the su-*pension

of the penal laws against them, on their fir-t

apiilication to him. He had been ancsted as

a Jesuit, at the time of the great excitement
respecting the " Popish plot;" and though it

was shown there was no ground for the ac
cusation made against him, the vindictive

malice of his persecutors, and the unjust and
illegal action of the magistrates, induced and
enabled them to keep him a prisoner during
all the time that elapsed from the outbreak
of the terrible popular excitement men-
tioned, to the first year of the short reign of

King James. Though greatly debilitated,

and his health permanently impaired, by hi;

long confinement in noisome jails, and othei

cruellies inflicted on him, so that it was difH

cult and painful for him to walk, he, never-

theless, after his release, visited Friends at

some of their meetings. But finding himself
too feeble to travel much, he addressed an
epistle to Friends generally, which, he says.

was "given forth in the moving of the peace-

able spirit and word of reconciliatiun in the
Lord Jesus Christ: to whom are mj- prayers,

that all who are convinced may wait to be

made of the number of the slain of the Lord
and conformable to Christ in his death. That
they may witness his quickening power to

raise them up in the resurreclioa of life, to

enter into the gates of Zion, and dwell in

city of Now Jerusalem: p ace is within
ga:es, and quietness among all that 1

their habitation therein, having salvation

walls and bulwarks; and they are blesse

the Lord, and preserved by Him, to the he

.>f his name f )rever, Amen."
He went up to London, to attend

Yearly Meeting, in ldS8. While there

preached a, remarkable sermon, which
been handed down in print. It is said

congregation he addressed was over
thousand. Being taken ill, he was unab^ ^'

attend the Yearly Meeting, but sent a i"

letter to it, informing of the reason o
absence. He was favored to reach his 1

by short journeys, and lived but about i

weeks after. A few days before his del

several Friends being present in hischami
though, very weak, he addressed them

i

vently, testifying to the power of the^

ligion Friends professed, aud the goodnea
God as manifested to them. " Therefd
said he, " Friends, be faithful, and truSl

the Lord your God : for this I can sal

never, since (his convincemeiit) played i

coward ; but joyfully entered prisons,

palaces; telling my enemies to hold me tlj

as long as they could. And in the pt'

houses I sang praises to my God, and estei

the bolts and locks put upon me asje^

and in the name of the eternal God, 1 af

got the victory. For they could keep mei

longer than the determined time of my &
. . . My departure draws nigh. Blest

be my God, I am prepared. I have nothji

to do but to die, and put off this corra

mortal tabernacle, this flesh thai has so

infirmities. But the life that dwells in

ascends above all, out of the reach of dea'

hell and the grave; and immortality a

eternal life are my crown forever and eve

Thus triumphantly dejiarted this aged, dee|

experienced and suffering follower of t

Lord Jesus, to enter on the unceasing enjc

ment of those heavenly felicities which {

laid up for all those who love Him and 1

appearing in their hearts.

In 1668, Josiah Cole was gathered fro

works to rewards. He joined the Society

165-t, and became a faithful laborer in t

Lord's vineyard, as has been noticed in I

account of his services and sufferings wbi

in America. William Penn, in his teslimoij

concerning him, says: "His declarations i

the ungodly world were like an axe or

sword, sharp and piercing, being mostly 8

tended with an eminent appearance of tl

dreadful power of the Lord; but to tl

faithful and diligent, O ! the soft and pleasai

streams of lile immortal that have n
through him, to the refreshing of the Lord
heritage-" As he felt the chill of death cree;

ing over him, George Fox and Stephen Cri?

being with him, lie uttered many weight

expressions
; among the last of which wer

"For my part, I have walked in faithfulnei

to the Lord, and I have thus far finished ra

testimony, and have peace with the Lon
His majesty is with me, and his crown of lil

is upon me. So mind my love to all Friends

Then addressing S. Crisp, ho said, "Dei
heart I keep low in the holy seed of God, an

that will bo thj- crown forever. A minisK

of Christ must walk as He walked." He die

in the arms of the two Friends above namei

It was al.«o in this year (1668), that Franc

Howgill died in jail, as has been mentioned i
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;count of his trial and imprisonment,

as Loo, another eminent servant and
er of Christ, who in the course of hit*

the Church, had been instiumental

Ding many to righteousness, was called

from the church militant to enier upon
ward in the Church triumphant. VV hen

death-bed, he said to William Penn.
vhh. other Friends, was wailing on

Bear thy cross and stand iaithful tu

then He will give thee an everlanting

of glory, that shall not be taken from

There is no other way which shall

r than that which the holy men of old

I in. God hath brought immortality

ht, and life immortal is felt. Glory!

to Him, for He is worthy of it. His
vercomes my heart, nay, my cup runs

glory be to his Name forever." To
Whitehead he remarked, " The Lord

i to me; this day He covered me with

and as life was leaving his body, he

Glory, glory to Thee forever!" and
k to sleep in Jesus.

—

From " Friends in

h Century."

!.— What do you think the beautiful

' wife" comes trom? It is the word in

the English and Latin language con-

Ihe French and Greek. 1 hope the

h will some day get a word for it instead

t, dreadful word femme. But what do

ink it comes from? The great value

on words is that they mean something,

neans " Weaver." You must either be

svives or housemoths; remember that,

deep sense, you must either weave
fortunes or embroider them or feed

jnd bring them to decay. Wherever a

'ife comes, home is always around her.

tars maj' be over her head, the glow-

in the night-cold grass may be the fire

foot; but home is where she is; and
loble woman it stretches far around her,

than houses ceiled with cedar, and

d with Vermillion, shedding iis quiet

far for those who else are homeless,

[ believe to be the woman's true place

3wer.— Rus'in.

Religious Items, &c.

3 of the inission of the American Board
stern Turkey, writing of the state of

in Ears, describes a sect of Christ

Malagans, who are settling in Kars in

numbers. The history of their origin,

y give it,.is that between fifty and sixty

ago their fathers were taken as captive-*

ermany, where they received some ideas

otestuniism. They speak the Russi

ige and come from north of the Cau-

They have been much persecuted,

dress somewhat like Quakers
;
they ab-

from wine-drinking and the use of to-

and wear long beards. They will not

irk and also eschew some kind of herbs,

ave a fervent desire to go to Jerusalem,

are diligent readers of the Bible, which
jrize very highly, and will have no other

Thongh they believe in the New as

iS the Old Testament, they do not cele-

baptism nor the Lord's Supper.

3 Fiji Islands, which are now a district of

ustralasian VVesleyan Methodist Church,

lave 841 chapels and 291 other preach

laces, 10 missionaries, 48 native mission

and 23,274 members, exclusive of 39

Dean members. There are besides 5,431

al for membership.

Bishop Copleston's ritualistic tendencies

have made trouble in the Angliian Church of

Ceylon, and the Archbishop ot Canterbury
will soon be asked to recall him. The native

Christians declare that they will no longer

pay alli'giance to the bishop, and in an ap))eal

shortly to be sent to the Archbishop of Can-
terbury say :

" We beg to remind your Grace that we are

nhabitants of a country still to a great extent

heathen ; that many of us were brought up as

worshippers of idols; and that therefore the

placung in churches ot things which appear to

be intended as objects of material worship is

more offensive to us than it might be did we
not see those around us bowing down to wood
and stone^ We would also inform your Grace
that in heathen worship flowers and lights

lake a prominent place, and that their inti

mate connection with devil worship renders

them, in our view, a most undesirable adjunct

n the service of the ihurch."

It is announced from St. Petersburg that

the Old Believers are preparing a petition for

presentation to the emperor, begging the

lease of the three prelat s who are at present

Ij'ing immured in the dungeons of the fortress

of Souzdal. One of them has been in bis cell

17 3'<-ars, another 22 years, and the thirl,

Archbishop Arkadi Slavsk^y, more than a

quarter of a century. For exposing their im
prisonment, and declaring in a leading artiile

that their " only crime was their entertaining

of harmless religious convictions," the Golos

was recently punished by beingdeprived of the

right to publish advertisements f )r a month.
An amusing anecdote is told by an Ameri-

can authoress in a work on Hindostan, which,

though it refers to the pagan Hindoos, might
tind its counterpart among ourselves. "At
Ulwar the British agent wished to plant an

avenue of trees on either side of the road in

front of the shops, for the purp(;se of giving

welcome shade. He accordingly made choice

of peepul trees, as they are considered sacred

by the Hindoos. But so soon as the Bunn-

yahs, or native shopkeepers, heard of his selec-

tion, they one and all declared that if this were
done they would not occupy the shops; and,

when asked for a reason, replied, it was be-

cause they could not lell untruths or swear

falsely under iheir shade ; adding, ' and hoiv

can we carry on business otherwise?'"

The Virginia Bible Society is ab-.ut to be-

gin a Ciinvass of ihe entire Stale, with

of supplying every family with the Bible.

Nearly fifty active Christians will be em-

ployed in the work at a salary of $25 a month
and expenses.

Natural History, Science, &c.

The Scent of Mun Frightful to Wild Animals.

—The scent of man is excessively terrible to

game of all kinds, much more so, probably,

than the sighi of him. A herd of antelopes,

a hundred yards off, gazed at us as we moved
along the winding path, and timidly stood

iheir ground until half our line had passed,

but darted off the instant they " got the wind,"

or caught the flavor of those who had gone

by. The sport is all up with the hunter who
gets to the windward of the African beast, as

it cannot stand even the distant aroma of the

human race, so much dreaded by all wild ani-

mals. Is this the f.ar and the dread of m;in,

which the Almighty said was lobe upon every

beast of the field? A lion may, while lying

in wait for his prey, leap on a human being

as he would on any other animal, save a
hinocerosor an elephant, that happened to

pass; or a lioness, when she has cubs, might
attack a man, who, passing "up the wind of

her," had unconsciously, by bis scent, alarmed
her for the safety of her whelps ; or buffaloes

and other animals might rush at a line of

travellers on apprehension of being surround-

ed by them, but neither beast nor snake will,

as a general rule, turn on man except when
wounded, or by mistake.

—

D. Livingstone.

An Unhealthy Atmosphere.— Some recent

medical ob-<ervation8 seem to show that the

continued breathini^of an atmosphere charged
v\ith vapor of wood spirit, or methylic alcohol,

has a tendency to produce fatly degeneration
of ihe liver and heart, and cougesion of the
brain.

S)ap-Stone as a Lubricint.—For this pur-

pose it is reduced to a very fine powder,
washed to remove all gritty partichs, then

steeped in dilute muriatic acid to dissolve

any particles of iron it may contain. After

being again washed and dried it is mix 'd with
oils or fats for the lubrication of heavy lua-

chinerj'.

Durability of Steel.—The hardest steel is not

always the most dura>>le. On examining
some steel r.iils that had laid side by side oti

the Great Northern Railway, it was found in

one instance that a hard rail had been worn
away one-i*ixteeiith of an inch by traffic

amounting to 5,251,000 tons ; while a soft rail

for the same amount of wear had withstood

8 402,000 tons. In another case the wear of

the soft, rail was double that of the hard.

St'Cl rails last about nine limes as long as

those of iron.

Forests of Victoria.—Legislative measures
have been taken in Australia lo check the

reckless destruction of limber in the forests

of that colony. Efforts have been made to

recover some of the stripped mountain-sides.

It is found that many of the European and
American timber trees thrive better ihan the

n.itive, a .d grow more rapidly than in their

original habitat.

Keeping Potatoes.—In the spring of the year,

the potato commences lo germinate, and the

starch it contains is converted into nutriment

for the growing shoots, rendering the tuber

watery and comparatively worthless. To pre-

vent this change taking place, it is said the

Parisian hotel keepers dip them for a few

ew [seconds in boiling water, which destroys the

vit.liiyof the eyes or germs. Potatoes so

treated, and properly cared for, are said to

lose all tendency to germinate, and will re-

main sound and well-flavored throughout the

season.

Dr. E. Reichardt has been examining the

earlh of a graveyard in which there has been

no interments for at least thirty 3'ears. It

gave off animal oil, notwithstanding its long

disuse for burial purposes, when submitted to

destructive distillation.

Be Truthful.—We should be careful to make
no promise that we cannot expect to fulfil.

If a man owes me monej' and I go to see him
about it, I would much rather he would tell

me he did not know when he could pay it,

than to say he would have the money in two
weeks, and at the same time, not have the

least idea of being able to meet his promise

at the expiration of the time.

Brethren, our word should be at par value

all the time, with each other and the world.
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If I owe a man monej-, dae at a certain The bill just reported to the House of Representa-

timp and T sop bpfnrp the time exnires tliat 'i^'^^- 'i"'^ recommitted, appropriates §38.700,000 for
time, and 1 see betore ttie lltne expires Uiac,^^^_^^^^

^^ ^1^^ Post-office Department. Ninety years
I cannot meet my Obligation, It IS my d(ty to

i^g,^ ^^^ ^^^^^ expenditure for that department was
go to him before it becomes due and tell him $32,140. At that time the population was about four

the fact, and he will be much more liki-ly to millions. It has now increased eleven fold, while the

give me time, than if I wait until it is due postal facilities have so expanded as to require an in-

„^ ^;, ,.^.>r^;r,> I , l rv. Tt r..n7j hpat til hp triiiH ! crcasc of more than a thousand fold. Last year the
and disappoint liim. It pays best to be ti uih- Ip^^^.^^j^^

Depirtment earned 530,041,983.
lUl-

—

tTlin. OnrtSti an. During the Fourth month the total coinage at all the
*"*

For "The Friend" United States mints amounted to 60,000 double eagles,

1 Ml • . • J 1? -^^J^ ti,„f .K>„p .,^„ 317,310 eagles, 463,526 half-eagles, 2,300,000 silver dol-
1 will just remind Friends that there are

j^,,; 2,120,000 cents-an aggregate of 5,266,830 pieces-
some poor Friends in the West, wiio are m^^luedat 9,131,900.

need of clothing; and if they think best, ll a ca.-eful review of the coffee trade of all countries,

would like to save them the care of all clothing by the managersof the Java Bank (Balavia), shows the

not needed f )r next winter and this summer, total crop of the world for 1855 to have been 726,363,-

, ,
.1 , , n,o \\T 1 Q^ t „„„ ;„,,. 000 pounds, and that the average for the three years,

Su.h, if sent to 912 W=*{^'^^-eJ't-Jit_^a')y ^ime,
^^^jq^_j_^^ „^^ 1,079,848,000 pounds. Guatemala is

"
" '" " """

said to produce some of the best coffee grown in any
country. '

On the afternoon of the 9th, a fire originating from
an explosion of gas in a stove in a private dwelling in

Roxford, 11 miles south-east of Bradford, Pa., burned
fifty buildings, including the principal hotels and stores,

and the railroad depot. Forty derricks, the pump-
stations of the United Pipe Lines, and two tanks con-

taining 30,000 gallons of oil were burned. On the same
evening, a destructive fire occurred in Alleghany City,

Pa. The loss on property being estimated at $125,000.

Seven regular steamers left Xew York on the 8th

inst., for Europe, with full cargoes, there being unusual

In a record which has been preserved of activity in the export trade just now. Among theship-

tbe last expressions of William Taylor, of .ments are 500 head of cattle, 600 sheep, 4000 quarters

Manchester, Eni^land, a valuable minister, l<>fV'-''' TV?'''''''%'^''Pl: Ta'l.nTh'^VT'* 'r^?'
1 1- J L .Ha „ .1 :, ,.' [The Spain, for Liverpool, took 48,000 bushels wheat,

who died about 140 years ago, there is the
1023 bales bacon, and 1000 bales canned goods. There

following passage :
" I have often considered |„ere shipped toGlasgow, 3000 bales sf cheese and 3000

the great advantage that those have had, who packages of butter. The Belgenland, for Antwerp, took

have been religiously educated in our Socieiy
;
|72,000 bushels of wheat.

and happy will it be for such who make a There were 603 deaths in New York city dunng last

. , ^
''•' „ ., ,, , . n „ week. In Philadelphia the number was 334, an in-

right use of It. Many and great favors we
1^^^^^ „f ^3 „^^^ j,,^ previous week. Of this number,

receive by the ministry of those whom Divine 152 were males, and 192 females—239 were natives of

Providence hath qualified to labor amongst the United States.

will be packed and forwarded to needy p-

sons asking for such help.

All kinds of clothing, shoes, stocking

shawls, &e., may be sent.

H. H. BoNWiLt,.
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and in a particular manner, we in this

meeting have been eminently favored of late
;

notwithstanding which, if any should be satis

lied with hearing and professing, and with

having the name of religion, and appearing

orderly amongst men, and yet be strangers to

the life and virtue thereof in their own hearts,

they will find themselves miserably disap-

pointed at last."

Wc believe these remarks are applicable to

us of this present day—our meetings of late

have many limes been favored b}' the pre

senco of our holy Head, solemnizing the

hearts of those assembled, and. enabling them
to approach Him in silent adoration; and
ministers also have been freshly anointed and
prepared to invite the people to draw near

to the Fountain of life. But if the preach-

ing of the gospel is to us only as a pleasant

Bong, which inleresis us for the time but leaves

no permanent fruits, it will be of little ad-

vantage—and those who are not brought un-

der living concern for their salvation, and
made to yield themselves fully to the Divine
disposal, but remain "strangers to the life and
virtue [of religion] in their own hearts, will

find themselves miserably disappointed at

last." Oh that there may appear among us

such fruits as will show that the love and
mercy of God have not been reached forth to

any among us in vain !

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The bill transferring the Indian

Bureau to the War Department, was reported to the
House and placed on the calendar.

Secretary Schurz has been advised from Wichita,
Kansas, under date of the 7th inst., of the truth of the
report of the invasion of the Indian Territory, by a
number of white settlers under Captain Payne. The
War Department issued orders to the officers command-
ing troops in the vicinity, to drive out the trespassers.

Markets, &c.—The following were quotations on the

8th inst. U. S. sixes, 1881, 106| ; 5's, 103 ; 4.rs, regis-

tered, 108; do. coupon, 109^ 4's, 107|.

Cotton.—There was no material change to notice in

price or demand. Sales of middlings are reported at

12 a 12i cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7i cts. in barrels, and standard

white, 7^ cts. for export, and 7J a 8 cts. per gallon for

home use.

Flour.—Prices remain about the same as last quoted,

but the demand is limited. Sales of 1200 bbis , includ-

ing Minnesota extras, low and fancy, at $6 a $6.25;
Penna. family at t5.60 a J5.75; western do., at $6 a

#6.25, and patents and other grades at 1 6.75 a 1-7.75.

Rye-fiour is qniel at $4.25. Corn meal, *3 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is in fair demand and a fraction

higher, with sales of 42,000 bushels, including red at

$1.30^ a 1I.31, and amber at $1.31 J aSl.32. Rye is

scarce and steady at 85 a 86 cts. per bushel. Corn is

quiet and firm. Sales, 16,000 bushels, including re-

jected and steamer at 50 cts. ; mixed, 5U a 52 cl.s.
;
yel-

low at 52 a 52J cts. Oats are inactive. Sales of 5000
bush, including mixed at 39 a 40 cts., and white at 42^
a 46 cts. The receipts to-day were as follows: 750
bbls. flour, 14,000 bush, wheat, 33,200 bush, corn, 3600
bush. oats.

Hay and straw market, for week ending 5th mo. 8th,

1880.—Loads of hay, 361; straw, 44. Average price

during the week : Prime timothy, $1 a $1.10 per 100
pounds ; mixed, 95 cts. a $1.05 ; straw, t1.35 a $1.50.

Wool.—The past week has been one of unusual
quietude in the wool trade, and prices of most grades
have ruled weak— in some instances a decline of 2 to

3 cents per pound has been accepted. Among the

sales were 6,000 lbs. Ohio medium, at 55 a 672 cts.
;

1,000 lbs. combing, Ohio, 58 cts. ; 3,000 lbs. western,

coarse, 52 cts. ; 10,000 lbs. unwashed Virginia med. 48
cts. ; 1,000 lbs. unwashed southern i, 45 cts. ; 1,500 lbs.

scoured California, 80 cts.

Oils—Prime Lard, 57 cts.; Linseed, 76 a 77 cts.;

Neats foot, ex. 70 a 76 cts.; Winter sperm, $1.20 a

$1.23.

Seeds.—Cloverseed very dull—Sales of 400 bushels

in lots at 6^ a 7^ cts. per lb. as to quality. Timothy.
$2.90 a *3 per bushel. Flaxseed, $1.50. Orchard
grass, $1.75.

Beef cattle.—The market was moderately active, and
prices were well maintained—2,700 head sold at 3 a 5J
cts. per pound, as to quality.

Fresh cows were dull, and prices ranged from
$50.

Hogs were inactive and pricea lower. Sales

7 cts.

Sheep.—The market slow, and prices unchan;
at 7} cts., as to condition. Lambs, 7 to 9 cts. pt

Foreign.— At a meeting of the Mansion Hot
lief Committee, held on the 6th inst., it was ann
that there were only $33,926 on hand. A dep
was appointed to wait upon Forster, Chief Secret

Ireland, and make representation of the condi

the country. The general feeling of the committ
that the crisis wa.s never more alarming, as su

tions are falling off while the distress is increasi

The Standard, in an extended review of the f

garding the deficit in the Indian Budget, says: ''

is no longer the slightest reason to doubt that t

of the Afghan war will exceed the estimates :

£4,000,000.
Prime Minister Gladstone has been re-elec

Mid-Lothian without opposition.

The London correspondent of the Paris Temp
" A_t his official reception. Earl Granville, Secre

State for the Foreign Department, di'clared tl

new British Cabinet firmly adopts the Treaty of I

that it will enter into no continental alliance;

will continue the present cordial relations with i

that it will support the Greek claims even beyc

demands urged by the French Cabinet ; and that

endeavor to maintain the existing harmony
Anglo-French control in Egypt."
Four thousand Middlesborough iron worker

resumed work at the five per cent reduction i

wages. The Consett men are still out on stri

di.ssensions have arisen among them and the strik

end shortly.

A despatch from Paris s.ays : The strikers in t

ton-spinning districts are assuming alarming
|

tions. Sixty factories have been closed at Roulii

which 15,000 persons are thrown out of emplo
Five thousand operatives have struck at Lou
There is also a strike at Rouen, and many silk fai

have been closed. The men demanded higher
and less hours.

It is stated that public opinion in German
demns Prince Bismarck's treatment of Hambui
unless the session is closed at once, the Reichstj'

he expected to strongly declare against it. ' The
\

is expressed, that while his foreign politics havc]

him dear to the nation, yet in domestic transact!]

is not always in harmony with his countrymen,
j

In the debate on the third reading of theanti-sc

bill, the Reichstag rejected the amendment pre

that the law should continue in force one year oil I

adopted the bill by a vote of 191 to 94.
]

A dispatch from Geneva informs that part 1

roof of the St. Gothard tunnel has fallen in, killinij

workmen. The surveying for this tunnel was so

done that although the tunnel is nine and at
miles long, the two galleries were bored with suii

cision that they met with a difference of onll

inches in level, and a lateral deviation of less thai

inches.

King Alfonso has signed a decree authorizi^

laying of a telegraph cable between Cuba and Ja'

West Hungary has been visited by a hailstorm,

is .said to have destroyed the windows and roofs (

of the houses in the towns and villages, and the.

fruit trees and green corn were crushed to the ei;

WANTED
A Friend and his wife, to take charge of the F'

Tuness.assa, and to have the general superintendi;

the school and family at that place. -<

Application may be made to
|

Samuel Morris, OIney P. O., Philadelphia.
]

Joseph L. Bailev, Pine Iron Works, BerksCi
Joseph S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelp|

Married, Fifth mo. 6th, 1880, at Friends' M<
house. West Chester, Penna., Geo. J. Scatter*
Philadelphia, to Caroline, daughter of the late

and Debby Cope.

Died, at her residence in Elkrun neighborhoc

month 13th, 1880, Hannah, wife of Jason Tu
the 78th year of her age, a member of Mid
Monthly and Particular Meeting of Friend.s, C'

biana Co., Ohio. " Blessed are the pcacemaJUl

they shall be called the children of God."

WILLIAM hT PILE^^RINTERr^'
No. 422 Walnut Street. i
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Meeting at Firbank Chapel and its Results.

(Continued from page 317.)

'e afFectionate testimonies left by his

Is to the worth and seivices of Francis

gill, give a brief outline of his life and

i. In dwelling on the mcmor}' of this

Servant of the Lord, the heart is affected

a sense of the love of God which wns
jlantly manifested to him, and which is

jabroad in the hearts of all who are wiil-

i receive Him in the way of his coming,
1.0 submit to those purifying baptisms

,1 produced such blessed fruits in his

George Pox says respecting him :

—

HOW concerning Francis Howgill, who
Ine of the Lord's worthies, that preached
iveriasting word of life, from about the

!l652 until the year 1668.

fe was convinced of God's eternal Truth,

eceived his gospel in the year 1652, the

day that he had been preaching in the

ing in Furbank Chapel, in the afternoon

IS convinced by a messenger of the Lord,

seveial others that had been teachers

convinced by him, as John Audland and
8.

[e had a great acquaintance with the

sst sort of priests, and after he did receive

jord's power and the word of life, he was
nent to them, and he did confess to some
3 priests, that the knowledge of God and
'ruth he knew no more of whilst he was
igst them, as to the inward enjoyraeut of

an a child of five 3'ears old.

Lod he and John Audland, that had re-

d some money for pr.-aching at a parish

IColton.in Fornace Fells in Lancashire,

1 they had received the gospel freelj^, and
70rd of Liie from Christ, they were com-
led of the Lord to go and return that

sy back again to the parish and people

whom they had received it, which they
ind this made the priests more to rage
,he professors.

lo as the Son of God came to be revealed

m, he began to know his command, and
irfully and freely to preach Him and bis

. of life; this did he and John Audland
le days of their life after their convince-

i, preached Christ Jesus freely, as they
eceived him, and turned many unto God.
Ind no sooner was his mouth opened, but

iriests, magistrates and professors began
ge against him, and began lo be offended

at the word of God and the gospel, and some-
time after cast him into Appleby gaol, in a

nasty stinking prison in the county of West-
morland, and there they kept him for a time

in the latter end of the year 1652; but the

Lord God delivered him out of the mouths of

those lions, whom God after overturned, both

priests, magislratt'S and professors.

"And so after ho was set at liberty, he grew
valiant and bold for the name of the Lord,
and travelled up and down on foot, pleaching
the everlasting gospel, and went to many
steeple houses, to warn both priests and peo-

ple of the day of the Lurd that was coming
upon them, and directing of them to Christ

Jesus, their Teacher and Saviour, and trav-

elled a foot through the countries to Londnn,
and was moved of the Lord, he and John
Camm, to go and admonish O. Cromwel, after

he was newly made Protector, and went to

some of the steeple-bouses in London, and
other meetings, declaring to them the day of

the Lord and the word of life, and where they
might find it.

"And after this he travelled through the

countries to Bristol, preaching the word of

life ; and after went into L-eland with Edward
Burroughs, and preached the word of life

there to both magistrates, priests and people,

under great sufferings; and many were be-

gotten to the Lord Jesus, their Saviour and
Teacher—there was truth and life by them.

"And after, Henry Cromwel, the deputy
of Ireland, banished him and Edward Bur-

rough out of Ireland, through the instigation

of the priests and other magistrates ; but the

Lortl overturned them his adversaries also.

" And so continuing in the labor of the

Lord till the year 1661, ho was imprisoned at

Londnn (when the monarchy people rose),

with many others though clear and innocent

from that bloody act ; for hisand their weapons
wore spiritual, and they sought another king

dom. And after he and they were set at lib

erty, he still continued in the work of the

Lord, travelling up and down the nations;

and coming into the north, at Kendal the

magistrates sent for him out of the market,

and tendered him the oath of allegiance and
supremacy, and because for conscience sak

he could not swear, in obedience to the com
mand of Christ his Saviour, they committed
him to Appleby gaol in the year 1664, and
there they kept him from sessions to the as-

sizes in a smoky hole, and at last they premu
nired him; and his body being almost spent

in the service of the Lord, being a weak man
there did he offer up his life as a sacrifice of

his faith for the Lord Jesus Christ's truth, and
died a prisoner for the name of Jesus, in the

latter end of the year 1668, and so laid down
his life as a testimonj' against the persecutors

and breakers of the command of Christ ; and
his blood doth cry for vengeance, though be

could say, 'The Lord forgive all bis persecu

tors,' who having the mind of Christ, desired

the good of all, yea, the worst of his enemies.

and in that desire of the good of all did ho
labor and travel, seeking tlioir good and their

eternal welfare in the inheritance of life, that
fades not avvay, of which he was an heir, and
is entered into rest, and the possession of the

same.
And now this peaceable man the persecu-

ting priests and magistrates have gotten their

desiie, to shut up in prison this servant of

the Lnrd to death, for obeying the command
of Christ ; but how they will answer it before

the King of kings and Lord of lords, the great

Judge at his tribunal day, which hastens

pace, let them consider with themselves, for

f they went into everlasting punishment that

did not visit Christ in prison, what will bo-

come of such as cast him into prison in his

members.
"And so they made his wife a widow, and

his children father ess, who have none to cry
unto but the Lord, who will relieve the widow,
and help the fatherless.

"The place of his outward habitation was
in Greying, in Westmorland ; a man known to

be of good report before ho received the gos-

pel freely from Jesus, which he declared

freely ;
and great sufferings, and trials, and re-

proaches, and scorns, and hard labors in the

work and service of the Lord he went through,

and many vain disputes, priestsand professors

of all sects rose up against him, but the Lord
in his power gave him dominion over them

" Who ended his days in peace in the truth

of God, and the Lord's service and testimony,

for his name, and for the keeping of, and
obeying the command of Christ, his Lord and
Saviour.

" And therefore all friends and brethren

that are begotten by Him through the word
of life, and others live in the same word, that

lives, abides and endures forever, that is a

hammer and a fire, and as a sword to all that

is contrary to that which is holy and pure;

so that in the truth, power and word of life,

the Lord God may be glorified in you all the

daj's of your life.

"And blessed are all' they that die in the

Lord, they rest from their labors, and their

works will follovv them."

—

G. Fox.

A testimony prefixed to his collected works
by Eichard Pinder, says:

"As concerning our dear brother in the

Lord, Francis Howgill, the author of these

ensuing writings, he was a man so well known
through the churches of Christ in his day,

that much need not bo writ concerning hiift,

as by way of testimony to those that knew
him, and his spirit and manner of life and
conversation, yet I having had a full knowl-
edge of him, especially in the time of his long

and tedious imprisonment in the town of Ap-
pleby, in Westmorland, where for his testi-

mony sake he ended his days, and laid down
his life as a testimony for that Truth that he

had testified of so largely, both in preaching

the gospel, and in these ensuing books, which
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he wrote at several tiiues, according aa the

Lord put it into his heart, and as there was
occasion to answer Truth's opposers ; and after

many j'ears travels and labors in the work of

God, he through the envy of some great per-

sons in that country was made prisoner at

the foresaid town of Appleby, they having
nothing justly to lay to his charge, yet know-
ing that it was his principle not to swear at

all (Christ having forbidden it) they put the

oath of supren^acy and allegiance unto him,

and only for refusing to swear he was pre-

munired, they in the least laying nothing of

misdemeanor to his charge; and when the

judge pronounced the sentence of premunire
against him, he only replied, ' It is a hard

sentence, being only for the exercise of my
ConseieDCO, but the will of the Lord bo done,'

and prayed the Lord might forgive them all

that had any hand in it; and so after the said

sentence, being committed prisoner, he con-

tinued a prisoner several years, in which time

I was very conversant with him ;
and I must

give this testimony for him, that I never heard

him in the least murmur or repine ia all the

time of his imprisonment, but always appear-

ed as a man wholly given up into the will of

God; and when at any time we had been

speaking of his long imprisonment, constanti}'

he would have said, 'The will of the Lord be

done;' and such was his godly behaviour and
conversation in the time of bis confinement,

that he greatly gained the hearts and love of;

the gaoler's whole family, and all others of

the town that knew him, and had any ac-

quaintance with him; and even to this day,

when his name is mentioned, they are all

ready to say, he was a man that truly feared

God, so that he left an exceeding good savor

behind him in that place: and as for the

course of his time and days in this world, I

have this to say, he was born of honest parents,

and brought up to some learning, according

to the usual custom of the country, and in his

youth and tender years vvas one that sincerely
[

thirsted after the knowledge of God, and the

Lord was good unto him, and gave him dis

coveries of divine things, unto his soul's great
comfort ; and he was an earl}' owner of the

people of God called Quakers, and walked
with them, and was always ready to suffer

with them, as at any time called by the Lord
thereunto; he was one greatly delighted ii\

concord and unity, and greatly delighted in

the company of such whom he knew trulj'

feared the Lord ; and nothing did rejoice his

heart more than to hear the truth prospered,

and that the churches did increase in the

blessed fellowship of the gospel of Christ

Jesus. And when his days were near spent,

that sickness and bodily weakness came upon
him, be endured it with very great patience

unto the latter end; and his dear wife and
some other friends being with him, he spoke
forth heavenly things, as one that had ob-

tained the full assurance of an heavenlj' crown,
and as one whose heart and soul was fully

fixed upon the Lord, who was mightily seen

to be with him to his very last end, his soul

magnifying of Him for his infinite goodness
unto him all his life long ; and so he laid down
his head in peace, being ho had faithfully

served the Lord in his generation. And this

is my testimony for that faithful servant of

God. who to the hour of his dissolution bore
testimony unto the truth ; and ray soul's de-

sire is, his blood in the day of the Lord may
not be laid to the charge of some, who had a

great hand both in causing him at first to be

made prisoner, and also in the continuing of

him so to the very last; but we leave things

with the Lord, as knowing vengeance belongs

to Him, and that He will give a reward to

every one according to their works."

For "The Friend."

Madagascar.

(Concluded from page 315.)

The Traveller's Tree is immediately recog-

nized by itsgr.'iceful crown of broad and light-

green banana like leaveo, arranged, not as in

almost every other tree and plant, around the

stem, but at the top of the trunk, in the shape
of a fan. The leaves are from twenty to

thirty in number, and from eight to tea feet

long by a foot and a half broad. They very

siblo to imagine any object of the kind i

attractive and beautiiul than a full-j

specimen of this plant with its dark
leaves forming the limit of a circle tw.

three feet in diameter, and in the trana|)a

water within that circle presenting
every stage of development, both as to c

and size.'

The population of Madagascar is estitn

at about 4,000,000—divided among var
tribes. Of these the Hovas are the mos
fiuential. They inhabit the central par;

the island, and their authority extends
several of the other racerj, though in the

moter districts it is scarcely -aeknowled
It is among these that Christianity has n
the most progre.'*s. About sixty years
Protestant missionaries first set foot

closely re-^emble those of the banana, and! island. They labored for about sixteen je

educing the language to writing, and gii

the Malagasy their own tongue in

form ; the}- founded a school system thro

which many thousands of the natives reoei

the elements of a good education ; thej

troduced many of the arts of civilized
I

they translated and printed the Bible in

native language, and gathered several i

gregations. Then came a period of per*

when unbroken by the wind have a very
striking and beautiful appearance. On the

coast plains its average height is from iifteen

to twenty feet to the base of the leaf-stalks;

but in the forest, where it has a crowd of

rivals in obtaining light and air, it shoots up
to heights of eighty or ninety feet.

In proceeding along the coa^t, says our
author, " we had an opportunity of testing

the accuracy of the accounts given of thejtion under Queen Ranavalona I., lasiing

water procurable from the Traveller's tree, Itwenty-five years. Two hundred of the Ct

about which I had always felt rather skepti- tian converts were put to death. But

cal, as somewhat of a 'traveller's tale.' In Tertullian said, their blood was" the red i

fact I had never before seen the tree where which made the harvest grow," and the f

plenty of good water was not procurable ; but of the persecuting Queen only extended
here there was none for several miles except deepened the influence of Christianity. A
the stagnant water of the lagoons. We found

j

her death persecution ceased, and in 1S67

that on piercing with a spear or pointed stick jreigning queen made public profession of

the lower part of one of the leafstalks, where ' new religion and caused the royal idols

they all clasp one over the other, a small burned. Her example was followed by d

stream of water spurted out, from which onejtitudes of her subjects, who were accustoi

cuuld drink to the full of good cool sweet'to move in crowds and to follow implie

VFater. If one of the leaf-stalks was forcibly [whatever is favored by their rulers,

drawn down, a quantity of water gushed out. Among the strange customs of these pec

so that we afterwards readily filled a large is one common to all the Polynesian langua

cup with as much as we needed. On examiu- ^of considering the words forming the name
ing a section of one of the stalks, a hollow their chiefs as /urfj/ or tabooed for common i

channel about a quarter of an inch in diameter ' Proper names consist largely- of namns of o
is seen running all down the inner side of the mon objects—atiimals, birds, insects, pla

stalk from the base of the leaf This appears trees, &e. But if any of these happen to fi

to collect the water condensed from the at-, the name or part of the name of the cbiel

mosphere by the large cool surface of the 'the tribe, it becomes sacred, and must
leaf, and conducts it downward. The leaf- 1 longer be used for the name of that anin

stalks are all full of cells like those of the bird, or tree, &c. To this latter anothe

banana. After three hours' walking along is given. Thus the late queen on her

the shore in the heavj' sand, with a hot sun cession to the throne in 1868 look the na

overhead, we were glad to draw from these of Rasoherina. Now <S''j/ier»i ; was the w
numberless vegetable springs, and thanked used for the silk-worm moth, but as sooc

the Giver of these living fountains in that it was assumed as the name of the Severe

thirsty land. AVe afterwards found that in 'it could no longer be applied to the iiiS'

some villages the people supply themselves which since then has been called ^.ina-cZan

constantljM'rom this source." "offspring of the silk." It is just as if

The Lace leaf plant is peculiar to Mada- [England they were forbidden to use all wo
gascar, and is called by Sir VV. J. Hooker. in which the syllables of the names Victoi

"one of the most curious of nature's produc-
[ William or George occurred, and could

tions." It has an edible root, and grows say "victory," "victim," "vixen," or "wi

under water a foot or more deep; from thisl" willing," "wilful,"' or "geology," "geoi

spring a number of graceful leaves, which |try," "geographj^" &c. What an eodl

spread out just under the surface. Theselanuoyance should we not consider it;
;

leaves are nine or ten inches long and a couple this is precisely the case in many parts

of inches wide, and their structure is most re-
1 the Malaya-Polynesian countries and islao

markable, for the whole leaf is like a living It is easy to see how very great an influei

fibrous skeleton rather than an ordinary leaf, such a curious and inconvenient custijm m
The portions of the leaf between the veining have in altering the speech of different p»

are not filled up, as in every other plant, but of Madagascar.
are open, so that the whole is composed of

j

The contact of the people in past 8)

fine tendrils in a regular pattern, so as to re- with the Arabs, and in the last 200 ye

semble a piece of bright green lace or open with the French and English races has

needlework. Ellis says, "It is scarcely pes- riched their language by numerous wo:'
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id from these sources. The influence

s English is strikingly shown by the
,ion of words relating to government

—

18 Prime Minister, Commander-in Chief,
-to building—as brides, square, rule ;

—

ucation and literature— school, class,

,
pen, copy-book, slate, book, press,

grammar, &c. ; and to religious belief

—

ptism, bible, testament, psalm, angel,
yr, and many more. On the other hand,
hanges which are taking place in the
ms and sentiments of the people are
ring obsolete many words connected
foimer superstitious practices, such as
of divination and the worship of idols.

dictionary of the first missionaries will

to succeeding generations a kind of

,
whei-e alone they will find relies of

uperstitions of their fathers
;
just as the

e of many Polynesian groups can now
find in European museums the idols

h their ancestors worshipped.
ny of the complimentar}^ and figurative

i used in the native language of Mada-
|ir throw much light on the usages and
of the people. It is not unusual to ad-
the people as mainty molaly, " the black
the idea being taken from the long

rs of soot which hang from inside the
high-i)itched roofs of the old-fashioned
houses. These were never cleared
for they were considered as a proof of

d and long established family having in-

ed that house, a kind of patent of re-

,ability; and thus the word has become
talent to what is ancient and venerable
ages.

le native word for hypocrisy means liter-
' the becoming good by spreading a mat."
meaning of this, at first sight obscure
ie. is seen by remembering that the clay

8 of the ordinary Hova houses are covered
he strong and neat mats made by the
en. But as the Malagasy are, when un-
hed by Christianity, not a very cleanly

when a mat becomes dirty it is not
lly removed, but merely covered over by
teaner one; and so the process goes on
I there is often a layer of four or five mats
ngon the fl(<or, each one being dirtier than
)ne next above it. When a stranger enters
house fresh mats are spread for him to sit

n upon, and all looks nice and clean, but,

10 one look underneath, for all sorts of

\
may be hidden below! The house has

For "The Friend "

Memoir of Hannah Marsh.
BY HER DAUGHTER, PRISCILLA PITT.

(Coutinued from page 316.)

" 7th day 22d of 1 Itli mo. 1873. I wish to
record a very memorableevent—the lossof my
precious husband, who departed this life on
3rd day 7th of 10th mo. in sweet peace and
in the blessed hope of a glorious immortality.
We had returned about a week or two from
Margate, whither, with our dear childien and
dear little grandson John Pitt Marsh, we had
been favored greatly to enjoy each others so-

ciety for five weeks with a little intermission of
our dear (leorge occasionally for a day or two,
and reached our own comfortable home with
grateful feelings for the favors bestowed, and
in cheerful anticipation of realizing the ad-
vantage of our recent seaside tarriance. But
how wisely is the future hidden from us, and
uncertainty seems indelibly marked on all

terrestrial things. In less than two weeks
my precious and very valuable husband be-

came indisposed with congestion of the liver,

which increased upon him, and his bodily
strength gradually gave way ; but with much
gratitude I can commemorate the loving kind-
ness of our Heavenly Father. He was pre-

served in a calm, clear and heavenly state of
mind, so that it was a comfort to do anything
for him. He was spared from bodily suffering

except intense prostration of strength, which
the poor enfeebled frame at times had to pass
through; but he was mercifully enabled to

feel the Everlasting Arms very near for his

support: and his trust from time to time was
renewed in Him who had been his morning
light; and he could tfiankfully acknowledge,
was now his evening song.

"29th of 11th mo. In thus taking my pen
again I am ready to say, who can fully enter
into my bereaved feelings but those who have
been similarly bereaved? But my mind has
been enabled to look unto the Rock that is

higher than I, thereforesweetsupport has been
mercifully extended from time to time by
Him who knoweth the depth of my sorrow,
But I have a very dear and loving daughter,
a true sharer in my griefs and sorrows, and
who was a kind and loving companion to her
precious father the last two weeks of his

earthly pilgrimage, to his great comfort and
her own peace. And as for myself, I con
sidered it an especial favor to be enabled to

be with him day after day and witness the
ply become clean " by spreading a mat." [peaceful state of his mind on the confines (as
so the custom has suggested an ethical it were) of an unseen world, the preparation

jof the phrase for conduct which is all for which, his dear mind had ardently sought.
His transit was so calm and peaceful that
it was difficult to know when he ceased to

breathe. The language arises in my mind,
'Let me die the death of the righteous, and
let my latter end be like unto theirs;' and
I am also reminded of the following, ' Mark

^1 and proper outside, but is merely a
k for evil and impurity beneath,
nother expressive word, throwing light

n the way in which buying and selling is

•ied out in Madagascar, is that for bar-

adivarotra, literally, "a fought-out sale

as in the Bast generally, a bargain is a

has been gratuitously and very widely circu-
lated in this land and in Ireland.

30ih. Near the end ofanother month since
I wrote last, but my mind has been constantly
reminded of mj' great loss; yet remembering
with gratitude my great loss proves his great
gain, and desires are often raised in my heart
to follow him as ho endeavored to follow his
Divine Master. His memory is indeed sweet,
and I can truly say ' he being dead, yet speak-
eth ;' and that 1 believe is a testimonj' which
very many can adopt, as evidenced by their
grateful remarks in acknowledging the re-

ceipt of the memoir, many of the letters re-

questing, if convenient, to have additional
copies, which we are very plia-ed to supply.

"7th of 4th mo. Ah! this feels a very
memorable day to me. Just six months since

my very precious husband was, I reverently
believe, taken from works to rewards. My
mind has been this morning very sweetly
contemplating his watchful, inward life, with
increased desire that I may be more watchful
and more faithful, that I may be favored as
he was with that blessed hope which is as an
anchor to the soul, both sure and steadfast,

&c., that when I am called upon 'to give up my
accounts I may be able to do it with joy and
not with grief,' that so a blessed reunion may
be permitted where there is no more parting.

"I have been reading to my great comfort
this morning many pages in the sweet and
instructive memoir [of my husband,] which
has been very widely circulated and grate-

fully received. It feels to me it may prove
like ' bread cast upon the waters, return after

many days,' so that I do feel very thankful
that the Scripture language seems to be veri-

fied, 'Gather up the fragments that remain,
that nothing be lost.'

" These sweet lines just occur to me,
" Oh 1 for a closer walk with God,
A calm and Heavenly frame,

A light to shine upon the road,

That leads me to the Lamb.

and tedious business, the seller begin-
r by asking many times the sum he is

ly willing to take, and the buyer oifering

ittle in proportion, until, after an immense
)unt of haggling and talk, an approxima-
is gradually made and the purchase ef-

ed.

the perfect man, and behold the upright, for

the end of that man is peace.' It was indeed
a great favor thus to witness the close of his

lengthened life. 'Blessed are the dead who
die in the Lord, j^ea saith the spirit, that they
may rest from their labors, and their works
do follow them.'

" 12th of 3rd mo. 1874. Since the fore-

going was written we have again and again
[any persons fancy themselves friendly, realized our very great loss, and mj' dear Pris-

sn they are only officious. They counser cilia has been sweetly helped and strengthened
so much that we would become wise as to prosecute a little debt of love which seemed

t they should be recognized as teachers of called for at her hands, to publish a little

dom.
I
memoir of her beloved revered father. It

" How docs my dear husband's spirit si

ly comfort, strengthen and instruct me, that

by so walking 1 may be enabled to follow

him as he endeavored to follow Christ.
" This day proves to be the day of our Lon-

don Quarterly Meeting; seasons in which my
dear husband and myself were so enabled to

mingle with our Friends ; but time to us all is

very uncertain, hence the great need of ' work-
ing while it is called day, before the night

cometh, wherein no man can work.'
" Although not equal to be personally with

our Friends at the Quarterly Meeting, I have
been with them in spirit and in de•^ire, that

their meeting be owned by Him who is the

Minister of ministers, the "Minister of the

sanctuary and true tabernacle, which the
Lord hath pitched and not man.' Ob! that

such seasons may be availed of for dwelling

very deep in the spirit of the mind, and get-

ting to the place of true waiting, and feeling

after the Lord in prayer if haplj' they may
find Him, for He is not far from every one
of us.

" 14th of 5th mo. The desire still lives in

my heart for a closer walk with God ; to keep
very near to Him in spirit, and although my
mind is often brought very low, yet as the

watch is mercifully abode under, I am pre-

served from sinking too low.

"27th of 10th mo. Several months have
elapsed since I made any [allusion] to my
sore bereavement, but my thoughts have been
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verj' sens! blj- realizing ray L'leat Iops
;
yet my

tender, compassionate Heavenly Father lias

been felt lo be near lo bear up my drooping

mind, raising frequent desires to look unlo

Him, and unto Him only, for relief and sup-

port, often feeling very sensible that in Him
are all my fresh springs.

"On the 27th of 6ih mo. ray dear son George

Pitt came, according to previous arrange-

ment, to accompany me to Berkeley Cottage

to pay my dear ones there a visit. This

sweet intercourse with them was particularly

salutary to both body and mind, and I may
say, was felt to be mutually so. I went in a

middling state of health, and for a long time

required and received very kind and close at-

tention from my precious beloved daughter

Priscilla, whom my Heavenly Father has

kindly spared to me, and a very great com-

fort 1 feel her to be. As time passed on, week
after week a little renewal of bodily strength

was granted me, and I was able to enjoy some
pleasant walks with her to my advantage, and

having the company of my darling little grand-

son, whom I very tenderly love, a hope often

attends my mind that it may please our Hea-
venly Father this dear child may be spared

to his fond parents, and by attention to the

pure witness for God in the secret of his

heart, he may prove a blessing to them as

they advance in years, and realize the bless-

ing of the Lord to descend sweetly upon him
" On the 10th of 10th mo. my beloved Pris

cilia and her darling boy accompanied me to

my deserted home and spent the day with

me, which proved a great comfort and conso-

lation, being afresh made sensible of the loss

I had sustained in the absence of him whose
presence formerly used to cheer and animate
me on my return to this comfortable hom
but I feel I have very much to be thankful

for, and the desire of my heart increasingly

is, to walk more worthy of the many bless

ings I receive."
(To be continued.)

Selected.

THE AVHEAT AND THE TAEES.
Growing together, wheat and tares, clustering thick

and green.

Fanned by the gentle sunamer airs under one sky
serene

;

Over tlieni both the sunlight falls, over them both the

rain,

Till the angels come when the Master calls to gather

the golden grain.

Growing together, side by side, both shall the reaper
meet

—

Tares aloft in their scornful pride, bowing heads of

wheat

:

Swift and sure o'er the waving plain the sickle sharp
Rhall fly,

And the precious wheat, the abundant grain, shall be
harvested in the sky.

But for the tares—for them the word of a terrible doom
is cast

;

Bind and burn, said our blessed Lord, they shall leave
the wheat at last

:

Never again the summer rain, never the sunshine sweet,

That were lavished freely all in vain on the tares among
the wheat

!

Where shall the reapers look for us, when that day of
dnys shall come ?

Solemn the thought, with grandeur fraught, of that

wondrous Harvest Home

!

None but the wheat shall be gathered in by the Master's
own command

;

For the tares alone—the doom of sin, and the flame in

the Judge's hand

!

Jesus, oh, grant when thine angels come to reap the
tields for thee,

We may be safely gathered home, where thy precious
wheat shall be!

ALL'S WELL.

The clouds, which rise with thunder, slake

Our thirsty souls with rain
;

The blow most dreaded falls to break

From off our limbs a chain
;

And wrongs of man to man but make
The love of God more plain.

As through the shudowy lens of even

The eye looks farthest into heaven

On gleams of star and depths of blue,

The glaring sunshine never knew.

LITTLE STREAMS.
BY MARY HOWITT.

Little streams, in light and shadow
Flowing through the pasture meadow;
Flowing by the green wayside

;

Through the forest dim and wide
;

Through the hamlet still and small
;

By the cottage ; by the hall

;

By the mined abbey still;

Turning, here and there, a mill

;

Bearing tribute to the river;

Little streams, I love you ever

!

Summer music is their flowing;

Flowering plants in them are growing;

Happy life is in them all,

Creatures innocent and small
;

Little birds come down to drink

Fearless on their leafy brink
;

Noble trees beside them grow.

Glooming them with branches low.

And between, the sunshine glancing.

In their little waves is dancing.

Little streams have flowers a many,
Beautiful and fair as any

;

Typha strong, and green bur-reed
;

Willow-herb with cotton seed
;

Arrow-head with eye of jet.

And the water-violet

;

There the flowering rush you meet,

And the plumy meadow-sweet

;

And in places deep and stilly.

Marble-like, the waterdily.

Little streams, their voices cheery

Sound forth welcomes to the weary,

Flowing on from day to day.

Without stint and without stay.

Here, upon their flowery bank,

In the old times pilgrims drank :

Here, have seen, as now, pass by
Kingfisher and dragon-fly

;

Those bright things that have their dwelling

Where the little streams are welling.

Down in valleys green and lowly,

Murmuring not and gliding slowly

;

Up in mountain-hollows wild,

Fretting like a peevish child
;

Through the hamlet, where all day
In their waves the children play,—
Eunning west, or running east.

Doing good to man and beast.

Always giving, weary never,

Little streams, I love you ever

! -
of nigh^#

THE NIGHTINGALE.

[Founded on the popular tradition that this bird, in

the absenfce of its mate, chooses a thorn for its resting-

place, and leans its breast upon the prickly point.]

As I lingered last night near the hazlewood seat,

To feast on the music of Philomel's song,

Methonght that the strain was unusually sweet,

And, though tender as ever, unusually strong.

I approached her, but much did I marvel to view,

rhat on a rude thorn-bush she pillowed her breast.

And that sweeter and stronger her melody grew.

As near and more near to its sharp point she pressed.

Like thee is the worldling, I said, with a sigh

:

There is mirth on his lips, but there's grief in his

heart;

And often when pleasure beams bright in his eye,

There hirks in his soul a thorn's festering smart.

More like thee the Christian ; in s

On the rude thorns of this world, his breast hft

lean.

But still he can lean with a hymn of delight.

And his song is most sweet when the thorns are

keen."

^^^^^ Rollea

For "The Frll

Soren Olsen.

(Concluded from page 314.)

As time passed on, Soren Olsen's coi

tions of the hurtful tendency of the cba'

which were taking placein thebody of Frii

with whom he was connected (the Ye
Meeting of Iowa), did not diminish, and

letter dated lOih mo. 2nd, 1877, he reraa

" In regard to this superficial religion thai

large body has adopted and run into, I w
not say that infidelity, &c., is the immed
but the ultimate result; for when people

there is no real comfort, peace and suppo

the soul, they will be apt to conclude the

no reality in religion—a dangerous strata

of the enemy! I have seen the effects*

alreadj'. We hear many boast of all the

verts they make, but they say nothing ai

the infidels they make. And just as sai

Hicksism landed many of its authors Id

tual infidelity, so will thi

Under date of 4th mo. 11th, 1878, hewn
" The state of Society is most deplorable.

very soul deeply mourns over it iucesss

the reports as well as personal ohservi

very discouraging. Tbegreat lackof iDfo^

tion is astonishing, and almost every kin

doctrine is preached and held up
;
all is g

all will do, if it is only a superficial fait

Christ; a literal knowledge of the Script

&(•., all and every kind is good enough ex

ihe doctrine of the inward and saving li;

such that defend and advocate such doct

are branded as heretics, Hieksites, &c. 1 1:

lately had a long argument with some oft!

innovators. I "have often thought, oh,

iTien would humble themselves and retin

wardly in true waiting of spirit before

Lord, then such things would not el

amongst us as a people."
\

Dwelling, as our friend appears to ll

done, so much under a concern about
I

departures from the original principle]

Friends, which be observed among his fell

members in religious profession, it is not
|

prising that he greatly enjoyed the friendr

of those whose views on these subjicts c

cided with his own, and with whom he c(

feel true unity. Such friends he found am
the members of Ohio Yearly Meeting, \

whom he became acquainted about the 3

187-t ; and the warmth of his feelings is eh(

in the correspondence which was subsequei

maintained. In the summer of that yeai

visited some of these residing in Linn coui

Iowa, and after his return hoine wrote as

lows to one of them :
"1 often think of

good little visit I enjoyed amongst yon.

shall long have to remember thy great k^

ness in taking me round and spending so m
time with me, a poor unworth}' Zion travel

hardly worth taking notice of by any be

Fr lends, remember me in your prayers, t

I might be enabled to hold out under the

creasing trials that are coming heavily u

me ; for as many as are going off on the

hand they are keenly watching mj' down

on the other hand. I feel as a mournful

discomforted lonely traveller in the will

ness, ready to exclaim, ' Who can stand w
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rabined powers of the enemy are put
1 ti)r our overthrow.'
It tlieo to give my love to the Frionds

ve visited. I teel them near to my heart

1 this love I can salute them as fellow-

lers to a better land."

der date of 9th mo. 17th of same year

), he writes to the same friend :
" I was

to get a letter from thee again, and
Iruly acceptable and refreshing to my
A word in season to a weary traveller,

food it is! Although I often feel poor
eslitute in ray mind, not rich in words
pond to ray friends, yet I hope I appre-
such greetings of love and sj^mpathy
my dear friends. I feel a love to flow
ilent, running stream in my heart, to all

deared friends, and I feel I can salute

in the fellowship of the gospel, as we
alking together in the tribulated path."
mo. 11th, 1876, he writes to the same

ed friend ;
" I often feel my heart drawn

in love to thee and Friends there ; and
a desire in my heart to be amongst you,
ningle with you in the sweet fellowship
le gospel ; and my desires are that we
t all be kept and preserved from the wiles

he snares of the enemy, and that we be

! in watchfulness unto prayer. The So-

here [belonging to Iowa Yearly Meet-
seems pretty much gone with the spirit

nterism. It is amazing to what pitch

man can swerve, when he has lost the
nd power of religion, and ' turn again to

iveali and beggarly elements.' It goes
with me to see the old landmarks so en-

' removed, and to witness the doctrines,

nonies and practices of our early Friends
tirely rejected, set at naught or despised,
(vhat shall I do, except to endeavor to

where my proper place is, and to seek
to the Lord for strength and ability and

jince to endure."
lie cautious desire, " to endeavor to know
•e my proper place is," which is mani-
d in the above extract, was very apparent
r dear friend and it prevented any hasty
ish movement on his part, so that he did

nnally become a member of Ohio Yearly
jng till a few months before his death,
gh he had for years been bound to its

hers by the ties of gospel fellowship, as
B who were endeavoring to maintain the
nal principles of our Society, to which he
so firmly attached. His own lonely feel-

and humble watchfulness of spirit during
intervening period, are touchingly shown
letter written to a friend in Linn county
whom he had some acquaintance. It

5 date 3rd rao. 22d, 1877.

)ften falls it to my lot to feel solitary and
ed, as I cannot enjoy any religious fellow-

with the large body that have run so

ssively into ranterism and distraction
;

ler have I had for sometime past; which
?e plainly and publicly told them. And
sfore I know in a measure what it is to

e into a wilderness state, and I think it

. be the experience of not a few of the
I's children in this day of trial and com-
on. May we be willing to be sifted, so
that which cannot be shaken may remai n.

we all be kept by the power of God, for

is able to keep and preserve all them
ie mind is stayed on Him. Very much
long to see the Society of Friends re-

id into one body. I mean the orthodox
ibers of the several distinct and particular

organizations, so that it should no longer be 'and his apostles taught; it was the doctrine of
'we,' and 'you,' and 'they;' but that ' wo', the primitive Christians ; and William Penn,
should all be ' one,' as it was in the begin- in unlblding and explaining the doctrine of
ning when they were all of one mind, all mind- this people (the Friends), calls it most proper-
'-g the same thing. But the time for this'ly, 'Primitive Christianity revived.' But
seems to be far distant yet; but the Lord's
time is the right time. Times and seasons
are in his hands ; He alone can remove every
obstacle in the way. May we alwa3^s be in

submission to his will and dispensations; al-

ways giving heed to the voice that speaks in

the secret of our own hearts: ready to suffer,

ready to stay, or to go forth at his bidding,
as Ho goes before and prepa^es the way."
The following extract from a letter written

11th mo. 28ih, 1877, shows the care which he
exercised to avoid running into any extreme.
"1 have plainly seen the danger there is for

us on both sides; for while we should have no
fellowship with such that have departed from
the true faith, or with such that have caused
wide and grievous departures in the Society

;

and on the other hand be equally concerned
reje ittle message that the Lord

may see fit to send to our door, if ever it

should bear the true stamp; if not, it will show
itself The Lord may send by whom He
will."

The same lesson is taught in another epistle

bearing date 3d mo. 22d, 1878,- and addressed
to S. W. S., of Springville, Iowa, "I love and
respect all true Friends, that hold and advo-
cate sound doctrine; and all less essential

strife and controversy, I endeavor as much as
;

low and proving

now-a-days, modernized Quakerism is built
on a ditferent fabric from that."

The last of his letters from which it is pro-
posed here to insert an extract, was written
4th mo. 11th, 1878, and addressed to R. E. P.
of Iowa. In this he apologizes for delay in

writing by saying, "Although I am often sen-
sible of the love, the sweet unity and fellow-
ship which I at times am permitted to enjoy
and to feel towards mj friends, yet these are
not always to be clothed in words; that is,

the Fountain is not at all times so opened as
to allow of verbal expression.
"I often remember my dear friends with

tender solicitude, although I have to feel my-
self very much alone, somewhat similar to the
mournful expressions of the royal Psalmist:
Like a pelican of the wilderness; and an owl
of the desert; and as a sparrow alone upon
the house top. But, my friends, it is for us
to learn to be reconciled to our different allot-

ted dispensations; only so that we have a
sense and an evidence granted us, that we
stand in acceptance with our Lord and Master.
But when this fails us, when the soul feels

that it sinks from [loses] a feeling sense of the
streams of the Divine life, and with a sense of
its own inability to extricate itself, then

I can to steer clear of, as I have had no hand
or part in it from the beginning. I am quite
ensiblo that there are and must be certain
limits to charity, long-suffering and forbear
ance, but after all no partiality ; no hard feel-

ngs."
"Times are yet very trying as to the So

ciety matter. Our meetings for worship are
frequently scenes of disorder and confusion.
It often falls to my lot to warn, to admonish,
to reprove; but it seems to no purpose; and

I am still struggling alon^, often under
much weakness and fear. I often think of
your quiet and orderly meetings."

This letter contains the following affection

ate message to a friend, Tilman Patterson
whose recent sudden death, while on a visit to

relatives in Philadelphia, was so startling to

those who knew him. "Most affeetionatelj'

do I want to be remembered to the Patter-
sons. They are indeed very near to my heart.
I often think of my dear friend Tilman, as he
is far advanced in years and cannot get out
or about much. I have been led to sympa-
thize with hira, thinking perhaps the time

ms long to him, but 1 know he has that
within him that is able to support him under
all. I feel like I could wish to drop a word
of encouragement to him. The warm grasp
of his loving hand has done me much good."

In the summer of 1875, ho paid a visit of a
few months to his native land, which he
found looking " more mountainous, rocky
and stony than it ever did before, so that 1

have to wonder how people can live here in

this poor country."
Though desirous to avoid swelling these

extracts to an unreasonable length, the writer
feels unwillingtoomit thefollowing testimony
of our dear friend :

" I am well satisfied that
the doctrine promulgated and carried out of
our early Friends, is the only true, funda-
mental and genuine doctrine of the Christian
religion. It was the doctrine that our Saviour

time for us then to
be aroused to our condition, and to seek Him
whom our souls love, for we have the promise
that if we seek we shall find ; and whom shall

we go to in such times of great need, except
to Hira that ha» the words of eternal life."

After lamenting the confusion that pre-
vailed in our beloved Society, he adds: "I
have very much desired that each one of us
may do our whole duty, earnestly seeking to
the Lord [to know] what is for us to do. May
none of us dwell in our 'ceiled houses;' re-

membering our early Friends, how they car-

ried the Gospel message to almost every part
of the habitable globe. May we, like them,
bear a faithful testimony to the true and un-
defiled religion."

In the spring of 1879, the writer of this

narrative was entertained in the hospitable
home of Soren Olsen, whose whole conduct
gave the impression of a humble-minded, in-

nocent, watchful Christian. In the meeting
at Stavanger, it was interesting to notice the
reverent and weighty manner in which the
vocal exercises of a Friend present were ren-

dered into Norse for the benefit of the older
persons present of his own race, who could
not readily understand one who spoke in the
English language. When, some months after,

the intelligence was received that his course
on earth had ended, the mind was prepared
to believe that the Lord who notices every
tear of his humble followers, and every strug-

gle of the exercisi'd soul, had called him to
join that innumerable throng who had come
out of great tribulation, had washed their
robes and made them white in the blood of
the Lamb, and are now partaking of the joys
of Heaven.
His death occurred on the 5th of 11th month

1879. He was taken unwell with an attack
of fever, and lingered about seven weeks be-

fore his end came. A near neighbor, whom
he loved and valued, writes, that " his state of
mind during his sickness was not marked.
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with any great things, as some have evinced

on a dying bed. But he was kept in a hum-
ble, re8io;ned state, whether to live or die ;

and

spoke of the Lord's love and mercy to his

soul, enough to sati>f3' [us cf ] his hope of a

blessed eternity. The Lord calls them bk-ssed

that don't see and yet believe. He also spoke

of the great love he felt to all mankind, such

as he had never evinced before. I often sat

at his bedside during his sickness, and great

peace was to be felt there. So I think we are

not deceiving ourselves in having a sure hope

that he h:is entered into that rest which is

prepared for the children of God."

Very similar is the testimony of one of his

family, who in giving information of his de-

cea-ie says: "As he was nearing his last, he

was entirely given up to the will of the One
that ruleth over all. Towards the last his

heart was filled with love to all men. He
would often exclaim, ' Oh the love I have to

the whole human family, without distinction

whatever?' The last few days of his life, he

would occasionally say something to this

eflfect: 'Oh the joys that 1 am to enter I' We
know that our sad bereavement is nothing

counted with his gain."

May we not adopt the language—" Precious

in the sight of the Lord is the death of his

saints." " Blessed are the dead which die in

the Lord from henceforth : yea, saith the

Spirit, that they may rest from their labors."

Hoe Handle Medicine.

On a bright pleasant summer morning, a

young man with a silk muffler aiound his

throat, and a woebegone look in his pale face,

plied the big knocker upon the doctor's dwel-

ling. A laiiy answered the summons, and
informed the applicant that the doctor was in

the garden at work. To the garden the young
man went, where he found the man of medi-

cine engaged in hoeing his sweet corn.

"Well, sir, and what is the matter?" the

doctor asked, when the applicant had stated

that he had come for medical advice and as-

sistance.
" Well, doctor," with a lugubrious face, and

whining, moaning tone, "I feel poorly all

through. My head has spells of aching; my
appetite is poor; my food does not set well

;

and I am very weak. Eeally, 1 need help."

" Yes, I see. Let me look at your tongue.

Ah ! Yes. Now—your pulse."

The pulse was felt, and, alter due delibera-

tion, said the doctor:

"Look yon, young man, you do certainly

need help. Now, see; I must attend an

portant case at 10 o'clock, and 1 must have
this corn hoed before I go. So while I am
gone, you take my hoe, and go on with my
work here. You know how to use a hoe''

" Yes, my father was a farmer ; but I haven't

worked on a farm since he died."

"And you haven't worked much anywhere
else, I lake it"—the doctor threw in pleas

antly.

"No, I am not obliged to."

"Very well. I'll warrant you the work
here won't hurt you ; so go on with it until I

come back."

W^ith that the doctor trudged off, and the

young man went at the work of hoeing. He
hoed to the end of the row, and there removed
the light muffler from his neck. Then he
went at it again. Half way down the second
row he stopped and looked up, but no doctor

was in sight. At the end of that row, as tbo

absent one had not yet appeared, he pulled

off his coat.

The third row he hoed more slowly, stop-

ping several times before the end was reached;

but he finished it, and after a good rest, at

tacked the fourth row. There was but one

more row after this, and the fancy seized him
to have it done before the old fellow got back,

[t would be a surprise to him. It quickened
his pulses and gave him renewed vim. He
had just completed the last hill of the last row
when the doctor came back.

" Well, well, my young friend, how are you
feeling now?

'

The patient really had to consider. He had
been looking to see what the physician had
brought with him of medicine; but he had
brought nothing. His hands were empty.
" The work hasn't hurt you, has it?"

"Oh, no," his face glowing with the exer-

cise.

"I thought not. Let me feel your pulse

again." He held the young man's wrist for

a brief space, and then

—

" It has worked to a charm. Now do you
go home, and repeat the dose twice a day,

every morning and afternoon ; do it faithfully,

and be honest with your diet; don't use to-

bacco; and if that doesn't work a cure, come
and let me know. My f>'e is one dollar."

"One — dollar?" gasped the astonished

youth.
" That is all I charge when patients call at

my door."

"But in mercy's name! what is it for?

Where is your prescription? What have I

taken of j'ours?"
" My prescription, my dear young friend, I

gave you before I left you here with mj' hoe;

the medicine you have been taking in my
place—a health-portion which I should have
enjoyed had I not given it up to you. And
now I will tell you frankly, j'ou are rusting

out, literally tumbling to pieces for want of

exercise of both body and mind. That is all.

You can follow my prescription and be cured,

or you can take your own wa}'."

The young man paid the dollar, and went
his wa}'. Not then could he be cheerful ; but

afterwards, when he bad allowed reason fai

play, and had come to prove the life-saving

and the new life-giving virtues of the doctor

prescription he came and thanked him.-

Banner.

thread is bleached perfectly white before 1

redyed for the shawl ; so we also, befoi

coming a part of the Church, must be ws
and niaiie white in the blood of the L
" that Ho might present it to himself, a

\

ous church, not having spot or wriukl
any such thing;" but that it should be
and without blemish.

I know tfie hand that is guiding me throngli the A
to the light

;

And I know that all betiding me is meted out
I know that the thorny path I tread is ruled

golden line
;

And 1 know that the darker life's tangled threa
richer the deep design.

British Evangeh

For " Tbe Fri.

In presenting some extracts from the

ings of that excellent Christian, Thomi
Upham, it is with the desire they ma
read and pondered by all who love the

Jesus in sincerity, and are seeking after

ness of heart, and have realized in soni

gree, the object of their search. Thesa
understand their import and make a pp
application of them. M,

"Seek holiness rather than consola'

Not that consolation is to be despisec

thought lightly of; but solid and perma
consolation is the result rather than the

|

runner of holiness; therefore, he who b

consolation as a distinct and independenji

ject, will miss it. Seek and possess holii

and consolation will follow, as assuredJ

warmth follows the dispensation of the^

of the sun, not perhaps often in the for

ecstatic and rapturous joys, but rather off

and delightful peace. He who is holy, i

be happ3'.
" In whatever you are called upon to

endeavor to maintain a calm, collected,

prtv^-erful state of mind. Sclf-recol lectio

of great importance. ' It is good for a

to wait quietly for the salvation of the Li

He who is in what may be called a spiri

hurry, or rather who runs without hai

evidenceof being spiritually sent, makes h

to no purpose."

—

T. 0. U.

Religions Items, &c.

Mennonite Discipline.—From the proo

ings of a Mennonite Conference in Lanca
Co., Pa., held 3rd mo. last, we gather the

lowing items: "Marrying out of the chi

subjects the person so doing, to a suspem
from the church privileges until reconcili*

is made. The brethren are prohibited fi

Illustrations of the Life of the Christian.-

Some Indian shawls are made of hundreds of,

pieces, some so small as to be only an eighth serving in any civil office, further than sa

of an inch square, others of various sizes, none visor or ro.Hd-ma8ter, overseer of the p
larger than a square halfyard. Bach piece, school director and postmaster. Birth

even the smallest, forms a complete bit of the! or surprise parties, are not permitted

pattern, and the right side, being the under
one on the frame on which it is woven, is not

seen by the weaver until the piece is finished.

The pieces are all so beautifully joined to-

gether that it is impossible to find the joining.

How often we are "discouraged because of

the way," because we can only see the wrong
side of the pattern our daily life is weaving.

We forget that " the Lord knoweth thein that

are his," and that "all things work together

for good to them that love God." And should

we not try to remember also, that, though
our place in the work niiiy bo a very small

one, the great fabric, the Church of God,
would be incomplete if that place vrere not
filled.

There is another point of similarity; each

the brotherhood. It is not intended to

allow the gathering home of the children i

household in Christian order, but the disoij

and follies practised by the world in tti

things should be avoided.

Tbe signing of tavern licenses is regar

as unbecoming to those who profess to fol

Christ. We should show meekness and
mility in all our walk and conversati

mothers should not array their children

fashionable and vain apparel, and weall she

seek, in all things, to live a consecrated, Cf

tian life, in all meekness and in the fea

God.
Parents should bo earnestly admonishet

bring up their children in the nurture .

admonition of the Lord. Each member
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%y to perform in the church, and each
lil feel the nocessity of performini; it.

?;.i extravai^ance at funerals, especially

i(jard to the undu) and unnecessary pre-

Jir of food, ri'sembling more a feast than
rai, was earnestly reproved and con-

d. What is needful to supply the de-

9 of the bcdy is proper; but extrava-
and show should not be indulj^ed in."

ctical Godliness.—A wriu-rm the Earnest
ian makes these sensible remarks:—
n the Methodist Church, or any other

h, relies for her success upon any thing
eep, vital and practical godliness, she
levitably fail in accomplishing her great

n. Numbers, wealth, learning, position,

jularity, can never supply the place of

This is indispensable, and it must be

ast, and always.
iro is a want of men who fearlessly

the great law of God, and the law of

;o all the vices of the age. and the time-

j, worldly tendencies of the church,
many professed Christians participate

he ungodly in vain amusements? How
follow, and even lead in extravagant
ige and worldly follies ? How man}' do

>n principles which will not bear the

)f Bible morality ? ' JJove thy neighbor as

to come to the fountain-head of those

19, how many are entire strangers to

ommunion with God ?"

Natural History, Science, &c.

servative Power of Oassava Juice—One
)f Cassava (Jatropha maligna), is known
in its raw state, poisonous, but by boil-

carefully in two waters, which must be

n off, the poison is extracted, and the

va rendered fit for food. The poisonous
8 easil}' known by raising a bit of the

)f the root, and putting tlie tongue to it.

ter taste shows poison, but it is probable
ven the sweet kind contains an injurious

pie. The sap, which, like that of our
oes, is injurious as an article of food, is

the " Fepper-pot" of the West Indies,

the name of "Cassereep," as a perfect

rvative of moat. This juice, put into an
en vessel with a little water and Chili

r, is said to keep meat that is immersed
jood for a great length of time, even for

No iron or steel must touch the mix-
or it will become i-our. This ' Pepper
of which we first heard from the late

bishop Whately, is a most economical
safe in a hot climate; any beef, mutton,
or fowl, that may be left at dinner, if

nto the mixture and a little fresh " Cas-
p" added, keeps perfectly, though other
the heat of the climate or flies would
it.

—

D. Livingstone.

imbles.—At a meeting of the British Ar-
logical Association, to statements made

i these articles were of recent date, evi-

p was adduced to show that they were
'known to the Eomans. The earliest ex-

les, however, in England and North Eu
appear to have been of leather, one of

material being shown. It was in use in

ity Cork so late as 1820. A large number
:amples of brass, dating from 1500, were
bited. They were mostly found in London,
some of the seventeentb century have in-

itions.

—

From Atheneum.
I Ancient Odor of Spices.—An iDteresting

seological observation has been made quite

accidentally. It is well known that the urns
found on R iman burial-grounds, and contain-

ing the bone remains of Cfemaled bodies are
often covered with clay cups or dishes. The
object of these dishes was supposed to have
been to contain spices, which sent forth agree-

able odors during the progress of the crema-
tion. Herr Dahlem, a well-known German
archaeologist, was able to verify this view in

the following manner: He had obtained a dish

of this kind which was broken, and after ce-

menting it, had placed it upon a stove for the
purpose of drying the cement. Shortly after-

ward he noticed a strong and by no means
unpleasant odor proceeding from the heated
dish. It seems, therefore, that the ingredi-

ents burned in the dish some fifteen centuries

ago had left traces behind, which announced
their presence upon becoming healed. Herr
Dahlem remarks i hat the odor was not unlike

that of storax.

—

From Nature.
Longevity of Fishes.—Some days ago I had

occasion to make some inquiry into the age
of fishes, and was surprised to find that they
lived so long. Thinking that there are others

who know as little about the subject as I did,

I append a letter I received from Professor

Spencer W. B^iird, United States Fish Com
missioner, who is the best authority in the

world on fish. He writes:—"There is, 1 be-

lieve, authentic evidence to show that carp
have attained an age of two hundred years.

There is a tradition that within the last fifty

years a pike was living in Russia whose age
dated back to the fifteenth century. The fish

is said to have been eighteen feet long. This,

however, is not considered, very reliable. But
there is nothing to prevent a fish fiom living

almost indefinitely, as it has no period of ma-
turity, but gi-ows with each year of life. In

species like mammals and birds, where there

is a limit, a definite term of years is generally

the rule." There are now some gold-fish here,

in the aquariums of the United Slates botani-

cal garden, that are fifty years old. A gold-

fish dealer in Baltimore showed me some gold-

fish that he had kept in his aquarium for thirty

years.

—

Hartford Times.
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The early members of our Society were led

to give up all dependence on their own un-

assisted powers either to work the works of

God, or to acquire any true knowledge of

Divine things. Before their convincement,
many of ihem had long been zealous in re-

ligious profession ; and by meditation, the

study of Scriptures, and listening to the

teachings of other men, had built up for

themselves a doctrinal edifice which was
beautiful in their eyes and highly valued

;

but when, through the convictmg power of

the spirit of Christ, they came to sit down
as humble scholars unuer his teaching, they
found all their former attainments to be of

no value, and that until these had passed

through the fire of God's altar, they could

not be used in the erection of a true spiritual

building. Isaac Peninglon says of himself,

the Lord " brought mo to a full sense of my
want of his spirit and power, and dashod all

my religion in pieces; that I was just like

Babylon, for in one hour judgment and deso-

lation came upon me ; and I knew not what

to do without the Lord, nor which way to

draw nigh to Him; but then was the Lord
pr'eparing for me that day of mercy, which
since, in his tender goodness, is broken in

upon me. And now the eye which He hath
opened in me, seoth that the Gospel is a
ministration of the spirit and power of the
Lord Jesus Christ; and that he who would
be his disciple indeed, must be turned to his

spirit, and receive the immediate light and
shillings of his Spirit into his vessel; and
must feel the law of life, the holy laws of the
new covenant, not comprehended outwardly
in his mind, but written inwardly in his heart
by the finger of God's Spirit."

The distinction which I. Penington hero
draws between that knowledge of Divine
things which is derived from the iram(!diate

light and shillings of the Spirit of Christ in

the heart, and that notion about them which
the mind forms by the exercise of its own
natural powers, is one of fundamental im-
portance, and lies at the root of the difference

between a true Gospel ministry, and one
which stands in the wisdom and will of man.
The Society of Friends has ever believed

that the true minister must be divinely called

into the service, that he must learn to wait
upon the Lord in the silence of all the
natural workings of his mind, and be taught
how to distinguish between those motions to

active labor which come with Divine authority,

and those which are merely the promptings
of his own restless spirit, or natural affectioa

and desire to please his audience. The way
to grow in the ministry and to become strong
in the Lord and in his service, is to be dili-

gent in the performance of every duty that

is required, with an eye fixed on the Lord,
trusting in Him alone for light and for

strength ; and to be constantly receiving

fresh supplies of wisdom and ability from the
inexhaustible Founiain of all good, which He
dispenses as He sees meet to those who
patiently and earnestly wait upon Him.
Those who are thus taught of the Lord in

the school of real religious experience, will

all speak the same language ; and herein c in-

sists the true unity of tiie church. It was
because our early Friends were thus in-

structed in the School of Christ, and had the

Same Heavenly Teacher, that it could be

truly said of them—" From whatever part

of the world Friends come, they all speak
the same language."

It is sorrowfully true that this cannot now
be said of the members or even of the minis-

ters of our Society, to the same extent as

formerly. And we believe this is larg ly due
to the almost exclusive dependence which is

now placed on Scripture study for a knowl-
edge of the principles of religion. Some of

our members have too much lost sight of the

truth that the natural man knoweth not the

things of God, neither can he know them, be-

cause they are spiritually discerned. Hence
ihey apply themselves to the study of the

Bible, and to a comparison of doctrines and
texts, with little reference to the necessity of

'•the immediate light and shinings of the
Spirit," without which the true force and
meaning of much of the Scripture cannot be

known. The man of acute intellect, and of
large understanding, may acquire much,
just in the same way that he may make him-
self a proficient in philosophical or scientific

knowlvidge. Bat unless he has received the

humble and teachable spirit of a child, and
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Hogg were dull, but prices were unchanged-
head sold at 6i a 7 cts. per lb.

Cows were unchanged—190 head sold at §20
per head as to condition.

Wool.—The market continues in a very inactiv

unsatisfactory condition, the stock of domestic

has learned to look to the Lord as his teacher, busine.ss remain. Nearly 3,000 people were rendered

he will be one of those from whom our hon^'^'f^^Vmany of whom lost all they possessed. One
"

.
, ,

, ,. „ .u »u t TT.. k 1 man was burned to death while attempting to save pro-
Saviour thanked his Father that lie had

p^^.^^ Relief has been promptly forwarded to the snf-

hidden the thing-! pertaining to his Kingdom, ferers from the neighboring country and towns. The
while He had revealed thera unto babes. loss on property is estimated at $3,000,000. Several

When the doctrinal belief of a people grows 'other disastrous fires have occurred during the past[being nearly exhausted, while the supply of fore

«.,f ^e ,i,o ^.^o-^ico ^f thoin nmaai«,t,>rl ir.tftl week. On the 13th, the larger part of the village of considerably in excess of the demand. Pncesare
out of the exercise of their unassisted 'ftel-

gtuyvesant, eleven miles north of Hud.on, N. vTand and entirely nominal. Among the sales were,
lectual faculties, there must be great diversity I ^^^'^^^ ^^.^^( ^^ ^^^^ Liberty, Ohio, were destroyed. A

]

medium at 57 cts. ; do. fine at 52i cts. ; Colorado <

among them—the inevitable result of dif- jdestruciive Bre has occurred near Bradford, Pa. The , 22J cts. ; unwashed Virginia f, 44 cts. ; do. mediu

ferent mental characters and Surroundings, forest Bres in New Jersey have continued, but in .some cts. ; do. low, 40.

nnH thp hiifl nf pHiioitinn sections have abated, owing to change of wind, which
I

Oils—Lard, prime, 56 cts.; do. No. 1, 51 cts.ana tne D as ot eaucauon
^Alows the flames bacl^ over the burnid districts. No. 2, 45 cts. Linseed, 76 a 77 cts. Neats foot

The relation which John Barclay gives of, ^^^ ^^ ^^ anthracite coal, for the week ending'75 cts. Sperm, crude, 49 a 52 cts. ; bleached n
his own experience on this subject is so m-

1 on the l-5th, amounted to 397,885 tons. Although this $1.20 a $1.23.

Structive, that it may fittingly be iolroduced is 200,000 tons less than for the corresponding period I
Seeds.—Clover, 6J^ a 7} cts. per pound. Tine

'jere • last year, those engaged in the coal traflic pronounce $2.90 a *3 per bushel. Flaxseed, $1.45. Or
. . .

, . . , ^^^^^ $1.75.

Foreign.— The Times, speaking of the bu
management 'of the Indian Office, says :

" A
vicious system seems to have prevailed for yeai

which the Government of India was compelled t

the highest possible price for everything. Few (

tasks of the Marquis of Hartington, Secretary of

for India, promise to be more difficult than that i

forming the Indian Office."

The emigration from the Clyde to America, is g

be increasing rapidly. According to the advices c

steamship companies, the volume of emigration

Europe this month will excel that of last.

On the 15th inst., a boiler explosion occurred i

Buchill's Hall ironworks, by which twenty fivepe

were instantly killed, and about sixty injured,

of whom were reported in a dying condition

Three of the five missing boats of the mail ste

American, which foundered on the passai;e Iron

When it pleased an unutterably merciful theoutlook good. Mining has been somewlhat restricted.

Power to pluck my feet out of the midst of ^t'^ifp^^re'l.^^
^^'' be a demand for all that i

almost all raire and filth, and clearly to show xhe President has signed the Diplomatic appropria

me what I was, and what I should be, thenjtion bill and the bill for the relief of settlers on th

there sprang living desires to know the way
to become all that I ought to be, even the

way to the Kingdom; and then it was that

the enemy, as a transformed angel, took

me into the wilderness of notional religion,

and set me to examine different systems of

religious belief in my own will, and judging

public lands.

The House on the loth, adopted the concurrent reso-

lution to adjourn the session on the 31.st inst.

At a meeting of the Western Nail Association, held

at Pittsburg on the 12th, it was decided to reduce the

card rates to $3.26, and also to suspend operations for

two weeks out of the next three. The window-glass
manufacturers in the same city have decided to suspend

...7 u • J J T . J production lor the next three montlis.
ot them by ray own wisdom; and I compared .i-

^^.^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ Leadville. Colorado, that a
doctrine with doctrine, text with text, and papy of seventeen white men, who were prospectiiing on

by religious study, wise in notions [the'Ute reservation, have all been massacred by the

(though truths in themselves), and the enemy
made me strong in argument and potent in

Scripture. But how shall I speak of his

goodness, that broke the net in which I was
entangled, and delivered me from the snare,

and introduced me in measure into the saving

knowledge of Himstlf, even that which is

revealed, as "in the cool of the day," by the

"still small voice." Oh! how plainly did I

then see, that all that I had ever learned,

read, received, held, and believed, in my own
will, way, and time, was to be given up,

—

how clearly did I see that all knowledge,
faith, and obedience, but that which the

Father was pleased to beget and raise in me
in his own season, was good for nothing and
must be cast out as "salt that hath no
savor," as manna not fit for the present use!

And to this day, though I have read many
books which treat of and support our prin-

ciples, believing that they are very comfort-

able and confirming to him that hath come
to the Fountain head, whilst his mind is

turned inward in reading them, and al-o use

ful in satisfying the simple-hearted inquirer,

whose simplicity the Lord regards,—and of

service in stopping the mouths of gain-

sayers;—I say, to this very day, I dare not

sit down and study Friends' opinions and
principles as a science, but find myself con-

strained to wait U|)on the Lord day by day,
that so, as much strength, as much knowl-
edge, as much satisfaction in regard to re-

ligious matters, as is btst for me in my
present condition, maj' be handed. And in

truth this is the surest way, saith my verj-

eoul, from daily experience; for things have
never been cleared up to my certain satisfac-

tion in such a wonderful manner, as since I

have been under this discipline of the cross
to all selfish wisdom."

and subsequently transferred to a Britii

A Vienna dispatch says : The strained relatior

tween Roumania and Bulgaria have now come I

plete rupture. The recall of the Roumanian repr

tatives has been followed by that of the Biilga
'

Information ha,s been received from Alex;

there has been a great revival of the slave trade o

Red Sea.

A telegram from Naga-saki states, that J:i]>;

jected the proposal of China to enter into an all

against Russia.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
UNrrED States.—The greater portion of the town of

Milton, in Northumberland Co., Pa., was destroyed by
fire on the 14th inst. The flames originated in car
works, at the northern part of the town, and burned
fiercely till the open country on the south was reached

;

666 buildings were destroyed, and only two places of

India

The Secretary of the Treasury informs that the daily

receipts of the Government, during the present month. Cape of Good Hope to Southampton, were picked

have averaged over one million dollars. the 24th and 2.5th of last month, by an American

The weather was very cold along the Hudson river

on the night of the 14th. Snow fell on the Catskills,

and ice was formed in various counties along the river.

The warehouses used for storing Indian supplies at

Rosebud Landing, D.ikota, were destroyed by a tornado

on the I2th iust.

The Crow, Bannock and Shoshone Indians have
agreed to sell to the Government large tracts of their

reservations, on condition of the annual payment of

certain sums of money for a limited number of years.

A bill was presented to the Senate on the 17th, ratifying

the agreement; alse one providing for the allotment of

lands in severalty to the Peorias and Miamis, in the

Indian Territory.

The Council of Atlantic City has accepted a propo-
sition from a man in Rhode Island, to furnish the city

with an abundant supply of pure, wholesome water, to

be brought from the mainland across the meadows.
The mortality in Philadelphia for the week ending

on the loth inst., was 330. Of this number 63 died of

consumption, and 32 of inflammation of the lungs.

Markets, &c.—U.S. sixes, 1881, I06f ; do. 5's, 103;

4J's, registered, 108|; do. coupon, 1091 ; 4'.s, 1071.

Cotton remains about the same as last quoted. Sales

of middlings at 11 J a 12 cts. per pound for uplands and
New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7J cts. in barrels, and standard
lite, 7J cts. for export, and 7J a 7J cts. per gallon for

home u.se.

Flour is in limited request, but quotably unchanged.
Sales of 1800 bbls., including Minne.sota extras at $5.25

50; Penna. family at r5.25 a *5.75; western do.,

at $5.75 a #6.25 ; and patent at t6.50 a »7.25. Rye-flour
quiet at $4.25 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheal was in demand, but prices were rather

easier. Sales of 90,000 bushels, including red at -1.31,

and amber at $1.33^ a Sl.34. Rye is steady at 88 cts.

Corn is quiet and a shade firm. Sales of 3.5,0i)0 bushels,

including rejected at 51 cts. ; steamer at 51 a 52 cts.;

mixed, 52J a 53 cts.
;
yellow at 54 cts., and white at 55

cts. Oats are firm. Sales of 6000 bushels, including
mixed at 41 a 43 cts., and white at 45J a 48 cLs. The
receipts to-day were as follows : 2540 bbls. flour, 26,500
bush, wheat, 120,800 bush, corn, 13,200 bush. oats.

Hay and straw market, for week ending 5th mo. 15th,

1880.—Loads of h ly, 340; straw, 38. Average price

during the week: Prime timothy, $1 a SI. 15 per 100
pounds; mixed, 95 cts. a $1.05; straw, Tl.35 a $1.50.

The cattle market has been dull during the past week,
and prices were a fraction lower—32O0 head arrived
and sold at the diflferent yards at 3 a 5J cts. per lb. as

to condition,

Sheep were dull and lower, 6000 he.id sold at the
different yards at 5} a 7J cts. per lb., as to condition
and lambs at 6 a 9 cts per lb.

Died, at her residence in Flushing, Belmor
Ohio, on the 20th of 3d month, ISSO, Mary Xi
HoLLOWAY, wife of Wm. H. Holloway, and dau,

of Aaron Frame, in the 38th year of her age. Sh(

a member of Flushing Monthly Meeting of Frie

and although a frequent attender of meetings, and
thoughtful relative to her soul's best interest,

" resolves and re-resolves" to live a more devoted

nor delay a preparation for death to a dying hour
as she was heard to express near her close, " The
has now come, and I fear but little done, and wi

not that I know my Creator to be all merciful ant

giving, I should have no hope at all." M.iy her 1

and trusting relatives and friends receive such ex

sions as these as a warning voice to put not ofli' the
;

and important work of the salvation of the soul,

similar su8"ering and awful time, when the pan|

disease are enough to bear.

, on the morning of the 14th of 4th month

|

in Camden, N. J., Ann Cameron, in the SSlh ye

her age, a member of the Monthly Meeting of Fri

of Philadelphia.
, at Westerly, R. I., on the 13th of 4th m,

la.st, Elizabeth "Peckham, widow of the late i,

Peckham, a member of South Kingston Monthly J

ing of Friends, in the 75th year of her age. This

Friend was ardently attached to the doctrines and
monies of the Society of Friends, as held and n

tained by its early and faithful standard-bearers ; ac

ing to them through evil report and good ri

throughout a long life; and in consequence had to

take largely of the sufferings attaching to such as

up all for the Redeemer's sake. She often labored

those who essayed to carve out an easier way tc

kingdom of everlasting rest and peace, than the ff;

the cross ; endeavoring, both by precept and exao

to convince them of their error; and however disc

aging the prospect at times appeared, yet her faith

strong that the precious Truth would outlive all,

the Lamb and his followers have the victory. "Bl(

are the dead that die in the Lord from hencefo

yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from I

labors and their works do follow them."
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For "The Kriond.''

The Sea-Islands of South Carolina,

e network of islands which form thu

of South Carolina from Chariest OD.Houth-

,
has long been noted as the place for the

iction of the fine, long-stapled cotton,

'D as "Sea-Island cotton." In former
the soil, and the inhabitants, were main-

?ned bj' a few wealthy planters. Their
d position loft the slaves peculiarly at

mercy of their masters—for there were
few visitors who penetrated into that

n ; and but little opportunity for the force

iblic opinion to keep in check uureason-

or cruel men.
iring the civil war, tho white planters

mostly driven from their possessions;

rhen that dreadful contest was ended
peace restored, those who returned to

former homes were in a general waj'

!tly impoverished. Having visited these

some years since, under circumstances

h gave me some opportunities for Icarn-

,he situation and progress of the colored

le, who form the great mass of the popu-
m, 1 have been much interested in an ex-

bd account of their present state, as pre-

d by a reporter of the Charleston News
Courier, the leading newspaper of that

The account appears to be the result

mch inquiry and personal examination,
is probably trustworthy in its general

ires. From it the following information

:tracted :

Every one who is acquainted with the sub-

knows that the landed proprietors of the

Islands were, in j'ears gone by, the weal-

pt men in the State; that they lived like

|ns, surrounded by their vassals, upon

F estates, and by their wealth and social

|tion, wielded no small influence in the

tical affairs of the Commonwealth. It is

illy well known that upon them fell heav-

:tbe evil results of the war, leaving them
be close of that disastrous struggle, shorn
11 save their lands and houses. To many
even the shelter of a home remained, and
soil of their ancestors was in the posses-

of their former slaves. In 1866, through
interposition of the Federal commanders,
rightful owners were restored to the pos-

ion of their estates, but they were not in

)sition to resume with any chances of suc-

i, their planting interests. They had no

capital, and the negroes were bitterly opposed
to them.''

For several years but little progress was
made, but gradually a new system of cultiva-

tion was introduced, under which the plant-

ing of large tracts of land with little labor

was discontinued, and thorough drainage,

high cultivation and the use of fertilizers sub-

stituted.

UNDER-DRAIN.A.OE.

Cotton needs a dry soil which does not hold

a superabundance of water, and consequently

rainy winter and spring generally meant
ruin to the long cotton crop, and bankruptcy
to the planters or their factojs. The main
object of under-drainago is to carry off the

superfluous moisture and leave tho soil drJ^

It is estimated that the cost of thoroughly
accomplishing this is about $50 an acre. In

connection with this, the use of fertilizers has

teadily increased, and the corresponding in-

crease of tho cotton crop has been truly re-

markable. On St. James Island, where the

work has been mo.'^t thorough, tho maximum
yield for a whole plantation has advanced
from 102 lbs. per acre, in 1872, to 400 lbs. in

1879. Great advances have also been made
on the other islands.

As a consequence of this, the price of land

has greatly advanced, and the planters are

buoyant in spirits, though somewhat anxious
about the future of their labor supply, because
many of the colored people have become
owners of small tracts themselves, and cannot
therefore be always relied on. One of the

most popular metiiods of hiring help, is to

give to the laborer a house, firewood, and from
five to eight acres of land, in return for which
he agrees to do two day's work in the week
for his landlord. All labor beyond the two
days is paid for at the rale of 50 cents per day.

COLOaED PEOPLE.

Good feeling is said to exist between the

colored people and the whites. The latter

are comparatively few in number. Edislo

Island contains 300 whites to 3800 blacks
;

Wadmalaw, 165 to 2000; John's Island, 200
to 5000, and similar ratios prevail in the other

members of the group.

A very important part of the inquiry was
as to tho condition and progress of the colored

people, who form so large a majority of the

population. In these respects the reporter

states—that the improvement has been "truly

wonderful," considering the circumstances.

In Edisto island, "the colored people to-day

own 4,000 acres of land, and it is estimated

that they raise two-thirds of the cotton pro-

duced on the island. Their holdings range

from 10 to 25 acres, and in some few instances

they own as much as flftj' and sixty acres

Nearly every head of a family owns a neat

little house, with a cow and horse, or mule,

and the majority of them have acquired bug-

gies and carts and improved agricultural im-

plements.- During tho past year the colored

people of Edisto Island alone purchased over

500 horses and mules, 300 carts and 100 bug-
ie-). Many of them have so managed their

affairs as to be almost independent of aid from
capitalists, and there are some few instances

where they advance heavily to their own race.

Their mode of cultivation, while it is not so

perfect as that of the white planters, is very
similar, and as the whites improve tho negroea
improve with them. It is a fact that cannot
be disputed that the leading colored planters

on Eiisto Island to-day carry to a higher de-

cree of perfection the cultivation of their

ands than their masters did before the war.
The average yield of lint cotton per acre made
by tho colored planters is about 75 pounds,
which is about the average yield of the white

planters in ante-bellum days. There are of

course some instances where tho j'ield has

been considerably greater, and in one instance

the yield has been as high as 225 pounds to

the acre.
" The most prominent colored planter on the

island is John Thorne, and the success which
ho has met with will give an idea of what a
steady, industrious and thrift}' colored man
can accomplish in this section. I had a long
conversation with Thorne and found him a
very intelligent man. He went down to the

island in 1872, as the agent of a company of

colored men, for the purpose of purchasing

for them a tract of 750 acres, formerly known
as the Baynard Seaside tract. There were
thirty five men in the company, and the place

was purchased for $6,000. Each member of

the company held s> many shares, anil the

land was apportioned out among them accord-

ing to the shares they held. The holdings

ranged in size from 10 to 25 acres. Thorne
himself secured 160 acres of this tract, and
owns altogether on the island 250 acres of

land. He is the proprietor of an extensive

store and storehouse, and owns a comfortable

residence. He also runs a gin-house with six

gins, and last year ginned out upwards of 400

bags of cotton of 300 pounds each, for which
work he received four cents per pound. He
advances largely to several colored planters,

and is worth from $15,000 to $20,000. In

speaking of the materiul condition of the

colored people, Thorne said: 'In 1866 very

few of the colored people owned any personal

property, and at present there is hardly a

colored man who does not own a horse or

mule, a cart, and a cow, as well as household

goods and agricultural implements.'"

Similar advances have been made on the

other islands.

THE CATERPILLAR OR COTTON WOR.M.

"The caterpillar which a few years- ago
was regarded as a plague which could not be

averted, no longer has any terrors for the

planters. I consulted nearly every planter of

prominence on the island, and there was not

a single one who expressed the slightest con-

cern whether the caterpillar came this year
or not. The Paris green, mixed with flour

and rosin and spread over the plants, is cer-
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tain death to the worms before tbey can effect

any damage. The cost, of applying this pre-

ventive is about S3 an aero, and the appear-

ance of the caterpilhir is not considereJ as

entailing any loss beyond the cost of prepar-

ing for their reception. The islands, it should

be remembered, have not had a general visita-

tion of caterpillars since 1867, and it may be

possible that the means which have proved so

successful in destroying small bodies of the

worms, may prove to bo inadequate to stop

the ravagps of an army of them as large as

that which passed over the islands thirteen

years ago. It is to be hoped, however, that

the sense of security now enjoyed by the

planters may not bo rudely destroyed by the

fulfilment of any such prophecy."
The reporter adds :

" Before leaving this

branch of the subject, I would like to mention
a peculiar superstition which is said to exist

among the negroes. The advent of the cotton

worm to them means complete destruction

of their crops, as they consistently refuse to

use any of the means adopted by the white
planters for their destruction. In conversa-

tion with one or two colored men upon this

point, I was informed that the caterpillar was
sent by God as a visitation upon them, and
they considered it sinful to attempt to destroy
them. Whether this superstition is universal

I am unable to say, but it is a fact that they
use neither Paris Green nor any of the pre
ventives which have been found so effica-

cious."

Extracts from the Diary of the late Samuel R. Fisher.

On reading the diary of our friend S. R.
Fisher, kept during his last visit to England,
in 178-1, I was particularly interested in the
account of the application of Women Friends
to London Yearly Meeting for the privilege

of holding a " Yearly Meeting for business
and for corresponding with the several Quar-
terly Meetings in the nation."

With the belief that it will prove interest-

ing to some of the readers of Friends' Intelli-

gencer, I have obtained liberty to make an
extract. To me it is an interesting fact that
we should have the opportunity of taking
this incident from the manuscript notes of an
eye-witness nearly ninety-six years after its

occurrence.
Several of the names of the Friends men

tioned are pleasantly associated with the his-

tory of the Society, and are familiar to a
number of Friends whose parents had a per-

sonal knowledge of them.
Esther Tuke, Christiana Hustler, Eliza-

beth Gibson, Alice Rigg, Margaret Eouih,
Hannah Wigham, Mary Proud, Mehetable
Jenkins, Patience Bray and Rebecca Jones
are mentioned as having attended the men's
meeting on the morning of the 5th of the
Sixth month, 1784.

Rebecca Wright was prevented from being
present by indisposition.

Our friend S. R. F. says, " It seems the
women have never been allowed to hold a
yearly meeting for business in this isle since
the first establishment of Friends. The mat-
ter was opened and spoken to by the women
with great solemnitj', beauty and submission.
Nearly all the twelve women spoke, and it

really was one of the most, if not the most,
solemn meeting I ever attended. Many of
the men were much tendered. A few of them
spoke before the women withdrew. After-
ward their request met with some opposition.

so that although many and rnost wished it

then to be granted, it was postponed to th

afternoon sitting. Soon after the opening of

that meoling the mutter of the women's year-

ly meeting came again under consideration,

and Alice Rigg and Margaret Routh attended
with the minute of the request from the wo-
men. After delivering it they were asked
many questions. Margaret Routh answered
mostly, in a decent and beautiful manner.
They withdrew with the request that the
women's meeting might wait on the men and
not adjourn till they received an answer.

" After some further time it was satisfacto-

rily concluded by men to grant the women's
request to hold a Yearly Meeting to corres-

pond with the several Quarterly Meetings and
not make any rule of discipline without the
concurrence of the men. It was to me a com-
fortable and catisfiictory time; rather more
so than when, yesterday, mention was made
of the steps which had been taken by Friends
with the Government and each Member of
Parliament, Ministers, &c., concerning the
Slave Trade, which brought that matter very
seriously before the meeting, more particu-
larl}' so becaufe some members of our Society
in England held West India estates and slaves
working such lands.

'• To this matter Nicholas Wain spoke point
ediy, to show that the stock of slaves was kept
up on said lands by fresh purchases, and in

consequence that some Friends were con-
cerned in holding and purchasing such slaves.

Although no steps were at this time positively

taken in the matter, yet it brought the sub-
ject to view and showed that Friends could
not consistently act in behalf of the negroes
till their duty was fully discharged touching
their own members in this case.

"The occasion of my taking notice again
of what p:issed yesterday relative to the slaves
is because I thought the Yearly Meeting much
more favored in the consideration of it, and
of grantingthe women's request, than through
the course of all the other business which
came before it.

"After the granting of the request of the
women some men Friends were appointed to

present them with a (.•opy of the minute of
men's meeting

; the epistles to the seven Year-
ly Meetings and the general epistle were read
by John Gough, of Ireland, who, I conclude,
had a principal share in preparing them. He
is one of the most solid and weighty members,
when he is considered as a man of letters and
his qualifications as a minister of the Gospel
—they but rarely meet without learning
eclipsing the better part."

At this time a number of Friends from
America were engaged in i-eligious visits to

Great Britain. Among them were Nicholas
VValn,GeorgeDillwynand wife, Samuel Emlen
and the women Friends already mentioned as
having been with the women's committee who
presented the request to the Yearly Meeting
for a yearly meeting for business.

Previously to attending the annual meet-
ing, S. R. Fisher had accompanied Nicholas
Wain in his visits, not only to the meetings
in the city of London but to many in the
adjacent country. A number of these were
very small, sometimes not more than twenty
or thirty persons present, and the majoritj-of
those not members of the Society, and yet
they appear to have been seasons of Divine
favor. N. Wain generally had vocal service,

but was silent in several meetings in succes-

sion, which was a disappointment to the
pie with whom he was a favorite. The si

eomminglings were remarkable. Manyg
erings at the houses of Friends, where
travellers were entertained with great h(

tality.

In their journeyings they passed thrc

Little Dunmore, a place famed for givii

flitch of bacon to such couples as had liv

year and a day in strict lore and harrai

The Friend at whose house they lodged
that he had seen it presented in the preser
form amid a great concourse of people

;

this ceremony, being very expensive to

parish, was now granted only once in

years. He had known the flitch to be clai

and to be refused.

In reference to his engagement with N.
our friend S. R. Fisher was led by hia

mistrust and humility to fear that he mi
have departed from his internal Guide
left home on business, bnt was encoiiragec

his friends, both in America and Londor
devote a part of his time to this service,

it is worthy of note that while thus enga
he felt no liberty to make any inquiries ic

gard to business, even when passing thro

districts where fabrics were manufacture
which he was interested as a merchant,
writes: "My mind being weak and lo\

feared I had attempted a matter for whii

was not properly qualified," and he was re

to conclude that herein he had erred,

his friends thought differently'. When at
to return, the meeting held at Grace Chii

street granted him a certificate which San
thought accredited him with more thar

deserved, and remonstrated, but it was deci

to be just, and was signed by the meet'

generally.

—

Friends' Intelligencer.

Women Vote Out Siloons.—The wome:
Keithsburgh, III., have just been yieh
right to vote on this issue of licensing

prohibiting saloons within its corporate lin

Now, Keithsburgh is one of those "r
towns" of perpetual ill-repute, a villagt

about 1,000 inhabitants, on the Mississi

where saloons have thriven for fort}' ye
and many of its people have been correspc

ingly poor. One would hardly look tl

for superior general goodness and inl,ellige

Yet, on April 5, 165 women (nearly ev

one in the village) voted at a popular elect

on the above issue, and, so far as all-day

servers could learn not one woman voted

favor of granting licences to sell liquors, e

with the price put at $500. Coupled v

the respectable male wing of the commun
this womanly vote redeemed the town
banishing saloons, and so influencing the v(

of men that village trustees were elected v

will see that the popular voice is rcspectoc

Christian Advocate.

How to Train the Memory.—Your mem
is bad, perhaps, but I can tell you two seoi

that will cure the worst memory. One
them is to read a subject when interest

the other is not only to read, but think. Wi
you have read a paragraph or a jiage, si

close the book, and try to remember the id

on the page, and not only call them vaga
to mind, but put them in words and spi

them out. Faithfully follow these two ru

and you have the golden keys of knowled
Besides inattentive reading, there are ot

things injurious to the memory. One is
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of skimming over newspapers, items of
smart remarlis, bits of inforQintion,

cal reflections, fashion notes, so tbut ii

onfiised jumble, never to be thought of
thus diligently cultivatin"; a habit of

S88 reading hard to break. Another
»adiug of trashy novels.

—

L^.

For " The Friend "

Memoir of Hannah Marsh.

BY HER DAUGHTER, PRISCILLA. PITT.

(Concluded from page 324.)

id of 11th month, 1874. 'Day unto day
th Hpeech, and night unto night showeth
ledge; there is no speech nor language
their voice ia not heard.' How does
merabraneo of the above lines tend to

the necessity of keeping the mind very
d, and the inward ear open, that we
dceive instruction thereby.

' Oh ! for a closer walk with God,
A calm and Heavenly frame,

A light to shine upon the road,
That leads me to the Lamb.'

kteful for a very comfortable night's

and for the desire which arose in my
to be enabled to spend this da}"^ accept
n the Divine sight. The dear Saviour's
revive very freshly before me :

' Watch
ray, lest ye enter into temptation.' Ah
again and again reminded there is no
or us but by being on the watch,

d of 4th month, 1875. [The above] re

my doarlj' loved husband often said,

ir only place of safety. Ah ! he is

,ly brought to my remembrance, and
greatly do I desire I may walk worthy
e vocation wherewith I am called; that

J be, as I believe he was, ready to cast

Y accounts with joy and not with grief,

it was sweet to witness his happy, Iran-

3ountenance, as his strength was gradu
jiving way, plainly evidencing that as
utward man grew weaker, the inward
grew stronger; and what a blessed thing
,s that his dear mind was preserved so

clear through all. Oh the words ari^e

w mind as I write : 'Let me die the death
p rigliteous, and let my latter end be like

[theirs.' I am again and again made very
ible of my great loss ; but how precious to

fabled to believe that my loss proves his

t and eternal gain. Great gratitude is

,0 our Heavenly Father for sparing us to
other fifty-four years, in that sweet and
ous unity so sweetly described by the
nist 'as the dew of Hermon, and as the
that descended from the mountains of

; for there the Lord commanded the bloss-

iven life for evermore.' This morning my
1 has been seriously impressed with the
laity of casting all my care upon my
'enly Father, having no care or concern
t any thing ; and then assuredly He will

my poor mind (which is often brought
low) of many of the little hindering

;8 which the great enemy often tries to
I me with. I am at times made sweetly
»l how very precious it is to have no wish
ill of mj^ own—keep very inward, then,
e pure gift that is in thee.

7th of 5th month. To-day commenced
ly Select Meeting. My precious departed
auch brought to my mind. Oh ! how dif-

t to what it used to be, when those sea-

were permitted ; when ray dear departed
md myself, being sweetly united in spirit,

enabled to assemble with our dear friends,

and share each other's burdens; and although
I am not equal to attend them now, at ray
advanced age 84J 3'ears, j'et being dipped into
the present laxed state of our poor Society, I

have to bear my burden alone, and am deeply
made sensible of my great bereavement

;

while at the same time my heart is made
thankful that he is preciously experiencing the
fulfilment of the gracious language, ' Blessed
are the dead which die in the Lord from
henceforth: yea, saith the Spirit, that they
may rest from their labors; and their works do
follow them.'

"31st of 7th month. Just near the close of
another month, in again taking my pen, I am
reminded of the poet's words, viz:

' And now another day Ls gone,
I'll sing my Maker's praise

;

My comforts every hour make known
His Providence and Grace.'

How very swiftly the time passes; it ought
to engage us to 'double our diligence and
make our calling and election sure, before we
go hence and are seen of men no more.' It

s one thing to write this, but another to pe
form it. Do we really act upon it? Do not
the things of time too much occupy our minds
and leave but little time for things of higher
moment to have due place in our hearts, and
give them a disrelish for things of the highest
importance, viz., the salvation of our never-
dying souls.

" 16th of 10th month. I returned from
Mitcham, having been favored to spend fifteen

weeks happily in the enjoyment of the com-
pany of dear ones there—for which I felt

gratitude to my Heavenly Father for confer-

ring this great favor, and in possession of
mental and bodily powers. Ah ! the language
had need be raised, ' What shall I render unto
the Lord for all his benefits towards me?'

" 13Lh of r2ih month. Nearly two months
since I made any addition to this memor-
andum, but my thoughts have not been silent,

for my poor mind has been brought very low
under a sense of the absence of my Beloved;
who has seen meet to hide his face from mo,
time after time, and I have felt the great need
of patiently waiting and quietlj^ hoping for

the return of his life giving presence to solace

and cheer me, and for ability to hold on my
way; for I am indeed a very poor creature,

and not able to keep myself from falling;

therefore is there great need to attend to the
command of our blessed Saviour, ' to watch
and pray lest we fall into tem|itation.' And
I am again reminded of what my dear de-

parted used often to say, that there is no
safety but when we are upon the watch. Ah !

I may say of him, that 'he being dead yet
speaketh.' I may add that I feel grateful to

my Heavenly Father for having my precious
and only daughter, Priscilla, spared to me,
and sweetly consoling me under my great loss.

31st of 12th month. Just near the close

of the present year the query arises, 'Am I

any nearer than when I first believed?' The
close of another year seems solemn to con-

template; but the desire is raised in my heart
to keep very inward in my spirit, and seek
daily for a renewal of strength to walk accept-

bly before my Heavenly Father, that I may
through holy help, be enabled to answer the

end for which I had a being, viz., to live to

his glory ; but oh ! I am but a very poor crea-

ture, and feel my great inability and dwarfish
ness. Oh the great need for dwelling in the

Vine (15th of Joho) : ' I am the true Vine,and

my Father is the Husbandman.' Oh methinks
if there had been with us, as a people, a more
strictly aliiding in the Vine, we should see
difterent fruits brought forth : instead of the
language which seems applicable to bo re-

vived, as spoken by the prophet Isaiah for
not having been faithful by abiding in the
vine: "What could have been done more to
my vineyard that I have not done in it?

wherefore, when I looked that it should bring
forth grapes, brought it forth wild grapes.'
What great need there is for individual faith-

fulness— I feel it very much as regards myself;
and though very sensible of my own nothing-
ness and great weakness, yet I am very thank-
ful that good desires are very prevalent with
me for an increase of good, and to have no
wish nor will of my own contraiy to the wiH
of my Heavenly Father, but that I may bo as
clay in the hands of the groat Potter. Oq
the 29th of this month, my beloved sister

Mary Ann Fowden, aged eighty-two, departed
this life in a heavenly frame of mind, in a
precious hope, through the merits of her dear
Redeemer, that she would bo gathered into
one of the many mansions which he foretold

He should go and prepare a place lor his im-
mediate followers. Oh glorious prospect! so
wo could not mourn, but rejoice at her happy
departure. Oh, saith my soul, may my latter

end be like her's, by being favored as she was
to lay up a good foundation for the time to

come.
"6th of First month, 1876.

'Oh ! for a closer walk with God,
A calm and Heavenly frame,

A light to shine upon the road,

That leads me to the Lamb.'

For this great favor, great stillness must be
abode in, that so the still small voice may be
heard, and strength sought after that we may
be enabled to obey it. Very poor and weak
have I been for a long time, yet the desire has
been mercifully continued for a growth in

grace, and in the saving knowledge of the
truth as it is in Jesus. Good and upright is

the Lord, therefore will He teach sinners ia

the way ; the meek will He guide in judgment,
and the meek will He teach his way. Oh that
I might be one of his meek ones.

" 15th of 2nd month.
Oh that my spirit might, through Grace,
Become so still and clean.

Clear as a spring, on whose fair face

The light of Heaven is seen.

"4tbof3rd month. My precious husband's
87th natal day; my loss of him is very much
felt still, but I would not wish him back.

15th of 8th month. Favored to realize

the return of another year added to those
hitherto granted me, which makes me attain

eighty-six. A serious question arises, 'Am I

y nearer the kingdom than when I first

believed?' I may acknowledge my sense of
poverty, for which I feel thankful. 'Except
the Lord had been my help, my soul had al-

most dwelt in silence.' I may acknowledge,
with the Psalmist: I was brought low and
He helped me. Poor and weak though I feel,

yet very many mercies are still vouchsafed
unto me.

20th of 12th month. A very rainy morn-
ing; but being so very comfortably provided
with a closed carriage, I was enabled to go to

Croydon to our Monthly Meeting, with my
dear son and daughter, their dear boy, Joha
Marsh Pitt, and his grandmother JE. Pitt.

We having all entered Manor House Mitcham,
16th of 10th month, 1876, to reside together.
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being favored to feel it has been under right,

direction, which we had previously sincerely

desired we might obtain, and very comfortable

we are for this happy union.
" 22J of 12th month. A lovely morning.

This residence seems greatly to favor my
health, yet I daily feel the need of an increase

of spiritual health and strength; but I con-

sider it a great favor to be made sensible of

my wants. Oh ! the great need I feel of keep-

ing very close to my good Guide.

"5th of 1st mo. 1877.—Sixth-day. Feel

great cause for thankfulness to ray iteavenly
Father that He still condescends to raise

living desires in my heart for holiness, and to

witness an increase of pure love to Him from
whom all my blessings flow. ' Be careful for

nothing; but in every thing by prayer and
Hupplication with thanlt.-giving, let your re-

quests be made known unto God. And the

peace of God, which passeth all understand-
ing, shall keep your hearts and minds through
Christ Jesus.'

On the 29th of 1st mo. 1877, our esteemed

disciples, 'My peace 1 leave with you; my
peace I give unto you: not as the world

giveth,' " &c.

HEAVEN.
[This comes from an esteemed correspondent

whose judgment we respect. Yet we desi

to caution our readers against admitting i

poetical fancies, as actual facts. In this state

of existence, where the spirit and mind are

associated with bodies of flesh and blood ir

intimate union, it is impossible for us to ap
preciate the nature of that life which the

spirit will enjoy when it has laid aside the

dusty garments of mortality. JVow, we can

scarcelj' think of a future existence, except as

a modified form of tliat which we are at pre-

sent partaking of. Therefore it is natural in

thinking of heaven, to speak of "vernal fields,"

"balmy air," " fair flowers," &c. Yet these

must be regarded as merely figures of speech,

designed to typify-, to the best of our limited

powers, the beatitudes of a Heavenly home-
"Un thezytnol istmo. l8//,onresteemea in respect to which the Scriptures state:

friend and brother in the truth, George Cor- ..^ ^ath not seen, nor ear head, ne^VAerArj^/i
nish, departed this life; we reverently believe „ g„^g^g^ ,„^o ihe heart of man to conceive, the
an inheritance with the just of all generations
is mercifully granted him.

"17lh of 2d month. Let me die the death
of the righteous ; and let my latter end be like

tinto theirs.

" 23d of 2d month. Poor and low, yet the

Lord lookelh upon me. Oh, may I be
"

low and humble.
"2nd of 3rd month. Without holine

man shall see the Lord.
"23rd. O Lord ! thou knowest my down

sitting and mine uprising. Thou knowest I

feel very poor ; enable me, I pray thee, to look
unto thee for strength to walk humbly and
faithfully; for without thee I can do nothing
to advance myself in the way of holiness.

'Search me, O God, and know my heart, try
me and know my thoughts, and see if there
be anj' wicked way in me, and lead me in the
way everlasting.' Commit thy ways unto
the Lord

; trust also in Him, and He will bring
it to pass. Oh I I feel thankful I am often

reminded of the necessity of this, and of the
ability granted me to do it. Low in mind and
mournful in spirit on account of the lax state
of our poor Society, many, it is to be feared,

have lost their first love; hence the faithful

testimonies given to this people to bear, are
not upheld ; consequently leanness and dwarf-
ishness are sadly apparent, because so few are
able to come up to the help of the Lord against
the mighty. There are heavy burdens to be
borne, but the true burden-bearers are very
few.

" 13th of 4th month. I can still say the
true burden-bearers are very few; but can
thankfully acknowledge 1 do desire to be pre-
served as one of them.

" 24th. Poor and weak
;

yet the Lord
looketh upon me

; desires and fresh engage-
ment of heart to renew my covenant with a
covenant keeping God ; although 1 feel myself
very unworthy.

" 28th. Wait on the Lord, be of good cour-
age and Ho shall strengthen thine heart.
Wait, I say, on the Lord. Ah ! ] very often
feel poor and needy; may I be increasingly en-
gaged to wait upon my gracious, merciful care-
taker for a renewal of my spiritual strength

;

for truly, without his aid we can do nothing
to promote his glory, or obtain that precious
peace, which He alone can give, who told his

things which God hath prepared."

—

Ed.]

For "The Friena,

The following beautiful little poem was
found by a New York merchant in a drawe
of his desk—in manuscript—and signed as

below. Being much pleased with it, lie had
quite a number of copies printed on slips for

uthoris, is not known.
S. W.

circulation. Who the

' Beyond these chilling winds and gloomy skies,

Beyond death's cloudy portal.

There is a land where beauty never dies.

And love becomes immortal

:

A land whose light is never dimmed by shade.

Whose fields are ever vernal

;

Where nothing beautiful can ever fade.

But blooms for aye—Eternal.

We may not know liow sweet its balmy air,

How bright and Aiir its flowers :

We may not hear the songs that echo there,

Through those enchanted bowers.

The city's shining towers we may not see

With our dim earthly vision,

For death, the silent warden, keeps the key
That opes those gates Elysian.

But sometimes—when adown the shining sky,

The fiery sunset lingers.

Its golden gates swing inward noiselessly,

Unlocked by unseen fingers
;

And while they stand a moment half ajar.

Gleams from the inner glory.

Stream brightly, through the azure vault afar,

And half reveal the story.

O land of Love ! O land of Light Divine !

Father, All-wise—Eternal

!

Guide me, O guide these wandering feet of mine.
Into those gates supernal.

"

Nancy A. W. Priest.

HUMILITY.
Selected.

The bird that sings on highest wing
Builds on the ground her lowly nest.

And she that doth most sweetly sing.

Sings in the shade when all things rest

!

In lark and nightingale we see

What honor hath humility.

The saint that wears heaven's brightest crown.
In deepest adoration bends,

—

The weight of glory bends him down
The most when high his soul ascends;

Nearest Ihe throne itself must be
The footstool of humility.

IN THE FIELD.
Fighting the battle of life I

With a weary heart and head,
For in the midst of the strife.

The banners of joy are fled.

Fled and gone out of sight,

When 1 thought they were so near
;

And the music of Hope this night
Is dying away on my ear.

Fighting the whole day long.

With a very tired hand

—

With only ray armor strong

—

The shelter in which I stand.

There is nothing left of )?ie,

—

If all my strength were shown,
So small the amount would be

Its presence could scarce be known.

Fighting alone to-night,

With not even a slander by,

To cheer me on in the tight.

Or to hear me when I cry.

Only the Lord can hear,

Only the Lord can see,

—

The struggle within how dark and drear,

Tho' quiet the outside be.
'

Fighting alone to-night.

With what a sinking heart,

—

Lord Jesus in the fight,

O ! stand not Thou apart

!

Body and mind have tried

To make the field my own,
Bnt when the Lord is on my side.

He doeth the work alone.

.\nd when He hideth his face,

And the battle-clouds prevail,

It is only through his grace
If I do not utterly fail.

The word of old was true,

And its truth shall never cease,—

•

The Lord shall fight for you.
And you shall hold your peace.

Lord I would fain be still

And quiet behind my shield
;

But make me to know Thy will

For fear I should ever yield.

For when, to destroy my foes,

Thou lettest them strike at me,
And fillest my heart with woes,
That joy may the purer be,

Nothing but perfect trust

And love for Thy perfect will.

Can raise me out of the dust,

And bid my fear lie still.

Even as now my hands
So doth my folded will.

Lie waiting Thy commands,
Without one anxious thrill.

But as with sudden pain,

My hands unfold and clasp,

—

So doth my will start up again.

And taketh its old firm grasp.

Lord fix mv eves upon Thee,

And fill myheart with Thy love.

And keep my soul till the shadows fiee

And the light breaks forth above.

The Lord's sheep are not confined to i

one outward fold ; but though they all kn
ind arc gathered into the one fold of i

i-est, yet outwardly they walk, and are sc

tered among various denominations. Thi
firmlj- believe; and wherever they are I (

them brethren; 1 own them in the covent

and fellowship of celestial affinity; in

bonds and endearments of a spiritual relati

ship.

—

J. Scott.

In this world it is not what we take op I

what we give up that makes us rich.
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Tlip Jt'W as a Citizen in llie Time of Ciirist.

le Jews' prlDcipal business was trade.

iliii^S peddling, and especially the smaller

ey transactions (the larger were carried

y the Eoman knights, the bankers of that

), were almost wholly in their hands, and
prosecuted this traffic with such charac-

tic industry and shrewdness that the

i of Asia Minor complained to the Em-
p that they were completely drained by
Tews. The wholesale trade, also, was in

Y places entirely under their control. In

andria they almost monopolized the corn-

), and carried on an extensive traffic with

more distant East. Wherever money
to be made, there the Jow, especially if

alized, was to bo found. We meet him
lOme as scholar, poet, actor, and even

"The Jews sell everything," says

nal.

lOugh in the writings of the Eoman poet

named, and of others, the Jews appear as

jgarly race,—the father buying old glass

other rubbish, the children peddling

hes, — many of them obtained great

th ; and this wealth, together \Yith their

tness in improving every favorable op-

inity to put themselves unconditionally

le service of whatever government was
wer, though at heart urifriendly to the

B constitution of the state, and indifferent

3 weal and woe, had procured for them
rtant privileges. They were exempt
military duty, and from the payment of

lin taxes, and could not be summoned on

Sabbath before a court. So far was this

[deration for them carried, that the muni-
ities were obliged to pay thetn money
ad of corn and oil, which were regarded
hem as impure. Indeed, when thfi de

y of these supplies fell on a Sabbath,
iient to the Jews was required to be made
noLher day. Above all, they had per-

freedom in their religious observances.

rever they dwelt together in sufficient

bers they had a synagogue, or at least a-

of prayer (a Proseucha, Acts xvi. 13),

ed a distinct communion under chosen
dents, and exercised a large autonomj-
h, in consequence of their religious and
)nal isolation from the heathen among
m they lived, embraced not merely mat-
of religion, bnt much besides.

1 these Jewish congregations were most
lately connected with each other, and
the centre of Judaism, Jerusalem. Every
however far away he dwelt, regarded

self as a member of the chosen people,

strove to keep the bonds of union fresh

stroncr. He paid yearly his teraplo tax,

offerings and gifts to Jerusalem, and
, at least, in his life v^'ent up to visit the
city and to keep the feast. The supreme
cil in Jerusalem sent annually the calen-

Df festivals to the congregations of the

lersion, communicated to them important
iions, and took care that they received in-

lation of all events which concerned the

people. Since the Jews as merchants
•eat travellers, brethren often came

ging news of other congregations, and
guests were gladly permitted to speak

18 synagogues. In brief, whether one of
• congregations was located on the banks
e Danube, or on the margin of the Lib}'an

rt, it was a part of a universal society.

Jews well understood how to use this

lection for the promotiou of their own ia

terests. If a Jewish congregation received

any injury, all alike broke out into sedition,

and this skill in exciting alarm had not a lit-

tle to do in securing for them, notwithstand-
ng the universal hate and contempt which
they had to endure, the greatest respect from
every Roman official up even to the proconsul.

Apart from this, hatred and contempt were
their usual lot. To the heathen their whole
appearance was strange and utterly unintelli-

gible, so entirely different were they in all

respects from the other nations. If we would
be convinced how unique this people was in

historj', if we would obtain an immediate im-

pression of this, we need only recall the judg-

ments of the heathen upon them. What
marvellous tales concerning them were in cir-

culation ! Now they were said to have sprung
from Mount Ida in Crete ; now from lepers

who had been expelled from Egypt. In the

desert, when there was a great scarcity of

water, an ass showed them a fountain ;
there

fore they worshipped the head of an ass as

God. Tacitus thinks that Moses, in order to

make sure of the people, gave them new cus

toms contradictory to all the usages of man-
kind. "They deem profane what we hold

sacred, and permit what we abominate." To
the Romans the commandments about fooT

and fasting appeared ridiculous in the ex
tremo. The prohibition of swine's flesh was
an inexhaustible theme for their wit. The
Sabbath rest they could explain only by lazi

ness. Juvenal thus ridicules an idler :

" His sire's the fault, who every seventh day
Neglected work, and idled time away ;"

and Tacitus relates with entire seriousness:

"Afterwards when inactivity became agreea

ble the seventh year (Sabbatical) was also

given up to idleness." Pai"ticularly offensive

wastheirworship wi thou t images, and their en

tire faith was to the heathen the aemeof super-

stition and credulity. ''Credat Judceus Apelies,"

"A Jew may believe that," says Horace
order to characterize something wholly

credible.

This wide-spread hatred of the Jews—to

which countless bloody sacrifices were offered,

especially during the Jewish war—was doubt-

less, to some extent, a consequence of their

haired of the heathen. They were treated

with contempt because they themselves de

spised the unclean Gentiles. The Jew had a

large self consciousness. He looked upon him
self as a member of the elect people, who
liossessed, in contrast with the blind heathen,

a divine revelation. This self-consciousness

was intensified by his Messianic hopes. He
was destined, he believed, soon to receive the

dominion of the world, and he made no
serve of this expectation even when face to

face with the heathen. The less its depressed

and enslaved present harmonized with this

hope for the future, the more absurd must it

have seemed to the proud Roman that th'

filthy race of beggars should dream of such

things. We need only glance at the writers

of the Empire to meet everywhere witticisms

about the circumcised Jews. Wherever the

Jew went or stood he was encompassed by
pagan ridicule. In the theatre, he was th

object of coarse sallies, which were sure to

call forth laughter; on the street he had fre

quently to endure brutal abuse.

Hatred and contempt might well be in-

creased by the fact that the heathen could

not be insensible to the wide and profound in

fluence which the Jews were exerting. Seneca

ays of them, " the vanquished have given
iws to the victors." At a time when the

old gods no longer satisfied the heathen, when
so many longing spirits, anxious for happi-

ness, were seeking peace by foreign gods, and
et doctrines and expiations, how attrac-

tive must Judaism have been ? Here Mono-
theism, which wise men taught as an esoteric

religion for the cultivated, appeared as a re-

gion for the people; here was a spiritual

cult infinitely superior to the wild, and often

innioral, heathen cults; here was a revealed

word of God ; here were offering-i and expia-

tions.

—

From Uhlhorn's Conflict of Christianity

with Heathenism.

Bo silent when blamed and reproached un-

justl}", and under such circumstances that the
reproachful and injurious person will be likely,

under the influence of his own reflections, to

discover his error and wrong speedily. In-

stead of replying, receive the injurious treat-

ment with humility and calmness ;
and He, in

whose name you thus suffer, will reward you
with inward consolation, while he sends the

sharp arrow of conviction into the heart of
your adversary.

Be not disheartened because the 03^0 of the

world is constantly and earnestly fixed upon
you, to detect your errors, and to rejoice in

your halting. But rather regard this state of
things, trying though it may be, as one of the

safe-guards which a kind Father has placed
around j'ou, to keep alive, in your bosom, an
antagonist spirit of watchfulness, and to pre-

vent those very mistakes and transgressions,

which your enemies eagerly anticipate.

Do not think it strange when troubles and
persecutions come upon you. Rather receive

them quietly and thankfully, as coming from
a Father's hand. Yea hapjjy are ye, if, in the

exercise of faith, you can look above the

earthly instrumentality, above the selfishness

and malice of men, to him who has permitted
them for your good. Thus persecuted they
the Saviour and the prophets.— T. C. Upham.

The N. y. Herald gives the particulars of

a great ice-floe tragedy off St. Johns, New-
foundland. The floe was of immense size,

covered with thousands of seals, and anchored
close to shore. The men by hundreds went
to secure the booty, and labored successfully

for four days. Then the wind changed, the

fog hid the coast, and the floe went to sea

carrying a hundred or more of the men with
her. The greater number, however, were
afterwards rescued, but many lives were lost.

Notwithstanding the painful loss of life, the

coming of the ice floe was a blessing in other
ways. Of its timeliness the Herald's corre-

spondent says

:

One hundred thousand seals were captured
in the several little harbors and bays along
our eastern and southern coast, which in the
local market were worth in cash about $250,-

000. After a winter unusually protracted and
of great rigor, this harvest from the sea was
a munificent Godsend to the gleaners. On
our southern coast, destitution was more fierce

and widespread than for any time during the
past half century. For so long a time, too,

no visitation of the seal ice had been experi-

enced. Its comiui!: at so very opportune a
time may hardly be regarded as other than
a notable and characteristic bounty of Provi-

dence.
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For "The Friend."

The Bible.

The following remarks by N. C. Brooks,

are offered for iusertion in " The Friend."
E.

" Such are a few of the beauties of the bible
;

and, if iis grand truths be found to rob poetry

and mythology of some of their ethereal fan-

cies, it substitutes nobler truths, and senti-

ments equally chaste. If it has displaced

cloud-compelling Jove from Olympu^ it has

placed the heavens under the care ofHim who
' weigheth them in his balance,' and ' directeth

his thunder under the whole heavens, and his

lightning to the ends of the earth.' If Aurora

no longer opens the doors of the east, her

ofBce is performed by Him ' who causeth the

day-spring to know his place.' If the sun be

no longer under the care of Apollo, it is guided

by Him ' who halh set a tabernacle tor the

sun.' If Diana has forgotten to lead her

circlet in the heavens, it revolves at the bid-

ding of Him 'who hath appointed the moon

her seasons.' If the sceptre of Eolus is broken,

the winds are under the direction of Him
'who guides the whirlwind and propels the

storm :' ' who maketh the clouds his chariot,

and who walketh upon the wings of the wind.'

If the trident of Neptune no longer sways the

sea, its billows heave beneath the eye of Him
who hath said to the deep 'thus far shall

thou come, but no farther, and here shall thy

proud waves be stayed.' If Ceres has desert-

ed the fields, they are under the care of Him
who has promised thus: 'Seed-time and har-

vest shall succeed each other to the end of

time.' If the vintage has ceased to ripen for

Bacchus, it abounds for Him who 'causeth

wine to make glad the heart of man.' If Ne-

mesis no longer boars the balances of the

earth, they are transferred to Him, ' the habi-

tation of whose throne is justice and judg-

ment.' If the Dryads have forsaken the

groves, and the Naiads the streams, the voice

of Deity is speaking to the heart in the whis-

per of every tree, and the murmur of every

fountain. If Iris has ceased to be the mes-

senger of the wrath of Juno, it has become

the covenant of the mercy of Jehovah. If

Pluto has resigned the guardianship of Hades,

it is to Him who holds the keys of hell and

death ;
and if the Lares and Penates have

abandoned the threshold and hearthstone,

their place is supplied by Him who hath

promised to make the habitation of the right-

eous his abode, and to dwell iu the heart of

the humble."

Encouragement under Trials Incident to Bearing tiie

Cross of f iirisl.

Who is able to undergo the crosses and
afflictions, either inward or outward, which
befall those whom God draws out of the spirit

of this world and path of destruction, into th

vsray of eternal rest and peace ? Yet the Lord
is able to uphold that which feels its weak
ness, and daily waits on Him for support.

I know, dear heart, thy outward trials can

not but be sharp and bitter; and 1 know also

that the Lord is able to sustain thee under

them, and cause thee to stand thy groun

that thou give not advantage to that spirit,

which hereby would draw from the Lord, and
from the way of life and happiness. Oh that

thou couldst dwell in the knowledge and
sense of this? even that the Lord beholds thy

sufferings with an eye of pity, and is able, not

only to uphold thee under them, but also to do

thee good by them, and to bring forth that life

and wisdom in thee by means thereof, to which

He will give dominion over that spirit which

grieves and afflicts thee, in his due season.

Thereibre grieve not at thy lot, be not dis-

contented, look not out at the hardness of thy

condition ; but when the storm and matter of

vexation are sharp, look up to Hun who can

give meekness and patience, can lift up the

head over all, and cause thy life to grow, and

be a gainer by all.

If the Lord God did not help us by his

mighty arm, how often should we fall and

perish I And if the Lord God help thee propor-

tionably to thy condition of affliction and distress,

thou wilt have no cause to complain, but to bless

his name. He is exceedingly good, and gra-

cious, and tenderhearted, and doth not de-

spise the afiiictions of the afflicted, for his

names' sake, in any kind.

This in tender love towards thee, with

breathings to my Father, that his pleasant

plant may not be crushed in thee by the foot

of pride and violence, but may overgrow it,

and flourish the more because of it.

From thy truly loving friend in the Truth,

and for the Truth's sake.

Isaac Penington.

For «'The Friend."

Tlie Prayer-Cylinder of Tibet.

" The praj-er-cylinder, or prayer-wheel, as it

is often most inappropriately called, is usually

about three or four inches in diameter and in

length; the mystical invocation, ' Om Ma-ni

Po-mi Horn,' is wiitten on the outside, whilst

a small weight at the end of a short string

keeps the affair in rotation ; and all day long,

not only the Lamas, but the people may be

seen muttering tlie universal prayer, and

twisting their cylinders, invariably in the

same direction with the hands of a clock. One
or more great ej'linders, inscribed with the

sentence, stand at the entrance to every house

in Tibet, and a member of the household, or

a guest who passes, is always expected to

give the cylinder a twist for the welfare of

the establishment. At almost every rivulet

the eye is arrested by a little building, that is

at first mistaken for a water mill, but which
on close inspection is found to contain a cylin-

der, turning by the force of the stream, and
ceaselessly sending up pious ejaculations to

Heaven, for every turn of a cylinder on which
the prayer is written is supposed to convey
an invocation to the Deity. Sometimes enor-

mous barns are filled with these cylinders

gorgeously painted, and with the prayer re-

pealed on them many times; and at every

turn and every step in Tibet this sentence is

forced on the traveller's notice in some form

or another.
"A string, called a Mani string, is often

stretched between the two sides of a tiny

valley, and hundreds of little bitsof rag are tied

to it with the prayer written on all. At the

top of every mountain there is a cairn made
of stones cast there by the pious, thankful to

have escaped the dangers of the mountain
roads, and on each stone the praj'er appears.

Many sticks are planted in the cairn, with a

piece of rag or cloth at the upper end, on

which of course the prayer is written; and
by the roadsides are heaps of flat stones with

the inscription roughly cut on them. Some-
times the road passes between walls of flat

stones, on every one of which the sentence

may bo read by the passing traveller."

How forcibly does the above account, gi

by William Gill, who lately travelled thro

Eastern Tibet, recall tbe advice of our S;ivi

to his disciples not to use vain repetition

their prayers, and to avoid the error of

Scribes and Pharisees who thought thatt

should bo heard for their much speaki

How difficult does it seem to be for met
learn, that no prayer is availing but

which is begotten in the heart by tbe Sp

of the Lord himself, who graciously regs

the breathings of ihe soul towards Hin

when not expressed in words. Alas, we d

not go sofaras Tibet to find sufiieient eridei

that some benighted ones hope to secure

Divine favor by some of the muny form
" bodily exercise," which as the apostle si

"profileth little;" while it is still true t

"godliness is profitable for all things."

Religious Excitement.

In a new edition of his work on " Holine

Canon Ryle says:—
"The older I grow, the more I am (

vinced that real practical holiness does

receive the attention it deserves, and t

there is a most painfully low standard

living among raanj- high professors of relig

in the land. But, at the same time, I

increasingly convinced that the zealous eSi

of some well-meaning persons to promot
higher standard of spiritual life are often

'according to knowledge,' and are really

culated to do more harm than good, li^t

explain what I mean : It is easy to get crot

together for what are called 'Higher li

and 'Consecration' meetings. Sonsalio

and exciting addresses by strange preach

or by women, loud singing, hot rooms, cro

ed tents, the constant sight of strong

religious feeling in the faces of all aroun

for several days, late hours, long protrac

meetings, public profession of experiene

all this kind of thing is verj' iuterestin;

the time, and seems to do good. But is

good leal, deeply-rooted, solid, lasting? T
is the point. And I should like to ask a

'

questions about it. Do those who att(

these meetings become more holy, meek,

selfish, kind, good-tempered, self-denying

Christ-like at home? Do they become m
content with their position in life, and

free from restless craving afoer somethi

different from that which God has given tbe

Do fathers, mothers, husbands, and ot

relatives and friends, find them more pleasi

and easy to live with? Can they enjo3

quiet Sunday and quiet means of grace wi

|out noise, heat, and excitement? Above

I

do they grow in charity, and esp.'cially

charity toward those who do not agree

them in every jot and tittle of their religic

These are serious and searching questio

and deserve serious consideration. I hop

am as anxious to promote real practical h

ness in the land as any one. 1 admire

willingly acknowledge the zeal and earne

ness of many with whom I cannot co-opei

who are trying to promote it. But I cam
withhold a growing suspicion that the gr
' mass meetings' of the present day, for

ostensible object of promoting spiritual

do not tend to promote private home religi

private Bible reading, private prayer, privi

usefulness, and private walking with God.

the}- are of any real value, they ought

make people better husbands, and wives,

fathers, and mothers, and sons, and daughte
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brothers, and sisters, and masters, and
resses, and servants. But I should like

lave clear proofs tliat they do. I only
t is far easier to be a Christian among

iQg, praying, sympathizing Christians

I public room, than to be a consistent

stian in a quiet, retired, out-of-the-way,
)ngenial home. The first position is one
?hieh there is a great deal of nature to

us; the second is one which cannot be

filled without grace. But; alas! many
now-a-days about 'consecration' who

1 to be ignorant of the ' first principles of

jracles of God' about ' coiwersion.'
"

J Anchor to the Soul.—In a gale off the

t, a vessel was driving ashore. Her an-

were gone, and she refused to obey the

A few moments more and she would
e. If any were saved, they must be tossed

be waves on the beach. In the midst of
;eueral consternation that prevailed, there

one man calm. He had done all that man
1 do to prepare for the worst, when the

Ic was inevitable; and now that death
app;irently near, he was quietlj' waiting
vent. A friend of his demanded the oo-

)n of bis calmness in the midst of danger
iminent. "Doyou not know the anchor
no, and we are drifting upon the coast?"
]lertainly I do ; but I have an anchor to

loul."

this was hia trust. It entered into that

in the vail. It was the ground of his

denco in the storm and enabled him to

securely in view of instant and awful

lb.

)ng ages ago a fern leaf grew in a deep

y. No cyo ever saw its beauty, and it

It last into the earth, and sank away, and
lost. Surely, no record ever was made
s life and story. But the other day a

of science, with hammer in hand, was
ing into the mysteries of natuie, and
king a rock, there lay, in perfect outline,

whole delicate tracery of the little fern-

After lying thousands of years in the

ness, lost and forgotten, it came forth to

)oked at by admiring eyes. In like man-
)b8eure lives drop away and are forgotten,

"ke manner, also, will they reappear,

imallest deed done for Christ shall be for-

en.

Mural nistory, Science, &c.

he Tampan.—When sleeping in the house

e commandant (in the interior ofAngola,)

3sect well known in the southern country
he name of Tampan, bit my foot. It is

ad of tick, and chooses by preference the

s between the fingers or toes for inflicting

site. It is seen from the size of a pin's

to that of a pea, and is common in all

native huts in this country. It sucks the

d until quite full, and is then of a dark
color, and its skin so tough and yielding

it is imiwssible to burst it by any amount
[ueezing with the fingers. I had felt the

is of its bite in former j'ears, and eschewed
ative huts ever after ; but, as I was here

n assailed in an European house, I shall

il the effects of the bite. These are a

ling sensation of mingled pain and itching,

3h commenced ascending the limb until

poison imbibed reaches the abdomen,
re it soon causes violent vomiting and
jing. Where these effects do not fol-

low, as wo found afterward at Tete, fever

sets in; and I was assured by intelligent

Portuguese there that death has sometimes
been the result of this fever. The anxiety
my friends at Tete manifested to keep my
men out of the reach of the Tampans of the
village, made it evident that they had seen

cause to dread this insignificant insect. The
only inconvenience I afterwards suffered from
this bite was the continuance of the tingling

sensation in the point bitten for about a week.
In curing the bite of the Tampan, the natives

administer one of the insects bruised in the
medicine employed.

—

Livingstone's Travels.

White-wnx of China.—This valuable pro-

duction is formed by an insect which grows
on one species of tree or shrub and is trans-

planted by the Chinese to another species on
which the wax is developed. The eggs are so

delicate they must not be exposed to the boat
of the sun, and whilst being carried from the

breeding to the producing district, the coolies

travel only in the night, when the road is

said to present a very remarkable ajjpoarance,

as they all carry lanterns. Ordinarily in China
no travelling is done at night, and the gates
of all towns and cities are closed at dusk, and
are never opened for anybody. But during
the time for bringing these eggs all the city

gates are left open day and night.

The nests of the insect are about the size

of a chicken's head, and are removed by cut-

ting off a portion of the branch to which they
are attached. The sticks with the adhering
nests arc soaked for a quarter of an hour in

unhusked-riee-vvater, when they may be sepa-

rated.

The nests are then lied to a tree. In a few
days they swell ; the insects emerge from the
-eggs, and soon cover ihc braneh of the tree

with the white-wax secretion.

It is a curious circumstance, that one species

of tree should be favorable to the growth of

the insect, and another to the production of
the wax.

—

Capt. Gill.

Geese as Guards.—A flock of enormous
geese that were quite quiet before we arrived

set up a loud cackling on our approach. In
some parts of China geese are frequently kept
as guards to a house, as they always cackle

at the appearance of a stranger on their

premises.— Gill's Narrative.

Buttered Tea.—In a cold climate, buttered
tea, made with good tea and fresh butter, is

admirably adapted for a people living at the
great altitude of the Tibetan plateau.

When the howling winds of winter sweep
across those dreary wastes of snow, they can
only maintain their vital heat by large quan-
tities of Ciirbonaceous food, and butter is the
most suitable of all that can be obtained.

The tea-churn is almost a part of every
Tibetan community. On entering a house at

any hour, some one is certain to be seen mak-
ing buitered tea in the churn. A churn for

every three or four men forms part of every
caravan ; at a halt, the ohurn is immediately

says that in India the bamboo rarely shoots
with vigor before the occurrence of a thunder-
storm, and that the heavier the storm the
more rapid the growth, many measurements
giving from two to two and a half feet in

twontj'-four hours, and as much as seventy
feet in thirty days, the greatest activity oc-

curring during the night. Eegarding this

Capt. H. H. Sleeman writes :
" My bamboos

at Jubbulpore had not thrown out their shoots
at what I considered the proper time, and I

asked my gardener the cause. He replied,
' Wo have had no thunder yet ; as soon as the
thunder comes you will get shoots.' I asked
him what possible connection there could be
between the claps of thunder and the shooting
of the bamboos. ' G-od only knows,' said he;
' but we know that till the thunder comes the

bamboos never shoot well.' The thunder
came, and the gardener's theory was con-
firmed by a very steady and abundant shoot-
ing of the bamboos."
The ancient temples of Egypt furnish speci-

mens of limber which are supposed to bo the
oldest wood in existence ever used by man.
These specimens are found as dowel pins in

connection vvith stone work which is thought
to be at least 4000 years old. The wood ap-

pears 10 be from the tamarisk or shittim, a
sacred tree of ancient Egj-pt. From the

wood of this tree the ark is supposed to have
been constructed.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 29,

The dry weather which prevailed forseveral

weeks in some parts of the Middle States of

our Union, rendered the forest fires in parts

of New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York
unusually destructive. Some days ago, in

walking along the dusty roads and over Iho

fields of a portion of New Jersey, a few miles

distant from our cilj-, the attention was called

to the stunted stale of the grass, and the

baked condition of the soil ; and ihe mind was
drawn out into sympathy with the farmers
who are dependent on the products of the

ground for the support of themselves and
their families. They may faithfully cultiva'e

their ground, properlj' manure it, plant tho

seeds in due season, and do their part fully;

and yet, if it please Him who ruleth over all

things to withhold the rain in its season, all

their labor and care is of no avail. Is there

not a lesson of instruction in such seasons of

trial? Are they not needful to teach us how
dependent we are, and that without the Di-

vine blessing there can be no increase? The
Scriptures declare that it is the Lord " Who
sendeth rain on the earth and giveth water
to the fields;" and this truth is not altered,

tho lesson it conveys to us rendered less

important, by the light which modern science

, „. , ^...„ v^.„„^.^ ,has thrown upon the wonderful processes of
produced. It is a cylinder of wood about nature, by which the waters of the ocean are

two feet long and sis inches in diameter. The diffused through tho atmosphere, conveyed
butler is churned up in the boiling tea, andjby its currents to the thirst}' lands, there

there is some art in doing this in such a man-! made to descend as rain and dew, and finally

ner as to make the ingredients mix properly,
j

returned by the rivers and streams to the
— Gill's Narrative. jgreat receptacle from whence they were drawn.
Some interesting investigations have been

|

All these things take place in accordance vvith

made by Dr. Siemens of the influence of i the will and designs of Him, who
electric light upon vegetation. His conclu- Planned and built, and still upholds, a world
sions have been singularly verified by obser- So clothed with beauty,

vations made by Thomas Eoutledge. He and who, as there is abundant evidence both
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ancient and modern to prove, still watches

over his creation, and listens to the cries of

his children.

As the mind dwelt on these or similar re-

flections, an incident was brought to remem-
brance, related by the late Nathaniel Stokes,

of Westfield, New Jerse}-. Many years ago

that section of the State was visited by a

severe and protracted drought in early sum-

mer, which was very disheartening to the

farmers. The time of the Quarterly Meeting

of Haddonfield drew on, which in the Sixth

month of the year was held at Evesham, in

Burlington county. After the meeting had

gathered, that eminent minister, Richard Jor-

dan, repealed the passa<;e, in which the Apos-

tle James declares :
" Elias was a man subject

to like passions as we are, and he prayed

earnestly that it might not rain ; and it rained

not on the earth by the space of three years

and six months. And he prayed again, and
the heavens gave rain." He then fell upon
his knees and poured forth a most fervent

petition that it would please our Heavenl3'

Father again to visit the land with his re

freshing showers. This was in accordance

with the advice of Paul to the Philippians—

"In every thing by prayer and supplication,

with thanksgiving, let your requests be made
known unto God." We doubt not in this case

it was a true prayer, and not a mere utteranc

of desires which was not prompted by the

Spirit of truth ; and it is a confirming circum-

stance, that the thirsty land was watered by

rain that very day.

When Paul thus advised the Philippians to

make known their requests unto God, he did

not promise them that those requests should

always be grunted, but he afiSxes a much
more important blessing to those who thus

live in a state of communion with and depend-

ence upon the Lord, when he adds, "And the

peace of God which passeth all understanding,

shall keep j-our hearts and minds through

Christ Jesus."

Let us seek to abide in that state of filial

submission to our Heavenly Father's w
which will enable us to accept of all that He
sees meet to dispense without murmuring
with a living faith that He who is Judge of

all the earth will do right. Then we may
reasonably hope that a portion will descend

upon us of the promise made bj' Isaiah of old,

"Fear not, O Jacob, my servant; and thou

Jet^hurun, whom I have chosen. For I will

pour water on him that is thirsty, and floods

upon the dry ground; I will pour my Sp'

upon thy seed, and ray blessing upon th

offspring."

ise over last year of 848,464,000. This estimate, it Lard oil, 45 a 56 cts. ; Sperm, crude, 49 a 50

tated, omits the Pacific coast ports of San Francisco
j

bleached winter, $1.17 a $1.20.

and Oregon. During that time San Francisco exported Wool.—The market is dull, the demand from t

19,400,000 in wheat, and $2,180,000 in flour. [faclurers being insignificant. Among the sales

The cotton crop of this country, for 1879, was largeriOhio fine and J blood at 52 cts. ; Ohio medium 5?

by 500,000 bales than ever before, being estimated at .Ohio } blood, 57i cts. ; combing New York, luw, 5

5,000,000 bales. The tobacco crop was greater by 12,- unwashed Virginia, J, 37 cts.; unwashed Va. i, 4;

000,000 pounds, the estimate showing a yield of 600,- Beef cattle were rather firmer—2400 head ai

000,000 pounds. Of wheat the product is 20,000,000 'and sold at the different yards at 3 a 5} cts. per

bushels in excess of any previous year, and of corn 'to condition.

100,000,000 bushels.
|

Sheep were a fraction lower; 8000 head sold s

The forest fires in New Jersey are now abated and different yards at 3 a 4J cts. per lb. Lambs wer
under control. In Atlantic county they have almost and lower. Sales at 6 a 8J cts per lb.

entirely exhausted themselves, after devastating 95,000 Hogs continue dull ; 5000 head sold at the dif

of the 120,000 acres comprising the area of the county. ! yards at 6} a 7 cts. per lb.

SUMMAEY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Philadelphia and Reading

Railroad Company have recently had built by the Bald-

win works in this city, a locomotive to run on their

road between Philadelphia and New York, with the

intention of making the trip in 90 minutes, the distance

being 90 miles. On the trial trip the distance was made
in 98 minutes. The locomotive differs from those in

general use in having but two drive wheels, six and a

half feet in diameter.

The contributions of Philadelphia for the relief of

the sufferers by the Milton fire, amounted to $40,538.46

up to the 24th inst., besides a large amount of clothing,

furniture, &c.
The exports from Philadelphia to foreign ports dur-

ing last month, amounted to $4,185,138, of which about

one-eighth were carried in American vessels. This
represents an increase compared with the same month
la-st year, of about $3-50,000.

The value of the entire export of wheat, for the ten

months ending 4th mo. 30th, was $157,382,000, an in-

Qf the burned territory, 75,000 acres were composed of

woodland, 10,000 of vine land, and 9,000 of cranberry

bog. Several thousand acres of farm land were also

swept.

Forest fires have also been raging in the Catskills—
1 viewed from Kingston, " the whole brow of the Cats-

ill was one mass of smoke and flame."

Over 2,000 acres of woodland in the township of

rookhaven. Long Island, it is stated have been burned
over since the 15th inst.

From 9 o'clock, on the morning of the 21st inst., until

5 A. M., on the 22nd, 9 92.100 inches of rain fell at

Columbus, Georgia. All the railroads were broken,

and no trains arrived at or left Columbus during the

22nd. The low lands were submerged, and the crops

damaged, and it is thought much of the cotton will

have to be replanted.

The School Board of New Orleans has resolved to

close the public schools in that city from the 30th of the mill

6th month, till 1st of 10th month, and to dismiss all

employes from 7th mo. 31st, on account of the insuffi-

ciency of the appropriations from State and municipal
.sources.

The new grain elevator of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company at Jersey City, is nearing completion. It is

200 feet long, 145 feet wide, and will have a capacity of

1,500,000 bushels. Four "conveyers" will nm from
the building to the wharf, for unloading canal boats

loading ships; and the building i

set-s of elevating apparatus for tak

The mortality in this city the past week numbered
338, an increase of 8 over the previous week. Of this

number 200 were adults and 133 children ; 53 being
under one year of age.

The Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Co., and the

Coal and Iron Co., have been compelled to suspend
payments. This information wa,s made public by the

Managers on the 21st inst. ; at the same time they an-

nounced that measures will immediately be taken to

protect the properties of both companies, and to con-

tinue their business; and the revenues will be applied
as far as necessary for the payment of wages and for

supplies.

Markets, (fee—United State-s sixes, 1881, 107 ; do. 5's,

1033 ; 4i's, registered, 108J ; do. coupon, 109^ ; 4's,

107i.

Trade in nearly all departments is very dull, but
there i'', on the whole, greater steadiness in the values

of staple merchandise and produce, which is thought
to be an indication that the shrinkage in values has
nearly or quite run its course.

Cotton was firmly held. Sales of middlings are re-

ported at 12 a 12i cts. per pound for uplands and New
Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7} cts. in barrels, and standard
white, 7 J cts. for export, and 7| a 8 cts. per gallon for

home
Flour continues dull. Sales of 1400 bbls-, including

Minnesota extras, at $5 a $6.25 ; Penna. family at f5.25

a S5.50; western do., at $5.50 a $6.2-5, and patent and
other high grades at #6.50 a J8. Rye-fiour is firm at

$4.50 a $4.75 per barrel.

Grain.—The wheat market is quiet, but a shade
firmer. Sales of 35,000 bushels red at S1.29, and amber
at $1.30 a $1.31. Eye is firm at 90 cts. for Pennsyl-
vania. Corn is higher. Sales of 30,000 bushels, in-

cluding rejected and steamer, at 52 cts. ; mixed, 53 a

53^ cts.
;
yellow at 54 a 55 cts. At the Call Board, first

call, there were no sales. Oats are less active. Sales

of 5000 bushels, including mixed, at 4U a 42 cts., and
white at 44 a 47 cts.

Hay and straw market, for week ending 5th mo. 22d,

1880.—Lo.ads of hay, 343; straw, 63. Average price

during the week : Prime timothy, $1.10 a $1.20 per 100
pounds ; mixed, $1 to $1.10 ; straw, tl.35 a $1.60.

Seeds.—Clover, 6i a 7^ cts. per pound. Timothv,

$2.87J a *3 per bushel. Flaxseed, $1.45. Orchard
grass, $1.75.

Oils—Linseed, 76 a 77 cts. ; Neats foot, 55 a 75 cts.

;

Cows were unchanged—200 head sold at $20
per head as to quality.

Foreign.— The Parliament of Great Britai

assembled on the 20th inst. Tne Queen's speech
to the cordial relations with all Powers ; hripe- fi

speedy execution of the whole Treaty of Berlli

says the efforts to pacify the Afghans and estab:

strong but friendly Government will be unce;v-iiig.

condition of Indian finances will require special

tion. A policy of confederation in South Afr
advised, hut the Transvaal will be retained. The
preservation act in Ireland, which expires the f

next month, will not be renewed. The loyalt;

good sense of the Irish people justify a reliance c

provisions of the ordinary law firmly administen
the maintenance of peace and order.

The Executive Committee of the Blackburn (

operatives, advise all the strikers to resume work
opened.

The striking operatives at Roubaix have sol

aid from the English trades unions, but the reply

unfavorable, the strike seems nearly at an end.

The Communist demonstration on the 23d pasi

without the serious trouble feared. Thirteen pc

were arrested.

.A dispatch from Pesth s.iys: "The distress

north of Hungary is increasing. Hundreds of pt

have no other food than grass, mushrooms, &c. T
ave twenty-four jof emigrants are leaving the country. TheGoverr

grain from cars, has ordered the authorities to stop the emigratior
' the police have arrested some emigrants.

Improved accounts have been received from >

where famine has prevailed. The price of brea

been reduced two-thirds ; but in other parts fai

rages, and deaths are numerous.
Madrid.—The persons who wrecked a train o

Andalusia Railway recently, have been court-

Thirteen of them were sentenced to death, and th

to imprisonment for twenty years.

WANTED
A Friend and his wife, to take charge of the Fa

Tunes.sassa, and to have the general superintende

the school and family at that place.

Application may be m.ade to

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., Philadelphi

Joseph L. Bailey, Pine Iron Works, Berks C.

Joseph S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelph

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN
'Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadel,

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C.Hall,
Applications for the Admission of Patient

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the

Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Sale

on Fifth-day, the 20th of Fifth month, 1880, Benj
H. LiGHTFOOT, of Philadelphia, and Lydia
daughter of Daniel KoU, of the former place.

Died, at West Chester, Pa., on the 16th of Elc

mo. 1879, Jane P. Edge, in the seventieth
;

age. This dear Friend had been an invalid for

years, and suffered much during her last illness

passed through deep conflict of mind before she w
abled to give up the world and all its endearing a

ments; but through the love and mercy of her co

sionate Saviour, the glory of this world was staii

her view, and she was resigned through deep su£

to say, " Not my will, but Thine, O Lord, be done;

her bereaved friends have the consoling belief th:

has entered into her heavenly rest.

WlITLLSTL^L^^RfNTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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From " The British Friend."

On the Ministry,

ith regard to the ministry that we now
in our meetings, is it not usually of a
different character from what we re-

ber as having been such a blessing to us

we were young? In thinking deeply

lis subject, the query has often presented
"doubtless to many minds, is the change
•selves, or is it in the ministry, that what
ear in meetings has such a different effect

r hearts now, from what it used to have
ago? Is it that in j'outh our feelings

more susceptible? Is it that the minis-

then all being our seniors, we listened to

communications with more reverence,

we now find it possible to do to those

'cred by contemporaries and juniors?

e are quite willing to allow that it is

"
le for these last mentioned reasons to

more weight with us than we could

And yet, when we are favored once

and then to hear a soul-stirring sermon,

that is accompanied with such life and
er, that it carries its own evidence with

ng a message from above, we then

that our hearts are not impervious, that

lan still appreciate true, gospel, baptizing

sirj', and can devoutly thank the Lord
such is not utterly extinct among us.

vitality, our growth in spirituality, largely

od upon our having a living ministry in

meetings, and to have this, the true gos-

ground for ministry must be kept to, such
ur early Friends professed and practised,

considered above all things essential.

iam Penn in speaking of the ministry,

I am earnest in this above all other
iderations, well-knowing how much it

erns the present and future state and
lervation of the Church of Christ Jesus,

has been gathered and built up by a

5g and powerful ministry, that the minis-

held, preserved, and continued in the

festations, motions, and supplies of the
"

fe and power from time to time."

ow in listening to the unbaptized, weak,
ted communications, which are often to

leard in our meetings, can wo believe that

true ground for ministry is kept to? We
many times heard the opinion expressed
speaking in the mission meetings con-

ted with the First-day schools, is a very

arent thing from speaking in our Meetings
Worship; and that a Christian interest

for the good of those assembled, is a suflScicnt

qualification for vocal service in those mis-

sion meetings. The idea is also often ex-

pressed, that it was a gloomy and unscriptural
notion of Friends in years gone by, to think
it necessary to wait for the " woe" (see 1 Cor.

ix. 16), before preaching tlic gOspel.

The beloved disciple will ever esteem it a

joy and delight, and will not associate such
a service with any feelings of gloom or re-

straint. We believe the heart of the true

gospel minister will very often be bowed in

humble gratitude that his Lord should con-

descend to entrust him with His messages,
and when these messages have been delivered,

in complete abasedness of self, and in living

dependence on Divine guidance, he will not
unfrequently be favored to partake of that

heavenly peace, which the world can neither

give nor take away. But if the Lord's mes-
sages are delivered with life and power, the

messenger must wait on every occasion for

the baptism of the Holy Spirit. He will not
dare to speak his own words, but will wait

"to be anointed with fresh oil." And al-

though to the truly dedicated servant it will

be a joy to run on his Lord's errands, yet,

knowing his own weakness, and complete
nothingness, he will so shrink from running
without being sent, that hnraillation of tbo

creature, and at times deep conflict of spirit

will be experienced, in being fully assured

that he has the Divine commission, and that

if he ventures to break the silence, the Lord
will be with him, and will be to him strength

and wisdom, tongue and utterance, that will

answer the prayer so frequently breathed on
such occasions, that the poor instrument may
be endued with the right thoughts, and the

ability to clothe those thouiihts in words.
And is it not often the case that the most ex
perienced ministers will be those who will

most distrust themselves, and that will pass

through the deepest baptisms of spirit in pre-

paration for service? And are not the sacri-

fices thus prepared of the Lord in deep pros-

tration of soul, and under baptisms of spirit

renewed on every occasion ; are not these the

sacrifices that will be acceptable to the Lord ?

And is not the ministry exercised under such
an influence the kind that is the most likely

to reach the hearts of the hearers, and to co-

operate with, and strengthen the voice of the
Holy Spirit within them ?

If then it be conceded that all true ministry
must be of the Lord's requiring, renewed on
every fresh occasion, and consequently ac-

companied with the life and power that comes
from Him alone; and that such ministry is

the most effectual in arousing the sinner, in

comforting the afilicted, in strengthening the

weak, and in animating the lowly disciple to

persevere in his Christian course, why then
(as seems the opinion of some) should it be

thought allowable, and even expedient, by
many of our dear friends who take part in

these mission meetings, to depart from the

higher ground for ministry, which Friends
'have ever professed, and suppose that the

I

lower ground is sufficient, viz., a Christian
interest for the welfare of those assembled?

It is greatly to bo feared that the liberty

exercisetl in this way, has had, and is having
an undermining eflVct in regard to the true

grounds for ministry amongst us; and that its

changed character in our Meetings for Wor-
ship of late years, its lack of depth, of unction,

and of that precious baptizing power with
which in the early days of our Society, as
well as more recently, it was often accom-
panied, may in degree be attributed to the
spread of the modern idea, that such a deep
work is not required, and that the lower
ground (before alluded to) for these vocal re-

ligious services is sufficient.

There is also another snare laid for some
who speak in our meetings, into which the

intellectual and educated will be the most
tempted to fall. And here the writer would
not be misunderstood, nor appear to set light

by intellect or education; being fully per-

suaded that all our talents, natural and ac-

quired, if sanctified by the Lord, and used in

humble submission to his will, and in reverent
dependence on his guidance, will be made
subservient to his glory, and will enable the
possessor of such talents to promote with
greater efiiciency, the Lord's great work in

the earth. But is there not a danger of some
of our ministers relying too much on their

own mental powers? And do not some under
the idea of increasing their usefulness, pre-

pare their subject beforehand? and thus the

address delivered becomes more like an in-

tellectual discourse on the passage of Scrip-

ture selected, than a living message from the
Lord. We believe it is quite possible, and a
frequent experience with some, that before

going to meeting a subject will be presented
to the mind of a minister, on which he thinks

it may be required of him to speak. But then
the only safe vmy will be, when in the meet-
ing, to cotnmit the matter entirely to the

Lord. He only knows the hearts of those

assembled, with their many and varied needs;

and He only can instruct the ministers as to

what "food is convenient for them." And if

the minister is (as he should be) as passive

clay in the hands of the great Potter, he may
find that (if required to speak at all) it may
be right for him to speak on a very different

subject from that which he brought to meet-
ing with him, and thus he will afresh prove,

that his safety consists in being content that

his own will and wisdom should be laid low,
" so that no flesh should glory in his presence,"

and '' that be that glorieth should glory in the
Lord."
When we consider the solemn importance

of this subject, and how largely our continu-
ance as a Christian church, our vitality, oar
usefulness, our well being in every way, de-

pend on a living ministry being exercised Iq

our meetings, does it not behove us to lay
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these things to heart? and have we not cause

to "search and try our ways, and turn again

to the Lord?"
Having lately been much struck in reading

some valuable counsel and remarks on the

subject of the ministry in Penn's excellent

preface to George Fox's Journal, and think-

ing they contain much deep instruction for

us at the present day, a few extracts may ap-

propriately conclude this paper:

—

William Penn says, "And to you, my be-

loved and much honored brethren in Christ,

that are in the ministry : oh, fet-l life in your
ministry! Let life be your commission, your
well-spring, and treasury on all occasions,

else, you well know, there can be no begetting

words, or take thought what we shall say
our testimony and ministry in the name of

the Lord, to the souls of the people; for then

of all times, and of all oiher occasions, should

it be fulfilled in us, ',For it is not you that

speak, but the Spirit of my Father that speak-

eth in you.'
" Beta.

4th mo. 16, 1880.

Damascus.

BY MAKCUS D. BUELL.

Whoever has looked thoughtfully down
from the dome of St. Peter's, from the broken
pediment of the Pantheon, or from the Mount
of Olives, has viewed in fancy a long pageant

^ ^ of history, but not so long as has he who has
to God, since nothing can quicken or makelstood upon the crest of Muharamed's hill to

people alive to God, but the life of God ; and
it must be a ministry in and from Life, that

enlivens any people to God."
"It is the Spirit of the Lord immediately

or through the ministry of his servants, that

teacheth his people to profit; and to be sure,

so far as we take Him along with us in our
services, so far we are profitable, and no
farther. For if it be the Lord that must
work all things in us, and for our salvation,

much more is it the Lord, who must work in

us, for the conversion of others. If therefore

it was once a cross to us to speak, though the

the north of Damascus. Nevertheless, the
oldest cit}' in the world, whose name is men-
tioned as incidentally in Genesis as in Gala-
lians, whose origin is as untraceable as that

of its own beautiful river bursting from the
foot of Anti-Lebiinon, seems as much at home
in the present century as in any that is gone.
Telegraph poles run across its broad plain

toward the south, and the French diligence

road, connecting with the Mediterranean
steamship, has supplanted the old caravan
route to Egypt. Manchester goods have dis-

aced hand woven fabrics, and I even saw a
Lord required it at our hands, let it never be | veiled Mohammedan woman bending over a
80 to be hilent when He does not." silversmith's bench with a sewing-machine

"Wherefore, brethren, let us be careful shuttle which she wished to get repaired,
neither to outgo our Guide, nor yet loiter be- The wakeful whistle of the locomotive will

hind Him; since he that makes haste may yet frighten the camel-trains among the mul-
miss his way, and he that stays behind lose berry and apricot groves.

his Guide : lor even those who have received As yet, however, Damascus looks toward
the word of the Lord, had need wait for wis- the desert, rather than the sea, retaining, in

dom, that they may see how to divide thejspite of all Western influences, an Oriental
word aright; which plainly implies that it is jspirit. The American missionary recounts!
possible for one that hath received the word i his thrilling experionces in the massacre of
of the Lord, to miss in the division and ap-|l860, when 6,000 Christians were murdered
plication of it, which must come from an iin- in Damascus alone, and calmly assures us that
patiency of spirit, and a self- working, which 'he to this hour carries his life in his hand,
makes an unsound and dangerous mixture ; I After we have threaded the bazaars all day
and will hardly beget a right-minded, living! without seeing a single person in European
people to God." costume, and have noted the gl'>om3- religious

"Nor is it enough that we have known the hate that glistens in many a dark eye turned
Divine gift, and in it have reached to theiaskance upon us, we can but be glad when
spirits in prison, and been the instruments of.the brow of a hill beneath Hermon has hidden
convincing others of the way of God, if we .the fanatical city from our sight. An hour
keep not as low and poor in ourselves, and as after sundown the streets are as quiet as a
depending upon the Lord as ever

; since no country village, excepting only the continued
memory, no repetitions of former openings, baying of rclaj's of the forty thousand dogs
revelations, or enjoyments, will bring a soul which prowl about the town. No one ven-
to God, or afford bread to the hungry, or tures into the street after dark without a
water to the thirsty, unless life go with what lantern, and very few, indeed, go abroad at
we say; and that must be waited for." all after night-fall.

"Oh that we may have no other fountain, Trade goes on in odd fashion. All retail

treasury, or dependence! that none may pre- business is conducted in slightly built booths,
sume at any rate to act of themselves for

God I because they have long acted from God,
that we may not supply want of waiting with
our own wisdom, or think that we m.ay take
less care, and more liberty in speaking than
formerly ; and that where we do not feel the
Lord by his power to open and enlarge us,

whatever be the expectation of the poo])le, or
has been our customary supply' and character,

we may not exceed, or fill up the lime with
our own."

"I hope we shall ever remember who it

was that said, ' Without me you can do noth-
ing;' our sufficiency is in Him. And if we
are not to speak our own words, or take
thought what we should say to men in our
defence, when exposed for our testimony,
surely we ought to speak none of our own

ranged on the sides of covered and dimly
lighted passage-ways, crowded with a motley
confusion of pedestrians, mounted soldiers,

donkeys laden with ever}- thing, from a sack
of grain to a load of furniture, and trains of

stalking camels. It is worth meditation that,

at two or three points in this never ceasing
babel, the shrill call to prayer pierces between
buyer and seller. A system of fixed prices is

wholly unknown, so that the purchase of the

smallest article becomes a tedious barter. The
sale of a horse involves a lively' gymnastic
exercise. The purchaser grasps the hand of
the seller, and with the aid of a broker vio-

lently wrenches the latter's arm with a pump-
handle sort of motion until he comes down to

a certain desired price.

No one can visit a Damascus house of the

better sort without taking away a
dream with him. A dull, lofty wall shu
the noisy, perfidious world. Within is a >

with the stars, sun, and moon of the ope
sweeping over it. Orange and lemon
fling their shadows athwart a fountain i

centre. The fountain is not of that
pressure, squirting variety, so dear t(

Western heart. It is an infant Abana,
ping with gentle melody into the m
basin.

A crowd of little children returning
school in the Christian quarter, with fa<

fascinating^ beauty, reached out their 1:

toward us. We thought the gesture n

baksheesh, of course, until several of

fervently kissed the extended hand of o
our number. They were the ohildre

Arabs belonging to the Greek Church
such was the manner of their greeting to

whose European dress they regarded
badge of the Christian religion.

The vision of their faces came back t

when the muezzin's cry trembled on th

long before daybreak next morning
; and

the form of the peculiar baskets and rop
camel's hair I had seen for sale in the
the <lay before, made fresh again the sto

Paul's converson and nocturnal escap
this very city; and I felt a new emph
the Christian inscription on the great mos
ignorantly spared by the ruthless
" Thy kingdom, O Christ, is an everlai

kingdom, and thy dominion from generi

to generation." The streets of the city

no longer breathe out cruelty ; the high
wall shall be no more a screen to hide bi

hearts when, like the water of the beau
Abana, the truth that made Saul of Ta
free, shall have in all the city free course,

be glorified.

K For "The Frio

A letter of Sarah Blllman.

[It is thought that some of those who k
and loved our late valued friend Sarah
man, may be interested in the following le

written in her younger years to Bei

Roberts, of Burlington county, New Jer
" The separation of a part of the Mt
Meeting" to which she refers, was prob;

duo to an adjustment of the boundai ies of

districts belonging to the city Monihlj- M
ings, by which a part of the members v

transferred from one Monthly Meetir
another.]

Philada., 5th mo. 29th, 181

In an unchanging hope that we are tra

ling together towards the Heaven!}- Cans
I am engaged to salute thee, under a bt

that it is allowable at the present day
formerly, for those who "fear the Lore
speak often one unto another." Desires h
been raised in my heart that the thing
this world may not unnecessarily occupy
attention, but that wo may be concert

above every other consideration, to follow

blessed Master in unreserved dedication, t

thus we may experience by following ot

know Him, "his going forth to be pr
as the morning, and his coming in to be

the former and the latter rain," mercift

evincing to his depending children that he
mains to be the same, " a sure rock and ne'

failing refuge," and his testimonies stand 8C

Many of us in this part of the city, teel

separation of a part of our Monthly Meet
to be a trying one, through a fear that
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ricrth will not be sufficient for the weight
•

le burden that may fall on our shoulders,

. Kit the ark of the testimony may suffer

ivant of suitably qualified instruments to

,uort it
;
yet I trust, as we are concerned

3ep a .single eye to Israel's Shepherd, and

aission [is] wrought in us, qualification

be furnished to go forward in his name
perform his work. Much do I desire to

ne of " this man's disciples," to bo enabled

fully to bear his blessed cross, and de-

e the shame ;
which when under his bless-

nfluenco is easy indeed, and his burden is

t to all those who prefer the prosperity of

1 to their chief joy. And although the

m son of the morning is allowed to pre-

his gilded toys, and say, " all these will_ I

1 thee if thou wilt fall down and worship
" let us not consent to his insinuations,

with an eye to our great Head, say, " Get

} behind me." May we run with patience

race set before us, looking to Him who is

to help all our endeavors, and will as

ly to Him, strengthen us to perform

1 in all tilings, and thus in the conclusion
---- the blessed sentence will be held forth,

Droe ye blessed." What greater joy can we

lect than this ? This is worth toiling after
;

I let us labor after this
;
yea, dig deep, and

mit to be nailed to the cross for this so

rious reward. When the blessed light is

as behind the curtain, and we can s

hing but darkness, how hard is it for us to

jp cTear of murmuring, how hard is it for

to submit to this dispensation ! We are

lost ready to say, " make us gods to go be-

e us, for as for this Moses we wot not what

become of him." Let us pray for ability

d patience to wait the Lord's time, till He
pleased to send our Moses down out of the

int and unfold his blessed will ; then I be-

e our joy would bo like the joy of harvest,

d our souls would be filled with divine con-

ation. We should be willing to journey for-

ird, though we might have to pass through

I fire and the water, if so be that we might

admitted within the gates of that celestial

y which is prepared of God, a house not

ado with hands, eternal in the heavens.

Ihus, dear B., the heart of thy S. breathes,

though she advances slowly (if at all)

is holy waJ^
Thine affectionately,

S. HiLLMAN,

say not even one-tenth arrive at their desti-

nation.—D. Livingstone.

The Reality of Manner.

Lord Chesterfield, whose life was chiefly

devoted to studying and teaching the art of

polite behavior, declared that, in his opinion,

manner was of more importance than matter.

Doubtless he thought that he believed this,

and yet he somewhat strangely contradicted

himself in endeavoring to prove his point.

'•Look," he said, "in the face of the person

to whom you are speaking, if you wish to

know his real sentiments, for he can command
his words more easily than his countenance"

Hero ho evidently values manner as the re

vealer of" real sentiments," thus unconscious

ly, perhaps, acknowledging that in them, noi

in'iY, resides the true superiority. They are

of course, the matter, of which the tell-tale

face is but the door-opener, exposing it to our

view. Many persons make the same mistake.

They see clearly that what is said or done is

one thing, and the way it is said or done, is

another. A favor conferred may be

do not reflect that such manners are the

itural outflow of a benevolent heart and a

iendly feeling, and not to be counterfeited

by any artificial semblance. What they have

to do is to cultivate, not manner, but reality
;

to cherish a living interest in the welfare and

concerns of otheVs, a warm feeling of sym-

pathy, and a hearty desire to contribute to

the general happiness—then the manner they

so much admire will follow as naturally as

the bloom on freshly gathered fruit.

.Some see and covet brilliancy in conversa-

tion, but trying to be brilliant ends in being

only ridiculous. There are 8pe;ikers who de-

pend on tricks of oratory, and writers who
depend on tricks of style, and every employ-

ment has many in it whose endeavors reach

only to its most superficial parts. Those who
admire earnestness of manner will sometimes

try to put it on, but no one is deceived. It

does not fit them, and they cannot wear it.

What we delight in, in manners, is its perfect

naturalness as a symbol of what is within.

Take that away, and a feeling of contempt

alone is excited. Even when it imposes suc-

cessfully for a time, it is like a thin coating of

cheap paint, which a little wear and a few

hard knocks soon dispose of On the other

hand, when manner is the involuntary expres-

sion of a rich and full nature, it resembles the

and the delicate odor of

qu
given so grudgingly or superciliously as to

kill all pleasure or gratitude ;
or it may be be-

stowed with a hearty cordiality or a graceful

delicacy that shall be worth more than the

favor itself Thus it seems to them, as it did
, ,

.

to Chesterfield, than the manner is more im- beautiful colorin

portant than the matter. This is because 'flowers, which nature, not artiface, must pra

they recognize nothi

tself, whereas that
'

deformity

T
work

Procuring Slaves in Africa. —\Ye never

lalized the atrocious nature of the traffic

itil we saw it at the fountain-head. There

aly, "Satan has his seat." Besides those

tually captured, thousands are killed and

e of their wounds and famine, driven from

eir villages by the slave-raid proper. Thou

,nds perish in internecine war waged for slaves

ith their own clansmen and neighbors, slain

y the lust of gain, which is stimulated, bo it

smembered always, by the slave purchasers

f Cuba and elsewhere. The many skeletons

re have seen among rocks and woods, by the

ttle pools, and along the paths of the wilder-

ess, attest the awful sacrifice of human life,

fhich must be attributed, directly or indi-

ectly, to this trade of hell. We would ask

ur countrymen to believe us when we
.8 we conscientiously can, that it is our de-

iberate opinion, from what wo know and

lave seen, that not one fifth of the victims of

,he slave-trade ever become slaves. Taking

Sbire Valley as an average, we should

jardcner who would realize this

itself wbereastnatisbutTpro7u7to7some-iroveliness,do"es not paint colorless weeds or

thin^ in the heart. It may be merely vanity perfume scentless blossoms, but cherishes and

or s.^f interest, or it may be pure benevolence nourishes the particular roots, of which beauty

or affection, but, whatever it be, it takes pre- and fragrance are the
l^'^''^^ '^'''I'nJXt

cedence of he action itself, and gives birth to we would possess the charms of manner let

it Now the value of the manner, \s that it
I us dig about the roots of character, and culti-

shows this disposition or feeling. Its only vate them with all
.'''^™7\'JffJ^ .^^, 1",

"*:

intrinsic worth is that of a glass, which mir- ture's growth, there is first the root, then the

rors forth with truthfulness either beauty or plant, and then the flower, so we have fiist

-.
, |ihe thought or motive, then the action, thea

o men may be performing identical Ithe manner ; and as the flower proclaims the

The m'lnnor of the one is earnest and hidden root from which the plant has sprung,

n'terested ;
that of the other, listless and in- so the manner proclaims the hidden motive

d"^rent. Each one's manner is but the si^n which has called forth the action Goethe

hvountarily given of the real feelings, which says, "If you would create something, you

would otherwise lie hidden. It is^not that must be something; so if we would produce

Thei manner of working is of more import- the charm of the flower in our manners, we

ance ".an the work its^elf, but that there is must see to it that the roots of our being are

something else more important than either— vigorous and healthy.— P«fe? tc Ledger.

their own^interest in the work and desires for Mam —On the farm of
excellence; and these are made manife^^^^^^

j„ ,,^ ,,,,, ,f
by the manner of their working than by ^he

l^j^^^^^^^^j^.,^^^^^ ^ j^^^^ ^^^ ^^,.y tempting
work Itself.

„ii „„ ham huno- from one of the rafters running
The same is trtio of every action, small as jhain bun 'j

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^
well as great. The greeting of ^ "/'g'^.'^or jacioss the ce^ .

.^ ^^^^

may be stiff and__cold, or -^---^-d r.endly
-^^^^^^'^^ftam, and this rat, wifh^:rare in-

stinct, gnawed a hole in the wood-work di-

rectly over the tempting morsel, and, descend-

ing, ate itself into the inside of it. How long

1 , » . ,u„ Ithe exeavatinsr went on is not known, but one
tone and character to the ^^^ ^^^^'^"^S^^if, f,„„d it necessary to com-

mence operations on the ham, when, on lift-

ing it down, out bolted the depredator. The

ham was a perfect shell, skin and bone only

remaining to show its form. The animal,

after feeding sumptuously, bad commenced to

build a nest inside. This anecdote is not

simply amusing; it serves well to illustrate

the operation of secret sin, eating away our

spiritual life till nothing remains but a decep-

tive form of godliness—the mere rind and shell

of religion.

—

Sd.
_

The obedience of a child may be sullen and

tardy, or cheerful and willing. The benevo-

lent action may be chilling and haughty, or

delicate and gracious. It is the manner in
|

them all that gives tone and character to the

deed, but only because it is the symbol of

something superior to the deed itself.

If this be so, it follows that the whole value

of manner lies in its sinceritj'. If it be not a

true expression of the innerfeelings, it is noth-

ing. The great mistake of Lord Chesterfield

was in teaching that as manner was so im-

portant it should be selected, laid out, and put

on like a dress, instead of being developed

from within. This is a favorite idea of many

persons. They see the advantage of manners

which are graceful and dignified, cordial and

genial, sympathetic and kind, and they deter-

mine to adopt and recommend them. They
Whatever wrongs thy heart endure,

Keep thy own conscience spotless, pure.
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For "The Friend."

In "The Friend" a few weeks since, ap-

peared a paragraph heaiied, a " Well preserved

man," in which it seemed that to be deemed
8uch was a discredit—implying that he must
be a lazy indolent man—not a hard worker,

&c., as it' industrious habits must be in some
way connected with hard manual labor. 1

am not far from my three score years and ten,

and it is the first time that I have seen such

a sentiment in print. I had regarded the

"well preserved man," in a general way, to

present the evidence of the blessing which at

tends the practice of virtuous habits in eari3'

life—the blessing of preservation from vice,

intemperance, bad company and sensual in-

dulgence of every kind, by which not only

the welfare of the immortal soul is impL-rilled,

but the constitution in most cases, if not de-

stroyed, is undermined in such a way as to

produce what is called "premature old age."

May our j'oung men take the hint and con-

sider in good time the blessings which are

alone to be found in the ways of virtue, and
the misery and distress which may be avoided
by walking in her paths. It is an old saying.
" He that will live long, and be in fact a ' well

preserved man,' must begin early."

As the outward order of society sometimes
suggests hints that lead towards Divine truths,

it is remarkable that the various professors of

Christianity have not more frequently dis

covered, that the servant who waits in silent

attention on his Master, is the most likely to

discover his will. Thus it appears to me that
the most acceptable homage to the all-seeing,

all-knowing Master and Sovereign of the
universe, is a waiting in humble reverent
silence before Him ; and when we meet for

the purpose of worshipping Him, instead of
rushing into his presence with speeches of
our own contriving, the fruits of our own
self-sufficiency, that it is more pleasing in his

sight to wait in all humility and singleness
of heart, to feel his love operate in our minds
and his good spirit refresh our hearts. Thus
would his vyorship, whether in vocal homage,
or silent adoration, be an offering of his own
preparing, and acceptable in his sight; and
while such a disposition prevailed, even if He
saw meet, for the trial of our constancy, to

withhold his sensible presence from us, 1 have
no doubt that our patient dedication of heart
would be well pleasing to Him.

—

Life of John
Pemberton.

Asleep I asleep ! men talk of " sleep,"

When all adown the silent deep
The shades of night are stealing

;

When like a curtain, soft and vast,

The darkness over all is cast,

And sombre stillness comes at last,

To the mute heart appealing.

Asleep ! asleep 1 when soft and low
The patient watchers come and go,

Their loving vigil keeping
;

When from the dear eyes fades the light,

When pales the flush so strangely bright,
And the glad spirit takes its flight.

We speak of death as " sleeping."

Or when—as dies the orb of day

—

The aged Christian sinks away,
And the lone mourner weepeth

;

When thus the pilgrim goes to rest,

With meek hands folded on his breast,
And his last sigh a prayer confess'd

—

We say of such, " He sleepeth."

A DREAM OF SUMMEB.
Bland aa the morning breath of June,

The southwest breezes play
;

And, through its haze, the winter noon
Seems warm as summer's day.

The snow-plumed Angel of the North
Has dropped his icy .spear

;

Again the mossy earth looks forth.

Again the streams gush clear.

The fox his hillside cell forsakes,

The muskrat leaves his nook.
The bluebird in the meadow brakes

Is singing with the brook.
" Bear up, O Mother Nature !" cry

Bird, breeze, and streamlet free
;

" Our winter voices prophesy
Of summer day.s to thee !"

So, in those winters of the soul.

By bitter blasts and drear
O'erswi-pt from memory's frozen pole,

Will sunny days appear.
Reviving Hope and Faith, they show
The soul its living powers,

And how beneath the winter^s snow
Lie germs of summer flowers !

The night is mother of the Day,
The Winter of the Spring,

And ever upon old Decay
The greenest mosses cling.

Behind the cloud the starlight lurks,

Through showers the sunbeams fall
;

For God, who loveth all his works,
Has left his Hope with all.

WhiUier.

WHO SHALL ROLL AWAY THE STONE ?"

That which weeping ones were saying,
Eighteen hundred years ago,

We, the same weak faith betraying,
Say in our sad hours of woe.

Looking at some trouble lying
In the dark and dread unknown,

We, too, often ask with sighing,
" Who shall roll away the stone?"

Thus with care our spirits crushing.

When they might from care be free,

And, in joyous song outgushing,
Rise in rapture, Lord, to thee.

For, before the way was ended,
Oft we've had with joy to own

Angels have from heaven descended,
And have rolled away the stone.

Many a storm-cloud sweeping o'er us
Never pours on us its rain

;

Many a grief we see before ns

Never comes to cause us pain.
Ofltimcs in the feared "to-morrow"

Sunshine comes,—the cloud has flown !

Ask not then in foolish sorrow,
" Who shall roll away the stone ?"

Burden not thy soul with sadness

;

Make a witser, better choice
;

Drink the wine of life with gladness
;

God doth bid thee, man, " rejoice!"

In to-day's bright sunlight basking.

Leave to-morrow's cares alone

;

Spoil not present joys by asking,
" Who shall roll away the stone ?"

George Washington Moon.

Let the bright beams of Science shed
Their choicest influence o'er thy head

;

And let the classic page impart
Its raptures to thy glowing heart

—

If Christ, thy Lord, thou do not know,
Wretched and ignorant art thou.

But though to thee her beaming ray
Fair Science deigns not to display

;

And, though thy heart has never glowed
With warmth, by classic page bestowed

;

Still, if thy Saviour, Christ, thou know,
Happy, and learned, and wise art thou.

^^
J. O. Bevan.

The darkest hour in the history of any
young man is when he sits down to study how
to got money without honestly earning it.

From " The British Fii

Polished Shafts.

Prepared men are needed for prepared w
When our Lord bade his disciples to li

their eyes and behold the fields white
harvest, the sight of the work to be c

and of the fewness of the laborers, was ent

to send them to the Lord of the harvef
prayer for more laborers, but not to

field to enter upon his work unbidden,
they continued with Him, in due time
received the conimisbion and the qualifica

to go into the harvest field of souls.

The soldiers that win battles are trai

soldiers. The workmen whose works enc

are trained workmen. They who teach otl

need first to be taught themselves. Of d
pline comes skill in all knowledge, and
art. Appljing these aphorisms to Chris'
work, can we wonder that vast expendil
of effort often yields so little of permac
good results? The products of genius in

great masters of art descend from age to

both in the modi-ls they have wrought am
the thoroughness of their teaching, wb
impressed something of themselves upon tl

pupils and their schools.

The great Master of us all, in hi

cendent work, keeps them long and ra

with Himself, whom He entrusts to bt

with gold and silver and precious stonet

the superstructure of his temple. In his

He takes time—not time for idleness,

time to perfect the little parts.

The.-^e considerations necessarily conn
themselves with the importance of a A
standard in the Church. Our Saviour, wbi
longing to save the world was infinitely abt

the fullest measure of our love for souli

content to go alone in those places whern
perfect witness to the perfect truth distant
every follower.

Is there not occasion to fear that in c

Society now, the desire to gain numbers
coming to be altogether disproportioned
the desire to exalt the perfect model?

Is there not occasion to fear that in o

great Church gatherings the tendency is

dwell more on figures, and the means of m
tiplying our membership, than upon thelofti

and finer characteristics of Christian holine

which should distinguish the Lord's peoplt

I would never disparage nor discourage tl

desire to gather souls to'Christ and hiskin
dom. But his kingdom is not of this worl
And if we do not lead men out of sin, and O!

of the self-pleasing and self flattering vaniti

of the world, are we really leading them '

Christ? His way remains the same as wh€
He said, "Except a man deny himself, an
take up his cross daily and follow rae, he cai

not be my disciple." They who are to be ii

strumental in promoting this thorough worl
must learn it first themselves, and practise
themselves.

The life whose walk is with Christ, ai

whose work is under his immediate tuitioi

after his own model, has in itself an attrat

tion which no human powers or gifts can pre

duce. Such a life sheds light. Such a lif

is a fruitful testimony in itself to the love an-

power of the Lord Jesus Christ, and an up
answerable argument against infidelity.

It is what a Church is, that will give eflfec

to what it does. Activity will spring fron

healthy life. . But the activity whichstiraa
lates to public work, while the home gardei

and field are untillcd, and sends out the nn
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^lht and the unskilled to teach and lead

jre, cunnot bo expected to benefit the

g.

•ch nor the world.

it seems to me the standard of pure

stianily practically lived, can never cease

I a primary concern in a living Church,

a pure standard is to be maintained with

;rity, they who represent itoflacially must

jsent it practically. And the work of

,
and such only, will gather others to a

standard.

has been the blessed privilege of our So-

^ to be taught the reality and sufficiency

le Divine presence ; and its grand testi-

y has been to every meeting and to every

ppcr assembled to wait upon God, that

inister is there who can speak to the con

of every soul, and who will call hit

inisters, and give the message for his

; children. Is it a good sign when
tings with such assured privileges are

:ing and calling for teachers, and when
Church so taught goes about providing

ister for every meeting?
Then Israel, not satisfied with their real

sought a human king to govern and

them, they sinned. Every relapse from

fullest and most practical recognition of

presence and sufficiency of our Lord has

n marked by a craving for more of visible

human instrumentality in worship. Can

eople, blessed as the Society of Friends

been, be repeating within its borders here

there, to any fellow-being, the crj' of the

n of Macedonia, in benighted heathenism,

ome over and help us," without in some

se rejecting and grieving Him who has

so Ion/ and so graciously manifesting

raself to us, as the source of our help,

—

;

R.deemer, our Shepherd, our Teach

i King?
Let us beware lest his reproving language

poken of us, "My people have committed

o evils; they have forsaken me, the foun-

of living waters, and hewed them out

terns,—broken cisterns that can hold no

iter."

To those who have received an unction

)m the Holy One, it is written, ' Ye have

need that any man teach you, but as the

me anointing teacheth you, which is truth,

id no lie." The source of all true teaching

the anointing; and the anointing is of th

ord. The polishing of the shafts, the filling

the quiver, and the power to bend the bow.

e of the Lord. J- B.

Iowa.

of the boats became more excited than ever,

and shrieked, gesticulated and swayed about

on their frail crafts. The Maharajah took

his seat on the deck in a solemn and dignified

manner, and gave the word to start. The

whistle sounded, the musicians blew, the

drummers smote their drums, and the people

shouted ; but the vessel stirred not. It was

not till the following day that the defect in

the machinery which caused the failure was

rectified. That having been done, the boat

was brought through the canal from the lake

into the river Jhelam, where its acquisition

proved a source of great amusement to the

Maharajah, who every evening steamed up

and down the watery highway of the city,

much to the delight of his faithful subjects,

who clustered like bees on every command-

ing point that afforded a view of the royal pro-

gress.

—

D. Wakefield.

Selected.

The First Steamboat in Cashmere.

The Queen of England having presented to

le Maharajah of Cashmere a small steam-

", its trial trip on the waters of the lake

ras a memorable day to the inhabitants of

he valley. Steam power was a mystery to

hem, and never before had the mountains

arrounding their homes echoed back the

ound of the whistle—a potent uprooter of

Id ideas and prejudices. At an early hour

he city was full of people, and the river

Irowded with boats. All were desirous of

betting as good a place as possible to obtai

pght of the wonderful mystery of a boat

jnoving over the water without the agency of

rands.
It had been sent to the country in pieces,

Iwhich were finally put together under the di-

ireclion of an European engineer. As the

Ihour for starting, drew near, the occupants

Letter from Sarah [lyncs] Grubb to Henry Hull.

The following are extracts from a letter of

our late friend Sarah Grubb, which appears

to have been written about the time that

mortified Quakerism, as it is termed by John

Barclay, was putting on a bold front in Eng-

land, and which caused the separation of Isaac

Ci-ewdson, and others, from the Society of

Friends. Henry Hull had visited England,

and not only felt a deep interest in many
there, but as a faithful watchman over the

flock, was desirous of understanding what

new machinations Satan was using to lay

waste its harmony, that he might not be igno-

rant of his devices, if he should attempt to

exert them among his beloved Friendsat home

who had just been torn asunder by Hicksism.

Ii is no uncommon thing for those upon whom
the care of the churches rests daily, to fe^

"

solicitude for their brethren of other Yearly

Meetings, and to take common cause with

them against the invasions of an enemy. Ho
similar is the treatment received by dignific

instruments in diff"erent ages, whom the Lord

qualifies to show Jacob their transgressions

and Israel their sins! But the wor-l of the

Lord, by his servants, will be fulfilled—and

it was so, we believe, in the warnings of Sarah

Grubb.
"Lexden, near Colchester, 2d mo. 2, 1834.

"My dear friend Henry Hull,—My hus-

band's sight having foiled a good deal of

late, he wishes me to take the pen and assure

thee that it is very pleasant to receive from

thy hand some testimonial of continued re-

membrance and brotherly love, after a lapse

of time nearly amounting to three and twenty

years, when we had the privilege of thy com-

pany, and could exchange sentiment, or com-

pare views in the freedom of children of one

family. Not less grateful to our best feelings

is the sense which covers our minds, while

enjoying thy communication, that the un-

changeable power of the Most High has kept

ihee in a state, prepared to sympathize with

nd to travail for the

Quakers to bear, have long been too lightly

steemod by many under our name
;
yea, by

ome filling very conspicuous stations in this

community. And now there seems to be no

incon.'*iderable leaning to (hat, out of which

the sons of the morning of our day as a peo-

ple, were brought by the strong hand and

mighty arm of Jehovah. Alas, alas, we are

fast going back to Episcopalianisra, little being

wanting with many to range on this side, ex-

cept partaking of the outward ordinances of

that church.

Faith in the atoning sacrifice is abundantly

enforced, while there is little said inviting us

to yield up the will, with the affections and

lusts to be crucified. But without this knowl-

edge of the power and Spirit of Christ, what
will a literal faith do for us? or how can we
learn duly to appreciate the adorable love

d mercy which brought the Son of God
among men in a body of flesh, to live a life

of sorrow, and die in ignominy and in agony,

for sinful man, the just for the unjust! They
tell us that we are come now to the dispen-

sation of reconciliation, and to that which

peaketh better things than the blood of Abel,

&c., &c. Yes ; but how can we as individuals,

experience this, or how receive the ministra-

tion of justification, save as we know the day

of the Lord to be come to our souls, which

burneth as an oven, even inwardly and power-

fully, wherein all the proud and all that doth

wickedly is as stubble, and the root and branch

of the corrupt tree is destroyed. Truly some

of us have not so learned Christ, as to con-

clude that He doth the great work of salva-

tion for us without us, or that we have noth-

ing to do with CO operation. But fleshly in-

dulgence is what we naturally wish for
;
and

here is a newly devised bait of the serpent to

ensnare us in this country; for he knew that

the same make and shape in the way of

temptation which laid waste in America,

would not allure here just now, and he has

succeeded in a sorrowful degree—so that there

are those in the ministry, who appeared to

be established in the true faith of the Gospel,

who for want of dwelling deep with the hum-

bling power, preach up a literal gospel, as

ell as a literal faith, to be comprehended by

the human understanding alone; at least this

is what I gather from their sermons; but

sometimes it is the case, that the most nrtho-

dox among us can by no means object to the

doctrine held forth, and yet the life seems

wanting, even 'the demonstration of the Spirit

and of power.'

Thou wilt believe that it is a very trying

time, and has occasioned the lowly, the faithful

ones amongst us to go mourning on their way.

This hath been the case for a long while past;

yet there are those, who, trusting in the

Lord, and not leaning to their own under-

standing, are indeed 'steadfast, immovable.'

I have a firm hope, that a remnant \y\\\ be

found adhering through all difficulty, to the

invincible E >ck, against which the very high-

est authority declares, ' the gates of hell shall"
is the innocent

is the mystical

his church militant,
., , t. . u u

preservation of our poor Society; that U not prevail. But oh, how

inierht not slide from the sure foundation, 'life now trampled upon !
ho

unfo which it was originally gathered, and body of Christ despised within our pale I

on which it stood safe and strong, through Surely if the metnbers are set at nought, so

the fire of nersecutiou, in the days of our fore- is the Head, and I am persuaded that the true

{.^l^Qra i
Christ is crucified afresh, and put to open

We do not marvel that thoushouldst bestir shame, under the very pretence of extolling

thyself to inquire concerning the rumor of Him. We have indeed 'the lo, here, and the

something like schism amongst us in this lo, there' come with power, but concerning

land The testimonies given the people called which we had need attend to the warning
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and prohibition, 'go yo not forth to meet
them.'

Whether these things will bring to any out-

ward line of separation or not, is j'et to be
proved. Great want of unity is apparent.
We who do not profess to see further than
our first Friends did, and who consider that
the boast of greater light on Gospel truth,
than they were to speak of, is not safe—I say
we are styled 'ignorant,' 'prejudiced,' and
'uncbaritablf.' But is not the straitness in

that which thinlieth it knowelh any thing,
without the Spirit that searcheth all things,
even the deep things of God? And is not
that out of the true charity, which denies
'Christ within, the hope of glory?' It has
been my painful lot from year to year, for

many years past, to utter a warning voice in
our annual assemblies, and at other times,
against the very things that are come upon
us; but I was told again and again that I am not repent and return, we should be left
must be mistaken; and recommended to en- very few in number ; but ihat the Lord would
deavor to look on the bright side of things, not leave himself without a people, &o. She
&c.

;
and even now, in i-ffect, the cry is, 'spoke further in reference to some, who had

'prophesy peace, prophesy smooth things,' [been rightly gifted to speak the word of the
or else keep silence. (Lord

; but who, for want of dwelling low andMy dear husband and I, with our Ae&r\6eQ^ enough, h^d had their brightness dimiinsh
family of three children, removed to thiscoun- e^f . adding, when 'Ephraim spake iremblin'',
try In 1818, residing at Bury, in Suffolk, five ho exalted' himself in Israel, but when he o?
years, at Chelmsford, in Essex, six years, and fended in Baal, he d
since at Stoke Newington, about four miles I

from London, where we have lived four years
; |

That was a thoroughly characteristic and

were given us to bear in the early times o
our Societj', when Friends were called out
from the world to be a separate people. Her
concern was, that we should return to first

principles; but her more especial warning
was, that if there was not a coming down
from the heights to which many have climbed,
there were those amongst us, who might be
compared to the golden vessels of the temple,
such as had really stood the fire, and had not
only been rightly filled, but employed of the
Lord to communicate to the people, who would
be permitted to be earned away captives to Baby-
lon. That there was and is amongst us, a
Babel now building, whose top is intended to
reach unto heaven, lohich must and will come
down; and that there is, though not clearly
seen by ourselves, a peeling and scattering
amongst us, which is clearly shown in the
vision and light of the Lord: and that if we
did not repent and return, we should be

to be a prompt man. The boy who
washes his face, half does his chores,
learns his lessons, will never make a.thm
man. The boy who neglects his dutie
they ever so small, and then excuses hi
by saying, " O, I forgot! I didn't think !'

never be a reliable man. And the boy
finds pleasure in the pain and sufferit
weaker things, will never be a noble, gi
ous, kindly man

; a gentle man.
And what about the girls? A girl w!

peevish and pettish and careless of the i

fort of others, who is untidy in her ways,
thinks it does not matter what she sij
does at home, or how rude and uncourt
she may be to the loved ones there, is sui
row into such a womanhood as, I am son

saj', we have already too much of; the wor
hood that scorns the old-fashioned virlut
industry and thrift and skilful handiworl
love, and gentleness, and brave selfsacri
of the charity that thinketh no evil
seeketh not her own, and that never fail
She will never be a lady in the old Sa
meaning of the word, "luffday," a loaf g,—Little Corporal.

and which is still our home. The motive for sincere reply which a surprised saloon-keeper
leaving Clonmel, in Ireland, was no other is reported as making, the other day, to a re-
than to be found following our dear Master— ligious worker who visited him in his place of
nor have we taken any fresh steps of the business, and asked him whether he expected
same kind in this land without the same thing to go to heaven. "To pe sure," he replied

;in view. It has not been very pleasant to"zum time, bimeby. Vy vudn't I?" The
our nature to be thus thrown about, nor to intentions and expectations of a larn-e propor-
relinquish ray husband's prospects in business, tion of mankind, concerning the future state
yet wo rausiacknowled:<e to a portion of that and theirindividual interests in it could hardly
peace iti making the sacrifice, which is of

^

have been better expressed in the same num-
more value than outward ease, or than all the ! ber of words. Not many people' have come
treasures of this world. Many, very many,!toa deliberate conclusion that they are not
have neverthi'less been our trials of various 'going to heaven, or that they do not deserve
kinds. We are now in the last stage of life ; to go there. Some time or other, and in some
still moving about a little in religious service! way which they have notyet fully determined
—holding at present a certificate for appoint-tthey suppose that things will come out all'
ingpubliemeetingsin this county and Suffolk, right; and meantime they go driftin<r alon^
VVo have never been long at a time without ;in the opposite direction, in shiftless sin, eve'n
active engagements from a sense of duty, when they do not deliberately take backward
since we last saw thee. Our son takes ns from strps. On and on they follow the do^vnward
place to place where we feel drawn to have Ipath, and trust that in the vague future it
meetings. My dear John and I are much will take an upward turn. But is that the
pleased to find thou bast temporal as well as
spiritual blessings bestowed upon thee and
thine. May He who has been with thee to
this day continue near. May He who has

j

more easily than an earthly and mate"ria[and
redeemed and delivered thy .soul out of all ad- 'perishable one?—5. S. Times
versity, still prove thy sufficiency, guidin

way in which earthly wisdom, or health,
possessions are won ? And is a heavenly and
spiritual and eternal possession to be attained

theo in the remaining steps down'ihe hill of
life, even by his counsel, and afterwards crowi
all thy labors and sufferings with ineffabl
and eternal glory. So farewell, saith

Thy affectionate friend,

Sarah Grubb."

ng of the Yearly Meeting of 1832, in
a letter to his children, contained in his Jour-
nal Daniel Wheeler says :—" In a striking and
awful manner Sarah Grubb adverted to the
permitted visitation of the pestilence in this
country

;
and afterwards she had a very close

and powerful testimony to the meeting, on the
present state of our religious Society, by way
of solemn warninjr of the approaching judg-

those thin g9.

Making Characters.—So many people seem
to forget that character grows. That it is

not something to be put on, ready made, with
manhood and womanhood

; but da}^ by day,
here a little and there a little, grows with the
growth and strengthens with the strength,
until, good or bad, it becomes almost a coat of
mail. Look at the model man of business

—

prompt, reliable, conscientious, cool and cau-
tious, yet clear headed and energe.tic. When
do you suppose he developed all the.se admir-
able qualities? When he was a boy. Let me
see the way in which a boy of ten gets up in
the morning, works, plays, studies, and I will
tell j-ou just about what kind of a man ho will
make. The boy that is late at the breakfast
table, late at school, who neverquite does anj'

True peace of mind does not depend
some seem to suppose, on the external i

dents ofriches and poverty, of health and e

nes.s, of friendship and enmities. It hai
necessary dependence upon society or
sion; upon dwelling in cities or in ihedesf
upon the possession of temporal powL.,
condition of temporal insignificance and we
ness. " The kingdom of God is within yr
Let the heart be right, let it be fully with
will of God, and we shall be entir.dy conten
with those circumstances in which Provide
has seen fit to place us, however unpropiti
they may be in a worldly point of view,
who gains the victory over himself, gains
icioiy over all his enemies.
Some persons think of obedience as i

were nothing else, and could be nothing e,

than servitude. And it must be ada
that constrained obe(iience is so. He
obeys by compulsion, and not freely, wear
chain upon his spirit which continually fr
and torments, while it confines him '

this is not Christian obedience. To ob
with the whole heart, in other words, to oh
as Christ would have us, is essentially
same as to be perfectly resigned to the
of God; having no will but his. And
must have strange notions of the interior ai
purified life, who supposes that the obedie
which revolves constantly and joyfully wi
in the limits of the divine will, parta
the nature of servitude. On the contrar
true obedience, that which has its seat in t.

affections, and which flows out like the gus
ingof water, may be said, in a very impoi.tai
sense, to possess not only the nature, but tt
very essence of freedom.— T. C. Vpham

ments of the Loixl upon us Ibr the neglect Sf|trbi;:iat;;ts7hoo7,';Vo ,;^^^^^^^

which, in a peculiar manner.lthing at the right Ume, stands^ poor chance I'yod pleasure.

'^'''' '^^' ^^''^ S'^^« '^°'*'

Moving easily in this world generally mear
going down hill. Getting upward alwaj
calls for hard work. That life which
pleasantest to us is not likely to be the mot
profitable life. And those friends who hav
helped us most are perhaps the ones who hav
cost us most. That which brings though
and doubt, and tears, and which "necessitate
study, and effort.
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,: Religious Items, &c,

Ij,^

mculnr Confession.—At the Convention

,(J

le Protestant Episcopal Church, Bishop
j(' BDS Strongly condemned the efforts now

,1 ing to introduce this practice, which at

J ;inie of the Reformation had been rcpu-
'

'A and east out. He says:

—

i ^need spend but litile time in speaking of
"

10 called Scripture argument for auricular
'? jssion and priestly absolution. A careful

y of each text quoted by its defenders

J
IS that it is only by gross perversion, fal

J
pretation and unfair dealing that any one

'^' em can be forced into the unnatural duty
* aslaitiing such teaching. The uniform
'" mony of every honest and well learned
prelcr of God's word [the Bible] is, that
.te auricular confession to a priest, as a
of Christians, with a view to sacerdotal
lution, is nowhere taught in the Scrip-

i; but, on the contrary', its whole lone and
ling thoroughly condemns it as foreign

nd derogatory of the work and person of
St as the one mediator of the new cove-
. If the clergy, especially the yountrer

y, would study the Bible more, and Pa-
ic and Medieval writers less; would take
) heed to the dicta of the Holy Ghost than
36 dicta of some self-constiiuted leader,

3 would be more truth and less error
;

soundness and less rottenness; more
7 and less pietism; more order and less

essneNS ; more building up of living stones

the Church's one foundation, and less of
wood and hay and stubble' that shall be
royed at the last.

To sum up all, I would say that individu-
the confessional destroys personal re-

sibility, endangers personal puiity and
titutes a wrong standard of personal holi-

Socially, the confessional introduces
domestic life a grave and blistering evil,

ih has left its corrodings in many hearts
homes. Politically the confessional is

;erous, as all history tells us, wherever it

s ascendency in the nation. Theologically
confessional is not only not warranted by
""

ble, but its whole underlj'ing principles

condemned and rebuked by the Old Testa-

t and the New."

Natural History, Science, &c.

'he Lotus and Horned Walernut.— The
as {Nelumbium speciosum) is very common
he lakes of Cashmere, in fact the leaves

so numerous that in some places they
n a green carpet, over which numerous
atic birds, as ducks and moor-hens, run
irely to and fro. When in blossom, such
les present a beautiful sight. Lilies of

ous colors peep from amidst the verdant

J, while the queen of them all, the

jnificent Lotus, tovvers above with its

ntic leaf, and tall and quivering stem,

aping under the weight of the exquisite

noble tulip-shaped pink and white flowers,

"he horned water-nut is in many places

Y abundant, and is a source of considera-

revenue to the government. It is con-

ired State property, and the nuts are gaih
d annually and sold to the people. Ground
) flour and made into bread, it forms a

acipal article of diet to many. The root

;he Lotus is also collected and sold in long
indrical pieces. When boiled and flavored,

s said to be good and highly nutritions,

1 is much esteemed by the inhabitants of

valley.—D. Wakefield.

Terror caused by white-skins.—There must
bo something in the appearance of vvhite men
frightfully repulsive to the unsophisticated
natives of Africa; for, on entering villages

previously unvisited by Europeans, if we met
a child coming quietly and unsuspectingly
towards us, the moment he raised his ej'es

and saw the men in " bags," he would take
to his heels in an agony of terror, such as wo
might feel if we met a live Egyptian mummy
at the door of the British Museum. Alarmed
by the child's wild outcries, the mother rushes
out of her hut, but darts back again at the
first glimpse of the same fearful apparition.
Dogs turn tail, and scour off in dismay; and
hens, abandoning their chickens, fly scream-
ing to the tops of the houses. The so lately

peaceful village becomes a scone of confusion
and hubbub until calmed by the laughing as-

surance of our men that white people do not
eat black folks; a joke having oftentimes
greater influence in Africa than solemn asser-

tions. Some of our young swells, on entering
an African village, might experience a col-

lapse of selfinflalion at the sight of all the
pretty girls fleeing from them as from hideous
cannibals, or by witnessing, as we have done,
he conversion of themselves into public hob-

goblins, the mammas holding naughty chil

dren away from them, and saying, "Bo good,
I shall call the white man to bite you."

—

B. Livingstone.

Chinese Ceremony.—The Chinese, in the mat-
tor of issuing and accepting invitations, are

IS ceremonious as in all else. A card is

usually received by the guests, inviting them
to dine for about four o'clock; but Chinese
tiquette lays it down that they must wait

for three notices before setting out. A second
nvitation is sent later, praying the guests
earnestly to come at once ; but until the third

pressing them to be quick, has been duly ro-

'ved, they are not expected to leave their

houses. Sometimes the ceremony is rendered
more intricate by the issue of four instead of

three notices. The dinner hour is quite un-
connected with the hour named in the invi-

tation, and that again has nothing to do with
the hour at which the guests are expected. -

Gill's Narrative.

yWhat a Liglitning BM Did.—The South
end (Ind.) tribune says : F. E. Higbee de-

tailed to a TVifiwrte ^epresentative the fearful

work done by lightning to his residence, on
the Chicago roal, about six miles from this

;ity. He and his wife and chdd were sleep-

ng in ono bed, and his cousin, Lucy Higbee,
n an adjoining room. All were sound asleep

when the building was struck. He was
awakened by a noise which sounded as if the

whole house was falling about him. He
jumped from the bed and struck a light, and
found more debris than he supposed it was
possible to make out of his house and furni-

ture. The clock vvas thrown from the man-
tle and lay smashed on the floor; the cook-

stove was broken and the bottom knocked
out; the parlor stove was tipped over and
one leg broken; the pipes and elbows of both

stoves were burst and flattened out of shape
and looked a9 if they had been heated red-

hot; Lucy Higbee's bed was badly racked
and splintered; a castor was knocked from
the dining-tablo; the cupboard was broken
and the lids torn from all the cans in it, and
many of the cans thrown to the floor ; a bottle

of bluing was broken and the liquid thrown
on the walls; the carpet was torn up and

little shreds of it scattered all over the house;
in short there was scarcely an article of fur-

niture in the rooms that was not misplaced
or damaged. Bricks from the chimney were
scattered about, mixed with plastering from
the walls, and the laths of the ceiling were
partly forced from their places and hanging
down into the room. The sashes of the north
windows were broken and parts of them and
the glass found several rods away from the
house. P. B. Higbee says it is evident the
lightning entered the house through the chim-
ney, and then scattered in a score of different

directions. It filled the house with a sul-

phurous smoke that was so suffocating that
the inmates of the home had to get outdoors
as soon as possible. There were not a dozen
whole bricks of the chimney left, and some of
the bats were thrown a distance of five or six
rods. One of the bi-ieks struck him on the
knee, and this was the most serious damage
done to any of the inmates, although all of
them were slightly shocked. The wonder is

that they were not killed outright. One
peculiar feature about the occurrence is that
every piece of steel and iron about the house
is magnetized. He first discovered it while
using his knife to drive some glazier's points
in the window sash. He then tried the knives
and forks, scissors, a bayonet, his wife's corset
steels, and found that all were heavily charged.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 5,

We insert in our present number the greater
part of a valuable article, on the Ministry,

taken from the British Friend. It contains
much that may be read to profit, by other
Friends than those residing in Great Britain,

to whose condition it may be supposed prin-

cipally' to refer. We believe the aiticle, when
s|)eakingof the decline in spiritual power and
life in the ministry, is correct in regarding as

one cause of this, the practice of speaking in

Mission Meetings with no higher authority
than a feeling of "Chrisiian interest for the
welfare of those assembled." It is one of the
tendencies of the Bible Schools, Mission Meet-
ings, and other philanthropic agencies of the

kind, to train up a set of preachers, who stand
on no higher platform than most of the minis-

ters of other denominations, who prepare
themselves to speak at stated times. The
dependence of these is largely placed on their

familiarity with the language of Scrijiture, and
on that facility of expressing their thoughts
which results from frequent practice. Their
ability to speak does not stand in the pure
openings of the Spirit of Christ on their

hearts. That such would be one of the effects

of systematic Scripture training, as latterly

introduced, was long ago foreseen. Some,
who had at heart departed from the true foun-

dation of our principles, advocated these agen-

cies as a means of training a\> preachers for

the Society; recommending that the young
people should first be employed as teachers

in the First-Day Schools, and there be made
familiar with the Scriptures, and with ex-

plaining their meaning toothers; and then
sent out into the more public Mission Meet-
ings and other outside work, where their

powers might be further developed ; and thus

finally they might be prepared for preachers

in the meetings of Friends. When ministers
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are introduced into our meetings who are

trained on such a principle, is it any marvel
that the degeneracy, complained of by the

writer of the article we are considering, should

exist?

By the recent elections in England, the

Beaconsfield administration has been over
thrown, and the reins of government placed

in the hands of others who it is confidently

believed will conduct it more in accordance
with true Christian principles. This event

has given great satisfaction to many in this

country, who have viewed with sad fore-

bodings for our English brethren, the unjust

and aggressive wars which have lately bet-n

waged by the British Government in Africa
and India; and who have been reminded of

the prophetic declaratii>n, " vengeance is mine,

1 will repay, suith the Lord."
Friends in England have taken an unusu-

ally active part in the election contest—pro-

bably impelled thereto by a sense of the very
important interests at stake. One of the re-

sults of this h;i8 been the election of eleven

members of the Society of Friends to Parlia

ment, and of as many more who have been
members or are in some way connected with
it. This is a remarkable circumstance, con-
sidering the very small percentage of the
whole population who belong to Friends, and
shows that their members possess an influence

far beyond that due to numbers alone. But
the public favor tuus shown to our people
carries a snare with it ; and its tendency is to

draw away from that humility without which
there is no spiritual safety. It is often the
case with those who are put into responsible

positions, that they are set "in slippery places,"

and this remark applies to collected bodies as

well as to individuals. We are pleased there-

fore to notice in The London Friend a caution
extended to its readers, as to the danger of

having their attention too much turned to a
dependence on outward means for effecting

good results. In the editorial alluded to it

says :

—

" No part of the heritage of truth specially

grasped by Friends has been more procious,

or more fruitful in its power over character,

than their appreciation of the essentially in-

ward and spiritual nature of the kingdom of

Christ. No other tribe in the Christian Com
monweallh has more entirely realized tbu
truth of Christ's words, that 'The kingdom
of Heaven cometh not with observation.' The
seat of that kingdom is deep down in the

hearts of its citizens. Its giowth there is oft-

times slow though powerful. The growth of

the kingdom of Christ in the world, for which
the Church ever prays, is mainly dependent
on its growth in the number of hearts that
have accepted its rule. Now it would be a
grave, perhaps an irreparable error, if the
drift of thought in the Society of Friends
were too strongly to set in the direction ot

admiration for that which is external and
palpable, and away from that which is internal
and spiritual."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In 1820, the anthracite coal trade

amounted to 365 tons—tbis has steadily increased until
in 1877 the out-put was over 26,000,000 tons. The
Wyoming district is said to lead, although the deposit
in the Schuylkill coal field is thought to be somewhat
greater. The amountof anthracitecoalin Pennsylvania
is estimated at 8,286,858,666 tons. Seventy per cent,
of the Schuylkill coal field, and 32 percent, in the mid-

dle coal field, belong to the Philadelphia and Reading thought this state of aSairs is likely to contim

Coal and Iron Company. The amount of coal mined sometime. Sales are reported of Ohio, fine, at 4'

in the United States is a little more than that of Ger-,Ohio i 51 cts. ;«do. | blood. 54 cts. ; do. medt
many, and less than half that of Great Britain. cts.; unwashed Ohio and Penna. at 32 a 35 cts.

While the British ship, Sapphire, was discharging a
I

Foreign.—Correspondents state that no bette

cargo of pig-iron at Reed St. wharf, on the 29th ult., a time has been experienced in Ireland for manyi
barrel of coal oil, which was stored in the carpenter than now. The crop is healthy and well adW(

shop, exploded, resulting in the death of four of the ' An unusual area has been sown in potatoes, which'

crew, and a fifth very seriously injured. The cause of up well, and it is hoped the crop will be souni

the explosion is not known. plentiful.

It is stated that over three million feet of lumber and
|

In the House of Commons on the 31st nit.,

a vast amount of valuable timber land have been de- [Forster stated that he believed the measures whiel

stroyed, in Pike county in this State, by forest fires, been taken for the relief of Irish distress were sufl

within the past few weeks. |but that he intended to introduce a bill to provid
The sales of public lands to homestead settlers, dur- further from the surplus of the church fund,

ing the past fiscal year, have been greatly in excess of. Colonel Gordon, in speaking of the resuscitafl t^

former years. 'the slave trade in Central Equatorial Africa, 5.13

There was a white frost in Montreal on the night of is time we should cease to accept the evasions j

the 28th ult., which did some damage to vegetation. jcuses of the Egyptian authorities. The slave tra

The town of Savoy, in Texas, was destroyed by a never be put down by the voluntary action of J'

cyclone on the 28th uIt.,^only five houses escaping under its present ruler."
,,

damage. Nine persons were killed, and sixty injured,
|

The Calcutta correspondent of the K/nes says :
**

•

some of them fatally. |tary preparations against the Rumpa rebellion ai^ ^
The first new wheat of the season, received at St. gressing, and there is now every possibility of am

Louis, was from Texas, on the 29th. It sold at auction tedious campaign in that fever-stricken district.":?
|

for $1.62i per bushel.
(

France.—A Paris correspondent says :" The pofc il!

At a recent meeting of the Amalgamated Iron and sky seems clearing up. The great labor strikes t

Steel workers in Pittsburg, it was resolved to demand Provinces are ended. The Communist demonstr --

$5.50 per ton for puddling. The manufacturers refused has been abandoned by all but a handful of fan

the demand, and it is expected the mills in that district and the attack in the Chamber of Deputies on the
will soon close. This strike will throw about 50,000 feet of Police mustered only 31 votes.

men out of employment in the Pittsburg district alone.
[

Switzerland.—A committee of the National Goo
Owing to sickness among the students of Princeton after discussing the effect of the expected expulsi'

College, the authorities have decided to close the school, the Jesuits from France, have requt'sted the Couni
until a few days before the commencement, which oc- take measures to prevent their establishing them*
curs on the 23d of the month. Ion Swiss territory.

According to a record kept at the U. S. Signal Service | A difficulty has been met with in the constructi.

office in Philadelphia, the average temperature for the the St. Gothard Tunnel which threatens serious

past month was 68.8 degrees. This is 5 8 degrees above retard its completion. In part of it the formati.

the average for the last five years. The highest tempera- of porous white stone, and here it has required
|

ture recorded was 96 degrees—in other localities it was care to prevent the passage from completely collap

two to three degrees higher. It is said the temperature A granite wall six feet thick has just been finis .

has not been so great, in the corresponding month, for with a belief it would support the superincumbent ,.

twenty-seven years. The lowest temperature was 36 but this wall is said to be giving way, and the engit

degrees, on the 1st. Total rainfall .54 inches. Number are at a lo^s how to overcome the difficulty,

of diys on which rain fell 6. Number of cleir days 15.
|

Turkey.—The newspapers have been instructe -

Prevailing direction of wind, south-west. Maximum oppose the mission of the British Special Ambassa
velocity 34 miles per hour. |and .speak of a religious war and wholesale massac
The hot weather during the last week, .seems to have Christians as likely to follow any attempt at coer

been most severe in New England and the Middle in the direction of reforms. The populace are sai

States. At Wilmington, Del., the thermometer regis- .sympathize with the mission of the ambassador,
tered on the 27th, as high as 100 deg. in the shade ; at I

Newion, N. J., 103 ; at Great Neck, L. I., 100 deg. A
freight train, at Long Branch, had to be abandoned on
account of the prostration of the train hands. During
the day there were 32 cases of sunstroke and 6 deaths in

New York city and Brooklyn.
The mortality in Philadelphia during the past week

wsxft 300. Of this number 63 were under one year of
age.

i/ariete, <fcc.—U. S. sixes, 1881, 106J ; do. 5's, 103i ;

4J's, 109J^ ; 4's, 1907, 109.

Trade is very quiet in all departments, and prices of
general merchandi.se are rather weak.

Cotton remains about the same as last quoted. Sales
of middlings are reported at 12 a 12} cLs. per pound for

uplands and New (jrleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7} cts. in barrels, and standard
white, 7| cts. for export, and 7| cts. per gallon for

home use.

Flour is dull and weak. Sales of 1400 bbls., includ-
ing Minne.sota extras, at $5.25 a $6 ; Penna. family at

#4.75 a »5.50; western do., at $5.25 a *6.25, and patent
at • 0.50 a *S. Rye-flour is steady at $4.62 j a $4.75.

Grain.—Wheat is unsettled and very irregular,

—

sales of 25,000 bushels red at $1.40 a $l'.45 ; amber at

$1.42 a $1.45. Rye sells slowly at 90 a 91 cts. for

Pennsylvania. Corn is in fair request and firm : sales

of 1200 bushels, including yellow at 55J a 56 cts.

;

mixed at 54J a 55 cts., and steamer at 54 j cts. Oats dull
and weak : Sales of 5000 bushel.s, including mixed, at

39 a 40 cts., and white at 4U a 45 cLs.

Beef cattle were dull and prices were a fraction lower;
3000 head sold at the difierent yards at from 3 a 5| cts.

per lb. as to quality.

Sheep were dull and lower; 10,000 head sold at the
different yards at 3J a 5 cts. per lb. Lambs were also

lower ; sales at 5 a 74 cts per lb.

Hogs were }c. per pound lower; 4500 head sold at

the different yards at 6 a 6J cts. per lb.

Cows were in fair demand; 200 head sold at the dif-

ferent yards at .1-20 a $50 per head.
Wool.—The trade has come to a halt, the manufac-

turers showing no inclination to operate , and it is

WANTED
A Friend and kis wife, to take charge of the Fari

Tiine-ssassa, and to have the general superintendent
the school and family at that place.

Application may be made to

iSamuel Morris, Olncv P. O., Philadelphia.
Joseph L. Bailev, P.ne Iron Works, Berks Co.,

Joseph S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelphh

Died, Twelfth month 26th, 1879, at her residenc

Montrose, Pa., Frances M. Drinker, widow of

late Henry Drinker, in the 68th year of her age.

was a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friend
Wilmington, Del. Though much isolated from
friends, she was warmly attached to the views of

religious Society.——, in the township of Uly-sses, Tompkins Co., j

York, on the 24th of 2nd mo. 1880, Earle Hallo
aged nearly 80 years, a member of Scipfo Moot
Meeting of Friends. He evinced an earnest desin

be ready at the M.aster's call ; and we doubt not has
tered into everlasting rest.

, at her residence in New Garden, Chester <

Pa., 3rd mo. 7th, 1880, Mary H., wife of Daniel
Thompson, in the 79th year of her age, an esteen

member and elder of New Garden Monthly Meeti
She was faithful and diligent in the performance of

.

duties, and was concerned for her friends that tl

should prepare for death whilst in health, and to

treat them not to defer to a dying hour, the great w<

of the soul's salvation ; she had felt the necessity oft
for herself as well as for others; and though her sii

ness was short, it did not find her unprepared. She
she felt nothing in her way; and when the summt
came, she was found with her " lamp trimmed a

burning," and prepared, through redeeming love, to

admitted into the mansions of eternal rest and peace

wfLLlAM'H.'pTLErPRINfEK,'
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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few extracts from letters of a dear young
lan who deceased not very long ago. She
one who was found living daily in the

of the Lord, and when the " midnight
was heard, was prepared we humbly be-

to enter into the joy of her Lord, and
Heavenly Master's rest,

"lesscd are the dead who have died in the

1, tbey do rest from their labors and their

iS do follow them." Blessed, also, are the

_ who live in the Lord. Ah I there are

young people still left, whose daily con-

is to be found living in the Lord's most
fear ; may all such as these be helped on
7ay, and be made, in the Lord, helpers

others. Eemember, my precious j'oung
'

i, " The work of righteousness shall bo

:e; and the effect of righteousness, quiet-

and assurance forever."

th mo. 28lh, 1854. "Though this life is

of trials and difficulties, still how many,
many, blessings we enjoy. He whose

passionate mercy faileth not, is daily

,sed to shower down numberless blessings

1 us ; and though in our path we find many
, I believe even these are sent in mercy,

ean us from this world, and to teach us

earth is not our abiding place, nor ' the

of our inheritance ;' the time is fast ap-

iching when we shall all bo gathered to

final resting place, and each one will have
ifer up a strict account for themselves,

desire is that I may so live that when my
imons comes, if at midnight, at cock crow-

or at noonday, I maj' be found among the

py number who have bowed their necks
be yoke of Christ: and having taken up
cross, are prepared to wear an unfading

(vn of glory.

"o-morrow I suppose Enos Thomas will

carried to the silent grave: another warn-
for us to prepare to meet our Lord, seeing

know not when the call may be extended."

2th mo. 27th, 1854. "It does seem this

ming, dear friend, that I hear the ' still

ill voice,' entreating me to 'come taste

see that the Lord is good,' and I do not

nk I ever felt a greater desire to live aright,

willingness to yield my heart wholly

I

unto Him whose compassionate mercy
leth not, and who, I know, is able to co

t and support all those who put their trust

i

in Him. Yes, dear friend, my fervent desire

is that I may so live, that should it please my
Heavenly Father to prolong my life, I may
be a helper in his church, or should Ho see

meet to call rao home in the morning of my
day, I may have the blessed assurance of a
glorious immoi'tality."

5th mo. 1855. " Heard yesterday of the

death of one of your children—no doubt it is

a trial to you all ; tSut He who knows what is

best for us, hath done it, and wo can only
say, 'Thy will be done.' It is good for us to

have trials to bear, good for us all to be afflict-

ed ; and oh ! what necessity there is for each
one of us to set our houses in order, trim our
lamps, and keep them burning, =" * * I do
crave, dear friend, to be of the happy number,
whoso work keeps pace with the day; dwel-

ling continually in the love and fear of Him,
'whose ways are not as our ways, nor his

thoughts as our thoughts ;' looking unto Him
as my only hope and helper; and I think I

can say, I have not sought his face in vain,

but ofttimes experience his divine hand upon
me ; for these, and his many mercies, I desire

to render thanks, and crave a continuation of

them for by Him alone we can be saved

;

"th Him is everlasting joy ; without Him
there is no peace."

1st mo. 1856. After speaking of " renewed
desires to tread the path that alone will con-

duct me to a happy and peaceful conclusion,"

he says: "Every day the relentless hand of

death is reminding us, that wo have no con-

tinuing city here, and youth is in no ways
exempt from the stroke. My feelings are oft-

times awakened to the sense of my own un-
faithfulness, and I often query with myself,

Am I prepared to go?' I do desire to bow
my neck to his yoke, and yield to the purify-

ing operations of grace on my heart, that when
my call shall come, whether suddenly or other-

wise, I maj' with faith in my Redeemer look

with an eye of confidence beyond the things

of time, and hope for a glorious admittance
nto the realms of eternal happiness, where I

hope to be made participant in the joys un-

known to mortals."

11th mo. 1856. * * * " Time in its rapid

course has brought many changes ; death has
severed the links of affection that bound us

to a darling little babe committed to our care

for a short time, and also taken away two
affectionate cousins; we have watched beside

the sick, and we thought dying-bed of a dear
sister, and were at one time made willing, I

trust, to adopt the language, ' If this cup pass

not from me, except I drink it, Thy will not

mine be done;" but through the adorable

mercy ofHim to whom belongs all power, she

hath been restored.

Truly, dear friend, there is cause of thank-
fulness even in these afflictions, that the way
hath been made clear, and the outstretched

arm of the Most High hath been underneath
to support each one through the dark valley

of the shadow of death. Oh 1 the necessity

there is for evejy soul to draw near unto Him
who alone is able to save, and make us wise
unto salvation; it shows us that the way of
holiness is the alone sure way of safetj', for

even infancy and youth are not exempt from
death, we cannot secure unto ourselves one
day, and oh I the awfulness of leaving an ac-

quaintance with God for a sick bed ; but the
blcssednessof that condition wherein we could
adopt the language of dear cousin D., 'If I

die I go happy, I know 1 will.' I trust these
things may not be forgotten, but be stamped
on our minds indelibly, and be the means of

weaning us from this world, and drawing us

nearer unto our holy Head, who can do all

things whatsoever we ask ; as our entire faith

is in Him, and a willingness on our part to

serve Him with a perfect heart and a willing

mind, hard things will bo made easy, and
bitter things sweet; and when the awful mes-
senger of death shall approach, there will bo

a blessed assurance granted of rest beyond the

grave—even a glorious immortality in the

regionsof eternal joy, where there is no more
sorrow or sighing, neither sickness nor pain,

but joy and gladness that mortal knows not

of,—for eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,

neither hath it entered into the heart of man
to conceive the good things that God hath in

store for them that lovo Him.' * * * May
the Lord not cast me off, but continue to purge
and purify until I am made clean in his holy
eyesight, and prepared for a glorious immor-
tality."

7th mo. 1857. * * * " Poor creature as I

am I feel that I can acknowledge to the ten-

dering visitations of my Heavenly Father's

love to my poor soul, and in sincerity I crave

that he would continue to visit and re-visit me
till all is brought into a conformity to his will,

that so my whole heart may be given up un-

reservedly to serving Him ; then whether
many days or few be allotted me on earth, all

will bo well. Such are my desires for myself
and for many others, that wo may all choose

the Lord for our portion ; for my young com-
panions and friends I feel this, and should re-

joice could we all bow together at the Heaven-
ly footstool, and feel every one for ourselves

the blessedness of the truth, that ' it is better

to suffer affliction with the people of God than

to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season.'

Then there would be no dread of death. No!
none could fear to die, for having done his

will on earth, thoy could hope for rest in

Heaven."
10th mo. 1857. * * * "I was disappointed

I could not attend our last Monthly Meeting
—was glad to hear you had a good one. What
a blessing a good meeting is ! think of latter

times I more fully know the value of it, though
have often to regret my weakness in not firmly

enough resisting the adversary when he pre-

sents himself and draws my mind away from
heavenly contemplations, * * * it is not in

I
us to resist his entreaties ourselves, it is only

las we receive strength from our Heavenly
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Pather that we can soar above him : He i

who helps wlieii all else fails. * * * Not that

I would exalt the creature, dear friend, but I

feel I can acl<nowledge to the tender dealings

of the Saviour, * * * through the unmerited

mercy of a crucified and risen Lord. * * *

The removal by death of many of the pillars

of our church of latter time, has, I humbly
hope, a tendency to increase my desire after

good things ; that there may be a succession

raised up lo plead the Master's cause. Truly,

dear friend, I desire to grow in grace, that

should ray life be lengthened out, I may be

made a fruit-bearing branch in the Lord's

vineyard—or should the work bo cut short,

may it bo in righteousness.

No date. " Very often of latter time, I have

been made to dwell on the uncertainty of life,

and the certainty of death, and how necessary

it is for every one to live in a state of prepara-

tion should it please Him whose ways are

inscrutable, to send his messenger at an un-

looked for hour, that so we may bo found

with our lamps trimmed and burning. The
ways of Providence are mysterious, and we
can only submit to what Ho directs. * *

No one can commence the work of the soul's

salvation too early in life; how often do we
see the truth verified, 'the young may die.'

Then happy they who have submitted to the

spirit of truth, and have become redeemed
from the world, and live in accordance with
what their Great Master may require at their

hands. There is but the one way to the

kingdom, even the 'strait and narrow way,'

and in it wo must walk if wo become children

of the Most High, and heirs of his kingdom

—

though it leads to the foot of the cross, it is a
safe way, * * * may I early learn to bow
my neck to his yoke, take up my cross and
follow Him the great ' I AM,' then when the

hour of dissolution arrives, death can bring

to mo no fears."

In the early death of this dear young friend'

how strikingly was illustrated the Scripture
declaration: " O death, whore is thy sting?
O grave, where is thy victor^' ?"

4th mo. 1880.

For "The Friend"

The locu.sts.

It is well known that tho Locusts in their
periodical return do not visit all parts of the
country at tho same time, and that they make
their appearance in the same district but once
in a term of seventeen years

; hence, those
who were children too young to recollect much
concerning them at tho time of their appear-
ance seventeen years ago, are now nearly
grown to tho age of maturity, and may desire
to know some details of previous observation
as a starting point for their investigations at
tho present time, and perhaps, a more correct
description.

Early in tho spring preceding their appear-
ance they maj' bo found, from six to eight
inches below the surface of the earth, in the
form of a largo palo-j'ollow bug. They be-

come more numerous as the season advances,
until about the 20th of Fifth month they bo-

gin to appear above tho surface, each leaving
an opening in the ground about three-eighths
of an inch in diameter, and iramediatel}"
commonco climbing up on trees, fences, or
anything else within their reach; and after
elevating themselves sufficiently as instinct
inclines them, they commence opening length-

wise on the back, and soon the real Locust
crawls out of its yellow casing, as white and
as tender, apparently, as a lump of milk-curd.

The wings at this time are in folds, each form-

ing a narrow pointed strip ; but in the course

of ten or fifteen minutes they open out beau-

tifully transparent, and as fine in appearance
as the most delicate te.xturo of paper. They
generally cling closely to their bursted shell

till they gain sufficient strength to crawl from
it, and as the minutes pass on their color

gradually changes to a dark brown, and in a

few hours they are able to fly. Close obser-

vation justifies the belief that thej' always
como up in the night. This conclusion is

come to from the fact of never having actually

seen one break through the surface; but in

tho twilight of the morning some may be
found but a few inches from the aperture
which thoy had evidently left but a short

time before, while others nad been out long

enough to crawl up a short distance, and
others to greater heights, and so on.

In accordance with my observation, there
appears to bo two distinct classes of them,
male and female of each class. The females
of neither class make any noise. The males
commence singing about the third daj' after

their appearance above ground; but each class

sings its own peculiar song, having but little

resemblance to each other. There is also a

difference in the size and color of the two
classes. The larger ones are brown, as before

stated, and make a noise resembling the word
" Pbaro," while tho smaller ones are black,

and make a sharp shrill noise similar to that
of a grasshopper, or katy did, except louder

and more extended.*
There is still another trait in the smaller

ones peculiar to themselves; their shrill notes
are but seldom heard in the forepart of tho
daj', but commence soon after noon, and con-

tinue till night; while the larger ones are

board at all times in each day while they live.

The males of both classes have small bel-

lows or air-valves at the waist, under their

wings, somewhat resembling in size and ap-

pearance, one half of a small pea; and while
they are in the act of singing, those valves
vibrato, or quake, similar to the agitated rat-

tles of a snake. Tho females have no valves,

but have perforators, which the males are
destitute of. Their perforators are about three-

eighths of an inch in length, and with these
they deposit their eggs in the tender branches
of the trees by inserting them their full length
in such a number of places, so closely con-

nected, that manj' branches are perforated to

the heart almost from end to end.

This work of depositing the egg for tho
perpetuation of the species, appears to bo the
whole object of their active existence

;
for

when this is done, a few more days of aged,
bodily infirmity closes their career of only
about twonty-six days; during which time
there is no appearance of their partaking of
food of any kind.

In this singular place of deposit tho eggs
remain for a period of about seventy da3^8,

when they disappear and return to the earth
from whence they came, there to remaiu in-

visible through* process unknown foranother
'ong term of seventeen years.
The periodical appearance of this mysteri-

ous portion of creation introduces to the mind

* This Latter class are not so apparent at this time as
former times.

a channel of serious thonghtfulness, and ir

solemn associations. The query forciblj' a!

on again hearing their mournful song, " W
now are those dear ones with whom we
gled when last before we heard the sam
" Or those little prattlers who then compi
our social family band—where are theyf
how performing the duties required of t

in accordance with their parents' wishes,

their Heavenly Father's will?" "The (

aged parent, perhaps,—and counsellor—
truly affectionate companion and bosom fri

or other near relatives and friends, who v

then sharing with us the enjoyment of li

where are they? perhaps long ago remc
from our sight to be seen of men no m
while we still remain as monuments of

unmerited mercy ; and long before the t

term expires our heads may be lying

as theirs."

These are solemn reflections, and onl

few of the many intimately associated

the return of those numerous little visit

What a lesson of instruction may dailj

drawn from their earnest devotedness
active perseverance in accomplishinc; the w
designed for them to do in the very brief sj

of time allotted to them! They do not
off till tomorrow what can be done to-i

but industriously pursue their round of dut
moving from place to place, and repeal

their mournful song as though conscious of

shortness of their time, and that their 1

night was approaching wherein they cc

not work.
How prono is thoughtless, procrastinat

man to do otherwise; like tho short-li

Locust, he comes from the earth, and unto
earth ho soon returns ; but is he as faithfo

fulfil the design of his existence by perfo
ing tho great work required of hira, w
time and opportunity is afforded ? Man co
into the world a more helpless creatu
instinctivolj' clinging to that which affc

him support ; wholly dependent on the h;

that provides for him. Did ho through fa

ful obedience to his great Creator, only ret

the innoceney and simplicity of this depend
state in the strength of manhood, experit

ing it to influence all his movements, i

govern all his actions through life, how m
more a parallel case in accordance with
design of his creation, and how great his pe
in the end ! F

Ohio, 5th mo. 27th, 18S0.

Brands Plucked from the Fire.—A pi

countryman who had been effectuallj' cal

by divine grace, by means of a sermon fr

Zech. iii. 2, was some time after solicited

an old companion to accom|)any him to

ale house; but the good man stronglj- resis

every persuasion, saying, " I am a bre

plucked from the fire." His old compan
not understanding this, he explained it to b

thus :
" Look ye," said ho ;

" there is a gr
difference between a brand and a green T

'

If a spark flies upon a brand that has b(

partlj' burnt, it will soon catch fire again
;

it is not so with a green stick. I tell yo
am that brand plucked out of the fire, am
dare not venture in the way of temptatii

for fear of being set on fire again."

If rich, be not too Joyful in having;
solicitous in keeping; too anxious in incre

ing; nor too sorrowful in losing.
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Shepherd's Voice, and the llindranees to our

Hearing it.

BY HORATIUS BONAE.

jre, amid the sounds of earth, many things

3 in to intercept or to drown this voice
;

even the sheep often cease to hear it, or
' it only as an indistinct, uncertain sound.

, we allow these interruptions; we suffer

roices of the world to deaden the heavenly

b; wo tolerate, or, perhaps, at times,

ish, the things which render us "dull of

ing," insensible to the blessed sounds.

The cares of this world, the decoitfulness

ches, and the lusts of other things," all

to drown the Shepherd's voice. Busi-

,
pleasure, poliiics, literature, worldlj^ en-

sments, and idle vanities, all tend to this,

newspaper, the novel, the fascinating

me, tend to this. The excessive love of

the eagerness to keep abreast with the

and speculations of the day, and even

pursuit of science, tend to this. Domestic

ieties, public duties, idle amusements, ex-

ive or unwise recreations and self indul-

ces, tend to this. The "itching ear," the

1 of change and novelty, the whirl of so-

y, the incessant motion by which every

more or less affected in this age of rail

'6 and telegi-aphs, the restlessness of men
things around us, tend to this. It is not

It may be that ho went too far; but his feel-

ing was a true and healthy one. Everything
must give way to spiritual progress.

I have heard of another, a musician, who,

in similar circumstances, did the same with

music. He could not trust himself to go on

as he had done. His spiritual welfare was at

stake. Music was not Christ ; and he had too

long treated it as if it had been so. He had
delighted in it ; he had lived in it and upon it.

But a voice sweeter than all earthly sweet-

ness bad now reached his ear
;
and everything

must be surrendered to that.

There was a congregation in which music
was cultivated to the utmost. The ear was
gratified every Sunday with singing of the

most perfect kind. Worldly men dropped in

to hear the musical "treat" prepared in the

name of worship, and went away in raptures.

But as these dropped in the codly dropped

out. They could no longer hear the Shop-

herd's voice. It was drowned in human
melody.
The Shepherd's voice! In this day of dis-

cord, this age of Babel-sounds, this time of

worldly enlightenment, and breadth of thought

and endless variet}' of speech ; how needfu'

that we should be recalled to the one sound

that alone can revive the Church of God and

lift us out of our low and second rate Chris

tianity. Spasmodic efforts, great organiza-

to hear the Shepherd's voice in the midst i^iQ^g^ eloquent orators, large societi

11 this bustle and turmoil, these snares andj^ot, lift „, up They will only galvanize and
actions. Oh, how careful should the sheep !p,.Qjiuge a hollow religion. Culture, poetry,

,0 watch against all these disadvantages literature, song, sensation, will not supply the

lack of the Holy Sjiirit, or make up for the

want of the Shepherd's voice.

Let us listen to that voice, and the true

revival comes. For that voice awakes the

sleeper and raises the dead. Let us allow

nothing of earth or of self, or of the flesh, or

of man, to come between us and that voice,

Is not this the Church's great sin, and the

cause of declension among us, that she islisten

ing to other voices, and is led captive by other

sounds? The one voice that contains "^- "

left \iBhea.vd\— Word and Work.

ife is

difficulties, lawful or unlawful as they

r bo. If thej- intercept the gracious voice,

t is enough for us. They must be shunned.

,hing must be allowed to come between

sheep and the Shepherd, or blunt the in-

Dco of his voice. Even when the things

lawful and harmless in themselves, the

stion requires always to be considered,

ow do they affect our hearing of the Shep-

d's voice?" Yes; and even in Christian

k this ought more to bo weighed than it

in is. I may be allowed to saj^ and I do

say it unadvisedly, that work for Christ

letimes comes between us and Christ. Worldly

tie is not the only kind of bustle that in-

cepts the voice ;
religious bustle does the

It is in solitude that this voice sounds
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^j^ ^^ ^ ^^.^^^ .^ England, after

:

larest, sweetest, fullest
;
and though ii^^^^'i^^^^^^^i,;^^ occxu-ved !ihont'-ii yoav >^yib-

l8 us to work, and to abound .in work yet, ^^^^^ ^^ ;^^ ^^^^^ attached to it, at the ad-
must keep in mind the danger to which

,^^1^^^^ ^^ g2_ -^^^ ^i^^^ ^f,.^,^ ^^,,^^ -^

:es8ive work ^without intervals of solitude)
;^^^ received) states, that she was a " sincere

her
faith.

fulness over mo, as lately at times my spirits

have been rather depressed, so that it was
late ere 1 could settle to sleep without a deep

earnest wrestling for help, and for an evidence

that the Lord would not leave mo nor forsake

feeling 1 could say, 'O LoiV., I will not

thee go unless thou bless me I' After

which I had some sweet sleep for hours, and

from which I partly awoke with a sense of

feeling a gentle pressure of a hand on my right

shoulder, which roused me from my sleep,

when I clearly seemed to see it, and beautifully

while it was; and also the appearance of the

Lord my Saviour standing close beside me,

shining in his most glorious brightness. The
if 1 may so express it, was only per-

mitted me to be as a transient view, which too

soon passed away, for it was magnificently

beautiful and glorious, which my eyes feasted

upon while it lasted, with intense admiration
;

and on quite waking up, my mind was filled

th thankfulness andpraise, in the full assur-

ce that my prayer hud been received. Ohl
what can 1 render unto the Lord for all his

manifold gifts and tender mercies unto me
from time to time, in answer to my prayers

n my times of need? And now at the close

of the year of 1873, 1 can thankfully acknowl-

edged ' the Lord has boon my help and my
shield.'

" And now, as time passes on to the end of

my days, I trust when they bo no longer, that

I may be permitted an entrance into his

heavenly kingdom, there to join the spirits

of those of my dear relatives, who are now
safely at rest, I cannot doubt; and also of

more recent date, as well as the sweet spirit

of ray dear husband, who died on the 23rd of

12tb mo. 1860, sweetly sensible of his ap-

proaching end, expressing to me very earn-

estly, ' I am going home.'
"

For "The Friend."

"I will not let thee go unless thou bless me."

The followin£f memorandum was found in

iss.ve work ov.thout intervals of solitude)
^.^.^^ .^^ ,t^tes, that she was a " sin

Dsesus The i^oh/icaZ platform IS not thej ^J that the year preceding
:e or hearing that voice

;
but sometimes 1 ,,'^^^ ^^^^^^ by ripening fruits ofl

rei(^*o«.s platform proves no loss a snare.
^^^ j^^^_„

- -^ f

crowded meeting, the eloquent speech,

fervent appeal, the hearty music, are very

oyable, but they are not without their

ils. The Shepherd's voice may perchance
I

-

^^^ ;„ ^j^^ ^^^^^
lost in the excitement of human feeling, 1"^^ ^. J

.

go • out of hearing" of that voice is fiilal

)ur following Him; but even when wo keep

thin hearing, wo must be on our guard, lest

the confusion and mixture of other sounds

i one dear voice should lose all its power

d sweetness. For there is but one voice that

5 flock needs to hear, and to hear continu-

7. Whatever, then, dulls that voice, or

ides its influence, is injury, with which we
re not trifle.

remember one, a classical scholar, who,

len he first turned his back upon the world,

rew aside his classics, lest they should

Dder his hearing of the Shepherd's voice.

A Bible iu a Hotel.

A small party of friends, gathered about a

cosy tea-table, were discussing the propriety

of the Bible Society placing copies of the Holy
Scriptures in railroad cars, steamers, hotels,

and other places of public resort. One or two

of this parly raised the objection to the prac-

tice, that in such public places the Bible often

received rude and careless treatment at the

hands of irreverent and irreligious persons.

After all the rest had expressed an opinion, a

woman, tho sweet graces of whose Christian

character gave her a wide-reaching influence

in the village, related this touching incident

of personal experience:

It seems that two or three years after her

conversion and union with the Church, trou-

bles came upon her and her family. Instead

, -7 ,, . J p •
'",''7 of bearinir her trials with patience and sub-

manifested by this aged Fr.eod to s0^t_^^,^_^^
^g^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^^ .^ the goodness of God,

Qfiin his ever-watchful care, doubted the genuine-

;„ I

ness of her conversion, ceased to pray, to read

her Bible, or to even think of seeking divine

guidance. While in this pitiable state, cir-

he senses ot leenng anu .s.gnL, oi w--. «no
j

^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^e it imperative for her to visit

peaks at the moment of awakmg from sleep 1

.^^^^ ^.^^^
,nd of returning consciousness, have no es-

l''^^. ^^^-^^^^^ ghe was of a re i ring dispo-

hopi

There is something instructive injhe lively

conce
be kept under the presorvin.

his love and goodness which was given

answer to her prayers. The impressions on

the senses of feeling and sight, of which sh

pecial significance, except as connected with

a sense of Divine favor which rested on her

spirit and confirmed her faith. The memo-
randum is as follows

:

"12th mo. 30th, 1873.

sition, unused to travelling, and had never

been in a large city. While on her journey,

in tho cars, a slight act of courtesy led her to

make the acquaintance of a gentleman and

his wife, who took her under their protection.

On Third-day night my mind was brought and after their arrival in the city, went out

into much tbougbtfulness in prayer to my jof the way to leave her at the entrance of a

Heavenly Father, that He would bo pleased ^respectable hotel,

to give me some evidence of his tender watch- ! She ascended the stairs oppressed with an
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almost overwhelming sense of loneliness, min-

gled with the consciousness of an utter in-

abilitj' to perform the unpleasant errand she

had in hand. On being ushered into the

capacious and elegantly furnished parlors she

walljed mcffianically to a center table, and
opening the single book which lay on the

marble top, her eye fell upon these words, "I
will never leave thee, nor forsake thee." An
emotion of tenderness suddenly stole into her

heart. Still bending over the precious book,

the gathering tears beginning to dim her eyes,

she read further on— 'Jesus Christ, the same
yesterday, to-day, and forever." The com-
fort which these passages of Scripture brought
to her it was impossible to describe. The
black clouds of unbelief and doubt rolled

away. The glorious sunlight of divine love

and protection shone in upon her soul. She
was no longer aZone; and this assurance came
to her heart like a balm and a blessing. Her
perturbed and distracted mind was at rest

now ; the by gone joy, peace, and trust sat

again upon the throne of her heart, and held

more potent, loving sway than ever. "Jesus
Christ, the same yesterday, to-day, and forever

!"

she kept saying to herselfover and over again.

Quieted and perfectly self-poised now, she
gave her orders with the assurance of an ex-

perienced traveller. She ate a hearty supper,

went to her room, and in time to her bed,

with as great a sense of security as if she had
been in her own house. She slept peacefully,

and awoke at her usual time in the morning
thoroughlj' refreshed. Unexpected facilities

for transacting her trying business opened up
on all sides. She was uniformly treated with
respect. Her questions were promptly an-

swered. She was marvellously aided in her
quest, and her mission proved successful.

Had it not been for that copy of the Bible,

found so opportunely in her pathway, she was
sure she would have taken the next return
train to her distant home without making an
effort even toward the accomplishment of her
mission. The Bible in the hotel was in the
right place.

—

American Messenger.

HYMN TO THE SEASONS.

When Spring unlocks the flowers, to paint the laugh-
ing soil

;

When Summer's balmy showers refresh the mower's
toil;

When Winter binds in frosty chains the fallow and the
flood,

In God the earth rejoiceth still, and owns his Maker
good.

The birds that wake the morning, and those that love
the shade

;

The winds that sweep the mountain, or lull the drowsy
glade

;

The sun that from his amber bower rejoiceth on his way.
The moon, and stars, their Maker's name in silent

pomp display.

Shall man, the lord of nature, expectant of the sky,

—

Shall man alone unthankful, his little praise deny ?

No,—let the year forsake his course, the seasons cease
to be,

Thee, Master, must we always love ; and, Saviour,
honor Thee.

The flowers of Spring may wither,^the hope of Sum-
mer fade,

—

The Autumn droop in Winter,—the birds forsake the
shade,

—

The wmd be lulled,—-the sun and moon forget their
old decree,

—

—Bishop Heber.

Selected.

A ROYAL SERVICE.
DEDICATED TO " THE WAITING ONES" IN THE KING-

DOM AND PATIENCE OF JESUS CHRIST.

Among the Master's callings of high honor,

One oftentimes we miss,

Because our hearts, in their impatient yearning.

Fail to perceive its bliss
;

Fail to perceive the grandeur of its service,

The deep, sweet joy it brings,

And deem some other easier or nobler.

With richer harvestings.

And so we may not choose, but Christ appoints us

Tbe work of sitting still.

And saith, " My child, in quietness and patience

This service now fulfil."

" Since all these hours of weariness and waiting
Are precious unto me,

Each one must needs be freighted with some blessing.

Love's perfect choice for me."

Then think not thou art kept within the shadow
Of long inactive years;

Without some purpose infinitely glorious.

Some harvest sown in tears.

And 80 there comes a glory and a gladness
Into the weary days,

And in our hearts there shines a solemn radiance.

Inwrought with quiet praise.

We learn that we are given this sweet service

Because the Master sees

That thus his delegates must oft be fitted

For higher embassies.

We praise Him for these lonely hours of waiting,

And, trusting, look above,

Till all the hush and silence of their service

Grows luminous with love.

We muse upon that ministry at Nazareth,
Until it seems to be

A fellow-hip most sweet, a royal honor,

To wait, O Christ, with Thee.

And ever as we stand within the shadow
Of those long years of thine.

Our waiting days grow better, holier, grander,
Their service more sublime

;

Until at last we hear Thy dear voice saying,
" Child, I have need of thee

To fill this vacant place of trust and honor,
To do this work for Me."

And then, as fellow-workers with the Master,
We shall arise and go

Forth to the harvest-tields of earth, it may be,

The reaper's joy to know
;

Or to some perfect, wondrous service yonder.
Within that Holy Place,

Where, veilless, in its full transfigured glory.

His servants see his face.

Selected.

SOWING.
Every one is sowing, both by word and deed

;

All mankipd are growing, either wheat or weed
;

Thoughtless ones are throwing any sort of seed.

Serious ones are seeking seed already sown
;

Many eyes are weeping, now the crop is grown
;

Think upon the reaping—each one reaps his own.

Surely as the sowing shall the harvest be

—

See what you are throwing over hill or lea.

Words and deeds are growing for eternity.

There is One all-knowing, looking en alway.
Fruit to him is flowing, feeling for the day

—

Will your heart be glowing in the grand array ?

Ye that would be bringing sheaves of golden grain
Mind what you are bringing, both from hand and brain,

Then 'mid glad songs singing, you shall glean great
gain. —LitteWs Living Age.

The most effectual way to be rich is not by
enlarging our estates, but by contracting our

The Ponca Investigation.

Senator Dawes of the Senate Committt
investigate the removal of tbe Ponca Inc

from their reservation has presented a re

on this subject, recommending the passa;

a bill he had previously introduced for t

relief.

The report opens with a brief histor

the friendly relations of the United St

with this tribe, which culminated in a tn

in 1858, by which the Poncas ceded

United States a portion of the territory 1

occupied by them, in return for which
United States agreed to protect the Ponct

the possession of the tract of land reset

for their future homes and in their pen
and property during good behavior on t

part.

The report then says that in 1878 the C

ernment, in providing a reservation foi

several bands of the Sioux Indians, mai

treaty with those Indians including wi

the limits of their new reservation the en

Ponca reservation of 96,000 acres. The C
rnittee are unable to find in the Indian Bui
any reason for thus including this reservat

and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, t

say, in his report for 1878, describes it

blunder, in which opinion the present Se
tary of the Interior coincides, but was unt

to inform the Committee whether it wa
blunder in policy or a mistake in boundat
The Committee then refer to the actioi

Congress in 1876, which authorized the '

retary of the Interior to remove the Pot
to the Indian Territory after obtaining

consent of the tribe. No notice, the C
mittee say, of this legislation was'furnis

to the tribe until communicated to them
E. C. Kemble, who arrived upon the reset

tion in January, 1877, under orders from
Indian Bureau, to carry out the provision

the law of 1876.

After reviewing the testimony adduced
fore the Committee bearing directly upon
transactions which resulted in the remc
of the Poncas, the Committee find that

Poncas " were one of the most peaceable of

the Indian tribes; that they were dwell

upon a reservation -which they had occup
ever since they were known as a tribe, un

words of absolute grant from the Un'
States, accompanied by a covenant of pet

able enjoj'me'nt during their good behavi

that, without their knowledge and with
compensation, and without a shadow of cc

plaint against them as a tribe, the Uni
States included their reservation by mist!

of boundaries within the limits of the reser

tion set apart for the Sioux ; that the Uni
States has never undertaken to compens
them in any way for thus attempting to

prive them of their home; that to relit

itself of the difficultes in which this mist;

had involved the United States, the Gove
ment undertook to remove the Poncas fr-

their homo and provide for them elsewhe
and Congress authorized their removal to I

Indian Territory, if they should give th

free consent to such removal ; that the &
ernment, failing to obtain such free conse
removed them by force, and placed th

where they now are against their will, lei

ing their houses and all other property whi
they were unable to take with them, a

lodging them in a hot and, to them, an

hospitable climate; that they have suffer

greatly from their removal to the present tin
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(liavc thereby been greatly diminished in

r ii-rs; that they are at the present moment
?(nti-'iilci!, discouraged and disheartened,

(\i\o making no progress toward self-sup-

,|. that this proceeding on the part of the

n^d States was without justification, and

i!i great wrong to this peaceable tribe of

ijiiis, and demands at the hands of the

3d States speedy and full redress."

e report then enters upon a discussion

e question as to what should be the na-

of that redress under existing circum-

ses in view of the general Indian policy

Government, and the effect it may have

the neighboring tribes. The Committee
t that this is a question of some difficulty

;hat the principal objection that it would

ve trouble with the Sioux, to whom this

vation is now set apart, is combated by

,ing to evidence that shows the Sioux

[rilling that the Poncas should return to

old reservations providing the Govern-

, compensate the Sioux for the lands re-

d to the Poncas.
Committee, in conclusion, say they can

valid objection, therefore, to that means
dress, wliich comes nearest to putting

i Indians in precisely the condition they

"n when the Government undertook to

1 them from their homes into the Indian

itory. They, therefore, report back the

ntroduced by Dawes, and recommend its

ige.

le bill proposes to require the Secretary

e Interior to cause the Poncas to be re-

ed without delay to their Dakota reser

), and provides that their title to the

) shall be deemed valid, anything in the

X treaty to the contrary nothstanding

also requires the Secretary of the Interior

store to the Poncas' " use and enjoyment,

he same condition, as nearly as may be

Q left by them, all houses and other

eraents on personal property belonging

36 tribe when removed from Dakota, and

ill the foregoing purposes provides an ap

mation of $50, 000."

For "The Friend."

^ould it not be well for all of those who
ess to be followers of Christ, each to

7or, prayerfully, to examine their c

rts, asking to be shown any thing which
ot in accordance with His spirit. Surely

e arc not walking in the Light or there

lid be more of a unity of spirit, for " If we
in the light, as He is in the light, we
fellowship one with another, and the

)d of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleanselh us

all sin."

V^here there is not the true spiritual fellow

in many parts of our Society now
[ be willing to ask to be shown the

se, and for strength to walk in the foot

DS of our Saviour; seeking first the king

a of God, and his righteousness, trusting

,t all things needful shall be added,

iany of us profess to consecrate ourselves

Lord ; is not this profession made some
es by some who do not really understand

importance of what they are doing? It

always seemed to me to be a great attain

nt to live a consecrated life so fully that

never spend an idle moment or a cent

jdlessly. We cannot live so unless we
ow of a continual abiding in One who said,

the vine ye are the branches," then

ill we bring forth fruit to his glory and

nor. M.

For "Ilie Friend."

John Bunyan.

A series of small duodecimo volumes en-

titled' English Men of Letters, edited by John
Morloy, and written by popular authors, has

been in the course of publication for some
time, and though too concise to satisfy a de-

sire for a thorough knowledge of any of the

characters described, the books have proved

desirable additions to the biographies of the

day. One of these little volumes, and a pleas-

antly written one, is a Life of John Bunyan,

by J. A. Froudo. Our attention was called

to a passage in it by a friend where Fronde

asserts that our early Friends disbelieved the

Divinity of Christ and the inspiration of the

Scriptures. I felt at a loss how a writer of

BVoude's reputation could make so strange

an assertion when it would have taken but

ttle research on his part to have found the

falsity of the charge. On endeavoring to

trace the matter I find ho has founded his

accusation against Friends on a long and dis-

connected attack of Bunyan's on Edward
rrough. The whole article, covering 33

pages in his works, is little else than railing

accusations against Edward Burrough, and

by implication, his friends. Bunyan calls his

ti-act a Vindication of Gospel Truths; Ed-

ward Burrough answered it at considerable

length.

We who are of the same household of faith

are not interested to go into those long-for

gotten disputations other than that we enter-

tain a jealousy least the good name of our

fathers should in any wise suffer by the care-

lessness of such an one as Froude. Some ex-

tracts from the letter of George Fox to the

Governor of Barbadoes will set forth our early

Friends' views very clearly. He says :

" Whereas many scandalous lies and slan-

ders have been cast upon us, to render us

odious ;
as that, ' We deny God, Christ Jesus,

and the Scriptures of Truth,' &c. This is to

inform you. That all our books and declara-

tions, which for these many years have been

published to the world, clearly testify the

contrary." "And we own and believe in

Jesus Christ, his beloved and only-begotten

Son, in whom He is well pleased; who was
conceived by the Holy Ghost, and born of the

Virgin Mary ; in whom we have redemption

through his blood, even the forgiveness of

sins ; who is the express image of the Invisi-

ble God, the first-born of every creatuie, by

whom were all things ci-eated that ai-o in

heaven and in earth, visible and invisible,

whether they be thrones, dominions, princi-

palities, or powers; all things were created

by Him. And we own and believe that He
was made a sacrifice for sin, who knew no

sin, neither was guile found in his mouth
;

that He was crucified for us in the flesh, with-

out the gates of Jerusalem ; and that He was
buried, and rose again the third day, by the

power of his Father, for our justification ; and

that He ascended up into heaven, and now
sitteth at the right hand of God. This Jesus,

who was the foundation of the holy prophets

and apostles, is our foundation ;
and we be

lieve there is no other foundation to be laid

but that which is laid, even Christ Jesus

who tasted death for every man, shed his

blood for all men, is the propitiation for our

sins, and not for ours only, but also for the

sins of the whole world : according as John

the sin of the world,' John i. 29. We believe

that He alone is our Eedeemer and Saviour,

the captain of our salvation, who saves us
from sin, as well as from hell and the wrath
to come, and destroys the devil and his works

;

He is the Seed of the woman that bruises the

serpent's head, to wit, Christ Jesus, the Alpha
and Omega, the First and the Last. He is (as

the Scriptures of Truth say of Him) our wis-

dom, righteousness, justification, and redemp-
tion ; neither is there salvation in any other,

for there is no other name under heaven given

among men, whereby we may be saved. He
alone is the Shepherd and Bishop of our souls;

He is our Prophet, whom Moses long since

testified of, saying, 'A prophet shall the Lord
your God raise up unto you of your brethren,

like unto me ; Him shall ye hear in all things,

whatsoever He shall say unto you : and it

shall come to pass, that every soul which
will not hear that prophet shall be destroyed

from among the people,' Acts, iii. 22, 23. He
is now come in Spirit, 'and hath given us an
understanding, that we may know him that

is true.' He rules in our hearts by his law
of love and life, and makes us free from the

law of sin and death. We have no life, but

by Him ; for He is the quickening Spirit, the

second Adam, the Lord from heaven, by
whose blood we are cleansed, and our con-

sciences sprinkled from dead works, to serve

the living God. He is our Mediator, who
makes peace and reconciliation between God
offended and us offending ; He being the Oath
of God, the new covenant of light, life, grace,

and peace, the author and finisher of our faith.

This Lord Jesus Christ, the heavenly man,
the Emmanuel, God with us, we all own and
believe in ; He whom the high-priest raged
against, and said He had spoken blasphemy;
whom the priests and elders of the Jews took
counsel together against, and put to death

;

the same whom Judas betrayed for thirty

pieces of silver, which the priests gave him as

a reward for his treason ; who also gave large

money to the soldiers to broach an horrible

lie, namely, ' That his disciples came by ni^ht,

and stole Him away while we slept.' After

He was risen from the dead, the history of

the Acts of the apostles sets forth how the

chief priests and elders persecuted the disci-

])les of this Jesus, for preaching Christ and
his resurrection. This, we say, is that Lord
Jesus Christ, whom we own to be our life and
salvation."

" Concerning the Holy Scriptures, we be-

lieve they were given forth by the holy Spirit

of God, through the holy men of God, who
(as the Scripture itself declares, 2 Pet. i. 21,)
' spoke as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost.' We believe they are to be read, be-

lieved, and fulfilled (he that fulfils them is

Christ); and they are 'profitable for doctrine,

for reproof, for correction, for instruction in

righteousness, that the man of God may be

perfect, thoroughlj' furnished unto all good
works,' 2 Tim. iii. 16, 17; and are able to
" make wise unto salvation, through faith

which is in Christ Jesus.' We believe the

Holy Scriptures are the words of God; for it

is said in Exodus xx. 1, 'God spake all these

words, saying,' &c., meaning the ten com-
mandments given forth upon Mount Sinai.

And in Eev. xxii. 18, saith John, 'I testify to

every man that heareth the words of the
.

prophecy of this book, if any man shall add

the Baptist testified of Him, when he said,! unto these,' and ' if any man shall take away
' Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh away 'from the words of the book of this prophecy'
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(not the Word), &c. So in Luke i. 20 :
' Be-

cause thou believest not my words.' And in

John V. 47 ;
xv. 7 ; xiv. 23 ; sii. 47. So thai

we call the Holy Scriptures as Christ, the

apostles, and holy men of God called theoa,

viz., the words of God."

" Freedmen's Paradise."

Under this head, Dr. S. W. Marston writes

to the Religious Herald concerning the colored

people in Beaufort Co., S. C.

:

Whatever hindrances and opposition, im-

aginary or real, may be said to exist in other

portions of the South to mar the happiness

and retard the progress and prosperity of the

freedmen, thereby causing them to migrate to

K.Tnsas, Africa, and elsewhere, it is apparent

from existing facts that, in the above-named
county they are contented and happy. Here
they enjoy all the rights and privileges vouch-

safed to any class of United States citizens.

Hero they are largely in the ascendency as

to numbers, and exercise rights of suffrage

without fear of molestation. Politically, they

have it all their own way. And on this ac-

count I suppose it is, that Beaufort County is

called all over the State, " The Black County."

By the exigencies of the war, this county,

made up mostly of islands, and once owned
by wealthy planters, was confiscated for taxes,

and placed upon the market for sale in such

a way that the lands could be bought in small

has been elected six times to fill the office he

now occupies; and who, I judge, is a man of

undoubted integrity and veracity.

Now, if we accept newspaper reports as

correct, there have been in the other counties

of South Carolina, during the past four months,
twenty-six murders and sixteen assaults with

intent to kill. We may well ask. Why this

difference ? Why should the people of Beau-
fort County be so much more peaceable than
those of other counties of the State ? It can-

not be simply because so large a proportion

of its citizens are colored people, nor because

the few whites living there are so much bet-

ter than the white people in the rest of the

State. I am inclined to the opinion, that it

is because the colored people in this county
own the lands they cultivate and the houses
they live in ; and this possession of real estate

has so inspired their industry and manhood,
and developed their self-respect, as to make
them lovers of good order in society. As a

general rule, any man, black or white, feels

better and behaves better, and does better in

every respect, when he works for himself on
his own land, than he does when working for

another by the duj', month or year, or even
when cultivating land on shares.

Allowing this to be the correct view of the

matter, may we not go a little further and
say that the elevation, prosperitj^ and peace
of the freedraen of the South can best be pro-

moted by giving them an opportunity to ob-

tracts, ranging from ten to one hundred acres tain, individually, an interest in the land they
each. The colored people purchased the most

|

cultivate ? They have muscle and mind—the

and joy, in the Holy Spirit.-

Gonran.
-Life of

Friend, Don't Swear.

Upon going into a wagon-shop, a few
since, the first thing that met our gaz(

the above sentence, printed in large cap
and posted up in a conspicuous place.

These three short words were sugge
First, they gave undoubted proof that
one connected with the shop was a man
had not forgotten God's injunction n(

take his name in vain. Second, they shi

that he wished others to remember the
injunciion; and third, they showed,
thought, that he had taken a very good
to give them a warning to that e"
was nothing hai-sh about it—perfectly
and mi Id, indeed something pleasant—'Fr
don't Swear"-—just as though a peculi£

terest was felt in each individual who
read it. It might have read, "No swea
allowed here," "All profanity forbidden bi

or any other peremptory command ; bu-

doubt whether either would have act

plishedso much asthe simple request "Fri
don't Swear." Would it not be well if, i

proving all kinds of iniquity, we were tc

moi-e mildness, and notso much denunciat
Now, we have known some good men,
Christian men, who, ofcourse, would not
world swear themselves, but who, ne\

ess, would seem very much delighted wi
well told story, even though it abounde
oaths, and would laugh heartily at a j

of it; and now nearly all who live upon it'two elements of honest wealth—and when I even though a serious subject was the t

are landlords—that is, they own the landsithese are stimulated by the opportunity to|it. But this sentence, on the contrary,

they cultivate. They work for themselves,
j

purchase lands to live upon and cultivate, I I
the same solemn, gentle admonition

And as the very choicest kind of cotton known jbelieve they will become an industrious, frugal, Isuch— " Friend, don't Swear." We arc

in the world, called the "Sea Island Cotton,"

grows in this county, and scarcely anywhere
else, it is easy to see what superior advantages

for thrift and prosperity the people here enjoy.

The population of the county is about 40,-

000, and of this number 30 000 are blacks.

The island of St. Helena alone contains 10,-

000 blacks and only seventy-five whites; and

in the city of Beaufort, the county scat, there

are 3,000 blacks and only 1,800 whites. These
statistics clearly show that the colored people

have it all their own way, if they choose to,

and happy people.
j

formed that the effect of this silent yet e

»-» speaking little sentence of truth was
In the agitations of the present life, beset happy; "that,although frequented by all cla

and perplexed as we are with troubles, how jof men, an oath was rarely heard in that s

natural it is to seek earnestly some place ofj^We long for such purity of public sentim
rest! and hence it is that wo so often reveal: that the face of every respectable man

"

our cares and perplexities to our fellow-men, bear on its every lineament such a leg

and seek comfort and strength from thatjand unmistakable "Friend, don't Swear
source. But the sanctified soul, having ex- [would effectually awe down the terrible
perienced the uncertainties of all human aids, lianity which is now so abounding—that
turns instinctively to the great Gud

;
and awful swearing because of which the 1

hiding itself in the presence and protection jmourneth, might entirely and forever ce

Stlected.Let us now consider their financial con-!of the divine existence, it reposes there, as in

dition, and see if they have made a good useja strong tower, which no enemies can con-

of their opportunities. I am told that there qucr, and, as on an everlasting rock, which
are on those cotton-growing islands, 2,700 men

j

no floods can wash away. It knows the in-

who are heads of families; that they live in structive import of that sublime exclamation

good houses, own their own farms, ride in

their own carriages, and wear " made to order"

broad-cloth clothes to chuich; that in the

city of Beaufort, there are not less than 500
families that own the residences they live in

—many of which indicate, by their external

appearance andsurroundings, that the in mates
possess a high degree of social refinement,

and are prosperous and happy. It is said to

be a very rare thing to see a colored beggar
upon the streets asking for food, raiment, or

shelter

of the psalmist, " My

Religions Items, &f.

E. L. Stanton, in the N. Y. Independent,

;ribcs the effect of remorse, and the cha

upon God ; for my
— T. C. Upham.

wait thou only it pi-oduced in the character of Charles Ees
cpectalion is from Him. jthe novelist.

" Its immediate occasion was the deatt

I

Mrs. Seymour, (a personal friend,) and ii

In this meeting I had to remind them of just at this point that a rather romantic
that declaration that we have all sinned and < terest attends the case. A strong attachra

fallen short, but how far, or the extent, we between C. Reade and this lady had exis

ought each to seek to know for ourselves.
|

for many years, and in her house, amid
Our great adversary endeavors to palliate,

j

loneliness, and in her society, he found a ho
and is very expert in using arguments to set (and a friend. Upon her death, after a vi

us at ease in our sins; but if we bring them (brief illness, Mr. Reade was plunged into ('

.tothediscoveringlightof Christ in our minds,
:
sorrow. He bitterly reproached himself

But the most remarkable fact of all is, that! we shall see them as they are in the sight of|his influence upon Mrs. Seymour's opinio

n this county of 40,000 people—three-fourths God, where no palliations or excuses will This added greatly to the pangs he suffei

of whom are blacks—not a single murder h
been committed since the war, and that only
an average of ten criminals, during the past

four years, has been in the hands of the law.

These facts are from the records of the sheriff's

office, and were given to me by Alfred Wil-

liams, the Ma3-or of Beaufort, who, by the suf-

frage of the people, both black and white,

cover them from his righteous judgments, at her loss. ' But for my influence,' as ho sa

which will bo revealed against every thing
r referring to his ' rationalistic views,' as I ;

that is not of his own begetting; therefore I derstood, 'she might have been an emint
exhorted Friends to bring their deeds to this saint ; and now, if she is not saved, I am
light, that they may pass under the flaming sponsible for it.' This selfreproach was 1

sword, ior nothing that is unclean, or done in keen edge of Mr. Reade's grief, and his

the will of the crt-ature, will be permitted to quisite sensibilities were so moved that

outer that kingdom which is purity, peace, almost sank under it."
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t Washing.— On Holy Thursday the

ror ;ind Empress of Austria, in the

nee of their whole Court, of the Privj'

I, the Diplomatic Corps, and the su-

officers of the Vienna Garrison, washed

i3et of twenty-four poor old men and

in, having previously sewed these vener-

paupers with a plentiful meal, placing

iveral dishes before their humble guests

their own hands. After the old people

lartaken of the good things provided for

by the Imperial bounty, the tables were

;d by Imperial Archdukes and Ladies of

r. The feast consisted of four courses,

yed into the banqueting-hall by noble

en and patrician pages, under the direc-

)f Kinsky, the High-Cook Marshall. At

Delusion the feet-washing ceremony took

, a court chaplain i-eading aloud from

Writ during the performance of this

nt rite. Subsequently a purse contain-

hirty pieces of silver, was presented by

Imperor to each of the old men, and by

impress to each of the venerable dames,

f whom had all but attained her hun-

h year, while the youngest of the twelve

X hearty octogenarian."

service was in supposed fulfilment of

it's injunction to " wash one another's
'

—

Christian Statesman.

otes'tant churches are multiplying very

ly in Ital}'. Of churches which have

ces in a foreign tongue for foreign peo-

here are fifty ;
of churches composed of

in converts from Catholicism there are

of which the Methodists have forty-four,

Vaudois thirty-nine, the Free Church

ty-one, the Baptists nineteen, the Ply-

,h brethren fifteen.

Natural History, Science, &c.

Ted of the Sun on the iJocA's.—Several of

mountainsides of this country are re-

:ably steep, and ihe loose blocks on thera

p and angular, without a trace of weather-

For a time we considered the angularity

16 loose fragments as evidence that the

nent was of comparatively recent forma-

but wo afterward heard the operation

illy going on by which the boulders are

nto these sharp fragments. The rocks

leatcd by the torrid sun during the day

eh an extent that one is sometimes startled

tting down on them after dusk to find

Kjuite too hot for the flesh, protected by

thin trousers, to bear. The thermometer

3d on them rises to 137° in the sun. These

ed surfaces, cooling from without by the

ing air, contract more externally than

in, and the unyielding interior forces off

)uter parts to a distance of one or two

Let any one in a rocky place observe

fragments that have been thus shot off",

he will find in the vicinity pieces from a

ounces to one or two hundred pounds in

ht, which exactly fit the new surface of

original block ; and he may hear in the

lings among the hills, where sound travels

ily, the ringing echo of the report.

—

B.

ngstone.

'he Crystal Spring of the Wacissa river is

described bj' the Monticello Constitu-

: "Although our residence in Jefferson

ity dates back more than twenty years,

ast Saturday for the first time we floated

the clear and sparkling waters of the

3issa river, and were really surprised at

magnitude and beauty of the stream

which has an average depth of from four to

seven feet Irom its head to the canal that

connects it wilh the Aucilla—a distance of

bout ten miles. We also visited several of

the numerous springs that supply the vast

expanse of water, and among the number
hat is known as the 'Big Spring'—a very

ordinary name for one of the grandest and

most beautiful of springs in the entire South.

It forms a circular basin, forty or fifty yards

across, and its depth is unknown. The water

is clear, and when illuminated by the rays of

a noonday sun, probably hundreds of feet be-

low the surface, can be seen the trunks and
branches of large trees, covered with small

particles of shell that glisten like diamonds;

and the impetus of the water as it rushes in

a vast volume from the spring, forces upward
myriads of small shells that permeate the en-

tire basin, and have the appearance of sprays

of brilliants. A close inspection also reveals

the fact that this basin is surrounded, many
feet below the surface of the water, by jagged

walls of rock, and the outlet to the sam
its passage to the Wacissa river is protected

on either side by what appears to be a solid

mass of nature's masonry."

The powers of the various kinds of building

stone to resist pressure and atmospheric

fluonces are well-known, but there scarcely

ever occurs an extensive fire which does not

imphasize the need of better information as

o the effect of heat upon stone. This need
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Hiram A. Cutting, State Geologist of Ver-

mont, has undertaken to supply by a series

of experiments, the first result of which is to

confirm and give exactness to the general im-

pression that granite is a poor heatresister,

and the second to show that there is wide

choice—even in granite—in this respect. He
tested 22 specimens of the best known quar-

ries, and found that while all were unaffected

by 500 deg. of heat, damage usually began at

600 deg., was serious and frequent at 800 deg.,

and at 1,000 deg. all the specimens were

ruined, the stone from Mt. Desert standing

the test, perhaps, better than any other. He
gives it as his opinion that the effect of water

on heated granite is rather apparent than

real. The importance of this information is

very great, especially to builders and insurers.

In spile of these hints, this favorite stone will

probably continue to be used in "fire-proof"

buildings, and possibly without serious dan-

ger, if it is only used in very solid walls; but

to use it in building support! nj; columns, es-

pecially within the walls, is only to invite the

gutting of the whole interior of the buildin

if a fire should break out.

Siiffron.—This is largely cultivated in the

valley of Cashmere. It flowers in the Tenth
month, and when the blossoms open, they

are plucked, and the different colored stamens

picked out and separated. The red and white

only are of value, the yellow being generally

given to the cattle. The former after proper

preparation, yield the saffron, which is used

in medicine, as a dye-stuff, and in oriental

cooking.

How to Obey.—In a panic in a public school,

caused by the cry of fire, one little girl sat

perfectly"still. On being asked why she did

so, she said :
" My father is a fireman, and

told me if the school should be aflre I would

be fur safer to sit in my place until the rush

was over, and then get out quietly." She

knew how to obey.

It is not uncommon for ministers of other

denominations to use, near the conclusion of

their public prayers, a form of words about as

follows :
" We ask all these things in the name

of the Lord Jesus Christ." Of latter years

we have frequently heard ministers of our

own religious Society use the same formula,

or some modification of it, such as, " We ask

these things in the all-availing name of Jesus."

We have often been unpleasantly impres.sod

on such occasions with a fear that those who
thus spoke attached in their minds some virtue

or influence to the mere use of these words,

independently of that Di vine power or unction

which alone renders prayer availing. The
word Name is often used in the Scriptures as

synonymous with power, as where the Proverb

says: "The name of the Lord is a strong

tower. The righteous runneth into it and is

safe;" and the prophet Micah declares, "We
will walk in the name of the Lord our God
forever." In this sense of the word, it is very

true that all our petitions outrht to be offered

in the name, that is in the living power and
virtue of Christ; but to introduce into them
such a formula, or any otherexpressions which

do not arise from the prompting of the Lord
Himself, is inconsistent with the real nature

of prayer, which is the outpouring of the soul

to its Creator as inspired by his own Holy
Spirit.

This subject is by no means a new one in

our history—as may be shown by the follow-

ing extract from the writings of William

Bay!}', one of the early members and min-

isters among Friends. He says :

—

" There is a great noise by way of objectioa

among many of the profes-^ors in this age,

against the people called Quakers; which is

on this wise, viz: 'We do not understand,'

say they, ' that you ever pray to God in the

name of Jesus, or in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ, &c., though we grant you often

preach and pray, and many good exhortations

there are to be heard among you, but we sel-

dom or never hear you preach or pray in the

name of Jesus.' * * *

To which I shall endeavor to answer as I

have received of the Lord. * * *

I do affirm, that they who preach and pray

in the spirit and power and light and wisdom
of God, do pray in the name of Jesus, for

Jesus is but a name which was given unto

that which was before that name was. * *

Now if any pray or preach or speak in the

power of God, and in the wisdom of God, they

do it in the name of Jesus ; or if any pray in

the truth and the life and the way, they pray

in the name of Jesus ;
and if any pray in the

true light and spirit of God (which lighteth

every man that comoth into the world), they

pray in the name of Jesus."

Isaac Penington also refers to this subject

in one of his letters, saying :

"A second thing wherein professors griev-

ously mistake, is, about praying in the name of

Christ; in which name, he that asketh, re-

ceiveth ; and, out of which, there is no right

asking of the Father. Tfiey think that pray-

ing in the name of Christ, consists in using

some outward words, as, ' Do this for thy

Son's sake,' or, ' We beg of thee in Christ's
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name;' whereas, that in the heart which
knoweth not the Father, may use such words

;

and that which is taught of the Father to

pray, and prayeth in the Son, may not be led

to use those words. The name, wherein the

asking and acceptance is, is living ; and he

that prayeth in the motion of the Spirit, and
in the power and virtue of the Son's life, he

prayeth in the name and his voice is owned of

the Father; and not the other, who hath
learned in his own will, time and spirit, to

use those words relative to the Son."

In the article in our last number, entitled.

Polished Shafts, taken from The British Friend,

there are allusions and cautions which may
not be fully appreciated by some of our readers

in the limits of Philadelphia and Ohio Yearly
Meetings, who have not bad much oppor-

tunity of observing what is transpiring in

other places. We refer especially to those

paragraphs which speak of the demand for

ministers and teachers as evidencing that

some under our name do not realize the value

of the testimony borne by our Society to the

"reality and the sufficiency of the Divine

Presence" to teach those who wait upon God.
In attending some meetings outside of the

two Yearly Meetings referred to, and in read-

ing the reports of the proceedings of others,

and the communications from their members
published in some of the Journals of the day,

it is painful to observe how outward the views
of many have become, and how largely their

reliance seems to be placed on public preach-

ing for any growth in the Church, or even for

the preservation of the members who now
belong to it. We do not undervalue a true

gospel ministry, which is a great blessing to

the church; but unless our members are

brought to be acquainted with Him who
teacheth in the secret of the soul as never
man taught, and learn to look up to Him for

wisdom and strength, they will be like those

of whom the apostle spoke, who were ever

learning and never able to come to the knowl
edge of the truth.

A Friend in a Western State haa sent us a

copy of the Weekly Bulletin of the Young
Men's Christian Association of Eichmond, In-

diana, for 5th mo. 7th last, in which, among
other announcements of services at the dif-

ferent places of worship to be held on the

following First-day, it is published that " S.

M. Grannis [who in another page of the Bul-

letin is styled a 'noted gospel-singer'], will

sing at Fifth Street Friends' Meeting-house
in the morning."

It is also stated that, "In the afternoon, at

3.30, a mass praise service will be held in the

Indiana Yearly Meetinghouse," in which two
of the noted gospel-singers, and other prominent
individuals " will participate." Cordial invi-

tation to the public is extended.

Such incidents furnish convincing evidence

of the extent to which the testimonies and
usages ot our Society are departed from by
those who open the meeting-houses of Friends
to exhibitions so inconsistent with its princi

pies ; and they tend to quench the hopes of

those who would gladly see in the different

Yearly Meetings, a more lively concern to re

turn to the standai'd of doctrine and practice

which our forefathers exhibited to the world,

It is an illustration of the truth stated in an
article in our la^^t issue, that "Every relapse

from the fullest and moat practical recognition

of the presence and sufficiency of our Lord,

has been marked by a craving for more of

visible and human instrumentality in wor-

ship."

" The Pennsylvania Society for the Protec-

tion of Children from Cruelty," incorporated

in 1877, in an appeal to the citizens of Phila-

delphia for aid, state, that during the three

years of its existence it has been called upon
to .care for and protect more than three thou-

sand children, which it has been able to do
effectually, sometimes by good counsel, at

others by stern and timely warning or the

appeal to law, and always by careful subse-

quent supervision. Xine hundred of these

children it has been obliged to remove from
under the charge of cruel and unnatural
parents, or of guardians who had abused their

trust, and by decree of the proper court it

has placed them in safe and better keeping.

And in no instance has any charge of improper
interference between parent and child, guar-

dian and ward, master and apprentice, been

made good against this Society; the decision

of the court being invariably in its favor.

Its office is 1406 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—During the .5th month the public

debt shows a reduction of $1.5,928,033—a rate of p.ny-

ment of more than half a million per day—at which
rate the whole debt could be cancelled within seven or

eight years.

Philadelphia exhibitors received thirty-two prizes at

the Sydney (Australia) International Exhibition.
John Elk, a Winnebago Indian, has sued a Ward

Register in Omaha, Neb., for $6000 damages, for refus-

fusing to register him at the late municipal election.

His petition alleges that he is an Indian, born within

the United States, and that more than a year previous

to the grievance complained of, he had severed his

tribal relations, and surrendered himself to the jurisdic-

tion of the United States, and avers that under the four-

teenth amendment he is a citizen of the United States,

and entitled to the rights and privileges of citizenship.

Advices from Fort Walsh, Manitoba, report trouble

between the American and Canadian Indians; several

slight conflicts have occurred.

In 1879, 1032 persons were killed and 3.573 injured,

on the railways of Great Britain. According to the

Railroad Oaselle, from 5th mo. 1879, to the end of 4th

mo. 1880, 180 persons were killed, and 644 injured, on
the railroads of the United States. The very fast rates

at which trains are run in England, are considered
largely responsible for the great loss of life which re-

sults from accidents.

At the Brewers' National Convention recently held
in Buffalo, it was stated that there are now in the United
States more than 2000 breweries, which annually con-

sume 35,000,000 bushels of barley and 35,000,000 pounds
of hops.

The U. S. Senate has passed the Eaton bill, which
provides for the appointment of nine commissioners
from civil life, to be selected by the President, and sub-

ject to the approval of the Senate, who are to consider

the whole question of the revision of the tariff laws.

They are to report the result of their investigation from
time to time, and make a final report by the first of

next year. The bill is now before the House.
The army worm is reported to be devastating the

whe.at, corn, and timothy crops, in portions of Ocean
and Monmouth counties, N. J. They appeared sud-

denly, and in some instances destroyed acres of wheat
and grass in one night before they were discovered.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia during last

week was 355, an increase of 49 over the previous week.
Of this number 207 were adults and 148 children.

Markets, &C.—U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 103J ;

coupon, 106i ; 5's, 103 ; 4J's, 109| ; 4's, 109J.
Trade in all departments continues inactive, but

prices generally have been comparatively steady.

Cotton was quiet but firm. Sales of middlings at 12
a 12J cts. per pound for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum is dull at 7J cts. for refined in barrels, and
at 11 cts. for do. in cases.

Flour is dull and prices are weak. Sales of 900 bbls.,

Minnesota extras, at 14.80 a $6.25 ; Penna. family at

lies

i

$4.75 a f5.25 ; western do., at $5 a $6, and
$6.50 a $8. Rye-flour is steady at $4.62^ a $4.7?

Grain.—Wheat is strong, but lacks vitality. 8
4,000 bushels red at $1.28 a S1.284, and amber
Rye is selling at 88 cts. for Pennsylvania. Com i

with a fair inquiry at full prices. Sales of 6000 b
rejected at 49| a 5"lJ cts., steamer at 50 a 50^ cts.;

at 51 a 51J cts., and yellow at 52 a 53 cts. Oa
dull. Sales of 4200 bushels mixed at 38 cts., and
at 39 J a 43 cts. The receipts 6th mo. 5th were)

ows : 2840 barrels flour, 59,000 bushels wheat, U
bushels corn, 500 bushels rye, 2.5,200 bushels of o

Hay and straw market, for week ending 6th mc
80.—Loads of bay, 292; straw, 61. Average

during the week : Prime timothy, $1.15 a $1.30 pt

pounds ; mixed, §1.10 to $1.20 ; straw, $1.25 a $1,

AVool.—There is no change of importance to

in the position of this market. The small sales

were generally a few cents lower than the

week.
Oils.—Prime Lard, 55 cts. ; No. 1, 49 cts.

;

cts. Neats foot, extra, 70 a 75 cts. ; No. 1, 6-5,

2, 55 cts. Linseed, 68 cts. Sperm, crude, 49 a

extra bleached winter, $1.17 a $1.20.

Beef cattle were in good demand, and prices \t

fraction higher ; 2400 head sold at the different yai

3^ a 5J cts. per lb. as to condition.

Cows were dull : 190 head sold at the different
;

at S20 a $50 per head.

Sheep were a fraction higher ; 8000 he.ad sold s

different yards at Z} a o\ cts. per lb., and lambs
cts per lb.

Hogs were in demand at former rates : 4500

sold at the different yards at 6 a 6J cts. per lb.,

quality.

Foreign.—The Dublin correspondent of the i

says :
" Accounts from all parts of the country rej

ing the state of the crops give the highest promi
abundance."
The committee to distribute the New York Hi

relief fund, are giving special attention to the new
children. One of the committee says :

" We are

giving breakfasts to considerably more than tifty

sand poor children. The average attendance i

schools in the distressed districts has largely incre;

and we are in receipt of numberless mo-
letters from all parts of the country, testifv

immense importince of this part of your c

work. We have also clothed several thousar

girls, employing not only poor seamstresses

but also people in distant villages in the manufae

of goods."

The Empress of Russia died on the 3rd inst

fifth-sixth year.

Intelligence has reached St. Petersburg that

Chinese are massing large bodies of troops on the J

sian frontier, and that an attack is expected wit

the formality of a declaration of war.

A telegram referring to the famine in Kurdis

Armenia and Western Persia, states that forty thoui

persons must be fed for two months, if they are

alive. A great many people have already die

starvation.

Information has been received from Paris, that

government has resolve'd to clo.se all the Jesuit estab

ments on the 13th inst, without further w.irniiig.

The opening of the Mount Vesuvius Railway i

place on the 6th inst Several successful ascents \

made. The time occupied on the journey from the

of the mountain to the terminus of the railway,

eight minutes.

It is reported that the cattle plague has reappe;

on the island of Cyprus, and that 2000 ai
'

died, out of a total of 100,000 in the island.

Du

WANTED
A Friend and his wife, to take charge of the Fan

Tunessassa, and to have the general superintendenc

the school and family at that place.

Application may be made to

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., Philadelpbi.i.

Joseph L. Bailev, Pine Iron Works, Berks Co.,

Joseph S. Elkinton, 325 Pine St., Philadelphia

Died, near Crosswicks, N. J., on the 23rd of Tl

month, 1880, Edward Thorn, an elder of Chesterf

Monthly Meeting, in the 75th year of his age.

have the consoling belief that his peace was m,ade,

that our loss was his eternal gain.

wflZlAMlir pTLE^'pRIN'rER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Ancient Testimonies Revived.

nuel Alexander addresses to "Members
ttenders of Friends' Meetings," the tliree

nngexiraets from the writingsof Friends,

ovv their objection to " the heathen names
lys," which he says now "are placed on
Meeting house walls" referring we sup-

to the notices of meetings posted on the

i, and dated in the fashionable style.

om Samuel Fathergill : — "The testi-

es given to us as a people, in various

ches, have been a stone of stumbling, and
of offence, to many, who have desired

jrown, without our cross, and have over-

ed and despised the peculiarity of our
mony—or rather the Lord's testimony
ugh us. The language, customs, and
ions of this world, though by many es-

led indifferent, are not so by us, but are

of the growth, the underwood of the lofty

mon, which the day of the Lord is to

upon, as well as upon the tall cedars.

when that day comes, it will burn as an
with prevailing heat, so as to l^ave

neither root nor branch.

A.11 who have entered into fellowship with
hrough the Baptism of Christ, the only
door of entrance, have, not from imitation

clear conviction, found this compliance
r indispensable duty."

rom William Young, of Leominster:

—

on after entering into my usual employ-
t, I became uneasy at our being in the

t of using the common names of the

tbs, and writing them in the shop-books,

ead of those adopted by Friends. Loth
ake up such a cross, without being satis-

it was a required duty, as I was one day
ightful about it, having a Bible in my
d, on opening it, the thirteenth verse of

twenty-third chapter of Exodus immo-
.ely presented itself to my view :

—'And
11 things that I have said unto you, be ye

pect; and make no mention of the

e of other gods, neither let it be heard

of thy mouth.' This struck my attention,

fixed my judgment."
rom Loveday Hen wood :

—" About the end
he year, when I had to write out my bills,

reat exercise came over my mind, in refer-

e to the names of the months. I sat down,
did not feel easy to call them as I had

formerly done; I therefore desired in my
heart, to be shown what I ought to do, when
it was clearly spoken inwardly to mo, in these

words, ' In the second month, the seventeenth
day of the month, the same daj^ were all the

fountains of the great deep broken up, and
the windows of heaven were opened.'—Gen.

vii. n. I hesitated no longer, but wrote ac-

cording to the direction I had been graciously

favored with."

To these may be added the following tract

on "The Plain Language."
" A circumstance which need not hero be

entered into has led the writer into a veiy
serious consideration of what may perhaps be

styled "The Plain Language Question." In

a spirit of tender love to all, he feels war-
ranted in giving forth this leaflet for the con-

sideration of others who may have had the

matter before their minds, particularly those

who are members of the highly professing

Christian society, known as the Society of

Friends. A Churchman bj' birth, a Dissenter

by choice, and later, a Friend by convince-

ment, the writer has a special desire that

Friends in particular should weigh well and
carefully the matter with which this leaflet

deals. The plain language lois one of the

peculiarities of Friends, and for one who was
known as a Quaker to use the ordinary lan-

guage of the world, was years ago an occur-

rence very rarely heard of. Of late years,

however, Friends have lost much of this

peculiarity, and at present perhaps a majority

in the Society use the common language, and
indeed some seem offended if they are ad-

dressed as 'thee' or 'thou.' The object of

this little tract is to try to ascertain whether
this change is a change for good, and whether
sound reasons can be given against the uphold-

ing of a testimony which the early Friends
evidently considered an important one, and
for which they suffered long and grievously.

" In the view of the writer, a sincere Chris-

tian—one who is truly humbled before God,
and feels that the world and all it can give is

but a small thing compared to the blessed

hope of eternal life in Christ .Jesus— such an
one will not be nice in desiring titles and
flattering language, nor yet will such an one
be fond of gratifying the vanity of others, or

using terms which may be misleading and in-

correct. The early Friends were intensely

watchful in this matter, refusing under any
circumstances to address any as master' or

mistress unless they really were so, and say-

ing generally just what they meant, firmly,

plainly, yet respectfully. Believing that it

was best and most in accord with the general

Scriptural position they took up, they adopted
the Scriptural language, saying ' thee' or ' thou'

to a single person, and rejected the world's

custom of saying 'you,' which was considered
more honorable to the party addressed. This
was a straight blow at the pride and height
of the carnal mind, and earthly spirit ; and
the world, lost in its vain imaginations, felt

offended when so addressed. Now it is very
desirable not to offend, but still more desirable

to do God's will. It is hard to the flesh to

give up, indeed the writer knows from experi-

ence that one of the most difficult things to

be ftiithful in is this. It is more particularly

so when the person has previously used the

world's language, and now from conviction

has to say 'thou' to persons whom he has for

many years been accustomed to address as

'you;' or to address masters, or persons in

authority, or persons much older than him-
self, in the plain language. The shopkeeper
fear-i to offend the sensitiveness of his custom-
ers, the young man applying for a situation

lacks courage to say ' thou' or ' thee.'

" Thus many shrink from the test, and are

day by day grieved at heart at their little

faith. Others take couragi to use the plain

language to Friends, but through fear of giv-

ing offence, or attracting attention, or being
laughed at, they speak to others as formerly,

although they find clear checks in their minds
that show them their considering what the

world will say is a hindrance to their growth
in the Truth. There are others, children of

worthy parents, who from early childhood

have been taught to use the plain language,

yet give it up when not addressing Friends.

The query that has arisen in the writer's

mind here is: Is it right thus to shrink from

the use of this moiie of speaking if it is the

best and most consistent ? Surely there can be

but one answer to that query. The plain

language is not only grammatical and Scrip-

tural, but it is the language in which we ad-

dress our Heavenly Father.
" George Fox says :

' Thou and thee' was
a sore cut to proud flesh and them that sought
self-honor, who, though they would say it to

God and Christ, could not endure to have it

said to themselves.' Surely we will not be

easy in giving greater honor to our fellow-

creatures than to our Creator. If we say
' thou' and ' thee' to God, and say ' you' to our
fellow-man because he regards it as more
honorable and respectful, what a sad position

we occupy. And oh, lohat a safeguard it would
be to young Friends in particular—what a

help to their keeping other testimonies of

Truth—if they only took up this cross and
faithfully bore it. Our dear Lord did so, he

received not honor from men, nor yet gave it,

yet loved all and sought their good.
" Yet this safeguard is thrown away, and

the testimony lost—for what? Why, for a
little approbation of the world ! Surely this

is a matter for deep heart searching, for the

spirit of the world and the Spirit of God caa-

not be mixed together.
" The spirit of the world rejects the Light

and the Good, and chooses the darkness and
the evil. It says, 'Away with this Jesus;

give us Barabbas.' It revels in the praise of

men, but knows not the sweetness of the

praise of God. It cannot be encourag-d with-

out loss of spiritual power, and barrenness of
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goul to those who encourage it. Oh, what
leanness has resulted from the want of that

close watchfulness, that inwardness so faith-

fully preached by those that are gone! Oh,

upon how few have their mantles fallen!

They were indeed led by the Truth, and they

walked in the Truth, and in that Spirit which

delivered them from fulfilling the lusts of the

flesh. ' But the use of the plain language is

such a small thing,' say some, ' it docs not

constitute religion ;
wo can give it up safely,

and yet be truly the children of God.'
" The writer tenderly aslss :

" Can anything

be called a small matter into which the Spirit

of God has led, and for which the Lord has

suffered hia faithful ones to be beaten, and
bruised, and slain ?

" It is far from his thoughts to teach that

religion consists in the saying 'thou' and
' thee,' or to advocate a paying of tithes of

mint, and anise, and cummin and trusting in

these, whilst neglecting the weightier matters

of the law. ' These' (the weightier matters)

'ought ye to have done,' said the Master,

'and not have left the other undone.' But
let Truth reign in all things, and the govern-

ment, even in what seem small things, bo upon
his shoulder, whoso right it is. Why should

Priends give up the plain language? Does
the Lord require it? Do those who set it

aside as an unimportant matter grow more
spiritual, more Christ-like, in their supposed
libertj' ? Does not this giving up to the world

lead to the gradual giving up of most of the

distinguishing testimonies of Friends? Oh,
these are searching questions. The flesh

shrinks from the cross; but it is not for the

flesh to choose. If we feel that truth requires

the cross to be taken up, that is enough ; bear

it, bear it, the crown will be an ample recom-
pense, and the Master's ' Well done, good and
faithful servant' will in a moment efface all

the memories of a world's mocking and scorn.

Much more might bo said, but it seems well

to stop, and with these few broken remarks,
offered in tender love, those who may road

them are left to carry 'the plain language
question' to the Great Teacher, and by his

living voice within be instructed, and helped,

and made willing to bow down to his easy
yoke, and in this as in all things, be led to ask
' Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do I'

T. W. J."
Cockermouth, England, 1S79.

African Tradings.—We had an opportunity
of purchasing a fine large canoe. Wo paid

what was considered a largo price for it:

twelve strings of blue cut-glass neck-beads, an
equal number of large blue ones of the size of

marbles, and two yards of gray calico. Had
the beads been coarse they would have been
more valuable, because such were in fashion.

Before concluding the bargain the owner said
" his bowels j-earued for his canoe, and we
must give a little more to stop their yearn-

, ing." This was irresistible.

—

D. Livingstone.

By continually looking upwards our minds
will themselves grow upwards, and as a man
by indulging in habits of scorn and contempt
for others, is sure to descend to the level of
what he despises, so the opposite habits of
admiration and enthusiastic reverence for ex
cellence impart to ourselves a portion of the
qualities which we admire, and here, as in

ever}' thing else, humility is the surest path
to exaltation.

—

Dr. Arnold.

For "The Friend."

Avon and its Surronndings.

Avon is a beautiful rural village of Living-

stone county, lying eighteen miles south of

Rochester, and upon a branch of the Erie
railway leading from Corning to Batavia and
Buffalo. It stands upon the ridge bordering
the Valley of the Genesee on the east, and the

views across the vale to the western ranges,

as they rise successively in the distance, when
in autumn the sugar maples and hickories

have painted the landscape, are of striking

beauty. The rural landscapes at all seasons

of verdure are very pleasing to the eye of

taste, from the abundance and picturesque

arrangement of the many giant elms and oaks
which stand as if planted to adorn some vast

park. Their dimensions attest the fertility

of the soil in its virgin state, but man has by
careless and exhaustive culture, robbed it of

much of its pristine strength, and vile weeds
usurp the place of valuable grasses and other
crops to a deplorable degree. A wide extent of
thistles, derived from Canada, but originally

of European introduction, disgraces the culti-

vator and robs him of his expected rewards.
This region, and that northward more im-

mediately under the influence of the great
lakes, is well adapted to the growth of apples,

and among the most pleasing sights daily

witnessed, are the teeming orchards burdened
with crimson or golden fruitage. In this

region the mountain-ash finds a congenial

home, and hangs out its beautiful clusters of

scarlet apples, for it is properly an apple,

being known as the Pyrus aucuparia. This is

the cultivated European variety. An Ameri-
can species, known as the Pyrus Americana,
is a slender and low tree, also prized for its

ornamental clusters of fruit, which are not
larger than largo peas.

Avon was a favorite region for the Indians,

drawn thither by the natural beauty of its

groves and forests, as vvell as by the supposed
healing properties of its mineral springs. In
more modern times this village lay on the
western side of the river, but it was the water
of the springs that gave its name Gan-ne-
wau-gus—fetid water. The healing quality of

the springs, it is said, was known to the I

dians long before any authentic .account of
this region had been gathered by the whites,

and frequent visits to the fetid waters were
made by Rod Jacket and other red men.
When first visited by the whites, the upper
spring, which rises in the park before the
Knickerbocker Hall, bubbled up from a per-

fect bog filled with logs and brush. The lower
spring, which is stronger and more agreeable
to drink, now flows through a pipe of 4 inches
diameter, sunken to the depth of 60 feet, and
opens into the bottom of a marble basin. The
water is believed by many to have been useful

for. the cure of rheumatism and skin diseases,

and is now sent in bottles to distant places.

An extensive range of bathing apartments
is connected with this spring, which supplies

an abundance of water, and is applied warm
or cold.

Westward a short distance from this pic-

turesque valley park, the Conesus Crook, an
outlet of the blue lake of that name, that lies

cradled among the hills a few miles distant,

dances over its pebbly bottom to be lost in the

darker and deeper waters of the Genesee,
about one mile to the northward.
Some distance north of the mouth of the

Conesus Creek, is the site of the ancient vil-

"i
p

1

lage Gan ne-wau-gus, the birth place o

famous Gy-ant-wa, known among the w
as Cornplanter.
One of the decisive battles betweei

French, under the Marquis Do Nouville

the Senecas, under old Cannehoot, in 16

said to have taken place near the eastern

of the river, not far from the railroad b

crossing the Genesee,
" Where low was mighty sachem brought,

For lord had Gan-ne-wau-gus lost."

Hosmer, the poet of Avon, after laudir

heroic verse the valor of the Senecas ant

bravery of De Nouville, whoso

A knightly scorn of fear revealed.

Worthy of Bayard, when he met
By overwhelming odds beset,

Death on his last red tield,"

Justly records his detestation of war a

barbarism, in the following strain :

" Thou phantom—military Fame !

How long will genius laud thy name,
And curtain features from the sight

More foul than these Khorassen's seer

Hid behind veil of silver bright,

Tempting his victim to draw near?
How long will thy misleading lamp.
Through regions wrapped in smoke and

To slaughter's cavern, red and damp,
Guide beardless boy or gray-haired sire?

Up ! fearless battlers for the right.

And flood old groaning earth with light

!

Bid nations ponder well and pause.

When blade corrupt ambition draws

—

Oh ! teach the world that conquest wears
A darker brand than felon bears

;

Prolific fount from earliest time.

Of murder, orphanage and crime."

The poem " Yonnondio," from whicl

have made extracts, is descriptive of ev

that transpired in the valley of the Gen,

during the summer and autumn of 1687,

the Marquis DeNonville made an atterap

plant the standard of Louis XIV. in the b

tiful country of the Senecas. This was
open infraction of the treaty of the prev

year between Great Britain and France

which it was settled that the Indian trad

America, should remain free to both crov

The Five Nations were in alliance with

former, and English parties were cut off

tho lakes, their effects seized and persons

prisoned, previous to any hostile demons
tion on the part of tho Senecas.

The earliest permanent settlement in A'

was a log-tavern, near tho site of the pref

iron bridge over the Genesee, and built

early as 1789. Hero a trader in furs, who
a brisk business with trappers and bunt

lived; and his pack horses, laden with

spoil of the forest, were often seen thread

the long Indian trail to and from Albany,

In 1790, five Connecticut men purcha

the township, and paid eighteen ponce

acre. Now England currency, a price tl

considered high because of the open

One family name among the pioneers

Avon, that of the WhjiUey brothers, calls

an eventful page of English history. Richi

Whalley was one of tho judges of the H
Court of Justice, before whom king Charle

was tried and condemned. When Charles

came to the throne, the vindictive Cavali

clamored for the death of the judges or re

cides, as they were called. Some gave the

selves up and were barb.arously executed, I

others fled to the continent or to Ameri
Among tho latter were Whalley and Gt

who remained in voluntary seclusion to t
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f their days. The descendants of Richard

lley were among the pioneers of Avon,,

lid much to reclaim the waste places,

the town of Avon were early built by

!8 Wadswortb, a tavern, to which the

and hostess, Timothy Hosmer and wife,

an enviable reputation. Jo-win staga,

r Fire," was the apt name by which the

'ord was known to the Senecas, referring

18 capacious hearth, with its immense

-log and formidable fore-stick, on which

high piled the flaming faggots in winter,

roar of the chimney—the wind-pipe of

sful hospitality—was sweeter than the

c of summer birds to the chilled Indian

jeiated traveller. Many travellers of his-

note have sat beside this fire, and found

and refreshment under the ample roof

ng these were Joseph Bonaparte, e.x-king

lain, Louis Phillipe, afterward king of the

eh, Oouimodore Perry, General Moreau,

ixiled hero of Hohenlioden, and Marshal

tchy, the marplot of Waterloo, whose

38 adorn the moth-eaten register of th^-

jnt hostlery.

le fertile alluvialsoil of the Genesee flats

rorable to the growth of giant elms and

•oaks, the (overcup or quercus macro-

KS). That known as the Markham Elm,

Js near the dividing lino between the

iships of Avon and Hush, and before it

shorn by time, measured forty feet in

imference, and its old protecting boughs

,owed an acre of ground. It was cele-

ed in Indian tradition, and under its capa-

8 canopy chief, sage and warrior met in

olden time. It has lately been much de-

led by fire, and portions of it have fallen.

" Like an old tribeless sachem, now
It stands dejected and alone,

And the wind lifting up its bough,

Gives out a mournful tone
;

It stands alone ; the river near.

Breaks with sad whisper on the shore.

As if its waters [sighed] to hear

The Indian's voice once more."

J. S. L.

''he First False Step.—U we stop the first

we stop all the rest ; if we do not use the

b profane word, we shall never use the

jnd. If we are not disobedient the first

e, we shall never be disobedient. If we

not smoke the first cigar or pipe, we shall

er use the second. If we do not take the

t glass of wine or beer, we shall never be-

le a drunkard.— C/itWren's Friend.

William Henry Cuyler Hosmer was born at Avon,

814, and he became an author at a very early age-
muse finding congenial themes in the legends, cus-

s and superstitions of the Senecas, with which he

been familiar from his childhood. His parents

settled in the Genesee Valley while it was yet oc-

ied by the Senecas, and his mother conversed

ntly in their language, and was familiar with their

;nds. His poem, " Yonnondio, or the Warriors of

Genesee," was published in 1844, and was followed

1854, by a collection of his poetical works, which

•und in legends of the Senecas, and contain also his

ird Notes," or pleasantly versified descriptions of

le American birds, and " the Months," or a poetical

endar of nature. In these latter themes he has faith-

ly subjected the muse to the requirements of truth,

1, says Griswold, " an Audubon or a Michaux, would

,rch in vain for an error in his plumage or foliage,

1 a Cole might give the finishing touches to the

hts and shadows of his landscapes from the poet's

lervation of atmospheric efiects or the changing m-

ence of the season." He revels in the natural beau-

1

For "Tbo Friond."

Silent Meetings.

" Keep silence before me, O Islands, and

let the people renew their strength," was a

command of the Most High through the

mouth of his servants
;
yet, we must acknowl-

;e our fear, in the belief, that too many even

our own members know but little of its

nature. I was lately struck with the reply

of one, not of our religious Society, who
attended one of our meetings, to a member,

who had expressed a regret that we had

no preaching that day (and which was un-

usual.) She said, "Silent meetings seemed

to her the most solemn." She was a Presby-

terian, but appears to have been able to dis-

tinguish between the voice of the true Shep-

herd and the voice of the stranger. I have

sometimes thought there wore many mem
bers of the different organizations in the re-

ligious world who, if they could only break

loose from the fetters which enslave them,

and were privileged in their religious assem

blies to sit in the quiet apart from all forms

and ceremonious observances, there to wait

upon Him "who remains to be waited for,"

they would be taught by Him "who teacheth

as never man taught." But such is the in-

fluence of education and example, that many
honest and well-disposed professors of the

Christian name are kept in ignorance of the

very nature of true worship, supposing that

without the intervention of man they cannot

be brought to an acquaintance with Christ.

" Acquaint thyself with God and be at peace

with Him," was the language of an English

poet—one who well knew of what he spoke

;

who had himself felt the force of his own
words, and who could best testify to the im-

portance of what he so fully recommended.

The prophet, in view of the glorious gospel

day in which we live, declared, "They shall

no more teach every man his neighbor, and

every man his brother, saying, know the Lord
;

for they shall know me from the least of them

unto the greatest of them." What a privilege I

but do we sufficiently prize it? Are we con-

cerned daily to knock at wisdom's gate, wait-

ing at the posts of her doors? Is there a

proper dependence upon our Holy Head, or

is there a leaning to man ? If so, can we ex-

pect to grow in grace and in the saving

knowledge of Christ? "Accursed be man

that trusteth in man and maketh flesh his

arm, and whose heart departeth from the

Lord," was the exclamation of one of former

time; and well assured I am that such as

trust in man and make flesh their arm, will

depart from the Lord.

I have long mourned over these things, in

the belief that there were too many of our

members who are not sufficiently acquainted

with the principles of our Societj'. I fear

that, like other professors, we are more de-

rous to hear what man may say than to

listen to the still small voice that speaks to

the soul showing its true condition, and which

George Fox said ho was con-

in the qualifying power of truth. I now re-

member the expression of a minister, long

since gone to her everlasting reward. She
said: "There were mariy things that came
before tho view of her mind whilst sitting in

meeting ; but what gave her the most con-

cern was to know what was for the people

and what for herself." May all be thus ex-

ercised.

Irreverent Art.

[Our attention has boon called to'a news-

paper article on the above subject, by Georgo

Warrington, of New Jersey, in which the

writer utters a protest against the increasing

practice of publishing pictures (especially in

illustrated Bibles and other religious books)

designed to portray the Deity. This ho con-

siders as a violation of the Commandment to

the Jews, "Thou shalt not make unto thee

any graven image, or any likeness," "thou

shalt not bow down thyself to them nor serve

them." In this practice he sees a drifting

towards idolatry, of which he thinks there is

more danger than many are prejiared to be-

lieve. The early Reformers from the errors

of Popery were very clear and decided in

their condemnation of forming any image

of the Deity either outwardly or in the mind,

in the resemblance of anything material or

created, as being an inlet to gross outward

idolatry; and they declared it to be unlaw-

ful to have images or pictures in places for

worship, even when designed merely for in-

struction or raising the affections ;
because

the tendency of such things is to beget a

veneration for them as something sacred. The

change which has taken place in the practice

of their successors is accounted for by the

writer in the following exti'acts from his

article.]

As Israel was tempted to idolatry by his

contact with the idolaters of Canaan and the

neighboring nations, so our present frequent

and easy intercourse with the nations which

are given over to Romanism has brought

about a dangerous relapse and indifference.

Travelling to Europe, especially to France

and Italy, has thrown men into contact with

the attractive features of Popery, with that

which is pleasing to the external senses. Min-

isters and laymen alike have been attracted

by the magnificence of her cathedrals, the

splendor of her art, the excellence of her taste.

Such as were susceptible to music were charm-

ed by the choice and beautiful rendering of

the works of masters ; such as were students

of architecture were interested in tho styles

of the various centuries ; such as were lovers

of the fine arts eagerly gazed upon the treasures

in the galleries of palaces, and in the churches

and cathedrals. It has not been without its

eff'ect upon us, and every year has seen both

the second and seventh commandments dis-

regarded by tho influx of the copies of origi-

nats of French and Italian art. We need to

compare or contrast with them tho feeling?

cerned to draw peopfc to Christ, and there to and spirit of a traveller centuries ago to a

leave them; and he left them in safe hands, j
centre of world-renowned beauty, art, and

But what seems to live with me at this time learning.

fs Liar tha? all the religious teaching ofl " While Paul waited at Athens, hjs sp.nt

those who at times speak to the people, may was st.rred in h.m when
^«Jf^ f « ^'^^

not tend in this direction. We may have a wholly given to idolatry. Nowhere before

.r concern for the spiritual welfare of .or since, was there gathered together such a

s- we may be prompted to utter ex- wealth and profusion of grand and beautiiul

„ of the scenes around him, and maintains throughout r:".Ji^g ^j. int^j-ggt in their behalf; and, at'objccts, the creation of man 8 skill and tancy.

pirited and animated strain. He died at Avon m
] ^ ^^ Our solicitude may be wanting He also was no ignorant, uncultured boor,

can never err
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bat by education and refinement, well fitted

to stand before rulers and kings. Whatever
of admiration for the beautiful, of delight in

the grand, moved his soul, was entirely over-

powered and swept away by the sight of such

spiritual blindness and folly. He admired
their carefulnes:* in religion, but deplored its

wretched aim and direction ; he disputed in

the markets with them, and on Mars Hill

wished to declare to them the unknown God,

whom they ignorantly worshipped. How
different his zeal from that of many who visit

thatspotinourday ! They lament the ravages

of time, and labor to preserve the few broken

relics and remains of a former glory and
grandeur: he lamented the ravages of idola-

try, and endeavored to restore that image of

the Creator \vhich sin had erased from the

creature. As by his preaching at Ephesus he

induced them to burn their books of magic to

the value of 50,000 pieces of silver, so here he

would use his eloquence to persuade them to

destroy and despise their idols and objects of

worship. Instead of seeing anything lovely

or attractive in their devotion, his inspired

verdict is, " The things which the Gentiles

sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils." They who
go abroad witness a people wholly given to

idolatry, crowding the churches and bringing

their offerings to the shrines of favorite saints,

but with widely different emotions from the

apostle in Athens—for thej' admire, praise,

and love to gaze upon pictures and statues

which are perpetually the objects of idolatrous

worship.
Of old, God commanded his people to de-

stroy every vestige of idolatry and all monu-
ments of ifalse worship, lest they should be

tempted and drawn aside to follow the cor-

ruptions of the nations about them. Their
altars were to be thrown down ; their groves
cut down ; their sanctuaries defiled ; their

images destroyed ; their worship abhorred.
But the great majority of those who have
journeyed across the ocean have reversed this,

and have brought over to us from Eomish
countries copies of their objects of religious

worship and veneration. Life-like photo
graphs and engravings of the masterpieces
of the painter and sculptor in church and
cathedral, are to bo found adorning the centre-

table and walls of wealthy homes, while the
cheap reprints are scattered broadcast in the

homes of the humble. Like the locusts of

Egypt, this plague extends everywhere—in

our books, secular and religious, on the walls
and in the publications of the Sabbath-school,
in the stained-glass vvindows of the churches
and how long will it before they become the ob-

jects of veneration and worship? Like Saul,

when commanded to destroy, they have spared
Agag and the best of the animals. "Behold
to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken
than the fat of rams." These things, these so-

called sacred pictures, are the objects ofRomish
idolatry. Will not the possession and use of
^hem be a snare to entice to idolatry, just as

Israel of old was led astray ? Do we not see

some of the signs of defection and degeneracy?
Are we not on the eve of an extensive and
general return to idolatrous worship? Has
it not already begun? And have not the
watchmen of Israel been criminally negligent?

We keep ourselves long complaining by not
fully submitting. Great part of the many
bitter pills and potions is greatlj' owing to

want of resignation.

—

J. Scott.

HARVEST HYMN.
Once more the liberal year laughs out

O'er richer stores than gems of gold
;

Once more with harvest song and shout
la nature's bloodless triumph told.

Our common mother rests and sings

Like Ruth among her garnered sheaves;
Her lap is full of goodly things,

Her brow is bright with autumn leaves.

O favors old, yet ever new !

O blessings with the sunshine sent

!

The bounty overruns our due,

The fulness shames our discontent.

We shut our eyes, the flowers bloom on,

We murmur, but the corn ears till;

We choose the shadow, but the sun
That casts it shines behind us still.

God gives us with our rugged soil

The power to make it Kden fair
;

And richer fruit to crown our toil

Than summer-wedded islands bear.

Who murmurs at his lot to-day?
Who scorns his native fruit and bloom.

Or sighs for dainties far away,
Besides the bounteous board of home ?

Thank heaven, instead, that freedom's arm
Can change a rocky soil to gold

;

That brave and generous lives can warm
A clime with northern ices cold.

And by these altars wreathed with flowers.

And fields of fruits, awake again
Thanksgiving for the golden hours,

The early and the latter rain.

J. O. WhlUier.

Selected.

THE "CONSTELLATION" WARSHIP.
BY JOSIAH W. LEEDS.

Oh, favored Constellation, now sailing o'er the sea,

Deep freighted with the offerings that sweet mercy
sends by thee,

Was there ever grander service by a gallant war-ship
done,

Or ever nobler triumph thus attempted to be won?

From the port-holes of this war-ship, no grim cannon's
mouth doth glare

—

On the deck-planks of this vessel neither shot nor shell

are tliere,

And the flag that proudly flutters at the mast-head far

above.
Is no signal of defiance, but a pennon broad of love.

All the day let fav'ring west-winds speed thee swiftly to

thy goal.

All the night let ocean's billows from thy prow to rud-
der roll,

And the stars that stud the azure their benignant
vigils keep.

Every heavenly constellation bend in love above the
deep.

On thy rugged coasts, oh Connaught ! now the waves of

welcome break.

And the heights of Connemara all the grateful echoes

For a deed that Heaven smiles on is voiced from every

It comes men's

Oh, better, braver, grander, to use our brethren so,

Than with bursting shell and grape-shot to lay them
bleeding low

—

Than to break that great commandment, which, by Him
who kuoweth best,

Was to all the after ages thus in words of truth ex-
pressed :

" If thy enemy be huugry, let this gracious thought be
first,—

To feed iiim with thy substance, and with drink assuage
his thirst.

For by doing .so thou shalt surely kill the hate within

—

Thou wilt also gain thy brother—thou wilt save thy
soul from sin."

Sol

THE MESSENGER OF LOVE.
And they all with one consent, began to mal

es."—Luke xiv. 18.

The messenger of Love
Went forth with heavenly word.

To call the wedding guests

To the supper of the Lord.

" I cannot heed thee now !"

Said a youth of eagle eye.

As he pointed to the steps

Where the shrine of Fame rose high—

" I cannot heed thee now !

I cannot here delay
;

A voice from yonder height.

Is calling me away.

" It tells of deathless wreaths,
That wait to crown my brow.

Oh yet a while delay,

For, I cannot heed thee noio."

And the messenger divine
A pitying tear let fall,

As he turned in other paths
The wedding-guests to call.

" Speak not of heavenly love !"

Said one in tones of glee
;

" There's a love of mortal growth
That is dearer far to me.

"There's a brow of mortal mould,
Whose light to me is given

;

And earth can oflfer more
Than I ask or hope of heaven !"

" I cannot heed thee now !"

Said the man of power and gold
;

"I have many years of life

—

I have treasures yet untold.

" When the heavy hand of grief

Is chill upon my brow,

I will call thee—then return,

For I cannot heed thee now!"

And the messenger divine,

With a glance of wonder meek,
Went forth in other paths
The wedding-guests to seek.

" And hast thou come at last
!"

Said the weeping child of sin
;

" Are mercy's gates unclosed ?

Will Jesus let me in ?

"O wondrous power of grace,

For sinners such as I

;

Thou hast an.swered to my call

—

Thou hast heard my pleading cry !''

And the messenger of Love,
Rejected, turned aside

From the shrine of earthly fame,
And the pomp of earthly pride.

But he took the contrite hearts,

And bore them up to heaven
;

And to theyn the feast was served,

And the wedding-robes were given.

Let not, ray dear , the example
others who may be ashamed of the cro

of the plainness and simplicity which we pi

sess, influence thj^ conduct; nor the levity

heart incident to youth, prevent thy seriouf

and frequently reflecting on the shortness a

uncertainty of this life, and the continuan
of the next, as well as on the infinity of t

consequences of our present conduct. Wc a

advised to pass the time of our sojourning he

in fear; how different is the conduct of t,

world ! It ridicules or despises that fear

which are true safety and real wisdom. B
let us be rather the companions of the ol

spised followers of a despised and crucifii'

Saviour, in meekness and lowliness of min
than grieve them, and injure our own sou

by conforming to the world and its fashioi

and practices.

—

Richard Reynolds.
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For " The Friend."

Corea.

) people inhabiting this peninsula on

istoin shores of Asia, still maintain the

T of excluding foreigners from their do-

ns which long prevailed in the neighbor-

ingdoms of China and Japan. Though
more powerful nations at times have

ised dominion over portions of the coun-

'Ct it has for many years acted as an in-

ident government. Besides numerous

snt islands, the territory belonging to

loreans on the mainland is about 460

in length by from 60 to 360 in breadth,

be whole population is estimated at about

5,000.

8 history of the country shows the same

ent wars and changes which have agi

many of the Asiatic nations; and its

on between China and Japan naturally

7ed it in the contests between those na

ristianity was introduced into Corca by

native converts who had been brought

r the influence of Eoman Catholic

ries at Pekin. The degraded state of

orean priesthood, and the disrespect into

h they had fallen, probably facilitated

pread of the new doctrines, so that by

nd of that century, the number of Chris-

there is said to have been nearly 10,000,

'he government, although fully awareof

, was going on, appears to have remain-

erfectiy passive, on account perhaps of

avor with which the then reigning king

ported to have regarded their doings,

r the death of the king however, in the

ining of this century, a persecution of

Christians broke out, in which many
lem lost their lives, but which did not

the spreading of the new doctrine. For

irst time, two Koman Catholic mission-

1 entered the country secretly in 1835,

were joined in 1837 by a third. They
settled in Saoul, and remained in that

tal quite unmolested until 1839. For

ons which have never been cleared up,

were then suddenly arrested, and, after

ort trial decapitated, upon which a fresh

ecution was undertaken against all con-

s, which was carried on with great severity.

jn the murder of these three missionaries

irae known, French ships of war ap-

lehed the coast several times, with the

ct to try and get satisfaction, but they

d not communicate with the far distant

if authorities, and soon retired, without

ing been able to effect their purpose.

y no means deterred by the fate of the

;, others soon followed their lead, using

precaution to enter the country under

covering protection of the mourning dress,

ch allowed them to go about unquestioned

unmolested where ever they liked,* and

this manner twelve missionaries had suc-

ied in getting over the frontiers, and to

jt, secretly at first, stations in various

3esof the province of Kienki, and togradu-

' increase in influence. The last king of

E. Oppert says :
" As a gereneral rule

_. on"fbr dead relations ;
but whenever this is done,

only for parents. It is carried through in a very

irons manner. The mourner puts on a dress speci-

1

adapted to the occasion, covers his head and the I * E. Oppert states :—

)le face with a pointed hat, and passes during the; from natives in Corea a

irning season himself, as it were, for dead, avoiding places in whid

contact

,e of mourning

the Ni dynasty was a very kind hearted

sovereign, and generally beloved on account

of his benevolence, who did not throw any

difficulties in their way, and, by the aid of

some converts of high standing, they had

actually obtained a footing at court itself, as

the queen, though not baptized herself, in-

clined strongly to the now creed, and assisted

them indirectly as far as she could."

By the death ofthis king in 1864, the direct

royal line became extinct, and the queen

dopted as successor, a boy about four years

old, the son of a distant relation of the royal

family. The father of the boy took the title

of regent, and sensible of the opposition to

his rule, became suspicious and despotic.

Bishop Berneux, and eight of his fellow-

missionaries, were arrested and beheaded in

the spring of 1866. Three others, Feron,

Ridel and Calais, who were stationed at some

distance from the capital, received timely

warning of the fate which had befallen then-

colleagues, and with the assistance of the

native's they managed to hide themselves, and

finally to escape from the claws of the reirent,

who had ordered the strictest search to be

made for them. But the death of the mis-

sionaries alone did not satisfy him. A down-

rio-ht hunt commenced for all native Chris-

tians, which in cruelty surpassed all previous

persecutions under which they had suffered.

Many thousands were put to death, and entire

villages were nearly depopulated.* This per

secuiion was not, however, confined to Chris-

tians only; it soon extended to all those who

were, however slightly, suspected to be op-

posed and hostile to the new state of things.

This was followed by an interdict of the

yearly fair held in the north, by a prohibi-

tion of import of all foreign goods, especially

European, transgressors being threatened with

capital punishment, and by a systematic sup-

pression of all branches of industry which

were not absolutely required for the neces-

saries of life.

To this "forbidden land," where no tor-

ei"-ner enters without running the risk of

ptTying for his boldness with his life, three

voyages have recently been made by Ernest

Oppert, from whose descriptions the informa-

tion contained in this article is derived. His

object was the establishment of commercial

relations; and he showed a high degree of

courage, and it may be said of effrontery, in

his efforts.

Before relating his adventures, it may
be well to speak of the people themselves.

Among them the distinctions of caste are ob-

served almost as rigidly as among the Hi ndoos,

but it seems to be more political than religious

in its character. After the different grades

of the nobles comes the civic caste—compris-

ing the upper portion of the city populations,

an'd counting among its numbers merchants,

manufacturers and artizans. Thepeople's caste

comprises the great bulk of the people. Be-

tween these and the slaves or bondsmen (for

slavery exists here, though not in the adjoin-

inf countries), comes what is called the de-

spised or despicable caste. To this belong,

,amongothers, the butchers, workers in leather

land the priests. The ofiflcial religion is the

' Several years later I received

ist containing the names of the

acres had taken place, and
ason nimseir, as II wKiB, lui uoau, .v.>j.u".o p.^.,-..., ... v.. ......

tt,> ir, th-.t nprinH thp
ith the onter world, nor is it permitted to the number of killed in each. Up to that period the

.molest him iu any way during the whole ,
number of persons put to death had reached a total of

than 10,000.'

worship of Buddha, which was introduced

from China about 372 .-v. D. ;
but it has little

hold on the popular mind, for the people show

an almost total disregard for their own re-

gious ceremonies. This may bo partly owing

to the profligacy and dissolute behavior of

the bonzes or priests, who are considered as

at the bottom of the despicable caste. As an

illustration of the popular feeling, our author

says

:

, ,

"Considerable and densely populated places

even own, at the best, a miserable shrine, the

dilapidated condition of which clearly de-

monstrates the neglect and disregard in which

it is held. In several large villages, with

some hundreds of inhabitants, I had often

observed near the roadway a number of shape-

less trunks of trees of an arm's thickness, and

of various sizes, without however paying any

attention to them for some time. I was not a

little surprised, when on closer inspection these

misshapen sticks turned out to represent the

.dols or josses of these villages, standing there

in place of a temple or joss-house, and which,

without regard to their preservation, had

been stuck in the open road without any

ceremony whatever, under the presumption,

not perhaps quite unreasonable, that a joss

oucht to be able to take care of himself in all

kinds of weather. All the decoration of these

wood pieces, varying in height from two to

four teet, consisted in the outer bark being

stripped, and abominable features having been

cut into the upper end in the most primitive

manner; there they stood, more or less firmly

in the ground, in all sorts of positions,

straight and crooked, while some, weakened

by old age, had tumbled down in toto, lying

with the"ir tired-out heads on the ground, as

if they had made up their minds to remain

and rest there after the troubles of an exist-

ence which had exposed them to a more than

ordinary share of stormy weather. I confess

that the impression these idols made on me
was more of a painful than of a comical nature,

while the natives themselves considered it

capital fun to kick those unfortunate fallen

josses about, which was done amidst the

shouts of laughter of the people standing by.

Nothwithstanding all however 1 have been

compelled to state above, it would be alto-

o-ether erroneous to believe that the Corean

fs incapable of improvement in a mental point

of view. I have already given it as ray

opinion, that the low moral standing of the

people is principally owing to, and a conse-

quence of, the sad state of degradation of

the priesthood, and I am prepared to go

even further than this. I venture to main-

tain, that none among the races of the Asiatic

Continent can more easily be rendered ac-

cessible to a true and sincere religious feeling

than the Corean, and that the latter, once

converted to Christianity, shows a far deeper

comprehension, and adheres to its tea'-hings

with greater fidelity and firmness, than for

instance the Chinese." •

The Coreans are honest, faithful and good-

natured, and attach themselves with almost

childlike confidence to those in whose sin-

cerity they trust. They are superior to the

Chinese in tallness and bodily strength, and

in fortitude and energy; but show less culti-

vation and polish of manners.

"The women have to remain in the apart-

ments set specially apart for their use, and

those of the higher classes are even more

isolated here than in China; a little more
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liberty is allowed them in the country, where
a portion of the labor in the fields falls to

their share, but although they can move about
there somewhat more at tbuir ease, they are

still much more restricted than the female
country population in China. In cities and
small townships, it is, however, considered a
great offence against modesty and custom,
whenever a woman is met in the public streets

in the daytime, and they quit their apart-

ments hardly ever during the day. To in-

demnify them for this strictly kept up seclu-

sion, the following remarkable arrangement
has been made. At nine o'clock in the even-
ing during summer, and at an earlier hou
winter time, the city gates of Saoul and other
towns are closed at a given signal. As soon
as this has taken place all men are bound to

leave the streets, and these are abandoned to

the women for the purposes of recreation and
promenading. Any male finding himself by
accident belated and behind the appointed
time in the streets, is sure to hurry to h
house as fast as possible without looking up
or regarding about him, and severe punish-
ment would fall upon any person daring, in

the face of the stringent prohibition, to molest
women in the least. Good breeding demands
from any man (and this is always done) to

cover his face with a fan, as soon as he en-

counters ladies walking during these hours,
so that he may not be recognized, and to walk
over to the other side of the street so as not
to disturb or terrify them."

(To be coDtinued.)

A Christian Brahmin.

Bachan Masih was an earnest Christian
man. He was by birth a Brahmin, a native
of Benares. His last few years were spent in

the service of his Master as an unpaid mission
agent.

He usually sat at the door of his house near
the road, and, as pilgrims passed by, spoke to
them of Jesus. One day an aged pilgrim
came slowly along the road, leaning on his
staff'; he seemed weary, faint, and sad. Bachan
Masih addressed him, saying:

" Maharaj, (great king,) where do you come
from, and whither arc you going, and what
is the object of your journey ?"

The weary pilgrim answered :

" I come from such-and-such places, where
I have been on pilgrimage, seeking rest for
my poor, weary, and sad heart, but I have
found none. I have now come to Kashi
(Benares)

;
may I find rest here?"

Bachan Masih invited him to sit down, and
spoke to him of Jesus. Ho said to him :

" Why will you wander about in search of
God, who is near you? Why will you bow
down to idols and images made of stone, which
cannot save you? What is your Maker, a
stone ? Is God confined only to certain places?
No, no! He is now here. Jesus is in the
midst of us, and now invites you, saying,

^' Come unto me, you that are sad, weary, and
heavy laden, and I will give you rest.'

"

_
The aged pilgrim listened with deep atten-

tion and emotion. The Lord opened his heart.
After some silence, he exclaimed :

"Is this message indeed from God? Does
God think of mo ? Did Jesus die for me also ?

and can He—does He—love me, a poor, old,
unworthy sinner?"
Bachan Masih grasped his hand, and, in the

fulness of his heart, said :

" Yes, brother, he does!"

Upon this the aged wanderer exclaimed
" Jesus is a Saviour such as I need ; in Hi

I see all I have sought for years. I will stay
with you."
At another time Bachan Masih brought me

a blind man, who said:
"In my younger days I was very careless

about God and my salvation. Being active
and strong, I became the servant of a great
man, and I was renowned for wrestling and
fighting. One day, whilst so engaged, the
thought struck me. What would become of
me if I should bo injured and die ? I became
alarmed, and began to read my Shastas; but
they could not quiet ray mind. I worshipped
my household gods, but I found no rest. I

then went on pilgrimages, visiting various
shrines; but all in vain—my anxiety remained.
I then resolved to join the Mohammedans. I

went and lived among them
; but I perceived

that they were as ignorant of God and the
way of salvation as I was. Whenever I spoke
to them of my anxiety, they always said :

" Be of good comfort ; God is great ; and what
he has decreed will take place." Whilst
among them I became blind. Thus, blind
within and blind without, I left them and re-
solved upon going to Kashi. As I was slowly
passing along, feeling my way with my staff',

a friendly voice called out to me, ' VVbither
are you going, and what are you in search
of?' 1 stopped. Seeing that I was weary
and faint, my new friend ordered me some
food from a Brahmin, of which I partook. I
then opened mj' mind to him. He seemed to
understand me fully. He spoke to me of
Jesus. Ho also prayed with me and for me.
Jesus is such a Saviour as I need. I believe
in Him. 1 am the Prodigal Son. Bachan
Masih has taken me by the hand, and has led
me back to ray Father."

—

Exchange.

Safety of Peace Principles.—I have a firm
and fixed belief, that should any whole nation
be convinced of the peaceable principles of the
gospel, and in sincerity endeavor to live up
to them, in their full extent; where such i

nation was once invaded from abroad, tb(
warring nation would be many times invaded
and where the regular administration of civi

justice would be obstructed in such a nation
for a month, it would oftener be so in other
nations for years. But alas! how many are
like poor unbelieving Peter, when he began
to walk on the water, though his Lord com-
manded it, yet for want of faith he sunk
amidst the waves and lost his resolution
J. Scott.

privileged to be able to devote the tend
care, in her hospital ward, to a man whc
stoned her in the open streets of Walsall
who, when he confessed his fault in penit
and tears, was told by the gentle spirit

she had known his face from the momet
threw the stone that cruelly cut her forel

Not all of us are called upon to forgive t

who have destroyed our eyes or stoned i

the streets. Bat do not we know some
who has wronged us; and have we willl'

and fully forgiven him ?—S. S. Times.

' Short Measure."

It is one thing to forgive our enemies as a
general class, but it is a verj^ different thing
to forgive a particular enemy. No such spirt-
ual strength is needed to make us say that
we forgive all "Jews, Turks, infidels, and
heretics," as is demanded for our genuine for-
giveness of the John Doe who poisoned our
dog, or the Eichard Roe who told lying stories
about us behind our backs. Yet it is the in-

dividual who has injured us, whom, after
Christ's example, we are bidden to forgive.
The historian Prescott knew and kindly
treated, during years and years of suffering,
the person whose careless toss of a bread-crust,
in the college dining-room, made him virtu-
ally blind for the rest of his life. And that
godly Englishwoman known as Sister Dora,
who is now winning posthumous honor from
all who read the story of her uoblo life, was

A man who traveled the country dist

of Yorkshire in the character of a ped
used to can'y a stick with him, which se
the double purpose of a walking-stick a
yard moasure. Having been employed pr
freely in the former capacity, it wasultin
worn down beyond the point of justice,
as the peddler continued to measure his gi

by it, he procured to himself the appella
of " Short Measure."
One day, William Dawson, a preacher,

of Barnbow, near Leeds, was preachin;
the neighborhood of that town. His
was Dan. v. 27: "Thou art weighed in

balances, and art found wanting." " Si

Measure" stood immediately in front of
preacher; and being rather ostentatious
his profession of religion, and very ready t

what ho thought a suitable response
any striking remark was made, he maui:
signs of approbation while Dawson adjai

the scales, and placed different classes of
ners in them; uttering, at the close of e

particular description, in a subdued tone
loud enough for those around to hear, "Li
weight !" " Short again !" &c. After dese
ing the open worldling, the moralists
formalists, the preacher at length came
peak of such persons as possessed religi

light and conviction, but gave little evide
of spirituality of mind ; who have the s

blance of much zeal, but who employed fi

weights and measures. Here, without adv(
ing in his mind to the case of his noisj' audi
he perceived the muscles of his face worki
when the report of the peddler's "short m
sure" occurred to him. Resolved, howe\
to sofien no previous expression, and to

ceed with an analysis and full description
the matter, he placed the delinquent, in

singularly striking way, in the scale. Inst*

of the usual response, the peddler, stricken
the force of truth, took his stick, the favot

measure from under his arm, raised one f
from the floor, bent bis knee, and taking h
of the offending instrument by both
snapped it in two, exclaiming as he dashe(
to the ground, " Thou shalt do it no morel
We remember to have read of a worn

who went to hear a minister who on tl

particular occa-*ion denounced the sin of c

honest dealings. The next day he called up
her, and tried to get from her whether 8

remembered any portion of the sermon oft
previous day. Alas! she complained of b

bad memorj'; "but, sir," she added
thing I did remember ; I remembered to ba
ray bushel." Conscience, in this case, as
that of the peddler, had been aroused to,

sense of the evil of dishonest tradinsr.

Temperance, employment, and a cheerl
spirit, are the great preservers of health.
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Religious Items, &c.

^Methodist Episcopal Church.—A pastoral

iS from the General Conference of this

recently held at Cincinnati, represents

nembership at 1,700,000, owning 17,000

5 of worship, valued at S70,000,000 ;
and

) to view the serious responsibilities en-

upon them by the possession of such

) of influence. The value of the religious

es of women are recognized in the fol-

tr sentence :
" Faithful women not a few

chicving, instruraentally, great things

ds the redemption of man. Through
agency, in union with the pastors, and

ly special efforts as preachers of righteous-

God is moving through the churches

rreatawakcning and converting power."

'eral of the paragraphs of the Address,

iS those which are below extracted, con-

iseful hints :
—

he decay of spiritual life begins where

int pruyer ceases, and the promise of the

lat now is becomes an absorbing pur-

Eschew worldliness. Keep the lines

ct between the narrow path of self denial

hrist's sake and the broad way of con

ty to the world, remembering the dread

lativo, ' If any man love the world, the

)f the Father is not in him.'
"

8 American citizens, we do right to in

e our choice of just men to rule over us,

3 exercise the right of suffrage faithfully.

Jso to vindicate and maintain the equal

cal rights of our native, our adopted, and

nchised citizens. All this may be per-

3d as religiously as the duty of prayer,

an eye to the glory of God, the mainte-

3 of good order in society, and the eleva-

of man.
'arental oversight of the literature of

hood and youth is of equal importance,

jealous watchfulness over the companions

red to them. We fear that thousands of

its know very little of the reading of

children, and they allow unchallenged,

I, and even licentious literature, the

om of their homes, which poisons the

ght, perverts the imagination, and de-

es the heart and lives of the children of

Church.

Jur camp-meetings are leas helpful to the

tual life of the Church than they should

Especially is this true when they are

3 a source of revenue mainl}', or where

i-tainraent rather than salvation is the

f end. Serious hindrances to the cause

hrist are oftener suffered over a large ex-

of territory near camp-meetings by the

rtion of houses of worship, the suspension

ublic service, and a general deraoraliza-

of the community, and by the desecration

le Sabbath day in public travel. This is

ying evil that demands correction.

We question seriously the propriety of

uancnt union efforts where the distinctive

hods of the Church are yielded to con-

,te the prejudices of good men of other

sminations. We lose more than the Master

IS, while others gain all we lose. We
lid not be bigots, yet we do well always

emember we are Methodist Christians,

And we are constrained to condemn as a

ivance to all good people, many meetings

1 in the name of Christianity and of teni-

mco, which are controlled by inexperi-

Bd and in some cases by irreligious men,

ch often supersede religious worship, and

er the standard of piety."

Natural History, Science, &c.

Pestiferous ValLy of the Lu Chiang.—Tho

muleteers were anxious to cross the dreaded

Lu Chiang before the sun was hot ;
and every

one was, for once, ready at an early hour.

Wo started amongstrounded undulating hills,

but soon entered a valley, which we descend-

ed by an easy gradient until we could see the

mysterious river at our feet.

Centuries have passed by since Marco Polo

spoke of the country, as " impossible to pass

the air in summer is so impure and bad
;
and

any foreigner attempting it would die for cer

tain." Already at Ta-Chien-Lu, M.Chauveau

had warned us of this pestiferous place, and

had told us that before the rebellion had de

stroyed every organization in the province, it

had been customary to keep a guard at cer

tain places on the road, to prevent any ont

from attempting the passage during the un

healthy season. As we approached nearer

and nearer, though the warnings were more

frequent, the details of the story varied but

little, and, incomprehensible though they ap-

peared, we could not but give credence to the

tales so oft repeated of " the valley of the

shadow of death."

As it lay at our feet, all nature seemed to

smile, and invito the tired traveller to stay

and rest. But it was the smile of the siren

for should a stranger venture there to pass

the night, it would be with fever-stricken

limbs that, when the morning broke, he would

attempt the escalade of the surrounding

heights.

Even in autumn, the most healthy season,

it is with bated breath that passengers hurry

across at a favorable moment; and when the

fiery rays of summer are darted on that low-

lying valley, even the acclimatised inhabitants

flee, and for months no living thing may ven-

ture there.

From the rapidity of the river, and the un-

dulating nature of the ground, it might have

been supposed this district would be healthy

enough ; but the secrets of its miasma yet re-

main hidden in the recesses of the beautiful

yet deadly vale.— Gill's Narrative.

Shipping and Planting of Virginia Oysters.

—On the shore of Chincoteague Bay are two

....ages, named Franklin and Greenback,

whicli have grown up since the war, and have

been doing an extensive business in shippin

the far-famed Chincoteague oysters to Europe

and coastwise to the Eastern cities for sale dur-

ing the open season, and in forwarding during

the close season, schooner loads of oyster

•' plants" from the James river to be deposited

in Eastern waters, or to plant out fresh beds

in Chincoteague Bay. The bottom of the

James river, for twenty miles from its mouth,

writes a correspondentoftheNew York Times,

is one enormous oyster bed.

The work of catching oysters for planting

elsewhere is carried on with tongs at variable

depths, not exceeding ten or twelve feet water.

Dredging is strictly prohibited, and it is only

on the shoals, ranging from flfty to five bun

dred acres in area, and occupying the cen

tral portions of the river, that the tongmen

are allowed to take oysters, the shores being

staked out by private owners as planting

grounds. The spring season for catching oj's-

tors and planting, opens about the 1st of 4th

mo. and ends on the 20th of 5th mo. In 9th

mo. the tongmen will begin again on the same

shoals, and may work for three or four

months catching "plants." An idea of tho

ormous quantity of oyster plants taken

every year from the shoals of the James may
be gathered from the fact that in the two

months of the season just closed, it is stated

that 500,000 bushels were taken from a single

shoal of 500 acres, so that the average pro-

duct of the shoal from less than 60 working

days, was 1000 bushels to the acre. The cost

of catching, freight, planting and preparing

for market, when taken up at the end of

eighteen months from the Chincoteague beds,

is about 20 cents a bushel. The price, de-

livered on board vessels in the bay ranges

from 50 to 60 cents per bushel.—^a/fimore Sun.

Cowitch.—The Cowitch has a velvety-brown

coveringof minute prickles, which, if touched,

enter the pores of the skin and cause a pain-

ful tingling. The women, in times of scarcity,

collect the pods, kindle a fire of grass over

them to destroy the prickles, then steep the

beans till they begin to sprout, wash them in

pure water, and either boil them or pound

them into meal, which resembles our bean-

meaJ. This plant climbs up the long grass

and abounds in all reedy parts, and, though

a plague to the traveller who touches its pods,

it performs good service in times of famine

by saving many a life from starvation.

—

Livingstone's Exp. to Zambesi.
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In the printed Minutes of the Binns' Meet-

ing of Ohio for 1879, are contained three doc-

trhial minutes adopted by its Yearly Meeting

of Ministers and Elders in 1877, 8 and 9, and

published "for the satisfaction and instruc-

tion of the membership." Some of our readers

will remember that an Editorial article in

"The Friend," vol. 52, p. 286, written by our

late friend, Charles Evans, in decided terms

pointed out the inconsistency of the earlier of

these minutes with the doctrines of the So-

ciety of Friends. The attention which was

drawn to this subject probably led to the pre-

paration of an explanatory minute in 1879,

designed to defend those before issued.

VVe have received a review of the whole in

pamphlet form, written by Cyrus W. Harvey,

of Kansas, which clearly shows that the au-

thors of these minutes had imbibed sentiments

at variance wiih those held by our early mem-
bers. As we have twice before borne a te,sti-

mony against the doctrines contained in them,

it does not seem needful at this time to en-

large much upon tho subject.

After referring to the doctrine of the Light

of Christ in man, (declared by William Penn

to be God's gift for Man's salvation) as that

especially aimed at by the Binns' Meeting,

the reviewer says :

—

" Tho feeling of those through the Society

of Friends who are in unity with the senti-

ments promulgated by the Ohio minutes is

such, that orthodox Friends have been ac-

cused of Hicksism ;
accused of denying the

atonement; accused of 'teaching a natural

light or principle not lost in the fall ;' accused

of unsoundness and mysticism ; all because

they hold and endeavor to maintain the doc-

trines of sound Quakerism."

"With all the professions of faith in the

work of the Holy Spirit at this time, there is

little more of real understanding of the ex-

perience of the perceptible guidance of the
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Spirit than at the time of the foundation of|

our Society. When this doctrine is rejected,

there is little left of genuine Quakerism ; for,

as William Penn justly says, it is the 'root of

the goodly tree of doctrine, that grew and
branched from it.' " "It is the desertion of

this doctrine, that has made possible the pre-

sent instantaneous theory of conversion, with

the attendant rituiilistic performances of ' con-

secrations,' ' sanctiScations,' ' mournings,' and
the like." " It seems to be the law of apostasy,

that as spiritual life is lost, outward acts are

substituted and multiplied, as aids to quiet

the cravings' of an unsatisfied conscience. So
when, by the rejection of the doctrine of the

Light of Christ in men, by which they are to

experience salvation, the eye of the mind was
turned away from the light, we see these out-

ward performances at once introduced into

the worship of Friends."

We have at different times received several

small tracts put forth by concerned Friends
in England, some quite recently and others of

somewhat older date, but all encouraging to

faithfulness in the support of our testimonies,

some of which are greatly neglected by many
in that land as well as in America. Many
are the discouragements which press on the

spirits of those who believe that our early

Friends were rightly led in advocating the

doctrines they proelaimed to the world, and
in exhibiting the practical fruits which flow

from individual faithfulness to those doctrines;

and who now behold many who proless to be

Friends, departing from the footsteps of their

predecessors in religious profession. Wc hope
that the confidence of such burthen-bearers

may be renewed in that Divine Power, which
is able in his own time and way, to revive his

work and cause in the earth ; and that the

tracts above referred to haay be to them a

source of comfort and encouragement. We
insert some of them in another purt of our
paper, under the heading, "Ancient Testi-

monies Hevived."

We have received from J. Fitzgerald & Co.,

143 Fourth Avenue, N. Y., the sixth number
of the Humboldt Library of Popular Science,

containing Town Geology, by Charles Kings
ley. PrieelS cents. It isinlerestingly written,

and treats of the formation of the soil in the

fields, of the pebbles in the streets, the stones

in the wall, the coal in the fire, the lime in

the mortal-, the slates on the roof, and of coral

and coral reefs.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—On the night of the lUh inst., the

Sound steamer Stonington, bound to New York from
Stonington, ran into the Narragansett of the same line,

bound in the oppo.site direction, and so injured her that

she sunk in from thirty to forty minutes. Five minutes
after the collision, the Narragansett took fire. From
300 to 350 persons were on board. The vStonington, and
the steamer City of New York, picked up some 250 per-

sons. Twenty-live are known to be lost, and many are

missing. The collision occurred between five and six

miles from Saybrook, Conn.
The first of the monster engines to be known as class

K, has just been run out of the Altoona shops for a trial

trip. It is intended for the fast trains between this city

and New York. The cylinders are one inch in diame-
ter larger than those of any other passenger cylinder in

service ; and tlie boiler is made correspondingly large

to supply the required amount of steam. The cylinders

are 19 x 24, and the driving wheels are five feet eight

inches in diameter. It is expected to make sixty miles
per hour, and greater speed is hoped for.

It is stated there are 97,000 miles of submarine tele-

graph cable in working order.

Keports continue to be received of the ravages of the The foreign ambassadors at Constantinople havi

rmy worm in New Jersey, which following the drought, {sented a collective note to the Porte, announcin;

are likely to make this year a disastrous one for the ! the supplementary conference will be held at B
farmers in portions of that State. land urging the fulfilment of the non-executed el

X steamers sailed from New Y'ork on the 12th, and of the treaty of Berlin regarding Greece, Montei

it is said every state room and every berth had its lessee, I
and Armenia.

in some cases, handsome premiums were ofTered Greece, it is said, is already taking

for the privilege of transfer. The shipments of raerchan- military occupation, after the conclusion of the co

dize continue to be large. The city of Chester, for Liver- ence at Berlin, of the provinces which the confe

pool, carried 36,011 boxes of cheese. shall award her.

The import trade of the country for Fourth month Small-pox has broken out with severity at Ami
ast, amounted to $74,388,000^which has not been Twenty-five deaths occurred from yellow fever

equalled in any month for several years—and exceeds fourteen from small-pox in Havana last week,

the exports, for the first time since 7th mo. 1877. An Alexandria dispatch says, the Egyptian ol;

The public debt of the country since 8th month, 1865, has left for the United States,

has decreased from nearly 1:2,800,000,000 to $1,950,- The Chinese Embassy at Berlin denies all know!

000,000, and the annual interest from $151,000,000 to of war preparations in Chin
$80,000,000; in addition to this, there has been a vast The University of Tokio (Tokio Diig.iku), has

reduction in taxation. At the present time, the amount .lished a calendar, which shows that this institu

of debt per capita of the population is about $40.
j

originally a "translation office," for the interpret:

A blast furnace in Pittsburg recently yielded, in seven
;

of Dutch books, has undergone progre.ssi

consecutive days, the enormous quantity of 1,141 tons :tions, until it is now a well-equipped University, ha

of pig-iron. This is said to be unparalleled by any i departments of law, science and literature, in wh
blast furnace in the world. [number of native professors are engaged. Therf
On the 11th inst., a 20,000 barrel oil tank, situated also several foreign teachers, chiefly Americans,

on an eminence above Titusville, was fired by lightning. 'Japanese teachers were educated either in this coc

The fire was communicated to other tanks and works, 'or in Europe, and have been instrumental in dey^

and before it was got under control had destroyed pro- ling this native school, until it has attained a

perty to the value of $1,500,000. second only to that of the best universities in Eui

The Deputy Marshall's bill was passed by the Senate I
There are about two hundred .students in the Univei

on the 14th inst., with the House amendments. In the 'and twenty-three have been sent to complete i

House the Electoral count resolution was considered, 'studies in this country or in Europe. The Unive
but when it became evident that the Republicans did 'Memoirs, including illustrated lectures, &c., are pri

not intend to allow the resolution to be voted on, it was in English, and are really handsome specimen

decided to postpone it till next session of Congress. !
typography. The volumes, including drawings, li

The mortality of Philadelphia during the week end- [graphs, printing and paper, are of Japanese or !l

ing on the 12th, was 285. Of this number 144 were '• Under the educational system now fairly establish^

adults and 141 children. [that country, with the Tokio University at its hea

Warkets, &c.—The following were the quotations on will not be many years before the Japanese gett

the 12th: U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 104; coupon, 'abreast of the most highly developed nalious of

107 ; 5's, 103i ; 4J's, 110; 4's, registered, 108 ; do. cou- world,

pon, 109.

Cotton.—Prices remain about the same as last quoted.

Sales of middlings are reported at 12 a 12^ cLs. per lb.

for uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7i cts. in barrels, and refined 8

cts. per gallon.

Flour.—The market dull, but prices without es.sential , , , , ,. . „ , , ,

change. Penna. extra family, *4.75 a *5 ; Ohio do. do. !

^t tlie school on the preceding evening, at / o clocl

$5 a $5.50; Minnesota, $5.1 2.V a $5.75; patents and
fancy, $7.12i a $7.50. Rye-flour $4.62J. Bran, $14 a

$15 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat was unsettled, and one a two cts. per
bushel lower: Red, $1.25; amber, $1.27. Rye 88 cts.

per bnshel. Corn, western and southern yellow, at 51

a 52 cts. ; white, 55 cts. Oat-s were more active. Sales

of white at 42 a 43 cts., and mixed at 38 a 39 cts. per
bushel.

Hay and straw.—Average price during the week :

Prime timothy, $1.15 a $1.30 per 100 pounds ; mixed,
$1.10 a $1.20 ; straw, 41.20 a $1.40.

Wool.—The demand from manufacturers is quite
limited, and an unsettled feeling prevails. Among the

sales were, Ohio i blood at 42 cts. ; do. | blood 49 ct^.

;

do. medium, 50 cts. ; unwashed Penna. 32J eta.

Oils.^Linseed, 66 a 67 cts. ; Neats foot, 65 a 75 cts.

;

Lard, 49 a 55 cts. ; Sperm, crude, 49 a 50 cts. ; winter
bleached, $1.12 a $1.20 per gallon.

Beef cattle were in demand, and prices were a shade
higher : 23 head arrived and sold at the different yards
at 3J a 6| cts. per lb. as to condition.

Sheep were in fair demand at former rates ; 8000
he.ad sold at the different yards at 3} a 5} cts. per lb.,

and Iambs 5 a 8 cts per lb. as to quality.

Hogs were unchanged : 5000 head sold at the different

yards at 6 a 6J cts. per lb.

Cows were dull : 180 head sold at $20 a $50 per he.ad.

Foreign.—The emigration returns from the Mersey
for the last month show that forty-five ships, with
25,127 passengers, sailed for the United States ; thirteen

ships, with 3,907 passengers, to British North America,
and six ships, with 107 pas.sengers, to South America.
The total number of emigrants for the month was 29,992,

of whom 7,926 are English, 6,330 Irish, 276 Scotch, and
the remainder foreigners.

The municipality of Paris has decided to impose

WE.STTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the General Committee ist

held at the school on Fourth-dav, the 23rd inst

The Committees on Instruction and Ad

tax of one-tenth of one per cent, on the purchase value
of all houses and buildings of every description, the

The Visiting Committee "meet at the school

Seventh-day, the 19th inst.

For the accommodation of the committee con'

ances will be at the Street Road Station, on Seventh
Third-days, the 19th and 22nd inst., to meet thi

that leave the city at 2.30 and 4.30 p. M.
Philada., 6th mo. 1880. Wm. Evans, Cler

A suitable Friend is wanted to superinte

schools of the " Friends' Freedmen's A,ssocia

Philadelphia," in North Carolina and Virginia

Applications may be addressed to

Philip C. Garrett, Ghairm
Gerraantown, Phi

Or to Howard Comfort, 523 Market St., Ph
Wm. H. Haines, 434 Walnut St.,

Commilli

WANTED
A Friend and his wife, to take charge of the Fa

Tunessassa, and to have the general superintendenc

the school and family at that place.

Application may be m.ade to

Samuel Morris, Olney P. O., Philadelphia
Jo.seph L. Bailey, Pine Iron Works, Berks Co.,

Joseph S. Elkin'ton, 325 Pine St., Philadelphia

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frank/ord, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician andSuperintendent-^JoHNC. Hall,M
Applications for the Admission of Patients raaj

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boan
Managers.

proceeds to be devoted to reducing the octroi duties.

Indian papers report that during the past year thirty

divers engaged in the pearl fishery in the Persian Gulf
lost their lives, most of them being victims of sea a member of Bradford Monthly Meeting of Frier

mon.sters. The value of the pearls taken in 1879, in During her short illness, a quiet resignation seen

the Persian Gulf, was set down at about $1,500,000. |
the clothing of her spirit, and her close was peaceful

Died, at his residence in this city, 5th mo. 4tli, IS

William B. Alexander, in the 67th year of hi

a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phi
delphia for the Northern Distr"

•

, 5th mo. 5th, 1S80, at her residence in Mars!
ton, Pa., Beulah Embree, in the 76th year of her a
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Corea.

(Continued from page 358.)

FIRST VOYAGE TO COREA.

High the cooperation of onoof the

iritish mercantile firms in China, Ernest

iwas enabled to make his first voyage to

The steamer Eooa, belonging to the

had been chartered for a voyage to an-

lort ; and it was arranged that in devia-

im her direct course, she should visit the

oast of Corea. Only five days could

tted for the trip, the object in the

stance was to discover and ascend the

iver leading to the capital, and to enter

ireliminarv communication with the

1 authoriU'es, with the view to open up

iicial and friendly relations with the

y. As the position of neither the capi-

r the river was known with an}' pre-

it was a diflScult problem to decide

to commence a search. Prince Jerome

pas selected as a starting point, to col

ly information attainable in some of the

ous bays adjacent. The first landing,

mall fishing village on Caroline Bay,

lade in company with Morrison, the

n of the steamer, and a Chinese inter-

. Most of the inhabitants ran off at

approach, which was scarcely to be

ired at as a steamer had never before

d the bay. A few old and decrepit

18 remained, one of whotn, a venerable-

g man, our author says: "Came up to

th signs of great deference, bearing in

,nds a brazier with charcoal burning ip

is was possibly intended to drive away
7il spirits, for which the simple people

lave taken us. But the old gentleman

is friend got visibly more at ease as soon

ey found that we came with peaceful

•iendly intentions ; and when the people

B hills, who had watched our approach

attentively, seemed satisfied by the cor-

itercourse that there was no danger to be

1, ihi'Y returned one by one after awhile,

76 soon found ourselves surrounded by

ge crowd of natives, who with many
mations, uttered their surprise at our

ge looks."

their return from a walk over the neigh-

g hills, the old Corean presented h'°

empty bottles and some other trifles given in

return. The bottles were quite new to the

people, and wore eagerly received, though

they knew not what to do with them.

At the end of the gulf, they met with others

of the inhabitants, of whom they inquired for

the elder of the largest village in the neigh-

borhood. Here they learned that the name
of the capital of the country is Saoul, and a

promise was given to send for the highest

official of the district, who resided at a distance

ofsome miles. Hesubsequenilj came on board

the steamer with many o her of the curious

natives—where he was kindly entertained, and

the object of the visit explained to hiin— i. e.—
to open commercial and friendly relations with

Corea. This was a subject which the old

Mandarin very properly said must be referred

to the government at Saoul, and he promised

to send off a messenger with despatches for

that purpose. As the steamer could not be

detained from her voyage till the return of

the messenger, E. Opport proposed remaining

on shore and carrying on the negotiations,

but this was strongly opposed by the local go v-

ernor, who feared it might subject him to suspi-

cion and danger from the central government.

There seemed therefore no course open but

to postpone further intercourse to a future

visit—and with many expressions of good

will from the natives, the steamer left Corea.

SECOND VOYAGE TO COREA

The first visit had convinced E. Oppert

that the population of Corea generally shared

The visit of the old Mandarin, Ta-wha, on

board of the vessel is thus described:

Evidently somewhat embarrassed, in the

uncertainty how far I had knowledge of what
had happened,* be came up to me, but ap-

peared much relieved when I expressed neither

by words nor looks that I was aware of what

had occurred. He seemed overjoyed at see-

ng me again, though in his heart of hearts

he may have wished me a thousand miles

away. His finely cut, quite European, features

beamed with benevolence and pleasure, and

one was almost tempted to believe in the

sincerity of his exprer<8ions of love and good-

will. Nor do I doubt but that he was per-

sonally well and favorably inclined to me—
Jeed there was no reason why ho should

not have been so after the previous friendly

intercourse between us, and the treatment he

had received on board the 'Rona.' But with

him and all his colleagues the fear of the

Government and of the responsibility which

they incurred outweighed all personal feelings

and considerations."
" Captain James had gone on shore shortly

after daybreak next morning to take observa-

tions-, but returned immediately after in a

state of great excitement. A Corean had

come up to him in a mysterious and secret

manner, and had delivered to him a letter for

me, which he brought at once on board. The

letter, written in French, I found to be signed

by Monsieur Eidel, one of the three French

missionaries who had escaped the fury of

the regent, and who, with his unfortunate

n the desire to have the barrfer removed that companions, had now been hunted f\>r months

separated them from the outer world, and by hi, officers ^'^
/Yf. hf/°''"^2unt^inY

this encouraged him to hope that the Govern- had been obhged to hide in the mountains,
*

!!f"^°„Kf^„ ;.,H„...,1 tn r.lnv its nolicv of woods, and caverns, and had miserably sus-

tained their lives by the scanty supply otment might be induced to relax its policy of

non intercourse. It was therefore decided to

return and renew the effort, with the assist-

ance of the same firm which had before taken

part in the enterprise. This conclusion was

not altered by the news of the murder of the

French missionaries (as mentioned in the

previous number of this article) information of

wliich had arrived in the meantime.

A small, light-draught steamer was pro-

cured, and Prince Jerome Gulf again visited,

both to have a certain starting point for ex-

ploration and in hope of obtaining a pilot.

Our author says

:

" I landed at the foot of a wooded hill,

which was crowded by natives. I had

hardly set my foot on shore, when a great

many of these rushed down the bill, and ran

up to me greatlj' astonished, and to all ap-

pearance much delighted ;
nor was I less

pleased when I recognized most of them as

old acquaintances from my former voyage.

The good people seemed really pleased to see

me return, and told me that old Ta-wha was

still at Heimi, and that I should see him soon.

My supply of segars was quickly divided

amongst them, and I left them discoursing

th'twentyfinefreshherrings, which eagerly upon the great news of my reap

ikfullv accented, and a number oflpearance."
irs wi
thankfully accepted, and pearance.

food which compassionate natives secretly

contrived to furnish them with. When I

looked up, after having perused the letter, I

observed two or three natives at some distance

from each other, walking up and down oppo-

site our anchorage on the shore, who made

the sign of the cross when they saw that I

had remarked them. I wrote an answer to

Monsieur Eidel on the spot, promising to

render him and his companions any assistance

within my power, and offering them as a mat-

ter of course a refuge on board our steamer.

I informed them at the same time of my plan

to penetrate as near as possible to the capital,

as soon as we had found the river leading to

the same, and gave them a sketch of the route

I proposed to follow; as the news of our

whereabouts spread rapidly enough through

the country, they would not find any great

difficulty in being directed by friendly natives

to the spot where we happened to be."

"As soon as my answer was written I set

off for the shore, where I was anxiously

awaited by the messengers. They were over-

joyed at having at last been able to deliver

* The murder of the French missionaries.
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the letter to its addres=, and made themselves

known as Corean Christians. Uufbrlunately

however, my appearance on shore had at-

tracted a great crowd, whose idle though not

ill-intentioned curiosityit was diffieultto keep

off without creating suspicion against the

converts, who were strangers in this part of

the eouutrj', and though I had much wished

to take them on board at once to get further

details from them, I desisted at their request

on account of the risk they might run. I

managed though, with the assistance of the

boat's crew lo keep the crowd at a distance

while I entered into a short conversation with

these men and delivered the answer I had
written to Monsieur Ridel's letter, while one
of them sat down in a spot sheltered from the

looks of the people, and wrote down the fol-

lowing: 'Ego Philippus, alumnus coreensis,

secundum pactum cum duobus nautis heri

ante mediam noctem veni in hunc destinatum
Joeum ct tota nocte hie vigilaviraus, in hac
nocte post tenebras navicula veniret optimum
erit, nunc, etiam hie sumus . . .

'*

It was certainly a remarkable sight to see

this poor, rough-looking and worn-out native

sit down and indite Latin letters as if he had
done nothing else all his lifetime. I told him
that the ship's boat would ba wailing for

them at eight o'clock in the evening, and he
promised to be punctual at the appointment;
now, however, they were anxious to with-

draw from the inquisitive looks and questions

of the people around us, so 1 watched until I

saw them off safe before 1 myself returned to

the steamer.

Punctually at the hour fixed they were
again on the spot, and they were soon safe

and sound on board the steamer. There were
three of them, a fourth had started back al-

ready with my reply to the fugitive mission-

aries, who were some days' journey distant

in the interior. It is almost impossible to

describe the joy and happiness of the.^e poor
people to find themselves, at least for a time,

surrounded by friendly and sympathizing
faces, and they hardly knew how to express
their gratitude and thankfulness. And I

must say it was a sight worth seeing to ob-

serve our lascar sailors, and all other hands
on board rush forward to meet them and
shake hands with them—it was a spontaneous
tribute offered to the courage and disinterested
conduct of these brave fellovvs.

For forty-eight hours they had not tasted

a morsel of food ; being strangers in the neigh-
borhood, they had not dared to ask for any-
thing for fear of being discovered by the
authorities. When their hunger was some-
what appeased they found time to give me a
full and detailed account of everything that;

had occurred since my last visit and of the
general state of the country."

(To be concluded.)

Excellent and indispensable as morality of
life is, it is only as we come to pass from a
state of nature to a state of grace, and our
souls experience the renewings of the Holy
Ghost, that our conduct amongst men will

redound to the glory of Grod, and be viewed
with acceptance in his pure and holy sight.

* I, Philippus, a Corean disciple, a.s agreed upon, ar-

rived in this place with two sailors before midnight
yesterday, and we have watched liere all night. It

would be well if a small boat could come to-night after
dark to fetch us, and we shall also then be here.

For "Tbe Friend"
| One moming she told her father tha

An .lecoiint of some Exprfssions of Cathariuf Burling had had a dream or vision, (whether shi
in licr la,st siciillCSS. asleep or not she could not tell) whicl

Catharine Burling, daughter of John and that she died, and her soul was carrit
Ann Burling of New York, was taken ill of a Heaven, and her blessed Saviour reeeiv
slow fever, which weakened her gradually, so vvith open arms into his bosom, saying, '(

", inherit the joys preparethou
thee.'"

During the last five weeks of her
speaking freqnenilj' of the Lord's goot

me- *i

mus *

that, to use her own expressions, she was
duced step by 8te]i, all means used for her
help proving ineffectual.

When she was brought low and her re-

covery appeared doubtful, she v .is for a time;to her, with vvhich she was favored in a
under great exercise of mind concerning her jtiaordinary manner, she said, "I have
future state, and prayed to the Lord for a'jng to do with this world. Oh let my tin
little more time, and that she might witness a 'employed in praising the Lord, and telli;

better state, which He was graciously pleased his gracious dealings with my soul."
to answer, she not long after saying her mind She would often saj-, " I am humbly th
was changed : she came to witness the child's Iful to the Lord for all his favors conferrf e

state, being filled with inoocency, often say- [me ; and when I don't speak I am thankj it'

ing, 'My mind IS like a little child's;" and her] my heart, and that is more than words. '

heart came to be filled with the love of God
; | Lord don't require lip honor, but when

and in the aboundings thereof, for several i heart is filled I can't help speaking."
weeks before her departure, she was at times lanother time, " Many are the chano-es
enabled to declare of the Lord's goodness to [vicissitudes I experience, and what may
herinawonderfulmanner, and also to exhort! next none of us knows; but I am r^-^
many who came to visit her, to amendment of land thankful to the Lord for all his
liffi, that so, when they came to lie on a sick to me, his poor frail creature. He b.u,
bed, they might- be made enjoyers of that with me just as He pleases; we shoul
peace she was then made a partaker of ; often

'

saj'ing she felt his pence flow in her mind as

a gentle stream, and that her cup ran over. ^^
Many were the sweet expressions which ;for my'clmnge,"and "a happy"change it"

she uttered, some of which, as near as could be to me."
be remembered, are here set down, though One morning as her mother and sii

order of time could not exactly be kept to— Iwere putting on her clothes, she desired t
" Many wearisome nights have I gone to stop, and then expressed herself to

through, and have watered my pillow with - -^ -

my tears. I was long in doubt of m}' eternal
happiness, and in the time of greatest distress

I cried to the Lord that He would bo pleased
to lengthen my time, that I might be more
fully prepared for it ; and He was graciously
pleased to hear and grant my request, and
give me a full assurance of it; and He has
been pleased to lengthen mj' time a little

longer, that I might speak of his goodness toithree
others, and tell what He has done for my soul,

j

handle," a small neck and a narinir mo
Oh praises! praises! praises! be given to his The width of the opening is one and one-
great and glorious name. My tongue is loo [inches, and the height of the jaris eightinc
short by far. Oh, if I had the tongue of an

|

When found it was full of very fiufashes

thankful for all the Lord's favors. 1

and pray that I may be kept thankful
mble, meek and low before Him, wa

effect, "I now no longer wonder that
martj'rs could sing in the flames, I cou
the same."

A Cinerary Urn.

BY SELAH MERRILL.

Among the relics which I brought from
east is a pottery jar which would hold al

])ints. It is globe-shaped, with

ienlly express myigtopped the mouth of the vessel, butangel, I could not suf

gratitude to that gracious God who" has been 'deal 'of the dust sifted out and was ~l,)st oa^
thus pleased to favor me in so eminent alway home. A double-handful remains,
"'*""6r. ever, and portions of this have been subjei
"My disorder is very changeable—very ito a careful examination. The analysis sh

flattering it would bo to some, but it doth not jthat the powder, or ashes, is of an animal
flatter me— I am resigned to the Lord's will

; vegetable origin. The vessel is of such a g
let Him do just as it best pleaseth Him with age that it is decomposing in our atmosph
me, his poor frail creature. U suspect that this jar is a "cinerary u
"The work of regeneration is a great work: jand contains the ashes of some person '

I know it now experimentally. I am become I was cremated in ancient times. The real,
a new creature : new thoughts, new desires ! ture or importance of the object did not o(
my aftections set on things above. I hi;

. - - _
_

avo a
new name written in the Lamb's Book of
Life, and the vvhite stone is given to me."
She at the same time advised her brothers

and sisters to plainness of speech and apparel,
saying, " Kemcmber our blessed Lord, that
great pattern of plainness, who when on earth
went up and down doing good, and wore a
garment without seam. He was crucified

—

He was nailed to the cross for our sins! for
my sins! Oh love inexpressible."

One evening, as her father was sitting by
her bedside, she said to him, "Thou art my
father; but now I have another Father—

I

have an Heavenly Father. I love thee dearly,
but I love Him much more. Oh, He is the
chiefest of ton thousands !"

to me when I found it. I do not think ]

gard it now with anything like sacred I

ings, yet raj' imagination is strangely b
when I reflect upon what these silent ;

may have been. The jar stands quietly i

cabinet, and I consider myself the owne
the mysterious dust which it contains, ar

hope that no ghost will ever appear to

puto my claim. I found the jar in Eg;
In 1874-5 a short piece of railroad was b
connecting the one leading from Alexani
to Cairo with that leading to Eamleh, I

lieve. Near Alexandria a cutting had b
made through a hill, which was from fort;

sixty feet high. On the top were some
military earth-works. At a depth of ab
thirty feet from the top of the hi
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yard bad been struck and cut through,

t, the level of tbo road was twentj^ foci

it. The coffins were all of terra eotta.

were six, and, at one point, as many as

.iers of coffins. One tier would be cross-

)f the one below it, and they were all

.pparently, without any regard to the

of the compass. Multitudes of the

had been broken, and the debris was

ant. Great n\imbers projected from the

and were still perfect. A number of

1 broke open, but found generally in

no remains except a little fine dust. In

cases, however, I found small pottery

3, vases, bottles, &G., placed about where

ads of the dead body would lie. These

s were unmistakably Egyptian in their

entation. The coffins themselves, pcr-

[ ought to slate, had no ornamentation

as T observed. In the coffins 1 found

be remains of what wore doubtless per-

ornaments, bracelets, rings, &c., mostly

per.

en the cutting was first made through

Id graveyard a number of valuable ob-

were found, which went immediately

the collections of private individuals,

3h, French, or others. Just beyond

bods of coffins, near the foot of the pr

An Earnest Appeal.

Providence, 7th of 9th mo. 1781.

I have often bad thee in remembrance, since

last I saw thee, and now believe it best to

write the feelings of my mind ;
and I desire

to speak to that in thee which can savor

words, and which has long been visited, and

yet continues long in bondage. May I query,

'Why is it so? Dear cousin, why is it so?

Answer, because Pharoah's heart is hardened,

so that he will not let the true Israelitish seed

go forth to do sacrifice to the Lord, the ever-

lasting God. Know thou, that plagues and

tribulations will attend that hardened heart,

unless it submits. And unless there is a giv

ing up to the holy influence of that fire, which

burns as an oven (inwardly,) thy lot, I think,

will be to drag out a miserable life of empti-

ness and desolation of soul; when, at the same

time, I am as fully satisfied, that by a full

surrender, thou might come to feed upon the

bread of life, and drink of the new wine, with

Christ in his Father's kingdom.

I have been discouraged about writing ;
for,

if thou wilt not hearken to the voice within,

in vain might one rise even«from the dead, to

invito thee. Take this not as rough language.

It is in the breathings of my soul for thy wel-

lill, and aboul'on a level with the road- fare, that I am engaged th'i* to call upon thee

here were the remains of what had been to make no longer delay, lest the night ovei-
nere were uuc iciiiiiMjo ui ., ,,^v ^^.^ ^^^•. .-^ , -_ . „

,i „ „,.

il furnaces. These, being found so near take thee; but improve the pn

jffins, were much more interesting than

)ffins themselves. So far as I could judge

sir original form, they wore six feet deep,

or four feet in diameter, and shaped at

ase like the big end of an egg. The form

e top I do not know. They were built

rge brick, and a glance revealed the un-

ikable fact that they bad been subjected

sry great heat. By the heat, possibly

by age, the bricks forming the walls of

: furnaces, had been concreted into a solid

. These furnaces, if they were such, were

derably below the present surface of th

and also considerably below the level of

owest tier of coffins. They may origin-

have been situated on a plain, or at the

of a small hill on the top of which would

10 cemetery. How the graveyard came

e buried thirty or more feet below the

3nt surface of the ground is something

jh I do not attempt to explain. The fact,

ever, is well known to explorers in the

,, that one must penetrate fur beneath the

ice if one would find the genuine remains

emote antiquity. The excavations that

i been made at Mycenro, Ephesus, Troy,

le valley of the Tigris, in E:<ypt, and
'

iBtine as well, all prove the truth of the

eraent just made. It is well known that

erusalera, excavations were curried to a

th of sixty, and even to eighty and ninety

,
before the original rock and ground work

struck.

have endeavored to state all the important

8 connected with the locality where the

or urn which I have described, was found,

iras not taken from one of these coffins, nor

a one of these furnaces, but from the earth

y near the latter. The reader who is at

interested in these details, will be abl

esent time.

Now is the accepted" time. Now is the visita-

tion continued. How long ere it may be too

.ate, we know not. Great is the consequence

to thy immortal soul. Oh ! I entreat thee

stand out no longer. Kesist no longer the

offers of God's loving-kindness to thee !
What

satisfaction canst thou have in the thoughts

of spending all thy days in thraldom, in Egyp-

tian bondage? Or what reason hast thou to

think it will ever be easier than now, to make

a full revolt from under the government of

the king of tyrants? Lot thy comrades laugh

d let'deists argue as they please. He who

knows not th j peace of God that passeth mere

human understanding, notwithstanding all

his wit and all his cunning, is, as to the in-

ward state of his soul, in a land of emptiness,

famishing and starving for want of that food

which only nourisheth to eternal life.

Farewell, says thy true friend and cousin.

J. Scott.

• Indian Teaming.

The Council Fire, in a sketch of William J.

Pollock, one of the Indian Inspectors, gives

a lively account of the removal of the Sioux

Indians of Spotted Tail's band from their old

homes to the reservation at Eosebud. W. J.

Pollock was then their Agent, and had won

the confidence of the chiefs. He suggested

that to save expense they should move them-

selves independent of contractors, and it was

done at a trifling cost. The disappointed con-

tractors were astonished at his "audacity,"

but hoped to make large profits on the hauling

of supplies—for 6,000 people were to be fed,

and building material to be transported over

one hundred miles from navigation. The

Commissioner of Indian Affairs advertised for

bids for freiffhting. The contractors thinking

them, I trust, to
' form an intelligent that outside parties could not ge the ean^s

n respecting what I call, with some and wagons on the ^M-oundn time put
.^^

tinn of coui-se. a "cinerary urn," " the lorbitant bids. The Commissioner telegiaphedQion

itation, of course, a " cinerary urn,

odv that was burneu, ji
jr e

1 " the furnaces that were used for the pur- One hundred light rcagons «"^
''"'•"^^{^'•.{^J

les of cremation."- rAe Oriental Journal, ^hundred horses were shipped to Koacbud land-

':?izzzr>.^;-::i::i'.r.:^^^^^^^^^^^^

ng. With these Colonel Pollock commenced
Indian freighting. The scene is thus de-

jcribed :

—

'

" Agent Pollock, accompanied by Spotted

Tail, had also come down to the landing to

expedite matters in furtherance of the enter-

prise.
" The l.-ibor of putting the wagons and bar-

ness together was a work of several days, the

great chief watching the proceedings in the

meantime with an interest difficult to describe.

Not a thing escaped his attention. If a nut

or a bolt was forgotten by the mechanics, the

quick eye of Spotted Tail readily detected the

omission, and he instantly pointed it out. As

soon as a wagon was put together it was

drawn to the warehouse, loaded, numbered

and an inventory taken of its contents, after

which it was hauled up on the plateau, until

the whole hundred wagons, covered with

canvas, stood in order on the line of a semi-

circle. On the arrival of Horned Antelope'*

at the agency, the Indians hurriedly gathered

their ponies, and without waiting for each

other, or starting in any kind of order, dashed

away for the river as fast as horseflesh could

carry them ;
some accompanied by their

.squaws, each striving to reach the wagons

first. When they came over the brow of the

hill and saw the wagons standing i n line, their

enthusiasm knew no bounds ;
their yells of

delight could have been heard for miles up

and down the river. No war-whoop ever

awakened louder echoes. Then they dashed

down the hill and circled round and round

their new wagons, their ponies at full speed,

war feathers flying in the air, whooping, yell-

ing, some erect, some leaning over so far that

they could view the field from under their

flying ponies.
" All night long their camp fires were kept

up and their weird songs rang out upon the

air. With the morning came the time for.

the transition from the breech-clouted savage

to the man beginning his career in civilization.

Before the distribution of the wagons took

place the roll was called, and a suit of cloth-

ing issued to each of these embryo teamsters.

Then came the change. Blankets were thrown

aside, pantaloons were drawn upon legs for

the first time, vests followed, then coats, then

hats, and the transformation from the wild,

rovino-, idle and careless savage in one brief

mome'nt was complete, and a hundred men

clad in the garb of civilization had taken their

places.

'•The harnessing of ponies then commenced.

The harness was too large ;
the Indians did

not know how to adjust it to the animals;

but all the employees under the direction of

the agent lent a helping hand, and this part

of the work was soon completed.

"As soon as a team was harnessed and

hitched to a wagon, an effort was made to

start. Some of tha ponies went backward,

refusing to pull a pound ; some forward, while

others at full gallop went dashing in every

direction. The Indians did not know how to

drive; their animals having never been driven.

The rattling of wagons, the sight of those

flying past, added to the excitement and made

confusion perfect. * * *

" The effect of this adventure has been won-

derful, for not only have the most sanguine

expectations as to cheap transportation been

* The Imlian courier sent to announce the arrival of

the wagons.
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fully realized, but incidentally and uncon
sciously ibe Indians' hereditary prejudice

a,ijainst labor has been br(ik;>.n down, and the

problem, so long presented, ' How best to in-

duce wild Indians to abandon an idle and
shiftless life for one involving manual labor,

is at last approaching solution."

These two experiments were successfully

executed with wild Indians, and without the

aid or presence of military or other restrain-

ing or impelling influences, save the indomit-

able will and character of the Agent.

Training of Children.

" Train up a child in the way he should go,

and when he is old he will not depart from
it." These are inspired words. Train up a

child in the way he should go.

The question is often asked, "How is it

that so many children of professedly Christian

parents grow up without becoming Chris

tians, and in many instances are worldly and
ungodly ?" Does it not result from the neglect

of proper early training?

What strange carelessness and indifference

is manifested in watching over the tender

plants of childhood 1 Blighting worldly in

fluences are allowed to possess the opening
mind, and no anxiety felt for the result.

Children are committed to the care of im-

proper nurses and governesses; educated in

schools where religion is ignored ; entertained

in parlies of the ga}^ and thoughtless ; admit-

ted to friendships low and debasing, where
God is dishonored and his cause lightly es

teemed. The spirit of the age is extremely
lax in family discipline. Children must be

allowed great independence
;
great liberality

must bo exercised toward them, and nothing
must be done to bring them under any rules

of home government. Indeed, the governing
power in many families is committed to the

children. In how many home circles may it

be said. Children rule here.

The government of the family was early

committed to its head bj' Divine authority.

The Lord said of Abraham: "I know him
that he will command his children and house-
hold after him ; and they shall keep the way
of the Lord, to do justice and judgment, and
that the Lord may bring upon Abraham that
which He hath spoken of him." What hath
the Lord spoken of Abraham that He might
bring upon him? It reads thus: "I will

establish my covenant between me and thee
and thy seed after thee." Of course this bless-

ing was to bo secured by his commanding his

children and household after him. "Com-
mand," as used here, is a very significant word,
showing that it is the duty of parents to

govern the family.

Parents cannot be too careful and atten
live in properly directing and instructing
the youthful minds committed to their care.

While they " command" or govern, they
should do it wisely, giving to the household
circle a pleasing, cheerful, loving aspect, con-
tributing in every possible way consistent
with Christian principle, to make home the
pleasantest place on earth. Eeligious light

should shine there with a clear, steady bright-
ness. Where the homo is right, government
properly administered, religion taught as it

should be by pncept and example, and illus-

trated in all of the social and domestic rela-

tions, and a genial, warm, pleasant feeling,

running through all of the family circle, there

the young life will develop and show its richer

nobler qualities in its advance to manhood
;

and such has been its training that it will ex

perience a powerful influence in restraining it

from evil and in guiding it in the way of truth

and righteousness.

—

Christian Union.

*"*
Selecl

WAIT.
Wait ! for the day is breaking.

Though the dull night be long :

Wait ! God is not forsaking

Thy heart. Be strong—be strong !

Wait ! and the clouds of sorrow
Shall melt in gentle showers,

And hues from heaven shall borrow,

As they fall amidst the flowers.

AVait ! 'tis the key to pleasure,

And to the plan of God
;

Oh, tarry thou his leisure,

Thy soul shall bear no load.

Wait ! for the time is hasting

When life shall be made clear.

And all who know heart-wastiug

Shall feel that God is dear.

EAIN IN SUMMER.
H. ^. LONGFELLOW.

How beautiful is the rain !

After the dust and heat,

In the broad and fiery street,

In the narrow lane.

How beautiful is the rain !

How it clatters along the roofs,

Like the tramp of hoofs !

How it gushes and struggles out

From the throat of the overflowing spout

!

Acro.ss the window-pane
It pours and pours

;

And swift and wide.

With a muddy tide.

Like a river, down the gutter roars

The rain, the welcome rain !

The sick man from his ch.tmber looks

At the twisted brooks;

He can feel the cool

Breath of each little pool

;

His fevered brain

Grows calm again

And he breathes a blessing on the rain.

From the neighboring school

Come the hoys
With more than their wonted noise

.4nd commotion
;

And down the wet streets

S;iil their mimic fleets

Till the treacherous pool

Ingulfs them in its whirling
And turbulent ocean. •

In the country on every side,

Where far and wide.

Like a leopard's tawny and spotted hide
Stretches the plain.

To the dry grass and the dryer grain

How welcome is the rain !

In the furrowed land
The toilsome and patient oxen st.and;

Lifting the yoke-encumbered he.ad,

With their dilated nostrils spread,

They silently inhale

The clover-scented gale.

And the vapors which arise

From the well-watered and smoking sod
Seem to thank the Lord
More than man's spoken word.

Near at hand
From under the sheltering trees,

The farmer sees

His pastures and his fields of grain,

As they bend their tops

To the numberless beating drops
Of the incessant rain.

He counts it as no sin

That he sees therein

Only his own thrift and gain.

These, and far more than these

The poet see-!

!

He can behold
Aquarius old

Walking the fenceless fields of air

;

And from each ample fold

Of the clouds about him rolled

Scattering everywhere
The showery rain

As the farmer scatters his grain.

He can behold
Things manifold
That have not been wholly told,—

•

Have not been wholly sung or said,

For his thought that never stops,

Follows the water-drops

Down to the graves of the dead,
Down through chasms and gulfs profound)

To the dreary fountain head
Of lakes and rivers underground

;

And sees them when the rain is done, ';

On the bridge of colors seven
Climbing up once more to heaven,

Opposite the setting sun.

Thus the seer.

With vision clear.

Sees forms appear and disappear
In the perpetual round of strange.

Mysterious change
From birth to death, from death to birth,

From earth to heaven, from heaven to eai
Till glimpses more .sublime

Of things, unseen before.

Unto his wondering eyes reveal \

The universe as an un measurable wheel
Turning forevermore

In the rapid and rushing river of Time.;

I

About Debt.

Living beyond their incomes is the rui

many of my neighbors ; they can ha
afford to keep a rabbit, and must needs d

a pony and chaise. I am afraid extravagi
is the common disease of the times, and
professing Christians have caught it, to t

shame and sorrow. Good cotton or
gowns are not good enough now-adays

; j

must have silks and satins, and then the

a bill at the dressmaker's as long as a wint

night, and quite as dismal. Show and s

and smartnc'^s run away with a man's me
keep the family poor, and the father's i

on the grindstone. Frogs try to hiok as

as bulls, and burst themselves. A poun
week apes five hundred a year, and come
the county court. Men burn the candle

both ends, and then say they are very un
tunate—why don't they put the saddle on
right horse, and say they are extravaga
Economy is half the battle in life; it is

so hard lo earn money as to spend it ^^

Hundreds would have never known war
the}' had not first known xoaste. Dear r

some people are much too fine now-a-dayf
eat what their fathers were thankful to

on the table, and so they pleaso ihcir pala

with costly feeding, come to the work hot;

and expect everj-body to pity them. Tl
turned up their noses at bread and buti

and came to eat raw turnips stolen out
fields. They who live like fighting-cocks

other men's costs will get their combs cut,

perhaps get roasted for it one of these da
if you have a great store of peas, you
put the more in the soup; but everj'bo

should fare according to his earnings. Ht
both a fool and a knave who has a shilli

coming in, and on the strength of it spendi

pound which does not belong to him.
Now, if owing leads to lying, who shall 8

that it is not a most evil thing? Of cour

there are exceptions, and I do not want
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hard upon an honest man who ia brought

) by sickness or heavy losses; but lake

ule as a rule, and you will find debt to

great dismal swamp, a huge mud-hole, a

ditch: happy is the man who gets out

after once tumbling in, but happieat

, is he who has been by God's goodness

out of the mire altogether. VVhere a

has laid one egg, she is very liUel}' to lay

lier; when a man is once in debt, he is

Y to get into it again; better keep clear

from the first. He who gets in for a

y will soon be in for a pound, and when

,n is over shoes, he is verj' liable to be

boots. Never owe a farthing, and you

neyer owe a guinea.

jr motto is, pay as you go, and keep from

I scores. Short reckonings are soon

ed. Pay what you owe, and what you're

h you'll know. Better go to bed with-

70ur supper than get up in debt. Sins

debt are always more than we think

I to be. Little by little a man gets over

lead and oars. It is the petty expenses

empty the purse. Money is round, and

away easily. Tom Thriftless buys what

oes not want because it is a great bar-

; and so is soon brought to sell what

oes want, and finds it a very little bar

; he cannot say "No" to his friend who
ts him to be security; he gives grand

ers, makes many holidays, keeps a fat

!, lets his wife dress fine, never looks after

servants, and by-and-by he is quite sur

id to find the quarter days come round so

fast, and that his creditors bark so loud,

as sowed his money in thefield of thought-

less, and now he wonders that he has to

he wants to clear himself; j'ou can't spend dangerous. God gives faculties and oppor-

your penny and pay debts with it too. Stint

the kitchen if the purse is bare. Don't believe

n any way of wiping out debts except by

paying hard cash. Promises make debts,

and debts make promises, but promises never

pay debts; promising is one thing, and per-

forming is quite another. A good man's word

should be as -binding as an oath, and he should

never promise to pay unless he has clear pros-

pect of doing so in due time ; those who stave

off payment by false promises deserve no

cy. It is all very well to say, " I'm very

sorry," but
A hundred years of regret,

Pay not a farthing of debt.

Now, I'm atraid all this sound advice might

as well have been given to my master's cocks

and hens as to those who have got in the

way of speniling wliat is not their own, for

advice to such people goes in at one oar and

out at the other ; well, those who refuse cheap

advice will have to buy dear repentance; but

to young people beginning life, a word may
bo worth a world, and this shall be John

Ploughman's short sermon, with three heads

to it—.Uways live a little below your means,

never get into debt, and remember

—

He who goes a borrowing

Goes a sorrowing.— C. H. Spurgeon.

Favored Meetings.—Job Scott, writing from

Philadelphia in 1786 says: •' The awfulness

the solemnity, and reverent abased waiting

before the Lord, in these highly favored meet

ings, bows my soul in grateful admiration ol

that glory, that so often and so abundantly

and overs'hadowingly, filled the Lord's house

the harvest of poverty. Still he hopes !q„ these precious and important occasions,

iomethiug to turn up to help him out ofi^h ^je! may I ever humbly retain a sense of

ulty, and so muddles himself into raorel;, p,.Qpo,.tionate to the graciouscondescension

ble, forgetting that hope and expectations

Fool's income. Being hard up, he goes

larket with empty pockets, and buys at

tever prices tradesmen like to charge him,

80 he pays them double, and gets deeper

deeper into the mire. This leads him to

iming, and trying little tricks and mean

yes, for it is hard for an empty sack to

d upright. This is sure not to answer,

schemes are like spiders' webs, which can

3r catch anything better than flies, and

soon swept away. As well attempt to

id your shoes with brown paper, or stop

oken window with a sheet of ice, as to try

atch up a falling business with manoeuvring

scheming. When the schemer is found

he is like a dog in church, whom every-

y kicks at, and like a barrel of powder,

ch nobody wants for a neighbor,

'hey say poverty is a sixth sense, and it

need be, for many debtors seem to have

the other five, or were born wjthoufc com
i-sense, for they appear to fancy that you

only make debts, but pay them by borrow

, A man pays Peter with what he has

rowed of Paul, and thinks he is gettin,

of his diffieulties, when he is putting on

t in the mud to pull his other foot out. It

lard to shave an egg, or to pull hairs out

I bald pate, but they are both easier than

ing debts out of an empty pocket. Samson

3 a strong man, but he could not pay debts

hout money, and he is a fool who thinks

can do it by scheming. As to borrowing

ney of loan societies, it's like a drowning

n catching at razors. A man must cut

urn his outgoings and save hia iucomings if

of an all-powerful God, to poor, unworth.y,

nd as to Him, unprofitable servants. I expect

the day of adversity will soon be set over

against this precious day of prosperity. But

as the prosperous day is and has been, far

more in a humble, silent feeling of Divine

'ulness and sutficiency, than in words, even

in that which in great degree swallows up and

persedes many words, 1 have some hope of

escaping without such deep returns of pain-

ful Htrippings as have sometimes followed the

most open and freely flowing verbal commu-
nications. However, the way has been pretty

open in that sense too; but as it has been

thankfully felt, that a very few words in right

authority do much more than a multiplicity

out of it, the business of these meetings has

been conducted with tho'fewest words, and

yet with far the most life, of any I ever at

tended."
_

Hid in a iV^/pA-j»i.—Not many years ago a

man appeared at the counter of the bank in

Middletown, Connecticut, asking and receiv-

ing specie for bills on the bank to the amount

of one thousand dollars. He had kept these

bills just as he had received them more than

twenty years before. If he had deposited

them in a savings-bank and allowed them to

remain on interest, he might have drawn al-

most three times the amount at the end of

this long interval.

How many men vvill appear at the judg-

ment to give an account of their stewardship,

with their talents as little improved by wise

and diligent use. To hold aloof from the ser-

vice of the Lox-d is foolish, unprofitable, and

tunities to be cultivated and improved by
diligent service. Let every man see to it that

he make the most of himself and of his oppor-

tunities for advancing the glory ot God in the

world, fur every man must give account of

himself to God.

From the " Hcriild of Truth."

Abstain from all Appearance of Evil.—1 Thess. v. 22.

This is a text that we should always bear

mind; but I fear that some of us are too

forgetful, and sometimes go in the way of evil

men instead of turning away. Bach one

hould examine himself to see if he has been

living up to the text. When a professor of

religion goes to the theatre " to see what peo-

ple can do," thinking that these things make
no difference, from whence are such thoughts?

Is there not in it all an appearance of evil,

which the text teaches us to avoid ?

Perhaps some professor of Christianity, who
reads this, is in the habit of going into the

saloon for pleasure and pastime. This is a

bad place to pass away time in ; there is noth-

ing found there that is good to read, no Bible,

no religious books. But there stands the

billiard table and other objects for amuse-

ment. Is there not in the act of going to such

a place, an appearance of evil that the text

requires us to avoid ?

Sometimes in public places there is jesting,

and profane language is used, and persons are

entertained and amused; and how often are

professors of religion seen to listen to and
take part with evil men. Such things suit

the carnal mind, which is at enmity with God.

If we are indulging that which is enmity
against God, and makes us his enemies, how
can we expect to be his sous and daughters ?

Another very common appearance of evil

is the manifestation of pride among all classes

of people. They try to excel one another in

building fine houses, in riding in fine carriages,

and wearing fine clothes. Others manifest

their pride by trying to gain honor of men
being highlj'^ esteemed in the world. Some-
times parents assume to avoid the appearance

of evil in fashionable dressing by putting

modest apparel on themselves, while their

children are indulged in all their vanity, and

even the innocent little babe is arrayed in a

manner unbecoming for people who profess

to follow the teachings of the New Testament,

the parent claiming that these things make
no difference. This is setting a trap lor Satan

in which to catch the children. What is

wrong for us to do, is also wrong to be taught

to the children. Avoid all appearance of evil

by " training up the child in the way he

should go."

Dear reader, let us avoid all appearance of

evil, that when our time here is ended, we
may meet God in peace ; and meet also the

little children who have gone before, not

clothed after the vanities of the world, but

with the pure white robes of the righteous-

ness of Christ.

That we may also mingle in the company
of pious forefathers, in higher enjoyment than

that furnished by the saloon aod the theatre.

— Feter A. Bloiiyh. ^^^^^
Poverty is the load of some, and wealth is

the load of others, perhaps the greater load of

the two. It may weigh them to perdition.

BeUr the load of thy neighbor's poverty, and
let him bear with thee the load of thy wealth.

Thou ligbteneat thy load by lightening hie.
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Religious Items, &c.

"A Missionary jr/u>."—Andre wChermside,

a recent traveller in Central Africa, has placed

in the hands of Dr. Cameron, M. P., a whip,

with which he states that the rais.-ionaries

at a mission station established near Lake
Nyassa arc in the habit of flogging their re-

fractory converts. The whip con^isl8of several

very thick thongs, and is a more formidable

weapon of punishment than the Navy cat

which was exhibited at the. House of Com-
mons last year. The subject is, we hear,

likely to undergo official investigation. —
London Paper.

[We hope the "official investigation" will

evince that the whip has been used for some
other purpose than to punish " refractory con-

verts." Fending this, it is wise to withhold

a judgment. The religion of Christ can onlj-

be set up in the hearts of men by its Divine

Author, and no man can forward this work
except as he is qualified and commissioned for

the service by Him who is Head over all things

to his Church. We are scarcely prepared to

believe that among Protestant missionaries

there are anj' so ignorant of the first prin-

ciples of the Gospel, as to suppose that out-

ward force can produce inward conviction.

If the reports of A. Chermside are correct, it

is most likely that the instrument of punish-

ment is used to maintain outw.ird order and

the police regulations of the communities

—

for in the unsettled condition of some parts of

Africa, the tendency would be for the mis-

sionary establishments to become centres of

civil government, as well as of educational

and religious influence.]

Spread of the B'ble.—At the last anniversary

of the General Prussian Bible Society, Pro-

fessor Theodor Christliob, of Bonn, spoke at

some length concerning the spread of the

Bible throughout the world, and its mission

among many peoples. "At the comraence-

mentof this century we had translations of the

Scriptures in only about fifty languages, and
about five million copies of the precious Book
were spread abroad ; but to-day it is translated

into three hundred and eight languages and
dialects, and circulated to an extent of one
hundred and fifty million copies. That I call

a boundless course I It is my comf )rt, when
I look out upon the adversaries of the [Bible],

that the greater part of all the inhabitants of

the earih, if they can read at all, can read

[it]. Then it is spread in those languages
which are the most widely understood in the

world. I may mention the sacred language
of the Mohammedans, the Arabic. In that

a most excellent translation has appeared, and
hiis already gone everywhere. From Fez
and Morocco on through Africa, from Con-
stantinople on through all .Ysia Minor to

Persia, there are innumerable villages and
cities, in which at least one copy of the Holy
Scriptures is to be found. [It] is spread also

through eastern Asia. For from thirty to

forty years the Chinese have had the transla

tion of the Bible made by Morrison, and to

day they have a translation in a style as ele-

gant as any in the world.

The Holy Land.—Some interesting facts

have been published, showing the progres;

which has been made in the Holy Land dur
ing the past quarter of a century. Great ex
tensions have taken place in the larger towns,
and in Jerusaleni the number of houses has

been more than doubled in the twenty-five

years. Bethlehem coavej's the impression of

a newly-built town, and the same may be said

of Nazareth. Nearly all the houses have now
glass windows, a rare thing twenty years ago,

while on several buildings clocks have been

placed which strike the hours. European
furniture, chairs, sofas, and tables are now
common. Great advances have been made in

agriculture, and in the vicinitj' of Jerusalem

the land has all been taken up, trees have been

planted and cisterns dug. Bells are now al-

lowed to be tolled in Christian places of wor-

ship ; old Christian church-buildings have

been restored, and nevv ones built in many
towns.

\atural History, Science, &c.

Protection against Musquitos and other In-

sects.—W. Chappel, in Nature, recommends
for this purpose, a weak solution of Quassia,

made by boiling Quassia chips in successive

baths of water, so as to use eight gallons of

water to one pound of Quassia chips. This

he found effectual in preserving his peach trees

and grape vines from blight. A young friend

of his, who had been severely bitten by mus
quitos, dipped her hands in the quassia-water

at night, and left it to dry on her face. This

was a perfect protection, and continued to be

so whenever applied.

Lightning.—A tall tree at Geneva, Switzer-

land, having baen struck by lightning, was
examined by Prof. Colladen, who states as

his belief, that the electricity descends as a

sheet or shower, runing down the smaller

branches to the trunk. This is a poorer con-

ductor than the branches, which are generally

wet by rain, and contain more of the natural

moisture of the plant ; and therefore the heat

and repulsive effects of the electricity are gen-

erally manifested there. Some trees, as the

poplar, are less liable to injury than others,

being better conductors. Tlie presence of

water near the root is often the determining

cause of its attraction for the electric fluid.

Large trees placed near a house may serve as

very efficient lightning conductors, but al-

ways on the indispensable condition that there

is no well or running water on the opposite

side of the house, for in that case, the light-

ning, if it struck the tree, might pass through

the house on its way to the water. This

same principle should be considered in placing

lightning rods, which are much more effective

when the part entering the grounl has a con-

nection with water.

Fire by Air compression.—Captain Gill de-

scribes an instrument for making a light in

use among the natives of Eastern Tibei. It

consists of a wooden cylinder, two and a half

inches long b}' three-quarters of an inch in'

diameter. This is closed at one end
;
the borej

being about the siz5 of a stout quill or pen, an

air tight piston fits into this, with a large flat

knob at the top. The other end of the piston

is slightly hollowed out, and a very small

piece of tinder is placed in the cup thus

formed. The cylinder is hold in one hand,

the piston inserted, and pushed about half- way
down; a very sharp blow is then delivered

with the palm of the hand on to the top of

the knob; the hand must at the same time

close on the knob, and instantly withdraw
the piston, when the tinder will be found

alight. The compression of the air produces

heat enouijh to light the tinder; but this will

go out again unless the piston is withdrawn
very sharply.

A Dangerous Material.—The late fire in the

bonded warehouse at Leory and Washing
streets, whereby S5, 000,000 worth of stc

property was put in jeopardy, spontaneoi
broke out, the Custom House and insura

people say, not among the bales of woo
but in a lot of German black silk twist. Tl
were many boxes of this dangerous mate
in the place. It is imported by merchant
large quantities from Germany. The i

silk is sent thither tor coloring. The che

cat used in the German process gives

thread a glossiness and weight which can
be obtained elsewhere. So dangerous, h
ever, becomes the material when thus

|

pared, that in its exportation it is packet
perforated boxes to permit free access of

Not long ago, a case of what was classe

silk goods was brought out of the hold c

Bremen steamship. The case had not b
long on the wharf when it was discovere<

be on fire. It was immediately thrown in

water, and, after the fire was extinguishei

was discovered that the case contained (

man black silk twist.

The ready combustibility of the silk inqi

tion is said to be due to a certain acid ussi

its preparation. Under very ordinary (

tions evaporation takes place, and ih

becomes burning hot. When cooled il

found to be completely rotten.

The Army Worm.—The army worm wl
is now devouring the crops of portions ofL
Island and New Jersey, is the grub of a i

turnal moth known to entomologists as

Leucania unipuncta. The moth when fi

extended is about an inch long and an i

and three quarters in width from tip to

and is of a yellowish-drab color inclininj

russet. Its fore-wings—for the leucania,

all other lepidopteras, has two sets of wi
—are each decorated with one dot near
centre and a dusky oblique stripe at the

It generally deposits its eggs at the bas

perennial grass stalks about the end of J
or early in July, and they are hatched the l

spring. For about a month after they
hatched they feed voraciously upon veg
lion, and then descend into the ground, wh
in an oval chamber, the larva changes t

shining, mahogany-colored chrj^salis, wb
in two weeks develops into the image
mature insect, by killing which the birtl

multitudes of offspring may be preven
The larva or worm, when it has attained

full growth, is from an inch to an inch

three quarters long, dark graj^, and mar
with three narrow, yellowish stripes abi

and a broader one of .the same color or sligl

darker upon each side. It is tbinlj- clot

with short hairs, and has a black line on
head shaped like the letter V. The larv

fully furnished with apparatus for masticai

and sets out on its travels, doing nothing
creep and gnaw the vegetation that come
its waj-. When the rnscct appears in s

incalculably vast armies as those in whic
has come this year, farmers and gardeners
at a, loss for means to stay its progress,

in ordinary times it may be destroj-ed w

London purple or Paris green, and its ma
may be cut off by trenches dug in the lin

its advance. Preventive measures are

ploughing of an infested field in the autu

to destroy the eggs, or burning the stui

over the eggs. Natural enemies of the w<

are crows and blackbirds, hogs and icbi

mon flies, which latter are the deadly foe

the Icpidopteras. They deposit their eggs
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»ggs, larvae and piipte of these insects, and
aying attention to the army worm they
three or four white eggs upon his sltin

behind the head, and when the ichneumon
8B are hatched, they proceed at once to

e a meal of their involuntary host. Near-
)incident with the appearance of the arm}-

u on Long Island was that of a " strange
which is now commonly thought by the

lers to be the parent of the worm, but it

luch more likely that the Qy was the

eumon instinctively seeking a home and
ible food for its young, yet unborn. The
eumon fly itself is harmless to man, and
he sake of the good that it does should be

inharmed by him, as also should the de-

dcrow, which has been shown to be more
ceable to the farmer by reason of the in-

which it destroys, than it is troublesome
m in the corn Held.

—

New York World.

any glorious things, according to the
mony of the patriarchs, prophets, and
ties, do accompany those that wait upon
Lord, and are enjoyed by them. One
1 say, " They that wait upon the Lord,
want no good thing." This one sentence
fScient to try all pretended waiters upon
jord. Poverty, blindness and nakedness,
less of soul and bareuness of heart, are
daily companions ; so, instead of want-

10 good thing, they want all good things
ing to their inward man.
lotber could say, they that wait upon the

I, their strength shall be renewed, they
mount upward as upon eagles' wings,

: without weariness, run without fainting,

lare formal professor can be a living wit-

of these things ; such may infallibly con-

3, that thej^ are deceived and mistaken
e cause, when the effect doth not follow

;

his is the testimony of truth to all sects

liristendom, let them profess what they
yea though it be the truth- itself, if they

f not the good things, if they feel not
strength renewed so as to run without

iness, and walk without fainting
; if they

r not from grace to grace, from knowledge
lowledge; if they increase not with the
sase of (jod in the inward man

;
thoy de-

» their own souls with a vain, dead, fruit-

jrofession ; which profits nothing, but will

3h like smoke in the day of the Lord.

—

Shewen.

16 of the marks of an enthusiastic and
tical state of mind, is a fieiy, an uure-
ned im])etuosity of feeling; a rushing on,

stimes very blindly, as if the world were
inger, or as if the great Creator were not
le helm. It is not only feeling without
B degree of judgment, but, wuat is the
ipting and fatal trait, it is feeling with-
i due degree of confidence in God.— T. C.

am.
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I our real good is in God. Other things

in a lower sense, good, as He is pleased

ive us real enjoyment in them ; but by
by, we must be separated from them all,

'or a short time only, but forever. How
ful then, that we be so prepared to take
faction in Him only, as that this great
ige may not deprive us of our happiness.

Scott.

ju cannot dream yourself into a character,

must hammer and forge yourself one.

We condense from The British Friend the

following account of London Yearly Meeting.
It has been a satisfaction to notice a eoneern
manifested by several Friends on different

occasions to check the departures from the

ancient practices of the Society—departures
which often involve a want of allegiance to

its doctrines and testimonies.

At the Yearly Meeting on Ministry and
Oversight, held 5th mo. 17th, "in the report
from York Quarterly Meeting, reference was
made to invitations having been given to

ministers of their Meeting on Ministry and
Oversight to hold meetings in the chapels of

some other denominations. This led to an
enquiry how these raeetings were held, when
it appeared that the service had not been
always in accordance with the sentiments and
practice of Friends. A considerable amount
of discussion followed, mostly deprecating a

compliance with the observances of others on
these occasions, asdirectlytendingto an infrac-

tion of the Society's testimony in regard to

Worship and Ministry.

One Friend observed that—In the manner
of holding these meetings a very important
principle is involved. The author of the lit-

tle work called 'The Free Church of Ancient
Christendom,' says, 'The special priesthood
could never have arisen in the Christian Church
in any other way than by a shameful abdica-

tion on the part of believers of the universal

one left by the apostles.'

The individual believers placed on one man
the responsibility of the preaching, praying,
and conducting the service. Fiiends hold

this universal individual priesthood of be-

lievers under the one Head and High Priest.

If we believe that Christ has come, we must
also believe that the types and shadows of the

law, and the priesthood under the law, are

done away, that we each have access through
Him by the one Spirit unto the Father. The
principle on which our meetings are held is,

that each raaa and woman there has this

access, and that we do not know on which
individual the vocal service may fall. If we
abandon this principle, it will be an abdication
of our individual priesthood as believers, and
of the liberty we each one have for exercising

our responsible position therein."

At the meeting of the same body 5th mo.
18th, "Helen Biilkwill returned the certificate

given her in 1877 for religious service in the

United States. She briefly alluded to her
having been recalled by her Monthly Meet-
ing, in consequence of her having ceased to

be in harmony with Friends in regard to

Water Baptism, and the partaking of bread
and wine at the Lord's Supper. From her
own confession, her labors as a minister had
little to distinguish them as expositions of

the distinctive views of Friends; and because
she believed the Divine blessing had been
vouchsafed to her ministrations, she seemed
to infer that she had been guided aright

therein. Though out of unity with Friends,

she considered herself still commissioned of

the Lord to preach the Gospel, and she would
not voluntarily sever herself from the Society

of Friends.

Quite a number of Friends spoke to the

case—all of them much to the same import,

viz.—that it could not be expected of any-

meeting to grant a certificate to an applicant
who was known to bo out of unity with the
Society on points of doctrine, though such
persons might not, as a matter of necessity,

be hastily disowned."
The Yearly Meeting at large commenced

on Fourth-day, 5th mo. 19th. At this session

some discussion arose as to the admission to

the Yearly Meeting of members of the bodies
in Norway, south of France and elsewhere
with which a correspondence was maintained.
The subject, was referred to the Meeting for

Sufferings, to make report on next year.

The e))istle fiom the Binns Meeting in Ohio
elicited the foUovving comments:

"Charles Thompson thought that attaching
as we did a great impoitance to those yearly
letters between the Yearly Meetings, it well
became us to consider whether they really-

answered their end in keeping up brotherly
affection between us, or whether thoy did not
sometimes lend to shut the door of real inter-

course. Ho felt that if we based our union
with Ohio Yearly Meeting on such a docu-
ment as this it would be but a loose bond.
This epistle had come from a body which we
had recognized since 1855, but which vras

then a secession from the original Yearly-

Meeting. The original body was still exist-

ing, composed of solid and worthy Friends,

with whom we might have sweet fellowship,

but towards whom we had shut the door of
access and isolated ourselves. He hoped that
the time would come when this Yearly Meet-
ing would consider the whole question of our
correspondence with these American meet-
ings, for he felt that it should embrace Friends
mora widely than it did. Ohio was not a
solitarj' instance. There were several other
Yearly Meetings in the Western States and
Canada in this unsettled condition. He could
not but feel that it was unwise on our part
hastily to recognize one body to the exelu.^ion

of others. We could not set aside the claims
of the original body ; and he thought that we
might well open up the case, and see if we
could not renew our connection with that
larger body.

William Graham could not recollect such a
document being sent to tlie Yearly Meeting.
He felt obliged to call attention to the un-

satisfactory nature of almost the whole of it.

He regretted with Charles Thompson our
action in 1855.

Joseph Armfield agreed. He considered that
this epistle contained that which any sound
Friend would have declared to be most un-
sound doctrine. He commented on its dog-
matical character, and doubted whether it

was possible for us to receive such a document
with any degree of satisfaction or respect."

5th mo. 20th. It was agreed to raise a
fund by subscription to assist in building
meeting-houses in the limits of Kansas and
North Carolina Yearly Meetings.

In connection with the reports from the
Quarterly Meetings, it was thought by some
that they did not convey the same full infor-

mation as to the state of the Society as was
formerly given by the Queries and Answers.
" Wdliam Graham believed that we had suf-

fered from the abolition of so many of the
answered Queries. In our various Meetings
for Discipline there was now practically noth-
ing to bring tho state of our Society before us.

He referred to the faithful ministry of our
late Friend Sarah Grubb, and he thought that
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modern innovation and worldliness were eat-

ing the lite ofour Society away. When should

we stop? We had gone so far astraj' from

our right path, that we doubted whether it

was possible to stray further. Let us return to

those principles, which, upheld by Dtiwsbury,

and vindicated by Barclay, it was remarkable

to see, remained unchallenged to this hour.

Rather let us return as a vSociety to our old

standard, than see other bodies raised up to

take our place."

The tabular statement showed the whole
number of members 14,892. The deaths dur-

ing the year were reported to be 283, and the

births 231. Of 108 memhei-s married during

the year 48 were married to non-members.
The number of public meetings for \Yorship

was 309.

In the deliberation on the state of Society,

attention was called to the danger of losing

our distinguishing characteristics in the at-

tempt to be universal. We must be willing

to work wiihin the limits which it has pleased

our Father in Heaven to set us. Because we
think it pleased God to work through a Whit-
field, or Weslej', or Fenelon, or Cranraer; we
must not therefore work in the same lines. If

we keep under the guidance of the Spirit of

Christ, but within the limitations in which
He has been pleased to place us, we shall find

room enough to use all our energies and facul-

ties. Another Friend referred to the laxity of

doctrines allowed in our ministry, till our mes-

sage has come to be the same as that of other
churches; and we have to teach the truths

of Quakerism as an after process; and our
younger members have come to look upon
Christianity and Quakerism as different things.

It will not be talents or riches, but the Spirit

itself that must give us power. Another
spoke of the importance of frequent, private
retirement for the renewal of our spiritual

strength. Another said that if we are living

Christiana, our religion will influence our
whole lives, wherever we are and whatever
we are about. Attention was called to novel
reading as deadening to the spiritual life and
one form of that worldliness, which another
Friend said was making havoc amongst many.
He stated "ho had heard in one case that

more than half the members of one meeting
frequented either the theatre, oratorios or
concerts. Ho had spoken to an elder, who
was also an overseer, on the subject. He was
powerless, he said, and so not a word was said

to them about it."

The further account is postponed to our
next number.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Congress adjourned at noon on the

16th inst., all tlie annual appropriation bills having
been passed and signed by the President. His veto of

the Deputy Marshals' bill was not read, but remained
on the table of the Senate at the time of adjournment.
During the session just closed, 1197 bills and joint reso-

lutions were introduced in the Senate, and 4288 bills

and joint resolutions in the House. Besides a large
number not yet reported from the committees, there
remained at adjournment about SOO bills and resolu-

tions on the calendar of the Senate, and about 1400 bills

and resolutions on the calendar of the House.
In the Cabinet meeting on the 15th inst.. Secretary

Evarts presented the affidavits of the captain and crew
of the Philadelphia schooner, recently fired at by a
Spanish cruiser. It was decided that "an explanation
should be demanded of the Spanish Government.
The President has appointed General Hartranft to

be acting collector «f customs for Philadelphia. He
will assume the duties of his office when his bond is

filed.

The War Department has received a telegram from
General Whipple at Chicago, confirming the report of

the surrender of part of Sitting Bull's Sioux—585 In-

dians surrendered at Fort Keogh.
Red Cloud and Spotted Tail, who, with other Sionx

chiefs have been in Washington for several days, had
a "farewell talk" with .Secretary Schurz on the 19th,

and expressed warm approval of the Indian Schools at

Hampton and Carlisle.

The Government has in contemplation a survey of

the Gulf Stream, from its origin to its final whirl around
the Saragossa Sea. The plan embraces soundings, deep
sea temperatures, and current observations. The prac-

tical value of the proposed work, in its bearings on
commerce and meteorology, is very great.

What is claimed to be the fastest time on record be-

tween Philadelphia and Jersey City, was recently made
on the Pennsylvania railroad, the distance, 90 miles,

was travelled in 93 minutes. Four stops were made
during the run, and the train was slowed down twice,

preparatory to crossing bridges. The distance from
Trenton to New Brunswick, twenty-five and a half
miles, was ma'de in twenty-four minutes.
Four members of the Bethlehem Iron Company, and

one of the Pennsylvania Steel Company, have sailed

for Southern Russia, for the purpose of inspecting that

country with a view to opehing up the coal fields there

and erecting works for the manufacture of steel.

The President of the Board of Trustees of the Brook-
lyn Bridge, promises that the bridge will be ready for

use in one year from the 4th of next month.
About forty survivors of the Narragansett disaster

recently met in Boston ; the chairman stated the object

of the meeting wiis to consult regarding proper methods
of securing a full investic!;ation of the disaster, and also

to provide for obtaining just settlements of the losses of

the survivors.

The receipts of grain at Buffalo, N. York, by lake
this season are spoken of ,as enormous; amounting dur-
ing the last two weeks to 8,000,000 bushels.

The dairy industry of the United States represents an
investment of over $1,300,000,000, and our annual pro-

duction of butter and cheese of i3o0,000,000.
According to the statistics of the Bureau Verila?, the

cost of w.ages and board of an American crew of ten

men, master and two mates, is $482 per month ; for a
British crew, $410 ; Norwegian, $239; German, $335

;

for an Austrian, $320 ; Italian, $234.
Three hundred feet of the new Hudson river tunnel,

at the foot of Fifteenth street, Jersey City, have been
finished.

The mortality of Philadelphia during the week end-
ing on the 19t'h, was 335. Of whom 158 were adults,

and 177 children, 99 being under one year of age. The
number of deaths in New York for the same period
was 707. The city is considered healthy, no epidemic
diseases.

Markets, &C.—V. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 104; do.

coupon, 107 ; 5's, 103^ ; 4i's, 109J; 4's, registered, 108
;

coupon, 109.

Cotton remains about the same as last quoted. Sales
of middlings are reported at 12 a 12^ cts. per lb. for

uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7J cts. in barrels, and standard
white 8i cts. for export, and 8J cts. per gallon for home
use.

Flour.—There was r.ather more inquiry for flour, but
prices were unchanged : 2200 barrels sold, including
Minnesota extras, at i4.75 a lf5.62J ; Penna. family at

$4.50 a $5 ; western do. at $5 a $6, and patents at $6.50
a *7.75. Bye-flour is steady at $4.40 a S4.50.

Grain.—Wheat is in limited demand and rather
easier. Sales of 2200 bushels red at $1.24 ; 5000 bushels

at $1.24 J ; amber at $1.26. Rye is steady at 88 cts. for

Pennsylvania. Corn is firm and in fair request. Sales

of 12,000 bushels, including yellow, at 52^ .i 53 cts.

;

mixed at 51 1 a 52 cts. ; steamer at 51 cts., and rejected

at 50 a 51 cts. Oats are quiet and weak. Sales of 5000
bushels, including mixed, at 37 cts., rejected at 38 cts.,

and white at 39 a 42J cts.

Hay and straw.—Average price during the week :

Prime timothy, $1.15 a $1.30 per 100 pounds; mixed,
$110 a S1.20 ; straw, tl.20 a $1.40.

Wool.—Manufacturers have been buying more freely,

and prices have been better than a few weeks ago. Ohio
medium sold at 50 cts. ; do. f blood 53 cts. ; do. un-
washed 37 J cts.; unwashed Virginia, 33 a 39 cts.; tub
washed, 48 a 53 cts.

Oils.—Linseed, 62 a 63 cts. ; Neats foot, 56 a 75 cts.

;

Lard, 43 a 55 cts. ; Sperm, crude, 48 a 50 cts. ; winter
bleached, $1.12 a $1.20 per gallon.

Beef cattle were in fair demand this week, and prices

were rather firmer: 3000 head sold at the difterent

yards at 3J a 6 cts. per lb. as to quality.

Sheep were unchanged : 8000 head sold at the

ferent yards at 5^ a 5^ cts. per lb., and lambs at 5

cts per lb. as to condition.

Hogs were in good demand : 6000 head sold

different yards at 6 a 6J cts. per lb.

Cows were in fair demand ; 200 head sold at $2
$50 per head.
Foreign.—The new 41 per cent. Indian Governm

loan of £2,500,000, has been taken entirely by a syr

cate of French capitalists at 103 3-10. This news
been received throughout the country with great sa

faction, indicating as it does, that Indian finance '.

not drifted into as hopeless a condition as has bi

represented.

In the House of Commons the second reading of.

Irish land bill was fixed for 22d inst. It is siid*

bill will meet with determined opposition from
Conservatives, who denounce it as confiscation.

The cotton manufacturers of North and Norths
Lancashire, have notified the spinners and card-ro

hands th.at the state of trade does not warrant the i

Vance in wages promised conditionally for the first W(

in next month.
The Chief Secretary for Ireland reports the existei

of fever in some of the famine districts.

A Berlin dispatch to the Times says: "The supf
mentary conference has confirmed the hopes tha

speedy understanding will be reached. It is u
that the Greek claims will be entertained."

A terrible storm and waterspout recently visl

Dresden, by which it is stated sixty-three persu

killed. Severe storms have also occurred in f-

land, entirely destroying the crops in some sections.

France.—The Cha'mber of Deputies has passed (

Amnesty bill, by a vote of 333 to 140. An amende
excluding from" amnesty all persons guilty of cri

against the common law, was rejected.

The gross receipts of the Suez Canal, in 1S79, i

$6,190,000, against $6,480,000 in 1878, out of whil

were paid expenses and fixed charges, amounting
$5,610,000.' The average tonnage of the vessels

the canal was 2191 tons.

Information has been published that a revolution 1

broken out in Buenos Ayres, and the city is besieged

A suitable Friend is wanted to superintend

schools of the " Friends' Freedmen's Association

Philadelphia," in North Carolina and Virginia.

Applications may be addressed to

Philip C. Garrett, Chairman,

Germantown, Philad:

Or to HowAED Comfort, 523 Market St., Phil

Wm. H. Haines, 434 Waliuit St., do
Cnmn

Died, at the residence of his son-in-law, Robert Ho
in Salem, 1st. mo. 2Sth, 1880, MoRDECAl MoRLJ
in the 87th year of his age; and, 6th mo. 9th,

Eliza Ann, widow of the late Mordecai Morlau, in t

80th year of^ her age, consistent and esteemed inemb
of Sa'lem Monthly Meeting of Friends, Ohio. V{
many were the trials of these dear friends, which th

were enabled to bear with Christian patience ani

nation to the Divine will. And it is belived, tl

through redeeming love and mercy, they have be

gathered into everlasting rest and peace, even '

shock of corn cometh in his season."

, 5th mo. 31st, 1880, Sarah, only daughter
John and Hannah Worth, of Che-ster Co., Pa., in h

36th year. Much might be said of the upright, ordei

walk of this dear young Friend—the stay and comf<

of aged and infirm parents, and one towards whom t

church was looking to stand against the tide of vice a

vanity abounding in the world. But " the end (

all ;" thus we speak only of her close, which was pea.

Not many days before her departure she said to b

mother, "On your account I would wish to get '

but seeing nothing in my way, feel resigned to r

Heavenly Father's will to do with me as he sees bes

Said she had lately " been reading the life of Samt
Fothergill, and found it very comforting to her mine
Her mother remarking " she had been a dutiful dang
ter," she said, " Oh, mother, give God the praise."

was often found in supplication, and near the close,

the most affecting and consolatory language. Calmne
and resignation abode with her during her illness, w
the close was as one sinking into a sweet sleep. " \Vrt

blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from henc

forth
;
yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rei

their labors ; and their works do follow them."

wilYfamItT ~pile7printer,'
"
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Corea.

(Concluded from page 362.)

ora tlie Corean converts with whom he

thus met, E. Oppert learned that there
" only two of the three missionaries lelt

id at present, who lived concealed, some
I days' jouiuey from the coast, in com-
wilh some of their cateehists, in wild

inaccessible mountain passes. -Thither

had fli-'d, travelling at night only, and
itened by all sorts of dangers, from the

I where they had been stationed when
persecution suddenly broke out. And
they were waiting for a favorable op-

jnity to escape from the fury of the Tai-

-koun.* Their position was a very pre-

us one. Having successfully evaded the

3it of the spies who tracked them con-

illy, they were at night constantly in

er of being attacked by wild beasts, of

h there are plenty in these parts—roj'al

'S of the largest size being the most dan-

as to be f.-ared.f

)nsieiir Ridel himself, with the consent

8 companions, had managed to get down
y to the coast before means had been

i to deliver his letter into my hands, and,

the assistance of some natives, had sue

3d in findincr a conveyance which brought
to Chefoo "

Phe attachment, devotion, and self-sacri-

3f the native Christians disp .rsed all over
district, who on the slightest ground for

icion exposed theinselves to a sure and
lenling death, had rendered it possible to

survivors to escape discovery up to the

3nt. And really, these three rough look-

nen, who so courageously braved all sorts

angers and death itself, to save their

bers from the fute which threatened them,
rved all praise for their self-devotion.

r plain and unadorned tale, and the de-

!ai-oaen-koon, or Tai-wangoon, the official title of

igent.

Ions. F^ron told me afterwards that he and his

anions, after a long and wearisome march at night,

tired [almost] to death, taken refuge on one occa-

kt day-break in a well-concealed place, where they

i to be secure and to find the necessary repose,

leir utmost consternation however, they soon dis-

ced that they had got into the lair of a tiger—the

itself was away, probably in search of food, while
imerous growling brood had been left behind in

lir.

scription of the sufferings which they had
undergone to penetrate to us through a coun-

try' where they had neither friends nor ac-

quaintances, made an impression hardly tq be

described by me. Every one of the listeners,

and to their honor be it recorded, even my
Chinese friends and interpreters, got worked
in to such a pitch of excitement and enthusiasm,

that they loudly uttered their sense of admi-

ration of their conduct, and tried to give ex-

pression to their ovi'i-flowin^r feeling b}' press

ing upon them all kinds of small presents.

They felt and admitted, that such self-denial

was a thing rare with their own countrymen.
From these natives, who knew they could

talk now without fear or restraint, I obtained

an accuratf^and detailed account of the present

stateof afFai rs in the countrj^, and learned some-

thing about the terrorism which reigned there.

The persecution against the missionaries and
the native converts had broken out quite sud-

denly and unexpectedly, and without the least

palpable reason appi'aring or being given for

it. It had then also been extended against all

those who, though they had nothing what-
ever to do with the religious movement, or

had given cause to suspect them on this ac

count, were considered likely to be dissatisfied

with the present rule. It was a covp d'etat to

crush ail discontent in the bud and to pre-

vent a general rising against the abhorred
Government of the Taiouenkoon and his satel-

lites."

The two missionaries who were left behind,

on receiving the letter of E. Oppert made their

way to the coast, but missed meeting with his

vessel. They found however passage in a

native boat to the China coast, and reached

it in safety, in compunj' with several Corean
converts who chose to accompany them.
One of the Coreans who bad come on board

was a sailor by trade, and offered to pilot the

steamer ; but the vessel was so closely watched
by the authorities, that no opportunity was
found for him to come on board unobserved,

and he was afraid of being put to death if

detected, so the Emperor had to proceed on
her voyage of discovery without his aid. It

was known that the capital was situated on
a large river, and to find the mouth of this

was the first point to be gained.

On entering the Prince Imperial archipel-

ago, they found themselves amidst numberless
islands and reefs, and surrounded by va-<t banks
on all sides. From the top of one of the high

mountains on shore, countless large and small

islands, in the full bloom of verdure, laj' resplen-

dent in the morning sun, but even with the

aid of the marine glasses no signs of the proxi-

mity of a large river was to be discovered

Almost the whole length of the archipelago

was traversed without success, the supply of

coal began to run short, and discouragement
and dejection took hold of the minds of most
on board. The charts proved to be so inac-

curate as to be of no value.

Having found a safe anchorage in the north-

western part of the archipelago, while the
engineers were overhauling the engines and
making calculations of the length of time the

coal would keep the engines in motion, the
chief officer, Parker, was sent out in the cutter

to explore the navigable channels. Our au-

thor thus describes his feelings:
'• It was with a heavy heart that I saw the

cutler sheer off from the steamer, for I felt

that the turning point had now arrived, and
that this attempt must finally decide the fate

of the expedition. Indeed my position hud
not been an over pleasant one for some lime

past. Captain James, generally so energetic,

had lost all his spirits, and pressed me hard

to give orders to return; and though I had
hitherto steadfastly refused, I knew that it

had at last to come to this, if my hope in the

success of our cutter's errand was foiled, or if

it were proved by the examination that our

stock of coals was not sufficient for a longer

voyage."
"How heavily and slowly passed the hours

of the following day I One load was at last

taken from my mind ; in the afternoon the

chief engineer brought the glad report, that

our coals would last for nine or ten days more
under full steam ; so this point was set at

rest. But as the night wore on, and I walked
the deck restlessly hour after hour, without
any sign from our cutter, which was to be

back by day-break at latest, I confess even I

felt my hopes sink within me more and more.

The rising sun found every soul on deck and
on the look-out, but there was no sign of a

sail within sight; when several hours had
passed over the time fixed for the cutter's re-

turn, the excitement rose nearly to fever

heat. At last, towards noon, when I had
just left deck for a moment, a ringing cheer

from all hands made me rush back again, and
there, thank God, the white sail of the boat

became visible! The belief that Parker and
his brave companions were safe, made us for-

get the ends of their mission for a moment,
but of course the general expectation soon

turned again to the news we were to receive.

Another long and wearisome hour went by be-

fore the cutler caine within hail, but all pain

and trouble was forgotten, when a loud cheer

from the boat's crew and the words 'The
river' reached us. And so it turned out, from
the report which Parker gave us when he had
returned on board. The first object of the

expedition was gained, and I had the satis-

faction to learn that I had not been misled in

the hope to be near the same. The mouth
of the large river had been found, which could

be no other than the Kang-kiang. The chief

officer reported, that he had anchored close

to some fishing-boats during the night after

leaving us, and that the captain of one of

these boats had not only given him a sketch

of the position and extent of all the banks
around, but had provided him with directions

so clear and complete, that b}' following them
jho had had no difiiculty in gaining the en-
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traoce of the river itself. When he had made
sure of this, he had immediaitly turned bucli,

not to keep us any longer in suspense.

The good news had imparted fresh spirit

to every one
;
gloom and sluggishness disap-

peared as if by magic, and gave place to bus-

tle and activity, preparatory to an immediate
start. As steam had been ordered as soon as

our cutter came in sight, we were soon ready

To the honor of the Coreans I may state, that

this was the only case of thieving committed
by any of them, before or after, among the

thousands of native visitors whom we let have
the free run over oar ships during ray voj'ages

to the country."
Some two j'ears after E. Oppert made a

third voyage, through the persuasion of one

of the escaped missionaries and his Corean

to leave our anchorage, which was about | converts, who were greatly grieved at the

fifteen miles northward of tlie newly dis- j sufferings to which their people were exposed

covered entrance; and, skirting the outlinesofifrom the cruelty of the government of the

the banks, we rounded a few hours later the i regent. They stated that the regent was a

first island leading into the Kang-kiang." very superstitious person, and considered the

"Steaming now close along the shore, a iforlune of himself and family to be dependent

varied and beautiful scenery developed itsclfjon the possession of certain relics, which were

to our sight; pretty, well-cultivated valleys, [kept and guarded in asecludedpartof thecoun-
changing with thickly-wooded hills, running [try, known to some of the converts. They be

down in steep precipitous rocky masses to lieved it possible to seize upon these ; and that

the water's edge, while the high summits of
j

the Kegent would yield to their demands to

the mountain ranges towered in the back- j regain possession of them. Wild as the scheme
ground. Many large and small hamlets and seemed, it was undertaken and was nearly

villages are on the main shore, showing signs

of much life and activity, their inhabitants

crowding to the shore and up the hill-sides,

to gaze at the foreign vessel moving up the

river without a sail. The whole country
seemed to bo alive and stirring of a sudden,
thousands u])on thousands flocked together
from all sideis ; their white garments, the

highly picturesque scenery of the river shore,

in the first glow of a fine, clear summer morn-
ing, all combined to make it a sight never to

be forgotten."

The vessel proceeded up the river till with-

in 15 or 20 miles of Saoul, when the water
became so shallow and full of obstructions

that it was unsafe to go further. To this

point, which was near a large Corean town,
commissioners came from the capital, who
with much eourteousness communicated the
decision of the Government to decline the
proposals to open the country to foreign trade.

From his own narrative, it is evident that the
reply of our author to this unwelcome decision

was not marked by the same politeness of
manner and was very deficient in ordinary
diplomatic courtesy.

On the day following the last interview,
the steamer was turned homeward

; and the
shores of China were reached in safety.

While anchored in the river, during these
negotiations an incident occurred which is

creditable to the honesty of the Coreans. The
natives were generally allowed free access to

the ship, which was a wouderliil curiosity to

them ; and on one occasion a sudden disturb-

ance among them occurred on the hurricane
deck, where they had laid hold of one of their

countr^'men and were beating him as hard as
they could. The narrative says: "It ap
peared that this man, passing by the open
windows of the captain's deck cabin, had
taken, as he thought unobserved, a silver tea-

spoon from the window-sill, and had just
about been hiding the same in his sleeve,

when he was found out in the act by bis own
countrymen. Tbeindignationcausedamongst
them by this attempted abstraction was so
great, that we had pains to save the man
from being lynched on the spot; and quiet
was only restored after he had been trans-

ported into the boat, and put under the guard
of some of the crew. Though 1 interceded
for the culprit, there was little chance of his

escaping summary punishment on shore; for

theft is considered one of the blackest crimes
in Corea, and punished with extreme severity.

successful. The party landed at a point on

on the coast, made a forced march to the

spot, which proved to be walled in and pro-

tected by an earth-work. Five hours of labor

Were required to reach the doorway, and
then this was fourd to bo closed by a huge
stone block ftted ir Lo it. As several hours
more would have been necessary to move this,

and the spring tide, which alone had enabled

them to reach the vicinity was falling, they
were compelled to desist and hasten back to

their boat to avoid being lelt as prisoners on
the shore.

For " The Friend."

Mental Exercise ia Old Age.

" The man who would preserve the full in

tegrity of his functions to a ripe old age, must
avoid excesses of every description, and must
endeavor to employ the higher faculties of his

mind somewhat more energetically than is

now always customary. A time comes to

every one when the physical powers begin to

decay; and then, unless the brain has been
kept active and recipient by its exercise, there

is nothing left to live, and the man perishes.

VV^e say that he died of gout, or of over eating,

or of heart disease, or of kidney disease, or of
the failure of the particular organ which was
the first to exhibit symptoms of the approach-
ing end. In realit}', he had died of stupidity,

artificially produced by neglect of the talents

with which he was endowed."

It i« better to wear out than to rust out,

and the preceding extract contains a practical

truth which it would bo well for those who
are advancing in years to remember. There
is no doubt that much of the weariness of old

age comes from the causes here referred to.

Just as the muscles of the arm waste away if

not used, so it is with the brain if its proper
exercise be neglected.

Many of us can recall, in the circle of our
own friends, bright, vigorous intellects, even
in advanced life. This has not been the re

suit of accident, but because they were not
permitted to " rust out" from disuse. An ac-

tive interest in what is going on, the con-
tinued cultivation of the social and intellec-

tual faculties, and an humble but firm trust in

God, will make the evening one of the most
lovely and the brightest periods of life, as the
sun is more beautiful and more admired at its

setting than when in all the blaze of its noon-
day brightness. J. J. L.

For "The Erie

To those nniler Tisilatlon.

The following letter of J. Scott, wri

about a century ago, is commended to

perusal of all those who have felt the ten

ing influence of the love of God to their 8(

May they be encouraged to j'ield themse
unreservedly to the Heavenly visitation;

through rebellion or neglect it may be w
drawn, and they become as the heath in

desert, dried up and withered, and knov
not when good cometh.

Feeling, in the abonndings of my Heav
Father's love, a renewed and earnest eng
ment for the eternal welfare of that pai

thee which must endure beyond the gi

am inclined to acquaint thee with the tra

of my soul, and breathings of my spirit, to

eternal Fountain of all good, on thy aceoi

For, indeed, the consideration of thy st

hath, at limes, drawn tears from mine e

whilst the desire of my heart hath be

thou mightest come to know, in this the
of thy visitation, the things that belong to

peace; before they may be hid from tt

eyes. Oh ! that tbou knew how to prize

unspeakable favor, vouchsafed thee in

tender visitation, and would improve it to

glory of Him who hath called thee, and to-

salvation of thy own soul.

But, alas! while I have been contemplat
the merciful kindness of a long-suttering 6

and those ravishing delights, which noth
but disobedience deprives thee of, I have
to view the many difficulties aiiJ discours

ments, yea, and the allureraonts, with wt
the adversary of all good, disturbs and c

fuses the minds of such as are desirous

travelling out of his territories, and of be'

redeemed from under his dominion. Wht
have thought on these things, a fear hath

j

sessed my mind, lest, for want of a thoroi

resignation, the enemy should prove too hi

for thee. But when I have considered
unlimited power ofHim who inhabits eterni

and dwells in the light, and who is able

remove mountains, and divide the seas, I

had a secret hope that by his un remit
strivings. He would prevail with thee to 1

sake ail, and follow Him ; to come out and
separate from, and not touch the uncU
thing; that so He might receive thee.

Oh I how I have lamented and mourned,
see the unhappy condition of many of i

visited of our God, who, notwithstanding I

holy call, are not willing to desist from p
taking of the unclean thing, with the childi

of a dissipated age. Be not oflfended at

sorrows 1 have felt on account of the eapti'

of those, whoso happiness I greatly desii

but bow down thine ear and hear, and ot

the voice of Him, who comes not to bri

peace on the earthly mind, but a sword,
mit thj' neck to his j-oke, and thy shouldi

to his cross. Suffer the operation of his

fining fire, and purifying soap. Dwell une

the discipline of his holy rod; aud learn

give up thy whole heart to Him, and to estei

his reproach, greater riches than the treasui

of Egypt, having respect unto the reeomper
of reward ; remembering, that if thou lovt

any thing more than Christ, thou art p

worthy of Him, according to his own doctrit:

Therefore, consult not with flesh and blot

neither stand gazing at the hardness of t

waj- ; but cast thy care upon Him who ha
called thee ; and give up to his call. He
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e thee to answer the requirings thereof,

to run the way of his ooramandments

delight. But if thou lookest at this,

and'^the other difficulty, and goest to

ning against the conviction in thy own

,
thou wilt thereby drown its voice, and

'byself into confusion, and perhaps, lose

inse of truth.

i! arise, arise! and trim thy lamp, and

ide therein the oil of the kingdom, by

ling open to receive from Him who is

^ to communicate, but in his own way,

Fay of the cross. Hast thou not stood

ing long enough to know, that thai will

r do the work ? If so, I beseech thee,

at length, be engaged to work out thy

,tion with fear and trembling; for it is

that worketh in thee; and would, didst

but cleave close to his workings, work

the will and the deed, but not without

ionsent: for thou must bo a co-worker

Him, if ever thou knowest a resting in

with Him. Oh! I entreat thee, do not

look the way and means, yea, the only

and means which He ever hath offcired

rer will offer thee; which, are, "the ro-

U of instruction, the way of life." If

couldst live and employ a thousand years

larch of another way, thou might search

iin. And at last, if ever thou know sal-

jn, thou must know it by the same stum-

ir 'stone and rock of offence; through

'h, (but for want of belief therein, and

lie'nce thereto,) thou and thousands more

dt, in a short lime, come to witness peace

ow as a river. This is He who hath been

dwelling place of the righteous in all ages.

1, blessed be his name, He is so to a rc^m-

t in this age; and oh ! that the number
r be increased, of those who take sanctuary

lim. " The name of the Lord is a strong

er; the righteous runneth into it

A Talk \¥itti Girls and their Molbers.

I wish I could make you all understand how

great a mistake you make when you sacrifice

health, or the physical comfort on which

health depends, to appearance, or to any other

earthly good; when you neglect to pi-ovide,

by regular exercise and wise care, a good stock

of pirysical vigor for the labors and the bu

dens of the coming years. Without this foun-

dation, all that you can learn in school, and

all that wealth can buy for you, will be worth-

less. "Intellect in an enfeebled body," says

some one whom I quote from memory.

elements which go to make up a beautiful

womanly character :

IMic tirst is industry. Willingness and

ability to work lie, as I have said already, at

the basis of all good character. The moral

discipline, the patience, the steadiness of pur-

pose, the power to overcome, that are gained

in work, and only in work, are just as neces-

sary to women as to men ;
and the girl who

is given no chance of learning these traits is

sadly defrauded. .

Alter industry, comes thoroughness, it is

not enough to be busy ;
wo ought to do well

hatever our hands find to do. To be thorough

pent swimmer'spocket-it only in study, to be thorough in all work ought
'

. .L „„„„„...' ' fn h„ the .lim of every ffirl, not less than oflike gold- ,

mak.'s him sink the sooner." to be th

Another great mistake that many of our every boy

girls are making, and that their mothers are

either encouraging or allowing them to make,

is that of spending their time out of school in

idleness, or in frivolous amusements, doing no

work to speak of, and learning nothing about

the practical duties and the serious cares ot

life. It is not only in the wealthier families,

that the girls are growing up indolent and

unpracticed in household work; indeed, I

think that more attent; ;n is "aid to the in-

dustrial training of girls in the wealthiest

families, than in the families of mechanics and

of people in moderate circumstances, where

the mothers are compelled to work hard all

ad is

m of every

After thoroughness, independence. A habit

of relying on your own judgment, a habit of

thinking for yourself, and caring for yourselt,

not selfishly, but in a true womanly fashion

1 habit of taking responsibility and bearing

it bravely is one of the habits that, women as

well as men need to cultivate. Your parents

ouo-ht to give you some chance to form thus

habit; it is a great mistake to shield a girl

from all care, and then, by and by, when the

helpers on whom she has leaned tall by her

side to leave her with judgment untrained,

and powers undisciplined, to carry the bur-

dens of life.

, ., What kind of work God has for you to do

The habits of indolence and of helplessness I cannot tell; but I. ^^ow that m, has calkd

that are thus formed are no. the greatest evils every one of you with
^^'^'f^^^^

''"^^ °;°^^
rcsultin.r from this bad practice; the selfish- ennobling work. Not to be butteiflies not to

^ess hat it fosters is the worst thing about be drones, not to be sponges, has he called any

it How dUoid of conscience, how Peking of you ; but to be^helpcrs, and mm.sters,^and

in all true sense of tenderness, or even of jus-

tice, a girl must be, who will thus consent to

devote all her time out of school to pleasuring,

while her mother is bearing all the heavy

burdens of the household! And the fooli

in which mothers themselves sometimes |and no nobler work

friends of all good ; to wait with ready hands

and loving hearts for the service that you can

do for Him. Most of you will be called, by-and-

by to the dignity of wife-hood and mother-

hood ;
there is no greater dignity than that

.nd now, my beloved friend, let me prevail

n thee, to attend to this most important

cern ;
and give not sleep to thy eyes, nor

nber to thy eyelids, until thou hast pre-

ed a habitation for the God of Jacob to

ill in ;
and art united to Him in a covenant

verlastingrighteousness and peace. Which

»py state I ardently desire tiiou mayst at-

I to, and thus rejoice upon the banks of

iverance, with those to whom it is given

rejoice, even those who have come through

lat tribulation. Oh ! that I could paint in

T view that unspeakable consolation which

much desire thou mayst partake of; but

iguage cannot describe it, therefore I r

nmend thee to. the protection of that a

werful arm, -which, as thou relies thereon,

II be underneath and sustain thee; and

lich I hope thou wilt not distrust, flee from,

forsake: but seek after a more intimate

juaintanee with, and continue thy seeking

til thou findestit; that so thou mayst be

spared to enter the mansions of glory, to

lebrate the praise of Him who is now

tiently waiting to be gracious unto thee.

1 am thy sincere friend and well-wisher.

Job Scott.

What better is the Christian who gets no

irsonal communion and help from his Father

an the heathen who has no God? If it be

iswered, better in knowledge and a possible

jcess to God in need, it must be added, worse

1
responsibility that comes from the oppor

mity unimproved and known duty not done

way ._

taTk about this, even in the presence ot thei

children, is mischievous in the extreme.

Closely connected with what has just been

said, is the mistake of many girls in making

dress the main business of life.

I do not think that the ghls, or mothers,

are wholly to blame for this absorbing devo-

tion to dress. The vanity of women is stimu-

lated by the foolishness of men. A young

woman who is modestly and plainly clad, "

The woman who builds and rules a beauti-

ful and happy home ; who holds the honor of

her husband and the reverence of her children;

who leads those whom God has given her up

to vigorous and virtuous manhood and woman-

hood, imparting to them by daily communion

with them her own wisdom and nobleness, and

sendino- them forth to do good and brave ser-

vice in the world, the woman who does such

work as this, I say, is a successful woman

;

woman wno is lIiLiucni.ij au... y^ j ,
-- WOl li aa umn, J-

<«<.J', 4.u„„ *u:a OTithin

much less likely to attract the notice of young and there is no grander work than this within

mpn thin one who is gorgeously arrayed, jthe measure of man.

FiwbrUt intelligent^ cultured, sensible But marriage is not for all of you and

'irrwhose chief adofning is noUhe adorning should not be for any of yoti the chief end.

of braided hair, or golden ornaments, or of

gay clothing, the young men often turn away

fn quest of some creature glittering in silks

and jewelry, with a dull mind and a selfish

heart. But I beseech you to remember, girls,

that a young man who cares for nothing but

'style" in a woman, is a young man whose

admiration you can well afford to do without.

The girl who catches a husband by fine dress,

too often finds that the prize she has won is

a broken heart.

Another mistake that many of our girls are

making is in devoting too much of their time

to novel-reading. The intemperate craving

for sensational fiction weakens the mental

.rrasp, destroys the love of good reading, and

the power of sober and rational thinking,

takes away relish from the realities ot liie,

breeds discontent and indolence and selfish-

Let me speak very briefly of some of the

Many women are living happily and nobly out

of wedlock, and no one is fit for it who is not

fit to live without it.
"

To what kind of service our Lord has called

you then, I cannot tell; but 1 know that for

you' the joy of life must be, not in being min-

istered unto, but in ministering. God help

you to understand it, girls, before it is too late.

There is so much good in living, if one knows

how to live ;
there is such delight in serving

when one has learned to serve, that 1 do not

like to see any of you going on aimlessly and

selfishly, and laying up in store for yourselves

a future of disquietude and gloom. There is

a belter and brighter way than this, a way

that has never been pointed out more clearly

than in the simple words of our good friend

Mr. Hale :
" To look up and not down ;

to look

forward and not back ; to look out and not in
;

and to lend a hand." Set your feet in that

path, and follow it patiently, and you will
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find it the path " that shineth more and more
unto tho perfect day."— Washington Gladden
in St. Nicholas.

The hidden life, which God imparts to his
accepted people, may flourish in solitudes and
deserts

;
far from the societies of men and the

din and disturbance of cities. From the cave
of the hermit, from the cell of the solitary re-
cluse, the fervent prayer has often arisen,
which has been acceptable in the sight of
God. But it would be a strange and fatal
misconception, that religion, even in its most
pure and triumphant exaltations, can flourish
nowhere else. The home of holiness is in the
heart, irrespective of outward situations and
alliances; and therefore we may expect to find
it, if there are hearts adapted to its reception
and growth, in the haunts of business as well
as in the silence of retirement ; in the palaces
of Eome, .is well as in the deserts of the
Thebais. It is a fatal mistake to suppose that
we cannot bo holy except on the condition of
a situation and circumstances in life such as
shall suit ourselves. It is one of the first prin
ciples of holiness to leave our times and our
places, our going out and our coming in, our
wasted and our goodly heritage, entirely with
the Lord. Here, O Lord, hast thou placed
us, and we will glorify thee here.— T. C.
Upham.

Selected.

SUMMER.
Around this lovely valley rise
The purple hills o'f Paradise.

softly on yon banks of haze
Her rosy face the Summer lays:

Becalmed along the azure sky
The argosies of cloudland lie,

Whose shores with many a shining rift
Far off their pearl-white peaks uplift.

Through all the long midsummer day
The meadow-sides are sweet with hay,

1 seek the coolest sheltered seat.
Just where the field and forest meet-

Where grow the pine trees tall and bland,
The ancient oaks, austere and grand,
And fringy roots and pebbles fret'
The ripples of the rivulet.

QUIETNESS AND TRUST.
I would be quiet, Lord, nor tease, nor fret;
Not one small need of mine wilt thou forget.

I am not wise to know what most I need

;

I dare not cry too loud, lest thou should st heed,

And in reply should <

As thou hast chosen.

I watch the mowers as they go
Through the tall grass, a white sleeved rov
With even stroke their scythes they swir
In tune their merry whetstones ring.

Behind, the nimble youngsters run.
And toss the thick swaths in the sun.
The cattle graze; while warm and still
Slopes the broad pasture, basks the hill.

And bright, when Summer breezes break,
The green wheat crinkles like a lake.

The butterfly and bumble-bee
Come to the pleasant woods with me;
Quickly before me runs the quail.
Her chickens skulk behind the r.i'il.

High up the lone wood-pigeon sits.

And the woodpecker pecks and flits;

Sweet woodland music sinks and swells
The brooklet rings its tinkling bells. '

The swarming insects drone and hum.
The partridge beats his throbbing drum.
The squirrel leaps among the boughs
And chatters in his leafv house

;

The oriole flashes by ; and look—
Into the mirror of the brook.
Where the vain blue-bird trims his coat
Two tiny feathers fall and float.

As silently, as tenderly,
Tiie dawn of peace descends on me,
Oh, this is peace! I have no need
Of friend to talk, or book to read

;A dear Companion here abides,
Close to my thrilling heart He hides;
The holy silence is his voice;
I lie, and listen, and rejoice.

y, "Child have thy will;
1 thy cup I fill!"

AVhat most I crave, thou may'st in love withhold.
As we from hands unmeet keep pearls or gold;

Or .as when infant hands would play with fire.We keep them from the flame that they desire.

Then, for me do thou choose ; thou knowest best •

This one, short, earnest prayer holds all the rest;'

" Thy will be done ;" this from the heart I say
And all anxiety doth jjass away.

This be my only, mv l .,

Then as to all I need, 1

FAITH.
A swallow in the Spring,

Came to our granary, and 'neath the eaves
Essay d to make a nest, and there did bring

Wet earth and straw and leaves.

Day after day she toil'd.
With patient art, but ere her work was crown'd
Some sad niisbap the tiny fabric spoil'd,

'

And dashed it to the ground.

She found the ruin wrought;
Yet not cast down, forth from her place she flew
And with her mate, fresh earth and gra.sse3 brought

-ind built her ne.st anew.

But scarcely had she placed
The last soft feather on its ample floor,
When wicked hand, or chance, again laid waste

And wrought the ruin o'er.
'

But still her heart she kept.
And toil'd again; and, last night, hearing calls,
1 look d, and lo ! three little swallows slept,

Within the earth-m.ide walls.

What truth is here, O Man !

Hath Hope been smitten in its early dawn ?
Have clouds o'ercast thy purpose, trust, or plan?

Have faith, and struggle on !

The folk

ihild, Mai
little

aunt

For "The Friend.'

Marianna Hacker.

ing memoranda respectin
nna Hacker, written by

with whom she resided, were made imme
diately after her decease, which occurred on
thn 1st of 5ih month, 1835.
The narrative says: "Soon after the de-

cease of her mother she became a member of
our family—when about four years old. He
guileless innocence and sweet and aflfectionate
disposition, with her many other engaging

rapidly won for her a warm plaee
rts, and we soon felt for her all of

parental love, solicitude and responsibilitj-.

I

"The first serious question I remember to
have heard this precious child ask, occurred
a few months after she came to reside with
us; she w.ts at the moment busily engaged
with her play-things, and looking earnestly
up, she said, 'Aunty, does thee think my
mother was willing to die?' I answered, that
I hoped 80, but did not know, as I was not
with her. She then thoughtfully said :

' was
she ready ?' ' because if she was ready, she
would be willing.' Her uncommonly serious
manner when asking the question, and her
judicious discrimination between ready and
wdling, struck me at the time very forcibly

;and it became increasingly interesting to
ascertain tho extent and depth of her serious
feelings, as also to cherish and fortify them

It was accordingly our daily morning prat
to devote an hour or two to appropriate r
ing and conversation

; for, infant as she •

(little more than f.ur years old) the term .

versation is not misapplied.
" The New Testament being the only b

in which she appeared particularly interes
we read during the summer vacation butli
beside, and I must confess that her quest.
were sometimes of so profound a characte
made me feel my utter inability to ans
them. They were often like the querie
one advanced in religious experience, rat
than one of such tender years. About i

time she appeared exceedingly afraid of pr
and would 01 ten s.ay to me, she hoped she'
not proud of having done such and such tbi
for which she bad gained some credit. ]

hair had gro^vn long and was rather trou
some, and under a pretence to her of keep
it in place (though a parent's pride was iu
heart) I curled it up. When it was tal
trom the papers and I was combing it, i

ppeared very much agitated, and, aTino'sl
tars she exclaimed, ' Brush it all out, aui
—brush it out! I feel ihe proxidness com^
over me;' and she was not satisfied unti
was smooth and she had received u prom
that it should not be repeated. Her rei»i
to truth and her fear of deviating from it wr
remarkable, so much so that she would ran
make a positive assertion, or use any uuqiu
fied terms in expressing her intentions to
any thing

;
and often, on hearing others Rpe>

without such caution, she would pl.ayfully
prove them by adding, 'if Her time of goi
to bed was always a time of serious, hea
searching reflection, and she would confe
with tears and sobs, the little delinquencies
the past d.-vy; and I have not unfiequenf
been obliged lo take her from her liiile b
and hold her in my arms, to sooth and mc
eraie her excessive agitation, caused by son
trifling short-comings such as we, who ha
grown old in sin, vvould let pass unheede
From about the middle of her fifth year si

had been accustomed, before composing he
self to sleep, to repeat the Lord's prayer
companied generally by those four simple bi
beautiful lines:

' Now I lay me down to sleep,
I give my soul,' &c.

It might bo apprehended that this woul
soon degenerate into a mere lifeless form, bt
on the contrary, it was in her case evidenti
accompanied by true dfvolion^il fcelini:^; he
manner was characterized by great f^Mvenc
of spirit; and not unfrequenlly she was 9
overwhelmed and tendereii by her sense c
the solemnity of the act, as to make utleranc
very difficult. Sho never commenced uoti
after a considerable pause, designed to piopar
her mind and enable her, as she sweetly es
pressed it, to forget every thing worldly. Oi
one occasion in particular, 1 recollect he
pausing a long time in the midst of her prayer
and then, after having proceeded to the con
elusion, she said to me, ' Aunty, thee noticec
I stopped a good while,—well, it was that

)

might get rid of all other thoughts, comraot
thoughts, thee knows, Aunt Hannah, that wi
come in sometimes, but I could not go on till

thej- were all gone.'
"Several time.^, on going to my own bed

after 10 o'clock, I have found tho dear child
awake and iu tears, occasioned, as her
wers to my enquiries informed me, by her

I solicitude for the welfare of her sister. ' Oh
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y,- she would say, ' I am so worried about

dear sister, 1 \v\ah she was a bettor j^irl

;

I thee help her? I love her so, I want her

} good. 1 am afraid she does not pray, or

not think when she prays.' On return-

home from school s^he would sometimes

t into tears the moment she entered, say-

'Oh aunty, the children do trouble me
they get angry with me, and I don't know

It its for, and when I try to advise them,

itell them how wrong it is, they laugh at

I

O do take me away, it makes me feel so.'

i serious advice was sometimes extended

ne ; for although I believe she considered

in most respects, all that she could wish,

she coald see that all was not right—that

lelhing was wanting-rand with tears she

j|d entreat mo to try to be good; she was

lid I was not good enough; to try to pray,

one time when reading the little memoir

J. R. C, she percieved that I wept, and

owing her little arras around my nock she

laimed, 'Oh aunty, thee must try to be

id. O, dear aunt Hannah, now, oh do pray

1 thee will be helped. I will pray for thee,

,r aunty, but thee must try thyself.'

•Her thoughtfulness when silting down to

als was remarkable, invariably dropping

• little head, while a placid solemnity w
ikingly visible in her countenance. Ev^

en taking her seat after others had coi

need eating, the pause was always observed

her, and often when she saw others omit it,

s would ex|iress her uneasiness that ' they

1 not think' before beginning their raoal.

ir anxiety to act correctly herself, caused

r to feel grieved by the aberratiims of others

whom s"e felt interested. Having one day

served her to weep in meeting, after return-

r home I enquired the cause, and she with

ich feeling said, she had seen one of her

others laugh in meeting.

"It has been her practice for abqut two

ars p;ist, after rising in the morning to re-

e, of her own accord, to a room by herself,

• the purpose of meditation and prayer
;
and

len, as was sometimes the case, our roomi

sre all occupied, she would wander about

th evident uneasiness until she had found

ace of privacy where she could pour out her

,art before her Maker. If it was omitted

1 after breakfast, we would soon miss

jm the parlor, and I have sometimes tollowed

sr to her room, and without seeming to do

', have watched her kneeling with her head

'her hands on a chair before her, until my
ubs have ached with cold—she would then

thout noticing me, rise and walk soberly

it of the room. These exercises, as I found

p- enquiry of her, were not always the repe-

tion of forms previouslycommitled, but were

'ten the spontaneous aspirations (often with-

it utterance) of a heart, sensible, though

should not live long, and I thought it neces-

sary to divert her attention from the idea lost

it should injure her health. Scarcely a night

has passed without her making some allusion

to the prosp.'Ct of being soon taken away,—
expressing herself sometimes as follows:

" 'Aunt Hannah, I feel as if I should not

live 1 mg; what shall I do to be a better little

o-irl? I don't think I am good enough to die,

but I will try to be— I do try—and I trust in

the Lord, and O, Ho is so kind to me. He
irives me such kind friends ;

and she would

often say, thee is too kind to me, dear aunty,

a great deal too kind, and so is dear uncle;

but I will take care of thee when thee is sic'

Her gratitude and love for us was unbounded.

She vvould frequently, while the tears Ml fast,

say to me, 'Oh, aunty, I do not want to die

d leave thee and dear uncle.'

"One night she said me, 'Does thee think

uncle prays enough ?— tell him I want him to;

I know he is very good, but I'm afraid he is

not o-ood enough ; and she wept as if her little

heai^ would break. ' Ok do tell him that he

will be helped;' she added, ' and thee too, dear

aunty.'

"Often when she saw her flither distressed,

she would speak of him with a gie^it deal of

feeling, and many tears, and would tell me

she trte i to comfort him all she could.

"About the middle of the 1st month, 183d,

we went to spend some time at her father's

house. She appeared quite happy while there,

and my attention was so much occupied by the

circumstances which had induced that visit,

that I knew little of her private feelings. She

on.! day came to me with an earnest request

to return home, to our quiet little home, as she

called it, • for it was so much easier to be good

there, than where there were so many things

to take her attention.'
" When wegot back, she said to me one day,

dear aunty, ''tis so delightful to be in our

quiet home again, for here I can find a place

to pray, and there were so many peopledown

at father's I could not always think of it.'

" Her sickness commenced very soon after

our return, and I am convinced that from the

fi'rst, she had a strong impression she should

not recover. One afternoon after having been

to ride wiih her father, she complained of pain

in her breast and back of her neck
;
and while

at tea, she burst into tears, and leaning over

towards me said, ' Aunty, I shall not live long,-

1 think.' 1 had so often heard her say the

same before, that, I thought little of it,—

though it was the first time she had ever ex-

presslid herself so, except in private. When

she was taken up s.airs, it was a sunny day

in the spring, and the view from the chamber

window was one of much vernal beauty and

hri.'-htness. She looked towards the wi.idow,

but"with a shudder drew back saying, ' I can't

IS if I never

her early removal, and therefore endeavored

to chock her agitated feelings, and persuaded

her to lie down with me and go to sK-ep. I

could not listen to what 1 am now persuaded

she wished to communicate.
" Afier some days, when in the progress of

the disease it became difficult for her to speak

urticulalely on account of the extreme dry-

ness of her throat, she said to me, '
Dear aunty,

what shall 1 do about my prayers? will it do

if I pray in my heart?' An.i ray reply in the

xffirmative evidently gave her much comfort.

, "One evening while she was extremely ill,

wA restless from great suffering, I asked her

if I should read to her. • Yes,' she replied,

'in the New Tesiamont.' I opened it, and

asked her if she had any choice—not think-

ing it possible that in her state of extreme

suffering she could collect herself sufficiently

to know one part from ano' her—but she very

promptly answered, ' The two or three first

chapters of Matthew.' I then asked if she

knew -what they were about, she quieklv re-

plied, ' Yes, the birth of Christ, &c., but thee

need not read the names, begin after tAem

and read the two next chapters,'—which I

did while she lay quiet and attentive.

rom the time that her sickness assumed

u-ming character, the difficulty of speak-

ing before alluded to, was so great as to render

utterance almost imp-actioable ;
thereby pre-

cluding the expression of leelings whieh sho

was many times evidently desirous of com-

municating to us.

" In the afternoon of the day before her

death, she said to me, ' Aunty, I think I shall

not live long now, but do not grieve for me.'

There was something in her m inner at the

time so strikingly solemn, that I found it im-

possible to command my feelings even to

speak upon the subject; which I since much

re-M-et, as I am fully convinced it was her wish

at^that time to have some conversation with

" On the last morning of her life, almost the

last words she distinctly uttered were the

Lord's Prayer, which her cousin, who eat by

her, heard her faintly but solemnly repeat."

On reading over the foregoing memoranda,

and taking a cursory retrospect of that por-

tion of her life to which they relate, I per-

ceive they omit much more than they record

of the incidents exhibiting the variousinterest-

ing traits of this precious child. Enougb,

ho^wever, has been said to answer the end ia

view, namely, a brief memorial of her
;
enough

also, I think, to illustrate the touching words

of our Saviour: "Oat of the mouth of babes

and sucklings thou hast perfected praise."

ounc of its own weakness and its need to be hear to look out, it makes me leel as it 1 neve

rengtheied from above. Not long since, on should go out again.' 1° ll>« '^f^'"-""""
,

IZlt. from school, she came to me in said to me, 'Aunt Hannah, suppose I shouli
jturning from school, sh

jars, and said she had not been very good,

nd she thought it was because she had for-

otten top/-'7]/io the morning, • for it is always

3, Aunt Hannah, if I forget my prayers,

binas go wrong.'

"With all this serious thoughtfulness and

iractical piety, this precious child was the

nerriestof the merry ; in play with her cousins,

he took the lead, and they seemed to look to

ler for direction in all their little amusements.
" For several months she has appeared to

>e strongly impressed with the belief that she

Honest Thinking.

There are few things which show more

markedly the advancement of true principles

in human character, than the increasing re-

spect paid to all honest thinking. Once even

the claim to honesty was not allowed to views

that differed from those in vogue. To hold

beliefs, or to indulge sentiments adverse to

those of the nation, or party, or clique, or

m.nairom woauso..ucs.^....^..-...-r sect whose watchword they were, was not

hTsion Butsheagainsaidf'i«U«p/>o.s«7 merely to be in error, but in guilt. It was

shouldnotUvelo see another Second dky.' I not only intellectual but moral delinquency

thtn observed. Well, if it is thy Heavenly
|

and the use of any force available to crush it

Pathei-'i

should

not live till another Second-day?' I said, my
dear Marianna, thee is not very sick, and will

soon, we hope, be better—wishing to divert

her mind from what seemed a groundless «"-

P

wTirt'o take thee". m"v "child,! hope! out was held to' be justifiable. Hence th^

She looked up with aj cruelties of political and religious persecu
thee will be willing,

sorrowful but sweetly calm expression,

said 'Oh Aunt Hannah, 7am no«fif006?eftOugA.' I
shrink in horror,

ditions, from the mere recital of which we now
were not the outcome of

shl-uDk from the thon^ht of tho possibility ol^ny particular set of views, either of Church
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or State, but rather of that habit of mind
which failed utterly to appreciate that right
of jirivate judgment which we are now leain-
icg gradually to honor.
Even yet, however, there is a long mad to

be travelled in the same direction. W
longer publicly tortuie people on account of
their honest views on any subject, but w
often despise them on no other ground; we
often condemn their sincere expressions, and
if we have endeavored unsuccessfully to con
vince them of error, we iudulge a certain re
sentmeiit, which appears to us only just. W(
attach more importance to the opinions them
selvesihantothesincerity with which tbeyar(
held, andpayahigberrespect toone who, wilh
indifference or fiom policy, shares our beliefs
than to one who sincerely and conscientiously
opposes them.

iSIow we are very far from upholding that
indifforenlism which declares all opinions to
be unimportant so long as the heart and
the life are right. On the contrary, wedeem
that the life is largely dependent for its value
and usefulness upon the opinions which guide
it, and that each person is bound to use all his
faculties in the invesiigation of truth. But
this very duty presupposes the utmost freedom
of thought and the absence of all interference
whether actual or incidental. Directly the feai
of some one's displeasure or contempt, or of
sinking in public esteem comes into the ques-
tion, to that extent freedom fedes and sincerity
is endangered. Our attitude then towards
those who diifer from us in views, and towards
those who agree with us, should not form so
striking a contrast as they usually do. Both
are worthy of our respect and sympathy in pro-
portion to their fidelity in searching fir truth,
and their loyalty to that part of it which
they have found. Both are deserving of our
displeasure and rebuke as far as they lack
these qualities. Our cordial esteem should
go forth toward those who are earnest in their
adherence to what they honestly believe, how-
ever contrary it may be to our own inter'preta
tion, and should be firmly withheld from those
who, professedly agreeing with us, are yet
actuated by meaner motives than the love of
truth itself.

We are far too peremptory in our require-
ments upon people to declare their beliefs and
disbeliefs. Those who instinctively hesitate in
doing this we are apt to call weak or unde-
cided, a>)d to charge them with being "on the
fence," whereas they are often the most earnest
in their search for truth, and only cautious
lest they be deceived. Frequently this state
of doubt, or rather suspense of judgment, is
the very best condition of mind for the time
being, and the most favorable one for the dis
covery of truth

; and he who frankly acknowl-
edges that he is at present in this position as
to the point at issue, is worthy of all sympathy
and respect.

Underneath every error, however gross it
may appear, beneath every superstition, how-
ever absurd we think it, there lies something
rue, valuable and necessar3^ Antagonistic

parties, trying harder to overthrow one an-
other than to establish true principles, seldom
appreciate this. They see the evil, and mag-

'

nify it to such undue proportions that the
good is entirely bidden. To succeed in abolish-
ng the whole party, or sect, or the entire
ystem of opinions they represent, seems to
them the most desirable of all things—while
the really fortunate thing is thai this can
never be done. All that is false, all that is
wrong, will in time drop away like a useless
^hell, but the kernel of truth that it hold will
remain and vitalize new systems and future
generations.

" Truth crashed to earth will rise again,
The eternal years of God are hers,

But Error, wounded, writhes in pain,
And dies among his worshippers."—Fh'iidelphia Ledger.

Riiigions Items, &c.
The late Presbyterian General Assembly

adopted the following report on the subject
of Temperance.

1. The General .Assembly, viewing with
grave apprehension the persistence and spread
"f the use of intoxicating drinks as amono- the

latest, if not the greatest evil of our day, as

surface, so that they completely lo«e alio
nection with the bottom of the lake, bat
tain their former situation in respect to ei
other. When thus detached from the
they are pressed into somewhat closer o
tact, and are formed into beds of about t
yards in breadth, and of an indefinite leng
The heads of tho sedges, reeds and otl

plants of the float, are now cut off and
upon the surface, and covered with a thin w
of mud, which gradually sinks into the m*
of matted roots. The bed floats, but is kept
its place by a stake of willow driven thro*
it at each end, which admits of its rising
falling with the water.— Z). Wakefield.

Oriental Costume— Protecting the Head
Neck.—X writer in BlackweWs Magazinest
concerning Oriental costumes, that how(
undesirable it miijht be for a dominant ri
to assume the dress of a nation which it ^erns, there are yet certain peculiarities
costume which originate in the requireme

'

of climate, and which may be adopted m
advantage. The waistband is not the o„,
article of dress which recommends itself i

being suitable to the climate. The flowir
robes and loose white cloaks worn in sue
are more effectiial in keeping out the sun tha
are our own tight-fitting garments; and tt
native headdresses deserve special mentio
as forming the best protection possible at,. ...

unstroke. The stagnation of the blood, whioi
produces sunstroke, may occur in any partt

As yet we are very far from such a condi
tion of mind, or such a gauging of character
Neither can we expect it to come suddenly
or by any immediate volition. It must be
the gradual work of much thought and con-
Btant effort. It will be the result of a deeper
fidelity to right, a finer discrimination as to
motives, a more correct estimation of moral
values. It will also involve a better apprecia
tion of mental difficulties, and a considerate
patience of uncertainties. Dr. Asa Gray, the
well-known botanist, in a recently published
lecture upon scientific and religious beliefs,
iistinguishes carefully between the various
legrees of probability wilh which tho mind
holds lis ideas. He says, "as to those who
3an forthwith assort tho contents of their
iiinds into two compartmcnis, one for what
;hey believe, and the other for what they dis-
jelieve, neither their belief nor their denial
ian be of much account. In all subjects of
nquiry those only are to be trusted who dis-
iiiminate between inevitable be!
ished convietions, probable opinions
lypotheses on trial." C>>rtainly, the habit of
ceenly noting these difi'erences of probability
vould do much to prevent antagonism be-
ween those who occupy different positions.

estab-

I resting upon every nation of Christen-
as multiplying their burdens of taxa.
pauperism, and crime; as underminino-

prosperity, as a powerful bin"

a cu
dom
tion,

their mate
drance to the gospel at home" and as still
more deeply degrading the heathen, whom
we seek to evangelize abroad, would rejoice
at the revival in recent years of efforts to stay
the.se great evils, and wo'ild renew its testi-
mony, begun as early as 1812, (and continued
to thejjresent day), ' not only against actual
intemperance, but against all those habits and
indulgences which may have a tendency to
produce it.'

We reiterate the judgments of former
General Assemblies against the manufacture
and Sale of intoxicating liquors to be used as
a beverage, and against the renting of one's
property knowingly for such manufacture
and sale. We admonish our members to avoid
all complicity in the traffic, and to use all their
nfluence for the suppression of the same in
such measures and to such degrees as shall" ------ •

' xpedient."seem to them wise and

Niilura! History, Science, &c.

The Floating-gardens of Cashmere.—.\t the
present day, these do not grow flowers, but
the more humble melons, cucumbers and other
vegetables. They are formed in this manner.
The rootsofaquaticplantsgrowing in shallow Igood butter-making

; and the " moral of it"
water, are divided about two feet below the I may be extended and applied by saying that

the body, and sometimes attacks the !<neei
when exposed with a tight-fitting coverini
especially in riding. The nape of the nee
IS, however, the most dangerous spot, and a
Eastern head dresses cover it.

Water and Health.—Of the danger of injur
to health from polluted wells, it is hardii
possible to say too much. In one choler
season in Lindon six hundred deaths war
traced to the use of a single street pump
Typhoid fever has been repeatedly, indeei
many times, known to aff'ect whole farailiei
who resorted to a well for a common supply
while others in the same neighborhood, usiof
different water, were not attacked. Worst
yet, perhaps, seems to be the subtlety witl
which organic poison may be conveyed, bj
water, through milk, in dairymen's supplies
Several limes this has happened in London
and elsewhere in England. In one instance,
so far as appeared, the only mode of cont
nation was by the milk-pans at the dairy
being washed in water from a stream into
which leakage had occurred from a neighbor-
ing vault. At another time, several well-to-
do families in London, one of them that of a
physician, were afl'ected with typhoid fever.
It was found that they were all supplied with
milk by a company which furnished milk from
several dairies. At last it was ascertained
that cases of fever occurred only in the,
families to whom had been sent the milk of
one particular dairy; and a local cause of
contamination of its supply was also traced.
What exquisite cleanliness of all things is en-
jointjd by this experience! Nothing'is mora
sensitive than milk and cream to all impurity.
Even the water which cows drink, when
marshy and bad, has been known to make
their milk unwholesome. Butter can be made
ood only whore the most scrupulous sweet-

ness, cleanliness, and freshness of everythinf
ed. This is the chief secret of
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ect cleanliness of water, food, air, and
on is everywiiere absnlutely necessary to

ect healtii.

—

American Health Primer,

ow they Find Sewer-Gas in Boston.—For
or three or four years there have been
pings and wailings and gnashings of teetb

the probable death-traps that were con-

Bd in some of the finest houses on tiiat

icious Back Bay land here, and, indeed,

along through the palaces of the West
. In this time the Board of Health havi-

me so active and intelligent that they
) started a system, under a force of ex-

3, that is working a reform, and at the

i time disclosing defects that make one
Ider while one blesses the reform. These
irts have hit upon a plan for discovering

(r-gases and locating the precise localitj'

icape, which is not a little funny at the

look, but which is said to be infallible,

plan is to go into the upper storj' of the

e and pour into a set bowl a small quan-

of oil of peppermint, followed by a small

itity of water to wash it down. Then the

BCtor immediately leaves the room, cloa-

:he door after him, and proceeds to visit

ower rooms. He does not use his pepper-

; bottle again, but if in any one of these

ir rooms he is suddenly met by a strong

t of the mint, he looks like a first-class

Btive who has all at once come upon a

'or a murderer. He does not strike an

ude and cry " Thoa art the man," but he

js" for the set bowl in that lower room,
presently a force of plumbers will prove

sagacity by unearthing an earthen pipe

rein there is a crack, through which the

ierous sewer-gas, that is so doubly danger-
beeause imperceptible to our ordinary
9s, comes creeping. There are so many
lese breaks in the earthen pipes that they
,o be banished from use, and iron pipes

tituted. These expert inspectors hot only

emn the earthen pipes, but the venti

•8 for the soil pipes are condemned also,

t constructed to extend to the top of the

Cold air-b'ixes, too, catch it, and are

under the ban, if, as is usually the case,

are made to open on a level with the

ice of the ground.

—

Boston Correspondence

e Providence Journal.

THE FRIEND.
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LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
I continuing the consideration of the state

ociety, Joseph Armfield called attention

le Spirit which gave forth the Scriptures,

which is indi^pensable for understanding

profiting by them, as the great remedy
ill the evils visible among us—a remedy
3h he thought too seldom pointed to, even

bose who are recognized as teachers among
He spoke of the tendency to set aside

e of the testimonies of the Society. One
hese was as to plainness of dress—which

n faithfully maintained had been a rebuke

uman pride,

nother speaker commented on the neglect

,he attendance of meetings, and thought

I a Friend travelling through their meet-

1 now would meet at them but a small

)ortion of the members—" perhaps a quar-

3f the whole number."
1 the Continental Committee's report, it

was stated that in Australasia meetings are

regularly kept up in the three colonies—Vic-

toria, Tasmania and South Australia—and
contain in all 333 members. Joseph James
Neavo had been visiting their meetings,
travelling much of the time on foot and alone,

across rough mountain passes, sometimes find-

ing shelter for the night in the hollow trunk
of a tree.

There were reported to be 96 members
scattered through New Zeahind, where a

small meeting had lately been sot up.

In Norway, meetings had been regularly

held, and eight members had been added to

their number.
There did not appear to be much change

in the small bodies of Friends in the south of

France, and at Minden in Germany.
Some information was given " a'lout an ex-

traordinary movement which has taken place

in the district of Siegen, in Westphalia. There
is a religious awakening there, tht' people as-

sembling after the manner of Friends, with
no paid or appointed preachers, their views
on miny subjects very similar to those of

Friends. They are exceedingly glad of Friends'

publications; one of them has been to Minden,
and received some books from Friends there,

and they rejoice greaily in them and pass

them from hand to hand. In one village, of

from 12 to 14 thousand inhabitants, 'all the

people have come in.' Of the two dancing
saloons and public-houses, one is now turned
into a meeting-room, and the other is no longer

used for dancing or the sale of liquor. The
innkeeper hud been to get a supply of spirits,

but on the way home was so reached that he
turned his barrels into the river. A shop
keeper there seems to be called to the minis-

try ; and thus the work seems to be spread-

ing. Minden Friends write :
—'We do hope

that some Friends will feel it on their minds
to come over and visit them.' The Report
alluded to the recent death of Adolph Gunter,

a Friend at Minden, who had left a bright

example behind him. This Friend was a

tailor, and became con vi need of Friends' views

;

at length he espoused them openly; his wife

was in great trouble; his business forsook

him ; the clergy denounced him ; and he was
brought into great straits, and tempted to

swerve from his faith. But he was enabled

to hold on, and by degrees he got on again,

and lived to take a father's position in the

Church.
C. Thompson, though desirous to encourage

any right concern, hoped that any help sent

to Westphalia might be such as would be

likely to promote the Lord's work there and
not to retard it. We should rather direct the

people to the Light which is working there

than to rely on any outward help."

Reports were also made of small meeti

of Frii-nds in Denmark, Syria and India.

A report in reference to finances of the

meeting expressed the desire that American
Yearlj' Meetings would consider whether thej'

could not more largely contribute to the ex-

penses of their ministers when travelling

abroad than heretofore. The grentest amount
paid for this object in any one year of the

40 years was about £1900.
JJurham Quarterly Meeting had sent up a

proposition on the subject of temperance,
urging the Yearly Meeting to appeal to its

members against the manufacture and use of

intoxicating drinks; and also to tuke measures

for promoting legislative action against intern

P'rance. After considerable discussion, it

was concluded not to adopt the propo,sition,

but to insert a paragraph on the subject in

the general Epistle; and to reprint and circu-

late the Appeal of 1874 in reference to this

matter.

The distress in Ireland was referred to in

the minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings,

and many details were given of the position

of the Irish peasantry. The meeting recom-
mended Fiii-rids to raise a subscription of at

least £2000 to promote measures for a more
erfnauent improvement of the distressed dis-

tricts.

The subject of the trade in opium carried
between India, England and China was

brought forward by minutes of London and
Middlesex Quarterly Meeting. Tho trafiic

was regarded as a national disgrace, and as
immoral and unjust. This appeared to be
the sentiment of Friends generally, and after

some exteniled remarks a minute was made
by the Yearly Meeting " to the effect that the
meeting had been led to condemn the great
national sin practised in forcing a noxious
and poisonous substance, viz., opium, upon
the millions of a free and independent people.

That it desired to bear an emphatic testi-

mony, as a Christian Church, against a sys-

tem so opposed to the teachings of Chris-
tianity, and involving so much <if mi-ery and
bloodshed. Fully impressed with the truth

that it is righteousness th.-it exalteth a nation,

he meeting had further desired to urge upon
'ur rulers to do that which was just and right,

also to appoint a deputation to wait upon the
Government on the subject with a memorial
from this meeting. I'he minute also en-

couraged Friends to do all iu their power
privately and otherwise to enlighten the popu-
lar mind on this great question."

Tho report of the Committee on General
Meetings called forth remarks from several

Friends who had evidently been grieved at

the manner in which meetings had been held

under its authority. "Richard Brockbank
asked whether the committee was at liberty

to override the feelings of Friends living in

those neighborhoods in which they held their

General Meetings, and to introduce practices

which have never been sanctioned by the

Yearly Meeting. In one instance in his own
Quarterly Meeting some practices were intro-

duced in these meetings which are contrary

in principle to those testimonies about silent

worship, for which our early Friends have so

often suffered, and which our Society has ever

upheld for a period of over 200 years."

"Richard Ball Butter queried whether
Friends were not losing by adopting such

practices as singing in meetings, contrary to

their principles. He had heard of instances

of Friends not being able to go to their meet-

ings in consequence of this practice He be-

lieved that, if ministers spoke in the power
of the Lord, they would not have any need

for such things. One Friend, a minister of

experience, said to him thai it was all a mis-

take, and he had heard from some working
men who attended one of these mee'ings that

they had come there expecting something far

different and had been disappointed, saying

that they did not need that kind of thing, and
further, they did not like it either."

A number of Friends thought it was not

best to reappoint the Committee, but it was
finally decided to continue it for another year.
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Wo hiive been requested to call attention to

the need which "The Friends' Association

of Philadelphia and its vicinity, for the relief

of Colored Freed men" now have of a person

to superintend the schools under their care in

Virginia and North Carulina. Alfred II.

Jones, who had been in charge for twelve

years, has resigned. The Committee say they
" trust that some suitable, conscientious, dedi-

cated Friend may feel drawn lo the work."

The A>soeiation during the year sustained

eighteen schools, located at various points,

mainly in West Virginia, and central North
Carolina. The number of scholars enrolled

in these was 2469; and the average attendance

16G0. They distributed among the colored

people a large number of Bibles, tracts, &c.
;

and many garments, and mucb material lor

clothing.

The Christian Worker states that William

Wetherald, the late Clerk of Canada Yearly

Meeting, has resigned his right of membership

in the Society of Friends. It may be remem-

bered, that some months ago he commenced
to officiate as Pastor in another religious So-

ciety, and in that capacitj^ administered the

bread and wine in what is called the Lord's

Supper. The Monthly Meeting to which ho

belonged made the following minute: "It

is the united judgment of this meeting, having

carefully labored with him to no satisfaction,

and inasmuch as he has departed from both

the faith and practice of Friends on some
points, that we accept his resignation."

SUMMAKTC OF EVENTS.

United States.—On the afternoon of the 24th ult.,

the block bounded by Third, Fourth, Christian and
Marriott streets, was almost entirely destroyed by fire-

Fifty-two dwelling-houses were more or less damaged,
a sash and frame mill, and a large lumber-yard were
entirely destroyed. The loss on property is about $100,-

000. Many families are left in a destitute condition.

A fire in Tarport, near Bradford, Pa., on the after-

noon of the 25tli ult., destroyed thirty-one buildings,

among them, three hotels, the Post office and Oil Ex-
change. The paper-mill of the VVoodsdale Paper Com-
pany, near Hamilton, Ohio, was burned on the night of

the 24th. Loss $80,000. Sixty hands are thrown out

of employment. The same night a fire broke out at the

rope walk in Elizabeth Avenue, Elizabeth Point, N. J.

The dam;(ge was estimated at $75,00U. Two men were
killed .and several seriously injured.

The gauge of the New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio
Railroad has been narrowed to the standard width, be-

tween Dayton and Lewisburg. The work was completed
in 6J hours; distance 225 miles.

A. V. Lynde has entered suit, in Boslon, against the

owners of the steamer Narragansettfor $15,000 damages
for loss of property, personal injuries, and nervous
prostration. The case has been made returnable to the

Superior Court in Boston on the 6th inst.

The semi-annual report of the Kansas Freedmen's
Belief Association shows that between Tenth mo. 13th,

1879, and Third mo. 3lst, 1880, fully 20,000 negroes
arrived at Topeka from the Southern States, and were
cared for by the association. The cash contributions in

the same time amounted to $29,.596.

The Cincinnali Comnurcial, in speaking of the rapid
disappearance of our forests, says, it requires yearly

200,000 acres of forests to supply cross-ties for the rail-

roads of the United States. The number of ties used
annually is given at 1.5,000,000, which cost about 35
cents each, or a total of $5,250,000.
The wheat harvest is nearly finished in the southern

portions of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, and the yield in

most places ranges from 15 to 25 bushels per acre. The
quality is good. A few car-loads have been shipped
East, the price paid being from 83 to 85 cents per
bushel.

The farmers on Long Island are greatly alarmed by
the continued drought. The crops already harvested
have yielded only a fourth of the usual amount. The
early cabbage, peas and timothy have failed, and there

1 little pasture, many farmers are already feeding

their cattle on hay. A similar condition exists in some
parts of New Jersey.

Five steamers which left New York the past week,

carried as part of their cargo, upwards of 50,000 boxes

of cheese.

One tiiousand and ninety-six miles of railroad have
been built in the United States so far this year, against

three hundred and nine-one miles for the corresponding

period last year.

A committee of English bondholders of the Philada.

and Keading Railroad Company, is reported to have
arrived in New York on the 23d ult.; for the purpose

of making an investigation into the afiPairs of the com-
pany, on behalf of the bondholders in England.
The mortality in this city during the week ending

on the 26th ult., numbered 427. Of this number 176

were adults and 251 children, 159 being under one year

of age. There were 53 de-iths from consumption, and
88 cholera infantum. In New York city for the same
period there were 1,033 deaths. The increase is said

be chiefly due to a fatal prevalence of cholera infan-

tum among the children.

The Long Island steamer, Seawanhaka, was burned
the water's edge, off Randall's Island, East River,

al)Out 5 o'clock in the afternoon of the 27th. The fire

said to have originated from an explosion in the en-

gine-room. About forty lives were lost.

Thirty-five cases of sunstroke were reported in New
York on tiie 28th.

Markets, &c.—\5. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 104i ; do.

coupon, 107h 5's, 103J- ; 4J's, 1891, 109|; 4's, regis-

tered, 108 ; do. coupon, 109.

Trade is dull in most departments, but prices of the

leading articles of merchandise are ;ibont steady.

Cotton remains about the same as last quoted. Sales

of middlings are reported at 12 a 12} cts. per lb. for

uplands and New Orleans.

Petroleum.—Crude, 7J a 8 cts. in bbls., and standard

white 9 cts. per gallon for export.

Flour.— "There was very little demand for flour,

either for export or home use, and prices favor buyers.

Sales of 150 barrels western and Pennsylvania extra at

$3 a *3.25 ; 100 barrels Minnesota extras, old stock

medium, at M.80 ; 200 barrels do. do., good, at 4^5.12.}
;

100 barrels do. do., fresh ground, at :?5.76 ; 100 barrels

do. do., straight, at $6 ; 200 barrels of Pennsylvania
extra family, good, at t4..50 a $4.75 ; 100 barrels choice

do. at $5 ; 300 barrels Ohio do. do., fair, at $5.25 ; 200
barrels do. do., good, at $5.50; 100 barrels do. do.,

choice, at $6; 100 barrels Michigan do. do., at $5..50
;

100 barrels Indiana do. do. $5.25 ; 100 barrels Minne-
.sota patents, good, at $7.12i ; 100 barrels do. do., fancy,

at *7.50, and 500 burrels city mills, f.imily on private

terms. Rye-flour is steady. Small sales at $4.25 a

$4.37 J per barrel. Cornmeal—No sales
;

prices nom-
inal. Bran sold at $15 a $1.5.25 per ton

Grain.—Wheat was rather firm. Sales of 5000 bushels

Pennsylvania red at $1.16 a *1.17 ; 3000 bushels new
Delaware amber at $1.14 a $1.14j. Rye was in de-

mand; sales of Pennsylvania at 85 cts. per bushel.

In corn there was less doing. Sales of 4000 bushels

Pennsylvania western and southern yellow, on track

and in grain depot, at 52 cts. ; 2000 bushels Delaware
yellow at SIJ cts.; 1200 bushels, sail, mixed, track and
in grain depot, at 51i cts. ; 1200 bushels steamer at 50;

1000 bushels rejected'at 50 cts. The oat.s market is un-

settled; sales of 6000 bushels, including No. 1 white, at

40 cts. ; No. 2 do. at 3S a 40 cts. ; No. 3 do. at 37 cts.

;

rejected at 36 cts., and mixed at 36 a 36i cts.

Hay and straw market.—^For week ending 6th mo.
26th, 1880.—Loads of hay, 128 ; loads of straw, 26.

Average price during the week : Prime timothy, $1.45

a $1.55 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1.40 a $1.50 ; straw,

rl.3o to $1.45 per 100 pounds.
Beef cattle were a fraction lower: 2800 head arrived

and sold at the diflTerent yards at 3 a 5J cts. per lb. as

to condition.

Sheep were in fair demand, and sold at 3} a 5J cts.,

and lambs at 5 a 8 els per lb. .as lo condition.

Hogs were dull. Sales reported at 6} a 7 cts. per lb.

Cows, - 20 to $.50 per head.

Wool.—There has been very little activity in this

staple the past week, and no essential change in prices.

.\mong the sales were, Ohio, fine, 45 cts.; do. | and J

blood 48 cts. ; unwashed Ohio, fine, 30 cts.; unwashed
western, 22 a 32 cts.

Oils.— Linseed, 60 cts. ; Neats foot, 55 a 65 cts. ; Lard,
43 a 55 cts. ; Sperm, crude, 49 a 50 cts. ; bleached, $1.12

a $1.20 per gallon.

Foreign.—At a meeting of the committee of the

Mansion House Relief Fund, held on tlie 25th nil., it

was announced that only £40 had been received since

last meeting, that the fund now aflbrded only three

weeks' supply, and that eight weeks of intense dii

had to be faced.

In the House of Lords, on the 25th, the bill 1^
ing marriage with a deceased wife's sister, was rej

by a vote of 101 to 90.

During the past week, ten first class ocean stea

have embarked 3638 passengers in the Mersey fo

United States and Canada.
The building of the new Eddystone Light-hot

making more rapid progress— it is thought the

will soon be less dependent on tides and weather.

The Conference at Berlin has agreed upon the bo

ary between Turkey and Greece. The Porte ha
formed the ambassadors, that they have only the )

of mediation, and not of decision.

The newspapers announce that a number of Fr
magistrates have resigned their offices sooner th

cute the decrees against the Jesuits and all un;

ized congregations.

The steamer Dessonk, with the obelisk on board,

to sail from Gibraltar on the 25th.

The latest dispatch from Buenos .\yres a

that the city was surrounded by national troops,

summoned to capitulate within twenty-four h

Forty-six deaths occurred from yellow fever and

from small- pox, in Havana, during the week endLo

the 26th.

A suitable Friend is wanted to superintend

schools of the "Friends' Freedmen's Associatioi

Philadelphia," in North Carolina and Virginia

Applications may be addressed to

Philip C. (tarrett, Chairman,
Germantown, Philad

Or to Howard Comfort, 523 Market St., Phr

Wm. H. Haines, 434 Walnut St.,

Commiili

Married, at Friends' meeting-hotise, Salem, C
on Fourlh-dav, Fifth month 26th, 1880, Is.^.ac N. V
of Barnesville, Ohio, to Mary M. Cope, of the for

place.

— , at Friends' meeting-house, Salem, Ohic

Fourlh-dav, Fifth month 26th, 1880, Charles
Hall, of East Carmel, Ohio, to Melissa Cope, oI

former place.

' Died, on the 12th of 3d month, 1880, Thomas I

ROSE, aged 74 years and 11 months, a member of

Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends, low.a. Hebe
severe illness with patience and resignation—gratil

(Seemed to be the clothing of his spirit—saying, " 1

1

'received many favors that I am unworthy of; howc
fully am I nursed and cared for; it could not be n

|so," &c. A short time previous to the close, he

I

asked if his mind was peaceful? " Oh yes!" he repl

'"if it were not so I should be mi.serable indeed; I 1

been taking a review of my past life, and I find noil

in my way, all is peace ; but it is all through the

of God in" Christ Jesus, and in Him I have hope
passed quietly .and peacefully away, leaving his fri<

the comforting assurance that he has entered ii

lasting rest.

j

, in Philadelphia, on the 27th of 5th mo. 1:

I Anna N. Watson, daughter of Thomas Watson,

:

40 years, a member of the Monthly Meeting of Frie

of Philadelphia for the Northern'District. Th
yoiing Friend was attacked with symptoms of consu.

lion about two years previous lo her death, which

sumed a more alarming aspect during the last yea

her life. Within this period she became truly i

cerned to witness a change of heart and a prepara;

for death. She altered the character of her read

and became much interested in the Holy Scriplui

jand also lost her relish for company or enjoyments
worldly kind. She was now very earnest lo know
salvation certain, and to understand and exercise I

j

Christian faith. Nothing short of inward cleansing

the baptism of the Holy Spirit, accompanied with i

' cere repentance for sin, and giving up her own «

I could sali.sfy her exercised mind. During an opi

;
tunily, when sympathizing friends were sitting by I

she was enabled in vocal prayer to make her reqU'

known unto God. Truly it felt to those present t

she was passing through the baptism that snvoih;

sins going beforehand to judgment ; and the relief

experienced after this severe struggle, was evideni

her altered manner and placid countenance. She '

one not given to a free expression of her feelings,

was able to say, subsequent to this, that " she w.a.s sa

fied, and could leave all and trust." A comfortable

snrance resLs upon the minds of her frien<ls, that i

sins were forgiven and washed away for His Dan
sake who died for U3.
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Ities. We did meet with thorn abundantly ; Ihad come to ask some questions before I

but on the way the Master gave us such cheer started. 1 said to my native assistants, ' Yoii

ng signs of his presence that we were willing 'go on. Three miles north of here, I undor-

to go on. We had been warned not to go be- [stand, is the town of Peberi. As you are

cause of the danger, and were told that we 'walking and 1 have a horse, you go on, and

Id never all <if us get home alive; but 1:1 will stop and answer these questions, and

For "The Triend "

The Bible in India,

cob Chamberlain, in a lecture delivered

BW York city, tells of the effect of read-

the New Testament on the mind of an

itered Hindu. Feeling the burden of sin,

lesiriug relief, he went to a gathering of

hippeis who had assembled to draw the

if Juggernaut, hoping to find comfort by

ag in the ceremonies. While there he

i a man who was carrying a New Testa-

i, wrapped in the folds of his dress, and

i him what the book was? The man
QOt read it, and reidily sold it for half a

e (25 cents). The Hindu read itthrough :

read in the book that they were not to

it the assembling of themselves together

le first day of the week, as the manner of

( is; and on the first day of their week
athered his neighbors in his own house

jar him read fr )in ' the wonderful Book.'

taught his wife to read, a strange thing

, Hindu to do, as they never used to teach
• women to read ; but he taught her to

in order that she might be able to read

I

' the Book.' Some years passed by and

nan died. When he died he told his wife

they must not burn his body as the

lus are wont to do, but bury it, for Christ

buried ; that they must not perform any

hen ceremony over his grave. His wift

, up the reading, on the first day of iht

i, to the people from this book. Years

3 passed by. At last there came two
ionaries into a village some fifteen miles

I this place. They were preaching there

le people, as they supposed for the first

I that they had heard of Christ and h

ation, when two mi-n that hupponed to

here in the market-plaee stepped forward

said, ' Why, sirs, what you say is exactly

t the man of " the Book" down at our

,ge used to teach.' They asked about it

learned the story."

C. thus relates his own experiences:

Some fifteen years ago 1 took a long

ney of five months through a native king-

1 that had never before been traversed, so

iis 1 could learn, by any missionary, and
ire the Scriptures had never been circu-

d. I took the journey, an exploring and

le distributing journey, at the expense of

American Biule Society. We were warned

read in my commission,* 'Go ye inio all the

world and preach the gospel to every creature.'

It did not say, 'except Hyderabad;' and be-

lieving my commission was to be carried out

I went, taking with me four native assistants.

I well remenibi-r one Saturday when we had

attempted to cross a wide river in basket-

ts, and had been swept down the stream

three miles in crossing. At last we had gained

the shore, but we had been deia}'ed so long

that it was midnight before we reached the

town where we wished to spend the night.

Camping outside the city we spent the rest

of the nit;ht. In the afternoon we thought

that though we had intended to rest we must
out to the bazaar. We went. A large

audience as-iembled around us. We preached

to them of Christ and his salvation. We dis-

tributed Scriptures and tracts among them,

and came back before sundown to our camp,

intending to lie down to rest very early, as

we must start on our journey at half past four

the next morning, as was our wont; when ere

ihe sun had set a group of men came out of

the town with books in their hands saying to

us, 'Sirs, this is such wonderful news that

you have told us. Won't you please come
back and talk to us soine more about it. The
idea of a way of getting rid of sin without

ourselves, by the help of a Divine liedeemerl

It is wonderful. Please come back and talk

to us some more about it.' We went back.

The marketplace was covered with India

rugs and Persian rugs, and with pillows for

us to sit upon, for they said they wanted us

to talk longer than we could stand to talk.

There were stakes driven in the ground floor,

with little native lamps on them to light when
it should grow dark, for they said they wanted

us to talk long after it was dark. They kept

us reading and talking until ten o'clock at

night, and would not let us go. When at last

we told them that they must allow us to rest

for we were very weary and had to start early

in the morning, they allowed us to leave and

we went and laid down to rest,

" At half past four in the morning we had

arisen ; our carts were packed and we were

just starting, when out came a deputation

from the town with books in their hands, with

the leaves turned down here and there; for

they said they had been reading the books

all night long, for they were sure they would

never have another chance to ask questions

about them; and it was such strange news,

and so good if true, they wanted to be sure

that they understood all about it, and they

[In applying this text,

; can rightly go forth

st remember, that

then canter on as rapidly as I can and over-

take you. If you get there before I do, go
nto the town and offer the Scriptures and
tracts for sale." We could not give them
away there. There was a reason for it that I

cannot slop here to explain. ' You go on, and

I will join you as soon as I can.' They went
on ; I stopped and answered the questions.

They asked a great many earnest q lestions.

When I attempted to mount my horse, they

put their hands on my shoulder and said, 'No,

you cannot go until you answer some
more questions.' I answered a few more and

tried to spring on my horse again and go on,

as I did not like to leave my native assistants

to encounter danger alone, if there were dan-

ger, and wished to hasten on. But they said,

'No, sir; answer some more questions; don't

go yet.' I stayed three quarters of an hour

and then went forward to join my assistants.

I cantered on as rapidly as I could, and as I

approached the town of Peberi, which was a

^vailed town with gales, I saw my native as-

sistants coming away from the town accom-

panied by some natives. Speaking in the

Tamil language, which was not understood

by the people there, I said to them, ' Would
not they let you go into the town ? would not

thej^ let you preach ? could you not dispose

of any books?' 'Yes, sir,' said the}-, 'we
preached to a most intensely-interested audi-

ence, and when we offered our books and

tracts for sale they bought every one of tbera
;

we haven't a single one left; they paid for

them all and wanted more. We told them
you had your saddlebags full of books, and

they have come out hero to meet you and buy
more books.'

" Turning to them, I said (in their own lan-

guage, the Telugu), ' Brothers, I have plenty

of books—you shall have all you want. But
first let us go back into the town, and I will

tell you some more about this wonderful

news.' We went back into the town. I saw
that they were the chief men of the place.

There in the square before the gate was the

platform for the elders of the city to sit upon

and administer .the affairs of the town, as in

ancient Jewish times. They escorted me to

that platform and wished me to sit with them.

As 1 preferred to stand and talk, so that I

could be heard by a larger audience, they said

they would stand too, for they did not wish

to sit while their teacher was standing—it

would not bo polite. Standing there, I pro-

claimed to them again the gospel of eternal

life through Jesus Christ. When I had done

speaking, I took my saddlebags from the

horse and offered them the books, and at once
inister of theGospel,i^j^gj,g ^^^ ^ ^.^g^ f^r the books. I gave out

.merican BiUle hociely. vve were warnea
;^,,^^^ ^ special command being received from the

,

;^'';' "
"
"; ',' "r" -"^

stm the; nressed UDoa
we should meet with dangers and diffl-|Head of the Church.] \^°°^ »"®'^ "°'^'^' ^"'^ ^^'" ^'^^y pressea upoa
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For "The Frii

The period in

arose was one

Plain-dcalin:

whicli the Society of Fri

in which the customs of

me until every book was gone, and then there should be the last day of the old style, and

were forty hands held out, over the shoulders that the next day, instead of being the 3rd,

of those before them, with money in them ; should be reckoned as the 14th. The legal

and they naid, -Here, sir, take what money year had previously commenced on the 25th

vou pleiise only give me a book that tells of March, or the First month, as it was num-jtime sanctioned the use of great plainnei

about the Dirine Father that you have told bered in the Calendar of Julius Csesar ; but itUpeech. This is especially observalji- in

us about.' ' Give me a book that tells about, was now decided that it should begin on the .controversial writings of that day
;

in t

Jesus Christ and his salvation.'— ' Give me a 1st of January, which had before been the written by our early members in defeoc

book that tells about heaven and how I can Eleventh month. The remembrance of thejthe truth, as well as in those of their o
^ '

'

1'-
. •. ••• connected wi

?ho3e f

prac

get there.' 'Take what money you please, [former New-Years' day is still preserved injnents. Yet it was often connect

only do <nve me a book.' 1 told them,— jrural districts, by the practice of dating the spirit of love and pity for those w
'Brotherstl am very sorry I did not know ilease of farms from the 25ih of 3rd month, in- cies in argument, or short-comings i

there were so many educated men here, and 'stead of the present time of commencing the! were so openly and unsparingly exposed

that 80 many books would be wanted, ijyear. I
About the year 1653, some of the priea

have a cartload of books that have gone on When this act was passed by the English Westmoreland presented a petition to

in advance, which I might have stopped for iGovcrnment it became necessary for the in- Justices of the Peace of that county, t

vou to buy 'all you want.' They said, ' How !
habitants of its colonies to conform to the new

,

plaining of the success of James Naylorl

far has the cart gone?' Judging from theilaw. Accordingly at the Yearly Meeting of George Fox in their preaching, accusing t)

time, I said that it must have got about three
!
Friends, held at Philadelphia in the Seventh of uttering " horrid blasphemies" and of te.

miles. They said, 'If we go on and overtake month, 1751, it was

—

the cart, will you slop it and let us buy the

books?' 'Certainly,' said I. They at once

appointed a deputation to go on and buy the

books. Five were appointed."

(To be concluded.)

For " The Friend."

Compntation of Time.

An article by Spencer Bonsall on the 'Com-

daranable heresies and dangerous
rors," and praying that they be hind
from going on with their work. Am
other charges was one of using " abui

words." In a reply to these " Petitions,"

charge oi abusive words is denied, and the

lowing explanation is given :

"Several of us, who be of one heart, n i

together, sometimes in the market, and

' Agreed, that Friends within the Compass
of this Yearly Meeting should concur with

the Minute of the Yearly Meeting in London
concerning the Method of computing time as

prescribed by a late Aft of Parliament, which
minute is as follows. Viz':

—

" Agreed, that, as by the late Act of Par-

liament for regulating the Commencement of

the Year, it is ordered, that the first day ofi times in other places; and if we see pride

the Eleventh Month next, shall be deemed drunkenness, and be moved to reprove and
putation of Time'," originally prepared for the; the first day of the Year 1752, and that the|hort ; see and hear cursed speakers, swear
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Bi-jmorith called January shall be successively i moved to reprove and exhort them ; or i

ography, has been reprinted in pamphletform. accounted the first month of the Ye;ir, and ; fighting and brawling, cozening, cheating.

It contains a clear account of the inconveni-' not the Month called March, as herelofore'ceitful merchandizing, lying and dissembli

ences which have arisen because the civil year j^.^th been our Method of Computing.
|

which we say woe is upon, do you call i

does not correspond in length with the solar • That from and after the time above men- j
abusive? And we bid them repent and t

year, which is the time occupied by the earth Itioned, the Eleventh month called January,
[

unto the Lord while they have lime, and t

in its rotation around the sun ;
of the attempts [sjiall thenceforward be deemed & reckoned |to prize it, for the great day of the Lor

to remedy these by the Julian and Gregorian jt(,e First month of every year, & to be so coming, wherein everyone shall give an

calendars; and gives tables by which it is easy jgtyied in all the Records & Writings ofjcount. And the apostle warned all small i

to make the otherwise perplexing corrections
]
Priends, instead ofcomputing from the month great to turn unto the Lord and repent, wh

required to change dates from the New Slyle called March, according to our present Prac- j we cannot but do the same, who have fc

to the Old.
_

llice: And Friends are recommended to go mercy of the Lord, who brought us to repe

The solar or true year consists of 365 days, 'on with the Names of the following monthslance, and changed our lives; and this is

5 hours, 48 minutes and 46 and a fraction |numericall}'^ according to our Practice from 'which j-ou call a6M5(ye."

seconds. The civil year, as fixed by Julius !t|,o beginning, so that the Months may be I

.

•~'

Ca3sar and the astronomers of that day, had called & written as follows. That named Janu- Gratitude's Expression:—J. B. Goagh,

365 days, and every fourth year had 366. iaryto be called and written the first month, 'temperance lecturer, tells this inciJent fr

This would have made the civil correspond
! and February to be called and written the his experience :

exactly with the solar year, if the latter had Second Month, & so on. All other Methods' I remember riding once in Scoiland tc

been just 365 days and 6 hours long—but as'of computing or calling the mouths unavoid-'P'-'^ce— 1 cannot pronounce it; I proiiouD(

it was really about 11 minutes and 14 seconds Ijvbly leading into Contradiction. jit once, and they laughed at me
;

I can 8J

shorter, this difl'erence in the lapse of ages sol " And Whereas for the more regular com-: 't. -^-"C-h-te r-m-u-ch-t-y A man came

accumulated, that in the 16th century it was'putation of Time toe same Act directs, that;™eet me at the Ladybanlf Junction and to

found that the vernal equinox came on the in the Month now called September, which me six miles in a fly

11th instead of the 21st of the month. Popel^iH be in the year 1752 after the second day! we sat together, I no

Gregory XIII., assisted by several learned Lf the said month. Eleven nominal Days shall 'og fo'"«'ard very strangely ; I saw him ta

men, reformed the calendar— determining be omitted and that which would have been a handkerchief, that was the beginu

that the year which ended a century should [the third shall be reckoned & Esteemed the'a'^1 'i® it round his face,

not be a leap-year unless it was divisible by ifourteenth day of the said month, & that
400. To correct the error which had already

accumulated, the year 1582, when the new
Calendar was introduced, had 10 days dropped

out of it, and was made to contain only 355

days. The change was soon adopted by the

Catholic countries of Europe, but Russia and
those under the dominion of the Greek Church
were unwilling to accept even scientific im-

provements from a Romish source. A similar

feeling influenced the Protestant kingdoms,
though these one after another for conveni-

ence sake, authorized the change.

In 1751 an act was passed to make the

year in Great Britain and its colonies, corre-

spond with that generallj' in use on the con-

tinent of Europe. By this it was decreed

that the 2ud of September (then the Seventh
month of the year, as the word indicates)

a one-horse cul

ed the man was lo:

_ Then he would sit a little and shake it o

..hicl7would otheVwise have bcen't'ho fourth 'and t^en tie it another way, still leaning :

day of the said month must bo deemed thelhoad forward. Said I, "Have you the too

Fifteenth, &-S0 on. It appears likewise neces- 'ache ?" "No." " Have you taken cold

sary that Friends should conform themselves
j

"No." " Then will j-ou be good enough

10 this direction and omitt the Eleven nominal tell me why you lean forward with the har

days accordin>dy.' i kerchief, if j-ou are not cold and have not t

'•Business being Ended, The Meeting ad- 'toothache ?" " Well," he said, " the wind(

journed to Burlington on the 24th day of the of the fly is broken, and the wind is prel

Ninth Month in the next Year according to cold this morning, and I am trying to keep

this new Melhodof Computingof Time, which I'^om you." " Why," I said, "you don't me

will be on the Second First day of the Week, lto tell me you are sticking your head in th

in the month by Law called September.
Extracted & Examined by

IsB. Pkmberton,
Junr CU:

1:

fello

hole to keep the wind off me ?' " Ye>

I said, "Well, 1 thank you, my dear

I never saw you before."
" No, I saw you ; I was a ballad singer, a:

used to go round with a half starved wife*

Men will wrangle for religion ; write for it; ' baby in her arms, my wife oftentimes witt

fight for it; die for it; anything but—Zjye for it. . black eye. Some how or another I got
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you in Edinburg in 1853, and yon told

'WAS A MAN ;' and 1 wtinl, out of the place,

said, ' By the help of God, whatever it

J, Til be a man ; and now I have a happy
e, and wife and children gathered around

Goii bless you, sir! 1 would stick my
. in anj' hole under heaven if I could do

any good. God bless you!"

in a little while we heard the

irp, chirping. On romovins;

The House Sparrow,

have kept Parrots, Thrushes, Skylarks,

ins, Canaries, and Sparrows; and excepl-

the English Robin Redbreast, there is no

eqnal to the common English Sparrow
I house pet, not even the Canary. You
tame a Canary, but it is never safe to let

it of doors, for while some will return,

as a general thing, they don't seem to

f very much about it, and keep hopping

and there till they soon lose themselves
;

a tame Sparrow knows the way home

Y time, and especially at meal time, which,

them, is after the English fashion five

X times a day.

remember, when a boy, catching a full

rn female in a brick trap, taking it home,

as I bad no cage, we gave it the liberty

ae house; this was late in the fall, and

bird appreciated its comfortable quarters,

at once made itself at home. Our boarder

became a great favorite with us, and

led very readily to come from any part

le house when called for; mother used to

her by some pet name ; 1 always whistled

;

the little birdie understood either sum-

8 and promptly made her appearance,

had her regular place on the edge of the

3 at meal times, and would keep up a

y chirping until her food was placed bo-

her on a little toy plate, and when that

all gone would loudly call for more,

bis pet staid with us all winter, and

igh often let out of doors, invariably came
c again without any looking after. In the

ng, however, she went off, as we supposed

good, and it certainly was a surprise to

Q the fall to see her ladyship return with

or three young birds and a fine male

•row, with glos.sy black breastand haughty

She tried hard to coax him into the house,

we did all wo could to help her, but he

too much for us, and after hanging round

;ide for a day or two, was finally lost in

crowd of sparrows that were always troop-

about; the young birds we had not tried

ave, so they, too, went with the crowd.

ut our old pet staid with us that winter,

after a few days training resumed her old

its and cunning little waj's. As the breed-

season approached she was gone again for

summer, but not far, for she came daily to

ed, and at the close of the summer took

her abode with us again for the third

ter. I suppose this happy association

;ht have lasted for years had not our little

been accidentally killed before another

ng time dawned.
tight over my studio in the city, the cor-

) is a regular nesting place for the spar-

's ; and I teel myself among old familiar

nds, and am ready to help them when op-

tnnity offers. A few years ago, the winter

\ very severe, and several of the hardy

le birds suffered; one that we picked up

ti the sidewalk waschilled through, though

1 alive. I took it home, wrapped it in

inel, as farmers Bometimes do with early

spring chicks
well-known < .

. _
the cover there sat the little fellow looking

quite bright, and although not yet able to

stand on his feet, he was ready for a good

square meal. From that time he was at home
with us, and became such a familiar pet that

my wife began to think him a nuisance ;
so,

on Christmas day, being warm and sunny,

and quite a number of sparrows in the street,

we thought it a good time to let him go. The
window was opened, and Dickie set down
outside the still ; but he wouldn't go, and when
we attempted to drive him out, he dodged

past us into the room again, and perched high

up on one of the picture frames, nor would he

come down till the window was dosed again.

A few weeks later, another sparrow was

picked up on the sidewalk, that by some mis

hap had broken its wing. This unfortunate

one was also taken home to be company for

Dick. He took to the new comer very g
ciously, and did his best to make it feel at

home by bringing it all sorts of sci-aps to eat

and even fcediing it from his own b: I, just as

the parent birds may bo seen feeding thei

young. Dickie also took great pains to show

the sU-anger all over the floor of the rooms
chirping the while in the most encouraging

tones.

In the summer, while living in the country,

I took two young sparrows home. Like a

good many young birds, thoy had fallen from

)t in the cornice to the sidewalk and

were unable to fly back again. They were so

young we had to feed them with a quill, (their

food was plain crackers soaked in milk,) and

at night they were stowed away in a wooden

canary cage. From the second or third daj'

they learned to go to the cage at dusk as regu-

arly as hens go to roost. Like the sparrows

of my boyhood, they soon became very tame

and intelligent, so that we could let them out

into the orchard and call them back at any

time. I i-emember our pastor calling to see

us one day, and during our conversation, he

said, "where are those English Sparrows I've

heard so much about; I have looked all round

and see nothing but an empty cage there ii

the corner." "Oh," said my wife, " that i

their bedroom only ;
we keep them out in th

orchard daytimes. If you would like to see

them I will call them in." " Indeed," said he,

" I would like to see an English Sparrow very

much." Wife at once took a small white cup

plate with some crackers broken on it, and

going into the orchard we listened for ih

peculiar chirp, placed ourselves under the

apple tree where they were ; the little plate

was held up and at the sound of our familiar

voices the two sparrows flew down and perch-

ed on our shoulders, from whence thoy were

taken in the hand and exhibited to our visitor.

" Well," said he, " that is the prettiest piece

of bird-taming 1 ever heard of." The English

Robin and the Sparrow are equally well

adapted for house pets, and both can be kept

in cages, for we have kept them so, and they

may be allowed the run of the house, provid-

ing there are no sly cats around. The sparrow

when kept in the house undergoes a remark-

able change, from a rough, rowdy looking

bird, to a neat, clean, and handsome fellow.

Regular baths, good food, and a clean cage

tells materially on the appearance of the

hardy little waif.— FfcAr's Magazine.

The Spring of True Prayer.

Alas for many professing Christians of our

lay ! How little the}' are aware of the preva-

ence of idolatry among them ! The same in-

ieed in the ground, spring and substance of

t, as that which is so repeatedly and severely

reproved in the Scriptures. For truly, every

offering which is not of God's immediate pre-

paration in us, is idolatry, and not a whit

more useful to men, or acceptable to God,

than those idolatries among the Jews.

The preparation of the heart in man, and

the answer of the tongue, are of the Lord.

And whoever presumes to oft'er an offering,

that He has not prepared, is implicitly saying,

that God Almighty can be moved, influenced

and induced by a sound of words, or by the

warmth and passions, or vehement affections

and address of man. When God draws out

our souls, as it were, towards Him, thi'ougb

his own mighty power and lively influence

upon us, and lays upon us a living necessity

to call upon Him, it never, yea neoer fails to

do us good. But it is He only that therein

does us good. It is not we that do ourselvesthat do I

good, or that stir Him up, or mov< Him to do

„o good. And therefore, all prayer, which

is not of his immediate begetting in us, is

mockery and idolatry. " Wo know not what

to pray for, but as his Holy Spirit holpeth

our infirmities," and teacheth us. And it is

often the case, that even then, when his Spirit

sensibly holpeth our infirmities, and giveth

us the clear knowledge what to pray for, wo

cannot safely, nor without the loss of the very

life and help, and holy unction thus afforded

us, even attempt the vocal utterance of those

petitions, which Ho enables us silently, fer-

vently and effectually to address unto Him.

For the help thus afforded amounts, at those

seasons, only to the begetting of, and is wholly

terminated in groanings which cannotbe vocally,

and at the same time, livingly and acceptably

uttered. And oh ! how grievously do they err

from the true standard of all acceptable prayer,

who, at such times, in their own strength and

forward willings and running.s, will be intrud-

ing upon God and the assembly, a vocal utter-

ance of that which, according to his design,

and to the utmost of his present assistance,

cannot be profitably uttered.—J. Scott.

Watch ye, stand fast in the faith.

A Week in the Country.

Here is a little incident which has a spe-

cial significance just as this time. Last sum-

mer a lady in a neighboring city became in-

terested in the charity called the Children's

Week, by which the boys and girls who
would never otherwise see the country are

received as guests or boarders at farm houses

for a week or fortnight. There was a lame

girl who sat at a corner of a noisy street sell-

ing papers and peanuts, a wizened, stolid

little creature, with dull eyes and leathery

skin. Her the lady chose, prompted by some

passing freak, as the subject of her charity,

and sent her out to a farmer among the hills

in Berks County to board. The farmer and

hiswifehad, secretly, a poor opinion of" town

tramps" or humanitarian experiments. They
gave the children their meals, for which they

were paid, ordered them out of the berry

patch, counted the spoons when they were

going, that none should be stolen, and felt

that they had discharged their full duty.

This girl, unlike the others, neither robbed

the cherry trees nor trampled the borry beds.
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She eat all day on the doorsteps looking out

at hill and field, or sometimes fullovved the

houPewite lo barn or poultry yard, or gravely

watched the cows and chickens as if ihey had

been new miracles in the world that day.

"A dumb, half-witted creature," was the

good woman's verdict when she went away,

in April the farmer's wife received an urgent

message asking her to come to this girl, who
was dying of some slow, inheriied disease.

She found her with a drunken women, in a

squalid room at the top of a tenement house,

the one window ofwhich opened on dingy brick

walls and an asphalt roof, where a lean cat

prowled among empty tomato cans. The
countrywoman was not used to visits of sym-

pathy. She was appalled by the dirt, the

surrounding misery, the chance of small pox,

the probable demand for money. " What do

you want with me?' she asked. "Is it all

there still?" the child demanded, her eyes

kindled with fever.

The hills, the solemn sunsets, the green

fields, even the cattle and simple sights and

sounds of the iiirm haunted her like a won-

derful vision. In the sixteen years during

which the poor wretch had lived that one

week had been her single glimpse of the

beautiful world about her.

"Is it all there still? Tell me about it!"

she said. "The woods, the cows, the things

I saw you plant—anything, I havn't much
time. I want to hear about them once before

I go." The woman talked as she was bidd

Presently the facts of the situation forced

themselves into her slow roind. "Why!"
she said, starting np, her eyes full of motherly

kindness, "Why shouldn't you come to it,

child?" She took her home that night and

nursed her tenderly, as if she had once been

her own baby. If we would say that the

sick child recovered in the pure air and quiet

of the hills our story would have been pleas-

anter to tell; but she did not recover. She

died there after a month of happiness- The
farm house, the woods putting out their ten

der leaves, the fields just upturned by the

plough all became like home lo her. Sh
had a keen interest in the planting. Th
farmer, a rough PennsylvaniaDutchraan, took

time to carry her from place to place, made
seats for her by the stream, under the oak

in the pasture. At last she closed her eye

contentedly on it all, and her tired body wa
laid to rest in the pure air and warm, friendly

earth of the hills.

—

New York Tribune.

Weil-Built Christians.—K \ve\\-hM\\\. Chris-

tian is harmonious in all his parts. No one
trait shames another. He is not a jumble of

inconsistencies— to-day devout, to-morrow
frivolous; to-day liberal to one cause, to-mor-

row niggardly toward another; to-day fluent

in prayer, and to raojrow fluent in polite false-

bo ods. He does not keep the fourth com-
mandment on the Sunday, and break the

eighth commandment on Monday. He does

not shirk an honest debt to make a huge do-

nation. He is not in favor of temperance for

other folk, and of a glass of toddy for himself.

He does not exhort or pray at each of the few
meetings he attends, to make up arrearages

for the more meetings which he neglects. He
does not so consume his spiritual fuel during
revival seasons, that he is cold as Nova Zembla
during therest of the time ; nor do his spiritual

fervors ever outrun his well-ordered couver-

satioD.

—

Ouyler.

UNDER THE SHADOW.

Soft oonlight shadow resteth

Over all
;

Stealing where the early twilight

Wraps its pall

;

And from out the deei>'ning stillness

Voices call.

Gentle, low, and full of music,

Xow they rise

From the grave of buried treasures

To the skies

;

Where the sound of sacred anthem
Never dies.

Memory bears a precious burden
;

Rich and clear

Fall the songs of by-gone pleasure

On the ear

;

Loving words from gentle spirits

Linger near.

These have passed, and darknes.s falleth

On the scene I

Change, and death with leaden footstep

Come between.

Joys have vanished, liopes have perished

As a dream.

To a quiet little grave-yard
Ami led.

Where in deep unbroken slumber
Rest the dead,

Heeding not the lonely orphans'

Silent tread.

Father, mother,—tender guardians

Good and true,

Know you not your sorrowing children

Mourn for you.

Craving still the prayers and blessings

Once they knew.

Ye have passed from earthly trial

Earthly care

;

Silent grief and dark temptation,

Chill despair,

Murmuring hearts, and restless spirits

Are not there.

Sick and suffering, faint and weary,

Now we come,
Poor in spirit—pressing forward

Thro' the gloom.

Yearning for a gleam of sunshine

From your home.

AVell we know the hand of mercy,
Opened wide.

Drops on earth its blight and blessing

Side by side

;

In the furnace of affliction

Souls are tried.

If Thou prove us, Heavenlv Father,

Truest Friend, •

May we trust, in every sorrow

Thou dost send
;

Only grant us strength and patience

To the end.

We have, in life's weary conflict,

Prayed to die.

Longing for the changeless glory

Found on high.

Angel hands seemed outstretched to us

From the sky.

Now in hours of calmer sorrow
Deep and still,

Strive we most for resignation

To thy will.

Waiting for Thy voice to whisper
" Peace be still."

If 'tis sin, oh, Heavenlv Father,
Thus to shrink

From the cup of bitter sorrow
We must drink.

When we feel the life-chain broken
Xiink by link,

Wilt Thou not in tender mercy
All forgive?

Teach us bow to bear our sorrows,

How to live ?

That to Thee this earnest warfare

Glory give.

Let Thy greatest benediction

Patience be

;

Bear it to Thy earth-bound childre

Even me.

That we wait Thy time appointed

To be free.

Ask we not the needful portion

Thou wilt spare.

Of the purifying trials

Pain or care

;

Only give us what Thou knowest
We can bear.

BLESSED BE THY NAME FOREVERJ !'

I?
Blessed be Thy name forever.

Thou of life the guard and give:

Thou canst guard thy creatures sleeping.

Heal the heart long broke with weeping.

God of stillness, and of motion.

Of the desert and the ocean,

Of the mountain, rock, and river.

Blessed be Thy name forever.

Thou who slumherest not nor steepest,

Blest are they Thou kindly keepest.

God of evening's parting ray.

Of night's gloom, and dawning day, J

That rises from the azure sea, 1 -

Like breathings of eternity. jLu

God of life, that fade shall never, IL
Blessed be Thy name forever. £_

James HogT

Cleopatra's Needles.
}

The remarkable obelisks which have b
|

known to the world under the singukrc-
nomcn of Cleopatra's needles, and which

|

now being removed, one to England and

other to the United States, have a much tn

nteresting archaeological interest than is ge

rally supposed.

They were taken from the celebrated qn

i-ies at Syene, and were like others, constrc

ed in the usual tapering form s3'mbolizingi

sun's rays. The material of which they;

composed is a rose colored granite. Pli

states that they were transported to theN
with the aid of flat bottomed boats, floati

in canals especially prepared for that purpo

It is supposed that they were afterwaii

erected to their place by making a groove

their base, in which they might turn aa

hinge, and then building a mound of ean

which increased in size as the lop of the sl^

arose, until the monument stood erect.

They were originally set up by Thoth
III, one of Egypt's greatest rulers, at Ht
opolis, or the City of the Sun, as early as 16

B.C.
They were transported to Alexandria und

Tiberias, and set up in front of Cjb

pie, where they obtained the name whi

they bear. The name was given lo them I

cause of a tradition that they wen
to Alexandria during the reign of Cleopatn

The obelisk removed to England is 68 fe

5 inches high, and contains on its two.fac

hieroglyphs expressive of the titles of Thot

mes ill; on the other two, Eamses II b

added his own, illustrating only the pompai
vain glor}' of these monarchs ; but absolute

destitute of historical information. The oth

obelisk still standing contains man3' sitnil

iiiscriptions, and was erected by the san

moDarch.
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le significance to the Bible student which

B remarkable monoliths possess, is not so

h in their inscriptions or their form as in

fact that thoj' were yirobably standiDg in

t of the great temple to the Sun when the

elites were in Egypt. They also remind

f the two pillars Jochin and Boaz, which
mon erected in front of his temple. Such
isks were always erected in pairs, and

) the most common and prominent sym-
of worship at the east.

—

The Oriental

nal. ^^^^^
For "The Friend."

there no help for our Society; must this

iing spirit continue to cause discord?

there none leftamongst us who have power
revail with God by prayer ? '• The effect-

iferveni prayer of a righteous man availeth

h." Bo we not neglect the first part of

verse too much? Are we humble-minded
igh ; willing to acknowledge mistakes to

i another? Have we' that charity which
inketh no evil," without which our works
profit us noltiing? 1 know from experi-

3 how difficult it is to work with those

) do not feel it is required of them to walk
[ feel it is right for me to. An earnest,

it, praj^erful life will have influence ; stand

firm for every thing which we believe to

'ight; expressing ouf views when we feel

ed upon to do so ; if not heeded, leave those

)m we feel to be mistaken in some of thei

vs, in the care of Israel's unslnmbering
pherd ; continuing in pra3^er to Him that

'r eyes may bo opened to see more clearly

way of life and salvation,

femember Christ's answer to the disciple

ut those who followed not with them
;

i, what Paul writes in Phil. i. 18. I do
think there is one in our Society whp de-

8 more earnestly than myself to see the

iibers of our branch of the church return

their first- principles. Consecrating all

o the Lord, not feeling that our time or

money is our own ; it is only lent to us to

jmployed in the advancement of Christ's

gdom on the earth. How can we an-wer
solemn question as to how the talents

'e been improved? Are we sure of receiv-

tho reward of, Well done, good and faith-

servant, enter thou into the joy of thy
rd. M.
lew York State.

For "The Friend."

Philadelphia Home for Iiicurablfs.

Many readers of "The Friend" are helper;-

n this charily, either by annual subscription

or by donation to the building fund for a per

manent Home. These will find by the annua
report that this Home is in process of con

striiction. For the benefit of others, the fol

lowing extracts are made with the hope of

enlisting the sympathy and aid of many more
in this exeellent work.
The new building will stand on a lot hav-

ing a frontage of 192 feet on Darby Road, at

the corner of 48th street. It is designed to

accommodate forty patients. This is the Ad-
ministration House ; and the addition of wings

will bo made aa soon as the funds required

can be raised. It is confidently expected

that by lOth mo. 1st this main building will

be finished and ready for occupancy.

The patients are all around us ; daily their

ranks are increasing: a sad suffering (throng,

for whom in this great city no other refuja

has been provided, and who are looking fo

ward to the building of this Homo for som
place to rest securely until released b}- deaih.

VVc plead lor them for His sake whose legacy

they are, and who, centuries ago, trod this

earth with weary feet, and "had not where
to lay his head."

Any Friends inclined to assist in this
" arity will pleitse send contrituitions to

Martha Maule, box 44 Biyn Mawr, Pa.

Willie, is only known to Him who know-
etb all things." Seldom since then have I

heard the inquiry, " What o'clock is it?" or
looked at the face of a clock, without being

reminded of the words of my father.

—

Ex-
change.

For " The Friend."

Part of William Evans' communication at

the grave of Kebecca Brown, daughter of oui*

friend Thomas Kite.

"Truly this is an unexpected blow to her
friends, but to her an unspeakable mercy, to

be thus early gathered from all the fluctua-

tions and trials of this changeful scene, and
united to the children of God above." He
then wetit on to speak of the church, that it

could but mourn when those were removed
who had been in measure prepared for useful-

ness therein, but that it would not do to look
too much to the clouds and the winds, but
endeavor to draw near to Him, who has pre-

pared servants and hand-maidens for his ser-

vice, and will still do so.

A London Fog.

BY SARAH V. HOPKINS.

To one whose vividest notions of a fog have
been acquired at Newport or Nantucket,
where, marvellously as a troop of ghosts at

noonday, freakish clouds of mist whirl into

the brilliant sunshine, blotting it out with
every outline of the house across the narrow

Anna B. R. Crew, 210 N. 17th St., Phila.l street, and as swjftly whirl away, or in Ne
Anna Shipley, 409 Chestnut St., York, where real danger lurks on hershrouded

water-ways, or in her busiest streets, that is

marvellous reading that sets forth how a cloud
of vapor can paralyze the activities of a city

like a mighty world in itself, send up the
death-rate swift and high, and fill the acci-

What o'clock is it?"—When I was a young
lad my father one day called me to him, that

ho might teach mo to know what o'clock it

was. He told rae the use of the minute-

fiuirer and the hour-hand, and described to me! dent wards in the hospitals, and the casualty

I was per- columns in the newspapers with victims.the figures on the dial plate, until

feet in my part. No sooner was I quite mas-

ter of this knowledge than I set off scampering
to join my companions in a game of marbles

;

but my father called me back again

Willie," said he; "I have somethin

But a dense London fog is a terrifying

thing, whether one be indoors or out ; de-

pressing to sense and spirit, and if it be ac-

Stop, companied with air of bitter chilliness, it is

more to extremely distressing to endure by anj'one

tell you." Back again I went, wondering not in high health. The winter just past

what else I had got to learn ; for I thought I, closed, in character, England's dark year,

knew all about the clock as well as my father
j

Murkiness of varying intensity reigned, day
did. "Willie," said he, " I have tau

to know the time of day. I must now teach

you the time of j^our life.'

i my father! Murkiness of varying intensity

aught you in, day out, for weeks together. A London

riie Mistaken Divines.—Rica, having been
visit the library of a French convent,

ites thus to a friend concerning what had
ised: "Father," said I to the librarian,

hat are these huge volumes that fill up
I whole side of the li-brary ?" "Those,"
d ho, "are the interpreters of the Scrip-

es." "There is a prodigious number of

im," replied I ;
" the Scriptures must have

in very dark formerly, and be very clear at

ssent. Do there remain still any doubts?

e there now any points contested ?" " Are
)re ?" answered he, with surprise; "are

jre ? There are almost as many of them as

;re are lines." " You astonish me," said I.

Vhat, then, have all these authors been

ing?" "These authors," returned he,

lever searched the Scriptures for what
ght to be believed, but for what they did

lieve themselves. They did not consider

em as a book wherein were contained the

ctrines they ought to receive, but as a work
lich might be made to authorize their own
3a8."

—

Late Paper.

I waited rather impatiently to hear how
my father would explain this further lesson,

for I wished to go to mj' marbles. "The
Bible," said he, "'describes the years of a man
to be threescore-and-ten or fourscore years.

Now, life is very uncertain, and.j-ou may not
' ve a single day longer ; but if we divide the

fourscore years of an old man's life into twelve

parts, like the dial of a clock, it will give

almost seven years for every figure. When
a boy is seven years old, then it is one o'clock

of his life; and this is the case with you.

When you reach fourteen years old, it will be

two o'clock with you ; and when at twenty-
one, it will be three o'clock ; at twenty-eight,

it will be four o'clock ; at thirty-five, it will

be five o'clock; at forty-two, it will be six

o'clock ; at forty-nine, it will be seven o'clock

should it please God to spare your life. In

tills manner you may always know the time

of your life, and looking at the clock may
remind you of it. My great-grandfather, ac

coiding to this calculation, died at twelvi

o'clock, raj'- grandtaiher at eleven, and my
father at ten. At what hour you or I shall

etter said, in February, " we live by gas or
candle-light. It is twilight from the time we
get up until three o'clock, then it is dark

;

and on foggy days twilight is omitted." And
in the same month the obituary lists of the

"Times" were filled with the deaths of aged
people. Protracted absence of sunshine is of
itself a calamity. As the grey dead days fol-

low each other, the yearning for light and heat
becomes a positive pain. No dweller under
brighter skies ever spends a November in Lon-
don without amazement that any artist makes
London his home. When in winter can he
work? What light does he find to work by?
And what does he do with the days when he
wakes to a coffee-colored obscurity in his

rooms, and all the world outside his window-
panes is drowned from sight in a lurid haze?
Sometimes the coppery vapor enfolds every-

thing as swiftly, with as little warning, as the
white, clean mists play their pranks at Nan-
tucket. A gentleman relating some fog ex-

periences to the writer told how it befell him
one mid-day, in clear weather, to go from his

home in South K' nsinyton upon some errand
that took him doivn into "the city"—the

busiDess centre of London. It was before the
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daj's of the Underground Eailway, and he

went bj' cab, which he discharged. Before

his errand was done, so heavy a tog descended

that ail cabs ceased lo ply, and link boys with

torclies would have been a mercy. Street

lights—gas lights, that is—are mere glow-

worms in such cases; their glimmer scarcely

reaches to the ground beneath them. Know
ing his bearings well he made his way to

Eegent's Circus, hoping to find an omnibus

that would at least take him some miles on

his homeward way. Some omnibuses were

still running, but they could only be heard

and not seen at all from the sidewalks. After

that veined the walls had turned itself into a

fairy umbrella. The fruit of the arbutus trees

glowed carmine under a filmy icing, and a

white halo hung ray-wise, light as a breath,

round the fringed disks of some late-lingering

chrysanthemums in a sheltered nook of the

garden. The sharp curled edges and bristling

'points of hollies were muflled in down ;
down

outlined all the overlapping points of the

black, green, rich-mottled leaves of the ivy

screens; and the pines, the firs, the weeping

birches and the gotbie arcades of the park

wore a solemn splendor.

But, stirless as the air was, its icy damp

hailing several he found one that would serve ness pierced to the marrow. 'The owl for

his need, and the conductor, by some clever jail his feathers" would hare shuddered as did

senseofdivination,sethimdownatthepointhe we in furs when, on one of the days that the

had himst-lf named as nearest his destination, lobscuriiy was lessened enough for cautious

Another gentleman descended at the same getting about, we set off by rail. As we neared

time from the omnibus and a lady al-o. They the city the fog grew yellower and yellower,

were all siramjers to each other, but they breathing became heavy work, we were too

entered at once into a consultation as to routes, miserably cold for speech, and when finally

The ways of the gentlemen were e .sily recon- jwe essayed to walk the trifling distance from

ciled but the lady lived in a quite other direc- the station where we left the train, to the

tion. At that time literally one couldn't see Strand, our lungs, throats and eyes smarted

a foot clearly before one, and of course thev so unbearably from the acrid, smoke-saturated

could not leave the lady helpless there. So mist that we were thankful to take refuge in

taking her between them, and by dint of a close carriage and dally away at the cafe

tapping with cane or uml.rella, the one the the hours belorc we were due at St. James

area railings, the other the curb edge, they Hall.

managed to keep on the pavement, and at
I

When we descended to the street again the

last had the lady safe at her own door. But cabs were all lighted, torches sped hither and

the detour bewildered them, and they had a thither, and our homeward way was a long

longchaplerof wanderings and barkings back toil of crawl, and pause, dismal claiigor of

before they found themselves, and were able bell, blasts of horn, shrieks of whistle, and

unerringly to reckon the corners, crossings, physical discomfort that we bore in silence,

turnings that still divided each from his <le- When we read in the morning papers the last

sired sh-lter. casualties of the darkness, the deaths from

In 1873, for a week or more, London was bronchitis and weakened heart, the suffoia-

buried in one of the most aggravated fogs old tion of the prize cattle at the Smithfield show,

Londoners could remember. At times all we owned that a characteristic London fog

movement ceased, and neither love nor money has perils not lightly to be adventured.—

could command a carriage. When the dense ,
Christian Union.

yellow v:ipor lighted a little the fog-horn; "^

blew ceaselesr-ly on railways, river, canal;! Speak not often of your own actions, nor

and drivers of carts, omnibuses and cal>s even, when it can be properly avoided, make

signalled each other and wayfarers with bells allusion to j-ourself, as an agent in transac-

and shrill whistle, and crept along at a snail's tions which are calculated to attract notice,

pace. But, with all care, collisions were We do not suppose, as some may be inclined

plenty ;
there were accidents terrible mingled to do, that frequent speaking of our actions is

with some only laughable
;
people lost them- necessarily a proof, although it may furnish a

id people and animals wandered help- presumption, of inorditiate self-love or vanity
;

•writer was then staying just out of London,, we expose ourselves to temptations and dan^

in the lovely hilly country toward Sydenham, gers in that direction. It is much safer, and

Usually London lay beneath our gaze like a is certainly much more profitable, to speak of

map unrolled: the Thames, with its grand what has been done for ns and wrought in us
;

bridges, the Houses of Parliament, the cloik- to speak, for instance, of ourselves as the re-

tower and Westminster Abbey in the fore- eipients of the goodness of God, than to speak

ground, and the great dome of St. Paul's of what we have ourselves done. But even

hovering high in the dim distance. Now here, also, although it may often be

London was hid.lon in a sea of sullen, smut- perative duty, there is need of deliberation

laden fog, and we seemed to be living alone and caution. T. C. Upham.

in an enchanted world; for a white mist, "^

untinged by any taint of smoke, lay like a Knocking Infidelity 0««.—At the close of an

light veil over everything, shut off houses and infidel lecture in England by a person, who

human beings, narrowed our vision to garden [challenged any one present to reply to bis

spaces, archesunder old park trees, and hedge-, argument, a poor, ignorant collier arose and

rows on either side the country lanes in which
|

said :

we walked ; and all out of-doors was heavily
|

" Me and my mate Jim were both Methody?

now't like cobs of coal for knocking infidei

out of a man !"

For "Tbe Frien.

Progress of Temperance Sentiment among Chris

denominations.

The subjoined extracts, taken from

National Temperance Advocate," of U
York, respecting the action oftherepres

talive Conferences of the Methodist and Pi

byterian Churches latelj' held, are interest

and encouraging, as exhibiting the firm 8t£

taken by these important bodies in adopii

disciplinary rules for their members agai

this national evil, whieh are in advance

former regulations. They conform closely

spirit to the principles governing our o

Society, and the recommendation put fo

in the late Address on this subject by (

Meeting for Sufferings. It is also encouragi

to Friends to read such a clear outspoken I

timony as that given by the Methodist O
ference against vain and popular amusem"'

such as dancing-parties and schools, theal

&c. Surely it is no time for us to relax

rales, or firm but tender dealing with th^

among us who may deviate (rom the Ic

cherished testimony held by Friends agai

these corrupting diversions.

"METHODIST GENERAL CONFEEESCE. ^

The General Conference of the Method

Episcopal Church was held in Cincinni

commencing May 15, 1880. The followi

reports of the Committee on Temperan

Eev. John Russell, chairman, were alopti

Report on Temperance—No. 1. Your Cc

mittee respectfully submit the following p

tial report:

1. We recommend that Tf221 of the Di(

pline_ be so amended that it shall read as i

lows :

' But in case of neglect of duties of any ki

imprudent conduct, indulging sinful temp

or words, the buying, selling, or u-ing into

eating liquors as a beverage, signing petitic

in favor of granting license for the sale of

loxicating liquor, becoming bondsmen for p
sons engaged in such traffic, renting propei

to be used as the place in or on which

manufacture or sell intoxicating liquors, da

ing, playing at games of chance, attend!

theatres, horse-races, circuses, dancing-parti

or patronizing dancing-schools, or tak

other amusements as are obviously of m
leading or questionable moral tendency,

disobedience to the order and Discipline

the Church—first, let private reproof be giv

by a preacher or leader, and if there be

acknowledgment of the fault, and prop

humiliation, the pei*son may be borne wit

On a second offence the preacher or lead

powdered with hoar-frost, that, because ot its

slow deposition hour after hour of successive

still, chill days, was the airiest, featheriest ac-

cretion of ice-crystal possible to fancy. With-

out sun there was, of course, no glitter, no iri-

descence, but all was fantastic beauty, austere

till one of these infidel chaps cam' this wa.y

Jim turned infidel and used to badger me
about attending prayer-meetings ; but one

day in the pit a large cob of coal came down
on Jim's head. Jim thought he was killed—

and ah mon I but he did holler and cry lo

^ iiuniy,

objects.

id o-loriticatiou of the commonest |God." The to the lecturer, with a

Each liitlo capsule of the mosses knowing look, ho said :—Young man, there's

may take one or two faithful friends. Od

third oft'ence let him be brought to trial, a

if found guilty, and there be no sign of re

humiliation, he shall be expelled.'
"

[The Extract from the Presbyterian Assei

blj- was inserted in our last number under t

head "Religious Items."]

A poor Irish woman went to a priest

Boston, the other day, says the Pilot, a

asked him to forward to Ireland her help t

the famine sufferers. "How much can y<

spare?" asked the priest. "I have SV

saved," she said, " and can spare that." Ti

priest reasoned with her, saying that her g
was too great for her means

;
bur sht

firm in her purpose. It would do bei- good
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that she had helped. She could reRtl

)ier thinking of the poor families she had
d from hunger and death. The priest re-

ad her money with moistened eyes. "Now,
your name?" he asked, " that I may

) it published ?" ' My name ? ' said the

soul, ccfunting over her monej' ; "don't

1 that, sir. Just send them tiio help and
11 know my name."

—

Ledger.

Natural History, Science, &c.

he Cedar of Lebanon.—In the lately pub-

d part of the Journal of the Linuean
Bty, Sir J. D. Hooker publishes an ac-

it of the discovery of a variety of the

r of Lebanon by Sir Samuel Baker on the

ntains of Cj-prus. It is interesting to

that, though the botany of this island

often been examined, this is the first re-

, of such a discovery. The trees were
Iribed by the monks of Trooditissa Mon-
[py as existing only on the mountains be-

in the monastery of Kyker and the town
thrysokus. This is a pathless and almost
cessible region. The monks considered

fVood to be the Scriptural " Sbitliin wood."
Joseph Hooker describes the specimens
rarded to him through the kind offices of

Marquis of Salisbury as differing from the

wn forms of Cedrus in the shortness of

r leaves and the smallness of the female
is. He thinks that the now far-separated

xs of the Himalaya, Lebanon, the Taurus,
Algeria were races of one formerly more
srally distributed tree, and that their iso-

)D was due to geographical and climatic

iges in the area over which the species

distributed. Their isolation is now very
it. The nearest point to the Lebanon at

3h cedars have been np to this found is

Bulgar dagh chain of the Taurus in Asia

or, and from that point forests of C Ar-
ea extend eastward to Pisidia and north-

ds to the Anti Taurus. At a distance of

e 1400 miles from the cedar forests of

I Minor, and separated from them by the

le breadth of the Mediterranean Sea, arc

le of Algeria, containing the Atlas cedar
iilaniica.) Proceeding eastwar i from the

anon we come after another 1400 miles to

3edar forests ofAfghanistan, which extend
ice continuously eastward along the Hima-
, almost to the confines of Nepaul. This
ir (C Deodara) is perhaps the most dis-

t In habit of the three forms. As to the

rus cedar, Sir Joseph Hooker says that,

ize of cone, aud size, form and color of leaf,

pproaehes the Algerian far more closely

1 it dons any Taurian, Himalayan or Leba-
cedar.

'out.—According to Dr. J. M. Fothergill,

t requires about throe generations to fully

slop. He saj's :
" The grandfather lived

[ and died old, without ever having had a

ih of gout, unless it wa>8 in the muscular
18 he called 'rheumatics.' The father

d well, probably knew nothing of doetoi

his rheumatism occasionally, and winier
ichitis, and died of aortic disease. The
sent representative of the family has at-

cs of articulate gout, a great toe that oc-

ies a good deal of his attention, and thick-

i knuckles—indeed, a full-blown gout."

3n the other hand, physicians tell us that

ly-cases of so-called rheumatism and neu
jia are but the irregular, feeble, though
oying expression of the inherited gouty

ihesis, which two or three generations be-

fore, showed itself in severe pain and swelling
of the smaller joints.—J. J. L.]

Snake Biting Itself.—h. K. Wentle, in a
communication to the Launaeston Examiner,
(Tasmania,) describes the movements of a
poisonous species of black snake, which he
captured by pinning it to the ground with a
forked stick. In his haste, he pinned it to

the ground near the middle of the body. No
sooner had he done so, than the snake, whose
rage was at the highest pitch, buried his fangs
in himself, making the spot wet, either with
viscid slime, or the deadly poison. He had
hardly unburied his fangs when his coils

round the stick suddenly relaxed, and in less

than three minutes he was perfectly dead.

On a post mortem examination of the snake,

the body was found almost bloodless, as

though the action of the poison had destroy-

ed the coloring matter of the blood.

It is rather surprising to find that some of

the Japanese are addicted to the eating of

earth. Dr. Love has lately published an
analysis of a clay which is eaten to a con-

derable extent by the Ainos; it occurs in a

bed several feet thick, in the valley of Tsie

tonai (eat earth valley,) on the north coast of

Yesso. It is light grey in colir, and of fine

structure. The people mix with the clay

Iragmenls of the leaf of some plant for the

aromatic principle it contains. They eat the
earth because they tuink it contains some
beneficial substance, not because it is a neces-

sity with them. They have meat and an
abundance of vegetable food. The clay is

eaten in the form of a soup. Several pounds
are boiled with lily roots in a small quantity
of water, and afterwards strained. The Ainos
pronounce the soup very palatable.
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SEVENTH MONTH

We have received the printed minutes of

New York Yeaily Meetlnir^ held at Glenn
Palls, comraencingon the 28 h of Fifth month.
The statistical table gives the whole number
of members at 3848.

The reportot the Committee having charge
of the Boarding School at Union Springs,

complains that the number of children sent

to the institution is not sufficient to enable it

to meet the necessary expenses of conducting
it. On the recommendation of a committee
appointed to consider the subject, it was con-

cluded that the Yearly Meeting should appro-

priate $500 annually to discharge the indebted-

ness of about $2000 which had accumulated.

The same Committee advised that the pro-

perty should be leased to a suitable Friend
for the purpose of a Friends' Boarding School

—the lessee to be independent in the manage-
ment of the institution, but subject to the

general oversight of the Yearly Meeting's

Committee as regards the character of the

school.

The subject of uniting in the formation of

an ''American Friends' Missionary Board,"
referred to in the minutes of the previous

year, was considered by a committee, who
reported that they found "some difficulties

in the way." The further examination of it

was left till next year.

In reference to labor among the Indiar

tribes at the West, it was concluded to with

draw from connection with the Associated

Executive Committee on Indian Affairs. This
action is the result of the cessation of co-

operation by the United Stales Government
with that Committee.
The reports of the Bible School and Mis-

onary Board, the Committee on General
Meetings, and the Temperance Committee,
occupy much space in the Minutes, and show
that considerable labor had been bestowed on
the subjects comrailied to those bodies. The
nterest felt in them was evidenced by liberal

appropriations and subscriptions, to bo ex-

pended by the committees. One part of their

work had been the support of 30 schools in

the South—18 among the Freedraen and 12
among Friends in North Carolina. While we
can rejoice in any well-directed and rightly-

authorized effort for the good of mankind,
yot, in reading over these reports, we were
mpressed with the nei'd there is that Friends
should be careful to keep within the limita-

tions which our principles require. A few-

years ago, any one would have been deemed
a visionary alarmist, if he had predicted that

Standing Committees of a Yearly Meeting of

Friends would make such statements and re-

commendations as are scattered through these

r. ports, especially in that on General Meet-

ings. This mentions the.establishment of four
" Prayer Meetings" as one ot the results of

their labors—expresses the belief in regard to

one meeting, that " a blessing is designed for

them, if the Church, recognizing iheir need,

will assist in securing the help of a faithful

Shepherd, who will gather and strengthen

the little flock"—thinks that in another place

the revival interest has declined '-in conse-

quence of the failure t > piovide a pastor to

care for them, and break the Bread of Life to

those who hunger and thirst after righteous-

ness"—and of another it says: "To continue

and increase their growth in [spiritual life],

an experienced minister, with the qualifica-

tions of a pastor, seems indispensable." At
one of the series of meetings, but few attended

at first, ' but the numbers Wt-re largely aug-
mented by the visitors calling on and praying
with every family." Of the Prayer Meetings
held in the same district, it says, "A faithful

minister is present on thise occasions, and if

circumstances require his absence, the place

is supplied, such work requiring a preached

gospel to secure its establishment and suc-

cess."

The undue dependence on outward ministry

which this report exhibits, as well as many
other things contained in it, sh'iw how rapidly

some under our name are being trained to a
course of proceeding inconsistent with our
doctrines and testimonies. It would be a
matter of sincere rejoicing, if Friends gener-

ally could be awakened to a sight and sense

of this. If this is not the case, we fear the

time is not far distant, when we shall find

persons settled as ministers, with salaries to

support them, over congregations of so called

Friends, expecting and being expected to

preach as regularly as the meeting-day arrives;

and the whole theory and practice of our
meetings for Divine worship will be laid

aside in some neighborhoods.

Eichard Shackleton, in one or more of his

valuable letters, speaks of his usual condition

as one of poverty of spirit. To this state he
seemed reconciled, as a safe habitation, and
one which prepared him to receive with

greater rejoicing those seasons of the extend-
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iog of sensible help, comfort and power from
the Lord, which are so refreshing to the

traveller Zionward.
James Dickinson testified of his dear friend,

that eminent minister of the Gospel, Tbomas
Wilson, that there was not an3-thing more
deliglitful to him than to be under the infla

ence of God's Holy Spirit, "wherewith," he

says, "he was otlcn tilled, not only for his

own good, but for the good of others." Many
can unite in the same sentiment, and declare

that no joy is to be compared with the joy of

God's salvation ; and nothing so satisfying to

the soul as the experience of the Divine power
operating thereon. But the experience of the

Lord's servants in all ages, we believe, has

been thai of the Apostle, who had learned to

suffer want as well as to abound. He en-

deavored in whatsoever state he was, there-

with to be content.

Those who are passing through a dispen-

sation of spiritual fasting, where but little

pleasant bread is dispensed to them, may
take comfort in the hope, that as the day suc-

ceeds the night, and the summer comes after

the winter, so light and warmth will again

flow into their hearts; and fresh songs of

praise be livingly raised to Him from whom
eometh every good and perfect gift. If they

are pieserved in faithful allegiance to their

Master, they raaj' rest assured, however poor

and weak tney feel, "that those who do in

deed keep the Lord's true fast, will in his own
time be invited to a feast of his own prepar-

ing, well worth quietly waiting for."

THE CHILDREN'S COUNTRY WEEK.
By this excellent charity many are enabled

to enjoy for a short time the benefits of change,

and of country air and sights and sounds,

who would otherwise be compelled to spend

the hot season among the walls and streets of

our citii'S. During last year the number of

guests sent out from Philadelphia, by the

Boeieiy was 676—of whom 221 were invited

by those who kindly cared for them, and 455

were boarded at the expense of the Society.

So ecouomioally was everything managed,
that the cost of each guest for an average

time often days, was onl3' S2.00.

The office of the Philadelphia Society is at

1492 Market street, where those willing to

take charge for a time of some of the ne-

glected children of our common Father, or

willing to contribute towards the necessary

expenses, can communicate with the active

workers in this cause—of whom Eliza S.

Turner is the Corresponding Secretary,

Tlie internal revenue receipts for the fiscal vear were

$123,623,251, and the customs receipts «185,108,611.

This is an increase on the receipts of last year of >10,-

061,640 from internal revenue, and §47,858,563 from
customs.
The public debt statement for 6th month shows a

decrease of $10,214,424.

The State Department is ofiScially advised of the de-

cree issued by the German Government prohibiting

—

it is said for sanitary reasons—tlie importation of all

preparations of pork from the United States, except

ham and bacon.

The Paterson, N. J., Press, of the 19th of 6th month
says, there have been eighteen locomotives shipped

from the shops during the seventeen working-days of

the month. Work continues brisk, and the prospect is

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The aver.ige temperature for Sixth

month at Philadelphia, was 73.8 degrees, which is about

two degrees above the average for the pa.st live years,

The highest temperature recorded at the U. S. Signal

Office was 94 deg., on the 24th and 25th. Prevailing

direction of wind, west. Maximum velocity, 32 miles

per hour. Total rainfall 1.67 inches. Kain fell on
seven days.

It is officially stated that the State Hospital for the

Insane, at Norristown, will be open for the reception of

patients on the 12th inst., when there will be accon

modations for at least 400.

Census Supervisor Steel's report, gives the popul;

tion of this city in 6th mo. 1880, at 847,542—a net in-

crease, since 1870, of 178,520.

The total coinage of the United States mints during
the twelve months ending on the 30th ult., was 60,928,

112 pieces, valued at $84,370,144. This is the largest

coinage executed in any previous year. It includes

27,933,750 standard dollars.

s:

encouragnig.
The Hazleton, Pa., Bulletin, recently makes mention

of the largest locomotive built in the Lehigh Valley

shops. This engine is designe.i expressly to take pas-

senger trains across the mountains, and is expected to

do the same work that has heretofore required the com-
bined power of two.

The net profit of Sing Sing penitentiary, during the

6th month, was $2735.
At a recent sale in Chicago, of short horned cattle

from Canada, forty-three animals were sold for $38,525.

Two of the herd brought $8,000 each, and another

$3,900.

The United States Consul at Bordeaux, France, re

ports that 8,246,745 bushels of American wheat were

ported at that port during 1879. At Bremen,
year, #3,500,000 worth more of raw cotton from the

United States was received than in 1878.

The 29th ult. is reported as the hottest of the season

at various points on the New Jersey coast. At Long
Branch, at one time, the temperature was 95 degrees on

the pier, and 99 in the village. Several persons were
sunstruck. At other points the temperature was two or

three degrees higher. In New York there were seven-

teen deaths from the effects of the heat.

The total number of deaths in New York for the past

week was 1297 ; and during the half year there were
15,279 deaths, an increase of 1,131 over thesame period

of last year.

The mortality in this city for the week ending at

noon on the 3rd, was 609—which is nearly double the

number for the .same week last year. The large increase

is attributed to the sudden heated term. Of the whole
number 209 were adults and 400 children—29l) being

under one year of age During the first six months of

1880, the deaths announced of persons who lived to or

beyond the .age of 80 years, numbered 397; of whom
160 were men and 237 were women.

Markets, &c.— The following were quotations on the

3rd inst. U. S. sixes, 1881, 104} ; o's, registered, 102i !

do. coupon, 103J; 4^'s, 110; 4 per cents, 108i.

Cotton.—Sales of middling uplands at 12 cts., and

12J a 12} cts. per lb. for New Orleans and Texas.
Petroleum.—The market improved—refined in bbls.

at 9J cts. and 12} in cases.

Flour.— Western and Penna. extra, S3 a ^3.25
;
good,

J5.50 ; fresh ground, $5.75 a $6 ; Penna. and Ohio extra

family *5.25 a 6. Rye flour, $4.25 per barrel. Bran
.sold at $15.50 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat was in better demand, and prices \c.

a Ic. higher. Sales of red and amber .it $1.11 a $1.13.

Rye was in demand at 86 a 87 cts. per bushel. Corn,

50 a 61 cts. Oats, mixed, 33 a 34 cts. ; white, 33 a 40
cts. per bushel.

H.iy and Straw.—Average price during the week :

Prime timothy, $1.60 a $1.70 per 100 pounds ; mixed,
$1.40 a $1..50 ; straw, 1-1.15 a $1.35 per 100 pounds

Wool.—The market for washed tieece continues so

what dormant; unwashed has met a good demand at

firmer figures. Manuficturers and dealers show more
disposition to purchase. Among the sales were Ohio,

fine old, 46 a 48 cts. ; do. coarse, 42 cts. ; combing Ohio,

med., 50 a 52 cts. ; unwashed western, 32 a 36 cts. ; tub.

Pa. and Va., 48 a 49 cts.

Oils.— Linseed, 58 a 60 cts.; Neats foot, 55 a 75 cts.

;

Lard oil, 43 a 55 cts. ; Sperm, crude, 43 a 50 cts.

;

bleached, $1.08 a $1.13 per gallon.

Over fifty persons are reported more or less injured

from the use of pistols, fire crackers, Ac, in the celel

tion of the 4th, in this city. Only three are though
be dangerously injured.

Foreign.—^The House of Commons has adopted the

resolution of Gladstone, allowing members the privilege

of affirmation when it is preferred to the oath of office.

The case of Bradlaugh was therefore settled by his

affirming and taking his seat in the House. It is re

ported, however, that he will be prosecuted for his con
duct.

The consideration of the Irish Relief bill was be

the House on the 5th, and a motion to reject it waa-

feated by a vote of 295 to 217. The bill was then i

a second time.

The Tay Bridge Commissioners have presented

reports. The majority report censures more or

severely, the contractors, the engineer, and the rail'

company. The design of the bridge is condemned,
the company charged with neglecting to keep i|

repair.

The quarterly returns just published show, that

gross revenue of the United Kingdom for the ft

year ending on the 30th ult., was £81,962,063,

£83,230,327 last year.

The British Registrar General's report, just iss

for 1878, shows that during that year, there were

England 190,054 marriages, 891,906 births, and 539,

deaths. The death rate appears from this to be 5

per 1000. Sweden, Denmark and Belgium are iheo

European countries having a lower death rate

England.
The Conference at Berlin has presented a pli

the rectification of the Greek frontier, and invited

Porte and Greece to accept it. It is reported ths

majority of the ministers favor resistance to the pla!

and thattheSultan has drawn up a secret proclamat

inviting the Albanians to resist the Greeks

In the French Senate, on the 3rd inst., the Plea
amnesty bill, adopted by the House of Deputies,

rejected ; but an amendment was adopted grant

amnesty to all participants in the Commune, exc

assassins and ineendiarie.s.

The decrees expelling the Jesuits are being carr

into effect. Several disturbances are reported from

provinces—the most serious at Havre, where soldi

charged the crowd. In some instances the airihorii

forcibly entered houses and drove the inhibiiantsj

At Lille the Jesuits have sued the Prefect for 10,1

francs for their expulsion.

The Spanish Government has granted numerous!
plications for permission to establish in Madrid a

many parts of the Peninsula, monasteries and Je*
colleges.

The popular vote in Switzerland on the law for

separation of Church and State, resulted in the reject;

of the me.asure, 9036 votes being cast against it,

4064 for it.

Inform.ation has been received from Buenos Ayi
that the rebellion has concluded with submission to I

national authority and complete pacification.

A suitable Friend is wanted to superintend I

schools of the "Friends' Freednien's Association

Philadelphia," in North Carolina and Virginia.

Applications may be addres.sed to

Philip C. Garrett, Chairman,
Germantown, Philada

Or to Howard Comfort, 523 Market St., Phil

Wm. H. Haines, 434 Walnut St., do

CommiUet

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Fraakford, {Twenty-lhird Ward,) Philadelphu

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hai.l,M.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, at his residence in West Elkton, Ohio, the

4

of 6th mo. 1880, Elisha Stubbs, in the82d year of 1

age. He was born near Wrightsborough, Columt
Co., Georgia, and came with his parents, who remov
whilst he was a lad, to Ohio, and settled in Preble

where he resided to the close of his life. He
useful citizen, a beloved and worthy member and eld

of Elk Monthly Meeting. He often said as infirniiti

of age advanced, his confidence and support in his de

Redeemer grew stronger; and he encouraged his frien

to be faithful in the support and maintainance of i

several Christian testimonies a.s held by ancient Frient

believing they were able, through faith in Christ,

make us wise unto salvation, and give us an inheritan

with all those that are sanctified.

, suddenly, in Kennett Square, Chester Co., P.

the 25th of 6th mo. 1880, aged sixty years, Wl
Hakry. an esteemed member of London Grove Monti

ly and Particular Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Bible ia India.

(Concluded from page 378.)

4.8 I liad been talking, 1 particularly

3ed two who stood upon the platform,

)stin froutof me—a Brahmin with vener-

whiie hair and noble brow, a very court-

and intelligent gentleman, and his son,

judged from his countenance, standing at

ide. They had interrupted me now and

,
as I was preaching, saj'ing to rao, 'Wait

)nient, sir; won't you explain that point
tie further? this is such strange news, we
t to be sure that we get it exactly right.'

uld explain the point and then go on, and
they would stop me again, asking intel-

it questions, anxious to understand every-

g 1 said. They were among the deputa-

that were appointed to go forward. The
lie put money in their hands, each one
ng them, ' Don't you forget to buy me a
;.'— ' Buy me a book that tells of Jesus
his love.' -'Buy me one of those books
tell about the Creator, the Divine Father
loves us.'

—
' Get me a book that tells how

n get rid of my load of sin.' So they
nnissioned them and sent them. Wo went
jf the gate of the city and turned into the

way where my carts had gone—native

J with wooden wheels, drawn by young
does.

We walked on for a time, they asking
est questions and I answering them, when
said, 'Sir, wo are going no faster than

3art8 are ; would you mind cantering on
fertake the carts and stop them ; and then
must talk to us some more.' I put spurs

ly horse and rode on. I bad gone perhaps
le and a quarter, and got into the thick

le that intervened between that town and
next village, and was passing up a little

lous cart-track through the jungle, when
ard the step of a powerful horse approach-
me from the rear. I had been warned
in just such a place as that I would be

ssinated. Thinking it alvva3-s safest to

the danger, if there be danger, I stopped
horse, turned around and waited for the

oaeh. Soon, around a bend in the road

w a powerful Arab charger coming, with
lie and bridle bedecked with ornaments
ilver and gold. Its rider had a turban
1 gold-lace trimmings, and with a neck-

of pearls around his neck, with a jacket

of India satin interwoven with threads of
metallic gold. He rode rapidly on, and ap-
parently was about passing mo when ho saw
me, and pulling up his horse almost on to his

haunches, he said, ' Are you the man that has
been in my town this morning with this

strange doctrine?' I said, 'I have been in

the town of Peberi, sir.' Wo had been told

that this tovvn was the summer residence of
a petty Rajah, a feudatory of the Nizam of
Hyderabad, but that at that season of the year
the Eajah was at his other capital. lie said

to me—for it-was the Eajah himself, ' I came
in late last night from my other capital. 1

suppose the people did not know I was there.

I got in late last night or early this morning,
and we were not stirring when your people
came so early. I suppose those were your
men that came about sunrise with the books;
but some of my courtiers were stirring and
bought some of the books and brought them
to the palace, and we were so busy reading
the books that we did not know there was
any second gathering in the streets. I wish
I had known it, I would have sent out and
asked you to come to the palace to tell us the
news there ; but when you had gone they
brought some larger books, saying that the
white man himself had been there and given
them those books, and I was so anxious to see

you that I ordered my swiftest horse, and I

have outridden all my courtiers, as you see,

to overtake you. Now, tell me all about it.

Is it true ? Is there a Saviour that can save
us from our sin ?" We rode on together, I on
a little scraggy, country pony that had cost

me thirty dollars, looking up to him on his

magnificent Arab charger worth a thousand,
and as I trotted along talking with him I

could not help thinking of Philip and the
Eunuch ; and I tried as earnestly, I believe, as

Philip did to tell my companion of Him of

whom Moses in the law and the prophets did

speak—even Jesus of Nazareth the Saviour of

all them in all the world that would believe

in him.
"We overtook the cart. 'Now,' said he,

'let me have a copy of every book you have;
I don't care what you ask, I will pay for

them.' One box after another was opened.
He took out a book about the size of a small

palpit Bible, and said he, ' What book is that ?'

'That is the Holy Bible, the Satya Veda, or

True Veda, in the Telugu language'—the lan-

guage in which we were conversing. 'Give
me that.' Down it went on the ground. He
took up another, of one-third the size. ' What
is that?' 'That is the New Testament in the

Canarese language.' 'Give me that;' and
down it went. 'What is that?'—taking up
another. ' That is the New Testament in the

Hindustani language.' 'Give me that.' 'What
is that ?' ' That is the New Testament in the
Tamil language.' ' Give me that.' ' What is

that?' 'That is the New Testament in the

Mar4thi language.' 'But,' said I, 'you don't

want all those, for this large one contains the

whole thing. These others contain part, the
best part to be sure, of the large one, in the
different languages. But it is the same thing,
verse for verse and word for word, only that
each is in a different language. You know
the Telugu languiige best. If you take tho
large one in that language you have the
whole ;' for I wished to save some of these for

use further on, in m}' journey. 'No,' said
he ;

' if you were to bo here so that I could
ask questions, that large one would be enough
for me, but you are not going to be here, so I
shall have no one to ask questions of, and I
will take it and read it in the Telugu lan-

guage, and I will perhaps not quite under-
stand it; then I will take it in the Canareso
language, for I can read that just as well, and
it will bo a little differently expressed, and by
comparing the two I will understand it ; if

not, then I will read it in the Hindustani
language, and comparing the three I will un-
derstand it better ; or in the Marathi, or Tamil
language, and comparing tho four or five I

shall be able to understand it all. I don't

care what you ask for them, only let me have
tho books. I will pay for th'em.' So he took
them.

" In the mean time the deputation came up.

I found that the Brahmin whom I had noticed
so particularly was the prime minister of the
Rajah, his general manager, or Mantri, as they
call it in India, and the son was being edu-
cated to succeed him in office. They all asked
earnest questions, and kept me answering
question after question and explaining the
books for an hour and three-quarters, there
in the road, before they would allow me to

hitch on my oxen and pursue my journey.
When they had bought and paid for their

books, and at last had consented that I should
pursue my journey, I bade them good-bye.

But as we went on our way we could not help

thinking of them and their earnest questions,

and wondering whether the words thus scat-

tered had done any good. We journeyed on,

however, and at last after five months wo
came around to our homes, stricken down by
disease to be sure, that we had contracted in

those jungles, but all of us were alive. We .

came back to our homes, and still we could not
forget those people. Wc wondered whether
in that town, where they had so gladly met
us and heard us preach Christ, there would
be any fruit from the seed we had scattered.

Three years passed by—years of sickness with
me to be sure, resulting from that journey,

for I had not recovered from it yet. We were
still thinking of and pr.aying for them, when
tho Lord allowed us to hear news from them.
A chance traveller came that way—not a
chance traveller; nothing ever happens by
chance. God ordered, for the strengthening
of my faith, that a traveller should come down
through that unfrequented way, and that he
should be overtaken by night at that very
town of Peheri. He was a half-cast, half Por-

tuguese and Half Hindu. He stopped in the
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ro8t-hou8e built (or travellers, by tho gate of

the city. In the evening that very Mantri,

the Rajah's prime minister, hearing that there

was a stranger tliero who dressed and ap-

peared differently from the people there, came
out to meet hira, and said he, 'Stranger, you

seem to have come from a distance; do you

know anything of the people they call Chris

tians?' ' Yes, I am one myself.' 'Are you ?

I am glad of it. Stranger, do you know any-

thing about a white man that came through

hero three years ago, in tho month of August,

with a book that he called the True Veda,

tolling about tho Divine Redeemer, that he

called Ye.su Krisfuf (The Tel ugu for Jesus

Christ.) 'Yes, Dr. Chamberlain is the only

missionary that has ever been through here.

He came this way about three years ago.'

'Do you know him? Have you ever seen

him? Is he living now? and will you ever

see him again?' 'Yes, I met him years ago

away up north, and in about a month I shall

pass within about thirty or forty miles of

where he is now living.' Said ho, ' If you get

as near him as that, you turn out of your way
and find him, for I want yon to carry him a

message. Tell him that from the day he was
here, neither my son nor I have ever wor-

shipped an idol. Tell him that every day we
read in that Now Testament that he left with

us, and every day we Icneel and pray to that

Ycsu Kri&tu of whom he taught us, and toll

him that through his merits we hope to meet
him in heaven. Tell him the Rajah has tho

Bible road every day in his palace, and we
think that he too at heart is a believer in

Jesus. Tell him we hope to meet him by-and-

by when we can toll him all about it—saved

because he came here and brought us those

Bibles; but if you go anywhere near him you
turn out of your way and find him, and give

him this message now, for it will do him good.'

When I heard that message I forgot tht) diffi-

culties and perils of that journey. I forgot

how we had been surrounded by tigers at

night, keeping the campfires burning bright

while we heard them roaring for pray in the

jungles around us. I forgot how I had been

swept awaj^ in the river. I forgot how we
had been taken by the jungle fever and de-

serted by all our coolies. I could not remem-
ber any of these things then."

From " Rolicrts' Miscellany."

Frost Bitten.—Perils of Travels in Russia.

On arriving at Karabootaok I asked the
inspector to give an order for three horses to

be harnessed to ray sleigh. But there were
no animals in tho stable and wo had to wait
several hours before some could be procured
The snow storm had somewhat lulled, but

the wind was almost as high as ever, and the
cold more intense than anj'lhing hi'horlo

porienced. On leaving the station, 1 had for-

gotten to put on my thick gloves, and took
my seat in the sleigh, with each hand folded

in the sleeve of its fellow, the fur pelisse, ir

this way, forming a sort of muff, and protect
ing my hands from tho cold. The road was
less jolty than usual, and tho sleigh glided
along, comparatively speaking, smoothly,
The change of motion before long produced
an effect; leaning back in the vehicle, I fell

fast asleep. In tho course of my slumbers,
my hands slipped from the warm fur covering
in which they were inserted, resting them-
selves on the side of the sleigh unprotected

by any thick gloves, and exposed to the full hurts, tho better chance j-ou have of sa'

power of the biting oast wind. 'your hands." And after a short time, 1

In a few minutes I awoke ; a feeling of in- let me take them out of the tub. " You a

tense pain had seized my e.xlromities. It fortunate, little father," said the elder of

seemed as if they had been plunged into some Cossacks. "If it had not been for the sp

corrosive acid which was gradually eating the your hands would have dropped off, if

flesh from tho bones. I looked at my finger- [had not lost your arms as well."

ils; they were blue; the fingers and back
|

Rough, kind-hearted fellows were tl

part of ray hand were of the same color, while poor soldiers ; and when I forced on the e

my wrists and the lower part of my arm were of them a present for himself and corara

of a waxon hue. There was no doubt about the old soldier simply added, 'Are vvo m
t, I was frost-bitten, and that in no slight brothers when in misfortune? Would
degree ; so calling to my servant, I made him not have helped me if I had been in a

rub tho skin with some snow in hopes of re- predicament?"
covering the vitality. This he did for several; I shook his hand heartily, and went to

nutes, but all this time the same pain pre- 1
waiting room to rest on the sofa, as the ph.,,

viously described, was gradually ascending cal shock just undergone had, for a mo
my arms, while the lower portions of the thoroughly prostrated me. lly arms
mbs were lost to all sensation, dead to pain,iwere sore and inflamed, the spirit havinj

dead to every sense of feeling, hanging quite some places, penetrated the raw flesh ; ai

"istlessly by my side. Nazar, in vain, using was several weeks before I tborougbf
all his energies so a5 to restore circulation. 1 covered fro.TQ the effects of my carelessnei

It is no good," he said, looking sorrow- Burnaby.
fully at me

;

" We must get on as fast as pos-

sible to the station.^ How far off is it?" he

nquired of the driver. "Seven miles," was
the answer.

" I'^ou go as fast as you can," I cried.

The pain, which by that time, had ascended 'disregarded, and in some places basso cei
to the glands under my arms, had become

j

to be a distinguishing mark of Friendlifi

more acute than anything I had hitherto ex-jthat I venture to place before the reader

porienced. Apparently', extreme cold acta in this Journal, a few thoughts regarding its

two ways on the nervous system: sometimes i The inspired writings always represent
by bringing on a i^lumber, from which the men and women they speak of, as uf

victim never awakes ; and at others, by con-
j

" thee" or " thou" to a single person, whe(
suming him, as it were, over a slow fire, and

j

they addressed the highest or most lowlj

limb by limb. All this time tho perspiration life. Profane History shows that this'

was pouring down my forehead, my body
i the general custom among the ancient heat

itself being as if on tire, the pain gradually [nations, and that the plural language, bd
ascending tho parts attacked. only applied to kings and emperors, or othi

Would tho distance that separated us from high in authority, was used for purpose f

the station ever be traversed? each mile seem- flattery, and implied that the person so i

ing to me a league, and each league, a day's dressed was more than a single individu

jotirney. At last wo arrived. Hurrying toJThis false custom gradually descended frc

the waiting-room, I met three Cossacks, to j one grade of society to another, until final

whom 1 showed my hands. The soldiers ledjin all Christian countries the plural langua
me into an outer room, and having taken ottiwas universally used as a mark of distinctie

my coat and bared my arras, they plunged and the singular was spoken to the meant'

them up to the shoulder, in a tub of ice andjand poorest of the people. The use of t

water. However, there was no sensation what- plural language to one person is directlj' CO

trary to the rules of gramniar.

A Plea for tlie Plain Language.

The testimonj' of the Society of Friencfi tt

the use of the plain language is so frequeft

ever, and the limbs which were of a blue color,

floated painlessly in tho water.

The elder of the Cossacks shook his head
and said, " Brother, it is a bad job; you will

lose your hands." "They will drop off," re.

marked another, "if you cannot get back the

circulation." " Have you any spirit with
you," added a third. Nazar, on hearing this,

ran out and brought in a tin bottle containing
naphtha for cooking purposes, upon which
the Cossacks, taking my arms out of the icy
water, proceeded to rub them with the strong
spirit.

Rub, rub, rub ; the skin peeled under their

horny hands, and the spirit irritated the mem-
brane below. At last a faint sensation, like a
tickling, pervaded the elbow joints, and I

slightly flinched.

"Does it hurt?" askc " the elder gf the
Cossacks.

"A little."

"Capital, brothers!" he continued, " rub as
hard as you can!" and afier going on with
the friction until the flesh was almost flayed,

they suddenly plunged my arms again into

the ice and water. I had not felt anything
before, but this time the p.ain was very acute.

" Good I " said the Cossacks. "The more it

It has been because of the above cxeello

reasons, and in accordance with the ex

our Saviour Himself set in speaking
followers, that Friends have alway.s adv

cated the use of " thee" or ' thou" to a sing

individual. They objected to the use

'•Mr." and "Airs.," remembering the cor

mand to " call no man master, for one is yoi

master, even Christ." In regard to the use
" Sunda}'" or " April," &c., instead of " Firs

day and Fourth month," they did not merel

desire to revive ancient usages, but to obf

the injunction given to the people of old, thi

they should not make mention of the heathc

deities, after whom many of the days an

months now are called. They experience

much suffering and ridicule for their pri

pies, j-et the very insults and reproaches the

endured in upholding them, proved the neee:

sity of such errors being brought proininentl

to the view of Christendom. From their da

to the present time, the Society has alwaj

maintained this testimonj'; and as its tru

members have been willing to accept the cros

they have invariably felt called upon to bea

it in this particular.

There arc many among our members wh
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owledge the correctness and importance

eae testimonies, but who fail to enforce

I by practice, and this class will frequent-

one form of speech in addressing a

nd, and another in speaking to the rest of

world. Does it ever occur to them, that

may unintentionally become a stumbling-

k to sincere seekers after a true knowl-

I of these things, and that they are easily

n credit for insinceiity that they really

ot mean to be guilty of? And when they

alter their conversation to suit their com-

7, is there not great danger that they

ifice an imjiortant principle to a mere de-

to please? If they have been educated

he Society, they most probably know the

mds on which this testimony is based, and

y time they change their language we
y fear they are influenced to disobey the

iraand of Christ, who reproved the men of

da}', because they gave and received honor
of another.

t is very easy for the young to acquire the

)itof iticorrectlj' using the pronoun " you."

len they speak it to one person, they little

nk of the sufferings endured by the early

ds who could not conscientiously do so.

is a habit difficult to get rid of, and there

I doubtless not a few who feel they do not

this respect altogether do as they should,

however, they are really attached to the

;iety, and are willing to yield to the cross

the grace of God assists them to bow there-

io, they will find their efforts to be success-

and will appreciate that plainness of

sech is not just a little thing, but is a testi-

ny worthy to be handed down to our suc-

isors in the truth. They will discover a

Bsorvation in it they had previously little

spected, and although their dress may not

ways correspond, tliey will wherever they

, be reganled as Friends, and in a measure
us be shielded both in their business and
cial relations.

There is a cross and mortification in adopt-

5 the plain language, the world knows little

and which our natural feelings strongly

sist; but like all other sacrifices to duty, it

nnot fail to secure the approbation of Him
ho loveth a cheerful giver. When we con-

ier the principles involved, and recollect

at the same reasons now exist that always
ive for the maintenance of them, should we
)t examine ourselves, whether we are doin

ir duty, either as Christians or as members
' our own religious body ? I know that in

me cases it seems singular to fashionable

iople when we address them in the plain

nguage ; but although they ma}- not exactly

iderstand the motive, they will generally

eat with politeness those who do so. Every
Dung man or woman who uses it from con-

iientious motives under all circumstances,

ill by so doing strengthen themselves for

le right, and at the same time be practical

£ponent8 of a testimony that has need of

lany more supporters than it has. I espe-

ally desire that some of us who are young,

ad who from necessity mingle much in the

Grid, may be concerned to show that we are

ot of the world, and may be willing to deny
arselves for the cause of Him who has ever

)ved us. The religion of Jesus is a practical

sligion, and we are told that he who was
lithful in a little, was made ruler over more.

Philada., 6th mo. 18S0.

Use temporal things but desire eternal.

Noble Rescue of Five Boys from Danger.

The followingrecordoftrueEnglish bravery

in an attempt to rescue some boys from immi-

nent death is forwarded us bya correspondent

who well knows the cave in which the boys

were imprisoned, and the wall over which the

men allowed themselves to be lowered for

their rescue:—
Plymouth Hoe, on the 9th of last month,

was the scene of a rescue no less romantic bo-

cause real. Five boys were playing upon the

beach in front of the Hoe, when, without

thought of danger, they went into a cave that

ran a good way back in the rocky cliff that

fronts the sea. Still playing about within the

cave, they, boy-like, thought of -nothing else,

and forgot the tide that quickly flowed with-

out. Hastened by a gale, that tide came on

with unusual rapidity, and before they were

aware, the boys found themselves hemmed in

completely by the surging waters. Then they

saw their danger, and screamed loud and long

a»d fortunately their screams were heard by

the crowd that chanced to bo standing in the

road above, watching efforts that were bein

made to save a steamer that seemed stranding.

The position was plain to all ;
and minute by

minute death was coming nearer to the boys.

With each great wave the tide flowed in

further and further, until the cave was nearly

full. With each advancing flood the boys

could only go back a step or two, until they

felt themselves crouching against the hard

wet rocks behind them, and they could go no

further. Inside the cave the boys were liter-

ally face to face with death, and any escape

med impossible. Above, the crowd, with

eager voices and beating hearts, discussed

what could be done. JMo boat would live a

moment in the wild waters and the ramin

rf below, that was certain. What, then,

could be done? Two seafaring men volun

teered to fight the good fight, and do the deed

of daring that must be done, unless the boys

were to perish in their living tomb, with a

crowd of people just above them. A rope

was tied round each man, and he was let

down over the sheer face of the rocky cliff all

in the rushing waves and seething spray,

until he wasjus't above the cave. When there,

each brave fellow let himself be washed by

the waters into the cave, until he seized a boy

and brought him out alive. Then he was

hauled up with his prize of rescue, and this

was repeated until all the boys were saved.

It is impossible to paint the full danger run

bythese brave men. They risked being dashed

to death against the sheer cliff as they were

etdown dangling upon their errand of mercy,

and they risked being crusned against the

cave as they wen* in upon the rushing water

No wonder that when the deed was done f

ging cheer w^nt up from all the crowd

Nq^wonder that the people pressed around

these two seafaring men to shake hands with

those who had so nobly done their duty. No
wonder that the crowd put their hands into

their pockets, and gave the proceeds of th

collection to these gallant fellows there am
then. But the pleasure of having performed

so truly noble a deed inust bo to those men a

far higher reward than the money value of

the present thus placed into their hands by

the spontaneous gratitude of the spectator.s.

—Ep. Recorder.

Kindness is an invisible force of unmeasured

power.

On Keeping Inward with the Lord.

The following, taken from the writings of

that deeply experienced servant of the Lord

who was the chief instrument in raising up

the Society of Friends to be a people distin-

guished in their early days for their close

ndwelling walk, is applicable to those who
now profess the same faith and who desire

to walk by the same law of love and truth in

their souls, as did those living sons of that

day. I believe that many, like myself, have

severe conflicts with the prince of the power

of darkness, in endeavoring to resist the vain

imaginations and evil thoughts by which he

delights to captivate the mind, and imbue it

with the leaven of his own nature; and yet

are unable to overcome, until it pleases Him
who has power to destroy the works of the

devil to raise up his standard against him and

east him out. This He will and does do for

those who truly seek his aid, and rely not

upon themselves, or trust to their own power

to resist or overcome any evil thing. For

Christ Jesus is the Saviour of all who are

saved ; and if we ever come to know Him to

be our Kedeemer we must experience Him to

redeem us from the power of sin in ourselves,

that it shall not have dominion over lis. Thus

wo come to know a death unto the old nature

and lusts, and a new birth unto holiness,

righteousness and life eternal.

VV^hen George Fox was in Derby prison, in

1650, because of his testimony for the Truth

as it is in Jesus, he said :
" It came upon mo

to write a paper and send it forth to be spread

amongst Friends and other tender people, for

the opening of their understanding in the

way of truth, and directing them to the true

teacher in themselves."

The following are extracts from this paper,

which may be found on pages 86 and 87 of

his journal:
" The Lord doth show unto man his

thoughts, and diacerneth all the secret work-

n man. A man may be brought to see

his evil thoughts, running mind, and vain im-

aginations, and strive to keep them down,

and 10 keep his mind in ; but cannot overcome

them, nor keep his mind within to the Lord.

In this state and condition submit to the

Spirit of the Lord that shows them, and that

will bring to wait upon the Lord
;
and He

that hath discovered them will destroy them.

Therefore stand in the faith of the Lord Jesus

Christ, who is the author of the true faith,

and mind Him ; for He will discover the root

of lusts, evil thoughts, and vain imaginations,

how they are begotten, conceived and bred t

how they are brought forth, and how every

evil mc-tiber doth work. He will discover

every principle from its own nature and root.

So mind the faith of Christ, and the anoint-

ing which is in you, to be taught by it, which

will discover all workings in you. As He
teacheth you, so obey and forsake; else you

will not grow in the faith, nor in the life of

Christ, whce the love of God is received.

Love begetteth love, its own nature and image:

and when mercy and truth meet, what joy

there is. Mercy triumphs in judgment; and

love and mercy bear the judgment of the

world in patience.

The chaste virgins follow Christ the lamb,

that takes away the sins of the world ;
but

they that are of that spirit which is not chaste,

will not follow Christ the Lamb in his steps,

but are disobedient to Him in his commauds.
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Some men have the nature of swine wallow
ing in tbe mire. Some have the nature of
dogs, to bite both the sheep and one another.
Some have the nature of lions. Some the na-
ture of wolves, to tear and devour the lambs
and sheep of Christ. Some men have the
nature of other beasts and creatures, mindino-
nothing but earthly and visible things, and
feeding without tbe fear of God. Some have
the nature of tall sturdy oaks, to flourish and
spread in wisdom and strength, who are strono-
in evil, which must perish and come to the
fire. Thus evil is but one in all, but worketh
many ways ; and whatsoever a man or wo-
man's nature is addicted to that is outward,
the evil one will suit him, and please his
nature and appetite, to keep his mind in his
inventions, and in the creatures from the Cre-
ator. If the mind go forth from the Lord, it

is hard to bring it in again; therefore take
heed of the enemy, and keep in the faith of
Christ.

To live and walk in the Spirit of God is joy,
peace, and life; but the mind going forth inio
the creatures, or into any visible things from
the Lord, this bringelh death. When the
mind is got into the flesh, and into death, the
accuser gets within, and the law of sin and
death gets into the flesh. Then the life suff^ers
under the law of sin and death, and then there
is straitness and failings. For then the good
is shut up, and the self-righteousness is set
atop.

O, therefore, mind the pure Spirit of th.
everlasting God, which will teach you to use
the creatures in their right places, and which
judgeth the evil. To thee, O God, be all glory
and honor, who art Lord of all visibles and
invisibles ! To thee be all praise, who bringest
out of the deep to thyself I O powerful God,
who art worthy of all glory! For the Lord
•who created all, and gives life and strength
to all, is over all, and merciful to all. So
thou, who hast made all, and art over all, to
thee be all glory! Li thee is my strength, re-
freshment and life, my joy and my gladness,
ray rejoicing and glorying for evermore."

There are many persons who would will-
ingly bo Christians, and eminent Christians
too, if Christianity were limited to great oc-
casions. But on smaller occasions, in the
everyday occurrences and events of life, the
religious principle is in a state of dormancy;
giving no signs of eflfective vitality and move-
ment. The life of such persons is not like
that of the sun, equable, constant, diffusive,
and beneficent, though attracting but little
notice

;
but like the eruptive and glaring bla,

of volcanoes, which comes forth at remote
periods, in company wiih great thunderin
and shakings of the earth

; and yet the heart
of the people is not made glad by it. Such
religion is vain

; and its possessors know not
what manner of spirit they are of.— T. C
Upham.

Lines loritten by Mary M. Miller, of Iowa, a few days
before her death, to her sister—1st mo. 27th, 1879.

I'm thinking, sister, of years long since gone.
When one we loved with childliood's blessed trust,

Whose gentle presence ever gladdened home,
Was, far from kindred hearts, laid in the dust.

Another loved one crosses memory's way,
Dear mother, with her never-tiring love,

Who passed from earth, up to the full-orbed day,
The long sweet rest of paradise above.

Oh, how the years since those sad days have sped,
And to our grief a chastened feeling given,

A sweet sad yearning o'er the precious dead,
A tearful joy that they now rest in Heaven.

Oh loved ones, in that glorious land of light,
Where naught impure, unholy e'er can stay

;Where the eternal morning knows no night.
And tears are wiped from every eye away !

There, through the gates of pearl, o'er golden street,
The white-robed throng of ransomed spirits tread,

Who by the blood of Christ, for Heaven made meet,
Are by the Lamb to living fountains led.

Oh sweeter grows the thought, dear precious
As years roll on, of your eternal rest;

Life's battle fought, the glorious victory won.
Surely the memory of the just is blest

!

ones,

LIFE.

When sanguine youth the path of life surveys,
It does not calculate on rainy days

;

Some, as they enter on tbe unknown way.
Expect large troubles at a distant d.ay

;

The loss of wealth, or friends they fondly prize,
But reckon not on ills of smaller size.

Those nameless, trifling ills that intervene.
And people life, infesting every scene.
And there, with silent, unavowed success,
Wear off the keener edge of happiness;
Those teasing swarms that buzz about our joys.
More potent than the whirlwind that destroys

;

Potent, with heavenly teaching, to attest
Life is a pilgrimage, and not a re.st.

That lesson learned aright, is valued more
Than all experience ever taught before;
For this her choicest secret, timely given,
Is wisdom, virtue, happiness, and heaven.
Long is religion viewed by many an eye,
As wanted more for safety by-aiid-by,
A thing for times of danger and distress,
Than needful for our present happiness;
But after fruitless, wearisome essays
To find repose and peace in other ways, •

The sickened soul when Heaven imparts its grace,
Returns to seek its only resting-place;
And sweet experience proves as years increase.
That wisdom's ways are pleasantness and peace.—Jane Taylor.

Zeal.—I am moro and more" in love with
true zeal; and a Quaker must famish without
It. Dead formality and love of earth have
almost ruined our poor Society. Oh, that we
might mount upwards! and, oh, that a diligent
waiting for strength from above, to perform
every duty, may be witnessed by all my dear
friends at Uxbridgo, who have yet a little
zeal remaining.

—

J. Scott.

As too long a retirement weakens the mind
so too much company dissipates it.

'

HARVEST HYMN.
We thank thee, O Father, the Harvest again.
Has gladdened our fields in its redolent glow

;

The voice of thanksgiving we raise to thy i

From whom all our ble '

Stepping in Father's Footsteps.—One bri

winter's morning, after a snow-storm, a fat

took his hat for a walk to attend to some fi

affairs requiring his attention. As he star
his little boy of five summers also snatc
his hat, and followed the father with m.
dignity, and an assumed businesslike
When they reached the door, the gentian
noticed that no track or pathway had b.

made in the snow, and he hesitated about
ting his boy follow him. But the soft, flei

snow looked so templing, so pearly wh
that he concluded to allow the child to-Wi
after him. He took long and rapid strii

through the untrodden snow, when, suddci
remembering his "little boy," he pau»
looked back for him, and exclaimed :

•' Well, my son, don't you find it hard
to walk in this deep snow?'
"Oh! no," said tbe boy. " I'm comin

for, father, I step in all your tracks."
Ti-ue enough, the dear child was planti

his tiny feet just where the parent's had tr(

den. The child's reply startled the fath.

as he reflected that thus would his child ke
pace with him, and follow in his tracks throuj
life. He was not a man of prayer, and not
Christian

; and well might he pause and trei

ble as he thought of his child, ever strivii

to step in all of his tracks," onward, onwar
through life's mysterious mazes and myth
toward eternity ! The little boy's rep
brought that strong, stubborn-hearted mt
to think. Finally he repented, and sougfc

and found peace. We believe he is

making such tracks through life that at
day that son may be proud to say :

" Fatbe :

I step in all of your tracks."

—

British Wor,
man.

sings and happiness flow.

Oh teach us, great Master, to study aright,
The tares from the wheat in our hearts that arise

;May our h.arvest of Grace never meet with a blight,
But, tending to thee, may we grow to the skies.

The mustard seed's increase, oh give to each breast";
The showers of thy love, to the husbandman grant •

When we.ary with labor, on thee may he rest

;

'

Thou, his Father in blessing, his Saviour in want.

And when the great Harvest of all shall appear.
And the sickle of Death shall remove from the sod

We pray the Redeemer of men may be near.
To take the wheat home to. thy garner. Oh God.

That we may be fitted, thy glory to share
;

To " bloom in fresh fragrance in realms of delight-'
Oh teach us to pluck from our hearts every tare : '

Looking up to the Shepherd of Calvary's height

!

That so, at thy harvest, unmildew'd by s"in.

We all may be ripened for the gathering in.

Written by Joseph Kile.

The Clandestine Trade in Dynamite in Switse
land.—Three years ago there existed a clat
destine dynamite factory at Satignj-, close I

the French frontier. The business was cai
ried on in some large, old-fashioned, strongl-
built farm buildings, and the dynamite wa
smuggled into France. There being an ex
cise duty in that country of 2f. 50c. per kilo
gramme on all the dynamite produced, th.

trade, as long as it lasted, was an extremely
profitable one, and as the people in the nei^h
borhood were all allowed to participate in thi
benefit derived from it, the secret was wel!
kept. Even the oflicers of the commune said
nothing. One daj-, however, a frightful ex-
plosion opcurred

; hardly one stone of thf
farm building was left standing on another
three men, one hundred cows, many sheep
and several horses were killed, and the pro
prietor of the establishment disappeared. At
this juncture the police requested the help of
Colonel Pictet, who is both an engineer and
an acknowledged authority on all matters re-

lating to dynamite. He recommended great
caution in approaching the scone of the d
aster, as it was by no means certain that all

the dynamite had exploded. Some of it might
be buried beneath the debris. At his sugges-
tion the Government undertook the work of
searching the ruins, intrusting to him the
dangerous duty of superintendence. In effect
five large cases of dynamite were found in-
tact and carefully removed. Then arose S
question as to how they were to be disposed
of, and on the advice of Colonel Pictet, they
were carried into the open fields and blown
up, advantage being taken of the opportunity
to try several interesting experiments. For
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9 surrounded by a huge I the use of all strong drink, and holds in grate-

d not exldc, 4s quite ful rcmembraneo the woman who grace uly

and still resolutely gave him to understand

that her callers should not drink wine.

lady Jane Grey's last Hours,

She did not wish to die—at seventeen no

one wants to die—but death, in her present

adverse state, appeared as a benign angel,

rather than a messenger of gloom and wrath.

Racked with anguish at the shameful apos-

tacy of Northumberland to Romanism just

before he was executed, she cried out in holy

wrath "Like as his life was wicked, so was

his end. I pray God that neither I nor friend

of mine die so !''' And kindling with renewed

fervor she added, " Should I, who am so young

and in my fewer teens, forsake ray taith for

love of life ? Nay, God forbid ;
and much more

he should not, whose fatal course, though he

had lived for years, could not long have con-

tinued. But life is sweet. * * *^Godbe

merciful to us I" * * * „iKKg
On the fatal morning of February 9, 1553,

dressed with extreme care in a black velvet

o-own, Lady Jane came forth from her prison,

% prayer-book in her hand, a heavenly smile

on her face, a tender iigni in nei giaj, >.j.^-
"f p'rl's kino-dom neither understands the

.nee, one case was
and, though it did not explod

umed. Among the absconding propnc-

i papers was found adocument from which

ppoared that some time previously he had

l ten casks, each containing 1000 kilo-

nmes of dynamite, to the Geneva railway

ion as artificial manure. The risk ofstoring

1 an enormous quantity of so dangerous

aterial in the midst of a largo population

.
frightful, and Colonel Pictot went im-

Jiately to see whether it was still there,

ad been sent to Morges, in Canton Vaud

ro-es was at onco apprised of the nature of

consignment. It had been forwarded to

„tarlior, after remaining six weeks in the

lion at Morges, and a telegram was sent

Pontarlier. Pontarlier replied that the

canks had gone on to Verri^res. Verrieres

3 forth with communicated with. Thedyna-

,e was then in the hands of the Custom

use officers, who even before the arrival ot

despatch from Geneva had begun to sus-

jt the presence of soraeihing other than

ificial manure. It was, of course, imraedi-

'ly confiscated, and, the circumstances being

entirely unprecedented, instructions were

ced from headquarters. The Government

It experts down from Paris to look into th

itter and decide how the dynamite should

dealt with. Instead of adopting the couir -

lowed by Colonel Pictet and destroying i

iey ordered it to be taken to Lormont, a small

rt in the Jure, and placed in the magazine

src A short time afterwards the tort ot

rmont was blown into the air, and none of

> 12 men who constituted its garrison has

er been seen biqcg.— Geneva Correspondence

ondon Times.
*"* ~

For "The Friend."

Reflections on the 5th ot 7th mo. 1880.

" In little bosoms such achievements strike
_^

A kindred spark, they burn to do the like.

The martial spirit of the nation is being

.ught to the children ;
and thus the leaven

I
unrighteousness, it may be, almost insen-

bly spreads.

Time, mind, and money, may be thought-

issly and foolishly, if not sinfully wasted in

nat from which no good results, but show-

• ' with what superior skill we can abuse

'; gifts of Providence and squander life."

Wine or Lemonade?—A young man called,

n company with several others, upon a young

sroman. Her father was also present, to as-

ist in entertaining the callers. He did not

hare his daughter's scruples against th

)f spirituous drinks, for he had wine to off'cr.

Che wine was poured out and would have

Deen drunk, but the young woman asked

' Did you call upon me or upon papa ? Gal

antry, if nothing else, compelled them to

nswer, "We called upon you." " Then you

will please not drink wine; I have lemonade

or my callers." The fiUher urged the guests

to drink, and they wore undecided. Ihe

young woman added: "Remember if you

call u1)on me then you drink lemonade
;
but

if upon papa, why in that case I have nothing

to say" The wine glasses were set down

with their contents untasted. After leaving

the house one of the party exclaimed, ' Ibat

is the most effectual temperance lecture 1

have ever heard." Indeed, it was sown m
good crround. It took root, sprang up and

criveness. In a distinct voice she said to tho

executioner, "Pray, dispatch me quickly."

Boint' blinded and unable to see the block on

which to lay her young head, she was seen to

feel about for it with her hands, and was

heard to say, confused, " O, what shall i do I

Where is it?" The guard and Feckenham

led her to the right place, and as she laid her

noble head upon the fatal block, before the

death-stroke could reach her, the sweet lips

were heard to murmur, " Lord, into thy hands

I commend my spirit." With these divino

words, the soul of Lady Jane Grey passed

into its everlasting rest, and the fairest, wisest

head in all the English realm fell from under

the gleaming axe."—National Repository.

How to Understand the Scriptures.

Francis Howgill, in his tract entitled, "Tho

invisible things of God brought to light," m
reply to the query— whether reading tho

Scriptures and conforming to the practice ot

tho saints in the use of ordinances will not

make persons good Christians—thus unfolds

the source of true knowledge of Divine things:

" While [spiritual] death hath dominion in

man and over man, and the vail over the

heart, man doth not understand the mystery

then, turning her beautiful face toward the

spectators, calmly said

:

"Good people, I am come hither to die.

The act against the queen's highness was

unlawful, but touching the procurement and

desire thereof by me, or on my behalf, 1 will

wash my hands guiltless thereof, and deliver

to my God a soul as pure from such trespass

as it is innocent from injustice; but only for

hat I consented to the thing I was inforeed

unto, constraint making the law believe that

which I never understood."

She paused as if to put away from her the

world, then she added :

" I pray you all, good christian people, to

bear me witness that I die a true christian

woman, and that 1 look to be saved by no

other means than the mercy of God, in the

merits of the blood of his only Son, our Lord

Jesus Christ. And now, good people, while

I am alive, I pray you to assist me with your

^'^Kneeiincr down, she said to Feckenham, the

only divine whom Mary would allow to come

near her:

"Shall I say this psalm?'

The prelate faltered, "yes."

On which she repeated ii^a clear voice the

noble psalm :
" Have mercy upon me, O God,

after thy great goodness ;
according to the

multitude of thy mercies do away with mine

offences."
, , . ,• i.

When she had come to the last line, she

rose on her feet, took off her gloves and kor

chief which she gave to her gentlewoman.

Tho 'book of Psalms she gave to Thomas

Brydges, tho lieutenant's deputy, m which

she had written these lines: "Call upon God

to incline your heart to his laws, to quicken

you in his way, and not to take the word oi

truth utterly out of your mouth."

Then she untied her gown, and took off her

bridal gear ;
the headsman offered to assist

her, but she put his hands gently aside, and

drew a white kerchief round her eyes. She

whispered in his car a few soft words ot pity

and pardon as tho figure of the veiled exe^cu

of Truth, or any thing of truth as it is in

Christ- for none understand the things ot

God but by the Spirit of God ; so that every

man that comes to have a good understanding

must come to know the pure Spirit of God in

him to direct him, and inform him; which

Spirit was the original of the Scripture; for

the holy men of God spoke as they were

moved by the Holy Ghost ; and without the

Holy Ghost in some measure be known, and

that which is infallible, the sayings, the writ-

in"-3, the scriptures, cannot be understood;

and because of the want of this, all the earth

is run into heads and sects and opinions. * *

" The Jews under the first covenant had

the Scriptures, the good and wholesome words

of God and the prophets, and read the law

and the prophets on the Sabbath days, and

yet the vail was over their hearts, and though

they did perform many things commanded,

yet they being erred from the Spirit, did not

understand of what the Scripture spoke, nor

know Him nor his mind, to wit, Christ ot

whom the Scriptures spoke, neither were they

accepted of God, but reproved and rejected

by Christ himself, who said, they erred, not

knowing the Scriptures nor tho power ot

God- doubtless they did know the words

naturally and read them, but the Spirit's mind

in so speaking they knew not."

In another tract, called "The works of

darkness brought to light," he exposes the

error of one who had said, the Scriptures are

the means which God hath discovered for the

obtaining of eternal life. In this, he says :-—

"If tho Spirit of Truth, through which

God and the deep things of God are discov-

ered if it please to manifest eternal lite, or

anything which pertains thereunto, through

the words which have been spoken by iteelf,

and now brings in those words again, and

opens them in'any believer's heart, and gives

him to understand them and the things ot

God through any of the words of the Scrip-

ture, this is not excluded ; but to limit life or

the Spirit to this or that or the other thing,

true believers dare not do. For God, who is

eternal life, manifestetb his mind to the crea-
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ture, how, when, where and by what He will.
Who art tbou that woiild'st limit Him ? And
thou that know'st Christ no other way than
by the words without thee, know'st Him not
at all, no more than the Pharisees who had
the words, and yet were ignorant of the life."

From the " Boston Post."

The True Story of Skipper Ircson.

Though the poem has been published many
years, and has appeared in every edition of
J. G. Whittier's worljs since it was written,
Skipper Ireson has never been vindicated, nor
has a complete and truthful history of the
affair ever been given to the public until re
cently. In his -'History and Traditions of
Marblehead" Samuel Eoads, Jr., gives the fol-
lowing interesting version of the affair, which
is acknowledged to be authentic:
On Sunday, the 30th of October, 1808, the

schooner Betty, commanded by Skipper Ben-
jamin Ireson, arrived from the Grand Banks.
Shortly after their arrival the crew reported
that at midnight on the previous Friday,
when off Cape Cod Lighthouse, they passed
the schooner Active, of Portland, which was
in a sinking condition, and that the skipper
had refused to render any assistance to the
unfortunate men on board the wreck. The
excitement and indignation of the people
upon the reception of this news can be better
imagined than described. The resentment ofl
the people was still further provoked wiien

ved, having on board Captain Gibbons, the
master of the ill-foted schooner. He corrobo
rated the story told by the crew of the Betty.

This statement, by one who had so ii

rowly escaped a watery grave, made a deep
impression upon the fishermen, and they de
termined to demonstrate their disapproval of
Skipper Ireson's conduct by a signal act of
vengeance. Accordingly, on a bright, moon-
light night the unfortunate skipper was sud-
denly seized by several powerful men and
securely bound. He was then placed in a
dory, and, besmeared from head to feet with
tar and feathers, was dragged through the
town, escorted by a multitude of men and
boys. When opposite the locality now known
as Workhouse liocks, the bottom of the dory
came out, and the prisoner finished the re-
mainder of his ride to Salem in a cart. The
authorities ot that city forbade the entrance
of the strange procession, and the crowd i_
turned to Marblehead. Throughout the entire
proceeding Skipper Ireson maintained a dig-
nified silence, and when, on arriving at his
own home, he was released from custody, his
only remark was : "I thank you for my ride,
gentlemen, but you will live to i-egret it,"

His words were prophetic. When too late
to make reparation for the wrong they had
committed, the impulsive fishermen realized
that, they had perpetrated an act of the great-
est injustice upon an innocent man.

Skipper Ireson was not more to blame than
his crew, and, it is believed, not at all. When
the wreck was spoken and the cry of distress
wa8,heard a terrific gale was blowing. There
was a consultation on board the Betty as to
the course to be pursued, and the crew de-
cided not to endanger their own lives for the
sake of saving others. Finding that they
were resolute in their determination, Skipper y
Ireson prepared to lay by the wreck all niu-ht n

this they also demurred, and insisted upot
proceedingupon their homeward voyage with
out delay. On their arrival in Marblehead
fearing the just indignation of the people
they laid the entire blame upon the Skipper!
This version of the affair is generally accepted
as true.

In the following letter to Samuel Eoads,
Whittier embraces the opportunity to make
reparation for the injustice unwittingly com-
mitted in his ballad. It will be read with
interest by all those who reverence and love
the man for his faithful devotion at all times
to the cause of the oppressed. In writing it
he has demonstrated anew his devotion" to
truth, and has gracefully discharged one of
the most delicate duties that can confront a
literary man—the acknowledgment of a mis-
take :

" Oak Knoll, Danvers, Fifth mo. 18th, 1880.

"My Dear Friend: I heartily thank thee
for a copy of thy History of Marblehead. I
have read it with great interest, and think
good use has been made of the abundant ma-
terial.

"No town in Essex county has a record
more honorable than Marblehead; no one has

Religious Items, &c.

Individual Influence.—B\s,ho^ Warren, in
appeal to the Methodists, speaks of the grea
proportion of uneducated persons in theSou
and of the effect produced in a community
personal efforts of refined and pious per/o;
He says that in their efforts to convert!
world, " We began with great ideas of t
power of pre.-.ching, but we had to come
the application of the power of living episf—the power of Christian lives revealed in t
lowly work of the hospital, by the waysu
in the hovel, and in the primary work
teaching little children."
He proposes to send " a devout, godly n

man into each of at least one hundred of o
ndividual churches in the South the comii
vinter."

A Geneva dispatch to the London Tim
says, the Great Council of Geneva has adopt*
a law according to which, after a given ti

States and communes will grant no subsic
for religious purposes. This involves tl

disestablishment and disendowment of tl
Protestant, as well as the Catholic church,
this Canton.
The American Tract Society's report showedone more to develop the industrial interests ,, V -7 • / ,

'"''''"^^^"•'P"'"^ «'^°^»

of our New E^gland^eaboard,l^d^mainly
' ^^.n^^^^ \7:J^^'''f-^''

'"*

none have given such evidence of self sacrific^ '

t^40o1sfi Tht' £l^r '!kk "?•„''
''"J""^''

'

patriotism. I am glad the slory of it has
S3,400.56. The list of publications has bee

been at last told and told so well.
'

CZ'iZi Z "^f ^k"''
^^00,000 pages t

on the fb.,owing_day,,the sloop S.alto. arils^;^^:^-^^
IT^^^Sie^:"

'''
T'°" °^^^^ "S'Th^^pXe ' wo^^^^^^^

which I heard from one of my early school- 'I^dtddrlssed 7 2fil tl n ^"'^V-
""^

"'T
mates, a native of Marblehead. I Supposed

{,°;;^^<^'^'^«««>i 7,261 religious meetings m th.

the story to which it referred dated back at;k at
least a century. I knew nothing of the par- K„i,„^, ^,:.,„^, n,- „„„ .

ticulars, and the narrative of the ballad was
^^^™ "'^'"5' ^"™''' ^^

pure fancy. I am glad for the sake of truth I
Prickly-pejrs.—'Vho prickly-pear forms th(

and justice that the real facts are given in I^!''<^'' '""'"'^'fication of the Malagasy towns and
thy certainly would not knowingly
do injustice to any one, dead or livinrr.

I am very truly thy friend,

John G. Whittier."

villages. A dense thicket of this surrounds
many partsevery village and homestead

of the country, and a more formidable obsta-
cle to the attack of an enemy can hardly be
imagined. The trees attain a considerable
thickness, and every portion of them, trunk

dress before the \oung Men s Christian Asso- clusters of sharp needle- ike thJrns betweenciat.on on the sub,ect of salesmen, said :
• A two and three inches long

; these if ^are I' sivgentleman engaged as a salesman in my house handled, inflict painful w1)unds wh ch n

nor od' n
"'
'Tl ^', "T

''''" foi' Jears) re-'and are often difficult to heal. To an aported to me that he had succeeded in selling naked and barefooted soldiery, and w1 bout

ir/^ntZlZ'^^tTlTVf 'Tf '"'k-
^.•^••^'"^'•y- it forms an impen'et'rabfe barren

o L a vivXTit^ n? n 't 1 l"'""
.h'™;which only roundsof chain and bar shot couldto be a very peculiar man. In looking into clear out of the way. The prickly-pear is

IVLT:! TA ?"',"' f'?'f'
^^''"-known also of some service fbr food, tL ,Sr be nffgoods were sold •absolutely below cost, and a palatable fruit when carefully d vested ofother goods of which the buyer was not a their spiny covering. The larger thorns

Kei, value, calling the salesman ^"tr. (KqIju- _..j: • « ., ,, .
' _.

5ce I said to hi 'Mr.
.lesman into theithe ordinary pins of the Malagasy.
-

,
1 have al-|areno proper branches in the prick

There

w.j. looked „,„„ you a. .» bo„»,t „.,o „.,il |.:;„Tb; Krie^hrbrv'e;^"'." f^J^.tS

you cheated us. In the second place Sibree's Madagascar. ^ ^
you sold him other goods above their market The Poisoning of Wells.-It is probable that

th "day'ume'ti le, 'h"n' T '\'"' ""''^ 'T '^'^^ P^P^^-" ^' «-- «f direase ' rura

'~ut in^ the m^dnilht h^,.T rh' "T^^^' T''""'^ ""'^ '^'' ^^«"" «f Po'«°° 'absorbed into

ou had vou^ w^^'- 'ZrV .'''M''u''°ff^r°
system either from [he stomach or the

ever tw^ it in t^his U^f'Z'fJ
J^*^' " ^ '""g^- The blood is manulactured in the

.Uilthcstorm,.,ouldabate,andthe,r,o|aul^riS;;\wil^::v^?5iir5^
'^''''" 'through the lungs, in both of which it is filtered

to the rescue of the uufortuualo men. To ' never dTd.-
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111 |iiiiitiod, and in the latter it is brouglitl

li Illy into contact with the air which is

thod by inspiration, and is subjected to

deleterious matter which maj' be con-

ed in it. As the food and drinii are the
erials of which the blood is formed, any
(althful or poisonous influence at this

e source, of course, poisons the stream
;

as the function of the lungs is to aerate
purify the blood, any thing wrong in the
tying material interferes with this impor-
vital process.

ut we propose here only to call attention
hat we believe to be the most prolific

ce of rural diseases, malarial, functional,

organic in their character. This is the

T supply. A cess-pool eight feet deep
ves the excreta of a family, the wash
a bath-room, water-closet, and sink in-

jd. Thirty or forty gallons a day, equal
early 15,000 gallons, or 2,000 cubic feet

year of the most poisonous kind of filth,

iOured into this pool only eight feet deep,

of course, soak into the soil and saturate

Twenty feet only from this deadly sink
he well, which is probably several feet

)er than the ces^-pool. The drainage from
cess-pool will flow then in every direction

circle of twenty feet radius only before

3urs into the well. For each foot in depth
his area there are about 1,200 cubic feet,

year the 2,000 cubic feet of waste will

pletely fill this space of twenty feet around
well to a depth of more than a foot and a

,
and in two years to a depth of three and

,lf feet. But two things cannot occupy
same space, and this filth will then bo
I'ibuted over a much larger quantity of

ind in proportion to the ratio of solid soil

he small interstices or spaces among the

re], in the mass. Taking this ratio as

ten to one, the 2,000 cubic feet of waste
saturate 20,000 cubic feet of earth in one

. is true that the soil near the cess-pool

retain the largest portion of the solid

ter, and the first water which reaches the
will be filtered to some extent. But it

qIj^ a question of time—the lapse of which
depend upon the nature of the subsoil

—

long or how short a time will elapse be-

the poison pours undiluted into the well,

from it into the stomachs of the unfor-

te and unsuspecting victims. If a bed of

lies close to the bottom of the cess-pool,

e will bo no escape downward, and the

od required to reach the well will be proba-

ix months. If the soil is gravelly and the

te sinks downward, there is the absolute

ainty that a stream of water which flows

the well will be reached sooner or later.

. similar frightful certainty, slowly but

ily approaching in thousands of cases,

3atens in time to sap the life of unsuspect-

people, who will by and by exhibit every
iptom of insidious but fatal disorder. The
tic cheek, swollen glands, dry hot skin,

)rdered digestion, bilious derangements,
daches, tremors, diarrhea, dysentery,

neous eruptions, tumors, coated tongue,

breath, and all the varied symptoms by
eh blood poisoning first becomes apparent,

the final deadly typhoid and malignant
irs are predicted, alarm the consciousness,

le the source of the very poison itself is

rly used to allay the fever and thirst oc-

ioned by it.

iVo do not desire to be sensational or to

Live in love and prefer one another. Cursed
be that in any, that would be grudging or

jealous, without just grounds, of another's

greatness. Delight to see each other prosper
and grow in the truth, and do all you can to

promote it.

—

J. Scott.

make too much of this. The danger exists,

and it is everywhere. The case before us, to

hich we call the closest attention, is by no
means an unusual one. In fact, there are

thousands that ai*e greatly more dangerous
than this, and every person who cares for his

own health and that of the loved ones whom
he shelters from harm with tenderest care,

should see to it that this prevalent source of

danger is eliminated from his household ; and
remember that decomposing organic matter
is the most deadly of all poisons.

—

The Rural
New Yorker.

Remember your latter end, and the day of

account, and keep a bridle to your tongues;
for he that knows not a bridle to his tongue,

his religion is vain. And keep to the daily

cross, which is the power of God to salvation.

If j'ou will be heirs of the kingdom of heaven,

and of the crown immortal, you must take up
the daily cross, for " No cross, no crown." The

js will keep your minds in subjection to

the living God; and being in subjection, and
standing in awe that you sin not, will keep
you near to the Lord, in a living acquaint-

ance with Him ; then He will take delight to

bless you more and more, and instruct yoa,

and to counsel you in his way, which is pure
d holy, and will not admit of any unholi-

ness nor uncloanness.

—

Elizabeth Stirredge.
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During the late London Yearly Meeting, a

meeting was held to give Stanley Pumphrej'
iin opportunitj' of describing his visit to

America. In the report of this meeting, as

published in The British Friend for the Sixth

month, is the following paragraph.

"I have heard it stated that there is not

much ditference between the Wilbur and the

Hicksite Friends. That statement is unjust.

The Wilbur Friends accept as we do the doc-

trine of the deity of Christ, and would sub-

scribe as heartily as ourselves to that noble

declaration of faith drawn up by \Vm. Penn
and others in 1673, and which now stands, as

I hope it ever will, in the discipline of the

Society. They believe in the doctrine of re-

demption through Christ Jesus, and that the

forgiveness of sins which we may experience

in the mercy of God, is through Him and for

his sake. But 1 fear there is justice in the

remark made to me by a serious man of an

other denomination, that they mix up other

things along with it, and assign too large a

place to the works of man in the way of sal

vation. The idea that appears to be current

among them, and which I ihiuk much of thei

preaching is likely to foster, appears to be

that there must be a long time of prepara

tion, a gradual working up to a higher tone

of life, till after careful attention to religious

duties and submission to a rigid discipline of

cross-bearing and self-denial, we are at last

brought into a position in which our Heavenly

Father may be pleased to accept us and for-

give us for the sake of his Son. ' I was wait-

ng to make myself worthy,' said one of their

members to me, ' and, oh, what a weary wait-

ng time it was.' How thankful I was that

the Lord had enabled me to proclaim in her
hearing the Gospel of his free grace, the
blessed tidings that for him who repents and
turns to God, and believes on his Son, who
died to save us, there is present reconciliation,

and a free full pai'doQ to which the Holy
Spirit is ready to bear witness by filling us
with peace. That this saving faith purifies

the heart, and is evidenced by a life of righte-

ousness is of course another aspect of the
teaching that must be kept in view."

In the term Wilbur Friends, as here used,
we suppose are included the Yearly Meetings
of Philadelphia, and Ohio and those elsewhere
who unite with them in maintaining our
original principles and practices. While great
respect is justly due to John Wilbur, as an
honest Friend who endeavored to uphold the
principles of our Society, yet he was only one
of many such ; and we do not see any pro-

priety in using such an appellation to dis-

tinguish that portion of our religious Society,

whose governing motive in their line of action

has not been merely sympathy with anj' in-

dividual, but a concern to maintain unimpaired
the doctrines and testimonies of the Gospel
as held by Friends in the beginning.

While neither the case of the individual re-

ferred to in the above extract, nor the manner
in which the views of Friends are there pre-

sented, is such that we can accept them as
properly representing either the doctrines
preached or the eifects produced thereb}''

among Friends generally in this section of the
country; yet the paragjaph involves to some
extent, what we have often believed was the
root or groundwork of the diff'-i'ence between
primitive Quakerism and the modified form of
it, which has spread in some quarters. The
advocates of both believe in the divinity and
offices of our Saviour ; but Modern Quakerism
teaches its followers, that they may secure
the blessings that are de>igned to flow from
the atoning sacrifice of our Redeemer by
such belief in Christ as it is in the power of
an intelligent man to exercise at his will

; and
that this is the or\\y essential to salvation;
and that he who is thus saved will be after-

wards purified, and made to lead a life of

righteousness. The Ancient Quakers taught,
that no man is any further in a state of ae--

ceptance with God, than he is brought into a
state of purity—as George Fox expresses it,

"So fur as a man is sanctified, so far is he
justified, and no farther"—that redemption
from the power of sin is effected in man by
the Spirit of Christ Himself, which visits all,

enlightens all, and gives power to repent of
and forsake sin, to all who yield their hearts
to its influence; that such and such only will

have their past sins blotted out, not through
any merit of their own, but through the
mercy of God in Christ Jesus our Lord, agree-
ably with the testimony of the apostle—" If
we walk in the light, as [God] is in the light,

we have fellowship one with another, and the
blood of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleanseth us
from all sin." Their faith in Christ had refer-

ence to both his outward offering and his in-

ward work. It was not a belief or acceptance,
such as the natural faculties of man could
exercise at will; but was the result of the
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operation of the Divine Power—ono of the
fruits of the Spirit.

It almost inevitably followed from the doc-

trines held bj' Ancient Friends, and their true

successors in modern times, that their preach-
ing should largely turn the attention of their

hearers to the internal work of the Spirit of
Christ, as the only way to salvation; that
they should press upon ihem the necessity of
walking in the Light of Christ, and of de-

pending on its Divine Guidance and help in

every step towards Heaven. This preaching
had no tendency to make any believe that
they had passed from death unto life, whilst
sin still retained its dominion over them
to settle them down in a state of self-security,

while still far short of that rest from their

own works, of that surrender of their
will, which are necessary for the Christian to

experience. It did not e.xhort them to believe

that they were "saved," because theyrepeated
a certain formula of words, or because of any
thing they had thought or willed. It left

the question, whether they were saved or
not, as one to be settled between each ind
vidual soul and its Creator, who knows he
and when and in what degree to impart a
sense of his loving-kindness and acceptance
to his dedicated children. While these may
often be bowed down with a humble sense of

their own unworthiness, there are few indeed
of them who would be so unwise as to expect
"to make themselves worthy" of the Divine
favor, well knowing that "all merit and all

worthiness is in Christ alone."

In corroboration of our own views, we
sert an e.xtract from a letter recently received
from one whose long experience of the good
ness and mercies of the Lord give weight to

bis remarks. Ho says :

"In the whole of the paragraph on page
166 of The British Friend, first column, [the
part above commented on], he seems to lose

sightof that precious, passive, submissive state

of mind so becoming to new-born babes in

Christ, wherein ourown willsand wisdom with
the unsaiictified workings of the unrenewed
heart are nailed to the cross. Instead of tliis

[he implies that] we are, bya so rtof imputative
righteousness, or belief in the dear Redeemer'
outward coming, so justified, that a 'present
reconciliation, and a free and full pardon' is

experienced Jirst, and then the Holy Spirit

bears witness of peace. Whereas the apostle

says, 'No man can call Jesus Lord, but by
.the II0I3' Ghost.' Do not Friends believe we
must be delivered from sin itself before we
can be delivered from the wages of it ? And
is it not by walking in the Light of Christ
manifested in the heart, that the blood is

known to cleanse from all sin ? Is it not the
powerof Christ revealed in the heart that saves
through our obedience to it? Did not Wil
liam Penu write that if we reject Him as our
Sanctifier, none of us can truly know him to

bo our Sacrifice ?"

In his remarks on Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, S. Pumphrey speaks of the testi-

mony to plainness of attire maintained by
Friends in this section of country, as an "ex-
aggerated regard to a ritual of dress." To
meet with such criticisms is one of the afilic-

tioiis that consistent Friends must expect to

bear in these times, when a self-confident

spirit prevails in some, leading those under
its iufluonco to sit in judgment on persons of

more spiritual experience than themselves,
inducing them to set at naught the counsel

and concern of religiously exercised Friends
on their behalf, and causing them to assume
an attitude of defiance towards those who
may truly be regarded as fathers in the church.
Yet it is a comfort to reflect that such criti-

cisms apply with no greater force to consistent
Friends of this day, than to their faithful pre-

decessors in the truth.

We have been requested to call attention to

the desire of the officers in charge of the
School for Indian children under the care of
the United States Government at Carlisle,

Pa., "to bring some of those Indian pupils
more directly in contact with the civilized

home-life and language of the white race, th
is possible while together in large numbers."
,It is proposed to place those who it is thought
will prove satisfactory, during the two months'
vacation, in the families of suitable persons
who are willing to receive them. Their
travelling expenses will be paid, but their

services are expected to compensate for their

board.

Address E. H. Pratt, Carlisle Barracks, Pa,

The office of the Children's Country Week
is 1429 Market St.,—not 1492 as incorrectly
stated in our last number.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—In reference to the recent firing

into an American .schooner off the Cuban coast, the
State Department has been informed by the Spanish
Government that it has no such vessel as the Nuncio,
and the Spanish authorities are inclined to believe that
the vessel was a pirate. Ample reparation is promised,
however, should it turn out tliat the outrage w.as coun
tenanced by Spanish officials.

Invasions of the Indian Territory by companies of
emigrants from Illinois and Missouri, are reported from
Kansas City. No official information of the invasion
has yet reached the Interior Department.
An official statement compiled at the Post-office De-

partment, shows that the issues of postage stamps,
stamped envelopes and postal-cards, during the fiscal

year just closed, foot up an aggregate of $31,932,-519,
being an increase of nearly three and a half million
dollars over the preceding year. Tlie greatest propor-
tional increase was in the item of postal cards, the issues
of which amounted to $2,753,470. The issues ofpostage
stamps aggregated $22,414,928.
A fire in Tyrone, Pa., on the 8th inst., destroyed six-

teen buildings—among them two banks and the post-

office. The loss is estimated at $125,000 to $150,000.
A heavy rain storm at Des Moines, Iowa, on the 7th,

is reported to have done great damage to property and
the growing crops. Severe storms pa.ssed through
parts of New York on the 11th, several barns and other
farm buildings were destroyed by lightning during the
day.

A stagecoach containing nine people, while descend-
ing Mt. Washington on the llth inst., was upset when
rounding a curve, throwing the occupants into the
woods and on the rocks. One person was killed, and
five others injured. The driver is said to have been
drunk.
A number of French Jesuits have arrived in Quebec,

and others are expected to seek an asylum in Canada.
In Chicago during the hist week, the temperature for

four consecutive d.ays, ranged from 90 to 93 degrees in

the shade. Six cases of sunstroke, two fatal, occurred.
The valuation of New York city for taxation pur-

poses, for the year 1880, is $1,143,765,727.
Tlie Ad.ams Express Company has the daily use of

21,216 miles of railroad, for which the companies re-

ceive an annual compensation of $2,093,412. During
the last year it carried for theGovernment $661,000,000;

id for the general public the sum of $11,050,000,000.
The mortality in this city for the week ending on

the 10th inst., w.is 467. Of this number 169 were adults
and 298 children—191 being under one year of age.
Fifty deatlis occurred from consumption ; 15 congestion
of the brain ; 5 diphtheria ; 115 cholera infantum. The
Health Officer's report, for 1879, states that the actual

mortality for the year was 15,473 ; the number of bi

registered was 18,499 ; number of marriages 5,224.
'

ratio of deaths was 18.25 per 1000 persons.

Markets, <£-c.—United States sixes, 1881, 104J;
registered, 102J^ ; coupon, 103}; 4i's, 110; 4's, 108^

Cotton.—There was no material change to notio
price or demand. Sales of middlings are reportei

12 a 12f cts. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans. ;
Petroleum.—Standard white 10| cts. per gallo

export.

Flour is firm and in fair demand at rather higT
rates. Sales of 3000 barrels, including Minnesota '

tras, at $4.75 a $6.25; Pennsylvania family at $4.65

15 ; western do. do. at $-5.25 a $6, and patents at $(

a $7.75. Rye flour is steady. Sales at $4.25 per b
Grain.—Wheat is in good demand, but rather lo»

Sales of 50,000 bushels, including choice red and i

at $1.14 a $1.15J, and damp do. do. at $1 a $1.05. I

is steady at 85 cts. for Pennsylvania. Corn is

Sales of 10,000 bushel, including rejected, at 45 3

cts. ; steamer at 47 a 48 cts. ; mixed at 49J cts., and

;

low at 51i a 52 cts. Oats are firmer. Sales of 7,1

bushels, including mixed at 37 J cts., and white at 4

44 cts. per bushel.

Hay and Straw Market.-For week ending 7th 1

10th, 18S0.—Loads of hay, 255 ; loads of straw,

Average price during the week : Prime timothy, $1
to $1.50 per 100 pounds ; mixed, $1.25 to $1.35 per.

pounds ; straw, $1.05 a $1.25 per 100 pounds.
Beef cattle were in fair demand, and prices wet

fraction higher: 2-500 head arrived sold .at the diffet

yards at from 4 a 5J cts. per lb. as to condition.
Sheep were rather higher: 7000 head sold at

different yards at 2.i a 5 cts. per lb., as to condition.

Hogs were unchanged : 5000 head sold at the (

ferent yards at 6J a 7 cts. per lb.

Cows were dull : 170 head sold at $20 a $50 per he
Foreign.—A dispatch to the News from Dublii

"The weather all over Ireland, up to the present, 1

been most favorable. It is expected that the pot
crop will be enormous. It promises to exceed anyth;

seen in Ireland since the period anterior to the fam
of 1847. Root and cereal crops are also luxuriant."

The Irish Compensation bill before the House, me
with strong opposition ; and the general impressioi
that the bill will not become a law.

The Amnesty bill, in a modified form, has pan
both Houses of the French Government, and an offic

decree has been published granting full remission
sentences to all individuals convicted of participati

in the insurrection of 1870—1, and subsequent
rectionary movements.

It is reported that the Government is disposed

suspend the execution of the anti-Jesuit decrees .igai

other religious orders until the legal tribunals hi

decided on the case of the Jesuits.

The Government at Constantinople is indispa
towards the recommendations of the late Conferen
It is reported th.at the Turkish Minister of Forei

AfTairs has offered to pay a money indemnity to Mon
negro, if the latter consents to relinquish all clain

the territory in question.

England and France have advised Greece to postpt

calling out the reserves, until the collective note 1

been received and replied to by Turkey and Greece,

order to avoid offering the Porte any pretext for

sistance.

A Russian caravan has been pillaged on the Chin'

frontier and two raerchani-s were killed. A party

Russian e.xplorers are prisoners in the hands of I

Chinese.

During last week, a timber raft with forty persons

board was dashed to pieces in the rapids of the ri» »

Dnieper, and all perished.

SaiUh America.— .\rica has been captured by
Chilians, which is looked upon .as a fatal blow to I

opes of Peru, but the President still urges the conth
ance of the war, and is taking most energetic measui

Seventy-one deaths occurred from yellow fever, a

eleven from small-pox, in Havana," during the )i

week.

FRIENDS' ASYLUJI FOR THE INSANE,
Near Fraakford, {Twenly-lhird Ward,) PhUadclphii

,,,

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hali,,M.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, at his residence in this city, 2iul mo. 3d, 18* ;;

.James H. Cresson, aged 76 years, a member of t

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for tl

Western District.
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Samuel Smith's Testimony,

his valuable Friend wa'i born in Bucks
Pa., in 1737, but lived during most of his

in the citv of Philadelphia, whither he

oved in 1763.

is friends say of him: "He was one of

ie who, early felt drawn to bear a tesli-

y against the free use of ardent spirits,

the sale of that article being connected
I the business in which he was engaged,
ecaraii burthensome; and dwelling near
preserving principle in his own mind,
ch redeems from a selfish spirit, and in-

es not only with love to God, but love to

neighbor, he was strengthened to relin-

h the prospect of present gain for the more
g riches of a quiet and approving con-

minister of the Gospel he travelled in

parts of America, and twice paid re-

visits to England. In his variousjour-

s on Truth's account, " he was careful to

p so near his Guide as to be preserved from
eeding the limits of his concern, or con-

ng longer fiom home than the clear mani-
aiions of duty required; being tenderly

citiius that the ministry should in no re-

el be burthensome."
Vhen near the end of life he drew up the

owing testimony:

—

I think it right now in the 77th year of

age, to subscribe my firm belief in that

red truth, that God wills that all men
uld be saved with an everlasting salvation,

ough faith in Christ Jesus, and by obedi-

!e to the dictates of his pure Holy Spirit,

is I can say was manifested and operative

my mind in very early life, leading to the

3 of God, doing good and shunning evil,

I as it was attended to and obeyed, it

ught peace and happiness, which is Heaven,
t when disobeyed it brought reproof, cor-

tion and trouble, that which is directly

)o.«ite to happiness; and this I have found

be the case during the whole course of my
thus the two seeds, or spirits, are striv-

r in man for government, and to whichever
most yields, the fruit is either peace and
)pines8 or guilt and trouble; and I think
lave had this further evidence of the benefit

regarding this Divine monitor or principle

within, that when I have attended to its secret

intimations even in regard to ti'mporal pur-

suits, I have never been suffered to go very
deep into perplexing entanglements; thus
safety and happiness will bo the blessed effect

both as it regards this life, and that no doubt
which is to come.

If I have been favored to pass through
seventy years of life with less difficulty and
embarrassment than many others, I attribute

t to that degree of attention I have paid to

this inward monitor, which I have most surely

believed to be man's surest guide through the

Iderness of this world. And the greatest

perple.xities 1 have ever been in, have been bj'

leeting or disregarding it. Thus I feel

desirous that the minds of all men might be

turned with due attention to this heavenly
Guide, especially in early life. But if tney

will not regard it, neither would they be per-

suaded though one rose from the dead.

A disregard, in the first place, to that

heavenly counsel of the blessed Master to

k first the kingdom of God and his right-

eousness, with the promise that all things

hould be a<lded, lays the foundation for mul-

tiplied difficulties, for when there is a bi-gin-

ning wrong, the path as it is pursue ), may be

expected to be sirewed with perplexities.

Oh that mankind would also regard the

prophet's advice, not to seek great thini;s for

ourselves, then a little with the divine bless-

ing upon it, would teach contentment, and
this would lead to happiness, and thus heaven
would be begun here, a sure pledge if steadily

pursued to obtain it hereafter.

Having looked over the foregoing, now in

the 78t,h year of my age, I can afresh sub-

scribe to tne truth of it, and have a comfort-

ing hope, I trust, that I shall be favored to

lay down my head in peace with the Supreme
Judge and all men. Samuel Smith.

Philadelphia, 5th mo. 10th, 1814."

As the close drew near, he gave directions

concerning his funeral, requesting that no
public invitation should be given in any meet-

ing, and that his connexions at a distance

should not be sent for; observing that he had
long been grieved with the great parade of

funerals, and with iheentertainments of some
in the country at the houses of the deceased,

a ter the interment.

The evening before his death, he suffered

much pain, and being asked whether ho could

say, " My heart is fixed," ho replied :
" I have

not much else to say than that I feel as if all

my nearest friends had forsaken me—that is,

there is none of them can come where I now
am—and all I can do is to desire patiently to

endure my portion of suffering until it shall

please the Master to release me. I have not

ability now to look into my heart and my ac-

counts there, but I feel a confidence that

mercy and peace will attend me."
He died on the 1st of Ninth month, 1817,

in the 81st year of his age.

A Ride «ii an Avalanche.

So great are the dangers and difficulties

that beset the Alpine climbers that/our guides
accompanied a party of two who left Sion to

ascend the Haul de Cry, on Feb. 28th, 1864,
with Benner, the trusted guide of Prof. Tyn-
dall, perhaps the most prudent and skilled of

Alpine guides, in charge. Starting at 3 A. M.,

from Ardon, by 7 a. m., the party reached a

height of seven thousand feel, but such ob-

stacles did the snow present that in the next
three hours they gained only one thousand
feet. The snow was dangerous, for at what
step might they not start an avalanche !

While crossing a couloir, two of the men sunk
to the waist in ih.) snow. Avoiding the soft

places, Benner crossed above them, the snow
holding him up; I, following, sank and had
to cross through the furrows made by those

who sank first.

Boissonet then advanced ; he had made but

a few steps when wo heard a deep, culling

sound. Ttic snow-field split in two about four-

teen or fifteen feet above us. The cleft was
at first quite narrow, not more than an inch

broad. An awful silence ensued ; it lasted but

a few seconds, and then it was broken by Ben-
ners voice, " VVir sind alle verloren," we are

all lost. His words were slow and solemn,

and those who knew him felt what they really

meant when spoken by such a man as Benner.
They were his last words. I drove my alpen-

stock into the snow and brought the weight
of my body to bear on it ; it went in to within

three inches of the top. I then waited. It

was an awful moment of suspense. I turned

my head towards Benner to see whether he

had done the same thing. To m}' astonish-

ment, I saw him turn round, face the valley,

and stretch out both arras. The ground on
which we stood began to move slovvly, and I

felt the utter uselessncss of any alpenstock.

The speed of the avalanche increased rapidly,

and before long I was covered up with snow
and in utter darkness. I was suffocating,

when with a jerk, I suddenly came to the sur-

face again. The rope had caught most pro-

bably on a rock, and this was evidently the

moment when it broke. I was on a wave of

the avalanche, and saw it before me as I was
carried down.

It was the most awful sight I ever wit-

nessed. The head of the avalanche was al-

ready at the spot where we had made our last

halt. The head alone was preceded by a thick

cloud of snow dust; the re^t of the avalanche
was clear. Around me I heard the horrid

hissing of the snow, and far before me the

thunder of the foremost part of the avalanche.

To prevent myself sinking again, I made use

of ray arms much in the same way as when
swimming in a standing position. At last I

noticed that I was moving slower ; then I saw
the pieces of snow in front of me stop at some

1 yard's distance , then the snow straight before

me stopped, and 1 heard on a largo scale the

[same creaking sound that is produced when
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a heavy cart passes over hard-frozen snow in

T\-inter. 1 felt that I also had slopped, and

instantly threw up both arms to protect my
head in case I should again bo covered up.

I had stopped, but ihe snow behind me was
still in motion; its pressure on my body was

so strong that 1 thought that I should be

crushed to death. This tremendous pressure

lasted but a short time, and ceased as suddenly

as it had begun. 1 was then covered up by

snow coming from behind me. My first im-

pulse was to try and uneover my head, but

this I could not do; the avalanche had frozen

by pressure the moment it stopped, and I was
frozen in. Whilst trying vainly to move my
arms, I suddenly became aware that the hands

as far as the wrist had the faculty of motion.

The conclusion was easj', they must be above

the snow. I set to work as well a-< I could
;

it was time, for I could not hold out much
longer. At lust I saw a faint glimmer of

light.

The crust above my head was getting thin-

ner, and it let a little air pass, but I could not

reach it any more with my hands ; the id. -a

struck me I might pierce it with my breath.

After several etforts I succeeded in doing so,

and felt suddenly a rush of air toward my
mouth ; I saw the sky agiin through a little

hole. A dead silence reigned around me; 1

was surprised to be still alive, and so per-

suaded at the first moment that none of my
fellow-sufferers had survived, that I did not

even think of shouting for them. I then made
vain efforts to extricate my arms, but found

it impossible ; the most I could do was to j.>in

the ends of ray fingers, but they could not

reach the snow any longer. After a few
minutes I heard a man shouting: what a re-

lief it was to know that I was not frozen in

and they could come to my assistance! Sud-

denly there was an exclamation of surprise.

Eebot had seen my hands, he cleared my head
in an instant. Soon the three guides who
survived cut the snow with the axe down to

my feet, and I was taken out. A fatal ride

it was. Boisonnet, my companion, and Ben-
ner, the faithful guide, were dead—buried and
suffocated in the snow. The bodies were re-

covered in three days afterwards.

—

Hours of

Exercise Among the Alps.

be the extreme of madness and mi8er3'—the

utter degradation and ruin of man's soul.

—

Joseph Barker.

Testimony of a Converted Skeptic.—Men who
have straj'ed into skepticism are continually

coming back to the Bible, and accepting it

again as their teacher, their guide, and their

comforter. I am myself an instance of this.

Carried away, as by a tempest, from my early

faith, I wandered for years in the dreary re-

gions of doubt and unbelief. I looked for

light and beheld darkness. I sought rest and
found disquietude. And the farther I went
the worse I fared, and the longer I remained
in those dismal shades the more wretched I

became. 1 found myself at length face to face

with utter darkness and eternal death. God,
in his mercy, rescued me I'rom that awful state,

and brought me back to Christ. And hero I

am, happy in the light of his truth and in the
assurance of his love. I praise the Bible, and
love Christ and Christianity more than ever,

and I am more happy in the work of a minis-

ter than ever I was in my life. And my
ability to maintain the claims of Christ and
Christianity and the Bible to the love and
reverence and gratitude of mankind is greater
than ever. And my hatred and horror of in-

fidelity arc greater than over. I know it to

Selected.

London Epistle, 1751.

Dearly beloved young Friends—In much
affection and tendernesi we exhort you, above

all things, to give diligent heed and attention

to the voice of the Spirit of Christ speaking

in the secret of your own consciences, reprov-

ing for evil, and speaking peace when you do

well. For this, as it is closely and reverently

regarded, will not only season your minds

with a holy fear and dread of offending the

Great Majesty of heaven and the whole earth,

and thereby be a means of preserving you
from the vices and vanities, and allurements

of the world; but wi'l also influence you to

seek after, and pray earnestly for, that wis-

dom which is from above. Happy are the

youth who thus give up their names to serve

the living God with full purposeof heart! How
inexpressible are the blessings which those

who are thus early devoted to serve the Lord,

bring upon themselves! And how do they

cause the hearts of their parents and friends

to overflow with joy and thanksgiving to the

Author of all our mercies ; and the church of

God to magnify his name, tor the continuance

of his goodness to his pc^iple, from one gene

ration to another! Whilst the ungodly and

di,-obedient, and such as, contrary to the ten-

derentreatiesandadmonitionsoftheirparents,

the counsel of their friends, and the dictates

of the Spirit of Truth in their own hearts,

give up the reins to their unruly passions, and
indulge themselves in rioting, wantonness, and
excess, too often wound their parents with

grief and affliction, become themselves a re-

proach to their Christian pnifession, and ren-

der their own lives short and miserable, at-

tended with such reflections as these: "How
have I hated instruction, and ray heart de-

spised reproof, and have not obej'ed the voice

of my teachers, nor inclined mine ear to them
that instructed me!" Prov. v. 12, 13.

Oh ! that all such may return unto the Lord,

whilst the day of his gracious visitation is

extended unto them, who delighteth not in

the death of a sinner, but willeth the salva-

tion of all.

Pride.

And now abideth pride, fashion, extrava-
gance, these three ; but the greatest of these

is pride—simply because it is the root of the
whole matter. Destroy' the root, and the tree

will die.

It is hardly worth while to waste ammuni-
tion in shooting at fashion and extravagance
as long as the root is alive. Most persons say
it does not matter how people dress, pride is

in the heart. Very true, but straws show
which way the wind blows. Plain exterior

may cover up a proud heart ; but depend upon
it, a fashionable exterior seldom, if ever,

covers up a plain heart. Some rules work
two ways, but some will not. A lady once
asked a minister whether a person might not
be fond of dress and ornaments without being
proud ? He replied, " When you see the fox's

tail peeping out of the hole j'ou may be sure

the fox is within." Jewelry, and costly and
fashionable clothing, may all be innocent
things in their places, but when hung upon a

human form they give most couclusive evi-

dence of a proud heart.

" But is it possible that a man can be fn
at this advanced age of refinement that da

to write or speak a word against pride and
con^equences? The lai-ge majority' oft
class of men died and were handsomely bar

some time ago. Now, the pulpits have nea

all shut down on that stylo of preaching. 1

fact is we have passed that age, and are liv-

in better times. Our fathers and moth
were far behind the times. They were gc

enough in their way ; but, dear me, they woi

not do now. They wore plain clothes, w
shipped in plain churches, and sung old fa

ioned hymns. They talked and acted I

some old pilgrims that were looking foi

better country; and when they left the

they stuck to it, to the very last, that tl

were going to a city where there is no nigb

It is my deliberate opinion that the vast t

jority ot them went just where they said tb

were going.

But thej' are nearly all out of the way nc

and the people have a mind to try a diffen

route. " We can be Christians now and
as we like. Yes indeed. We can have i

churches, cushioned seats, costly carpets

fashionable preacher, and have all our fiddii

and singing done to order. Why in some
our modern churches the majority of the ch

are not even members of the church ; and tb

do sing 80 sweetly
;
perfectly delightful. I

music rolls over the heads of the congregati

like the sound of many waters. Not a wc
can be heard; but the sound is glorio

Sometimes one sings all alonefor a little whi

then two, and pretty soon the whole choir w

chime in until the whole house is filled w;

most transporting sound. Now, if this is I

singing with the spirit, and with the und
standing also, then what is it ? that's the qa
tion. I know it is a little risky to t^peak (

against pride at this day, because the chur.

is full of it. It is of no use to deny it. A
hundreds who occupy the pulpit, whose da

jit is to point out these evils plainly, are li

idumbdogs; the}' dcjn't even bark at it. Tb
ijust let it go; and go it does. And in prop,

tion as pride gains in a church, spiritual po

dies out. They will not, cannot, dwell

,gether, for they are eternal opposites. It

a sin and a shame for men and women pi

fessing Christianity to spend money the

the}' do to gratify a proud heart. There

many evils in the land and in the church

I doubt if any one evil is doing more bar

than pride. It has stolen into the church
degrees, and now rules with a rod of it

Churches that were once noted for plainnei

land whose law still stands against prid

fashion, are practically powerless on the sa

ject.

I The religion of Christ is pure, peaceabl

'gentle, ea-y to be entreated, and full of mc
lAll Christians are baptized with one S|

jinto one body. They mind not high thint

but condescend to men of low estate, fht

j

highest ambition is to honor God, with i

they have and are. They are not puffed

not conformed to this world, but transformt

by the renewing of their minds. There is i

such thing in heaven or earth as a proud Chr
tian ; there never was, nor never can be. P
is of the devil—it originated with him; ai

[he is managing it most successfully in destro

jing souls. But who is to blame for thi

!of thini,'S in the church? First, and mosti

the pulpit is to blame. Men who profess

I
be called of God to lead people to heave
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ceased to rebuke this soul-destroying,

en provoUing spirit. But why? First,

living, then for a popularity,

hurches that wero ouce powerful for good
now well nigh lost in forms and fa-hions.

may shut our eyes, and cry old fogy,

all that, but the fact is before us—pride,

ion and extravagance are eating the very

out of many of the heretofore best con-

jations in the land. The world is running

y. The rich lead the waj% because they

;
while the poor strain every nerve to

) in sight.

—

Bishop J. Weaver.

ry of tlie Cataract.—Niagara Fall Dry for a Day.

he following letter has been published in

Chicago Tribune. To it are appended
ficates of several persons of respectable

ding in the community, attesting the cor-

ness of the stutoment as to the lowness of

water in the Niagara Eiver at the time
tioned.

Hamilton, Ontario, June 9.—In the month
larch last I delivered in ilie City of Ilamil

Ontario, a lecture entitled ' Upper Canail

t Was Fifty Years Ago, and Ontario as It

d, in the course of my lecture, I

fe of the great difficulty of constructing

Inti-rnational Bridge between Buffalo and

Canada side opposite to that citj-, on ac-

it of the great current of water running
imes down the Niagara river, where the

ers are driven by strong westerly winds
n Lake Erie, whereas the quantity of

er running down the river is very much
inished when the winds drive up Lake
3. I then remarked :

This fact caused an event 32 years ago
month, of which probably very few of

have ever heard. I refer to the lime

sn the Falls of Niagara were dry for a

le day. That day was the Slst of March,

I. I did not witness it myself, but I was
of it the next daj' by my late brother-

aw, Thomas C. Street, Esq., member of

liament. Happening to go out to his

ce the next day, he told me that his miller

r he had a grist on the rapids above the

s) knocked at his bedroom door about 5

ock in the morning of that day, and told

1 to get up, as there was no water in the

I-race and no water in the great river out

} of the race. He said that he was startled

the intelligence, and hurried out as soon as

could dress himself, and then saw the river,

the eigt) of which he had been born 34

irs before, dry. After a hurried breakfast

d his youngest daughter, (then unmar-
d), went down about three-quarters of a

le to the precipice itself, over which there

9 so Utile water running, that, having pro-

ed himself with a strong pole, they started

m the Table Rock and walked near the

;e of the precipice, about one-third of the

,y toward Goat Island, on the American
jre, and, havmg stuck this polo in a crevice

the rock, and Miss Su-eet having tied her

cket handkerchief firmly on the top of the

e, they returned. He said that he then

ned his view toward the river below the

Us, and saw the water so shallow that im-

mse jagged rocks stood up in such a fright-

mannertbat he shuddered when bethought
his having freqtiently passed over them in

J liitle Maid ot the Mist (as I often ha i

above the Falls toward Goat Island. When
he told me this he reproached himself verj-

ch for not having set;t out for me, about

eight miles distant, but he said that, though
he had several times intended doing so, he

bad each time concluded not to d') it, lest,

before we could reach the wonderful scene,

the waters would have returned to their old

rses. Of course everybody was speaking

of the wonderful event when I was out there

next day, and I have heard others who wit-

nessed it speak of it since that time.' So far

can I testify to the evidence of the fact at the

lime of the occurrence.

T. C. Street's theory was this: That the

winds had been blowing down Lake Erie,

which is only about 30 feet deep, and rushing

a great deal of water from it over the Falls,

and suddenly changed and blew this little

water (compiiratively speaking) u]) to the

western portion of the lake ; and that, at this

juncture, the ice on Lake Eiie, which had

been broken up by these hitrh winds, got

jammed in the river between Buffalo and the

Canada side, and formed a dam which kept

back the waters of Lake Erie a whole day."

T. B. Falter.

hame, and submit to that power that would
leanse his heart, for which unmerited favor,

all within him worshipped and praised Him
th;it lives for ever. And having happily ex-

perienced the advantage of joining with wis-

dom's caU, he was earnest in inviting others

to join with it. And if wo come thus to obey

the call of wisdom, we shall dwell in a quiet

habitation, in a covert from the storm in times

of trial, when afflictions roll upon us, for these

we must expect on this side the grave."

How the Pyramids Were Built.

Prom the far distance 3'ou see the giant

forms of the pyramids, as if they were regu-

larly chrystalized mountains, which the ever-

creating nature has called forth from the

rock, to lift themselves up towards the vault

of Heaven. And yet, they are but tombs,

built by the hands of men, which have been

the admiration and astonishment alike of the

ancient and modern world. Perfectly ad-

justed to the cardinal points of the horizon,

they differ in breadth and height, as is shown
by measurements of the three oldest, as fol-

lows: 1. The Pyramid ofKhufa, height, 450.75

ft., breadth, 746 ft. 2. Pyramid of Khafra,

height, 447.5 ft., breadth, 690.75 ft. 3. Pyra-

mid" of Menkara, height, 203 Ft., breadth, 352.78

ft. The construction of these enormous masses

had long been an insoluble mystery, but later

generations have succeeded in solving the pro-

blem. According to their ancient usages and

customs, the Egyptians, while they still so-

In a mooting held at Carlow, Ireland, in

the year 1762, " Samuel Fothergill was largely

engaged in testimony," as wrote one then

present, " setting forth the doctrines of Chris-

tianity, and the foundation of it, at much
engtb, for the information of those differing _. . - .

n name from us (for true religion is the same journed in health and spirits, wereever mindful

n all) sayin<r, that as
'

'

........
1 --.were a people who

almost everywhere ho'^. been spoken against,

sometimes through ignorance, and sometimes,

he was afraid, through malevolence, ho was
willing to inform them what principles we
held, and what our belief was concerning the

fundamentals of Christianity ;
and that it was

not being men of literature, nor any natural

or acquired ability as men and creatures, that

could procure to us that substantial religion

that would stand by us beyond the grave, by

assisting us to renounce the devil and all his

works, the pomps and vanities of this wicked

world ; but our humbly depending upon that

to turn their looks to the region where the de-

parting Ra took leave of life, where the door

of the grave opened, where the bod_^', well con-

cealed, at length found rest, to rise again to a

new existence, after an appointed time of long,

long years ; while the soul, though bound to

the body, was at liberty to leave the grave

and return to it during the daytime, in any

form it chose. In such a belief it was the

custom betimes to dig the grave in the form

of a deep shaft in the rook, and above this

eternal dwelling to raise a superstructure of

sacriScial chambers, sometimes only a hall,

sometimes several apartments, and to adorn

ciency which is of'God.' * * * He said ithem richly with colored writings and painted

he was sensible that many were prevented
|
sculptures, as was becoming to a house of

from coming to partake of the inestimable [pleasure and joy. The king began his work

blessingof peace and serenity of soul, by that from his accession. As soon as he mounted

the throne, the sovereign gave orders to a

nobleman, the master of all the buildings of

his land, to plan the work and cut the stone.

The kernel of the future edifice was raised on

the limestone soil of the desert, in the form,

of a small pyramid built in steps, of which

the well constructed and finished interior

formed the king's eternal dwelling, with his

stone sarcophagus lying on the rooky floor.

Let us suppose that this first building was

finished while the Pharaoh still lived in the

bright sunlight. A second covering was
added, stone by stone, on the outside of the

monster, shnvie, so that they cannot bear r

cule Irom their acquaintance, which must be

their lot if they are bent to live a Christian

life. But the cross being as foolishness, and

a stone of stumbling, men remain in darkness

and ignorance, and answer not the end of their

creation, and are prevented from coming to

the knowledge of Him who has called us to

glory and to virtue.

This, he acknowledged, had been the case

with himself in the early part of his life, when
he lived in as loose and forgetful a manner as

perhaps any present, though often convicted
i

in the secret of his soul for his folly. But kernel ; a third to this second, and to this

shame would not allow him to submit to bejeven a fourth; and the mass of the giant

accounted a fool, for he had extended pretty
[

building grew greater the longer the king en-

far in notion and speculation, and endeavored joyed existence. And then, at last, when it

to procure some knowledge in literature, but

was made sensible it would avail nothing in

that which pertains to life and godliness,

through the knowledge of Him who has called

us to glory and to virtue. And as destruction

_ ._,. ^ from God was a terror to him, because of his

ne). He then returned toward home, and highness and majesty, he could not endure,'such pyramids once rose on the margin of the

ovefromtheCanadashoresomeoDe-halfmileihe was enabled in measure to conquer this desert, each tolling of a king, of whom it was

became almost impossible to extend the area

of the pyramid further, a casing of hard stone,

polished like glass, and fitted accurately into

the angles of the steps, covered the vast mass

of the sepulchre, presenting a gigantic triangle

on each of its four faces. More than seventy
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at once the tomb and monument. Had not

the greater number of these sepulchres of the

Pharaohs been destroyed almost to the foun-

dation, and had the names of the builders of

these which still stand been accurately pre-

served, it would have been easy for the en-

quirer to prove and make clear by calculation

what was originally, and of necessity, the

proportion beiwoon the masses of the pyra-

mids and the years of the reigns of their re-

spective builders —Brugsch's Egypt.

For " The Friend."

A Settlpment in the Trnth.—Gospel Ministry.

When Job Scott was laboring in the service

of the Gospel in the year 1789, in the lower

part of Maryland, he came to a place called

"The Clifts," of which he says :
" We had a

glorious meeting at this place, at Friends'

meetinghouse, but mostly among such as

vere not Friends, mtmy of them being called

Methodists, a people that abound in this land
;

and some of their hearts have been touched

with a live coal i'rom the holy altar ; but they

seem very unsettled, inany having hurried

forward into much religious activity, being

very noisy, talkative, and almost, if not quite,

ranting. Yet I iiope some of them will come
to a settlement in the trnth ; but expect many
will quite run out, and finally shake off their

religious exercise ; this being the natural con-

sequence of making haste into religious per-

formances without the pure leadings of truth

therein. M3' heart and mouth were largely

opened among them in this and divers other

meetings; and thisday.inaspecial manner, the

streams of life flowed plentifully and sweetly,

to my great satisfaction and comfort, and to

the refreshment of many minds. Glory to

God, who hath hitherto helped us! We can

do nothing without his help, but can do all

things required of us through his strength-

ening influence in and upon us."

A few days after this he attended a meet-

ing at Stafford, in Virginia, of which he ob-

serves :
" It was silent, except a feiv words at

the close, which I felt easy to drop with my
hat on, informing that the life was so low,

and the springs so shut up, that I had not

dared to attempt anything under pretence of

preaching the gospel ; but that 1 felt a par-

ticular freedom to mention something that

had turned in my mind to those not of our
Society. I told them, a minister of the gos-

pel had nothing of his own to offer to the

people ; his whole dependence is on Christ

;

he must speak as the oracle of God, and only

in the ability that God giveth ; therefore is

under an absolute necessity to keep silence,

unless immediately abilitated and commis-
sioned from God ; that lor their sakes, through
the Sowings of the love which I felt to them,
I had rather desired as a creature, that the

way might be opened for communication ; but

that I found a flow of love and good will was
not a suflScient qualification to preach the

gospel ; mentioning that Saul's forcing himself

and offering, through a fear that the people

would be scattered abroad, displeased the

Lord, and Samuel his prophet ; that there-

fore 1 had not dared to attempt to preach the

gospel among them, knowing who it was
that said, such as kindle a fire and warm them-
selves by the sparks of their own kindling,

shall lie down in sorrow, I further told them,
that those who can appoint meetings when
they please, and always preach in them,
whether divinely influenced or not, whatever

they may pretend, are not the ministers of

Christ; they have something of their own,

and are not wholly dependent on Him. Such

preachers, however well they mean, and

though even sometimes favored, for the peo-

ple's sakes, yet if they go in that independent

manner, almost universally run themselves

into a flat, lifeless formality, and dry up what
little spring of life they may once have felt."

Selected.

THE WINDS.
We come ! we come ! and ye feel our might,

As we're hastening on in our boundless flight.

And over the mountains, and over the deep,

Onr broad, invisible pinions sweep,

Like the spirit of Liberty, wild and free !

And ye look on our works, and own 'tis we;
Ye call us the Winds ; but can ye tell

Whither we go, or where we dwell?

Ye mark, as we vary our forms of power,

And fell the forests, or fan the flower,

When the harebell moves, and the rush is bent,

When the tower's o'ertlirown, and the oak is rent,

As we waft the bark o'er the slumbering wave,

Or hurry its crew to a watery grave;

And ye say it is we !—but can ye trace

The wandering winds to their secret place ?

And, whether our breath be loud and high,

Or come in a soft and balmy sigh,

Our Ihreatenings fill the soul with fear,

Or our gentle whisperings woo the ear

With music aerial, still 'tis we.

And ye list, and ye look ; but what do you see?

Can ye hush one sound of our voice to peace,

Or waken one note when our numbers cea.se?

Our dwelling is in the Almighty's hand
;

We come and we go at his command.
Though joy or sorrow may mark our track,

His will is our guide, and we look not back
;

And if in our wealth ye would turn us away.
Or win us in gentle airs to play,

Then lift up your heart-s to Him who binds

Or frees, as He will, the obedient winds.

HannaA F. Gould.

What is Vulgar?

There are few attributes that are so often

misapplied aa that of vulgarity. Those who
frequently employ the word, who freely apply
it to other people, and live in dread lest it

might bo cast at themselves, generally mean
nothing more disgraceful than poverty, igno-

rance, want of refinement, or bad taste. These
things, or rather the name of them, they fear

more than any actual wrong-doing, and upon
those who exhibit them they visit the full

weight of their contempt.
Now it is quite possible that all or any of

these things may be associated with vulgarity,

but they are not in themselves vulgar. There
are thousands of persons, poor, unlearned,

without grace, or polish, or elegance, to whom
the word would be wholly inapplicable. On
the other hand, there are thousands of the

rich, and the educated, and the fashionable,

who are essentially vulgar. The trait does
not spring from outward circumstances; it is

inherent, it belongs to the man or the woman,
never to their surroundings. It may exist in

low life or in high life, in the cottage or the

court, in the factory or the university. Noth-
ing that is unavoidable, nothing that is honest,

straightforward and natural can be vulgar.

Vulgarity implies some sort of pretension, af-

fectation, or insincerity. It is exhibited equally

in two waj's—by looking up with envy and
by looking down with scorn; by flattery and
servililj', or by avoidance and contempt. It

resides in those who wish to pass off for some-
thing that they are not, in those who are

jealous of the rich or the fashionable, and ape

their manners, their habits, their conver

lion ; and it is equally present in those w
scorn the poor, the uninstruct -d or the ha

ble, and count them-<elve8 superior on 1

mere ground of their outward advantag
Honest ignorance is not vulgar, but conceil

ignorance, that affects a knowledge it dt

not posses^, is, and so is the pedantry tl

holds itself aloof from and despises those w
do not happen to have the same kind of knot

edge as itself. Who has not seen the sup

cilious and compassionate smile of a conceit

young man, who has picked up a littl

formation on some special subject, and deligl

to air it before those who, though perhaps)

wiser and bettereducated than himself char

to be unacquainted with the matter in

Neither poverty nor wealth have, in the

selves, anything to do with vulgarity;

the poverty that has no self-respect, and t

wealth that has respect for nothing but itse

are equally vulgar.

There is nothing which more pointed

exhibits this trait than the eager desire to

considered genteel, and the continual effc

to appear so. At the bottom of this there

alwaj's an uneasy suspicion that the n
thing is not there, and a fear of being fon

out, which leads to still more more strenao

exertions to deceive. But, like all counti

feits, it has not a true ring. Real refineraei

real power, real worth do not seek for a fi

by uttering loud contempt of what is inferii

or by drawing away in disgust from evei.

thing coarse or commonplace. Thej' can 1:

ford to rest upon their own merits, witho

trying to publish them ; they look with syi

path}- and charity upon the shorl-coraingg

others, and are far more anxious to lend

helping or uplifting hand than to disclaim i

acq'iaintance that might be thought to coi

promise them. The would be genteel, on.ll

other hand, care not whom they sacrifice

their low ambition. Whoever is not in t

set to which they aspire falls under the bi

of their contempt. Perhaps it is a youi

man, nobly working his own way through

college course, denying himself every luxur

dressing unfashionabiy and studying fait

fully. There will be some of his felloi

students utterly unable to appreiaate his cha

acter, who will make him a mark for the

silly shafts of ridicule. Or, the butterfl

fashion will look down with contemptuous pil

on the noble woman who is living too it

portant and valuable a life to leave her eithi

time or desire for the frivolous occupatioi

which satisfy their shallow souls.

Such persons form no judgment of the

own, of characters, action.s, beliefs or raai

ners ; the}^ accept without a qualm the di

fates of popular opinion, or rather those 1

the narrow clique which they either belon

to or aspire to join. They watch its pule

and distribute their frowns and smiles a

cordingly. Their thoughts must not stra

from the beaten path, their imaginaiioo mui

not wander into forbidden ground, their fee

ings must be toned down to the exact leV'

of conventional politeness. They are slav*

without knowing it, and they lay down i

their tyrant's feet all their simplicity, a

their candor, all their originality, all their ii

dividuality. Their life is one of sham,

sham is the essence of vulgaritj'. Let us nc

mistake. The poor, the uneducated, th

awkward, the unfashionable, if they but kee

their simplicity of heart and independence 1
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lid, cuii never be vulgar ; but all pretension,

llUiplit ity, all affectation, all mean cringinj^

1 10 cl ass and haughty supercil iousness to an-

t r, nil conceit, vanity and presumption, all

C)iiii;- of the voice of a set or clique, in a

[•(il, all that is opposed to sincerity, truth

D stiuightforwaid honesty, is not only ii'-

a:iiKil and culpable, but intrinsically and
liireiitly vulgar.

—

Public Ledger.

Zh' ollowing has been published in Tract-

111 in England.]

For Tract-Writers and Readers.

rhere are thousands upon thousands in

land and America who so read of, and

ive in Christ, as to become religious in a

e, but not truly godly; bel'lieveis, but not

heir religion is something they bring to

; not thiit which springs from Him by

3piiit dwelling in their hearts.

Inisl out of them, and for them, is so writ-

and preached up to them, and believed in

them, that Curist with tbera, and in them,

ot known.
Christ that saves is everywhere spoken

the Christ that crucifies, nowhere. The
;r of the Scriptures is made everything

:

Holy Spirit little or nothing. He is ad-

ted in theory, but liitle or not at all known
ealirj\

"he religion of preachers and people is more
fruit of the letter of Scripture enlighten-

_, in some measure, the understanding;, than

Spirit, the Blessed Spirit, convincing of

and giving a New Heart.

faith of man which says, "If I believe I

11 be saved." is prevalent, almost universal,

ongst professors; while the faith which is

he oporaiion of God, and a fruit of the

rit, is rarely seen, and seldom felt.

he former, which fills the understanding

engages the heart with dogmas, opinions,

trines, forms, and ceremonies, is every-

ire to be met with ; the latter, which unites

heart to God, makes one with Christ in

it, brings a love which is unutterable,

a peace which passeth understanding, is

rcely anywhere to be found,

hus genuine Christianity faints and droops,

ile Infidelity sneers, and Popery revives.

'ut who are principally accountable to the

9t blessed God for this state of things ?

Che answer is: Half-hearted, unfaithful,

nointed, raau-made ministers on the one

d; religious scribes and tract-writers and
tributors on the other.

Che former, by so preaching and living as

make people "godly" without the real

session of God, ivho is alone the salvation of

s people. The latter, by so writing that a

h which is of man, is taken to be that

ich is of God by the Spirit, leading men
perceptibly into the possession of a Cbris-

nily, springing cliiefly from a cultivated

derslanding, in the place of a New divine

'.art and right spirit, the gift of God, in, and

Christ Jesus our Lord.

He that hath ears to hear let him hear.

There is no hearing his gracious voice,

t by humbling ourselves under his mighty

wer; then doth He make known his will,

blessed are they that hear his word, and

ey it ; that know his will and do it.

—

Eliza-

th Stirredge.

Education in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

The necessity of keeping the children of

Friends separate from the influences of the

public schools, is felt more strongly each suc-

ceeding year ; and the concern has taken

such practical shape that but very few now
go to schools which are not taught by mem-
bers. This separation has thrown the teacliers

of the Society outside the influences which

arc at work in raising the standard and im-

proving the quality of the teaching in the

public and normal schools. The isolated ;io8i

lion of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting through

all the life of the generation which is now
coming into activity and influence, has kept

it from joining actively in general movements
inside the Society, looking towards the same
end. So that, a community by ourselves,

there is danger that we will not make that

Ijrogress in educational reforms, which the

World around us is making, and that Friends

in this vicinity will lose the position they

have held from the time of William Penn
until recently, of leaders in all matters re-

lating to education. Such a loss would serious-

ly detract from the influeme we have pos-

sessed in advancing the great m>ral reforms

we have at heart, and would indirectly be

prejudicial to the best interests of the Society

To hold our position in this respect, in

fluences should be set at work to increase the

general interest in the subject, to arouse the

activities and enthusiasm of the teachers, and

point the way to better results, and higher

motives. Such influences might take any of

the following forms:

1st. A general Educational Convention,

held at a convenient place and lime, for all

teachers of Friends' schools, for committees of

such schools, and for others interested in the

subject, in our Yearly Meeting. In this con-

vention the best methods of teaching, and

kindred subjects, could be discu-sed, and the

sp.cial needs of the schools of this Yearly

Meeting might be found and in part supplied.

2nd. The publication of an educational

periodical, especially adapted to our wants,

which should be a channel of intercommuni-

cation on this subject.

3rd. Some system like the societies for

"Home Study," which should encourage the

prosecution of systematic study by young
people after leaving school. I. S.

Sold Himself— A. story is told of a farmer

who sold a load of corn. When it was weighed

he slyly stepped on the scales, and then drove

off to unload. VV hen the wagon was weighed

he took good care not to bo in it, and con-

gratulated himself that he had cheated the

buyer by his own weight. The grain-dealer

called him in, and, after figuring up the load,

paid him in full. As he buUoned up his coat

to go out, the buyer kindly asked him to

smoke with him, and then talked over the

crops and the prices of hogs, and the likeli-

hood of the Maple Valley railway building up

that way, till the farmer fairly squirmed

his chair with uneasiness about his chores at

home. At last he could stand it no longer

and said he must go. The dealer quietly said

thought of, that he had

knowledged and compromised the affair. Now
when he markets grain he don't stand on the

scales.

Opening of an Ancient Roman Tomb.

In a letter from a Roman correspondent,

which appears in the last number of the Lon-
don Athmceum, a description is given of the

discovery of an ancient family tomb at the

f .ot of Aurelian's Wall, and within the limits

of the Farnisina Gardens, close by where had
recently been unearthed a palace containing

a fine set of ancient freseoes.

The tomb is eighteen feet square, and it is

built with buiie blocks of travertine outside,

with brickwork inside, coaled with stucco.

The doors open on the side (.pposite the liver

—that is to say, on the side facing the Jani-

culum. It stood, probalily, on the line of an

ancient road, running along the right bank
of the Tiber, which road was cut by \urelian

when he enclosed the fourteenth region with-

in his walls. Three or four steps led to the

door, above which was set the inscription,

engraved on a block of marble five feet long

by three wide. We learn from the inscrip-

tion that the beautiful mausoleum was raised

in memory, and as the resting-place, of C.

Sulpiciiis Platorious, a "decemvir stlitibus

indicandis," and of his daughter, Sulpleir'. Pla-

torina, the wife of Cornelius Priscus. The
room inside has a mosaic pavement, and three

niches for cinerary urns on eacL '"all. The
niches are separated one from the other '.:jr

half columns of masonry, coated with marble

stucco, and supporting the cornice. The
niches in the centre of each wall are semi-

circular, those at the corners are square. la

every one of them we have found a cinerary

urn, and these cinerary urns are the most ex-

quisite, the most, elaborate, the most perfect

works of the kind I have ever seen. They
are cut in while Carrara marble, and their

alto relievo represents festoons of fruits and
flowers alternating with bulls' heads. Lovely-

groups of birds fly around or eat the fruit.

Some of the urns are round, some square, the

motive of the decoration being the same for

all of them. The cover of the round ones is

in the shape of a tholus, the tiles being in the

shape of acanthus leaves, with a bunch of

flowers on the top resembling the handle.

The reliefs on the pediments represent

panoplies of various kinds. The unsealing

of the urns was indeed a moment of great

excitement ; it was performed in the presence

of a large and distinguished assembly, includ-

ing the leaders of the diplomatic body and of the

Roman nobility. They were found half full

of water (from the last floods of the Tiber,)

with a bed of ashes and bones at the bottom.

The contents were upset on a piece of white

cloth. The first heap showed nothing valuable;

the second, a large gold ring without the stone,

which was found, however, within the third

cinerarium, a most extraordinary coincidence.

The stone, probably an onyx, has been very

much injured by the same fire which calcined

the bones ; still one can make out that the

engravi ng represented a lion in repose. Noth-
ing was found in the fourth ; the fifth fur-

nished two beautiful gold rings, slightly in-

jured by fire, with cameos representing a mask
that was not to be „ , .

. m, ,

bouo-ht the farmer at full weight and paid I
and the hunting of a bear. Ihe last ui,,, ...-

hinrhis own price, and that he would insist! scribed with the name of Minasia PoUa, a

on doing as he pleased with hie own property.! girl of about sixteen (as shown by the size of

The raiser of corn saw that he had indeed the bones and teeth), contained a plain hair-

sold himself, in one sense at least. He ac-ipin of brass and nothing else.
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Having gone thn'Ugh tbe perfoimance we
came back lo ihe tomb, and direited our men
to clear up the rubbish accumulated in the

centre of the cellar. Wonder after wonler!

First of all came to light the full-size miible

statue of Sulpieia Platurina, a beautiful young
woman, with a light veil covering the head

and enveloping the upper portion of the body.

The noble carriage of tbe figure and the gene-

ral arrangement of the drapery recall to the

mind the Vatican Pudicitia, even in some
small particulars, as, for instance, the hand
appearing under the folds of the veil. The
statue is in excellent preservation. Second

to appear was the marble bust of Minasia

Pollii, one of the most refined and carefully

executed portraits ever found in Rome. She
was a beauty, and the artist was worthy of

her charms. Not a particle of the marble is

broken or lost.

At nightfall, when workmen and spectators

were preparing to leave, another and more
important statue was discovered, that of the

Emperor Tiberius, with the sword in the

rifibt hand, and a short drapery descending

from the shoulder across the body. The statue

had been crushed and split by the falling of

the vaulted ceiling, but nothing is missing to

restore and complete the whole.

Su.'^r..;.,g up the results of this memorable
and unique excavation, we have discovered be-

neath a mere handful of rubbish, two inscrip-

tions ar.d u portion of a third, six cineraria,

the marketable value of which is stated by
connoisseurs to be at least ten thousand francs

apiece, three gold rings, one intaglio and two
camei, a mosaic pavement, a bust, and two
full sized statues. Tbe excavation is not yet

complete.
It is hard to imagine and difiScult to ex-

plain how this rich tomb and its treasures

have escaped destruction oratiysortofdamag
notwithstanding their being exposed to the

view for many centuries in one of the m
populous and most unscrupulous quarters of the

town. It is diflScult to explain why the tomh
had been built so very near the Tiber, and
almost to the level of its waters, which must
have entered the room some ten or fifteen

times a year. Perhaps, when Aurclian built

his wall close to the north side of the man
leura, and raised the level of the adjoining

quarter, the mausoleum itself was buried, and
its treasures left untouched.

What is Conversion ?— Though hearing and
reading are the usual means of convincing

seri>us minds of the religious experiences of

tbe faithlul, such aids alone cannot turn the

strong tiile of our propensity to evil. That
woiideiful chant;e doth not consist in a mere
absent to truths proposed to the understand-

ing, but in a conversion of the will by the

operation of the Holy Spirit, which alternately

enlightens the mind, and mortifies the will,

till tbe point of entire passiveness is attained
;

when the balm of healing mercy is poured

into the soul, and produces such a determimd
preference of good in the mind and affections,

as fully sets it free from the dominion and
torment of corrupt nature. During this striie

of the two seeds of grace and evil in the soul,

the disposition and conduct of the patients

are wavering and inconstant, and to inexperi-

enced and superficial observer-*, utterl}' in-

comprehensible. They are supposed by such,

and sometimes, perhaps, by themselves, to be

subjects of the heavenly kingdom ; whereas

they are yet only approaching it; and, not

having entered its strait gate, are still too

uch strangers to its laws and ordinances,

perlectly to keep them. In this preparatory

state, we our taught by our frequent mi.s-

carriages the insuflSciency of man to direct

his own steps; and not being yet wholly
weaned from human dependence. Divine wis-

dom sees meet to make use of instrumental

helpers for our aid and encouragement, gradu-

ally lessening and removing these, as we are

able to endure the deprivation, till, at length,

all these props being struck away, we appear
to ourselves as utterly destitute and forsaken.

Thus what was said of typical Israel is spirit-

ually experienced by the Christian traveller
;

"He found him in a desert land, and in the

waste howlinsr wilderness ; He led him about

cheerful giver." 1 Cor. ix. G, 7. " For
there be first a willing mind, it is accept ;

according to that a man hath, and not accc^

ing to that he hath not."

Dear brethren and sisters, let us thank ft

for all that He has done for us, and be ce

tented with the way in which He has pn
pered us, and deal faithfully with the mammi
of unrighteousness, ever trusting in Jes

who hath shed his precious blood to save d

Elizabeth Gakbeb.
Mancelona, Mich.

For "Tbe Frieni'

" 12th mo. 6th, 1853, I went to Westtotn

to attend the meeting of the committee he

there. In the meeting of the committee «

Fourth-day, after getting through with tl

business, Samuel Bettle, Sr., remarked tbe,, . , P, . Tj 1 . u- .u ,
.business, bamuel Kettle, br., remarked the

Heinstrticedhim; Hekepth.mastheappel ^^ something of importance which men,
of his eye; and what followed is fulfilleo to l^^^,j

^^^ pa?chase. It was that Frien

should be preserved under a right exerci

of

his unspeakable and everlasting comfort : "As
an eagle stirreth up her nest flutlereth overf^^-^^-^^^^^i;;;^^^^^^^^

her young, spreading abroad her wings, taketh,^^^^^
^^ ^^ ^>^^ primitive doctrin^

lbem,andbeareth them upon her wings so]^^^
testimonies of Friends, and educate til

the Lord alone did lead hira, and (now) lh;.re ,

j^;,^^,^^^ .^ ^^^^^ ^j^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^,. j^^, ^^,.
IS no strange God (or lafenor object of de- ^g,.,^^^ j, ^ad been blessed, and he belie..
pendence) with b.m.' -Episcopal Recorder.

^^^ p^;^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^.^ ^^^^^^^ ^ j,,^^^;^;

*
*From the "Herald of Truth." WOuld COUtinue tO rCSt UpOU the SChOol. i

The love of Money. ^po^e in a feeling manner, and being now

One form in which this root of evil is some- ^is eightieth year, it seemed like a legacy le

times manifested is this: We often see true to the younger members who might survn

Christian brethren and sisters striving hard h"" to bear in mind in the future managl

to do their duty in all things, and yet they "lent of the seminary It was responded :.

are poor in earthly goods, and would aetually ^"^^
^^f,^

^ go^"^ ^^^''^ "P°" ^he teelinga.;.

need the assistance of those who have been ™^y-.
, „ .^o-n- -c . t i

morefortun.te; then we hearthe more favored ,
^opi^d from William Evans Jotirnal,

ones say, "If those poor p rsons had worked 12lh of ah month, 1880 in the eighty-nn i

and saved as we have done, they might have jear of our age, as a 'legacy to our de

plenty." We have often been pained to hear f"-"^"'^^ ^^'^o now have the charge of that i

Christian professors make such expressions, i^ei-esting seminary,

when it appeared as though they were seek-

inff an excuse to ea-e their consciences. Thus

David Eoberts,
Eachel H. Roberts

the3' de-pise the poor, and gloiy in the works
of their own hands, and not in the giit of God, Fashion and Deformity.—Professor Fio

who has bestowed on every man and woman delivered a very interesting lecture on th .

as He has seen fit. It matters not how small subject at the Royal Institution, having passe'

the talent which we have received from God, in review the various methods adopted b

if we are faithful in improving it acceptably different nations and at different ages of d
to Him we shall be rewarded. Let us not forming or altering the natural shape of sonn

grieve or be discontented if we are not rich
;
portion of the body in ob dience to the dii

but let us be comforted with the declaration tates of fashion. The diffei-ent practices <

of the Apostle James where he says, "God shaving, cutting and dressing the hair an

hath chosen the poor of this world, rich in beard, "and tatooing the skin were alluded ti

faith, and heirs of the kingdom." God has but more attention was given to the disfigun

not chosen them in the world, but such as are ment of the nose, lips, and ears by cuttin

willing to come out from among the world, holes and inserting varioussubsianees throng

and receive his word, renounce sin, and follow them, almost identical customs being deseribu

Jesus in humility. Jesus said, " Blessed are among people living at most remote reirion

the poor in sjiirit, for theirs is the kingdom of the" world. The fantastic methods of filin

of heaven." He does not mean hero those and chipping the front teeth into differeB'

alone who are poor in earthly goods, but the patterns practised by the Malays and som

poor in spirit ; those who are contented and African negroes were then noticed. An s(

thank God for his protection and providence
j
count of the mode of altering the form of th

to whatever extent they have been prospered; head, which prevailed once extensively i

theirs is the kingdom of heaven. If those Europe, and was almost universally adopte

who have been blessed with this world's goods i in Peru and on the western coast of Nort

are not vain and high minded, but condescend America, was followed by a description c

to men of low estate, and are willing to dis- the effects produced upon the feet of civilize

tribute to the necessities of the saints, and traces by the unnatural form of the boots com;

walk in spiritual humility, they have an equal monly worn, the evils of pointed toes ani

interest in the above promise with those who high heels being exemplified by dia:irams &n>

are poor in this world's goods. " He which specimens. The construction of the wais',

soweth sparingly shall reap also sparingly ;, was next noticed, the figure of the Venus o

and he whichsoweth bountifully shall reap^Milo, and one taken from the last Pari

also bountifully. Every man according as he: fashion book, being compared and contrasted.,

purposeth in his heait, so let him give; not] All these customs were shown to arise fron

grudgingly, or of necessity ; for God loveth a, a similar propensity, which manifested itsel
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he human mind under all conditions of

iizution, to tamper with a form which good

10, UM well as good taste, ought to teach
tlic most perfect that could be designed.

iiiii^'iii of these fashions is mostly lost in

Hiriiy, all attempts to solve them being

) more than guesses. Some of them
become associated with superstitious ob-

ances, and some have been vaguely thought
e hygienic, most iiave some relations to

entional standards of personal appear-

; but whatever their origin, the desire to

brm to common usage and not to appear
ular is the prevailinij motive which leads

it'ir continuance. The vitiation of taste

uced bj^ these conventional standards

ih shows itself in the Malay in the pr. fer-

of black teeth to those of th<3 pearly

eness, in the Bongo negro and American
)cuda8 in liking lips and ears which are

moiisly and to our eyes hideously en-

id by huge wooden plugs inserted through

1, in the Chinook Indian by contempt of

head which is not flattened like a pan-

1 or elongated like a sugarloaf, is displayed

ng ourselves by the admiration of un-

irally pointed toes and contracted waists.

'he Lancet.

Sflected.

t our Yearly Meeting in New York, in the

h month, 1808, Stephen Grellet writes:

I exercise feelingly came over Friends on

nnt of our young people, that the parents

lid increasingly manifest their concern for

Q, by training them up in a religious life

conversation, consistent with our chris-

profession, and that as a proper step

eto, a more strict care should be exercised

)arent8 and guardians over the youth, es-

ally on the afternoons of First-days,

—

;, instead of spending their time in visit-

or in unprofitable company, they should

avor to keep them at home, reading to-

er the Holy Scriptures, and also other

ks calculated to t.ring them to the knowl-

i of the truths of the Gospel, and the con

tions of the christian religion, that there

:,hey might become better acquainted also

the nature of the profession we make as

ligious Society, to ignorance of which may
aeed many of the out-goings from ammg

IS is lamentably obvious. The interesting

eet was so deeply felt in that meeting,

t an appropriate minute was made thereon,

a committee of three men and three wo
1 Friends was separated, to attend, as theii

r should open, all the subordinate meet-

s of that Yearly Meeting, and to enforce

hey should receive Divine help, the neces-

of this pious and important concern. I

one of the committee separated to that

rice.

—

Memoirs.

prospect of the supply coming to an end. On
the contrary, there is every reason to believe

thai only a very small portion of the diamon-
tiferous regions of South Africa has yet been
explored.

—

Fraser's Magazine.
Wat^*on Smith has found tannin to exist in

the leaves of the eucalyptus tree in such quan-
tities as to pi'omise to make the product of

commercial importance if the tree becomes
widely cultivated. A decoction of the leaves

has been drunk as tea. The wood of the blue

and red gum varieties has such qualities as

will make it very desirable in the arts.

Wet House Lots.—When you see a man
digging a collar in soil which you know is

underlaid by hard pan which retains the soil

moisture, and will entail consumption on chil-

dren i-eared in its cold exhiilations, go to him
and implore him not to do it

—

-Dr. George
Derby.

For securing checks from fraudulent altera-

tion. The Pir/iier ^ei^Mn^ recommends that the

paper of which the checks are to be made bo

colored in the vat with ultramarine green,

and that the ink used for filling the amount,
and signing the check, consist of a weak solu-

tion of acid. This shows white on the ultra-

marine ground, and cannot be discharged

without the manipulations for that ])iirposo

leaving their trace. A bank in Lyons is said

to have adopted this plan of check

—

British

and Coloniil Stationer and Printer.

The favorite lithographer's paper seems to

be that made b}' the Chinese. It takes pre-

cedence over other imported paper of its class,

and has grown to be quite an important item

of our trade with China.

A new metallic compound, which is adapt-

able to a great variety of uses, and is likely

to prove a valuable substame, has lately been

brought to notice. It is culled Spence's raotal,

Religions Items, &c.

Mennonite Discipline.— At a recent Confer-

ee of Mennonites, for the State of Ohio, the

following points were considered and the con-

clusions annexed were arrived it:—
Is it right for a brother to take part in or

encourage any thing that is no benefit to him
but an injury to another? Ans. JSo, not even

fit is a benefit to him. "Let no man seek

his own, but every one another's wealth." 1

Cor. X. 24.

Should not the inconsistency of ministers

lUowing their members to marry out of the

church, without reproof, and yet refusing to

marry them, be removed? Ans. It is re-

moved ; it is not allowed for members to

marry out of the Church.
If a brother has a note which he cannot

collect has he a right to sell it? Ans. He
as not.

If a brother owe a brother, and he refuses

to pay, he being more able to pay than the

other is to lose, what should be done? Ans.

He shall pay; if not, he cannot be a brother.

If a brother or sister joins a secret society,

how long can they be members of the Church
and also of the secret society? Ans. Till they

are admonished and have a reasonable time

to withdraw.
Can anything be done in the District Con-

ference that the Church may become more
uniform in dress? Ans. Yes.

We should not be conformed to the world

in speech, conduct or apparel, but seek for

uniformity in the Church.
No brother should serve as juryman on a

criminal case ; it was deemed wrong to have

lightning rods on buildings, or to have pro-

perty insured. We should seek to be united

in the bonds of love, and bear one another's

burdens. The use of musical instruments was
discouraged ; we should, according to the ad-

monitions of the apostle, "sing and make
melody unto the Lord in our hearts." We
should ea

Ho>
am

I
...^, e,

r' "_^»'-;,r """'' ! melt it, and having the properties of expant,
and secondly, by admonishing sinners

^^^^ -.^^ ^^\^,,y of resisting atmospherii .nd
remin ingthemof tho.rduty and thepurpose^^^P^

influences, acids, alkalies, 'and water,
for which they were cnated, name^

:
to

„f being susceptible of a high polish.
"jronfy God." Which however wo cmnotr

tvt T < t ;.„ r^^iA t„ , i„„,.,.,„.^
,

^ ...
1 u * u • „a\ How Not to lake Lota.—In a lecmre on

do by a protession only, but bv serving and I

worshipping in spirit and in truth.

hpe
and is formed by combininsj a metallic sul-

phide—iron pyrites, for instance, or other

similar compound— with melted sulphur. The
dy unto the l.ora in our "eaias. yv e

^^^^inaiinn forms a liquid, which, on cool-
Id earnestly seek ,0 win souls to ChritJ

^ ^^,.,, homo, eneous mass, re-
can we do this? I< irst by eadmg a holy ^'

. ^ , c \ oon i .
,.„ J - -

'
J

^
I quiruiff a temperature of ordy 320 deg. to

nious ife and aivinn a good examn e, H"" " n
, ,

' . ^, {. c ,piouN me, a lei I p o ',' I melt It, and having the properties of expand-

he will of God is ever best for us ; and I

beyond a doubt confirmed, that every at-

pt to escape from, what He appoints, and
1 impatient thought or motion under it,

adds to our affliction ; and that, until we
r without reserve, and without an inward
rmur, to the all-righteous sway of his scep-

n and over us, we shall remain, in some
ree, unhappy and in pain. But when all

hin us bows, the work's cut short.

—

J.

tt.

No ask of God only what we think will b<

t, but he gives us what he knows is best.

" Colds and their Consequences," Dr
' Robinson trave the following sensibl

The Universalist uonveniion 01 unto neiu ^^^""'""'"K"
"i .. .

"'^
,,J.UC Kjui i..na.i " ^ • itions: "A person properly clothed may walk

ts annual meeting: at Banchester, beginning I. = •
•i

i i i j j
LB annual Mice L B "

^,ur«„,„riin a strong wind for a long lime without
oth mo. 3rd. From the report of the becre-

f ^ ^ ^. .^
^^j^

taryit appears that there are in the State
1^^^^^^-.^ ^ ^|/^j^^ ^^^^^^^^^ j^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^_.^

n a very few minutes. Therefore, dim't

sit in a room where there is a draught. Un-
less you are affected by peculiar nervous con-

ditions, you .-should take a cold sponge hath

11 the morning and not wash yourself

ninety-six churches, with S.OO-t members, onj''"|'

an average of about fifty five members to a "^"^ '

church.

Natural History, Science, &c.

South African Diamonds.—The produce of w'arm water. Plunge baths in cold water are

the South African mines is enormous, and the not recommended ;
neither is it necessary to

quality of the stones, which is frequently iapply the sponge bath all over the b .dy.

marred by a somewhat tawny complexion, is |
Occasional Turkish baths are good, but those

reported to be improving. Vast profits have,
i
who have not taken them should be advised

of course, been reali/.ed. One gentleman's] by a physician before trying them. Warm
"claim" is said to have cleared in two years mufflers worn about the neck do not protect

£45.000. Tue new Eush mine alone yields one against taking cold, but on the contrary

£3,000 a day. In 1875, when the diggers render one extremely liable to take cold as

had been at work only four years, gems to the soon as he takes them off. They make the

value of £3,500,000 had been extracted from throat tender. Ladies ought to wear warmer

it. The packets of diamonds sent by post- flannel under-clothing than they now do. Feo-

ba"- from Kimberly to Cape Town in i876 pie often take cold from inhaling cold air

we'll/bed 773 pounds, and were worth £1,414,- through their m.uth. Ladies dress them-

590.° Nor does there seem to be any present selves up in heavy furs, go riding in their
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carria<fe8 and when they get borne wonder, most fiercely ;
an<1 after he had received and

where°they got that cold. It waa by talking! given many wounds to those that attempted

in the cold, open air, and thus exposing the
j

to keep him out, he cut his way through them

mucous membranes of the throat. The best
|

all, and pressed forward into the palace, where

protection under the circumstances is to keep he was received with the message—

the mouth shut. Above all, careful of

your feet in cold, damp weather. Have thick

soles on your shoes, and if caught out in a

rain which lasts so long as to wet through

your shoes despite the thick soles, put on dry

stockings as soon as you get home. But in

cold, wet, slushy weather, don't be caught out

" Come in, come in.

Eternal glory thou shalt win."

The earnest, yet humble follower of Christ,

has the never-failing source of strength which

Valirintfor- Truth t'oand effectual in his deadly

combat. He can cry unto his King, who he

knows can ht-ar him and afford help. The

without overshoes. Rubbers are unhealthy. Lord on high, who knows the secreis of every

unless care is taken to remove them as soon
j
heart, is ever mindful of his people, and He

as you get under shelter. They arrest all will never desert those who are sincerely

evaporation through the pores of the leather, striving to walk in the footsteps of the flock

Cork soles are a good invention. When you of his companions. He is an ever-present

go into the house or your oflBce, after being! Helper in the time of trouble. "Asthemoun

out in the cold, don't go at once and stick tains are round about Jerusalem, so is the

yourself by the register, but take off youi

coat, walk- up and down the room a little.

and get warm gradually."

Lord round about his people, from henceforth

even forever."

May He stimulate us to greater earnestness

and zeal in working out our salvation, in true

dependence on his help; and fill us with more

ardent concern for the spread of his kingdom
among men, so that both by example and pre

cept, we may hold forih the inviting language,

"Come and let us go up to the house of the

The Apostle Paul declared, that leaving the Lord, to the mountain of the God of Jacob

things which are behind and reaching forth and He will teach us of his ways, and we will
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to those which are before, he pressed toward

the mark for the prize of a heavenly crown.

He often exhorted those whom he addressed

to the same earnest determination to secure

walk in his paths.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The business failures in the United

that inestimable prize; telling them to take States for the first half of 1880, number 2497, with lia-

to themselves thi whole armor of God even ^Hti. amounting to^thirt^^^

those spiritual weapons which are mighty to
g^^ minions; for the first six months in 1878, 130

the destruction of all that opposes the Truth, millions. In the Dominion of Canada a similar de-

Many are the obstacles that obstruct the pro-

gress of the Zion bound traveller, and unless

there is this determined purpose to press

through all, to give up all, to make the salva-

tion of our souls the great business of life, to

do as our Saviour commanded, "Seekers? the

Kingdom of Heaven and the righteousness

thereof;" there is little hope that we shall

conquer the opposing forces of the world, the

flesh and the devil, conspiring to stop our pro-

gress.

Bunyan, in his Pilgrim's Progress, repre-

sents Valiant-for Truth, as being met on his

journey to the Celestial City by three armed
men who tried to turn him back towards the

City of Destruction. Nothing daunted, he

stood his ground nnd boldly fought ai;ainst

all three. When one afterwards said to him,

it was great odds, three against one— he re-

plied, " 'Tis true ; but little or more are noth-

ing to him that has the truth on his side.

''Though an host should encamp against me,'

said one, 'my heart shall not fear: though
war shall rise against me, in this will I be

confident.'" He further said that he cried

for succor to his King, "who," he added, "I

knew could hear me, and afford invisible help,

and that was enough for me."
The same lesson «f the need of an earnest

purpose is taught in another part of the same
book, where the Interpreter stiowed Christian

a beautiful palace which many persons desired

to enter, but were afraid to encounter the

armed men who stood about the door to pre-

vent them from going in. At last a man of a

very stout countenance put an helmet on h

head, and drawing a sword rushed toward

crease in the number of failures is reported.

The demands of the watch trade in this country now
amounts to 3,000 per day. Of this number the large

manufactories of the United States produce 1500 a day,

viz : The Waltham factory 750 ; the Elgin 500 ; Spring-

field, 111., 80; Hampden Watch Company 90; Howard
20; Lancaster 50; Kochford 40, and others are pro-

duced by smaller establishments.

The statement of the Treasury Department shows the

total amount of paper and fractional silver currency

outstanding in the United States at the close of the fiscal

year, 6th mo. 30th, to be f73.5,522,956. This is higher

than at any time since 1876 ; and the highest total at

any time reached was 1 983,3 18,685, in 1865. At the

beginning of the rebellion the total was $207,102,477—

all State bank circulation.

in the debt refunding operations there have thus far

been refunded into 5's, i^'s and 4's, $1,395,347,800

bearing higher rales of interest, and the retirement ha

ved $.58,289,168 in the annual interest charge for the

debt. The total annual interest charge is now $79,633,-

; at its highest point. 8th mo. 31st, 1865, the annual

charge was $150,977,037. The debt which was then

$2,756,431,571, is now reduced to $1,919,326,747.

The Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture sh

an advance of about 8 per cent, in the price of farming

and timbered lands, taking the average for the whole

country. The timbered lands show a tendency to ap-

preciate in value more rapidly than the cleared lands.

Captain Payne and twenty-two men, trespassers in

the Indian Territory, Were arrested by scouts on th

14th inst., and turned over to Colonel Robinson.

It is estimated that the value of the products of the

various manufactories of Philadelphia, for the present

year, will reach $600,000,000. Textile fabrics of vari

Otis kinds will contribute more than one-sixth of th<

whole.
The exports from Philadelphia during last month

were 15,031,691 ; one-half of which went to Great

Britain, and one-tenth was carried in American vessel

The number of deaths in this city during the pa.st

week was 490. Of the whole number, 218 were adults

and 272 children ; 174 being under one year of age

Some of the principal causesof death were consumption,

48 ;
convulsions, 20 ; cholera infantum, 104 ;

typhoid

MarkeU, Ac—United States sixes, 1881, 104^; { -.

registered, 1021; do. coupon, 103J ; 4J's, 110j; i\

108|.
_ . . I

Cotton.—There was no material change in price
\

demand. Sales of middlings are reported at 12alJ
:. per lb. for uplands and New Orleans. f

Petroleum.—.Standard white is quoted at 9| cts. jS
gallon for export. l^

Flour continues in fair demand, and prices were6t]F^
Pennsylvania extra family at $4.50 a ^5 ; Ohio do

( ,,..

S5.25 a $6; Minnesota patents, $7.12i a S7.50. Bf"'
flour is steady at $4.25 per barrel. Bran sold at $lf

$16.-50 per ton.

Grain.—Wheat was in fair demand, and prices i

per bushel higher. Sales from $1.10 to Sl.UJ p
bushel. Rye, 85 cts. per bushel. Corn, 47 a 51 c

Oats, white, 39 a 43 cts. ; mixed, 36 a 37 cts.

Hay and Straw Market.—For week ending 7th n
17th.—Prime timothy, $1.40 a $1.50 per 100 pound

mixed, $125 a *1.35 ; straw, tl.05 a $1.25 per 100

1

Beef cattle.—The market inactive, and prices t

dined fully Jc. per pound. Extra, o\ a 5| cts.;

5 a 5'| cts. ; common, 4 a 4| cts.

Sheep were active, and prices lather higher,

at 3| a 5 cts., as to quality. Lambs were in demaj

and prices ranged from 4 to 7 cts. per pound.

Hogs, 6} a 7i cts.

Wool.—The market is firm, with a fair demand fni

the manufacturers whose stocks have become very m
terially reduced. The receipts of the new clip fro

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, have been small. Sales 1

Ohio I blood, 48 cts.; do. medium, 47 cts.; combiij

Ohio, 50 cts. ; Colorado improved, 22 a 29 cts.; nj

washed Ind. and Md. 34 cts.; unwashed western, 31Jf
39 cts.

Oils.—Linseed, 58 a 60 cts. ; Neats foot, 55 a 75 cl

Lard oil, 43 a 55 cts. ; Sperm, crude, -45 a 53 ci

bleached, $1.08 a $1.13 per gallon.

Foreign.—On the loth inst., a violent explosii

occurred in the London and South Wales Colliery Coi

pany's new black vein pit at Risca, six miles fro

Newport. It is supposed that 119 men were in the
[

at the time, and it is not expected that any can suryiv

It is believed that the explosion was caused by ligl

ning striking the winding gear at the top of the sha

Only 17 bodies have yet been recovered.

Heavy floods have occurred in some of the provincr

involving loss of live stock, damage to various cn\

and some loss of life.

The reports of famine fever in parts of Ireland* t

said to be much exaggerated. Inquiries on the sp'

show it to be ordinary typhus, and the deaths are few

France.—The returns of imports and exports fortJ

first six months of the year, show an increase over h

year of 171,000,000 francs in thelmports, and 58,001

000 francs in the exports. The Minister of Finan

states that the Treasury will be able during the curre

year to redeem 167,000,000 francs worth of Treasu

bonds.

The French have under consideration the buildll

of a ship canal from Bordeaux to Narb(.nne. The «
of construction is estimated at 75,000,000 francs.

The Government sends instructions to its repress

tatives abroad authorizing them to as,sist with funds ai

otherwise any amnestied Communist residing abroi

and unable, for want of money, to return to France.

The Senate and Chamber of Deputies have been pr

rogned.

Russia.—The Americans who went out to investig*

the iron and coal prospect in Southern Russia, ha'

arrived at St. Petersburg and been received with sing

lar favor by the Czar.

The Russian General Kaufman has been ordered^

Eastern Siberia with 14,000 men, to clear the distri

infested by brigands and Chinese immigrant-s.

Turkey.—The Albanian leaders have decided to tal

the ofl'ensive, and have attacked the Montenegrin fore

at divers points, and fighting is reported. It is

the Porte encourages the resistance of the Albani

There seems but little prospect of a speedy settlemej.

of the boundary question.
,

CAirea.—Dispatches from Pekin announce that Chni

,

How's sentence h.is been remitted, and that the Goveri*

ment has abandoned the idea of going to war wi'f

Russia.

the door upon the armed men, who laia upon
f;;„ri'9;'mara:smus,'33; oldage, 15; paraly.sis, 11.

him with deadly lorcB
;

but the man not at Jn New York the death rate for the past six month;

all discouraged, fell to cutting and hacking] was 25.26 per thousand.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,

Near Frank/ord, (Tiveiily-Mrd Ward,) Philadelphia]

Physician and Superintendent—John C. Hall, M.l
I

Applications for the Admission of Patients may I

the Superintendent, or to any of the Board"!

rs. X

made to

Manager
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humble prayers to the livinfr Lord God of against every vain thought and idle word,

heaven and earth, for the knowledge of tbe|(being thin-s that troubled mo) the Lord'a

way of salvation ; but being yet in the wilder- power arose in the meeting, and fell mightily

nessof men's doctrines^ eree^ls, articles and upon mo, to the breaking and tendering of my
outward forms, I could not find true peace in

j

heart, and a glorious time it was as the mighty

conscience, nor s.-e any bright beams of sal- day of the Lord ; so that great fear and trem-

vaiion, in which state I travelled in greatibling and shaking seized me, insomuch that

For "The Friend"

Thomas Wilson.

oraas Story says in his journal, that when
;ondon in 1693, "I b.'Came nearly united

he divine love and life of Truth, with mv
h esteemed friend, Thomas Wilson, who
to me the most able and powerful minis-

of the Word of life in the age." He soon

1- attended in his company a meeting at

brd, " Where," T. Story says, " we had a

fortable open meeting; for though many
he Collegians were there, who used to be

i in an extraordinary manner, yet the in-

ale power of the Word of life being over

Ti at that time, they were quiet under the

imony thereof, in the authoritative min-

Y of Thomas Wilson ; whose voice was as

ndgr from the clouds, with words peno-

g as lightning." He adds, "Many of

were struck with amazement and sur-

and their eyes were filled with tears."

t would be easy to multiply the testimonies

those who knew him, to the worth and

vices of this valuable minister of the gos-

Many such are prefixed to the brief ac-

nt of his life and travels, which he left

lind him, and which was published iti the

,r 1728. Some extracts from this it ie

)ed will prove interesting and instructive

the readers of "The Friend."

Chomas Wilson was born in Cumberland

gland, and brought up in the profession of

Church of England. He says: "While

;as a youth, I had great hungerings and

rstings in my heart after righteousness,

1 the true knowledg.^ of the living God, and

his Son, Jesus Christ, in which time I went

th great diligence to hoar the priests; and

there, did carefully mind what was

)ken. And when I heard of a priest that

8 noted for a good man, and preached two

mons in one day, I went from our own

rish, after the forenoon sermon, eight miles

foot to hear an afternoon sermon. The

)re I sought to hear, my inward hunger and

irst more increased, so that I was sensible

great poverty of spirit; and in the time of

iging Psalms, a thoughtfulness came int'

y heart, that men should be made holy be

re they could rightly sing to the praise and

cry of God. My mouth was stopped from

iging with them, through a godly sorrow

at was in my heart, with secret cries

godly sorrow, having religious seekings in my
heart, and being weary of the heavy load of

sin, as also the doctrines and worship of men's

making. My mind was much inclined to dis

put'- about religion with all sorts of professors

that I met with, yet still could not meet with

or find inward peace of conscience ;
but many

texts of Holy Scripture were opemd to my
understanding, so that I began to see, what

was not of faith was ein, even in points of

worship and pretended service to the great

God ;
remerab. ring the saying of our hV

Lord and Saviour J. sus Christ, to the scribes

and Pharisees, formerly, 'Ye hypocrites, well

did Esaias prophecy of you, saying, This peo-

ple draweth nigh unto me with their mouth,

and honoreth me with their lips ;
but their

heart is far from me. But in vain they do

worship me, teaching for doctrines the com-

mandments of men.'

Thus being made sensible that too many
of the doctrines of the church wherein I was

educated, were precepts of men's making, and

that our blessed Lord and heavenly Saviour

had said to the woman of Samaria, at Jacob's

well, ' The hour cometh, and now is, when

the true worshippers shall worship the Father

in spirit and in truth ; for the Father seeketh

such to worship Him: God is a spirit, and

they that worship Him, must worship Him
in spirit and in truth;' this worship, in the

renewings of the Holy Ghost, and not in the

oldnessof the letter, I greatly longed to know,

but could not find it, neither could any priest

I conversed with, tell me how or where to

find it. But after long travel of spirit and

great concern of soul, the Lord was graciously

pleased to make me sensible that what was to

be known of God was manifest in man ;
about

which time I went into an evening meeting of

the people called Quakers, with strong desires

n my mind to the Lord, that if it was the

true way of salvation which the Quakers

preached, I might have some inward feeling

and testimony thereof, by the blessed word

.n my own heart. After sitting some time in

silence, a Friend began to speak, directing and

exhorting to an inward waiting upon the

Lord in faith, to receive power from Him
over every unclean thought, by which heaven-

ly power they might glorify and praise the

holy name of the Lord, through the ability of

his own free gift.

This I understood to be his holy word of

grace, which the true apostles of our dear

Lord and blessed Saviour, Jesus Christ, preach

ed, and turned the minds of people unto, and

the table whereon 1 leaned was shaken. Tht

being sensible in some measure of the glorious

name and power of the Lord Jesus, I was full

of inward cries to this effect ; O Lord I create

in me a clean heart ; for 1 saw the old one

was not clean, and that I had been kissing the

letter, but not the Son, as advised by the Holy

Scripture, which sailh, '.Kiss the Son, lest ho

be angry,' &c.

Now was a time of the Lord's fierce anger

__, because of sin. He showed me all things that

sed lever I had done, and condemned the evil; so

I was made willing to love and dwell under

his righteous judgments, being truly con-

vinced it was the way to come unto the

mercy-seat. Then it was upon my mind, that

I must cease from all the doctrines of men,

will worship, hearing the priests, and repeat-

ing their sermons, which I had delighted in

and was in the practice of as religious duties
;

it being made plain to me that I should turn

from t1iem, and mind the gift which was in

me, and sit down among Friends in their

silent meetings, to wait upon the Lord in re-

tiredness of mind, for his heavenly teachings

and holy leadings. In the performance of

inward, divine and heavenly worship, the

great power of God did wonderfully break in

among us, and many young people were con-

vinced of the inward work of God, and turned

to the Lord with all their hearts. The
meeting, in general, became very tender and

heavenly minded, and Friends had great love

one to another, the heart-melting power of

the Lord being much felt and inwardly re-

vealed, when no words were spoken by either

man or woman. In this state we travelled in

the silence of all flesh, in which times the

Lord often renewed our strength in the in-"

ward man, so that we knew and experienced

what the apostle exhorted the primitiveChris-

tians unto, even Christ to dwell in us by faith.

The renewings of the Holy Ghost increased,

and were shed on us abund'antly in our meet-

ings, whereby some were so filled, that they

were concerned to declare and preach the

things of the Kingdom of God, and what He
had done for their souls. One of the first that

came forth in prayer and supplication to the

Lord, was William Greenup, and I was the next

that came lorth there in testimony, which

was in very great fear and much trembling.

The word of the Lord, in and through me,

was as a devouring fire, burning against all

sin and iniquity; and the Lord made us cry

aloud to turn people from all vain worships,

to the living God, that is a Holy Spirit ;
and

then I felt my soul much in love therewith ; the precious life of Jesus broke in wonderfully

and smiting upon my breast, said in my heart, amongst us, so that we felt drawn to visit

This is what 1 greatly wanted: that is, power | other meetings in the country, wherein the
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Lord's heavenly power was plentifully en-

joyed amongst us, and several convinced of

the Truth, who turned to the Lord with all

their hearts, and joined with Friends; par-

ticularl}' in our own meeting, whereby it was

enlarged. I was often very much affected

fn feeling the love and power of God break

through the whole meeting, and many such

heavenly meetings we had, and the word of

the testimony in the Lord's ministers in-

creased amongst us. I then found further

drawings to other counties, and visited the

meetings of Friends in Lancashire and West-

moreland.
In the year 1682, it was upon me from the

Lord to visit Friends in some parts of Ireland.

I took shipping at Workington, and landed at

Dublin, where I was altogether a stranger;

but after 1 had staid a meeting amongst
Friends, they inquired which way I intended

to go ; I told them I had a desire to see gome
Friends who dwelt between the West and

North. A Friend answered, he did not think

there was such a place inhabited by Friends,

or to that effect, but if I would see Friends, I

must go North or South, which brought groat

trouble upon my mind, and I became very low

in spirit, questioning in myself whether I was
not mistaken in that which I thought was
the Lord's powerful opening in ray heart,

showing me both the place and people, and
wherein I thought I had the mind of Christ,

in the holy vision of life. The cries of ray

heart were great unto the Lord in secret why
I was mistaken ; but after some time a living

hope sprung in rae that I was not mistaken,

and that the Friends lay as I had seen.

A Friend, named Abraham Fuller, spoke

kindly to rae, and said he lived near the mid-

dle of Ireland, and if I would go with him, we
might get a meeting amongst Friends at Ed-
enderry, and I had much peace in going with

him. We had a blessed meeting with Friends

atEdenderry ;and next day travelling towards
Lehinche, whore he dwelt, he asked me if I

understood the compass, I told him no, and
that I had not seen any compass in all my
life, but that in the ship wherein I carao to

Dublin. He was then very cheerful, and
lovingly said, ho remembered that I had said

in Dublin, I would go between the West and
North, which now, said he, I see is true, for

we go even as thou then said ; at which I was
truly thankful to the Lord, who never fails to

be gracious, and his blessed word is infallible.

For then I, like Samuel, knew it was the word
of the Lord that called me into his work and
service, and showed me these things before I

went from home. We came cheerfully on our

way until we got to Lehinche, and thence to

the Moate, where wo had a blessed heavenly
meeting ; so to Mountmelick, and had a meet
ing there, and thence to James Hutchinson's,

and from thence to the Province Meeting at

Castledermot.
This Province Meeting was large, and

divers able Friends in the ministry were
there; but I was very low in my mind, and
did not go up into the gallery, but sat down
a little within the door, and many people
came in, so that the place about where 1 sat

was much thronged, it being a time that the

rabble sort of people were very rude. Several

such were there that daj', and I being under
great exercise of spirit, the powerful word of

the Lord filled my heart, so I stood up and
preached the gospel in the demonstration ot

the Spirit and power that was upon me. The

rude rabble were astonished and became very
quiet, and the Lord's heavenly power did

shine forth gloriously ; under a weighty sense

whereof the meeting held and concluded.

This meeting brought me into acquaintance

with Frit-nds to whom I had before been a

stranger, notwithstanding I understood after-

wards they were afraid, when I stood up, that

my appearance would have been hurtful, but

it proved otherwise, to their great satisfac-

tion."
(To be continued.)

The Opium Question.

The great national' iniquity involved in the

virtual forcing on the Chinese nation of opium,
by Ureat Britain, induced Friends of London
Yearly Meeting at its recent session to lay

before the Government a protest on this sub-

ject. This was followed on the 4th of Sixth

Month h}- a speech in Parliament by J. W.
Pease, in which he called the attention of the

House of Commons to the facts relating to

the revenue derived from the cultivation

and sale of opium and its introduction into

China, and urged the Government to take

steps for gradually withdravving from the

traffic. This speech led to a debate on the

opium question—which is thus commented
on in the National Baptist of this city.

"The history of the opium question is one
of the most painful stories in the annals of

Great Britain. In Ejst India, the East India

Company held the raonoply of opium ; that

is, all who raised it were obliged to sell to

the company. When the company ceased to

exist, and the control of India passed into the

hands of the Government, in 1858, or there-

abouts, we presume that this monopoly passed

to the Government, and it is now held and
used by them.
The Government having bought up the

opium on its own terms, next sells it to the

traders, who in their turn import it into

China.
But about forty-five years ago, the Chinese

Government was anxious to put a stop to the

trade in opium: 'Whether,' says H. Mar-
tineau, ' the motives of the Government were
philanthropic or politic, whether it mourned
over the popular intemperance in opium smok-
ing, or feared the effect of a constant and in-

creasing drain of its silver currency, does not

affect the question.' The Chinese Givern-
raent, as it had a perfect right, forbade the

trade in opium. Yet the drug continued to

be brought in by smugglers in vast quanti-

ties. At last, the Government of China, after

very long forbearance, seized the opium which
had thus been smuggled contrary to law, and
destroyed it.

Capt. Elliott, who was in command of the

British naval forces, espoused the cause of the

smugglers. The Chinese were attacked, and
the Chinese war was begun, if that can be

called a ' war' in which there was no resist-

ance worthy of mention. The helpless Chi-

nese could obtain peace only by paying $21,-

000,000 for the expenses of the war, and
86,000,000 for the smuggled opium which they
had destroyed. Free access to opium was
also henceforth allowed.

H. Martineau says

:

' Whichever way we look at this affair,

there is no comfort—at least for those who
cannot be comforted with dollars or pride in

our warlike resources and experience. We
are hated in China, not only as their con-

querors, but for our forcing upon their soeie

the contraband drug whicta*.he3' would ha
kept out of the reach of^flfe intemperate
their people— by means which we may lauj

at, but which they had a right to adopt,

is an humbling storj-; and the wonder tc

future generation will be, how we bear t

shame of it so easily as we do.'

The East Indian Government, which is

course the British Government, now derivf,

annually a revenue of §35,000,000 from t*^

opium raised in India, and forced upon t

Cdinese. Samuel Laing, Member of ParF
[j

ment, formerly Finance Minister in India,_

an article in The Nineteenth Century for Joi

says : 'The question of opium is one of t

main-stays of Indian finance.' '

It is a matter of some gratification to c|

serve that no one ventures to defend t'

morality of the basis on which the reven

is raised. The Times, not a paper endow '

with an excess of scrupulousness, in allusi<

to the debate saj'S :

'It is humiliating to be reminded that t

Indian revenue "is becoming more and mo
dependent upon poisoning the Chinese."

sense of shame is stirred by the thought tb

"thrice in a generation have objectionafi

treaties been forced upon them at the pp**^

of the bayonet." The confessed stagnat

of missionary efforts is obviouslj' to be

plained by the fact that the people judgi

British sincerity in inviting them to ent

the Christian fold, by the persistency wil

which the British Empire deadens and par

lyzes their energies. The defence of the pa

ticular mode in which the revenue is leviaj".

is an avowal of the evil consequences co

nected with its source. It is alleged as

cogent argument for preserving that speci;

excise arrangement that, were it changei

'our dominions in India would be floode

with cheap opium, to the demoralization!

our own subjects.' The plea against temptin

the people of India to take the drug, coral

ill from a government which forces it dow
the throats of Chinamen.
The Nonconformist and Independent, in a

lusion to the debate says :

'Not a single speaker [with the exeeptid

of Prof. Fawcett] attempted to defend th

opium tradeasasatislactory source of revenue

and even the Postmaster-General contentfr

himself with the very doubtful analogy c

our home taxes on the drink traffic. Glad

stone, with that frank adherence to forme

utterances in which he never fails, eve;

when candidly explaining the necessity fo

acting in an opposite sense in office, acknowl

edged that he had once " denounced in th

strongest terms the opium trade," and assuret

the House that he is still " the last man V

deny that it is a difficult and most painfa

question." Even the Marquis of Harimgton
though the studiouslj^ cold and prudentia

tone of his speech called forth a natural pro

test from Dr. Cameron and A. Sullivan, plaini;

acknowledged that if ho had had to considej

the morality of the question alone, he wouU
have found the opium revenue indefensible,

He was scarcely justified in taunting the)

opponents of the trade with their "chea|'

morality," for they are mainly to be foum*

amongst classes of men who have usually no-

been slow to make any^ sacrifices required by

their principles. However, the upshot of hit

arguraent, and those of his supporters, always

excepting Fawcett, was that the opium traffic'
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the policy toward China entailed by it,

d beyond all justification, except by the

of necessity. It produces about £7,000,-

India has not sixpence to spare; and
mode can be imagined of supplying the
cit of the opium revenue except impossi-

J.3
contributionsfrom English taxation. That
n effect the state of the case as put bj'' the
stry. And we have no hesitation in say-

that it ought to cover with shame and
illation every member of the imperial

! which boasts of India as its proudest con-

st.'

Lmericans have no right to set themselves
18 judges upon the sins of other nations

;

have enough sins of our own to weep
r. But we can and we ought to hope and

y that our brethren in blood and tongue
. faith may be enabled to rise to the height

looking at this great moral question, and

Y, as an act of obedience to God, and justice

nan, put from them this great e^in. We
confident that the generation of states-

new at the head of affairs would not

e forced this unjust constraint upon China.

\i they rightly continue the injustice?

rladstone, Bright, and Foster have been

nent for fidelity to their convictions. It

(loral power, the preference for the right

the expedient, in which has lain the

ential greatness of Gladstone. He has an
)ortuniiy now to crown his great life with
greatest of all its victories. We trust

It there will be given to him the courage,

faith, the wisdom needed for the exigency.

i believe that there is always a way lead

nto the right, if we but are determined
fend it. It is possible that the land now
ted to the raising of opium, might be

d for the raising of food, and that a remedy
ght be found for the desolating famine that

ravaged East India, and made it a burden
Great Britain.

e trust that the great Minister will go
WD 10 posterity as the man who summoned
countrymen to be just even at the risk of

ing to their own burdens; and that his

me will be uttered with gratitude by the

ristians of Bulgaria, by the Afghans, by
Chinese, by the Brahmin, by the tenant-

mers of England, by the cotters of Scot-

id, by the Irish peasants, by the oppressed
long all nations and all lands,"

The Lord doth show unto man his thoughts,

d discovereth all the secret workings in

A man may be brought to see his evil

oughts, running mind, and vain imagina-

)ns, and may strive to keep them down, and
keep his mind in ; but he cannot overcome
em, nor keep his mind within to the Lord.

1 this state and condition submit to the

)irit of the Lord, which will discover them,
id will bring to wait upon Him, and destroy

em. Therefi)re stand in the faith of the

ord Jesus Christ, who is the author of the

ue faith, and mind Him; for He will dis-

»ver the r.oot of lusts, evil thoughts, and vain

aaginations, and how they are begotten, con-

sived, and bred ; then how they are brought
rth, and how every evil member doth work,

[e will discover every principle from its own
ature and root.

So mind the faith of Christ, and the anoint-

(g which is in you, to bo taught by it, which
rill discover all workings in you ; and as He
eacheth you, so obey and forsake : else you
rill not grow up in the faith, nor in the life

of Christ, where the love of God is received.— George Fox.

True Ministry and its Source.

In reply to some charges made against
Friends by a minister of Durham, Francis
Howgill says:

—

"None knows the Father but the Son, and
he to whom the Son reveals Him; and that
Gospel that we preach, we neither received
it of man nor from man, but by immediate
revelation ; and unto this the Scriptures wit-
ness. I know prophets and ministers of
Christ, which were shepherds and gatherers
of Summer fruit, and husbandmen at the
plow, and the same call as ever was. God is

not bound up to your trade of divination and
study ; and by these which are base in your
eyes shall you be confounded."

" As for learning, I own it in its place ; but
that it makes and breeds able ministers, I deny
it and all those ministers; for many filthy

frogs and unclean spirits have come out of

the universities, that have spread over the
nations as locusts without a king ; and all

their preaching and their sacraments are car-

nal, and all their ability that is got by their

trading leads people to be sevenfold more the

children of the devil ; I speak what I was a

witness of while I followed the chiefest of
them."

In " The Fiery Darts of the Devil quenched,

the same writer says :—All the holy men of

God and Apostles were not ministers by the

will of man, but contrary to the will of man
;

and all who are made ministers of man and by
man, we deny ; and the Scripture denies them;
for what they preached, they neither received

it of man, nor from man, but by the revela-

tion of Jesus Christ; and all who have and
are made ministers by hearsay and what they
have formed up in their imaginations from
the Scripture, with their points and their

doctrines which they raise up in their carnal

minds, all such we declare against."

In a " Lamentation for the Scattered Tribes,"

Francis Howgill addressed a class of persons

of whom he says:—" You have no gift, but

[that] acquired by long raking in the letter,

and the exercise of your carnal wit and knowl-
edge in contention and strife. You have
treasured up a great deal of stuff in the earthly

memory, and this you call a gift of the Spirit

;

and such an one you make a pastor or an

apostle of, and he begets into his image, but

still in the curse, and makes proselytes in the

same likeness, leads into sorts and opinions

from the true gift of God ; for who hath a
gift, it exercises him first, and then he de-

clares unto others of those things which the

gift of God hath wrought in him ; and he

that knows the gift of God is led out of his

own way, will and time, into his will from
whence it comes: and here is the ministry

Christ always blessed, not in their own wills,

but in his will."

In his tract, " The Glory of the true Church

discovered," he calls the attention of his readers

to the fact those first selected by our Saviour

to be ministers of the glad tidings of the gos-

pel, were illiterate men, "and their ability

stood in the Spirit, where the ability of all

the ministers of Christ now standeth." 'They
desired not to be approved in that wisdom
which man's wisdom teacheth, but in the

wisdom which is from above."

If Heaven is lost, all is lost.

Signal Lights.

I once knew a sweet little girl called Mary.
Her father was the captain of a big ship, and
she sometimes went with him to sea; and it

was on one of these trips that the following

incident happened.
One day she sat on a coil of rope watching

old Jim clean the signal lamps.
" What arc you doing?" she asked.

"I am trimming the signal lamps, miss,"

said old Jim.
" What are they for?' asked Mary.
" To keep other ships from running into us,

miss; if we do not hang out our lights, we
might be wrecked."
Mary watched him for some time, and then

she ran away and seemed to forget all about
the signal lights ;

but she did not, as was after-

ward shown.
The next day she came and watched old

Jim trim the lamps, and after he had seated

her on the coil of rope, he turned to do his

work. Just then the wind carried away one
of his cloths, and old Jim began to swear
awfully.

Mary slipped from her place and ran into

the cabin, but she soon came back and put a
folded paper into his hand.

Old Jim opened it, and there, printed in

large letters—for Mary was too young to

write—were these words: "Thou shalt not

take the name of the Lord thy God in vain
;

for the Lord will not hold him guiltless that

taketh his name in vain."

The old man looked into her face, and
asked :

" What is this, Miss Mary ?"

" It is a signal light, please. I saw that a
bad ship was running against you, because

you did not have your signal lights hung out,

so I thought you had forgotten it," said Mary.
Old Jim bowed his head and wept like a

little child. At last he said :
" You are right,

missy, I had forgotten it. My mother taught
me that very commandment when I was no
bigger than you ; and for the future I will

hang out my signal lights, for 1 might be

quite wrecked by that bad ship, as you call

those oaths."

Old Jim has a large Bible now which Mary
gave him, and on the cover he has printed,

"Signal Lights for Souls bound to Heaven."—New York Observer.

Solected.

Superintendence of Providence.

One of the strong consolations which the

true Christian enjoys, is derived from the be-

lief that an all-wise and merciful Providence
is continually watching over him, and direct-

ing the course of his temporal affairs in such

a manner as shall make them all ultimately

work together for his good. We are taught

in the Holy Scriptures, that this special care

is extended even to the minute affairs of good
men—that the very hairs of their heads are

all numbered—and that so universal and so

particular is the superintendence of the great

Creator, that not a sparrow falleth to the

ground without his notice.

Intimately connected with this doctrine is

that of the restraining influence of Divine
Grace on the mind, secretly checking us when
we are reaching forward to objects which are

not proper for us to go into, or which if at-

tained, would be prejudicial to our religious

growth. The secret hand unseen by mortal

eye, is often stretched forth to preserve as

from dangers of which we are unconscious,
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and i8 no less kind and beneficent when it

withholds us from engaging in scheniis to

which we look with the fondest anticipations

of pleasure, than when it shields ns from some
impending storm of adversity and sorrow,

which threatens to burst upon ns. To bow
in cheerful submission, when it arrests as in

the prosecution of extensive and profitable

business, and turns us away from the avenues
to wealth which seem opening before us, re-

quires the exercise of great self-denial, yet all

those who yield in faith to its guidance, will

find their truest interests as well as their sub-

stantial happiness greatly promoted.

HEAVENLY TREASURES.

We have treasures, heavenly treasures,

Not of earthly

Purest joy unmixed with

Glories yet untold

;

Thoughts that know a higher centre

Than this changing sphere;

Thoughts that wake the sweetest music

To the spirit's ear

;

Conscious presence of that Father,

Whose kind love has given

All we hold as besit and dearest,

Loved of earth and heaven
;

Light, to cheer the darkened vision ;

Strength, the storm to brave
;

Hope, to lure ns to that haven

;

Grace, to bless and save
;

Faith, to point the way to glory,—

•

By the cross it leads
;

Meek-eyed Mercy, softly weeping.
For the erring pleads;

Pardoning goodness most unbounded.
Comforter and guide,

Kind reprover of all evil

;

multiplied

;

Eye, that droops not in soft slumber

;

Ear, that hears our cries
;

Arm of strength, and Hand of wisdom
Every want supplies

;

Love, a Saviour's benediction

;

Free salvation near,

Sanctifying each affliction

We may have to bear.

These are treasures—Heavenly treasures.

Free from moth'and rust.

These increase the gifts and talents

We but hold in trust.

God has every means afforded,

Sent His only Son,
To restore the wandering children.

Save the struggling one.

Not a heavenly treasure wanting
That He will not give

;

Even died because He loved m,
Died that we might live.

We have other heavenly treasures,

Beautiful and bright.

Spirits of the true and faithful,

Passed to realms of light.

Watch they from the shining portals

O'er their loved ones yet ?

Ah ! the pure and white-robed angels
Never can forget.

Our's the grief— the heart's sad aching

—

Years of untold pain
;

Their's the joy—the soul's awaking,
Their's—eternal gain.

They are ours as dear as ever.

Only gone before,

Treasures that have power to guide us,

Where we part no more.
E. S. E.

THE GATE.
strong-barred gate,

Open to me !

On the other side

Such joy I see

!

None ever weary,
None are crossed

;

Even the thought
Of pain is lost.

1 prayed in vain
Before the gate

;

I watched and wept
Early and late.

I watched and wept
From sun to sun

;

At last I said :

" Thy will be done."

Said it in truth.

And turned away
To do God's will

From day to day
;

" One farewell look.

My wish, to thee."

Behold, the gate

. Was open to rae !

M. F. Butts, in i

THE THRUSH'S NEST.
BY JOHN CLARE.

Within a thick and spreading hawthorn bush
That overhung a mole-hill large and round,

I overheard, from morn to morn, a thrush
Sing hymns of rapture, while I drank the sound

With joy,—and oft, an unintruding guest,

I watched her secret toils from day to day
;

How true she warped the moss to form her nest,

And modeled it within with wood and clay.

And by-and-by, like heath bells gilt with dew.
There lay her shining eggs, as bright as flowers,

Ink-spotted over shells of green and blue :

And there I witnessed in the summer's hours
A brood of Nature's minstrels chirp and fly,

Glad as the sunshine and the laughing sky.

THE EVENING RAINBOW.
Selected.

Arch of promise, in the evening sky.

Thou shinest fair, with many a lovely ray.

Each in the other melting. Much mine eye
Delights to linger on thee: for the day.

Changeful, and many-weather'd, seemed to smile.

Flashing brief splendor through the clouds awhile.
Which deepened dark anon and fell in rain :

But pleasant it is now to pause and view
Thy various tints of frail and watery hue,
And think the storm shall not return again.

Such is the smile that piety bestows
On the good man's pale cheek, when he in peace

Departing gently from a world of woes.

Anticipates the world where sorrows cease.

^^^^^^^ —SoiUhey.

We may be deeply afflicted in view of the

desolations of Zion ; but let us ever remember
and rejoice, that the cause of truth and holi

ness is lodged safely in the hands of God.
With him a thousand year-< are as one day

;

and in the darkest moments, when Satan
seems to bo let loose with tenfold fury, let

us thank God and take courage, because the

Lord God Omnipoleth reigneth.

It is one among the pious and valuable

maxims, which are ascribed to Francis de
Sales: "A judicious silence is alwaj's better

than truth' spoken without charity." The
very undertaking to instruct or censure others,

implies an assumption of intellectual or moral
superiority. It cannot be expected, there-

fore, that the attempt will be well received,

unless it is tempered with a heavenly spirit.

"Though I speak with the tongues of men
and of angels, and have not charity, I am be-

come as sounding brass or a tinkling cym-
bal."— T. G. Upham.

Gliost Stories.

Some young people are fond of ghost stor

and sometimes are frightened as they b

them. A cold chill runs through their vei

and perhaps they dream of thorn at nig

and wake up with a start, ready to fancy

sorts of strange things. Well, I, too, I

sometimes to hear or read a ghost story, I

I alwa3's like to hear the explanation of

for I believe that in every case an explanati

might be given, if it could only be found o

I have been induced to think of this especia

lately by the f dlowing circumstances.

I have come, with my wife and yon
family, to reside in an old-fashioned hon
It is situated in the country, and surround
by fields, gardens, and trees.

One night, soon after we had got eomfo
ably settled into it, I was awakened by
mysterious creaking sound, as if some dc

in our room was being slowly opened ; a

yet it hardly seemed quite like the nnise

one of the Ijedroom doors. My wife awo
at the same moment, and we both aske
" What is it ?" We searched for matches, b

they were not in their accustomed place, a)

it was some time before they could be f!)an

but then in a moment the mystery was e

plained. It was the cat, who had secret

herself in a wardrobe, and had pushed t

doors open to let herself out I We soon turn;

her out of the room, and went to sleep agai.

but, as it seemed to us, almost immediate
afterwards, we were awakened by anotb
mysterious sound—a deliberate rapping sora

where downstairs—we could not tell exact

where—not like the rappinir of a knocker (

a door, but a hollovr, muflJed, cuf-ious kind
sound. It went on— rap, rap, rap. Wh
could it be? We could not imagine. I g
up, and looked about the house, and calif

the don from the kitchen, but could see not

ing. The sound ceased as I got up, and
were glad to find that it was not renew©
and soon we went to Bleep again.

Next day we thought and spoke of tl

mysterious sound, but no explanation of

could be given, until, at night, just as I wf

looking round the house, and seeing that a

was safel}' bolted and locked, I passed by tb

bat-stand in the hall, and suddenly remen
bered that some time ago, in our former houa
our dog used to pull down the cloaks hangin
upon the stand, in the middle of the night, 1

make himself an extra bed, and that in s

doing he had made a rapping sound whic
several times had awakened us, and wassomi
thing like the sound which we had beard th

night before ; but then, he had been repeal

ediy punished for the trick, and had entire!

given it up; was it possible that he had r<

commenced it in this our present house?
took hold of the liat stand and pulled it t

and fro. Yes, with a hard pull it hit bad
against the wall, and made a rapping sounc

It was the dog then ; but, to make assuranc
doubly sure, I placed a slick, well balanced

upon the top of the stand, which would fal

with a loud noise if the stand vrere shak
and then retired to rest. Sure enough, in tb'i

middle of the night, a loud noise re^oundin;

through the hall proclaimed the fact that thi

cunning animal had been at his old tricki

again, and it was he who was to blame fo;

the mysterious ghost-like sounds.
" Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror bj

night." How sweet is this promise ! Thingi

appear so different to us at night to wha'
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T do by day. Sounds which would be al-

t inaudible by day are disiincily hoard at

it, and things are mysterious and alarm-

at night which are not at all m}'8teriou8

hiriniug by day. I have read of a young
er, who fought and risked his lifo.it Water-
that ho was not nearly so much alarmed
1 the sights and sounds of that tremendous
lo as he was a few nights afterwards by
range noise in his bed-chamber, in an old

[ich farm-house. Something came creep-

along the room, and up to the side of his

His hair stood on end with fright, and
asped his sword, and struck with it

ently right and left, but soon he was
ed by hearing a poor pussy's "mew!"

?as a kitten, who had found hor way into

warrior's room, and had given him this

ble fright.

3S, the strong sometimes become weak,
the courageous timid ; but, if wo fear

, wo have really no reason to fear any-

ig else, for in darkness or in light, in dan-

or in safety, in life or death, Ho will bo

near to protect and preserve us.

—

Ep.

order,

God's Own Medicine.

be restorative influence of even a few

pent in the fi-esh air on lake or river

)ay or sea, is beyond all account. A lady

high standing, speaking at one of the

thiy meetings of the Assembly of the

ladelphia Charity Organization, said (in

stance) :

f<w summers ago, I had a little child very
t. There seemed no hope of its recovery,

husband urged that wo should take it out

a day on the river. I objected lo it, but

"nsisted. When we started, I fully ex-

ted to bring back a dead baby. But he

an to revive as soon as we were on the

ftmboat, and came home much improved,

at night, when he was put in his crib, he

nt to sleep in a natural and easy position,

the first time in weeks. And from that

kept on amending till he was quite well.

i a day on the river or on the bay is worth
much to those who have a pleasant homo,
h airy rooms and every comfort that wealth

I supply, what must it be to the poor, and
eciail}' to children, in our crowded alleys

i blind courts, walled in on every side,

Lh only a low, narrow door for entrance,

d with all manner of smells and nuisances?

friend mentioned to us one case among the

r families that she visited, where there

•e five persons in a room, in which they
lived and ate and slept and cooked At
ht, they bad all the doors and windows
n ;

and a part of them had to keep awake
t their few little goods should be stolen.

Now the moral of it all is, if you are one of

must stuy-at homes, go away now and
en, and get a breath of air and a change.

I to the shore, or on the bay for a day. And
more, send your children. If the chil-

en are restless and irritable, and have lost

eir appetites, if the baby does not sleep,

d is pining, and if their toil-worn mother
ts no rest with them by night or by day
t them take a day on the water or at the

lore, or among the hills. Let them put up
(unch, and take an early start in the cool of

e morning, and take ono of the boats up or

iwn the river, and be gone all day. They
ill come bai-k sun-browned and tired ; b

ey will sleep better, and they will show the

good effect of the trip for days and weeks. It

may cost you something; but not near so

much as a doctor's bill, and not half so much
iS an undertaker's charges.

Haven't j'ou a dollar, or five of them, that

you want to send to Eliza S. Turner, Chadd's
Ford, Delaware Co., Penn., to use for the

Children's Week ? And if you are a farmer,

have a house in the country, can't you
offer a homo for a week or two, to one or

two or three of the little pining children in

the city, that need, not medicine, but air and
t and green grass and the shade of trees

and the breath of tho pines and the kinships

f nature ?

How is it about your washerwoman, the

colored widow with two children ? Have
they had any outing this summer? Can you
not be their Providence, and look after them ?

Eemember that the death-roll in Philadel-

phia for the last week in June numbered 609,

twice as many as tho same week of last year.

Of those, about half were children.

—

Selected.

Tiie Cost of Repudiation.

Honesty the best Policy.

The Inquirer says; It soems that tho cre-

vasse in the Mississippi whioh is working such

money under such an act, and therefore they
should not be paid either principal or interest

—just to teach 'em brtler next time, perhaps.

Tho default occurred five years ago, and
since then the mattoi- has been drifting

through tho courts ; tho bondholders, accord-

ing to present appearances, being fated to fi-

nally lose whatever money they put into the

undertakmg. In the meantime, the levee has
been in charge of nobody in particular, and,
after five years of neglect, has, naturally

enough, fallen badly out of repair. One of

the heaviest floods tho upper Mississippi has
ever known now pours upon its weakened
banks, and a break follows as a matter of

course. Tho whole country is flooded, crops
destroyed, cattle drowned, buildings under-
mined and floated off, railroads washed out,

bridges tumbled dovvn, and an amount of

damage done that cannot bo estimated until

the water subsides, but that may reach mil-

lions of dollars. When the worthy repudia-

tors come to reckon up what their losses

amount to, and what it will cost to rebuild

the Sny levee, perhaps they will come to the
conclusion that it would have been cheaper

bondholder-* as the'to pay the bondholder-* as their claims matur-
ed. Not to say anything about honesty in

havoc among the plantations and farms of thel^'^^
'^f.^"'

*° "^'lertaking to cheat a creditor

bottom landrwas a direct, though a delayed ^^'^^^^^^^ ^°^^« ""Q'"'^ ^'^'^° "
^
''°"^«« ^°-

result of repudiation. The Sny levee, in which *"*

the break occurred, was built with the pro- In the meeting for discipline of tho general

ceeds of certain bonds issued under color ofi meeting [Abington Quarterly Meeting], I was

an act passed by the Illinois Legislature in enabled to invito tho young men to be faithful

April, 1872. The legislaiion was loose andltothe manifestations of the Light of Christ,

irregular in form, reaTly affor.ling, as it wasjand they would feel themselves bound to

found on trial, linle or no security to the un muintain tho doctrines and testimonies of the

fortunate people who subscribed for the bond.s.go-^pel held by Friends, wherever they went,

The State was not made responsible; there' both great and small. Hereby they would be

was no mortgage th a could be foreclosed with prepared for service in tho church, and be con-

any effect, and there was no provision for en- j strained in our meetings for discipline, to

forcing the collection of taxes to pay interest speak a word in the authorify of Truth, at

or principal. The work was held to be a the Master's bidding, to the business before

"public work" by tho courts, and as such,! tli^ir meetings. They would feel it a religious

should have been protected and maintained' duty to support tho discipline, and to stand

by the public, through the machinery of the for the blea.scd cause, entrusted_to our Society

Stale Government; but, unhappily there has
always boon astrong repudiating spirit shown
in tho river districts of Illinois respecting the

obligations incurred on account of public im-

provements, the Democracy making repudia-

tion of these obligations one of the permanent
planks in local platforms. This spirit was
strong enough to throw overboard the levee

bondliolders and their claims, and in July,

1875, tho interest was defaulted. It has been

established in court that this levee, forty miles

long, was constructed in the most substantial

manner; that "its capacity for resistance was
last year tested by the greatest strain of high

water;" that "it fulfils all the expectations

of the land owners, to whom the enjoyment
of its benefits seems now permanently se-

cured ;" also, that "their lands, previously

submerged during a largo part of every sea-

son, have been transformed into the bvst agri-

cultural lands in the State;" and that "the
public health in the surrounding country has
been vastly benefitted and the increased value

of these lands, resulting wholly from the con-

struction of this admirable work, exceeds its

total cost many times over."

But having fully realized these benefits, ac-

cruing from the use of tho bondholders' money,
tho worthy citizens determined that their bor
rowing the money was unconstitutional. Tht
act under which ihe levee was built was illo

gal ; the bondholders had no right to lend

to uphold in the world.— Win. Eoaris' Journal.

The licensed taverns of John Adams' day
seem to have been very much like the li-

censed grog-shops of to-day. In his diary, de-

scriliing them, he says :
" If you sit the even-

ing, you will find the house full of people,

drinking drams, flip, toddy, carousing, swear-
ing, but especially plotting with the landlord

to get him at the next town meeting an elec-

tion either for selectman or representative.

Thus the multiplicity of these houses, by di-

viding tho profits, renders the landlords care-

less of travellers, and allures the poor country
people, who are tired of labor and hanker af-

ter company, to waste their time and money,
and contract habits of intempi^rance and idle-

Tho worst effect of all, and one which
ought to make every man, who has the least

sense of his privileges, tremble, is that these

(licensed) houses are become in many places
tho nurseries of our legislators. An artful

man, who has neither sense nor sentiment,

may, by gaining a little sway among the rab-

ble of the town, multiply taverns and dram-
shops, and thereby secure the votes of the
taverner, and retailer, and of all ; and the
multiplication of taverns will make many,
who may be induced by flip and rum, to vote
for any men whatever.

—

From the Diary of
John Adams.
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LIST OF AGENTS.

We append herewith a list of Agents to

whom applications may be made, and who
aie authorized to receive payment for "The
Friend."

PENNSYLVANIA.

John Trimble, Concordville, Delaware Co.

Joseph Scattergood, West Chester.

Thomas M. Harvey, West Grove, Chester Co.

George Sharpless, London Grove, Chester Co.

Benjamin Gilbert, Yohoghany, Westmore-
land Co.

Reuben Battin, Shunk P. O., Sullivan Co.

NEW JERSEY.

Charles Stokes, Medfoid, Burlington Co.

Joel Wilson, Rahway.
William Carpenter, Salem.

NEW YORK.
Robert Knowles, Smyrna, Chenango Co.

Alfred King, Aurora, Cayuga Co.

Joshua Haight, Somerset, Niagara Co.

MA8SCHUSETTS.
William B. Oliver, Lynn.

OHIO.

George Bliekburn, Salem, Columbiana Co.

Daniel Williams, Flushing, Belmont Co.

Asa Garretson, Barnesville, Belmont Co.

JoshuaBrantinirham, Winona, Columbiana Co.

James R. Kite, Pennsville, Morgan Co.

Dr. Isaac Huestis, Chester Hill, Morgan Co.

Parker Hall, HarrisviUe, Harrison Co.

Jehu L. Kite, Damascoville.

William H. Blackburn, East Carrael, Colum-
biana Co.

Edmund Fowler, Bartlett, Washington Co.

Seth Shaw, East Fairfield, Columbiana Co.

INDIANA.
James Woody, Thorntown, Boone Co.

IOWA.
Joseph Hall, Springdale, Cedar Co.

Geo. W. Mott, Coal Creek, Keokuk Co.

Richard Mott, Viola, Linn Co.
CALIFORNIA.

John Boll, San Jo>e, Santa Clara Co.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Joseph Armfield, South Place Hotel, Fins-

bury, B. C. London.
Richard Hall, Waverton, Wigton, Cumber-

land, England.

Triumphant Deith-bed.—Joseph White, of

Bucks county, Pennsylvania, a devoted and
self-denying follower of the Lord JesusChrist,

who had labored faithfully in America and
Europe in preaching the everlasting gospel of

life and salv-ation, was enabled on his death-

bed, in the renewed assurance of the blessed

truths which he had declared unto others, to

rejoice with great fervor of spirit, and to give

thanks in the midst of the severest agonies of

nature. On one occasion, after a time of si-

lence, he broke forth in these expressions:

"The door is open; I see an innumerable
company of saints, and of angels, and of the

spirits ofjust men, which I long to be unbo-
died, to be with, but not my will, but thy will

be done, O Lord! I cannot utter, nor my
tongue express, what I feel of that light, life

and love that attends me, which the world
cannot give, neither can it take awaj- from
me. My sins are washed away by the blood

of the Lamb that was slain from the founda
tion of the world; all rags and filthiness are

taken away, and in mom thereof, love and
good for all mankind

; O that we all may be-

come more united in the church militant, and
neaier the church triumphant. O that we all

might meet such an end as I have in prospect,

for it is all life, all love and all peace; the

light that I see is more glorious than the sun

in the firmament; come Lord Jesus Christ,

come when thou please, thy servant is read}

and willing; into thy hands I commit my
spirit; not ray will, but thy will be done, O
Lord! Let this mortal body be committed to

the dust; be with me, with my children and
my grand-children; be with all them that

love thee, that love thy appearance. O the

pains that I feel, that attend this mortal body,
they are more comely- to me than jewels! I

rejoice in my sighs and groans, for to me they
are most melodious; I am about to enter that

harmony with Moses and the Lamb, where
they cry holy, holy, holy, holy ! I cannot ex-

press the joy I feel. My heart (if it were pos-

sible) would break for joy. If any inquire af-

ter me, after my end, let them know all is well

with me."

Bermuda.

Bermuda is entirely a coral island, that is

to say, the complete mass of the island now
above water, and that below sea level, as far

at least as excavations which have been made
have extended, has been brought together by
the agency of lime-secreting animals and
plants, aided by the wind and waves, and al-

terations in the height of the sea-bed. It is

the most distantcoral island from the equator,

lying about 9' of latitude north of the Tropic

of Cancer, in about the same latitude as Ma
deira, which island has, however, no coral

reefs. It is distant from Cape Hatteras, the

nearest point of the American coast, about 600
miles.

Bermuda consists of a series of islands, some
very small indeed, others several miles in

length, there being, it is said, an island for

every day in the year. The islands are dis-

posed in an irregular semicircle, and the

larger ones of the chain are narrow and elon-

gate in form. This semicircle, or rather semi-

ellipse, is compl'ted below water, or made
into an entire atoll shape by a series of coral

r'Cfs, as may be seen by a glance at the chart.

A few narrow and winding passages lead in

through the reefs to the harbors of St. George's,
Ireland Island, and Hamilton, the capital

town. The highest poitit is only about 300
feet above the level of the sea.

The islands are almost entirely composed
of blown calcareous sand, more or less consoli-

dated into hard rock. In several places, and
especially at Tuckers-town and Elbow Baj',

there exist considerable tracts covered with
modern sand dunes, some of which are en

croaching inland upon cultivated ground, and
have overwhelmed at Elbow Bay a cottage,

the chimney of which only is now to be seen

above the sand. The constant encroachment
of the dunes is prevented by the growth upon
them of several binding plants, amongst which
a hard prickly grass {Cencknts) with long,

deeply penetrating root fibres, is the most effi-

cient, assisted by the trailing Ipoviwa pes

coprce. When these binding plants are artifi

cially removed, the sand at once begins to

shift, and the burying of the house and the

present encroachment at Elbow Bay are said

to have originated from the cutting through
of some ancient sand-hills for military pur-

poses.

The sand is entirely calcareous and daz
zling white when seen in masses. When ex-

amined closely, in small quantities, it is seen

to consist of various-sized particles of brok

shells.

Thus, although the foundations of Bermu
and its natural breakwaters and protectio'

without which it would not exist, are fornjj

by corals, the part above water is mostly i'

rived from another source, and even beli'

the water the same is the case for some d

tance, for the same beds of sandstone ws

met with in an excavation carried to a dep

of 50 feet.

The shells, more or less broken, are throi

up upon the beach, and there pounded by i

surf. As the tide recedes, the resulting c;|,

careous sand is rapidly dried by the sun, ai'

the finer particles are borne off inland by t'

wind, to be heaped up into the dome-shap

,

dunes. The rain, charged with carbonic aci

percolates through the dunes, and taking lir^

into solution, re-deposits it as a cement, bio

ing the sand grains together.

—

Moselty's A'izi
'-

ralist on the ' Challenger."

We are now in the beginning of a politic;

campaign that will produce great exeitemec

All who read the political papers are in da'

ger of being captured bj' it, and led to tl

extremes that irritate the feelings and cau -

them to say hard things against others, ai

often the church has lost some of its cbar.t

ter, and brethren some of their influence, k

taking too much part in politics. Let yoi

religion rule ; let it control you in all you .sa

and do, that you may honor and work f('

God instead of a President. Then you wi

be better and feel better when the campaig*

is over.
'

Natural History, Science, &c.
'

From The Paper World, a well-conducte

journal published at Holj'oke, Mass., we e:

tract the following items:—
The Wonderful Adaptability of Paper.—Th

adaptability of paper to numerous importar

and widely-varied uses is wonderful. Wbs
other substance can be satisfactorily sul

stituted for wood, iron, and such commo
materials, to the extent that paper can be

It is impossible to find anything else whic|||^""
rf.

ke paper, may be so differently and dextalj^

ously prepared, as regards flexibility, tbii

ness, strength, durability, imperviousness I

fire and water, &e., that it can be readil

made into pails, washbowls, dishes, bricki

napkins, blankets, barrels, houses, stovef

wearing-apparel, curtains, bonnets, newspape

and writing sheets, wrappers, carpets, coal

ing for iron ships, flower-pots, boxes, parcb

ment slates, coverings for the leads of pencill

jewelry, lanterns, car-wheels, dies for stampj

ing, uppers of shoes, roofing, and many othe|

things. It is this tendency on the part 0^

paper to take the place of everything else, ti^

become a universal substitute, so to speak

which leads to the conclusion that the futur

has a grand development in store for it, ani.

that in the yeats to come its raanufactuPi

will hold a magnificent position among thij

great industrial interests of the world. ;

Japanese paper air-cushions are curious antj

serviceable articles, and one of them will su8^

tain without bursting, a man weighing ooi.

hundred and sixty pounds. The cushions, V^

is said, are waterproof and make good lifij

preservers. For pillows they are superior tCi

rubber, because they will not stick togetherf

and will emit no odor. When not in use thoj

may bo rolled in small packages.
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he pachymeter, an instrument lately!

nted in Vienna, accurately determines
,ljicknes8 of paper to the one-thousandth
of an inch. Another Austrian inveuiion
dasymeter. a small pendulum which in-

ies in pounds just the amount of force

)h is necessary to break a strip of paper
,ched between two points by means of
•ew, until it can no longer bear the tension,

material called parchment slate, manu-
red in Nureraberi^, Germany, readily

8 the mark of a lead pencil, and is being
ly substituted for paper in note and ac-

it books, &c. It is much lighter than the

iral slate, and possesses the further ad-

age that it will not break— bein',' tough
inbending. Writing upon this substance,

be as easily erased and cleaned oti' as

a slate itself.

16 company that has been experimenting
^lorida wiih palmetto for paper-making
OSes, has met with such gratifying sue-

that they will erect about twenty paper
J in various parts of the State where pal-

,0 trees grow in abundance, and where
•ansportation facilities are good. Some
sb paper manufacturers in Canada have
so influenced by the favorable reports

forning palmetto that they have seat an
»t to Florida to ascertain what may be

trinsic merits.

iper blankets possess a great advantage
woolen and cotton bed-coverings for use

lospitals and in regions where yellow
or other virulent epidemics may be

Dg. The only safe way to get rid of in-

!d cotton or woolen bed-clothes, which,
it destroyed, may be the means of spread-

certain diseases to a terrible extent, is to

i them—neither an easy nor an agreea-

thing to do. But, in the ease of paper
kets, it is only necessary to dip them in

Brand expose them to the flow of a hydrant
few minutes, and the desired disintegra-

is effected.

[bw animals play and enjoy themselves.—
ill birds chase each other about in play

;

perhaps the conduct of the crane and the

peter is most extraordinary. The latter

ds on one leg, hops around in the most
ntric manner, and throws somersaults.

Americans call it the mad bird, on ac

t of these singularities. Water birds, such
ucks and geese, dive after each other, and
r the surface of the water with outstretched

I and flapping wings, throwing abundant

y around. Deer olten engage in sham
le, or trial of strength, by twisting their

together and pushing for the mastery.

animals pretending violence in their play

short of exercising it; the dog takes the

itest precaution not to injure by his bite;

the ourang-outang, in wrestling with his

per, pretends to throw him, and makes
ts of biting him. Some animals carry

their play in the semblance of catching

r prey. Young cats, for instance, leap

every small and moving object, even to

leaves strewed by the autumn wind. They
ch and steal forward ready for the spring,

body quivering and the tail vibrating

h emotion ; they bound on the moving
and again spring forward to another.

iger saw young cougars and jaguars ))lay

with around substance, like kittens. Birdi

all the magpie kind are the analogU' s of

nkeys, full of mischief, play, and miraiciy.

ere is a story of a tame magpie that was

seen busily employed in a garden galherinf^

pebbles, and with much solemnity and a
studied air burying them in a bole made to

receive a post. After dropping each stone it

cried "Our ack !" triumphantly, and sot oft'

for another. On ex.imining the spot, a poor

toad was found in the hole, which the magpie
was stoning for his amusement.

—

Passions of
Animals.

May the life come so up to dominion over
all, as that no obstruction may remain to a

perfect coalition, and cementing, living fellow-

ship and union among all the members of our
'srael. There is no other rock or foundation
)n which this divine fellowship can bo abid-

ngly established, but the life, and where that

is abode in, many little differences in senti-

ment and appearance are swallowed up of

love.

—

J. Scott.

Consistency.—It often appears to me that

we make our way better in the minds of the

people, when we keep strictly to our religinus

profession, in all countries and among all sorts

of persons.

—

Richard Jordan.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH

The paragraphs in the British Friend, com
mented on in our issue of 7th month 17th,

relative to the doctrinal difference between
Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting and
those who criticise them, have arrested the

attention of others, as well as of those con
nected with the care of our journal, and have
led to the expression of views and feelings

which seem to us of value and interest to those

on whom rests a concern for the welfare of

our religious Society. From a communication
received from a valued correspondent we con-

dense the following:

The doctrinal difference referred to is just

the diff. reuce that has marked the changes in

all the Yearly Meetings, and has worked th

disunity in all the Yearly Meetings and led to

the separations. Some may not have gone
to the same extreme as others in that direc-

tion, but there is a common bond of sympathy
among them all, and when occasion serves,

they can all act together.

If missions are to be set up under our name,
and men and women are taught (if not di-

rectly, by inference), that they can undertake
the preaching of the gospel under the au

thority of a text or two of scripture, it is not

to be wondered at that every true Friend

should be alarmed. A trying part of it all

that it is attempted to pass these things off,

as if they we.re really consistent with the tes

timony of the Society.

Running without being sent, and thus un
dertaking unauthorized religious labor, is

liable to lead those who enter upon such a

course into error. Those who are kept und
the government of the Spirit of truth, and
minister only of that which is divinely im

pressed on their understandings, will be pre

served from the vagaries in doctrine evinced

by some who depend on their own mental

powers and their study of Scripture for the

material of their communications. The things

of God cannot be rightly known through the

unaided faculties of the natural man, because

as the apostle says, " they are spiritually dis-

cerned." Therefore those ure apt to go astiay
who do not humlily seek for a wisdom higher
than their own, to unfold to them the mys-
teries of the kingdom of God. To the want
of this humble seeking, much of the con:u8ion
and unsettlement to which our Society has
been exposed at different periods, may safely

be attributed. It is only as it holds to its holy
Head, that the Church has true nourishment
ministered unto it, and that it is knit together,
increasing with the increase of God.
While some credit, as Friends, may be due

to those who have refused to join with Helen
Balkwill, William Wethcrald and others in

the taking of bread and wine, and going into

the water, yet the constant holding up of
views of religious belief inconsistent with
the well-known doctrines of the Society of
Friends, without goinj; the length of embrac-
ing the so-called "Ordinances," is perhaps
really more injuiious.

The practice of waiting for a renewed quali-

fication to engage in vocal religious exercise

has nearly disappeared in some places under
the influence of the " new views ;" the indis-

pensable duty of silent waiting upon God is

lightly esteemed ; and silence is deemed a loss

of time. As a natural consequence, those who
have assumed the function of ministers are

rapidly approaching the position occupied by
the teachers of other denominations. They
have in some cases assumed a clerical garb.

At funerals and marriages they appear as if

they expected to officiate as a matter of course;

and thej' are not backward to take the highest
seats. There is just ground to fear that the
members of our Society are being rapidly edu-

cated in these things: "The |jrophets pro-

phesy falsely, the priests bear rule by their

means, and the people love to have it so, and
what will they do in the end thereof."

Thus while many have been turning their

attention to Madagascar and to Syria, the
hedges are broken down about our own vitie-

yard, and our own Society in many places

running to waste and becoming a bye-word
and a reproach.

Every intelligent Friend must be aware
that such ministers as arc now furnished with
credentials to travel, both by London and
other Yearly Meetings, could not have gone
up and down in past years promulgating such
views as they do, without exciting the con-

cern of qualified elders. The care extended to

Hannah Barnard, Elisha Bates, Isaac Crewd-
son and others is a proof of this. Alas, how
different is it now ! So that the whole head is

sick, and the heart of the true burden-bearers

is faint. The fact cannot be safely ignored,

that many meetings have come so much under
the influence of this degenerate Quakerism,
that the credentials issued by them are not
regarded with that respect they once carried

with them, but are no doubt received rather

as acts of courtesj' to maintain an appearance
of unity. One cannot but believe that there

is either unsoundness in doctrine or a lament-
able want of discrimination and good judg-
ment in meetings which send forth ministers

to travel through the land, who preach doc-

trines, and introduce practices inconsistent

with our principles ; and whose influence over
the more unsettled portion of our tnembers
tends to lessen the respect thej' should feel

for those who adhere to the old waj's, and to

undermine the authority in the Church which
the Truth has given them.
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Tbose who permit such ministers to go years between 18t;9 and 1873, 28,049 miles were built,

forth, probably have liltlo idea of the suffer- .or nearly one-third of the whole. The most marked

ins of spirit and anxious thoughlfulness they f'^'^'^;^« '° connection w,th the increase of earnings
lug ui B[jiiii. uuu c» 1° r, : u ,/ 'continues to be the reduction of freight charges which
occasion to many ot those who feel bound to .

^^ ^^^^ ^^1.;^^ p,^^^ ^^ ^1^^ pnndpal railroads for

wa!ch over the flofk in their respective neigh- Igg^g^j^, ygg^^s, including the one just closed. The rate

borhoods, as ihose who must give account to at which freight is now carried is lower than would

the Chiff Shepherd. Those faithful watch- have been regarded as.possible a few years ago. There

men mourn over the unsetllement produced are 15,011 miles of railroad in Pennsylvania, upon

by such ministers as have been referred to; '"'hic'i are 3864 engines, 1698 first class passenger cars,

and hear of their coming with sorrow, and of ,520 second class passenger cars 773 baggage, mail,

, . , ^ .^, ^ c 1- c and express cars, and 157,759 freight cars ot all de-
iheir departure with a .-ense ol relief.

scriptions.
The truly humble and anointeil minister.S| The circulation of paper currency, including green-

who are brought under concern for the pro- back and national bank notes, is stated to amount to

motion of the Lord's cause in the earth, may §634,000,000, and is greater than that of any other

be discouragi'd when they view the activity country, in proportion to population. Taking specie

of some •
•

' "
theL
to conclude Ibat it is scarcely worm wniie to

;pj^^ -^j^, cire,.iation of the United States is $22,,. ,._
make an effort to till up their own measure ot capita, and that of Great Britain $29.11. Italy, with

service. We di-sire the faith of these in the a population of nearly 27,000.000, has a circulation of

Lord's power and watchful care over them only $6 42 per head of the population, being smaller

may be strengthened; and that they may
^

than any other European nation,

heed the injunction of our Saviour to one ofi Markets, <fec. — United States 6's, 1881, 104i; 5's,

his disciples formerly: " What is that to thee?
J^g'^"^'"^'!'

"J"- ^^^i ' '=°"P°°> ^O^*! ^*'^' ^'^^i' ^'^'

Follow thou me." May they be so filled w,th
, CoUou.-S^\.s are reported on a basis of 111 cents

innocent boldness and so kept under the m- Ip^^
j^,. for middling uplands, and 12 cts. for New Or-

fluenee of the Lord's Spirit, as to proclaim the leans and Texas.
Divine message clourlj' and fully, not giving

|

Petroleum.—Standard white is quoted at 9^^ cts. per

place to a timid fear lest their hearers will (gallon for export,

not bei.r an open declaration of -^ "-"
'

^''^ r.""""

scouragi'd when they view the activity country, in proportion to population, taking specie

me in who^e labors they cannot discern and paper combined, France stands first on the list

lord's hand
;
and may at times be ready >;"!°g

'^.u' « ,"^ir°u°*^ ^l-^-^v "^X" T^T ^^I'loV^'
,

,
'.^ ,

-^
, ., .., / gium, with 143.55, then the Netherlands, with S'42. 24.

iclude that It IS scarce y worth while toJ,j^^ j^^^, circulation of the United States is $22.59 per

)und doc

trines. Such timidity, where it prevails, paves

Flour.—Demand limited, but prices firm. Sales of

Penna. extra family have been made at i?5
; Ohio, from

$5.25 to $6.25. Minnesota patent at S7. r2J. Rye^, „ J II
• kr„^i„„,„ »a-^5 to §6.25. Minnesota patent at 5./.1ZJ. itye-

the way for a gradually increasing blindness
g^^^ ^^ ^^"^^ ^^ ^^ 3.^ ^J^ ^^1^ ^^ ^^g ^„ ^l^fso

among the people. per ton.

Grain.—Wheat is in fair demand, but prices are un-

settled. Sales of red at S1.09 to §1.10. Rye, 70 cts.

for Pennsylvania new. Corn, western and southern

yellow sold at 51 cts. Oats, No. I white, 42 to 44 cts.;

mixed, 35 to 36 cts.

City, were drowned by the irruption of water while en- 1

Average price for week ending 24th inst Sl.35 to

gaged at work. This shaft had been sunk to a depth 151-45 for prime limolhy hay, and mixed $1.20 to $1.30

of about 65 feet, and was 35 feet in diameter. The Per 100 lbs.. Straw !?1 to S^ 1.10.

Beef cattle.—At Philadelphia cattle were in good

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—On the 21st inst., twenty men em-

ployed in the shaft of the Hudson River Tunnel, Jersey

City, were drowned by the irruption of water while en-

tunnel with which it is to communicate is intended to

be about one mile in length, under the North River,

and its approaches three-quarters of a mile long on

either side. The point at which the accident occurred

is about 40 feet below the surface of the ground, and

it is believed to have been caused by some negligence

in the management of the air-locks by which the

pressure of compressed air, necessary for the opera-

tions, was interrupted, and the resistance thus made to

the weight of the superincumbent mass of earth and

water was lessened. Eight of the workmen escaped.

The estate of Robei:t Morris, the financier of the

D. S. Government during the revolutionary period, and

who finally became insolvent, has just been settled in

the Orphan's Court in this city, after the lapse of nearly

75 years. The proceeds, amounting to nearly $20,000,

was awarded to relatives of the family of the deceased.

The steamer Dessouk, with the Egyptian obelisk on

board, has arrived in New York.

Census returns show the present population of Boston

to be 363,565, an increase of 77,066 in ten years
;
of

Washington city (including Georgetown and other

suburbs) 169,456 ; of the Stale ofRhode Island 276,710,

and of New Jersey 1,100,000.

The first State Convention of colored men ever held

in Illinois, met in the State House at Springfield on

the 20th. A pre .mble and resolutions were adopted

pledging support to the Republican party and the

nominees of the Chicago Convention.

A sharp shock of an earthquake was felt at Man
Chester and other towns in New Hampshire on the

20lh inst.

New York harbor is said to abound with sharks,

brought in by the swill and oflfal dumped in from the

city.

The flow of gold to this country from Europe has

again begun, one million dollars worth of bullion hav-

ing recently been purchased in one day in London for

shipment to the United States.

Statistics of the number of miles of railroad on this

country show, that in 1830 there were 23 miles in

operation, and that in 1879, 86,497 miles had been

constructed, of which 84,232 were in use. In the five

and, and the arrivals were lighter. Extra, of to

5| cts.
;
good, oj- to 5J cts. ; common, 4} to 4f cts.

Sheep.—Sales at 3J to 5i cts., according to quality.

Lambs ranged in price from 3J to 7 cts, per lb.

Hogs, 6 J to 7} cts. per lb.

Wool.—The number of buyers has increased, and

there is a prospect of a more active market. Sales of

Ohio X and xx and No. 1, 45 to 48 cts. ; combing and
delaine, 42^ to 52J cts, ; scoured, 50 to 90 cts. Canada,

combing, 42J to 45 cts. Australian, choice, 50 cts.

Foreign.—Dispatches from Berlin state that the

naval demonstration of the Powers in Turkish waters

will be placed under a joint French and English com-

mand, and that it will be at first merely for purposes

of observation.

A Council of Ministers of the Turkish Government
have recently declined to accept the decision of the

Berlin Conference, and proposed that it should reopen

negotiations with Greece on a different basis. The
Moutenegi'in envoy has been directed to leave Con-

stantinople in consequence of the Porte's falsely repre-

senting to the Powers that the Montenegrins were the

aggressors in their recent fight with the Albanians.

Dispatches from that city represent that extensive

preparations are being made in view of a war with

Greece.

The Porte, in its reply to the collective note of the

European Powers, states that the decision of the recent

Conference gives Greece more territory than was pro-

vided for in the Berlin Treaty, and the proposed cession

includes positions which it is impossible for Turkey to

surrender.

St. Petersburg dispatches state that the statements

in rep-ard to failure of crops in Russia are greatly ex-

aggerated. The report that the government will shortly

prohibit the exportation of corn is semi-olEcially con-

tradicted.

Owing to abundant harvests this year, the Sultan of

Morocco has removed the prohibition against the ex-

portation of maize, peas and beans; the prohibition

remains with respect to the exportation of wheat, bar-

ley and flour, through fear of possible famine.

At the Manchester Assizes several officers and

rectors of the Northern Counties of England Insurar

Company were found guilty of fraud and conspiracy

falsifying the company's accounts. The general mi

ager wassentenced to eighteen months hard labor, 1

chairman' of the board of directors to twelve moni

hard labor, and four others to six months impri3(

ment each. -^

Volcanic disturbances in the island of Luzon co

menced on the 13th inst., and up to the 25th there h ',U

been repeated shocks of earthquake. The catheji^^

and barracks at Manila have fallen ;
many lives ha''

been lost. The inhabitants of Manila have fled to t

fields. The earth has opened in several places, a

jets of boiling water and showers of ashes are eject)

The National Board of Health has received frc

Havana, under date of the 17lh inst., the following;

port: For the week ending the 10th inst, the tot

number of deaths from all causes was 250, of which
were from yellow fever. For the week ending the 11

inst,, there were 74 deaths from yellow fever, and
that date there were probably 200 cases of yellow fe»

in the city and suburbs.
A telegram to the Aborigines Protection Society

London, dated Cape Town 21st inst., says: " Offic:

intelligence from Basutoland announces that there

a general refusal to disarm. The European worn:

and children are being sent away. A general nati

rising is seriously apprehended."
Abdurrahman Khan was formally recognized

Ameer of Afghanistan on the 21st inst. Many of t

leaders of Y'akoob Khan's partv have joined him,

Lepel Griffin, the British Political Officer, in behi

of the Queen and the Viceroy of India, acknowledg

Abdurrahman Khan as Ameer, and announced the ear

withdrawal of the troops within the frontier fixed

the Treaty of Gundamuk. The Secretary for India h

slated in the House of Commons that no foreign int<

ference will be allowed at Cabul, and that the ni

Ameer has been told that if he conformed to the advi

of Great Britain, it would assist him against unpi

voked oppression by any foreign power.
On the 19ih instant a treaty was concluded at Poi

Plata by Ministers Plenipotentiary of the Hayti and!

Domingo governments. The principal feature of tl

treaty is the condition that the Haytien government
to exile from Hayti every Dominican hostile to tl

present government of St. Domingo. This measure

believed to have secured the peace of both countrieii.

The Chinese authorities, desiring to protect natr

industry, have prohibited the importation of Ameria

kerosene oil.

TOUGHKENAMON BOARDING SCHOOL FO
GIRLS, will re-open 9th mo. 13th, 1880.

H. M. Cope, Principal.

Toughkenamon, Chester Co., Penna,

A young woman Friend desires a situation as te.ich

of small children, either in a family school, or

assistant in a larger school.

Address to the Office of " The Friend."

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphic

Physician and Superintendent

—

John C. Hall, M.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board

Managers.

Died, at his residence in this city, 12th rao. 29t

1879, Walkee Moore, in the 88th year of his

member of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Phil

delphia for the Northern District.

, 1st mo, 5th, 1880, at his residence near Pen?

ville, Morgan Co,, Ohio, Joseph Kisg, in the 86

year of his age, a member of Pennsville Monthly
Particular Meeting, He was diligent in the attendao

of our meetings, both for worship and discipline, wb
of ability to do so, and manifested an attachment tot

ancient "doctrines and testimonies of Friends as he

forth in the early days of this Society, He w.is enabk

to bear a protracted illness with a good degree

patience and resignation, and we humbly trust heh
been gathered, through mercy and redeeming love, in

the fold of rest and peace,

WIL^LIAM H. PILE, FRINTEBr
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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'ter this meeting, I went into the county
'exford and visited Friends, having several

ed heavenly meetings with them in thai,

ty; they were a lowly plain people.

n thence 1 came into the county of VVick-

and some little time after, the motion of

u me for travelling ceased, and I durst

10 further, but returned back into the

ty of Wexford, and wrought harvest-work
iamb's-Town, where Kobert Cuppage, a

nd in the ministry dwelt, who had a con-

to visit Friends in Munster, and would
I taken me with him for a companion.
I told him, I durst not go, because the

1 had taken away the motion of life from
and I must wait upon the Lord, to know
)les8ed will and good time; so I staid.

a little time {ifter, came James Dickin-

a young man from Cumberland, to visit

nds, with intention to go into Munster,
then the Lord was pleased to open my
to go with hira, and we being both very

]g, travelled together in true brotherly

,

great humility, and godly fear; and the

3ed heavenly power of the Lord did often

er our hearts in meetings, as also the

ts of many Friends, and we had a pros-

us journey in the will of God : so I saw it

good to wait the Lord's time in all things
;

having travelled through Lelnster and
ister, James Dickinson went northward,
I was afraid of running before my true

ie, because they who run and are not
of God, can neither profit the people nor
nselves, so I staid at work in the city of

erford about sixteen weeks, and went
I thence to Dublin, and the Half Year's
ting there, which was large and very good;

ipping and landed at Liverpool with
Former companion, James Dickinson ; and
igh it was now a time of great persecu-

of Friends in England, it pleased the

d to give us a peaceable and prosperous
ney through the meetings of Friends all

g in our way to Cumberland,
^he care which Thomas Wilson manifested,
bove set forth, to move in his religious

ices only under the putting forth of the
i, is shown also by the testimony to him
forth by the Half Year's Meeting of Ire-

who say of him : " When he had draw-

ings on his spirit to go forth in public service,

he was careful in waiting to know the Lord's

acceptable time, in which he freely gave up,

preferring Truth's service before liis own
worldly concerns; and when he foui^d his

spirit clear of the service he was engaged in,

he was careful to return with what expedi-

tion he could." In this he acted according to

the advice of George Fox, who advises min-
istering Friends, when their services are com-
pleted, to return with 8])eed to their habita-

tions, that there bo no slothfulness.

Is there not a danger in this day, that for

want of care in this respect, some may linger

longer than is best among their friends, find-

ing it easier to depend on the hospitality of

others, than to be diligent in laboring for their

own support, and forgetful of the example of

the great Apostle Paul who, when among the
Tbessalonians, wrought with labor and travail

night and day, that he might not be charge-
able to any of them.
Of this visit to Ireland, Thomas Wilson's

companion, James Dickinson, says, " The
power of the Lord was wonderfully with him,
and made him as a cloud folded, full of rain,

carried by the breath of the Almighty to

water the ground. He had great service

while I was with him, and several were con-

vinced by him." After finishing his labors

in that country, Thomas Wilson says :]

In a little time after, with my dear com-
panion, James Dickinson, visited Friends in

the two counties of Cumberland and West-
moreland. At Kendal, some persons came to

break up our meeting, and began to pull out
Friends ; and in a very rude manner took out
raj' companion. Then the word of the Lord
came mightily upon me, and I was made bold

to stand up and preach the everlasting gospel
amongst them ; the holy power of the Lord
came mightily over the hearts of Friends, and
even the opposers were made quiet a consider-

able time ; but after I had stood about an hour,

they came and pulled me to the door. I asked
for my hat, and they said, Give him bis hat,

he does well to put it off when he preaches.

And after they had asked me many questions,

I asked one of them, whether he was a be-

liever in Jesus Christ or not? He said, he
was, and also in the apostles' doctrine. Then
I told him, he never read that either Christ
or his apostles did enter into any religious

assemblies, and disturb them as he did us, ex-

cept Paul Isefore he knew the Lord Jesus, for

which sin he afterward calls himself the chief

of sinners ; I bade him consider; and sat down
in the meeting, all being very still, and in a
little time James Dickinson kneeled down to

prayer ; the Lord's heavenly power came over
all, and the meeting ended sweetly.

In the year 1684, I and my said companion
travelled through Lancashire and Cheshire,
into Wales, and had many blessed meetings,
both in North and South Wales. In all which
no informer disturbed any of our meetings,
until we came to Eedstone in Pembrokeshire,

where a constable, with a wicked informer,

and several other persons came; and as I

preached the word of the Lord to the people,

the informer laid rude hands on me and pulled

me away. I spoke to him mildly, desiring him
to let mo speak a few words, and he did so.

The constable and those with him, sat down
and staid about an hour, in which time I

preached the way of salvation to them all;

after which, James Dickinson kneeled down
to pray, and the informer came to pull him
up fram his knees, but could not, ho being
in fervent prayer to the Lord, so the meeting
ended in a sweet feeling of the Lord's glorious

presence: Thanksgiving be unto Him that
lives for ever and ever.—Amen.
The inforraercarae and laid his hand^^ on me

next, saj'ing, 'I must go with him.' I asked,

whither? He said, ' Before a justice.' I asked
for his warrant. He answered, ' he was a com-
mission officer, and that I had nothing to do
to ask him for a warrant.' Friends told him,

it was but a civil question, at which he was
very angry, but no man laid hands on us to

take us away, so we fell into some friendly

discourse. I was very pleasant, and easy in

spirit; and walking to and fro in discourse,

one of the company said I smiled, which they
admired at, we being likely to go to prison.

1 answered, 'That I came in the true iove of

the Lord Jesus Christ to visit them, and had
nothing but love and good will to them all

;'

and turning to the informer, said to him, 'If

thou was in a journey as we are, and any man
should ask thee to go with him before a justice

of the peace, without the king's justice's war-
rant, thou would think it below thee as a man,
to go.' This being mildly spoken to him, he
gave a sudden answer, saying, 'To be sure

he would;' then said I, 'Consider our case;'

whereupon perceiving ho had over-shot him-
self, he rode away and left us.

We having appointed a meeting to be next
day at Haverfordwest, went thither that
night, and next morning to the meeting;
wherein, after a little lime, the glorious power
of the Lord did shine, and that text of Holy
Scripture, viz :

' Then said these men, we shall

not find any occasion against this Daniel, ex-

cept we find it against him concerning the
law of his God.' After they had prevailed

with King Darius to sign a decree, whereby
Daniel might be ensnared in performing his

duty to his God, this righteous man declined

not his duty, through fear of suffering, but
was very bold, as well as innocent, as appears
in the tenth verse of the same chapter, viz:
' Now, when Daniel knew that the writing
was signed, he went into his house ; and his

windows being open, in his chamber, toward
Jerusalem, he kneeled upon his knees, three
times a day, and prayed, and gave thanks be-

fore his God, as he did aforetime.' This sub-

ject was preached to the people, as our case,

men having nothing against us, but for wor-
shipping the Lord God of Daniel in his Holy
Spirit, according to the institution of our
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blessed Lord and Savionr, above sixteen hun-

dred years ago; and that in this glorious

gospel time, we are to fe very diligent and

faithful to the Lord, to keep up our religious

meetings, even in stormy timesof persecution,

referring to Daniel, who was blessed of the

Lord for his faithfulness; boldly declaring

and aflSrraing, that the Lord, whom we serve

in the gospel of his Son, will reward all his

faithful children and people, instancing many
proofs out of the Holy Scriptures. The afore-

said informer, and several priests, whereof

his brother was one, together with some of

the town officers, being outside of the house,

and hearing these gospel truths preached,

were very sober, and staid a great while.

Then some of them said, 'Let us pull them
outof their meeting;' but others said, ' JSTo, by

no means ;' for if this be the Quakers' doctrine,

it is good and sound, we never heard the like,

let them alone; so went away, and our meet-

ing ended in prayer and thanksgiving to the

great Lord of heaven and earth, w^O is

worthy for ever and ever.

This informer fined Friends very much, but

the Lord, by one means or other, prevented

tbeirgoodsfrora being taken away ;
and lastl}',

by the death of King Charles the Second.

After which no informer troubled us in any
meeting where 1 came, though we bad many
meetings to visit, as in Glamorganshire, Here-

fordshire, Eadnorshire, Montgomeryshire,
Shropshire, and Flintshire; in all which meet-

ings we bad blessed sweet waterings and a

confirming ministry, and Friends were glad

in that the God of peace had rebuked the

Btorm in those parts. My companion and 1

parted for the service sake : he went into Ire-

land, and I travelled northward, and had a

prosperous journej' througb Cheshire, Lanca-
shire, and Westmoreland.

Friends at Great Strickland not being suf

fered to meet in their usual meeting-place,

met in the highway before the meeting house

door, and the officers came while I was preach-

ing the word of the Loi'd, but were very sober,

and did not break up our meeting. From
thence I came home, where my mother and
family, with friends and neighbors, were very
glad to see me safely returned in that stormy
time.

After some stay at my outward employ
about home, I found drawings to visit Friends

in Northumberland, Bishoprick, and York-
shire ;

and had many blessed meetings mostly
peaceable, though the storm of persecution

was not yet fully ended. I went into War-
wickshire, Oxfordshire and Oxford city, where
I heard the scholars had been rude, and much
abused Friends. I went into that city on a

First-day morning, in great fear and humility,

being a stranger to all Friends there, and
sat down in, a corner of the meeting-house
Friends sat by the sides of the house, and left

the middle empty for the rabble; we having
sat a little time, a Friend began to speak, and
had spoken but a very few words before the

scholars came in, in such abundance that I

supposed they filled the middle part of the

house. The Friend sat down as soon as they
came in, and the meeting being in silence,

they began to talk one to another, and spy
out who would preach ; and seeing mo like a
traveller, said, 'That one in the corner,' look-

ing rudely upon me, .thus talking one to an-

other for some time. The word of the Lord
was strong in my heart to preach unto them

;

but I was first to say, ' Sit down, young men,

we shall be glad of your company, so long as

you are civil ;' which done, they all sat down
and began to listen earnestly what I would
say. r preached the way to the kingdom of

heaven to be in Jesus Christ, regeneration,

and to be born again ; and that blessed Jesus

taught this doctrine to Nicodemus, ' Except
man be born again, he cannot see the king-

dom of God.' And though he was a master
or teacher in Israel, yet being carnally mind-
ed, he could not understand these things;

neither can any carnal minded men now
know the things of God, for no man knoweth
the P^ather but the Son, and he to whomso-
ever the Son will reveal him. So those who
preach against revelation, they preach against

the true knowledge of the living God, and
life eternal ; for our blessed Lord said, ' This

is life eternal, that they might know Thee the

only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou
hast sent.' And this was in and by the Spirit

and holy gift of his saving grace that brin,

vation, and so went on preaching as

opened in me ; the scholars went away quiet-

ly, and the meeting ended in prayer to Al
mighty God.

(To be coDtinoed.)

Penguins at Tristan Da Cunha.

As we approached the shore, I was aston

ished at seeing a shoal of what looked like

extremely active very small porpoises or dol

phins. I could not imagine what the things

could be, unless they were indeed some most
marvellously small Cetaceans; they showed
black above and white beneath, and came
along in a shoal of fifty or more, from sea-

wards towards the shore at a rapid pace, by
a series of successive leaps out of the water,

splashes into it again, describing short

curves in the air, taking headers out of the

water and headers into it again ; splash,

splash, went this marvellous shoal of animals,

till they went splash through the surf on to

the black stony beach, and there struggled

and jumped up amongst the boulders and re-

vealed themselves as wet and dripping pen-
guins, for such they were.

Much as 1 had read about the habits of it, moreover
penguins, I never could have believed that the ilittle and joins

in the Tristan group ; this is, JEudyptes saltah

or the " well divingjumper." The birds stai

about a foot and a half high ; they are covt

ed, as are all penguins, with a thick coatii

of close sot feathers, like the grebe's feath«

that muffs are made of They are slate gn
on the back and head, snow white on t

whole front, and from the sides of the he

projects backwards on each side a tuft

sulphur yellow plumes. The tufts lie close

the head when the bird is swimming or divii

but they are erected when it is on shore, a

seem then almost by their varied posture,

be used in the expression of emotions, such

inquisitiveness and anger.

The bill of the penguin is bright red, a

very strong and sharp at the point, as our li

testified before the day was over ; the iria

also red.

Most of the droves of penguins mai

one landing place, where the beach surfa

was covered with a coating of dirt from the

feet, forming a broad track, leading to a la

in the tall grass about a yard wide at the bi

tom, and quite bare, with a smoothly beat

black roadway ; this was the entrance to t

main street of this part of the " rookery," I

so these penguin establishments are called.

Other smaller roads led al intervals into t

rookery to the nests near its border, but t

main street was used by the majority of bin

The birds took little notice of us, allowing

to stand close bj', and even to form ourseU

into a group for the photographer, in whi
they were included.

'This kind of penguin is called by the whi.

ers and sealers "rock-hopper," from its curio,

mode of progression. The birds hop from ro'

to rock with both feet placed together, scarce

ever missing their footing. When chased, tt

blunderand fall amongst the stones, struggUi

their best to make off.

With one of the Germans as guide, 1 enter

the main street. As soon as one was in

the grass being above one's head, one was
if in a maze, and could not see in the lei

where one was going to. Various latei

streets lead off on each side fiom the raj

road, and are often at their mouths as big

the road sometimes divides fo'

; hence it is the easit

creatures I saw thus progressing through thelthing in the world to lose one's wa}', and O!

water, were birds, unless I bad seen them tolls quite certain to do so when inexperienc

my astonishment thus make on shore. I had|in penguin rookeries. The German, howevi

subsequently much opportunitj' of watching
their habits.

We landed on the beach ; it was bounded
along its whole stretch at this point by a dense

growth of tussock. The tussock {Spartlna

arundinacea), is a stout coarse reed-like grass;

it grows in large clumps, which have at their

base largo masses of hard woody matter,

formed of the bases of old stems and roots.

In penguin rookeries, the grass covers wide

tracts with a dense growth like that of a field

of standing corn, but denser and higher, the

grass reaching high over one's head.

Here there is a sort of mutual-benefit-alli-

ance between the penguins and the tussock.

The millions of penguins sheltering and nest-

ing amongst the grass, saturate the soil on
which it grows with the strongest manure,
and the grass thus stimulated grows high and
thick, and shelters the birds from wind and
rain, and enemies, such as the predatory gulls.

On the beach were to be seen various groups

of penguins, either coming from or going to

the sea. There is only one species of penguin

ho was our guide on our first visit, acot

tomed to pass through the place constant

fortwo j-ears, was perfectly well at home
the rookery and knew every street and turnin

It is impossible to conceive the discomfo

of making one's way through a big rooker

hap-hazard, or "across country," as one mi

say.

In the path only a few droves of penguin

on their way to and from the water, are e

countered, and these stampede out of yc
way into the side alleys. Now you are, tl

instant you leave the road, on the actual bree

ing ground. The nests are placed so thick

that you cannot help treading on eggs ai

young birds at almost every step.

A parent bird sits on each nest, with

sharp beak erect and open ready to bite, ye

ing savagely "caa, caa, urr, urr," its red e

gleatning and its plumes at half-cock, at

quivering with rage. No sooner are yo

legs within reach than they are furiously b

ten, often by two or three birds at once : th

is, if you have not got on strong leather ga'
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r.-as on the first occasion of visiting a rook-
rjou probably have not.

on make miserably slow progress, and at

If rortort to the expedient of stampeding as
HIS your breath will cany you. ,You put
lo n your head and make a rush through the

8, treading on old and young bap-hazard,
rushing on before they have time to bite,

be air is close in the rookery, and the sun
ibovo, and out of broatb, and running with
pi ration, you come aci-oss a mass of rook
n from the cliff above, and slicking up in

rookery; this you hail as "a city of
ge." Tou hammer off it hurriedly half a
sn penguins who are sunning themselves
e, and are on the look-out, and mounting
he top take out your handkerchief to wipe
y the perspiration and rest a while, and
in what direction you have been going,
far you have got, and in which direction
are to make the ne-vt plunge. Then when
arc refreshed, you make another rush, and

-Moseley's Naturalist on the " Chal-

For "The Friend."

Westtowa Boarding School,

his interesting institution of learning was
menced and has now for more than three
rters of a century been conducted, it is

eved, under a religious concern for the
per training of the youth of the Society of
Mids. In order that it may continue to be
he future, what it has been in the past, it

mportant that those who are called to its

nagoment should endeavor to get into and
ell under the same religious concern that
mated our forefathers in its establishment.
'fot among the least of the many pleasant
bcialions that cluster around that quiet
i-eat, is, that among those now associated
h others in its management, are several of

ind-children of those who co operated
h other worthies of their day in planning
1 erecting the buildings, systematizing and

ig to order the government of the
nil}-, schools, &c. That venerable seer and
phet, Thomas Scattergood, declared in his

jf,
" This is a vineyard which the Lord will

which prophecy so far, we may say,
der a sense of reverent thankfulness, has
n remarkably fulfilled.

Jare of the Church—hope of the Church—and long
"he cherished object of affection strong,

hro' faithful members she, with guardian care,

Vatches o'er Westtown where her jewels are
;

Since first its outline on the vision rose,

'mid her worthies she has chosen those
Ikilled for the purpose, who with anxious eye
ilarkall its movements—sage advice supply

—

live it their time—their love—their anxious care,

Dr haply bear it to the thnone in prayer."

Under some sense of the benefit that has
rued, and may still attend those educated
ider its sheltering roof, a strong desire has
len felt that all our members, especially

irents and guardians, may remember West-
n, in looking out for a place of education
those under their care, and place them

ere in preference to putting them in situa-

ons of greater exposure and temptation, be-

Bving that the opportunities for obtaining a
lorough education and discipline there, are

Uy equal if not superior to other similar in

itutions, and that a blessing will rest on
ich a course.

In walking through the grounds sometime
nco, and reflecting upon the number of
alued Friends who have been engaged in

conducting it, and who had been, we humbly
trust, safely gathered to their everlasting

rest, the desire arose, "Let me die the death
of the righteous, and let my last end be like

unto his."

Among the worthies who were earliest

associated in the management of the school,

we find the names of George Churchman and
Philip Price, the former appearing to have
been appointed to servo on the Committee
10th mo. 3d, 1794, and the latter in the year
following. The only published account of Geo.
Churchman that wo are aware of, is on page
284 of Biographical Sketches, where he is re-

ferred to as an "experienced elder" who was
concerned for the then j'oung minister, Peter
Yarnall.

Quoting again from the interesting little

poemof our late deartViend Jos. Kite, he says:

" Next Prke appeared the infant band to rule,

Sustaining well the interests of the school,

Almost twelve* years he watched young minds unfold,

And gather treasures better far than gold,

—

Stores of instruction that will keep secure,

If rightly cherished, while those minds endure.

Much of his life for children's good he wrought.
Long their best interests claimed his anxious thought.

As de.ith drew near, instruction still he gave
;

Faith bore his head above the threat'ning wave;
There the Redeemer shed his calming power,
Stilling the terrors of the parting hour."

The following letter exhibits the exercise

and concern of Geo. Churchman for the true

welfare of the infant institution. It is ad-

dressed to Philip Price, Jr., near Brandywine,
and is dated from East Nottingham, 9th mo.
19th, 1799, at which period Kichard Harts-

horne was Superintendent. G. C. appears
to have been a man of considerable education,

the letter being carefully written, although in

much simplicity of language, and penmanship
quite legible—it is not known that it has been
before published.

To the Committee and others (as way may open)

at the Westtown School :

Dear friends :— I believe I may con
truly, my mind hath often been dipped into

affectionate sympathy with those who have th

superintendence and care of the children and
other matters relative to the concern adopted
by our Yearly Meeting for promoting a guard
ed education for youth, and who are thereby

permitted to hold religious meetings with the

children in the school-house at Westtown. I

have frequently felt fervent desires, that as

Divine Providence hath apparently owned
the concern in its beginning, his blessing may
continue to attend the pious endeavors of

Friends and those who now have the care

thereof in its more advanced state. Perhaps
I may without impropriety hint, that since

my being at the place about two weeks ago,

with some others of the committee, my sym-
pathy hath been considerably increased, and
a measure of brotherly care and concern felt

that all interested in the business at that place

and those who have to uphold a religious

meeting there twice a week, may be favored

and preserved in an attentive, humble state

of mind, from day to day, as that nothing
may be suffered to take root, or prevail, that

may be any impediment, or means of obstruct-

* Philip Price acted temporarily as Superintendent,

after Richard Hartshorne left, until Joshua Sharpless

was ready to take the charge, which he did 4lh mo. 1st,

1800. P. Price came regularily as Superintendent 10th

mo. 1.3th, 1818, left 5th mo. 3d, 1830, and was succeeded

by Pennock Passmore, (father of the present Superin-

tendent) 5th mo. 1st, 18.30,

ng that union of spirit, and harmonizing of
conduct and disposition, which is only proper
to open the way for uniting in mental or vocal
olemn supplication to the Almighty Father,
for his blessing, not only in their awful sittings

together for worship in his presence but at
other times when engaged in their several and
respective branches of care, whether for the
nstruction of the pupils, management of the
necessary business in the house, upon the
farm, or for preserving right order in every
case that relates to the prosperity of this

momentous concern.

From some degree of latter experience, and
for encouragem 'nt to Friends at that p'aoo,

I believe I may be justified mentioning It

as my firm belief: that there is no disposition

which brings the Christian mind (of male or
female) into such a state of increasing ac-

ceptance with our most Merciful Father, and
the God of our lives, as that of often sub-

mitting with deep abasementof soul, to enquire
at hie footstool concerning our own faults and
failings, and concerning the progress we make
in overcoming nature, with all its defects and
weakening propensities; or, in other lan-

guage, to inquire whether the work of re- «

generation and sanctificatiou is really going
forward daily, or whether it is in any wise
impeded for want of our more fully embracing
the humiliating doctrine of the cross of our
dear Redeemer.

This deeply inquisitive disposition and ex-

ercise of mind fully given way to by both
sexes, of each rank and degree, and especially

by those of superior station, in every concern
that relates to the advancement of the cause

of truth and righteousness, when attended
with a proper individual vpillingness of soul

to submit to such fresh and repeated plung-

ings or baptisms in spiritual Jordan as are

requisite for our thorough cleansing: I say,

such an exercise (1 do most fully believe),

will effectually open the way for offering up
available petitions to the Heavenly Father,

whether in a united capacity when assembled
before Him, orindividually and more separate-

ly, that He may be pleased richly to dispense

of his blessing in affording wisdom and under-

standing adequate to the prosperous and har-

monious conducting each branch of that care,

in which the real good and reputation of the
whole is concerned.
Having latterly (as before hinted) perceived

an increasing solicitude of mind that nothing
may be permitted to happen among our valued
Friends and fellow-members, who reside at

Westtown School or on the farm, obstructive

to that pure order and necessary harmony
which ought to be supported and prevail

through each department for the children's

right instruction, lively example and solid

benefit; as an absent well-wisher, who may
not have such frequent opportunity to be

present at the place as those who dwell nearer,

perhaps I may be permitted to hint further my
sentiments relative to the present and future

prosperity of a seminary which, if wisely con-

ducted, seems to promise great utility to our
religious Society, (if not to our country at

large), viz : Seeing our nature as men and
creatures is weak and frail ;

and if our frail-

ties and propensities are given way to or not

overcome through the assistance of Divine

Grace, we are liable lo deviate from the path

of pure wisdom, and so to become bewildered

jor tinctured with folly, which may lead to-

I wards discord and breach of harmony ; there-
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fore let all be diligent in maintaining the

Christian watch and daily warfare ; that

each degree of disorder and confusion arising

through the negket of this important exercise

may be shunned and honorably avoided. And
if at any time through unwatehfulnoss little

misses or causes of dissension should happen,

or circumstances occur that may lead to a

breach of harmony, O, let there be in meek-

ness on all hands a speedy submission to the

doctrine of the cross, whereby each species of

a selfish disposition is brought under, through

the operation of that Power, whereby the

fleshly part, with its will, propensities and

desires, are reduced and crucified.

Where this discipline is closely attended to,

and more especially those of the upper rank

are concerned to be instructive leaders and

examples herein, in the meekness of Wisdom
to those in lower stations, it surely tends to

establish proper dignity and superiority on a

sound and more solid bottom than when rough

temper and brittleness ofdisposition are mani-

fested. And where those also in lower station,

according to their several allotments, are

rightly concerned to be improving daily in

•»the same discipline, and properly exercised in

meekness to show forth a conduct suitable to

their place and degree, how beneficial will

such a mutual submission to the refining work
of self-mortification and reduction to lowli-

ness of mind, prove towards the preservation

and increase of harmony and good order

!

This truly Christian disposition becoming
prevalent, we may profitably remember the

instructive contents of certain weighty pre-

cepts recorded in Scripture, and be sensible of

their propriety down to the present day, one

of which recommends to us, "Not to mind
high things but that we condescend to those

of low degree." Another sentence advises us
" to confess our faults one to another, and to

pray for one another." In another place our

Saviour points out that the way to true great-

ness is, " to become as a servant to all," &c.

And whenever or in whatever degree this

essential Christian duty of bearing the cross

to our natural dispositions, and in meekness
duly bearing and forbearing one with another,

is avoided or neglected, so far will weakness
and causes of offence be manifest, and thereby

disorder and confusion become introduced;

which Christian prudence and the duties of

our religion direct us diligently to check in

their first budding, that thus they may be

shunned and prevented. I seem free to make
this further addition, for encouragement to

friends of each class, who are, or may be en-

gaged in necessary care in and about the

Yearly Meeting school and the farm there, in

the essential duty of daily endeavoring to ask

wisdom for right government respecting each

branch of duty according to the different sta-

tions, or for direction and assistance in man-
aging matters in general, that when the minds
of individuals become inwardly subjected in

obedience to the doctrine of the cross, (as

above hinted,) we may rely on the truth of

the Apostle James' assertion, "If any of you
lack wisdom, let him ask of God who giveth

to all men liberally and upbraideth not, and
it shall bo given him." James i. 6. I have
not written these thoughts under an appre-
hension that I myself am perfect, yet I feel at

seasons a fervent desire to be found pressing

forward towards the mark of the prize of oui'

high calling, and 1 hope my friends will feel

that I do not write in a censorious or lording

disposition, but rather from a degree of lively

hope and faith that the Divine blessing will

be increased and oven eminently vouchsafed

to attend this noble Society concern, under

which we are engaged and concerning which
ray mind, according to my measure, did feel

much interested for many years preceding its

adoption in the Yearly Meeting. My concern

and sympathy have been increased at the pre-

sent season from a renewed prospect of the

benefit likely to arise, both to us, who are of

the Committee, and the Superintendent, Tu-
tors and Caretakers in every station, through
the full predominance of a disposition of meek-
ness, and being properly and mutually sub-

missive to the Power that mortifies the crca-

turely will and deeds of the body ; as hereby
we shall become increasingly enabled to live

in the life of Truth, and to ask wisdom in ac

acceptable and availa-ble manner to govern
assist and direct in all things, whereby the

beloved youth who are and may be brought
under the tuition and care of the institution

may be rightly instructed, exemplified, and
led into the paths they ought to walk in,' with

out being in anywise offended, through our

little faults, or obstructed in a lively progres

sion in true piety and virtue, or without suf

fering any hindrance therein through the

prevalence of any wrong disposition, compara
ble to a "little folly," appearing in any of

those entrusted with their tuition, or in the

care and management of the institution. I

am in the feeling of near sympathetic affec-

tion towards the Committee, Superintendent

and wife, the Tutors, male and female,

Your loving friend and brother,

Geo. Cburchman.
KB.—The distance from Darbj', with th-

wot weather, have prevented my attending

with the General Committee at the time pro

posed.

For "Tbe Friend."

A Few Thoughts on the Fall of Man.

After Adam and Eve transgressed the com-
mand of God, they fell. Under the fall we are

by nature prone to evil through their trans-

gression. Now comes the question, When
does a child become accountable for his ac-

tions or conduct; when does he receive that

light that enlightens every one that comes
into the world ?

I believe we are born into the world with

a seed of evil, by nature ; but a child is not

accountable till he arrives to the age to know
evil from good, and transgresses the Divine

laws; and that he is under sin as soon as he

transgresses those laws, or disobeys them.
Then the Lord visits us with his Spirit, show-
ing us what is right and what is wrong.
Some call it the light shining in darkness and
we comprehend it not. If we will heed this

light, it will lead us out of all evil, and then

we will walk in the light and grow in grace

day by day ; then his Spirit will lead us and
keep us. By our yielding our hearts or spirit

unto Him, the great giver of all perfect gifts,

He will lead us into the happy homo where
all of his children are ever at rest. This is

done through repentance—" repent ye ; the

kingdom is at hand."
Here I think some of us miss our way. We

are too curious in trj'iug to pry into the hid-

den mysteries of God's will, and marking out
our own wa}' ; and cry out, this is the way,
walkyeiniti This is the way of self. My
desire is that wc, as a people, professing as

we do, may humble ourselves to the will

Christ ; crying out. Lord, what wilt thou ha
me to do ? and wait the answer, then obey '

This will lead us out of all strife and conte

lion and. division. It will bind us into o

brotherhood, in love one towards another, a)

shut out the old adversary that seeks to (

vide and scatter the flock of God's heritaf

Let us make peace in the truth, and lay a
foundation on the rock that cannot be move

John Moon.
Emporium, Lyon Co., Kansas.

[In the above article it is stated, that

child comes under sin when it transgress

the Divine law ; and it goes on to say, " Th>

the Lord visits us with his Spirit, showin^
what is right and what is wrong." Tb
might seem to imply that children are ni

visited by the Lord's Spirit until after the

have done something that is wrong; and thi
'

the Light of Christ is first known as a r

prover for evil. We scarcely suppose thi

the writer of the article intended to eonve

that meaning, as the general tenor of h

article is in accordance with the doctrine i|^'

the Society of Friends, that the child is n(

guilty of sin till it violates the Divine lav

The only way in which it can know this la-

is through the illumination of the Light* ^

Christ showing what is wrong, and influeni

ing the tender mind of the child to avoid

If it disregards this warning, then the Ligb
acts as a reprover for the evil.

—

Ed.]

For " Tte Friend."

Raising Cabbages.

Having been much interested in watchiir f.

the operations of a farmer, who had devoted

portion of one of his fields to the raising of

crop of cabbages, the observations made ther« v

on and the reflections to which they gave risi

have seemed to the writer to be instructive i

their character, and have brought to min>

some of the spiritual operations of the greai|:

good Husbandman.
After the field had been plowed and bai

rowed, a season of drought followed, ii

which no planting could be done to advantage
Week afrer week passed, but until the wel

come rain descended, the farmer could di

nothing with his ground. He was forced t(

wait with patience on Him " who gives the

early and the latter rain." But when tbi

ground had been watered from heaven, thet .:

followed a season of active labor and exertioni k

The young cabbages were to be procured froB

the persons who had raised them ; the ridgaj

of earth were to be thrown up by the plow
properly enriched, and the tender plants Vt

be placed therein. Two elements woreneces--

sary to insure the successful growth of the

crop—human labor and the blessing of heaven

Unless the rain had descended, which was al-

together beyond his control, the farmer would
have toiled in vain; but no amount of raiD

would have been fruitful of good results, if the

necessary labor and skill in preparing tbe

ground, and procuring and setting out the

plants had not been exercised.

Is there not a similar process in our spirit-

ual growth ? Man, of himself is powerless to

work out his soul's salvation. He is entirely

dependent on the mercy of his hea
Father, who visits him with his grace an<i

good Spirit, and extends to him the call to

open his heart and let the King of Glory come
in. As Robert Barclay says :

" Though there

be a possibility of salvation to every man dur-
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ir the day of his visitation, yet cannot a man
aiiti}' time when he pleaseth, or hath some
3(se of bis misery, stir up that Liijht and
Gice, so as to procure to himself tenderness

oihtart; but he must wait for it: which
les upon all at certain times and seasons,

irein it works powerfully upon the soul,

htily tenders it, and breaks it; at which
a if man resists it not, but close with it, he
les to know salvation by.it." Though
i heavenly rain, these times of refresh-

t which come from the presence of the

'd, are not in the control of man, yet there

work for him to do also. He must open
heart to receive it, submit to its influence,

k in the path on which the light from
ven shines, do whatsoever it shows to be a

y, watch against evil, and as the apostle

orts, work out his salvation with fear and
nbling. If these visitations of Divine love

not thus improved, they will pass away,
) the rain from the unfilled earth, leaving

lardoned by that which was designed to

its fruitlulness.

Lftcr my friend had planted his field, the
sun soon caused most of the plants to wilt,

that a person not familiar with farming
rations would have feared that fovv of

would live. But the coolness and mois-
e of the nights were reviving to them, and
ieiidly shower which soon followed, en-

id the leaves to stiffen again, and settled

earth around the roots, so that it was soon
dent that the plants were established and
wing in their new home. The weeds
raed to grow even more rapidly than the

useful plants, and many days had not
psed before the cabbages in some parts of

field were almost hidden by them. The
7 and the boo were set to work, and the

ruders were displaced or uprooted for the

le.

iVhen the seed of the kingdom has been
nted in the heart of man, and has taken
t and begun to grow, there is need of care

1 watchfulness lest it be choked and render-

unfruitful by the springing up of other

ngs. We may have passed through trials

1 dispensations and visitations, which like

plow of the husbandman have upturned
soil of our hearts and left it as prepared
und; yet the roots of spiritual weeds and
seeds of evil may still be lurking there,

idy to spring up and repossess the soil,

ere is needof constant vigilance and labor,

1 in the outward world and the spiritual,

must watch and pray that we enter not

o temptation; we must bear the daily cross;

must labor in the Lord's vineyard. " Bless-

is that servant, whom his Lord, when He
neth, shall find watching."

SVe may be deprived of outward consola-

ns, and still have consolation of heart ; but

s is not all. We may be deprived, in the

ereignty of God, and for wise purposes, of

ard consolations also; and may be left for

me, in a state of mental barrenness and
solation ; and yet faith, precious faith, dis-

iragingas this state of things may seem,

y still remain ; and not fully merely, but

the strength and fulness of its exercise.

is still our delightful privilege to say of

id, that he is our God, our Father, our
lend and portion. "Blessed is the man
at trusteth in the Lord."

A fixed inflexible will is a great assistance

a holy life. Satan will suggest a thousand

reasons why we should yield a little to the
temptations by which we are Hurrounded ; but
lot us ever stand fast in our purpose. A good
degree of decision and tenacity of purpose is

of gi-eat importance in the ordinary afl'airs of

life. How much more so in the things of re-

ligion ! He who is easily shaken will find the
way of holiness difficult, perhaps impractica-

ble. A double-minded man, he who has no
fixedness of purpose, no energy of will, is "un-
stable in all his ways."

—

T. G. Upham.

THE INDIAN BOY.

[We have been requested to publish the

following lines, written about the year 1812,

by Samuel J. Smith of Burlington, N. J.]

From the blood-stained track of ruthless war.

An Indian boy had fled—
Remote froi.i his home, in the wild woods far,

A moss-bank pillowed his head.

His glossy hair was damp with dew,
His air was mild and meek

—

And it seemed that a straggling tear or two
Had wandered down his cheek

;

For he saw in his dream the bayonet's gleam.

He saw his kindred fall

;

And he heard his mother's dying scream,

And the crackling flames take all.

In his feverish sleep' he turned and rolled

'Mid the fern and the wild-flowers gay ;

And his little hand fell on a rattlesnake's fold,

As coiled in the herbage it lay.

His head the stately reptile raised,

Unclosed his fiery eye
;

On the sleeping boy for a moment g.azed,

Then passed him harmless by.

'Twas well young savage, well for thee

It was only the serpent's lair,

Thy fate perchance would different be,

Had the white man slumbered there.

His short nap o'er, uprose the child,

His lonely way to tread
;

Through the deepest gloom of the forest wild,

His pathless journey led.

Where high in air the cypress shakes
His mossy tresses wide

;

O'er the beaver's stream, and the dark blue lakes.

Where the wild duck squadrons ride.

At the close of the day in a wildering glen,

A covert met his view
;

And he crept well pleased in the sheltering den,

For chilly the night wind blew.

And soon his weary eyelids close,

Though something touched his ear,

'Twas only the famished she-wolf's nose,

As she smelt for her young ones near
;

And forth she hied at the noon of night,

To seek her 'customed prey

—

And the Indian boy, at the peep of light,

He too pursued his way.

'Twas well, young savage, well for thee.

It was only the wild beast's lair,

Thy fate perchance would diflTerent be.

Had the white man slumbered there.

But where, alas ! poor wanderer, canst thou stray,

Where white intruders shall molest no more ?

Like ocean's billows, their resistless way
A whelming deluge spreads from shore to shore.

Their onward march, insatiate as the grave.

Still shall they hold ; to province, province join
;

Till bounded by the broad Pacific's wave,
Their giant empire seas alone confine.

And lo ! their missions distant climes explore.

To spread the joyful gospel tidings far

—

While wrapt in tenfold darkness, at their door,

The forest's children find no guiding star.

But oh I my country I though neglect alone
Were crime sufficient—deeper guilt is thine

;

Thy sins of crimson, added to his own,
Have crushed the savage with a weight malign.

We seize the comforts bounteous Heaven has given,

With strange diseases vex him from his birth
;

We sooth his sorrows with no hope of Heaven,
Yet drive him headlong from his home on earth.

As shrinks the stubble from the rushing blaze
;

Or feathery snow from summer's tepid air

;

So at our withering touch his race decays,

By whiskey* poisoned, all that war may spare.

But can the Power, whose awful mandate rolled

This globe abroad and gave all nations birth
;

Can He the source of being, pleased behold
A people perish from the encumbered earth ?

No—from their slumber let the good and wise
At length awaken, and their task begin

;

Reform—enlighten—soften—christianize

The border savage, wilk the paler skin.

Then lead the wild man of the forest forth,

With kindness lure him ; to his eye disclose

A new creation—make him feel the worth
Of all industry on a land bestows.

The page of knowledge to his view unroll.

The charms of virtue to hi< mind display
;

And open wide on his benighted soul

The full effulgence of the Gospel Day.

Selected.

EVENING.
" Abide with ns, for it is toward evening, and the day

i far spent."—Luke

Sun of my soul ! thou Saviour dear.

It is not night if Thou be near;

Oh, may no earth-horn cloud arise

To hide thee from thy servant's eyes.

When the soft dews of kindly sleep

My wearied eyelids gently steep.

Be my last thought, how sweet to rest

For ever on my Saviour's breast

!

Abide with me from morn till eve.

For without thee I cannot live
;

Abide with me when night is nigh,

For without thee I dare not die.

Thou framer of the light and dark,

Steer through the tempest thine own bark

;

Amid the howling wintry sea

We are in port if we have Thee.

If some poor wandering child of thine

Have spurned to-d.iy the voice divine,

Now, Lord, the gracious work begin
;

Let him no more lie down in sin.

Watch by the sick ; enrich the poor
With blessings from thy boundless store

;

Be every mourner's sleep to-night

Like infants' slumbers, pure and light.

Come near and bless us when we wake,
Ere through the world our way we take,

Till in the ocean of thy love.

We lose ourselves in heaven above.

Frozen Together.—During a season of great
religious declension, an aged deacon was asked
whether the church to which he belonged
were united. -'Ah, yes," replied the good
man, with emotion; "for we are all frozen
together."

One of the reasons for so much unanswered
prayer, we believe, is that those offering it

would shrink from the demand of God, which
says, " Shall I answer in the way I think
best. "

—

Presbyterian.

* In reading an account of Indian life, by a woman
who when a child was captured by Indians and lived

among them all her life, 1 was struck by the statement

that before the introduction of whiskey among them the
death of a child was almost unknown, but after its in-

troduction the children began to die the same as white
people's children.
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Allegheny Colored Schools.

We have received from S. M. Wickersham,

of Pittsburg, Pa., a communication prepared

by hira for insertion in the papers of that cit}',

explaining the action of the Board of Con-

trollers of the Public Schools of Allegheny

City, of which Board he is a member, in dis-

continuing a separate school for the colored

children, which had been in existence for

many years. This school was instituted under

a State law of 1854, requiring the establish-

ment of such separate schools. The commu-
nication states:

—

" At the time of the passage of this act the

Constitution of 1838 was in existence, under

which the negro was debarred from all rights

of citizenship ; but the Legislature, seeing

clearly the importance of educating all per-

sons within the State, prorided this method
of 80 doing, and in deference to this law the

Sherman avenue school was established and

has since been kept up.

In 1866 the Constitution of the United

States was amended, viz:

ARTICLE Xiy.
SECTION I.

' All persons born or naturalized in the

United States, and subject to the jurisdiction

thereof, are citizens of the United States and

of the State wherein they reside. No State

shall make or enforce any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of citi-

zens of the United States ;
nor shall any State

deprive any person of life, libertj', or pro-

perty, without due process of law, nor deny
10 any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws.'

On January 1st, 1874, the present consti-

tution of Pennsylvania came into force, in

which no exclusion on account of race and

color exists, and in which appears:

ARTICLE X.
EDUCATION.

^Section 1. The General Assembly shall pro

vide for the maintenance and support of a

thorough and efficientsystem of public schools,

wherein all the children of this Common-
wealth, above the age of six years, may be

educated, and shall appropriate at least one

million dollars each year for that purpose.'

The decision of the State Superintendent

of Instruction as to the qualilications for ad-

mission to the public schools, page 39 —
'School Laws and decisions of Pennsylvania'

—is:
' 81. Residence in the district and fit age are

the only requisites to entitle a person to ad-

mission to a common school in Pennsylvania.'

In the light of the above, it is apparent

that now, no legal distinction of race or color

remains, and that a separate school for colored

children is a violation of both the letter and
spirit of the Constitution of the United States,

as well as of that of Pennsylvania, and the

Board of Controllers of Allegheny recogniz-

ing their duty to abolish it, did so at their

meeting of July 6th inst. S. M. W."

How many have been ruined by their re-

serves; giving up only in part; having onlj'

a half-waj' religion ;
striving to servo God and

mammon, or something else beside God ; liv-

ing to themsi.'lves in gratifications, which, so

far as indulged, never foil to keep the soul

from dying into perfect life and liberty. Oh !

the bondage. They bow down alwaj'; never

rise superior to the power of the oppressor.

They see that rest or ease is seemingly good
;

so they bow down as between two burdens,

and " become servants unto tribute." They
have so much religion as makes wrong indul-

gences a burden to the tender-breathing life,

yet so much reluctance to the entire death of

the cross, as makes their religion a burden.

So, between these two burdens, they are rather

distressed tributaries than free subjects of

either kingdom. My soul knows, and has

deeply groaned under this cruel bondage; but,

blessed be the Lord of liberty. He has so en-

gaged my heart to follow Him, that it is, and

has been for some considerable time, the fixed

steady intention of my mind, through holy

aid, to make war in righteousness, not in part

only, but in true righteousness, with all evil

of every kind. For I am, beyond doubt as-

sured, that no other state will ever afford un-

shaken peace.

If all that profess to believe in perfection,

did really believe in it and steadily press after

it, I believe God's kingdom would soon come
on earth as in heaven, far more extensively

than there is now any room to expect ;

to do. For, alas! where are they who even

intend ateadUy, and unceasingly, henceforward

to deny themselves, take up their constant

cross, and follow Christ fully, and wherever
He leadeth. Few, I believe, with full pur
pose, even intend this; and without intending

it, aj'e, and earnestly wrestling and laborin

for it too, we shall never ascend to the top of

the hill. We may have good desires at times:

and now and then be alarmed, and resolve

and re-resolve; and yet make very little pro

gress. And this, I fear, is too much the case

with the great bulk of even our Society.

Our whole lives are short enough to finish

the work our God has for us, even were we
constantly engaged in the good fight against

every evil motion. But until we engage in

t without reserve, sin will have dominion over

IS ; will reign ; will more or less bring us into

bondage. And while this is the case, we are

n imminent danger, that we shall yet finally

centre in the bondage of sin and corruption.

J. Scott.

A Scene at Glendalough.—Many years since

S. C. H dl and wife visited Ireland, previous

to writing their well-known work descriptive

of its scener3- and customs. On the occasion

of their visit to Glendalough, the far-famed

district of the Seven Churches, they observed

a young lad seated on one of the tombstones,

who, immediately on their approach, doffed

his cay>, and offered his services as guide over

the district. A bargain was soon struck and

the party drove off. The lad, full of the

quaint old legends of the place, did his work
well and to the entire satisfaction of his

employers. Returning home after a day's

thorough enjoyment, S. C. Hall took a flask

from his pocket, and, after partaking of the

contents, offered some to the lad. To his

utter astonishment the offer was firmly but

politely declined. An Irish boy who would

not even taste whiskey was, indeed, a stranger

sight than any ho had seen during the day
He could not understand it. Resolved to test

the lad's principles, he offered him a shilling

then half a crown, then five shillings, if he

would drink the poisonous drug; but the lad

was firm. Under the ragged jacket there

throbbed a truci heart. S. C. Hall determined,

however, to conquer if possible, and finally

offered hira half a sovereign, a coin not often

seen by lads of his class in these parts. ]

a wicked act, and proved too much ft

the politeness even of an Irish boy. Drav
ng himself up in something well nigh akii

,0 indignation, and pulling a Temperauc
nedal from the folds of his ragged jacket, li

irmly told his tempter "that for all th

money his honor might be worth he woal
not break his pledge." The history of th

medal was sooo toll It had belonged to th

lad's father, who had spent the prime of hi

days in the service of the cruellest of task-raai

ters—Drink. Until the advent of " Fathe
ilatthew," happiness had been unknown i

the home on the hill side. But with hisadveni

peace and joy prevailed. The medal was no;

round the lad's neck—a father's dj^ing legac

to his son. Hence his noble and firm resolv(

Nor was his heroism in vain. It was to

much for S. C. Hall, who there and the

screwed the top on the flask, and threw i

into the lake by the side of which they stooc

Since that day, and through the influence c

that lad, he and his \vife have been staunc

teetotalers, aiding the movement by tonga

and pen.

Religions Items, &c.

Disestablishment.—The feeling among Not

conformists in favor of the separation c

Church and State in England, is not one c.

hostility to the Episcopal Church itself. Bui

they justly feel that it is « grievance to bji

taxed to support an Established Church wit
j

which the}' are not in sympathy, and frorj

which they receive no benefit. In man
places the clergy are paid by the State fror^

taxes levied partly upon Dissenters, and pai '

large sums for trifling services. In one viiV

lage of Scotland, for example, tho clergy iiMu|

receives $1,000 for attending to a parish ii

which he has but three members, or five com
prising himself and his wife. A. Oliver, o

Glasgow, states :
" I am rated to help to pa;'

the communion elements of my parish minis

ter, but though I have been fifteen years ii

Glasgow I have never seen him—he does no

look after his parishioners." Examples lik

these might be easily multiplied. No wonde
that a Scotch minister indignantly exclaims.

"This is legalized robber}-, and we shall do

submit to it any more than we can help." L

"Heretics" in Rome.—Roman Catholicpaperf.

of Rome express very hot indignation becauS'j

'

a lot and building, once a convent of the barc|.

footed Augustinians, but afterward, by ordei'

of Pope Pious IX., a barrack for soldiers, ha

been sold to some parties belonging to th'

Church of England for the erection of a pla©

of worship. Cardinal Vicar Monaco La Val

letta protests against the horrible outrage

"It is a contract which, while repugnant U

the conscience of the Roman people, is stipu
^

lated in the name of the municipality '

Rome. It is trulj- deplorable that the muni
cipality, instead of endeavoring to obstruct th

indefatigable efforts with which heresy tries t

pervert this people, should facilitate its work

opening for it another shelter in the middb

of the city."

The Voce delta Verita denounces as a grea

crime the permitting ministers of error t<

build churches in a country where the Catho

lie Apostolic Roman religion is the religion O'

the State.

It is well fdr American freedmen -to recog

nize the spirit which rules at the fountait

head of the Papacy.
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'apol Indulgences for sins and even crimes,

still sold in the Philippines, by the Gov
nent, at its offices all over the countr}-, at

same counters with tobacco, brandy and
erytickets, aud other articles of which
Government retains the monopoly. The
petual right to sell indulgences in Spain
its colonies was granted to the Spanish
wn by the Pope in 1750. In 1844 45 the

rernment received from this source of

enuo upwards of £58,000.

Natural History, Science, &c.

rame Ostriches at Cape of Good Hope.—One
hen ostrich was a pet about the house,

used to do sad damage in the farm-yard,
ng the young goslins, swallowing them

! oj'sters. It was amusing to go into one
the breeding paddocks; here a pair of

riches were brooding on a nest of eggs,

ding, as usual, the labor between thera.

1 cock was very savage and attacked all

ruders, so his master bad a long pole with
rk at the end of it, and when the ostrich

at the party, he caught its neck in the

:. The ostrich was excessively enraged,

; soon had to give in.

L kick from an ostrich is well known as

y dangerous. The only thing to do when
acked without means of defence, is said

e to lie flat down and let the bird walk on

ftill he is tired.

—

Moseley's Naturalist on
" Challenger."

Manilla hemp is procured from a species

oanana, from the stems of which the fibres

obtained by maceration.
Professor Schuheler, of Christiana, No:

y, having been engaged for thirty years in

dying the influences of climatic relations in

nts, has made some interesting discoveries

Ipecting the effects of the continuous sun

bt of the northern summer on the matar
;
of grains and fruits. Wheat brought from
sarabia and Ohio gradually acquired a

her and darlcer color till it became like the

,ive Norwegian wheat. A similar improve-

nt in color took place in field and garden
;nt8. In no case did any plant which was
ipted to cultivation in the country at all

e in color; on the other hand, many flowers

planted from Central Europe were larger

I more intense in color. Even Scandinaviar
,nt8 became brighter as they were taker

m the southern part of the peninsula north
the flowers in color, the iruits gained ir

7or, and these aromatic and highly seasoned
nts, which are esteemed in Europe on ac

int of the full development of their flavors

mch as the stronger kinds of celery, garlic

illots, and onions—became so strong under
ighly northern culture, as to be unpleasant
eat. The fruits at the same time lost

'

eelness, and golden drop plums and green
fres raised at Christiana and Drontheim
lile they were large, well-colored, and full

(rored, had a decided taste of unripeness,

conclusion drawn from these observa-

ns, that light develops flavor, and heat
eetness, is confirmed by the obaervationi

Dr. Edmund Goze on the fruits of Portugal
le strawberries of Coimbra are large and
eet, but have no flavor, while the northern
aw berries are admired for their flavor, and
i sweet Portuguese wine is inferior in aroma
the northern wines. The continuous light

found to hasten ripening, and more th

m^.ensates for the retarding influences of the
Yer temperature. In this we have explained

the facility with which varieties of cultivated
plants adapt themselves to the shortness of
the northern seasons.

Sea-Shore Sights.—Standing by the margin
of the sea, we observe that the water breaks
upon sand, gravel, mud, or strewn fragments
of stone or shells, and that these materials
pass down beneath it. If the shore is rocky,
pools of salt water may be noticed, from which
some idea may be formed of the nature of the
bottom of at least the shallower parts of the
sea. Each of these pools form, as it were, a
miniature sea. Its sides are hung with tufts

of delicate sea-weeds, and bright with clusters

of sea anemones, while many a limpet and peri-

winkle stands fixed to the shore or creeps
cautiously over its surface. The bottom of
the water abounds in shady groves of sea
weed, through which many tiny forms of
marine creatures dart and crawl. A
look into one pool after another, we find them
all to be more or less full of plant and animal
life.

Turning from these shore pools to the
of the sea itself when the tide is low, we
mark that the ledges of rock support a thick

growth ofcoarse, dark-green, or brown tangles

and sea-wrack, among which, if the water is

still enough, tiny crabs, sea urchins, jelly-fish,

and other bright-colored marine animals may
be seen. If the water is examined from a

boat, this forest-belt of large, daik seaweed
is found not to extend to a greater depth than
a few fathoms. Beyond it the bottom, whether
rocky, sandy, or muddy, can be seen through
the clear water, or maj' be examined by means
of the dredge. Delicate scarlet sea-weeds,

with coralines and deeper- water shells,_inhabit

these tracts. The sea-weed belt which' fringes
the land has an average breadth of about a
mile. Bej'ond it, as we gradually get into

deeper water, the common plants and animals
of the shore are found one by one to disap-

pear, and other kinds to take their place. The
dredge may be dragged along some parts
of the sea-floor and bring up only sand or
mud, while at a short distance oif it may
come up full of many and varied forms of
marine life, thus showing that there must be

bare tracts of sand, mud, or stone on the sea-

floor, and other patches where plants and
animals are crowded together. — Harper's
Magazine.

Punctuality.—A secretary of General Wash-
ington was once late in his attendance upon
duty. When asked the cause, he excused him-
self by saying that his watch was out of oi'der.
'' Then," replied the general, "you must get
another watch, or 1 another secretary."

The tree will not only lie as it falls, but it

will fall as it leans.—And the great question

every one should bring homo to himself is,

" What is the inclination of my soul? Does
it, with all its affections and powers lean to-

ward God, or away from him ?

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 7, 1880.

We suppose all Christians believe that the

primary ground or procuring cause of man's
salvation is the goodness and mercy of our
Heavenly Father, who so loved the world

that Ho sent his only begotten Son into the
world as a sacrifice for our sins, that whoso-
ever believeth in Him might not perish, but
might have everlasting life.

To the active mind meditating on these

solemn subjects, many doubts, queries and
suggestions are apt to occur—why an all-

wise, powerful and benevolent Deity should
have permitted evil or suffering to appear in

his creation ? Why He should have ordained
that the just should suffer for the unjust, and
that our reconciliation to Him should be ef-

fected through the offering of his beloved
Son, the Lord Jesus Christ? How it is pos-

sible to reconcile the Divinity of our Saviour
and of the Holy Spirit with the Scripture

declaration that there is but one God ? Many
such questions have presented to the busy
mind of man, and they illustrate the truth of

the Scripture assertion, that the wisdom of

this world is foolishness with God. "The
natural man knoweth not the things of the

Spirit of God, neither can he know them, be-

cause they are spiritually discerned." The
grasp of our intellectual faculties is limited by
Him who gave them, and it is only as we are

divinely illuminated by the Spirit of Christ,

that we can see and understand spiritual

truths. Hence our Society has always be-

lieved it safest to adhere very much to Scrip-

ture language when speaking of mysterious

subjects, and not to venture on explanations

or inferences which are the result of our own
imaginations or reasonings.

VV'e much desire that our members every-

where may stand on this safe ground, and not

be drawn into speculations which may have
a confusing and unsettling effect, especially

in reference to the salvation of man. It is

abundantly clear from the testimony of Scrip-

ture, that our blessed Saviour came into the

world to save sinners, that He was wounded
for our transgressions, that with his stripes

we may be healed, that He offered up his out-

ward life as a sacrifice for our sakes, that He
bare our sins in his own body on the tree, that

we have redemption through his blood, even
the forgiveness of sins, that " the remission of

sins which any partake of is only in and by
virtue of that most satisfactory sacrifice," for

it is by the obedience of that One that the free

gift is come upon all to justification.

It is equally clear that we cannot be saved
without knowing the Spirit of the same Jesus
Christ our Saviour, to rule in our hearts, there

to lead, and to teach us ; there to wash us from
all defilement by his heart-changing opera-

tions. This Spirit of Christ is the free gift

that is come unto all, purchased for us by his

"obedience"— his sufferings and death. So
that the true disciple of Christ may be said

to be washed in his blood in a twofold sense

—

the expression having reference both to the

outward ottering which He made for the sins

of mankind, and also to the washing of re-

generation and the renewing of the Holy
Ghost which is shed on us abundantly through
Him.
The Society of Friends has always fully

recognized that the salvation of man depends
both on the outward and the inward work of

Christ— and has forborne to separate that

which God has thus joined together.

We have been sometimes grieved to meet
with the speculative disposition above referred

to, directed to our Saviour Himself in his out-

ward appearance; attempting to discriminate

between flesh and spirit in a manner calcu-
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lated to lessen that reverence which all should

feel for Him who thought it not robbery to

be equal with God. He who was from the

beginning, by whom tho worlds were made,

took upon Him ihe form of a servant, even a

body of flesh and blood such as we are clothed

with. But the nature of that union of Divine

and Human, we believe it is not for us to com-

prehend ; neither do we believe it is prudent

or safe to indulge in vain imaginations on

such subjects.

It is often a source of encouragement and

strength to observe the clearness ofjudgment
and the attachment to our religious principles

manifested by some who have been brought

into our Society by convincement of the truth

of its doctrines, and by being drawn to unite

with those who are endeavoring to show to

the world the blessed fruits they are calcu-

lated to promote.

One of these from a distant State, in writ-

ing to a Friend with whom he had met when
on a visit in Pennsylvania, says: "Since

mingling with Friends of your Yearly Meet-

ing, I feel a strong attachment for your mem-
bers. I do deeply deplore the condition of

our Yearly Meeting. There have been so

raany departures, it seems to me, that there

is but little left us but a name. Friends'

general appearance is very unlike Friends
;

[from] their dress and address, and their man-
ner of dealing, a stranger would not in many
cases know who they were. I have not been

a member of the Society very long, but if I

am convinced of Friends' principles at all,

and I trust I am, it is of the ancient form of

Quakerism. I have no unity at all with this

progressive spirit. I do desire that Phila-

delphia Friends may stand firm in the prin-

ciple wherewith they have once been made
free ; for it does not look reasonable that the

great Head of the Church will lead his people

back into a place, whence He led them out

with a high hand and an outstretched arm."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The average temperature of the

past month, at Philadelphia, was 75.6 degrees, just the

same as for the corresponding month last year. The
highest was 95 degrees, and the lowest 08 deg. Total

rainfall 7.74 inches. Rain fell on 15 days. Pre

ing direction of wind, S. W. Maximum velocity 27

miles from north-west. At Germantown the rainfall

.is reported 10.9 inches.

Baldwin's Locomotive Works now employ upwards

of 2700 hands. Ten locomotives are on an average

turned out weekly. Orders are being filled for South
Australia, New South Wales, and other distant places,

A new locomotive, constructed upon a peculiar plan

with a special view to speed, and which was tested

on the Bound Brook branch of the Philadelphia and
Reading Railroad, ha3 been purchased for brake trials

and tests in England. It will be fitted up with the

Eames duplex automatic vacuum brake, and shipped

to Londom. It is intended to test the question of the

relative superiority of American and English locomo-

tives.

The contract to build the iron bridge over the Mon-
ongahela River, at Pittsburg, which will cost §20,000,

has been awarded to the Iron City Bridge Works.
The annual report of the operations of the United

States Mint in Philadelphia, shows that in the coiners,

melters, and refiners' departments, over 262 tons of

gold and 1818 tons of silver were melted, refined, an
nealed, and cut; of the minor coin issued were 272
tons of nickel, copper and bronze alloy. The value of

the entire amount is placed at §204,809,663.57.
The Controller of the Currency has just completed

a table showing the losses charged off by National

Banks during the six months ending .Srd mo. 1st. 1880,

to have been §7,563,886. Of these losses, $1,208,-

521.02 was on account of depreciation in the premium
upon U. S. bonds which were about to mature.

The aggregate exports of the United States durinj^

the fiscal year ending 6th mo. 30th, 1880, were §835,-

93,924 ; and the imports §667,885,565. The exports

exceed by 120 per cent., those for the year ending 6th

mo. 30th, 1870. During the same time the increase

in the imports has been but 53 per cent.

This year's wheat crop for the United States is esti-

mated at 485,000,000 bushels, an increase of 36,000,000

over last year's crop.

The census returns give the population of some of

the Western States as follows: Oregon 175,535, an in-

crease of 93 per cent, since 1870 ; Minnesota, 780,072,

an increase of 340,366 in ten years; Kansas 1,000,000.

The population of some of the manufacturing cities of

New England have more than doubled in the past ten

years.

The number of deaths in this city during the past

week was 378; 188 of whom were adults, and 190

children—117 of these under one year of age.

Markets, &e.—V. S. sixes, 1881, 104f ; S's, 102| ; 4i's,

gistered, 110} ; do. coupon, IIU ;
4's, 109J.

Cotton is dull at Hi cents per lb. for middling up-

lands, and 12 cts. for do. New Orleans and Texas.

Petroleum is firm at 9J cts. for refined in bbls., and

Vlh cts. for do. in cases.

Flour and Meal.—Flour is quiet and steady. Sales

of 2800 barrels, including Minnesota extras, old stock

and fresh, at §5.25 $6.25 ; do. do. straight, at $5.50 a

$6.25 ; Pennsylvania family, at $5 a $5.50 ;
western

5.50 a f 0.25, and patents at §7 a §8.25. Rye
flour is firm at $4.75 a $5 per barrel.

Grain.—Wheat is unsettled and higher, sales of

150,000 bushels including rejected at^$l a $1.02;

choice red and amber, on the track, at §1.10, and No.

2 red in the elevator, from §1.17 up to $1.26. Rye is

teady at 70 cts. for new, and 80 cts. for Pennsylvania.

Corn is quiet and firm ; sales of 8000 bushels, includ-

g rejected, at 48 a 48} cts. ; steamer at 48} cts.

;

ixed at 50 a 50} cts., and yellow at 51} a 52 cts.

Oats are 1 cent higher ; sales of 7000 bushels, includ-

g mixed at 34 to 361 cts., and white at 39 to 44 cts.

Hay and straw market.—For the week ending 7th

Russia is the largest producer of the fibre, yieldin

250,000 tons.

A return published in connection with a bill recent!

introduced into Parliament, for the better security c,

vessels with grain cargoes, shows that between th'

years 1873 and 1880, twenty-sis steamships, ladei'

wholly or part'y with grain, were foundered at sea, at'

twenty-four were reported missing, and 100 grain-lade

sailing vessels foundered, and 111 were reported misf

ing.

Frankfort-on-the-Main, in Germany, is said to be tk

richest city in the world. In a population of 100,000

there are 100 people worth from $4,000,000 to §5,000.

000 each, and 250 others worth $1,000,000 and up

ward. Its aggregate banking capital is estimated a

§200,000,000.

A dispatch from Constantinople says the famine ii

Armenia is spreading.

The canton of Schwyz, Switzerland, has re-estal

lished capital punishment, and has enacted that ex(

cutions shall be public. This makes the fourth canto

that has restored the punishment of death.

The Volcano of Fuego, in Guatemala, is reported i

active operation. The whole heavens for miles arouni

are filled with smoke, and the quantities of fine dus

falling indicate that the effects must be calamitous.

During the last week, there were 51 deaths fron

yellow fever and 13 from small-pox, in Havana.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Samuel Woolman, N. J., $2.10, vol

54 ; from Sarah McDonald, 111., $2.10, vol. 54 ; from Ir

J. Parker, Pa., for Rachel F. Parker and Jane \\

Knight, +2.10 each, vol. 54 ; from Elizabeth Marriotr

N. Y., $2, vol. 54; from Benjamin Gilbert, Agent, Pa

f2.10, vol. 54, and for Joshua Cope, Mary M. Pria
Albert Cope and Dillon Gibbons, $2.10 each, vol. 54,

from Elizabeth S. Kirk and Isaiah Kirk, Pa., pe

Margaret Lightfoot, $2.10 each. vol. 54 ; from Elias Ei

Paxson, Pa., $2.10, vol. 54, and for Deborah Paxsoni

$2.10, vol. 54 ; from Joseph Waring, Canada, f 2.10, tl

No. 23, vol. 55, and for George Pollard, John Moorii

Henry Sutton, Jesse Stover, Thomas Cornell, Bensoij

Lossing, and Henry S. Moore, $2.10 each, vol. 54 ; froc'

Lydia Lee, Pa., $2.10, vol. 54 ; from Beulah Garriguei

Pa., $2.10, vol. ,54 ; from Deborah Satterthwaite, N. J.

U.U. 3l3t,f880.-Load3of hay;30o; loads of straw, 69.
j

$2.10 vol. 54 ;
from Elizabeth Hunt, C, S2.10 vol. 54

Average price during the week-prime timothy, $1.30 f^om Isaac Leeds, N. J.,_*2.10, vol. 54, and for I. Powol
prime

to $1.40 per 100 lbs.; mi.xed, §1.15 to §1.25 ; straw,

§1 to §1.10.

Beef cattle were more active at a decline of } cent.

3400 head sold at the dift'erent yards at 3} a 5j cts.

per lb., as to condition.

Sheep were faii-ly active and unchanged, 7000 head

arrived and sold at the different yards at 3 a 5} cts.

per lb., as to quality. Lambs sold at 3} a 7 cts. per lb.

Hogs were firmer but dull—3500 head sold at the

different yards at 6J a 7} cts. per lb. as to condition.

Cows were unchanged—200 head sold at the dif-

ferent yards at $20 a $50 per head, as to condition.

Wool.—The volume of business not large, but prices

were steadily maintained, and for combing and UeLaine
which are scarce, holders demand an advance. Sales

of Ohio fine at 44 a 45 cts. ; do. xx 47 cts ; do. medium
48 a 50 cts. Illinois, medium 47 cts. ; Michigan, fine

40 cts. ; unwashed wools, 28 a 36 cts.

Oils.—Linseed, 58 a 60 cts. ; neats foot, 55 a 65 cts.;

lard, prime, 57 cts.; do. do. No. 1, 49 cts. ; sperm,

crude, 50 a 53 cts. ; bleached, $1.08 a $1.13.

Foreign'.—In less than a week after Abduraman
Khan was formally acknowledged as Ameer of Af
ghanistan, the native forces, under Ayoob Khan, have
engaged the British forces under General Burrows, and
after a severe battle of four hours, defeated them with

great loss. The news of this disaster has caused much
e.Kcitement in England and India. Preparations are

being made to send troops from England.
Earl Gladstone is reported quite ill, with congestion

of the lungs.

The Earl of Kimberly informed the House of Lords
on the 2d inst., that Sir Bartle Frere had been recalled

from the Governorship of the Cape of Good Hope.
A dispatch from Calcutta states that the Rumpa re-

bellion shows no signs of collapsing, as the British

troops cannot stand the unhealthy climate.

In the annual report of the Flax Supply Association

of Ireland, it is stated that in the past few years there

has been a tendency to abandon the cultivation of flax

in some of Ihe^inoijial EjKopean producing countries.

Leeds, N. J., and Susan Powell, Pa., $2.10 each, vol. 51

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning, will m
appear in the receipts until the following week.

In the list of Agents for " The Friend," publishe

last week, there was an accidental omission of th

name of Allen Fitrnas, Danville, Hendricks Co

Indiana.

Wanted, by 9th mo. 6th, 1880, a woman Friend t

take charge of Bradford Monthly Meeting School.

Applications maybe addressed to Richard B. Bailj

Lewis Embree, or Paschal Worth, Marshalton, Cheste

Co., Pa.

TOUGHKENAMON BOARDING SCHOOL FOl
GIRLS, will re-open 9th mo. 13th, 1880.

H. M. Cope, Principal.

Toughkenamon, Chester Co., Penna.

A young woman Friend desires a situation as teache

of small children, either in a family schojl, or a

assistant in a larger school.

Address to the Office of " The Friend."

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelph

Physician and Superintendent

—

JohnC. Hall,
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

m.ade to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, at New Hope, Pa., on 7th mo. 26th, 1881

Margauet p., wife of Charles B. Knowles, in the 766

year of her age, a member of Buckingham Particula

and Monthly Meeting of Friends.

^"wiLLIAiFlL PIL^PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.














